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CHICAGO EXAMINER, Dec. 26
T. ROY BARNES IS

BY ASHTON STEVENS
The one redeeming feature of "At the Ball,"
American Music Hall, is T. Roy Barnes.
George M. Cohan has overlooked a handsome
wager in not writing a farce around him. For
T. Roy Barnes is the only handsome comic
on the native stage. He can look Adonis and
at the

play like a lamented Peter F. Dailey. He is
a beautiful guy made for the clowning of

master wits.
See him in the final act, clad as a harlequin, whited in sculptural loveliness, but all
the time funning even as a Foy would do,
and you will see what Harry Dixey was in

'

i

«

afternoon.

At the

»>

Ball

mas Day and gave

a amall but most appre-

ciative audience two hours and fifty-five
utes of unadulterated merriment.

TOMMY GRAY

For Full Particular, See

BARNES

IS

FUNMAKER.

T. Roy Barnes, who said his father wanted
him to be a great general like Von Kluck,
but he couldn't go to war and slsughter men
because he was a lady killer, may not be the

whole show, but he is a goodly part of it.
ever winning smile and comical

He is stranded in Europe when the war
breaks out and serves as valet to a Duke aa
a means of getting back to America, where
he falls in love with pretty, blonde Olga
Cook as Daisy Hollister, heiress, of course.
In fact, he falls so hopelessly in love with
her at first sight—any one might—that he
frankly admits "she can put her automobile in my garage just any old time she wants
to build it."
But, of course, Mr. Barnes
realizes that he cannot win her heart and
purse in his lowly position as valet, so he in
turn sends the Duke to Washington and has
him thrown into the Hudson (yes, the scene
is in New York), and becomes the Duke himself, and while the real Duke is off stage
the romance runs blithely along without
more plot to bore one.

THEN MAKES HIM LAUGH.

ing the critic in a state of muscleless laughter before an audience of 1,987. Fuller details
are in the possession of Professor J. Brander
Matthews.
Brother Brander, by the way. might have
written "At the Ball/ But he didn't. Philip
Bartholomae and Alice Gerstenberg did.

SCORE
The

IS

BREEZY.

score, particularly

Loom" and

"Weave From Your

Wonderful Love," is as breezy
and pretty as the girls who sing it. And
Mr. Barnes' song, "Nobody Home, in which
he knocks upon the misshapen dome of his
secretary, aaying "Nobody home? Why. they
haven't begun to build up there yet, is a

ALL OVER THE PLACE.
But by no possible pull of the imagination
could the professor have cast T. Roy Barnes
Somebody who is wonfor the valet hero.
Mr. Barnes has a
derfully lucky did that.
part that makes Hamlet's read like Mercutio's for length. Almost the whole enterprise
He
is a swift succession of sudden Barnes.
is all over the shop and under the subway
beside the orchestra rail, where come and
go the numerous personages. No tired business man ever worked so nsrd as Mr. Barnes
does to relieve that fatigue of platitude.
Last night's audience could see nothing but
Barnes.

whirlwind.

But the gowns must not be forgotten. Miss
Alice Hegeman, who wins scores of laughs
as the ridiculous and wiry "Anastasia, who
has weak moments," remarks right in the
first

act:

"Say, did you see the mole on her hip?"

"TIMES-UNION,"

"DAILY NEWS,"

DEC

"At the

26.

LESLIE.
handsome man,

T. Roy
That extremely
Barnes, comes up smiling with his pulchritude
unchallenged and his comedy nerve unHe is a very likable sort of a
abashed.
comedian, with a good voice, an irresistible
sense of harmless fun and lots of wit and
humor of his own. "Nobody Home" was his
best song. But he pervades the show like a
stresk of chain lightning.

24.

Ball,"

stunning costumes, pretty girls and catchy
song-music. It gave Albany theatre-goers a
chance to see T. Roy Barnes, one of the best
comedians in the business.
Mr. Barnes is a whole show in himself
of

alone. He holds the center of the stage most
of the time, and his comedy is so good that

CHICAGO TRIBUNE," DEC 26.
BY PERCY HAMMOND.
mv

comedy.

DEC

Philip Bartholomae's latest
dramatic effort, which was seen by large
audiences at Harmanus Bleecker hall yesterday afternoon and last evening, is a scream of
farce comedy, with an all-star cast, a wealth

BY AMY

admiration
I wish, however, to reiterate
for the antic proceedings of Mr. T. Roy
Barnes, who strides like a Gulliver through
the Lilliputian fable of "At the Ball." Mr.
Barnes is two years ahead of his time. He
is one of the best of the musical comedy
iconoclasts, kicking over the waxen tenor,
who, astride the cafe table, bays at the moonlight and his lady love. He is a musical comedian with a sense of humor; he can be clown
and hero at one and the same time. And he
saves "At the Ball" for those who have
reached their sophomore year in musical

min-

with his
antics.

Now, Percy Hammond is a vindictive critic,
Authors J. M. Patterson and William
Shakespeare and Actors Ethel Barrymore and
Ann Murdock will attest, and it is only his
vocabulary that keeps him out of jail.
And when he was thus Bunnied to his very
face he began to dig from the deeps of his
mental thesaurus synonyms for imprecations
for T. Roy Barnes.
But in two mtnutes Mr.
Barnes, with his utterly own jokes and stage
business, had verified the insult by exhibit-

w

Philip Bartholomae and Miss Alice Gerstenberg have taken the aame old ingredients
—social climber mamma, fortune hunting
Duke, bold and comic hero—adding the pretty
lyrics of Silvio Hein and have produced quite
a delectable piece of musical comedy 'pie.
T. Roy Barnes served it piping hot on Christ-

the gloat of his youth.
The beauty-comic is rare enough to be one
in a generation.
It is in history that one
evening during a vaudeville, Mr. Barnes
espied Mr. Hammond belatedly reclining into
an aisle seat and cried: "John Bunny, make
yourself welcome I"

!

26.

Coaxing a warm hand from a cold house is
like teaching an old dog new tricks.
But
that's just what "At the Ball" did when it
opened at the American Music Hall yesterday

as

1,

DEC

CAN,"

CARRIES CHICAGO IN

WHOLE SHOW
Audience at "At the Ball 9* Not Interested in Anything Else at
Opening Here.

CRAWFORD

and

CHICAGO "JOURNAL," DEC 26
BY

O. L.

HALL,

The show brings back to this community
T. Rov Barnes, the best "fly" comedian for
lyric frivol that has come to our stage since
Richard Carle made his arrival. He is helpless in the hands of the librettists, but he
has success with his own material.

CHICAGO "POST," DEC

26.

Roy Barnes, the nervous and eager
young comedian who put life into "The Red
T.

Canary," did his best for me, and aroused a
smile as often as his role permitted.
Mr.
H.irnes harks back to his vaudeville career
in the second act and delivers a song and
specialty called

"Nobody Home."

the audience is rocked with laughter all the
while he is talking and acting. His manner
is extremely breezy and his patter is of the
rapid-fire kind, flashing over the footlights
with telling effect, although a great deal of
his humor went over the heads of the audience and was lost. Barnes is a fine-looking
chap, clean-cut and graceful. He has had a
long and highly successful csreer in vaudeville and last season he captivated Chicago
in "The Red Canary." "At the Ball* is also
destined for Chicago, where it opens to-morrow night for a twelve weeks' engagement.
Barnes comes to the "At the Ball" production
fresh from a successful appearance at the
Winter Garden in New York. He calls himself
a "nut" artist, and his song "Nobody Home,"
is one of the big hits of the show.
Barnes is not only a splendid comedian,
but he displays good acting qualities. His
love scenes, while farcical, are extremely
pretty.
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JULIUS BOASBERG HAS

DRAGGED FROM PALACE STAGE

JANUARY

1,

PRICE

1915..

Gov. Whitman.
Last week brought to light still
another glaring example of the misuse
of the powers of the police and courts
of Erie County by one Julius Boasberg, an installment jewelry dealer of
Buffalo,

when

he

had

an

actress

dragged from the stage of the Palace
theatre, New York, and without giving her time to communicate with
friends, had her placed on board a train
for Buffalo where she was locked up
in Police Headquarters.
Boasberg, who styles himself "Jeweller to the Theatrical Profession " has
made a practice in the past of using
the courts of Erie County to assist
him in collecting installment payments
on the jewelry that he sells. There
seems to be some "connection" existing between Boasberg and the crim-

the
jeweller seems to have the power to
send out coppers in plain clothes from
Headquarters there to make his colIn this latest case
lections for him.
happening Saturday night that has
inal

come

authorities

of

Buffalo,

for

there is the startling
fact that at the moment the actress
under arrest paid part of her account
to the jeweller in the Buffalo Police
Headquarters she was "turned loose"
without the formality of appearing beto

light

a Magistrate.
Some time ago the actress purchased
jewelry from Boasberg at the usual
Lately
exorbitant and inflated prices.
payments to lapse.
she permitted
Saturday night a policeman by the
name of Jerry Lynch, attached to the
Headquarters' squad in Buffalo, appeared at the stage door of the Palace
theatre, New York, where the actress
was appearing and arrested her on a
warrant (without displaying it at that
time) and took her to Buffalo without
giving her an opportunity to get into
When
communication with anyone.
fore

the train reached Rochester, she managed to send a wire back to New York,
and her friends immediately retained
Frederick E. Goldsmith in her behalf.
The attorney arranged over long
distance phone to have a Syracusan

EVA TANGUAT LEAVES FORD.

Chicago, Dec. 30.
The White Rats now has as a life
member Charles A. Comiskey, the Old

report that Eva Tanguay has
her husband, Johnny Ford, has
been confirmed by Miss Tanguay, who
has not commenced any legal action.
They were married about two years
ago, while Mr. Ford was a member of
the Eva Tanguay Road Show.
Miss Tanguay is at the Palace, New
York, this week, and doing a big business in that big house. It is said no
pass has been given out at the Palace
this week.
It is her first appearance
upon Broadway since returning to

Roman

of baseball

and owner of the

7
i -ank Fogarty, Big Chief of the Rats,
was instrumental in having Comiskey
join.
The White Sox chief said it was

one of the greatest pleasures of his life
to have the privilege of joining an organization like the Rats, as the actor,
in his estimation, is a very big and
needful man in this world.

and the police
for

but

1100,

first

The

Some weeks ago John J. McGraw of
New York Giants also became a life
member of the Rats.

pounding a felony.

"IRISH JUSTICE" NEXT.

asked the actress

could get that
ante to $200.
When the special messenger arrived
with the money for the actress and
she paid it over to the jeweller in
Police Headquarters, she was released
without the formality of taking her
before a magistrate of any sort, besides
having a ticket and berth presented to
her for her next vaudeville stand.
This, on the surface, appears to be
a violation of Article 52, Section 570
of the Penal Code relating to comIt

does not seem

possible, lawyers say, that the actress

could have been

arrested and transfrom New York County to Erie
County on a warrant charging her with

ferred

a lesser crime than a felony.
Several vaudeville artists have interested themselves in the case, and
Mr. Goldsmith has been instructed to
spare no expense whatever and to

Hammerstein's

may

another

stage

afterpiece in a couple of weeks.

It will

be "Irish Justice." The success
of "Sully's Cabaret Barber Shop" last
week, which was built upon the foundation of an old afterpiece, prompted the
management to make another try.

Arthur Hammerstein made the posistatement this week there would
be no Hammerstein Victoria Roof performances next summer. This may
be the time that will be taken to complete the contemplated alterations on
Hammerstein's.
No start for the remodeling will be
attempted while business continues at
a profitable or even-break gait.
tive

manner

failing

to

receive

hands

of

these

satisfaction

at

he

dignitaries,

carry the matter to Albany
before Governor Whitman.

the
will

and lay

SPOKANE BEAT
A

poll

of

theatre

following, to re-

Dawn

FEATURING WEBER & FIELDS FILM
Weber & Fields-Kinemacolor
about completing the first tworeel comedy subject by the comedians.
It is called "Mike and Meyer" and has
been built around "The Delicatessen
Shop."
The Loew Circuit has secured the
The

Co.

first

send

is

run rights to the picture and will
it all over the Loew Circuit as a

FRITZI IN "MRS. SMITH."
30.

managers shows

that 6,743,000 persons

Washington, D. C, Dec.

"The Prodigal Father,"
John Drew is starring, will
after the

performance

at

in

30.

which

close here

the National

Saturday night.
If

6.)

to bring the

into that theatre

show, but at the last
minute some one came forward with n
ank roll.

place the

1913.

Spokane, Dec.

it

(Continued on Page

was originally decided

feature attraction.

JOHN DREW ENDING SEASON.

full

the

It

new Marie Cahill show
next week or the week

1

partment.
Mr. Goldsmith is to take the matter
up with the Mayor of Buffalo and the
District Attorney of Erie County, and,

a

of

new lease of life at the Knickerbocker
and the company will remain there until
Feb. 6, the house being guaranteed that
its share will not fall below a certain
amount.

a

NO ROOF NEXT SEASON.

and complete investigain which Boasberg is conducting his business and
just what connection, if any, there is
between he and the Buffalo police detion

ROLL BEHIND "DEBUTANTE."
Dawn in "The Debutante" has

Hazel

likely

purchased tickets for legitimate, vaudeville and picture shows in Spokane in 1914.
This
is approximately half a million more
than last year's total.

make

left

the

jeweller

when they found she
amount they raised the

The

vaudeville.

forward money by special messenger
to the actress in Buffalo.

CENTS

COMISKEY JOINS RATS.

Wlrte Sox.

Installment Jeweller Causes Arrest of Actress for Failure to
Meet Payments. Taken to Buffalo Without Being Able
to Notify Friends. Case Will Be Taken Up With

10

you

don't advertise in
don't advertise

VARIETY,

Fritzi Scheff is

She

now

a Bosworth star.

appear in the Bosworth production of "Pretty Mrs. Smith," which
concluded its run at the Casino, New
York, six weeks ago. The feature
will

be released on the Paramount
Program about the middle of March.

will

"Nearly a Lady," featuring Elsie
is completed and is being shown
next week to Miss Janis, who is delaying her departure from the Coast in
order to see the production run off
after which she will embark for London. Dustin
Farntim
in
"Captain
Courtesy" will be an early Bosworth

Jam's,

release.

CABLES
CLEMART MAY
MEMBERS AND HEADS AT ODDS
QUIT V. A.

F.;

Federation Artists Dissatisfied with Sharing Plan Arranged

War

Committee.

The

Paris

in

30.

There is a feeling about there
going to be trouble between the members of the Variety Artists' Federation

If

and the heads of that organization. The
members are complaining over the
way they have been treated in the two
co-operative

schemes that have been

arranged for them between the managers and the executive committee of
Though there has
the organization.
been no official complaint offered by
the members up to now, a strong protest is imminent.
W. H. Clemart, the man at the wheel
for the V. A. F. during this war and
other troubles, has demanded a weekly
raise in salary of $25, owing to added

work

since

war was declared.

raise isn't granted

sign his post,

it

Mr. Clemart
is

said.

A

If

the

will re-

report

is

Clemart has an option for a position
with a vaudeville circuit here.

big night at

»»

"The Lane/

BAD LONDON BUSINESS.

("Cinderella"), bad;

BARRIES SKETCH FAILS.
London, Dec.

—

Mystery"), business
30.

Tag," the new J. M. Barrie
which deals with the current

"Dcr
sketch,

opened at
the Coliseum, with Irene Van Brugh
and Norman McKinnell, is a failure.
The author's name drew in big business the opening night, with the audience mostly composed of the "best

war

conditions, and which

people."
mmmmm+m

GABY LEAVES PALACE.
London,

Dec

30.

Gaby Deslys did not play her last
week at the Palace through trouble
with her throat, for which she has undergone an operation.

Gaby

starts rehearsals shortly for a

part in J. M. Barrie's revue at the Duke
of York's theatre, under the management of Charles Frohman. The pro-

duction will open in February.
Ethel Levy substituted at the Palace.

"The Double

London, Dec. 30.
The Palladium is showing a matinee
Whittington")
("Dick
pantomime
which opened well Dec. 26.
Besides the panto five vaudeville acts
have to be played, in accordance with
the laws of the London County Coun*
oil.

appears as
the evening performances.

regular vaudeville

usual at

Oscar

with

Asche), business awful; Haymarket
("Flag Lieutenant"), about $4,500;
Lyric ("Earl and the Girl"), no business.

New

theatre (James

Knights

Were Bold"

New Clown"

Welch

in

"When

and "The
no business;

at night,

at matinees),

Playhouse ("Little Lord Fauntleroy,"
twice daily), bad business; Prince of
Wales' ("Charley's Aunt," twice daily),
bad business.
Prince's ("On His Majesty's Service,"
melodrama), doing badly; Queen's
("Potash and Perlmutter"), $5,760;
Royalty ('The Man Who Stayed at

Home"),
Savoy

$4,500.

In
Wonderland"),
nothing;
Shaftesbury
("Henry the
Fifth"), bad business; Vaudeville ("Our
Boys"), poorly; Wyndham's (Gerald

Du

("Alice

Marier

in "Raffles"),

no business.

No

London, Dec.

30.

Robert

Lorraine, the actor-aviator,
believed to be fatally wounded last
week while doing a reconnaisance in
his flying machine, is now reported as
all right.

DRURY LANE DRAWS.
London, Dec.

30.

London, Dec 30.
Arthur Bourchier will produce a new
melodrama at the Garrick in January.
It is called "A Daughter of England."
The prices will be cut in half and two
shows will be given a night.
This

End

probably the first time a West
legitimate house has attempted
is

of

and
of

Thursday mathave how-

arrangements

appears that the negotiations be-

tween Percy G. Williams and Mme.
Rasimi to take a French revue to New
York have fallen through.
The Ba-Ta-Clan will produce a new
military piece by Charavet and Char-

Dec

Ruth Ann Baldwin (Adria-

London, Dec.

London, Dec.

and was voted a

Salle Villier has been

renamed

the Theatre Albert I (a compliment to
the King of the Belgians), but some
protests have already been heard that
a light and risque sketch in which
Irene Bordini appears, is prominently

on the same poster as the Marseilaise, the singing of which is given

billed

as a feature.
M. Baretta, the musical conductor,
is acting as temporary manager of the

Olympia, on behalf of the company.
Folies Bergere will not reopen for

The

the present.

"WALKING ACTS- PAID.
London, Dec.

difficulties

actor,

is

cancel

ill

alt

and has been compelled to
present bookings.

Haldane

i$ behind the venture, but this
not believed generally.
The London opera house has held

the name of the
three years, and

the

"Tomb"
it

have to stand for their salaries
being cut in order to pay those who
walk about for the week.
During the time the American invasion was at its height, the "walking
about" acts were often booked on programs, but the acts that played did not
suffer through it.
bills

CLOSING FOR REPAIRS.
Fort Wayne, Ind., Dec.

Loew's

Empress

If

you

don't advortlM la
doo't odvirtfff

VARIETY,

close

will

London, Dec.
Shirley Kellog, late of the

30.

down

temporarily Jan. 4 for extensive alterations, but is not expected to reopen
with its present grade of vaudeville
when complete.
The new Palace theatre is scheduled
to open late in January with vaudeville
bills supplied by the United Booking
Offices, and rumor has it that the Empress, when remodelled will offer a
"family" grade of variety shows at
prices.

PICTURE HOUSES REOPEN.
Parts, Dec. 20.

The Gaumont Palace (Hippodrome)
reopened Dec.
is

also

The

18.

A. H. Kaffenburgh

managing the American, Boulehalls

It plays pictures.

now open

Paris

in

30.

London

Hippodrome, is appearing In a miniature revue with a company of sik people on the Moss Circuit in the prov-

are

Olympia,

Moulin Rouge, Eldorado,
Kursaal, Big Wheel, Concert Mayol,
Ba-Ta-Clan,
European,
Nouvean
Cirque and Siren.
The cabaret Moulin de la Chanson is
also open.

Weston-Lynch Wedding.
London, Dec.

Marinelli

carried to the higher court.

fof the past
looks able to retain

title.

vard de Clichy.

on these

inces.

Further Appeals.
London, Dec. 29.
The appeal of H. B. Marinelli, Ltd.,
to obtain a renewal of its agency
license was denied today.
It will be

Humphrey

already.

There are also reports Lord

16,000.

"pop"

under the co-opera-

acts actually playing

,

,

hi finan-

is

30.

makes acts playing in certain theatres
walk about but collect their share of
in

,

.

rumored the house

Branwall fe said to have financed the
production with a bank roll of only

Artists are claiming that in some
cases throughout the country managers
are padding bills to an extent that

money taken

failure.

and. did fair Ijr.

ia

before it has been approved or censored by the authorities, will not be
allowed to open.

30.

The audience in most part walked
out before the show was over.
At the Lyceum the annual pantomime
was shown for the first time Dec. 26

Any manager

program

30.

(for

The pantomime "Alladin" opened at
the London opera house Saturday night

It is

advertising his

19

"ALLADIN" PANTO FLOPS.

;:

1°.

SHIRLEY HEADINQ FEVUE.
John Lawson 111.
London, Dec. 30.
John Lawson, the music hall sketch

Fishing

Nokes (St Louis).

South Africa), Rosa
Hamel, Wilfred Connelly, Otto Viola,
Three Lascelles, May Glen, Alfred
Cunningham.

cial

The

30,

Dec.

The police regulations, permitting
the reopening of the Paris theatres,
stipulate that the evening performance
must terminate by 11 o'clock.
No refreshments can he sold in the house.

the

26, Julian Kirfcy (Tate's

success has warranted

operetta, "La Fauvette du
Temple," with the music hall artistes
Jane Marnac, Vilbert, Dubrenne, and
Dufreyne in the leading roles.

ley,

Dee.

Tausig &
York:

New

Opera

the

ever been made to play nightly.
The Gaite will reopen Dec. 19, under
the impresario Buyssons, who will present on behalf of the temporary management of the house a revival of the

It

Dec.

Co.), William

this style of giving entertainment.

The Drury Lane pantomime, "The
Sleeping Beauty and the Beast," opened

beginning

Reported through Paul
Sons, 104 East 14th* street,

Sunday, at the

tive plan.

bill

LORRAINE NOT HURT.

The

announcement

The

terrible.

("Mamema,"

Globe

LEGIT TWICE NIGHTLY.

MATINEE PANTOMIME.

The

Ambas-

sadors (small revue), $3,000 in meagre
capacity house, which is excellent;
Apollo (Charles Hawtrey in "Message
From Mara") (revival), poorly; Comedy (Laurette Taylor in "Peg o' My
Heart"), 18,000 moving to Globe Jan.
11 to accommodate larger audiences.
Only playing matinees and Saturday.
Criterion ("Ce Bon Monsieur Zoetebeek") (Belgian artists), fair business,
improving;
Daly's
("The Country
Girl"), $3,000—reduced prices; Duke of
York's ("Peter Pan"), very bad; Garrick (Arthur Bouchier in

15.

favorite

London, Dec. 29.
The general business computed on
the week before Christmas at the London theatres is as follows:

Aldwych

last

Francaise

Comique.
the

business.
Saturday
tremendous
to
Boxing Night (Dec. 26) is always a

the

since

war were given

the

Dec.

"legitimate" matinees held

first

inees.

London, Dec.

SAILINGS.

Paris,

Comedie

Between Managers and Orders

am

IN PARIS.

30.

Al Weston and Nellie Lynch, playing
as a t<tam in vaudeville for

were married here

last

some

time,

week.

Lady Robertacm a Mother.
London, Dec.

29.

Lady Forbes Robertson became
mother of

the

a daughter Dec"26.

Bad Weather Boxing Day.
London, Dec. 30.
foggy weather gave the
legitimate theatres very light business
Boxing Day, one of the best show days
in the year.
The vaudeville houses
were packed.
Rain and

San Francisco, Dec. 30.
Forbes Robertson, the English actor, appearing at the Cort, was informed
by cable Christmas Day the stork had
left a girl at the Robertson home in
London.

ARI11T

VAUDEVILLE
(Continued from Page

REVUES MAKE HEAVY DRAFTS
ON VAU DEVILLE HEADLINERS
W. C Fields, Joe Jackson and Gertie Vanderbilt Are
Among Those Signed for Musical Comedies. Hattie

Keatons,

Williams and Others Added to K. & E. Revue
Which Promises a Surprise.
Engagements of vaudeville people for
forthcoming Broadway revues were
For
the new Winter Garden show have been
signed Joe and Buster Keaton, VV. C.
Fields, Joe Jackson, Gertie Vanderbilt,
Cantor and Lee, Hal Forde and James
plentifully reported the past week.

Clemons,

besides
reported,

viously

those already preincluding Valcska

Suratt.

&

Erlanger revue has
added Hattie Williams, Laura Hamilton, Leo Carrillo and Conroy and Lemaire. The building up of the K. & E.
show is being kept very secret. It is
said one of the comedy scenes will be
rehearsed behind closed doors. None
of the company excepting those engaged will be permitted to see it.

The Klaw

COHAN SHOW MUSIC PLACED.
The music of "Hello Broadway,"
the new George M. Cohan show at the
Astor, will be distributed to the trade

and the public through Waterson, BerThis arrangement was
lin & Snyder.
reached between Cohan & Harris and
the publishing house before the piece
reported a permanent agreement may be reached between the two
firms for the music publishers to handle all of the Cohan & Harris music
is

hereafter.

PICTURES AT BROADWAY.
It

has been

theatre,

now

the

settled

Four.

Elizabeth, N.

Dec. 30.
As the result of an agreement between F. 1\ Proctor and Hurtig &
Seamon, the interests of these two
concerns in
been
Elizabeth
have
pooled.
The arrangement is for the
Jersey Street theatre (Proctor) to continue
with vaudeville and pictures.
J.,

playing

the

bills

at

the

week are booked

Newark house
in

by

the

this

Clancy

agency.

Broadway

vaudeville at the Standard,
and 90th street, and the

Majestic,

Brooklyn. This week the agent is
operating the Orpheum, Jersey City,
with a vaudeville bill of his own.

The Sheedy office is now booking the
Sunday night shows at the Standard.
Animal Rule Modification.

The Canadian Department

The Broadway

will

show

the "Thurs-

day release" of the Paramount, holding
the feature for a half or full week. The
Strand, New York, has the first run
rights to the

Paramount productions,

one week, which prevents
that picture house using the two subjects weekly the Paramount sends out.

of animal acts into his houses across
the border, although the department

has not yet designated into which class
horses and pigs should go.

to be held

ANOTHER PHILA. HOUSE.
Philadelphia, Dec. 30.

The Cross Keys, West

Philadelphia's

newest vaudeville and picture theatre,
60th and Market streets, opened

at

The new

night to capacity.

house seats

play a split
week of five acts and a feature pic2,200.

Located

The

tis

in a

It will

community

in

which

a

—

strong

and Loew's Knickerbocker all within a
dozen blocks of one another the theatrical situation of this end of the town
will be watched with interest by theatrical men.
The opening bill of seven acts had
"The Mirth Makers"; Kute, Running

—

It also

became known

this

week

that

Clancy agency was being carefully checked up, one or two acts falling under the cancellation ban for
working opposition to the U. B. O.
Several
through the Clancy agency.
of the S. Z. Poli theatres, formerly
booked by Clancy, have been moved
over to the United, under the booking
supervision of P. Alonzo.
the

116th Street Changing.
Street theatre, formerly
a Saxe house, will change management
next week. Up to Wednesday it had
not been decided who would take over
the pop vaudeville house.
The orig-

The

inal

116th

owner, Saxe,

was mentioned

in

that connection.

The
tinue

future
as

at

policy
present.

will

con-

likely

The house

is

booked through the Family Department of the United Booking Offices.
)

Morris Playing

Loew

Acts.

The New York theater under the
management of William Morris, opening with pop vaudeville and a feature
film

Monday,

Circuit turns in

The

Loew

acts are

agency.

is

using mostly

Loew

its program this week.
booked direct from the

Bushwick, doubled in their place.
Cooper and Smith replaced Bickel
and Watson on the Keith, Atlantic
Bickel and WatCity, bill this week.
son canceled their vaudeville time,
commencing with the A. C. engagement. They are said to have a revue
offer.

Ed Vinton and "Buster"
bill

at the Forsythe, Atlanta,

because

FRED WARD VERY

ILL.
Fred Ward was seized with hemorrhages in Albany Christmas Eve and
removed to a hospital. Later he was
taken to the Renssalaer Hotel, Troy,
where he is at present, expecting to
leave for Saranac, N. Y., the early part
of next week.
While Mr. Ward's condition is considered as requiring especial attention,
was not serious enough, according to

friends who have seen him, to warrant
the unconfirmed reports that spread
about during the week.

of

the

second

left

the

Monday

position

as-

/

signed.

MORE

BIG SUNDAY SHOWS.

A

story around this week said that
Charles B. Dillingham and Klaw
Erlanger were estimating on the prospects of giving a Sunday vaudeville
concert at the Amsterdam theatre,
where Mr. Dillingham's "Watch Your
Step" is playing. Another report was
that Mr. Dillingham might give the

&

Sunday shows

Globe theatre inhouse as well
as the "Chin Chin" show, now there.
The many well-known vaudevillians
with the two Dillingham productions
through whom a special program for
Sunday evening could be easily arranged and altered for many weeks,
are said to have suggested to the manager the advisability of keeping a theatre open on Sunday.
The Winter Garden is now the only
theatre
permanent
Sunday
night
at the

stead, he operating that

(other than the regular vaudeville
houses) in New York playing vaudeville. There the admission reaches $2.
The Shuberts incorporate into their
musical comedy production contracts a
proviso that the signer is subject to extra performances, which means the
Sunday shows- at the Garden, without
additional salary.

U. B. 0.

The

it

competition the
Nixon and William Penn (U. B. O.)
is

WATCHING OPPOSITION.

of Agri-

"pet" and "menagerie" animals.
In
accordance
with
this,
Clark
Brown, general manager of the Canadian Circuit, has resumed the booking

vice.

monies

Shea Not Booking Keeney's.
Harry Shea no longer books any of
the Frank A. Keeney theatres. He
made up his last show last week and

only legit, attractions. Philip
Wolfe, manager of the Hippodrome,
remains at that theatre and will also
represent Hurtig & Seamon at the Jersey Street theatre as its local manager.

pop vaudeville,

of

until

ruling came about through Curhaving booked an act in the William Fox office, while holding a franchise for the U. B. O. floor.
The move does not affect the firm's
standing in the U. B. O., nor does it
interfere with the firm routing their
attractions, since the agency is represented in the United as formerly by
Maurice Rose.

Seamon)

Philadelphia) will continue,
with the Paramount supplying the ser-

there

County officer
demanded were paid.

of an Erie

will play

&

culture has modified its ruling regarding the import of animals, to exempt

ture.

playing at the Shubert thefrom her dressing room
without giving her an opportunity to
dress in street attire or remove her
make-up, holding her in the custody
Utica,

That the United Booking Offices is
paying strict attention to business was
evidenced this week with the prompt
eviction of Jack Curtis of the Rose &
Curtis agency from the U. B. O. floor.

The Hippodrome (Hurtig

IN AND OUT.
John and Mae Burke did not appear
at Hammerstein's Monday, Miss Burke
reporting ill. Clark and Verdi at the

woman

atre,

IN ELIZABETH.

commencing about Jan. 18. The present management (Mastbaum-Earle Syn-

Monday

him on the installment plan, and his
methods of forcing collection, in which
he legally employs the Supreme Court
of Erie County to assist him. At that
time Boasberg caused the removal of
a

POOLED

inducing thein
purchase jewelry from

practices

nefarious

ptrical people to

Broadway

will install a feature film policy only,

dicate

This same Boasberg was exposed in
Variety about two years ago for his

Mr. Shea has given up his Sunday

opened.
It

jeweller for malicious prosecution.
«

l

and Klever; Walter D. Kneeland and
Co.; Blake's Circus; Griffin and Lewis;
Three Musketeers, Keystone Comedy

3.)

Mr. Goldsmith stated in his office
this week he thought that he had a
complete case against Mr. Boasberg
and that in addition to that he would
immediately commence suit against the

Fifth

BOOKING 5TH AVE.
Avenue

theatre, a link in
the chain of the F. F. Proctor Enter-

was added to the books of the
United Booking Offices this week and
will be booked as a big time "tryout"
house, coming under the direct management of the United, although still
retained as a Proctor property.
The cause given for the change was
the overabundance of tryout acts without sufficient theatres to accommodate
them, the "upstairs" office utilizing only
the Harlem opera house, Jersey City r
and Union Square theatres for test-

prises,

ing

the professional

ability

of appli-

cants.

Poli Takes O'Neill, Waterbury.
Waterbury, Conn., Dec. 30.
The O'Neill theatre, the biggest
theatre here, which has been operated

by Fox and Loew and again by Fox,
has been taken over by S. Z. Poli, who
this

week

The house was added

to the books
Lawrence Goldie in the U. B. O.,
while Harry Swift was brought down
from the Harlem opera house as temof

porary guardian of the

new

acquisi-

tion.

installed a policy of feature

TIMES DO CHANGE.

films.

This gives Poli Waterbury without
opposition, the New England manager
controlling the three local houses.

Newark, Jan. 11.
announced as the positive
Marcus Loew invasion of

Majestic,
Jan. 11 is
date of the

Newark at the Majestic, there, with the
usual l-oew poljcy.

Chicago, Dec. 30.
Francis Murphy refused
to open at V^cVicker's this week because of the; four shows daily, and his
position was filled by Harry Taylor.
It's not a long time since Murphy,
a native Chicagoan, was building up
an endurance record through the Mad-

"Senator"

ison street

show shops.

V A U D E, V ILLL
RUBE DICKINSON KILLED.
Kansas
Walter

was

monologist,

deville

City,

Dec.

30.

(Rube) Dickinson, the vau-

S.

Monday afternoon when

here

killed

a temporary

wooden canopy over the sidewalk
Meuhlbach Hotel, now

in
in

front of the

course

collapsed.

construction,

of

who was

Dickinson,

the structure,

standing beneath

was crushed when

suffering a fracture of

it fell,

He

the skull.

died in an ambulance on the

way

to

Two

others were
killed and several injured in the acciCity

the

Hospital.

dent.

The Meuhlbach Hotel adjoins the
new Orpheum theatre which opened
Saturday night. Dickinson was in the
bill and on his way to the theatre when
the accident happened. He was near
the end of the canopy and had he
taken two more steps would have been
out of danger. His body was identified at the hospital by Lawrence Lehman, assistant manager of the Or-

pheum.

"SULLY'S

The deceased was about 39 years old
last summer to a non-

and was married

CARBARET BARBER SHOP"

The unique event in vaudeville during the year ending was the after piece called "Sully's Cabaret Barber Shop" at Hammerstein' last week,
for 14 shows. In it appeared many of the principals in the acts on the r egular bill, besides volunteers.
Sully was handled almost as roughly
on the stage as he is in his shop, and the playing of the piece at each p erformance afforded as much amusement to those behind the wings as
to the audience.
The after-piece was a huge success, the fun making n ot being wholly local, and it will probably lead to the adoption of a new
closing-act policy by the Hammerstein management after the repairs o n the present Victoria have been completed.
One of tne laughable bits introduced toward the end of the week wa s the attempt to make an actor out of "Gum Gum," having him opposite
Sully.
"Gum Gum" is the peddler of chewing gum and chocolates in th e lobby. At each appearance he immediately commenced: to advertise
his wares to the audience.
Sully will likely take a week or two off for the application of arnica t o his bruises. Dave Genaro started the skit off in its action. Sully
always had stage fright upon entering, but alter Dave had slapped hi s bald head a couple of times and twisted his nose, Sully was ready for
tight.
After the first two shows Sully .decided acting was the life, bu t the remainder of the week he commenced to wonder now long before
his term of imprisonment would be over.'
In the group above are the principals who appeared continuously dur ing the engagement, excepting Messrs. Hammerstein, Andrews ana
Nelson, connected with the theatre. The four white-coated barbers, no t mentioned individually, on the second line, compose Bob Russule's
Harmonists. The figure in the upper right hand corner is "Gum Gu m," who missed the flashlight.
In order from left to right, first line, are Joe Keaton, Buster Keato n, Dave Ferguson, Mark Nelson. Harry Fox, George Lemaire, Arthur
Hammerstein, Tommy Gray, Solly Lee, "Quinine," Loney Haskell, L yle Andrews; (second line), Sully (in centre), Rosie Dugan as the
manicure (who read VARIETY through eight times during the week); • eated, Frank Conroy, Jingles Keaton, Dave Genaro.

ATTACHES MISS CROSMAN.

ENGLISH ACT HISSED.
Chicago, Dec.

30.

Muriel Ridley and Asta Fleming,
English dancers and pantomimists,
opening at the Palace here this week,
were hissed by the audience and can-'
celed by the management.
Guerro and Carmen replaced them.

SOPHIE TUCKER LEAVING?
Dec.

New Orleans, Dec. 30.
Acting for the United States Lithograph Co., Arthur Leopold seized the
scenery of Henrietta Crosman's specialty,

headlining the

Orpheum

bill this

week, and garnisheed the theatre because of an unpaid claim against Miss
Crosman for printing amounting to
A judgment had already been
$852.
secured against the defendant in a

will shortly

Chicago court.
Leopold permitted Miss Crosman to
continue using the scenery throughout

Loew western

the week.

Seattle,

30.

According to reports, Sophie Tucker
conclude her tour of the
time, by mutual consent.
Miss Tucker is said to have made
many demands upon the Loew people
in connection with her trip over the
circuit.
They resulted in wired advices from the Loew New York booking agency that it would be agreeable
to the circuit if she wished to retire.
Miss Tucker is said to have accepted
the invitation,

ada

this

and may close

week or

in

The Orpheum
on

the

at a Coast point.

Pittsburgh, Dec. 30.
ive-year
theatre and

Titusvillc

In

consequence

of

some

accident,

said to have been automobily, Willard,

Who

The Man

Grows, was ordered
by his physiappeared at

to the rest route Sunday
cian.
He was to have

the

Loew

theatres, Boston, this week.

Can-

THEATRE AND LEASE SOLD.
lease

WILLARD ORDERED OFF.

•

op:a house

have been sold to Fred C. Jyiil.patiic
and Charles Womer, of Titusvillc, l'a..
near here, by Brown, Dion & Th >rp
of Franklin.

NEW

The new Orpheum, which
say

people

the

finest

30.

vaudeville

theatre

in

America, opened Saturday night with
house, the occasion being

a capacity

Martin Beck, C.

quite a social event.

E. Bray,

Mort Singer and

prominent

ers

in

several othvaudeville were pres-

ent

The new house

seats

2,300.

No

standing room was sold for the opening show.
'I he building is in
the heart of the
theatrical district, on Baltimore aveIt stands on
nue, just off 12th street.
a lot 100 by 146, and the auditorium
The stage is 36 by
is 75 feet deep.
100 feet

The

scheme is French
blue and burnt
The lighting is indirect. The

interior color

gold,

gray,

orange.

and

seats

G. A.

Fresno Theatre Flivs Again.
Fresno, Cal., Dec. 30.
For the second time in less than a
year the Theatre Fresno (formerly
Fred W.
Barton) has been closed.
Voigt, who came here from Newark,
N. J., has left town. The house failed
lo pay under his management playing

is

Dutch

Rich Girl" and May
Robson, booked for last week, was
canceled, and L. L. Cory, owner of the
pioperty,

realty deals in years.

tioduction of a vaudeville policy.

is

in

mains.

Dickinson was born in Nebraska.
perhaps the quaintest character in vaudeville, his rural personality remaining with him at all times,
on and off the stage. Dickinson first

He was

east professionally in 1906, after

having played lyceum and odd time in
the far middle west.
His eastern
opening was secured by James E.
Plunkett from Jule Delmar, who then
booked for the Columbia, Brooklyn.
Mr. Delmar accepted the recommendation of Fred St. Onge for the new
turn, but closed Dickinson after the
first performance.
"Rube" then went to Boston, and
entered into a contract with J. J. Quigley of that town, to play under his
management for 10 years at $60 weekly.
Later Frank Bohm secured the Sullivan-Considine Circuit for the monologist

at

contract

$125
is

weekly.

The Quigley

said to have been adjusted,

and

Max

for

big time.

Hart "discovered" Dickinson
He was receiving $250
weekly in vaudeville under Hart's direction when meeting his death, and
had been engaged for the new Winter
Garden show, through Mr. Delmar, for

Harry Cooper was rushed from Chifill in the opening on the Kan-

architect

cago to

for the house.

The

bill opened with Bankoff and
followed by "Little Cleo" Gascoigne, Morris Cronin and His Merry
Men, "Rube" Dickinson, "The Bride
Shop," Cross and Josephine, and Three
Beautiful Types.

sas City

Orpheum

bill.

Girlie,

ANOTHER BERNHARDT?
Mildred

Blanchard, modestly billed
Bernhardt of England," is
booked to appear at Hammerstein's in

"The

as

"The

Little

Charles Womer, manager of the Orpheum, will direect botl plies. This
at»i al lur.il
is one of the biggest
tl

fied,

$225 weekly.

aisles are wide.

Lansburgh was the

legitimate attractions.

"A Poor

home.

She was immediately notimembers of the bill having assumed temporary charge of the re-

at

came

C

K.
ORPHEUM.
Kansas City, Dec.

professional in Atlanta. His wife recently toured the Orpheum Circuit
with him, but left him last week in order to spend the holidays with relatives

Cecil

Cunningham

out of the cast
Garden show because
is

Winter
of illness and will not
of

the

return.

negotiation for the inIf

you don't advartlao In
don't «dv«rtlM

VARIETY,

the

Sacrifice," described as a play of

Reign of Terror.

date set for her

American

initial

Jan.

11

the
in

vaudeville.

The sketch should have opened
this

is

appearance

week, but did not.

there

RAT S NEWS

WHITE,

ELLA GALV1N DIES.
Chicago, Dec

WAKE UP
The

comment

week's Anniversary Number of Variety advised as a New Year's resolution that all vaudeville actors and actresses should
resolve to join the White Rats— more particularly the big act. The writer of this
editorial asked the question, "What would happen if there should be another
editorial

Ella

in last

west,

some

for

As we

are all creatures of habit, the

manager may acquire the cutting habit;

Dixon,

in

Johnny Galvin,

home

years, died at her

in

Christmas Eve.

I1L,

Charles

procedure Monday, when he caused the
Conroy and
arrest of Frank

civil

in

an action brought

to recover $450 for alleged breach of

cancer of the stomach for some time.

contract.

Since that article appeared in Variety Mr. Frank Keenan and Mr. Arthur
Prince have made application for life membership in the White Rats. Surely, if
these gentlemen think well enough of the organization to join, what excuse has
any player for remaining outside of the organization.

She appeared on the road this season,
but had to quit some weeks ago and

appear here this week.

together with hundreds of other ladies and
gentlemen, may never need the Rats, but in joining they are helping a cause, and
building up an organization whose purpose is to protect the player from being
taken advantage of.
The more men and women of the stage who join the White Rats, the more
difficult it will be for the manager to compel actors and actresses to give extra
performances, as was the case this week on New Year's Eve, without extra pay.
While we are on this subject, all members of the White Rata and Associated

who were compelled

to give an extra performance Thursday
an extra performance. We will, through our legal
department, bring action against all managers for this extra money, if our members will file their claims with our office and refuse to sign a receipt in full when
their salary is offered them Saturday or Sunday night of this week. If the manager refuses to pay you until you sign in full, sign under protest or do not sign
at all. Leave your salary with the manager. We will collect it, including the
amount due for extra performance.
Bear in mind when you take this stand you are only asking for what is fair.
Remember the managers did not ask the stage employee or the musician to play
your music or set your act that extra show for nothing. The stage employee and
the musician were paid. Paid double-pay, no doubt, and why?

Actresses of America

of this

week can

collect for

go to her home.

She was born July
was reared

Pittsburgh, but

11, 1893, in

Brooklyn, where she made her

The wire intimated unless the blackface act was the billed headliner, it

also

would not appear.

Hyde & Behman's. She
appeared at Tony Pastor's. The

remains were interred temporarily at
Dixon, but will.be removed to Brooklyn later.

Her latest appearances were in "His
Doll Girl," which Johnny Galvin now
states he will never appear in again.
ILL.

Chicago, Dec.

Lew Hawkins,
edian,
is

is

vaudeville

Peoria, and

in

ill

the

little

30.

comhope

held out for his recovery.

HANSON

C.

DIES.

meet us and agree to our just demands.

afternoon of Dec.

WILL

Bre

I,

TOMMY GRAY SWEARS.

I

Case of Gray vs. Buck.

I

Thomas

J.

Gray,

the

of

vertisement for the show). After accepting my hospitality and using my
comb and brushes (my graft from a
girl act) the said Buck said the only
other furniture in the room was a joke
book.
After this was denied by I or me,
the same Thomas J. Gray, the aforeGene Buck drew a supposed
said
sketch (falling back on his old trade)
of the supposed Book, and going so

in

room.

Nemsey

John
this

my

bones, but

Hokum

gets

me

noth-

it

was

22.
Heart disease,
was the cause of his

stated,

Sworn
I

ma

Simp,

to before

me

J. GRAY.
this day,

Nut-ary Public.

bed in a hotel. At eleven, according to Lemaire's story, Lovenberg ap-

to

peared in his room and woke him up,
demanding to know if the act intended

would if
manager ordered an officer who had accompanied him, to take Lemaire into
He was confined for four
custody.
and one-half hours in "the best jail
in the world,'^ Lemaire says. Mr. Conroy was taken in charge at the depot
upon arriving at one o'clock the same
day. Later a cash bond of $1,000 was
deposited and the two vaudevillians reLemaire replied

billed properly,

when

it

the Keith

turned to New York.
Paul Morton and Naomi Glass were
rushed here to fill the open place in
the Keith bill It was the amount of
the latter act's salary, $450, that Lovenberg sued out the body attachment for.

Conroy and Lemaire were to have

death.

The remains were shipped

to

New

York, and funeral services were held
at Stephen Merritt's
Funeral Parlors, 19th street and Eighth
avenue.
committee from the White Rats
Actors' Union, of which the deceased
was a member, was present at the
services.
The remains were cremated
Tuesday.

Monday evening

A

The regular meeting of the

WHITE

RATS ACTORS'"
UNION
will

5th, 1915,

in the

White Rats Building,
227 West 46th St., New York

City,

at Eleven-thirty P. M., sharp.

NOTICE.
Mr. Robert L. Dailey has been
appointed Chairman of the House
Committee of the White Rats in
place

of

Mr. Jos.

P.

re-

ceived $350 for the week, they playing here under an old contract with
the United Booking Offices, which
called for $500 weekly in the larger

houses and $350 in the smaller big
time theatres booked through the U.
B. O.
The act is billed for Keith's,
Boston, next week at $500.

Mr. Lemaire returned to New York
Tuesday and announced he and Mr.
Conroy would bring a damage suit
against Manager Lovenberg and the
Keith Providence theatrical company
for $25,000, through their arrest in that

be held

TUESDAY, JANUARY

Mack,

re-

signed.

city.

Lemaire said that when entering into
the contract they were to play Providence under, it had been verbally understood between them and the United
officials that they were to be headlined
at all houses, and they expected that
prominent billing. Seeing in the Providence paper advertisements in New
York last Sunday they were not so
placed, they had wired Lovenberg, who
evidently prepared himself in advance,
as Lemaire said they had had no reply
until he was arrested.

Around the Palace theatre building
week it was said there has been

this

Meetings of the

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
of the

White Rats Actors' Union
are held

every Tuesday, at Twelve noon,

ing."

THOMAS

at

Monday morning, going

..

Yllis.)'

I or me, Thomas J.
deny all the charges made in
whole and in part, and put my answer
words of the well-known
the
in
proverb: "Sticks and stones may break

"Thom-

my

age 3d years, playing

season with Blutch Cooper's burlesque

Gray,

Grey," entirely wrong as the world
knows my name is spelled "Gray." The
same thing that made him think my
name was spelled with an £ made him

book

Zaisser),

(right name,

In conclusion,

J.

a joke

"I

suspected of being the original

and

Hanson

C.

ESTEEMED

and conversation that passed between him, Flo Ziegfeld and one Leon
Friedman. He is yet to be informed
that Gene Buck and his music writing
partner, Dave Stamper (known as Buck
and Stamper, the boys who first discovered that "moon" rhymed with
"spoon" and "love" with "dove") are

Gene Buck in my room, going
on the "Twin Beds" (no ad-

saw

replied:

John

ditties

fifty-fifty

think he

that

care not who
writes the 'Follies' book, as long as Leon
Erroll knows how to dance." He then
confirmed the rumor that Gene Buck's
lyrics were really parts of the poetry,

Thomas J. Gray, being soft of
I,
heart (and soft generally) sheltered the

as

'Follies?'"

gentleman

1914.

it,

the

of

writer (a fellow who never eats), was
stranded in the town of Syracuse, New
York, on the night of November 25,

on

Gene Buck, has caused

statement to the effect that he was
going to write the "Book" for "The
When the producer, Flo
Follies."
Ziegfeld, was asked: "Is it true that
Gene Buck is going to write the book

I

a citizen of the United States of
America, born here on the 22nd day
Whereas, one Gene
of March, 188&
Buck, formerly an artist (a fellow who
eats once in awhile), but now a lyric

my name

accuser,

to be published in the public prints a

am

far as to forge

don't care to state what it was (but
all the checks the waiter left on

got

The

York, being

said

COOKE.

the table).

City,

County and State of New
unduly sworn do hereby testify that

J.

Mr. Lemaire reached Providence
eight o'clock

playing.

LEW HAWKINS VERY

company, was found dead in his room
at a hotel in Kansas City, Mo., on the

the Actors' organization becomes, the more respect the manager
haa for the actor and the actress. The player can do nothing alone. If you hold
aloof from the White Rats, prepare for another cut in salary and for more extra
performances without pay, when it suits the manager's purpose.

Toby Claude

three years at

JOHN

The stronger

Lovenberg Sunday they expected to be
headlined, having learned

appearance on the stage at the age of

Remember

and Miss Actress.

billed to

They wired

had been given the featured position

the stage employee or
the musician. Each does his part in the theatre, but through organisation, they
do not have to stand what the unorganized actor is subjected to.
Get into the White Rats, become a part of the or anized actors. When all
decent men and women of the stage are within our ranks we will become a tower
of strength and the managers who are our natural business opponents will gladly
up, Mr. Actor

Conroy and Lemaire were

first

in

BECAUSE THEY ARE ORGANIZED.
Wake

of

Keith's theatre here, took an unusual

and join the White Rats.

The above mentioned gentlemen,

30.

manager

Lovenberg,

George Lemaire,

Miss Galvin had been a sufferer from

behooves the player to consider the advice contained in Variety's editorial

it

Providence, Dec.

the

in

and who has been playing

acts with her brother,

cut?"

so

known

widely

Galvin,

ACT CIVILLY ARRESTED.
30.

in

sharp,
the Board of Directors

Room,

a bitter feeling between the act and
Lovenberg for a long while, the manager having expressed an opinion as
to the value of the turn, and the actors
in return often publicly giving their

uncomplimentary
manager.

impression

of

the

White Rats Club.
If

jrou

te't MtortlM

In

VARIETY,

VARIETY
Jule

Delmar had 22

tainment
night

in

for

New

the

poor

Percy O'Malley Jennings is to go
with the Oliver Morosco production of
"Let's Get Married."

acts at his enter-

Monday

Rochelle
children

of

the

town.
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McDonnell now has the

Kathleen

Estha Banks has had a book of poems
published.

Th«

is

two weeks

after

Traffic/'

Philadelphia,

in

taking to the road.

Mayo

recovering from
an attack of the measles.

Margaret

Grace
bill

Drum

is

the

left

Hammerstein

In "Hello Broadway" at the Astor,
Martin Brown wears for one of his
dances, what looks to be the jersey of
a football costume.

George Nash will play out the remainder of the season on the road in
"The Miracle Man," which has been
given a long route up to late spring.

seriously

is

ill.

Sam Roberta

joined with Al.
Grenarde and will do a comedy act.

"Miss

has

Tommy"

is

slated

to go on

tour in January, with Annie Hughes,
the English actress, featured.

"The Elopers"

reported as being
framed for a road tour through the
middle west.
is

Alice Neilsen has cancelled her engagements for the present, owing to
the severe illness of her son in Boston.

John T. Kelly is being sued for a
separtion by Dolores Florence Kelly,
who asks the court to order the payment of $40 a week alimony. Kelly
earns $9,000 a year, she declares.
"Shi Youll Wake the Baby" has been
chosen as the title of a new three-act
farce by Robert McWade, who has the
promise of a Broadway manager to
produce it

"Lady Satan," a three-act comedy
drama by Leroy Drug, a New York
newspaper man, is to be given a "try
out" with a New England stock with
a view of a road production

later.

George Lighton, of the Tyson Ticket
Agency, spent Christmas Day counting
up in the office. Mr. Lighton says if
his hair had been black it would be
grey now instead of red.
Report this week had Julia Marlowe
dying and planning a road tour in the
Miss Marlowe, with her husspring.
band, E. H. Sothern, is spending the
holidays in Washington, D. C.
William Matthews, who has been
managing Proctor's 125th Street house,
has been transferred to the 23d Street
theatre and Grant Lafferty, who has
been running things there, has been
sent to the uptown house.

Harrison Brockbank ("The

John E. Freidman, who was famous
in London as manager of the Players'
Club,

is in

New

York.

Mrs. Patrick Campbell has recovered
from the illness which kept her out
of her play several days in Detroit.
Leulla Temple, in private life Mrs.
Dave Vine, presented her husband
with a baby Christmas morning.

William Nokcs, the English agent,
London on the St. Louis last

sailed for

week.
Daly's theatre closed again last week
after the

house

staff

had tried showing

on the commonwealth plan.
divided $7, three days' gross.

Drummer

of 76") has a son in the British firing
line

and a daughter

service at the front.

in the

His

Red Cross
word was

last

a letter from France dated Nov.^1.
does not know the fate of either.

He

Ben S. Moaa was guest of honor at
a dinner in Healy's, 145th street and
Broadway, given Wednesday by 150
house managers and other employes

but

of the

Moss

tres in

New

chain of vaudeville thea-

York.

Seaman

Miller, as referee in bankhas called a meeting of the
creditors of Martin Branner and Edith
Branner (Martin and Fabrini, the stage
dancers), adjudged bankrupts, to be
held at his office, 2 Rector street. New
York, Jan. 8, at 11:30 a. m.

Personal—Thanks, Felix,
you let some one know

Strictly

why

don't

where they can write you?
Just when the River Shannon was
about due to stop advertising Ireland,
Tipperary comes along and makes it a
headliner again.

out of order, flooded the stage and
soaked stage furniture and scenery
valued at about $1,000. The house Is
open.

Harry Girard learned upon reaching
Calgary, to open at Pan tag es, that he
was the father of a son, born in Los
Angeles.
He made the journey with
ten hours between trains to spend a

at the Prin-

cess theatre this Saturday and will be
supplanted after Jan. 6 by the Richard

Bennett company

in

"Maternity."

The Mack Amusement Co. has everything set for a company to play "Little
Miss Mischief" through Illinois, Iowa
and Wisconsin during the remainder
of the season.
A quartet and chorus
of 14 voices will be in the show.
Tree

Lorch Family of acrobats,

re-

London

as

reported

held

in

12-year-old girl of the Aki Trio,
a Jap act booked by Irving Cooper,
was discharged Monday in Yorkville
Court. The Gerry Society had charged
the girl was singing on the Academy
of

Music stage

last

week.

The miss

defended herself by claiming she only
recited, and in proof, delivered "Slowest Gal In Town" in recitative form for

it

be

will

every Christmas."
"It's the only day

over to-

all

I

Sure,

miss

I

go

being

home."

The comedian Mt In bit dressing-room
Donning bis make-up gar
A dab of wblU and a streak of red—
Than ho brooked a tsar awsy:
For he'd Just been reading a Utter.
Prom the folks back home—that's all.
But oh what a message of lasting lore
Was spelt In that homely scrawl
!

I

Twas

Just a few days before Christmas,
And the same old yearly prayer
Came yearningly from the old folks

They wished be were only there
"But I haven't the time, he murmured,
Thought I haven't been home In years,
But I'm booked at the Globe and It means a
lot,"

And he

Kranz,

of

came

New York

to

Philadelphia branch,
over Christmas, to

the

be steered through Broadway by Max
Winslow. Yes, Harry Newman was
with the party. The new Snyder office

in

Chicago

is

at 81-85

West Ran-

dolph street, opposite the Hotel Sherman. Sammy Levy gave Mr. Winslow
(his boss) for Christmas the nattiest
little combination bathrobe and pajama
suit (although it was rough on one
side).
Sammy said he paid for it with

place to

week.

send it"
"Cheer up,

UNDER THE MAKE-UP.
The

bought standing room, then sold his

this

house."
"I got a Christmas card from my old
partner, must have broke his heart to

while they are in them.

New York

theatre,

week was off."
"If we were playing our home town
today, we'd have you all down to the

"That's the kid in the dressing-room
playing with his toys."
You're all booked up,
"Presents?
what are you kicking about?"

burg, according to a letter received in

Hansa

,

will continue together over the remainder of the circuit Between Jimmy
Hussey and George Whiting they
should keep the Orpheum towns alive

Ham-

are playing at the

same.
"I hear they're going to have plumpudding over in the boarding house."
"Last Christmas we were on the Big
Time."
"Did you see any packages around
here for me?"
"So far aU I got was a wire that next

morrow."
"Did I go to Church?

money made by him the night
"Watch Your Step" opened. Sammy

"alien enemies," have been released and

Christmas Day:
have to do our frolics just the

"We

Whiting and Burt open on the Orpheum Circuit next week, placed by
Harry Fitzgerald. Commencing Jan.
10 at Winnipeg, Hussey and Boyle will
be on the same bill. The two couples

Frank Clark, of the Waterson, Bellin & Snyder Chicago office, and Henry

engagement

week.

lost last

1

few hours with Mrs. Girard and the
newcomer in the family, the round trip
covering more than 2,500 miles.

wind up

their

Sully the Barber has now retired to
It will take him about
life.
three months to get back the trade he

private

What They 8ay
The Temple at Geneva, N. Y., was
badly damaged by water Monday
night when an automatic sprinkler got

the edification of the magistrate.

cently

(Miss) Frankie James and Mabel
Leverton have joined the Hackett
Players who furnish the musical stock
at Saxe's Spooner in the Bronx.

According to reports, "From Sadie
Gus" did a Brodie this year. The
only one who doesn't think so is
Georgie O'Brien.
He looked like a
Parcel Post letter carrier on his way
home Christmas Eve.
to

Speculation is rife as to the future
doings of the Princess Players who

pictures

They

trying to

find his sister,

ruptcy,

before the end of last week.

Carrie Starr (Mrs. John L. Neff)

is

Marjorie Brooke, who
uses the stage name of Stevenson. She
was last heard of from while traveling
with a diving act in vaudeville.

York.

leading role of "Life" at the Manhattan.

g

"Henpecked Henry," is quite ill in
Greenfield, la., where she was operated
upon Dec. 10.

of

St. Didier

ADVXRTISRMRNTS
reach

Building, Winnipeg, Can.,

II

PARIS

go-

James E. Brooke, Graser Exchange
Clara Ludlow, with a road company

SIMS SJLVUtMAN
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO

Are

ing to do you any good this year?

Published

Times Senate,

TOMMY'S TATTLES.
THOMAS J. GRAY.
your New Year resolutions
By

the

two

people.

snuffled

away

his tears.

What's that? from the stage beyond him
A strain of music low,
Some woman was singing an old, old song
He had known In the long ago
He stopped In his make-up and waited
For the melody faint to come—
And then he knew 'twas a lullaby
That his mother used to hum.

Then back with a rush came the memories
He's buried for years and years,
Tbe loves he'd been almost forgetting
Mid his cares and his worries and feara
And be saw the old place In the twilight
Just as

It

used to be,

Then a tear trickled down through the carmine
And lit on his spangled knee

"A messenger quick 1" he shouted
As the call-boy paused at his door,
Then he asked with a whoop for a telegram
blank

From

the messenger's goodly storo;

"What's up?" to himself said the rail-boy,
"I bell ere he's dips in the dome."
Then the funny man wrote: "Just cancel the
Qlobe
For Christmas— I'm going home J"
John P. MulgrwD.

LEGITIMATE

10

not

the time, and she was as funny-as-if
funnier than ever. Herald.

—

—

In her own ample person, Marie Dressier
expertly and enormously amusing, and it
a pity to see such gifts for laughter bestowed on bo stale and unprofitable a farce.

WITH THE PRESS AGENTS

is
is

Times.

William Winter, for years dramatic critic
of tbe New York Tribune, but for several
year* who has retired from active newspaper
work. Is on a lecture tour through New England.
His subject Is "Joseph Jefferson and
His Life."

Frank Wllstach waB in Chicago with a
Shubert Hhow last week.
To help make his
Christmas a Joyful one his wife and daughter
Joined him there for a visit
George H. Uroadhurst is reported having a
in mind which fits Edmund Brecse
T and that he will be started in it early

new play
to a

spring.

tbe

in

The following have gone on the road in
the "Help Wanted" show promoted by Jack
I^ult

and John Kafferty of Chicago
Bertha
Kay Robey, Alice Pattek, Oeraldlne
Richardson Cotter und Jane Hampton.
:

Julian,
Blair,

During the past two weeks the Agents and
Managers' Association has received twenty-two
applications for membership, nine of these being from house managers.
The Association
expects to move to new and more commodious
quarters shortly.
E. J.

Buckley,

who was

Conspiracy" last season,

Edward

is

"The
managing the King
the agent of

Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.

The picture men have been breaking into
the public prints with unusual emphasis this
week. EVen the staid New York Times devoted
the better part of a column to an Interview
with Pat Powers on lower prices for the picture houses, and followed it up with half a
column of comment on "Economics of the
Movies."
Then another film man broke into
the Sun with a counter argument for higher
prices and better shows in the cinema theatres.
The Times ran a page picture ad. last Sunday*
That was "new business" for the paper.
"The Singer"
drama" written

the title of a "musical
by David Starr for Adele
Rotlni, the soprano singer, who has been playing on the vaudeville circuits. It is scheduled
to open Jan. 14 in the South.
press department sends out
word this week that that manager has three
productions in preparation. They are a playlet,
"A Breath of Old Virginia." featuring
Jane Keith; "The Oirl Across the Way,"

with Arthur Aylesworth and Mabel Fremyear,
and a musical play, "Up a Tree," with Winifred Seagrum and Mildred Barrett.

Fiske

OHara resumed

Romance"
reach

Jack

his

late last week.

New York
Norworth

with

it

He

tour in "Jack's
Is

scheduled to

soon.

a letter from London,
dated Dec. 15, to friends on this side, recorded
in

the fact that he bad been commanded to appear
before the Prince of Wales and Sir John
French, tbe British general, In Boulogne on
Christmas Eve.

For the present Richard Lambert is looking
after the Oliver Morosco press department
William de Wagstaffe, formerly of the Liebler A Co. press staff, is handling the advance
for the Mrs. Pat Campbell tour.

The cast for the Marie Cahill show, which
opened New Year's Eve in Syracuse, comprised
Otis Harlan. Victor Morley, Ed. Martlndale,
Philip Sheffield, Geoffrey Stein, Florence Dillon, Dorothy Arthur, Ralph Nairn,
Eleanor
Henry. Others may be added before the show
makes Its proposed Broadway premier.
Margaret Anglln resumed her road tour
week in New Jersey.

this

most sucessful publicity coups
was the performance on ChristWilliam A. Brady's "Sinners"
with Alice Brady before the prisoners of Sing
Sing.
Tbe following morning every newspaper in New York carried tbe story under a
front page spread head.
Leander Richardson
it

over.

In an effort to force settlement of a claim
against
Grossmlth
Georgo
and
Edward
Laurlllard arising out of the London production of "Potash & Perlmutter." George
Lederer a few days ago levied against "Tonight's the Night," owned by the two Englishmen. The proceedings came up In New Haven
the day before the New York opening.
The
Shuberts gave bond In $23,000 and the property was released.

Burr Mcintosh and Mrs. Jean Snowden
Luther were married Christmas evening In

New

made

York,
until

but

Wlllium 1'iernan has assumed the manageol the Grand, Brooklyn.

ment

Charley Winston, the new manager of the
Empire at Norm Adams, MaBU., last week es-

uangerous precedent lor
house managers tnrouguout tbe country. He
had advertised a six-act bill and Monday afternoon with a good house received word that a
song and dance act had missed its train and
would *not arrive until evening. Winston, who
was lormeriy press agent for one oi the Keith
houses in Boston and is said to be the youngest manager in the east, put on a full Dill as
promised in his advertising by going on himself.
What he lacked In ability he made up
in nerve, pulling u few new gags and a lot
of old ones, he closed with three songs with
the orchestra pluylng by ear and escaped uninjured
and unrecognized through having
daubed himself with burned cork.
He had
never set loot on a professional stage in his
life, even to make an announcement in the
capacity of manager until he "tilled the bill"
Monday matinee.
'ihe
Boston newspapers
carrleu the story big and all Winston would
say when interviewed was
I'm glad It
wasn't a Juggling act that failed to arrive."
a

tuoiisned

rattier

the

announcement was

not

Monday.

The Purpose Piny

*

:

PUSS

OPINIONS.

Hello Broadway.
The new Coban piece happens

be decertainly a
to

as a crazy quilt,
it is
crazy comforter.
It is addressed to Broadway and Broadway Is sure to be pleased.
Times.
scribed

What's the use talking about

Mr. Co-

it?

han is not only an entertainer, a dancer, a
humorist— he is a New York institution.
Herald.

This new Jones drama is markedly charby a cautious and elaborate inTbe whole structure of the play
rests upon a false statement and the truth is
kept hidden from all those It most vitally and
tragically concerns, not merely through the
silence of the liar, but by a series of unintentionally, misleading conversations and the
accidents of untimely interruptions. Times.
acterized
genuity.

—

To-NI*kt's the Nlffht.
An exceedingly English musical comedy
Whenever the tun lagged, which It did every
once in a while, the half hundred or so young
women came dancing on, and then every one in
the audience beamed with Joy. Times.

—

"To-Nlght's the Night" Isn't a whole night
of course ; it's only about three hours.
But
Its an excellent place to start from. Herald.

—

The Sons of Soagrsw
So sensationally trank, free and vulgar In
speech was Mr. Edward Sheldon's play "The
Song of Songs," which Mr. A. H. Woods produced at the Eltlnge theatre last night, that
sophisticated first nigbters gasped, and stared
at one another. Herald.

—

Society was incorporated
in New York a few days ago.
Its purpose is
to produce the plays of Eugene Brleuz. Richard Bennett, who Is to produce "Maternity"
at the Princess. Is understood to be behind
the society.
When "Damaged Goods" was
first shown, persons who desired to witness
the performance had to Join a similar society.
It Is understood the Purpose Plays Society
was formed with a like object, threats having

— Times.

Just Herself.
A poor excuse for introducing
dancer as an actress. Times.

—

the

Roy Barnes featured, opened Christmas Eve at the American music hall.
The piece was formerly known as "Miss
revamped and
much improved.
Edwin T. Emery
came on from New York for the
premier and made some changes which
have added to the general good effect.
The book is by Phillip Bartholomae
and Alice Gerstenberg with dances by
Jack Mason.
Daisy," but has been

who carries the love inas well as the burden of the
comedy, won a big personal triumph
and carried off all honors. His work
Mr. Barnes,

terest

clean-cut and he

getting a vast

is

Others

in

the

cast

Poor Little Thin*.
An amusing play, quietly humorous

—Times.

It will probably remain at this
house a month and has been growing

pretty.

favor since opening.

Chicago, Dec.

30.

"At the Ball" closes this Saturday
and will return to New York.

Boston
Lawrence will be in charge of the piece
for John Cort. Al Foster will stage the
in

numbers.

The cast will contain Frances Kennedy, Hughie Flaherty, Dorothy Webb
and others. The chorus will probably
made up of eight girls and eight
men, though it is not certain that the
be

latter will

be used.

The show, after a short run in Boston, will come into the Cort, New York.

FISKE IN BANKRUPTCY.

A

in bankruptcy was filed
by Harrison Grey Fiske Wednesday.
It gave his liabilities as $98,000. $7,800 of this amount is due Klaw & Erlanger
for
money loaned.
Lydia

petition

Lopokova is a creditor to the extent
of $150, her salary due when "Just Herself" closed Tuesday.
Mr. Fiske produced that piece.
Mrs. Fiske has a claim of $661, money
loaned.

"LADY LUXURY" CLOSING.
"Lady Luxury" is reported as
ing at the Casino Saturday night.
show opened Christmas night
having been well received out of
The New York reviewers put the
on the pan.

A REVUE FOR CHICAGO.

clos-

Chicago, Dec.

The
after

town.
piece

)
.

,

production in readiness before Feb.
"Papa's Darling" will end its season
Grand opera house, New York,
this Saturday.
The company will be
disbanded and the production sent to
the storehouse.

kind.

— Herald.

a good entertainment of

proved by the addition of at least one real
catchy song and a few more pretty girls In
the chorus.- Times.

The action
walsted.

Up.

as farce Is In Itself rather light
but not after Miss Dressier encounthen it broadens and gains In
It reaches the stature of
a laughShe was on the stage most of

for
height until
ing success.
It,

Dec.

30.

Lew

Fields' production of "Suzi" will
very likely end its season here Jan. 9.

CALLS FOR SUPPORT.
"The

Philadelphia, Dec. 30.
Theatre will be forced
doors at the end of Janu-

Little

to close its

ary unless it is given more than the
present casual support," is the announcement by Mrs. Beuhla E. Jay,
founder and president of the theatre,
which at present is said to be operating at a weekly loss of approximately
$1,000.

"DRIVEN" CLOSING.

Pittsburgh, Dec. 30.

Following its engagement at the Alvin last week, "A Pair of Sixes" underwent reorganization.
Hale Hamilton and his wife, Myrtle
Tannehill,

hearse a

"Lady Luxury" would be considerably im-

A Mix

LAST WEEK?

Philadelphia,

1.

"SIXES" CO. REORGANIZED.

Lady Luxury.
Is

30.

George Stoddard, Frederick Herendeen and Hugo Frey have completed a
revue. They are going to back the project personally, and expect to have the

"PAPA'S DARLING" CLOSES.

through-

It Is what might be termed mild, Intellectual entertainment which emphasized good
acting.—Herald.

Lady Luxury"

CORT.
name

the

of a
farce that will be produced
in about four weeks. Walter
is

new musical

doing well are

Hegeman, in a character role;
Anna Wheaton, Olga Cook and Ray
Bowden. The cast is juvenile in appearance and the show is light and
Alice

in

SHOW FOR THE
"What's Going On"

of laughs out of his lines.

"SUSI'S"

—

ters

Some new developments upon the
Canadian situation are expected to mature within the next fortnight

T.

little

"Just Herself" Is what Miss Lopokova really
is
in this play
naive, graceful and pretty.
But when she is not on the stage, or when
Miss Mayhew Is not amusing the audience,
"Just Herself" Is very scant entertainment
Herald.

Its

Chicago, Dec 30.
"At the Ball/' a musical play with

indictment in various sections. Several
other company managers came under
suspicion the past week and as soon as
substantial proof is in, the association
will proceed accordingly.

at the

play, as It stands, is in crying need of
vigorous alteration, but much of it is deeply
interesting and much of it Is beautifully play-

„_

ROY BARNES SCORES AGAIN.

is

Herald.

out.

—

number

lie.

"talky," preparing the audience slowly for the bombshell
which bursts in the third act. When this
moment arrived the superb acting of Miss
Illington swept the audience off its feet and
stamped the dramatist's work as his best in
years and as a great piece of playwritlng.

ed.

The Silent Voice.
"Tbe Silent Voice," admirably staged, is
a play of real human interest, abounding in
imagination, sentiment and pathos, and la
bound to appeal to theatregoers, particularly
to the fair sex.
And Mr. Skinner's acting
He is,
again stamped him a great artist
among American actors, in a class quite by
himself. Herald.
"The Silent Voice" is one of the conspicuously cinematographic plays of the current
season.
It leaps as nimbly as It can from
library to driveway, from house-top to park
bench, and in the process much of the force
of Mr. Morris's Idea is sadly dissipated.—
Times.

is

The

For two acts "The Lie"

The

One of the
of the season
mas day of

put

puimc presentation.

Is

Hart's

Jos.

been made that the authorities would be
abked lo iutertere II "Maternity " were giveu

PRESSING PIRATES.
Christmas week brought a lull in the
activities around the quarters of the
United Protective Managers' Association toward the stopping of wholesale
pirating of plays by small companies
on the road throughout the United
States and Canada.
Attorney Lignon Johnson started
Tuesday to push court proceedings
against the alleged "pirates" now under

it

H

left

new

the
play.

was announced,
Frazee

when

to

company

to

re-

Frank Mclntyre,
be sent by H.

will

take

Hamilton's

The house will remain dark until the
new piece in which Ethel Barrymore
Bruce McRae
Miss Barrymore's support.

is

to star is in readiness.

is

to be

place

combined Chicago and Eastern companies open in Boston.
Sam Hardy, Oza Waldrop, Maude
i'dburne and Fritz Williams are also
n the reorganized company.
the

Charles Frohman's production of
"Driven" at the Empire theatre will
close Saturday.

RYLEY'S "QUEEN" CLOSING.
Hartford, Conn., Dec. 30
Ryley's "The Queen of

Thomas W.

Movies" closes its tour here at
Parson's theatre on Saturday night.

the

LEGITIMATE
SHOWS

A CRITICS ADVICE
Bj
O. L.

Chicago, Dec.
It is no secret the metropolis of this
wide land has been unable this season
to give a fair measure of patronage to
the majority of its theatrical attracThe plays that have created a
tions.
mild interest, or no interest at all,
have outnumbered the payers of dividends, and yet, to the neglect of places
of large population distantly removed
from our eastern littoral, the managers
abandoned plays
despairingly
have
neglected by New York and have hopefully produced new entertainments for
that over-theatred community.
Whether it has been due to a shortage of carfare or to lack of faith in
the more prosperous and less excitable interior of this country a middlewesterner has no way of knowing, but
one cause or the other has restrained
managers from sending more than a
28.

HALL

few hour's ride from New York new
plays requiring a test of their value.

week and

McLeod,
James Seeley.

Cromwell

John

and

is the last week of the Princess
Players at the Princess. A new stock
company, headed by Richard Bennett,
assumes possession of the theatre next
week, when "Maternity" will be produced. Jan. 6 the newspaper men by

This

The performances the remainder of the week
will be for women only.
The Bennett

special invitation will attend.

Co. was incorporated Dec. 29 at Albany under the name of the Purpose

Play Co.

admitted by the masters of the
American theatre that Chicago (a
refuge for "No. 2" companies) has

"So Much for So Much" was replaced Wednesday night at the Longacre by "Secret Strings," with Lou

in better condition theatrically
season than any other city of con-

Tellengen featured.
Marie Dressier is now at the 39th
Street in a new piece, "A Mix Up,"
opening Monday night. The Belgian
war pictures closed there Saturday

It is

been
this

siderable

If

size.

the total intake of

Chicago theatres has declined somewhat in recent weeks, it has been due
to the retention in several houses of
the

attractions that, after

many months

of

honorable service, have passed the high
point of public favor.
To keep up a lively interest in the
theatre it is necessary to make frequent disclosure of novelty, to engage
in attractive experiment, and to avoid
as much as possible the exploitation of
The success
"duplicate" productions.
of duplicate, or "No. 2," productions in
the middle west this
season would
seem to suggest experiment there with
new works, but the managers appear
to prefer to let the opportunity slip
by.
It

is

officially

declared that

show

cago theatres

which

son to date,

all

Chi-

a profit on the seais

sufficient indica-

night.

night.

new tenant in Marwho is playing "The

garet Illington,

a

Lie," opening Christmas Eve.

"Lady

Luxury"

opened at the
Casino Christmas Day, while "Hello
Broadway," the George M. Cohan
revue, also got under way that date
at the Astor.

Other changes were at the Shubert,
where "Tonight's the Night" opened
Dec. 24, and at the El tinge, where
"The Song of Songs" started last
week.

The

new

opened

Dec.

22

Bandbox

money

in railroad tick-

Hudson Thursday

Little

might have found a way of

covering the large sums of money they
have thrown away speculating on the

The

The

east has had numerous successes
esteem for which there has been no
box office reward. The middle west
has not be' n permi* „ :d by the managers to show it? attitude this season
towan..

the

in

Show

"The

eve.

,_

Feb.

is

Ann Swinburne

to star

operetta by Victor Herbert.
production is to be in readiness by
stated a certain big music pub-

lisher in

New York

is

to be one of the

financial backers of the

ick

Latham

is

show.

Freder-

to produce the piece.

MANAGER SHOT.
Reuben McBroom, a wealthy theatrical manager of the south, was shot

neglect of the hc.irt of the country has

one day

cost

tl

em

nv.< iiijil

j

a p:

tt;

penny.

NEW SHOW MAP.
llirrc v as
attractions in

.

<.

t'

a
c
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New

last

Orleans, Dec.

week by

his wife,

30.

who

is

of

try-outs

efforts.

Friday night is the opening of the
Boston opera house in one of the boldventures made here in years.
est
Henry Jewett two years ago tried a
summer stock venture at the Plymouth,
which ended in an inglorious fizzle.
This time he is trying to offer Shakespeare in the heart of the wealthy
Back Bay at a 50-cent top in one of
the finest equipped theatres in America,
the structure built for the Boston

Jewett will act only

Opera Company.

The

bullet pierced the left lung.

is little

hope for

There

his recovery.

If

you

don't adverttso In
don't advortUo

VARIETY,

in its

sym-

The

story concerns the fortunes of

The first
a managerial capacity.
week he will use "As You Like It";
second week, "Romeo and Juliet";
'Merry Wives of Windsor," third
week, and "Julius Caesar," the fourth.

strictness.

Mr. Kolker is the modern German
and Thomas McLarnie, the old-fashionOliver Morosco stands for
was staged by Franck-

ed type.

the piece which

lyn Underwood.
Christine Norman,

The

cast

includes

Mine Bauermeister,

Charles Ruggles and Francklyn Under-

wood.

SHOWS
Idaho

"The

CLOSING.

Falls, Idaho, Dec. 30.

Call of the West," under the

direction of

Edwin Strong,

closed here.

in

The outlook was gloomy enough when
Jewett mapped it out, and he forgot
entirely Mantell was opening this Monsimilar

"A Woman's

Sacrifice"

on the sticks

has come to an end. The promoter, E.
H. Ramsay, has taken up picture exhibition.

Boston, Dec.

30.

The company presenting "The Beautiful

Adventure"
will end

the

at

Hollis Street

season Saturday
night.
The show will be sent to the
storehouse and the company disbanded.
theatre

its

Next week brings "Diplomacy" to
the Hollis to succeed Ann Murdock in
"The Beautiful Adventure," and the

underlines are Billie Burke in "Jerry"
and Rose Stahl in "A Perfect Lady."
"The Midnight Girl" opens at the
Shubert Jan. 4, and may hurt "The
Girl from Utah," now here without

competition in

its

class.

SHOWS IN LOS ANGELES.
Los Angeles, Dec.
"The Poor

30.

Rich Girl" opened

Little

to only fair business at the

Morosco

Monday, but the prospect

that pat-

is

ronage will pick up. "When Dreams
Come True" is drawing only half
houses at the Majestic. Kolb and Dill
are doing well in their third week.

SHOWS

IN

NEW

New

ORLEANS.

Orleans, Dec. 30.
is

attracting

large

audiences to the Tulane. Percy Haswell opened to capacity at the Crescent.
Large matinees and fair night attendance marked the first week.
Supported by the racing element burlesque is prospering at the Dauphine.
Robert Mansfield Players at the
Lyric, doing practically nothing.

PLAY FOR GRACE GEORGE.
"Half a Bride"

is the title of the
starring vehicle for Grace George
under the management of William A.

new

suing for divorce.

endoscopic change of

Jew York theatres

amateur

Maude Adams

1.

productions, but
its liberal resp< nses
to the moderate
lure of plays th;.t have run their course
elsewhere indicates that the producers'
exp'

and

productions

is pulling the usual business at the Burbank.

new

It is

of

in

back

STARRING SWINBURNE.
Joe Weber
in a

favor of the east.

is

"The Music Master"

then swings to the other extreme of

little

small

rival

pathetic appeal.

structure, ideally adapted to

The new Toy
cozy

form of presentation,
believed the piece promised to

unsatisfactory

many

theatre on Dartmouth
opened Saturday night. It is a

Majestic, fair house.
street

30.

"Our Children," by Louis Anspacher,
with Henry Kolker in the leading part,
was shown at a dress rehearsal Sunday evening. Basing judgment on that

two German families, one of modern
tendencies and the other of the old
school in which parental love goes to
extremes of indulgence at times and

"Baby Mine"

re-

ets,

"A Pair of Sixes" at the Wilbur to
good house, and Robert Mantell at the

theatre

"Poor

with

Douglas Fairbanks
legitimate,
opening

met in the middle west a fair chance
of success, and their producers, by investing a little

gers, formerly a local dramatic critic;

another year.

The Harris has

would seem certain that many
that have gone to immediate failure in the east would have
the plays

a

to

smashing big house, made possible by
the purchase of a major portion of
the seats by the Boston Press Club
as a tribute to author Earl Derr Big-

Empire Saturday

Shop," formerly "The Spotlight," and
then later "The Limelight" at the

of

Tremont

the

at

Chicago, Dec.

brought

day at the Majestic in a
Shakesperean repertoire, which will
sate the public with heavy stuff for

Thing."

dition, it

night

30.

Otis Skinner in "The Silent Voice"
is
the
Liberty attraction, opening
Tuesday night. "Driven" leaves the

a healthy condition in the middle west and particularly in its most
populous centre. In view of this contion of

Keys"

"Seven

last

ces

Monday

Openings

with few changes
on the docket for next week.
No business closed up the Lydia
Lopokova show, "Just Herself," Tuesday at the Playhouse, leaving the
house dark until Jan. 6, when the new
Owen Davis play, "Sinners," opens
there with Robert Edeson, Charles
Richman, Alice Brady, Emma Dunn,
Gertrude Dallas, Walter Walker, Franthis

KOLKER PLAY PROMISING.

IN BOSTON.
Boston, Dec.

Dramatic Reviewer for the Chicago Dally Journal.

*

T*

11

Brady. It is by William J. Hulbert.
Joe Coyne has been engaged for the

company.

Rochester, Dec. 30.
"Kitty MacKay" will
close here Jan. 6 after playing an engagement of three days.

The "No.

1"

Chicago, Dec.

"The Candy Shop"
La Salle Jan. 9.

30.

will close at the

The "Excuse Me" company playv
ing through Michigan closes in Grand
Rapids New Year's, the notice having
been posted

Detroit.

in

Cleveland, Dec. 30.
of Virtue" is re-

"The Blindness
ported as closing

its

tour here Jan.

9.

SHOWS

IN 'FRISCO.
San Francisco, Dec. 30.
Forbes Robertson and Co. are doing
business at the Cort.
At the Columbia "The
Yellow
Ticket" is doing fair business.
The revival of "Three Twins" at the
Gaiety is drawing satisfactorily.
Stock at the Alcazar where "Shore

Acres"
drawing

is

current

the

fairly

attraction

is

well

SHOWS

IN CHICAGO.
Chicago, Dec.

30.

"The New Henrietta" was produced
Sunday night at the Cort before a
large and appreciative audience. "The
Whirl of the World," with Eugene and
Willie Howard in stellar places, came
to the Garrick on the same night and
was largely attended. The show ran

summer at Cohan's Grand, but still
appears to have big drawing power.

all

LEGITIMATE

12

LIEBLER

HITTING THE GRIT
It

BY SHEPPARD FRIEDMAN.
for Belgians
average woman four

the

takes

hours to wash her hair and then she
forgets all about her face.

the Liebler
dies

down some

kind-

and she introduced

me

to an old

man

My Gawd, what some of
dames try to shoot over!"
"A fool and his money might soon

The

treasurer at one of the leading
theatres in Detroit owns an expensive

stage manager for
"High Jinks/' says Ford cars should
be made to run on sidewalks so they
cannot get in the way of automobiles.

A man

in

Toronto, the other day,

A man

on the road will
look out of a car window for an hour
waiting to see a tovn and then when
he reaches it there is a string of box
travelling

cars in front of it

An actor spent $6.40 over a bar in
Friday,
telling
some
Philadelphia
how he was

friends

We

economizing.

infancy that God
gave us but one life to live but one realizes after spending a Sunday in Baltimore that he gave us a thousand to

know from

Bower,

Advice for Advance Agents.
Don't try to touch Oshel at the
Teck, Buffalo, for more than twenty
dollars.
And then that will cause you

some trouble.
The rate of

interest in Detroit is
ten per cent, and pledges are kept
only for three months.

now

They won't hold an Erie

train out

of Wilkesbarre for a theatrical

a report 'The Garden of

is

may go on

tour after

New

Liebler*s are doing splendid business

Maude and "Grumpy"

with Cyril

at

the

Boston, where the show
will continue indefinitely. The "Disraeli" show, playing western dates, in
Seattle Christmas, is coming east again.
The George Arliss "Disraeli" Co. will
flay west until spring.
Several changes have been made in
the "Joseph and His Brethren" show,
in
middlewest
territory.
Frederic
Stanhope has replaced Stage Manager
Currey.
In the Katherine Kaelred

Plymouth,

now

is

Irma Lerner.

com-

but don't let that worry you.
you should happen to be an
hour late you'll get to the station beif

fore the incoming train.

The stenographer
tre,

into

Year's, but this is not likely owing to
the heavy expense entailed in the big

role

at the Lyric theaPhiladelphia, puts the cost of your

stamps on the typewriter bill without
mentioning it
The dramatic critic of the Cleveland
Plain Dealer purchases every time you

Ziegfeld Denies

Wayburn.

Flo Ziegfeld has issued a statement
saying no producer has yet been selected for his next production of "The
Follies."
It had been reported Ned
/

Wayburn would attend to the staging
of that show.
He is now putting on
Zicgfeld's Mid-night Frolic, "Stop Your
Watch"
If

do.

jrou

for the
doa't

Amsterdam Roof.

mdrtUm

fai

ta't adnrtlM

die.

VARIETY,

After one has had a little experience
with a chorus girl he realizes that the
light that lies in woman's eyes certain-

me, but

I

bet

Band Box

I'll

new

six plays, one

has already been withdrawn, and of the
musical pieces it seems as though one
will close this Saturday and probably
take to the road.
During Christmas week, "Poor Little
Thing" was presented at the Band
Box theatre; "The Lie" with Margaret
Illington at the Harris; "The Song
of Songs" at the Eltinge; "Just Herself with Lydia Lupokova at the
Playhouse; "Tonight's the Night" at
the Shubert; "Hello Broadway" with
Cohan and Collier at the Astor, and
"Lady Luxury" at the Casino.

"The Song

of Songs" opened to II,-

250 and did about $1,100 on its second
night with an advance sale of more
than 14,000 being gathered the day
after the
opening.
"Just Herself
closed at the Playhouse after the Monday night performance this week.
There was $29 in the house Monday
night, and Tuesday the star was informed there would be no performance.
"Lady Luxury" at the Casino may not
last longer than this week in New
York and then take to the road. The
one hit of the collection is "Hello
Broadway," which got over with a
bang at the Astor.
This week Marie Dressier opened
at the 39th Street in a farce, entitled

"Secret

renamed James Forbes
Douglas Fairbanks, now
called "The Show Shop," opened on
New Year's Eve at the Hudson.

enough to tell
never hear from you
well

play

you leave town."
"They can say whatever they please
about me but there isn't a stitch on my
back I didn't pay for out of my own

thrice

with

AMSTERDAM'S NEW RECORD.
This week will witness the passing

salary."

of the

"Watch Your Step"

several

By Wednesday

in a

week with four matinees.

To

off-

matinees of

$1 a seat

The estimated

In the midst of a long speech, Riley

the hotel extras

total
is

on the week with

$27,600.

With "Chin Chin" at the Globe doing about $25,000 on the week, getting
$3.50 for the entire lower floor and $3

claimed:

of the frenzy about benefits

week those

"Watch Your Step" and the seats at
New Year's Eve performance were
sold over the window for $3 apiece (orchestra and balcony). The gallery got

ness.

all

of this

the

travelling

restaurant."

Dillingham's
the attraction

set this there will be three

The theme was absent-minded-

suddenly jumped to his feet and ex"My God."
"What's the trouble," some one inquired, "did you forget something?"
"Yes," answered the actor. "I left my
wife and daughter waiting for me in a

Merry
Amster-

on the inside knew the old record
would be smashed by almost $2,000.
The mark made by the "Widow" was

Phil Ryley of the "High Jinks" company going from Philadelphia to New
York to spend Sunday there, got into
the smoking compartment of a Pennsylvania parlor car and soon was in

with

is

the

that will turn the trick.

choruses one would conclude that- they
are the same as they were twenty-five
years ago.

conversation

"The

record held by

Widow" for receipts at
dam theatre.
Charles

In a recent interview, George Lcderer said chorus girls aren't the same
as they were fifteen years ago.
Looking over some of the present day

After

Of the

sented
Lou Tellegen in
Strings" at the Longacre.

have you

after

men.

theatre opened with a

play and policy.

The

all

crop

a rough comedy piece,
by the critics. Otis Skinner in "The Silent Voice" reopened
the
Liberty
Tuesday
night,
and
"Wednesday night H. H. Frazee pre-

told that to?"

"Oh! That's

new

"A Mix Up,"

MORE CHORUS GIRL TALK.
different girls

Christmas and

Year's, brought a brand

well received

ly does.

"How many

New

Three new musical works were presented, six new plays shown and the

Paradise"

pany,

Even

went

show's production.

automobile.

these

used ten sheets of large hotel letter
paper in writing a single missive to a
chorus girl, but if he had wired to her
he could have told her all she wanted
to know in the allotted ten words.

Co. offices since the re-

HOLIDAY CROP.

IN

holiday weeks,

receiver reduced the running ex-

There

as her uncle.

be parted but the fool has an awfully
good time while it lasts."

ONE HIT
The

of theatrical productions to Broadway.

The

Eddie

CO. QUIET.

effect.

penses.

TIP TO TRAVELING MANAGERS.

&

receivership

hearted person will probably promote
of America.

"They say she has everything."
met her at the stage door today

cent

a benefit for the Theatrical Producers

CHORUS GIRL TALK.
"I

ft

Things are quiet theatrically around

The Essence

of Daintiness

New Year's Eve, and
an extra matinee Friday, the two Dillingham shows will show returns in ex-

for the balcony

and Refinement

CHARLES DIAMOND AND BEATRICE

CO.

World's Premiere Exponents of the Harp and Treble Saxophone,
Introducing the Only Genuine Irish Harp on the Vaudeville Stage.
Made expressly for Mr. Diamond by J. McFall, of Belfast, Ireland.
Miss Beatrice has been called by musical critics the greatest lady soprano saxophone soloist
in the world, while Mr. Diamond is a harpist of international renown.
This Week (Dec. 28), Hammerstein'i, New York

cess of $52,000 this week.
to be a record for

any one week

in

This

is said

any one manager on

New

York.

CARNIVALS, FAIRS, PARKS AND RINKS
NEW YORK, CARNIVAL

DIFFERENCE OF OPINION.
San Francisco, Dec. 30.
There seems to be some doubt about
the success of the street carnival pro-

evidently a new life being started
In the sport from news received from all
Kinks are reparts of the United Btates.
opening in cities and small towns and another
skating boom haa been launched this winter
will
again
see a new generaand next season
tion and the old sliding and scooting along
Skate
over the smooth floors of the rinks.
manufacturers are putting on extra forces to
turn out the new and improved skate which
now makes roller skating a pleasure. There
H, all told, over 1,000 rinks now in operation today, the majority of these having been
opened within the last eight weeks.
One of the best moves for the furtherance
of skating was made at the Hoffman House
following the 24-hour race at Madison Square
Garden, when an organisation was formed
which will control roller skating in all its
Branches throughout the United States.
Tuesday night, December sa», the Board of
Control met at Leo Brimm's office, and the
Chairman
following business was transacted:
Carle Reynolds called the meeting to order
and after many debates on rules, etc., relathe Board got together on
tive to racing,
election count.
The following were elected for the year

There

Pennsylvania

la

Pittsburgh.
ienutiotfee

—John

— Billy

Motor

Bell,

Garden,

Mammoth

Bowsler,

Rink,

Nashville.

Texas— Sydney

Wharton, 006 North Virginia avenue, ail Paso.
Utah— Dr. H. A. Wry bock, 707 Judge Building, bait Lake City.
Virginia— w. *'. Bale, 216 West Garcy
F.

Richmond.
West Virginia George E. Weedon, Armory

street,

—

Kink,

Charleston.

Wisconsin— Jos. W. Munch. Rivervlew Rink,
Milwaukee.

During the meeting of the Board of Conmany letters were read from rink managers and skaters from all over the country
ouerlng their services to promote the new
organisation which haa long been neeaed for
skating.

It waa decided that under no circumstances
would the new organisation interfere in any

way with

ice skating or other sports away
roller akating and that all amateurs
racing under the rules of the N. 8. A. would
be accepted by the A. A. U. of America.

from

1915:

Allan

President,

Hon.

Blanchard.

A.

Chi-

Presldent, Joseph W. Munch, Milwaukee.
First Vice President, Barle Reynolds; also

Chairman Racing Board.
Secretary and Treasurer, Joseph
48 Warren street. New York.

Brimm,

J.

Other Vice Presidents elected were: H. W.
Baalish. Buffalo, N. Y. ; Rodney Peters, St
Louis; B. M. Moar, Cincinnati; Geo. Weeden,
Charleston, W. Vs.; Joe Raub, Indianapolis;

Bam Harrison, Detroit

BOARD OF CONTROL FOR NEW

John Bell, of Pittsburgh, who has hsld three
worlds championships, eaya he la ready to
Join in for a circuit of aiz citlee for a week's
racing in each and will give aa much money
as any one.
Mr. Bell will also be a bidder
for the world'a champlonahlp meet
At this
meet prises worth over f 1,000 will be given to
the racers.

W.

A.

James B. Donegan, Jack

Blackwell,

FOR CHICAGO.

B

Farrell.

Walter

Harrison,

Hayes.

the

Crawford

ft

two in

New

"Keo" haa just closed a season with the
Barnum-Balley Circus and will play the
rinks and vaudeville for the balance of the
winter.

The

directors of the ice rink at Syracuae
to discontinue skating.
The rink
of the moet modern in the country.
It haa been sold to the city to be converted
into a market

decided

waa one

RACING BOARD.

John

Bell, Pittsburgh.
B. Barnes, Coliseum, Chicago.
Patrick Harmon, Rivervlew, Chicago.
B. M. Moar, Cincinnati.
H. W. English. Buffalo. N. Y. ; Adolph KellB.

Jos.

W. Munch, Milwaukee; Thoe. Andrews.
W. Peters, St Louis.
W. Weeden, Charleston, W. Va.

Geo.
Geo.
A. P.

Portland,

Pierce,

Me.;

C.

L

Har-

rington.
R. S.

Smylle and Walter Sutphen, Detroit
Bordisier and Albert Bills, Nashville.
Joseph Raub, Indianapolis.

Wm.

Frank Hammla, Philadelphia.
Barle Reynolds, Geo. Callls, Sam
and B. V. Tuttle, New York City.

Austin

BOARD OF STATE GOVERNORS.

California— Curtis H. WUtse, 1126 American
Long Beach.
Colorado— B. 8. Beymer, Auditorium Rink,

avenub.
(Trend

— R.Columbia—
H. Kandever,
R. H.

Delaware

District of

Ellis,

Wilmington.

Atlanta Georgian, At-

lanta.
Illinois

—Patrick Harmon, Rivervlew Rink,
—Joe Raub, Board of Trade, Indianapolis.
Rivervlew
Wetherbee,
Iowa—Charles B.
Rink, Sioux City.
Kansas—James McCabe, Atchison.
Louisiana—Col. Baker, News Tribune, New

Chicago.

Indiana

Orleans.

Maine— A. P. Pierce, Rockland.
Maryland— Cavis W. Richardson, 316 North
Utah street, Baltimore.

Michigan—Walter Ossman, 39 Jefferson aveDetroit
Minnesota Charles Lokerman,

nue,

—
Minneapolis.

Missouri— Rodney
St.

Peters,

Elite

Rink,

Palladium

Rink,

Louis.

New England— William H.

Carpenter,

South street, Providence.
New Jersey— Al Painter, Palace Rink,
sey City.

New York— J.

F. Farrel,

New York

170
Jer-

Theater

Building.

Ohio— W.

—E.

Genno, Roller Rink, Akron.

Oklahoma C F. Perry, Auditorium Rink,
Oklahoma City.
Oregon— James Bodine, 311 North 10th
street,

Portland.

The DeLose Roller Rink
under the management

late of the
It

at Newark, N. J..
of Alfred Pointer,

American Skating Rink at Vienna.

has no competition.

Geo. A. Williams, manager of the rink at
Plattaburg, N. Y., has under reconstruction
another first-class rink, to be In operation

of the 'concession-

aires aver they hardly

made

a nickel.
dancing

off for

street at 25 cents each for the
evening were well patronized.

on the

Another feature was the open air
show given on a raised plat-

cabaret
form.

The

consisted

attractions

of

"The

Missing Link," "Liberian Ground Hog,"
"The Wild Girl," Major Simon, Ferris
Ten-in-one
Wheel, Merry-go-round,
Show, Glass Show, Hawaiian Show,

Wad

"Whirl

Show,

Snake

Girl

Show and

others.

SYRACUSE ARENA DARK.
Syracuse,

The Arena

30.

be dark this winter,
and backers of the Syracuse hockey
team have abandoned all efforts to have
a team this season. No reason is given
by the management.
will

FOUR CUBS FROZEN.
Philadelphia, Dec. 30.

Four husky

Wednesday

whelps,

lion

a

in

local

born

stable,

last

were

The
death Sunday night.
mother is a member of the troupe
which Adgie has been exhibiting in
frozen to
lion

The father of the cubs is
"Teddy," who killed Adgie's partner
in Chicago several months ago.
Because of the recent panic in New
York, when several lions escaped from
their cages, Adgie's bookings have
been canceled, and she is facing a complex problem of boarding 13 lions.
vaudeville.

of the Palace, Plqua, O.

The new skating rink at Honolulu, under
the management of Jack LeClair, ia doing fair
business.

Truckee,

Cal.,

Dec.

30.

headquarters here than ever before.
Several hundred carnival men are
wintering in New York City. At least
half a dozen have established permanent offices in the metropolis.

Among

carnival

the

companies or-

ganizing and equipping here for the
coming season are the Levitt-Meyerhoff shows (a new organization), the
Col. Francis Ferari shows united, the
Harry Six Greater New England
shows, the Conklin Midway Exposition shows, the Jack Kline Golden Ribbon shows and the Harry Six Blue
Ribbon shows.
A New York Carnival men's association is reported in process of formation. Over 50 concession men and
show owners have placed their names
on the charter list

NOT AFRAID OF THE WAR.
Charles F. Gall, president of the Exof
position
Theatrical
Association
California, is stopping at the Hotel
Biltmore, New York.
Gall will have the big Persia concession at the 'Frisco Expo. He has
been forced to abandon some of his
exposition exploits, owing to the war,
but makes emphatic denial the war is
knocking the pins from under the fair.
Charles C. Moore, president of the
Pacific Coast Expo., in a personal letter to a prominent New York attorney,
says that already 350 congresses have
representation reserved and that by the
time the fair opens that at least threequarters of the world's population will
be fully represented.
President Moore refutes the general
impression that the Expo, is going to
be diminished greatly in point of concessions, owing to the war. It will
have its effect, but not to any great
extent, he says.

AUDITING FAIR ACCOUNTS.
Reading, Pa.,

Dec. 30.

The accounts

ONE PARK GONE.

Manager W. E. Genno, who operatee a number of rinks throughout the United States and
Canada, has a new rink at Zaneevllle, under
the management of Al. Ackerman, former
manager

Dec

CENTRE.

becoming one of the
big carnival centres of the country and
more carnivals are now making their
is

of

Death," Dr. Catz and Oriental Dancers,
Fat Lady, Fortune Teller, Wild West

shortly.

Whiting, Wash-

ington.

Georgia— Albert

is

CARNIVAL STARTS WELL.

Junction.

many

point, while

York,

John J. Bell haa opened the Motor Bq..
Garden, Pittsburgh, aa a akating rink, having
tranaformed the premises into one of the
prettiest rinks in the middle west.
Big business rewarded the move from the atari.

FOR CINCINNATI.
B M. Moar, W. 8. Page, Brenamour.
FOR WISCONSIN.
Howard Fielding, Joseph Munch.
FOR BUFFALO.
H. W. English, Lew Herschel.
FOR NEW EN ULAN D.
Wm. H. Carpenter, A. P. Pierce.
FOR KANSAS CITY.
Rollle Berkenheimer.
FOR BALTIMORE.
Cavls W. Richardson.
FOR PITTSBURG.

The promoters claim the affair was a
huge success from a hnancial stand-

Wilkins

la now the manager of
Grand Central Palace, New York, and
company Will own three more rinks soon,

W.

Geo. A. Weeden, A. Gilbert, Charleston,

Bell.

for the

who had over 30

rinks in Great Britain
some few yeara ago, la now manager of the
big Coliseum, Chicago.

his

Va.

John

The head man
firm,

William Blackwell

Osmun, James R.

SOUTHERN STATES.

ialize.

is trying to out do Crawford
Wilkins, of England.
Mr. Parson is opening up from two to three rinks every week.

Next week's Variety will have a atory of
a portable bank track for professional racing.

FOR ST. LOUIS.
Peters, Dr. A. Walker.
FOR DETROIT.

W.

Sam

H.

make the homeless
Santa Claus mater-

W. A. Parson

John Mc-

B. Barnes, Patrick Harmon,
Cormack, Roy E. Davis.

Geo.

Win.

Parsons,

kiddies' illusion of

4k

YORK.

Reynolds,

Barle

of raising funds to

The two blocks roped

trol

roller

moted and given by the Indoor Yacht
Club at Union Square, San Francisco,
Dec. 19, 20, 21 and 22, for the purpose

New York
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Syracuse, Dec. 30.
a $110,000 amusement park to
an almost worthless pile of junk is the
brief history of the Syracuse White
City, the final chapter of which is being
written this week when Abraham Cooper, after purchasing the buildings started to tear them down.

From

of the Allentown Fair
are being audited by
the
board in
charge so the statement can be ready

meeting

for

the annual

The

profits of the fair last

in

February.

September

were more than $10,000.
President Weand has decided not to
charge any entrance fee for horsemen
next year.

The Winter Carnival or

"Festival of
and given an-

the Snow/' promoted
nually by the Truckee

Chamber

Commerce, began Christmas day with
a good sized crowd of visitors in attendance.

The ski jumping contest to beat the
present world's record proved to be
the feature, while sleighing, skating,
toboggan-sliding and the customary
outdoor amusements are being enjoyed
by the crowds.
The Palace of Ice, the skating rink,
the toboggan slide, the stables of
horses, the skis, the dogs in tact,
everything in town was gaily decorated in carnival color.
Everything
seems to indicate the winter carnival
will prove a success.

—

SETTLED CHEAP.

CIRCUSMEN RUN HOTEL.

of

Harrisburg, Pa., Dec.

John and Michael Welsh, for many
operating Welsh Bros. Circus,
have purchased the United States Hotel

years

here and will take up

its

active

man-

$5,000

30.

damages brought
Ontario Beach Park Com-

suits

for

against the
pany, as a result of an accident on the
scenic railway last summer, were set-

Supreme Court this week.
While the suits demanded recoveries

Made on Garden Meet

National

retted $5,000
skating meet

Skating Association
on the 24-hour roller
held

at

the

Madison

Square Garden a couple of weeks ago.

The good showing at the Garden has
impelled the association to arrange a
circuit of meets, the first to be held at
Boston, on a date to be announced
later.

Eight

tled in

agement.

The

Rochester, Dec.

30.

averaging $10,000 each, the settlements
ranged from $150 to $700.

Berks Co. Association's President
P. Hennessey has been elected president of the Berks County

James

(Pennsylvania)
the
If

coming

Fair

Association

for

year.

you don't advertise

in

don't advartiM
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One morning,

during

opening

the

week of the present season at the
Columbia theatre, a man whom 1 re >
ognized as a regular patron of the
house approached the box office window and inquired if the Bert Baker
"Bon Tons" company (the then current

was giving the same

attraction)

show

as the season before.

Learning

said,
it was the same show, he
have seen that performance three

that
"I

times

in

this

show,

all

right,

It's a great
don't care to

theatre.

but

I

This incident made an
it again."
impression on me, and I arranged to
have a record kept of all similar inquiries from that time on and of the
frequency of the comments that should
be made thereafter by patrons of the
see

theatre

on the subject

repetitions

of

of shows.

It

is

to

sufficient

say

that

the

in

20 weeks literally many
hundreds of cases have been disclosed
of would-be patrons walking away
intervening

from the box office when told that
the shows were the same except in
And it may
their musical numbers.
be assumed that there were many hundreds of similar cases that failed to

become known

to the

box

office

men.

The

existence of this state of affairs
circuit, it may be
taken for granted, indicates the same
conditions all along the line, and herein undoubtedly lies one strong reason
at

one house on the

for the falling off in receipts of bur-

lesque theatres. It is unreasonable to
expect the public to patronize the same

shows season

in

and season

Bur-

out.

lesque will suffer on this account more
than any other form of amusement, because the shows play the same theatres

each year and because every one of the
houses has a large, regular clientele,
whereas the movements of other attractions are not confined to the same
theatres or to the

same

Hav-

territory.

ing exhausted one territory, they are
moved into another, and when one
class of theatres in the various sections of the country become exhausted,
these shows have another grade of
houses and consequently another class
of people to draw upon.

This

is

in striking

contrast

to

the

limitations for patronage that surround

For example,
Troubadours," a popular
farce-comedy company, toured the
country for many successive seasons
under the same title but giving the
name of the play equal prominence
with the title of the organization. The
personnel of the company was rarely
changed, with the result that the
was changed frequently.
"Salisbury's

names of the
came familiar

show
of

the

very

frequent

repetitions,

the

assumption is that the same
old shows are being presented.

Less than a generation ago it was
many managers to apply a title to their organization and
adhere to it, although the vehicle used
the custom of

the

members

public

in

be-

con-

organization the name of the play appears with almost, if not wholly, equal

prominence.

How

confusing,

must

therefore,

undoubtedly the keynote to the extraordinary success of the Singer organization.
If the same procedure were
adopted by other producers and actors,
there would be no occasion to worry
over the subject of "bocks."
Indolence

accomplish

will

nothing.

And in the light of present conditions
I am constrained to believe that indolence is the direct cause of all the
existing antiquity in burlesque.

REEVES' RECONCILIATION.
Mr. and Mrs. Al Reeves have bereconciled, and divorce proceedings begun have been withdrawn.
Mrs. Reeves returned to the Reeves'
home in Brooklyn last Thursday.

come

The

was celebrated

felicitous event

by an elaborately

served

supper, at
the conclusion of which the reunited
couple left for Cincinnati to join the
Reeves' show.
It is announced that
Mrs. Reeves will travel constantly with
the company until the close of the
season, although she will not return to
the stage.

it

FORTUNE TELLING ADDED.

patrons cf burlesque theatres
when the shows are announced without any variation every season.
It
seems there is a suggestion here that
is worthy the serious consideration of

Gypsy

Queen"

as "the
as "the
seventh daughter of the seventh son,
born under a lucky star," is being

the directors of the Columbia Amusement Co., as well as of the individual

booked
around

for

managements.
There is no doubt
whatever of the effect upon the burlesque business if producers would
strive to assemble an adequate num-

tion.

be

to

ber of principals possessing real talent
for entertainment and hold that organization together as far as possible
so that when the shows are announced
each season the public would know
the value of the performance through
their familiarity with the

work

of the
of the

performers.
Take the case
"Million Dollar Dolls" as an illustration.
Here is a company in which
every principal possesses entertaining
qualities of an uncommonly high order.

Knowing

the special qualifications

each, it would not be a difficult
matter, after the show for one season
is set, to start arranging for a new
show for the following season. This
of

work could be carried on with the joint
and the producer,

Madame

Zabelle,

New

hailed

and

stock houses in and
York as an "added attracthe

»»

ees and during the intermissions.

IMPERIAL, JAN.

ranged to install dramatic stock, were
unable to change their plans and continue burlesque, although the final two
weeks were practically sell-outs at every performance.
To meet the situation, arrangements
have been made to take over a smalltime vaudeville house in that city and
present burlesque there for the remainder of the present season.

It will be

toady for occupancy in about three
weeks, when the shows will be played
there between Baltimore and Philadelphia.

The new house will be called the
Gayety, and be ready for opening early
The site selected is near
next fall.
the Monticello Hotel and it will have
a seating capacity of 1,400.

BUFFALO OUT OF EXTENDED.
The Garden,

Buffalo, which closed
Columbia Amusement Co. house

as a

Dec. 19, has reverted to the Interboro
Traction Co., which owns the property.
The week of Dec. 21 was played
that house by "The Auto Girls"
under a guarantee, and "The Tango
Queens" is receiving a guarantee for
the present week.

at

It

17.

It has been decided to postpone the
opening ol the Imperial, St. Louis, until Sunday, Jan.
17, when Al Reeves

burlesque policy.
The house will be under the management of James Butler and Louis
Cella, with Mr. Butler's private secretary, J. J. Walsh, in active charge.
The Gayety, St. Louis, which has
been playing stock burlesque since the
collapse of the Progressive Circuit,
will close as a burlesque house Jan. 9.
Thereafter it will book traveling combinations independently.
inaugurate

dency, frequently reaching capacity
proportions, a number of real estate
operators of the city, learning of the
determination to withdraw burlesque,
began figuring on the possibility of
erecting a new theatre for the Columbia Amusement Co. attractions.
The Jake Wells people, having ar-

billed

The Queen camps in the rear of the
theatre auditorium and tells the fortunes of the patrons before the matin-

will

NORFOLK TAKEN BACK.
At the time it was decided to drop
Richmond and Norfolk, business at
the latter point immediately began to
show such a pronounced upward ten-

the

is

said

that

the

theatre

will

at

once be remodeled and used as a car
barn.

With Buffalo eliminated from

the

Extended, the shows will jump from
Rochester to Toronto without a lay
off.

SCRANTON REOPENING.
Arrangements have been completed
for the reopening of the Majestic,
Scranton, on the Extended, commencing Jan. 14.
The last three days of
each week will be played between
Philadelphia and Binghamton.

efforts of the players

submitting ideas for

new

material

show completely ready to be put in
rehearsal at the customary time during the summer. Since it seems to be
impossible
rial

to

secure

from authors, and

mateview of the

desirable
in

obvious circumstance that the public
is tiring of these frequently repeated
shows, it is incumbent upon the owners to seek other means of providing
new entertainment.

A
is

case in point is the work that
being done by Jack Singer and the

"The Behman Show." It
is within my personal knowledge that
Singer, Lew Kelly, Lon Hascall and
James Tenbrooke are constantly thinking out new "gags" and scenes, and

members

BURLESQUE PEOPLE MARRIED.

BURLESQUE GIRL HURT.

and ultimately assembling them and
working out a perfectly dovetailed

of former seasons, and, in view

natural

to

junction with the "Troubadours" title,
and theatregoers were never left in
doubt as to whether "The Troubadours" were appearing in a new play.
Similar methods were employed during all the years the Rogers Brothers
were before the public. One season
it was the "Rogers Brothers in Panama," another season the "Rogers
Brothers in Central Park," and so on,
and the same policy is today adopted
in exploiting Montgomery and Stone,
John Drew and other standard stars.
But always following the title of the

all

burlesque shows, and it is a forceful
of the need of new material.
And the way burlesque shows
are announced makes it impossible for
the public to know whether they are
new or old. A large majority simply
display the title of the organization
and make no reference to the name of
the play.
When the billing matter
and the newspaper advertisements appear for "The College Girls," or "The
Behman Show," or "The Gayety Girls,"
there is nothing to indicate that those
organizations are not giving the same
illustration

individual

B* Frederick m. mcCloy

Florence

Reading, Pa., Dec. 30.
Menzie, of "The Tango

Girls," is in the hospital here, the result of injuries received

on an

icy

when she

fell

pavement and was severely

Bud Williamson's

Relapse.

Frank (Bud) Williamson has had a
relapse

of

the

illness

that

recently

caused him to spend two weeks in a
hospital at Toronto, and has gone to
Mt. Clemons, where he will remain until

fully recovered.

Ft. Wayne, Regular Stand.
The Temple, Fort Wayne, will open
with "The City Sports" (Extended)
The house will remain reguJan. 3.
larly on the circuit, between Detroit

and Chicago.

THEATRES BURNED.
Memphis, Dec.

that they have very frequent informal

"Mrs. Temple's Telegram."
William Morris will take "Mrs. Temple's Telegram" on tour again opening in Newark next week. Dorothy
Foster has been engaged to play Mrs.

conferences regarding them.

Temple.

is

announced their marriage, which took
place in Chattanooga the early part
of November.

bruised.

of

This

Philadelphia, Dec. 30.
Jules Black and Minne Lippman of
the "Girls from Monte Carlo" have

30.

Elder's opera house and the Lillian
theatre,
both in Clarksville, Tenn.,

were totally destroyed by fire Tuesday night. Both represent a complete
loss to the owners, since they were
covered with but slight insurance.

VARIETY
crossing the stage and finally emerging from a door that leads through a

THE SOCIAL MAIDS.
With four

and an assem-

principals

blage of girls remarkable for

Hur-

constitutes chorus perfection, Joe
tig

box to
action

that

all

shows of

Columbia

theatre.

its

kind ever at the

Of

course, there are

principals named in the
but the others are inconsequential
except as "feeders" or "fillers-in."
There are two types of great burOne is made up of
lesque shows.
smart, witty dialog that leads constantly to intensely humorous scenes and
audience
that
keep
an
situations
roaring with laughter, and the other
entirely disregards any approach to
conventions of any kind and just cuts
loose with a heterogeneous assortment
of everything possible of conception
for hurrah entertainment.
In this latter class is "The Social
Maids." From start to finish it is full
o snap and vigorous action, with danc-

more than four

arrangement

new,
this

This

is

attributable

to

the

x

there are 24 girls in the chorus, evejy

one good looking, shapely and unconventionally vivacious.
The songs selected for their use and
Dan Dody's skill in putting them on,
give positive distinction to this very

necessary

to

essential

successful,

a

satisfying burlesque performance.
The pronounced lack ot solo singing

passes unnoticed in the commanding
From
excellence of all the rest of it.
the instant Etta Pillard makes her first
entrance, dancing in her own matchless
way and gripping the spectators by the
supreme charm of her delightful personality, to the vociferously applauded,
yea, cheered finale of the first part,
there is not a moment when every person in the house is not completely consumed with attentive interest and un-

mixed

audience to
positive enthusiasm by her remarkable
agility and by the wholly fascinating
manner in which she renders a pretty
melody, called "Just a Simple Little
Almost immediately
Country Girl."
following this song, which puts the
Pillard

the

stirs

happy and receptive
condition, George Stone enters, accompanied by his capable feeder, Billy
into

listeners

Mr.

Baker.

a

Stone's

with

popularity

audiences, gained through
many highly successful former appearances, is demonstrated in a reception
that is as meaningful as it is hearty.

Columbia

There

is little

performance,
sure-fire

that

but

is

new

his

in

Mr. Stone's

material

and the evidence that

all

is

suc-

it

cessfully stands repetition is given
prolonged laughter and applause.

-

Rag Time Band"

The chorus comes on

many

"The Merry

could maintain the fixed, unyielding attention of every person constituting a
vast audience. And yet, Stone and Pillard perfectly supply this by the consummate fascination of their dainty

grace and amazing dexterity.

"The Social Maids" show is wholly
Stone and Pillard.
While it is true
that they are conspicuously dominant,
great credit is due Billy Foster for as
clean-cut, artistic and enjoyable a performance of the German comedy part
as has been seen.
Mr. Foster is original in his make-up and methods, and
he puts over his lines with a force and

in six

He

nationalities.

They

With serpentine

he and the remaining principals
merely serve as relief to the exertions
of those of real consequence in the

are

lingsworth.

Rochester, Dec.

H. M. Holden's stock
for

The production

adequate as
scenery and there is a profusion
tasteful and stunning costumes.

.

\

ii

syvw

-;

is

to
of

Husband Heard Something.
Baltimore, Dec.

1

id re-

as

week

in

the

Circuit

Court from

known on the stage
"Miss Howard." They were marMargaret,

December, 1912. and lived together until November, 1913.
It was shown by the testimony that
Mrs. Rasher left her husband when he
questioned her about what he had
heard.
She is in the chorus of a burried

for everything he plans

30.

Marion

Syracuse, Dec.

The Corse Payton

Phyllis Gilmore and
opens a permanent engagement at the
Weiting Jan. 4. The opening bill will
be "Bought and Paid For."

Ind., Dec. 30.

Norfolk, Dec. 30.
Inez Ragan joined the new Wilmer
& Vincent Co. as leading woman, the
stock opening here last week.

The Wilson R. Todd stock got under way here Christmas Day.
Peoria,

111.,

30.

headed by
Claude Payton,
Co.,

Baker

at the

Dec.

30.

The Frank Livingston stock began

Buffalo,

Dec.

30.

Melodramatic stock is now in vogue
at the Lyric, Joseph Payton having assumed the management. Doris Woolridge

is

the

new

leading

woman.

operations here last week.

York,
Chicago, Dec.

A new

30.

stock was inaugurated at the

Archer Avenue theatre, Dec.

Erie, Pa., Dec. 30.

The Feiber
opened

&

Shea stock company

at the Majestic in

Cupboard."

Business was

"The Family
fair.

The company comprises May Melvin
and William

Courneen,

leads;

Ida

Jewell,

Norman Phillips, Edward McHugh,
Morey Drisko, Carl Adamson,

Jr.,

Henry Hicks
"Mrs.

Wiggs

is

Next week's,
Cabbage Patch."

director.

of the

Spokane, Dec.

scheduled

to

open Jan.

3

at

the

American.

This house is directly opposite the Auditorium where the Baker
Players, also
presenting stock, are
holding forth.

Johnstown, Pa,, Dec. 30.
George Arvine brought his stock
here from Lancaster for a permanent
stay under his personal management.
Edwin Forsberg has withdrawn from
the Arvine-Forsberg directing agreement.

STOCK CHANGES.
Spokane, Dec.

Henry

Overman

Duluth, Dec.
S.

Baldwin

announces

stock will reopen at the
in

"The

Traveling

Lyceum

30.

as leading

man

Lynne

of the Baker

Players, Auditorium.

Emily
lead

ceum,

has assumed
Russwin LyConn.

H.

Callonway

of

the

New

stock,

Britain,

his

Jan. 11

Salesman,"

30.

Hall, a former stock favorite

here, returns Jan. 10 to succeed

the

Walter

30.

Lancaster, Pa., Dec. 30.
Musical comedy was installed here
Christmas Day by Jack Smith, formerly of the Cal-Smith Players, at the
Fulton, which was vacated by the
Arvine Players Saturday.

30.

The Delia Pringle Dramatic Stock
is

Dec.

Jessie

Eleanor Earle,
Katherine Blair, Irene Eby, Pearl Lytell, Jos. R. Mann, Walter G. Ryder,
Pringle,

Pa.,

The Nathan Appell stock company is
announced to make a stand here for
the remainder of the season.

27.

with

"Within the Law" to follow.

Florence Malone has been engaged
new leading woman of the Liberty
Theatre stock, Oakland, Cal.
Beth Taylor has withdrawn from the

as the

company.
Wilmington,
is

Del.,

Dec.

30.

to install a stock

company at the Playhouse next Monday.
The company has been engaged
for four weeks only. They will present
only Brady's productions.
Edna Hibbard will be leading woman.

Kansas City, Dec. 30.
Ralph Kellard, who closed with the
Alcazar Theatre stock, San Francisco,
opened Sunday as leading man with
the Auditorium stock here.
Norfolk, Dec.

Memphis, Dec. 30.
The Emma Bunting Co. started stock
at the Lyric Dec. 28. with "What Hap-

30.

The new Wilmer & Vincent stock
has engaged Inez Ragan as leading
woman.

pened to Mary."

in

lesque show.

pay royalty
on tour.

to use

30.

Albert Rasher was granted a divorce
last

-

out of the entr rices,

is

an anticipated winter's engagement.

William A. Brady

cast.

his wife,

long line of smiling, sinping, rhythmiand
cally moving pe lormri <

new stock company got a good
Monday night. The leads
Maude Gilbert and Harry Holhere

this

are joined

precision, the

30.

Poli's

start

is

constant reminder of Jefferson De
An&elis in that celebrated star's best
days, and, considering that Mr. Foster
has not lived, much beyond the twoscore period, there is little doubt that
the future holds a high place for him
among its stage notables.
Billy Baker, while giving satisfactory
assistance to Mr. Stone in his comedy
work, possesses a certain individuality
Marty Seamon has
that is agreeable.
a pleasing singing voice bttf beyond

groups o'
costume

in

to

Hartford, Dec.

with the results that denote, the skilled
actor and the finished comedian.

in

by Miss Pillard as the leader. Then
begins a march, with everybody singing, that is performed in single file to
which all of the other principals have
joined.

in

Whirl" at this house three seasons ago.
I
have seen audiences enthuse over
the performances of the current famous
exponents of terpsichore, but in no instance has such vociferous demonstrations been indulged in as those which
invariably follow Stone and Pillard's
dancing specialty, which is introduced
toward the end of the last act. Indeed, after all that has preceded it in
this ceaselessly vigorous performance,
nothing less than a sensational episode

enlivening song, "At the Ball."
used for the finale of the first act

four girls each representing
as

STOCKS OPENING.

While the general idea is not
more effectively handled in
instance than in any of the two-

The
is

the

traversed,

a

joy.

Miss

been

STOCK

spirited
all

is

it

ander's

that

fact

until

dollar productions in which it has been
introduced. This is the strong "punch"
in "The Social Maids" show, and it is
a punch that has not been equalled
since the original introduction of "Alex-

show.

the

of

The

on

minutes.

v<

rapid-fire

aisle.

carried

Miss
Pillard in the lead frequently breaking
into a cart-wheel or a flip-flap with the
assistance of Mr. Stone. This is kept
So
up until the return to the stage.
lively is the action and so lifting the
melody, the audience gives vent to applause and cheers throughout the entire
proceeding, which consumes fully five

cast,

ing and tumbling and knock-about maneuvering very much the dominating
elements.
The musical numbers play
an unusually important part in the

side

a
is

have

aisles

has this week put over one of the

greatest

15

Gilbert E. Coan, best

known

for his

production of "The Girl of Eagle
Ranch" on the road, is getting a company ready for the presentation of
popular-priced
Broadway pieces in
repertoire.
Coan says that he is going

Manchester, N. H., Dec. 30.
Grace Bryan has joined the Park
Theatre stock as leading woman.

Emma

Campbell has gone to Chicago
character roles with the Williard theatre stock, which opened a few
weeks ago.
to play

s

VARIETY
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BILLS

NEXT WEEK

Madden ft Clogg
Burton Hahn ft O

(January 4)

In Vaudeville Theatres, Playing Three or Less

Shows Daily

houses open for the week with Monday matinees, when not otherwise indicated.)
Theatres listed as "Orpheum" without any further distinguishing description arc on the
Orphcum Circuit. Theatres with "Locw" following name are on the Loew Circuit.
Agencies booking the houses arc noted by single name or initials, such as "Orph," Orpheum
Circuit— "U. B. O.,' United Booking Offices— "YV. V. A.," Western Vaudeville Managers' Association (Chicago)— "P," Pantages Circuit— "Inter," Interstate Circuit (booking through W. V. A.).
"M," James C. Matthews (Chicago).— "B B O." Broadway Booking Office.— 'Tr,'* Proctor Circuit.
(All

—

Mew York

HAMMERSTBIN'S
(ubo)

Long Tack Sam Co
"Garden of Paaalon"
Courtney Slaters
Fred J Ardath Co
Salon Stagers

C Nugent Co
Lyons a Yosco
The Qaudschmidta
Bd Morton
Three Lyres
J

Mile D'Alnert
PALACE (ubo)
Carl Jorn
Nesbltt a

Clifford

Leonard a

Russell

Blckel ft Watson
Nellie Nichols

Bird Mlllman Co
The Volunteers

D

ft

M

Cameron

ROYAL

(ubo)

Frank Ksenan Co
Lambert ft Ball
Hoey ft Lee
Flanagan ft Edwards
Bart Errol
Lancton Lucler
Nan Halperln

Co

Sam Barton
Herrmann

Adelaide

Co
Hasel Kirks Co
Sprsgue ft McNeece
ALHAMBRA (ubo)

Eva Tanguay
Doyle
Clark

Burr

Delro
Louise

Moore ft Yatea
Annie Kent

Mitchell

ft

(One to fill)
2d half
Campbell ft Brady

Dawson

La Mllo
Mason Keeler Co

Whitney's Dolls
"The Criminal"
Elisabeth Cutty

Coogan

Fannie Brlce
Harry Carroll
Ryan ft Lee
Mme Doree Co

Cox

ft

Uelleclalre Bros
(Two to fill)

DELANCEY

Mayo

Comedy

4

Modela

ft

Little Billy

Richard Wally
(Three to fill)
2d halt

Batle
Will Ward ft Olrla
Joe Cook

Kaufman

Grace
John

Wilson

Sisters

Handler

Hershel

ft

DeMar

R

Gordon Co

ben ft Hazel Mann
"Lady Lou"
Hurvey DeVora 3

Arnaut Bros

Slddona

Dupree ft Dupree
Frldkowaky Troupe

(Two

to

Madden
Miller

fill)

GREELEY

Sidney

(loew)
Fltsglbbon

Lew

McDermott ft Wallace
Mr ft Mrs H Emmett
Ix>u Hoffman

Phantoma

Dean's

Ardel

Phillips

Mack

ft

Co
Co

Lawton

"Just Half

(Three to fill)
2d half
Berse ft Kastor

Margaret

Mr

Thornton

Moary

Mra Emmett
Deane
ft

ft

Corlew
Manikins

Martell's

Dlzon

"Last Hope"

Mae West

ft

Vsrdl

Hops

Duqueane Comedy
Richard Wally

GFray

(Two

ft

Tommy

Reglna Connelll Co
4 Antwerp Olrls
J arrow
Roberta ft Verera

COLONIAL

(ubo)

Blanche Walsh Co
Chip ft Marble
Oould ft Ashlyn
Matthews Shayne Co

to

ORPHEUM

O'Nell

Hershel Hendler
"Officer 444"

Harvey DeVora 3
Lamb's Mannlklna
(Two to fill)
2d hslf

Adelman Co
Weston Co

Jos

LaMont Cowboys

Wm

Adler ft Arllne
Bsrto ft Clark
Dunbar's Ringers
Lupita Perea

Lawton

PROCTOR'S 126TH
The Asamas
Dotty King
LeRoy ft Ooff
Frank Whitman
"Honey less Honeymoon"
Hornmann
Elliott

Mullen

ft

Maud

Tiffany

(Three to

BOULEVARD

Arno

(loew)
Stlckney

ft

Whitney's Dolls
Johnson ft Deane
Naldy ft Naldy
Bob Tip Co
(One to fill)
2d half
Carbrey Bros
Bert Melrose

fill)

COLUMBIA

Herman
Dawson

Stelsel
Gillette

ft

Rubes
Irma O'Rhasamy

2d half
Lightning Weston
"Spider ft Fly"
Sidney Phillips Co
Robin
to

fill)

FLATBUSH

(One

to

fill)

2d half
O'Nell Slaters

Hess Sisters

McDermott

(Two

Ethel

Lav ernes Models
2d half

Jimmy Edge
Johnson ft Wells
Levan ft Martin
Blanche Colvln
Will

Mysterious
Elliott

Weat

ft

LaPavia
Roy La Pearl
"After Wedding"
Knox Wilson

La Viva

PROCTOR'S 23D
Jimmy Edge
LeFevre ft St John
Roy LaPearl
Will

Mysterious
Sinclair

Griffith

ft

Parquette
nia

Califor-

ft

Knox Wilson
Lalla Selbinl Co
2d half

Joe Kramer
Joe Donelly

Mr

ft

Burke
Besau
Hearn

Morris
Bronner
Harrison

ft

ft

Rutter

ft

Levan

MTH

Martin

ft

Mary Ambrose
Frledland ft Clark
E J Moore Co

Wild
Poolroom"
Bronston Ryan A O
Esssu
2d half
Dotty King
Frank Whitman
"Honeyless HoneyBilly

"The

moon"
Wallace

Bird
Carolina Flbe
"Shoplifter"
ft

St John ft LeFevre
Lalla Selbinl Co

AMERICAN

Edmonds A
Slgsbce's

(loew)

Florenzl
Elizabeth

Tom

Cutty
Davles Co

(loew)
Basil

Doga

Mae West
Joh Adelman Co
3 O'Nell Slaters

Edmund Hayes Co

Joe Welch
The Hassmans
(Two to fill)

FULTON
Ben

(Two

Ethel

to

fill)

Wallace

ft

Mae Barker
John T Doyle Co

Joe Welch
Slddons

ft

(ubo)

Harry Jolaon
Transatlantic

3

(ubo)

(loew)

Saona

Gertrude

(loew)

Hazel Mann
Mae Barker

Maud

BIJOU

Tiffany

Martell's Manikins
(Three to fill)
2d half

Florentl

"Winning Widows"
Lou Hoffman
Davies Co
Sigsbee's Dogs
(Two to fill)

LINCOLN

(loew)

Sisters

Lady Lou
Monarch Comedy 4
Belleclalre Bros
(Two to fill)
2d half

Arno

ft

Stlckney

Van A Ward Olrls
Wlllard ft Bond
Karl Emmy's Pets
(Two to fill)

NEW YORK

(loew)

Manhattan Trio
Gardner Vincent Co
Jones A Johnson
John Troupe
(Two to fill)

(loew)

Madge Caldwell
The Hassmana
Van ft Ward Olrls
Wm Weston Co
Connors ft Witt
(One to fill)
2d half
Mystic Bird
Jones A Johnson

Edmund Hayes Co

Sherwood Trio
Louise

(Two

ft

to

Mitchell
fill)

LIBERTY

Edward

(loew)

O'Rell

Arabian Whirlwinds
(Three to fill)
2d half
Connors ft Witt
(Four to fill)
Albear. W. V.

PROCTOR'S
A Brown
H ft B Rempel
MVlva
V
Fields

Mamplcis
Weber A

Co

Tabor & Green
Oro Randall Co

Hersklnd

(Threo to

2d half
Amy Butler Girls
Bennett Slaters
Eddie Carr Co
Leonard A Louis

fill)

Brooklyn)

BUSHWICK

(ubo)

Mr A Mrs C DeHaven
Georgle Wood
Laddie Cliff
Catherine Calvert Co
Cbas ft Fannie Van

Stevens

A Falk

Two Lowes
A CTllss
Hap Handy Co
Dell

rone

to

fill)

3 Falcons
S. C.

(ubo)
Savan-

nah)

Kramer

Lightner A Jordan
Jed A Ethel Dooley
Exposition 4

Chicago

MAJESTIC

Smlletta B ft Mora
Harry Ellsworth Co

Dow A Dow

Musical
2d half

Majestic

4

Lou Chlha
McCormlck A Wallace
Doston A Gordon
('htng Ling Hee Tr

Davea port, la.
COLUMBIA (ubo)
Woodford's Animals
Broughton A Turner
Bob Albright

Wayne Co
Nick's Girls
2d half

Tom Mahoney

Shean A Warren

Brgottl's

Donlln ft McHale
Rlggs ft Wltchle
Merrill ft Otto
3 Johns
PALACE (orph)
Rlgoletto Bros
Nat Wills

Kltner Hayea ft Mont
Princess Kamorl

Lilliputians

Blraalaaaaaa. Ala.

LYRIC

(ubo)

Pollard

Weston A Leon
J P Wade Co
Claire Rochester
"Colonial Days"

Marie McFarlane

Bloosnlns;ton,

III.

MAJESTIC (wra)
(Open Sun Mat)
Beeman A Anderson
Elsie Rose
Chas J Carter Co
Willing Bently
"Lion's Bride"
2d half

ft

W

Morrow Co

William

Olive Vail Co
Jarvls A Harrison

Nat Zazzaro Co
(One to fill)

Boatoa
KEITH'S (ubo)

(Two

Clayton

to

fill)

GLOBE (loew)
Lyrica
B Kelly Forest
"Justice"
Armstrong A Clark
Singer's Midgets
(One to All)
2d half
Freddy James
Holmes ft Wells
Archer A Bel ford
Subers ft Keefe
Singer's Midgets
(One to All)

ORPHEUM

(loew)

Chabot A Dixon
Beth Challls
"Claim Agent"
Holmes A Wells
Geo B Rono Co
Hurton Hahn A O
Robin
(One to fill)

Coleman Goetz
Edmonds A Basil
Madge Maltland
Gobert Billings Circus

(Four

to

ft

Sharon Broa

Denver, Col.

ORPHEUM

Burnham
Sla

Dlnehart Co
Wakefield
Dooley ft Sales

Allen

W

2d half
Elliott

Pave Raphael

2d half

2d half

Lane Harper A Lane
Howard ft White

Danville. 111.
LYRIC (wva)

fill)

ST JAMES (loew)
Coleman Goetz
Madge Maltland
Gobert Billlnen Circus
(Three to fill)
2d half
Lyrica
"Claim Agent"

H

Two

Pucka*

Cole

ft

EMPRESS
Patrlcola &

Denahy

ACADEMY

(wra)

Bldora Co

Mrs P Tuohy
Lillian Mortimer Co
ft

Genevieve Victoria
Montambo ft Wells
2d half
Lea Montfords
The Clarka
Hoyt-Stein ft Daly

McVICKERS
land"
Brlerre
Oracle

(loew)

Monkey-

COLONIAL

Co

(loew)

Circus

Pepper Twins
Lo-Ve A Wilbur
The Naesses
Chas Bowser Co
Burke A Harris
Shrlner A Richards
2d half

C A F Usher
Lewis Co

Shaw

Lillian

Morton A Austin
Zara Carmen 3

FAMILY

(ubo)

Art Melton
Mrllward A Hamilton
Grhy Duo
Morton Wells ft North
Welser ft Reeser
Wllbert A Hoops
Dion Dorr A Dion

Dnlatb

James Co
Anderson A Golnes

ORPHEUM

St

Caesar Rlvoli
Onetta

EMPRESS

(loew)

Halsted

St

(Open Sun Mat)

Edward

Bros

Tom

Rose Troupe

W H

(ubo)

Anthony A Mack

Eight Zanzebars
Fink's

(Open Sun Mat)
Kingston ft Ebner
White ft Jason
Hermlne Shone Co
The Grazers
Rae Samuels
Loughlin's Dogs
The Sharrocks
Detroit

Zoeller 3

Alexander A Scott
Hlnea ft Fox
Fredeiicka Slemons Co
Ernie ft Ernie
Act Beautiful

(Two

to

fill)

NEW GRAND

(wva)

SchrodeR A Chappelle
Oscar Lorraine

The Gee Jays
Wisdom A Taylor
Rice A Morgan

Caeser Rlvoli
Barnes A Robinson
2d half

Conservatory
2d half
Dancing Tyrrells
Joe Roberts CoMarshall A Cumby
Standard Bros
Fnntnn. Pa.

"When We Grow Up"

Keller
Dixie Girls

Jessie
.'t

Co

Hager A Goodwin
T/orrnlne Buchanan Co
Godfrey A Henderson
Iio-Vo A Wilbur

AMERT'VV

(loew)

Ambler Bros
Oddone
nicknel)

ft

Olbney

Musical

ABEL O H

(ubo)

Allen(Splits with
town'*
1st half

Haldwln Braxton A C
.faircs Williams

fill)

Jollet, IU.

2d half
Delano
ft

ORPHEUM (wva)
(Open Sun Mat)
Holer A Boggs

Jewell

Sisters

Olive Vail Co

to 611)

2d half
Adams ft Guhl
Brie. Pa.

COLONIAL

BTaasrrille. lad.
(ubo)

NEW GRAND

ft

"Curso Jack

ACADEMY

(loew)

Subers A Keefe
"Spider ft Fly"
Wlllard
Madden ft Clogg
2d half
Bowers ft Saunders
B Kelly Forest

Bryan Sumner Co
Armstrong ft Clark
Helen Carlos 3
Galeebnrsj, 111.
OAIETY (wva)

Her Money"

2d half

De Anno
ft

Namba Family
Great Rapids, Mice

EMPRESS

(ubo)

(1st
week at
house, moving

this

over

Columbia)

Webb ft Burns
Mr ft Mrs G Wilde
Marie Fltzglbbons
Adelaide A Hughes

JAMNap
Burke
Little

Hanasnond, Ind.

ORPHEUM

(wva)

W

Geo
Moore
Ezra Kendall Co
Dotson ft Gordon
Martha A Sister
2d half
"Nobody Home"
Harrlabarsj, Pa.

ORPHEUM

(ubo)

Brooks ft Bowen
Eleanor A Williams
Claudius A Scarlet
Arthur Barat
Stewart A Donaghue
(Others to fill)

Hartford, Ceaa.

PALACE

(ubo)

1st half

Hunter's Dogs

Santry A Sherwood
The Ellotts
Ed Howard Co
Bond A Asson
Homer Llnd Co

2d half
Salla Boos
Grace Pomeroy
Klelne Bros

Chas Mack Co
Eddie Ross
Prince Chas Co

Hobokea. N. J.
LYRIC (loew)
"Between Trains"
Simpson A Deane
(Three to
2d half
Lamb's Manikins
(Four to fill)
fill)

Iodlanapolla

KEITHS
Claude

M

Swor

Mack

ft

Bert Berkett
Kramer ft Pattlson

Three Types
Parillo

Frablto

ft

Ann Tasker Co
Bendix Players
Los Anajelee

ORPHEUM

Montgomery A Moore
Princess Rajah

Johnny Johnston Co
Minnie Allen
Barry ft Wolford
Cartmell ft Harris
Oenevleve Warner

Asa hi Quintet

EMPRESS

Amoros

(loew)

Mulvey

ft

Meredith ft Snoozer
Plaano ft Bingham
"Sidelights"

Haffner

Shaw

ft

2d half
Kee's Dream"
Licbter
Leitzel A Jeanette

ORPHEUM

Dalton"

Yvonne

for

(loew)

ft Lucy Baker
Raga Lelghton ft R
Grace DeWlnters
Ryan Richfield Co
Harry Thomson
Cycling McNutts
Kokouui, Ind.
SIPE (wva)

(One to fill)
Lincoln. Neb.

(One to fill)
Fall River, Mass.

Keifs

Co
Huasey ft Boyle
Frank North Co
Eugene Trio
(One to till)

Monks

Carlotto

Billy

Belle Baker
Jos Jefferson

L "Hop
Maron

Young"
Gallettls

Ashe

ORPHEUM

Pauline

Adams A Guhl

Owen McGlveney
Kenny ft Hollls

"Run

2d half
"Night on N Y Garden"
City

Ethel

Venltia Gould

Johnson Howard
(One to fill)
2d half
"When Love Is

Ashe ft Shaw
Nat Nazzaro Co

EMPRESS

(ubo)

Phillips

ft

Mrs Oene Hughes Co
Marshall Montgomery
Australian Woodchpa
(Two to fill)

Samoya

Stuart Barnes

Bremens

Beatrice McKenzie
Caltes Bros

Graham

ft

F

A

Romalo

from

"School Days"

Willie

Emmett Co

Blanche Sloan
LeMalre ft Dawson

The

Gray

TEMPLE

King

ft

Myers

Polzln Bros
Earl ft Curtis

ORPHEUM

Dolce Sisters
in

(loew)

De* Moines

Lee Tong Foo
3 Nevarraa

"Vaude

Irwin

Blanche Leslie

Kervllle Family

Mr

ft

Hunting ft Francis
Hubert Dyer Co
McConnell A Simpson
Will Oakland Co
Ben Deely Co
John Gelger

DeLacey

(One to

01188

Harris

A Robert

Wilfred
Porte A

Butler Boys
ft

Newhoff

Cameron A O'Connor
Trevltfa Dogs

PRINCESS (wva)

ft

(ubo)

Ford

Milton ft De Longs
Lorraine ft Dudley
Muller ft Stanley
"Green Beetle"

(m)

Tongue"
Bertie Fowler
Dunlap ft Virdln
Gordon Bros
Canton, o.

(One to fill)
Charleston,

M

(Splits with Altoona)
Gillette Monroe Co

Sisters

Wm

Ooldle

3 Blondys

of

with

HIP (ubo)
Kremka Broa

ft

Band
Johnstown, Pa.

Aubrey Yatea
Burna Kilmer A G
The Romania
(One to fill)
Elkhart, lad.
ORPHEUM (wva)
Roger ft Wiley
Morrow Co
Park Rome ft Francis
Paul Klelst Co
(One to fill)

Cleveland

KEITH'S

Spica'a

(Two

Japanese Prince
(One to fill)

Antoinette

ft

Chain A Tcmpleton

Corr Thomas 8
Gilmore ft Ramlnoff
Elisabeth, N. J.

)

Sandy Shaw

M

Cornells

ft

Leona Guerney

Sullivan

Hlckey Bros
Jones A Sylvester

Conroy ft LeMalre
"Telephone Tangle"
Moore ft Young
Alice Teddy
4 Melodious Chaps
Mahoney A Aubers

Carbrey Broa

(loew)

VICTORIA

(loew

(ubo)

Knapp

Dell

(orph)
Sylvester Schafer

Macart ft Bradford
Armstrong ft Ford
Aerial Budds
(One to fill)

(loew)

EMPRESS

Roy ft Arthur
Ogden Quartet
Tower ft Darrell
J K Emmett Co

ORPHEUM

La Crandall
Innes ft Ryan
Soretti

Amy

fill)

ft

Bdsnonton, Caa.
PANTAGES (m)
Lander Stevens Co

PROCTOR'S

Stewart ft Dakln
Klass ft Berate
"Between 8 ft 9"

A Rugel

Dooley

Maxine Bros
Jacksonville, Fla.

Allen's Minstrel

DeBourg

Bruce Duffet Co
Frank Fogarty
Moran ft Wiser
Fields ft Lewis
"Bride's Shop"
Oelsu

Butte

"Wars

(ubo)

Harry Beresford Co
Eddie Foy Co

Pealson

1st half

(One

7TH AVE

"Society Buds"

Kennedy

Bessie

On the Riviera"

Fltzglbbons

Skating Bear

Madge Caldwell

fill)

Bert

Lohse ft Sterling
Lorraine A Burke
Robt Kelly Co
Schooler A Dickinson

Barnes
ft Bro

Macart ft Bradford
Hess Sisters
Campbell ft Brady
(One to fill)
2d half
O'Nell ft Dixon

to

SHEA'8 (ubo)
McMahon Diamond ft C
B ft Mack

Splssell

fill)

RUItasrm. Meat.
BABCOCK (loew)
Juggling DeLisle
Stuart Blank Co
Crawford ft Broderick
"Ye Olde Halloween"

Cincinnati

KEITH'S

Dunedln Duo
Frank Markley

EMPRBS8

BasYalo

Tenny

ft

"When We Grow Up"
Barnes A Robinson

(Three to

Leon

ft

Zoeller 3

Schrodee ft Chappelle
Oscar Lorraine

Romans

(Splits

Ben Beyer
to

Leon
7

Joce-

lyn

Water bury B

Co

Fields

PANTAGES

Emma Carus
Walter C Kelly
Toby Claude Co
Helen Trlx
Lawrence ft Edwards
The Hennlngs
Hopkins Sisters
Lucy Gillett
Bagonghi
HIPPODROME

Huston

Whipple
Sally

Edward

Norah Bayes

"Virginia"
Watson's Farmyard
Carmen Steele 3

Hart'a

Godfrey ft Henderson
Gene Green
2d half
Gene QYeen

F Taylor Trio

Dellotts

:t

Oolden Russian Tr

Baltimore

MARYLAND

2d half
Stuart ft Kelly

Clark ft Rose
3 Donals
Calsrary

Leroy Lytton Co
Kirk ft Fog arty
Arthur Prince
Gordon A Rlcca

2d half
Naldy ft Naldy
Dean's Phantoms
Margaret Deane
"Just Half Way"
Chris Rlcharda
Johnson's Dog

Kaufman

Hornmann
PROCTOR'S

3

Tom

Wm

Mrs

Bablna

Co

NATIONAL

FORSYTHE

Eddie Howard

Comfort ft King
Ben Hamld Araba

Budds

Aerial

"Way Out"
fill)

(loew)

Paul Stephens
Lowell ft Esther Drew
Mystlo Bird
Kathleen
Leonard ft Whitney
Chrla Richards

"Shoplifter"

to

Mildred ft Ruth
Qulgg ft Nlckerson
Walters
"Lonesome Lassies"
Atlaata, Ga.

(Two

4

Al Coleman
Rutter

(loew)

Helen West
"Way Out"

Hearn

ft

1st half

Von Hampton A

to

(Two

fill)

Trains"

Delro

(loew)

Dixon

ft

"Between

(Two

fill)

Co

ft

Simpson

ft

4

Way"
Deane

Slaters
2d half

(ubo)
with Johns-

town)

SHUBERT

(loew)

Fred Qrlfflths

Franklyn

Fltzpatrlck

ft

Werner Amoros Co
Altooaa, Pa.

ORPHEUM

ft

Conroy

(ubo)
with Eastou)
3 Sennettes
Hilda Hawthorne
Brunelle Sisters Co
Morrlsey ft Hackett
(Splits

(Splits

Tally
Rose Valerlo 6
PROSPECT (ubo)

(loew)

Bert Melrose
Uerie ft Kastor
Wlllard ft Bond

Duqueane

Burns

ft

ORPHEUM (ubo)
Minnie Dupree Co

Gillette

ft

ORPHEUM

Birds

Marsella'a

Cosgrove

Alleatowsj Pau

(One to fill)
Bridgeport, Coma.
POLI'8 (ubo)
Salla Booa
Thatcher ft Dean
Dancing Lavarrs
Eddie Ross
The Landerkoors
Chas Mack Co

Co

Keller

Jessie

3 Kelos

(ubo)

Roode

Weber A Capltola
O'Brien Havel Co
Reynolds A Donegan
Van Hoven

Cabaret 8
Alvln ft Kenney

PANTAGES (m)
Maurice Samuels Co
Agnes VonBrachdt
Nadell A
Oxford 3

Kane

Dunlay

Merrill

ft

Reed'e Dogs

Louisville

KEITH'S

(ubo>

F

Baptists A
Bill Prultt
McD Kelly

A L

Mr A Mrs Connolly
Ruth Roye
Sylvia Loyal Co
(Two to fill)

Memphis

ORPHEUM
Chlng Ling Foo
Grace Larue
Natalie

M

ft

Ferrari

ft

B Hart

Golden

Hultz
Clare

ft

Weston ft
(One to fill)

Milwaukee
MAJESTIC (orph)
May Irwin Co
Gallagher A Carlln
Barabon
Ishmed
Relsner

Grohs

ft

Gores
Miller ft Lyle
Two Carltons
ft

ORPHEUM
ft Dayne
Edwin Stevens Co
Chas Weber
Loyla'a Animals
Alexander McFayden
Chaa Ahearn Co

Cressy

Ida Dlvlnoff

UNIQUE

(loew)

Smith A Farmer
Phlllppl Quartet

Mayor Lew Shank
Frank Stafford Co
Morris

ft

Wolgas

Allen

ft

Girlie

NEW GRAND

(wva)

Wm

DeHollls Co
Nick Santora Co
Bensee A Balrd
Imperial Japs

Montreal

ORPHEUM

(ubo)

Arco Bros
Rellow

Mason A Vaughan

. ..

.

VARIETY
Ktmberly A Mohr
Animals
Harry Cooper
Military Dancers
ft Ywmrnrn, N. Y.
Roches'

PROCTOR'8

Martha Russell Co

Van Bros
2d half
Beeman A Anderson
Allman A Evans

Wedding"

Bert

Doranto
2d half
Bouton A Parker
Elliott * Mullen
Beaton

W
Mullaly

Jas Kennedy Co
Jerry Sanford

Newark, N. J.
LTRIC (pr)
Bell

WM PENN

Bert Levy
Cooper A Smith
Burns A Fulton

Red Cross Mary
Evans A Wilson
Romalo A Delano
The Romania

(Two

2d half
Rosers Aerial Wonder
Arline Fredericks

Byron
ft
Wild
Groves A Terry
Pagan

Billy

Blanche

Parquette

Sinclair

A

Griffith

Armstrong A Ford

Emmy's Pets

fill)

NIXON

(ubo)

Lora
Neeley

Warren A Brock way
"When Women Rule"

GRAND (ubo)
Hazel Moran
Tralnor A Helen
"Making the Movies"
A

Stravits

2d half

Prank CFaby
James Kearney Co
La Belle Tltcomb
(One to fill)

Boeder's Invention

Nlkka Troupe
Jean Weir Co
Lyceum Trio

KEITH'S

Cosue.

A Keeley

Angelo

A

Vernon

Correlll

7 Romans
Sally Fields

Kitty Gordon

"Kid Kaharet"
2d half
Hunter's Dogs
Santry A Sherwood Sis

Flo Irwin Co
Haveman's Animals
Sundberg A Renos
Marie Nordstrom

Animals
Bond A Kasson
Ed Howard Co
Homer Llnd Co

Krelle's

(loew)
A Plngree
Clifford

"The Criminal"
Bud A Nellie Helm
Johnson's Dog
(One to fill)

"Matinee Girls"
Clara Inge

2d half

Fred

Diamond A Brennan
8 Hall

Billy

Ryan A Tierney
Gormley A Caffrey
Raeaelle, N. Y.

New

LOEW'B

Griffiths

Pop Ward
Gardner Vincent Co
Laurie A Aleen
Bop Tip Co
(One to fill)

ALHAMBRA

"Last Hope"
to

Co

KNICKERBOCKER

Mack

Hyams A Mclntyre

(Two

Gillette

Breen

Edith

New Orleans
ORPHEUM

Musical

(loew)

Belles

Laurie A Aleen
Walter D Nealand Co
Pop Ward

fill)

2d half

Edward O'Rell
(Two to fill)
Norfolk, Vsu

Great

Santell
2d half

ACADEMY

Shooting

mond)

Edith

(ubo)
(Splits with Rich-

Mack A
"Night

1st half
Juliet

Lamor A

Savages
Plngree

Clifford
In Monte Car-

lo"

(One to

Spiegel A
Coradlnl's

HARRIS (ubo)
Old Home Choir
Dunbar Nyle Co

Oaklaad

ORPHEUM

Hendrlckson A Beula
"Girl A Bandit"
Fitzslmmons A Came-

(Open Sun Mat)

B Van Co

Billy

ron
Treat's

Nine White Hussars
McKay A Ardlne
Pierre Pllletler

fill)

Pittsburgh

Animals

(ubo)

LaFrance A Bruce

Alf

DeHaven A Nice
Williams A Wolfus
Brown A Rochelle

Tooney A Norman

Holt
Florence Tempest

Mr A Mrs Voelker
Mr A Mrs McGreevy

PANTAGES

(m)
(Open Bun Mat)
Dancing Nereds

Blanche Ring

(Two

DeWltt Young
Oarden,

ORPHEUM

A

(ubo)
Vandlnoff A Louie
Frances A Ross

Sis

Utah
(loew)

CFolden A West
Sallle Stembler

Omaba
ORPHEUM
Kalmar A Brown
Metsettls

Lambertl
Gertrude Coghlan
Rube Dickinson
to

Co

fill)

(ubo)

Twlsto

Warren A Connolly
Lucille

A Cockle

Baby Helen
Okabe Japs
3

Lelghtons

Lehoen A Dypreece

COHEN'S

8

Aubrey Yates

Room

4

The Dohertys
Three Rlanos
(One to fill)
2d half
Wilfred DuBols
Kingsbury Co
Wlnfrled A Martin
Co

McCowan A Gordon
Portland. Ore.

ORPHEUM

A French
Lew Hawkins

4

Y.

(loew)

an

Qulnn A Mitchell
3 Kratons
Joe Lanlgan

Children

Althoff

San Francisco

Johnson A Deans
"Officer 444"

ORPHEUM

Prorideaee, R.

KEITH'S

(Open Sun Mat)

I.

Alice Lloyd
Bell Family

(ubo)

Juliet

A Walker
Avon Comedy 4
Cantwell

Campbell

Misses

D

Coakley Hanvey A

Kolb A Harland
Chinko
Minnie Kaufman

Alan Brooks Co
Henry Lewis
Manuel Qulroga

EMPRESS

Racine, WIsj.
ORPHEUM (wva)
Kellermann Pictures

The Clevelands

2d half
"Follies

of

PANTAGES

(m)
(Open Sun Mat)
S Howe Co
Ten Bonamor

W

LTRIC

(ubo)
with Norfolk)

Wayne

1st half

Skaters

Review

Ford's

Bway"

aiehsaoadU Va.
(Splits

(loew)

Landry Bros
Rouble 81ms
Delmore A Light
E E Cllve Co

Klrke 3

Hazel

Quintet

Spinette

Liplnskl's Dogs
Novelty Clintons

8

Larry Comer

Bijouvo

Armstrong A Manley
Wright A Albright
Jack George
Agoust Family

A

Beltrah

an

OaL

Jeee,

(orph)

(Same

'

TEMPLE

'(ubo)

Wood

Brltt

BIJOU (ubo)

"Song Revue"

W

C

Danubes

Anna Chandler
Eleanor Haber Co
Elsa

Ruegger
McRne & Clegg

EMPRESS (loew)
Joyce A West
Valentine A Vox

as at Sac-

hill

ramento this Issue)
Savaaaah, Ga.

McCloud A Carp

with

(Splits

Fields

Charles-

ton)

Jack Kennedy Co
Harriet Burt

1st half

De Leuio Bros
Marga de la Roaa

Ioleen Sisters

EMERY (loew)
Helen Carlos 8
Tabor A Green
Bryan Sumner Co
"Winning Widows"
(One to fill)
2d half

Howell

Sisters

Leslie

Murray's Pets
Raphael Co

Weber A

"The Wall Between"
Ridley A Fleming
Edwin George
Bowers Walters A C

Elliott

Baker A Murray
Cavana Duo
eranten. Pa.
POLI'S (ubo)
Chas Thompson

Marie Fenton

Tsuda

St PanL Minn.

Jessie Standlsh
Geo Felix A Barrys

(Open Sun Mst)

Harris

A Mannlon
"Butterfly A Rose"
Emmett DeVoy Co

6 American Dancers
Eadie A Ramsden
Joe A Lew Cooper
Stan Stanley 3
Francis McGinn Co
Lydell Rogers A L
Hans Kronold

Pekin Mysteries

ORPHEUM
(Open Sun Mat)
Mercedes
Schwars Bros
Haryon Vadle Co

(loew)

David Kallkoa
Hartley A Pecan
Marshall P Wilder
"Grey of Dawn"
Recklless Trio
PRINCES8 (wva)
Dancing Tyrrells
Joe Roberts Co
Marshall A Cumby
Standard Bros
2d half
The Gee Jays
Wisdom A Taylor

Purcella

PANTAGES

(m)

Marshall's Lilies
Harry Oirard Co

Hamilton A Barnes
Quinn Bros A M
Hllllar

Circus

A

Broa

Joe Kelsey
LeVler
Brown A Jackson
"Love In Sanitarium"

(4-5)

Conn

(loew)

Holmes A Holllston

ORPHEUM
Irahoff

Cor

Ions City
ORPHEUM

Hal A Francis

(Open Sun Mat)
Mack A Walker
C Ollllngwater Co

Dnlntv English 3
EMPRESS (loew)

Bertisch

Alfred Bergen
Leo Zorrel 3

Claude Golden

L.

"Wlflo"
Nichols

Ml] a res

Morris

Cronln

GAIETY

(wva)

Geo Moore

Sisters

Wanda

Co

South Chicago

Fletcher

(

*nlt T.nkp

ORPHEUM

(Open Run Mat)
Elphye Snowden Co
Fremont Renton Co
Ellda Morris
Trnvllla Hros A Seal
Corhert Sheppard A D
Lewis A Russell

South

Dolly

Cavana Duo

Billy A Edith Adams
Hoyt-Steln A Daly
Morton Wells A Nor
Wesley's Seals
2d half
Alex Thomas
Carl A Rell
Leila Davis Co

Jean Challme
Rice Elmer A

Tom

(18th week).

2d half

S"rraen»e. W. "V.
GRAND (ubo)
I/ee Barth

Mosher Hayes
The Langdons

Mr A Mrs F

A

M

Voetglln

Primrose 4

Hanlon Bros
(One to fill)
Beauties"

O'Neal A Walmsley

Reml A Ballengerl
Cora Simpson Co
Baker Troupe
Tansa, Fla.

TAMPA

(ubo)
(Open Sun Night)
Albert Rouget A Part

Annie Abbott

Dogs

Terre Hante. fnd.

VARIETIES

(ubo)

The Mosarts
Billy

Arnold Co

De Marcos Animals
fill)

KEITH'S (ubo)
Marie Dorr
L De Cordova Co
Willie

Weston

Houdlnl

Wha 4
BInns A Burns

Chang

Toronto
SHEA'S (ubo)

N. J.
(ubo)

Hill,

Mllllan

SHUBERT

with
Syracuse)

the
given to a theatre that

name

that

has

been

is being constructed in
Del., on Maryland avenue, by a
number of Influential Polish residents of that
city.
It will be opened Christmas.
The Avenue theatre, Wilmington. Del., la being re-

of 1,200.
It will open for the first time Christnight.
Vaudeville will be played.

mas

John Lamon la to be known as the
The house Is expected to open by

Strand.
Christmas.

Piplfax

Dunkirk, N. Y., Dso. 80.

C.

James
Blood

Lea Casados

Ward
El

Russell's

A

Minstrels

Fred Dupres
Guadeloupe
Victoria. B. C.
PANTAGES (m)
Jlu Jltsu Japs
Wright A Lane
Jules Marceau

Co
Danny Simmons
Ted A Uno Bradley
Wa^enejOenu m. fj.

Tho

picture

building will cost, $70,000.
theater

Philadelphia. Dso. 80.
cost $50,000 will be

to

Norwich, N. Y., Dso. 80.
The Colonla will open Jan. 1. It Is the first
real theatre this city has ever had. The building cost $73,000.
Llttls Falls, N. Y., Dso. SQ.
Plans are under way by W. H. Linton, owner

(ubo)

Canslnos

of the Hippodrome (pictures), to transform It
into a regular theatre and play legitimate. He

Boganny Troupe
Ball A West

has purchased a site adjoining the Hippodrome

Raymond A Bain
Howard A McCane

the purpose.

for

Garden"

Wlaalpea;

H. O.

hambra

and A. J. Lux, owners of ths Alpicture house, Utlca, N. Y., havs

purchased the Peterson Block, Oneida Square,
In that city and will erect thereon a new

ORPHEUM

Troupe
Chas Orapewln Co

Horellk

picture theatre,

8antly A Norton
Louis London

seating 1,400.

Youngstown,

Havlland A Thornton
Wherry Lewis 8
Lawrence A Hurlsfolk
PANTAGES (m)
The Operator
Musical Nosses

STRAND

large

on a site on Broad street, between Huscomb and Rockland streets, Logan. The house
will seat 1,000.
Plans have been prepared and
work will be started shortly. The Bellevue
theatre, at Front street and Susquehanna avenue, which is being built for Ellas ft Koenlg,
of the Casino, Is rapidly approaching completion.
The house will show pictures.

Woodward Co

Nonette
"Neptune's

L.

built

Tai Plea Troupe
Paine A Nesbltt

O.,

Dec. 80.

The opening of the new Hippodrome and
arcade has been deferred a short time on
account of an accident to the concrete work
In the arcade several weeks ago, but resident manager John R. Elliott announces that
the house will likely be opened In January.
Three-a-day vaudeville for the full week will
likely be the policy.
Baltimore, Dec. 80.

(wva)

A

The Engfords
Gardner A Nichols
Weber Dolan A F
Copeland Draper Co

SHOWS NEXT WEEK.
NEW YORK.
"A PAIR OF SILK STOCKINGS"— Little (12th
week )
"CHIN-CHIN" (Montgomery and Stone)
Globe (1Mb week).
"D.«DDY LONG LEGS' -Gaiety (15th week).
"DANCING AROUND" (Al Jolson) Winter
Garden (13th week).

—

—

"EXPERIENCE"— Booth (11th week).
GERMAN STOCK— Irving Place.
"HELLO BROADWAY" (George Cohan Revue)— Astor (3d week).
"IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE"— Cohan (18th
"KTCK IN"— Republic (13th week).

"LADY LUXURY"— Casino (.*ld week).
"LIFE"— Manhattan O. H. (12th week).
"MATERNITY" (Richard Bennett)— Princess
(.Inn. 7).
MARIE TEMPEST CO. (Repertoire)— Comedy

picture theatre costing $100,000 is soon
be erected on the south side of North
avenue, between Charles street and Maryland
avenue, by the Northern Amusement Co. The
intorlor of the building will be egg shaped
to enable the entire audience to see ths pictures without distortion and to perfeot the
acoustics.
Seating capacity, 1,300. George R.
to

Webb la largely Interested In the
Two other houses for pictures

enterprise.
will also
shortly be built In this city, one at 221 North
street
Joseph
Blechman,
Eutaw
by
and the
other by William L. Oray at 1362-1868 West

North avenue.
Elisabeth, N. J., Dec. 30.
George K. Hall and Frank A. Smith, owners
of tho United States theatre of this city and
the Garden theatre of Hobokcn, announce the
purchase of a site for a picture theatre In
Jersey City. Manager Smith qt the local play-

bouse said the Jersey City house would be
built on Bergen square, the most exclusive
residential section of that city.
The theatre
will cost $13,000 and the work of construotlon will be commenced in the early spring.

Utlca, N. Y., Dec. 80.
C. and Arthur J. Lux have bought
property on Oneida square now occupied
hy a business block and will erect a picture
house.
The Lux brothers also own the Ala-

Harry

the

-Lyceum

flOth

week )

"ON TRIAL"— Candler (21st week).
"POOR LITTLE THING"— Nandhox (3d

linmbra.

week;.

"POLYGAMY"— Park (Oth week).
"SECRET STRINGS" — Lnngncrn (2d week).
"SONG OF SONGS"— Eltlnee (3d week).
"SINNERS"— Plnvhousc (Jan. 0).
"TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT"- Shubert (3d
week
"THE
DEBUTANTE"
(Hazel
Dawn) —
)

Knickerbocker (5th week).

Drohen has bought from Charles
block of property on Central
and will at once start work on a

theatre.

PANTAGES (m)
Guy

a

avenue

Sisters

Cleve

James Grady Co
Sampson A Douglas

3 Arleys

"THE HAWK" (Wm. Favershnm) Maxlne
Elliott (14th week).
"THE LAW OF THE LAND" 18th Street
(15th week).

$33,000.

is

The picture theatre being

Howard A Malson

Co

The Polonlal

street by

Met Minstrels
Keane A Window

Marco Twins

Troupe

Martha Ferris for

Watertown, Deo. 80.
built in Franklin

1st half

Roxy LaRocca
Geo N Brown Co
Fisher A Green
Hawthorne A Tngllss
Pollock

street.

Salisbury, Md., has a new theatre to be
known as the Arcade, with a seating capacity

Edward Marshall
F A L Bruch

A Panlo
Vaaeoaver, B.

Lyric

modeled.

(ubo)
Temple,

(Splits

BUILDINGS.

Georgetown, Del., Dec. 80.
Theatre property, on Market
Wilmington, Del., has been sold to

The

Wilmington,

Adas Troupe
(One to fill)
Utlca, N. Y.

Frlganza
Gardiner 3

Trixie

Alpine
Milton

NEW

A Becker

Strauss

Lamplnls

KEITH'S

Carlotto

(One to

Co

LOEWS

Taeoma
PANTAGES (m)
"Whirlwind

LaVeene

—

(2d week).

"UNDER
"WATCH YOUR STEP"— New Amsterdam (5th
week)
"WARS' OF THE WORLD"— Hippodrome

Sisters

Baker A Murray

(10th week).
"OUTCAST" (Elsie Ferguson)

Cervo

(Open Sun Mat)
Dixon A Dixon
MHIor A DePaula

Chas

bill

•

(22d week).
COVER"— Cort (20th week).

Alexander Kids

(orph)

(6-7)
as at Sacramento this Issue)

(Same

Jeanne Jomelll
Moore A Haager

Rice A Morgan
Musical Conservatory

A Monkey

YO SEMITE

Ellnore

EMPRESS*

pire

Knox Wilson
Adele Moraw
Lorraine A Dudley
Cardo A Noll

"Kid Kaharet"
ataektaa. Cat.

Duo
A Williams

Soltl

week )

"TWIN BEDS'— Fulton

Max

Kaufman Bros

Dressier)—30th

Irene Leslie Co
M astro Co

HUDSON

Thatcher A Dean
The Vanderkoors
Vernon
Dancing Lavarrs

(Marie

"THE SHOW SHOP'— Hudson (2d week).
"THE SILENT VOICE" (Otis Skinner) Em-

Union

Edwards

MIXUP"

"THE ONLY 01 RL"— Lyric (10th week).
"THE PHANTOM RIVAL' —Belasco (14th

Hersklnd

Jolly A Wild
Hendrix Bella Isle Co
Kenny A Hoi lis
Johnson Howard A L
(One to fill)
Toledo, O.

Darts

Co
Mary Ambrose
Irene

IiOnla
COLUMBIA (orph)
Lasky's "Beauties"
Ethel Green

Al

(11th

Street

Illlngton)—Harris

(3d week).

Mack A Stlllwell
Fields A Brown
Bronston Ryan A O

2d half

(Margaret

Street (2d week).

Dogs
Sam Mann Co
Leon A Leon
Prince Chas Co
Prelle's

LIE"

"THE

H A B Rem pel

2d half

2d half
Daring

"THE

Margoes' Manikins
Grace Pomeroy
Whipple Huston Co
Kleins Bros

Jacob's

Mack A Stlllwell
Jerge A Hamilton
Hap Handy Co

St.

1st half

week).

week).

Daring Darts
Bennett

Sister

Howard A Symon

Two Lowes

"LADY LUXURY"— Casino (3d
"THE LILAC DOMINO'—44th

(loew)

PROCTORS

Sprtnatleld, Mass.
POLI'S (ubo)

Schenectady. N. Y.
Eddie Carr Co
Leonard A Louis
Strauss A Becker

"Stage Struck Kids"
Wlllard
Bush Bros
Rock Inland, 111.
EMPIRE (wva)
2d half
"The Bellboy"

PANTAGES (m)

Cornell Corlay Co
Josefssen Troupe
Exposition 4
Three G*uys

Kramer A Morton

PROCTOR'S

Yvonne
Moss A Fry

Gasch Bisters

A Noble
Ward Baker
Roland A France

Halley

YONGE ST

Peppino
Mario A Trevette
Deland Carr Co
Jeanette Adair
Muller Bros

"Honey Olrls"
Andy Rico
Frey Twins A Frey
Troy, N. Y.

Lottie Collins

Beltrah

VICTORY

Andrew Msck
Moore A Elliott
Bell Boy Trio

Evans A

Dlosj*)

PANTAGES (m)
Staley Blrbeck Co
Edgar A Ely Co

Monarch Comedy 4

nekaao
ORPHEUM (loew)
Parlse
Trovollo

(Open Sun Mat)

Arthur Whltlaw
McConnell A Nlemeyer
Great Harrah Co

LaBelle Tltcomb
2d half
The Halklngs

PROCTOR'S

Club

Clare Rawson Co
Creole Orchestra

Kanayawa Trio
Frank Gaby
Geo Randall Co
Moss A Fry

Plalnfleld. N. J.

Els

Ottawa, Can.

DOMINION

Bllford

M astro

Thief Caupollcan
Cleo Gascolgne

(One

Shanon A Annls
Herman Tlmberg
Crouch A Welch

Bros

Holmes A Riley
Cameron DeVltt Co
Wilson Bros
Slayman All Arabs

S

to nil)

SHERIDAN SQ

Strenuous Daisy Co
Laurie Ordway
Davis A Walker

A R

N

Poaarkkeeaate,

Wed Mat)

(Open

Sisters

Tranafleld

EMPRES8

Seals

GRAND

Co

PANTAGES (m)

ORPHEUM

Roach A McCurdy
Wright A Rice
Jones

PANTAGES (m)
James J Corbett
DeLuze Girls

Skipper Kennedy
3 Baltus

(loew)

Davis A Matthews
Hoyt A Wardell
Mcintosh A Maids
Bernard A Harrington
Fred Hlllebrand
Nichols Nelson Tr

Strikes

Sophie Tucker
6 Olivers

(ubo)

Patrlcola

Harry

"When It
Home"

(8-9)

Meyakos Trio

POLI'S (ubo)

EMPRESS

Bush A Shapiro

Strassner

Lewis A Norton
La France Bros Co
COLONIAL (ubo)
Adlon Co

The Astalres
C H ODonnell Co
Wilson A Le Nolr

Kanayawa Trio

Mew •Tea*

to

Frank Terry
"Haberdashery Shop"

Three Rlanos
Noorfcnrch, N. Y.
COHEN O H (loew)
The Halklngs
Thornton & Corlew
Althoff Children

Stuart

(ubo)

A B Smith

I

Sisters

Jewell

Co

Philadelphia

Bird

ft

May Lang

ft

Plngree

Duncan A" Holt
Gordon B A Kangaroo

Louis Leo

Wallace

Co

Leslie

Bob Albright
(One to fill)
Pern, in.
WALLACE (wva)
(Opap Thurs Mat)
Moore
Geo

Louts Leo
Blllle

A Boyle

Dale

"Pipes of Pan"

Baker DeVoie 3
Joele Dresden
Johnson A Wells
"After

Peoria. fJL
(wva)

ORPHEUM

Mason Wilbur A J

17

Philadelphia, Dec. 80.
The Hoffman Co., architects, who preparod
the plans for many of the larger theatres
erected here in recent yearn, are now workInt? on plans for a new house to he erected
nt B2d and Chestnut streets by the EarleMa«tbaura syndicate, to cost $25,000.
The
structure will be one story high, 150 by 136
feet.
The section In which the new house
will be located Is now well supplied with both
pictures and vaudeville houses, with prosperous conditions prevailing.

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

18

Homer

NEW ACTS NEXT WEEK
Appearance

Initial Presentation, First

or Reappearance In or

Around

New York

Palace.

stein's.

"Garden of Passion," Hammerstein's.
J. C. Nugent and Co., Hammerstein's.

Bob Matthews, Al Shayne and

Co.

"Dreamland" (Comedy).
Mins.; Three Scenes (Special Set
and Drop).

21

Palace.

Bobby Matthews has extended
his

"dope fiend"
production,

the

skits into

calling

it

"Dreamland," and having Al Shayne,

Hebrew comic, for principal support. The act opens in "one" before a
the

Chinatown drop, goes into a mythical
"Dreamland" that calls for a full stage
set, and returns to "one" again, as
an officer awakens the sleepers on the
bench, Messrs. Matthews and Shayne,
who have imagined the wealth and
beauty of "Dreamland" from an overdosed cigaret Mr. Matthews was smok-

He

loaned the cigaret to Mr.
Shayne for a puff, just before they left
Chinatown.
A company is carried.
Claire Antoinette Schade attracted the
ing.

most notice among three young women

who pose

as Egyptian beauties in the
far off land.
She has dialog and pret-

The other young women
Vogelle and Ella Gold) look
nice.
In the full set Mr. Shayne gets
his best opportunity for comedy and
tily

dances.

(Lillian

makes

He also
Matthews,
who

use of

full

with

sings.

it.

Mr.
earlier
warbled alone.
Matthews' first song
ir
"Chinatown," a song four or five
years old that but recently became a
song hit, made so, according to all
accounts, by this act which carried
it

dreamy drag or
holds a marked similarity to

west.

It's

rag that
several

a slow

strains

of

"Natoma" (grand

Victor

Herbert's

Equal comedy strength in the turn to Mr. Al
Shaync's fun-making is the extravagant
dialog written by Mr. Matthews to
describe the fantastic "Dreamland.'
This talk as the outpourings of a "hop
head" is heard in the first section and
brings laughs on its own. as the very
wildness of it is tunny. Mr. Matthews
takes the dope character as well as
In

ever.

tinctive

of

opera).

"Dreamland"

lie

a

lias

dis-

vaudeville turn, the only one
and. besides, well worth

kind,

its

while as an act or

a

comedy number.
Si me.

Willis and
Musical.

Le Roy.

Mins.; One.
Union Square.
15

With

may

a great deal of

develop into a

would qualify

work

this

team

musical act that

for small time.

play and the players suit each
other.
It is a dainty little comedy
daintily set in a special hotel suite

and deftly handled by Homer B.
Mason and Marguerite Keeler. Porter
Emerson Browne wrote the piece that
has nothing but laughs from the moment Mr. Mason meets Miss Keeler in
the hotel room.
"Loss of Memory"
scene,

is

Leo C. Bell and Co. (2).
Baseball Sketch.
12 Mins.; Full Stage.
Union Square.
The sketch that Mr. Bell and company are offering seems to have been
from one of the Saturday Evening Post stories that appeared some
time ago. There are three people in
lifted

The

Dunbar*i Ringers, Colonial.
Lupita Perea, Colonial.
Georgie Wood, Bushwick.
Catherine Calvert and Co., Bushwick.
Cosgrove and Burns, Bushwick.
Long Tack Sam Co., Hammerstein's.
Fred J. Adrath and Co., Hammer-

of

Marguerite

Set).

Antwerp Girls, Alhambra.
Roberta and Verera, Alhambra.
Hazel Kirk and Co., Royal.

vaudeville

and

37 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Interior

4

scheme

Mason

"Married" (Comedy).

Carl Jorn, Palace.
Tommy Gray, Alhambra.

a

B.

Keeler.

the keynote of the plot.

The woman

the scene, laid in the pitcher's room
in the hotel.
There is the college
pitcher, the sand-lot shortstop

whom

sister,

season,

pennant

the
stop

enters

reason,

finds herself and memory in
Hotel Beverick.
Her physician,
over the phone, says she has been missing for days and orders her to bed for
a rest until he arrives. Miss Keeler ungowns in the alcove and clambers into
the full-sized bed that is a part of the
set.
A burglar had entered the suite,
secreting himself. A fumbling is heard
Mr. Mason arrives, propat the door.

at

the

sweetheart

is

this

last

that

point.

in

of the

decide

in

and

is

to

is

Later the

come

It

game

winner.
the pitcher's

some comedy

there

"soused."
He discovers several
things in the room that are unfamiliar,
particularly a woman's outfit, which he

game

the

after a ten days' session with a blank

erly

the pitcher loves.

morning of the

the

and his

The shortroom and
the

dialog

sister

accuse

and

From

seeing

this point

the

owner

asleep.

on the laughs are con-

The "souse" cannot

tinuous.

recall

the happenings of the past few days
or explain his and her presence.
He

concludes they must have been married.
During the ensuing dialog she is apprised of his suspicions. He agrees to leave and return

The woman awakes.

for breakfast in the

morning when the
Both had

situation will be discussed.

their reason by blackjack
blows from the burglar during the running of the sketch. The blow sobered
the man.
He admits the woman was
an excelfent choice for a wife.
The
doctor calls up.
He wishes to speak

recovered

The man knows the
who informs each they

to her.

physician
could not
have been married, as the man only
escaped from his sanitarium that morning.
During the conversational turmoil the burglar seeks to escape, is
detected and held by the man.
The
sneak thief confesses he is a kleptomaniac, also a clergyman.
The man
grabs him, and with his other hand on
the arm of the woman arranges the
party for a marriage ceremony, as the
curtain
descends.
What might be
looked upon as a delicate role and
also,

situation, that of the girl in bed, leav-

and afterward seated in an arm
by the man's overcoat,
was so nicely gauged by Miss Keeler
ing

it

only the comedy side became
prominent. Miss Keeler is giving an
unusually good performance in thrs
playlet,

and Mr. Mason

behind

in

length

is

the pure

is

comedy

not a whit
role.

The

something to be considered.

runs 37 minutes, with the first 13
14 midutes mere building up of
detail that might be replaced by a
picture film, reducing the act to its
real action, from the time the principals meet.
However, Mason and
Keeler in "Married" are happily placed.
They have not had previously anything
in vaudeville that touched this playlet
or their playing of this vaudeville gem.
It

or

Sime.

"Maternity" (Richard Bennett), Princess (Jan. 7).
"Sinners/* Playhouse

(Jan.

Violinist
12 Mins.; One.

Quiroga, "No. 4" at the Palace

bers

of

the

classical

Quiroga
one of the

type

easily establishes himself as

is

liked

Quiroga can dupli-

cate his Palace perforamnce.

19 Min.; Full Stage

to the rescue

Where

best fiddlers ever in vaudeville.

good music

fesses and says that he was tempted
because he needed the money to send
his mother, who is ill, to Arizona. The

comes

last

week (following Murphy and Nichols)
stopped the show. Playing four num-

Murphy and Nichols.
"A Quiet Night" (Comedy).

girl

6).

Quiroga.

pitcher of having sold out for $5,000
He finally conto throw the game.

and the pitcher

goes into the game to win.
The
sketch could be improved by securing
The
an actor to play the pitcher.
shortstop is well played, and the girl
answers nicely.

Anne Sullivan and Co. (3).
"A Woman's Way" (Dramatic).
18 Mins.; Three (Parlor; Special).
86th Street
This sketch fooled them Tuesday
night.
The dialog made a splendid
impression and not a single word was
The sketch is well acted, parlost.
ticularly so for the smaller houses,
and tells a dramatic little story that
has some timely comedy quips and
situations.
A chorus girl, owing four

(Special Interior

Setting).

new

In this

act

Murphy and Nichols

have a turn of the oldest

style.

It

is

man

trying to rent a room in a
quiet house and finding immediately
different conditions prevail.
The most
of a

comedy is gleaned from Murphy's old
shaving effort he did in "From Zaza to
Uncle Tom." The new act will have a
very hard time following the past successes this couple have had.
Clara Howard.
Songs.
10 Mins.; One.
Academy, Chicago.

Chicago, Dec. 30.
This young singer, fresh from the
Pacific Coast, made her Chicago debut
under favorable circumstances.
She

had the good sense and good taste to

months' room rent, is in despair. No
work and a drain on a show girl friend

select popular songs, especially for the

who

dresses

has a job place her at the mercy
of a rich man.
The landlady, seeing
visions of her rent money if Rose
accepts the man's attentions, urges her
to take the auto ride and get a square
feed.
The man is Dick Wilton, a
former suitor of Rose's friend, Rae
Raymond. In succession appears Rae
who suspects that Rose is about to go
wrong and she springs a surprise on
Wilton when learning he is the man
waiting for her.
Rose overhears and
bawls him out right. Wilton exits with
the remark, "For once in my life I'm
>Jad to sec two women stick together."
The sketch is capitally written, if not
It is away ahead
so new in theme.
a raft of the "human interest" sketches
now playing the big time.

chair covered
that

Presentation of Lag itimata
Attractions in New York

Initial

the

promptly throws out of the window,
afterward

NEW SHOWS NEXT WEEK

Three Creighton Sisters.
Songs and Dances.
9 Mins.; One.
Columbia (Dec. 27).
Three K» r ls with songs, dances and
piano playing. The act will have to
develop a lot more speed before it will
be accepted in really last company.
The principal fault at present is that
one of the girls who attempts a number has no voice at all and she is in a

measure responsible for the act
slowing down to a great extent. The
trio nil work hard when it comes to
large

dancing.
of

how

One member has a fair idea
number over. At pres-

to put a

is just about right for a
very early spot on very small bills.

ent the turn

audience patronizing this house.
excellent

in

taste,

She
and has a

swing and a dash with her that is ingratiating. It is bound to get her into
the good graces of an audience in a
jiffy.
Miss Howard has verve and spirit
that may soon cause some of the
single singing women to
look to their laurels.
With material
she is a big time act.

established

"In Old Tyrol."
Musical Comedy.
25 Mins.; Full Stage
Drop).

(Special

Back

Broadway.

The frame-up recalls an act of the
burlesque show in former years. Sonic
of the talk dated as far back.
There
is
a leading girl soprano, a French
comedian. ? Hebrew comedian and six
The Frenchman is not very
funny, nor is the Hebrew, but the old
time duel scene at the finish rewards
girls.

them

sufficiently

to call their

comedy

The

reaching.

soprano has a very
sweet voice, but the redeeming par: is
the dancing of the six hard-working

Two

very good numbers arc
costumes. The
first is a
ski
dance, reminiscent of
the old English big shoe dance.
The
other number is done to the strain of
girls.

done by them

"When

It's

gundy."
far

in

If

in pretty

Night Time
this

vaudeville

act
it

Down

Burvery
have no one

ever

will

in

gets

blame but the six girls, with the
soprano a close second. At p»-f«ent a
good feature for small time
1o

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK
Irene Miller.
Singing Comedienne.
12 Mine.; One.
Columbia (Dec. 25).
Miss Miller is evidently an English
She has three songs with cossingle.
tume change for each. Two of the
numbers are story songs, evidently restricted material, and her third (and
closing) number is "Tipperary," which
she sings in an Irish costume that is
an exact duplicate of the one Alice
Lloyd employs in singing the same

number.
are in

all

Miss Miller's early numbers
likelihood English songs that

have had their lyrics revamped to fit
America. She puts them over in a neat
manner and her diction is excellent.
Closing with "Tipperary" she got over
in great shape with an Irish reel very
well done to help her out. Miss Miller should get time, and plenty of it,
over here, although she might add another song to her repertoire.

The Summertime

Six girls in this small musical comedy make up a chorus. A light come-

and an exaggerated EngJohnnie complete the cast. The
girls could put this act over, if they
were there in the looks and dance
line.
At one time they wear bathing
costumes with pink and white stockings, and there is not one among them
who could near make Annette Kellermann the least bit jealous. Their dancing is not even excusable. The English
Johnnie gets laughs through his forced
The leading
efforts, but only at times.
dian, a girl
lish

comedian are passin a seaside candy
The one
store, with a soda fountain.
effect where the searchlight is used
behind the girls who have transparent
skirts missed Tuesday night, through
girl

and the

Two men

and two

aret dance affair.

women

The

impatience

There

is

With

six

a

little

good

a cab-

is

set to

the
electrician.
of
story not badly told.
working and better

Mr. and Mrs. Hat old

De

"The Tamer" (Comedy).

The woman

for the

rather heavy but withal
an exceedingly light dancer. Her face
is
strikingly pretty. The man who

works with her must be possessed of
tremendous strength judging from the
manner in which he handles his partner.
After the first dance by the
guests the boy and maid do a dance
and a song-recitation. Then the first
couple are on again and the younger
duo again follow them. For a finish
all

offer a fast

number with

a whirling

shutter on the spot to give a picture
effect.
The act is quite small timey.

Costa.

14 Mins.; Full Stage (Parlor).

Broadway.
a set much too elaborate
of the story, these two
people prove themselves to be quite
adept in acting a very good comedy
The story, while not new in
sketch.

Working

in

style

plot, will interest and it should hold
the act on the better houses of the
The plot deals with the
small time.
husband who makes his wife jealous
in order to test her love.

Nash and Evans.
Talk, Songs, Skate Dancing.
16 Mins.; One and Two.

Broadway.

The

Frank L. Gregory Troupe.

Hoop

Jugglers.

10 Mins.; Full Stage.

looked out for the appearance of his
organization when he presented this
act.
After an extended tour in Europe and engagements here in productions the troupe took to vaudeville this
week. Two girls and five men make
up the act and the hoops are always
in evidence through the number in the
once.

Through

and the
pretty black and white costumes the
air

at

this

spectacle presented is a very pleasing
one. Gregory has a big time hoop act.

Harris Twins.
Contortionists.
6 Mins.; Full Stage.

86th Street.
Contortionists have more or less become passe, but the Harris Twins are

bcund to excite interest. A boy and
go through an effective bending
routine that makes a big impression.
The mother (she looks like the twins)
appears and announces that Bobby
Harris will do what none of the others
attempt, the close to body back bending.
The boy runs the back of his
head all the way down and back to
girl

his hips

and legs to the

idea has been used before, but
these two, a man and a woman, do it

so well they should be chased on to
immediately.
The turn
opens in "one," and the fellow does
the usual talk about an act not being
there and says a reel of pictures will
be shown. At this moment a girl is
heard off stage and wanders on while
the fellow is talking.
She is three
hours late for rehearsal. A three-cornered argument commences in which
the orchestra leader plays an important
The talk is snappy and contains
part.
It is framed for the
big time laughs.
small time houses, though, for pictures
are mentioned throughout.
After the
talk
man manipulates a tamthe
bourine in good old minstrel style, the
girl sings an Irish song and then the
act goes into "two," where the man
does some excellent dancing on roller
skates, dancing up a very high platform
the big time

Frank Gregory, the producer and
main hoop thrower of this troupe,

floor.

Two women,

made

of steps.

built

Union Square.
and a

woman show gym-

nastic feats with certain novelties, but

which

presented rather crudely.
very likely newcomers
for they lack the snap and finish the
are

trio

fig-

woman

along fully developed

lines while the other is

The manager

more

is

matronly
youthful.

of the act should consult

a library and check up the spelling on
Another
announcement cards.
the

suggestion is that the women should
not break a pose to acknowledge ap-

The

plause.

act

one that

is

will

do

nicely on any of the smaller big time
bills.

are

usual gymnastic turns have.

86th Street.
Gale Stewart is a big woman who
depends on her voice. She puts ou(
a card announcing "William Tell" and
appears with a cornet in her hand.
She doesn't play, but sings "I Wonder What Will William Tell."
She
appears later in an evening gown that
looks classy on the small time. Miss
Stewart sings well but hasn't the
strongest routine for pop houses.

Barrows and Wilbert
Barrel Jumpers.
6 Mins.; Full Stage.
86th Street.

Young men.

One works in clownBoth good barrel jumpers, par-

face.

Ethel Gilmore.
Classic Dances.
10 Mins.; Full Stage.

ticularly

Ethel Gilmore is assisted by Ray
Gilmore. The two are offering classic
dances, rather badly done and in need

The second number is
For the close there is an

of rehearsing.

Egyptian dance that reminds* one of
a frieze adorning an Egyptian temple.

The day

of dancing acts of this sort
has passed unless a novelty of some
sort is offered. Miss Gilmore is graceful enough, but her work is in a measure handicapped by the ungraceful
manner in which her sister handles
her.

Connolly and Naulty.
Songs and Talk.
15 Mins.; One.
86th Street
Blackface.
Evening clothes.
One
has big, floppy shoes of the gunboat
dimensions
and
smokes
a
cigar
throughout.
He handles the comedy
and at the finish dons woman's clothes.
There's a combination of talk, songs
and dancing which will appeal to the
pop houses.
The travesty on the
smart set dancing caused much laughter.

The comedy boy shows

possi-

bilities.

straight

chap.

He

has

that

Morosco and Brown.
Songs and Violin.
14 Mins.; Full Stage.

Union Square.
Morosco and Erown have the basis
of a very good small time turn, with
the idea poorly worked out.
The
greatest asset the act has

is

the

girl,

and she is overshadowed by the man
"hogging" the act. This girl does not
need a violinist with her.
She has
personality,
sufficient
voice
and a

manner of putting a number over that
will make her a very desirable single
for the better small time houses and
a possibility of reaching the big time

Her opening number was

later.

the

Hypnotic violin dance
is bad.
Let this girl do three or four
numbers, and if she must carry the
man with her let him play his solos

hit of the act.

in the orchestra pit while the

girl

is

making her changes.
Keefe,

Langdon and Wheeler.

Comedy Singing

Trio.

10 Mins.; One.

Union Square.

Bowen and Bowen.

does in his efforts to be classed with
"nut comedians."
The girl is fair.
Will do for an early spot on small
time.

Act

23 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set).
Union Square.
girls

signed along usual lines.
They are
singing popular numbers and pass nicely with the small time audiences.

"Candy Store Girls/»»
20 Mins.; Full Stage.
"The Candy Store Girls" is a classy
act that should prove good for any
small time bill, mostly through the appearance of the girls. Three principals, two men and a woman, and four
choristers are in the turn.
The girls
make three ch; ngts. The woman prin-

"The Fun Shop."

and three boys make up

The Fun Shop."

Three men working as "rube," blackand straight, with fairly good
voices, make up a comedy trio deface

Songs and Talk.
14 Mins.; One.
Union Square.
A man and woman team offering the
usual routine of songs and talk found
on small time. The man seems exceedingly sure of himself and over-

Girl

the

jumps

would prove damaging to his constitution were he to
make a single miscalculation. Act can
open or close pop show with effect.
several

Union Square.

'

13 Mins.; Full Stage.

The

One

masterpieces.

sic

Four
Yolande Trio.
Gymnasts.

Two men

each possessing a

ure that would delight the eye of any
artist or sculptor present a very charming posing act that comprises life reproductions of ten of the marble clas-

the best.

resemble the interior of a cafe with a
dance floor. Bell-boy and maid present on the opening. Two guests arrive and immediately start dancing.
is

Mins.; Full.

11

is

looking girls the act could be made
an attraction on the small time.

in

stage

light

The scene

able.

Gale Stewart
Songs.
10 Mins.; One.

Posing.

Harlem Opera House.

the

National Four.
Dances.
12 Mins.; Full Stage (Special).
Columbia (Dec. 27).

La Venere'a Models.

Girls.

Musical Comedy.
25 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set).

19

The scene

is

the

interior of a Western Union office.
There are three girl operators, three
messenger boys and the girl office
manager.
Usual "cissy" messenger,
"Dutch" boy and the straight found
in messenger boy quartets for years.
The girls look good, and two lead
numbers nicely. The act will do nicely on any small time bill.

cipal
out.

wears the same gown throughThe two men, one straight, the

other as a "nut" comedian, do not impress with their work. The comedian
leads a number at the finish that goes

over nicely. The act has a good setting representing the interior of a
store with the usual soda counter, at
which the comedian docs most of his
best comedy, all rather rough and
sloppy. With more real comedy and a
better straight this act would have a

good chance.

SHOW REVIEWS
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H cn

HELLO BROADWAY!
wanted

Broadway

know

to

what

could follow the other "revues," now
reigning hits along the white lighted
thoroughfare. Cohan & Harris gave
the answer in "Hello

Broadway"

at the

Astor theatre Christmas night.

Not alone is it a real revue, much
more so than anything with "revue"
ambitions within a number of years,
but it had George M. Cohan and William Collier as its principal players,
Mr. Cohan returning to stage harness
once more and again being responsible
for the book, music and lyrics.
Messrs. Cohan and Collier poked
fun at themselves, at the "book" of
the play, and at the pieces in town and
some of those that had passed away
own "Miracle
(including
Cohan's
Man"), and it all combined to make
"Hello Broadway" a "laughing show."
With that and Cohan and Collier,
nothing else is called for.
Much of the dialog Mr. Cohan has
written for himself and his co-star reads
as though it had been fashioned for
an evening of fun at the Friars. But
the audience will "get it," for Mr.
Cohan has the knack of humorously
"panning" himself. No one will miss
that, though some of the audience does
just get in from Five Corners.
The first act did not promise overmuch at any time, due mainly to the
absence of a striking song success in
that section, which was saved through
the two stars blacking up on the stage,
doing an old-fashioned song and dance
under the cork. The finale of the first
act, when "The Irving Berlin Melodies" was sung with Mr. Cohan leading, left an indelible impression, as
much among the first nighters for Mr.
Cohan's open admiration for Mr. Berlin, as expressed by him lyrically in
this number, as for the song arrangement, although this number was one
•

of the three that stood out among the
ethers. But the first act did possess

"speed," and that's what
tack onto his name.

Cohan might

Commencing with the second act,
when "The Barnum & Bailey Rag"
that

held

lively

a

collection

of

freaks

and

among

animals

start,

the two leading principals
galloped along, taking a whack at this
or that play, running the travesties
into a general scheme that required a

the choristers, gave a
to the travesty on "On

confirmed first nighter to keep tab on
what play was referred to, but not
caring much since the happenings
brought laughter.

Peggy Wood, among the women,
was the biggest favorite. She had "I
Wanted to Come to Broadway" with
a comedy line ending the chorus, and
id it very well.
She also remarked to
Mr. Cohan as Ditrichstein that he was
giving a pretty bad imitation. "Well,"
replied George M., "it's the only chance
I have had to get back for the rotten
imitations they have been doing of me
for years."
Louise Dresser was handed the "best number," "Down by the
Erie Canal," incidental to which "song
plugging" devices were exposed, during
many encores. Belle Blanche had a
chance in "one" with her vaudeville
turn and did very well, although doing too much.
Florence Moore and
Thelma Pinder as were natty little
(7

court officers in the

Charles

Sydney

each.

over, had

over long before
the curtain, but kept right on working.
The tale that carries the show along
is
the attempted importation of a
Chinese melodrama into this country.
The manuscript is supposed to be conit

tained in a hat box Collier insists upon
carrying, telling the audience if he
loses

the

box

the

performance

will

have to end.

With

a

the salary

company (more imposing on
list

than on the stage) for

Trial" bur-

Clark in three or four

performance of

Jarvis, playing the cop-

smuggled meller, also
did a good show and had one number,
"Broadway Tipperary," that was well
sung and dressed, at least.
Tom Dingle as The Miracle Man,
with his graceful loose and eccentric
dancing earned loud applause and
much appreciation.
His vaudeville
partner, Jack Corcoran, also shared
when Dingle and Corcoran did their
team dancing. John Hendricks was
Mr. Wu, Lawrence Wheat did the
juvenile roles and Martin Brown and
per

after

the

Rosie Dolly their usual dances, also
both trying to act at different times.
In "scenes" Messrs. Cohan and Collier had the "Two Playhouses" with
verse and talk before a special drop,
and during it they prepared for "My
Flag" number, the second (and last)
act finale.
Mr. Cohan said since "retiring" he had been dreaming of his
dancing shoes each night, while Collier told in lyrics how he had advised

George

to

still

flopped to the stage, and did it well.
In fact, Mr. Cohan worked like a Trojan to get the show over and he got

Dow

roles gave an excellent

Two many

away

FALACL

"go get a

the "flag thing"

flag again."

But

was not a

riot.

have imitated Cohan in this
as they have himself.
While "Hello Broadway" is short, a
regular musical hit, and it might, as Mr.
Cohan said in the scng, be well to have
Mr. Berlin write one, it doesn't need
music.
There is too much good fun,
besides Mr. Cohan and Mr. Collier
(who could not have improved upon
his showing) to miss anything.
Ned Wayburn staged the first and
second act finales, also the "Erie
Canal" number. James Gorman staged
the other songs.

During one scene Mr. Collier said,
"Georgj, you were all wrong to open

New

York. This show should
have gone out on the road for a couple
of weeks." "It may be there in a
couple of weeks" replied Mr. Cohan
with a grim smile, but it won't leave
the Astor before all the New Yorkers
who want to laugh at good, intelligent,
clean,
fast
comedy will have seen
"Hello Broadway," and that's going to
take a long while.
Bime.
cold in

The very good light playing bill at
the Palace this week is headed by Eva
Tanguay, who is making her first appearance

at that largest of

vaudeville theatres.

New

York's

While Miss Tan-

guay is new to the theatre, she was not
a stranger to the Monday night audience, judging from the reception and
the laughter at the
in

the lyrics of her

many pointed
new songs.

lines

Miss Tanguay has the best collecnumbers, lyrically, she has yet
sung at one time. The songs are well
written with telling points, and if, as
reports say, Blanche Merrill wrote Miss
Tanguay's new numbers, Miss Merrill
is shooting ahead rapidly as a song

tion of

writer.

The numbers

greatly

aided

by

are,

Miss

of course,

Tanguay's

sprightliness and knowledge of delivering songs built to fit her style.
Her
is not the least important.
The
combination of Miss Tanguay and her
present songs is a merry one for the

diction

eccentric's current vaudeville tour.

The houg^ responded

quickly to Eva's

Everybody," carrying a
request to call back "Hello."
Her
numbers are all comics, in one way or
The second was "I Want
another.
Someone to Go Wild With Me." The
"Outside of That,
idea got a laugh.
Eva, You're All Right," next, was a deMiss Tanguay
cided comedy success.
pans herself to a frazzel in this number, the chorus ending with the title
That song appears to have been
line.
written to leave captious critics nothing
to say. "Sticks and Stones" (not new
greatly
this trip to Miss Tanguay)
first,

continued to the conclusion of
the performance, there was a succession of laughs whenever Cohan and
Collier were around.
Collier did a
"dame" as "Innocent" and Cohan
played opposite as Leo Ditrichstein.
This pair indulged in some rough comedy that didn't seem so rough, as they
did it, while Cohan has added accomplishments through doing "
falls." If
Collier kicked or tripped Cohan, Cohan
then

"On

lesque.

Trial" that immediately followed, and

it

BB

assistance,

"Hello

melody is pretty also. The
ballet costume worn by the singer for
"When Pavlowa Sees Me Put It Over"
pleased.

Its

brought applause at Eva's entrance. It
is very becoming to her, and the song,
as sung with accompanying travesty
ballet dancing, ranks with that rag of
some seasons ago Miss Tanguay did so

Another striking costume that
only a Tanguay could carry was worn
by her when singing "There Goes Crazy
well.

Eva," also an excellent number of the
strictly personal kind.
Miss Tanguay
concluded for another encore with the
immortal "I Don't Care," returning
once more with the best written curtain
speech or recitation ever heard on the
vaudeville stage. It was an ode to the
audience on the New Year, timely,

and earnest.
Miss Tanguay did 32 minutes Monday evening, next to closing, and following a comedy sketch that had run
fitting

That is a record talking
37 minutes.
Her appearance
a phonograph.
could be summed up in the comment of
a seat occupant nearby, who said: "The
last time I saw Eva Tanguay was three
years ago. She looks better now than
she did then." And it also indicated
Miss Tanguay was drawing business,
for the Palace backed 'em against the
like

wall at the matinee, also holding a big

house at night.
Another sound success of the program was "Married" with Homer B.
Mason and Margurite Keeler (New
And still another was LipinActs).
ski's Dog Comedians, closing the first
part at night, exchanging places with
the sketch from the afternoon performance. Lipinski, a foreigner, has taken

the original idea of the late Charles
Barnold, that of a village set for an
animal turn, and extended it into an

elaborate "dog production," employing
a larger number of canines than has
heretofore been seen, and they do a
great deal more than the other turns

along this same

A

bit early

line.

on the

bill,

but

still

placed

right for the best results to the prog-

ram, were Bob Matthews, Al Shayne
and Co. in "Dreamland" (New Acts), a
pretentious turn for a character singing number of its sort. Little Billy was
next to closing the first part, doing very

The youth

well.

agility

his

gist,

precociousness
the

trick

for

of the boy monoloas a dancer and his
in impersonations did

the

Harry

youngster.

Carroll opened the second part, playing
the piano and singing his own songs,
readily winning the good graces of the
house and holding them. Mr. Carroll
throws himself into his work and it
aids him.

Lucy Gillett in her specially set jugnumber went very big for the
They liked
first act on a Palace bill.
"The Lady From Delf," as she is billed.
gling

Adler and Arline, "No. 2," also went
strongly with their comedy hypnotic-

good

imitation turn, securing a

start

through a couple of college boys from
one of the boxes taking the affair seriously and going upon the stage as a
"committee." La Coria and Max Dinus,
closing the performance, were unfortunately placed for a dancing act. They
lean toward the Spanish work, and
their second number is very pretty,
The
seemingly a Spanish one-step.
couple are entitled to a better position
for a fair chance. It

is

their first

way appearance.

BroadSime.

NEW YORK.
Pop

New

vaudeville

is

again on tap at the

York, with William Morris per-

sonally supervising. In addition to six
is a feature comedy film, "Tillie's

acts

Punctured Romance" (Film Reviews).

Around 8 o'clock a handful was in,
but business picked up by 9:30, though
at this juncture the last act was appearing, with the film feature to come.
Something went wrong with the

Harry Lauder singing-talking

pictures.

The card was brought out announcing
their coining and the orchestra struck
up a familiar Harry Lauder song, but
the picture was called off and the next

act offered instead.

and

Shreck

Percival

quietly until the finish,

four-table

high

went

along

when

balancing

the man's
a la Bert

Melrose provoked some exclamations.
Merlin followed the acrobatic pair and
the house didn't show him much enthusiasm.

Hugh
The

J.

folks

The spot was against him.
Emmett & Co. were next.
were

still

coming

in

and any

slight disturbance jars the equilibrium

of a ventriloquial turn.
The war pictures were followed by

Barnold's animals. The act has been
freshened up in spots, but the "drunk"
remains the bright, particular comedy
hit.
The act was enthusiastically applauded. Polly Prim is doing her old
act.

The
were

acrobatic Arabs, 14 in number,
surefire.

closed the show.

The

feature

picture

w
HAMMUITIDrS.
Too much show

FIFTH AVENUE.
Monday

week.

this

program ran three hours and

night the

a half without an intermission.
acts billed; 14

were shown

Fifteen

in addition

comedy film, a weekly and an ill.
song. The overture was played before
to a

and

eight o'clock

ture

was

still

to

at 11.30 the final pic-

go on.

The few

hits

were widely scattered.

act.

floor held

almost capacity,

although the audience was late getting
This made it very hard going for
in.
the early acts, and it was almost nine
before anything that looked like a hit
showed.
Following the overture, a Keystone
comedy was shown. Next was an ill.
Opening the show proper Elsong.
liott and West, boys in songs and
On a bill
dances, did ten minutes.
as lengthy as the one this week they
could have cut their singing to advantage.
The dancing only got applause.
Charles Diamond and Beatrice Co. in
a musical specialty, harp and saxaphone, did nicely in the next spot.
Clark and Verdi had hard work getting to the audience with their talk at
the opening, and there wasn't much until they did the fight. Grace Demar, who
followed, wore three costumes, each
prettier than the one before, and sang
four numbers.
Charlie Case went to the bat and
stood before the fire for just nine
minutes and gave up in despair. Helen
Trix with her songs and male impersonation got enough applause to
warrant the bows and flowers. The
Vans, following the single, got laughs
but were not their usual hit.
Liane Carrera, assisted by Tyler
six girls, was the first
stage turn following three acts in
"one."
Brooke worked hard to put
the act over, and with the assistance
of Miss Held's daughter and the chorus
the turn was given three curtains at
the close.
The reunited team of Edgar Bixley
and Henry Fink was the first act of
the evening to win a demonstration.
They are doing the same act as in the
The burlesque operatic finish
past.
made them one of the hits of the
evening. Tameo Kajiyama, the Japanese handwriting expert, interested immensely, although he was on just be-

Brooke and

full

fore eleven.

He had

to

work

to hold

in the audience.

Following, Laddie Cliff managed to
score nicely, all conditions considered.

Maud Lambert and Ernest

Ball

were

The Indiana Troupe closed.
next.
There are five women gymnasts now,
one having feCeri added since the turn
appeared here at the Hippodrome about
The act was a strong
five years ago.
closing feature with 11 minutes of good
fast
If

O. vaudeville in
atre,

formerly supplied through the F.

Proctor offices (which also books
Lawrence
agency),
that
through
Goldie is handling the bills, with Manager Swift moved down from the Harlem opera house to supervise the theatre proper.

a grade or two above
"Family vaudeville" with "pop" prices
prevailing as formerly.

you don't odvartiao

in

don't ndvortlso

VARIETY,

is

Eva Fay who

carries

remains over for the full week. While
the
the attendance hardly reached

male comic who essayed the role
stowaway on the pirate brig. The
numbers are mostly built around the
theme with a quartet of the singers

of a

ringing a big hit near the finale with
"Tulip and Rose," a melody that allows for excellent harmony. The turn
filled out the centre of the bill to great
satisfaction.

The Pathe Review was followed by

Webb and Burns who have a nifty
character bit, both doing Italian with
their dialog running a bit out of the
conventional style for such acts. They
earned plenty of laughs and walked off
to a solid hand.
De War's Circus closed the program.

mark on Tuesday evening, it
was very evident by the numerous

capacity

Wynn.

walk-outs immediately after Miss Fay's
finale that she still retains a drawing
power, although the Fifth Avenue is
a mighty poor neighborhood for such

The attendance on the Roof Monday
night was quite light.
The headline

a test.

honors went to Chris Richards, who,

Her mind-reading act runs practicalsame as formerly with Miss Fay

ly the

following in full stage, unassisted, to
her throne of second thoughts. The
turn is now given in one section without an intermission, the cards being
passed through the auditorium while

The
is making his spiel.
Fay classification have undoubtedly had their run as sensational
headliners through the east, but Eva
Fay (widow of John T. Fay), who car-

the lecturer
acts in the

ries a rather individual personality

and

looks good enough
for a come-back with proper handling.
She shoots her answers in a decidedly
convincing manner, alternating comedy
with serious replies and giving the
likeable

delivery,

skeptical

return
hit

enough curiosity for

just

visit.

a

Miss Fay finished a big

and while she may not again mount

the heights attained a few short years
ago, this particular turn will never wear
out.

Truly Shattuck

is

feature attrac-

a

tion with her specialty in

ed by two youngsters
aid in the

"one"

who

Dutch number

lend

assist-

some

utilized for a

Miss Shattuck's voice seems
quite as good as ever, sufficiently so at
least to carry her along nicely anyfinish.

where.

The Ruskin Troupe opened

the show,

mixed program of Russian
stunts, opening with the national instrument and proceeding through a
giving a

A

series of noisy dances.

so-called

"Cossack Dance" in which tfwords and
guns are used for some reason or other,
added some novelty to the turn, but
the general speed is along a mediocre
grade with little to recommend its promotion from the "pop" circuits. The
dancers, with one exception, show little originality and less ability.
The Three Whalens, two women and
a man, have a noisy, but nevertheless,
good cabaret act, the man handling the
music end with the women adding
solos, duets and assistance in the trio
singing.
The appearance of the trio
could stand some improvement. They
made good easily with the Fifth Avenue audience and look good enough
for a whirl over the best of the small

time routes.

"The Dream Pirate"
girl-act for the

work.

initial

F.

The headline

21

is

COLONIAL

nile

week of U. B.
the Fifth Avenue the-

This marks the

The program

John and Mae Burke and Lorretta
and Francis were out of the bill, although programmed. Clark and Verdi
The fallouts and
were substituted.
added starter made a change in the
running order. Charles and Fanny Van
were moved from "No. 6" to "No. 11,"
taking the spot allotted to the Burke

The lower

w

a pretentious

"pop" time with a num-

ber of lively young women working
in harmony with a rather natural juve-

AMERICAN ROOF.

although

next

to

closing,

over the hit of the

easily

put

Richards has

bill.

not been seen around for some time,

The

Monday evening

Colonial's

at-

tendance showed a well dressed orches-

and balcony without any extraord-

tra

Minnie Dupre was

inary attraction.

listed as topliner, but

Ideal

may have

been depended upon at the box

The tank
their

office.

acts have apparently outlived

vaudeville

usefulness unless ac-

companied with something

in the

way

of a novelty and Ideal's motion picture,

showing what

is supposed to be a thrilling swim of Niagara's rapids is not
strong enough for that. The exhibition of fancy diving and swimming was
of the stereotyped brand and failed to
draw any noticeable interest.
Ideal
closed the show.

The Cansinos opened the bill (which
ran through as programmed), offering a
Spanish and American dances
which earned them individual recep-

series of

after each attempt, the finale
bringing them over a big hit.
The
Spanish steps were somewhat of a relief, following the long string of domestic modern dancers, and because of
this the Cansinos should make a desirable big time dancing attraction.
Miller and Mack came second with
their dancing, the solo work holding
the turn up, although they fared rather
poorly at the outset with a song that
loses value through poor delivery. The
eccentric dancing is of unusual speed
and brought the boys over nicely.

tions

1

and the people look most kindly to his
form of entertainment.

His kicking

and dancing are the same as of yore,
with enough pep to ginger up a dozen

ordinary dancing comedians.

Another recent acquisition from the
on the Roof the first of this

big time

week

is

"The Man

in the

by Robert T. Haines.

changed

Dark," used

The sketch has

and with its prespurely small time. The
man playing the principal role is a
clever actor; he "shows up" the others.
The bill opened with Cliff Bailey,
who does too much of the Joe Jackson
type of pantomime, and his fun misses
through being drawn out. The rocking
tables at the finish made a good closer
for this chap, and the audience warmed
its

ent people

up a

players,

is

bit at this.

but a couple of months ago
Abbott and Brooks were at this house,
when the boys put over one of the best
hits the Roof ever had. Second position was theirs this time, likely due
to the upstairs program arrangement.
The two have gotten together a new
It

is

collection of songs, retaining only the

"Fireman" number.

The

position

was

against them.

Alan

Brooks

and

his

company

in

"Straightened Out," preceded by a
short stage wait, were an easy hit from
start to finish, although it seemed the
piece

showed an

inclination

perceptibly in the centre.
role enacted

by Brooks

to

drag

The comedy

carries

wonder-

majority of which
have been well handled. Because it it
so different from the conventional
vaudeville skit, the Brooks vehicle
makes a welcome acquisition.
Hazell Cox in songs has the material
for a good tingle, but the "Mother
Gown" number and the closing song
should be condensed, particularly the
latter, which runs extremely long without the essential interest.
Burr and Hope, with their artistic
skit, were one of the evening's big hits,
likewise the Fred Ardath turn, with its
ful possibilities, the

as ever,

"The Stage Struck Kids," as crazy
were next and got over nicely.

abundance of rural comedy, and Ryan
and Lee, in next to closing spot.

This juvenile act needs new talk for
comedian.
Many friends of the

A queer vaudeville incident occurred
with the Henry Lewis turn preceding

the

were present.
Wilkins and Wilkins did well on the
man's dancing. The woman is dressing better and has a very becoming
brown dress, with a cerise hat. They
bring out her face and figure to
advantage.
The colored sextet, known as the
Musical Spillers, closed the first half.
The musical routine pleased. These
people should drop the singing. Their
work is for musical instruments.
Tom and Stacia Moore opened nicely with songs and talk after intermission, which was filled by a Keystone
picture and some very noticeable fiddling by Edwin Liebman.
Oppintor
Trio (New Acts) closed to a seated
house, the audience waiting to see the
first episode of the new serial which
replaced "Zudora."
kids

Minnie Dupre's sketch, both opening
with an epilogue. Lewis has a rather
unique single bit for vaudeville, away
from the beaten path and one generally
sure to gather the expected results.

Minnie Dupre was, of course, a big
offering "Bread Upon the Waters,"
a dramatic theme which allows the principal wide scope for her talents.
Redfield
Clark,
playing the Governor,
hit,

showed some nervousness, but pulled
through nicely and is a perfect type
for the section allotted him.

Wynn.

Cross and Josephine had three
trunks smashed in a wreck on the
Missouri Pacific, while traveling from
Omaha to Kansas City, where they are
this
If

week.
you

don't advortlM In
don't advsrtiao
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in justice to herself
The

line

my

on

New

Theatre,

York, which reads:

WHO MADE VAUDEVILLE

"THE GIRL

FAMOUS"
was given me by

is

Is

now as

knew what he was
Billing to All

Managers

CYCLONIC EVA TANGUAY
I

am

press agents

upon me by critics,

my engagement.

THAT WAS VAUDEVILLE.
I

only rank one "act" above myself.

Mme. Sarah

It

ii

Bernhardt.

who

has ever drawn in more
box office than I did
Bernhardt's record at the Majestic, Chicago,
$10 more on the week than I did there. (And
am not mentioning the $2 scale Mme. Bernhardt
played to.)
the only person

money

1

at a vaudeville

is

and managers:

"The Genius of Mirth and Song"
aa
ft
J*
America s #"!_
Cnampion Comedienne
•

•

9

Own

1

Whole World Loves"

"America's Greatest Comedienne"

Drawing Card"

"Vaudeville's Biggest

"Vaudeville's Record Breaker"
.»

"Vaudeville's Greatest'

"The One Best Bet"
Pages could be

filled

Majestic Theatre, Chicago,

was

the

box office in the
was done during my engagement.

It

first

lobby
i

Eva Tanguay is the only vaudeville attrac
tion who can say she broke two different

Eva"

Girl the

The

to ever place a second

i"*

"America's Idol"

"The

to $1.50 during

I

very proud to be able to set forth here

the following titles conferred

"Outf

The Majestic Theatre, Chicago, Raised its prices

doing.

was seven years ago:

it

charged beyond 50 cents. He did "variety" the
world of good. I don't want to belittle his
greatness one iota, but this is forced upon me
in my defense, and I must say that vaudeville

considered the greatest

theatrical press agent of the present day, he

My

were
never

theatre.

As Mr. Kingsley
evidently

Tony Pastor

Dear old Mr. Pastor

Kingsley

J.

Press Representative for the United Booking

and that

of the beloved

"variety days."

commenced when

Mr. Walter
Offices

The days

billing in front of the Palace

with others.

theatre records in the

same

city in

two

consecui

weeks. I did it at the Palace, Chicago, ont
week, and the Majestic, Chicago, the following
week.
tive

o

Eva Tanguay is the only permanent vaude
who ever played one house

ville attraction

eight consecutive weeks.

New

fot

I

did

it

at the

Alham

York, then played four weeks, con
secutivelv, at the Orpheum, Brooklyn, fbtf
bra,

?<

>e

h;
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.

following
more at the Colonial,

Alhambra
to
Eva Tanguay
the

tion

who

three

New

York, and returned

for another run of four weeks.
is

the only vaudeville attrac-

ever remained in

New York

City for

years, playing vaudeville all of that time,

without leaving this city for

an engagement.

Eva Tanguay was the first artiste a stage crew
ever removed all of the scenery from the stage
It was done for me at Proctor's 5th Aveor.
me Theatre and repeated at Proctor's 58th
Street

Eva Tanguay can claim that her clothes,
gowns to'shoes, slippers, gloves and tights,
and replaced more often than
ire distinctive
las been done by any woman who ever appeared
rom

upon the stage.

Eva Tanguay never returns to a theatre with
he same repertoire of songs.
Eva Tanguay has spent more money in adverising than any other vaudeville attraction, and

I

that did

t

any.

not help vaudeville,

it

did not hurt

Eva Tanguay has drawn people into vaudeville theatres who were never in them before,
md if they remained patrons of vaudeville
hereafter, that

That is recogweek in the year for shows.
Mr. Harry T. Jordan, manager of Keith's, PhilaKeith's Theatre, Philadelphia.

nized as the worst

was a

benefit contributed

York, where I am appearing this week, is
sold out for the week, with a good prospect for

week

and Sime says if I had
appeared at the Palace last week instead, I
would have done just as well, though with the
first half of that week (immediately before*

a record

there,

Christmas) as a handicap.
Mr. Kingsley made the assertion
first,

that I

helped to

make

vaudeville

'Wl

Eva Tanguay has always had more people
n waiting about a stage door to see her after a
n fcrformance than any five vaudeville attractions
udhat may be mentioned.
oil

(

in

print,

am

"THE GIRL

WHO MADE

VAUDEVILLE

FAMOUS"

if

Williams theatres,

Monday

New

by

Tanguay.
Eva Tanguay, from the time she had her
Contest with Vesta Victoria in the Percy G.

the

night business of that week exceeded any business there
on that night during this season. And Keith's
played to capacity all week.
As I am now writing this, the Palace Theatre,

iva

amous.

me

delphia, informed

Theatre.

f

Vaudeville never made Eva Tanguay famous.
She became famous through "The Chaperons"
and other musical comedies.
Had Eva Tanguay no value to the vaudeville managers when she entered vaudeville, the
managers would not have sought her.
The week before Christmas (Dec. 14) I played

I

rest

am

upon that opinion and

willing to

have done as
much in fame for vaudeville as could be accomplished by any one person.
Eva Tanguay has been headlining in vaudesubmit proof that

ville for

if

I

did not,

seven years.

Eva Tanguay
She hopes you

is

satisfied.

are.

I
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CUTTING OFF TRAIN SERVICE.

CABARETS

By chopping

off

large

their train service, both
freight,

CRAIG'S PRIZE PLAT.

passenger and

and said: "What
the
A telephone number?"
waiter,

Helen Santoris, who

is

the press work for the
besides giving
places,

is

this?

attending to

two Bustanoby
personal

her

attention to both, has brought Bustanoby's at 60th street into the big win-

ning

Miss

class.

bright

Santoris

young woman, and an

is

a

very

indefatig-

It wouldn't be uncomhustler.
(indeed it often happens with press
agents who "get it over") that the Bustanoby Brothers believe they are responsible for the large increase of

able

mon

patronage at their 60th street resort.
Bustanoby's 39th street place had an
ugly row one night last week.

Bob Vernon, who runs second to
none as a popular man about town, is
giving most of his attention just now

would

that

be

naturally

attracted

the prohibition atmosphere
quickly dies away, for the lack of excitement if nothing else that a liquor
attachment helps to bring about, while
the only couples who will dance often
and all the time are those where either
one or both of the pairs have had a
drink or two. The Strand promoters
may verify these statements by going
over the statistics, right in New York
City
without
probing farther. But
good luck to the straight-laced enterprise.
If they will put someone on the
door who knows all the dames of
Broadway, the staid people may attend just for the novelty of dancing on

through

railway

duces every year in stock at the Castle

the

of

bigger

managers and advance agents no end of inconvenience.

the Big

Lane

in

pure

are at the New York Roof, and display considerable enterprise.
Christ-

mas night they
dance

in

did

costume

a

that

Kris

Kringle

was

prettily

dressed and pleasingly executed.

The Herald Square
orchestra

The Marvellous Millers danced the
other evening on the floor at Rector's,
amid the crowd, and immediately
after was given an engagement there
for 20 weeks, opening Monday.

hotel put in a

new

week, three Yiddish
players. One of the patrons asked the
leader why he didn't use popular music,
a he reply was that a license was necessary and he hadn't found anybody who
had one he wanted to give away. The
leader referred

to

the

Authors,

Composers

which

"licensing"

is

Association of
Publishers
for the use of

and

copyrighted music.

Cafeteria-Lunch-Dansant. It is to be
under the patronage of some society
people, who believe they can get it
over, without liquor accompaniment.
It is to be a soft-drink establishment,
with Nigel Barrie as the dancing master.
The frame-up is Al, all excepting
the price of admission, said to be 50
cents, and the absence of liquor. The
admission charge is to relieve all entrants

when

from any obligation to spend
The promoters of the idea

The
town

signs are out for a wide open
Year's Eve.

New

cabaret restaurant gave
moving picture idea after a

Churchill's

up

the

short trial.
The showing of the film
seriously interfered with business.

Max Winslow,
maker,

who

is

the

vaudeville

act

with the Snyder pub-

newmade. It is to
comb his hair once daily, and shave
now and then. To accomplish the latter, Max has purchased a safety razor.

lishing firm as a side line, has his

You may continue to recognize Max
though, for he will still remain a brunet.
(This is wholly local foi singles

As distasteful as it may sound to the
blue ribbon folks, there is no popular
dance resort that can win permanent
success without a bar. The nice crowd

transporta-

THEATRES.

The announcement was made in the
newspapers of two theatre

New York

building projects with non-commercial

purposes.

One

is

the proposed

Toy

47th street just we£t of Fifth avenue.

The other

is

the

Neighborhood Play-

house on Grand street to be used in
settlement work among the poor of
New York's lower East Side. The latter is almost ready for opening.
Wealthy New Yorkers are behind
both projects.
The money has been
subscribed for the Toy theatre and its
plans drawn. They will be filed within
a few days.
The house is to have a
capacity of 500.
Peter Newton, a
society entertainer of children and a
magician, promoted the scheme. Performances of fairy plays and folk lore
plays will be given for the youngsters.
The building will cost $200,000.

The Neighborhood house

will

have

same seating capacity. Its plans
were drawn by the designers of Winthrop Ames' Little theatre. Alice and
the

New

Orleans,

Dec.

30.

Anthony Fabacher has brought from
Chicago a coterie of cabaret

artists,

consisting of Dot Oatmann, Lois
na, Viola Victoria, Herb Ebert,

Ken-

Bob

Cook, Harry Walker and Ruth Chester.
They are filling Fabacher's to capacity
twice nightly. H. Doll is managing the
harmonists and producing the numbers.
Dot Oatmann is the most impressive of the singers.

Irene Lewisohn, daughters of the late

Leonard Lewisohn, brought about its
establishment and will manage it. Juvenile performances will be given in the
afternoon and adults will be enternight.
Grace Griswold,
tained at
recently of "The Poor Little Rich
Girl," will be concerned in the management.

POWERS WINS SAFETY
The Grand

Dec. 30.
Business in the cabarets and concert
halls in the tenderloin district is practically at a standstill since a police
order went into effect barring women
from the resorts in that section of the
city.
The order prohibits women
known to the police from frequenting
cabarets in any part of the city. The
move is the first in a campaign to be
waged jby a Vice Commission recently
appointed by the mayor.
Louisville,

inside.

probably overlook that the Broadway
Danse (Billy Gane's) just across the
way tried the very same policy, with
only 25 cents at the door, and flopped.

down

larly affected.

The

former Brawner - Atop - The Strand is to open next Monday as the

cut

theatre for children only, proposed for

and doubles.)

last

started the latter part of
to

TWO UPUFT

est resolution already

Armand and Revere are a couple of
new dancers to the metropolis. They

season

tion service, but not until this winter
has the effect been so far reaching.
Among the latest to reduce are the
C. B. & Q. (known as the Burlington
Route), which has cut off about a
dozen trains, and the Chicago &
Northwestern, reported as taking off
16 trains.
The Chicago & Alton has
also reduced its general service.
There has also been a big change in
the eastern railway divisions with the
northwest section of the east particu-

air.

to the details of the Willard-Johnson

championship fight that has been set
for March, in Mexico.
Mr. Vernon arranged the match, when in England.
His regular and pleasant vocation, that
of booming Pommery wine, was temporarily side-tracked by the war, the
Pommery people having no more wine
on hand over here to dispose of.

The railways
last

San Francisco, Dec.

30.

The Portola-Louvre has made a
change in its entertainment. Last week
most of the usual cabaret entertainers
were released and a "Girl Revue" of
20 comely looking maids, nicely costumed, furnished the bulk of the program.

PRIZE.

Prize for safety devices

on projecting machines was awarded

Power Company,
the.
Nicholas
manufacturers of Power's Cameragraph No. 6A, by the American
Museum of Safety, under whose aus-

to

Expothe Grand

pices the Second International

was held at
Central Palace, New York, recently.
The Nicholas Power Company was
also awarded the Gold Medal at the
same exposition held in 1913.
sition of Safety

Preferred "Chance" to Liberty.
Providence, Dec. 30.
Ray Farrell, a
local
amateur,
wouldn't leave State Prison Tuesday
to be brought into court here to have
his sentence suspended, as the prisoners are going to give a minstrel show
soon and Farrell doesn't want to lose
his

30.

United States are causing

the theatrical road

Joe Pincus, the vaudeville agent, was
at one of the dance places the other
with a party. When the
evening,
waiter brought Joe the check for the
refreshments, he looked at it, then at

Boston, Dec.

of

John Craig's annual $500 prize play
for Harvard dramatists which he pro-

some

lines of the

sections

chance as end man.

will be offered next Monday
Mary Young (Mrs. Craig) and

Square
with

John Craig's return
absence

in a

after

a

lengthy

managerial and producing

capacity.

The name has been decided upon

"Common

as

and the winner is
Cleves Kinkead, a young lawyer and
newspaper man from Louisville, who
came east solely to join the Harvard
class in playwriting under Professor
Clay,"

Baker, to develop his dramatic technique.

The remainder of the cast will include William Carleton, Dudley Hawley, Alfred
Lunt, Irving Pichel, Al
Roberts, Betty Barnicoat, Marion Tanner, Mabel Colcord.
There will be a big third act based
on another trial scene with a novel
turn to it.
The plot revolves around
a young woman who has been the victim of environment and who suddenly
appreciates her position at a crisis and
takes advantage of the opportunity to

Her revenge

rise.

is

complete

and

the progress of the play develops a
powerful counter-plot of a buried past
of a prosperous man who ultimately

has to pay the price unexpectedly.

JAP WRESTLER AT CORNER.
of Jan. 1 Hammerstein's will have Miyake, who claims
the wrestling championship of his own
For the week

country and others.

During the engagement the Jap will
anyone who can throw
him, and $250 to the person remaining
on his feet against him for 20 minutes.

offer 11,000 to

BARKER TAKES WALLACK'S.
Granville Barker, the English actorwill begin a season of repertoire at Wallack's, New York, during

manager,
this

month.

Accompanied by Mrs. Barker (Lilian
McCarthy) Mr. Barker came to New
York several weeks ago at the invita-

New York,
and has spent the intervening time in
search for a house suitable to his purtion of the Stage Society of

pose.

NEXT
Though

P.

&

several

J.

PLAY.

conflicting

dates

have been given out regarding the reopening of the Punch and Judy theatre, Manager Claxton Wilstach says
no definite date had been set although
it was likely it will occur around Jan.

The play selected is a four-act
comedy entitled "The Clever Ones,"

25.

by Alfred Sutro.

Most of the former company has
been retained with some new additions,
the former force not being sufficient to
present the new piece which will have
ibout fifte :n speaking parts.

MISS TERRY'S OFFER.
Phyllis Neilson-Terry

is

considering

an offer from W. A. Brady to play the
title role of "Trilby" in the picture that
he is going to produce soon with Wilton Lackaye as Svengali.
If

you

don't advertise In
don't advertise

VARIETY,

VARIETY
GERMAN STOCK BANKRUPT.

NEW ACTS
Jean Schwartz and Harry Williams,
prominent song writers, have teamed
up for vaudeville and will open at
Hammerstein's Jan. 18.
Clark Ross in a new act by Louis
Weslyn, with Herbert Dobbins and
Ethel Hamrick.
Ed Manny (Pinard and Manny) and
Babian Dolly (King Trio) have formed

comedy musical

a

are breaking in a

new

"sister act."

Al Shean and Charles Warren have
reformed, and will appear Jan. 4 at
the Majestic, Chicago, in their former
travesty, "Quo Vadis Upside Down."
Nazimova's debut at the Palace is
now set for about the middle of January. It will be a war sketch.
Lucian Mantell, a writer of mellers,
made the rounds of the dramatic agen-

Monday, seeking people

cies

for a

new

he proposes producing in vaudeentitled "The War Correspon-

thriller
ville,

dent."

Murry Livingston has placed
hearsal a one-act playlet,
bino," by Una Clayton.

in

Thanhouser picture company,

is

re-

hearsing a vaudeville act under CarFleming's stage direction. The
roll
act starts as a movie and finishes in a

novel manner as a spoken playlet.
Kathryn Osterman is playing a new
sketch, "The Midnight Marriage," and
will be supported by Guy Sampsel.
Florrie Millership and Bobby Heath
have separated. Miss Millership intends doing a single turn.
"The Latin Quarter" is being pro-

has DoroVictorine
Hayes, soprano, and Flora Stern, piano

duced by Leo Edwards.
thy

Edwards

logiste.

as

Lamberti

Rumor has it he
Tuesday.
has gone there to marry.
James Whittendale, member of "The
Poor Little Rich Girl" and Stella
Adams, a picture actress, were married late last week in Los Angeles by
Judge Fred Rickson.

It

contralto,

is

the

'cellist in

it.

San Francisco, Dec. 30.
M. (Bronco Billy) Anderson is to
leave for New York early next week to
G.

superintend the organization of a special all-star musical comedy company
to play here during the Fair opening in
He has signed George
February.
Marion to come west and stage the new
production which is to be of the revue
type, such as is having a great vogue
in

New York

at present.

Matt Grau, the booking agent stated
week that he expected Mr.
Anderson cast next week and that he
was preparing a list of available mus-

early this

ical

comedy

favorites for his approval.

Rork, Anderson's general manis already here making engagements.

Sam

ager,

ORANGE BLOSSOMS.
Goode, assistant treasurer,
Colonial, and Ruth Schiller, of the Leo
J>ist ofl v. n'cre married Dec. 17.
Hurr ?.:cIuiosh Christmas night marric.i
Mrs. Je?n Snowden Luther, liv-

01ITUARY.
Carrie Kaufer, aged 22, of the Emily
Dodd Co., died Christmas Eve at the
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
William Kaufer, Woodhaven, L. I.

30.

Federal Judge Hollister in a
bankruptcy petition filed yesterday by
Dr. K. L. Stoll, president of the or-

before

ganization.
at $19,536.72

Stoll places the

and the

ager of
ton, died last Thursday at the Maryland General Hospital, this city, of the
infirmities of age.
She was 78 years
old. Her husband, who died two years
ago, was a brother of the late James

assets, $2,644.86.

The European war, bad

ZWEIFEL MANAGING STOCK.
Pittsburgh, Dec. 30.
New York has been
selected to manage the Harry Davis
stock company when it is reorganized
and installed in the new theatre down-

Fred Zweifel of

town.
also reported that the Schenley,
playing stock under the Davis

It is

now

will close in two weeks.
the residential district and has
never been a money-making proposiIt is expected that Dennis Hartion.

management,
It is in

the present manager, will devote
himself to vaudeville, booking with
John P. Harris. The downtown theris,

be ready for occupation
a month or so.
atre

will

in

SUPPORTED BY HUSBAND.
"His Royal Happiness," in which
Annie Russell is to appear, is progressing in rehearsal and an out of town
is
It
opening has been arranged.
planned to show the piece in New York
sometime after the first of the year.
Oswald Yorke, in private life the husband of Miss Russell, has been enThe
trusted with an important role.
new piece is dramatic comedy.

LEADS ARE OUT.
Buffalo, Dec

30.

Cliff Stork and Mabel Brownell severed their connections with the new
Lyric melodramatic stock in an eventWhen
ful and rather exciting manner.
Joe Payton assumed the management
and announced a new policy Stork and
Miss Brownell were retained to head

Mary E. Kernan, widow of
for many years manthe Lyceum theatre, Washing-

Mrs.

Eugene Kernan,

liabilities

theatrical con-

opposition of some
as the causes.
Directors of the corporation have
thrown up the sponge and while their
Barnes,
inHarry
attorney,
C.

and the

Germans were given

the

ANDERSON'S ORGANIZATION.

Dec.

The financial troubles of the new
German Theatre Company were laid

ditions

re-

"My Bam-

Mabel Reigelman, the grand opera
prima donna (Walter Hast).
Arthur Ashley, who plays leads with
the

Cincinnati,

go

act.

Paul Gilmore is preparing a new act
Jane Meredith will be his leading lady.
Hattie Barlow and Lillian LeRoy

25

L.

cluded in their list of debts $12,164.50,
due the 21 players from Dec. 16, until
the expiration of their one-year contract, April 25, it is declared that the
money will not be paid. The directors
claim it is a contingent liability, contracted by the corporation and cannot
be held against them personally.
Saturday matinee of "Hans und
Moritz" was presented by the actors
under their own management and they
kept the proceeds.
The receipts of
several previous shows were also pocketed by them.
The actors and the amount of their
claims are Richard Leusch, $1,442.50;
Willy Dietrich, $1,099.50; Curt Benisch,
$364.50; Helen Berger, $623; Theodore
Christraan, $533.50; Adolph Stoyc, $734;

Kernan.
Philadelphia, Dec. 30.

Michael Teller, proprietor

White Rat," a
Vine

street, died

Christmas Day.

Quick Managerial Mo^e.
Rochester, Dec.

30.

Walters was manager of
the Shubert stock long enough to get
it started Christmas night when word
came that James Walls, formerly of
Philadelphia, was on his way to re-

Elmer

J.

largest

in

vived by a

country.

the

widow and

Arthur Cortlandt Pell, who had travmany companies as musical
director and was recently with E. H.
Sothern and Julia Marlowe, died in
Brooklyn late last week. He was 46
years old.

Alfred Henry Lewis, author of
"Wolfville" and widely known, died

FRAZEE'S FARCE.

late last

Gripful of Trouble," a farce by
Fred Jackson, who has written short
stories for Young's for a number of
years, will be the next production

week

in

New

P

'za.

Arthur J-icobs, president of the Cosnvis * 'm
speeded away to Chica,

>..

Jeanette.

of

the

He was

Richard Dickinson, 31 years old, an
actor appearing in "Watch Your Step,"
died in the Knickerbocker hospital SunHe fainted in his home, and in
day.
falling fractured his skull.

H. H.

Frazee will make. The cast will be
completed early next week and the
piece will be placed into rehearsal almost immediately.

London, Dec.

"The Fallen Idol" is to follow "The
Only Girl" into the Lyric Jan. 25. The
production is to be switched to
another Shubert house in New York.
When "The Fallen Idol" is seen in
New York Leslie Farber will have the
role originally played by Bruce McRae.
There will also be other changes in the
latter

cast.

Town Without

Playhouse.

Cincinnati, Dec. 30.

The Henrietta

and the seats and
have been advertised for sale.

closing of the Henrietta
Princeton without a playhouse.

Henri Cooper, a well-known comedian in Paris, died there Dec. 7, at the
age of 69. The deceased, whose real

name was Vanderjeuch, was born

in

Brussels, Belgium.

Forrest H. Orr Marries.
Baltimore, Dec. 30.
Forrest H. Orr, of the Poli Players
at the Auditorium, was married Mon-

day of

theatre at Princeton,

The

30.

Mrs. Hardy, the mother of Constance
Collier, died here Dec. 22.

"FALLEN IDOL" AT LYRIC.

Ky., has been closed

succeeded by Boh
Globe, Boston.

York.

57 years old.

"A

last

week

to

Bertha

Carnes

Wells, of this city. The ceremony was
performed in Trinity Protestant Episcopal

Church

at

Washington.

leaves

Clint Robbins, of Clint and Bessie
Robbins, is recovering from a recent

Russell-Leonard's Last Season.
This will be the last season for
Eddie Leonard and Mabel Russell together, according to an announcement

operation.

sent out

by the

latter.

Arthur

v'z at the

sur-

eled with

Eggloffstein, $30.

fixtures

Stock Managerial Shift.
Al Trahern is no longer managing
the Keith stock company at the Bronx
He severed connections with
theatre.
the house Sunday night and has been

is

Kaetha Doebscha, $302; Ludwig KopAngelo Lippich, $870; Use
Lorenz, $1,341; Vera Mayer, $315;
Philip Schinau, $795; Robert Sonnenberg, $528; Fred Wulf, $364.50; Fritz
Taube, $293; Jenny Lenbach, $443;
Louisa Boettger, $980, and C. Von

Walters was appointed by Vaughan
Giaser and Walls by F. Ray Cornstock. Glaser and Comstock are backNo explanation was
ing the stock.
Walters was manager of the Shubert for a long time before it played
Progressive burlesque shows.

He

daughter.

pee, $1,106;

lieve him.

given for the change.

He

was 75 years old. His collection of
photographs and autographs of theatrical people is said to be one of the

new company.

Saturday night there was trouble
over money. The leads refused to go
on with the show after the third act
Everything was
until they were paid.
smoothed out but Monday the new
leads were Doris Woolbridge and Julia
Noa.

"Tne

of

theatrical hotel at 701

IN

MEMORY OF MY LOVING MOTHER

MRS. AURELIA DeLONG
Who

Passed

Awsy

D«c.

22, 1S14

MADIE DeLONG

MOVING PICTURES
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WM. FOX'S

JARS PATENTS CO. LICENSEES
Forerunner of Enormous Number of Similar Actions
Against "Trust" Members, Already Under Fire in
Court, to Press Claims Under Sherman Law

May Be

"Triple

Damage"

Clause.

Walter Hoff Secley, President of the
Alco, issued the following statement
this week:
There are only one or two changes
to be made in Alco for 1915, and
these

are

la^e last

seems

to have secured a

of manufacturers to

we

came

example was taken

ditional

week, when The Greater

New

York Film Exchange (Fox's concern)
brought a damage suit against the picture "trust" demanding $1,800,000 damThis amount represents the
ages.

LOEW CANCELS "ZUDORA."
Owing

the failuie of the Than-

to

One

from the Alco name, which

fight

follow the Vita's
in the trade to
mean that ultimately the feature bureau would lapse into semi-disuse, although it will not be abandoned.

better.

the

in

selves

of the big William Fox-

The climax

the

for

nature of a divorce, the other will be in the nature
of a marriage. We shall divorce ourbe

will

nificance in the

Motion Picture Patents Co.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.

ALCO'S ANNOUNCEMENT

$1,800,000 SUIT

wrong

sig-

minds of the public,

become wedded to some admoving picture interand a very considerable amount

shall

ests

large

lease of the

"Zudora"

Loew

ers, in the cordiality of their relations

Circuit this

week cancelled the book-

with us, have not indicated any such

ing for the installments in 22 of the

Specifically,
we have
bought all of the All Star Corporation and immediately after the first
of the year shall reorganize it and
make of it the kind of producing company that it is entitled to be. Philip

Fox waited

t

»

bring his suit until the completion of
the trial of the government's dissolution suit against the Patents Co., General Film Co., and the various manufacturers

The

cerns.

with those two conpresent action in the Unit-

allied

ed States Circuit Court is understood
Should Fox win,
to be a test case.
there will probably be a score or more
similar suits brought

Fox

This

suit,

together

with

the

prospect of further similar litigation is
the phase of the situation which has
been keeping members of the General
Film Co. awake nights since the gov-

ernment

The

started its dissolution suit.
dissolution of the "trust" has few

terrors for the manufacturers. Neither
has the allegation of a conspiracy to

control the business which has been
made by the Department of Justice.
But the possibilit) of being mulcted of

filling

the

its

first

ing failed to satisfy in

RELEASING 3-REELERS.

with the General's business.

The rush

is

said to

release, hav-

many

respects.

'ETERNAL CITY" AS SHOW.
The next

feaure film to be turned
loose over the country as a special picture show will be the Famous Players'

"Eternal City,"

viewed privately

first

intention.

Klein,

who

has sold his interest in
Company to Alco, will
in
all
probability continue in the
active work of the company, while
the publicity end and the general
activities will be in charge of Joseph
Farnham, who has held that position

Mr. Farnham will immeHarry Reichenbach in
the publicity department.
heretofore.

diately succeed

The B. A. Rolfe Photo Plays, Inc.,
has enlarged its corporation, brought

It is in eight reels and was pronounced by the invited audience to be
filmdom's most beautiful product. The
feature will first be seen in some Broad-

in additional capital, and made a new
contract with Alco to produce 16
pictures a year instead of eight as in

night

at

the

theatre.

way

IN UNITED.

Beginning next week Gaumont will
be one of the regular contributors to
the United Film Service, the P. A.
Powers program of one and two-

Gaumont will continue to distribute
own features, but will deliver to the

its

United program one single-reel comedy a week. The arrangement brings

Powers service:
Harry Leveridge, Arthur Hill and
Marion Swayne. The first Gaumont

comedy

to be released, under the brand

"Empress" will probably be "Hazing the Honeymooners" next week.
The total of the United's program is
now between 15 and 18. It is planned
to make it 21 per week. Announcement of new connections are promised
of

within a short time.

GENERAL ANNUAL MEETING.
The

regular annual meeting of the
General FfTm Co. Board of Directors is
scheduled for the second week in January.
New officers will be elected or
the present heads be returned for another year.

The

air

was

full

of

rumors

this

Mr. Rolfe has
Los Angeles and

original contract.

taken a studio in
has two companies there at the present time making productions for the

theatre.

GAUMONT

its

week,

but the best informed men in the trade
are of the opinion that there will be no
change in the personnel. The directors will gather in Portland, the concern being a Maine corporation.

Alco program. The Majestic Studio,
on which he has taken a lease, is controlled by Alco.
Popular Plays and Players is closely interested with Alco inasmuch as
L. Lawrence Weber, president of the
Popular, is secretary of the Alco Film
Corporation, and is also president of
the New York Alco Film Exchange.
An additional manufacturing company is now being organized by Alco
to make 16 pictures a year.
This
company will be owned by Alco and
operate at the Majestic studios, Los
Angeles.

The Alco exchanges heretofore occupying the relationship of owners
of franchises as originally
by Alco's godfather, will

designed

now

be

operated by stockholders of the Alco
Film Corporation.
Each exchange
will be the owner of stock in the corporation and will knff in closer relationship with the

home

office.

A company

able to survive the internecine struggle which resulted in
a one-day receivership,

and can then

out and release a picture like
Marie Dressier in "Tilly's Punctured
Romance," needs no one to hold its
put

brief.

It

is

quite capable of caring

30.

$16,000.

Henkel,

Ernest

theatrical.

Amusement

135th Street

Cap-

Co.

Booking agency. Morris
M. Duham, A. E. Gatner, Lashmer &
Kirchman, New York.
Capital
Rolfe Photo Plays Inc.
Benjamin A. Rolfe, Chas.
$100,000.
Maddock, David Steinhardt, New York.
Standard Film Exchange of Buffalo.
$1,000.

ital

Capital $100,000. Silas H. Bunce, Geo.
H. Vurbeck, Clinton T. Hostin, Buf-

Motion Picture Reviewing and Reporting Co. Capital $10,000. Myer S.
Epstin, Mayer V. Schlesinger, Morris
Schlesinger, of New York City.
Lee Avenue Photo Play Corporation

GenRobert
Eble, Herbert McLintock, New York.
Capitol Film Corporation.
Capital
Wm. Fernbery, Florence
$20,000.
Danegger, Marcus Danegger,
New
Brooklyn.

of

eral

Capital

theatricals.

York

C.

$30,000.

Eckel,

C.

City.

World's Comedy Stars

the All Star

Lyceum

Sunday

these players into the

Following the announcement of the
Vitagraph that it will put its threereel features by the Broadway Feature
Film Co., first shown at the Vitagraph
theatre, New York, in the regular General program, comes the report that
other makers allied with the Patents
Co. will do likewise.
This will leave only the four, five
and six-reelers to be handled by the
feature bureau operated in conjunction

gap by

installment, previous sections

fifth

of the film, since

Co. and General Co. to be "unscramand should Fox's claim be sustained, the prospect is that the Patents
Co. licensees will find themselves under an avalanche of lawsuits, representing a large total.

of corporations
and individuals as
those involved in the government's dissolution suit.

the

re-

have promised the exhibitors the "Zudora" feature would be improved after

reelers.

Fox names as defendants in the
damage suit practically the same set

the

serial.

three times the damage they are alleged to have caused competitors, exchange men and exhibitors has them
genuinely worried.
Should the courts order the Patents
bled,"

in

The Thanhouser concern

last

independents.

theatres,

another

by theatre ownproprietors and

exchange
others, growing out of the absorption
by the General Co. of nearly 60 exchanges, and out of the Patents Co.'s
system of cutting off service to exhibitors if they showed pictures made by
film

ers,

Loew

weekly

Dec.

Y.,

capital

Owens, Lewis M. Levy.
Capital $25,000.
Ithaca Film Co.
Robert M. Simpson, Ed. M. Simpson.
John J. McDonald.

S.

houser Co. to improve

Production,

Clifford H.

falo.

I

trust law.
It is significant that

its

General

added capital.
have been asked what our various
manufacturers were going to do and
whether or not some of them were
going to leave us. When I answer
the
question
by saying I don't
know, it is because the manufacturc»f

amount he claims under the "triple
damage" clause of the Sherman anti-

serial,

Albany, N.

Ornide

New York

poration of

Film CorCapital

City.

Phil Gleichman,

New

New York

City.

York;
Louis A. Ackley, Hackettstown, N. J.;
Louise Hubner of Long Island City.
Thomashefsky Theatre Co. Capital
$5,000.
General theatricals.
Boris
Thomashefsky, New York; Morris
Capilovsky, Brooklyn; Leon Epstein,
New York.
The Strand Roof Garden. Capital
$50,000.
General music hall business.
Geo. B. Compton, D. F. Rogers, Lean$100,000.

der F. Sniffen,

Berni Arcade Amusement Co. Capital
12,500.
Charles Palash, Celeste
Captll, Lewis Berni, New York, N. Y.
Phipps & Kincaid, New York. Capital

Frank

Picture.

$2,500.

C.

Mc-

Kinney, Maurice B. Phipps, Maude L.
I'hipps, New York, N. Y.
American Feature Film Co. of
Rochester,
N.
Y.
Capital $10,000.
Eugene A. Westcott, Cora I. Wcstcott, Eugene Westcott, Jr., Rochester,
N. Y.
Lloyd's Film Storage Corporation
of
New York.
Joseph R. Miles,
Charles Abrams, Edna G. Brown, New
York.

WORLD'S

N. Y.

EXCHANGE.

The World Film Corporation's New
York exchange opened Monday morning under management of S.
J. Berman.
is located on the first floor of the
Leavitt building, West 46th street.

It

Berman was an

officer

of the

Fort

Film & Supply Co., which was absorbed by the General Film Co.
He
later an the Progressive Film Co., the
Mutual's Dcs Moines connection and
then repre
ntcd Warner's Features.
I'itt

Inc
ser,.

s.

S.

W. Saw

ir

iger foi

m

••

di't

for its own struggles, and while they
have been numerous every one has
resulted in new strength added to the

ton
ager

organization.

pro;

He was last enHon with Thanhouser's

n Kan.-..v- City.

gaj cd in con-

Hv

"itl.

as been 'appointed sales

World

in

jadquarters

the southern
in

Atlanta.

from Washing.las.
He was formerly manw Orleans for the Paramount
th

«

'i

territory

MOVING PICTURES
SETTLE FILM RIGHTS.

A
ago

was handed down a few days
United States Circuit Court

in the

of Appeals

The picture theatre on the northwest corner of Sixth and Pike streets, known as the
Pike theatre, Philadelphia, occupying a lot
by 10.1 feet, has been sold by Lambert
7,'t
Alplgini to Margery R. Redmond, subject to
The house has a seata mortgage of $25,700.
inn: capacity 8lK) and the purchase price was

Nelson, beat known aB a broncho
and Elaine Ivans have signed with the

Jennie
rider,

Mlna comedy picture

forces.

going right along with its picture making as though no tire recently wiped
out the New Jersey plant.

Edison

is

f:ii»,000.

Anna Ward, manager of the Pautlme (picat Maysville, Ky., has purchased the
Alhambra, Richmond, Ky., from the Colonial
Amusement Co. and will leave Maysville the
first of the year to take charge of the Alhamtures)

Henry WalthaH'n jump from the Mutual to
the Balboa was one of the surprises of Christ-

mas week.
The California

Denham and

A.
theatre

Bldrldge
leased the

W. Bragg have

Princess
at Russellvllle,
They
Ky.. and changed the name to the Star.
opened last week with a picture program.

going

is

make one

to

three of Bret Harte's
"Lily of Poverty Row."
are "Her Letter," "His
Reply" and "Her Last Letters."

out

picture

big

po;ms,

bra.

Co.

entitling

The poems

of

it

in question

The new theatre
N. Y.,

is

to

be

built

Geneva,

In

have a straight picture

to

policy.

_

The Ruggles opera
homa parties, and a

house,

owned by Okla-

picture theatre, belonging to J. G. Eyerly, were both destroyed by
a fire which swept through the business portion of Vanceburg, Ky., Wednesday, last week.

The new Park, nangor, Me., seating 1,218,
controlled by the B. F. Keith Circuit, opened
The house Is playing pictures, the
Monday.
being tho feature, 'The Walls of
starter
Jericho."

Paul Panzer

Five Cleveland picture houses changed hands

week through

last

real

estate

They

deals.

were the Majestic National, Edison, Garfield
and Scovill. The Majestic was sold to R. H.
Gray of Miles, O. It is one of tho largest picG. A. Schroeder conture houses in the city.
tinues as manager.

Last week the San Francisco dailies carried
a story that Mr. and Mrs. "Jack" Collins had
agreed to stop the legal proceedings for divorce
and become reconciled.

Catherine Carr, editor-in-chief of the Kinescenario department, was the guest
Commander and Mrs. Crosley of the U. S.
S. Florida on board the big battleship a few
During the afternoon the Klnetodnyn ago.

in

vaudeville.

brings out the first of Its
•Your Uncle Dudley" one-reeled comedy series
some time in January. One reel a week will
be made.

"The
as

the

serial

Harry

Gladys Hansen has been engaged by Lubin

She will work in the Philadelpictures.
phia studios of the company.

for

is

The Colonial

Girl of His Dreams" has been selected
title
of the new tive- reeled comic
to be released by the Mlna Co, with
LaPearl, the clown, featured.

Marguerite Clark will play the

The

(Joose Girl"

title

role in

feature.

The Blograph Company waved a fond farewell to Broadway Dec. 30 when the players,
directors, etc., departed for the Pacific Coast
studios of the Bio.
Marry

Relchenbach has signed with Bosworth, Inc., to handle that concern's publicity
campaign.
He has been press representative
for the Alco program.

William

Elliott,

now playing

In

"Experi-

ence," and Florence Reed, whose last notable
work was in 'The Yellow Ticket," have joined
the Famous Players.

tophote

of

feature. "The Spirit of the Poppy,"
was shown to a gathering of army and navy
The Florida has a
men and their guest,*.
phote's

completely equipped projecting room on board.

The Cinema Camera

made up

club,

of pic-

photographers, will hold Its second annual
ball at the Palm Gardens in East 50th street on
the evening of Jan. 8.
ture

Leon Bamberger, assistant director of sales
the World Film Corporation, left Sunday
through Canadian
for a tour of Inspection

The City Council of Shelbyvllle, Ky., has
the closing of the Crescent theatre
(pictures) and Music Hall owned by R. M.
Brown until the provisions of the ordinance
regulating places of public amusement shall
have been complied with.
Alterations will
have to be made before reopening.

ordered

A picture
clusively is

theatre for colored people exbe built at Maysville, Ky.
James Bradford. & negro, is at the head of the
project and It Is proposed to make over the
building now occupied by him as a hotel Into
a picture house.
to

for

territory.

M. E. HofTmnn of the World Film CorporaHo and Lydla Koch of New
tion Is a benedict.
York were married Oct. 14, but the announcement was not made until a few days ago. Miss
Koch was chief stenographer in the World

home

office.

sal

wns born to Mr. nnd Mrs. Charles
members of the I'nlversal players. Dec.

son

A

Oelzo.
21.

This

is

the

first

Mary
company

Fuller,
the
star
of
the
Victor
of the Universal, reported the U
denies she has any Idea of severing her present connection.
The general opinion among
the players and others around the studio Is
that although Miss Fuller Is under contract
with the Universal for some time to come,
she will not renew her contract with the
Victor company and will seek a place with
some other company not included in the Uni-

versal program.

birth recorded in Univer-

City.

Mrs.
Florence Kendrick
Leuvltt
brought
for divorce against George F. I^eavltt,
formerly of the Ruby Film Co., In the New
York Supreme court this week. Mrs. Leavitt
wns formerly n member of the "Too Many
suit

docs not rejoin the Lew
Mr. Fields returned to his
Fields
tour In "The Hinh Cost of Loving" upon the
completion of "Old Dutch" In pictures, but
Mhs Martin remained in New York to continue work at tho World Film Corporation

Martin
company.

Vlvlnn

studios.

Macklyn Arbuckle will make his Initial
screen appearance under the Bosworth banner,
written and di"It's No Laughine Matter."
rected by Lois Weber, marked for release in
Supporting
the Paramount program Jan. 14.
him will be AcUle Farrlngton. Myrtle Stedman.
The
Herbert Standing and Charles Marriott.
piece Is a comedy, in which Arbuckle plays
the poet, philosopher and postmaster of n little
country

Ethel

village.

and John C. Brownell will
roles In the forthcoming Smallwood

"As Their Parents
(United Film Service).

Them"

Before

release.

To Paramount Progress, a weekly publicaby the Paramount program, has been

tion

Paramount MHgazlne. printed ohce

added the

month under direction of the press department.
The holiday number has a h*'"' i-e
u)
colored cover and a most Inter'-*"'?*,/ t>:
mnia
leading article on "The Silt nf
Dustln Farn*r*« e.iV-..- «•
David
Belasco.
"Seeing One's Self on the Scn*>
a

•

;

r

Harry K. Thaw went threw:
noBf-s

leased

before

home

picture

the
In

u.
.•(-,!

the

•••s.

W.

l><v

'.

r

°

""m

ned the henei'li-t
rylnc Lvdin K" h.

viMi the
ir

of

nr.i»:

/.

.;rr'"i iv!

.

V

Manchester.

fnuMi.

»

cain<

His mother, visiting him it
consented to a picture sittlnu.
I

mitted, and the color of partisanship whlcti in
many eases spoils what might otherwise be
good picture plots.

Lasky left last week for the Coast.
remain out there two months. WalEddlnger accompanied him.

Jesse

He

will

lace

The Mica Film

K. Dements, vicemanager) last week
Broadway, the
quarters formerly occupied by the Klnemacolor Co. in the Mecca building.

president

moved

Grandin

play dual

_
:

*

ime.

strip ticket, good for four Hi's and two fivecent admissions wherever tin- feature plays,
these coupons to he returned to the World
Film Co. by the exhibit >r for redemption. It
is expected to bring a new class of pntrons to
the picture houses.

Jack Pratt, director fer the

commence casting

2','

a dramatization of
on Monday.

In
.

Star,

will

"The Garden of Lies." the Ml Star feature
which Jane Cowl Is being featured, will h«-

ready for release on Jan.

i

F. C.»r;. -i;,tinn

All

"The Fighting Chance."
Robert M. Chambers' novel,

for

;

,.

v. ]\

at 10OO

1.

.

,F>

If

you

don't advertise in
don't advertise

VARIETY,

refused

York, when the

give

to

exclusive

title

to

Universal, sustaining the decision

Hough

of Judge

the U. S. Circuit

in

The Ohio

State League of the M. P.

E. L. A. convention will be held in Co-

lumbus Feb. 9 and

10.

"Every exhibitor in the State of Ohio
and his friends are invited to attend
the convention/' says the

The feature was made by Nordisk
Films Co., a Danish concern, and sold
in England. No English copyright was

picture

but a condition of the sale
country was that the picture
should not be resold or hired out except in England. The Special Film
Co. of New York purchased one of
these copies from an English dealer
and brought it to the United States,
where also the Nordisk Co. had not
then secured a copyright. Subsequently the Nordisk Co. copyrighted the
film in this country and assigned the
copyright to the Universal. The latter thereupon attempted to seize the
copy owned by the Special Film Co.
An abstract of the opinion in the apthat

in

peal follows:

the foreign author and proprietor of a motion picture photoplay
sells copies thereof in Europe
.

.

.

before statutory copyright in the United States, persons acquiring such original copies from subsequent purchasers
in Europe before statutory copyright
in the U. S. in good faith and for
value, without knowledge of the fact
that the original purchaser of the film
had agreed with the original seller that
they were not to be used outside of
the countries in which they were sold,
may not be treated as infringers of the
subsequent
copyright,
where
they
brought the films into the United
States before such statutory copyright
was obtained there."

IN PICTURES.

"One of the important things which
come before the convention is the

will

election

based

on

Robert

poem "The Shooting

of

Service's

Dan McGrew."

FILMING SPORT STARS.
With

the purpose of exploiting ath-

Herman, the sporting
promoter, has conceived the idea of
taking pictures of all meets or competitions in which any of the champions
engage and showing the films in small
towns where the athletes never appear.
letic

of

officers,

State Officers

is

stars Jack

Herman
all

intends to take pictures of
athletic meets, billiard matches and

all

branches of sport wherever there

is

a recognized star competing.

Los Angeles, Dec.
been

received

here

of

chants

the

have

will

be

purpose of hearing and acting
all grievances or matters per-

taining to the league, or league

Any

who

mem-

he
anything to say will be heard.
Everybody connected with the motion
picture
industry
will
be welcome.
There will be a large display of exhibits.
Anyone desiring to give an exbers.

exhibitor

feels that

has

hibition

please

will

Neff,

1002

York,
Ohio.

or

W.

R.

to M. A.
Building, New

write

Longacre

Wilson,

Columbus,

"It was decided by the Executive
Committee to change the place of
meeting from Cleveland to Columbus

for the following reasons:

The

legisla-

ture will be in session in Columbus on
the 9th and 10th; the new governor

be in

will

office;

will call

"We
tion as

the convention in a

upon the governor and

recommend such legislawe shall protest
such legislation as we think

shall

we

desire and

against
detrimental to our business.
"We admonish the exhibitors of Ohio
to forget their personal grievances, go
to the convention, talk it over, and
after the majority has decided upon the
best plans, ways and means and best
interests of the league, for all to
stand together and work together for
the best interest of all concerned."
President M. A. Neff, who some
time ago was criticized for attempting

moving picture trade paper,
has addressed a letter to members of
the league in which he announces that
he will under no circumstances be a
candidate for re-election, declaring his
to start a

make

further service

as executive impossible.

"COUNTRY STORE" CHARGE.

that

picture

been

of

30.

companies which
have been operating at Tucson, Ariz..
for a year, have completed plans to
move here. The companies comprise
60 persons. Webster F. Cullison is
manager.
Representatives of the companies
who have been looking the ground
over here, declare that Tucson merfour

set

full

"The Columbus convention

financial interests

has

a

for the

COULDN'T TRIM PLAYERS.
Word

as

to be elected.

legislature.

The Popular Plays and Players Company have signed Frank Keenan for
pictures. The first photoplay feature in
which Mr. Keenan will appear is a
scenario

whether

Sunday;

angle.

body

KEENAN

on

shows

the state
the closing of

school children under the age of 17
shall attend the picture shows unaccompanied by parents or guardians;
whether school children of the State of
Ohio shall be denied the privilege of
attending the picture shows only one
day in the week, Saturday; whether it
shall be legal to run motors or not;
and the Censor question to be discussed from every standpoint and

upon

"Where

is-

will

come up for consideration:
"The new building code;
tax on picture shows;

secured,

call, just

The following questions

sued.

Court.

(U.

.,

»1*%1

,

Co.

new home

New

in

"The Great Circus Catastrophe"

the

and general

to Its

The "Special Attractlm" department of the
World's, over whl-h Al Llehtman reigns, will
first put "Your Girl and Mine," the Suffragette feature, at the Modern theatre, Boston,
on Its release date Dec. L»v. The Suffragette
movement has undertaken to sell a 50-cent

,v
\\

court
to

Cooks" Co.

Edgar I^wls. Box Office Co., director, complains of the number of war scenarios sub-

OHIO CONVENTION SLATE.

decision of importance to the pic-

ture trade

27

overcharging them.

Cincinnati, Dec. 30.

Another crusade against the "Country

Store"

has been started in this
complaint of the Juvenile
Protective Association. Chris
Popp.

city.

On

proprietor of the Main theatre, a picture house, was arrested, charged with
Mowing children to frequent his re-

;

where a country store
Popp demanded a trial by

sort,

is

featured.

jury.

;;

MOVING PICTURES

28

THE TINES'

NEW YEAR FILM CHANGES.
about some
important^changes in the playing percompanies
picture
the
of
sonnel
throughout the country. For the past
six weeks or more there have been repeated rumors about the most prominent film players and as fast as they
cropped out just as fast were they denied by the companies or corporations
having them under contract.
The following changes now look

The New Year

certain Jan.

1,

1915:

Charles Chaplin, comedy lead, Keystone, to the Essanay, as director

and

Co.

the Sterling

Sterling, head of

returning

(Universal),

to

Key-

stone.

and
director
Neilan,
Marshall
comedian, Kalem, first to Lasky feature, "The Country Boy." and later to

Famous

Players.

Florence Turner, reappearance in
America, with new affiliations.
Crane Wilbur, former Pathe star,
probably Box Office Attraction Co.

Edeson

Robert

and

W.

S.

Hart,

Picture Co., feature work.
Abolition of the Crystal, Joker and
Frontier brands of the Universal program, replaced by L-KO and new

New York

U

companies.

House

Peters, recently with the Cali-

fornia Picture Co., to the Lasky forces.
Dustin Farnum, feature leads, Bos-

worth Co.
Betty Nansen, Danish star, formerly
with Great Northern Co., with Box OfAttractions Co.
Barney Furey, long with Selig,

fice

new

connections.

Orrin Johnson, feature lead,

on

arguments against

Powers's

in the issue of

ad-

the

New

Monday

last

has this to say:
"This severe critic (Powers) of the
advanced and 'de luxe' movies is obviously far-sighted, and his vision

more or

must

remote,
when the goose which is now laying
the 'movie' golden eggs has departed
He deplores the introduction
this life.

embrace a

future,

less

of the 'star system' in the 'movies,' in

very tones of the old-time stock
managers, who deplored the
multiplication of dramatic stars, and he
discountenances the 'billing of features'

Famous

Players.

Walter Hitchcock, with William Fox

theatre

on

ground that a 'movie' is a
and cannot compete on equal

the

'movie,'

grounds with a dramatic performance.

A

This, in a certain sense, is true.
taste for good histrionism can never

be satisfied by the very best moving
pictures of a play in action. * * * The
economic point made by Mr. Powers is
easily comprehended, while the incidental artistic argument has its merits.

He

right

is

picture

when he

less

declares that the

drama cannot usurp the place

of the spoken drama,

when he urges

right

is

doubt-

his

fellow

and he

managers to keep the 'movies' on their
normal economic plane. So that his

argument gains force when it is carefully examined with a serious purpose.
But will it be heeded?"

a regular service of Alliance re-

for

leases

The

1915 release of the Alliance

first

be "In the Shadow," a five-part
feature by the Excelsior, made at its
studio at Lake Placid, in the Adiron-

dack Mountains.
Mr. Cobe called a few days ago the
first of what is planned to be a series
of conferences with manufacturers and
exchange men to check up results and

in

private

life),

woman, western Essanay,
.

to

San Mateo, Cal.
True Boardman and wife

leading
Liberty

Co.,

Ames, Carl

Stockdale, Vera

Virginia
Hewitt,

and Emery Johnson, western Essanay,
to Liberty Co.

those present in Mr. Cobe's office were
Felix Feist, Celebrated Players Exchange, Chicago; H. Schwalbe, Electric Theatre Supply Co., Philadelphia;
J. L. Fay, Alliance Exchange, Pittsburgh; F. Frane, Western Theatre Film
Co., Boston, and F. M. Tobias.
All

New

Theatres Film Co.,

John Hagan has been out of the road
show of "Ben Hur," owing to an accident, and his role has been played by
John Milton.

moving pictures."
The Commercial Co. controls

in the

United States the Messter Biophone, a
German device patented in this counIt has pending infringement suits
try.

Vitagraph.

of talking

against

all

the other American
pictures.

makers

moving

GENERAL

PA.

9

CENSORS ORDERS.
Pittsburgh, Dec.

30.

The State Board of Picture Censors
has announced that every reel exhibited in the state must bear the official
stamp of the board, regardless of how
long the film has been on the market.
Forty exhibitors have been fined $50
each for showing films that have not
Since
been approved by the board.
June 1, when the board began operations, 6,116 reels have been submitted
The board is now
for examination.
self-sustaining, owing to fees and fines.
The picture men of Pittsburgh declare
the board's taxation is hurting the busi-

leave to cause the suit to be set for
final hearing Jan. 11, by entering an
order to that effect before Dec. 30.

Biograph

Kalem

don't advertise In
don't advertise

E

his permission to use

E.

secured

first

it.

REP.
who holds

Kellerd,

the

record for playing 100 consecutive performances of "Hamlet" in New York,
is to take the road shortly in Shakespearean repertoire.

Mel

Ambrosio
Columbus
Mina

Amb
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.
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Mi
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P
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Cold Seal
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Universal Ike

C
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M
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Princess
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Beauty
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He

Apo
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Apollo
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ion

H

Hcpworth

The

JAN.

MUTUAL—The

com, A
Mutual

;

subject

is in

one

about

reel of

4—MONDAY.
Legend

Keystone

Beautiful,

2- reel

not announced

title

Our

;

No. 51. Rel.

Girl.

GENERAL. — From

B

the Shadow, dr.

Cast

;

Up by the Sea. 2-reel dr. K The Champion
Process Server, com. E Patsy Bolivar, Series
No. 2, "Patsy's First Love," com, L; Sweedle
and the Sultan's Present, com, S-A Pathe's
Dally News, No. 91, Pathe; The Strange Case
of Princess Kahn, 2-reel dr, and Hearst- Selig
News Pictorial, No. 80, S The Fates and Flora
Fourflush (Part 1 of the "Treachery ln the
Clouds"), com, V.
UNIVERSAL.— Three Times and Out. com.
I
Two of a Kind, com, J Terence O'Rourke,
Gentlemen Adventurrr No. 5 (A Captain of
;

;

;

;

1,000 feet

unless otherwise noted.

UNIVERSAL—Cupid in a Hospital, com, L
K. O; The Collingsby Pearls, 2-reel dr, Eclr;
Universal Animated Weekly, No. 148, U.
JAN. 7-^THURSDAY.
MUTUAL— The Scrub, 2-reel dr. Dom
stone title not
No. 106, M.

MUTUAL—The
His Lesson,

;

JAN.

Be.

;

of Fate, dr, B; A
Baby, 2-reel dr. L; The Battle of Snakecom, 8-A Alias Greased Lightning, com,
Ml; HearBt-Selig News Pictorial, No. 00. S;
The Man, the Mission and the Maid, com-dr, V.
UNIVERSAL— On Desert Sands. 2-reel dr,
B U; A Man's Temptation, dr, Rx; Ollve'i
Love Affair, com, Ster.

*—FRIDAY.
A

No. 30, dr, Pr;

K

of the Desert, 2-reel dr,

;

KeyWeekly,

Mutual

;

GENERAL.— Playthings

MUTUAL— Check

5—TUESDAY.

Menacing Past 2-reel dr. T
Ma] In the Vale of Sorrow,

dr,

announced

War

vllle,

Villainy), 2-reel dr, Vic.

JAN.

I

T

Mutual

Stt r

O

C
A
Key

Domino

Vic

I'

MUTUAL

American
Keystone
Thanhouser
Kay- Bee

Rx

Frontier
Victor

Big

Caumont

Eclr

Rex

K!

B

Midai

Branch No.

;

37,

dr, MaJ.

GENERAL.— The

Barrier Between, dr. B;
The Magnate of Paradise, 2-reel dr. E Surgeon Warren's Ward, 2-reel dr, S-A Put Me
Off at Wayville, com, K
Love's Savage Hats,
dr,
L The Strenuous Life, com, S The
Smoking Out of Bella Butts, com, V.
UNIVERSAL— She Was His Mother, 3-reel
dr, I
When His Lordship Proposed, com, N.
;

"Olive and
2-reel dr, B
Seventh of the "Olive Opportunities" series, dr, E
The Waitress and the
Boobs, com, K
The Gallantry of "Jimmy"
Rogers, com-dr, S-A
The New Editor, and
They Looked Alike, split-reel com. L A Militant Schoolma'am, com-dr, S
Two Women,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

3- reel dr. V.

UNIVERSAL— "My

Lady

Raffles"

series

(The Mystery of the Throne Room), 2-reel dr,
S For the Good of the Cause, educ, N His
Last Performance, dr, B U.

G

;

;

JAN. 6—WEDNESDAY.
MUTUAL.— The Alarm of Angelon,
A

K Expensive Economy, com. E Comrade
Kltty/2-reel dr. L; Pathe's Dally News, No. 02,
Pthe In the Line of Duty, dr, S The Fable
of "The City Grafter and the Unprotected
Rubes." com, 8-A Billy's Wager, com, V.
:

;

;

title nut announced
stalment, com, R.

;

dr. Rel;

Married by

In-

GENERAL—The

Face Adventure, and th«
Fashion Shop, split-reel com, B The Girl »t
the Key, dr, E
Broncho Billy and the Claim
Jumpers, dr, S-A; (Ninth of the "Hazards of
Helen" series), A Leap from the Water Tower,
dr. K
Feel My Muscle, com, L Further Ad;

A

;

—

JAN. 3-^SAT URDAY.
MUTUAL.— The Lost Receipt, 2-reel
Keystone

;

dr,

Scourge of the
Night's Adventure, dr, Rel
Desert. 2-reel dr. Br.
GENERAL. The Scorpion's Sting, 2-reel dr.
;

VARIETY,

feature picture

first

the picture concern

less

Eclair

S-A

;

you

was furannounced

office

would be "The World and His Wife,"
and William Faversham countered
with a statement that he would oppose
the filming of his former vehicle un-

I

;

If

that Miss Nansen's

('

;

house was reopened.

Fox

the

B101

;

The test case taken to the superior
court* to determine the fate of hundreds of theatres converted into motion picture houses throughout Massachusetts has been decided in favor
of the big Park theatre on Washington street on which nearly $100,000 in
improvements was spent before the

campaign

publicity

when

Powers

Pthc
S

ScliK

GENERAL.— Money.

30.

The
thered

Bison
Chrystal
Nestor

the Burglar,"

Boston, Dec.

an immense amount of space.

Imp

L

Lubin
Pathe

dr.

PARK THEATRE WINS.

Nansen, the Danish tragedienne and star of the Royal theatre,
Copenhagen, arrived in New York late
week on the overdue United
last
States, to act before the camera for
William Fox's Box Office Attractions.
The New York newspapers had reporters on the dock and gave the visitor

UNIVERSAL

V
B
K

Vitaffraph

;

Judge Hough gave the Renfax Co.

BETTY NANSEN HERE.
Betty

(Jan. 4 to Jan. 9, inc.)
INDICATED BY ABBREVIATIONS, VIZ.:

:

Elizabeth Forbes, late of "Romance,"
to Thanhouser Co.
Fred Perry, from the legitimate, to
Famous Players.
Eleanor Woodruff, from Pathe, to

for the

RELEASED NEXT WEEK
MANUFACTURERS

Judge Hough in the U. S. District
Court, New York, late last week granted a temporary injunction to the Commercial Biophone Co., Inc., restraining
the Renfax Co., Inc., from "further
construction, sale or use of new and
useful improvements of sound producing machines in connexion with films

talking

shows

(pictures) to give

KELLERD IN

Edison

Balboa Co. (Pacific Coast).

first

benefit of the poor.

John

Kleine
Melies

order to synchronize both for the
purpose of producing singing and

Grand

turers.

"TALKER" INJUNCTION.

in

H. M.

York.

Blackwell, of the Favorite Players; Arthur Rosenbach, Excelsior Film Co.,
and Adolph Figman, of the Masterpiece Co., represented the manufac-

Variety's Anniversary Number last
week, under the heading, "The Exhibitor's Views."

Justina Wayne, to All Comedy Films,
Inc. (Kriterion Corporation).
Ruth Roland, from the Kalem, to the

Among

take note of trade conditions.

This matter of increased admission

(Marguerite

Clayton

Marguerite

Pittsburgh, Dec. 30.
time in the history of
the county a Sunday show has been
In Mcheld and admission charged.
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FILM REVIEWS
THE ETERNAL
A

CITY.

Invitation exhibition of the Fasous Players' "The Eternal City," ploturUed
from Hall Caine's novel, was given at the
The
Lyceum, New York, Sunday evening.
subject Is of about the length of a stage performance, and Is rich in photographic surIt held the audiprises and dramatic power.
ence spellbound for more than two hours, and
left them with the conviction tbat the year
has brought forth nothing finer in the camera
art than the appealing story of Donna Roma
Pauline Frederick, now
and David Leone.
playing in "Innocent," does extremely well on
Sbe has an uncommonly mobile
the screen.
and expressive face and manages to put a
vast amount of emotional power in her panThe other members of the cast are
tomime.
Suite equal to the exacting requirements of
Many of the views were taken In
ie play.
St. Peter's cathedral figures at sevRome.
eral points in the action, and the camera man
has secured many splendid scenes with the
The long
huge church as the background.
perspectives of pillared corridors are especially effective by reason of the Bklllful management of light and shade. The climax of
the story comes during the mass meeting of
Here
the political radicals In the Coliseum.
la disclosed a veritable triumph of stage manNo better handling of a mob scene
agementHundred's of
has been shown on the screen.
'supers are employed as the mob, not to speak
The action when citlof troops of soldiery.
gens and soldiers go into conflict is startllngly
The panic of the trapped citizens
realistic.
as they rush about in frenzy between the
lines of firing soldiers, and their mad flight
from cavalry charges are tremendously imThe stage management closely appressive.
proaches perfection, and takes added strength
from the fact that it is backed by a dramatic
Those portions
situation of unusual power.
of the novel which deal with the church and
its dignitaries are handled with nicest taste.
of dignity and
given
an
air
The whole subject Is
nobility that saves It from any possibility of
The religious procession to St.
offense.
Peter's appears to have been taken during a
real church celebration and worked Into the
All those passtory by clever in-setting.
sages have the stamp of authority, and the
The In"atmosphere" Is splendidly secured.
tricate story Is well worked out In scenario
form, although the method of narration Is
novel.
of
the
different
from
that
somewhat
For example the death of David's mother by
the boy's early hardships and his
suicide,
adoption by the Italian political refugee In
London, are disclosed in the beginning, Instead
of during the later chapters as In the book.
This lends clearness to the tale as It comes
upon the screen. The story Is always understandable and the character relations are
Indeed, the picture is a notasharply defined.
ble example of the expert handling of a diffiThe subject has
cult and complex narrative.
One view at the
a wealth of scenic beauty.
departure of David and Bruno from their beloved Rome
an exquisite panorama of the
historic city is shown In the middle distance,
while the two men stand silhouetted In the
foreground beside a fountain In the waters of
which is reflected the light of the setting sun.
This was but one of the score or more bits
special

—
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tinct advancement will be noticeable over
wbat has been turned out previously by this
company. In the casting of the actors par-

ticular

seems to have been displayed.
In the direction Lloyd D. Carleton deserves
a full share of credit and from a pictorial
care

standpoint

there

nothing

Is

to

left

be

de-

The scenes of the photoplay are laid
London and America. A young Eng-

sired.

both In
lishman of wealth (The Idler) marries an
actress but keeps It secret.
She bleeds him
until finally he refuses to continue to be
mark for her blackmail and she exposes thea
fact of their marriage to a number of his
social acquaintances at a function where his
parents are present. The boy Is packed off to
America and leaves behind a girl that he
really loves; she In turn loving him.
In this
country he runs Into an old London acquaintance who left England because he could not
win the affections of the same girl whom The
Idler loves.
The two are great chums and
have taken up with an American family, consisting of a widow and two sons. The
two
boys are prospecting In a gold field while
their mother keeps house for them. The
Idler
rides to town one day with the younger
of the
two boys and receives a letter from London
for his chum.
The letter advises the chum
that he has Inherited the title of a
deceased
uncle and is Sir John Hardy.
While The
idler was riding home with the
letter
younger brother has been enticed into the
a
gambling game at one of the "Camp" saloons
and the mother, becoming worried at
his
continued absence, asks the boys to look
him
up.
Sir John arrives in town first and finds
the boy.
He tries to take him from the
clutches of the gamblers and a flght
follows
cb S,r John accidentally shoots and
,«„
ii
..
kills the brother and son of the
family
gave him shelter. At this moment the that
other
brother and The Idler appear.
A general
fl K nt
ensues
The Idler recognises In the
ul
,
tr ««8 his actress wife.
During
5?
2 wl*
?
the fight
the lamp Is shot down and the bulldg c at be? an>e
Tne w,fe ls the only one
lS » falls
# M
that
to escape.
Simon Strong, the elder
b een 8ever*ly Injured in the
SL?*
'^"SS
fight and
The „Idler remains with him while
Sir John returns to England and
marries tht
The Id,er hoped to have for his
t
J
m?
L«ater
The Idler and Simon Strong, the latter
having made a gold strike, go to England
Strong to avenge the killing of his
brother by
Hardy and The Idler to marry the
girl le
y
he "»«. »>y a trick has Hardy's
,
wire come to
his apartment and the husband
breaks In. Strong has fallen In love
with the
sister of Hardy's wife and for
her sXe forv enKeance
Sir John Is convinced
tStt «£
,
that
the blame
for his
wife's presence In
a P ar ment
9 entirely with The Uler.
lh°n
i 8 UDderha
J'* nd
7, h
work, has lost the reIS^V of
! woma
th
n. who returns to her
husK-!?i.
D '
aUf. nR arm8 Th e Idler again takes
J
up his wandering
about the world. The story
pe ulittr one a» the
LliJivn.*
being built up Sfor The Idler, but atsympathy
the last
minute a turn In the story makes that
cha?e b
Y Char,e8 Rahman played The
*K
fdfpl
,n"n
Idler in thrilling manner and
got all that was
to be had out of the role.
Miss CountlM was
also very well cast.
Walter Hitchcock

m

™

ftf M J

-

I

-

,

-

£

-

and

composition which time and again
evoked applause.
The exhibition was carefully arranged.
Special music aided the effects, and at the opening a pretty stage set-

Stuart Holmes were very good, Indeed, and
Claire Whitney as the sister had a role that
was cut to measure for her and played It exceedingly well.

heart, Annette

(Miss Williams) In
days of the couple In

early

Italy,

with

New York

The

scenic display In Italy is remarklively scenes In Venice, will Interest.
After the two are married and happy
In New York, the story suddenly switches to
the sombre.
Their only child dies from the
head.
The baby needed pasteurised milk.
Beppo was returning home to leave money for
this when he is attacked and robbed.
He In
turn attacks the two roughs who rob him.
He is arrested and imprisoned for a short
term.
Before this be appealed to his ward
boss.
This man pushed him off the steps of
his motor car while in motion (excellent bit
for the picture).
Beppo serves his time.
Afterward the boss' child Is threatened with
death. The boss' Influence causes the street to
be closed In front of his house on account of
the sick child.
Beppo can only think of revenge. He gains admission to the boss* house
and overhears the doctor say tbat the child
would live If another hour of quiet could be
had. The child is left alone. Beppo enters determined to make the necessary noise to end
Its life.
Then the child imitates a gesture of
Beppo's own child and the deed Is not done.
The finish shows Beppo over the grave of his
own little one. A touching bit Is Introduced
here.
The picture should prove an attraction
City.
able,

also

anywhere.

PUNCTURED ROMANCE.

TILLIE'S

Marie Dressier had two openings

In

New York

theatres Monday night.
One was In pictures
at the New York theatre and the other was In
her new stage vehicle, "A Mix Up," at the
39th Street, but It's odds on this elfin comedienne causes more laughter In the film than she
does In the play. Both are farcical, the film
more so In point of construction, but everything Miss Dressier does for public amusement

runs to comedy.

"Time's Punctured Night-

mare" came from the title role Miss Dressier
played in "Tillle's Nightmare." Sbe Is splendidly supported by the Keystone Company, including Charles Chaplin, Mabel Normand, Mack
Sennett, Mark Swain and others. Miss Dressier is the central figure, but Chaplin's camera
antics are an essential feature In putting the
picture over.
Mack Sennett directed the picture and right well has he done the Job. Miss
Dressier wears clothes that make her appear
ridiculous.
Furthermore she makes gestures
and distorts her face In all direction!, which
help all the more.
The picture runs a trifle
too long, but the hilarious, hip-hurrah com-

edy finale

Is

worth waiting

A new comedy

for.

of artistic

DAILY RELEASE KEY.

ting showed a colored panorama of Rome, looking toward the Vatican from the river, the
lights fading from dusk to deep darkness, while
the lighted windows came out one by one.

Br-J5."*"?2!w
If
*•*£!?*

cede vmttmg.

The

Eternal City" Is a picture of the highand best kind and enriches the art with

est

tlenlarly

pe>e>r..

one of Its finest efforts.

ticularly

when comparison

with previous productions.

is

ford.

money, parInvariably drawn
the Famous

When

played up that Cinderella would be
by no less a person than Mary Pick-

With the approach

of the festive holidoubt figured the combined

days the F. P. no
trength of Pickford and "Cinderella" would
prove unusually timely.
At the Strand Sunday the "Cinderella" feature was shown.
The
P- P. got the production out In time for the

but the haste almost proved the unThe photography is bad.
the film.
The alibi no doubt Is the haste. The picture
from every standpoint, and especially what
was expected of It, la a disappointment. Most
of the picture runs through dim photography
with much of It, giving the Impression the
camera had been placed a long way from the
settings and the characters.
Most of the film
to Indoors,
giving the studio much play, but
holidays,

doing of

the story In

the

main

Is

told so that It Is easily

comprehended, and that's quite an asset when
It Is
to be considered that "Cinderella" is a
kid story of a fairyland nature.
"Cinderella"
may please the kids, but the adults will likely
nave a different opinion.
"Cinderella" as a
big feature cracks under the strain of haste
the making.

In

THE IDLER.
Mark Cross
Lady Helen Hardy
John Hardy
Simon Strong..
Kate Merryweather

Sir

Inez

"The

Charles Rlchman
Catherine Countlss
Walter Hitchcock
Stuart Holmes
Claire Whitney

Maud Turner Gordon

Idler" Is a flve-rcel feature (Box
Attractions) that has been adapted as
> Photoplay from C. Haddon Chambers' play
of the same title which was produced some
years ago by Charles Frohman.
It Is by far
one of the best features that has been turned
out by the Fox organization.
Taken from any
ingle, cast, production or photography, a disOffice

ceelleat

ralr

S.
4.

S.

making one

Players announced a feature production of
"Cinderella" it was expected it would be something out of the ordinary*
It was also prominently
Played

ex
•f reviews)
rvwiewi fe>r
copy ol
of the

™?!L *+ **•* ••reJsm Dhetesrraphr lee*
The Sjerwlee
releasing; la Indicated by as Initial.
OODB.

1.

CINDERELLA.
In these days of feature film
naturally expects a lot for his

»»»« nrawiea wwtw*
••with there Is prlateel
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Release

Date
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12/27
12/27
12/27
12/27
12/27
12/28
12/2K

12/28
12/28
12/28
12/28
12/28
12/28
12/28
12/28
12/28

Pros;.

The Record Breaker
M
The Old Fisherman's Story.. M
A Hat Full of Trouble
M
Her Escape
u
'.'.
The Manicure Olrl
V

Q

Exploits of Elaine
House of Silence
The Calico Cat
The Flower of Faith
Oussle the Golfer

Q*
Q
Q

Sweedie Collects for Charity.
Hearst-Sellg News
The Product
The Black Sheep
Our Mutual Olrl

The Submarine Spy
Fickle Elsie
a Woman Walts

M

O

a
Q
a

/.TO

12

'W

12/rv>

12/30
12/30
12/30
1°/30
12/30
12/30

The Courtship

of the Cooks.
Culture of Dahlias

The Old Letter
Forcing Dad's Consent
Two Dlnkle Little Dramas.

The Exposure

Within an Inch of His Life
Universal Weekly

The Unseen Vengeance.
The Rounders
The.

Message

.

.

.

.

3
3
2

2
2
2
2
2

3

2

3

Rough

1

2

Strong appeal to women
Strong serial
Kidnapping scare

2
2
1
1
1
i

D

C
C

W

1

2
3
2
3
2
2
8
2

2
1

C

3

it

2
2

D
D
D
D
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1

1

3

3
2
2

3
2

m
M
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1

2
2
2
1
1

2

D
D

2
2
2
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4

D
D

2
2

1

E
D

1

C

1

1

3
o
2
3

2

C,

1

C
E

O

1

I)

3

C
C

D
D

1

C,

1

O

1

it

2
o

r

1

M
M
|f

Detective

Odd
Silly

Prehistoric Idea
Falls

A

reel of

laughs

1

Deep

2

Holding
Mutual Olrl meets May
Crest on
Real submarine adds interest.

O
O

O

Crook
Rough

Fair

u

12/20
12/20
12/.TO
12/?W>

3
2
2
2
2

M

o
O

12

1

3
2

2

D
D
CD

1

C

tory In Its Brain
The Way of the Woman
Cactus Jake. Heart Breaker

.

2

C

2

1

TT

Derelict

D

1

m

o
O
O
Q

'.

Lucy's Elopement
A Study In Scarlet

J

2

2
2
2

u

Master Key
The Babv's Ride

2

ActSub. Story, ins. Prod.
Remarks.
C
3
3
3 Auto racing
2
3
2 Pathetic
C
2
2
2 Novel

D
D

The Plot
A Cowboy Pastime
The lesson of the Flames...
The Crimson Moth
A Fish With a Storage Bat-

When

1

9

12/28
12/28
12/20
12/20
12/20
12/20
12/20
12/20
12/20
12/20
12/20

12^0 The

Reels

D

W

2

D

1

C

i

D

1

3
o

2
2
3
2
2

3
2

o

3
1

slap-stick

Too long
Detective

Hypnotism and bombs
Old stuff
Serial

Old family story
Interest and science
Essnnay Beauty Contest
Western
Of vital Interest

3

3

O

1

o

2
o

3

Dull
Flowers.
Beautiful
Detective plot

1

o

o

Ixn'e wins

1

2
2

2
2

2
2

.3

3

2
2

o
2

2
2
2

Ocnrge Ade fahles

Newspaper storv
Wlldent stnry
Uninteresting
Old Idea

Laughs
Drunks

angle is given the picture at the finish by use
of a "water patrol r wherein some funny bits
are shown.
'

"MRS. WIGGS."

the Italian.
Originally a Paramount slx-reeler, "The
Italian" has been cut down to five.
George
Beban is much featured, and as the Italian
probably could stand pretty much alone In portraying this type of character.
His support
fell mostly to Clara Williams.
She also distinguishes herself as an Italian girl.
The
first three parts are taken up with comedy,
the life of Beppo (Mr. Beban) and his sweetthe

29

"Mrs.

Wlggs of the Cabbage Patch," the

four-reel

feature

of

the California, long de-

now marked for release In the World
4, was given private exhibition
week. The scenario by Mrs. Anna Craw-

vised, but

program Jan.
this

ford

Flexner, a playwright, combines the
of two stories by Alice Hegan Rice,
"Mrs. Wlggs" and "Lovey Mary." The result
Is a picture in which there Is plenty of melodramatic
action
(presumably taken
from
"Lovey Mary") and fair comedy in the Incidents of "Mrs. Wlggs." The sentiment of the
Cabbage Patch philosopher Is negligible, and
the screen version does violence to that delightful character sketch. To Illustrate how far the
Elcturtsation departs from the original. It may
e mentioned
tbat Mr. Bob rescues Lovey
Mary from conspirators who seek to steal her
fortune, and finally marries her. Hiram Wlggs
(long dead when the novel opens) Is disclosed
as a wife deserter and a bigamist traveling
with King's circus as ringmaster. He returns
to Mrs. Wlggs at the end of the picture story.
It was perhaps Impossible to translate the fine
humor and characterisation of "Mrs. Wlggs"
to the screen, and the Introduction of the more
dramatic story was necessary to give It action.
So the combination of the two was permissible,
but those who have been charmed with Mrs.
Wlggs will regret tbat the film does not reprostories

duce more of the "atmosphere" and humor of
that story.
The escape of Mary and pursuit
by King furnish the melodramatic episodes of
the tale, giving rise to a series of situations

which are more melodramatic than convincing.

BERTLEVYETTES.
The first of the Bert Levy motion picture
cartoons was shown by the world Film Corporation at private exhibition this week. The
series are planned as a single-reel novelty.
Mr. Levy appears before an eaale, bows and
begins to draw. The screen picture then becomes a hand which swiftly sketches In the
faces of noted American public men. For the
first reel several of the presidents were shown,
ending with President Wilson.
The work
grows rapidly, but. in accordance with Mr.
Levy's artistic method, the complete face is
not made recognizable until the last minute,
when a few lightning strokes complete the
portrait.
It is a delight to watch Mr. Levy's
work. The effects are strong snd simple and
worked out In broad treatment, the sketches
growing in white or red lines from a black
background.
At the end the artist Is again
disclosed long enough to bow his acknowledgments.
The series are highly interesting, as
well as Instructive, and make a most entertaining novelty, altogether away from what
the film has been accustomed to In cartooning
or sketching.

CAMEOKIRBY.
The newest Lasky release In the Paramount program Is "Cameo Klrby," a fourpart feature with Dustln Farnum In the
part.
At a private showing a few days
ago It was disclosed as an absorbing story,
holding plenty of dramatic effectiveness, In-

name

teresting romance which gets away from the
hackneyed and commonplace and a picturesque
narrative of extraordinary clarity.
Farnum.
as the "gentleman-gambler" In the days of
southern chivalry, Mississippi steamboat adventure and other ante-bellum details of romance, makes a highly satisfactory figure.
The surroundings framing the characters have
been happily selected to help out the illusion
of the south before the war, and the personages of the cast have likewise been well
chosen for type.
The Illusion Is helped by
every artifice of scenic setting and appearance.
One small detail that falls to carry
conviction Is a Mississippi steamboat race
In which dummy boats are used, Although
even here the natural settings are so cleverly
dove-tailed that the trlckerv gets over. There
are several Incidents which carry real dramatic tension. The chase of Cameo by a posse
on an unjust charge of murder has suspense,
and the duel In the woods during which Klrby
and Moreau, the Rambler, play hide-and-seek,
furnishes a thrill.
The story has a pretty
love Interest and there are a few moments of
oulet comedy, handled mostly by Dick La
Reno, an Lnrkln Bunee, Klrby's gambling
partner, a character who adds much to the
Interest of the tnle. as handled by La Reno.
Winifred Kingston Is nn altogether bewitching crinoline girl of the "hefo* the wah"
days.
"Cameo Klrby" Is a first-class feature.

SINS OF THE MOTHERS.
The feature of this week's Vita graph theatre
show Is "The Sins of the Mothers," a four-part
drama, the first prize winner In the New York
Evening Sun's scenario contest, written by
Elaine Sterne and produced by Ralph W. Tnce.
"A Pulsating, Throbbing. Alluring five-part

Drama of the Curse of Heredity," Is the Imposing description set forth on the program.
bills lntolv have leaned much
to "serious" purposes.
This time the 'purpose" of the drama Is to point out how a
mother's paHslon for gambling descends upon
her daughter end brlnrs about the tragic destruction of her happiness and flnnllv her violent death.
The. storv hns n rood deal of
melodramatic force, but the pos«> of hlsh moral
purpose on the part of the producers Is a
<hrnr> device
The film
nur.-tv a muckraking melodrama purporting to expose the
evils of modern society.
The moral preachment may have been an afterthought. Mrs.
Raymond (Julia Swayne Gordon) drives her
husband to financial ruin and suicide by her
«*travagance and bridge debts
Her daughter
Trlxle (Anita Stewart) Is educated In a convent, but upon entering society swiftly becomes
the victim of the gambling mania. Her mother
The Vltagraph'a

|
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Is secretly proprletresH of a gambling house.
Trlxie marries Norrls Graham, the district attorney, and by a series of weak surrenders to
her passion for gambling becomes involved In
debt.
Her mother sells out her interest In the
gaming establishment to one Devole. Trlxie,
as a member of a slumming party, enters the
place and plays. She returns and loses $3,000,
Trixie's
for which she gives Devole a note.
husband, as the district attorney, raids Devole's
place while Trixle is in the private office of
the proprietor (lured there by Devole to defeat
the purpose of the raider), and is killed when
Devole fires his revolver through the private
office door In an effort to kill the district attorney.
There are half a dozen well-staged mob
scenes, one when Mrs. Raymond's husband
sinks to ruin on the stock exchange, again In
the gambling rooms and during the showing of
a horse race, where the grandstand and betMiss
ting ring crowds come into the action.
Stewart does extremely well with the rather
difficult and unsympathetic character of Trlxie,
but wears some of the most freakish clothes
seen this long time.

SHOULD A WOMAN DIVORCE?
depends.
If her husband wears one
evening dress suit and two black bows through
six years and five reels, yes. And if he leaven
a room with one of the black bows striped In
white, reaching the next room with an all-black
bow on, yes, again. Or If the most eminent
surgeon In New York receives his patients in
the dirty looking white uniform usually worn
by an interne on an ambulance, and which the
same surgeon had on six years before in Vail,
IoWa, still yes. And If a Packard car can leave
a depot with the top up, In clear weather,
reaching the farm house with the top down,
then going to Chicago (from Vail I and again
to New York, seemingly on fast pauenger
trains (along with the principals), divorce the
husband or the car by all means. These most
noticeable errors of detail In a poor picture
opening at Weber's last Saturday have as
much direct relation to the title as the title
has to the story unfolded. It looks very much
as though the Ivan Film Productions, after
laboring through these five reels, were at a loss
what to call the feature, so they gave it the
only value it can possibly have In "Should a
Woman Divorce?" There's nothing else, exTho
cepting poor acting and photography.
two principal players are Leonid Samoloff and
Lea Lei and. Miss Leland played the girl at
the seminary who was In love with Dr. Franklin, but returned home after graduating and
fell in love with a cattle dealer (Mr. Samoloff).
Sbo married him and they had a child. One
day her husband got soused and bought a
couple of drinks for a couple of young women
The wife got him at it. Not
in a cabaret.
knowing the code In those serious affairs, the
wife walked down to the river (near High
Bridge, New York though scene is in Chicago) and started to drown. Thinking better
of It, she went back to Dr. Franklin's house
and lived with him for six years, having another child.
After Old Doc Franklin had
everybody in the picture plugging for him as
a surgeon, the husband made up his mind
there was no one else who could operate on
his daughter, so he and she went to see Doc.
While there the husband met his wife. He
wanted her to come back to him, but she said
she for the doc forever. The doc commenced
to worry.
Suppose his near-wife should blow
He became
him for her regular husband?
Then he died, but
blind thinking about It.
the picture beat him to It by three reels. And
the wife packed up the two children, the No. 1
and the No. 2, turned down her husband and
walked out on a family group. It needed Ave
parts to unwind this Immoral and Impossible
story, and still it didn't answer "Should a
Woman Divorce?" One or two of the principals Roomed capable of giving a good performance If they had the opportunity. One was the
young girl f i lend of the wife. A couple of
rural bumpkins were quite painful in their
comedy efforts, and "Should a Woman Divorce?" may be said to be bad enough to be
They
classed with the foreign feature films.
could place this film In the same Packard car
and use the whole for a bridge jumping scene
in a meller without ensuing loss to the public,
or the promoters of the picture, If they seriously intend exhibiting It might retain the
Packard for a quick getaway after an admisSimr.
sion Is charged to see it.
It

all

—

the Premier and

staff into
hI&U
trapping Enrico.
The latter Is stabbed to
death as he leaves Valerie's house. "A Royal
Imposter" Is well mounted and handsomely
costumed.

"A Royal Imposter"
by the Eclectic.

"The Return of the Twins' Double" is a
three-reel Universal with Grace Cunard playing three roles. The story has a woman thief
She Is the Image of
as the leading character.
society girl twins, and makes trouble for the
She is
girls by Impersonating one of them.
Wh'le
finally caught and sentenced to prison.
on her way to the prison the train she ;a »n
meets with an accident and in the con iu.- ion
she escapes, returning to her old haunta. She
visits the home of the twins on the first night
she la free and while there the father of the
girls Is killed.
One of the daughters Is accused of the murder. It looks as If she would
be sentenced to the chair.
The crook learns
of her plight and swears the daughter did
not do the killing, that it was done by a man.
She is then released for turning state's evidence.
The picture Is rather Interesting and

of

Enrico,

is in

five parts,

Abbott Minnie

Lottie

Conroy
Coaray

&

Alexander & Scott Orpheum Duluth
Allen Minnie Co Orpheum Los Angeles

Correlli ft Gillette Keith's Philadelphia

Adler & Arline Colonial N Y
Alexander Kids Hudson Union Hill

(Jan.

TEMPTATION.

Temptation'' is a four-reeler preby G. Blake Garrison, made by the
Imperator and released by the Mldgar Features.
The picture Is English with an English cast.
The story opens with two shipwrecked men battling for their lives on a
meagre raft. One fears he is to die and tells
the other the story of his life,
being afraid
he would be accused of killing a man, he ran
away from his native land and took along
money the dead man had in his possession.
The shipwrecked man then gives to the other
the money and asks him to return It to the
proper party.
The man taking the money Is
rescued and returns to England with the Idea
that he will return the money.
As he Is
about to give the money to the woman to whom
belongs, he decides to keep it.
it
The girl
supposed to have the money falls In love with
him and they are married, the man buying the
home that was foreclosed on her. He makea
plenty of money from the coal mines located
on the property and everything runs smoothly
until he begins to worry abjut the other man
probably being alive.
The couple have a
young son and the family Is very happy. The
husband writes to a steamship company asking them If they knew anything in regard to
the man in question.
This man happens to
be in the employ of the company and gets the
letter.
His memory, blank for some time, returns and he decides he wl'l And out what
the situation is at his old hune and If the
"Life's

sented

*

money was

He

really returned.

II.

it

arrives

Avon Comedy

explosion in the mine.
The first had
made from a model and enlarged. The
mine thing was rather cheaply arranged. Of
the cheaper grade of features. It will do for

been

4

BENTHAM

DAVIS and MATHEWS

Barnold's

Touring Loaw Circuit
Next Waak (Jan. 4), Empress, Salt Lake

Orpheum Los Angeles

Sanaa A Crawford

Variety

D*AnrtDe Joanatts Montreal Indef

N Y

Dog* & Monkeys Variety N Y

Baroutn Duchess Variety .N Y
Big Jtaa P Bernstein HW Bway
Bowors Frad V A Co Variety N Y
Bowers Walters A Crooker Orpheum Circuit
Bracks Savon care Tansig 104 L 14th St N Y C

NYC

Brady A Maaaaey Variety N Y
Brooks Wallia Variety N Y
Buck Bros Variety N Y
Busse Miss care Cooper 1416 Bway

BYAL

and
Direction,

NYC

174

E

S.

N YC

71st St

big spectacles the

$."W>

day service turns out It is highly Imperative
and apparently absolutely necessary that the
picture houses In the cosmopolitan neighborhoods and which get by at five cents a throw
must have a feature.
This feature perforce
must nine times out of ten be a meller with
climaxes rind whl -h in the billing must have
a few thrills standing out to provide the ballyhoo needed to draw.
In the avenue neighborhoods where the cheaper movies flourish
this old fashioned mclndnimntic service gets a

CHIP
In

list

Filtn

The^e are

to

Co.'s
liavi

feature

Now

it

of) 10 cents

Your*

at

the rate

up

to

40

Chicago, IU.

Bway

care Cooper 1416

NYC

I

VAUDEVILLE

Frank J Herbert VUagraph Studio Bklyn
Frey Henry 1777 Madison Ave N Y C

Gallagher & Carlin Majestic Milwaukee
Gardiner Trio Shea's Toronto

In

Mgr.

Direction,

your mail

receipt of

HARRY WRBU

la

through

! !

VARIETY'S

Address Department
can't go wrong. No forwarding. No delay.
May be changed weekly.
LINE, SS
(52 times).
Name in bold face type, same apace and time, $10.
Send name and address, permanent, reute or where

ONE

YEARLY

permanent address

will

playing,

with

remittance,

to

bo inserted during any open time.)

"THE PRICE HE PAID"
5- Part

Feature baaed on the Famous

Poem by

Ella Wheeler Wilcox
to

the

(Warner's)
nearest you.

United

Exchange

IMPERIAL
ANIMATED SONGS
Moving Pictures that move

to the

K Tlhm.h
Managing Director.

Amusement Producing
LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA

Theatres Film and
Accessory Co., Inc.

All

Main

rhythm

Palace Theatre Building or
Imperial M. P. Co. of New York, Inc.

Co.

H. M. Horkhelmer, Prea. and Gen. Mgr*
E. D. Horkhelmer, Sac. and Trees.
Manufacturers of Dramatic Feature Film*
known aa "The Pictures Beautiful,"

Office!

New

of song.

Booked through
United Booking Office F. F. DepL,
I

\

It

Write

Hmw.it-.

N

AND SEVEN LITTLE FOYS

The one bast way to insure prompt

Great

solicitously,

(Formerly

46th St

<le-

Square Dealing, Quick and Efficient

BERT HOWARD

W

MARY
JACK E. GARDNER
MARBLE
-CURSE YOU. JACK DALTON"
"THE LAND OF DYKES"

supplied paper

charges for it
for one-sheets

St.,

A Byron,

127

put

cents for six sheets.

office.

Variety London

and

(If route,

to he rented at $2 a reel.

The General formerly
free.

Fagan

VARIETY, New York.

anotbrr
of cut rate features on the market.
saiil

Mary

Mr A Mrs Hugh

REGARDING MAIL

from the w-ird go. being a threethe Features Ideal tradethe United Film Serv-

is

French Orpheum Portland Ore

&

VAUDEVILLE

JOHN W. DUNNE,

with

The General

&

Ernie

O

Hence the reason that pictures of the
type of "The Wolf's Prey" are turned out
As the title Implies this
here and abroad.

partimfit

BRENNAN

and

Ernie Orpheum Duluth
Eugene Trio Orpheum Kansas City

Cantwell & Walker Orpheum San Francisco
Carr Nat 10 Wellington Sq London £ng
(artmell & Harris Orpheum Los Angeles
Carus & Randall Maryland Baltimore
Dora 9 Riverside Ave Newark N J
Citvo Orpheum Sioux City
(hinko Orpheum San Francisco

play.

picture

SYBIL

IN

a

film is meller

Orleans

Dickinson Rube Orpheum Omaha
Divinoff Ida Orpheum Minneapolis
Dyer Hubert Co Orpheum Denver

Esnsnatt

JBarrpmore

SAM

THE WOLF'S PREY.

V

New

JIM

Eis

etw
IN

Williams Variety N
Brennen Orpheum

ft

filtaanath

a nickel house.

No matter how many

A

Devlno

Diamond

"Nifty nonsense"

EARLY
BENTHAM
M.

Deeley Ben Co Orpheum Denver
De Felice Carious Variety N Y
DeHaven & Nice Orpheum Oakland
De Long Maidie Variety N Y

DIAMOND

DORA

CARL

the Bcene

the

Shea'a, Buffalo

S.

Alpine Troupe Shea's Toronto
Anthony & Mack Temple Rochester
Arco Bros Orpheum Montreal
Asahi Troupe Orpheum Los Angeles

upon

and the wife Is confronted by him.
Rather than convict her husb.\id as dishonest
she tells the man he turned the money over
to her.
The picture has the son caught In an
explosion in the mine and the father rescuing
him after a hard struggle.
The feature is
fairly Interesting, though the big dramatic
points do not
impress greatly.
The big
scenes are the burning of a ship at sen and

4),

Y C

Cronin Morris Co Orpheum Sioux City
Cross A Josephine Variety N Y

TROUPE
ALPINE
Neat Waak

the big feature.

PRICE CUTTING CONTINUES.

Suite 510, Hartford Building, 8
am now the Manuring Director of the above
Service—OUR MOTTO.
Can and will book FIRST CLASS ACTS.

Hamilton Keith's Washington
Grand Syracuse
LeMaire Keith's Boston
A LaMaira care Shuberts
Cook Jo* Variety N Y
Corradkai P care Taosig 104 E 14th St N
Collins

one or two real dramatic points. The
train wreck was badly done.
Miss Cunard is

LIFE'S

&

Clark

Tampa Tampa

Edward Variety N T
Adams Rax 4 Co Variety N Y

Aftelea

has

EXCHANGE
MUTUAL THEATRICAL
South Dearborn
CALL, WRITE OR WIRE.

Next Week (January 4)
Players may be listed in this department weekly, either at the theatres they arc
appearing in or at a permanent or temporary address (which will he inserted when route
is not received) for $5 yearly, or if name is in bold type, $10 yearly.
All are eligible to
this department.

ice.
In addition to the villain getting in his
dirty work and receiving his Just deserts,
there's a chl'd sentiment that helps it in
snots. '"The Wolfs Prey"' Is best suited where
the houses can't afford the more expensive
service.

market-

The player enacting the

who becomes

I

Where Players May Be Located

mark and marketed bv

the royal 1mposter by killing the crown prince and assuming his royal garb, does some bully work and
makes a innnly li'ad. This film is colored, and
combined with the excellent Interior furnlHhInus and settlncp. makes the picture worth
more than passing notice. Valerie loves Enrico who stabs the crown prince to death and
throws his body Into the waters below the castle.
Enrico Is informed of the death of the
king and he dons the royal raiment without
plot.
anyone suspecting his part
In
the
The bogus king does nnt follow the set rules
of the royal household and prescribes new
policies which arouse suspicion with his aides.
Then his desire to see Valerie again who Identifies the corpse of the real prince as that of
Enrico and signs a p.'iper that the prince not
only killed him but nM.-mntcd to fore his atValerie unknowingly astentions upon her.
role

ADDRESS DEPARTMENT

RETURN OF THE TWINS' DOUBLE.

part

A ROYAL IMPOSTER.
ed

royal

the

Owners
in

of the

New York
M.

F.

12t

West

44th St.

York, N. Y.

ALLIANCE FILM EXCHANGE
State and Northern New Jer»<Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

TOBIAS,

Buffalo

Office:

18

Chapin

•

Block

"L.I..4

j

VARIETY
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PICTURES

JMOUNt,

DANIEL FROM MAN
PRESENTS

lorcncc
Reeo
FAMOUS EMOTIONAL

Flaw

DRAMA.

THE

Alto
By
tf£H*y Arthur Johl

FLORENCE RtXDS
FIRST

APPEARANCE

MOTION WCTURe5
IN A VIVID PHOTOIN

PRODUCTION OF
THE GREAT INTERNATIONAL DRAMATIC SUCCESS - In

Five Parts

Released Jan. I 1th
PRODUCED BY THE

ADOLPH
DANIEL FROM MAN.Hm^^

ZUKOR., Presided.
(fcrertor

EDWIN S

PORXER-JecKn.c.1

[Wtor

Executive Offices.
^

213-229 W. 26m STREET,

FAMOUS
MATUHtS
A AYtAH PA
•

{

NEW YORK.

'

FAMOUS C

.

,

V

Grees Karl 3 Mariahilf Str Biagen Rhein
Guerite Laura Variety London
Gygi Ota Variety N Y

George Edwin Columbia St Louis
Gibson Hardy Variety N Y
Gillette Lucy Maryland Baltimore
Glenn Carrie Variety N Y
Golden Claude Orpheum Sioux City
Gordon ft Rica Forsyth Atlanta
Gould & Ashlyn Orpheum Montreal
Gordon ft Elgin Variety New York

Hagans

JOHN"'KNIGHT
R. GORDON
AND DAY"

Hayama

4),

4 Variety

Variety

NY

Bushwlck, Brooklyn

N Y

HYMACK

MR.

In

Next Week (Jan.

4 Australian

Hamilton Jean Touring England
Harrah Great Pantages Salt Lake
Hart Maria ft Billy Orpheum Memphis

M At Mlaaitt Jua

Oft*
ft Caff erf Orpheum Los Angeles
Grazers The Orpheum Des Moines
Green Ethel Columbia St Louis
Qray Trie Variety N Y

CURTIS

ft

Gormley

HaywanI Stafford ft Ce Variety N Y
Hermann Adelaide Hotel Pierpont N

Y

WORLD

FILM
CORPORATION

Qtytt) bib

nut nirite an aimertiflement
tltia

PRESENTS

JElfejj

meek,

want gnu to get

in personal

tmtrli mill) tljem.

flnu ktuim tljeg are
liotrte

on

flerra Wig.,

Beatriz

Michelena

Mrs. Wigga of the Cabbage Patch"
Ass* Crawlers' Finn**! Varslwi
diet's Faneei Nsvalt.

After

sf

tka

faaNi

AIIm Hajss

Wlest sf tka Csiiaaa Patth and Levey Mary,
Prolans' tirasak isealal arrasa«B«at wits Llealer 4
Ce.
Ratase* Jan. 4
A California M. p. Cerasratisa ftatsrs
Mr*.

s

BERT LEVY

IN

artlit-tatertslser

Is

tfea

tNE

art

"Barttnyttts"

'GREAT AMERICANS, PAST
AND PRESENT
Prsiatsi

seder the flrertJae af
Ideate* Jss. 4

111 Alestt

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION COMMUNICATE
WITH THE NEAREST BRANCH OF THE

|

WORLD
LEWIS
13*

FILM

CORPORATION!
M

SELZNICK, V.-Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
WEST 4fTH STREET, NEW YORK
J.

branches throughout the
United States and Canada
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»t

THE

44th

STREET

Steam Heated
Bath and Every

NOW AT

W.

67

New

PAULINE COOKE,

Broadway and 8th

A

Fireproof Building.

ONE
A

T"
$1 DAY

HILDA

ST.

Hotel Plymouth
38th St. (Between

99

$l

Bi» Reductions to Weekly Guests
Every room has hot and cold running water, electric light and
long distance telephone.
Phone 1520 Greeley
EUROPEAN PLAN
T. SINNOTT, Manager

at

N«w

to

Sole Proprietress

KING EDWARD

Formerly

Y.City

TWO IN
5
A
~T~
DAY ROOM

to atop
City.

VICTORIA HOTEL
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Throw from Broadway

Stone's

1N

ROOM

Ave.), N.

NEW

lac*
York

NEW YORK

IN

14S-1SS WEST 47TH STREET, Juet off Broadway.
Very Heart of New York"
Absolutely Fireproof
JM Rooms, 2M Private Baths
EVERY MODERN CONVENIENCE
Rooms (Running Water) (It* and Upward. Room aad Bath, fUS

The

Five Minutes' Walk to Jt Theatres
POPULAR
CHAS. A. HOLLINCSWORTH, Proprietor

PRICE RESTAURANT

AN IDEAL HOTEL FOR PROFESSIONALS

a

IM
CLEANEST

TOWN

IN

114-11$

tit

SH

and til

Bryant

Tel.

New

W.

41th ST.
8560-8561

four- room apartments
plete for housekeeping.

I

RATES:

Pri-

UP WEEKLY

$12

sis

llt.St

mi

Tel.

3431

m w. m

Bryant

Bryant

1*44

clean

tionally

ST.

4293-6131

and

Comfortable

Decidedly clean, four and
five-room apartments with
private baths, carefully furnished.

com-

vate bath, telephone, electricity.

Bryant

Tel.

excepand
three

Clean aad Airy
Private Rath, S-4

four-room apartments, thor-

oughly furnished

for housePrivate baths.

keeping.

up

$8.00

West 38th

252-254

UP WEEKLY

St., off

scrupulously -L"~. baths
lit rooms, scrup

Telephone

41SS

on every

Weekly

floor,

Greeley

TeUphoae Bryant

MUSIC ROOM FOR USE OF GUESTS

JO

2317

Furnished Apartment*

and Rooms

steam heat, electric light and gaa

$1 to Si

Hotel for gentlemen.

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
310

W. 4&TH

$2 np

a weak

NEW

WEST

UM

COME AND SEE ME.

PUT THIS IN YOUR DATE BOOK

BILLY

44

if
221

Saint Paul Hotel
T
en-story building, absolutely fireproof,

phono

every room.

in

b*tk n
VL
4sf
Bedroom and Bath,

S

5**.

'

$2

La

Parisienne

MAISON ROUX
West 47th
Rooms end

11*

NEW YORK

St.

OS

Ith

At.,

hot. 4tth

*

41st StS.

Hot
Roast
Turkey,
Duck,

American plan.

HOURS.

41th Street

MEAL SERVICE AT ALL

Private Baths.

Rehearsals.

Music Room for
'Phone 10SS Bryant

/

VeaL

SERVED AND TAKEN OUT ALL DAY.

S&.'rS..

palm garden

Pabst Beer on Draught

Opea

till

2

A.

M.

Fine Music
RAZZETTl a CELLA,

Props,

—Kings of the Roaat Meets—
Originators In this sty U cooking

NO BRANCHES.
TELEPHONE. 4723- Bryant.

Inge Clara Orpheum New Orleans
Ioleen Sisters Temple Rochester
Irwin Flo Co Keith's Philadelphia
Irwin

May Co

J
Johnston Johnny Co Orpheum Los Angeles
Johnstons Musical Empire Newcastle Eng
Jomelli Jeanne Orpheum Seattle
Jordan it Doherty Bijou Lansing
Josefssohn John Iceland Glims Co Pantagee
Spokane
Juliet Keith's Providence

Keekag Edgar Leeds Variety N Y
Kimberly A Mohr Orpheum Montreal
Kingston A Ebner Orpheum Des Moines
Charles

Kam merer a Howland Rehoboth Mass
a Brown Orpheum Omaha
Kaufman Minnie Orpheum San Francisco
Leighton

167

W

145th St

— Thornton

L

N Y C

Same

Stations.

m 5By00™*. week,
the

$*-$•

$ l.SS

and

Tele-

distance

$14

per day

aad up.

TelepheneM^lumbus

|TH
l l ||

U

Hm
DWN

^

*ve

-

Week Daya,

etc.

Kins
Kirk

&

Co.

Fogarty Forsyth Atlanta

Kramer A Pattison Orpheum Lincoln
Kronold Hans Orpheum St Paul
-

cere

Bohm

La Croix Paul Variety

N Y

1547

Bwsy

FRANK LE DENT
JAN

Virginia

11,

HIPPODROME, NORWICH, ENG.

Leslie Bert

A

Co Variety

Next Week (Jan.

NYC

Lamberti Orpheum

Empress, Denver

ft-E\»VJ
Original "Rathskeller Trio"

Care

LOEW CIRCUIT
Direction. FRANK BOHM

4),

Lewis Harry Keith's Providence
Lewis Tom Co Temple Detroit

Omsha

Lamb's Manikins

N Y

Blanche Leslie

Langdons The Grand Syracuse

Kalmar

&

II

/

Ismed Majestic Milwaukee

Kelso

I ! II
1

Vaudeville Stock Sketch Artiste
Care VARIETY, Sen Francisco

Majestic Milwaukee 1/

Kennedy Jack Co Temple Rochester

All baths with shower attachment.

MIU.UI I
WttWtee
"•^wTtVw^^
THE RENDEZVOUS OF "THEATRICALS BEST"
TURNING THEM AWAY NIGHTLY

Catering to Vaudevuie s Bluo List

Schilling House
Weet
NEW YORK

f||f||

LUMb 4k.

board.
Special accommodations
profeaalonal people.
Cuialns Francaiae
Prices Mode rate
Talephpno._Bryant 1S4S

107-iSf

[NEW YORK CITY

Private bath,

and up.

CITY

AN ITALIAN DINNER YOU WONT FORGET
1M-11I Wait 4Mb It

for

ROTISSERIE

NEW YORK

AND COLUMBUS AVE.

SSTH ST.

RATES

'•*.

SPECIAL RATES TO THE PROFESSION.

THEATRICAL PROFESSION

SSTH STREET,

sth and fth Ave.
from Century, Colonial. Circle and Park Theetrea.
, U,
?!25? Parlor,
Li
Suites,

THE RENDEZVOUS OF THE

WEST

One block from Central Park Subway,

All Conveniences.
Rehearsal Rooi

NEW YORK

ST.,

NEW YORK

of the profession

49TH ST.,
YORK
far 2 eenaan, $1.H. Wit* PrfrmU Beth, fUf
Parlor Bedroom end Beth,

221

CLARIDGE APARTMENTS

SSTJPffitCT

and up
Three and Fear Roses Apartments
irge resets 94.M

Up

MARKWE

EL.

NEW YORK

7th Avenue,

m

Heat

SPECIAL PROFESSIONAL RATES

ARTHUR

$2.50 to $5.00

FURNISHED APARTMENTS
323 West 43rd Street, NEW YORK CITY
s

UNDER MANAGEMENT OF THE OWNER

E

» roadway)

THE CLAMAN

754 aod 7.4 fib AVE., at 47th It

building,
just completed, with handsomely furnished three and
fireproof

off

Boat leeataea la town.
Kitchenette apartments; Single and doable rooms, with bath
Attractive prices to the profession.

Steam Heated, Centrally Located in the Theatrical District in the City of
NEW YORK. For the Comfort and Convenience of the Profession.

THE ANNEX

NEW YORK

47TH STREET,

( Jnst

1 SO Furnished Apartments
HENRI COURT

WEST

Littlejohns

VARIETY, New York

The Variety N Y

^^^^

Lloyd Alice Orpheum San Francisco
Lohse & Sterling Shea's Buffalo

Loughlin's Dogs Orpheum Des Moines
Lowes Two Variety N Y

La Rue Grace Orpheum Memphis
Lauri

Roma

Lawrence

Variety

N Y

A Edwards

Maryland Baltimore

Manny

ft

Roberts Variety

Mardo * Hunter

25

N

N Y

Newstead Ave St Louis

V \RIE1 Y

53
x=s

«* TO
.

.

i.

ACTS COMING TO CHICAGO STOP AT

HOTE.L CARLE/TON

YANDIS COURT
241-247

West 43rd

FIRE

IN

417-11 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE
WITHIN TMHI SLOOal OF TM UtOXST DOWNTOWN T HUT til

in housekeeping apartments

FURNISHED COMPLETE FOR HOUSEKEEPING

dark

405 N.

St,

CHICAGO,

Special Rates to tho Profession

WELLINGTON HOTEL
Wahaah Ave. and Jackson

Rmte» $10.00 to $14.00 Weekly

Blvd.

J.

HOTELYAN CORTLANDT
NEW YORK

JUST EAST OF

BROADWAY

good service, absolutely fireproof. A home-like transient sad family
hotel.
Telephone in every room.
Moderate Prices
Restaurant sad Grill equal to oar

Centrally located,

Room*

Roams with

large, light, elry

and

Rooms with oath

us© of bath $150 and up.

Parlor toolroom and bath $3 and. up, lor omo or two

SPECIAL RATES TO THE PROFESSION.

HOTEL

Prospect Avenue
S Mtautes* Walk from

$2 and up.
porsoua,

WEEKLY RATES

a

Tige

a

Y

Sutton f04 Palace BIdf

NY

Bahette Keith's Ciaeinnstl
Baltimore

Tnx Helen Marylsnd

HOTEL TAFT
Rooms 5Sc— 75c with use
with

private
double.

bath

Sl.St

of bathi
dally eln«le

and

Pas

New York

Rates to the profession— S3,
weekly, single or double.

or

Greeley

$5

$4,

and

$•

Valli Muriel
Billy B

Vsa

a

Arthur Variety

Vaa Harbor

NH

Hope Vernon
U. S. O. aad

KM.

Olfaction,

Orpii—i

3

presents

MARCONI BROS.
AL

BOB

Oakland Will Co Orpheum Denver
Okabe Japs Dominion Ottsws

PRANK EVANS

Pauline
Peal son

&

la

a Yarievr If
YarsstysT Y

W

"Dreamland"

,

*

Goldie Keith's Cleveland

L O 18 Empire Newsrk.
Crackerjacks 4 Haymarket Chicago.
Dreamlands 4 Englewood Chicago 11 Gsyety
Detroit
Fay Foster Co 4 Century Kansas City.

In Geo. Ado's

Comedy

"SPEAKING TO FATHER"*

Ida MY
K rfcI
L

Primrose

4

Grand Syracuse

tasrBL

HARRY WEBER

_„,___ __._

Reaards

& Ferrari Orpheum Memphis
* Sweetheart Taov
Newhoff & Phelps Colonial Erie

Natalie

Nestor Ned

Nfalo A Spoasor JO 11th St Bklya
Nichol Motors osre Belmsr 14W Bway

NYC
AastralU

Noble * Brooho TivoH Sydney
Nonette Keith's Washington
North Frank Co Orpheum Kansas City

PAUL

NORTON

-

Variety II "Y
Vsriety

BIRD?

u. ». o.

NICHOLSON

VON TILZER
DirostJoa,

and

NORD

,

«int|Tm

MAX HART

Walton a Vivian 9 W. ftth Bt N Y
Ward Bros Forsyth Atlsnts
Wsrner Genevieve Co Orpheum Los Angeles
Weber Chas Orpheum Minneapolis
Wells a Bundy Columbia St Louis
Weston a Clare Orpheum Memphis

OXYCENI

Tooth Powder

Pruitt Bill Keith's Louisville
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Harry Weber Presents
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& Frabito Orpheum Lincoln
Orpheum Kansas City

MATTHEWS SHAYNE
And Company,

go Variety

P
Parrillo

Tho Wireless Orchestra

Von He*

sj

Broadway Olrls 4 L O.
Cherry Blossoms 4 Corinthian Rochester.
City Belles 4 Howard Boston.
City Sports 4 Temple Ft Wsyne.
College Girls 4 Miner's Bronx New York 11

Tinas

Vlollnsky

HARRY WEBER

Auto Olrls 4 Savoy Hamilton Ont.
Beauty Parade 4 Princess St Louis 11 Qayety
Kansas City.
Beauty Youth ft Folly 4-6 New Nixon Atlantic
City 7-9 Grand Trenton.
Behman Show 4 Westminster Providence 11
Qayety Boston.
Ben Welch Show 4 Oayety Buffalo 11-18
Baatable Syracuse 14-16 Lumberg Utlcs
„
Big Jubilee 4 Qayety Detroit 11 Qayety IjBig Revue 4 Cadillac Detroit.
Big Sensation 4 Qayety Baltimore.
Bohemians 4-6 Majestic Perth Amboy 7 South
Bethlehem 8 Easton.
Bon Tons 4 Empire Brooklyn 11 L O 18 Westminster Provldenos.
Bowery Burlesquers 4 Gsyety Toronto 11
Qayety Buffalo.

Y

II

Headquarters
to All Thoatros

ronto.

Tsuds Hsrrry Columbia St Louis

38th St. and 6th Ave.

Thestrical

Too Mutates' Walk

PHILADELPHIA
Y

Tasker Anns Co Orpheum Lincoln

WE WANT YOUR IUSINESS

REGENT HOTEL, lit N. 14TH
HOTEL, ltl N. 14TH
METROPOLE HOTEL, MS N. 12TH ST.
E. E. CAMPBELL Prop, aad Mgr.

Dad's Theatrical Hotel

Shenasa a Be Forest Vsriety N Y
SkatoUo Bert a Hanoi Variety N Y
Stafford a Stone Bcho Farm Nsuriet N
Staaley Ailoea Variety N Y
Stanley Forrest Burbsak Los Aageles

Eimo CorWtm Variety N Y
1 ana lfU Elder Ave N

MO.

ST. LOUIS,

Cleveland

St

Philadelphia

NEW REGENT

ma

Sutton Mcfauyre

COOKE'S HOTEL

CAFE CABARET EVERY NIGHT

The TALGARTH

Steatosis

well furnished.

Formerly

Theatrical Hotel of tho Bettor Class"
Walnut Street above Eighth

—eneuoW»aoo^s»nn»ssnsBesaw»»»»»«»oen»»^»PPSBO»»»

A. RILEY, Manager

SPECIAL

SHERMAN'S HOTEL
"A

Opposite Caaino Theatre

CHICAGO
Rates to the Profession

49TH STREET

Hotel

ILL.

F. H. LONG, Prop.
(Formerly of the St. Charles Hotel. St. Louis)

These apartments are beautifully decorated, sumptuously furnished and arranged for privacy to satisfy the most critical.

WEST

r^TTTsP
AflCh TT
T
J. 1^1^.
VlllV//lUV/i

New Richmond

Located in the heart of the theatrical district. New fireproof buildings just completed with every modern device, consisting of one, two,
three and four-room steam-heated apartments, with kitchenette and
private bath.

142-14*

WEEK

ROOMS WITHTHEPRIVATE BATH
PROOF

NEW YORK
The newest thing

FREE USE OP ALHAMBRA HIPPODROME STAGE FOR REHEARSAL
THEATRE AND HOTEL UNDER SAME MANAGEMENT

UP.

PURPOSES.

Broadway)

Street (Just off

ARCHER AND 2§TH STREETS

STATE,

AND

3

Vsristv

NY

WILLIE WESTON
Of VAUDEVILLE
Sq Loadoi

Ritchie and Co.
W.THEE.ORIGINAL
TRAMP
CYCLIST
VARIETY, LONDON

Eochos's Moakey Music Hall a Maiden Hill
Garden* Msldea Bag
Roaair A Ward Variety N Y

WM.

Diraotsoa,

MORRIS a FEIL

Weston a Leon Lyric Birminghsm
White & Jsson Orpheum Des Moines
Willie Bros Temple Detroit
Wood Britt Temple Rochester

Calox is the one dental preparation
that does everything short of what a
dentist himself can do to keep your
mouth and teeth in perfect health.

Use

HM

and

-lured

la

FULTON

"The Caady Shop"

EN ROUTE

night and morning and white
sweet breath, and firm gums

it

teeth,

Zaaoll

are assured.

Co 4g*l Mfaalgaa Ave Chicago
Edward care Cooper 1414 Bway

NYC

All Druggists, 25c.

Sample and booklet
free on request.

BC1LES0UE ROUTES

McKESSOM i ROBBINS

MAUD

ROCK
f

SoBd

Francisco

N Y

Vl
.sriety
licaardiai Michael If Leicester

Whether or not you uso
Tooth Powder deon tho value you
sot upon your tooth.

Calox
pends

Ask

(Weeks Jan. 4 and 11.)
Al Reeves Beauty Show 4 Empire Toledo
Star & Garter Chicago.
American Beauties 4 Oayety Washington

for the Calox

Tooth

Brush, 36c.

11

11

Qayety Pittsburgh.

"A Pair of Sixes" Co.
t.boggs johni

SAVOY and BRENNAN
GIRL AND THE JOHNNIE
JrhC'W

Nosses Musical Pantsges Winnipeg

VARIETY, Now York

BURLESQUE. STOCK,
MUSICAL COMEDY

L.I

GERTRUDE EGAR

GEORGE DUPREE
PRODUCING COMEDIAN

|

33S

Weet

43d Street,

New York

I

SOUBERTE

VARIETY

34

NUTTY

NIFTY

NONSENSE

BY

Blanche Williams and Brother
INTRODUCING

MIRTH

BARNEY

Direction,

MELODY

MUSIC

A.

MYERS

WARD

POP

Organized and Established Since 1849
After thoroughly trying out for tho post 42 toots,
lease, high or low, with up- to-do to goods.

Now on

tho

Loow timo and mooing o

am bow

big Impression oad

of entertaining

tho

commood

any

of o live

FRANK BOHM
FRED

BEATRICE

BartonsLovera
PRESENTING

A Surprise

U

I would liko to toll
you without any self-

Every MinuteJ9
1

proiso
or conceit
that whilo playing
tho Keith Circuit (our

ALWAYS WORKING
Management

^ MYERS

]J #

#

This

managers Ib
have been
about

and
tho

tho

and can

truthfully state that

all cities

it Is

talking
Its

novelty

originality

not on ac-

tinct novelty

trip ovsr It),
both tho public oad
first

Strand Theatre Building

is

robatic act, but a dis-

the only one of

kind in America.

of

FOUR ROEDERS

Ed ^ Jack Smith
SINGERS AND DANCERS OF CLASS
Booked Over

MARCUS LOEW TIME

Western) for Forty Weeks
Arranged by jj #

A.

MYERS,

Care CHAS.

(Eastern
Solid

Strand Theatre Building,

Addrett

ROEDER'S INVENTION,

POUCHOT,

Palace Theatre Building,

New York

City

and

New York

THE SINGING FUNSTER— A SURE FIRE SINGLE
BOOKED SOLID W. V. M. A

EILEEN SHERIDAN

If

you

don't advertise in
don't advertise

VARIETY,

AND

PHIL W. PETERS
With Hastings' Big Show

Follies

Day 4-6

of

Lumberg

I'tlca

11

Follies of 1S>20 4-6

Bastable

Syracuse

7-9

Gayety Montreal.
Park O H Manchester 7-9

Worcester Worcester.

Follies of Pleasure 4 Victoria Pittsburgh.

French Models 4 Empire Cleveland.

GREETINGS TO ALL OIJR FRIENDS

Gaiety Girls 4 Casino Philadelphia 11 Empire

Hoboken.
Garden of Girls 4 Star Toronto.
Gay Morning Glorias 4 Murray Hill
Gay New Yorkers 4 Star Cleveland
Cincinnati.

New
11

York.

Olympic

Gay White Way

4 Casino Boston 11-13

Hartford 14-16 Empire Albany.
Gay Widows 4-6 Grand Pittsfleld

Grand

7-9 Gllmore

Springfield.

Ginger Girls 4

Empire Hoboken 11 Empire

Brooklyn.
Girls from Happyland 4 Columbia New York
11 Orpheum Paterson.
Girls from Joyland 7-9 Empire Holyoke.
Girls from Follies 4 L. O.
Girls of Moulin Rouge 4 Gayety Montreal

11-13 Empire Albany 14-16 Grand Hartford.

Globe Trotters 4 Olympic Cincinnati 11

Em-

pire Toledo.

SOUSA STARTS SEASON
APRIL

4.

1915

Golden

Crook 4

Star
Princess St Louis.

Gypsy Maids 4 L O

& Garter Chicago

11

Gayety Minneapolis.
Happy Widows 4 Star St Paul 11 Gayety Milwaukee.
Hasting's Big Show 4
Gayety
Boston
11
Columbia New York.
Hello Paris 4 Standard St Louis.
Heart Charmers 4 Columbia Indianapolis.
11

VARIETY
High Life Girls 4 Olympic New York.
Honeymoon Girls 4-0 Empire Albany
Qrand Hartford 11 Oayety Boston

EDWARD

7-9

Liberty Girls 4 Oayety Minneapolis 11 Star
St Paul.
Lovemakers 4 L O 11 Westminster Providence.
Marlon's Own Show 4 Empire Newark 11
Casino Philadelphia.
Million Dollar Dolls 4 Casino Brooklyn 11
Music Hall New York.
Mischief Makers 4 Trocadero Philadelphia.
Monte Carlo Girls 4 Grand Bqston.
Orientals 4 Gayety Philadelphia.
Prise Winners 4 L O 11 Empire Newark.
Passing Review of 1914 4 Stur Brooklyn
Robinson's Carnation Beauties 4 Music Hall
New York 11 Empire Philadelphia.
Roseland Girls 4 Columbia Chicago 11 Englcwood Chicago.
Rosey Posey Girls 4 Gayety Milwaukee 11
Columbia Chicago.
September Morning Glories 4 Buckingham
Louisville.
Social Maids 4

Orpheum Paterson

Brooklyn.
Star A Garter 4 Gayety

Pittsburgh

GROW
CLARK

11

Under the management

NOTE.—The REMPEL SISTERS are also playing
TIME, pending the outcojne of my suit against them.

Star

Tango Queens 4 Empress Columbus.
Girls

Tempters

"THE COURTS

(like the Mills

EXCEEDINGLY

FINE."

Adams Gus (C)
Adams Sam
Allen Claude (P)
Allen Mrs S (P)
Allyn Amy
Andrus Cecil

Meehan

Arlanne Elizabeth

Armond Grace
Armento Angelo (C)
Asi Han Shuang
Atlas Trio

Aug Edna
Lloyd

ft

A

Avery Van
Asard Ben

Carrie

Crossman Ruby (P)
Crownlnshleld Prank
Cullen Paul
Cummings Mr 8

Cameron Grace (C)

Baldwin Ada
Ballo Bros (P)
Banard Bert
Banks Ted
Banta Frank (P)

John

•

F

Barlow Hattle (P)
Barnes A- Crawford
Barnes ft Robertson
Barnes A Robinson
» (c >
Barnold J V
Barrett Patsy
Barry Katherlne

Margaret

I

R

(C)

E

D
Daley & OBrlen (P)
Dalley Robt L
Dailey C H Co

Dang Mr
Daniels Harry J
Darley Brian
Davenport Pearl (C)

Davidson H irry
Davis Albeit C
Davis Mark
Davison
Geo

W

Jack
Demar Paul

DeMe

Blondy 8 (P)
Bonner Alf
Boone Blanche
Bornhaupt Chas
Bovls A Darley
Bowsen Chas (C)
Bowser Cecil (P)
Boyce Nellie
Boyd A St Clair

Shirley

DeTrickey Coy
DeYoung Rose
ft Williams

Devlne
(P)

Doran Jos C
Dorman & Wilson
Dove Johnny
Drucker Jack (C)

Colleps Viola
Collins & Hart
Collins Joe (C)
Conlln Jas P

Duffy Margaret S
Duffy Tom
Dumond Jos
Dunmore Eileen (C)

Clinton Novelty
Clogg Halley

Dunn Maud
Dushan Peggy
DuVall Harry Mrs

Du Valle Vlda
Dwyer Lionel
E

Connolly Sisters
Connor Miss A R
Connors Edna Trio
Conroy Martin L

Edenberg Chas (C)
Ed las May
El don Bessie C

R

O

H

(C)

(C)

Elwyn David
Eno Jack (C)
Esmeralda Edna
Evans A (P)
Evans Ed
Evans Jack B

P

WEEK

IN

JAN.

Fay

Haney Margurlte
Hanlon Bros (P)
Harcourt Geneva
Harcout Leslie
Hardy Beth
Hardy Helen (P)
Hawkins Lee
Hayden A Stayman

ft

Cox

Sisters

Fennel Mrs Ed
Fennel ft Tyson
Fenton Marguerite
Finneran Jean
Fischer Ernest
Fisher Jeannette
Florence Daisy

A Wicks

$

MONEY

you have written, published or can sing a Song, and put

BUFFALO,
Write or wire now.

J.

Wm

Hall

(P)

Knapp Mr C
Knight Harlan
Kolb Florenze

Hayes

Ford Sisters
Ford Vivian
Forrester ft Lloyd

Heath Frankle
Hedges Elvln
Henry Jack F

Forrester Sidney (C)
Foster
A
Francis Milt (P)
Frank Elsie
Franklin Florence
Franklin A VIoletto
(C)
Franks 2
Fuller Mr

Herman Al
Hewin Nan

Gallerem Clotilda
Galvln Mr J A
Gardner H M

Holt Alf

G

Gehrue Mamie
Gerard A Gardner (P)
Giletti Fred
Gllmore ft La Mayne
Glrard Harry
Gird Harry A (P)
Glenn Carrie
Glissando MlTUe
Godfrey A Henderson

Golden Ed (P)
Golden Morris (P)
Goldman Jack
Goode Lillian
Goodrich Sisters
Gorden Mrs Jas
Gordon Jno R

Tllton Lucile

Trout Catherine
Tolans Musical
Tulllo ft Perona
Tunis Fay
Turner ft Graoe

Wm

V

Norton Ruby

Valentine Arthur

Norwood A Hall (P)

Van Dyke Paul
Vardon Frank (P)

Ormand Gertrude

Vaughn Vivian
Von A very Mrs (P)
Von Dell Florence

Otto Bros

Voss Eddie

O'Brien Bob (P)

E

ODonnell C

H

Owen Herman
Owens Mildred

W

Walker Bert
Page Helen
Palmer Cathryn
Parlllo

M

Lee Mr J
Leehler Ruth

Evelyn

Lloyd

Ix)rlmer

May

James Beatrice
James Mr ft Mrs (P)
James Stanley
James Walter
John Hans

Luclanna

(P)

Lucca

ft

Worth
Woods
Woods
Woods

Mary
Albert

B

Frank

T E

(P)

R

Woolard Dora (P)

Wyer E G
Wright A Albright

Radcllff Marie
Ramsden Clssle

Randolph Marie

Remgold Rose
Relth Neary (P)
Reyem ft Roy
Ulcardo Mrs E
Rlcardo Irene
Rice Mr ft Mrs
Richards Fred
Rigby Arthur

Lynch ft Boyne
Lynn Eddie
Lyons

W

Raymond Ray

Lorraine Hazel le
Ijoulae Miss J
Lowrey Jannette
Lucero P Harry

J

Whipple Bayonne
Wllker
H
Williams Harry
Williams Lottie
Williams The
Wilson Miss B
Wilson Ethel
Wlttrock Chas A

A Daye (P)

Racey Edward

Hugh

Londe Norma Leslie
Loral no A Dudley

Jackson C A E (P)
Jackson Harry A Kate

Whltesldes Ethel

W

Polk John
Porte Blanche
Porter Ed
Porty Charles
Powers Julia
Prince Maurice

Lessig Jack
Levering C Wilbur
Levy Jules
Lewis A Chapin
Lewis A Young

(P)

Webster Jesse
Wheeler Bert
White Belle

Perrin Vida
Peters Mr A Mrs I
Petry Lawrence
Phllbrlck
Pitt Charles

LeRoy Sam

Irving Mr B F
Irving Harry
Irving Jeannette

Ward ft Mack
Webb Harry L

Pelbam

Pltso

Leonard Billle
Leone Louis (P)
LeRoy Hilda

Hopkins Ethel (P)
Howards The (P)
Hubblefleld Mr (P)
Hughes Madeline
Hughes Viola E (P)
Hulbcrt Laura
Hurd The Magician
Hyde Jack
Ina's Troupe

R

Tom

Pltret Richard

LeMay John Co
Leon Anna (P)

L

Walters Ann (P)
Walters Selma
Ward Walter

Patterson Chas

LeAndre Harry (P)
Lear Madalon
LeClalr Maggie

Hill Mrs F
Hill Florence
Hills Mrs

Billy

Thurston Leslie

Wm

Hlgglns Mark

Hobson Irene
Holdsworth Mrs

Thomas

Nokes
Nolan Louise (P)
Norton Ned

LaBlanc Leo
Langford
H
Lannlng Arthur
Laurenze Bert
Laurcnze Dorothy
Leach Hanna
Lea Marie (P)

Hlems Leedy (P)

Hillyer

Tanner J J
Taylor Sidney Jr
Tezlco

Neal L (P)
Neff John (P)
Neilson Agnes
Nesbitt Bobby (P)
Newhoff Irving
Nlblo A Riley

L

Hayward Harry

T

N

Kramer Dave

Jr (P)

Stutsman Mrs Chas
Symonds Alfretta (P)

Nash Julia Co

Kuberllk Henri

Wm

Fontaine Al
Fontaine Azella

Stewart Frankle
Stoddard Marls
Strickland Violet
Stuart Marie B
Stuart Mr
Stuart Fet

Murphy Ruth

E

Kleu Chao Wen
Klmberly Leon
Kimbcrly A Mohr
King Gus
Klutlng's AnimalB

A O'Brien

St Elmo Carlotta
Stern Al
Stevens ft Stevens

(P)

CAN

Co

Kerr A Ralph
Kerr Phoebe

H

4

N

Moris Arthur
Morrlssey Jack
Morton James J
Moscrops
Mott ft Maxfleld

Great
Keane Vida
Keate E Harrison
Kelly Fred J
Kelly A Galvin

Hagens

200 .00

GIVEN TO

Don't forget the date.

Monle Marie
Moore Mrs D
Moore Irene

K

Kan ell

Stacey Delia
Stark Leo
Stickney Circus

Cullum

Yates Nellie

York

ft

Zaeller

Sam

ft

Betty

Kerry

Ed

Zomatur Charlie

Zlmm Mr
Zlska

CHAUNCEY IRELAND
CORRESPONDENCE
VAUDEVILLE'S SWEETEST TENOR

REAL

ACADEMY THEATRE,

Kamakea Queenie

Gustam J Angus

11

Get a Piece of This

Graham Wldner
Cranberry Mrs E

Farley ft Butler (P)
Farrlngton Nevada
(P)
Fawton Mr ft Mrs (C)

UnlcM otherwise

WRITERS AND SINGERS
If

Johnson David
Jordon Dolly
Joseph Jesse A
Karral Mr
Karlton Avery

Bob

Milton Frank
Mlrella Mr
Mitchell A Lightner

Moran Hazel
Morgan Chas (P)
Morgan Erwin (P)

Gordon Karlne
Gorman Jack
Grace Sisters
Grady Jas

Grazer Ethel
Green Billy
Grey Clarice
Grey Trio
Griffin O (P)

W

A Rhode

Mills

U. B. O. Time.

Kelly -PIsTel
Kelly

SONG WRITERS' CONTEST

200 .00

Solid.

Gray Harry D
Gray Norma

Epailly Jules

Wm

Dcmpsey Mrs Tom

(C)

Clemons Cameron

$

Booked

Frank
Geo Raymond

Follette

Dell

Clark T J
Clark Wenonah Mae
Claudius Dave H
Clear Chas M (C)

Cook Frank

(P)

Dickey Paul
Dllworth Lillian (P)
Dolan & Lenharr
Donvt-r & Dale

Mrs Joe
Blxley Edgar Co
Black John J
Btssett

W

Deane Dora
DeOrant Oliver

(C)

Church Grace

Curwen Patrick
Curzon J

Day Geo

Lew
Chidlow Roy
Cbieu Han Ping

Battreal Edw J (C)
Beaumont Arnold

Beck A Henny
Bennett Al
Benton A Clark
Berry 8 C (C)

Campbell Al
Campbell Oeo
Cantwell Jas (P)
Carew Mabel
Carle Grace
Carleton Elanor
Carrera Liane
Carroll Bobby (C)
Casson Emily
Casson Jlmmle
Charbino Bros
Chase Laura
Chester
Chester

Eldrld Mrs
Elfers Jas
Ellis
Ellis

Cunning

C

B

(P)
Mllllkan

The most wonderful juvenile artists in th* world, in a repertoire of novelty sours,
dances and impersonations.
The "Kids," as they are best known to the profession, are a feature act at all bitf tune
vaudeville houses, and as high-class entertainers have no equal in thir proU-ssion.

WEBER.

Simonds Bobby
Simonds Jack
Simons John
Simpson Grant (P)
Smith Mr E M
Smith Thomas
Smith A Farmer
Snyder Francis
Spencer ft Williams

ft Pearl
Pearl

Mr A Mrs Joe

Miller

Billy

Sheldon Bettina
Sheridan Margaret
Sherman Mabelle
Shenton Will
Shlpman Hasel

Meyers Belle
Miller A Tempest
Miller Jas Gordon

ALEXANDER KIDS
Cooper Jlmmle
Cooper Rene
Cooper Texas
Copeland Carl (P)
Copeland Les (P)
Corder & Digby (P»
Coyne John (P)
Cox Mildred

R M (P)
Bronson A Baldwin
Brooks Walter
Brownie Mr
Brower Walter
Budd Ruth
Burton Grace
Butler Fannie
Burk ft Rosa (P)
Burka Malda
Burke Sue

Shean

McShane Jack
Mead Vera

A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL

Brlnkerhoff

Shattuck Truly

McMahon Mae

!

Brennen J as (P)
Brennen Joe
Brennen A Carr
Brierre A King

Shannon Sam

(P)

BUT

Merrill

Direction H. F.

Where C follows name, letter is in
Variety's Chicago office.
Where S F follows name, letter is in
Variety's San Francisco office.
Advertising or circular letters will
not be listed.
% P following name indicates postal,
advertised once only.

Schrodes A Chappelle

Medlln Matty

Grand New Haven

LETTERS

Irving

Nell

McEndree Rohleta
McKenna Mr ft Mrs

The Gods) GRIND SLOWLY,

A

8
Sand berg Bob (P)
Santrey Henry
Saona (P)
Savey A Brennan
Savoy Bert (P)
Sawyer Delia
Saxon Pauline
Schall Mine

McCullough Paul

H

Zallah's Own Show 4-6
7-9 Park Bridgeport.

Bird

SMALL UNITED

Wm

Ryder

(P)

McCrea

Standard Cincinnati.
The 4-6 Stone
H Blnghamton

11 Gayety Omaha.
Watson's Big Show 4 Palaqe Baltimore 11
Gayety Washington.
Winning Widows 4 Gayety Omaha 11 L O 18
Gayety Minneapolis.

Barbler

of

on the

this act

McCormack A

4

7-9 Van Culler O
Schenectady.
Transatlantlques 4 Penn Circuit.
Trocaderos 4 Empire Philadelphia 11 Palace
Baltimore.
Watson Sisters Show 4 Gayety Kansas City

Aveling

Just finished the Eastern

ROLAND WEST

off

Ryan Kennet

Mario ft Tllvette (P)
Marlon Dal
Marlon Marie (P)
Marland June
Martin Alma
Marshal Harold
Marshall Henry I
Marshall James
Mason Harry
McConnell A Simpson
McCauley Inez Co

Circuit.

dfivoiAiid
Sydell's London Belles 4-6 Grand Hartford 7-9
Empire Albany 11 Miner's Bronx New York.
Tango Girls 4 Academy of Music Jersey City.

Taxi

Sensational Hit, on MARCUS
TIME.
Now playing the Western Circuit.

Kozetla May
Rummell Albert
Russell Bijou
Russell Maud

Mallette Belle
Marco Ida

EDWARD CLARK

LOEW

A

UP"

Roy Joe (P)

Maier Hazel

beautiful rural playlet, in 2 scenes, conceived,

Written and staged by

Rlno ft Emerson
Rouder Hans
Robinson Albert
Robinson Harry (P)
Holland Geo
Rose Julian

MacDonald Jay
MacDonald Sadie
Mack A Williams
Mackey Orland (P)
Magley Guy
Mahoney Samuel
Mahouuy Tom

"WHEN WE
A

Cusino

11

35

it

f]HIC AGO

over, send in your billing and

Mazuma

noted, the following reportt are for the current week.

VARIETY S CHICAGO OFFICES
MAJESTIC THEATRE BUILDING
'

!

H. Michael, Mgr.

Contest runs for one week, beginning Jan.

Gaston Goudron

lias

Joined fortes with

Sam

HuVrles.

N. Y.
11.

The Grace Hayward
log "Stop Thief,"

Aaron
Idk

stock company Ih offerat the Wlllard this week.

in

J
.1.

Jom-M and

Kurnmorvllle,

S.

tain

family are sojourn

C.

LouIhc I)<" FogKl will begin a short tour of
"association" time at Aberdeen. B. D..

the

opening Jan. 10.

ARIITY

36

REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS] AND COMPANIES IN BURLESQUE
A

JACOBS & JERMON'S
I
Broadway and 47th

Columbia Theatre Building

NfwYork

Street,

TW BILLY WATSON
IUY WATSON'S "BIG GIRLIE

SHOW

WATSON? "ORIENTALS"
ooop* LOOKIWQ olltL> *"-****

9

WANT

COLUMBIA AMUSEMENT
CO.*S HOUSES

MOLLIE WILLIAMS
9

in Burlesque*

"The Only Female Star
Fred

N

III

RIOT IN BURLESQUE

BARCLAY

B.

"Barclay's peculiar saaameriame are obvtouely unetudled, aad his ojmaronl U natural
idiosyncrasies are singularly refreshing In theee dajra of saonotonouo sameness.

FREDERIC M. McCLOY,

in

VARIETY.

SIMMONDS, STEWART aid LAKE'S
"AUTOGIRLS" CO. Offer
HARRY AC STEWART FRANCIS ELLIOTT
MADELINE WERE
JAR. X LAKE
BILLY MALLMAN
CAROL SCHRODER
HARRY SEYMOUR
TEDDY SIMMONDS
SALLY STEWART
COLUMBIA CIRCUIT, 1S14-IS

Hot Dog! Hot Dog! Hot Dog!
WHAT

IS ITT

A BRAND NEW IDEA

McQoy

BURLESQUE

IN

Barney Gerard's "Follies of the Day"
WITH SAM SIDMAN AND GERTRUDE HAYES

GOOD NEWS FROM THE FRONT

BERT BAKER
IN

its no juice— rrs no juice

13

AN ENTIRELY NEW PRODUCTION AND BOOK.
NEXT SEASON.

"Girls of the

Moulin

WISHES ALL "A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY
SIXTH YEAR

HarryK.Morton
•The Funnleet

AD

of

Mae Holden
THE ELECTRIC SPARK
With

Irish

n
E^rsr
Rouge"

P. Nelson Ge

Henry

Manageaaant of

HURTIG A SEAMON

"GOLDEN CROOK"

With

Babe La Tour

NEW YEAR"

aUbattfBaMBt,

JACOBS

A JERMON

"THE GAYETY GIRLS*

Zeila Russell

Gladys Sears

FmI

"GAYETY GIRLS"

"TANGO GIRLS" CO.
THE ORIGINAL GERMAN

MIL-"HONEYMOON

LEW KELLY

GIRLS"
Same

with

Featured

Anther and Producer of
Management, Theatrical Operation Cat.
AMreu, 7» Wlnthren At*,

"PROF. DOPE"

PmMMl

MARGIE CATLIN
ALWAYS WORKING

SAMMY WRIGHT
AIM K F-| IMIM
MaUug

LOR HASCALL
Moaftr)

SIMON LEGREE

Fitzgerald

(Staff*

"BEHMAN SHOW*

it

Jmn

E. ("Blutoh")

German Comedian, "Prise Wlnnere" Co.

IELLIE FLOIEIE
-GOLDEN CROOK *
1

"The

WAGNER

piece

99

Inn, a rendesvous for theatrical people, haa gone Into the bands of a
receiver.
Julius Tumposwsky Is In charge.
at

Cohan's Grand Sun-

day night before a large audience.
went over very well.

At the Midway Gardens,

jpw411

Is the only opening of any
scheduled for next week.
The
open at Powers' theatre next Sun-

day night.

The Fountain

"On Trial " opened

CO.

Dummy"

Importance

-In Dutch"

Follies

Ice

The play

skating

of

QlHa.»-McCloT

In Variety

IM

ED.

Al.

-AUTO GIRLS"-lfl4.ll

from the

HEATH

Rooobud Garden

EMMA

Ziegfeld's "Follies" have but two more
weeks to remain at the Illinois, although
efforts have been made to hold the show
over for three weeks, without avail.

Harry
Seymour
NOT A STAR—A COMET

"Girls

of the

"MILLION DOLLAR DOLLS'

-A NOVEL CREATION-

L.

WALDRON

H.

LEO HOYT

"AUTO G1RLS"--W4-U

GEO.

BEAUTY SHOW

"AMERICAN BEAUTIES" CO.

Roao

_-Qu

Francis EHIott
In

CHARLES

MAUDI

Featured with

"ROSELAND GIRLS"

'•» Laugh without an effort

AL, REEVES'

it

Lillian

MANAGEMENT

FENNESSY A HERK

"Happy Widows"

has

The terrace* In
been added as a feature.
the open gardens have been flooded.
May De Sousa Is seeking the aid of the
courts to separate her from her husband,
She alleges cruelty.
Eaton Arthur Haines.

Raymond L. Jacoby, manager of the Hotel
Carleton and the Alhambra theatre, la able
to be on duty once more after a bad attack of

Shop"

Shean

left

the

cast

of

"The

Candy

Saturday night.
His place haa
been
taken by
Jlmmle Sullivan.
George
Baldwin is also out of the cast.
last

Will Jacobs, eon of Abe Jacobs, stage manager of the Majestic, will go Into partnership
with David Beehler In the near future, according to the latest reporta.

Owing

some changes made necessary In
"Our Children," the play did not
open Monday night as advertised, but the
premier took place Wednesday night at the
to
the cast of

Princess.

la grippe.

A

portion of Charles R. Kohl's office on the
eleventh floor of the Majestic theatre building 19 being partitioned off for a private office

Sam

J.

Davis haa had a letter from Nellie
is In London, stating that ahe Is

who

marry her partner. Weston. Miss Lynch
was very well known here In the days of the
Henderson extravaganzas.
All

"loop" theatres experienced a

boom

In

business this week on account of the holiday
crowds In town.
Vaudeville houses benefited
greatly, and all the legitimate houses also
noted a revival in attendance.

Romeo the Great, a monkey, was operated
laat Sunday at the Victor House for some
trouble with his nose.
The simian was under the influence of ether for thirty minutes
and the operation was a success.

on

At tho outaklrtlng theatres this week the
"The Trail of
following plays were offered
"Way Down
the Lonesome Pine," Crown
East," Victoria; "While the City Sleeps."
National ; and John Bunny and his company,
Imperial.
:

Alterations have been made at the Great
Northern Hip, where entrances and exits have
been Increased.
A now steel curtain la also
a feature of new equipment.

for

Will
Lynch,
to

Kahl.

The Century Opera company will close at the
Auditorium Jan. 2.
The fund of $160,000,
raised to conduct the season hero, has been
exhausted, and some of the backers have refused to come across with more.
Maurice Browne Is looking for a "loop"
theatre in which to offer "The Philanderer"
while the Fuller season Is on in the Little
theatre. This piece has been the biggest success the Little has had In its history.

;

Members of the Anti-Cruelty Society of
attended the performance of "On
Trial" at Cohan's Grand Monday night, and
a big share of the proceeds of that performance will go Into the coffers of the soChicago

ciety.

VARIETY
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Charles Horwitz

WARDROBE

mU

la vaudeville.
Author of tho boot comedy
Ask tho Five Sully a, Mr. mm
phy. Loila Doris A Co^ Quinlan
Yrdelr Emmet t * Cm* To- Williams * Co^
and hundreds of others.
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BOB
musical act out oi the ordinary, open night
Offer trumpet,
with some novel ideas.
cornet and other musical stunts with musical Imitations thrown In tor good measure.
Oot genuine applause. Bert and Hazel Skatelle, who Jig, do the maxixe and other dances
on skates were perfectly at home in second
shift

Happy New Year

Everyone

to

Reddington

where they entertained neatly and niceMme. Techow s family of eats, In third
place, went through their paces without a
hitch, displaying Intelligence of a high notch
and training of the careful lest sort.
The
felines got applause throughout the run 01
the act
Al Abbott, who uses hats to help
him give imitations of numerous nationaliHe offered a range
ties, made a decided hit.
of songs running from Chinese to Hebrew, and
spot,
ly.

and Grant
The

NORINE
COFFEY

Original

Bounding Tramps

Booked Solid
August

Until

The members
brating

pheum

of the Wilhat Troupe are celeChristmas week by playing the OrMilwaukee, the home of the act.

in

Four years ago, the act was put together In
the attic of a dwelling house in the Wisconsin metropolis.

Madle De Long, after a month's rest In
Chicago, where she was culled by the death
her mother, Mrs. Aurclia De Long, who
died Dec. 22, will return to New York, whero
she will resume her work under the direction
of Morris & Fell.

"Vaudeville's Vivacious

of

Assisted

club has branches In Milwaukee, St. Paul,
Minneapolis, Omaha, Sioux City and Buffalo.
Members of the cast of "The Candy Shop"
were special guests at the celebration last

Among those who went from Chicago to
attend the opening of the Orpheum in Kansas City were Marcus Helman, Charles Hammerslough. Martin Deck passed through Chicago on his way home from Kansas City on
Tuesday and Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Bray
were also In attendance at the opening ceremonies.
Miss Violet Sllverheart, of the Silverheart

it

u.at

a

social

function

New Act!

AUDITORIUM

(Bernard

in lust

BLACKSTONE

Ulrlch,

mgr.).—

week.

Wappler, mgr.).—
"My Lady's Dress." opening week.
COHAN'S GRAND (Hurry Ridings, mgr.).—
"On Trial, " opened Sunday night.
CORT (I. J. Herrman, mgr.).— "The New
with six legitimate stars, opened
Henrietta.'

(Edwin

night.

(JARRICK (John
World,"

Garrlty, mgr.).— "Whirl
began a return engagement
J.

—

night.

LA SALLE

(Joseph Uransky, mgr.). "The
Candy Shop," with a lew shifts in cast, playing to good houses.
OLYMPIC (George C. Warren, mgr. ).— "Potash & Perlinutter," still getting very fair returns after a long and astonishing run.

(Augustus Pltou. Jr., mgr.).—
Ziegfeld's "Follies" drawing like a magnet of

ILLINOIS

the

first

New Songs!

New

Jan. 7
Costumes!

power.

POWERS' (Hurry

J.

Powers, mgr.).-

"The

Misleading I^ady," Just fair returns.
PRINCESS (Sam P. Gerson, mgr.).— "Our
a new play with Henry Kolker
slurring, opened Wednesday night.
children,"

LITTLE

(Maurice

Browne,

mgr.).— "The

Philanderer."

AMERICAN MUSIC HALL

mgr.).— "At the

(Joseph Gairily,

Ball," opened Sunday.

impression, and Chase and La Tour
were another hit, with Oscar Lorraine, a
"nut" violinist, pretty well up In the runThe Zoeller Trio, acrobats, opened the
ning.
They have a
proceedings with lively work.
good repertoire and some of their comedy Is
new and really funny. Schrodes and Chapwho
have
a clever
pelle, a man and woman,
Charles
line of talk, were In second spot.
Bowser and company offered a sketch called
Act goes smoothly and has
"Superstition."
numerous bright lines, and the plot Is adThe Morton, Jewell
hesive, at any rate.
They have
Troupe were in next spot.
neat and natty costumes, work fast and do
some showy tricks. They were a distinct hit.
Chase and La Tour, on next, came In for
applause all through their turn. Oscar Lorraine pulled a lot of new "nut" stuff, and
when he disclosed a young woman plant in
the audience who could sing, he came very
near stopping the show. A rural sketch called "When We Grow Up" and Barnes and
Robinson were also on the bill. The audience
of Monday was of big proportions and full
of the holiday spirit, which let Itself out with
plenty of applause and much laughter.

COMING

a sek

Century opera

the

Chicago

SAN FRANCISCO

MARIE KING SCOTT *&£!,
PALAJE MUSIC HALL (Harry Singer,
mgr.; agent, Orpheum). The hill loomed up
pretty well with Blossom Seeley away In the
lead.
Miss Seeley sang Ave numbers, putting
them over big and at the finish "Rube"
Marquard came on and bowed the acknowledgments for the whole family. Miss Seeley
was the real hit of the bill.
Houdlnl had
been programmed to close the show, but his
artistic temperament would not allow him to
do this, so he got the coveted seventh place
where he did a couple of good tricks and, as
usual, had his audience mystitled.
He made
a pretty good showing.
Kramer & Pattlson
weie not appreciated at their full value on

—

Had they been uown the bill
they would have gone much better.
Marie Kenton, a single singing act, bad sec-

tipniiiiK

a

place.

little

spot, wuere she offered popular numbers,
making a change or gown for each song. She
aid not create a riot, but was pleasing. Muriel
Kldley and Asta Fleming were on in third
spot, where they offered a conglomeration of
dames, poses and other features.
The pantomime, "Love or Fume," with which they
closed, bad a novel idea in it.
Miss Fleming,
who posed as the artist, was a bit awkwara.
Miss Ridley was more at ease. The act did
not seem to hit the audience as It should,
for a good many wfere Inclined to laugh instead of sit quietly and appreciate.
Leo
Carrillo offered his Chinese Imitations, making a line impression.
The laughing honors
of the program went to Edwin George.
Bert
Leslie was seen to advantage in "Hogan In
Ivondon."
He has added some new slang
phrases to his repertoire which add to the

ond

general good
ers,

effect.

The Three Rubes (Bowwere chased down

Walters and Crocker)

from third to closing place, where they did
acrobatic work in rural attire and were
funny.. The audienco started to go out, but
after the men had worked a few minutes the
exodus ceased.

MAJESTIC (Lyman

Glover, mgr.; agent,
Orpheum). Out of the nine acts on bill,
eight were comedy, more or less pronounced.
May Irwin, for example, with her company,
could not by any Btretch oi the imagination
he called sad or lugubrious.
She stepped out
of her act to do a sdng or two and a recitation or two, which allowed her to reap another big harvest of, laughs before she subsided.
Mi*s Irwin offered her little comedy
"She Just Wouldn't," assisted by five others.
Th.'
skit
has quite a number of laughs,
even il it is just a trifle talky.
It went big
with the Monday afternoon audience, which,
by the way, tilled every Beat In the bouse

—

IS.

—

L

cided

Right?

hr

table.
It was a battle to the death, and when
the fight was at Its height, three men wearThey had not
ing black masks stepped In.
been invited, but they had three gleaming
guns in their hands which acted as open
sesame. There was Just a slight parley, when
They gatherthe uninvited guests got busy.
ed In the money and Jewels, said to have been
valued in the neighborhood of $'J,(K)0, and
after* admonishing the original members of the
party that it was very wicked to shoot craps
and also that they would better keep very
quiet for a few minutes the unceremonious
men departed and faded away into the night,
leaving three crestfallen men to mourn the
The nun
loss of their money and dlum >nds.
bereft of their valuables made a "holler,"
but they did not make a very loud one, us
they appeared to feel a bit sheepish about
The police were not at all
the whole deul.
sympathetic in the matter either, as there
has been some effort on the part of the city
constabulary to stamp out social functions
known as crap games. But, at any rate, the
Incident hos enlivened the holidays along the
Dearborn street Hlalto and has been a fine
morsel of gossip rolled under the tongues of
the wisp.

Sunday

New Year

Wilson Avenue

t.

of

McVICKERS (J. G. Burch, mgr.; agent*,
& S.). One of the fastest und mosi
popular bills seen in this house in some time,
with Caesar Rivoli headlining. This protean
player put his stuff over easily and wus tlu
The Morton, Jewell
big hit
of the bill.
Troupe of club swingers, also made a de-

WOOD

took

our^cOga Hotel some nights ago
The affair has not
t few.
iclety columns, and
ited
In the
e>
luose who participated have not been anxious
that their names and Jewels be mentioned.
In fact, at least three of those who attended
The
are being eagerly sought by the police.
function was culled a "crap game," in the
Three men were
vernacular of the streets.
engaged in the fascinating pastime, with
money and dlumonds scattered about over the

Sunday

NELL

J.

HEADLINING

Sisters, who recently underwent an operation
at the American Hospital, has been discharged
Jack Barrett,
from that institution, cured.
of Barrett and Bayne, has been under the
care of Dr. Max Thorek, after a tour of the
Minnie Hogan (Minnie FurPacific coast.
man), late of "The Beggar Prince" opera
company, Is the mother of a baby girl born
at the hospital.

GomIp has

by

Starting the

Saturday night.

tende

Hong Kong Mysteries, a big and showy act
with handsome settings, did not get the applause it deserved, but even at that, got over
The act has the usual line of
very well.
Btage mysteries, with u few new features
thrown In. Joe Whitehead followed this big
act with his own line of "nut" stuff ana carried off the big laughing honors of the enHis line of work is pleadtertainment.
audience
ana bis
average
the
ing
to
"kidding"
style
got
him
intimate
of
over very big with the Great Northern
The Melvlns, three well put up
patrons.
young acrobats, closed. They have a line 01
work In band balancing that gets them applause every few minutes as they proceed with
their act.
They work easily and are graceful.

The Harry James booster Club celebrated
The
its first birthday anniversary Dec. 20.

'ire a

Melody Maid"

from the rural to German, and closed with a
He went big. The
song by a lazy man.

except a few scattered in the topmost gallery.
Marcell and Bell, two dancers who appear
to be constructed of rubber, the way they
bend and twist, opened the show. They appeared In black and white before a black
velvet drop, making striking pictures.
The
man of the team offered some contortion
work that got him hearty hands. Finn and
Finn dropped in next with dancing of a swift
nature.
Both did lively stepping and both
made good.
"An Innocent Bystander," a
Bketch, on next, was exploited by Homer
Miles, Helen Ray and three others.
The
sketch deals with city life in one or two of
its strangest aspects, and shows that truth Is
quite often stranger than action, or, at least,
stranger than even the wildest imagination
of the rewrite boys on a city copy desk.
Act got over very well.
Marshall Montgomery, ventriloquist, offered a new line of stuff
in spots and pulled some of his old stunts.
He got a reward of laughter for his efforts.
Clara Morton, assisted by Frank Sheen, offered a sort of freakish turn from the pen of
Junle McCree in which she looked pretty and
sang with considerable unction.
When she
offered to spring some of the old turns that
she had been identified with in the past, she
received the compliment of genuine applause.
Ethel Green, sandwiched in between Clara
Morton und May Irwin, did not have the
easiest place in the world to fill.
She also
seemed a trifle hoarse in her opening numbers, but got down to real earnest work in a
"kid" song part, and later came on in gown
and garb of the 60s, whore she did effective
work. Maude Muller, who has a deep speaking voice, an explosive delivery and a comedy
style all her own, was assisted quite materially in her efforts to get laughs by Ed
Stanley, who is tall as well as talented. These
two pulled considerable "nut" stuff and they
made a good impression Just before closing.
The Two Carltons, billed as the phlegmatic
gymnasts, found the audience deserting the
house in flocks when they sauntered on.
Those who remained for the act, however,
were well repaid, for the boys do some neat
work, and in such a droll way that they present a mighty good bit of entertaining. They
would go much better up in a bill, however,
than at the close, as their work Is so slow
in getting started that the audience begins to
get restless before the real trend of the act

comes

to

light.

GREAT NORTHERN HIP. (Fred Eberts,
mgr.; Andy Talbot for W. V. M. A.).— Well
put together bill running smoothly with several bright spots of comedy.
Let Qougets,

VARIETY'S

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
PANTAGES' THEATRE BLDC.
Demglass

2Z13

ORPHEUM.— Alice Lloyd is back in town
and her appearance at the Orpheum was the
signal for a hearty reception which must have
done her heart good. The welcome was genuine and sincere and in return she entertained
them splendidly. Miss Lloyd has established
They voted
herself as a big favorite here.
her "great"
Dunbar's White Hussars were
not only classy but quite successful In the
closing position.
LaFrance and Bruce offered
blackfaced
comedy that was liked.
Pierre Pelletler and his company failed to appear in their underworld sketch, "The 10 :40
West," and Cantwell and Walker were substituted.
The audience again laughed at the
Imhoff, Conn and Coreene (holdover).
Violinsky, another holdover, repeated his success
of last week, his piano "bit" in particular
going big. DeHaven and Nice (holdover) did
well enough opening.
Billy V. Van and the
Beaumont Sisters (holdovers) put some good
comedy Into the bill. Sebastian and Bentley,
very good.
EMPRESS.— The Nichols Sisters elicited
laughter. Wanda had the closing position and
the trained seal held close attention.
Mellor
and De Paula, liked. "Wifle," saetch, proved
acceptable.
Dixon and Dixon, opening, well
received.
"The Man Beast" will be reviewed
under New Acts next week, as also will be
the Two Murphys, who were "added."
CORT (Homer F. Curran, mgr.). Forbes
Robertson Co. (second week).
COLUMBIA (Gottlob, Marx & Co., mgrs.).

—

"The Yellow Ticket" (second week).
GAIETY
(Tom
O'Dny,
mgr.).— "Three
Twins"

(first

ALCAZAR

week).
(Belasco

&

Mayer,

mgrs.).—

"Shore Acres"

(stock).
(Jos.
Bauer,
vaudeville.

WIGWAM

comedy and

PRINCESS
agt.,

Levey).

(Bert Levey,

— Vaudeville.

REPUBLIC (Wurd
V.

A.).

mgr.).— Musical
lessee

and mgr.;

Morris, mgr.; agt.,

W.

S.

-Vnudevllle.

Alfred Latell arrived in town last week
will locate here until the fair is over.

and

Jack Magee has Joined the Gaiety musical
comedy company.

Ernan Seavey has been
abcees of the ear.

laid

up with an

;;

VARIETY
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Garrlck Major and Estella Ellsworth have
"The Three Twins" at the

ACADEMY

(Jules
Mlchales, mgr.; agt,
times
appearing
three
acts
comprise this week's offering at the
June Roberts
only Loew house In the city.
and Co., score a big hit; Deland Carr and
Co., get over with equally as great a hit In
Mack to Buffnlo;" the Coalminers Quartette,
is good; Cahlll and Terrlll, fair; Jack AltDomino and Keno, apken, is welcomed
West and
Clemenzo Bros., please
plause
"After Thirty Years" and
Talt. entertain.
"The Great Mystery" are shown In picture.
Business Rood.

been engaged for

Loew).

Gaiety.

daily

Norfolk, Va., Deo. 26, 1914.

A. Burt Weaner has been recruited by the
Gaiety Producing Co. to play a role In the
revival of "The Three Twins."

Mr. Jaok Von Tilzer,
148 West 45th St.,

Business took a bad slump at most of the
houses during the early part of last week, but
by Saturday It was almost normal again.

— Ten

:

;

;

New York

Jerome & Carson opened at Pantages and
This Is the couple's first
will play the circuit.
American appearance since playing Rlckard's

My dear Jaok:I had the pleasure of hearing

Australian circuit.

Sunday, Dec. 20, Nadell and Kane retired
from tbe bill at Pantages after the first evenThe walk-out resulted from an
ing show.
argument with the management about the way
It is understood that
tbe act was presented.
in walking out the team willingly forfeited the
remainder of the tour.

REGENT

(O. S. Schlesinger, mgr.).— First
regardless of every effort, are
to uptown theatres draw
from patronage, which earlier favored this
house.
Special
music being feapicture
tured in effort to revive business.
GARDEN (W. O. Graham, mgr.). "Tango

run

movies,

Ensy access

failing.

AL JOLSON

—

Queens."

PLAZA

agts., Mc(Jacob Roslnsr, mgr.
Mahon & Dee). Sandor Bros., clever; Frances
Picnic Days, scored
Olrard, pleased
Old
Town Four, featured The Valadons. sensaItonal
Florence Hughes, hit
pictures con-

sing your song

—

;

;

\

4 the Alexandra Bevani
Commencing
opera company will begin a season of grand
opera at the Alcazar. The announcement gives
in
a long list of the notable artists Included
the company and lays stress upon the fact
that tbe operas will be changed three times
during each week, but it does not state how
long the season will last, wnlch in all probability will be decided upon after the first
In tbe past two seasons opera has not
week.
been well supported by the natives here.

;

Jan.

-TENNESSEE

ATLANTA.
By It. H. McCAW.
agt.,
(Hugh Cardoza, mgr.
O.).— John and Emma Ray, do fairly
U
well- Jed and Ethel Dooley, hit; Cordinis
Circus, fine; Roach and Curdy, laughs; Hally
Spiegel and Nones, apand Noble, success
Ward Baker, pleases Soretti and
plause
;

B.

;

open satisfactorily.

Antoinette,

GRAND (Arthur Hyman, mgr.
slowly gaining following.
ATLANTA (K. & E.). — "Potash

films

)

.—Feature

mutter."

and
heavy advance; "Polly of Circus,'

Elsie St.

Leon, to follow.

E. L. Human, former manager of the Grifagency here, Is managing the Sun movie
theatre out Broadway.
fin

The

"The Foot

HIPPODROME

APOLLO

(Fred E.

;

NIXON (Harry Brown, mgr.).— 27, "Garden
Good show; 30 (vaudeville),
Rule;" Alex Porter; Chick
GerChicklets; Stravltz and Strassner

Girls."

of

Women

"When
and

;

trude Flske.

—

;

;

;

;

has let the contract for the
Music Hall on It, which was

damaged by the recent storm. It call for $60,but Is only the preliminary expense of
The
•inking pilings and the understructure.
Edward Bader
entire cost will be $300,000.
The
of this city was awarded the contract
work will be extremely hasardous, as the
building is barely able to remain upright.
Divers found pilings which were 18 feet in
the sand were Just about resting on their
The storms of the
anchors on the bottom.
past few years have swept the sand away
from them. Pilings for the new structure will
be sunk 80 feet Into the sand.
000,

Rumors of Marcus Loew having the booking
the Savoy are rampant.
week

holiday

Theatrical business for the
seems to have taken a spurt.

;

;

tol's

Ponies,

NEW

quite

Intelligent.

Schneider,
mgr.;
agt.,
Ind.).— "The Bellboy and the Belles," over
Manikins.
entertaining;
Fantoshe's
big;
Pauline Barry, has
Three Fryers, funny

(George

;

handsome costumes Gus Leonard, mystifying
and amusing Luce and Luce, above the aver;

;

age.

FORD'S OPERA HOUSE (Charles

mgr.).

The Steel Pier
rebuilding of the

of

(Charles E. Lewis, mgr.
Loew). Five Old Soldier Fiddlers, win
Eddie Foyer, interesting
much applavse
Whitney's Operatic Dolls, please immensely
Edith Clifford, stun"Just Half Way," good
Swalne's Rats and Cats, wonderful
ning
Mack and Plngree, win out.
VICTORIA (Pearce & Scheck, mgrs. agts.,
N.-N. ).—George Schlndler, very good; Price
and Price, most daring Artie Hall, splendid
makeup Oberlta and Girls, beautiful Bris;

Forbes' new play, "In the Limelight," with
Douglas Fairbanks. 30. "Twin Beds."
KEITH'S (Chas. O. Anderson, mgr.).—Well
Bessie Wynn, new
holiday bill.
balanced
Marie Nordstrom, scored ; William
songs ;
McMahon and Chapelle,
Norris (New Acts)
Hazel Kirk Trio, pleased;
laughing hit;
Cooper and Smith, over well; Mosher Hayes
and Mosher, good opening act; Castillanos,
House did unusually well
pleasing posing.
oo opening day for this season' here.

for

— "High

some

Jinks."

B. Ford,
Better business than

time.

ACADEMT
OF MUSIC
—

(Tunis

F.

Dean,

mgr.). "Diplomacy." Large and fashionable
audiences throughout week.
AUDITORIUM (Wedgewood Nowell, mgr.).
Poll Players In "The Christian" do exceedingly well.
Edmund Elton's last week as
leading man here considerably aids In Increasing box office receipts.
COLONIAL (C. F. Lawrence, mgr.).— "Little Lost Sister."
Pretty dull here.
v
GAYETY (J. C. Sutherland, mgr.).—"WatPacked houses again.
son's Orientals."

—

PALACE

mgr.).— "American Beauties." Business picking up a little.
ALBAUGH'S.— "Thirty Leagues Under the
(W.

L.

Sea" In pictures.
ond week.

Ballauf,

Fair attendances for sec-

heard

Leo Kohls,

the

orchestra

leader,

has

re-

BALTIMORE.

At a recent meeting of the Theatrical Mechanical Association of Baltimore, the following officers were elected for the coming year
Frank Cavanaugh. president; William E.
Michael
Myers,
vice-president;
Fitzgerald,
financial secretary, and George Butterworth,
chairman of the board of trustees.

DOOLEY.

Ily J. K.
(F. C. Schanberger,

MARYLAND
U. B.
tinct

O.).

— Blanche

charm

;

Ring,

Comfort

and

possesses a disKing, continual

laughs
"A
Harry Breen, warm welcome
Night In a Monkey Music Hall," novel and
Pleasing
the Brunelle Sisters and Stephens,
Rood
"Neptune's Garden,"
second week
Lohse and Stirling, fine work ; Truelly, clever.
;

;

;

;

Mr.

BUFFALO.

agt.,

;

new Broadway

movie houses

finest

open Saturdav,
every respect.
vear's with the

in

theatre, one
Buffalo, will

Seats 12,000. Modern In
Prof. J. E. Nichol, for 12

2".

Abom

Opera Company, will

lead selected orchestra.
the house.

J.

Rand

will

manage

Tt Is rumored Al 8herry. former manager
Shea's Hipp., will open a booking agency
here soon.

of

BOSTON.
J.

GOOL.TO.

O. Larsen. mgr; agt.
O.).
Ideal bill for a Boston audlen
H«*a1opening well and cleverly «gaade upHenrv K. Dlxay
llners were Lew Dockstad*
7t111ara J. Doonnd "The Lawn Party," wit
ley.
This last act was an es -# elallv agreeai«i.'
needed
surprise, having been enlar» t
„ i.l
DO since Its Inst appearance h#»r- * foupV?'
"r*
of years ago.
Claudius and Bcarlet

KEITH'S (Robert

U.

STAR

(P. C. Cornell, mgr.).

— Mrs.

—

B.

-

Patrick

"The

Cafe."

Little

GAYETY

tle

closing and carried the house by'^'to
Lupita Perea, a circus single, closed, holding
the crowd unusually well, and tbe opener
were Mario and Duffy, eccentric gymnasts,
Howfair
Those Four Entertainers, good
ard, ventriloquist, good
and Juliet, first time
here ns U. B. O. act, did very well.
Pictures
goPARK (Joseph Roth, mgr.).—
ing satisfactorily.
to

:

Lost Sister."

SHEAS (Henry J. Carr, mgr.; agt., U. B.
O.).— "Trlxie Friganza." always a delight
here, humorously headlines this week's bill.
Trlxie scores a hi* hit and ably supports
an otherwise poor collection of acts.
Fisher
and Green, In "The Partners." do well MilPollock and Co., are hilled heavily, but
live up to the position with effort
Hawthorn
and Inglls, fair; Oeo. N. Brown, novelty;
;

ton

•

Roxy

La Rocca, entertains; the Gardner
Alpine Troupe, sensational feausual
ture; pictures close.
STRAND
(Harold
Edel,
mgr). "The
Thief." first half; "The Tigress," last half,
Drawing good.
In picture.
OLYMPIC (Charles W. Denzlnger. mgr.
This centrally located vaudeville
agt.. Sun).
house enjoys capacity business.
"The Candy
Store Girls," seven
In
all,
headline
this
week's bill In song and dance; Mi/pah Selhlnl Is a elever entertainer
the Four Aerial
Stars, feature In sensntlonal aerial act
Pierson and Garfield, are good In comedy and
song; Jean and Kleber, fair.
HIPPODROME (Henry Marcm. mgr.).
Mary Plckford. in "Cinderella." runs all
week.
Jan. 4. Marie
Dressier
In
"Tlllle'H
Punctured Nightmare."
Puslness hut fair.
;

—

;

;

By CL.TDB F. RBI.
(John R. Olsher, mgr.).— "The Story
of the Rosary," first time here, packed house
TRCK

each performance.
Gigantic
good cast.
Advance sale heavy.
Third Party."
at

production,
Next, "The

Some rumor

of

change

In

;

;

—

M. Ward, mgr.). "Follies of
the Day," opened big.
Brilliant offering in
high grade burlesque. Big improvement over
1014 show.
Ren Welch brings his new show
to the Gayety next week.
MAJESTIC (John Laughlin, mgr.).— Stealing away from the dramatic policy In vogue
here for the past few weeks, "September
Morn," a delightful musical comedy, opened
a week's engagement and played to packed
houses throughout first of week. The attraction comes from Chicago.
There is plenty of
comedy, in which Frank Minor, of burlesque
fame, is starring. Pretty girls, clever dancers,
elaborate costumes and
scenic effects help
considerable In putting the attraction over
effectively.
The production should do well
on this, its first eastern invasion. Next, "Lit(J.

i

-

Campbell
and complete London
company
opened Monday In "Pygmalion."
Audience
small and little appreciation shown for the
efforts put forth by an excellent cast.
Will
fall way short of receipts brought last week
by Julian Eltlnge.
4-6, Marie Cahlll and
Richard Carle in "Ninety in the Shade;" 7-9,

policy.

LOEWS ST. JAMES (William Lovey,
— Vaudeville nnd nlctures. Excellent.
LOEWS ORPHEUM (V. J. Morris, mgr.).—
Vaudeville.
Packed.
LOEWS GT OBE (Frank Meagher, mgr.).—

mgr.).

Vaudeville.

Fair.

BIJOU (Harry

Gustln, mgr.; agt, U. B. O.).
Excellent.
(Al 8omerbee. mgr.; agt., IT. B.
Small time acts featured In a bear of
advertising
campaign.
Practical
ca-

Vaudeville.

BOWDOIN

().).

—

an

pacity.

BOSTON
11

im.

(Frank Ferguson, mgr.).

—Feature

Fair.

BOSTON
Opens New

H. (Henry .Tewett. mgr.).—
Year's night with Shakespearean
Rep. nt no-cent top.
"As You Like It." first.
CASTLE SQUARE (John Craig, mgr.).—
Stock.
Second and last week of "Snow White"
nnd the "Seven Dwarfs" with Mary Young.
Opened poor nnd closing strong.
Harvard
prize nlav next week.
TREMONT TEMPLE (Frank Stern, mgr.).
Dltmar's Animal Pictures
third week, fair
O.

;

business.

PLYMOUTH

Maude

(Fred Wright, mgr.).- Cyril
"Grumpy.' seventh week, excellent

In

downstairs business.

TORT
week
sign

"Eddy"

(John

of "Peg"
of closing.

with

Tort.

Florence

mgr.).
Martin.

is

to certify that

you played

HAMMERSTEIN'S VICTORIA THEATRE

Yours very

truly,

L- ^D

No

(CharleH J, Rkh, mrr.).— "The
(IIH Fr >m Utah." third week, excellent husliic-K with no musical production opposing.
TlfH US
(fharles J.
Rich. mgr).
Last
week of Ann Murdock In "The Beautiful Adventure."

WIUM-R
<il

i«>

Slv.v
<

Fair.
<K. I). Smith, mgr).
"A Pair
for n run, opening Monday night

in

x'cllmt house.

MVIESTIC

(E. I). Smith, mgr.).
Robert
In
"King John" open"
Monday to
hous"
Mooked for two weeks In ShakeRep.
Siiri'FRT (E. T). Smith, mgr). "Pinafore." hist week, to fair business.
Character-

Muntill

I

r.ilr
>|

renri

City, Dec. 24, 1914.

*

This

17th

mLONIAL

New York

3CHINDLER
Dear
Sir

of.

Sattler,"

the

;

mgr.

little

"The
of

By

Trio,

:

turned here for the season.

Hermonthls." a fanhv Herbert M. Dawley, Buffalo

of Princess

tasy written

>•

agt.,

Moore, mgr.).—27, James

at

sculptor, was reeentlv produced before an audience of friends with great success.
Four
Is
of
persons appear In the play, which
weird EVvptlan origin and will doubtless be

The Lyric and Bijou, Jake Wells houses,

By LOUIS WILLIAM.

erected

Automobile Show will be

annual

Buffalo's

Geo. (Honey Boy) Evans 9 Minstrels

CITY.

house,

held the week of Jan. 25.

with

Perl-

picture

the house.

appear to be doomed to darkness the remainder of the season.

ATLANTA

new

Elk,

Smith and Elk streets, opened New Year's.
William RoBencrantz. proprietor, will manage

JIM DOHERTY,

;

;

clude.

at the Wlntergarden last week; and enjoyed
It so much, that I went baok Sunday night
and oaught him again* It is wonderful the
way he puts it over.
f
'Tennessee 9 • is the great big song hit
I sing it for the finale of
of our troupe.
the minstrel first part, and it never fails
to stop the show. It certainly is a
marvelous song for me, and I am more than
glad to add my efforts in making it a
universal success.
Wishing you a Happy and Prosperous
New Year, I remain, as ever
Sincerely yours,

According to a well-known advance agent
who stopped over here for a day last week while
en route East from the South, conditions governing the show business in Arizona are so
bad most of the houses are not making any
From anattempt to play road attractions.
other source comes the word that the one
bouse playing attractions in Phoenix has
the case, shows routed
is
If such
closed.
South will have to Jump from Los Angeles to
stands to break the
any
without
Worth
Fort
long Jump.

FORSYTH

HEAR YOU CALLING ME"

I

and* certainly

made good.

N E Y^ HASKELL.

Manager.

(
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I

8th

AMERICAN SEASON

i

ALICE LLOYD
IN VAUDEVILLE
NEXT WEEK

•

(Jan. 4),

ORPHEUM, SAN FRANCISCO

PAT CASEY

Representative,

All Communications care

VARIETY. New York

LA CORIO
and DINUS

FREDJ.ARDATH

COMPANY

and

Acrobatic Eccentric Novelty Dancing

IN

PALACE THIS WEEK (Dec 28). FOLLOWING MISS TANGUAY AND HOLDING

"HIRAM"

•—

Freddy James
The Missing

Juggler,

Working the
Direction,

IN

LOEW CIRCUIT

A.

IN.

JOE PINCUS

ons - Cullum

But Some Monologist

BARNEY

THEM

A

•

"VARIETY OF VAUDEVILLE"

MYERS

B. A.

Direction,

MYERS

BEULAH

DAVID

Wilson Gwynne and Gossett
THE ECCENTRIC LAUGH MAKERS
ALWAYS WORKING
Management,

BARNEY

A.

MYERS

IN

A GOLDEN WEDDING"
Working
Weeks
the Year
Management, BARNEY A. MYERS
44

52

FRANK PARISH
IMEINA/

YEAR'S

GF3EI

in

Just finished a

SON

over

SUCCESSFUL SEASEGUIN TOUR,

the

SOUTH AMERICA
White Rats Club,

IN

CHICAGO "AMERICAN":
Fields and

ALFIELDSANDJACKLEWIS

Address

New York.

vaudeville

Lewis are as

program

as

vital to a

Sothern

and Marlowe are to Shakespeare.

—

—

——

;;

;

VARIETY
production

wonderful

hare as
tsed
mediocre caBt.

wttfc

(John B. Schoeflel, mgr.).—
IJBeven Keys" opened Monday to big houeo
Mr log to Innovation of Preaa Club night.
Booked for six weeks with seventh week held
»en on "spec."
CASINO (Charles Waldron, mfr. ) .—"Girls
rom Happy land." Good.
GAIETY (George Batcheller, mfr.). "Lon-

—

Excellent.

GRAND OPERA

(George Lothrop, mgr.).

mian

;

Cavanaugb A Shaw, much
Harvey Basket Ball Trio on Wheels,

entertaining sketch

applause

;

GRAND (C. J.
Wife." Good
CLEVELAND

manager

mgr.).— "Wedded But

Kltti,

No

The Park put over a winner this week In
They set a
local movies of Mayor Curley.
>lant" In the form of a ragged attired emioyee who panhandled two bits from the
layor the day before Christmas and he dug
>wn for the coin and passed It across while
£e camera was busy at work behind an
tomoblle which had Its motor running to

—

INDEPENDENT

METROPOLITAN (Fred Johnson, mgr.).—
"The Ghost
In
Buckley-Halllday
Players
Breakers." A hit.
Holden Players

—

;

entertaining.

Iva Mull and "Follies of 1020." Pair.
HOWARD (George Lothrop. mgr.). "Monte
Sarlo Girls." with "Rabbit" Maranvllle of
raves heading house bill. Capacity.
.NATIONAL (Nat Burgess, mgr.; agt, U.
0.).
Being tried out as a last resort unr a pop vaudeville policy with 15-cent top.

business.

(Harry

mgr.).—

Zucker,

In "Cinderella."
(C. J. Klttz. mgr.).— Big business.

STAR
EMPIRE

STAR

mgr.).—"Follies

McPhall,
Big business.

(Bert

of Pleasure."
(C.

Globe

Manager McCandllah

WEBSTER
THE
CHICAGO

at the Olympla,

first

CLEVELAND.

Big business.

;

OPERA HOUSE (George
Tbe Dummy." Delightful
HIPPODROME (Harry

Gardiner, mgr.).—
good houses.

mgr.).—

Daniels,

Bounding Patterson, good opening Nat Wills,
Lee ft Cranston, good
very funny
Coakley,
Hanvey ft Dunlevy, applause Arthur Prince,
good Claire Rochester, applause
"The Green
Beetle," entertaining
Little Nap, good.
MILES (G. J. Gallagher, mgr.; agt., Loew.).
"A Japanese Prince," tabloid comic opera,
Sandy Shaw, applause ; Rose
good headllner
and Moon, very good Four Herculano Sisters,
applause ; Andy Rice, funny
Brlerre and
very
good.
King,
PRISCILLA (Proctor Seas, mgr.). "Seven
White Black Birds," good headliners; Four
Restlvo, applause
Flying Valentines, good
Alvarado's Goats, fair; Williams and Sterling,
applause ; Thos. Keogh A Ruth Francis, good
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

—

GORDON SQUARE

(Harry Durocher, mgr.).
—'The King of the Movies," good comedy
Francis B. Curran A Co., good Wells A Fisher,
much applause
Hsnter A Ross, applause
;

;

Lew Jarvls A

ward,

;"

LYRIC (C. Hubert Heuck, mgr. agt., Shubert).—"A Pair of Sixes;" 3, !'Hlgh Jinks."
KEITH'S (John F. Royal, mgr.; agt,
U. B. O.).—The Kramers; Alf. James Holt;
Vaughan
Mr.
and Mrs. Jack McGreevey
Han
Glaser and Co.
Toney and Norman
Ping Chlen and Co. Primrose Four ; Vivian
Ford and Harry Hewitt.
agt,
Bovyer, mgr.
EMPRESS (George
Loew). Karl; Nowlln and St Clair; Bennett
Owen McSisters ; Ethel Whiteside and Co.
Giveney •Rockwell and Wood.
WALNUT (George F. Fish, mgr. agt.,
8.-H.).
Eugenie Blair in "A Fool There
Was;" 8, Rose Melville in "Sis Hopkins."

SUCCESS

AT PAWS

NOW

WALTER STANTON,

DAVID
KALEIKOA

;

;

A

—

;

—

Loew

OLYMPIC

(Willis

mgr.).— Al

Jackson,

F.

Reeves Beauty 8bow.

STANDARD (Charlea B. Arnold, mgr.
Columbia No. 2).—"French Models."

Circuit

GEORGE

HARADA
WORLD'S FAMOUS
CYCLIST

agt.,

;

Chic,.,

IIL

proprietor

Martin,

Ike

of

of

ROOK'INn
DUUMHU
Artiste

Vaudeville Agency

President and General Manager

PRUDENTIAL CIRCUIT

MOSSICIRCUIT

PLIMMER CIRCUIT

of •vtry description suitable for vaudeville can obtain long engagements
DIRECT with us. Send in your open time at once or call

and Acts

BOOKING

by

TRYOUTS CAN BE ARRANGED FOR ACTS UNKNOWN TO US
-TIMES SQUARE. NEW YORK-TeUphone Bryant MM

Qmcoot Columbia Theatre Bldg

Europe make their steamship arrangements through

of all performers going to
us.

%V*v} /O
^^
man, Genaro

The following have:

W.

Fields,' Chas. L. Fletcher, Ford and Wilson, Imro Fox, Fox and Fox,
Flood Bros., Gardner and Vincent, Willie Gardner. Gasch Sisters, Joseph GoleTheol, Gregories, Griffin and Dubois, Gilbert Gerard, Gardenia and Co.

&

C.

SON, 1M E.

14th St,

Now York CHy

Telephaoe Stuj immt lStt
———m—mm-mtmmmmmmmm—mmmmmmmmmmmmmtmmm
i

'

B. C. VAUGHAN.
BIJOU (J. H. Magoon, mgr.).

'

—George
THE
Co. In "The Conspiracy."
EMPIRE (J. H. Magoon, mgr.).—Ye Liberty.
HAWAII (Mrs. I. Scharlln, mgr.)—Pictures.
POPULAR (Bredhoff A Blair, mgrs.). — Mys-

Sua Floor,

PUTNAM BUILDING, NEW YORK

• Now Yet*

Sttd

Webb A

terious Jansen, Great Duncan, Jack Owens,
Senor 8erra, Joe Reed, Mazlne Hewitt
OPERA HOUSE (W. D. Adams, mgr.)
Benola, Musical Storeys, Dave and Norwood,
Hayes and R'lves, Zeno and Mandell, Boudlnl
Brothers, Valentine and Bell.

Rickard's

Bary

Combined

INDIANAPOLIS.
Bw O. J. OAWABAJf.
SHUBERT LJRAT (J. D. Barnes,
MacKay

28, 20. 30, "Kitty
In "Pretty Mrs.

8m lth."

80,

"One

(Ad.

Girl

In

F.

20,

Photo-

3.

mgr.).— "The

(Phil Brown,

Call-

Dan Matthews."
KEITH'S (Ned Hastings, mgr. agt., U. B.
Marz Bros.; Joe Jackson; Herman TimO.).
ing of

•

—
berg

Trevetts CaJane Connelly and Co.
Flying Henrys.
Nevlns and Gordon
nines
LYRIC (H. K. Burton, mgr.; agt., U. B. O.).
—Willing, Bentley and Willing; Fred and
Eva Mozart; Eddie Badger: Apollo Trio;
2d half— Lloyd* Sabine
Curtis and Hebard
and Co. 4 Society Girls One-string Milton
Baron Lichter Young Namba Family.
FAMILY (A. Harmon, mgr.; agt, Sun).
;

;

;

;

;

;

Vaudeville.

GAYETY

(C.

Cunningham, mgr.

;

agt., C. T.

E.).

E. Sullivan, mgr.).-

(G. E. Black,

"The

mgr.).— "Septem-

M

9f

PANTAOE8

Attractions.

THEATRE

Inc.

Artists desiring

BLDG.,

15*4

21 : Frances Clare, Ouy Rawson and
fine ; New Orleans Ragtime Band,
"girl act,

entertaining; Katherine McConnell and Roy
Neymeyer, got laughs ; Roy and Anna Harrah,
quite pleasing Arthur Whitlaw, good.
;

EMPRESS

(Harry

Follette, mgr.,

Loew).

"Who Is She?" good ; Wardell and
21
Hoyt, clever dialog ; Mathewa and Davie,
dancers; Scotch Quartet, entertaining; Fred
Week

:

laugh;

Hillenbrand,

Nichols-Nelson

THE NEW

FLATBUSH THEATRE
GEO. A. McDERMIT, Mgr.
BROOKLYN'S CLASSIEST VAUDEVILLE
HOUSE

Troupe,

2-SHOWS DAILY-2

just fair.

HIPPODROME

—

mgr..
Fountain,
(Lester
Slldon Bisters, very good;

Western States).
Light Opera Four, hit Stammer and Terrell,
show life in singing and dancing Royal Stock
Fourcheir, clever, Yendye, fair.
Co.. pleasing
;

;

STANDARD ACTS ALWAYS

JULES DELMAR,

Co.

• to 7

MOROSCO— "The

who

is

will

H.

J.

;

;

his

wife

(Lillian

El-

have returned to their home here from
the East for Christmas.

Ruth

St.

She also

la

Denis Is resting up at Pasadena.
rehearsing a few new dances.

John MeCormack. his wife and

babies,

are

spending the holidays hrre.

Stanley

and Selma Paley, leading

man and woman

at the Burbank, will take a
month's vacation after tbe first of the year.

MILWAUKEE.
By

P. G. MOltOAN.
MAJESTIC (James A. Hlgler. mgr.; agt,
Orph.).— Lillian Shaw, went big; Marie and
Mary McFarland, good "Sergt. Uagby," excellent
Donltn
McHale, entertaining;
ft
"Meanest Man in the World," second honors:
Keno and Mayne, pleased Bosnian and Fairman, fair; Blnna and Burt, landed.
CRYSTAL (William Gray, mgr.; agt.,
I-orw).
Frank Stafford and Co, appreciated
novelty; Wolgast and Olrlle, pleased; Smith
and Farmer, good; Phllllpps Four, floe; Morris and Allen, excellent.
;

;

The Orpheum celebrated
New Years Eve.

Its

20th anniversary

on

trained seals.

MONTREAL.TF.

FnrreHt

liott)

ALOZ

•king Agestty

Orpheum Theatre Bldg.

writing a play for Walter
be starred In it under the

James Corrlgan and

WEEKS

Write or Wire

Rollicking Girl."
TRINITY.— "The Life of Our Savior."

Elmer Harris

;

lookint Reeretenttiive

;

BURBANK.— "Alias Jimmy Valentine."
MAJE8TIC— Le Roy, Talma, Bosro and
MASON.— "The Shepherd of the Hills."

Morosco banner.

;

New York representation
New York City.

Broadway,

(Carl Walker, mgr., Pantagea).

—Week

Catlett,

(Clarence Drown, mgr.. U. B.
Trovato,
Heads," well received
went over big Ellda Morris, very good Charlie Howard and Co., pleasing; Corbett, ShepElphye
herd and Donovan, remarkably good
Snowdan, ordinary Platov and Glaser, artistic
dancers; Three Travllloe, clever, with well-

"Red

High-Class Vaudeville
Suite ltM-2-4, PALACE
1 W¥i Bryant.

Manager Moroaco Is negotiating to bring
Lewis Stone hack to his old stamping ground
rummer for a brief starring engagement.

SM MASON OPERA HOUSE BLDG.

ORPHEUM
—

NEW

next

GUY PRICE, Correspondent
O.)

of

Phon es:

mgr.).—

plays.

LYCEUM

TIVOLI THEATRE. SYDNEY-AUSTRALIA
YORK OFFICES, III Strand Theatre Bldg.

Office t

GENE HUGHES,
Manager

mgr.).—28,

a Million;" 31,

Governing
Director
"HUGHMAC," Sydney

Registered Cable Addressi

Head

writ* or wire.

;" 1, 2. Fritz 1 Sheff

Miller,

;

;

"THE IRISH SONGBIRDS'*

AND

Frank Stnmmers. the stnge dlr^-tor and proIs here, and has a now play for Kolb

ducer.

HIS

WM. O'CL
X^ AiXARE
**11J "SHAMROCK GIRLS"
Addreee. S?l

Putnam

Bids..

New York

LTD.
AUSTRALIA
Capital tL29Mtt

Capital, *3,eet,pet

HUGH McINTOSH,

Juno Salmo.

Trio,

Theatres

Tivoli

And AFFILIATED CIRCUITS, INDIA and AFRICA

A8HI (H. Bredhoff, mgr.).—The Crelghtons,
Mabs Campbell, Carpoa Bros., Four Goldlnls,

VARIETY'S

World

MOSS.

B. S.

B. S.

Bryant

LOS ANGELES OFFICE

CIRCUIT

Park and

Manager. Promoter and Produeer of Vaudeville Aeta

LOS ANGELES

la the

AMALGAMATED

By

COLUMBIA

LOEW

lflS

Sensational Acta Wanted
Chicago, 111.

Consumers Building,

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

HONOLULU.

ber Morning Glories."

1117

Fair Season.

PAUL TAUSIO A

Female Drummers."

The Qreateet Cymaaste

booking acts for

TUCK

L.

FELIX REICH

Freeman Bernstein

brother-in-law
the house.

MAJESTIC (Edw.

Bookad Solid Until

Office Tei

The Orpheum, which failed with vaudeville
and stock, Is making money with pictures
under the management of Morrie Wolfson.

B.

THE RECKLIESS

American Booking

German Savinga Bank Bldg.

;

Clybeursi Ave.

i

Owing to the Illness of Ethel Whiteside she
could not appear at the Empress Sunday, but
had recovered sufficiently to work Monday.

;

me

SAMUEL

;

ENGLISH

Booked Solid

CIRCUIT, San Francisco

AMUSEMENTNow CORPORATION
ROBINSON
ETHEL ROBINSON

;

HAWAIIAN
MUSICIAN

Prop.

LEVEY

General Manager

All correspondence to National Amphitheatre, Sydney.
owing to War Conditions.

IN

Vaudeville
VARIETY
CHICAGO

WEBSTER,

porarily closed,

;

;

Co., entertaining.

BIO

H.

;

:

Rose Melville, good.

1

Woman

"Every

mgrs.
agt. K. and E.).
4, Mrs. Patrick Campbell.

VAUDEVILLE
CIRCUIT
JENNY WEBSTER,

Vaudeville Circuit
(AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND)
BEN J. FULLER, Governing

time, had two

CINCINNATI.
By HARRY V. MARTIN.
GRAND (John Havlln and
— Theo. Ay

ELLIOTT

E.

COLONIAL. (Robert McLaughlin, mgr.).—
Do Wolff Hopper and Gilbert 4 Sullivan Opera

VAUDEVILLE

Novelty Feature Acta

for

FULLER-BRENNAN

Fifty-fifth

for the

GEORGE

»—

way.

The Hippodrome,

Work

sailings of boats for Australia for all first

1M North La Salle St.
FISHER, INC., SeatUe; BERT

J.

^—

shows New Year's Eve.

ny CLYDE

EDWARD

with

Affiliated

now playing vaudeand Broad-

is

Steady Consecutive

Can arrange from three to five weeks between
daaa acta. Communicate by wire or letter.

Charles Dempsey has been succeeded as
of the Miles theatre by O. J. Gallagher, formerly with the Miles hippodrome at
Minneapolis.

ville

Tina* in the Far Weat.

EXECUTIVE OFFICES, ALCAZAR THEATRE BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO

Suite 2f

mgr.).— 'The

Klttz,

J.

The Beat Small

Doing very good business.

Trotters."

conceal the click of the machine.

Co.

V
CIRCUI

OLTMPIA (O. McCandllah. mgr.).—Earl
Jerome, good comedy Richard Placak, BoheJohn Burrows A Co.,
baritone, applause
;

TREMONT

jn Belles."

41

and

Dill.

Florence Stone will return from Minneapolis
within a few weeks.

—

V\RIETY
,ii

,i

ORPHEUM
—

(William E. Mick, mgr.

;

house was filled Monday night and was entertained by a show good from top to bottom.
The bill was given a good start by Rice, Sully
and Scott, bar act. They were followed by
Ford ft Truly, In "Chums in Vaudeville/"
"Truly" is a dog, carefully trained.
Well
!lked.
No. 3 held Walter Shannon and Marie
Annis, In "A Shine Flirtation," affording an

agt.,

Loew).

"Before the Roundup," big novelty;
Ricknell and Drew, comedy
honors ; Hilda
Orth, entertaining
Oldfield and Drew, good
;

Sartello, excellent.

DAVIDSON (Sherman

Brown, mgr.;

agt.,

Ind).
'Hanky Panky." playing nine-day engagement, ending Jan. 2. Following, first half,
Nat Goodwin in "Never Say Die ;" last half,
"Under Cover."
SHUBERT (C. A. Niggemeyer, mgr.).— Shubert stock In "A Fool There Was." to excellent business.
"Damaged Goods." next.
PABST (Ludwig Kreiss, mgr .).— Pabst
German Theater Company In "Die SlebzehnJaehrigen," fair.

"Der Ungetreue"

opportunity for comedy situations.
Robins,
"Queer Musician," hit. Evidently a foreigner,
he is clever In imitations of musical instruments.
Next came the Toyo Jap Troupe.
acrobats, rather a choice spot for an act of
this kind, but they proved themselves worthy.
Whiting and Hurt were thoroughly enjoyed
and repeated their regular hit here. Hartman and Varady, dancers, while they did
some great whirlwind acrobatic dancing, were
not appreciated.
So many good dancing
teams have appeared here In the last few
weeks that Hartman and Varady failed to receive the applause due them for their efforts.
In the headline spot was Nellie V. Nichols,
the hit of the bill.
Closing was Rolfe's
"Lonesome Lassies." The music la tuneful
and catchy and the girls, most pretty, are
very
well
costumed.
Jere
Delaney,
the
straight man, was handicapped by a cold, but,
even In spite of this fact, he does not seem
at home In the part.
Harry B. Watson, who
takes care of the comedy end, is a fairly
good comedian, but does not appear often.
GLOBE (Eugene L. Perry, mgr.; agent. U.
B. O.). Good bill drew a capacity house Monday afternoon.
The opening act was "He.
She and a Piano." Bad spot for an act of
this kind, and, while they worked hard and
deserved applause, their efforts availed them
little
nothing.
or
Gordon Eddrldge and
company In "Won by a Leg," the laugh
hit of the bill.
No. 3 was Tilton, a male Impersonator who had her audience completely mystified throughout her appearance as
to whether she was a man impersonating a
woman, or a woman impersonating a man.
Her act is decidedly good. Friend and Lesser,
team, were well liked. Bert Levy, the artist,
wag the applause hit of the bill.
McCormlck and Irving had a refined singing and
talking act. one of the best seen at this house
for some time.
Mayo and Tully, with songs,
were well liked.
Treat's Seals, closing the
show, held them in.
NIXON.— Yvette, C. H. O'Donnell. Doc
O'Neill,
Days."
"Cheyenne
Leonard
and
Dempsey. Sig. Franz Troupe.
KEYSTONE.— "Streets of Philadelphia,"
Carson and Wlllard, Carl Statzer and Co..
King Quartet, Dolly and Mack, The Great
Johnson.
WILLIAM PENN.
"Lunatic
Bakers."

follow*.

GAYETY (J. W. Whitehead, mgr.).— "Roseland Girls."
Fair business.
AUDITORIUM (Joseph C. Gricb, mgr.).—
Auditorium Symphony Orchestra.

NEW ORLEANS.
Bjr O. M. SAMUEL.
TULANE (T. C. Campbell, mgr.).— Maude
Adams in "The Legend of Lenora."
CRESCENT (T. C. Campbell, mgr ).— Percy
Haswell stock In "Green Stockings."
LAFAYETTE (T. C. Campbell, mgr.).—
"Cablrla,"

with

Don

Phlllipinl

and

Suzanne

Lehman.

DAUPHINE (Lew

Rose,

mgr.).— Stock bur-

—

lesque.

LYRIC (Robert Mansfield, mgr. ) .—Robert
Mansfield Players In "The Prince of Liars."
FRENCH O. H. (Emlle Durieu. mgr.).—
Slgaldl Opera Co.. In "II Trovatore," "Rlgoletto," "Un Ballo Maschera," "Travlata" and
"La Giaconda.
ALAMO (Will Guerlngcr, mgr.).— Vaudeville.

ORPHEUM

(Arthur White, mgr.).— Henrietta Crosman's beautiful peace preachment
Illumines
current program
Two Alfreds,
adept acrobats; Weston and Leon, appealing;
Waldeman,
Young and Jacobs,
amusing
travesty; Billy McDermott. amused the gallery ; Rooney and Bent,
good Impression
Kremollna and Darraa Bros., disclosed daring
trapeze act.
;

The

Slgaldl

Opera Company has created a

profound Impression here, the opinion being
vouchsafed, almost universally, that It is the
best organization heard at the French opera
house in years. 'Especially commendatory is
the work of Marie dl Rocha.
Emile Durieu
is again managing the opera house.

For advertising purposes.
"Potash
and
Perlmutter" interpreters sold garments at a
department store Friday, attracting considerable attention.
A number of persons turned
out again on Saturday, somewhat mistaken In
the belief the partners were going to do an

Van and Schenck,
Wroe P/uds.

Hum
stock

ton and
shortly.

1

1

Delmalno
Marguerite

Join

the

Crosby

ducted Sunday.

Dauphine
was In-

Jessie

and

very well.

—

Standlsh.

Scofleld,

T
.

power

this

week,

but

despite

first

time.

the

HARRIS

in

local

bur-

GR\\*n

(IFirrv Davis, mgr.; agent. U. R
Foy & Co.. big hit; Rcrthn
.""o.,
scored
The Magleys, good
Brcant Hayes, excellent; The Lang-

Eddie
n
CrMghton
)

opener;

:

Marlon

(stock).

PARK— "The

Roger

Tenderfoot,"

Gray

lending (stock).

VICTORIA.— German

stock.

GARRICK.— Pictures.

;

ST. PAUL, MINN.
By C. J. ii r:\n.\M.

;

;

—Chung
Frank Milton

Hwa

mgr.).

Four,

headline, scored;
ft DeLong Sisters, scored
TieDor's Trained Seals, pleased
Arthur Houston
;

;

applauded

la.,

ft

Zlnka Panna, unique

;

Lee

;

Borth, laugh.
NIXON (Thos. Kirk, mgr.).— "The Little
full house, which applauded offering despite lack of stars.
4, Margaret Ang-

Cafe" drew
lin.

ALVIN (J. B. Reynolds, mgr.).— "The Passing Show" threatens to break records. Opened Xmas. 4, "Too Many Cooks."
LYCEUM (Charles Wilson, mgr.).— Hap

Ward

in

well.

4,

"A

Fool, His Money and Girl," drew
"Within the Law."
SCHENLEY (Harry Davis, mgr.; stock).
First attempt by company of musical comedy, "The Gingerbread Man," success.
Good

—

ORPHEUM

Burroughs, mgr.).—
(E.
C.
The Act Beautiful; Ida Dlvinoff
Fredrika
Slemons and Co.; Havlland and Thornton;
Steveni and Marshall; Hlnes and Fox; W.
Horelik Ensemble; pictures.
EMPRESS (Gus S. Greening, mgr.).—Ye
Olde Tyme Hallowe'en
Crawford and Broderlck
Tom Mahoney Brgotti and Lillipu;

;

;

;

tians

;

NEW

Juggling DeLisle

PRINCESS

GAYETY

(Henry

Kurtzman.

New Yorkers."
VICTORIA

mgr.).— "Gay

(George
Gallagher.
mgr.).—
"Trans-Atlantic Burlesquers."
Pretty good

house.

ACADEMY

(Harry

night Maids,"
fair house.

For the

first

J. Smith, mgr.).— "Midtime here, well liked by

pictures.

;

(Bert Goldman, mgr.).—
Mattie Choate and
Vine Cimeron Trio
Co.;
Earnie Forest; Smith and Pullman;

Le

;

pictures
2d
other acts.

half

;

STAR

— Banda

Rosa

and

three

mgr.).— "Rosey Posey

Kirk,

P.

(J.

Girls."

SPOKANE.

house.

Bt J\MR*

AUDITORIUM
W.

N.

agt.,

T.
23-20.

Mind;"

R.

ROYCm.

(Weaver ft
A.).— 20-24.
"September

mgrs.

York,

"The Master
Morn;" 27-2,

"Get Rich Quick Walllngford."
LOEW'S (Joseph Muller. mgr.; agt, direct).
20, "Lea Casados,"
poor comedy
hurts
Ward Sisters, big card Ed. Cleve,

—Week

;

;

"The Toll Bridge," well done;
ft
Douglas, lively; Russell's minsinging liked.
PANTAOES (E, Clarke Walker, mgr.; agt.,
direct).— Week 20,
Guadelupe,
away
gets
nicely; Payne ft Nesbit, dainty act; H. Guy
Woodward and Co., big winner; Fred Duprez. a bit
Tnl Plen Troupe, drawing card.
entertaining;

time in Its history, the Gjand
will give a midnight performance New Year's
Eve. The Academy wil give one and at the
Miles the Theatrical Men's Association will
give a show with acts donated by the profirst

fession.

Sampson
strels,

:

The

party

Socialist

has

again begun givconnection with Its

ing picture shows in
Sunday mass meetings in the Lyceum.

The Harris theatre is celebrating
annl-ersary this week.

By

AX SON.

B. E.

T.

Pangel, mgr.).— "The Auc-

28-2.

BAKER (Geo. L. naker,
nation of Aunt Mary." 3-D.
ORPHEUM (T. R. Conlon.

Mgr.).— "Rejuve21
fine

;

;

:

;

;

;

business.

LOEW'S EMPRESS (W. H. Prlrong, mgr).
21: Landry Brothers, good; Rouble
Sims, pleased
Delmore ft Light, passed ; "One
Good Turn," well acted Claud ft Marion Cleve-

— Week

;

;

Edwin Ford A Co., closed.
Flood, mgr.).— Stock.

LYRIC (Dan

Ily

RAYMOND

HIPPODROME

(Harry
Sisters

ers,

A.

WALSH.

since

Loew commenced

(Harrv Wallace, mgr.).— Dewey ft
Rodgers, DeMarela's Animals, Mnrle Stoddard,
Dow & Dow, Amedlo, Van ft Bell, Dyer ft
Leonard.

COLUMBIA

(Horry Ruckley. mgr.).— Chlng
Ling Foo, Grace La Rue, Natalie ft Ferrari
Dolan * Lenharr. Willa Holt Wakefield. Marie & Rllly Hart. Burkhart & White, Miller
Lylcs.

OLYMPIC
Stahl in

(Walter Sanford, mgr.).— Robe
"Perfect Lady." Rig sale announced.

SHUBERT
AMERICAN

Pair of Sixes."

Thurston.

(Melville
Stoltz,
Sole good.
(Harry
Wallace,

SHEA'S
Adelaide

Small,
J.
mgr.).— "Fine
Fiske O'Hara.
Shea, mgr.; agt., U. B. 0.).—
Hughes, scored
Willie Brothers,
(A.

4,

(J.

:

sensational; Tom Lewis and Co., excellent;
Julia
Curtis,
unique; Sid Baxter, novel;
Misses Campbell, clever; Jackson and McLaren. Interested.
LOEW'S YONOE STREET (J. Bernstein,
mgr.).
Texas Tommy Dancers, hit; Waterbury Bros, and Tenny. pleasing; Mason and
Murray, entertaining; Billy Klncald, encored;

Sherman, Van and Hyman, good
Between
Turns, amusing; Ward and Faye, pleased;
Mile. Busse's Dogs, sagacious.
SHEA'S HIPPODROME (A. C. McArdle.
mgr.; agt., U. B. O.). Violin Beauties, went
big; Dare Austin and Co., well received;
Harry and Augusta Turpin, pleased Hill and
Ankurmnn. good: Raymond and Holder, hit;
Snnntn Cum, novel
"Ready Money," with

—

;

to

GRAND

ft

GRAND

Feathers."

;

Earl, mgr.; agent,
& Escortes, Four

Messes Cockatoos, Edwards BrothAnderson & Goines. Elsie Gilbert, Blanche
* Harris. The Hippodrome has
life

mgr.)."Thlngs That Count." opened well.
4, GIIand Sullivan Opera.
PRINCESS (O. B. Sheppard, mgr.).—
"Chocolate Soldier," reporting former success.
4. Annie Russell.

—

ST. LOUIS.
Loew).- -Stewart

TORONTO.

By VABTLBY.
ROYAL ALEXANDRA (L. Solman.

bert

mgr.).—Week

Leo Zarrell & Co., good Hal ft Frances,
Kolb ft Harland, pleased Bell Family, headMcKay ft Ardlne, good Avon Comedy
Four, hit
Alexander Brothers, good
good

liners

;

Approximately $150 was raised at the benefit given
by the Baker Players at the Auditorium for the Good Fellows.

PORTLAND, ORE.
HEILIG (W.

SPOKANE (Sam W. B. Conn, mgr.; agt..
Fisher).— Week 20. first half— Byrd's Hawaiian^. George Harrison, the Essells
second half— Pauline Joseph, McConnell ft Austin, Bob Roberts.

fourth

Its

book.

lesques.

Ruekert leading

;

Co., very good
Gibson ft Dye, encored
Mildred ft Ruth pleased
Gordon & Kinky,
good
Sadie Fondeller, good.
SHERIDAN SQUARE (Charles Dempsey,

ft

taken on new

Ginger Girls."
r-ASTNO— Rllly Watson Show.
GAYETY.— "Reautv, Youth and Folly."
TROCADERO.— "The Girls from the Folits."
Packed houses Mondnv.
minstrel

U

Sloan. Rurke

EMPIRE.— "The

DUMONT'S.— Stock

R. Buchhelt, mgr.; agent,

(C.

Avolos.
Stock.

VICTORIA.— Vaudeville.
EMPRESS. -Vaudeville.

1

Co.,

;

mgr.).—Watson

STANDARD.— Fay Foster burlesque.
GAYETY. — Burlesque.
STRAND.— Pictures.
GRAND CENTRAL.— Pictures.
666,"
SHENANDOAH.— "Officer

B. O.).— Capt Jack Augur ft Co., hit; Hugh
Cameron ft Co., scored Catherine Chaloner

and

PITTSBURGH.
By OBOROH H. iBLDES.

this

;

In

ORPHEUM— "Within the Law."
AMERICAN— "Madame Sherry."
PALACE— Vaudeville.

;

opener
LeMalre
trude Barnes, hit.

land, hit;

"Jerry."
Perlmutter,"
seventh week, still going good.
LITTLE THEATRE. "The Critic." Resident company.
WALNUT.— Chnuncev Oleott. Rig business.
CHESTNUT ST. O. II.- War pictures.
Drawing big house.

ters.

KEITH'S (Harry T. Jordan, mgr.: nucnt.
R. ().).
No headllner of recognized draw-

rehearsal

ft

Dakln, excellent, but need
Hanlon ft Hanlon, good
Dawson, laugh
ft
Ger-

ft

Walsh,

(Joe

Sisters burlesque.

agent, Locw).

Emmett

Bernle, hit: Grace

ft

Stewart

;

doing

Indefinite stay.

BROAD. -Bllllo Rurke
GARRICK. — "Potash

F. Hrcnnan Is booking song hook salesIn picture theatres, receiving a commison the gross sules.
Rreiinan Is going
to dispense with circulars and get n detective agency to write him some follow-up let-

I

Co.
fairly

a hit and doing well considering conditions.
Roth of these houses, which are Shubertb'
and next to one another, are both playing

H.

ing

Long,

LYRIC. Emma Trentlnl and Clifton Crawford In "The Peasant Girl" seemed to have

men

PHILADELPHIA.
By JOHN J. BURNRg.

more

Two

Howard and

Troupe.

Haney and
George Nagel and
FORREST.— "Ben Hur" Is doing
well.
Two weeks more.
ADELPHI— Jose Collins in "Suzl"
Chase,

sion

The only deadheads of the opera house in
a Georgia town were lynched Saturday night.
Early Sunday morning the manager hung out
a sign reading, "Free List Positively Suspended."

—
Klass
scored;

Sisters,

Patterson,

PRINCESS

;

;

tioneer."

musical comedies, for the

Newest recruit to the local picture field is
Southern Photo Drama Company, which
will lease and sell features exclusively.

the

Courtney

C!o..

Burlela

GRAND. — Makarenka

Perolt

for the guests.
'Twas wondrous to note the
celerity with which the artists consumed celery.

;

Takazawa Japs, fair.
MILES (Harry Wood, mgr.;

laugh

—

James Thompson and

encore.

Lew Rose banquetted himself, his company
and friends In celebration of his 52d birthday
on the stage of the Dauphine.
There were
chicken sandwiches for the choristers, who
seemed terribly overdressed In ordinary b Bailment, and souvenirs of kosher meat candy

laugh
Holmes Travelette, good
Girl
from Milwaukee, in favor; Fields ft Lewis,

dons,

mgr.).— "A
mgr.).—

;

Edward

Alleles.

MAJESTIC
Griffin).

M.P.,

(Peter

Proprietor;"

Mack
Bert

held interest.
F.

Griffin,

Manhattan Tahlold Co.
Billy B.
Scheftclls.

r»nd

Kenney.

GAYETY

(T.

Barnes,

mgr.;
In

agt,

"The New

Nellie

Sutton,

John and Eva Brady,

R. Henry,

mgr.).— Ben Welch

Ills New Show.
4, Bowery Burlesquers.
STAR (Kean F. Pierce, mgr.).— The Auto

and

Girls.

4,

The Garden

of Girls.

A new play In four acts entitled "The Other
Woman." written by Ray Levlnsky of thU

city,
will be presented under the auspices
of a local political league at Massey Hall 7.

VARIETY
Merry Xmai and a Happy New Year to all
you If you haven't had one so far.
Expect you enow booetera will got pretty
sad whan wo mention that wo hove just finished a nice game of coif. What? BlimvH!
What a driiiiv vvveeeo. Nearly broke a window.
Of couroe wo all know how hard it is to pick
a flea off a doc's back with a boxing- glove, but
did you ever try to drive off the too with a
hail on your nock? No? Well, try it. The one
an Varden's mock at present kospo him busy
thinking of days gone by when ho waa human

A

FRANCES
CLARE
GUY RAWSON

of

Imperial
Pekinese

and

with

'Their Little
Friends"

Troupe

Girl

like the root of us.

That envelope on Saturday night is about the
only thing over here that reminds that the
country is at war. But it's a great reminder.

A

GAVIN and PLATT

Nothingtoputhoroly Yours,

VARIETY. LONDON.

TOURING
Ph

Hawthorne Ave.,

Clifton,

N.

WHENEVER YOU SEE
A SKETCH THINK OF
ALLEN MILLER

J.

Sam
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Bosh

MUSICAL ARTISTS

West

Touring Pantagee Circuit

BOOKED SOLID

I
S
S

THEY SAY
THAT ADVERTISING PAYS
WELL
SEE
KAnn
DOES
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IT

LOEW

CIRCUIT

m

KNOCKINGTHKMOFFTHEIRSEA
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Electrical Ye in
Jach and Kittle Leo
South Soa ScaoJ e Specialty Superba
Booked Solid. United Time
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MAKE YOU LAUGH
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TRANSFIELD SISTERS
REFINED

ABC

JOE

04 *</ u/*y ufm«x>
/*> rxc

thc Foru/ce na

ftoT

MOON

AUSTRALIA

Touring

T

C
E

**>

EMILY

Jerome and Carton
RICKARD'S CIRCUIT,

ASK THE MANAGER

i

BARNEY MYERS

FRANK

flippy lyEw^fag

Tramp"

MAX HART

Original Dances and Songs

VARIETY, Now York

By Junta McCroo

Direction.

VENTRILOQUIST

MARCUS LOEW CIRCUIT

Proa.

la

STICKNEY

Direction,

Barton

ROSE

Owner and

SAM"GOOD
J. CURTIS
BYE BOYS"

A
T
T
R
A

B

THEODORE TENNYg

"The Silent
Direction,

LONG TACK SAM
Sola

VON HOFF

GEO.

THOSE MUSICAL WIZARDS

KENNEDY art REEVES
RETURN ENGAGEMENT
PANTAGES CIRCUIT

Lately Featured with

All communications to

1381-M Pessaic
7

K IP PES,

ShangtimjMystery
Six Chlnooo Wonders.
Jubilee Co.

Anna Hold

BROWN

The PEACHES

Virion, Perry and Wilber

"Yesterday."
Delightful Story of Youth
Boohed Solid
Direction
CHRIS O.
This Week (Doc. 28)
Pan tee es, San Diego
Next Week (Jan. «),
Pantagee, Salt Lake

"FUN IN A BARBER SHOP"

§WEBER, DOLAN A FRAZER BEEHLERS
Room

'rillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllE

214,

1S47

Broadway,

New York

Next Weak

(Jan.

J),

Broadway Theatre, Philadelphia

ARTHUR
PRINCE
"JIM
Nan Halperin
M
"

of

VARIETY, Ntw York

S.

AMERICA'S

PRESENTS

A MUSICAL COMEDY
Libretto by Walter

IN

MacNamara
Music and Lyric by

ONE ACT

WALTER

L,

ROSENBERG

WITH

VICTOR KAHN

HERBERT BROSKE
BLANCHE BOONE
IRENE MOORE
AND COMPANY OF 11 PEOPLE

Continuous Laughs

H.

Pretty Girls
Clever Comedians
Magnificent Costumes
Melodious Music
Beautiful Scenery
Excellent Singers

OWN

PRODUCT

MARION WEEKS

Little

"The Count wThe Maid"

BENTHAM

THE MINIATURE PRIMA DONNA
Direction,

Fred Ward

Playing U. B. O.

Personal Management.

NICK HAN LEY

ROSIE LLOYD
Touring

in

American Vaudorllle.

WILLIAM

VIOLET

PEARL and MEEHAN
PLEASANT MOMENTS

BOOKED SOLID

IN

VAUDEVILLE
W.

V.

M. A.

VARIETY

^

by

special

arrangement With the

NEWYORK MOTION PICTURE CORP.
presents

Gooigo Beban
irv

Produced hy Thomas H.Ince
(Producer of TfojfyAocit'&nd*77wJkuy>ain)

$

simple story of

loVe

and faith

and loyaltythat
Will appeal to
all

people

£S

Carefree Beppo at homl

from $unny Italy
to the

Newyorh Ghetto
To li\ta your baby must haVe Bsteurizcdmilk"%)
.

\%
NB\V YORK.N.Y.
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TEN CENTS

VOL. XXXVII. No.
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NEW YORK

CITY.

PRICE TEN CENTS.

VARIETY

HUM

I

wlllard's a marvel, a vaudeville

prize,

Into the air watch him gradually rise,

Longer and longer he grows while you
Like things we read of

in

All who

behold him

wonderment

Rises on

high, yet

in

some

look,

fairy book,
gaze,

no effort displays,

Daresay hell grow

till the

end of his days.

Vol.

A.

XXXVII. No.

NEW YORK

6.

PAUL KEITH, NEW FACTOR
IN THE THEATRICAL WORLD

Son of Famous Father Comes Into His Inheritance, and Will
Take Active Interest in Theatricals. Planning New
Hippodromes for Boston and Providence.
Boston, Jan.

Paul

A.

theatrical

Keith, the

manager

had the inheritance

showman-father,
over to him.

the

in
left

B.

F.

8.

young

wealthiest

world,

has

by his famous
turned

Keith,

A. Paul was the sole heir

and received the residue of the estate,
that was wholly settled early in the
week, shortly after A. Paul had reached
his 40th

birthday anniversary.
the advent of a

The two events mark
strong new factor in

theatrical

busi-

and moWhile A. Paul has wide
vaudeville

particularly

ness,

tion pictures.

experience
in
under
gained

show

the
the

tutelage

the

immense Keith

of

his

vaudeville

Cir-

Mr. Albee, although often consulted in the past by the latter and his
cuit to

late

father.

Now

seems from reliable sources
V Paul is going out on his own, with
probably Mr. Albee interested in his
it

men are jointmany Keith houses.

future ventures, as both
ly

concerned

The

first

in the

of A. Paul's individual enter-

two Hippodromes, each seating not less than
2,800, one to be in Boston and the
other in Providence. The Hips will be
devoted to high grade vaudeville at
popular prices. It is said that admission scale will not exceed 25 cents, top.
The Boston house will be on a site
prizes will be the erection of

on Scollay square that A. Paul controls.
The Providence plot is already a Keith
Building operations are to
property.
commence almost immediately and
will be under the direct supervision of
Mr. Keith.
Along the same line and policy, it is
said A. Paul will put up Hippodromes
(f large capacity

for big vaudeville at

low prices in every available city where
and Mr. Albee believe a field exist.
The Keith end of vaudeville, as
represented by the United Booking
ho

New

York, controls the

first

class vaudeville at the big time prices
in

cities

all

east

of

a

specific

drawn through Chicago.

Through

line
af-

with the Orpheum Circuit in
the West, they practically encompass
the United States and Canada.
B. F. Keith was the founder of the
present day vaudeville business.
At
his death last spring he left an estate
that included numberless properties.
No positive statement of the total
amount was made, but showmen say
that the Keith wealth was between
$25,000,000 and $30,000,000.

BAYES CANCELS

$33,000.
Norah Bayes has canceled $33,000
worth of vaudeville engagements, simply because the managers would not
agree to a raise of $75 weekly in her
salary.

Miss Bayes was routed until the end
May at $1,500 a week, less the booking agency's commission of 5 per cent.
Norah did not wish to pay the booking
agency 5 per cent., especially as she
thought one or more of the several producers about to launch revues on
Broadway would call for her services.
Miss Bayes informed the vaudeville
managers her time was canceled unlets
the salary was raised to $1,575 a week.
This the managers refused to do.
Meanwhile Miss Bayes had received no
offer for a revue. Unless she recalls her
of

notice of cancellation the present enat Keith's, Indianapolis, will

gamement
be her

final

big time week.

Next week

Norah was to have been at Keith's,
Washington.
When Miss Bayes started her vaudeville

season

in

the early

fall,

she car-

and was under the
constant care of a physician. Both have
been dispensed with, through the singer
gaining rapidly in health, although Miss
Bayes is said to give Christian Science
ried a trained nurse

quite

some

credit

physical cor dition.

for

her

9,

PRICE

1915..

LOEWS WESTERN

TRIP.

Chicago, Jan.
Several of the principal figures

in the

conference that will intimately concern
the former Sullivan-Considine theatres
in the middle and far west, now operated by Loew.
*

REIS RETAKING CIRCUIT?
story says M. Reis may shortly retake the circuit named after him and
which was disposed of last summer to
group,

closed

a

including

Joe

Morton Cohn.
A picture policy was placed

and

Engel

S.

in nearly

the Reis houses, but it has returned
no profit. Reis received about $10,-

all

000 for the transfer of the leases. Most
of the houses are in western Pennsylvania and upper New York state. It
is not known what plans Mr. Reis has
in mind for the circuit, it if returns to
him.

-

New York Tuesday for a tour of the Loew western
circuit,
formerly the Sullivan-Considine houses.
He will be gone about
four weeks.
Before leaving, Mr. Loew said nothing of importance was connected with
his trip, that it was merely one of
Marcus Loew

CENTS

10

A

7.

Marcus Loew Circuit and its affiliations
are in Chicago today. They have been
coming in since yesterday morning.
In the crowd are Messrs. Loew, Zukor, Cohn, Jones and Schaefer.
It is said the people mentioned will
proceed to Seattle, where they will
meet John W. Considine, to hold a

filiation

business,

and Edward F. Albee, the
father
younger Keith has left the operation
of

Offices of

JANUARY

CITY, SATURDAY,

left

survey.

On the *ame train were Joe Schenck
and Irving Berlin, who have gone to
one of the Indiana resorts for a couple
of weeks' rest.

CASE MAY BARE SCANDAL
From advance

reports

possible

of

testimony in the Deane vs. Deane divorce suit and the action Mrs. Deane
has started asking the court to grant
her

i*

Fanny Ward

damages from

alienation

seems

of her husband's

for

affections,

likely that there will be a very

interesting scandal aired of

more than

passing interest to theatricals.

One
ip

of the

women who

New

will

known

said to have been

at

testify

one time

Tenderloin as "The
A very well known
comedian is also mentioned as likely
to receive undesirable publicity in connection with the trial.

in

York's

Diamond Queen."

RECEIVER CLOSES "JOSEPH."
St.

Louis, Jan.

6.

"Joseph and His Brethren," playing
here this week, will end its tour Saturday.
The closing is under the order
of the receiver for Liebler

&

Co.

has arranged to return the

company

New York

the

by

way

of

He
to

Lehigh

Valley.

MOFFAT'S FAMILY PLAY.
The manuscript of Graham Moffat's
newest play was received irr New York
by Walter Hast this week. The new
show is entitled "The Hooking of
Sandy" and
try

later in

will be

played in this counthe year by Mr. Moffat's

water,

Calve

coming

CALVE.
on the
York.

reported

is

New

toward

Vaudeville is waiting for her arrival,
Grand opera
according to report.
holds nothing for the diva just now,
and with Carl Jorn, the Metropolitan
star, "getting over" on the Palace vaudeville program this week, it looks like
an operatic wave, if Calve consents to

engagement.
understood to be asking
weekly for further big time

a twice daily

Mr. Jorn
$1,500

is

dates.

family.

entire

MAY GET
Kmma

There are eight of the Moffats

in

HEARST-SELIG TOO SLOW.

all.

The Hearst-Selig

"TIPPERARY" SHOW.
Gus

Hill has obtained the producing

William Anthony McGuire's
to Tipperary," and
plans to have the first company out
by Feb. 1. It will be a war play.
rights to
"It's

a

Long Way

improved
If

you don't advartiso

la

don't odvsrtlM.

VARIETY,

or whatever

kibosh

it

placed

is

Pictorial

called,

upon

it

is

in

Weekly,

getting the
vaudeville

theatres as being too slothful.

One Broadway

theatre

threw

service out last week, replacing

it

the

with

another weekly, giving the reason for
the expulsion that what the H.-S. review displayed had been forgotten before it reached the sheet.

CABLES
SALARY ATTITUDE
CONSIDERED MOST APATHETIC

V. A. F.'S

Managers Juggling Houses

to Suit Best Convenience for

—

Ad-

vantage in Co-operative Plan of Halls and Artists Latter'*
Organization Giving No Attention Leading Artists'
Representative Said to Have Protected Himself.

—

London, Jan

(>.

attitude of the Variety Artists'
Federation toward the operation of the

The

co-operative plan of managers sharing
with artists on a percentage basis, is
singularly apathetic in view of a very
common complaint that the acts are

obliged to play the poor paying hall
on the percentage basis, which nets

them much

than their regular salary, but when the opportunity happens for a house to give a bonus practically by the same system, over the
less

amount of the regular salary, the management finds some means to defeat
it.

This happened last week in a hall of
the Variety Controlling Co., at BrighThe artists would have realized
ton.
handsomely had the Controlling Co.
not let that house for the week. The
artists received their full salary through
this maneuver, losing what would have

been a large bonus for each, had the
gross receipts been divided according
to original understanding.
It is being reported that a very
prominent man on this side connected
with the artists in a representative
capacity has been practically gagged

of the house, despite the utilization of
considerable orchestra space with the
now permanent runway. On these two

occasions the box office takings hovered around $2,200.
On or about Jan. 9 deCourville will
sail for America, accompanied by Harry
Hall, the Hippodrome stage managci.
The exact object of his trip, and the.
taking with him of Hall, are more or
less shrouded in mystery.

London, Jan.

The

Pavilion

Monday had

6.

At the Strand Saturday "Mistress
Wilful" was given a hearing. It is a
costume play, with old-fashioned romance of restoration days.
The piece has small chance of success.
Julia Neilson and Fred Terry
did excellently in it

London, Jan.
It

is

settled that Alfred Butt's

now

6.

new

course of construction, will open before the end of
Paris,

in

this

year.

in

Miss Gerard wore some
gowns, what there was of
them. They were without waists, with
only girdles and shoulder straps.
Gaby was in an upper box during the
turn.
She applauded from the opening
until the ending of it, without cessation.

London, Jan.

6.

Success does make quite a difference
one's point of view.
Take, for instance, Alfred deCourville's production
of "Business as Usual" at the Hippodrome. During rehearsals deCourville
was interviewed by one of London's big
dailies and said, among other things,
that he didn't believe any theatrical production was good enough to command
in

these troublous times
would reduce the
Hippodrome prices during the run of
the then forthcoming presentation.
But "Business as Usual" turned out
to be so big a hit that on two succes$2.50 a

and that

sive

seat

in

London, Jan.

6.

has developed that H. B. Marinelli, Ltd., has the right to three more
appeals on the revocation of its London agency license, until the matter
reaches the House of Lords.
This may take years, and meanwhile
the Marinelli agency will carry on its

it

broke the record

single piano turn.

London, Jan.

Oswald

Stoll

is

now

is

over.

6.

war
will have no
after the war

issuing a

contract in order that it
bearing on future salaries
,

Immediately following the war dec-

managing diLondon Theatres of Varia war contract whereby he

laration Charles Gulliver,

issued

stays.

IMITATION PAILS.
6.

DeVries' "Detective Spy," a sketch
on "Secret Service," caries in it a very
poor imitation of Sherlock Holmes, and
the piece

is

a failure.

at the Pavilion

It

was put on

Monday.

London, Jan.

there today.

go into the new Winter Garden

will

turn.

Acording to report the new K. & E.
"Fads and Fancies," will follow
tlie Hazel Dawn show into the Knickerbocker Feb. 8.
It's planned for the
revue to have an out of town trip,
revue,

starting Jan. 25.

Melville Stokes will be in

the

new

Garden revue.

The Animal Welfare League

of

6.

De-

taking steps to stop animal
acts on the American stage. A special
officer was recently appointed to interview the managers of all Detroit theatres for the purpose of having them
refuse to play animal acts. The managers have referred the matter to their
troit

is

booking agents.

LAUDER GIVES

UP.

London, Jan. 6.
Upon arriving here, Harry Lauder,
who has a son at the front, gave $5,000

War

Fund.

PETROVA HAS "SALVATION.'

»»

Olga Petrova has a play
vation."

called "Sal-

be placed in rehearsal
by the Shuberts in about two weeks.
Carolvn Harris will be in the cast.
It will

Intense

German

Feme Rogers in
Lane expressed friendship for the Germans, and nearly precipitated a strike
among the remainder of the company.
Wlrfh Family Going Home.
London, Jan. 6.
The AVirth Family will sail in Feb-

Manager Didn't Last Long.
After

box

London, Jan.
George Perry had been

office

ford,

man

Now

6.

the

Oxbecome

for 20 years at the

he recently resigned to
the

Tottenham

Palace.

he has quit that position.

6.

Looks Bad for Germany.
looked bad for Germany early in
the week when Max Lowe of the Marinelli agency, had his full beard removed.
Max had been wearing it on a bet the
Germans would reach Paris. He gave
as an excuse the hairs commenced to
It

tickle his neck.

U

you don't dvtrtiM

The special officer told a Varibty
representative that if the managers continued to play animal acts, the League
would make some effort to have legislation passed which would prohibit
them appearing in any Michigan theatre.

The League

In

don't odvartlao.

VARIETY,

gives as its reason that
used most forcibly on
animals in order to train them.

whip

the

dumb

is

Mrs. Abner E.

Lamed

is

president of

the League.

Feeling.

London, Jan. 6.
the panto at Drury

manager of

Joe Coyne Sailing?
London, Jan. 6.
A cable received from Joe Coyne
from New York says he is sailing from

the June production there.
Bert Clark, of Clark and Hamilton,

Detroit, Jan.

least.

Richard Warner died here Dec. 31
of pneumonia, aged 59.
He was a well
known English agent.

they found their contract called for

ing,

ANIMAL ACT CRUSADE.

6.

RICHARD WARNER DEAD.

The Three Keatons are not going into
new Garden show. When report-

the

BIG JACK AFTER WORK.

ruary for Australia, their native counand will' remain there a year at

delirious in the fever.

Ernest Ball (her stage partto continue in vaudeville as a

could ca*ncel an act on a week's notice.

try,

Seymour
Hicks
from
returned
France with pneumonia.
He was so
ill
his removal from the boat could
not be undertaken, and Hicks is now

the cast of the

show. Mabel Hamilton has arranged
to continue in vaudeville as a single

"WAR CONTRACT."

STOLL'S

regular business, the appeals acting as

he, for one,

Saturday nights

In the company are: Sir Herbert
Tree, Owen Nares, Basil Gill, Deering
Wells, Charles Quartermaine, Herbert
Tree, Frederick Rose, Nigel Playfair,
Evelyn Millard, Jessie Winter, Agnes
Thomas, Sydney Fairbrother, Mary
Brough, Ada King.

MARINELLFS ALL RIGHT.

London, Jan.

RECORD-BREAKER.

is

to the

HICKS DELIRIOUS.
HIP'S

10.

ner)

him.

the pre-

London, Jan.

BUTTS NEXT THIS YEAR.

Feb.

Peggoty.

performance.

at

It

London, Jan.

Klaw & Erlanger revue.
Maude Lambert will join "Made In
America," the new revue at the Winter
Garden, which may first be seen about

startling

Each was very nervous

miere, and could not be judged for a

Dorothy Jardon has been added to

Tree's production of
Copperfield" opened at His
Majesty's Dec. 26 and was a big success.
Tree scored a huge personal hit
in the dual roles of Micawber and

the debut
(erstwhile

will recall.

is concerned, through looking out for himself along the line of

ROMANTIC PLAY WEAK.

Herbert

Sir

London, Jan. 6.
Jack Johnson sailed for South America to look for .theatrical engagements.
The black fighter tried what has often
been tried here before, to book himself direct instead of through an agent,
with the result no manager would play

protection

hall

6.

30.

"David

eties,

as a team of Harry Piker
dancing companion to Gaby Delsys)
and Teddy Gerard, an American girl
whom Joe Raymond of Times square

as far as decisive action for the actors'

self-preservation.

HIT.
London, Dec.

rector of the

PILCER-GERARD TURN.

ENGAGED FOR REVUES.

TREE HAS A

PASSPART COMES OVER.
W.

Passpart, the European booking
representative for the Orpheum Circuit,

New

York, waiting to find out
will be reached regarding himself and the Marinelli
Agency, which has the exclusive foreign booking privilege for the United
is

in

what arrangement

Booking

Offices, also the

Orpheum Gr-

cuit.

Mr. Passpart said that, before leaving
about Dec. 1, 32 legitimate theatres were open, also that the Wintergarten, playing vaudeville, had reduced
its admission prices one-third, drawing a larger volume of people than it
had ever done before.
Passpart does not know when he will
Berlin,

return

to

the other side.

He

the Continent could use a large

stated

num-

ber of American turns, but he does not
find any disposition on the part of the
artists over here to accept European
contracts at this time.

Bat Nelson and His Dress

Commencing

Suit.

Jan. 18 Battling Nelson

appear at Hammerstein's, billed as
"Bat Nelson and His Dress Suit," to
signify the ex-champ will appear in
evening dress, to deliver his monolog.
will

V AAID LVILLE
theatrical world as

Buffalo Instalment Jeweler and Police Official to Answer to
Erie County Grand Jury Extortion, Conspiracy and

vaudeville acts.

—

—

Compounding Felony the Charges Outcome of Toby Claude's Arrest.
Julius Boasberg, the Buffalo install-

ment jeweler, and

J.

J.

Lynch, detect-

ive sergeant of the Buffalo Police

partment, are both facing indictment
the joint charges of conspiracy, extor-

and compounding a felony. The
case is to come before the Grand Jury
in Buffalo next week, and Toby Claude,
tion

the actress,

who was made
methods,

Boasberg's

of

the victim

is

to

make

charges against the jeweler and the detective sergeant.

Miss Claude was dragged from the
stage of the Palace on a warrant charging her with grand larceny in the first
degree; put on a train for Buffalo without a chance to communicate with
friends and locked up in Police Headquarters. She was entered on the blotter at Police Headquarters as a prisoner charged with grand larceny, and
on the day following when she paid a
of money to the jeweler, was released without being arraigned before
the magistrate who issued the warrant
and without furnishing bail of any

Monday
Henry

of

week

this

Attorney

Goldsmith laid the facts of
the matter before District Attorney
Charles E. Perkins and the latter
J.

stated that

sented,

the

if

the facts were as reprewere guilty of

principals

conspiracy, extortion and compounding a felony and liable in both New
York and Erie counties. The District

one of the wittiest

writers of lyrics and dialog

been

amicably

ar-

stated

who

ever

penetrated into the inner sanctum, officially announced this week he has retired from the authoring of dialog for

Mr. Jerome says

all

he has obtained

Consequently, says Bill, when they
want him to write material for them
nowadays he refers the applicant to

Utica, N. Y., Jan.

After having obtained these facts Attorney Goldsmith appeared before Dis-

The

stage hands and

two weeks'

the Shubert were handed

Monday.

This action, accordResident Manager Hearns, is
due to an effort by the unions to force
the Phoenix Amusement Co. (which
recently took over the house for the
operation of three a day vaudeville) to
notice

ing

to

he will also be

ditional

men

in the orchestra

Monday

will be instituted by
Mr. Goldsmith on behalf of Miss
Claude for malicious prosecution.

in addition to the five men employed
and they played each show, despite the
management's refusal to pay them.

Despondent, Shoots Himself.

It is said the management is seeking
an adjustment of the difference with
the Union's' head in New York.

damages which

Philadelphia, Jan.

Thomas Howard,
himself in the
to
at

commit
his

of vaudeville, shot

suicide

Monday

afternoon

He

home, 1529 Swain street

which had been
equipment in his
His wife, who is
also on the stage, said Howard had
not been working for some time and
this had made him despondent.
He is
in the Hahnemann Hospital and will
part

of

Using Lewis' Trade Name.

breast in an attempt

left

used an old army

6.

rifle

When Nat Lewis
making

street,

left

West 42nd

25

his haberdashery head-

quarters at 1580 Broadway, Mr. Lewis

thought

had removed the

he

stage
sharp-shooting act.

name

recover.

veiled "copy.*

his

Little

Lewis

as a haberdasher from that street.

Into the old address, however, there
has moved a "N. A. Lewis." It appears
to Nat as an attempted infringement
upon his trade name' He is consulting
his attorney regarding a possible thinly
»»

out of the quartet the early part of the
week, trying to squelch a threatened
attack of pneumonia.
Vincent Skala,
Billy Barr did the
Miss Nesbit as a trio. This

New York

They were formerly known

as

Bob

Russak's Harmonists, but prefer their
own appellation, Harmonious Pour.
Arthur Behim has become attached
to the professional department of the
Snyder firm. A salary for steady engagement goes with the attachment.

Harry Newman, the Snyder traveling
New York Tuesday
While away he will

representative, left
for a month's trip.

organize a branch office for the firm at

Broadway and Washington street, St.
Lou Mahan, from the Chicago

Louis'.

branch, will be placed in charge of it

BROADWAY WONT CHANGE.
There

is

to be

Broadway

at the

no change of policy
theatre,

now

playing

pop vaudeville, according to Jules
Aronson, the manager.
It has been
settled, said Mr. Aronson, the present
policy

continue for at least ansix weeks.
Outside reports say the jump in
business which the Broadway received
last week induced the Mastbaum-Earle
directorate to keep up the vaudeville
bills for awhile longer, though arrangements had been practically completed
with the Paramount for a feature film
other

will

month or

service in the theatre.

Aronson

around $1,300 a week, at
$2,100 and $2,200 shows
the house gave for the first few weeks.
The admission scale remains the same,

against

Mr. Goldsmith went to Buffalo Monday night and Tuesday was closeted
with District Attorney Dudley of Erie
County, who expressed an opinion
identical with that of District Attorney

15-25-35.

to

the

PLAYERS STRANDED.

Perkins.

Bath, N. Y., Jan.

6.

Four members of the "Don't Tell My
Wife" company, who declare they were
stranded in Syracuse upon the sudden

At Police Headquarters in Buffalo
Tuesday Mr. Goldsmith called on Supt.
Police Michael Regan, who stated
knew nothing of the case and

that he

Goldsmith

grown familiar all
as the "aisle singers."

the turn that has

over

vestigation of the case.

closing of that enterprise, played vaudeville at the Park theatre here begin-

would

have to see
Officer Lynch if he wished to learn
Mr.
anything regarding, the matter.
Goldsmith then stated that he was
commissioned by District Attorneys
Perkins and Dudley to investigate the
matter and demanded the blotter. On
the blotter Toby Claude was entered as
a prisoner charged with grand larceny
on Dec. 27. There was, however, no
that

this weefc

Miss Nesbit has the assistance of The Harmonious Four, for "plugging" purposes, though Jim Carty, the bass, was

Another inducement for the continuation of the present bills is that the
salary cost has been reduced by Mr.

mm

Attorney then commissioned Attorney
Goldsmith to make an exhaustive in-

of

House Upon the

sung by Evelyn Nesbit

at the Palace, also others*.

is

responsible for the issuance of the
warrant, face indictment on a charge
that carries a penitentiary sentence, but
liable to a civil suit for

"The

ballad,

6.

musicians at

employ the same number of men on
the stage and in the pit as were there
under the two a day policy.
The local musicians placed two ad-

is

&

Co.
Joe is in part responsible, along
with Harry Puck and Ballard MacDonald, for the new Bernstein song

trick for

UTICA LABOR TROUBLE.

rest her."

Attorney Dudley and that official
stated that he would accept the case as
a matter for the Grand Jury and asked
that Miss Claude appear before the
Grand Jury in person and tell her story.
This will be done next week.
This will mean that not only does
the member of the Boasberg firm, who

to the

Bob Harding and

will rear-

trict

now annexed

is

writing staff of Shapiro, Bernstein

Hill,"

Tuesday that
I

Joe Goodwin

over the

all

as the fruits of his efforts in that direction is book full of bad accounts.

"If she don't kick in again

sum

sort.

Jerome, famous

Billy

others.

Lynch

Officer

De-

by the Grand Jury of Erie County on

had

"the matter
ranged."

MUSICAL MEMOS.

BILL JEROME QUITS.

BOASBERG FACES INDICTMENT;
CHARGED WITH EXTORTION

ning Sunday and were able to get out
The players are Roy Beverly,
Pete Mackey, Grace Fernim and E. L.

of town.

Gunderman.

They say
wick,

when
and
five

their manager, A. J. Besdeserted them without warning
the venture went on the rocks

left

them penniless (they claim

weeks' pay)

in

Syracuse.

disposition entered in the case.

The attorney next
of the City CoUrt In

visited the

Buffalo

Judge

Who

is-

sued the warrant for -Miss Claude. He
stated Miss Claude had not been arraigned before him as provided by law
and that h/c Jiad been informed that

HADJ NASSAR TROUPE

r0l P e
rCa1, K'nuuie sons Q Arab acrobats.
Everyone experienced
'""
« n .Ar ne The
TK. greatest
l . i^, aggreqation of tumblers
expert.
ever assembled.
W« claim to be the leading whirlwind act of its kind
•ml are ready to provef

t

Managers and agents who can

'

Direction,

MARK MONROE.

offer

good booking

will cornmuiri< ate

H AD > ° £N

**]*>*

.

and therefore an
it

u>

anyone

with

™ W«

l

M * *"

Nc "

"

*>*

Ray Hodgdon Well.
Ray Hodpdon returned to the United

Booking. Offices this week, after a serious siege with an intestinal complaint.
He is among the most popular of the
younger booking men in the agency.

VARIETY

NEW YORK THEATRE LEASED
TO MARCUS LOEW BY K. &

RATS MUST BE FIRM
E.

Commenced by Loew
Annual Rent Reported Around $70,000.
Morris May Retain Jardin de Danse (Roof)

Straight Feature Film Policy Will be
Jan. 25.

Same

in

New York

theatre has been
Krlanger to Marcus
Loew, who will take possesion of the
house Jan. 25. opening with a picture

The

&

Klaw

leased by

policy.

Loew is reported paying round $70,000 annual rental for the theatre alone,
although another story says the agreement is for Loew to give K. & E. $50,000 as guaranteed rental, and 50 per
cent of any net profit.
William Morris, who has been in possession

New

the

of

Klaw & Erlanger

York, authorized

early in the

week

they could.
suggested that

house,

the

rtnt

if

It

to
is

Mr.
Mr. Morris
Loew might be in the market for it.
Morris, according to accounts, will
likely retain the Jardin dc Danse (New
York Roof), although it is also said
he has not yet decided on that point.
Mr. Morris has been in possession
ot the New York theatre (and Roof)
He leased the
for about two years.
property from K. & E. for $104,000
yearly ($2,000 weekly). The Roof was
very successful with dancing at the
commencement, in the early days of the
craze. An admission of one dollar
was charged up stairs. The theatre
has had several policies, from straight
and mixed pictures to "11 shows," but
proved successful with none. The resaid

Harry Lauder engagement in the
most business the New York has done in a single
week since Morris stepped in, when he
opened the upper part with "Wondercent

theatre brought by far the

1

>nd," a

museum

venture that failed to

show a profit.
The details and

the

management

sonal

attention

to

York.

to return here

and with

for a spring trip,
of considerable

New

the

With Lauder due again

The Broadway is now playing a pop
show under the direction of

vaudeville

of
Syndicate
Mastbaum-Earle
That house is vacillating between the continuance of that
policy and a feature film show.

the

Philadelphia.

CONVICTION CONFIRMED.
Boston, Jan.

advise-

full

it.

GRANVILLE LEAVING GARDEN.
The present Winter Garden produc"All Aboard," will lose

Bernard
Mr.
Granville may appear at Hammerstein's
for a run, also at a roof garden resort,
following his stage appearance each
tion,

Granville

Jan.

contract

Granville's

berts

is

TWO CLARKS

Clarks, connected with the Waterson, Berlin & Snyder publishing

house, were married during the holidays*.

Grant

Clark,

York Dec. 23
Garnet
of

started.

Morris

application,

also

lately

when

contem-

plated renewing his former booking office for vaudeville, which was a famous

one in its time. What he will do regarding this has not become known.
Loew played feature pictures at the

Broadway

for

he
Felix Isman,

the

lease

while,

a

leaving

when

under (from
Fields and Lee Shu-

sub-rented

Lew

That left him with but
one theatre on Broadway, the Herald
Square, which will be torn down, commencing May 1, Loew's lease there
bert)

April

theatre will

The New
keep Loew's name on

30,

next.

main thoroughfare, and he will operate it with pictures, changing the
the

films daily.

The
flu*

Strand, three blocks further up
street, plays a feature film show, for

a full

the

writer,

left

New

the home of his
Patton, a non-profesfor

Kokomo,

Ind.

Her

father,

clergyman, married the couple, and
Grant with his wife, was in New York
Christmas morning, but he did not re-

a

port at the office for several days.
Frank Clark, manager of the firm's
Chicago branch, is the other benedict.
He obtained a license in the windy
town Dec. 31, to marry Flo Jacobson,

—

We

m

well-known vaudeville singer in the
middle west.
Frank spent a portion

a

SANTLEY PLANS REVUE.
Los Angeles, Jan.

New

York, but made
no mention of his forthcoming wed-

of the holidays in

ding.

At the conclusion of
tour,

expired.

expiring

York

MARRY.

Two

bride,

constant

Shu-

the

with no assurance it would in the near
future, Granville gave in his "notice"
to the Garden management.
Frank
Carter may take his role in the show.

sional

his

with

ring tour after the first of this year.
No indication of that happening and

to

mand

that

said to have called for a star-

himself of the worries of the
theatre.
The new proposition Morris
lias before him is said to be one of
considerable magnitude and will de-

ment by Mr. Morris, he concluded
relieve

After

16.

evening.

a proposition

moment under

6.

bench of the Supreme Court
Massachusetts has decided that
of
James W. Riches must serve two years
in prison and Irving W. Moore and
Walter H. Green must serve one year
each as the result of charges of swind*
ling and conspiracy in connection with
the famous "Purple Widow" musical
comedy company, a "turkey" that was
sent out on the road to starve when*
ever an "angel" could be found to back

The

of

Lauder tours have interfered with Morris giving his entire perseveral

the

Building.

"1 don't know what I can say to you.
I think that the legitimate actors
should come to you, as the White Rats is the only body in the profession that has
ever organized and has ever done anything for the actor since the days that Thespis ranted on the tail of a cart. We of the other side of the profession have our
clubs, but they are merely for social purposes, and athletic development (exercise of the forearm). We have sat around them and ranted on what we would
do and what the managers would do when we did it, but that was all. More hot
air was set in motion than would float all the balloons in the world today.
It
is to your credit and our shame that conditions are as they are.
"For years the actor has been fooled, been kidded and made fun of by the
manager. They remind me of the Atlanta street car horse that is so patient all
the time and did it but know it could kick the driver to death any time.
"In our business. we have difficulties to meet that do not come into yours.
Managers have foolish notions about Holy Week, the week before Christmas
and election. Those ideas must have been invented by some one with either a
strong religious feeling or a mistaken sense of humor. I remember distinctly
one humorist whose contracts called for a half salary a week before election.
The week previous to this the company chanced to be playing Buffalo and on
the week in question jumped to and played in Toronto. But because there was
to be an election in Buffalo that week the manager deducted a half salary while
he was in Toronto. This surely must have been from a mistaken sense of humor.
"Have you ever stopped to think that while the actor is getting half salary
the whole mechanical staff gets full pay? Do you know the reason why? Because they belong to a recognized body that will not stand for cut weeks. They
say they shall not make us bear the burden of the bad weeks when they do not
share the good ones with us.
"As members of the White Rats, remember one thing, as has been brought out
by some of the other speakers, put your house in order and because the manager
is dishonest or does wrong, don't you do it.
Two wrongs will not make a right.
If you want to make yourselves respected, insist on your members keeping their
word at all times. You are going ahead to right some of the wrongs of the
contract and you have accomplished much already and have made many of them
equitable.
That is good work, foi the average theatrical contract is the most
laughable thing in the world."
The above is quoted from a speech delivered at a meeting of the White Rats
in Chicago a few years ago, by one of America's foremost actors, Mr. Wilton
Lackaye.
Mr. Lackaye appreciates the great value of the White Rats, as should every
acfor and actress, big and small. The big actor and actress needs an Organization as well as the small actor and actress in fact more so.
Mr. Lackaye in his speech tells us to put our house in order. This we are
going to do. Every man and woman within our ranks is going to be subjected
to discipline in the conduct of their business. If they fail to carry out the orders
issued by the Board of Directors of the White Rats, they will be driven out of
the Organization as undesirables.
The White Rats are here to stay. Every day, honest men and women
within the Organization, are beginning to realize that the actor and actress are
passing through a critical period and that something must be done to protect
their interests.
By this they do not mean anarchy or "putting managers out of
business." We want all theatres, big and small, to remain open, but the manager
must be made to understand that he must play fair.
The many abuses such as rushing the actor or actress off to an engagement
without contract and when they have finished their engagement receive less
money than they were given to understand they were to receive; the engaging of
the artist one day and cancelling them the next; the changing of the routes, making it incumbent upon the artist to pay out most of his money in railroad fare
and transportation of baggage; the sending of collect telegrams cancelling the
artist; the cutting of salaries promiscuously under any pretext that may be
trumped up by the manager; and a hundred and one other abuses, the artist is
subjected to.
have come to a turn in the road where something must be done and we
shall demand of our members that they take a positive stand against being subjected to these unfair methods. If they continue to take no heed of our demands,
we shall brand them before their profession as moral cowards and as stated
above, drive them out of our Organization.
fym j Cooke.

week.

10,

)

Leonhardt in Fox Office.
Harry Leonhardt, until recently with
the F. F. Proctor booking department,

moved over
Office

Fox Box
Attraction Co. Monday.
to the William

ical

Vaudeville of a Sunday at the Standard theatre (Broadway and 90th) was
declared
ended after last Sunday.

starts in

vaudeville

San Francisco Jan.
produce a mus-

will

name

probably be around Easter. In the
cast will be SaranofT, violinist; Ruth
Randall and Will Norris.
The Santley company closes its tour

"When

Stockton,

Dreams

Cal., Jan. 8.

Come True" in
The other mem-

is

His

Edgar Allan Woolf, and he

wants to be an actor,

like

Tommy

Gray,

fellow-writer.

Woolf thinks he can do

revue at the Garrick, Chicago. This

will

in

Standard Sundays Called Off.

which

Joseph Santley

his

Another Author Gone Wild.
Another author has gone wild.

6.

Tommy

as well as

has, as a "single in vaudeville"

and the managers are going to turn

him loose
Jan.

at

the Bushwick, Brooklyn,

where, no matter what hapNew Yorkers won't hear about

25.

pens,
it.

bers of the organization will return to
New York, except Manager John Os-

borne,

who

will

remain on

$e

If

coast.

you don't a«V«rt|M
ooo't

la

Urn*-.

VARIETY,

VAUDEVILLE
EDDIE FOY FAMILY UPHELD
BY CINCINNATI MAGISTRATE

Philadelphia, Jan.

Common Sense

Leave the Eddie Foy Children on
the Stage Under the Excellent Care Received Congratulates Mrs. Foy Upon Being the Mother of Such a
Fine Family Local Association Badly Worsted.
It It

to

—

—

Cincinnati, Jan.

The Magistrate hearing

the

6.

Child

Labor charge against Eddie Foy and

(manager

Royal

John

of

the

local

Keith theatre) in dismissing the case,

spoke strongly from the bench

in favor

of the Foys, father, mother and child-

At the conclusion

ren.

of his opinion,

the Magistrate descended to the court
room floor, and taking Mrs. Foy by
the hand, said he wished tc congratulate her upon being the mother of
such a large and fine family.
The crusade against violations of
Ohio's Child Labor Law resulted yesterday in the arrest of Messrs. Foy and
Royal, for permitting Madeline, 13, Eddie, Jr., 9, and Irving Foy, 7, alleged to
be under the acting age, to appear with

their

father

on the stage of Keith's

The warrants were sworn

theatre.

j.u
by Helen Trounstine, director of the
Juvenile Protective Association. The

law says children under 14 cannot appear on the professional stage.

The

Foys were at Kejth's last season, without interference.
The same organization, which is
backed by influential citizens, caused
Manager Royal to cancel the Alexander Kids recently.
Attorney Ben Heidingsfeld represented Foy and Attorney Thomas Coogan appeared for Foy. The defendants
were paroled pending the hearing this
morning. The full Foy family gave
both performances yesterday.
After
Yeatman dismissed
Judge
Messrs. Foy and Royal, he said: "I respect the law and I respect the JuvenProtective Association, but in my
opinion this is a wrongful arrest and
such things as this and other reform
movements have, in a great measure,
retarded the progress of this city.
Common sense should at all times be
used in cases of this kind. I saw the

the advance had reached into Saturday,
the
through
guaranteeing capacity

week.

Next week Miss Tanguay

will

play

the Bushwick, Brooklyn, unless her vo-

chords again go back upon her.
Wednesday they were in doubt,
and the singer had requested a release
for a week or so to recover, but her
voice returned strong and healthy at
cal

Up

to

Wednesday matinee, when the

the

can-

order was recalled by her.
Tuesday the speculators were
working in front of the theatre and
cellation

On

getting $2 a piece for seats.

LOPOKOVA IN REVIEW.
The "Fads and Fancies" revue of
Klaw & Erlanger's will have the aid of
Lopokova, the classical dancer, who
recently appeared for a brief time in
"Just Herself" at the Playhouse.

Another engagement this week for
same show was Tyler Brooke, who

the

with

playing in vaudeville
Held's Daughter."

been

has

"Anna

PINCH AT HAMMERSTEIN'S.
Anthony Comstock visited Hammerstein's Thursday afternoon and shortly after the house staff was "pinched"
for permitting the "Garden of Passion"
Besides Ar-

dance to be given there.
thur Hammerstein and Loney Haskell,
J. Edward Crapo and Mile. Gomez, the
principal dancers, were also taken in
that night.

The hearing was before Judge McQuade in the 54th street court yesterday morning.

All

were held for

trial

Special Sessions under $500 bail.

in

ile

performance Sunday night and saw
nothing wrong with it.
"A father and a mother have a right
keep their children with them
to
whether on the stage or not," ruled the

KEENEY BOOKING DIRECT.
With next week Frank A. Keeney
will book direct from his offices in the
Putnam building, where Ray C. Owens

The ending came
week's

Foy and

were on the

his family

The

receiving a good ed-'».vinn.
tor

Morrissey was

the three littlest
nor sang, hut spo

walked

in

c

cither

Eva T.iTiguiy liaii
Alhambra this \

»

•

I

OUT.

:her sell out at

By Tuesday

Acts for

reported

Monday

Loew Circuit.
The Knickerbocker

abnormal
is

a

new

theatre.

It opened in the fall with the Loew
policy of popular vaudeville. Business

was bad from
provement of it
Knickerbocker
cated and had

the start, and

no im-

could be secured. The
was not over-well lofor opposition established theatres booked through the
United Booking Offices that the Knickerbocker could not draw away from.
Comment has been made that after
Marcus Loew left Philadelphia virtually with the plume of success resting on
his vaudeville brand, he was foolhardy
to attempt the fates again with the
Knickerbocker, which never held any
hope for him. Loew started in local
vaudeville over a year ago, to take over
the town. The newspapers heralded
him as "The King of Vaudeville" and
reported what he intended doing to
Philadelphia. Loew at that time had
the Chestnut Street opera house, the
big Metropolitan opera house and was
booking half a dozen theatres in this
city, including those of Nixon & Zimmermann, F. Nixon-Nirdlinger and the
Mastbaum interests.
These,
after
using the Loew bills for a while, made
a deal with the United Booking Offices
to book, the B. F. Keith people taking
over the Metropolitan, also the Chestnut Street, and the U. B. O. has since
been furnishing the houses with their
supply of acts.
This left Loew without a Philadelphia theatre, but gave him the distinction of having "put over" the big Metropolitan, and left him free to re-enter
here at any time with a clear record.
He immediately arranged, however, to
build the Knickerbocker, which is now
on the market for burlesque or stock.

The

Girl

From Milwaukee

at

the

reason

for

Mon-

"The Wall Between" got the job.
Clark and Verdi replaced Jack Wilson

at

the Prospect, Brooklyn.

Rosie Lloyd was to have been at the
Prospect, Brooklyn, this week, but was
obliged to cancel owing to a cold taken

on

in

Scranton

last

week

that caused

her to leave Poli's there in the middle
of the week.

will play vaudeville twice daily instead

The Three Bannans left the Broadway bill Monday after the second
show when one of the men hurt his

of

three

made

times.

No change

be
Eight

will

the admission, 10-20-30c.
acts and a feature film will be the
in

bill.

hand

in

throwing the clubs.

No

act

replaced them.

WHITNEY, THRICE WEEKLY.
Whitney, Brooklyn, is again
changing its policy. After a short regime of stock the house will take up
pop vaudeville next week. The vaudeville will be changed three times a

Gould and Ashlyn did not open at
Monday. The Shuberts are
said to have objected to Belle Ashlyn
appearing so close to the Winter Garden, where she is engaged for the new
show. Billy Gould has prepared a sin-

week.

gle act he will appear

The

the Colonial

in.

to

$1,100

at

prices.

size.

Mr. Ziegfeld intends making weekly
changes in the production, although the
consensus of opinion was that the

numbers and the girls with bare shoulders would be plenty.

HELEN WARE CONSENTS.
Helen Ware has listened to the vaudeville appeal, and will appear, according to report, in a Keith New York
theatre Jan. 18, in a sketch that has
been written for her since the piece she
in, "The Havoc," closed recentMiss Ware is said to be asking
$1,000 weekly on a big time route.

starred
ly.

The next star of consequence to
tempt the variety fates wijl be Nazimova, who is due to open Jan. 25 at
the Palace, New York, receiving $2,000 for the engagement, it is reported.
Managers Pooling

in Erie.

Erie, Pa., Jan.

£. H. Suerken,

6.

owner and manager

of

and D. D. Kelsey, former
manager of the Majestic, have formed
a partnership and bought the Happy
Hour. The name will be changed to
the Alpha,

the
1.200

Family, its capacity increased to
and a policy of five-acts at popular

prices installed.

A

Good-Looking Sketch.
Syracuse, N. Y., Jan.

6.

"For the Lord's Sake," by Thomas J.
Gray, is a good-looking comedy sketch
played by Charles McNaughton, Evelyn Stewart, Skeets Gallagher, Marion
Goad and Grace Langdon. The plot
is of an English lord termed an imposter because he did not wear a
monocle.
Mr. McNaughton, an Engcomedian, plays that character.

Havez-Cunningham.

pleaded

failing to

5o0 people and

the admission
Since the opening Tuesday
night the aerial place has been crowded, with restaurant checks running to

play

AND OUT.

Philadelphia, Jan. 6.
Monday the Broadway

Commencing

The Roof holds about
can

lish

IN

the Majestic, Milwaukee,

PLAYING TWICE DAILY.

"Midnight
the-show
his
producer,
Frolic" on the Amsterdam Roof, starting at midnight and running an hour,
is as big a draw as anything in the
city.

day.

position to Keeney's.

As predicted by those who saw Flo
Ziegfeld's maiden effort as an after-

morning, not having been informed of
the closure. They found the doors of
the theatre locked and no explanation
at hand other than that the local manager had been ordered to report with
the keys to the New York offices of the

open

i

time.

TANGIMY
the

y Foy that
danced
:mts to music and
t<

kic's
1

Prosecu-

suddenly.

bill

will

bill

children as witnesses said tiieir lessons
and convinced the cour f rh;it they were

night.

the

children's teacher,

Catherine Curren produced her high
school instructor's diploma and the

Saturday

here

as

court.
this afternoon.

theatre

illness

be in charge. He will attend to
bookings of the new Keeney's,
Brooklyn, which opens week after next,
also Keeney's, Newark, Loew's Majestic, Newark, opens Monday, in op-

6.

Bad business closed Loew's Knickerbocker

this

Says

'MIDNIGHT FROLICS" A DRAW.

KNICKERBOCKER CLOSES.

Jean Havez, author, and Cecil Cunningham, musical comedy star, were
married in New York Thursday.
It
reported the bride will soon be
starred in a new piece by her hus-

i:-.

band.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Albany, N.

T., Jan. 6.

BairfM Picture Corp* capital $10,000.
Harry Harris, Ralph A. Kohn, Henry Q.
Wiley, New York.
Waahlaa*ton
$1,000.

Soaare Player*. Capital
Dudley Tucker, Ida

Pictures.

Raub, Edw. Goodman,

New

York.

Klav Edward Aalaial Show.
Harry Meyerhoff, Morris

Capital
Taxler,
Victor D. Levitt, New York.
Secret Striata of New York. Capital
$2,500. Harry H. Frazee, Harold S. Budner, Emll Brelterfeld, New York.
Graaae Theatre Co.
Capital $5,000.
Alexander Miller, Oeo. C. Wolf, Abe S.
$6,000.

Cubhow, New York.
Creaeeat Photoplay Corp. Capital
Geo. T. Sharp, Chas.
Fllber*. Now York.

000.
P.

S.

$10.-

Skinner, A.

Paul Arllnaton, Inc. Capital $2,000.
Theatricals Jacob WelsHborger, Frank
Hf*nl, Arrhnhnld Colby, New York.

Alpha Producing Co.

Pictures.
dln,

New

Capital $25,000.

Ceo. II. Brennfln. Conrad BodYork, M. T. Webber, Brooklyn.
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and then the West travesty, after arriving the finale, "Red, White and Blue"

Ziegfeld's "Midnight Frolic"

Amsterdam Roof

on the

Ziegfeld

(or

Danse

de Folies) is going to boost Flo Ziegfeld's reputation as a creator, 'inaugurator and plunger in girly theatricals.
Even Ziegfeld's most envious competitors must credit him with doing things
right, though gambling with the matter at hand.
He did "The Midnight
Frolic" right,
it was accepted that
this newest departure in the cabaret
field would either be an enormous hit
or a terrific flop.
It's an enormous
hit.
The dancing cabaret with a
charge at the gate has been looking
about for an extraordinary attraction,
to warrant the public paying the tax
downstairs.
Everything tangible or
physical, it seems, was tested, mostly
individual or team dancers.
Then
Ziegfeld created something for the
American admission-dance parlor. It
was the midnight revue, as first produced by him Tuesday night on the
Roof. The revue (commencing at 12),
running an hour, with one intermission
for a public dance, may have been suggested by the foreign places that have
adopted a similar policy in a similar
way, more or less; but Ziegfeld isn't the
only showman who ever visited Europe.
1

And

the result

is

that the

Amsterdam

Roof, with a $2 admission charge to
tables on the dance floor, and $1 to
the balcony of the Roof resort, has
not the capacity to accommodate the
rush the Ziegfeld hit will bring there
for some time, nor does it appear to
have sufficient capacity to allow the
managing producer to break even on
his weekly expense account, without
considering the initial cost of production.
That ran into the thousands, for
Mr. Ziegfeld has costumed his people
more extravagantly than if they were
on a theatre stage, giving the entire
revue within the dancing space that is
surrounded by the tables. His salary
for this one show a night, six days
week, is said to be $1,900 weekly.
This includes the wages for 22 goodlooking chorus girls, carefully assorted, all good workers, and with
many probably having a John followlist

a

around

ing

Broadway.

(The

John

thing is worth considering in a cabaret
that gets regular money for wine by
the quart.)
in

Several people stand out

this little catchy innovation of

Mr.

and before
mentioned. They are Gene
Buck and Dave Stamper, writers of a
majority of the songs that made good
Ziegfeld's, besides himself,

the cast

is

"numner" fashion; Ned
Wayburn, who staged the revue and

as produced in

again
tive

attracted

attention

work and value

for

distinc-

as a stager,

and

Joseph Urban, of Vienna, programically proclaimed as the deviser and executor of the scene.
And after mentioning that Dabney's colored orchestra
did all the playing, doing it so well
that at times the music made them
stand up and sway to it while fiddling
or blowing, it may be said that those

above mentioned are more responsible
for the success than the capable

little

company which executed

Part

orders.

1

had

five

Three

separate divisions.

were numbers. It opened with "The
Girl from My Home Town" (Buck and
Stamper) and was led by Charles Furcell, a likeable singer.
As he told the

young women
chorus emerged from tables
lyrical

story,

of

the

to the
centre of the floor, grouping about
him, the last girl being the one from

"home town," a country miss in
The Roof management had
provided practical hammers for each
his

dress.

be used either way, and right
here the audience commenced pounding the tables with them for an encore.
It was a real din, but it told Mr. Ziegfeld everything at the first exposure,
and the hammers were used for naught
else during the hour.
Muriel Hudson,
with her red hair and looking better
than when she left Shanley's for London, led "The Tango Girl" (Ray Goetz
and Lou Hirsch), it doing almost as
well as the opening number.
Immediately after Ray Cox sang a song, and
in the second section did another, each
by herself, but while Miss Cox pleased
the house, she didn't fit in the general
scheme nor was she at all necessary
to the occasion. Will West, following,
was more in the spirit, with an exceltable, to

lent imitation of

Diamond Jim Brady

doing the one-step, Mr. West courting
comparison in his make-up to the original who sat at a table near the ring.
In the second part Mr. West again
repeated his success with a burlesque
ballet

dance.

The

finale

the

of

was "Jungle Ball" (Buck and
Stamper), led by Helen Shipman, with
the full chorus.
The audience was
fully satisfied by this time.
They had
seen a fast moving act chock full of
action within 25 minutes, and the intermission placed the dance floor at the
disposal of the public, the second part

opening with "If Dreams Come True"
(Buck and Stamper), sung by Miss
Hudson while reclining upon a couch,
with Messrs. Wood, Falke and Martell (from the male quartet used for
volume in the numbers) assisting on
the choruses. Excepting the song was
a bit slow for the opening spot, it was
worth while for the contrast to the

Want Someone

to

Make

a Fuss Over Me" (Buck and Stamper),
led by Sybil Carmen, and "Balloon
Girls"
(after Miss
Cox had again

warbled).
This was the number hit
of the show, the honors going equally
to the song and the costuming, the
girls

wearing

bunches

of

full-sized

balloons attached to their gowns or
hair dress. In marching about the hall,
men at the tables would touch the balloons' with their lighted cigar, causing
At times a balloon
little explosions.
here and there would become detached,

Immediately after
Miss Shipman led "Mrs. Kelly's Table
D'Hote" (Buck and Stamper) but
failed to put it over, and that song will
likely go out, although it is a number
Elizabeth Murray could do a great deal
with in vaudeville.
"The Humpty
Dumpty Rag" (Hirsch) with the male
quartet leading made a busy moment,
floating ceilingward.

The runway was lighted in the
three colors, and for the grand finale
there was a tableaux in a boxed frame
at the rear of the pretty background,
but it was too far away for the diners
about.

to get all the detail, although making
a corking finish, and resulted in the
company being recalled several times,
they dragging out first Mr. Wayburn,
who appeared reluctant, and then Mr.
Ziegfeld, with his soft shirt and col-

During the
lar, who seemed more so.
performance The Royal Gasgoinge, a
comedy juggler lately from the other
side and who recently appeared at
Hammerstein's did little snatches from
his turn, while dressed as one of the
waiters.
His work got him ready
recognition.
It looks as though Mr.
Ziegfeld has started something in the
The one
pay-as-you-enter cabarets.
he has put over will be hard to follow,
and although the affair does finally
result

a

in

net

loss

to

Ziegfeld

he

might find gratification in knowing that
he did it first and probably the best
His reof any that will come after.
freshment department is apt to object,
for while the revue ran, business was
at a standstill, and when a resort has
but a scant three hours to serve in,
one hour out means a dent in the
gross.

first

part

liveliness of "I

(Hirsch) with incidental business before the chorus spread themselves over
a glass runway extending around the
lower end of the balcony, the girls
wearing pantalette costumes.
This
made a striking picture, and compressed air caused the stringy manycolored skirts of the women to fly

and her own or-

Isabella Patricola

chestra of eight pieces appeared at
Wallick's restaurant Monday night,
for the first time in New York. Patricola

has

feature

in

been
the

a

cabaret-restaurant

Windytown

for

some

She had a continuous en-

seasons'.

gagement at Rector's there for a long
and New Yorkers, who saw her
perform, and heard her orchestra play
out in that town, predicted she would
while,

eventually reach
York restaurant

New

York.

The New

men heard about

her.

Some saw their business fading away,
but they threw up their hands at Patricola's salary.
These cabaretiers who
needed business wanted singles at $30
and doubles at $60 to draw
them.

Now, when they

it

in

for

see and hear

Patricola and her orchestra, they will
be sorry. If this pleasant looking girl
from Chicago, who has personality,
doesn't do business for Wallick's, it
will be Wallick's fault, not hers, for
she is the best all-around performer
on the cabaret stage, can rank with
any woman in her class in vaudeville, and has as good a rag play-

orchestra as there is in New
York.
But Patricola is a good part
of the show .given by her. She can
sing rags, character numbers, plays
the violin and leads the orchestra, at
least that is what she did Monday
And
night, when evidently nervous.
ing

her orchestra turned out music that
promised even more after they have
become familiar with the prevailing
popular melodies hereabouts.
Seven
men and a woman pianist are the other
s

members

the

of

troupe.

Patricola's

What-

Orchestra plays dance music.
ever

is

it

they are playing,

for

is

it

In the large Wallick restau-

dancing.
rant there

is

no dance

restaurant

is

wise,

If that

floor.

one

will put in

it

on the main dining-room

while
Patricola is playing there. Its guests
will want to dance when they hear that
orchestra, and they will be content to
listen when Patricola is singing. She
is at Wallick's for a two months' run.
The chances are that Chicago will not
see Patricola for a long while.
floor

The Strand's new, no-tip Cafeteria
dance place opened Monday evening.
It is the old Brawner's atop the Strand
theatre building. But little change has
been made in the interior. The oval
dancing space remains the same. At
the northern end of the room a lunch
counter has been put up. Guests may
grab off their own food and pay for
it when leaving, a waiter punching (for
check
the
refreshments consumed)
given

when

The

entering.

Cafeteria

opens at 11.30 in the morning, with
a lunch that runs consecutively until
two. No admission is charged during
this time, the pay as you enter period
starting

at

when

4.30,

including tea.

it's

After 6.30

50

it's

cents,
still

50

From two until
without tea.
four entrance is conditional upon some
(temperance) being
eats or drinks
taken.
If you use up over 20 cents'
worth, you're all right, but if you don't,
a tax of 20 cents is made upon leaving. A negro dressed as a Turk is
cents,

He
hanging around the Cafeteria.
seems to be a sort of aimless inspector. No one outside of those connected
with the management knows what he
is

there for,

ture that

is

unless to create a picpicturesque.
The Strand

Roof Garden, Inc., is the name of
company operating the Cafeteria.

the
It

rents from the Strand theatre corporation. The item of interest to the other

Broadway dancing cabarets is the rethe Strand Roof Garden company has a bank roll of $50,000 to start
port

with.

That should

last a little while.
of Arrangements consists of Mrs. W. K. Vanderbilt, Ann
Morgan, Elizabeth Marbury, Elsie De-

The Committee

Mark and J. V. WilThe two men are on the Committee through courtesy only.
They
Wolfe, Mitchell H.

son.

are connected with the Strand theatre
below and also concerned in the theatre company that rents to the Roof
people. Miss Marbury was instrumen-

making Castle House and incithe Castles famous among
modern dancers. It is said the Castles
tal

in

dentally

were given an offer to take charge of
the

but some hitch ocNigel Barrie is now in charge

Cafeteria,

curred.

dancing

floor.

rope's

orchestras

is

music.

The opening

of

the

One of
furnishing

Euthe

attracted a large

crowd and the subsequent, also prepublicity given to the opening through the social prominence of
some of those interested, drew a good
business Tuesday matinee, with the
prospect for a large crowd Tuesday
night, all at the 50-cent rate.
The
crowd on the dancing floor, however,
differ
greatly from
did not
when
Brawner ran the place.

vious,

TAftlBTY
Ed J. Cleine, formerly of the Keystone Four in vaudeville, is now at the
box office in the Bushwick theatre,
Brooklyn.

'Amety
P«bUs*«4

W«tUy *r

VARIETY,

Inc.

IIMI HLVIMMAN. Pwriiit
N«w York
Tia«a Sqvarv,

"Why Men Go Wrong" is the title of
a sketch that will play Hammerstein's,
It was first put out as "The
Jan. 25;

CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO

Chief of Police."

LONPON

Majestic Theater Bldf.
Tbeetr* Bid*.

...... Plates"

It

PARIS

Advertieiag copy lor entreat issue mutt
reach New York office by Wednesday midaicht.

New York

AdvertiteaMate for Europe and

City oaly, accepted up to noon time Friday.
AdvcrtieemeAts by mail ahould be accompanied by remittaacea.

SUBSCRIPTION
Annual

I*
5

Foreign
Single copies, 10 cents

New

York.
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A. Paul Keith celebrated his fortieth
birthday in Boston last week.

The opera house
burned Dec. 30.

at

Wayne,

Fire last

was

the

Or-

Ines Buck wenf to Boston

in a

hurry

week to assume the leading role
"The Seven Keys to Baldpate."

this

The Opera House, Manson,

la.,

H.

in

"Dancing

Around"

What Advance Agents Hear.
"Don't you get awfully lonesome,
sometimes, traveling all alone?"
"Suppose your wife should come in

U. B. O. vaudeville is now playing
the Smith opera house, Geneva, N. Y.
The house has been playing pictures.

all

of

Chamberlain Brown.
the

Milwaukee.

Frank Doane will replace Will Danforth in "The Debutante" when that
piece goes on tour.

E.

William K. Vanderbilt has taken a
mortgage of $100,000 on the Century
.

;.'<•:'

plot,
.

<";t.

to

run

10

yr.irs

at

Emerson has been

square, Lowell, Mass.

The

"Maybe

who

whipped

in St.

John by W.

C.

He

is

suc-

McKay.

trustees of

the

daughter was born Monday to Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Harding Davis. Mrs.
Davis was Bessie McCoy, the "Yama
Yuma Girl." before her marriage to the
novelist and war correspondent.

"but she'll surely get
»»
she tackles the Allies.'

Listen to the sign in front of English's

between the
If

chorus girls ordered

in

restaurants

Garrity,

Lee

the

of

their
live

left.

Harrison

is

school of acting.

going to

Of

start

a

course, he will

engage his instructors.

The better acquainted a
fewer friends he has.

with the organization.

man

is

the

Jefferson,

Portland, Me., has made an offer for
the Lewiston baseball club of the New

England League. Owner Joseph
Burns of Taunton asks a pretty
his

M

posts.'

what they are accustomed to in
homes, there would be more

engagement
Saturday night, disbanded the company,
deciding to book no further big city

for

Miss Gibbons,
reading the

opera house:
"Vehicles will please not stand

gent, following the closing

figure

on

Intellectual Boston hasn't anything
on Indianapolis. Even the automobiles
and carriages here are able to read.

The Century Opera Company is no
The Aborns, Milton and Sar-

J.

if

herself

now?"

more.

M.

replied

so,"

prides

newspapers,

is

transferred

Barton Square
church have sold to Koen Brothers the
Salem (Mass.) theatre block; $80,000 is
the price reported- Koen Brothers also
control the Federal theatre, Salem.

A

theatre

it

from the management of the Opera
House, St. John, N. B., to the Merri-

mac

Malcolm Fassett has joined with
in

when

Among those engaged by H. H.
Frazee for "A Gripful of Trouble," are
Elizabeth Nelson, Fay Wallace and
Mrs. Adelaide Stanhope-Wheatcroft.

ceeded

Shubert stock

gether."

Johnnies

J.

Mack

has arranged to place
his vaudeville business in the hands

Willard

"Germany," said Miss Baker, who is
whip England, France, Russia and Japan put to-

food they need?
Some people call it a noble deed
But far more noble this charity would be
If instead of sending it across the sea
We used it grst in the Land of the Free.
toys,

Cincinnati with

in

of Teutonic extraction, "can

the

Winter Garden.

of the chorus girls

was discussing the

Jinks,"

Alice Gibbons, who also thinks and
dances during the show's performances.

Clifton
at

"High

And

Mich.

Olin Howland has replaced

when some one remarked a manager
had dropped dead in the West. The
gross was $19.50.
"Some managers were born lucky,"
was Hueck's only response.

war the other day

But why send

James B. McKowen, from Chicago,
arrived in New York this week where
he intends to stay some time.

Carl Hueck, manager of the Lyric,
was counting up one night

Cincinnati,

But now they are laborers booking a date
For three days there and three days here,
•
Perhaps ten weeks in an entire year.
For all the world they play the clown
But deep in their hearts they can not down
The feeling that they, by other folks
Are not held in esteem but considered jokes.
The big war is on and from across the seas
Actors are flocking here like a lot of bees.
This is the time the managers cry
"Cut their salaries or let them die."
The theatres are open and packed each night

operation, in a hospital at

recovering from an
Ann Arbor,

When you request a cup of coffee
from a waiter in Milwaukee he asks
you if you don't mean beer.

in

When we have helped them, it will be grand
To think of the poor in some other land.
To Belgium they send ships loaded with toys
To cheer their girlies and little boys

ship.

over.

Anna Baker, one

great,

yet they say "There's starvation in sight."
are building theatres with what we don't know
For the actors to give another benefit show,
For the Red-Cross Fund or the Belgian Poor?
But the thing to be done and it's best to be sure
If Kindness and Charity must be shown,
Let's give benefits for the poor of our own.

Manuel F. Romain and Charles F.
Orr have dissolved vaudeville partner-

Cincinnati traffic policemen stand on
the sidewalks so they won't get run

N0R0SC0.

them actors and actresses

They

is

closed and not likely to reopen before
next season.

Webb

fill

Pa.,

films.

is

now

is

to

"CHARITY BEGINS AT HOME."

month destroyed

Paul Dickey

ill-

using the
out open spaces
Last week it
in the advance billing.
was "Rose and Curtis, a couple of nifty
This week it is "Mariwesterners."
nelli, you all know him."

v.ards' direction.

BY

few years ago when one travelling
manager met another the
greeting would be: "Where do you go
from here?" Now it is: "When do you

103.

Hammerstein's

Louise Randolph has engaged to play
lead in Earl Derr Biggars' play,
now being rehearsed under Felix Ed-

Fannie Brice is trying out with the
William Fox picture Company for

in

owing to

He

played in Rockford, 111., the
night before, although his temperature

the

call

A

theatrical

to cancel the Davi-

son, Milwaukee, Sunday,

born Dec. 19 in
A
Owensboro, Ky., to Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Wayne is with
Robert Wayne.
"Joseph and His Brethren."

They

Freeman Buckley, who has a chain of
prosperous picture houses in the South,
The bride hails from Atis married.

close?"

Nat Goodwin had

daughter was

pheum, North English, la., and the
Germania opera house, Lansing, la.

comedy

certs.

ness.

nervous prostration, has a new partner.

By 8HEPPARD FRIEDMAN.

lanta.

the

Nina Davis, who has recovered from

OUT ON THE TIAIL

Charles

for

R. Sheedy agency is booking
the Lewiston (Me.) theatre with vaudeville, also furnishing the Grand opera
house, Brooklyn, with its Sunday con-

portrayed
concert
stage, is about to enter vaudeville under the management of Paul Durand.

on

replaced

Much

The M.

who

Kaphan,

characters'

in

names of agents

Entered aa second-date matter at

--*

Mortimer

Dickens

Teal
"So

So Much"
Crompton goes to
at a day's notice.
Portland, Me., to become leading man
with the Marie Pavey stock.

ChariM Croee loe4

li bis, Rtt« St. Diditr

ADVERTISEMENTS

Vol.

Phillips

Crompton

W.
stiff

stock.

When an advance agent starts out
New York in the fall for a season

ftom

of forty weeks he figures he will be
able to live well and save about $1,000
to carry him over the summer.
After

preparing to give its
annual dramatic production some time

he has been out about 24 weeks he worries as to how to get to the next stand
without leaving an I. O. U.

in April.
The attraction will
"The Call of the Road," with
Harry Stothard and music
Bickerhaupt.
The club will

Tip to Advance Agents.
James Barnes, manager of the Murst,
Indianapolis, is thoroughly amenable to

The Haresfoot Club
ot

Wisconsin

short
the

of the University

is

be called

book by
by Ivan

make

tour of cities in the vicinity

Wisconsin

capital.

a
*»'

T

*

:

-

-"

advisable, however,
fifty.
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AMERICAN ACTORS PROTEST
AGAINST BARKER ENTERPRISE
With Native Players Unemployed and in Want, They Object
When New York Stage Society Imports English
Troupe Under $60,000 Guarantee.

Chicago, Jan.

"The

Society

became known that the Stage

it

New York

of

Mr. Fabcr has been
placed under contract by Mr. Brady for
a term of years, Chamberlain Brown
having arranged the details of the conrehearsal shortly.

stood sponsor

to the extent of a $60,000 guarantee for

the Granville Barker venture at
laces, a

has

wave

of protest

Wal-

tract.

and criticism

swept the ranks of unemployed

legitimate players along

printed the

the clubs.

in

"Why

import an

English

manager

actors

the

protest

It
local house for six weeks.
have played to $115,000 during that
time, when this week's engagement

will

The show has drawn

A well-known manager and star this
week put the case to a Varibtt reporter in these terms:

"We believe
New York was

Stage Society of
organized to advance

the

American stage and
Certainly its name would
its people.
indicate some such purpose. But how
can it reconcile the pose by backing an
the interest of the

English producer who is to present a
of English plays, acted by an

series

all-English

company?

"It is especially unfortunate that the

society should pick this season for its

been particularly
bad for native artists, and the spectacle of a home organization backing a
foreign company with a time and
money guarantee is, to say the least,
galling.
If the Society really and sincerely wished to benefit the stage, why
enterprise.

not

assist

It

the

has

American actor?

We

have enough capable actors and actresses here without importing foreigners, however high their attainment.
"Last season the Society considered
plan of establishing a repertory
theatre in New York for the production
of American plays by American authors played by American actors. Why
was not this project carried out? Did
it
fail of support?
Was not a fund
raised for the purpose? If it was, is
any of the money so contributed being
used for the Barker venture? How do
the members of the society stand on
the issue? Are there not some who
the

prefer to have an

American company
It seems

receive the Society's support?
to

me

that these questions call loudly

L.

Erlanger have led to several rumors

Congressman

of impending changes.

Rhinock, representing George B. Cox,
Cincinnati, has been mostly concerned in the new arrangement, which
it is said will finally be a general booking scheme. A process of elimination
will reduce the present list of $2 houses
booked by both Syndicates into two
classes, $2 and $1, the latter circuit to
be built up of those left over from the

of

first class.

New York

and

Chicago an adjustment of booking

will

In the large cities like
also occur,

it is

der discussion.

Newark, Indianapolis and
be left with but one $2

like

Detroit will

house.
The theatrical conditions of
the current season are what forced the
closer alliance between the two large
legitimate circuits, which have been
booking under a general understanding
since the peace pact was made.
It is said that the new booking relations to be entered into may bring the
two Syndicates into still more friendly

FRITZI LOSES PERFORMANCE.

Several of the attractions in the Shubert theatres will he switched round
rext week. "Lady Luxury," at the Cas-

over with a view to proYork.
Wilson is still "at liberty," but does
not appear to be worrying as he has
a rainy day account to his credit.

ino since Christmas, will
Comedy, replacing Marie

ducing

it

it

in

New

AUTO SHOW HELPS.
managers for the bigger
part expected business to suffer a reaction after the tremendous box office
Although

receipts all over town last week, they
have been rather agreeably surprised
this week by the manner in which business has held up.

The Auto Show

is

given credit for

Up

to

week the majority

of

having helped the box

Thursday of

this

Louis, Jan. 6.
Fritzi Scheff got in a huff Sunday
night and because the orchestra at the
Shubert did not have as many players
by five as she desired she had a difference with Manager Stoltz and refused

The box
says

office

money was

re-

the

contract called for
a certain number of players and that
they were on hand.
He says he did
not intend to dig more of them up

because Fritzi had a whimsical moment; and Fritzi, in turn, says she
doesn't propose to play where the orchestra isn't right. The sale had been
large.

This

hooked

is

the

for

The show

move

to the

Tempest

at

the latter theatre, and will remain there
for two weeks. Jan. 25 the Jos. Weber
production of "The Fallen Idol'' will

go into the house.
"Experience," which has been hold-

offices.

houses reported business surprisingly
good. At "Watch Your Step," "Hello
Broadway" and "Chin Chin" standing
room had been sold for every performance up to then.

ing forth at the Booth, will move to
the Casino, playing at the $1 scale, and

Winthrop Ames* 110,000

prize

play,

"Children of Earth," will open at the

Booth Tuesday night.
Marie Tempest will move over to
Brooklyn next Monday from the Comedy and later go into Philadelphia.
When "Lady Luxury'' is housed at
the Comedy, Frederick Edward Mc-

Kay will be in charge. He has purchased an interest in the production.
Jos. Herbert is to be the stage manSeveral new songs, composed
Ina Claire, the star of the piece,
will be sung Monday for the first time.
ager.
for

Changes

CAHILL PIECE HERE.
"90 in the Shade," the musical piece

which

in

Marie

Cahill

and

Richard

Carle are starring will very likely be
the attraction that will succeed "The

Debutante"

at
the
Knickerbocker.
playing Buffalo this week
and goes to Detroit next week, after
which it will be brought to New York,
according to present plans.

The

piece

is

Los Angeles, Jan. 6.
Nellie F. Elsing, a picture actress,
in

the hospital here.

In a

fit

of

may

first

time Fritzi has been

Sunday

night.

closes Jan.

9.

Dawn Show.
made

the

in

Hazel Dawn show this week. William
Danforth stepped out and Frank H.
Doane went in, while the vVilmuth
Merkyle role will hereafter be played
by Carl Gansvoort.

Kern Writing Frohman's Next
Jerome D. Kern has been commis-

duce sometime

"SUZI"

de-

Prompt work by the doctors

save her

Hazel

in

March.

is

spondency she took six tablets of bichloride of mercury and was found

hospital.

in

Several changes were

sioned to write the music for a new
comedy Charles Frohman is to pro-

ACTRESS TRIES SUICIDE.

TO BOSTON.
Philadelphia. Jan.

It

was decided here

late last

6.

week

to

continue the

tour of "Suzi" and the
company will close here Jan. 16, opening at the Majestic, Boston, Jan. 18.

life.

AMY RICARD ENGAGED.

St.

Stoltz

SHOWS SHIFT

PLAY.

shortly after in her room in Edmonds'
Hotel. She was rushed to St. Catherine

or binding relations.

funded.

tional

reported.

both syndicates will be
merged into one is not known at this
time, according to the people concerned, who say that the matter is un-

Towns

OWN

$15,000.
R. Wilmer, manager of the Na(Yiddish) theatre on the lower
Fast Side, sold out his interest in the
house yesterday to Thomashefsky, for
$15,000.
Part of the consideration was
turned over in cash, and the remainder
ir kosher securities.
Mr. Wilmer is now devoting his sole
time to looking after the David Kesslcr's
National, another Yiddish Fast
Side house.

Max

"The Dancing Master" is the title of
u new play which Francis Wilson has
written.
Several Broadway managers

by

offices

in capacity,

performance.

FRANCIS WILSON'S

Just where all of the booking will be
done, or whether the individual booking

to play.

GRACE GEORGE'S LEAD.

L.

#

"In every field of industry 'Made in
America* is the slogan. Why not have
it applied to the American stage?
Certainly the American actor needs the
support of his countrymen at this time

William A. Brady has signed Leslie
Fabcr as leading man
for
Grace
George. Mr. Faber's first appearance
with Miss George will he in her new
play "Half a Bride," to he placed in

Klaw &
The many

Rhinock, Lee Shubert and A.

for answers.

especially."

$2,129, at every

conferences held of late between Jos.

some heat, "when scores and hundreds
players are suffering
of American
hardships incidental to the worst theseason in a decade?"

story of the contem-

Erlanger and the Shuberts.

with

atrical

first

leave the Illinois

the

at

are looking

plated booking deal between

and an English company to play on

Broadway/'

L-SHUBERT DEAL

K. ft

The Herald and Times Wednesday

Broadway and

6.

Saturday, forced to do so by the Cleveland theatre (where the show goes
next week) refusing to release the date.
Flo Ziegfeld's production has been

ends.

Since

will

Follies''

WILMER SELLS FOR

WEEKS.

$115,600 IN SIX

"SECRET STRINGS" TO CHI.
H. H. Frazee has decided he will
send "Secret Strings" with Lou-Tellegen to the Cort, Chicago, to follow
"The New Henrietta" at that house

when

the popularity of the latter at^
tractions wanes.
In the meantime the play will remain
al the Longacre here.

"MIDNIGHT GIRL" CLOSING.
Boston, Jan. 6.
with George
Macfarlane, will close its tour Jan 16
at the Shubert.
The Trentini show will
open the following Monday in the same
house, continuing over the original
route laid out for "The Girl."

"The Midnight

Girl,"

Amy

Ricard is reported engaged for
the principal role in "Ann of Harlem,"
the new George H. Broadhurst and

Harry Von Tilzer

piece.

FLORENCE REED SIGNED.
David Belasco

is reported as having
signed Florence Reed, who is at present appearing in "The Yellow Ticket"
under the A. H. Woods' management

Miss Reed

is

Belasco

a

in

to

new

be starred by Mr.
play next season.

"TH? FIREFLY" CLOSES

KTI

'The

Firefly"

(Arthur

stein's) closed its tour last

HammerSaturday

the middle west.
If

you don't advert!**

In

don't advertise

VARIETY,

in

LEGITIMATE
FROHMAN TO DO BARRIE PIECE
WITH GABY AT DUKE OF YORK'S
Alfred Butt Abandoned Project at Palace

When Frenchwoman

—Premiere Feb.

Haggled Over Terms
London, Jan.

6.

arc none of us as clever as we
think we are/* said an English theat-

"We

rical

magnate

This

recently.

is

apropos

news cabled to
Variety, from here a few weeks ago
that Gaby Deslys would appear in a
of the exclusive bit of

revue,

Barrie

be produced at the

to

Palace.

then there was a change of
which was also cabled to Variety
before the English papers had any
Since

plans,

knowledge of

And

it.

thereby hangs a

tale.

The Barrie revue referred to is the
same one announced for production by
Granville Barker and abandoned at rehearsals owing to a squabble between
Alfred
the author and the producer.
Butt had the piece originally, but relinquished it to Barker, and when Barker and Barrie had their little tiff Barrie paid some $6,500 worth of obligations incurred in the proposed production in order to have a clear title to
his property. Butt again came into control of the production rights and negotiated with Mile. Deslys for the prinHe told the wise little
cipal role.
Frenchwoman, however, that owing to

the unsettled state of affairs in London
the best proposition he could make was
$1,250 weekly and a percentage of the

"Non! NonI" exclaimed Gaby,

profits.

more French to the effect
was "nothing doing" on the
basis suggested by the manager.
Therupon Mr. Butt, who hasn't time
and a

lot of

nacle, especially built for the purpose,

not far from the centre of the city
and which has a capacity of approximately 15,000. There has been no opportunity as yet to estimate just how
severe his effect on theatrical patronage will be, but the campaign started
Collections at the
off with a rush.

opening meetings Sunday were $7,500.
The expenses of the campaign are estimated at $47,000, which will be made
up from the collections, Sunday taking
as his share the collection of the last

There will be no meetings MonTuesday afternoon and evening

day.
day.

he "played" to capacity.
Business taken generally has been
satisfactory.
There were no changes
at the five principal houses, a recasting of bookings at the Broad and Forrest causing "Ben H;ur" to remain for
another and final week at the Forrest
to be followed by "The Girl of Girls,"
the new musical comedy, for one week.
Billie Burke in
"Jerry," originally
booked for two weeks, has proven successful and has been extended for a
third week at the Broad, to be followed
Jan. 18 by Maude Adams in two plays
by James M. Barrie.
"Potash and Perlmutter" will wind
up its run at the Garrick this week,
after one of the most successful runs
of the season.
"The Peasant Girl,"

with Emma Trentini, at the Lyric, is
doing nicely, and "Suzi" leaves the
Adelphia Saturday night.

that there

to spend dickering for

period, set

ments

for the Palace.

closed, she

came

In due course,

that the incident
to Butt

NEW ORLEANS.
Orleans, Jan.

"Seven Keys to Baldpate"

The attendance slumped
what

script

showing

Sir

James was agreeable

Gaby play

to having

leading feminine role

the

and Charles Frohman will do anything
within—or without reason that Barrie
may ask of him. So when the knighted
author cabled to the international manager to ask him if he would produce
the revue, Frohman promptly cabled
back "Yes," and arranged to present it

—

Duke of York's Feb. 1.
while Gaby still has the leading

at

to slim

The burlesque

Barrie.

the

some-

week, comPercy Haswell

reconsider the offer.

But the manuhad been once more returned to

off

at the Crescent this

pared with what the
stock did last week.
The Robert Mansfield

that she didn't wish to disappoint her
Palace admirers and was prepared to

6.

doing

is

splendid business at the Tulane.

was

and declared

IN

New

any protracted

about making other arrange-

when Gaby found

SHOWS

Dauphine

is

crowds

Players
at the

stock troupe at the

picture

is

attracting big

houses at the LaFayette.

SHOWS

IN 'FRISCO.
San Francisco, Jan.
Forbes Robertson took in over

6.

$17,-

But,

000 at the Cort last week and the indi-

part,

cations point to another big gross this

she is not receiving a saiary of $1,250
weekly, but playing altogether on percentage.

revival of

"The Three Twins"

is not creating the furore
although business is fairly

at the Gaiety

SHOWS

expected,
good.

IN PHILLY.

Philadelphia, Jan.

6.

Theatre managers all over town are
gloomy over the opposition begun this
week when Billy Sunday, described as
the "whirlwind" evangelist, started a
big revival. The meetings, which will
last eight weeks, are held in a taber-

fine opening.
Allessandro Bevania Opera Co. had

a promising start at the Alcazar.
If

Far Eastern horizon

new musical

the

Arthur offered

you don't •4T«rtlM ia VARIETY,
doa't adv«rtlM.

is

play

at

the

was

recognized

in

which

V.

D.

New

Empire

premiere of
"Ninety in the Shade," and it may be
stated Mr. Arthur has what looks like
a winner. It is original in conception;
it
is
its music is oddly interesting;
consistent enough to rank as opera;
it contains dramatic value, and it dissingers,
comedians,
plays
superior
dancers and pretty girls.
The plot deals with a rising of the

This

the

not for

is

The English actress is at preterit
considering two plays, one by
Elesba Ramsey and the other by Alfred
deville.

She

Decordova.

company

will

have her

own

to play the one selected.

Basil Gill and Henry Ainley, two
well-known English leading men, have
offered their services to Miss Terry for

her next play.

DON'T SWEAR IN B08TON.
Boston, Jan.

The new Toy

6.

handsome
and erected by Back
theatre,

a

natives of the Philippines against the
white rulers, under a private who con-

house, financed

siders himself a "Tiger of the Pacific"
This role gives an opportunity for the

of May^or Curley yesterday, as the re-

—
—

man of the story acted and
real
sung' by Mr. Martindale to win the
hand of the American widow (Marie
Cahill), whereby the hemp company's
agent (Richard Carle) is left to make
what disposition he can of his battered
and toughened heart.

Some of the others in the cast are
Otis Harlan, Pedro De Cordoba, Florence Dillon, Ralph Nairn, Eleanor
Henry and Dorothy Arthur.

CALLING OUT ROAD MEN.
Watertown, N.

Y., Jan. 6.

Because Manager W. Scott Mattraw
insists on employing non-union stage
hands at the City opera house, President Shay, of the international organization, is calling off employes of road
shows booked for the house and pro-

them from working

hibiting

in

the

house.

Bay

society, fell

under the

baa

official

sult of the climax of the fourth act of
"Across the Border," the European
peace-war drama by Marie Beulah Dix,
which played at the Princess in New
York.
According to the mayor, it makes
no difference whether the residents of
Boston pay $1.50 a seat at the Toy

or ten cents at a pop house, profanity
will not be tolerated in Boston and

shows coming

must cut but
occasional oath will be
tolerated, but the stronger invectives
whether intended to depict overwhelming emotion or not are barred.
to this city

An

curses.

all

"MOVIE QUEEN" FIRST.
Unless other plans are made to displace those now under way the Anderson (Broncho Billy) Musical

Stock

now

Co.,

being

Comedy
by

organized

Sam

Rork, Anderson's general mana-

ger,

in

New

The Myrkle-Harder stock company
and "Bought and Paid For" had men
withdrawn by the union, and the men
remained away from the theatre while
the shows were here, declaring they
would not dare to risk losing their

York, will open in San Francisco Feb.
1 with "The Queen of the Movies" at
the opening bill.
Among those now under contract are
Ralph Bottomley, May Boley and

cards.

Valli Valli.

difference

of

opinion with

his

union

He

de-

houses

in

employes several weeks ago.
clares he will fight to a finish.

BROOKLYN SHY.
The

four

combination

night and up to Tuesday of this week
there was not another attraction in
"Innocent" is at
sight for January.
the Majestic this week and that house

has nothing to follow.
At the DeKalb pictures are showing
this week and there is nothing to fol-

The Broadway, Leo

Grau

offices,

TULLY TO MARRY.
Toronto, Jan.

6.

Richard

Walton Tully, author of
"Omar, the Tent Maker," and other
dramatic successes, is toon to marry
Gladys E. Hanna, daughter of a Toronto clergyman.

Brooklyn, the Montauk, Majestic, DeKalb and Broadway, are very shy of
attractions for the balance of this
month. The Montauk closed Saturday

C. Teller's

WOODS APPEALS CASE.
A. H.

Woods

judgment
Blanchard
against

man,

of

has appealed from the
Supreme Court Justice
the

in

him by Dr.

brought

action
Phillip

M. Grau-

who

claimed a 10 per cent inthe profits of "Potash and
Perlmutter," demanding an accounting..
terest

in

In his opinion Judge Blanchard suggested the case should go to the highercourt for review.

Williamsburg section, will
play pictures for the entire month.
house

Matt

the

Manager Mattraw's trouble arose
when he refused to discharge five men
whom he hired when he had a slight

in the

N. 0.

Henry Miller appeared* in "Daddy
Long Legs" at the Columbia and had
"

That the United States now has a

low.

week.

The

Phylis Neilsen-Terry

6.

are

running along to profitable

feature

Syracuse, Jan.

Lyric

business.

A

MISS TERRY'S NEXT PLAY.

DAN ARTHUR'S WINNER.

Year's.

1.

11

LYRIC ORDERED SOLD.

New Orleans, Jan. 6.
order of the courts the Lyric will
be sold under the hammer Feb. 3.
.The Lyric is owned by Henry Lehmann and Charles E. (Parson) Davies.
It
was a prosperous institution for
By

several years.

LA SALLE FOR SELWYN8.
Chicago, Jan. 6.
Stones," the new Edgar
Selwyn piece which Selwyn
Co. are
producing, is scheduled to open at the

"Rolling

&

La

Salle Feb.

1.

"Rolling Stones" was placed in rethis week.
Among those In
the cast is Richard Sterling.
hearsal

BURLESQUE

12

It was five years ago Monday of this
week the Columbia Co. made the greatest move in its career. The opening of
Che Columbia theatre at Broadway and
47th street accomplished more for the
advancement of burlesque than any-

thing that had previously been done or
that has since

the progress of

Coinci-

entertainment.

of

type

t&at

with

dentally

marked

achievement, and

this

largely due to the

same cause, was the

establishment

recognition

of

for

the

Columbia Amusement Co. among the
big concerns in American theatricals.

The assumption

of a $500,000 obliga-

because they had made up their
minds that burlesque on Broadway
would succeed, was only another example of the methods that had always
been pursued by the directors of the
Columbia in handling the corporation's
If failure had been the outaffairs.
tion,

come

instead of the

success

brilliant

was achieved, it would not have
embarrassed the company. They had
made ample provision for this, although
the possibility of failure was decidedly
remote from their view.
This judgment was shared by very
few experienced showmen. It was the
that

openly expressed opinion of many operators in all ends of the business that
the appeal of this form of amusement
was confined to the denizens of the
But on that
East and West Sides.
opening night, just five years ago, the
Columbia was thronged with an audience similar in every aspect to those
which characterized opening nights at
other theatres in the neighborhood, and
it

many

included

agers

dom

who

Broadway man-

of the

seriously doubted the wis-

And, with de-

of the undertaking.

cidedly slight variation, the conditions
that marked the premiere have con-

Burlesque
tinued to the present day.
on Broadway was accepted by the better, element of theatregoers and their
patronage has been steadfast, thus fully
sustaining the judgment of the direc-

Columbia Amusement Co.

tors of the

The establishment of this
amusement brought with it

place of
a

stately

Br Frederick

burlesque performances went hand in hand with cheap
and garish environment required exactly what had been accomplished by the
Columbia Amusement Co. A theatre
comparable in beauty of decoration and
furnishment with the best in New York
had been created, and the new and constantly increasing clientele enjoyed the
comforts and conveniences to which
they were accustomed in other Broadthat

idea

way theatres.
The first step in the introduction of
itself to Broadway theatregoers made
a

very

favorable

impression

for

the

Columbia people. It remained only for
them to follow this up with attractions
that would furnish enjoyable entertainIn this their success was dement.
Luckily the first
variable.
show, which was named "The Follies
of New York and Paris," was wholly
satisfying and started the new venture
This was folwith impressive eclat.
lowed by Fred Irwin's "Majesties/' one
of the best shows that has ever been
given on the stage oi the Columbia. In
all, 22 productions were given from the
opening week until the close of the
regular season, and of these there were
only 12 of distinct merit. They were,

cidedly

two already menGolden Crooks," Sam
Scribner's "Big Show," "The Cracker"The Bowery Burlesque™,*
Jacks,"
"The Columbia Burlesquers," "The
College Girls," "The Behman Show,"
Al Reeves' "Big Beauty Show" "The
Merry Whirl" and "The Jersey Lilies."
These were sandwiched in at irregular
intervals with the ten shows that failed
to help the ambitious scheme.
But there was novelty to the jaded
Broadwayite and always a prospect of
a good show followed an unsatisfactory
one. The brief season, extending from
January to June, did not bring all of
the Columbia Amusement Co.'s shows
during this period, and many of the
best were not seen until the beginning
in addition to the first

"The

tioned,

of the following season.

In the

burlesque show from the Barton
Wheel will open at Daly's theatre,
Broadway and 29th street, next Monday, to play the week 50-50 with the
house. Millie De Leon, "The Girl in
Blue," is to be the extra attraction to
the regular company, Niemer's "Sunshine Girls." Prices will be 15, 25, 35
and 50 cents.

The immediate neighborhood which
takes in considerable of the territory
the former Eighth Avenue (Miner's)
drew from will be thoroughly canvassed, and a performance is to be

according to report, that will
one now let loose weekly at

given,

rival the

the Olympic on Nth street.
Daly's tried again with

a

feature

"dope" film for the past ten days, but
the house is considered hopeless for
pictures.

P1TTSFIELD
drawn

THROWN

OUT.

has been permanently with-

Pittsfield

Extended Circuit.
was eliminated, but so insistent was its manager to
have it restored, the Columbia Amusement Co. yielded, and it reopened
Christmas Day. Since then the shows
that have reached there have been con-

from

the

Some time ago

that city

fronted with the alternative of paying
the local bills, including salaries of
the house attaches and the bill posting
and newspaper advertising bills, or not
all

opening.

The finish came Monday when "The
Gay Widows" arrived and found that
there was no fire in the furnaces and
the honse was too cold to open. Manager Oberworth, of the company, took

on to Springfield, where he
When
opened Thursday afternoon.
General Manager Scribner became acquainted with the facts and after con-

his people

ference with his associates in the Columbia directorate, he peremptorily
threw Pittsfield out and the shows will
hereafter lay-off three days between

Bridgeport and Springfield.

MANAGER CHARGES

in

that the following, or first full

Harry
ard,

LIBEL.

Cincinnati, Jan. 6.
Hart, manager of the Stand-

this

week caused the

arrest

of

rows of dilapion Seventh avenue
and on 47th street, which was distinctly

regular season, the Columbia theatre
rolled up a record for receipts that was
the talk of the whole show business in

Frank Livingston, advance agent of
"The Girls from Happlyland," charg-

neighborhood, not
only as an adornment, but as a stimulus

America.

Hart alleges that Livingston caused
to be circulated in this city cards and
heralds setting forth that a dance contest between white and negro girls and
having sensational "cooch" features
would be introduced as part of the performance at the Standard.
Hart denies that any such performance was contemplated and declares
that the advertisement has done his
Hart
theatre
irreparable
damage.

office building to replace

dated structures
to

beneficial

to

that

Also,

values.

realty

it

attracted
thus ex-

pedestrians to that point,
tending the popular thoroughfare from
42nd street north on the east side of
Broadway by several blocks. This has
resulted not only in increased patronage for the multitude of business concerns located between 45th and 47th
streets, but its effects are shown in the
beautifying of the stores made necessary by the demands and justified by
the increase of business under the new
conditions.

Not

least

benefits

beautiful

among

its

many

was the addition
theatre

to

the

of
list

resultant

another
of

New

York's superb temples of entertainment.
It was in this last named circumstance
that the general public was most interested, as it was the one that occasioned
the greatest surprise and placed the seal
of approval upon the enterprise.
To

And

this

condition

was

steadily

maintained up to last June when the
house closed for the summer. So gen-

was the success

of the Columbia
conditions at that house became
the barometer by which theatre-attendants all along Broadway was guaged.

erally

known

This

was

when

the manager of a

illustrated

class houses in this

last

September

number of first
city met one of the

of the Columbia on the
and asked the condition of busi-

executives
street

ness at that house. When told that it
was fully 20 per cent, less than the preceding season, the manager remarked,
"Since that is the case at the Columbia,
we may all take it for granted that extraordinary conditions exist that are
making show business bad. With your
immense regular clientele and your
great drop-in trade affected, it shows
that the general public is not going to
the theatres this fall."

The Progressive
ber,

charges that Livingston "has it in" for
himself or the Standard, while Livingston declares the affair is the outcome
of ill-feeling between Hurtig & Seamon, owners of the show, and Hart.
Livingston was held for further examination in the police court and gave
$3,000 bail.
is

the outcome of the estab-

lishment of burlesque on Broadway, and
which is this week prosperously started

on

its

when

the pick of

its

Novem-

shows became

part of the Extended Circuit, reached
Saturday night
last
collapse
final

when General Manager James O. Barton closed the offices in the Times
is
building and left for Chicago. It
understood that Mr. Barton will now
undertake to form a chain of theatres
Misto play burlesque shows from the
Since
souri River to San Francisco.
from the
secession
wholesale
the
Progressive to the Columbia Extended occurred, Barton has hung on with

shows, but the excessive railroad-,
and inability to get consecutive
bookings was too heavy a burden and

six

ing

the struggle

was

finally

and permanent-

Early last fall when the
indirectors of the Progressive Circuit,
cluding Fred Stair, Dr. Lothrop, Tom
Sullivan, Charles Franklin and L. M.

abandoned.

Crawford agreed upon plans to merge
their business with the Columbia Extended, Mr. Barton was the only man
of the group to interpose objection.
The result was serious financial loss to
many managers covering the period
between the original proposal to merge
and the ultimate decision of the directors to drop out of the Progressives.

CHORUS

GIRL'S

PREDICAMENT.

Hagerstown, Md., Jan. 6.
State's Attorney Scott M. Wolfinger
announced that there will be no prosecution of Evelyn Walker, or Daly, the
chorus girl, who gave birth to a child
in the Hotel Clarion last Tuesday, and
who later placed the little one in a
corridor of the Dagmar Hotel. The
chorus girl-mother is now at the Washington County Hospital with her babe,

and both are doing well.
According to the actress, the child
was born Tuesday morning. It was
after nightfall when she went to the
roof of the hotel, walked to the wall of
the Dagmar Hotel and placed the infant through a barred window, which

was open. The child, when found, was
wrapped in towels, in a pillow-case.
The mother states she is a widow, that
her husband died two years ago, and
that she has a child living in

ing libeL

All this

which in

Circuit,

reality ceased to exist' early in

ly

of the productions

all

improved
result

A

mean-

were being
accordance with the mandates of the governing body, with the

time

LAST OF PROGRESSIVE.

BURLESQUE AT DALY'S.

overcome the pretty generally entertained

mcCloy

m.

sixth year.

ington.

Her name given

at

Wash-

the time

she entered the hospital was Evelyn
Walker. This the young woman has
corrected to Evelyn Daly, and she
states her mother is Mrs. Jennie Sullivan, of New York avenue, Washington.

GERARD'S SUMMER RUN.
Barney Gerard is figuring on a summer run in one of the western Columbia houses for his "Follies of the Day."
Mr. Gerard announces his attraction as
"A Satirical Musical Question" entitled
"What Does the Public Want?"

Chorus Girl Weds.
Hartford, Conn., Jan. 6.
Edith Parfray, of the chorus of "The
College Girls," left the show in Boston
Christmas Day for Detroit, where she
has since married Jack Oldfield, a
nephew of the speedy Barney. Her
place was taken by Cleo Lewis.

VARIETY
GIRLS

FROM HAPPYLAND.

has frequently happened that good

It

vaudeville

have

acts

failed

to

score

simply because they were placed on a
bill following an extraordinarily strong
act.

"The

If

Girls

from Happyland" show

Stone-Pillard
followed the
"Social Maids" production at the Co-

had not

would very likely have made
a much more favorable impression than
week. While most of the
it has this
material has very frequently been used
by other shows at that house during
lumbia,

it

the past three or four seasons, much
of it is good and the only fault that
can be found with it is its antiquity.
It seems a hopeless task to make
some burlesque managers understand

that only by the use of

new

material

more than meagre
These men complain of "conditions" that play havoc with their
receipts when, as a matter of fact, the

may

they expect

returns.

conditions are largely faults of omisThey sanction
sion upon their part.
the use of gags, situations and scenes
that they themselves have watched in
their own and in other shows with
never a thought apparently of striving

weeks without some
it up where

effort

being made

so manifestly
weak is incomprehensible. Surely such
men as Leo Stevens, Frank Harcourt,
and Marty Ward, as well as Joe Hurtig, the producer, every one of whom
is experienced, intelligent and resourceto build

it

could without any very great effort transform this show into some

semblance of attractiveness, and their
neglect so to do can only be accounted
for by indolence or lack of interest.
There is not an individual in this cast

who does

not possess the ability to do
They
exceedingly admirable work.
demonstrate this in the manner in
which they handle the material allotted,
a forlorn undertaking to enterthe public with gags and scenes
with which patrons of burlesque houses
are as familiar as they are with a story

they have heard time and time again.
With the season not quite half over
and knowing the needs of this "Happyland" performance, there is still time
to take vigorous and effective action to
put this show into shape. It is only
necessary to give the undoubtedly capable people in the cast something to do
that

worthy

is

buy or create something new. If
they were to go into a store to purchase a suit of clothes and were con-

sume

And

yet this

dealers

of

in

them

such wears.
is just what a majority
burlesque are offering

to interest

in

their talents.

In the case of "The
Happyland," nearly every

BARTON SHOW CLOSED.
Philadelphia, Jan. 6.
Frolics of 1914" of the Barton

"The

Burlesque Wheel, closed Saturday at
the
It

Arch Street theatre.
was stated members of the show

house and show

communicate

The Arch
burlesque.

extent for that reason. It is to be assumed Mr. Stevens does not know that
during the three years of his absence
from the Columbia Circuit a great deal
of his material has been used by other
And his failure to score as
players.

Wayne,

tributed solely to that fact.

The

performance unwas used by "The Taxi
Girls" last season and with the same
cast except Stevens and his wife, Helen
Neither act is suitable
Jessie Moore.
to a woman star, and Princess Luba
der

last act of the

notice

Meroff, the star of this organization, is
seriously handicapped thereby.
Princess Meroff is a delightful artiste

and given the proper opportunities she
would undoubtedly shine brilliantly in
the conspicuous position she occupies.
As it is, she is obliged to rely entirely
upon her specialty to assert her undoubted skill. This feature of her per-

formance

is

the one

commanding and

thoroughly satisfying incident in the
entire show excepting the musical numbers which are refreshingly new and
which are for the most part delightIt is
fully led by Nellie Lockwood.
a genuine r>itv that an artiste, possessing as much cleverness as does
Luba Meroff, should have so little of
importance to do.
That a show can go along for 20

STOCK MANAGERS HERE.
John Docking, who manages Poll's,
Scranton, Pa., was in New York Tues-

Of the companies getting the big returns the Charles K. Champlin, Billy
Allen and Margaret Fields organizations topped the list.

with. Barton, but

Street

may

TWO

were unstock

The Empress, Columbus, was opened
a regular Extended Circuit house
Monday of this week with "The Tango
Queens" and the Temple at Fort

Sunday,

with

"The

City

Sports."

Both houses played to capacity audiences afternoon and night, and business
since then has been very large with
every prospect of a continuation of
these conditions throughout the season.

ADRIFT IN BUFFALO.
"A Trip to Paris," a former Progressive Wheel show, which has been hopin

the west since the collapse

of that circuit, arrived in Buffalo Sun-

day of

this

week

theatre under the

to play at the

Garden

management

of A. C.

Learning of this intention,
the International Railway Co., which
owns the property, ordered the house
closed and put a watchman in charge.
In consequence of this, the members of
Bidwell.

the

company

are said to be stranded in

Buffalo.

'SOCIAL MAIDS" BUSINESS.
"The

Social Maids" did a remarkable
business at the Columbia theatre last
week. Deducting the gross for the

midnight show, which was practically
capacity, and figuring the New Year's
Eve and the New Year's day business
at the average daily business earlier in
the week, the receipts v.cre the largest
of the season at that hou*«If

Jan.

you don't odv«rtU«

in

doa't odvortise.

VAT.': IV,

Vaudeville

day.

running at his house,

is

Docking has a new
For ten weeks he
give 'em comic opera, and for the

but in the summer
policy underlined.
will

remainder

the

of

summer dramatic

Docking was seriously ill for
some time, but is now in good health.
Walter S. Baldwin came in from
stock.

Duluth Monday

6.

stock

«to

engage new players

for his stock there.

pany did $3,500 on its eight days' (starting Christmas) stay here at the Cum-

Ed. V. Renton, managing Poli's, Balwas around the agencies Tuesday engaging new people for the Maryland city.
£. V. Phelan, manager for the Lester Lonergan stock, Lynn, Mass., between trains Tuesday engaged a new
leading woman.
Paul Scott and Bert Lytell coman entertainment committee
prised
which showed th* visitors some of the
new buildings in the Times square

berland.

vicinity.

Newburgh, N. Y., Jan. 6.
The Margaret Fields' stock (Doc
March, manager) took in $2,400 for
eight days' engagement at the
its
Academy.

Marie Dressier Co., 39th Street theatre,
will head his own stock next summer,
locating permanently in some New
York town. With Lytell will be his
wife, Evelyn Vaughan, also playing

$3,981.35

on

its

eight days' stay here at the Lyric, beginning Christmas, establishing a new

house record for stock and eclipsing
Champlin's former high water mark
of two seasons ago by $481.35.

Cumberland, Md., Jan.
Billy

6.

musical comedy com-

Allen's

timore,

Lytell,

who

is

a principal with the

with the Dressier Co.

Asbury Park, Jan. 6.
Winifred St. Clair and her stock
company registered $2,542 on its New
Year's week engagement here at WalRosenberg's house.

OPENINGS.

as

scotching

Pa.,

Champlin

to

tried

play

Allentown,

The Charles K.
company registered

ter

line

strongly as upon the occasion of his
last engagement at the Columbia is at

managers

successful.

from
and scene used by Leo Stevens in
the "Columbia Burlequers" three years
ago, is now being utilized by that
comedian for the first part of this performance. Mr. Stevens plays it thoroughly well and it gets over to some
Girls

The

received only $5.00 for the week.

their customers.

IMMENSE HOLIDAY BUSINESS.
Traveling stock companies, playing
eastern territory, cleaned up on their
eight days' engagements, dating from
Christmas. Not one lost money during that period, according to report.

it is

tain

to

fronted with stacks of wearing apparel
that had lain on the shelves or counters for two or three or more years,
they would very likely express contempt for the merchant that would pre-

STOCK

is

ful,

but

13

Other stocks in the east which
played eight days straight to big business are the Myikle-Harder Co., City
opera house, Watertown, N. Y.; Kirk
Brown, Playhouse, Hudson, N. Y.
(reaching around the $2,500 mark);
Chatterton Stock, Collingwood, Poughkeepsie, N. Y., and the Chicago Stock,
opera house, Amsterdam, N. Y.

STOCKS OPENING.
Perth Amboy, N. J., Jan. 6.
The Auditorium goes into stock next
Monday with a company headed by
Ed. Hayes and Louise Price. It will
be under O. E. Wee's management.

Lancaster, Pa., Jan.

6.

The Wilsmith Musical Comedy Company is playing "Alma, Where Do You
Fulton here this week, its
musical comedy stock. The
initial bill was "Mary's Lamb."
The
management declares returns have been
Live?"
second

at the
in

satisfactory.

STOCK MAKING GOOD.
Frank Gersten appears to have made
a ten strike with his stock burlesque at
the Prospect in the Bronx. Business
at that house has steadily been large
since the opening a few. weeks ago.

Last week with Millie DeLeon, "The
Girl in Blue," the gross exceeded $4,000, of which Miss DeLeon received

In the company are Florence Mackie,
prima donna; Arthur Burckly, tenor;
Raymond Crane, Eulalia Young, Ralph.
Wipperly, Marguerite Crawford, Gus
Buell, George C. Hall, Meade Foster,
Dorothy Sterling, James Lang and
Bella Brown. Frank Hogan is business
manager.
"Chocolate Soldier" is underlined.

over $1,200 for her share.

GRACE HUFF BREAKS DOWN.
Baltimore, Jan.

Cwing

the

to

sudden

illness

6.

of

Grace Huff, the leading woman with
the Poli Players, she was unable to
appear this week in "The Girl of the
Golden West," and her place is being
taken by Beth Franklin, a local favorite.

Miss Huff is suffering from a combreakdown. With the exception

plete

of a short vacation in the summer, she

has appeared

in

every

bill

presented by

Spokane, Jan. 6.
twenty-five cent prices arc
announced for the engagement of the
Delia Pringle stock company at the

Ten and

American, which opened last week. The
Raker Players, across the street at the
Auditorium, are at 25-50. The opening
bill of the Pringle troupe is "The Lion
and the Mouse." C. K. Van Auker is
leading man, 12 in the company.

Henry Jacobs Travelling West.
Henry C. Jacobs, of Jacobs & Jermon, left New York or. Monday for an

the Poli management.
She collapsed
several days ago and was ordered by
her physician to give up her work im-

extended

mediately and

firm

rest.

Mr. Jacobs
each one of the ten or more
Columbia burlesque shows in which his
trip to the west.

will visit

is

interested.

«

>
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BILLS

In Vaudeville Theatres, Playing

4 Leon

Weston

NEXT WEEK

8katers BUouvs

(January 11)

(One

to

fill)

Three or Lett Shows Daily

PIEDMONT

—

(ubo)

let half
Rex's Circus

L A Julie
Howard A Byman
Co Jack George
2d half
Callaway A Roberts
Miss Jean

Little

New York
HAMMBRSTBIN'S
Mildred Blanchard Co
Tarro Mlyake
Maggie Cllne
McWattera A Tyson
"Filing Furnace"
Juliette Dike
Slgnor Bag6nghl
Mack A Orth

A

Claudius
J

W

a

Marshall Montgomery
Brooks ft Bowen
PALACE (orph)
Valeska Burstt Co
Orvllle Hsrrold
Henrietta Croaman Co

Haveman's Animals
Mr ft Mrs McGreevy
C A F Van
Nan HalpeUn
Gardner Trio
fill)

ALHAMBRA

Nesblt

Ryan

ft

(ubo)

Clifford

ft

Lee
West

Pall

ft

Will

Ward A

Olrla

Madden ft FlUpatrlck
Rwle Lloyd
Coakley Hantey A D
Rosa Valerie ft
Sp ramie ft McNVece
COLONIAL (ubo)
"Song Revue 1914"
Henry B Dlxey
Catherine Calvert Co
Marie Nordstrom
Seven Bracks
Clark ft Verdi
Raymond ft Bain
The Glorias

ROTAL

Clark

2d half

Andy Rice
Ben Beyer A Pro
(One to All)

Pert Melrose

Boyce ft Kastor
Thompson's Horses

Arno A Stickney
"Dairy Maids"
Armstrong A Ford

Mr

Weise Troupe

(loew)

Mrs Hugh

ft

Era-

SHUBERT

mett

Armstrong A F

>rd

Belleclalre Bros

(Two

AH)
2d half

to

DeBars
Largee ft Shee
Jones ft Johnson
LaBelle Titcomo Revuu
Walter Brower

Lawton
(One to

W

GREELEY

(loew)

The Klniers
Lucy Tonge
ft Lawson
Teacea A Termlna
Morosoo A Brown

Wood

A Dolly Nobles
Edns Lubv Co
Milt

AMERICAN

"Way Out"

DeBara
Simpson A Deane

Kaufman

Thompson's Horses

Lew Wella
Avellng

(loew
Stlckney
Players

ft

Von Hampton A Joct-

to

fill)

2d half

Eugene Troupe
Coleman Goct*
"Last Hope"
Holme* A Wells
Florenzl

(Two

3 Alex
(Three to

BOULEVARD (loew)
Hershel Hendlcr
"Dairy Maids"
Naldy A Naldy
Olldlng O'Mecrs

(Two

to

fill)

2d half

Edward O'Rell
Van A Ward Girls
Lou Hoffman
Gardner Vincent Co

Maud

Tiffany
Martell'a Manikins
(loew)
2 Georges

ORPHEUM

Mae West

(loew)

Sherman Van A Hy

ORPHEUM

(ubo)
(Splits with Baeton)
1st half
Joe Kennedy
Mack Albright A M

'The Tamer"
Adolpho

(ubo)
Frlgansa
Conroy A Models

Wood

Burr A Hope
Robins

ORPHEUM

BUSHWICK (ubo)
"Neptune's Garden"
Doyle A Dixon

Matthews Sbayne Co
Grace Hazard

Okabe JapMarion Murray

Jack Simons

Atlanta* Gau

PROSPECT

FORSYTHE

(ubo)

(loew)

(ubo)

De Lesalo Bros
Claire Rochester

Beaumont A Arnold
Comfort A King

Mr Hymack
Will Rogers
"Colonial Days"

FOX

111.

(wva)

1st hair

Aduras Pros
Banister A Hayes
Tyler St Clair 3

Marie Russell

Gwynn A

Gossett

Chris Richards
Florcnzi

Ceo Randall Co
Sherman Van & Hy
Royal Gascognea

fill)

Whitney's Dolls
Mnr.ua ret De;ine

I'Mmund Haves Co
VMIIlpa A White
Richard Wally
(One to fill)

LINCOLN
(\;nnors

(loew)

A Witt

•Claim Agent"
LaUclle Tltcomb Revue

Carroll & Hlckey
10 Dark Knights
J Kelly

W

Hellei'lalre Pros
(One to fill)

PLAT BUSH

MARYLAND (ubo)
Bessie Clayton Co
Plckel & Watsen
C Nugent Co
Eveleen Dunmore

J

I*a

2d half

Yvonne
"Between Trains"

(loew)

Simpson * Deane
Leo Peers
Holmes & Wells

(loew)

A Dixon
Weston A Young
Push Bros

Graciosa

A

Belle

Ballet

Burke
JAM
J Kennedy Co

Boland A Hoist
Lookett A Waldron
"Act Beautiful"
PALACE (orph)
Sylvester Schafer

Hans Kronold

A Carlin
Webb A Burns
Gallager

ACADEMY

Paddock

A

(wva)
Paddock

Duke A Allen
Richard Malloy Co
Joe Daniels
Herbert's Seals

2d Half
Mualcal Macks
Ezra Kendall Co
Frank Rogers
Vittorlo A Georgetto

(Open Sun Mat)
LeMalre A Dawson
"Vaude in Mkyland"
Brlerre A King

Emmett Co

Oracle

Blanche Sloan
2d half
Burke A Harris
Anderson A Golnes

W

H

St James Co
Musical Avalos
Stewart Sis A Escorts
McVICKERS (loew)

Beth Challia

Edmonds A Basil
B Kelly Forest

Nowlln A St Clair

JAMES

ST.

(loew)

Singer's Midgets
to ail)
2d half

Weston Co

Lester Trio

Harvey DeVora 3
Warren A FrancU
(Two to fill)
(ubo)

Carua
Hughls Jennings
Madame Dores Co
Connolly A Wenrlch
Allen Brooks Co
Corelll

A

Gillette

Conn.

1st half

COLONIAL

Reglna Conell
Cardo A Noll
(One to fill)
Uuflalu.

Gresham A LaRue
Wormwood 'a Animals
2d half

Hippodrome Four
The Stantons

•

Waltes
(loew)

t«i#>ln*at

KEITH'S (ubo)
Mnxlne Pros
Bill

(ubo)

Mr A Mrs

Connolly

A Lewis
Moran A Wiser
Ruth Roye
Fields

HIP

Matte

EMPRESS (loew)
Juggling DeLisle
Stuart Plack Co
Crawford & Broderlck
"Ye Olde Halloween"
Tom Mahoney

Lilliputians

Calgary, Can.
PANTAGES (m)
Lander Stevens Co

(ubo)

Pinlfax A Panlo

Marie Dorr
O'Brien Havel Co
Eddie Foy Co
L A F Bruch
Milton Pollock Co
Chang Wha Four
Lorretta Twins

Colaanbna

KEITH'S

(ubo)

Knapp A Cornelia
Corr Thomas 3

A Louie
Baeajer, Me.

I^eona Guerney

Willie Weston

BIJOU (ubo)

VICTORIA

Vandinoff

(Splits

with

Lewis-

Allen's Minstrels

Gllmore A Ramlnoff

Charleston,
(Splits

ton)

with

Savan-

Parrots

Fiak A Fowler

1st half

Comedy

Muller A Stanley

C Fields
DnnvtUe.
1st

Flying Henrys
Jewell

Vlttorio
4

Hawthorne A Inglis
Shannon A Annia
Roxy LaRocca
Alpine Troupe

DeJath

Waldemer Young A J
(Two to fill)
(wva)

Eldora Co
Kelley A Drake
Robert Hall
Hong Kong Mysterlet
2d half
DeHollls Co
Nick Santora Co
Bensee A Baird
Imperial Japs

Wm

Inrt.

(wva)

A Georgette

Kcnney No A

Piatt

Cowboy Minstrels
The Gaudschmldts
Ifnrtford, Conn.
POLI'S

(ubo)

(ubo)
Allen-

town)

Seagram A Garrett
Ed Morton

Cam.

tten.

PANTAGES (m)
Musical Nosses
"The Operator"

7

Spanish Gaudlnaa

LAB

lkJaart. lad.
(wva)

ORPHEUM

Margaret Calvert
Florence Modena Co
Fred Sosman Co
Johnson Ho*vard A L
2d half
Karlton A K 11 fiord
Slaters

ErzA Kendall Jr Co
Madison A I^aird
Bouncer * Circus
Urle, Pa.
(ubo)

Stone

Sherman A Uttry
Emmett Devoy Co
Primrose 4

LYRIC

(loew)

to

Alex A Scott
Mr A Mrs Wilde
Two Pucks

Minneapolis.

L

Kalmar & Brown
A Dayne
Whiting A Burt
Rae Samuels

Fin.

Jnckaenville,

(ubo)

(Open Sun Mat)
Eddie Howard Co
Lightner A Jordan
Exposition 4
Marga de la Rosa
Skating Bear

Joksitows. Pa.

MAJESTIC

Kremolina A Darras
Lambert!
Creasy

Frank Fogarty
Collins A Hart
(One to fill)

ORPHEUM

(orph)

Herminle Shone Co
Chick Sales
Ethel Green

3 Jahns

(ubo)

(Splits with Altoona)
1st half

Felix

A Barry

Girls

"Us"
(One to

Ernie A Ernie
n UNIQUE (loew;

Frevoli

Anderson A Burt
Golet Storts A L
Elsie Gilbert Co
Bessie LaCount

Reddlngton

A Grant
NEW GRAND
(wva)

The Engfords
Gardner A Nlcholal
Weber Dolan A F
Copeland Draper Co

m.

Jollet,

ORPHBUM

(wva)
2d half
Calloway A Elliott
Banister

A Hayes
4

CM?
ORPHBUM

Swor A Mack

Rendlx Players

The Sbarrocks
Gertrude Hoffman Co
Meehan's Doge
(Two to fill)

EMPRESS

(loew)
Cleo

Canaris A
BUI Robinson
Bobbe A Dale
Svengali
Haydn Burton A H
Black A White
Kokomo. Ind.
LIFE (wva)

Norwood A Anderson
Mig City Four
Gordon B A Kangaroo
to

fill)

Kenney. No A Piatt
ticorgettls
nil)

Lewlsten* Me.

Foster A

(ubo)

Bangor)

Dog

Marlns A Clemants

The Lelands
Edwin George

Ellisons

Owen Wright
Puffin

Redcay Tr
l.tnrnln

ORPHEUM

Lottie Williams

Co

Burt

Houdlni
Fields & Browning

Kremuka Bros
9. C.

(ubo)

1st half

Miss Jean
Callaway & Roberts

Roach & McCurdy
(One to fill)

(ubo)

Warren A Connolly
Lucille A Cookie
McCloud A Carp
Kitty Gordon Co
Jack Wilson Co
Dupree

A Dupree
Newark, W. J.

LOEWS

Lawton
Ben A Hazel Mann
2 Bryants
Joe Welch

Franklyn Ardel Co
Margaret Deane
Martell's Manikins
2d half
2 Georges
Carbrey Bros
"The Tangle"
Leona Stephens
"On The Revera"
Chris Richards
Gliding O'Meers

Neerhsurch. N. y.

COHEN O H
Billy

(loew)

Quirk

Duffy Geisler

A L

Jos Adelman Co
Leona Stephens

DeBars

2d half
Carlotta

with

ORPHBUM
Oakland 81s

fill)

1st half

(ubo)

2d half

MAJESTIC

Nap
Toner A Norman

(Splits

fill)

Annlu Abbott

Ida Vlvonoff

Rlgoletto Bros

Little

:t

PIEDMONT

Rudley A Fleming
Ashley A Can field
Marie Fenton

ORPHEUM

McDevltt Kelly A

MUSIC HALL

Ore erf Raped*, Mloh

Harriet

W

(ubo)

The Kramers
Frank Markley

(One to

2d half
Madge Maltland

Klnkaid

(loew)

(Three to fill)
Indlnnnpolln.

The

Harvey DeVora 3
(One to fill)

Weston Co

Lasky'a "Beauties"
B
A Crooker

Tsuda

(Three to fill)
2d half

Co

Sullivan Keogh

Billy

A Green
A Demott
"Tango Chief"
Joe Moras
Eddie Carr Co
Misses Campbell
"Kid Kabaret"

J.

"Murder 1st Degree"
The Brlghtons

(Ono

Fall Itlvrr. Ma*-.

EMPRESS

A Lawrence

Knaves*

Carlotta

(Two

Dwyer

Von A Ward Girls
The Halkings

Howard A Mason

Wm

Lowell, Mean.

KEITH'S (ubo)

ORPHEUM

Murphy A Lockman

Elsie Rose

Marco Twins

ACADEMY

of 76
Taylor 3

Peyton

Romans

2d half
Musical Wolfs

Howard A White
Orpheus Comedy

3 Arleys

COLONIAL

Duo

Drummer

The Bheldons

1st half

Ix>uls

Dooley A Rugel
Davis Family

Gltson

1st half

Chas Thompson
Burns A Acker
Norton Payne

Baetosu Pa.

Little

half

A Bran

KEITH'S

ORPHEUM
American Dancers
Joe A Lew Cooper
Chas Weber
Lydell Rogers A L

Cireennboro,

Marks Bros Co

W

LYRIC

nah)
1st half

Tuttle's

». c.

(ubo)

Wllla Holt A'akefleld
Charley Case

Slgsbee's Dogs
Circle Comedy 4

Blnns A Burt
Xcwhoff A Phelps
Bruce Duffet Co

Donahue A Stewart
Werner Amoros Co
Ford A Truly

A Hughes
Mrs Gene Hughs Co

Adelaide

Brawn

LoeJsvllU

KEITH'S (ubo)
Alf Holt

Farrell

(ubo)

The Cromwells

Pruitt

Blanche Ring
Sylvia Loyal Co
Cl*velnn<t

Miles Co

Detroit

OH
with

DeWltt Young A 81s

Dfinedln

Air"

"Lawn Party"
Hobeken. N.

Mljsres

ABLE

PANTAGES (m)

Dancing Nerelda
Strenuous Daisy Co
Laurie Ordwsy
Davie A Walker

"Breath of
Smith Cook

Linton

NEW GRAND

"Wllle"
Nichols Sisters

Wanda

Cardo A Noll

Cleo Gascolgne
Cervo

TEMPLE

Dixon A Dixon
Mel lor A DePaula

Moneta Five
A Monroe

Reglnia Conelll

ORPHEUM

Pekln Mysteries

Rondas Trio
Geo A Lilly Garden
Smith A Pullman
Mints A Palmer

Australian

D

(Open Sun Mat)
Claude Golden
Gertrude Coghlan Co
Three Types
Prelle's Dogs

(loew)

Turner A Grace
Harry Deaves
Smith A Pullman
LeRoy A Paul

2d half

Ergottl's

Blanche Sloan

2d half

"Lawn Party"
Chas Thompson
Vernon
Ed Morton

Homer

A King
Emmett Co

(ubo)

Gillette

(loew)

Howell Bisters
Craig A Williams

Brlerre
Oracle

ORPHEUM

Brown A McCormlck

Davis A Matthews
Hoyt A Wardell
Mcintosh A Maids
Bernard A Harrington
Fred HUlebrand
Nichols Nelson Tr

LeMalre A Dawson
"Vaud In Mkyland"

Collier A DeWalde
The Colbya
Van Barklay 3
Mondane Phillips

A Opp
Baby Helen
Linton Lawrence

HarrUassuv, Pa.

Elphye Snowden Co
Lewis A Russell
Harry Gllfoll
Travilla Bros A S
Fremont Benton Co
Llna Abarbanell
Corbett Sheppard A

EMPRESS

(wva)

2d half
Leonard Anderson Co
Olive Vail Co
Smiletta Bros A Mora
(One to fill)

Holden A Herron
Jetter A Rodgers
(One to fill)

(Splits

STAR HIPP

Dywer
LAB
Barrett

fill)

Musical Avalos
8tewart 81s A Escorts
2d half

Alpha Troupe
Van Berkley 3
Bogart A Nelson

Musical Wolfe

SHEA'S

(loew)

Burke A Harris
Anderson A Golnes
H St Jsmes Co

W

Madge Maltland
Talau Bros
(Four to fill)
2d half
Dooley A Joyce
Bubers A Keefe

KEITH'S

Whiteside A Picks
Olympic Trio
Wilson A Wilson

AMERICAN

loew)

i

E

McKlnley
Cevene Troupe

fill)

GLOBE

Bennett Sisters

Nell

HIPPODROME
O'Nell

Irene Franklin
Shean A Warren

Owen McGlveney
Rockwell A Wood

The Volunteers
Laddie Cliff
Walter c Kelly

Adgle'e Lions

2d half

Dogs
fill)

Nazzaro Troupe
Aubrey A Rich

Laurie A Aleen
Pert Melrose
Sisters

Fry

Orpheus Comedy 4
Richard The Great

Alf Rlpon

to

A

Moss

4

POLI'S ubo)

McDermott & Wnllare
Dean's Phantoms
"netwern Trains"
(Ono

Comedy

Circle

(orph)

In*.

ORPHEUM

Baron Llchter
Martini A Maxmllllan
(One to fill)

Co

Mlllory

Splnette Quintet
EMPRESS (loew)

fill)

Billy Klnkald

ORPHEUM

Chiang?"

MAJESTIC

Ma

(ubo)

Denver

(loew)
Halited St

Dooley A Joyce
Stage Struck Kids
Subers A Keefe
Madden A Clogg
(Three to illl)
2d half

to

Oaken

(One to

2d half
Conley Sisters

Rex's Circus

EMPRESS

(loew)

ftfrtilBenert,

Dean A Fey

Co

Lucille
Sisters

4
Churchill

Buds
Dancing LaVars
Frank Mullane

Garcenettl Bros

Murray Bennett

Al Rlpon

Am

-Irish
Ks telle

Aerial

1st half

Aurora,

Frank Keenan Co
Conroy A Le Maire
Toby Claude Co
Bird Mlllmnn Co
Klsher A Green
Pert Levy
Hopkins Sisters
Harry Preen
LaToy Pros

Kaufman

Blneflelda, W. Va.
ELKS (ubo)
1st half only

"Bachelor Dinner"

A Bob Smith
Crossman A Steward
Lady Alice's Pets

BIJOU

(ubo)
with
Johns-

town)

Irene

Lucas A
Cameron

Wood A Wyde

Emma

"Lonesome Lassies"
(Splits

Hoey~A Lee
Bert Erroll
Fred J Ardsth Co
Paul Conchas
Joe Cook

Gordon a Day
Hurst WatU A Hurst

Wm

Royal Oasooynes
AJlenUaywn* Pn.

ORPHEUM

itlvenalagtoa, 111.
MAJESTIC (wva)
2d half

(Four to

(Four to

Way"

Alfreds

Singer's Midgets

fill)

Lou Hoffman
Largay A 8hee
Walter Brower
"On the Riviera"

Dslro
"Just Half

Two

(Two

H

L A
la.

Dunbar's Dragoons
Stone A Hayes
Rose A Bills

Rlesner A Gores
The Grazers

Pepplno

to

2d half
Billy Quirk
Laurie A Alleen
Elizabeth Cutty
"Way Out"

fill)

Arthur Prince
Kirk A Fogarty

(Two

Diero
3 Kelos

(Two

fill)

DELANCEY

Vinton A Buster

mi

to

(loew)

"Lady Lou"

Waterbury B A Tenuy

Oeorgle

(Two

fill)

FULTON

Kramer A Morton
Leroy Lytton Co
J A E Dooley

Sigsbee'a
(Five to

Players
Duffy Geisler A L

fill)

2d half

Trlxie

Avellng A Lloyd
Kanazawa Trio

Stalne's Circus
(Two to fill)
2d half

(Three to

Mueller Bros
Gertrude Barnes
Kanaiawa Trio

Edmund Hayes Co

(loew)
Brigntona

Sam Mann

to

Emuii-tt

fill)

(Two

Recklieas Trio
iUraalntffcaae
LYRIC (ubo)
Jacob's Dogs

Be*ioa

W

Phillips ft White
Lamb's Manikins

(loew)

Billy Klnkald

A Kasper

to

BABCOCK

David Kallkoa
Hartley A Pecan
Marshall P Wilder
"Grey of Dawn"

ORPHEUM

fill)

Rowland A Farrell

The Gladiators
MIOlBCay Meat,

Wright A Rich

Johnson A Dean

NEW YORK

Arno

Brady ft Mahony
Lady Lou

Yvonne

Hill

Ben A Hasel Manu
J DuBola

The

Lloyd

ft

(loew;

LIBERTY

2d half

Thornton A Corlew

to

(Two

McDermott A Wallace

(loew)

K

Murray

"Elopement"

Ross Troupe
(Three to fill)

7TH AVE

fill)

Ward A Shubert

Berae

Monarch Comedy 4

to All)

to

COLUMBIA

Mr A Mrs H

Sisters

4 Gillies
(Three to

(Two

(Two

2d half

Carroll A Hlckey
Gertrude Bsrnes

Hershel Hendler

Siddons

(Two

2d half

fill)

K Hill

Rose Troupe

fill)

Mas West

Andy Rice
Mystlo Bird

Connors A Wltl
Franklyn Ardel Co

2d half

lyn

(ubo)

fill)

2d half
Mystic Bird

(Two

Mcvako* Twins

BROADWAY

to

Muller Bros

8am Mann

Condon Devereaux Co
Poganny's Rakers
Frldkowsky Troupe
Carl Demareat

(Two

Jones ft Johnson
Siddons
to

(loew)

Carbrey Bros
Elizabeth Cutty
"Last Hope"
Henry Frey
Pen Beyer A Bro

Murray

fill)

J DuBols
Coleman Goetz
Monarch Comedy 4
Gardner Vincent Co

(Ubo)

Hamilton

ft

Mabel Johnstone

The Halkinga
3 Harvey Girls
Tom u Stasia Moore

4 Gillies

Nellie Nichols
Harry Csrroll

"Petticoat

Maud

Brady £ Mahoney
Eugene Troupe

Madge Caldwell

NATIONAL

Clayton Drew Players
Tiffany
Whitney's Dolls

Ethel Mae Barker
Geo Randall Co

Scarlet

Henntnga

(One to

Lew Wella
Richard Wally
(One to nil)
2d half

Minstrels"

COLUMBIA

Minnie Allen

Col Jack George

Dnvennert,

Charlotte, S. C.

(All houtcs open (or thr week with Monday matinees, when not otherwise indicated.)
Theatres listed as "Orpheum" without any further distinguishing description are on the
Orpheura Circuit. Theatres with "Loew" following name are on the Loew Circuit.
Agencies booking the houses are noted by single name or initials, such as "Orph," Orpheum
Circuit— "U. B. O..' United Booking Oflficcs-"W. V. A.," Western Vaudeville Managers' Association (Chicago)— "P," Pantages Circuit— "Inter," Interstate Circuit (booking through W. V. A.).
"M," James C. Matthews (Chicago).— "B B O," Broadway Booking Office.— 'Tr, M Proctor Circuit.

Olive Vail Go
Paul Kleist Go

Hurnham A Irwin
Hunting A Frnncls
Hubert Dyer Co
Al Rover & Sister
Will Oakland Co
Ben Deely Co
John Gelger
!<«»<«
^nirelec

ORPHEUM

Alfred Bergen

Marry & Wolfo.d
Inhoff Conn V Cor
A Monkey Circus
Platov A GlftKer
Johnny Johnston Co

2d half
3 O'Nell Slstere

Lida McMillan Co
Cadets de Gascoyne
Creo

(One to

fill)

New Haven.
POLI'S (ubo)
Novelty

BAM

Clintons
Keller

Sam Ash
Chas Mack Co
Moore A Young
(One to

fill)

2d half
Luplta Perea

Burns A Acker
Jas Sullivan Co

The Elliotts
Baby Helen
Arnaut Bros
New Oal*«ma

ORPHEUM

Cblng Ling Foo
Grace LaRue
Netalle

A Ferrari

Poland A Holtz

Weston A Clare
Marie A Billy Hart
(One to fill)

VARIETY
H«w

Rm*k«lta» N. ¥.

LOEW

CadtU D«
(Two

to All)

3d half
Dean's Phantoms
(Two to fill)
Itevfelk* V«u

ACADEMY

DeHaven & Nice

Nine White Hussars
Hal A Francis

Cantwell A Walker
PANTAOES (m)
(Open Sun Mat)
Ten Bonamors
Walter S Howe Co
Larry Comer

A Beltrah
Trio
(loew)

Meredith A Snoozer
Plsano A Bingham
"Sidelights"

"Edge

OMhH

Kramer A Pattlson
Ottawa, las.

DOMINION

(ubo)

Rellow

Mason A Vaughan

ORPHEUM
Duo

(Open Sun Mat)

Leg Casados

COHEN'S

(loew)

EMPRESS

3 Alex

fill)

PANTAOES (m)
(Open Wed Met)

Staley Blrbeck Co

2 Bryants

(One

to

fill)

aea, R.

__.

1.

(loew)

Pepplno

Nlppo Troupe
Fltsslmmons A

Cam-

Moss A Fry
Warren A Francis
(One

to

eron

fill)

2d half

Walter Walters
Thanhouser Kid
Clark A MoCullough
Song Doctors

KEITH'S (ubo)
Cheebert Manchurlans
Lillian Herleln

Madden A Clogg
Beth Challls
Sullivan Keogh
Joe Welch

Co

Lamb's Manikins
Rariae, Wis.

ORPHEUM (wva)
Mr A Mrs C DeHayen "Nobody
Home"
"School Playground"
2d half
Rooney A Bent
Blancine Stevens
Hanlon Bros
Stone A Hayes
Burns Kilmer A Q

Canslnos

Wm

McMahon A

Hoyt's Minstrels

WM

Chapelle
PENN (ubo)

Cavanao Duo

Kaymond A Holder
C R A DstIs
Kmlly Smiley Co
Henry Lewis
Josie Flynn A Maids

BROADWAY

(ubo)

(Twice Dally)
Xylpbone 5
William Wilson Co
Morrisey A Hackett
Ford A Hewitt
Ray Dooley 8
Connolly A Webb
K S A Scott
COLONIAL (ubo)
1st half
Amber Bros
Tho Astlares
F T Neeley
L de Cordova Co
Leon Sisters
2d half
Reeves A Werner
Helen A Bell

"The Haberdashery"
(Two to fill)

KEYSTONE

nallo Bros
Mrunelle Sis
lirltt

(ubo)

Co

Wood

Geo Schlindler

Weir Co
Stravltz A Strassuian
C A A Wilson
.lane

Roeders

ALHAMBRA
O

3 Kratons

aa

Lou Chlha
RleaaaaaA* Vs.

LYRIC

(Splits

(ubo)
with Norfolk)
1st half

Walton A Rutland
C Ravenscroft
Flanagan A Edwards

(loew)
Neil Sisters

Von Hampton &
Archer A Belford
Tabor & Ornr.

J

Dteajo

PANTAOES (m)

A Erwood
Cummin A Seaham
Nevins

ORPHEUM
(Open Sun Met)
Rebla
Bell Family
Joseph Santley Co

Avon Comedy 4
Mr and Mrs Barry
Fred V Bowers Co
Chas Semon
Josephine
EMPRESS (loew)

Cross

ft

(Open Sun Mat)

Warner A Corbett
Nip A Tuck
"Bower of Melody"
Princeton A Yale
Melnotte Twins
Aerial LaVails

(m)
(Open Sun Mat)
James J Corbett
5 DeLuxe Girls
3 Baltus Bros
Skipper Kennedy A R
(One to fill)

*aa Jose

Cal.
(orph)

VICTORY

(Same bill as
ramento this

Mr Quick
Gaylor A Wlltsie
Rowland A Fsrrell
Halley A Noble

(One to fill)
2d half
Estelle Churchill

Feaham A Randall
Wright A Rich
Roach A McCurdy
Rochester

TEMPLE

(ubo)

Willie Bros

Anthony A Mack
Stewart Barnes

Usher
CAP
Tom Lewis Co

Shaw
Morton A Austin
Saerameato

ORPHEUM

(11-12)
Billy

B Van Co

Williams A Wolfus
Alexander Bros
Pierre Pelletier Co
LaFrance A Bruce
Kolb & Harland
(One to All)

EMPRESS

(loew)

(Open Sun Mat)

(15-16)
at Sacissue)

Sft-raaaah, Ga.
BIJOU (ubo)
with Charles-

(Splits

ton)
1st half

Ed Gray
J P Wade Co
Trans-Atlantic 3

Gordon A Rica
Sevanton. Pa.
POLI'S (ubo)
The Wheelers
Cooper A Rlccordl
S Mel A Suton
3 Lyres
Julia Nash

Co

Lew Dockstadcr
Nayon's Birds
rteattle

ORPHEUM
(Open Sun Mat)

Mr & Mrs D Crane

Stone & Hughes
"Woman Proposes"
Brenner A Wheel«-r

Newhouse Snyder Co
Milt Collins

Rae Eleanor

EMPRESS

Ball

(loew)

(Open Sun Mat)
Parlse
Trovollo

I*nndry Bro«

Andfw Muk

Rouble

Mi-on-

SI ray

"CHIN-CHIN"

Ed Morton

A

Klliott

"EXPERIENCE"—Casino (12th week).
FRENCH DRAMA—Theatre Francals
GERMAN STOCK— Irving Place.
"HELLO BROADWAY" (George Cohan

BAM

Norton A Payne
Chas Mack Co

vue)

Romans
(orph)

(13-14)

as at Sac-

ramento this Issue)
Hyraraae* N. *

"Fashion Shop"

Dogs

"THE

PANTAOES

(m)
Jlu Jltsu Troupe
Wright A Lane

(11th

home in the Bronx Monday.
work was in connection with
Henry Savage's* "Everywoman." He

died at his
last

old.

Philadelphia, Jan.

Nathan F.

(Hasel

Dawn)—

Silver, 35 years old,

6.

who

had the candy concession at the Casino
was found dead in a gas-filled
room in a theatrical boarding house,
near 9th and Walnut streets, Tuesday

theatre,

afternoon. Silver was widely known in
having
formerly
burlesque
circles,
traveled with the Billy Watson Show.

Street

(16th week).

"THE LILAC DOMINO"—44th

Street

(12th

week).

"THE LIE"

La Crandall

(Margaret Illington)— Harris (4th

week).

"THE ONLY GIRL"— Lyric

Antoinette
ft
fill)

Terre Haate, Ind.
VARIETIEfrjubo)

(11th

week).

THE PHANTOM RIVAL"—Belasco (15th
week)
"THE SHOW SHOP"— Hudson (3d week).
"THE SILENT VOICE"

(Otis

Skinner)— Lib-

erty (3d week).

M

TWIN BEDS"— Fulton (23d week).
UNDER COVER"— Cort (21st week).

Nelson A Nelson
Antrim & Vale

•WATCH YOUR STEP"— New Amsterdam (6th
week).
WARS OF 'iHE WORLD"— Hippodrome

fill)

2d half
Ouber's Animals
Thomas A Hall
Willing Bentley A

W

Weber Glrte
T»lrdA, O.
KEITH'S (ubo)

(10th

week).

CHICAGO.
TRIAL"— Cohan's (3d week).
THE NEW HENRIETTA"—Cort (3d week).
THE PASSING SHOW"—Garrlck (1st week).
THE PERFECT LADY"— Illinois (1st week).
POTASH ft PERLMUTTER"—Olympic (22d
week)
THE DUMMY"— Powers (2d week).
OUR CHILDREN"— Princess (3d week).
LONDON.
A MESSAGE FROM MARS"— Appllo.
\ COUNTRY GIRL"— Daly's.
"(' NDERELLA"— Aldwych.
rHARLEYS AUNT"— Prince of Wales.
DAVID COPPERFIELD"— His Majesty's.
MAMEENA"— Globe.
ODDS A ENDS"— Ambassadors.
OUR BOYS"— Vaudeville.
'PEG O* MY HEART"— Comedy.
POTASH A PERLMUTTER"— Qur »nH.'
R AFFLES"— Wyndham's.
•SLEEPING BEAUTY BEAUTIFIED"— Drury
Lane.
THE DOUBLE MYSTERY"— Garrlfk.
THE MAN WHO STAYED AT HOME"
Royalty.
"WHEN KNIGHTS WERE BOLD"- Now.

ON

Lottie Collins

Harry Beresford Co
Herman Tlmberg
Vaughn Olasser Co
Van A Schenck
Toyo Troupe
(One to fill)

Toronto
SHEA'S (ubo)
McMahon Diamond Co
Buds"

George De Vere (Lowe and De
Vcre) died suddenly Monday night in
New York of kidney trouble. (This
is not George M. De Vere of "The
Slave Ship" Co.)

NEW ACTS.
James E. Ryan has a new sketch, with
Ingabrod Weston and William Kannell
in

support.

Arthur Ashley, formerly of the Thanhouser (picture) forces, is going into
vaudeville

with

an

act

called

"The

Speed King."

Johnny Ford and Mike Bernard are
forming a two-act.
Minette Barrett is preparing a new
act.

Theodore Friebus has

a

sketch.

I

Bert Fltzglbbons
Lohse A Sterling
Ijorratne A Burks
SplsHoll B A Mark

Robert Kelly Co
Schooler A Dickinson
YONGfi ST (loew
Lew Fit/gibbon
i

^vr

18.

George Purdy, musical director for
eight years at the Broadway, and four
years at the Knickerbocker, New York,

(Jan.

week).

Elliott (15th

(ubo)

John Delmoro Co
Pop Ward
Geo B Reno Co
3 Lo ret tan
Macnrt A Bradford

York, Dec.

was 63 years

(0th week).

"THE LAW OF THE LAND"—48th

(Open Sun Night)

Animal?

DEBUTANTE"

Knickerbocker

Danny Simmons

Chlng Ling Foo
Welsh Mealy ft

sur-

(4th

"THE HAWK" (Wm. Faversham)— Maxlne

Ted A Uno Bradley
Jules Marceau Co
Taaiaa, Fla.

.>

—Lyceum

week).

fill)

Taeaasa.

w\

(Elsie Ferguson

"SECRET STRINGS"—Longacre (3d week).
"SONG OF SONGS"—Bltlnge (4th week).
"SINNERS"— Playhouse (2d week).
"TONIGHTS THE NIGHT"— Shubert (4th

Van

A Templeton

New

in

12).

(ubo)
(Splits with Utica)
1st half

-.

Re(10th

His
)

"POLYGAMY"— Park (7th week).
"ROSEMARY" (John Drew)— Empire

TEMPLE

A Ryan

The widow

vives.

week).

HarryCooper Co
Aus Wdchpprs

Innes

mont and Milham.

Marie Weaton, of the Four Weston
home of her mother

"KICK IN"— Republic (14th week).
"LADY LUXURY"—Comedy (4th week).
"LIFE"—Manhattan O. H. (13th week).
"MATERNITY" (Richard Bennett)—Princess

"ON TRIAL"—Candler (22d week).
"POOR LITTLE THING"— Bandbox

DeLong

Chain

home

here December 28 of cancer of the
stomach.
He was thirty-nine years
old.
In 1907 he married Marjorie Milham, forming the musical act of La-

Sisters, died at the

week).

TAMPA

Jr.) died in his

6.

Wil-

(in private life,

(4th week).

TO ADVERTISE"—Cohan

"OUTCAST"

(ubo)

Cooper ft Smith
Alex Kids

"Irtnrlr.

—

(2d week).

Adeline Francis

Society

—Astor

"IT PAYS
week).

Moore A Young

to

(Jan.

Stone)

Eddie Lamont
liam Braidwood,

Garden (14th week).

Gaudlnas
2d half

Novelty Clintons
Keller
Barrett A Opp

(One

and

"DADDY LONG LEGS"—Gaiety (16th week).
"DANCING AROUND" (Al Jolson)— Winter

Jas Sullivan Co

Sorettl
(One to

(Montgomery

Globe (16th week).

Murph A Lockman

PANTAOES

Roanoke* Va.
(Ubo)

Perea

Trevltt's
(Two to

Street

week).

Arnaut Bros

Billy

Mrs. C. R. Mitchell, mother of Lestei
died December 20, after an
illness of three months.

-Little (13th

12).

Elliotts

ft

Delcvan, Wis.

Hamilton, Can., Jan.

"CHILDREN OF THE EARTH'— Booth

1st half

Milton

in

Mitchell,

(3d week).

MaMK.
POLI'S (ubo)

GRAND

The deceased

old.

4 Castrlllians

"A PAIR OF SILK STOCKINGS'

Sprlatcttcltl,

bill

son,

Newark

,

terment was

Sisters

-A MIX UP" (Marie Dressier)—80th

Argo

(Same

Roslyn

SHOWS NEXT WEEK.
NBW YORK.

"Justice of Peace"

YOSEMITE

of a

Mrs. Frances B. Clifford, wife of Billy
(Single) Clifford, died suddenly Dec. 27
in the Requesca Hospital, Chicago. In-

(m)

Davett ft Duvall
Al Lawrence

(m)

him.

a cir-

One

theatres.

survives

theatre,

Williams Bros
Menomee Aiken Co
STRAND (wva)

Keough

10-20-30

X

(m)
(Open Sun Mat)
"The Wrong Bird"

The Lsngdons

Reeds' Dogs

PANTAOES

ft

of about 35

was over 70 years

Mr A Mrs Robyns
Wright ft Davis

Milllar
% l-tnrl*. B. C.

PANTAOES

7

Pierce

in the

George Jacobs, manager

"Mum's the Word"

(m)

Tal Pelnn Troupe

cuit

in

Mr.

night.

and at one time controlled

field,

Loyal's Animals
Hlnes A Fox
(Three to fill)

PANTAOES

Saturday

6.

home

his

at

Jacobs was the pioneer

Wlnalpas

Hamilton A Barnes
Qulnn Bros ft Marion

3 Donals

3 Blondys

Norcross A Holdsworth
"Breath Old Va"

ROANOKE

(loew)

Schenectady

ORPHEUM

Vivian Marshall
Harry Olrard Co

(Open Sun Mat)
Roy A Arthur
Ogden Quartet
Tower A Darrell
J K Emmett Co
Clark A Rose

(ubo)

Brent Hayes
Eadle A Ramsden
Edwin Stevens Co

Joe Kelsey
LaVler
Brown A Jackson
"Love In Sanitarium"

PANTAOES

Syracuse, Jan.

H. R. Jacobs died

Co

Flo Irwin

Holmes A Holllston

Morallls Bros

Spanish

KEITH'S

OBITUARY

Burr A Hope
Hopkins Sisters
Leonard A Rusroll
Mario A Duffy
Llpinskl's Dogs
Moore A Yates
La Mllo

Purcella Bros

Harry Ellsworth Co
Harry Gilbert

ORPHEUM

Fred Dupres
Fred Woodward Co
Guadaloupe
Paine A Nesbltt
Washtntftoa.

LOEWS

Chicago.

2d half
Davles & Romanelli
Hazel Morris Co

A Kane
Agnes Von Bracht
Dunlay A Merrill
Nadell

Von Tllzer A Nord
J Kyle McCurdy Co
Joe Whitehead
(Two to fill)
% ssresver, B. C.

GAIETY (wva)

Maurice Samuels Co
Oxford Trio

Lillian

Aeroplane Girl
NIXON (ubo)
A (11 on Co

:t

Morrow Co

Zara Carmen 3

Gordon Eldrld Co

\

Edgar Ely Co
Qulnn A Mitchell
Joe Lanigan

Lester Trio

(ubo)

(loew)

Golden A West
Sallle Srambler Bros
Holmes ft Riley
Cameron DeVltt Co
Wilson Bros
Slayman All's Arabs

"The Tangle"
Madge Cladwell
to

Chas Howard Co
Dorothy Toye

1st half

to All)

Sebastian A Bentley
El Rey 81sters
.

(ubo)
with Temple,
Syracuse)

(Splits

Pauline

Reml A

\

to All)

Utlca, N. Y.

Chas Abeam Co
Hussey A Boyle
So.

J Kelson

SHUBERT

Stan Stanley Trio
A Vincent
A Frablto

Luplta

Ballengert

«*Hy

Miller
Parillo

The

Baker Troupe
t*a*cake*pmle. S

Sister

(Open Sun Mat)

"Red Heads"

EMERY

fill)

GRAND

ORPHEUM

The Brads
Billy McDermott
Lyons A Yosco
Mack A Williams
John R Gordon Co
The Rials

Klutlng's Animals

(Two

(Open Sun Mat)
Trovato
Grover A Richards

KEITH'S (ubo)
McWatters A Tyson

fill)

A Drake

Robert Hall
Eldora Co
?alt Lake

2d hair

2d half
Roth
Ranous A Nelson

Girlie

Pauline Hall

ORPHEUM

(One

Co

Llttlefield

Mr and Mrs C Evans

Evans A

PANTAOES (m)
American Beauties
O'Neal A Walmsley
Cora Simpson Co

Saona
Archer A Belford
Tabor A Green

A

Allen

PRINCESS (wva)

Kelley

Sisters

Roches Monkeys
Klmberly A Mohr
Arco Bros
(One to fill)

1st half

A
Wolgas A
Morris

Wm

(loew)

Juliet

Gordon A Day
Jarvls A Harrison
3 Mori Bros

Mayor Lew Shank
Frank Stafford Co

DeHollls Co
Nick Santora Co
Bensee A Balrd
Imperial Japs
2d half
Hong Kong Mysteries

Moore A Haager

Creo
(One

Peoria* I1L
ORPHEUM (wts)

A Farmer

M

Mr and Mrs

Phlllippl 4

|»ortlamd« Or*.

Russell's Minstrel

ORPHEUM
Kingston A Kbner
Morris Cronln Co
Ashley A Canneld
5 MeUettis
Frank North Co
Valerie Bergere Co

to

Loughlln's Dogs
EMPRESS (loew)

Smith

El Cleve

A Kenny

(Two

Alexander McFayden

Mercedes
Schwarz Bros
Mile Varyon Vadle Co

Ward

Cullen

BertlBh

A A Turpin
Port A Delacey
Whitman A Davis
Holmes A Watson

EMPRESS

World"

of the

Ward A

Fred Ebert

Exhibition 4

Claude Glllingwater Co

Dancing Mars
B C A Raydn

James Grady Co
Smapson A Douglas

Cabaret Trio

to

Mack A Walker

Onaip
4 Lukens

Soltl

Paal.

St.

(Open Sun Mat)

(ubo)

Elinor A Williams
Mme Jomelli

Hmm

Amoros A Mulvey

(Two

Rlggs A Wltchle

H

Vlollnsky
Alice Lloyd

Pearl

Allen Dinehart Co
Kervllle Family
Merrill A Otto

ORPHEUM

HARRIS

(m)
Cornell Corley Co
Josefsson Troupe
Three Guys
!«l«»a*

M. J.
(ubo)

Hill.

HUDSON

PANTAOES

Francis McGinn Co

Hope Vernon
Dolan A Lenharr

Uaton

Boy Trio

Bell

Oasch Sisters

Harry De Coe

"Bride Shop"

ORPHEUM

Alvln

(ubo)
Franconl

A

Baptist©

(orph)

Nat Wills
Belle Baker

Fanny Bclce
Lucy Gillett

(Open Sun Mat)
Chlnko
Minnie Kaufman

ORPHEUM

COLUMBIA

fill)

MAM Ford
Tlghe A Babette

Adler 4k Arllne
Rayno's Dogs

IftoaeBb

to

at. i.ooim

Ptstaaewca

Hasssn

Beltrah

Clive Co
The Clevelands
Ford's Review

GRAND

(ubo)

*
Foster
BAM
Louis Bates Co

Wayne

E E

Walsh A Bentley
Lucky A Yost
B Kelly Forest
Passeiie's Band
(One

(Splitt with Richmond)
1st halt

Wills

Delmore A Light

Seabert Sisters

2d half

Oascojft*
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THE FLAG

LIEUTENANT'- -Haymarket.

Plans are afoot to send out "In the
for a road tour notwithstanding that the play did not create
any great impression when it was produced out of town about a month ago.

Vanguard"

Jessie Bonstelle has faith in the show
and just as soon as l>Mukiny> are fixed

up
out,

will

reorganize and Mart the

j>lay

—

CARNIVALS, FAIRS, PARKS AND RINKS
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P. P. I. E. NEWS.
San Francisco, Jan. 6.
The following anouncement Is made bj the
P. P. 1. E. directors: Chairman John McNatt
of the Missouri Commission will Introduce a
bill asking Missouri to approprlste an additional S30.000, making— If the bill Is passed—
Missouri's total appropriation
tion in the Fair 1160,000.

participa-

for

Arrangements are being concluded to exhibit
the best paintings of European and American

of the 1914 fair and the attendance
the smallest on record.

The

week

third

of the

month

will be

asked for at the meeting of the North
Pacific Fair association, which will be
held at Vancouver, B. C, early in
February.

being rushed night and day on the
pavilion representing France.
The exhibits
are to arrive later and It is settled that France
will participate in the Exposition.
Is

Recently Frederick Thompson made

aereral

changes In his "Toyland for CTrown-ups" staff,
and before the fair opens he contemplates
others.
R. S. Rowe (formerly of Rowe-Norrls Circus), who succeeded Sam Haller as gen-

manager

Thompson

enterprise
when Haller resigned, severed his connection
with the "Toyland" attraction. Bo far Howe's
successor has not been determined upon by
Thompson, but If the negotiations now being
carried on materialize, a well known eastern
amusement man will assume the business management of Toyland during the early part of
Other changes will cover the pubJanuary.
eral

the

of

Pittsburgh, Jan.

The work of

!

hibits

New

Installing

Zealand's ex-

Jspan will spend $1,000,000 on
pation in the fair, so it la said.

its

For the past two Sundays band concerts In
Four Seasons has been the special

Dec. 30 the Oregon State building was dediThe Royal
cated at the exposition grounds.
Rosarlans of Portland attended the official
opening of the structure.

Spain and Argentina have appointed naval
representatives to attend the opening of the
fair.

the contract for the construction
advised
of the Panama building at once, and to see
that the work Is rushed until the building Is
complete.

Dec. 22, the last of the human welfare and
educational exhibits which are to be Installed
in the Palace of Education and Social Economy at the Exposition was accepted by Alvln
E. Pope, chief of that department

The Native Philippine Constabulary Band
Manila In time to arrive here and
participate In the opening of the fair.
will leave

EXPO BREACH

expected that when the new untheatre is completed
Harry Davis will organize a new stock
It is

company.

At present there

none

is

the city.

in

The

Goldie

for $155,000.

obtained

a

concession

to

company

conduct

a

Childhood"—where all
stages of child life were to be shown
by paying down the sum of $2,500 and
of

agreeing to turn over 25 per cent, of
the gross receipts.
Now the Child Life Company claims
it has been notified by the P.-P. I. E.
that it cannot conduct an international
baby contest by means of photographs;
if

a baby contest

is

promoted the

must

In other
be present.
ways, so the exhibitor claims, rules
were laid down contrary to the original

babies

contract.

has
doing a

repertoire
is

"single" in vaudeville.

CIRCUS TOUR OFF.
New Orleans, Jan.
The Schipp-Feltus

Circus, scheduled
tour Central and South American
countries, has been called off because
of the European war.

The Tan Araki Japs, Walter Guice
and many other acts that were to sail
from New Orleans, are accepting
southern vaudeville bookings.

SHOW

IN WRECK.

Syracuse, Jan. 6.
The baggage and scenery of "The
Sins of the Fathers" were destroyed
in a collision of trains at the railroad

SPOKANE TRYING AGAIN.
Spokane, Jan.

September

will

6.

be

again for the Interstate fair in
Spokane, despite rain poured every day

Los Angeles. W.
Kansas City, has

Monday. In consequence
the show had to cancel Palmyra, N. Y.

Monday

night as well as the rest of

week's stands.
Harold C. Swafford, John Hopkins,
B. Swafford, manager, and Mrs.
J.
Swafford, one of the players, remained
in Syracuse.
The other members of
the company continued to Palmyra.
this

Arlington in Bankruptcy.
Arlington, of "101 Ranch,"
filed last week a voluntary petition in
bankruptcy in the United States District Court, Brooklyn, where he makes

Edward

his

home.

The

The park

modeled after ElecKansas City. It will have
elaborate baths and other concessions.
Park

tric

shows

of

liabilities

$29,000 and assets $26,350.

A meeting

of the creditors

for Jan. 14 at 2 p.

m.

in

called

is

Room

405 of
Vir-

the Postoffice building, Brooklyn.

Haines, 404 P. O. building,
Brooklyn, is named as referee.
Arlington will be attached to the "101
Ranch" show next summer in some
agent connection. Arlington's stock in
the wild west has been transferred to
his father, George Arlington, in lieu of
money advanced the former, so it is
tus

L.

claimed.

—

smith.

Rochester, Jan. 6.
Pauline Seymour has been engaged
as leading woman of the new Shubert
Theatre stock.

A

will be

in

feature will be the construction of

two 200-foot towers, brilliantly illuminated.
The present Bimini hotel will
be rebuilt to house concessions.

Duluth, Jan.

Rehearsals are going along at the
Cort theatre for the new John Cort
show, "What's Going On?", the premiere of which will take place at the
Cort, Boston, Jan. 18.

Lawrence

Walter
stage and
numbers,
farce by

)

directing

is

the

Allan K. Foster the musical
the piece being a musical
the following: William H.
Clifford (book), Miles Overholt (lyrics), William Lorraine and Josephine

Ihmsen

(music).

the cast are Walter Lawrence,
William Burress, Frances Cameron (in-

In

printed

advertently

Kennedy

as

last

week), P. O'Malley Jennings, Hughie
Flaherty, Dorothy Webb, Carrie Graham Burress, Maude Beatty, Bert
McCarthy, Jonathan O'Keefe.

"What's Going On?" was first tried
out on the Pacific Coast by Cort in
stock under the title of "Let's Get

with

the

ANNIE RUSSELL CLOSING.
Toronto, Jan. 6.
Annie Russell has decided to close
her tour in "His Royal Happiness" here

The company

Saturday.

New

will return to

6.

,

—

woman.

Edmund

Elton has returned to Hart-

leading man at Poli's, while
Van Burne has assumed the leads

ford as

A. H.

of the Poli Co., Baltimore.

Utica, N. Y., Jan.

6.

Marcia Maineil joined the Wilmer
& Vincent stock Monday.

Milwaukee, Jan. 6.
Margerie Foster, former ingenue of
the Shubert Theater Stock, returns this
week to succeed Edith Speare, opening in "Damaged Goods."
Lancaster, Pa., Jan. 6.
Charles Sugah-Turner, late of "The
Passing Show of 1914," has joined the

Wilsmith Stock Co. here to play char-

—

acters.

Ann McDonald

has been engaged to
Elberts as leading
of the Gotham stock, Brooklyn.

replace .Caroline

woman

Walter Poulter, comedian, with the
George Gatts forces for several years,
is promoting the new stock at the Warrenton,

Enid

Park,

Poulter, in ad-

111.

company,

will

as leading

Ithaca, N. Y., Jan. 6.
the affairs of the Ren-

Theatre stock, Philadelphia.

climax

in

wick Park Amusement Company and

The judgment

carries

and also allows the other lien
holders to prove their claims, which
costs

total over $12,000.

as press agent for next season with the

&

Dore Water

Circus.

Louisville, Ky., Jan.

State of

resented by a

Exposition, according

Failure to raise the necessary
money is given as the reason

305.50.
If

amount

raised

the

New York

30

Ira

The

Windy

Hand,

Motor
and Chi-

National

local show takes
Feb. 6, inclusive,
City exposition will

until

be held Feb. 27-March

6.

charge of the Madison
Square affair arrangements, says this
year's show will no doubt prove the

6.

of

total

for
for

cago are out.

in

PARK MAN

Kentucky will not be repKentucky building at the

Pacific

charge.

amount

BOAT SHOW DATES.
The dates
Boat Shows

•biggest yet held, as all the floor space
for concessions has been taken up.

Kentucky Not Represented.

The

Hugh Reticks has gone to Atlanta as
stage director of the new Percy Haswell stock.

place Jan.
while the

Punch Wheeler Re-engaged.
Punch Wheeler has been re-engaged
Rice

May Jackson opened last week
woman with the American

Can Prove Claims.

the Renwick Park and Traffic Association was reached with the decision of
Justice McCann in rendering a decision
for Sager & Nelson, Ithaca contrac-

The

Oak

dition to operating the
also play parts.

Creditors

announcement made today by the
commission which had this project in

Florence Rittenhouse, leading woman
with the Lester Lonergan Players at
the
Auditorium, and J. Hammond
Dailey, her husband, closed here Saturday. They objected to salary cuts.

stock

last night.

York.

Panama
Cut.

Lyceum

reorganized

which opened

Married."

to an

Through Salary

6.

Margaret Lotus was engaged this
week as one of the principal women

Ardra Ainslee has joined the Arvine
Johnstown, Pa., as leading

CORT'S "WHAT'S GOING ON?"

tors, of $3,124.

schedule

6.

prise.

station here

Left

of

6.

to

Lynn, Mass., Jan.

The middle

E. Page, formerly of

A

According

to the complaint, the exhibit

"Temple

Farrell

Miss Farrell

and

SUIT.

San Francisco, Jan. 6.
Alleging breach of contract, the International Child Life Exhibit Company has begun suit against the
Panama-Pacific International Exposi-

Company

residential district of

Newark, Jan.

Ethel Clifton opens with the Edw.
Forsberg Players here next week in
The Fight," replacing Ottola Ne-

Players,

named downtown

to let

Lelfleld Stanley, an exposition guard, driven
mad by Jealousy, killed Mrs. Lou Tracy (known
aa Mrs. Stanley), then Frank Maurln (of
whom Stanley was Jealous), and finally himself, Dec. 21.

sort covering eight acres in the western

travelette.

According to word received here, the Panama Commissioner to the Exposition has been

tried

was

it

rumored the company would suspend,
but no announcement was made until
Sunday when the ads simply stated that
a new form of amusement program
would be tried out: pictures and a

partici-

the Court of
attractions.

that

When

out of existence mysteriously.
no underline was advertised,

closed

going on.

The Danish exhibit will arrive here early In
January, according to the reports received.

tion

6.

The Schenley stock company passed

mechanical and artistic departments.

licity,

STOCK CHANGES.

20-year lease on the Bimini Hot
Springs property and a syndicate is
being organized to handle the enter-

STOCKS CLOSING.

Ibero- League (League of Latin-Americans) plan to erect In the foreign nations area
a *50,000 structure of unique design to be
used as convention hall and clubhouse for the

The

Work

COAST.

Los Angeles, Jan. 6.
Bimini Electric Park is to be the
name of a new open air amusement re-

a

artists.

Latin-American nations of Central and South
America.

NEW PARK ON

was

was only

$1,-

John

B.

SUES.

Reading, Pa., Jan. 6.
Peebles, proprietor of the

pleasure resort on the Conestoga River,
alleging the ruination of business by
the decision of the Lancaster Board of
Health that the river water was unfit
for bathing because of its pollution

by

a big city sewer, has filed suit against

.

you don't advertise

In

don't adverttee.

VARIETY,

the City of Reading for $10,000
ages.

dam-

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK
Tommy

NEW ACTS NEXT WEEK
Precaution, First Appearance
or Reappearance In or Around
Now York

Initial

Hammer-

(New

Act) Palace
Orville Harrold, Palace.

almost impossible even to think
Tommy Gray, as an actor.
Tommy first promised to join the

ranks and help uplift the art, the railbirds scoffed, but Tommy this week is
packing them to the back walls at the

Marie Nordstrom, Colonial.

Alhambra, assisted by Eva Tanguay.
To make it more binding, as soon as

The

Tommy

Glorias, Colonial.

Condon, Devereauz and Co., Royal.

Long Tack Sam

21 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set).

all

confi-

His repertoire innumbers.
cludes "I'm To Be Shot at Sunrise,"
Fido Is a Hot Dog Now," "Acrobatic
Rag," "Five Minutes Late," "Mother's
Friend" and a "nut song" that looked
his

Hammerstein's.

He

his

rostrum, vaudeville will land a
brand new "nut" comic, who should
make the others hustle to hold their
laurels.
Tommy has a great line of
comedy for his vaudeville turn, throwing a comedy bit in between each of

Chinese Show.

Long Tack Sam does what

control

to

the

Co. (13).

others do together.

learns

dence and becomes a little better acquainted with his surrourfdings up on

Meyakos Twins, Royal.
Irene and Bobby Smith, Orpheum.
Grace Hazard, Bush wick.
Lucas and Lucille, Bushwick.

the

gives in one

act of 21 minutes a complete Chinese
show, that has been shown in sections

heretofore by the various Oriental
troupes that have come into New York.
The Long Tack Sam Co. starts with
the Chinese spear juggling after a
Chink in a clown make-up has done
cimbal spinning, and the act goes right

six

'

the best of the lot. An easel carrying
several blank cards is kept on the stage,

boy entering occasionally to take
one out. Tommy also has a trained
clam that does simple sums in arithmetic, attached to a string in the hands
of its trainer.
The clam, when asked
a call

the list, from producing bowls
from beneath the gowns (three, by as

by Tommy how many fingers he had
on one hand, rapped five times, which

many

doesn't

down

different performers) to the hair-

sliding-by-the-queue on a rope from
the balcony to the stage. This troupe
has the contortionists, the magician, the

queue-swingers across the stage, plate
spinners (seven of them), in fact everything, including comedy by Long Tack

Sam
er.

himself, who is some little bendLong Tack speaks English with

Johnny affectation, American-EngGerman, French and "Yiddish."
He brings his most laughter by the
Johnny drawl, done excellently by this
Chinaman, who appears to be fluently
the

lish,

One
possessed of many languages.
thing the Sam troupe does none of the
others did is one of the boys leaping
through a hoop, inner-lined with steel
It looked as though
pointed knives.
he were looking for a speedy surgical
operation, and it holds a bit of a thrill,
although unnecessary, there is so much
One youngster drew individual
else.
applause for his work, and the entire
company seemed

trained for their in-

dividual endeavors. It was Long Tack
Sam also who did the gold fish bowl
trick a little differently

from the

rest.

Instead of making a hcad-roll over
before showing the bowl, Long Tack
did a hand-spring, which makes and
causes the trick to appear and be much
was a lightning
It
more difficult.

move, both ways.

The boy who

gles the big earthen basin is there,
the act is run in a circus fashion,

or

and
two

more people working most

of the

something

doing.

time,

The
is

i»g-

always

with

setting

unique

coloring.

distinguishes

itself.

It

design and of a bright
The troupe, closing the first
in

Hammerstein's Monday night,
brought the big surprise and real hit
It's a turn that can go
of the show.
anywhere on any bill, for it's five
Chinese shows in one, all within the
time limit of a normal vaudeville act.

half at

akne.

show much

training, but then a

clam is a clam. Tommy also carries a
net behind which he warbles the nut

A

burlesque drama in seven
words is another Gray bit of humor.
Thomas keeps continually busy, either
in song or talk and earned individual
receptions after each.
It may take
Tommy another week or two to guage
his speaking voice to get the benefit ot
what volume it carries, but its safe to
register him as a sure thing for big
time right at present writing.
Of
course, it may be asked, why didn't
Thomas J. Gray, the author, give some
of this material to the acts he has
written for? but that's Tommy's own
business, or if he should be accused by
some act of having written this matter
for it, then
concluded it was good
enough to use himself, that's up to
Tommy to explain. Since Mr. Gray
has determined to be an actor, despite
his record in Waterbury and Danbury
(a couple of wise towns in the suburbs
of Bridgeport), why let him act until
he grows tired of it. That's what any
author would get in time, hanging
around the Vaudeville Comedy Club,
but with Tommy the bug has grown
into a nut so let the poor cuss alone
song.

But

until he's cured.

somebody

it's

just as likely

him time (regular
vaudeville time), then he's gone for
good.
And you can write this after
Thomas J. Gray, Author acting, and
will

give

—

it's

his

own

fault.

Wpnn.

O. T. Clifford and Co. (2.)
Dramatic Sketch.
14 Mins.; Three (Interior.)
Grand O. H. (Jan. 3.)

They

didn't take the Clifford sketch

Grand Sunday. They
Not only was it poorly acted
and on a dimly lighted stage, but no
one was able to make out what it was
seriously at the

couldn't.

all

about.

Presentation of Uyitli
Attractions in Now York

Initial

9 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set).

seriously of

When

stein's.

Tarro Miyake, Hammerstein's.
Henrietta Crosman and Co.

NEW SHOWS NEXT WEEK

J.

Alhambra.
It's

Mildred Blanchard and Co.,

Edwin Crapo and Co. (2).
"The Garden of Passion" (Dance).

Gray.
Actor.
14 Mins.; One.

17

Hammerstein's.
Such is the fate of the vaudeville
fan who can't keep his mind on his
business.
Instead of wondering Monday afternoon whether Tommy Gray
would do his second show at the Al-

"Children
(Jan.

the

of

"Rosemary" (John
(revival)
*

'

Booth

Earth,**

12).

(Jan. 12).

—

m

"A Nocturne

Drew),

Empire

.^—^—

i

^^^mm^m^

A- Flat"

in

hambra that night, the fact that there
was a "new dance" to be pulled off at

Sketch.

Hammerstein's should

34 Mins.; Pull Stage (Interior).

all

attention.

And

have

thus

it

occupied
happened!

Only the night performance at "The
Corner" was seen. Whereas there had
happened at the Hammerstein matinee
a moving picture of an animated anatomical

display,

visualized

for

one

performance only, and that exhibition
by the evening had resolved itself into
a still picture. "Love, the temptation of
youth," as represented by Mile. Gomez
in "The Garden of Passion," still retained a "cooch" movement in her
dance, but even this had been modified
according to the house rules promulgated immediately after the afternoon
It caused a debate among
sensation.

management. "Shall w'e ta*ke anything more off or shall we dress her
up?" was the topic, and the ayes had
it.
They dressed her upl So "The
Garden of Passion," with J. Edwin
Crapo, "The world's most famous male
model," just became a "dance," with
Mr. Crapo first posing in a muscular
display before the legend commenced.

the

Mr. Crapo's exhibition of muscular development immediately took him out
oi the Paul Swan class.
Mr. Swan was
alleged to be the handsomest man in
the world.
After seeing Paul dance,
none of us challenged him for the
beauty title, although Doc Steiner said
if his nerves would permit him to remain seated in a barber's chair long
enough to be shaved, he thought he
could give Paul a run for the mug cup.
Besides posing, Mr. Crapo does* little,
excepting to exist as an excuse for
Mile. Gomez to cavort about, J. Edwin
flopping over at the finish and the Mile,
falling over his prostrate figure.

Had

they not dressed up Mile, with gauzy
but still somewhat misty pantalettes
(all the way down on all sides, with
a slit that didn't work overtime), the
dance would have been as interesting
at night as it was in the afternoon,

when

the

"cooch"

referred to helped

movement before
quite some de-

It

Inspector Dwyer was present
through two of his personal staff, and
this may have had something to do
with
the
over-dressed turn.
That
Tommy Gray! Why couldn't he have
postponed the Alhambra date a week!
It's hard enough to be in the A. K.
Rroup without having missed that Monday matinee. Still, they may stand for
the lady with the cooch aside to let
out a little later in the week.
Let's
hope so, for the memory of the good
old days at Hammerstein's when a blue
uniform didn't mean the end of show
night

business.

J.

Stuart Blackton, secretary of the

Vitagraph Co., has written a sketch.

Being secretary of the Vitagraph Co.,
he had
theatre

it

produced

Monday

term for

this

fluence."

On

at

the Vitagraph

ot this week.

proceeding
its

merits

it

is

The legal
"undue

in-

couldn't play

Corona, Long Island, on a split week at
The thing is crude and amateurish to the last degree.
A lawyer

cut salary.

working at home
falls asleep.

By

late

into the night

this skillful device the

permitted to know at the outall a dream and he therefore need not permit his feelings to be
harrowed by dramatic suspense. This
is Mr. Blackton's own, exclusive, personal discovery of a cardinal principal
of dramatic art. Enters st the window
(the flat is* on the ground floor) a woman with an electric flash-lamp and a
revolver.
She holds up the lawyer at
pistol point and demands first 110,000
and then $20,000 as the price of her
silence.
For, you must know, she has
been wronged by the lawyer. The man
is about to write a check, when the
woman catches sight of his real wife's
photo on the library table. "Ha, ha!"
she shrieks hysterically, and reaches' for
the revolver again, "the woman for

auditor

is

set that

it's

whom you

me off! I'll take no
you as I intended first."
They struggle, and then the lawyer's
chee-ild toddles into the room. Never
since "The Fatal Wedding" was there
such a sweet, pink and white, golden
haired, curly headed chee-ild. The womoney.

cast

I'll kill

man's heart is softened. 7hen the lawyer wakes up. Coming, as it does, just
after Sydney Drew's splendid sketch,
"What the Moon Saw," this new Vitagraph rebellion provides a beautiful
study in contrasts and extremes. But
someone should have a little credit for
the

title.

to

gave Loney Haskell a chance
to build up a new monolog he tried
out on the lobbyites.
Loney mentioned that after the matinee 22 men
bought tickets for the remainder of the
week, and two women threatened to
complain to the Mayor. Anyway, at

cree.

Vitagraph.

Sime.

"At the Woodside Inn."
Songs, Talk and Dances.
17 Mins.;

One

(Special).

Fifth Avenue.

Jimmy

Lane,

who was

with

Alice

Lloyd in "Little Miss Fix-It," has a
man and a girl with him in an act that
as soon as it hits its proper gait will
do for the better time. Lane and his
male partner have some very clever
lines and both work hard and get the
act over. The girl makes two or three
changes and offers a dance which could
be cut to advantage as it slows up the

The scene
trance to a cafe.

turn.

is

laid before the en-

Lane is the live-wire
man about town and his partner is an
old-fashioned sport, who wants to see
the sights.
There is some flip dialog
and a couple of songs. The act did
nicely at the Fifth Avenue.

—

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK
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Carl Jorn.

Wee

Tenor.

30 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set).

15 Mine.;

One.

Wee
the taps of the dancing shoes,

Wood

has

Bushwick.
Cosgrove and Burns are an English
couple who have an act framed after

some respects
Little Lord

the other side that probably would be

young Eng-

a

is

who

lish boy, said to be

about

juggling clowns, acrobatic comedians,
coarse parodies, shouting song plug-

an

in

and vaudeville's motconglomeration of entertainers
comes Carl Jorn, the Metropolitan
opera tenor, who is showing the Palace
audiences this week how easy it is to
sing grand opera. Jorn can sing. His
technique, expression and register have
been attended to many times by the
musical critics of two continents. Jorn
may not stick to vaudeville long, but
while he is there is bound to prove a
vocal treat. The Palace audience Monday night received his numbers splendidly.
It was also thankful that he
did not appear in a tiger's skin and
tear up a few planks of the stage in
apparent endeavor to show that he
could act.
Jorn left that behind at
the Metropolitan.
The big, smoothfaced European didn't even pose in the

Roberts.
Georgie has a special set
representing a nursery.
At the curtain he is riding a hobby horse.
A

gers, animal acts
ley

centre of the stage close to the footlight

circuit,

nor did he

call

for

any

He

stood a few paces away
from the piano to the left of the stage
c.nd quietly went through an operatic
program that took in three tongues
French, German and Italian.
There
were no frantic gestures or wild gesspotlight.

which many of the so-called
vaudeville operatic importations throw
in for measure.
It was the voice, but
a voice with music, feeling and range.
opened with Cavatine from
Jorn
"Faust" and followed it with the Prize
Song from "Die Meistersingers." His
third number was Ridi from "Pagliacci."
The Palace liked the "Pagliacci" selection so well Jorn obliged
with an encore of that popular opera.
Houses like the Palace have the class
ticulations

to carry singers of Jorn's reputation.

of

please

will

Four Antwerp

May
werp

up to her billing in appearance. She works singly on a flying
trapeze over a regular circus ring net.
The opening comprises the usual

The Antprovided them with a rea-

Tully, in presenting

Girls,

something that undoubtedly had much
to do with the reception accorded them
the

at

of

finale

the

specialty.

The

Antwerpians offer a musical program,
the selections running mostly to claswith

harp,

a

for

utilized

the

The

well.

violin

melodies.

exhibited

girls

as

piano,

the

a

fairly

turn

and

One
good

slightly

is

draggy at present, one or two of the
aplengthy
numbers
being
and
proaching the monotonous for the
average vaudeville auditor. The girls
are pretty, carry themselves well for
"refugees," and with a little more work

routine of single aerial tricks, but as
the act narrows down to the finish the
little woman springs several surprises
that cause the audience to gasp.
One
is her closing trick, a twister into a
foothold, and is sure fire. The act is a

should qualify, although it doesn't
carry the force to ever become a standWyntt
ard big time attraction.

dainty opening offering for big time.

Songs and Music.
17 Mins.; One.

Sam Hearn and Helen

Eley.

Royal.

Hoyt and Hyams.
Songs and Talk.

Sam Hearn

Jefferson.

Hoyt and Hyams may be recruits
from burlesque. The two men, one
straight and the other "Dutch," have
a turn that could be taken out of any
burlesque show.
They talk about
beer mostly, the comedian having a

mug
it

in

his hand.

The

straight takes

from him, and while

other

as a

German

is

ably as-

by Helen Eley, whose good
looks and voice count in the new act.
There is talk, perhaps too much, for
sisted

10 Mins.; One.

talking

the

produces the rubber tube and

draws the beer through. The straight
sings a couple of songs rather well.
The act passes in this house but in
many it would not.

time.

Ralph Dunbar's Bell Ringers
11

(5).

Colonial.

A

very pretty act and quite a novelty
There have been bell
ringing acts in the past, but they are
so far in the past they do not come
within the scope of memory of the
to

vaudeville.

present

day

musical efforts that the
The couple had a very
hard spot at the Royal, "No. 2," on the
it

is

in

vaudeville

clientele,

and

therefore this act should prove a high
class novelty. There are five men, all

is

hill,

that

gained.

started

just

However, they managed

after

to

eight.

get their

share of the applause mainly through
Miss Eley's singing of popular songs
and Mr. Hearn's very good violin playing.
With about four minutes clipped
cut, this couple will have a vaudeville
turn that will fit nicely anywhere.
If

dinner table bell to bells as large as
those on a locomotive. The five men
handle them nicely. Interspersed with
the bell selections are several singing
numbers neatly put over. Closing the
show at the Colonial Monday night the
act not only held the audience in, but
received a goodly share of applause.
Placed earlier it undoubtedly would
have been a bigger hit.

you don't advertise

in

don't advertise.

VARIETY,

Jack Kraft and Bessie Gros are the
team who were doing the burlesque
tox trot in Rector's ball

Three O'Neill Sisters.
Songs and Dances.
10 Mins.; One.
American Roof.
The Three O'Neill Sisters are young
girls, and if not sisters, have selected
a

title

vote.

should catch the Irish
the youthful appearance of

that
It's

do the most fox it on
where it must remain

the turn that will
the small time,

as at present framed.

The

girls,

who

look and dress neatly, with the larger
one possessed of some magnetism, sing
and dance well enough. One of the
youngsters is trying to be a comedienne
and has a good chance of succeeding.
Her ideas, running along the "nut"

groove, may gain her individual prominence some day. The act nicely opened after the intermission on the Roof.
They can take care of a spot on a
Sime.
small time program.

Sherwood

Trio.

Vocal.
14 Mins.; One.
Academy of Music.
Three men sing mostly "straight"
songs, with very good voices, strong
on close harmony. The baritone has

comedy song called "I Knew Him
When He was All Right," very well
worked.
The turn is pleasing and
should be kept busy. The bass has an

a

exceptionally

good

voice.

room

for sev-

For vaudeville they have
three dances, a one-step, waltz and
eral

months.

They also have
dance orchestra of their own under
the direction of Arthur M. Kraus. The
one-step, opening, gets over nicely, but
the waltz which follows is not up to the
line several of the other dancers disthe burlesque fox trot.

a

played in the past. The closing number gets over with a bang and really

makes the act worth while. The girl
works well with him in the eccentric
work, but the team cannot pass with
the straight dances.
Why not carry
out the burlesque idea all the way
through? Kraft might also work from
the audience as he did while at Rec-

and

his

initial

appearance would

be good for a laugh. It would also be
a good idea for him to break himself
of the habit of continually gazing at
his feet while dancing.
They might
give the audience an occasional smile.

Lestor and Lessor.
Songs and Dancing.

One.

10 Mins.;

Jefferson.

Lestor and Lessor
dancing boys, one a

good comedy

are

two clever
chap with

little

steps, while

his partner

does some pleasing straight dancing.
The stepping surpasses the singing.

Fred J. Ardath and Co. (6).
"Hiram" (Rural Comedy).
Full Stage (Special Set).

Hammerstein's.
After the special setting of a front
door farmyard, with its chickens, birds,
pigs and hay, has been noted, the slapfun of

stick

continues.

the

most

10 Mins.; Full Stage.
Fifth Avenue.

tor's

Mins.; Full Stage.

On a semi-circular
are almost a hundred bells arranged, ranging in size from a small

sonable alibi in the programed statement they were Belgian refugees,

voice

Parisian Aerialist," Mile.

greeted with laughs at every line, but
they have a hard time getting their
laughs over here, especially opening
the show.
The man appears as an
English fop, in search of a singing
teacher. He meets the young woman,
who, when she hears he has money, informs him she is the teacher. The two
have some crossfire talk and hnish with
a comic duet, with the man pulling the
red wig at the finish. They are different from the usual mixed two-act and
through that should qualify for the big

table

Alhambra.

cello

lives

On

a white material.

Girls.

20 Mins.; Full Stage.

6 Mini.; Full Stage.
Colonial.

"A

vaudeville.

Music.

of

Billed as

American

the usual style of that country.

clad in modishly cut evening clothes of

Aerialist.

Perea fully

and

Billy

Little

16,

nurse endeavors to get him to go to
bed but the kid leads her a merry chase.
He is finally put in bed and the nurse
leaves.
Georgie goes back to the
horse, and is discovered there by the
nurse, who returns unexpectedly. He
then does three imitations, Neil Kenyon, Marie Lloyd, and finishing with
a burlesque dance, said to be an imi 1
tation of Maude Allan in "Salome."
Georgie Wood has the regular child
antics and gets the laughs from start
to finish with smart retorts. The imiThe dancing
tations go very nicely.
bit is good for a laugh, but the boy
must have been taught by a "cooch"
dancer, for his actions appeared more
like a 14th street burlesque house added
attraction than a dancer of Miss Allan's
type. A semi-dramatic recitation is the
closer.
Wee Georgie Wood is an exceptional juvenile entertainer, and he

sics

Mile. Lupita Perea.

resembling

act

that

Mins.; Two.

11

Georgie

Jack Kraft and Bessie Gros.
Modern Dancers.

Cosgrove and Burns'.
Songs and Talk.

Bushwick.

Palace.

Amid

Georgie Wood.

edy

in

finish

It

"Hiram" commences and
is like a Keystone com-

general

its

Fred

J.

Toward

effect.

the

Ardath, as Hiram, the

little
man of all work on the
farm, had the audience screaming with

busy

moving low comedy. The printypes fit the rural characters.
They are Uncle Joshua, the Sheriff
with his breast plate badge, and Aunt
Jane.
Others are the stranded members of a troupe, two girls and its
his fast
cipal

manager. Something of a story is tried
for through this, and the plot is barely
there,

but it doesn't need much, for
two pigs alone help the fun along
at opportune moments.
A piece of
this sort would have failed with but
a sprinkling of the slam bang thing.
Mr. Ardath has gone in for it on the
wholesale order, and through that sucthe

Some of it is "awful stuff," but
doesn't appeal as "awful stuff" to the
usual vaudeville audience, and the receeds.
it

sult is "Hiram" makes louder laughter
than anything else just now in vaudeville,
excepting the Keystone comic
reels.

The

outside of
It's

first

Colonial

piece

has

New York

local
last

been

playing

some time.
engagement was at the

week.

for

Ardath and

his

company of six will probably secure
many return dates at Hammerstein's.

He

personally does very well in the
Patsy Pollivar way, and Charles Conklin as the Sheriff is an able
assistant.
Rime.

SHOW REVIEWS
ALHAMBRA.

HAMMERSTEIN'S.

Eva Tanguay's return to Harlem this
week brought back pleasant memories
of former seasons in that section when

The Hammerstein bill was laid out
rather well Monday, and with the feature, Long Tack Sam Company (New
Acts) taking away the hit of it. Another new turn, J. Edwin Crapo and
(New Acts) in "The Garden
Co.
Passion" simmered out at the night

the cyclonic monopolist of eccentricity,
who is generally credited with having
made vaudeville famous, used to have a

box

office line in

process of formation

before breakfast time. The Alhambra
carried a prosperous appearance Monday,

with

upper

the

occupied

boxes

and several rows of standees behind the

And the
temporarily arranged rails.
audience was apparently there to welcome back a favorite, for Miss Tanguay's opening number brought a rally
of replies, and after exhausting her new
repertoire they forced her to a speech,
and after more applause accepted the
inevitable "God bless you" as a closer.
A new song called "Hurry Up, Hurry
Up Everywhere" was a surprising hit,
with some incidental business added
during the chorus. It's a typical Tanguay number, rendered as only Tanguay can do it. "I Don't Care" was
also added through audible request, this
coming as a final encore.
The show opened with Roberto, a
juggler, who has a good singing soprano for his assistant. Roberto executes

some

nifty tricks during his rou-

but the main body of his specialty
some excess material. The woman renders a number at the opening
and does little after that except hand
Roberto his props. The turn just fits
as an opener for big time, but would

tine,

carries

hardly hold up in any other position.
Jarrow followed the juggler and
failed utterly, either through the early
position assigned him or the lack of
interest on the audience's part. Jarrow's
turn should undergo renovation. After
several minutes the magician realized
his predicament and audibly expressed

performance through the "sensationalism" of it having been supressed. Still
another new number to the program,
Fred J. Ardath and Co. (New Acts)
in a rural comedy sketch, was the big
laughing success, while the several
singing numbers did well, and J. C.
Nugent in his nicely written sketch,

"The Regular, also easily won out.
One song was sung or played three
times during the running of the pro-

gram, and another number happened

The first was a ballad that was
well known for such frequency of

twice.

too

repetition.

Among
who

was Ed. Morton,
comedy vein.

the singers

did six songs, all in a

was a brand new repertoire for Hamand that's saying a lot for
Mr. Morton, when he can come into
Broadway with six numbers in a row
His songs were
not heard before.
"Cheer Up, Cheer Up," "1 Wonder
Who Wished Her on Me," "Shake-

It

merstein's,

speare" (a character number of a new
style with a good idea), another novelty number bringing out for the chorus
an old ballad and for the second chorus
a dandy rag, "Bull Will Go on Forever" (with a catch line that should become popular), "I Didn't Raise My
Boy to Be a Soldier" (a neutral war
song that will find a ready response

rag songs that he can handle
agreeably, and this was another
mark of credit for him. It likewise

accept one of the few hits handed out.
Burr and Hope closed the first division with their novelty skit, and while
the vocal section was accepted at its
face value, the couple did not register

stand him in good stead in future, for
it will bring the first run call on comics
It's worth while to
to Mr. Morton.

Girls

their usual wallop with the talk. Nevertheless the turn was fully appreciated

have him sing them
lose

any points.

first.

He

classy

mixed quartet with a

is

handled

by the principal, seconded by Harriet
Marlotte, who essayed an old maid.
Under ordinary circumstances the
sketch would appear talky, but the
splendid
sustains

of

delivery
the

action,

the

revolving

women
around

moving pace.
Tanguay had completed her
Dalmore and Douglas completed
program Ipith an exhibition of

a swiftly

After
stay,

the
strength and acrobatics, working naturally to a string jjf walkouts, but earning appreciation from those remaining.
v

Wynn.

Hammer-

to

"one" with a monolog in the character
He had
taken for the piece proper.
the audience guessing for a moment,
but they finally got his finely drawn
talk that doesn't carry any diagrams
and never descends below the standard of humor Mr. Nugent has set for
His sketch with
"refined vaudeville."
Julie York doing a boy impersonation
fared as well, Mr. Nugent carrying
It's a very
his wit shafts into that.
classy comedy skit to be found in present-day vaudeville.
The opening turn had Earle Flynn
and Nettie McLoughlin, who formerly
played small time around here. They
were placed about right in the spot.
The couple appear to have musical
comedy ideas and ambitions without
the ability to get

them

over.

A

Key-

Sime.

stone opened.

AMERICAN ROOF.
half program at the AmerRoof was mostly noted for two
well-known big time turns upon it,
Diero and Edmund Hayes and Co.

The

first

ican

Another singing

act

Singers,

a concert grand.

The

was

Ralfch

Dun-

a

dressy

and

next to closing, a position Diero should
have had, though the Roof running can
not always be arranged to suit the

management through

pianist at

the time.

to vaudeville

As

conditions on the three ends, the two
men and two women look well, but

idea

as yet.

certain a success for applause

Diero,

is

who can handle the piano-acjust the way the masses want

cordion
although, .as a matter of fact, it's
it,
doubtful if Diero ever played any theatre, big or small time, that his apphuse record was not about the same.
Miss West is singing character num-

they should just bend a little more
toward the popular, in ballads and rags.
The last number might teach this to
Mr. Dunbar. The Kipling verse is the
Let loose the highbest in the rep.
Rrade thing for the matinee, but give
the men at night something lively. In

an early spot, Mile. D'Alnert, also with
a pianist, sang straight numbers, including "Mother McCree," with a couple
of' ultra-classical songs.
Mile. D'Alnert is French, came over here some
time ago for th; Winter Garden, and
has been around New York since. She
has the voice bui not the vaudeville

the acts also ap-

pearing in the theatre below.
Hayes, in his "Piano Mover" comedy
number, will give the Loew Circuit
He
a huge laugh all along the line.
has cut down and changed the turn
about somewhat.
The present assistant is working well, and there will be
but one report about this act over

quartet will do.

They have been adjusted

bill.

Another big time act was Mae West,

doesn't

Salon

The comedy

at

first

overcome all the
music and singing ahead of them, quite
some feat after 11 o'clock.
Mr. Nugent started his sketch in
stein's.

Morton was placed
Hammerstein show.

bar's

of such affairs.

season

They had

their

hit of the

Tommy Gray (New Acts) opened the
second portion, with Doyle and Dixon
did particularly well

this

made

displayed a certain confidence that will

ther on.

with the solo dancing.
Regina Connelli & Co., in "The Lollard," were a safe hit, the general
theme, construction and climax of the
skit carrying it away from the usual run

closing,

Both scored, Diero the applause hit,
and Mr. Hayes catching the laughing

mission signal.

They

appearance

strictly

better at the finish, but for the inter-

following.

before

sc

too early in the
He could have followed the Courtney
Sisters more easily than they were
able to follow him, two numbers fur-

throughout and would have done much

just

from mothers), and Mr. Morton sang
them all well, with his pleasing enunciation.
He arranged his routine to
make it cumulative and got the desired
Mr. Morton kept away from
result.

The Four Antwerp
(New Acts) came after, with
Clark and Verdi following. They found
things made to order and proceeded to
his dissatisfaction.

The Gaudschmidts with their two
dogs followed her, and were a solid
success. The men in their clown makeups and the black dogs look like two
Besides which they
pairs of twins.
promote good acrobatics and comedy.
The Three Lyres were pretty late
on the program, after having been
out of New York for some time. But
the house liked the instrumental music
and the blackface comedian saved himself by not overdoing, getting regular
laughs with a couple of new "gags"
toward the finish. Lyons and Yosco,

.

bers, changing costume to fit the lyrics.
She has repressed her exuberance
somewhat, but could stand just a trifle
more repression. She did well enough.
Louise and Mitchell were programed to open the bill, followed by Edmunds and Basil, with Scanlon and
Carter, "No. 3."
The latter team is
said to be Honey and Honey, or something like that, from the Valeska Suratt
vaudeville production. They were car-

19

ried over through the finish of their
singing and dancing turn. After Diero
in the next spot were Mildred Donnelly and Co., playing "The Understudy," the comedy playlet once in use
by Helen Page.
Miss Donnelly is

Joyce and Donnelly. Neither she
nor either of her company of two men
compare with the former players, and
this hurts immeasurably, perhaps too
of

much

so for the larger small time.
After the Three O'Neill Sisters (New
Acts) who opened the intermission

Keystone had

after a

came the Hayes

act,

filled

that wait,

then Miss West,

with Willie Hale and Bros,
close the upstairs show.

The Roof
downstairs.

to

held about half a house
It can hardly do more

admission

until

billed

reduced

to meet
which comes
from the downstairs theatre and its
lower admission scale for the same

competition,

a

is

part

of

bill.

Slme.

COLONIAL
This

week's

seemed

show

at

the

Colonial

to be lacking in sufficient

edy element to send

it

com-

over with a

bang.

On

a very

good entertainment, but some-

paper the

bill

looked to be

how or
Monday

other it did not play as well.
night the floor held almost
capacity, with quite a bit of paper. The
balcony held a fairly good attendance.

The program

of nine acts and a weekly,
opening spot, ran from 8:15 until
after 11 p. m.
Mile. Lupita Pera (New Acts), an
aerialist, opened the bill, starting the
show very nicely. She was followed by
Barto and Clark, presenting a skit in
"one" entitled "Marooned." The act
will do nicely as Boon as the talk runs
a little more smoothly. Both the man
and woman can sing and dance, and on
in the

second, they got over after starting.
Matthews, Shayne & Co. in "Dreamland" were switched from opening intermission to "No. 3," and even in a
spot as early as this the act got over in
great shape.
The Colonial audience

was

especially strong for the closing in

"one" with the parodies.
Adler and
Arline in their burlesque hypnotic offering got laughs and were one of the
early hits.

Closing the

first

part of the

Sam Chip and Mary Marble
Land

of

in

show
"The

Dykes" were pleasing.

Lamont and

his Cowboy Minopened the second half. The act
was a little slow in getting started,
but Lamont's "nut" comedy soon had

Bert

strels

the

audience

numbers

laughing.

The

closing

did very nicely.

Blanche

Walsh &

Co., presenting
In the Case," was the real
hit.
Miss Walsh is employing the third
act of the play of the same title. This
has the "big scene," where the wife
clears her husband of the charge of

"The

Woman

murder. Miss Walsh as the wife, and
Marie Horton as the woman, are the
only two members of the cast worth
mentioning. The other roles are very
badly played.
Nellie Nichols is next to closing.
Ralph Dunbar's Bell Ringers (New
Acts) were the closers. The act was
badly placed and would have fared
better earlier.

SHOW REVIEWS
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ROYAL
The Royal

Bronx has a barBeside* 12 acts, the mangain week.
agement includes a coupon for the price
in

the

of admission

that

to a seat at

halt

entitles

itself.

the patron

Bronx

price at the

where a stock company is playMonday night the house was
ing.
nearly filled when the curtain rose on
the opening act at 8:07.
The bill is a well-arranged one, comedy prevailing mostly, with Frank
Keenan's dramatic sketch placed betheatre,

fore intermission for relief.

Adelaide Herrmann, who closed the
show, started to do her act at 11:25,
and no one moved, which speaks for

The

story

an old soldier who appeals to the governor to have his son
(a condemned murderer) shot instead
of hung, kept the audience interested.
The fun honors were divided between Lancton, Lucier and Co., and
The comeFlanagan and Edwards.
dian in the former act has a good line
of "nut" material and is a corking
of the father,

its

the house

time

was

getting
settled

night

the

looked pretty

one

but

Class fairly
solid from pit to dome.
cozed from the bill, and while the show
slowed up in spots, the program gave

good

pretty

satisfaction.

Evelyn Nesbit is back on Broadway,
but she has changed much since first
appearing at Hammerstein's. She has
changed her act, so that it is hardly
recognizable, yet the change is all for
the better. She has a new stage outand speeds up her dancing with
fit
Jack Clifford. The pair dance well together and Clifford handles her graceWeeks of working together have
fully.

a complete rearrangement of

sitating

once

in,

it

ACADEMY OF MUSIC.
Tuesday night the William Fox big
house on 14th street was open to the
Boy Scouts, and about 500 of these
young fellows, led by their band,

line-up through an accident, thus neces-

PALACE.
The Palace audience Monday
took

BROADWAY.
Broadway show was badly
mixed up Tuesday evening, the Juggling Bannans being forced out of the
The

entire

program.

without

short

act

The show ran
a

noticeable

connection of any sort, although it was
evident the reconstruction of the running order didn't benefit those who
were forced closer to the opening point.
Business has taken a decided jump here
also, the Tuesday gathering showing
a big orchestra floor with a liberal atthe

feature

the
current week, returning to vaudeville
with a repertoire of popular numbers
and closing with a waltz, working three
plants for the bit.

The waltz

is

for

change from the character comedienne
to the "dressed up lady" caused a buzz
among the regulars. Flanagan and
Edwards know how to deliver fast and
snappy talk and their awakening in

given the dancers more confidence, but
Miss Nesbit was palpably nervous when
she appeared in "one" at the opening,
singing two numbers, one "The Little
House on the Hill" (new), which she

could be eliminated
for first class pop houses, for it, too,
smacks of the burlesque style of entertainment. Full of personality, life and
pep and with a good voice and "some
shape," May measures up just as strong

the theatrical hotel is a very true study.
They also are pleasing in their dem-

did rather well.

as ever

Miss Nesbit is the headliner and unCuriosity, no
questionably a draw.
doubt, will continue to make Miss Nesbit an attraction, but still she and Mr.
Clifford offer a pleasing turn.
Another name on the bill that has

Count Beaumont is also a feature,
showing his pretentious magical propo-

feature

man

onstration

of

for the turn.

The

girl's

new and

dancing,

old,

do in "one" for a finish.
The program started with Sprague
and McNeece, who look very well while
doing a skating act. Sam Hearn and
Helen Eley (New Acts) had a very
hard spot, "No. 2," through the show
Sam Barton has
opening so early.
nerve, or something that resembles it
In the orchestra there
very much.
were many who mentioned Joe Jackson while this tramp comedian was
doing his turn. Outside of the nerve,
Barton has a wonderful memory, for
he has not forgotten one thing Jackthat they

not to be accepted, however, that Barton gives a good imitation of Jackson, for he fails miserably

son

in

did.

It is

trying to do so.

Maude

Lambert

Ernest

and

Ball

scored strongly at the finish through
Miss Lambert singing Mr. Ball's song,

"Mother

The other
Ball's

McCree,"

sotto

in

feature of the

act

voice.
is

Mr.

manipulation of the ivories in a
in which he was ably

rag selection,

seconded by the orchestra.
Bert Errol always promised well
when in England, doing one song over
there in anything but a good looking
The female impersonator is
gown.
now given a chance and is a winner
through his dandy appearance in two
stunning gowns, and his vocal efforts.
His comedy bits also come in for

much praise.
Nan Halperin, with

quite

amusements of
Carl Jorn
tan tenor,

Broadway
the classical sort was

prominent

(New Acts),
who received

in

a

style

of

her

travesty.

Marion Murray and Co. are still
playing "The Prima Donna," and the
comedy is good, due to the excellent
playing of William Riciarddi as the
Miss Murray also
Italian impresario.
contributes her good looks toward
Hoey and Lee, next to
the success.
closing, did the usual with parody

of

until

the finish.

appeared too old as the
times

is

pretty

stagey.

V. Nichols had a hard time
until she struck her imitations.
Miss
Nesbit and Jack Clifford appeared just
before intermission.
Bickel and Watson opened the second
part. Their old patter about the music
and the instrumental comicalities at the
close put them in big favor. Their funmaking appears to be irresistible at the
Palace.
After Jorn came Ben Ryan
and Harriet Lee. The latter appeared
to be working with a heavy cold, which
affected her voice. Bird Millman and Co.
wire-walkers, closed. The act has its
usual thrill, with Miss Millman doing

known

rolling.

ease with which

will

always pass by strongly

Von

works

Cello

in

the

pop houses.
"The Tamer," a sketch, gained both
applause and laughs as it went along.
The man and woman in this act handle
a good vehicle with every care and
score accordingly.
Merlin, the card manipulator, scored
with his comedy efforts and his tricks.

With a very good' plant and a stage
hand Merlin delivers some good fast
with a

little

of

the

"nut

stuff"

in.

The Rennes, a remnant of the Renne
Family, failed to attract much attention.

White

Elsie

fourth of their stay.
The one who
plays the English Johnnie sometimes
forgets that character.

worth much to any bill. Brandon
Hurst and Co. in "The Girl" didn't

her well

things

ance somewhat, this essential falling
noticeably short in contrast with their
general ability.
Potts Bros, and Co. offered their
familiar farce, "A Double's Troubles,"
and Cecil, Eldred and Carr, who held
second spot, registered a pronounced
hit.
The one-finger balance is a bit
out of the ordinary and makes a great
climax for the acrobatic efforts. The
comedy is likewise good.
Mozart, Hoey and Six Merry Maidens have one of those girl acts built
especially for small time.
Both principals work hard continually, with the
girls averaging up well, and the turn

tion

specialty of flying back

and forth on the wire.

started

Clayton and Lennie, the talking pair,
have their laughs scattered and manage to amuse the audience about one-

blend most harmoniously.
together it will have
no trouble in ranking as one of the best
in vaudeville.
It's a singing combina-

at

Cello

The music is tuneful, and their collecnumbers shows sensible taste.
The men could improve their appear-

If this outfit sticks

Dekum

a splendid worker, particularly when
as in the coin palming and

the

the show,
quartet of Hawaiians, working in
"one," with their national instrument.

now running smoothly and

The sketch

is

witnessed

The

thrown

two of the cabinet stunts being
Beaumont himself

that

His antics with his feet and the barrel
gained him popularity from the start.

talk

times,

audience

White works along the Fannie Brice
line most of the time and gets something out of a comedy number called
"Too High."

voices

Frank

natured

show.

Beaumont's assistants are careless at
plainly revealed, but

front of the theatre,

in

doing ballyhoo business arranged by
John Zanft. The boys livened things
up considerably and it was a good-

with the cabinet work utilized
for the second portion of the turn.
sition

this,

drum

and

great headliner for the pop houses.

introducing a quartet of male voices.

boy.

find plenty to do.

bugle

should be advised to try to
her offering a bit more refined.

work was in the ballet.
"The Volunteers" is a new way

make much headway

corps obliged

Before

started.

fife,

Chinese bit. The act is big in every
sense of the word and should make a

made such an impression that they
were applauded long after the card had
been flashed for the next act. Perhaps
the Metropolitan folks that were in to
give Jorn a greeting remembered the
Camerons had also done service in
But, of course, their
grand opera.

act is

the

a hearty greet-

Dorothy and Madeline Cameron
opened the show. The "sisters" are
dancing much better and have gotten
The girls
their turn in good shape.

the

however,

soloing,

ing.

The

and should

the theatre just before

the Metropoli-

Nellie

She
own, became popular at once.
mentions personality in her first song,
and it may be this that gets her over,
l»ut she does get over, and very well.
Miss Halperin has a good idea of

singing.

been

affair

into

show

Von

tendance upstairs.

May Ward

marched
the night

The Marimba Band opened

a

tion of

makes

at least a flash.

It

lacks par-

ticularly something novel in the staging of the numbers, but went over well
at

the

Broadway.

The King Quartet

of singers satisthose who like their harmony, the
tenor singer (King) standing out conspicuously with a strong voice. Severfied

dramatic and com-

thousand feet of
edy films also helped out the program,
one set of comedy reels breaking the
Wynn.
show in the center.
al

WEDS LUMBER MILLIONAIRE.
Bernice McCabe,

who succeeded

Ina
has renounced the stage forr ver and married
Claire in

Frank

"The Quaker

C.

millionaire.

Girl,"

Moore, a Canadian lumber

is

a

single

who

girl

make
Miss

oregorie and Elimina in closing the
vaudeville section interested the audience mainly through the strong man
carrying a big leather couch through
the audience on his chin. It looks like
a dangerous attempt to gain applause.
A picture closed the evening.

CITY BUYS THEATRE.
Baltimore, Jan.

For $86,500 the
Holliday

Street

city has

theatre,

6.

bought the
one

oldest in the United States.

of

the

The pur-

chase includes the furnishings, valued
at 12,500.

On the site of the theatre and surrounding properties the city plans to
build an annex to the present City
Hall.
It is proposed, though, soon to
fit
up rooms on a section ^61 the stage
for certain departments, which have
been cramped for some time.
It is

stated that the front portion of the
theatre will be left as it now is and
rented for theatrical performances, picture shows,

exhibitiotfc

or other pur-

poses, and also for conventions, until
the city is ready to raze the property.
If

you don't advytlM
don't

la

dvartlM.

VARIETY

MOVING PICTURES
PAT POWERS VOTES MAJORITY
OF UNIVERSAL COMPANY STOCK

MERGER RUMORS MANY.
Rumors

—

—

Laemmle Was
The

film trade, or such of

it

touch with developments in

in

as

know both men

is

explained for the

first

NEW FILM
pictures

time

-Julie

In October

Opp

"3

will likely

be seen in the
if it ever

WEEKS" RIGHTS ABROAD.
London, Jan.

Massie,

Hughes

6.

&

Co., theatrical and
cinematograph agents here, claim a
contract with a reliable film corpora-

Powers enterprise).
At the time of the stock transfer in
October, it was believed that the Powers stock, together with that of Swanson and Engel, had changed hands.
The sum named for the lot (estimated
to be just short of a majority) was

tion

for

the

British

rights

to

the

"Three Weeks" feature picture made in
America.
The firm also says it is
Elinor Glyn's picture agent for this
side.

H. Winik, connected with the Apex
Co. of New York, is advertising here
he has purchased the English rights to
the film. The Massie people say they
know nothing of any such deal.

$750,000.

bankers (who
remained unnamed) acted for Powers.
Powers and Carl Laemmle at that
time were engaged in litigation, and
the assumption was that they were bitodds.

statement that under no

does reach the camera.
Walker Whiteside has finally heeded
the call of the camera. Walter Floyd,
his manager for several years, admits
Whiteside has contracted to appear In
pictures with an independent concern.
Whiteside is awaiting word from
Israel Zangwill for permission to act
in films the latter's "The Melting Pot."
Zangwill may ask too much royalty, yet
the company will have Whiteside appear in at least two feature fiilms if the
former's piece is not obtained.

a

at

of another

central characters in this play

erated by Warner's Features, Inc. (also

terly

to be seen in

is

lapse

Faversham has hinted that he and

son had retired from its management.
Since that time and until last week's
annual meeting, his name did not appear in the activities of the Universal,
and he was to all intents engaged in
building up the United Film Service,
the feature and single reel program op-

said

the

consideration will he permit any picture
version made of "The World and His
Wife," as he and Felix Is man own the
exclusive producing rights to this play.

had sold out all his holdings' in the
Universal, and with Engel and Swan-

now

before

his flatfooted

was generally understood Powers

is

be the
indeed,

This much has been adduced by

year.

There is no way of knowing whether
Powers actually owns the stock or not.
It is possible that it was sold to certain New York bankers, as was declared
at the time of the transfer, and Powers
merely holds voting proxies. In any
event, his voting of a majority came

It

if,

STARS.

William Faversham

in October.
Powers's control of the
voting strength of the corporation
brought him to the position of treasurer. That post was formerly held by
Vice-President Cochran, who handled a
double office. He was re-elected to the
vice-presidency only.

it

will

"place in the sun."

what became of the stock sold by
William Swanson and Jos. Engel early

as a surprise to filmdom.

Powers

he does not push Laemmle out of his

York, learned for the first time early
week- that Pat Powers is the man
who controls a majority of the voting
stock of the Universal. At the annual
meeting of stockholders, Dec. 31, he
voted 52 per cent, of the stock.
is

that

Sprung.

active head of the concern,

New

this

Thus

Was

Dark Until Mine

in

the

BRONCHO BILLY
as

IN

M. Anderson,
Broncho Billy to the

Gilbert

At the stockholders'

TOWN.

known
millions who

better

new

like

filled

came

to the surface definitely to

president.

Mr.

Kennedy

templation the establishment of a service of single-reelers for use in conjunction with its multiple reel features.
It is known to have made a large number of single reel subjects and the
manufacturers of the group are making
more.
Besides, the rumors intimate
that a big producer of 1,000-foot subjects may break away from his present
distributing concern and throw in his
lot with feature people.

Film magnates were moving back and
forth across the continent with remark-

was scheduled "to leave

blocks.

000,000 and undertake a huge campaign
of picture exploitation on a scale never

Anderson is stopping at the Claridge.
He's here on a double mission, one to
enjoy his annual vacation and rest

before attempted.

The outbreak

European war and the resulting

of the

from camera work and the other to

busi-

O. K. the contracts signed for his new
musical comedy company which he

ness depression in this country shelved
the scheme.

Not only was Powers' coup kept
from even the inner trade circles,
but it is said Carl Laemmle himself was
unaware that a mine had been dug
under his feet. With Ppwtrs in control, it is the opinion of ihose who

secret

plans to place on the Coast in February.
Sam Rork, Anderson's general
manager, is personally in charge of the
engaging, but Anderson will have some
say in the selection.

able energy this week.

you doa't advartlM in VARIETY,
don't

mirwHm.

J.

SelzCo.,

for the west"

week. How far west his trip
would take him, the announcement did
not state. A. M. Kennedy is due in
New York from the coast. Ad. Kessler and William Bauman, heads of the
late this

New York

Motion Picture Co., maker
of the Keystone and other brands, left
New York for Santa Monica as announced two weeks ago in Variety
Jos. Engel, one of the original group
of the Universal, and who disposed of
his interest along with W. H. Swanson, reached New York Monday, after
a long coast visit. Adolph Zukor, president of The Famous Players, accompanied the

If

Lewis

World Film

far as

Mary Pickford company

Chicago on

its trip

as

to California.

FILM."

Seneca Falls, N. Y., Jan. 6.
European war pictures made in
Seneca Falls may soon be shown.
Several hundred houses on the "Flats"
are to be torn down in the course of
the next week or so, and Jacob Levenof the wrecking company,
closed a deal with a film company
utilizing the buildings when half
molished as depicting the German
vasion of Belgium.
son,

The

company

film

has
for

dein-

will bring several

cannon to the scene, and some of the
buildings will be burned to add "color"
to the films. To complete the devastation, many trees will be destroyed and
shells fired through several factories
which are also to be torn down to make

way

for the barge canal.

RITA JOLIVET'S PICTURE.
Rita Jolivet, who created the leading
feminine character of "Kismit," left
New York for California Tuesday.
She will play the modern American
Girl in a Lasky picture version of

Eleanor
N

M.

Ingram's

"The

Unafraid."
The
place in the Balkans.

recent novel,
action takes

SUBWAY FIRE FILMED.

situa-

the persistent report that one
of the big feature programs' has in con-

ference being fnlt aJl differences between the two have be*n patched up.
Early last summer there was a ruin contemplation a plan to
reorganize, increase the capital to $10,-

to

is

nick, president of the

heads had

due

Another angle to the complex
tion

follow the pictures for amusement, ap-

the Essanay actor being recognized by
scores before he had proceeded several

is

reach New York from the Pacific coast
within a short time.

peared on Broadway Monday and was
at once the cynosure of curious eyes,
,

HOME-MADE "WAR

Such an arrangement would leave

to the presidency, the in-

circulation that the Universal

council refused to pass an
ordinance forbidding the mayor to
grant licenses to theatres which intended to run on the Sabbath.
The result of the fight has a sweeping effect on picture houses throughout the state and may be the means
of opening scores of houses in central
New York.

only one daily release program in the
position of an independent, the Kriterion, of which A. M. Kennedy is

week, however, Laemmle

in

common

bear out the old prophecy that the
turn of the year would see upheavals
in filmdom.
There was, however, every appearance of authenticity in the statement a
few days ago from a substantial film
man that there had been a second conference downtown late last week attended by J. J. Kennedy, head of the
Patents Co., and president of the General Film Co.; Harry Aitken, president
of the Mutual, and Carl Laemmle, president of the Universal.
Nothing of the conference became
public, of course, but it is becoming
more and more the fixed belief of motion picture people that the three biggest daily release programs are edging
toward some sort of trade understanding.
What form it will take none is
prepared to hazard. The pending dissolution suit against the "trust" would,
of course, preclude the possibility of
anything approaching an open merger,
to the exclusion of the outsiders.
In
this connection it is interesting to note
that Pat Powers has lately become head
of a daily release service, the United.
As holder of the majority of voting
stock in the Universal, Powers could
probably force the other members of
any sort of a pooling arrangement to
take care of this new property, in the
event of a peace treaty.

last

mor

Binghamton, Jan 6.
Ministerial Association lost its two-year fight to close
up picture houses Sundays, when the

The Binghamton

the air this week, although

was returned

meeting

"SUNDAY" FIGHT WON.

affiliations,

important trade realignments and the

little

Grabs Control of Film Company, Elects Himself Treasurer at
Annual Meeting Holds Former Swanson Shares Even

of mergers,

21

The subway

conflagration

Wednes-

day morning was closely covered by
the camera men of the various topical
weeklies.
The weather was misty.
The use of the pulmotor in reviving
the

smoke victims was caught.

LITTLE MARY GOES WEST.
Mary

Pickford, the Famous Players
Co. star, left New York Tuesday for
Los Angeles, accompanied by her
mother, and James Kirkwood, director
of the Pickford productions.
She will
remain at the Famous s/tudios this
winter and spring, playing in new
features.

Adolph

Famous

Zukor,
Players,

president

of

the

accompanied

the

party as far as Chicago.

Two
Two

Fires In One
Elizabeth, N.

panics from

fires

Town.
J.,

in

Jan.

6.

local pic-

New Year's night will be
the basis of an order by the Fire
Board that all picture houses provide

ture houses

made

fireproof operators' booths.
At the
Royal, both operators were overcome
by the flames and are in a hospital.
At the Empire, Manager Turrin was
badly burned in an effort to save expensive films. In both playhouses large
holiday audiences escaped without serious harm.

MOVING PICTURES
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WANT BOARD RETAINED.

"COUNTRY STORE" NO CRIME.
Cincinnati, Jan.

Judge Gorman

late last

week

directed

a jury to find a verdict of "not guilty"

of the
Otto Ratbs. one of the managers
until
Gaiety theatre, a picture house which,
been
recently played the Webatcr time, has
appointed postmaster for 3». Paui, with the ret b • tw •* ,l
c
^0
»»•
In
Ib
time
l>
lively
a
sult that
11
will be tne
political beads as to whether be
Mr. Ratbs has timed the
approved choice.
ft
Mustard
to
over
theatre
the
of
management
11

Howe, manageru of the Blue Mouse theatre,
also a picture house.

of
Sidney Harris, brother of Harry Harris
"Tilly's Puncthe Cohan theatre, is handling
and
Oregon
Washington,
for
Romance"
tured
Harry Harris Is Interested in the
Idaho.

venture.

Herbert Brenon has returned to New York
the Coast of
after completing his slx-reeler on
MrT Leslie Carter in "The Heart of Maryland.

Arthur Rosenbach has resigned as sales manor
ager of the Excelsior to become a member

the executive staff of the Alliance.

The George Broadhurst comedy "What Happened to Jones' Is to be put Into film form by
direction of
the World Film Corp., under the
Fred Mace, who will also appear In the picture.
Victor Beauchamp, who had just been signed
by the United Film Service and was to make
release,
his American debut In a February
sailed to enlist In the French army.

Holbrook Bllnn. director of the Princess
Players, which closed at the Princess Saturday night has several picture offers under consideration.

The New York branch of the McEnnery Synhas given up the old office In the
Candler Building to take room In the Alco
dicate

Suite.

Walter Heirs, the L.ubln Fat Boy,

is

appear-

ing In Universal comedies.

Cobb, the American newspaperpapers on the European war have
worldwide attention, gave his first
Thursday
Waldorf-Astoria
the
at
lecture
afternoon, at which time his pictures were
Irvln

S.

man whose
engaged

exhibited.

Edith Wynne Mathison has been signed to
play the leading part In the Belaaco-Laaky
feature "The Governor's Lady." to be released In the Paramount program.

Time and again during a rush the lads
almost come to blows.

Frederick

De

Belleville,

contributing to juvenile delinquency by
giving a "country store" feature in his

hind Me."

theatre.

proprietors of 25 Brooklyn picture theatres have been summoned to
appear before Commissioner of Licens-

answer charges for admitting
minors, unaccompanied by guardians.
The commissioner recently revoked the
licenses of five houses in Manhattan
es Bell, to

Terrlss

(Mrs.

Seymour

number

The "Runaway June"

releases

start

Jan.

by Pennsylvania picture theatre man-

children

of

managers

Several

smaller

the

of

places have complained that if the law
is to be strictly enforced they will be

driven out of business, as they depend
almost solely on the children to keep
their houses' open.
The small time
vaudeville theatre with a feature picture is taking away the patronage of
the grownups who have more than a
nickel

the

to spend,

leaving the children

main source

revenue for the

of

nickelodeon.

to be

made the

center of a series of "purposeful reels" by the
Edison with Miriam Nesbltt playing Lena, a
servant, a double reeler, entitled "Lena," being released Jan. 15.
"It's

No Laughing

Is

Matter."

with

Maclyn

Selig

S

Eclsir

Edison

E

Rex

S-A

Essanay

Kl

Kleine
Melies

Mel

Amb

Ambrosio
Columbus
Mins

Col

Mi

P

Frontier
Victor

Frnt
Vic

Gold Seal
Joker
Universsi Ike

G S

Frank
nor

of

Ohio,

of

to

augurated Jan.

may

BigU

Rcl

Mai

T
Dom

KB

Domino

M

Mutual
Princess

Pr

Komic

Ko

Beauty

I

Stcr

Be

Apo

Apollo
Royal
Lion

B U

L K O

O

G

A
Key

R

Ln

H

Hepworth

The subject

is in

one reel of about

1,000 feet

JANUARY 11—MONDAY.

unless otherwise noted.

JANUARY 14—THURSDAY.

MUTUAL—

MUTUAL— In

Restitution, 2-reel dr, A; Keystone, title not announced ; Our Mutual Girl,
No. 62, Rel.
The Olrl He Brought Home,
dr, B ; The Adventure at Brlarcllff, 2-reel
com, K; Patsy at College, com (third of the
"Patsy BOUvar" series), L; The Old Code,
2-reel dr, SVTne Fates and Flora Fourflush,
"The Treasure Temple of Bhosh," series No.

GENERAL F— Getting Into a Scrape, and
The Cheese Industry, split-reel com, B The
Friendship of Lamond. 2-reel, dr, L; HearstSellg News Pictorial, No. 92, S; The Legend
of the Lone Tree, dr, V; When Slippery Slim
Went for the Eggs, com, S-A Distilled Spirits,

2,

com, Ml.

GENERAL F—

A Superfluous Bahy, com, E
com, V
Sweedle's Suicide, com, 8-A.
UNIVERSAL—Through a Knot Hole, com,
K. O. ; Star of the Sea, 2-reel dr, Rx
The Dummy Husband, com-dr, Eclr.
;

L

JANUARY 12—TUESDAY.

MUTUAL— The
Probation,
Be.

dr,

Speed King,

MaJ

The

;

2-reel
Spirit of

dr.

T;

Giving,

;

the

Keystone

tual Weekly, No.

2,

Land
title

of the Otter, 2-reel
not announced Mu;

M.

;

retain

the

Willis

is

11.

men

film

Third Act, 2-reel dr, B;

;

;

;

JANUARY 13—WEDNESDAY.
Hulda,

Bandit,

dr,

B-U

w-dr,

Pawns

;

Hearts
of

Fate,

Those German Bowlers, com,

of the Bradys,
2-reel dr, Rx
Ster.

JANUARY 15—frtlDAY.

declare

A

;

dr,
Br;
The Terror

The Screen Club has already made arrangements for the next Thanksgiving Eve Ball to
be held In the Hotel Astor (Nov. 25, 1915).

GENERAL F—The

8tolen Ruby, 2-reel
2-reel dr, L;

K; When Honor Wakes,

dr,

The

;

;

UNIVERSAL—Thou Shalt Not Flirt, com
K O Reunited, 2-reel dr, Eclr Universsi

L
Animated Weekly, No.
;

149, U.

they

prefer

municipal

to

censorship which
be a reality of the future. They
favor

really

national

censorship

by

At a meeting, of 57 ex-

Uncle Sam.

hibitors at the Sinton Hotel the state

were endorsed.
Harry E.
chairman of the state censors,
spoke and challenged the motives of
the National Board of Censors in trying to oust his organization. He asked
where the $50,000 "barrel" to fight censorship in this state had come from.
Chairman Vestal is a Republican and
lives* in Willis' home town, Ada, O.
Former Mayor Hunt, of Cincinnati,
is drawing up a bill that will be presented to the legislature this month,
seeking to have the cenaorship law
repealed.
Hunt, it is said, was engaged by the national censors or persons connected with them to draw up
censors
Vestal,

the

bill.

A. M. Muller, of Warner's Features,
who was chairman of the meeting that
endorsed the state censors, is now looking for a job.
He resigned and has

gone to

New

York.
of Censorship

secret of the fact that

it

is

supported by moving picture trade interests, among the contributors being
Eastman, the blank stock maker.
The Board's campaign to have its
sanction
accepted
throughout
the
country has been open and above
board. It seeks, according to its own
statement, to have localities* or states
appoint non-salaried censors only, on
the ground that paid censors have too
often a political taint.
It wants local
censors to accept the National Board's
decisions, except in cases where films
billed for exhibition have not been
passed by the National Board, or
where a film passed by the Board is
the subject of complaint to local authorities.
In these cases the Board
advocates censorship ordinances calling for a re-view by local censors.

;

GENERAL F— The

Inevitable

Retribution,

B A Boob for Luck, com, K Out of the
Storm, dr, L; The Snallburg Volunteers, com,
S
Chiefly Concerning Males, com, V
Lena,
2-reel com, E; Dear Old Girl, 2-reel dr, 8-A.
dr,

;

;

;

;

UNIVERSAL— A Gentleman of Art, 2-reel
dr, I
When the Mummy Cried for Help
com, N
Father's Strategy, com-dr, Vic.
;

;

JANUARY 16—SATURDAY.

Flight Up, 2-reel dr, Rel;
Keystone title not yet announced
The Unwilling Bride, com, R.
GENERAL
The House of Horror, dr
B; The Broken Circuit, dr (10th Episode of
;

F—

"The Hazards of Helen" series), K; Mr
Stubb's Pen, and Spaghetti and Lottery, splitreel com, L
Robert Thorne Forecloses, dr
S: The Sage-Brush Gal, 3- reel dr, V; The
Banker's Double, dr, E
Broncho Billy and
the Slater*, w-dr, S-A.
UNIVERSAL— Hubby's Cure, com, and
Quaint Brittany, educ. split-reel, J; An Outlaw's Honor, w-dr. P
The Governor Maker.
2-reel dr. B101.
;

;

;

MORE UNITED PRODUCERS.
Two more

film producers have enunder the umiod Film Service
banner, making a total of 14. The newcomers are the Regent Film Manufacturing Co.. Inc., just organized by S.
L. Warner and the Sunshine Film Corporation. The latter concern will release three brands, Mars, Magnet and
Juno. The Regent brand will be Tarns,
made up of society dramas in two reels
each.
Irene Tarns will be featured in
the films which bear her name.
Other players in the two new or-

rolled

Cross of Fire, 2-reel dr,
K B Pleasing Uncle, com, Pr ; The Clubman's
Wager, and Producing a Nation's Pride, split-

MUTUAL- One

2-reel

present

to be in-

;

UNIVERSAL—The

ret 1, A.

A Bold, Bad Burglar, com, K Baseball and
Trouble, com, L Harold's Bad Man, com, 8
A Mlx-up In Dress Suit Cases, 2-reel com,
V Olive's Other Self, dr, E By a Strange
Road, dr, S-A.
UNIVERSAL— A Woman's Debt, 2-reel dr,
Q S; A Maid by Proxy, com, N; The Useless
One, dr. B, U.

MUTUAL— Mother

Dom

MUTUAL— The

dr,

The Black Ghost

dr,

6.

picture

Willis,

censorship board.

state

Jan.

Cincinnati

men will personally ask
new Republican Gover-

exchange

makes no
inc.)

Msjestic

J

U

Sterling

Richest Olrl In the World, dr, S
The Hair
Her Head, com, V Curing the Cook, and
McOlnty and the Count, split-reel com, E
The Fable of "The Fellow Who Had a Friend
Who Knew a Olrl Who Had a Friend," com,

charge of the Herald Square
gallery almost go to the mat in their anxiety
to find seats for patrons that look like a dime

11 to Jan. 16,

Thanhouser
Kay-Bee

Eclr

Rx

L.-K.

of

In

opinion handed down by Judge S. J.
M. McCarrell, of the Dauphin County
Court.
The decision settles, so far as the
lower courts are concerned, the appeal
of the picture proprietors from the verdict of a Dauphin county criminal jury
which convicted one of their number of
discriminating against Frank N. Robinson, a negro, by refusing him a seat
in any place but the balcony.

Powers

Pthe

Pathe

of the Moutain, dr, Rel.

The boyn

patrons,

for

MANUFACTURERS INDICATED BY ABBREVIATIONS, VI2.I
GENERAL
UNIVERSAL
MUTUAL
V
Imp
Vitsgraph
I
Gsumont
B
Biton
B101
Bioffrspn
American
Chrystal
Kalem
K
C
Keystone
Neitor
Lubin
L
N
Reliance

Arbuckle

is
Bosworth feature
featured,
a
marked for release .Tan. 14. The story's by
Hi. Judd and the film was written and directed by Lois Weber.

seating arrangeaccording to an

providing

in

6.

may be drawn

race or color lines

ments

delegation

The National Board

;

The servant problem

Pittsburgh, Jan.

No

RELEASED NEXT WEEK (Jul

GENERAL F— The

"Mlgnon," with Beatrix Michelena, a California M. P. Corporation feature, is marked
It's a five-part picture.
for release Jan. 18.

NO RACE DISCRIMINATION.

agers'

Hicks),

13 by the Reliance Co.

for Popp.

atre.

Is giving Impromptu
entertainments to the British soldiers at the
front, has written to her brother, Tom Terrlss, producing for the Klnetophote, asking
that he tell the American film makers that
there Is a pressing need In the European
camps for moving pictures, which are an important aid In keeping the soldiers in good
spirits and begging that he try to have a
shipment of pictures sent for that purpose.

Florence Reed, playing In "The Yellow
Ticket," enacted the principal film role In
"The Dancing Girl" (Ave parts), released
Jan. 11 by the Famous Players Co.

The

affairs.

near the theatre
and takes their money but leaves them
as soon as they are seated in the the-

who with her husband

Lillian Hamilton, recently with the Usonla,
Hal Clements is
has Joined the Premier.
Jack Blekely is the
directing for that brand.
sixth member of the Premier company at
Santa Paula, Cal., to be married during the
past three months.

and such

raffles

court declared the practice should be
discouraged,
but holding that the
"store" did not contribute a juvenile
delinquency, directed the jury to find

In several of the cases brought before the commissioner the manager of
the theatre has engaged a man to act
as guardian.
This individual meets a

May

John Emerson's second appearance under
sponsorship of the Famous Players (the first
being "The Conspiracy") will be as David
Holmes In "The Bachelor's Romance," released In the Paramount Program Jan. 18.

church

for violating this law.

and Laura Sawyer have been cast for "A
Daughter of the People." marked for release
In the World Film Corporation Feb. 1.
Ellallne

Juvenile Protective Association
was complainant Popp was arrested
n the society's crusade against the
His attorneys con"store" feature.
tended the "store" was similar to

The

A

The

The

PICTURE MANAGERS SUMMONED.

Broderlck

Robert

with

in the
Walter Hitchcock, a former legit.
Wlllam Fox feature. "The Girl I Left BeIs

Arthur Evers has Joined the Dyreda Art
Film Corporation (World Film program) to
play heavies. He was formerly of Edna
Spooner's company at the Fifth Avenue.

of a

who was charged

picture house,

tip.

manager

favor of Chris. Popp,

in

Cincinnati,

6.

ganizations are Delia Conners, former
Pathe star; Frank Holland, former Vitagraph leading man; Mabel Frenyear,

Sidney^ DeGray, Peggy Hart and
ard Davies.
If

How-

yeu Joa't advertise la VARIETY.

eWt

atVvrtis*.

.

MOVING PICTURES
WAR

EVENING SUN'S

PICTURES.

"The war takes place right before your
Is one of the many misleading statements made In the printed announcement of
the New York Evening Sun's "Moving Pictures
of the War." as shown at Carnegie Hall. Not

eyes"

alone the Sun, but the Philadelphia Inquirer
fell for this batch of reassembled views. Both
these Important dallies followed another, the
Chicago Tribune, In attempting to foist upon
the public, for their own advancement, fame
and possible Increased circulation, "war picThe
tures" that never were and are not.
papers Interested give as much publicity to
these films in their own sheets as they can.
The results in attendance must be the punishment and also the results must have surprised the Sun, for New Year'* night at Carnegie Hall there were not over SO people in
the large auditorium watching the "war picThere is another reason that should
ture."
work against the dis?lay of these stereopticon
views as moving pictures. The papers standing sponsor could have afforded to wait until
actual war scenes were secured, if they ever
But still a better
are (which lis u-ilikely).
collection of virw* in the future would do
more for the promoters in a publicity way.
With the feeble attempts to exhibit "war pictures" that have been and are being made,
when something that approaches a real war
film arrives, no one will believe It. The Sun's
pictures appear to be a collection of the war
scenes showed daily in the "Weekly" displays in the picture and vaudeville houses.
Of the entire lot at Carnegie Hall, not over
one or two pictures could have been susAbout the fourth reel
pected of genuineness.
a caption said : "The Bombardment of OsThat promised something, but the
tend."
bombardment was merely a blank view of a
The caption might as well have
misty sky.
said "Night," and showed sheer darkness.
The lecturer was expected to cover up these
He informed the audience the
descrepancles.
bqmbardment caused such a great smoke
hardly anything could be caught by the
camera. It was funny enough, if one could
forget a reputable newspaper was standing
behind a box office that charged admission to
Other
see "war pictures" guaranteed by it.
views were almost wholly of Belgians leaving
their home or country, the familiar "refugee"
picture.) of the "Weeklies," or "ruins" (after
One scene aboard
the battles) and so on.
ship showing gunners at work during a "bombardment" was suspiciously like that used
some months ago in a melodrama on the
The title of that picture cannot be resheet.
Another caption spoke in the present
called.
tense of the destruction of a bridge, with the
derailment of 15 ears containing soldiery.
The sctual scene showed a ruined bridge
The lecturer volunteered the informaonly.
tion the cars and the soldiers were beneath
As "war pictures" with what
the water.
that implies, this is, a bad lot, and as "Evening Sun's War Pictures" they are worse. They
could as well be exhibited by the stereoptiAt Carnegie Hall the lecturer played
con.
on the audience by many allusions to the
waste of war, and so on, but the very small
house commenced to walk out on him before
The "Inside
the pictures were run through.
story" of these pictures as it is going about
in the trade is that some were Imported by
one P. P. Craft months ago. He disposed of
them to the Universal, which used portions
adding others, until the
for its Weekly,
scheme struck Craft to take them from the
Universal, line them up for a feature display and get some paper to fall for them as
"war pictures" "by its own special staff of
photographers, taken on the field of battle,"
This was done, according to report, and
etc.
the views are being issued as feature film at
feature film prices, while they are still obtainable at the Universal as "00-day pictures"
at a very low price per reel. These Sun war
pictures can make no money for the Sun
through public exhibition, cannot help the
paper and are more likely to hurt its standing, while no exhibitor will take a chance to
bill them as "war pictures" after seeing them.
They, like the Tribune's, come under the
"phoney" heading when advertised as "actual
war scenes."
Sime.
;

THE GIRL OF TOtT GOLDEN WEST.
The Olrl
Ranee

Mabel Van Buren
Theodore Roberts

Ramerrei

House

Wowkle

Peters

Anita King
Sydney Deane
Billy Elmer
Jeanne McPherson
Raymond Hatton
Dick LeStrange
Tex Drlscol

Sidney Duck

Ashby
Nina
Castro

Senora 811m
Nick, Bartender
Antonio
Stage Coach Driver

Art

Ortego
John Ortego
James Griswold
Ouard
Old Minstrel
Ed. Harley
The Lasky-Belesco combination displayed a
One effort In telling the story of life In CaliIt seemed quite impossible to
fornia In '40.
bring out a thriller of western life after that
section of the country had been used Incessantly as the playground of drama and comedies of all kinds for the screen, but In this
flve-reeler they make the average western
The
chase look like a funeral procession.
escape of the Road Agent after leaving the
"Girl's" hut shows superiority In production, as does the hold-up of the coach.
In
this the lassoing of the guard on top of the
coach Is a wonderful piece of work, while in
the escape the bullets splashing In the water
around the head of the pursued outlaw make
Agsln the spot selected for
It very realistic.
the picture was perfect.
The old Sierras
were never better shown. In the playing Theodore Roberts easily runs first.
As the big
sheriff he Is convincing, and toward the finish
remaHrnblfl cbnrnrtchis "souse" bit is
Houne I'eterH uinkc* a *'>od <Mtiaw,'
study
ft

while Mabel Van Buren as the "Olrl" pleases.
The other players figure mostly in groups In
scenes.
The best are the hold up of the
coach, the search through the blizzard and
the dance at "The Polka."
Lasky has produced a western drama at this late day that
M a big feature in all parts of this country,
not forgetting iU sure success when it reaches
the c'ber slue.

THE DEEP PURPLE.
The Paul A':, nrong- Wilson Mlzner melodrama, made into n five-reel feature, marked
for release by the World Film Corporation
Jan. 11, is disclosed *s a rather mild love
story.
The underworld "punch" posessed by
the stage form has been taken out In part.
The change is probably due to the fact that
Cora Kimball Young, the star, was cast for
the role of Doris Moore, the country innocent who falls into the clutches of the city
crooks and is used, all unknowing, In their
badger game. In the play this was a rather
pale character, while sympathetic interest
centered in 'Frisco Kate, the reformed shoplifter and thief, and Oordon Laylock, the gunman. Neither of these characters attains anything like the same prominence In "*e picture as it did in the play, and to on
who
has seen the «tage performance the
_'u
version
win suffer by comparison.
The
scenario writer departed widely from the
original.
When Lake goes to the crook's
flat, for example, there is a
fight In which
he Is worsted and robbed.
The play made
him the victor in this incident and prepared
the way for a capital climax at the curtain.
W. J. Ferguson as "Pop" Clark, the hypocritical crook (he created the part and appears in it on the screen) has the "fat"
.

comedy

Moore,

.

doing

extremely well.
The
so widely from that
worth outlining. Harry
of a band of New York
"sells"
a church organ to Rev.
minister In a small country village,
role,

photoplay
of the
Iceland,
crooks,

..

story

drama it
member

differs
is

and departing, elopes with Doris Moore, his
Leland makes Doris the innocent
daughter.
instrument in an attempt to blackmail Willlam Lake, a mining man, Just back from the
west.
Lake rescues Doris from the clutches
of the crooks and falls in love with her.
Rev.

Moore,

tricked,

is

afraid

face

to

his

without the organ, but Lake buys him
smoothing out his difficulties and winning first gratitude and then love of Doris.
The finale is a "mushy" but, showing Lake
and Doris In each other's arms before the
newly installed organ while five angels float
The
about among prop clouds In the air.
tableau was poorly done and should move a
sophisticated audience to mirth.
flock

one,

ALONE INNEW YORK.
A

old-fashioned melodramatic title,
with the usual lurid line of paper, gave promise of a real thriller in the five- reel feature
"Alone in New York," produced by the MitHowever, the audience
tenthal Film Corp.
was badly fooled at a five-cent house on 14th
street and gave vent to feelings in laughter
and Jeers as the picture proceeded. The five
reels were run through In exactly 35 minutes,
but the action did not seem unnecessarily
As a melodrama Intended for the
speeded.
cheaper class of picture houses "Alone In
New York" developed Into a farce. The
story could have been developed into a real
but whoever adapted the scenario
thriller,
knew little or nothing of what Is required
The producer is equally
In film productions.
to blame for the failure of the picture to be
Interesting, and who ever casted the piece
should be placed where he would never again
The story Jumps
have another opportunity.
from pillar to post and the police scenes are
particularly laughable to anyone who knows
the slightest regarding the workings of the
There are usually quite
police department.
a number of five-cent audiences who have this
acquaintance.
No excuse for this feature In
its present shape.
real

23

HER FATAL

A MARTYR TO

piece with the usual type of story connected
with the foreign pictures that are brought
over to this country for use in the cheaper
houses. Rlsokls is a district attorney in Burgendy.
His work is mostly condemning to
death conspirators against the country.
He
is hated by these men and they decide to kill
him. He has a daughter. The plotters decide that they will kidnap her. A young man
sent to get the girl falls In love with her.
While out walking they meet a procession of
men who have been sentenced to death through
the district attorney. The girl asks for what
reason and Is told.
She goes to her father,
tells him of his cruelty, but he sees nothing
The lover finally Informs
but his country.
the girl he Is one of the plotters but that,
aa he loves her, he could not deliver her to
his companions.
He goes to the den of the
She
conspirators and the girl follows him.
gets Into the meeting and says she Is In symmovement
and signs a paper.
pathy with the
A short time after the gang is rounded up
and brought Into the court. The Minister of
State takes her name from the list to prevent
her father seeing it, but when the trial Is
Solng on the girl rushes In snd the father oonemns her to death with the rest. The picture misses badly as a melodrama. There are
no big scenes and any attempt at bigness falls
flat
The leading woman, as Is the ease with
many of the foreign pictures, is too elderly tor
the role.

SAMSON.

COM.

1/2
1/ 2
1/ 2
1/ 2
1/ 2
1/ 2
1/ 2
2
1/ 2
1/ 2
2
1/
1/ 3
1/ 3
1/ 3
1/ 3
1/ 3
1/ 3
1/ 3
1/ 3
1/ 3
4
1/ 4
4
1/ 4
1/ 4
1/ 4
1/ 5

V

V
V

1

Mxeelleat

1

Fair

•

Gaaal

4

Baal

ActProg. Reels.

Title.

The Flower of the Desert.... M
The Man With a Hoe
M
Love and Water
U
Hounded
U
Mutual Weekly
M

Two

Stray Souls

G

Love Will Out
Fate and the Fugitive

C

Snakeville's

Rising Sons....

Hogan's Wild Oats
Steel Rolling Mills
The Efficiency Squad

Diogenes' Weekly, 4-11-44...
Lassoing a Lion
Broncho Billy and the Es-

He Gave Him a Million
Wbat He Forgot
In Jungle Wilds

IT

It

.

'.

M
M

B

1/ B
1/ B
1/ B

1/B
1/ B

1/B
1/ 4
1/ 4
1/ 4

1/4
1/ 4

1/6
1/ 6
1/ 6
1/ «
1/ «
1/ 6
1/ A
«
1/ fl
1/ «
1/ «

V

The

Menacing

Money
The Hunter's Grief

Billy's

Wager

Scourge of the Desert
Heessllar
Katsura River
The Alarm of Angelon
Universal Weekly

Comrade Kitty
Expensive Economy
In the Line of Duty

D
D
D

2
1

1
1

H
tf

2

C
C
C
C

D

U

G
G

O

M
O
O

M

2

2
2
8

1

3
8
2
4
8
8

2
8
2
4
8
3

2
2
8
2
8
8
8

3
2
3
2
3
8
8

1

1

2

2

2
2

D
D
C

1

H
H
1

D
D
D

C
C
C
8

2

D
D
D
D

1

8

1

U

%
1

2
1

2
1
1

2
2
2

2
1

2
2
2
1

2
2
2
8

1

2
3
3

E

1

2

1

2
2
2
3
2
2

W

2

C

D
D
D
D
E
D
D
C
C

2

2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2

1

2
2
8
8

8
2
3

2

1

1

1

2

D

2
2
2
2

2

E
D

•

2

D

1

C

1

D

2
2

1

2

2
2

scenes

Twilight sleep
Mediocre
Fine
Olive's

opportunities

Love and tragedy
Science and nature
Silly chases
Ordinary
Surprise finish

Lady

Different

Artist Flagg

2
2
2
2
2
1

Miracle play
Capital quiet fun

George Ade
Indians

Good Idea
Western
Cartoons
Scenic

2
2
3
2

2
3
2

2
3
2

"Samson"

is

a Box Office Attractions

flve-

en the
stage by William Gillette. The screen version
Is better, In so far as the character of the
onetime dock laborer comes up to the type
In sppsarance as plsyed by William Farnum.
but the story, as Is so frequently that eaas
with plcturised plays, Is burdsned with daBernstein made the whole point the
tall.
contest between the highborn wife of Brachart and the strong man of humble origin.
Every situation bore on this point. The film
devotes a good deal of footage to showing
the rise of Brachart to his commanding position In the world of finance, a development
in the story that was probsbly Indicated la a
few sentences.
It takes much time In the
film to establish the situation, but onoa the
character relations are disclosed, the action
progresses swiftly and with absorbing InFrom ths marriage of Brachart and
terest.
Marie the story is gripping and advances with
cumulstive force to the smashing climax of
the fight In Brachart's office with Duvaln.
Here Is a paasage of really excellent melodrama. Another tense moment was the scene
following the return home of Brachart's wife
reeler of the Bernstein drams, played

from her escapade with Duvaln, when she Is
confronted by her raging husband. Brachart's
efforts to And out the name of her companion was most skllfuly worked up by the
screen players. A considerable portion of the
action takes place in studio sets, all of which
are well managed. Indeed this detail Is unusually good.
The Interiors look extremely
real.
One excellent bit of cleverly tricky by'play was the scene In Mrs. Brachart's boudoir, when her husband's suspicions are first
aroused by the arrival of a box of rasas from
Duvaln.
Husband and wife stand before a
mirror which reflects their figures, ths figures
being visible directly as well.
By means of
this device many subtleties of plot are made
possible, such as the beginning of fear In the
wife's mind and the awakening of uneasiness
in that of the husband.
The mob scenes on
the Paris Bourse were well done, large masses
of supers being splendidly handled to work
up excitement, excitement which contributed
to the general effect of the big climax. This
was the ruin of Duvsln and the fight In
Brachart's office.
The writing of titles Is a
capital

example

of

crlspness

and

economy,

although marred by an inexcusable grammatical "break."
Tbls whole matter of writing
titles deserves more attention and care than
It ordinarily receives.
The mention of these
several minor deficiencies Is not to be construed as meaning that "Samson" Is not a
good feature.
Indeed It measures up well
above the average quality of fllmdom s bast
producers.

Raffles

Tent life
Crook thriller
Mournful

3 Adapted from play
2 Depressing tale
2 One Long Scream

•

W

O

2
2

2
2
2

C

1

1

8
3

2

1

2 Realistic
2 Good leads
2 Tiresome
3 Clever dog
2 Everyday story
2 Father defeats siren
2 Kalem serial
3 Laughs for women
3 Funny Slap-stick
8 Poor
Clever maneuvers

8
8

1

H

Interesting

Poor
Burlesque on weeklies
Jealousy and lions

2 Impossible
2 Artists and model
8 Father's sacrifice
2 Kindergarten boost
3 Misses fire
8 Poor comedy
8 Off color
2 Wild animal drama
2 Slap-stick
2 Clever comedy
2 Indian story

•

>

1

D

8
8
2

3
8

1

C

Lots of action

Not Keystone's standard

3

3
2

C

1

1

D

1

Grewsome

8
2

8
2
3
2

C

2

Usual type

Old groove
2 Moral
2 Interesting
8 Dull

1

2

U

Remarks.
Morbid
Bully

New German

2
8
2
8

1

1

3
2
.

1
1

v

2
2

2

1
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U

G
G

2
2
8

2
2
3
8

1
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Hushing the Scandal
M
Mutual Girl, No. Rl
M
The Legend Beautiful
M
Three Times and Out
U
The City Grafter and the Unprotected Rubes
G
A Banakie Maiden
G
Col.

D

1

C

M
M

.

1

1
1
1

O*

.

C
C

1
1

G
Q

Past

E

O

O
O
The Gallantry of Jlmmle
Rogers
Q
In the Throne Room
U
His Last Performance
U
In the Vale of Sorrow
For the Good of the Cause.

C
C

M

1/B They Looked Alike
V « The New Editor

V

D
CD
D

D

G
O
G

Prairie Dogs

1

D

W

2

G

Hearst-Selig Weekly
Exploits of Elaine
From the Shadow
Cast Up by the Sea
Olive and the Burglar

D
D

U
U

M
G
M
M

1/5 Two Women
1/ B

M
O
G

W
M

Over
The Banakie Maiden
Vengeance Is Mine
Ethel Gets the Evidence
The Sin of Olga Brandt
Gems and Germs
The Bridal Bouquet
All for the Boy
Haxards of Helen
Love Knows no Law
Wipe Yer Feet
Her Winning Punch
With the U. S. Army
Putting

1
1
1

%
H
H
U

O

Sub. Story, lng. Prod.

C
2

2

G
G
V

A Mixed-Up Honeymoon

1

Q
O

M

O
O
O
O
O

caped Bandit
In the Latin Quarter
All for the Boy
Uncle Crusty
A Dark Lover's Play

2

HIS DUTY.

"A Martyr to His Duty" Is a three-reel
Leonardo (Italy). The picture is a dramatic

DAILY RELEASE KEY.
VARIETY bum ln«u K D rated a atsaala tabulated farms at ravtavfa far
tar Daily rilsn Ralaaaaa. saerewtta there la prlatea a eepy af tar
caaa rating. Notela* will aa aeted rasartlagr aaataarapay aalses
flcularly peer.
The terrier releaaJna la Indicated by aa Initial.

Release
Date.
12/31
12/31
12/31
12/31
12/31
12/31
12/31
12/31
12/31
12/31
12/31
1/ 1
1/ 1
1/ 2

SIN.

In the classification of the mellera with its
deep laid plot and the old, old story of why
women err comes "Her Fatal Sin," a threepart picture, the make of the Strand Film
Company. The picture la being distributed by
the Exclusive Service.
The story Is said to
have been adapted from Barker's melodrama.
It Is best suited for the neighborhood houses.
"Her Fstal Sin" would hardly stand the test
In the bigger admission houses, where program runs more to class.

Italian story

Usual
Salesman's cleverness
Ordinary
Holding

MOTHER'S ROSES.
The feature

of tbls week's Vltagraph Theatre
"Mother's Roses," by William Addison
Lathrop, winner of third prise In the Evening
Sun's scenario contest. It is In four parts, and
has a tender, sentimental story, by long odds
the best thing the Vltagraph has done In many
weeks, which is not saying much In praise.
Theodore Marston Is given credit as producer.
bill

Two

Is

glaring defects marred the picture.
One
was the inconsistency of having the heroine
agree twice to an elopement after the character of the villain had been exposed.
The
other was the miscasting of Ethel Lloyd as a
stenographer, wronged by the Wall street magnate
Miss Lloyd would probably do well in a
character part with a comedy slant, but as an
(•motional actress she moved the Vltagraph
audience to unseemly audible merriment In her
most pathetic scenes. As much of the story
as deals with "Mother's Roses," Is what women
would call 'sweet," this phase of the photoplay

VARIETY
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haa Indeed a certain fragrance. The rest of
the tale is crude and hackneyed. Mary Maurice
John Morrison, banker
la charming aa Mother.
and broker, haa made It a dally habit to bring
a box of rosea home to his wife every evening.
Into the happy borne cornea Spencer Delevan.
"a Wall street power," as the program has it,
and makes lore to Helen, wkom he persuades

Meanwhile Mother dies. As Helen
to elope.
and DeleTan are about to elope, Helen noUoes
that his boutonnlere Is made up of a rose such
aa Mother uaed to love. Thla atarta a train of
thought which dissuades her from the elope*
ment So much was adequately disclosed In
the action, but the director must needs resort
to the cheap trick of double exposure to hare
In
Mother's spirit appear at the girl's aide.
revenge DeleTan plots the ruin of the' Morrisons by stock manipulation. He Is about to
succeed when again the spirit of Mother appears before her son and guides him to the
family bible where Is treasured a stock certificate which giTes him control of the Mldvale
Co., and seres the family from the dutches of
Deleran. The film is a reasonably good commercial product, nothing more.

PURSUIT OF^THE PHANTOM.
A

and when seen was
run so proToklngly slow It seemed neverBosworth

A

ending.

western

story,

taking

plaos

LUBIN'S

The

story Itself Is a sleepy
affair at beat and as pteturlsed la uninteresting.
detail.

19

Jan.

General

being

in

a

FEATURE PLUNGE.

According to S. Lubin'g own statement the Lubin company is going

three-reelers for release in the regular

Hamilton Jean Touring England
Harrah Great Variety N Y
Hart Marie ft Billy Orpheum New Orlesns

General daily program.

Next Week (January 11)

although the hero Jumped from behind a door
Interrupted -a little scene where the

and

was putting a sleeping powder
Tillalness
into the inventor's drink so that she could
get a formula supposed to be worth sevThe story tells of Hope
fortunes.
eral
Frenchman who helps the plot along, trying to get the formula by plotting with an
The formula was for the making of
actress.
a "noiseless gunpowder." The hero is a playwright who disguises himself as a waiter to
His play is sucget color for a new play.
cessful and he wins the girl of his choice.
Shs is a nice
she could to
Marguerite Loveridge was Hope, the
help.
kitchen apprentice who later waa adopted by
the Misses Alatyn, membera of the Big SisHope is a white Topsy who
ter movement.
uncovers the Frenchman's plot becauae she
In the restaurant.

all

Players may be Uated in this department weekly, either at the theatres they are
appearing in or at a permanent or temporary address (which will be inserted when route
ia not received) for f3 yearly, or if name is in bold type, $10 yearly.
All are eligible to
this department.

again.

Seattle

of

Courtesy,"

early

DAVIS and

ALPINE
TROUPE
Next Week

MATHEWS

Touruftg Leew Circuit
(Jeau 4), Empress, Salt

Week

Thla

G. F.

MEETS

The annual meeting

JAN.

Dominion Ottawa

miNTHAM

Arco Bros Dominion Ottawa
Ashley ft Canfield Orpheum Omaha

DIAMOND

and

BYAL

and
DlrectJoa.

Byrow

174

ft

E

NYC

Fagan

ft

JAN.

Byron care Cooper

1416

€tt)tl

Bway

19.

Film Co. board of directors to elect
new officers for the fiscal year has

Co Variety

NYC

Blanche
Leslie
LOEW
CIRCUIT

Russell

ft

Orpheum Denver

LEWII

VAUDEVILLE

VAUDEVILLE

Gallagher

Carlin Palace Chicago

ft

So,

London Eng

Co Dora 9 Riverside Aye Newark
Cervo Orpheum Des Moines

In

Cliff

In

and

E.

GARDNER

"CURSE YOU, JACK DALTON"

J

Direction,

MARY

SAM

CHIP

N

Littlejohns

MARBLE

•THE LAND OF DYKES"
JOHN W. DUNNE. Mgr

.

HARRY WEBER.

George Edwin Columbia Grand Rapida
Gibson Hardy Variety N Y
Harry Orpheum Denver
Gillet Lucy Grand Pittsburgh
Glenn Csrrie Variety N Y
Golden Clsude Orpheum Des Moines
Gordon Kitty Co Orpheum Montresl
Gordon ft Elgin Variety N Y
Gilfoil

Laddie Shea's Buffalo

Comfort ft King Forsyth Atlsnts
Coaroy ft LemaJre Variety N Y

Coalia Ray Variety N Y
Colvin Walter Burbank Los Angeles
Cook Joe Variety N Y
CenaenuJ F care Tausig 104 E 14th St
CorreUi ft Gilletti Keith's Boston

JOHN"KNIGHT
R. GORDON
AND DAY"

In

N Y C

Next Week (Jan.

11),

Keith's, Providence

Lohse

The Variety

& Waldron

Locket t

JACK
Carr Nat 10 Wellington

"Rathskeller TrfcV

VARJJaTYVNev York

Jiuvtptxioxt
IN

NY

N Y

sal

ft

NY

Lowes Two Variety

Manny
Mardo

NY

Majeatic Chicago
Sterling Shes's Toronto

ft
ft

Roberts Variety

Hunter

25

N

NY

Newstesd Ave St Louis

MATTHEWS SHAYNE
And Company,

la

"Dreamland"

Mayo ft Addle Variety N Y
Mayo Louise Variety N Y

McCree Junio Columbia Theatre Bldg N Y
Middleton ft SpeHmeyer Freeport L I
Morris ft Beasley Loew Circuit
Morrissey

ft

Hackett Variety

N Y

N

Nash Julia Co Poli'a Scranton
Natalie ft Ferrari Orpheum New Orleans
Nestor Ned ft Sweethearts Loew Circuit
Niblo ft Spenser 363 12th St Bklyn
Nickel Sisters care Delmar 1493 Bway
Noble
Brooke Tivoli Sydney Australia

NYC

A

North Frank Co Orpheum Omaha
Nugent J C Co Maryland Baltimore

The

Spirit of the

Poppy"

The Greatest Moral Photoplay
Ever Written
Now Showing

is

of the General

HIPPODROME, IPSWICH. EHQ.

la,

AND SEVEN LITTLE FOYS
IN

Co.

Lambcrti Orpheum Omaha
Langdon's The Keith's Cleveland
La Rue Grace Orpheum New Orleans

Leolio Bert ft

Sisters

W

S.

Virginia

Thornton

ft

Rey

Y C

FRANK LE DENT

Ramsden Orpheum Winnipeg
Orpheum Sslt Lake
Elisabeth Mary Variety N Y
46th St
Emaaett Mr ft Mra Hugh 227
Ernie ft Ernie Orpheum Minneapolis
El

EARLY
BENTHAM
M.

71st St

BRENNAN

E
Eadie

DORA

CARL

W

Kramer ft Morton Lyric Birmingham
Kramers The Keith'a Indianapolis

"Niftynooeenoe"

NYC

Shea'a Buffalo

ft

Vaudeville Stock Sketch Artists
Care VARIETY, Saa Fraacti

SYBIL

JIM

C

145th St N
Leighton 167
Kennedy Jack Co Majestic Chicago
Keuling Edgar Louie Variety N Y

Kelso

Kinjj

B
Barnes ft Crawford Variety N Y
Bower* Walters ft Creoker Orpheum Circuit
care Tauaig 104 E 14th St N Y C
Brady ft Mafcomor Variety N Y
Brooke Watte Variety N Y
Buck Bros Variety N Y
Busse Miss care Cooper 1416 Bway

Brown Orpheum Minneapolis

ft

Kelly Walter

Lake

Darts Family Keith's Louisrille
DeOe Harry Columbia St Louis
De Felice Carlotta Variety N Y
De Hsven ft Nice Orpheum Oakland
De Long Msldie Vsnety N Y
Devine ft Williams Variety N Y
Dolsn ft Lenhsr Grand Pittaburgh
Dyer Hubert Co Orpheum Lincoln

(Jan. 11). Shea's Tereate
it M. S.

a

California,

Juliet

Kalmar

Variety N Y
Rex ft Co Variety N Y
Adler ft Arline Lyric Richmond
Alexander ft Scott Majestic Milwaukee
Allen Minnie Orpheum Los Aagelee

NEW PHOTOPLAY.

romantic
being
into a feature picture by Bosworth with Dustin Farnum in the leading role. Winnifred Kingston is the
leading woman. Lois Fuller
(Mrs.
Phillips Smalley) is directing the piece.
"Captain

Joka Iceland Gllma Co Pantages

JeeelaaetiS)
I

Caroline Rankin

and Kathleen Hammond were the tall, lean
and lanky Alstyn sisters and looked the part.
They had no chance for any funmaklng.
Catherine Proctor has a thankless role, while
Harry Kendall stalked around aa the hero.
Johnny Doyle had a minor role, but waa alao
handicapped. The Flamingo Co. will have to

FARNUM'S

N Y

[ahna 3 Majeatic Milwaukee
[ennings ft Smith Keith's Boston
[omellT Jeanne Orpheum Portland Ore
[ohnstens Musical Empire Nottiaghsm Eng
rdaa ft Defter ty Majestic Ann Arbor

Lewis

falls painfully short of hitting
principals seemed unable to put
'em.
the picture over. There is camera talent in
the playing forces but the scenario failed to
Fred Mace digive them the opportunities.
rected and did a pretty good job, but there le
little chance for any fun and what efforts
were stereotyped. There Is no dramatic punch,

knew him

4 Australian Variety

Innes ft Ryan Tampa Tampa
Irwin Fie Go Keith's Washington

it

Mary Charleaon waa the girl.
looking young woman and did

H
Hagaaa

Hayvard Stafford ft Co Variety N Y
Hermann Adelaide Hotel Pierpont N Y
ft Leach Variety New York

Where Players May Be Located

The

drama
made

Gray Trio Variety N Y
Greea Karl 3 Msnahilf Str Bingen Rhein Germ
Guerite Laura Variety London
Gygi Ota Variety N Y

ADDRESS DEPARTMENT

WITHOUTHOPL

try

deeper into film work in the future.
Among the actresses placed under special picture contract are Mrs. Fiske and
Hanson.
The Philadelphia
Gladys
producer will also make a number of

Hewlead

"Without Hope." a four-part feature, is the
maiden effort of the Flamingo Film Company.
What was expected to be a "knockout" waa a
disappointment It la far-fetched from etart
to finish, with the comedy lamentably lacking.
The scenario in the prise contest may have
read like a million dollars, but In the camera
unfolding

for

fixed

Me., the
Maine corporation.

In

broken hearted. .The old painter chokes the
boy Into a stupor and when the son takes to
the bed at the point of death his parents are
summoned. There's an apparent reconciliation
but the entire picture leaves a dark, brown
If there Is one cut back
taste In the mouth.
to painter at work at easel on the beach
there must be almost a dosen, and the aame
runs true of other scenes that are shown too
The picture could hare been held
frequently.
down to three reels. The first part la quite
picturesque and it's the scenic surroundings
that sustain what interest it does hold. The
only action that rouses the picture from a
lethargic state U the scene between the painter
and the boy, who the former believes had the
wrong Intentions toward his daughter. There's

much

definitely

Portland,

flve-reeler

sunny California and near the ocean's edge.
A painter drops Into a picturesque but quiet
spot to get a perspective. At the place are
a mother and her daughter. In a fisherman's
core lives a ragged miss who spends moat of
her time in the water and reading "Orimm's
Fairy Tales" when on the sandy beach. The
painter and the young woman who has the
careful guardianship of mother constantly
All goes well until a young
fall in lore.
yacht owner comes along and spills the beans.
Then the painter becomes acquainted with the
wild seaside flower and they marry and are
bleased with about a half doaen children. The
son of the yacht owner in later years lores
the daughter of the painter and they marry.
The old yacht owner has a fit of anger and
threatens to cut his boy off without a oaat
The O. B.
unless he casts this girl aside.
writes the girl a letter and she goes home

too

been

at

Daly's Theatre

PAUL

MISS

-

NICHOLSON

"CODDLES"

"A

"BOCGS"

Pair of Sizes"
Management, H. H. FRAZEE.

Nosses Musical Pantages Edmonton

O

a Kinetophote Masterpiece
A Picture that is Making Film History
It's

And Hie

"SHAMROCK GIRLS
Address 314

W.

4fth St,

New York

Oakland Sisters Orpheum Montreal
Oakland Will Co Orpheum Lincoln

MUSIC PUBLISHERS
BERNSTEIN, Pres
We

commence the ycai happily with a song that will without question be the most sensational
we exploited our "Lonesome Pine." We don't often rave about a son^, but when we

has had since

ways, and the wise singer

will

get busy as this sons will

clean up

—

is

it

hit

do,

ihv
it's

j,ora;

world

there, forty

the starter and will be the stai tier of the year

:

THERE'S A LIGHT THAT'S BURNING IN THE WINDOW OF

T
l

I
BY BALLARD MACDONALD, JOE GOODWIN AND HARRY PUCK
This next number was started a short time ago and

is

now

sweeping* the count

HARRY CARROLL'^

jjmnmiiHMismrcfr
The great

Irish

march song

that

is

being used by more real hc?dlincis than ever on a popular song before

— there'*

a reason.

Another sure

fire

winner that

will

go tremendously for single or double

•1

•
BY AL BRYAN AND HARRY CARROLL.

Can be used by

all

styles of singing acts

n
i

BY AL VON TILZER AND BALLARD MACDONALD

AT THE BANKRUPT'S BALL

I'LL

"The Father and, The Motherland,

GO HOME AND LOVE MY WIFE

Blanche Merrill and Gus Edwards'

THE LAND OF MY BEST GIRL" "JUST 'ROUND
And
1
Ji

I

"1

a

THE

COR ER FROM BROADWAY

dozen other great novelties

224 WEST 47th STREET

NEW YORK

CITY
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PICTU1

IfiAMOUNT

PRESCM

J519

eDoro
IN MER CRCATCST
>TAGt* TPIUMPH,

Morals
Marcus
THt FAMOUS NOVEL

AND PLAY.

MOTION PICTURES
IRclcaseo Jan. 18th,
PRODUCCD OY TM*

FAMOUS PLAYERS FILM

CO.

ADOLPH ZUKOR, President
DANIEL FROHMAN, Managing Director

EDWIN

S.

PORTER,

Technical Director

Executive Offices
213-22t

W. Mth STREET,

/ 3C
yi fAMOl''
»l>TURt

NEW YORK

B|

Parillo

Piatov

& Frabito Orpheum Sioux City
A Glaaer Orpheum Lot Angeles

Hope Vernon

Harry Weber Presents

MILTON POLLOCK
la Geo. Ade's

Von Haft Gsorgn Variety

"SPEAKING TO FA

CONFIDENTIAL CHAT
We

received many letters this past week asking us why we wanted
in personal touch with us, and we herewith set forth a few of

you to get

our reasons
It will help give you a better idea of the company's policies in all
departments than is possible in any other way:
It will weld the forces on the outside with those on the inside of this
business as nothing else can do:
It will create enthusiasm within you of the kind that make men go
out and fight, not only for us, but for themselves
It will give you more knowledge and knowledge is power
It will give you confidence in the men, methods and service of the
company you will eventually do business with
It will prove to you that we do not have a program
Last, but not least
on paper, but on film.
could write you volumes in letters and it would all be the truth,
but you would take exception in a great many instances and let it pass
over your head as publicity.
Go and see us and we will convince you of the service you will receive.
will not tell you about our product, but will show you our program
on the screen. This does not mean that we will show you a few of our
best subjects, it means that you may see the program as you will receive it.
Not only for the first week's releases but the second, the third, the fourth,
and so on for we have them on hand for your approval and our factories
are working to capacity making our future releases. You will be enthused
as others have been and we will be satisfied, for we know you will be
convinced beyond doubt that ours is a service that stands for good stories,
good photography and co-operation with you. A service whose producing
companies have casts of well-known favorites directed by men of film
knowledge who have proven by their previous works that they are capable
of producing "quality films" such as the public demands.
:

Primrose

4 Colonial Erie
Pruitt Bill Keith's Cincinnati
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R
NY
Ratify Charlie Variety San Francisco
Renards 3 Variety N Y
Reynolds Carrla Variety
:ty N Y

Rama

World Film

BUIy Variety

Rlchardmi Michael

10 Leicester

Corporation

Sq London

W.E.
Ritchie and Co. I
THE ORIGINAL TRAMP CYCLIST
Monkey Music
Gardens Maiden Eng

OUR EXCHANGES ARE NOW OPEN
GET IN TOUCH WITH THEM

KRITERION SERVICE

Michelena

Hill

IN

Broadway

New York

"MIGNON"

SAVOY
and BRCNNAN
SHOW GIRL AND THE JOHNNIE

After Ambroise Thomas' Famous
CIrand Opera. An adaptation from

VARIETY, New York
Sherman

ft

De

Forest Variety

NY

SkateJU Bert ft Hacal Variety N Y
Stafford ft Stone Echo Farm Nauriet

55

N Y

Stanley Alleen Variety N Y
Stanley Forrest Burbank Los Angeles
St. Elmo Carlotta Variety N Y
Stephens Leone 1213 Elder Ave N Y
Sutton Mclntyre ft S^utton 904 Palace Bldg

55=

Goethe's
masterpiece,
"Wilhelm
Meister." Scenario by Chas. Kenvon, author of Margaret Illinffton's
"Kindling."
Produced by the

CORPORATION

j

BER

=

=
Valli Muriel

&

in the

1

ACT "BEHTLEVYETTE"
"FAMOUS RULERS OF
THE WORLD"
*

Released Jan. 18

Arthur Variety N Y
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[Alliance Program!
"Feature* of Quality"

5
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The Famous Artist- Entertainer

Timberg Herman Keith's Columbus
Trovato Orpheum Salt I^ake

=55
55=

Released Jan. 18

N Y

Tsuda Harry Orpheum Memphis
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CALIFORNIA MOTION PICTURE
a

Sixth Floor

1600

|j

Beatriz

Hall 2 Maiden

We

We

j

PRESENTS

VARIETY, LONDON

Roches's

NY

For further information communicate with the nearest branch of
the

=
=
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World Film Corporation

|

LEWIS

J.

SELZNICK,

Vice-Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
130

Wost «th

Street,

New York

branches throughout the
United States and Canada
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Offers:
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Naught can

God

is

my

disturb ;

peace
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H

The Refined

ft

for

Professionals.

Handsomely Furnished

Stum

Heated Rooms
Bath and Every
convenienee

NOW AT

THE ST KILDA

W. 44th STREET

67

9th Avenue
TWO BLOCKS WEST OF BROADWAY

BUILDING

NEW YORK
ABSOLUTELY

241-247

CITY

With Hot and Cold
Running Water

ALL MODERN IMPROVEMENTS
TELEPHONE IN EVERY ROOM, SHOWER BATHS
EVERYTHING NEW
Prices, $3.50, $4.00,

$4.50 Weekly
A CALL
WILL
CONVINCE
YOU

CAFE AND RESTAURANT

Hotel Plymouth
38th St. (Between

New

A

*~
$l DAY

Stone's

A

ROOM

TWO

IN

T.

SINNOTT, Manager

CLEAN

100%

1 50 Furnished Apartments
Steam Hosted, Centrally Located in the Theatrical District in the City of
NEW YORK. For the Comfort and Convenience of the Profession.

THE ANNEX

HENRI COURT
111, 114

Tel.

New

ud

111

Bryant

W.

Wk ST.

7M »• 7H WAVE,* 471k It

8560-8561

fireproof

THE CLAMAN

building,

Tel.

completed, with handsomely furnished three and

Bryant

four- room apartments
plete for housekeeping.

telephone,

vate bath,
tricity.

RATES:

$12

Prielec-

nished.

UP WEEKLY

sad

Tel.

Decidedly dean, four and
five-room apartment* with
private bathe, carefully fur-

com-

tU

3431

just

SM

W

Bryant

4M

$8.00

with

U UL
I

1 1

U

142-146

X™;rr

P. Sffc— Mir, Prep.

i»44

WEST

BROADWAY

A home-like transient snd family
Telephone in every room.
hotel.
Moderate Prices
Restaurant snd Grill equal to any
Rooms large, light, airy and well furnished.

Centrally located, good service, absolutely fireproof.

of both $150 and up. Rooms with bath $2 and up.
Parlor bedroom and bath $3 and up, for one or two persons.

Rooms with use

SPECIAL RATES TO THE PROFESSION.

FURNISHED APARTMENTS
323 West 43rd Street, NEW YORK
,

3

Catering to the cosmfort sad

Heat

38th

St and 6thAve.

New York
H

Rates to the profession»My, single or double.

with use of beta I sad
with private bath fLss datty siagls

ft

sad

ft

double.

Phone

Greeley SSM.

PUT THIS

COME AND SEE ME.

IN

YOUR DATE BOOK

ff

CLARIDGE APARTMENTS

22S

PAUL HOTEL

ST.

ST.

AND COLUMBUS AVE.

WEST

SsTH STREET,

NEW YORK

CITY

West 47th
Rooms and

Ten-story building, absolutely fireproof. All
baths with shower attachment. Telephone in
every room.
One block from Central Park Subway, fth
and 9th Ave. L Stations. Same distance from
Century, Colonial, Circle and Park Theatres.

RATES
100

Rooms, use

Suites, Parlor,

of bath, $1

CITY

so of the preiessteu

MAISON ROUX
lit

NEW YORK CITY

$2

and

Catering to Vaudevuie-e Blue List

lf7-ltt

Telephone 23M Columbus
Telephone Bryant

20S
St to IS

W. 4STH

ST.,

NEW YORK

Street

plan.

Private

MEAL SERVICE AT ALL
Baths.

Music Room for
'Phone ItSt Bryant

"JO
T-jI.

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
310

American

HOURS.
Rehearsals.

ZSs7

Large rooms S4-tt **>d up
Three end Four Room Apartments

West 4Mb

NEW YORK

150

SPECIAL RATES TO THE PROFESSION

House

Schilling

up.

Rooms, private bsth, Sl-5t per day.
By the week, St-St and $14 and up.

NEW YORK

St.

Special accommodations
board.
professional people.
Cuisine Frsnceise.
Prices Moderate
Telephone. Brv«wt V*S*
for

per day.

Bedroom and Bath,

and Rooms

Private Beta, S-4

WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS

HOTEL TAFT

Furnished Apartments

Complete for Housekeeping
Clean and Airy

NEW YORK

49TH STREET

JUST EAST OF

NTH

THE RENDEZVOUS OF "THEATRICALS BEST'
TURNING THEM AWAY NIGHTLY
rk«M Strut

OUR

HOTELVAN CORTLANDT

UP WEEKLY

AlAl

w»a

IT

4293-6131

AN ITALIAN DINNER YOU WON'T FORGET
West 4Mb SL
"** M> '"'
IT
ft *«*"**."*****».->
Lend 40a.
lejllll I I II Ho,
*

118-111

FURNISHED APARTMENTS AND MAKE
KNOW YOUR WANTS)

IN

as

Comfortable and excepclean
three
and
tionally
four-room apartments, thoroughly furnished for housekeeping. Private baths.

flMt up

NEW YORK

I
ST.

Broadway)

Street (Just off

BUSINESS TO

A
ehl"*" ROOM
'r^DAY

PLAN

West 43d

(WE ARE SPECIALISTS

Biff Reductions to Weekly Guests
Every room has hot snd cold running water, electric light and

long distance telephone.
Phone I52t Greeley
EUROPEAN

Sole Proprietress

Telephone in each apartment.
These apartments are beautifully decorated, sumptuously furnished an darranged for privacy to satisfy the
most critical.

Throw from Broadway

A 1 5Q

IN

and VARIETY.

proof buildings just completed with every modern device,
consisting of one, two, three and four-room steam-heated
apartments, with kitchenette and private bath.

Broadway and 8th Ave.), N. Y. City

Fireproof Building.

ONE

One block from Booking

The newest thing in housekeeping apartments
FURNISHED COMPLETE FOR HOUSEKEEPING.
Located in the heart of the theatrical district. New fire-

FIREPROOF

Q/i DAAme
OHHUUITlb

ork City.

YANDIS COURT

Northwest Cor. 4 2d Street and

NEW

'Phone 71t7 Bryant
Acknowledged as the best

Offices

PAULINE COOKE,

HOTEL FOR GENTLEMEN
Telephone
1862 Bryant

99 <

18ft

Bryant

W. 41ST STREET

MsTIJI/
l^atWW VafaDaaf
I l/ltst

Hotel for gentlemen.

$2 up a

All Conveniences.

Rehearsal Rooms.

week

VARIETY
PLAYING

B. F.

KEITH'S THEATRE

™* Jimmie Lucas

Frances Lucille

"In Artistic Nutology"
This Week (Jan.

Next Week

Grand, Syracuse, N. Y.

4)

Bushwick, Brooklyn

(Jan. 11)
»

DOROTHY

MADELINE CAMERON

and

Dainty European Terpsichorean Artists

Musical

THIS

JUST RETURNED FROM
A WORLD'S TOUR

WEEK

Manager,
(Jan. 4),

PALACE THEATRE,

cc

F? l_

I

RAIVIIL-Y

IN,

Manager
Opened Orpheum Tour, Palace, Chicago, This Week (Jan.

originator of the billiard table act.

4)

"The Princess

Luba Meroff

Princess

HARRY WEBER

NEW YORK

KERVILLE
UN
IVI

The absolute

their picturesque ballet classique

in

GEORGE RUBINSTEIN

Director,

**

Beautiful

FROM HAP f»jY LAND"
NEW
STARRING WITH JOE HURTIG'S

S

SENSATIONAL SUCCESS THIS
Week

Jan.

18,

WEEK

AT COLUMBIA THEATRE,

(Jan. 4)

Casino, Brooklyn.

Jan. 2Sth,

Hurtig

A

Seamon's,

YORK

New York

L O 18 Empire Newark.
Crackerjacks 11 Standard St Louis.

College Girls 11

BEST PLACES TO STOP AT.

ACTS COMING TO CHICAGO STOP AT

HOTILL CARLE/TON
ARCHER AND

20TH STREETS
91M AND UP. FREE USE OF ALHAMBRA HIPPODROME STAGE FOR REHEARSAL
PURPOSES. THEATRE AND HOTEL UNDER SAME MANAGEMENT

STATE,

New Richmond
405 N. Clark St,

CHICAGO,

Modem Throughout
LONG, Prop,
SL Charles Hotel,

DOROTHY

ALBERT

Hotel

ILL,
Special Rates to the Profession

VON TILZER
Direction.

and

Dreamlands 11 Gayety Detroit 18 Qayety To-

NORD

MAX HART

W

French Models 11 Victoria Pittsburgh.

W

Vivian 9
98th St N Y
Cullcn Orpheum St Paul
Wells & Bundy Variety N Y
Weston & Clare Orpheum New Orleans

Walton

Ward &

&

Gaiety Girls
Brooklyn.

WILLIE WESTON
VAUDEVILLE
IN

Booked Solid

Direction.

MORRIS A FE1L

White & Tason Palace Chicago
Whiting & Burt Orpheum Minneapolis
Wright Cecilia United Booking Office N Y

WELLINGTON HOTEL
Wabash Ays. and Jackson

Blvd.

Formerly COOKE'S HOTEL
"A Theatrical Hotel of the Better Class"
Walnut Street above Eighth
Opposite Casino Theatre#
hiladelphia

CAFE CABARET*EVERY NIGHT

A RILEY, Manager

ST. LOUIS,

Casino Brooklyn.

CAMPBELL.

Prop, and Mgr.
Headquarters
Ten Minutee' Walk to All Theatres
Theatrical

"OTF.,

Dad's Tkeatrical Hotel
<

M'_-

t>t\\l

I

C

^i

AD/

i

!

I

V

V/"

V

The TALGARTH

HOTEL

*<M Pro»|>oct Aver, us

Cleveland

5

If

Minute*'
SPi-.ClAL

"oj

PHILADELPHIA

i

Walk from Theatres

WEEKLY RATES

doa't advertise in
Jor't advertise.

VARIETY.

New

Hotel Berkeley

ROCHESTER,

N.

Y.

Everything New, Clean, Quiet end Comfortable.
Attractive Rooms with Bath at Moderate
Professional Rates. Handy to All Theatres
Endorsed by Donahue & Stewart, Arnaut

Edward Marshall, Eddie Ross. Monet a
Harry Mayo, Adler & Arline, Weston &
Leon, Hearn & Ely, Pederson Bros, and hundreds of other.
Bros.,
Five,

Toke Weetcott Cab

st

Zazell H
Co 4018 Michigan Ave Chicago
Zocller Edward care Cooper 1416 Bway

NYC

H

Garter Chicago.

Gypsy Maids

Our Expense

11

Gayety Minneapolis 18 Star

St Paul.

Happy

BURLESQUE HOMES
Al

Reeves Beauty Show

11 and 18.)
11 Columbia

18 Princess St Louis.
American Beauties 11 Oayety
Star Cleveland.
Auto Olrls 11 Cadillac Detroit

Chicago

Pittsburgh

18

Beauty Parade 11 Gaycty Kansas City 18
Qayety Omaha
Beauty Youth & Folly 11 Gayety Brooklyn.
Behman Show 11 Gayety Boston 18-20 (Trand
Hartford 21-23 Empire Albany.
Ben Welch Show 11-13 Bastable Syracuse 1416 Lumberg Utira 18 Gayety Montreal.
Big Jubilee 11 Gayety Toronto 18 Gayety
Buffalo.

Big Revue 11 Temple Ft Wayne.
Big Sensation 11 Gayety Philadelphia.
Bohemians 11 Gaycty Baltimore.
Hon Tons 11 L O 18 Westminster Providence.
Bowery Burlesquers 11 Gayety Buffalo 18-20
Bastable Syracuse 21-23 Lumberg l tlca.
Broadway Girls 11 Gayety Chicago,
('harming Widows 11-13 Grand New Haven
T

Park Bridgeport,
fherry Blossoms 11 Star Toronto.
(Mty Belles 11 Grand Boston.
14-10

rity

Sports

11

Haymarket Chicago.

Widows

11

Gayety

Milwaukee

Columbia Chicago.
Hastlng's Big Show 11 Columbia
18 Orpheum Paterson.

I
(Week* Jan.

MO.

REGENT HOTEL, 1M N. 14TH
NEW REGENT HOTEL. Ill N. 14TH
METROPOLE HOTEL, 80S N. 12TH ST
E. E.

acx

M

SHERMAN'S HOTEL

Rates to the Profession
J.

Empire Hoboken 18 Empire

H

St. Louis)

P

CHICAGO

11

Garden of Girls 11 Savoy Hamilton Ont.
Gay Morning Glories 11 Star Brooklyn.
Gay New Yorkers 11 Olympic Cincinnati 18
Empire Toledo.
Gav White Way 11-13 Grand Hartford 14-18
Empire Albany 18 Miner's Bronx New York.
Gay Widows 14-16 Empire Holyoke.
Ginger Girls 11 Empire Brooklyn 18 L O 20
Westminster Proyldence.
Girls from Happyland 11 Orpheum Paterson 18
Girls from Joyland 11 Howard Boston.
Girls from Follies 11-13 Stone O
BlngIiamton 14-16 Van Culler O
Schenectady.
Girls of Moulin Ro
11-13 Empire Albany
14-16 Grand Hartford 18 Qayety Boston.
Globe Trotters 11 Empire Toledo 18 Star A

F. H.
rly of the

(F.

ronto.

Fay Foster Co It L O.
Follies of Day 11 Gayety Montreal 18-20 Empire Albany 21-23 Grand Hartford.
Follies of 1U20 11 Murray Hill New York.
Follies of Pleasure 11 Penn Circuit

18

New York

Heart Charmers 11 Buckingham Louisville.
Hello Paris 11 Century Kansas City.
High Life Girls 11 Academy Jersey City.
Honeymoon Girls 11 Casino Boston 18 Colum-

bia New York.
Liberty Girls 11 Star St Paul 18 Gayety Mil-

waukee.
Lovemakers

11

Westminster

Providence

18

Casino Boston.

Marions

Own Show

11

Casino

Philadelphia

18 Palace Baltimore.
Million Dollar Dolls 11 Music Hall New York
18 Casino Philadelphia.
Mb chief Makers 11 L O.
Monte Carlo Girls 11-13 Park O H Manchester 14-16 Worcester Worcester.
orientals 11-13 New Nixon Atlantic City 1416

Grand Trenton.
Empire Newark

Prize Winners 11
Philadelphia.

Passing Review of 1014

11

18

Empire

Trocadero Phila-

delphia.

Robinson's Carnation
Beauties
11
Empire
Philadelphia 18 Empire Hoboken.
Koseland Girls 11 Englewood Chicago.
H scy Posey Olrls 11 Star ft Garter Chicago
18 Englewood Chicago.

VARIETY

JO

PUBLISHERS

MU5IC

NEW YORK
219

221

WL5F 46'"

5

i

$:.+

CHICAGO

DETROIT
70 LIBU/WY AVI

<.--

r-

AjLV.k

i^AIEN.

HI

IVIIOK
/

%

B

/

MURPHY A MARSHALL.

Br

The New Comedy Soog that everybody la talking about.
The Greatest Novelty Song of the Year

MY CHINATOWN"

"CHINATOWN,

By JEROME

The "Coast

A SCHWARTZ.

to Coast" Sensation.

Bt

An Assured

Success.

MURPHY A BOTSFORD

Here's the Song You've Been Waiting For! We Haven't Had One Like It Since "Put On Your Old Grey
Bonnet."
Feel That "Come Over to Dover" Will Be a Bigger Hit.

We

"AT THE MISSISSIPPI CABARET
By

BROWN A GUMBLE.

The Best "Fast" Song on the Market.

Great for Dancing.

"OVER THE HILLS TO MARY"
By BRYAN A WELLS.

Better Than "Night Time Down in Burgundy," Better Than "Apple Blossom Time in Normandy," in
Fact, Alfred Bryan Says, "Irs the Best Novelty Belled He Has Ever Written."

ema
WANT
TO LINGER" DANCING
FOR
SINGERS
"OH, WHAT A BEAUTIFUL BABY
great
FOR

«,

By

MURPHY A MARSHALL.

This Song Needs

We

No

Bv A

Told You that "Oh,

Would Be

a Hit.

You Know

Boosting.

It's

a Hit.

SEYMOUR BROWN

Beautiful Doll" Would Be a Hit.
We Told You that "You're My Baby"
We're Telling You Now tbet "Beautiful Baby" will be the Biggest
Hit, and We Know We're Right Again.

You

"THERE'S ONE CALIFORNIA
FOR MINE
BRYAN A
PALEY.

By

A

"Right

Up

to the

Minute" Lyric, with a Good Swinging March Melody.

(AND TAKE
A

sw

UN

IN

ME HOME WITH YOU)"
GUS KAHN,
who wrote

Clever Little Flirtation Song by

EGBERT VAN ALSTYNE, who
"I'm Afraid to Go

wrote

Home

"Gee,

I

Wish

"Who Are You With

in the

I

Had a

Girl."

Tonight"

Dark," etc.

UT-IL-I
"PROVIDING"

"DOWN IN WATERLOO"
"WHEN THE ROSES BLOOM
"LITTLE MISS KILLARNEY"

Bry»n-Paley
Bryan-Wells-Gumble
IN AVALON"
Bryan-Wells
Havez-Edwards

HELP EACH OTHER ALONG"
Brown-Gumble
DREAM
WITH
IN
ME
A PERSIAN GARDEN"
"COME AND
"LET'S

Fleta Jan

NO PLACE FOR ME"
"BACK TO DIXIELAND"
"THIS

IS

Jerome H.Remick & Co.

Brown

Brown-Gumble
Jack Yellen

BVJILDINO

1

VARIETY

31
"

*

FROM THE AUTHORS' PEN

STILL SIZZLING— FRESH
An anti-war song
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A SURE-FIRE, HEART STIRRING, SENTIMENTAL. ANTI-WAR BALLAD
CHICAGO
North Clark

145

11

Casino

Brooklyn 18 Music

Hall New York.
Star & Garter 11 Star Cleveland 18 Olympic
Cincinnati.

Sy dell's London Belles 11 Miner's Bronx New
25 Empire Newark.
York 18 L
Tango Girls 11-13 Majestic Perth Amboy 14
So Bethlehem 15 Easton.

Tango Queens

11

West 44th

135

176 'Fremont St.

St.

September Morning Glories 11 Standard Cincinnati.
Social Maids

LEO FFI^T
k W

fc-sk-W.

BOSTON

Connelly Jane Co
Conroy Martin L
Cooper Harry (C)
Cooper Texas
Cosgrove Mrs
Cowell Jack
Crandall Harry
Crownlnshleld Frank
Cullen Paul

Cummings Mr 8

Empire Cleveland.

Taxi Girls 11 Empress Columbus.
Tempters The 11 Corinthian Rochester.
Transatlantiques 11 Olympic New York.
Trocaderos 11 Palace Baltimore 18 Gayety
Washipgton.
25
Watson Sisters 11 Gayety Omaha 18 L
Gayety Minneapolis.
Watson's Big Show 11 Gayety Washington 18
Gayety Pittsburgh.
Winning Widows 11 L O Oayety Minneapolis.
Zallah's Own Show 11-13
16 Gilmore Springfield.

Grand

Plttsfleld 14-

Daley Johnny
Dakota Jack (C)
Daniels Harry J

Dauson

Ell

Davenport Pearl (C)
Davia Josephine 4 Co
Deane Dora
DeGrant Oliver
Dell Jack
DeLong Lottie a Bros
(C)

DeLong Maldle (C)
Delmore Arthur
Delmore John (C)
Denton Burt (C)
Del Rio Mona

LETTERS

DeMo

Where C follows name, letter is in
Variety's Chicago office.
Where S F follows name, letter is in
Variety's San Francisco office.
Advertising or circular letters will
not be listed.
P following name indicates postal,
advertised once only.

De Young Rose

•

Adelman Louis

Adler Hyman
Alger Maudle
Alexander a Scott (C)

Allman A McFarland

Allyn Amy
Alvln Roxle

(O

Blxley Bdgar Co
Boncll Julia L
Boyd Mrs Ernest

Dickey Paul
Dlero (C)
Doherty Anna
Doherty Lillian (C)
Donaghey L A (C)
DonlU Miss
DonlU Miss (C)
Doyle John T
Dumond Joseph
Dunmore Eileen (C)

Dushan Peggy
Dwyer Lionel

Brady Judd

Ambler Bros (C)
Argo (C)
Armento Angelo (C)
Armond Grace
Armond Grace (C)
Armstrong Miss H
Asi Han Shuang
Atlas Trio

Aug Bdan

a Lloyd

Avellng

Berry S C (C)
Berry Virginia
Bimbo Chas Beth
Birchland Jack

Shirley

DeMlchlle Toay
Devlin 8ara

Brlsoo

Emmet

E

(C)

Eary Mrs (8F)
Edenherg Chas (C)

Brooks 8helton
Brooks Walter
Brown Samuel
Brown
(C)

Edmond

Wm

i

Pal<!

.

v

(P)

Raymond

Ellis

WL

(C)

Emerson Eddie
Eno Jack (C)
Epallly Jules

Burton Richard

Evans Ed

Cameron Hasel
Cameron Tudor (C)

Fsy Frank
Fawton Mr * Mrs (C)
Fennel Mrs Ed

F

v..

1'a'iii.t tl'

W

(C)

Browne Frank
Brower Walter (C)
Brutenback Dd (C)
Burka Malda
Burkhardt Henry

B
Hailev

Wm

Geo

Ellis

M-

Kettle

Labkof" .'v..
harflbpu <& ooliS
Harm'.: Hoif>crt
harass A Nest (C)
Har'ett Patsy

Capitol City Trio (C)

Field Sallle

Carter Mrs Kath
Carter Ada
Casson Bmlly

Barry Katherine
Bar en .fuck tC)
Bnten Loulu Co (C)

Fischer Ernst
Fisher Jeannette
Florence Mabel
Foley --ule M
Fontaine Al

Chester BUlle

Bat»r^.>!

Fi!v.-

J

(C)

(C)

Champlin Emily
Chao
K

W

Chetham
Chleu

WA

Han Ping

Boa imont & Arnold (C)
Hack Nln
Belmont ",rt <C)
Ben a 1 Cha-

Christy Dixie (C)
Church Grace E (C)

Honn.'Tt Mi-;

Clifford Violet (C)

..

1

liernard Ml.

(C)
•

Bernard M..-».'» V
Hernani W;
•<

Herrh-i:

\*

,

ifrr-d

Clemens Cameron

demons

Jas

Cobden Mark
Cole Nate
Colleps Viola
Collins Joe (C)

Ford Dora
Ford Edwin (P)
Forklns

M L

Forrester Chas
Forrester Sidney (C)
Foster
A

Wm

Fox a Evans (C)
Fox Geo Wills (C)
Franklin

Street,

Galvln J

O
A

Irving Jeannette

Gardner Jack
Gardner Happy

Jack

(C)

Gardner A Revere (C)
Garrow Tubby
Gates Earl a Mary(C)
Gilden Rose (P)
Gilmore a LaMayne
Gilmore Paul
Gllroy Chas
Gionaskls Charley
Girard Harry (CJ
Godfrey Harry (P)
Ooe Carl (C)
Golden Earnest
Golden Morris (P)

James
James
James
James

Beatrice
Stanley

Jessica

Duo

John Hans
Johnson David
Judd Japple

Kayne Agnes (C)
Keane Vlda
Keeme Chas (C)

*

Oalvin

Goodman Mrs J T

Kelly-Pistol

Kelly

Goodrich Bisters

Goodwin Walter (C)
Gordon Dan
Gordon James
Gorman Jack

Graham Vivian
Graham Widner

X

Wm

Co

Kemp Aleck
Kemp Thos (P)
Kendall

A Hinckley (P)

Kerwln Mrs Jennie P
Kerr A Ralph

KUman Mr

Klels Mrs Anna
Klelst Blanche

Cranberry Mrs Katella
Grant Sidney
Grant 4 Hoag

KluUng*s Animals

Gray Clarice (C»
Gray Norma
Gray Helen

Knight Harlan
Knowles R O

Oraxer Ethel
Green Billy
Green Bert
Green O Fred
Gunter Jennie
Gustam J Angus
Hall Cora (C)

Hanson Alice
Harcourt Leslie
Hardy Helen (P)
Harris Bob (C)
Harris Bros (C)
Harris Tom Jr

Harwood Alice
Hawkins Lew
Hawley Mr a Mrs (P)
Hayaahl Frank (C)
Hayward Harry
Healy Dan

Hearn Julia (C)
Heath Frankle
Hedges Elvln
Hennlgs Lewis A Co
Herman Al
Herr rfosdle
Hlgglns Mark
Hill Sadie
Hlllyer Evelyn

Hlxon Msy
Hobson Irene
Hockett Bob (C)

Hope Daphne
Holden

Max

(C)

Howard Joe
Hughes Madeline
Hunt Dr J P
Hunting Lew A Mollle
Hunt Watts A Hunt(P)

Hymer Elanor
Ina's

Knapp Mr C

E

Kramer Dave
Kul Chao Wen

Lambert Frank B
Lang a Coulter (C)

Wm

Langford
H
Leaning Arthur
Lawrense Dorothy
Lawrense Dorothy (C)
Leach Hannah
LeClalr Maggie
Lee Janet (C)
Lee Jessie (C)
Leehler Ruth
Lelb Herman
Leigh Frankle (P)

W

Paris Lionel (C)
Parisian A A

Martyn A Valerio (C)
Magley Guy
Magley Irene (P)
Mahoney Samuel
Maley A Woods (P)

Marcus Henry
Maree Ida

MarkowlU Karl

Linton

Tom

Girls

Linton 4 Lawrence(C)
Livingston Murray (C)
Lloyd Earle
Loe Carrie

Londe Norma Leslie
Loralne a Dudley
Lorlmer May
Loudon Janstte (P)
Louise Mls> J
Lowe Walter
Lowrey Jannette
Lucero P Harry
Lucca Luclanna

Mack Bob

McKay Ray (P)
McMahon Mae
Medlln Matty

Mrs A J
Eva (P)

Medora
Medora
Meehan
Meehan
Meeker

a

Pearl
Pearl
Mat (C)

a

(O

Mendall Grace
Mendoia Edith

H

Miller Chas
Mllllkan Bob
Mills A Moulton

MUmars The

Chas

Presslsr Doll>

V

John
Thoe

B

Stone Joe (C)
Stone Msy (P)
Stuart
Stuart Mr

Jl

Qulnlan Dave

Summers A Oonsalss

Rae Rose
Ramsden Cissie
Ranahan Jack
Ranos The
Raymond Anna (P)
Raymond Ray

Sweeney Beatrice

(C)

CAN

Tabor Monroe

Relgler Mr M
Reld Virginia

B

Remy A Baker (P)
Reynolds Sldnejr
Rlcardo Mrs B
Rlcardo Irene
Rice True (C)
Richards Fred

Rook Theo T
Rose A Moon (C)
Roth Laura

H

Symans Stanley

Reese Lola (C)

Monie Marie
Moore E J (P)
Morey C L
Mortimer Geo 8
Morgan Erwln
Morland June

Moe Mr

One (C)
Rlnaldo Clyde
Roberts Norman
Roehm Mrs Will

(C)

Royal Jack (C)

Roy A Francis (C)
Roy Joe
Roy Walter 8
Russell Bijou
Russell Frankle
Russell John (P)

N
(C)
Neal Octavla
Nellson Agnes
Nswhof a Phelps (C)

Newport Hal

8slambos Marvelous
Schroeder J T
Scbroeder Rich (P)
Schuster Mrs Milton C)
Seamon Eddie (P)
i

Seymour Harry A Anna
Shsnley Gertrude
Shannon Marie (C)

Nlblo a Riley
Northrope Louise

Shannon Sam
Sharrocks The

Norton a Ayres (P)
Norton a Lee (C)
Norton Ned

Shaw Sandy

I

Nowlln A St Clair

Oakland Vivian
O'Brien Patsy
Ottlnger 01 He
Ormand Gertrude

Tague Jack
Taylor Eva
Taylor Sidney
Te Han Ping
Terry WUlard
Tetsuwari Kame (0)
Texlco
Thomas Dike
Thomas Hilda (P)
Thornton Arthur
Thurston Leslie
Togan a Geneva (C)
Tolans Musical
Trappe Mr A F
Trowbridge Chas
Troy Ravls
Tuchmsn' Mr M
Tulllo A Perona
Tunis Fay
Turner A Grace

Shattuck Truly

Van Frank
Van Bergen Martin
Van Dyke Paul

VanNorman F A
Vaughn Eleanor
Vaughn Vivian
Verser Ooldls
Vlerra Oeo
Vincent Chas
Vincent Mr O

W

Shean Billy
Sheehan Earl (C)
Sheen Mrs F

Sherman Msbelle
Sherman Sarah (C)
Shlpman Hasel

Mr H

Stmonds Bobby
Slmonds Jack

(C)

Vollmsn Sue
Von Dell Florence

W

Shayne John
Sheafer Bobby (C)

Sigel

Wsde John P
Walker Bert
Walton Burt
Ward A Ronalr
Ward Walter
Warren A Brockway
Warren A Conley

A Lucas (C)
Webb A Burns
Webster Jesse

Watts

——PAUL
^—.____
DURAND

This

Week (Jan. 4) Keith's Colonial, New York

Parisian

—

Jlerialist

Diction,

—

'

Vale Betsy (C)
Valentine Arthur
Van Charlie (C)

8
Schaeffer Jessie

Nawn Tom

Norrle Mrs C
Nonette Mies

A Farmer

Stirk Cliff
Stoeffler Isabella
Stoeffler Louis

Prince Maurice
Purcell Pete

Riley

C

Cook A Brandon

Stacey Delia
Stanley Ed (P)
Stewart Cal (C)

Porty Chas F
Potter Msrion
Powers John (0)
Powers Julia

Milton Virginia
Mlrella Mr
Mitchell A Cain

Morrell

Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith

R

McNaughton Chas

Dainty

MLLE. LUPITA PEREA

Small Sisters
Smiletta Trio (C)

Peters Phil
Petronella Miss

Sully Bstelle

Myers Maude

(P)
a Jungle

Patrlcola Big

Peace Julia L
Perea Rlcardo
Perrln Vlda

Nell

McCullough Paul
McEnslee Rohleeta

LeRoy Hilda

Lillian Miss

Parry Bertram

Pitt

Marshal Harold
Martin Alma
Martins Fred
Mason Harry
Maxwell Mrs James
McCaulsy Inss A Co
McColgan Madgs (C)

McCrea

Simons John
Simpson Clara (C)
Simpson Floyd
Simpson Grant Mrs
Simpson Lawrence
Slnnott Helene
Sloan Blanche

Pla Serafin
Pierre Helene
Pisana General

Morrison Thos (P)
Morrisey Jack
Morrlssey A Hackett
Moscrops
Moulton Gertrude

Troupe

Irwin Jean
Irving B F

W

Palmer Gaston

Marconi Bros (C)
Msrtyn A Florence (C)

Leon Mr
D
Leonard a Dempssy
Leonard Grace
Leonard J T
Leroy Josephine
Levy Ellas O
Lewis Caprice R
Lewis a Chaplin

I

Mack John
Mack A Williams

Mllham Lamn E
Lalnt Geo (C)
LaMarre Dolly (C)

\N rn*
RANCISCO
SAN
Theatre Bid-Pantagt Th
Pantages

Broad and Chern Sts

Mellette Belle
Marcelle Miss

Kamaka Queenle
Karml Mr

Kelley

imiii.adi.u'Hia
Parkway Bid*.,

70

Martinez Nlta (C)

Waltei
A Harrison

Goods Lillian

a Vloletto(C)

Franks Two
Freeman a Flske (C)
Frimlnt Fes

w.

IflC
New York
.

-J*

VARIETY
'
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REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS AND COMPANIES IN BURLESQUE
A RIOT

JACOBS & JERMON'S

II

I
Broadway and 47th

Columbia Theatre Building

Street,

"BIG GIRLIE

SHOW'

COLUMBIA AMUSEMENT
CO.'I HOUSES

watsoms

New York

BARCLAY

B.

FREDERICK M. McCLOY.

In

VARIETY.

Burlesque People Wanted
ine Theatre Stock. New Orleans
Women, Soubrets, Good Chorus Girls
Long Engagement to Those Who Make Good

For

"ORIENTALS"

W/ JIT 9S£StA88BB£ SSH

BURLESQUE

"In appearance and method ha closely resembles Frank Daniels when that present-day
celebrity was winning his spurs in the Charles H. Hoyt fare* comedies."

TW BILLY WATSON
BILLY WATSOM'S

N

IN

Principal

ALWAY *

Write or Wire Any Time to

BRENNAN'S BOOKING AGENCY

MOLLIE WILLIAMS
"The Only Female Star

New

Orleans. La.

LEON

MILLIE
DE
THE

in Burlesque"

Fred McCloy

ORIGINAL "GIRL IN BLUE! »

GOOD NEWS FROM THE FRONT

Will

consider offers
Vaudeville.

BERT BAKER

13

AN ENTIRELY NEW PRODUCTION AND BOOK.
NEXT SEASON.

IN

NO JUICE— ITS NO JUICE

IT'S

Ha*nrv
11UUI
J

Added Attraction for Burlesque, Musical Comedy or
Permanent Address, 138 Wast 4»th Street. Now York

ns Special

"The Funniest

of All Irish

ComtdUni"

THE ELECTRIC SPARK

"THE GAYETY GIRLS"

Zella Russell

Gladys Sears

LEADS
Featured with

"GAYETY GIRLS"

"TANGO GIRLS" CO.
THE ORIGINAL GERMAN

LEW KELLY
"PROF. DOPE"

Uian

Moulin Rouge"

WISHES ALL "A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR"
Management of HURTIG A SEAMON
SIXTH YEAR

MaeHolden
With

Hll-"HONEYMOON

_

with

Featured

Welsh Joe (C)
Weston Cecelia
Weston A Leon
Whitehead Joe

Addreee,

T3S

Whittle

E

W

Management,

JACOBS & JERMON

Wittrock Chaa
Wood Maurice

Wyer Mr F O

"Girls

L.
u

In

WAGNER
Follies'

f H [C AGO
^

Manager)

BEHMAN SHOW"

AMERICAN MUSIC HALL
mgr.).

— Dark.

EDNA RAYMOND
Prima Donna. "Prion Winner*" Co.

Pro.ent.

FLOREDE

"GOLDEN CROOK"

F>.

CO.

DIXON

"On

Trial,

CORT

"

(U.

making good.
Hermann, mgr.).

J.

—"The

New

drawing good houses.
OARR1CK (John J. Garniy, mgr.).— "The
Whirl of the World," In last week to good re-

ILLINOIS

(Augustus Pitou, mgr.).— "Folof a big run.
(Joseph Bransky, mgr.). "The
Candy Shop," In Its final performances
OLYMPIC (George C. Warren, mgr.).—
"Potash A Perlmutter," still getting the crowds
after a record-breaking run.
POWERS' (Harry J. Powers, mgr.),— "The
Dummy," opened Sunday night.
II*

h,"

in last

P. Gerson, mgr.).— Henry
"Our Children," a big hit.
(Maurice Browne, mgr.).— Misses

in

LITTLE

HEA

—

week

PRINCESS (Sam
Kolker

Fuller In folk song entertainments.
COLUMBIA (William Roche.

"Roseland

Girls.

CROWN

Down

"AMERICAN BEAUTIES" CO.

of tan

mgr.).—

Henrietta,''

LA SALLE

"THE BIG REVIEW OF Mir

MAUDI

(Joseph Garrlty,

Weppler,

turns.

NELLIE

GIRLS.

HENRY

1

mgr.).— "Way

Kaufman,

J.

East."

(Joe

Pilgrim,

mgr.).— "While

the City Sleeps."

VICTORIA

Brolaskl,
(Howard
the Lonesome Pine."

"Sari"

IM
"MILLION DOLLAR DOLLS

EMMA

Illinois,
Is

mgr.).—

'

(A.

IMPERIAL

Rosebud Garden of Girl*."— McCloy la Variety

"Trail of

ED.

week.

VARIETY S CHICAGO OFFICE:
MAJESTIC THEATRE BUILDING
'

Is

Feb.

14,

according

to

the

latest

announce-

ment.

(Edwin

Lady's Dress," playing to fair houses.
G. 0. H. (Hurry Ridings, mgr.).

— COHANS

9

BEAUTIFUL,

"Quaoo Rooo

ND

IR

Unlets otherwise noted, the following report* are for the current

"My

Dutch"

THE GINGER

Zlska

CORRESPONDENCE

Av*.,

German Comedian, "Prise Winner*- Co.

LANG
AUGUSTA
PRIMA DONNA
with

Zimm Mr

GIRLS"

LEO HOYT

("Mat*")

from the

(C)

Zemater Charlie
Zeno A Doyle
Zeno & Maudell
Zertho'a Dogs (C)

Yates Aubrey (C)
Yates Nellie A Betty
Yeoman Geo (C)

CHAUNCEY

BLACKSTONE

GEO.

E F

•

"ROSELAND GIRLS"
E.

Ylllana

York A King

Worthingtoo Harriet

Featured with

Jam—

A

Woods Mr T E

VAUDEVILLE'S SWEETEST TENOR

Wlataref)

(Staff*

W

Wicks Jack (P)
Wllhelm Richard
Wllken Mr
H

Boochmout Mui.

I

WW

Whltesldea Ethel

Whitman Florence

HASCALL
LON
SIMON LEGREE

Fitzgerald

Wllks Mrs J
Williams Lottie
Willlama The
Williams
(C)
Williamson J Douglas
Wilson Babe
Wilson Frank (C)
Wilson Sisters (C)
Wilson Viola
Wilton Chaa

"GOLDEN CROOK"

With

Babe La Tour

Author aad Producer of Sojbo
Maaaffoaaeat, Theatrical Oaemtlea Co.

Permunt

FEATURED WITH THE

•

"Girls of the

Harry K.Morton

German Comedian

P ANf*kon
^ ClOl/lI

A

the

attraction

booked

beginning January 24.

mgr.).—
for

the

Mini Hajos

starred.

Julian Biting* will arrive at the Olympic

MAJESTIC (Lyman
Orpheum).

—

mgr. agent,
Sylvester Schaffer proved a pow-

erful box office

B. Glover,

;

magnet

at the Majestic Monday
afternoon and succeeded In thoroughly pleasing
In his unique and novel offering. T. Roy Barnes
and Bessie Crawford, who Jumped into the
Majestic after "At The Ball" closed here at the
Music Hall last Saturday night, also scored,
and many conceded the team a shade of success greater than Schaffer's. The Three Jahns,
European Equilibrists, a late feature of the

White Top shows, open the Majestic bill with
a good dash of talent In pole balancing, etc.
Hurkhart and White get over fairly well with a
bit of cabaret material, Burkhart doing the
vocalizing while White presides at the piano.
Ralph Riggs and Katherine Witch le, late features of ono or two successful musical shows,
succeeded In pleasing when they offer their
cleverly constructed and executed terpslchorean
novelty. The act pleased those who were of an
artistic temperament.
Merrill and Otto re-appear In their breezy bit of chatter and song
under the caption of Her Daddy's Friend. A
few bits of exceptionally new and bright material has enhanced the act considerably.
T. Roy
Barnes and Bessie Crawford come back to their
ever successful vehicle which served them admirably and delighted the audience to a stage
where the big headllner (Schaffer) found It
difficult to eliminate the pleaaant memories
which accrued from the originalities and witticisms dispensed by T. Roy and his charming
partner. Mike Donlln and Marty McHale had
a dlffloult spot following the bit maker* sad

VARIETY

s=

Charles Horwitz

WARDROBE
TRUNKS

Author of the beet coanody act* la vends villa,
Sallys, Mr. aad Mr*. Mark MurCo^ Quialea aad RWharde,
phy, Leila Davis
Yrdefr Emmet* A Co* Tees Willi*-* Jk Co*
aad hundreds af others.

Ask the Five

*

CHARLES HORWITZ
SIS), N

I.

MILLER,

1SS4 Broadway,
o

u.

and

Last Yata

W*

Say

for

Catalog

All work
at short

BROADWAY, NEW YORK (Room

1493

W.

43-45-47

St

16th

Telephone

LefaAghTOley Railroad

Chelsea

6177

Rochester

McSHAN

J.

OO \A/ IM 3
AFTERNOON AND EVENING

Envelopes, Fras
of Herald Cats,

STAGE MONEY, Uc Book

CROSS^££*&«*& CHICAGO

A

Plumber

of

Imported

Modols

229 West 42d

SLIGHTLY WORN AND NEW.
SPECIAL RATE TO PROFESSION

Opp. Elt Inge Theatre

4212

A. J. SIMMONS, A. G. P. A.
Ticket Office, B'way 4k 42nd St. Nsw York

Hud

on

St.,

The Modern Dances

Tel. 247C Bryant

ESTABLISHED

39

Phono

THE Ufa STREET VETERINARY HOSPITAL

—mors

than ever males necessary the removing of objection
able hair by woman who take
pride in their appearance.

YEARS

NIM A

UNEXCELLED AND COMMODIOUS
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR ALL
Roasoaablo Tones

X-BAZ1N

for Particular.

Asapls Space for Rehearsals—Safe, Sanitary, Comfortable Quarters
Stt-Slt East Zlrd St, Nsw Yorh Cltyj Phono Gramercy 17

DEPILATORY POWDER
hit been aaed by ls4iei of refinement for
erer 75 yean. It will not hi rm t be tendered
skin snd ii positively guarantee* by ui.

SIEGELOffidalDentisUolheWHITERATS
DR.WEST
JULIANNEW
YORK CITY
2*4

Wa

women

MsBufacturar

af

THEATRICAL HATS
ar. 42d

St

44S»

2»4

W. Mtk SL

Bryaat

LEON BEREZNIAK
Lawyer

TO THE PROFESSION
ItS

W. Monro.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Strost

TRU3KT 1:^:?.i:CHD<i
ORCHESTRA
P1ANO
Old erSoags takoa do
A nice, quiet
rewritten.
chestratiens

whore you cob talk to a snaa wka
giro you lust whatyou want

office

will

W.

NELSON

H.

may

—

HALL

Salts 4ft Aster Theatre Bid*.,

VARIETY, New

M. Wills, programmed next to closing, was in
sixth place adding some new talk alnce his
previous visit at the Majestic a few weeka ago.
He scored big. Allan Dlnehart and Co. presented "The Meanest Man in the World," the
sketch held Interest throughout and in seventh
position went big.
The Keville Family, two

preceding Schaefer but a carefully constructed

and creditably performed finish sent them away
amid acclamations of general approval and
Schaffer closes the show and
appreciation.
this seemed to be a bad piece of misfortune
Insomuch as several, in fact, many who had
no idea of Schaffer's real ability walked out
in the course of the first few moments but
those who were patient enough to wait were
well rewarded and generally acceded that the
program and the press agents had Dot overboosted this unique artist.
PALACE (Harry Singer, mgr. agent, Orpheum). Charles and Henry Rigoletto are
headlined here this week on a bill that conThe house was comtains some big names.

—

men and two women, opened the show. They
are billed as "trick bllliardlsta." All four are
exceptionally clever. Every one of tbeir tricks,
consisting mostly of catching billiard balls,
wblch are started by one of the men on a billiard table, rebounding them on his head, which
the others catch in all kinds of receptacles
while on roller skates and on bicycles in various positions. The act was well received. Cole
and Denaby, who hail from San Francisco, were
number two. They are whirlwind dancers with
plenty of Bpeed and ginger and got over nicely.
WUla Holt Wakefield had third place, although
carded for No. 4. She offered three numbers
at the piano, all well received.
For an encore
Miss Wakefield offered "The Million Dollar
Smllo" In her own inimitable way. Harry and
Eva Puck were next. Hoth are neat workers
and possess a splendid personality. Marls and

;

fortably filled by the time the third act appeared, the majority being seated during the
opening and second act. It appears to be the
custom here to walk out on the closing act reThe Rigoletto
gardless of merit or quality.

brothers had the closing position Monday afternoon and long before the finale more than threefourths of the house had left These boys display astonishing versatility and were appreNat
ciated by those remaining for the finish.

Stage Costumes for Sale
This season's elaborate models, abort aad
length.
Selling away below cost.
A
chance to replenish your wardrobe at slight
expense. Call or write immediately for first
ankle

choice.

TeL

3440

not have your Photographs or Reproductions mads in

218 S.

The best preparation

REPRODUCTION—

Make-up
•g- ar- r-

Put up in 1
and 2 oz. tubes
to fit the

first-class

dealers

in

make-up.
Sample Froo
on Requsst
•1

Fulton St-

•alary

ROBBINS
Now York

Announcing No Advance
of

EI*
S5

in Prices to

you on

War Revenue Tax

their products, account

BOOK, "THE ART OF 'MAKING UP*

"

Arst letter.
-

Salaries are sure, but
to right parties.
Theatre Build-

Griffin, Griffin

ing, Toronto,

Canada.

For Sale or Lease
The Best Educated Bird Act

f

In the U. S. A. Write to the World's Famous
and Up-to-Date Bird Man, Owner of the Best
Bird School In the World.
Address PROF.

PAMAHASIKA,

2327

N. Sixth Street Phila-

delphia, Pa.

S
S

Manufacturers of High-Grade Make-Up |
MEMORANDUM DATE BOOK AND

CD
I? 17
IxJCeE*

in

who can put on
good appearance
Route all booked. Must
do and absolutely lowest
ponies,

girls of

b
ow Jr°** season
TVj}
Address«J
Peter F.

Extend the Compliments of the Sea- |
son and Best Wishes for the
|
=
New Year

druggists and

McKESSON

size,

THE HESS COMPANY

I

make-up box.
also in 'A ana
1 lb. cans, by
all

who can produce
Also fast dancing
numbers, and ahow
who can sing solos.
explain all you can

ILL.
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Easily applied and easily removed

4tta St.

WANTED—COMEDIANS

Orders on reproductions accompanied by payment delivered in five daya and satisfaction
guaranteed. Reference— VARIETY, Chicago, or any Chicago booking agent.

kinds of theatrical

"c^SSE^?"

It

West

BOSTON, MASS.

six positions, one 10 x 20 lobby enlargement, fZS.OO
(8 x 10), $10.00 per hundred of one position and fifty cents additional
for each additional pose.

Standard t x

For Removing

CHICAGO,

Wabash Avenue

lit

Professional Pictures for
Professional People

world can give you hotter work than

M DAGUERRE STUDIO

Albolene
.

in the

Bryaat

GUS WHITE

CHICAGO
No photographer

...^ijh,

N.Y.Cky

York.

AND REPRODUCTIONS
PHOTOGRAPHS
Why

all

A RUCKEL

tn Waslaagtse St.

(vaudeville)
include men,

young) or children.

(old or

Address H. KORI, care

purposos turaod oat at sksst aotlco.
Braack
Mala Office aad Factory

Fkoas

Characters

told by sll Druggists snd Department Stores everywhere for 50c
er yon may obtain generons iamsle by sending 10c ia stuns*.

THE PROFESSION

It"

far stags

Ave,

SFEOIAL IATES TO

REQUIRES NEW SONGS.

M. Fliegtlaai
004 ttk

STftElT,

A WELL KNOWN CHARACTER ARTIST

noar list St.
22S W.st 42d St, aaar Tlsaas Sq.
SI 3d Ave., aoar Itth St.
Send for illustrated Catalogue V.
Mail Orders Carefully Filled.
Sll ttk Ave.,

a Hat

41no]

I10.SS
flt.lt

Lowest Faros, Special
Baggage Service
If You Waat Anything Qulck'Phono W. B. LINDSAY, E. P. A„ Bryant
All Steal Cars,

MARY

LETER HEADS

Toronto
Chicago

S7.00

Buffalo $0.00

Ftctories:.KENN EBUNK. MAINE

LEATHER01D MFG. CO.

"If Ifs

417)

Special Service For Vaudevillians

New York

4

Fat-gat
It VeF

Contracts. Tickets,

Nat M. Wills' material"

JAMES MADISON
AUTHOR FOR MANY HEADUNERS

BAGGAGE

CHAS.

notice.

Write

"1 write all

SAVE
EXCESS

R. LYNCH
Theatrical Dept.
Solo Makers and
Distributors

Acrobatic
Shoes a Spe-

made

Phone, Bryant 1171

TRUNKS

Ballet

and-

cialty.

XX

DURABLE

Shoes.

CLOG.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

». P.I.

LIGHT
STRONG

Theatrical

f

Boots

otc

Costumes and Millinery
56 W. 45th St., New York City

RtGETfRfftStfKWI

47th ft*.
Manufacturer

Choi

FRANK HAYDEN

TRUNKS

Leatheroid

PROFESSIONAL
Tel. SStt-7

r

SPECIAL

Yark

Broadway (Raaai

1402

33
T-.i

5
S
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If

you

don't advertise In
don't advertise.

VARIETY.

VARIETY
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FIRST APPEARANCE IN VAUDEVILLE

KARL JORN
World Famous Tenor

of the Metropolitan Opera House
Creator of "Parsifal" in America

Greatest Living Interpreter of Wagnerian Roles as well as
International Star of French and Italian Opera.

THIS

WEEK

(Jan.

4),

Mary McFsrland offered operatic numbers Including "My Hero" and were liberally ap
plauded.

NEW YORK

PALACE THEATRE,

Dooley and Sales also appeared.

were added to this week's show and tbe sketch
was Interesting.
EMPRESS— E. E. Cllve In "One Good Turn."
found favor. Ed. Ford's dancing review closed
the show and gave satisfaction.
Delmore and
Light, liked.
Rouble Slmms, passable. Claude

SAN FRANCISCO

Marlon Cleveland put over some songs
cleverly and their funmaklng rounded out the
hit of tbe bill.
Landry Brothers, opened,
voted good.
A girl accordionist, unprogrammed, went big.
CORT (Homer F. Curran, mgr.). Forbes
Robertson In Repertoire (3rd and last week).
and

VARIETY'S

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

—

PANTAGET THEATRE BLDG.
Deaaiass 2US

COLUMBIA
Henry

Marx & Co.. mgrs.).—
"Daddy Long-Legs" (1st

(Oottlob,

Miller

In

week).

ORPHEUM— Alice

Lloyd

fsTorlte In her second

just

1b

week as

in

big

as

her

ALCAZAR

a

first at

(Belasco & Meyer, mgrs.).

—Ales-

sand ro Bevani Orand Opera Co. (1st week).

Management,

Raymond

Whlttaker

closed

with the
back In

C.

PEEBLES

tbe play
In the form of
records of Miss Anglln's

method

town.

some

the play.

Islam Temple of Mystic Shriners held its
annual theatre party at the Alcazar Monday
evening, Dec. 28.

Through the courtesy of Sid Qrauman, manager of the Empress, 2,000 convicts In San
Quentin (State Penitentiary) had the pleasure
of being entertained by Loew's vaudeville oo
New Year's day. The entire bill appearing at
tbe Empress last week and some of tbe acts
on this week's bill went over to the prison
and played a "special morning matinee."

Sacramento

company

stock

and

is

A rumor prevails that the Macdonough
theatre, Oakland, will do with out an orchesDuring the
tra for the rest of the season.
Warfleld engagement the orchestra was dismissed and the idea appealed to the management so strong that an attempt will be made
If
to finish the season minus an orchestra.
such is the case, it looks as though no musical comedy road attractions will be seen at
the
season.
rest
of
that playhouse during the

difficult

passages

Three thousand poor
were entertained by the
on
After the
cember 29.

In

of Elks at their hall

several

dictagraph
reading

of

and homeless kiddies
San Francisco Lodge
Powell Street on Deappearance of Santa

BELLCLAIR BROS.

ELIZABETH CUTTY

The World Famous Equilibrists

Most Refined and Artistic Music
Act in America

Booked

Solid

Under the Personal Direction

Booked Solid
Under the Personal Direction

of

IRVING COOPER

the

has

JOHN

COOPER

Exclusive Representative for Great Britain

Exclusive Representative for Great Britain

GEORGE BARCLAY

GEORGE BARCLAY

Orpheum and

icored

a

substantial

The charming entertainer was heard
advantage and she

come when

IRVING

of

to

hit
good

sure of another big welreturning again.
Bell Family

GAIETY (Tom

pleased Immensely.
Avon Comedy Four combined comedy with vocal pyrotechnics to good
effect and got over nicely.
The Splnete Quartet proved a novelty in black and white.
Kolb
and Harland delighted with dancing. Chlnlto
was assigned the closing position and did It
successfully.
Minnie Kaufman did fairly well
in the opening spot
Cantwell and Walker
(holdover) got better reception than last week.
The Pierre Pelletler Co.. billed for last week,

O'Day,

mgr).— "The Three

Twins" (second week).

WIGWAM

is

(Jos.

F.

comedy and vaudeville.

PRINCESS
agent, Levey).

(Bert

Ethel

Davis

the

mgr.

;

agent,

W.

with

the

musical

local

newspaper reporter, has

a detective sketch, entitled "Crossed
said to be scheduled for an early
showing some time during the month.

written

Wigwam.
Wilbur
show.

have

closed

Claus and the usual distribution of gifts John
Morrlssey, former manager of the Orpheum
provided a vaudeville bill for the youngsters'

amusement.

Edgar Waite, a

Charles
•Mvord, Duncan and
the Alexander road

with

of the Empress, has
opening
for
the
concessions
dedicating the Civic-center Pa-

Wires,"

has opened
at

the
ball

and mgr.;

lessee

V. A.). -Vaudeville.

comedy company

Grauman, manager

masque
vilion.

Levey,

— Vaudeville.

REPUBLIC (Ward MorrU,
S.

Sid

secured

Bauer, mgr.).— Musical

Phillips,

author

Friend." received a unique
ent from Margaret Anglin

"The Divine
Christmas preswill produce

of

— who

Sunday night, Dec. 27, Fred Soeldon, the
Orpheum's veteran stage door keeper, was
stricken with Illness and had to be removed
from the theatre to his residence and placed
under medical surveillance. Later it was announced he was suffering from a complication
His condition is
of La Grippe and lumbago.
said to have Improved but he Is still confined
to his

bed.

Ziegfeld's "Midnight Frolic"
Opened

NEW AMSTERDAM THEATRE ROOF

ROYAL GASGOIGNE
COMEDY JUGGLER

*

Tuesday, January 5th

HELEN SHIPMAN

CLUB TRIO

ECCENTRIC SOUBRETTE

HARMONISTS

ALL PLACED FOR A RUN BY

WILLIE EDELSTEN,

1482 Broadway,

TELEPHONE

NEW YORK
4
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BRYANT

;

VARIETY

The Sensation of London

HARRY PILCER
TEDDIE GERARD
AND

A Dancer Who

Is Different

The Most Daringly Gowned

Opened

at Pavilion,

Monday,

Woman Who

IS

Upon the

Direction,

Jan. 4.
(BY CABLE JAN.

THIS

Ever Appeared

A HAPPY NEW YEAR!

Stage.

PERCY REISS

t)

opened at the Palace, Chicago; was billed like a piece of cheese—mild
Went on sixth, followed 30 minutes of laughs and went so big they
took my name and made light of it directly under Houdini's on the down
town side. After plugging 13 years I've been recognised,
I

cheese.

FOR

thanks to HARRY SINGER.
knew I'd come into my own some day; it's a small
are big. Wish everyone a Happy New Year.
I

EDWN GEORGE
—

HIPPODROME (A. E. Meyers, mgr.). Hal
Leon & Adeline 81sDavis & Co., headlined
Earl & Edwards, Jennings, Jewell a
;

ters;

EDW.

P. S.— Regard* to

Barlow, Onyx
Campbells,

GLOBE

Trio,

Tommy

Gray.

Threo

Boyds,

I

am

Felice

Formerly Leads
With Vitagraph

AT LIBERTY

S.

KELLER.

writing you an act.

Casting

Cahlll,

mony

(W. V. Newklrk, mgr.).— Leroy &

Carlotta

De

EDWIN GEORGE.

Sincerely,

Direction

world, but the jumps

;

That's funny to begin with.

went very big Capital City Trio, harBenny & Woods, good Kip ft Ktppy,
;

;

excellent
Reed
wards, laughs.
;

Brothers,

fine

;

The

Mill-

SHUBERT (Earl Steward, mgr.).— "A Pair
of Sixes."
GRAND (A. Judah, mgr.).— Thurston.
AUDITORIUM (Miss Meta Miller, mgr.).—
Stock.
"The Man from Home."
GAYETY (Matt Smith, mgr. .—Watson Sisters.
CENTURY (Joe Donegan, mgr.).— Fay Fos)

Joe Cook

Address Variety,

I

New York

WILL PROBABLY JOIN

ter

Show.

Davis, who is headlining the Hippodrome's show this week Is a former Kansas

Hal

City

boy.

Frank W. Richardson and Winifred
man, professionals, were married In
Crosse,

Kan.,

last

Oil-

Li

week.

LOS ANGELES.

KANSAS

CITY.

By RDIIILL M. CMIIM
ORPHEUM (Martin Lehman, mgr.).— PaulJoseph JefferBelle Baker, riot
ine, great
Hussey & Boyle, act
son & Co., good sketch
needs something Frank North & Co., laughs
Eugene Trio,
Ma-belle & Ballet, excellent
opened.
EMPRESS (Cy Jacobs, mgr. ).— Ryan-RlchLucy & Ethel Baker,
fleld Co.. bright sketch
DeWinters, did
Harry Thompson, big
good

Cohan's "Hello Broadway"
REVUE

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

But at present cannot make any definite announcement, as I haven't spoken to Mr. Cohan as yet

Cycling
Leighton & Robinson, laughs
McNutts, good The Eddys, thrillers.

well

Dec. 28).

(Clarence Drown, mgr.
week
—ZoeFrancis,
and Klaire El Rey, entertaining.

Warner and

;

good.

EMPRESS (Harry Follett. mgr. Loew week
Dec.
28). Cameron,
Devltt Co., excellentGolden and West, good dancing. Sally Stempler and Bro., entertaining.
Homes and Riley,

—

Slayman

;

S.

;

All's Hooloos, pleasing.

MAJESTIC— "When

;

Cartwell and Har-

ris,
pleasing.
Charlie Howard and Co., riot.
Trovato, well received.
Dorothy Toye. excellent
Ashal, exceptionally good.
"The Red
Heads," good.

good.

;

;

By GUY PRICE.

ORPHEUM

Dreams Corns True."

RACHMAN
PRESENTS

Sylvester Schaffer
THIS

WEEK (Tan. 4) MAJESTIC, CHICAGO
NEXT WEEK (Jan. 11) PALACE MUSIC

HALL, CHICAGO

VARIETY

36

8th

AMERICAN SEASON

LICE

LLOYD

IN VAUDEVILLE
NEXT WEEK

ORPHEUM, OAKLAND, CAL.
All Communications care

CASE X

PA.T

Representative,

(Jan. 11),

VARIETY, New York

Semi-Annual Reduction

SALE OF MACK'S
Suits and Overcoats
AS FOLLOWS:
and $15.00,
$16.50 and $18.00,
$20.00 and $22.50,
$25.00 and $30.00,
$35.00 and $40.00,
$12.50

Now
Now $
Now $
Now $
Now $

is

Clothes.

the

CRAVATS, UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY,
BATH ROBES AND WAIST COATS
Sale

I
I
I
I

.SO

9.SO

first

All

made

Some

SEMI-ANNUAL SALE
SHIRTS,

of the celebrated Semi-Annual Sales of Mack's
in my own shops under my own supervision.
That statement will be sufficient to convince you of the character of
the tailoring and style.

This

ANNOUNCES

suit sales are a habit.

$150 and

is

why

Make

Shirts

85c

and $250 Standard Make Skirts
$5.00 Silk and Flannel Shirts
$5.00 and $6.00 Silk Shirts
$750, $10.00 and $12.00 Silk Shirts
$1.50 Pajamas
$2.00 and $2.50 Pajamas
$3.00, $3.50, $4.00 Bath Robes
$150 and $2.00 Silk Knitted Cravats

$135
$2.65

$2.00

$355
$6.75

05c
$1.45
$1.95

75c

EXTRA SPECIAL
$3.00 to $4.00

Dress Shirts

$155

NOTI

Reductions in All Departments in Proportion

they occur only semi-annually.

We
1582-84

Standard

$2.00

$350 and

Mack's Suit Sales are an event.

That

Commences Saturday 9 A. M.
REDUCTIONS AS FOLLOWS

are in no

way connected with any

other stores in
other than stores mentioned below

New York

724-26

BROADWAY

SEVENTH AVE.
)

r

.

'

«.

Opposite Strand Theatre
BET. 47TH A 48TH STS.

NEW YORK

CITY

v/i*

><?

y wX^J^U/Cdi
HABERDASHER

1578-80

716-718

BROADWAY

SEVENTH AVE.

OPPOSITE STRAND THEATRE.

569

MELROSE AVE.

2

;

;

VARIETY
ZE
3^S
MASON.— "The Poor Little Rich Girl."
BURBANK— "Baby Mine."
MOROSCO.— "The Rollicking Girl."

ors; MaJ.
pleased.

Brown, mgr. agent,
Ind.).— Nat Goodwin In "Never Say Die." first
"Under Cover," last
to good business

half,
half.

le

Donafd Bowles will take a vacation as soon
bb Manager Morosco finds someone to fill In as
director at the Burbank during his absence.

Stock company In "Wle Man MUUonaer
Wlrd."
GAYETY (J. W. Whitehead, mgr.).— Rosey
Posey Girls. Business good.

man

Tom McLarnle, who last week went to Chicago to play his original part In "Our
Children," says that unless he slips on the Ice
and breaks a contract or something he'll be
bark In California before six weeks.
Orpheum

Ford, the

Bertie

Kansas

U

E.
In

AUDITORIUM

"Pretty

rewriting

Behymer spent

dayB

few

a

Is

New

en route to

left

last

Much

years.

of "The Tlk Tok
Man Of Oz," has a new play. Q. M. Anderson may produce It at the Morosco here after
February 1.

Lou Gottschalk, composer

the

stock

in

week

of the

in

"Never Say Die,"

first

half

at the David-

son Sunday night, was compelled to postpone
until Monday night, having been taken 111 with
A physician ordered a
bronchitis in Chicago.
day's complete rest.

MILWAUKEE.

VAUDEVILLE

Work

Novalty Feature Act*

for

By

O. M. BAMI'El..
TULANE (T. C. Campbell, mgr.).— "Seven
Keys to Baldpate."
CRESCENT (T. C. Campbell, mgr.).— Percy
Ilaswell stock In "Maggie Pepper."
LAFAYETTE (T. C. Campbell, mgr.).
"Cablria."
DAI'PHINE (Lt* Rose, mgr.).— Stock bur-

Gallagher A Carlln, good Baraappreciated
ban & Grohs, pleased Ismed, excellent RelsBoland and Holtz, fine
ner & Gores good
The Carltons, registered.
CRYSTAL (William Gray, mgr.; agent,
Loew). Elsie Gilbert ft Girls, excellent; Bes"Home, Sweet Home,"
sie La Count, fine
Collier &
good Reddlngton & Grant pleased
;

;

;

THE
WEBSTER1M VAUDEVILLE
CIRCUIT
CHICAGO
JENNY WEBSTER,
EDWARD

J.

North La

FISHER.

GEORGE

;

WEBSTER,

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT,

Grant

(AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND)
BEN J. FULLER, Governing Director

All correspondence to Nstlonal Amphitheatre, Sydney.
porarily closed, owing to War Conditions.

American Booking Ossoe Tem-

AMALGAMATED
B. S.

ROOK INC.
DWIMHU

MOSS,

B. S.

Vaudeville

Agency

President and General Manager

MOSS CIRCUIT
PRUDENTIAL CIRCUIT
PLIMMER CIRCUIT

Artists and Acts of every description suitable for vaudeville can obtain long engagement* by
BOOKING DIRECT with ue. Sand in your open tmee at one* or call

TRYOUTS CAN BE ARRANGED FOR ACTS UNKNOWN TO US
Columbia Theatre Bldg^-TIMES SQUARE, NEW YORK-Tilieeiai Bryant U*
\Uii

95%
Girls,

of all performers

going to Europe mske their steamship arrangements through

The following have:

us.

The Glinserettis, Griff, Ed Gray, Frank Gotch & Co..
Thr Grunathos, Gardner snd Stoddard, Francis Gerard. Gilday and Fox, Geishs
Fred Ginette and Co., Gialdini, Gerard and Gardner, Gray and Graham.
PAUL TAUSIG A SON, 1*4 E. 14th St, New Yorh City
Saving* Bank Bldg.
Telephone Stuyveaaat MM
Griff Bros., Golts Trio,

LTD.,

lesque.

LYRIC (Robert Mansfield, mgr.).— Robert
MnnBfleld Players in "The Call of the Woods."
FRENCH OPERA HOUSE (Emlle Durleu,
mgr.). Sigaldl Opera Co.
ALAMO (Will Guertnger, mgr.).— Vaudeville.

Loew).— Bob Fitzslmmons & Son, drew big;
La Rue ft Gresham comedy honFrevoll, fine

Harry Rickard's

Combined

;

Head

;

;

Representative.

Governing Director

Registered
itered Cable Address!

;

McKowan Agency

"HUGHMAC,"
Sydni
Sydney
~

TIVOLI THEATRE. SYDNEY-AUSTRALIA
YORK OFFICES, SU Strand Theatre Bldg.

Office!
tcet

NEW

GENE HUGHES,
Manager

of Hlgh-Clnas Vaudeville

write or wire. Suite 1WI-2-4, PALACE
Phones; IjjWjjiW Bryant.

THE SINGING FUNSTER— A SURE FIRE SINGLE
BOOKED SOLID W. V. M. A.

Attractione.

pleased
"The Matinee Girls,"
tertaining and distracting In turn.

Rrennan.

Hugh

;

Oliver and

Bobby Murphy are

en-

at the

"THE LUCK OF A TOTEM"
of Consecutive Success.

SI

Owing

and

CO., offer

AGNES CAIN-BROWN

with
Minutes.

Eight People.

Special Set

PLAYING PANTAGES CIRCUIT THIRD TIME IN A YEAR. OPEN FOR EASTERN
BOOKING APRIL 1st, 1115

WALTER HECKMAN
TENOR

WEEK

(Jan. 4),

local

alrdomcs gave

Additions to the Robert Mansfield Players
are Goldle Cleveland, Dollle Grooms, Charles
Brunner and Florl Jones.

The Dauphlne Is presenting boxing bouts
Saturday evenings. Told to select a gown an
a present by an admirer, one of the Dauphlne
choristers said she was out of her 'teens,
meaning that she would omit velveteen or
sateen.

Maude Adams does not seat patron* after
the first art commences.
Another ptnr here
recently did not seat any before.
the agent,

Is

giving his

For each dollar
green trading stamps.
commissions the artB get a hundred stamps.
Fifty dollarw In stamps brings a split-week and
There
five hundred dollars' worth, a route.
are smaller prizes of cold cream, burnt cork,
elimination of extra shows. dnt*» books, professional copies. Joke books, slides, bones, tamacts

HAMMERSTEIN'S

In

bourines, letterheads, scrnp
canes, pyrotechnlcal clears,

DAVID

books, peroxide,
crepe hair, und

shredded weeks with carfare- Jumps.

Reddington

KALEIKOA

and Grant

HAWAIIAN

The Original
Bounding Tmsaps

MUSICIAN

Booked Solid
August

Until

Booked

weather

W. Rea Doazman,

WITH RALPH DUNBAR'S SALON SINGERS

THIS

to rainy

their patrons lnnersoles as a Yuletlde offering.

KEITH'S (Harry

T.

Jordan,

mgr.

"The Lady

of the Press," were one of the laughing hits.
Following was Marie Nordstrom In
"Bits of Acting." Miss Nordstrom entertained
In way that was a little different from the
usual run of vaudeville acts.
She did well.
Kitty Gordon came next. Then Harry Breen,
who had a hard time for a few minutes, but
soon had them at his mercy. He gave them so
much that they started to walk out, not that
they were displeased, but because they were
"laughed out" and could stand no more. Closing the show was Havemann's Animals.
The
house readily appreciated It.
GLOBE (Eugene L. Perry, mgr.; agent, U.
B. O.)
Bill Is strong on comedy and is swift
moving. The hits were the Kaufman Brothers
and "The Buyer from Pittsburgh." The show
was opened by Velde Trio, composed of a man,
two women and a number of dogs. The women
make a very good appearance and do some real
The man also does
good ground tumbling.
some good acrobatic work and puts the dogs

—

through some good stunts, but his attempt at
eoniedy fall flat. Gibson and DyBo, singers, did
not arouse much enthusiasm until one came
out as a police officer with two heads, which
got laughs. Cooper and Rlcardo, a mixed team,
put over some character songs In nlco style
Dolly and Mack, a
and were appreciated.

THE NEW

FLATBUSH THEATRE
HOUSE

;

agent.

The show this week consists of a delightful array of comedy with a few sensational
numbers by way of diversion. Headlining h«»
She wiih well liked.
bill was Kitty Gordon.
Opening the show whs Paul Sundhcrg and Ant

2-SHOWS DAILY—
STANDARD ACTS ALWAYS
JULES] DELMAR, BtoMit Itptstirtativt

gela Hence In a good dan'lng act. Corelll and
MevGillette put over their acrobatic comedy.

two little Japanese girls, wore one
These llttUbill.
opened with good hand balancltm and contortions and for an encore, sang two popular
Anuelo
song hits and danced the one-step.
Patrlcolo billed as "The Great Italian lMano
Virtuoso," had hard sledding at the start, but
soon proved he was a mush Ian of ability and
brought forth much applause, even from that
portion of the bouse that does not like or appro
Flo Irwin and Co., In
clato cluRSlcal muulc.
ako

S to 7

Sisters,

of the pronounced hits of the

Solid
Circuit

MORETTE

SISTERS

"THE MUSICAL BABIES"

Featured in Pepple

&

Shean's

"THE WHIRL OF MIRTH"

WEEKS

Write #r Wire

glrlH

Loew

New York reproeantarW
New York City.

1M4 Broadway.

GEO. A. McDERMIT, Mgr.
BROOKLYN'S CLASSIEST VAUDEVILLE

PHILADELPHIA.
By JOHN J. BUR1VEI.
U. B. O.) —

Inc.

Artists doelrlng

THEATRE BLDO,

Alamo.

HARRY GIRARD

Capital, $l,2St,IM

Capital, $3,«t,Mt

HUGH McINTOSH,

(Arthur White, mgr.).— Hyams
& Mclntyre. hit of bill Gormley & Caffery.
Rynn & Tlerney. suffered through sefunny
Billy Swede Hall, first run humor
lections
Dlumond &
Clara Inge, star in the making

ORPHEUM

JUDSON COLE

AUSTRALIA

Theatres

Tivoli

And AFFILIATED CIRCUITS. INDIA and AFRICA

—

;

THE CONJURING COMIC

Ten Months

San Francleco

General Manager

;

Dewald, novelty.
ORPHEUM (William E. Mick, mgr.; agent.

D WIGHT HUMPHREY,

Prop.

Salle St.

INC.. Seattle:

H.

FULLER-BRENNAN VaiMe

—

—

Direction.

first

t

NEW ORLEANS.

;

;

all

the

Nat Goodwin booked to open the

By P. G. MORGAN.
MAJESTIC (James A. Hlgler, mgr. agent.
Orph.)— May Irwin, big; "The Wall Between,"
;

of

Steady Consecutive

letter.

Suite 2f

operating
company Is being taken by merchants on the
Road
street on which the house Is located.
company shows will be booked.

York.

For Weet.

Consmunlcate by wire or

Affiliated with

The Prices have gone to San Francisco In
search of new booking.

;

mgr.).— Au-

Grleb,

CIRCUI

In the

EXECUTIVE OFFICES, ALCAZAR THEATRE BLDG.. SAN FRANCISCO
Can arrange from throe to Ave weolu between sailing* of boats for Australia for

class acts.

having been dark since Progressive
Wheel burlesque blew up In Milwaukee after
a brief existence, after which the Barton
shows failed to materialize, the Club theatre
reopen Sunday with meloIs scheduled to
drama. Its old name of Empress as In Sullivan ft Consldlne days will be used. James
W. Kruse, a former Milwaukeean, will be
manager, and 10-20-30 prices will prevail.
There Is believed to be a good field (or this
form of amusement to supplant the old Bijou,
for there has been no "meller" for nearly five

San Francisco.

William Stoermer

INDEPENDENT
The Best Small Tisne

After

Mrs.

of

C.

(Jos.

Symphony orchestra

ditorium

City.

Elmer Harris la
Smith" for the film.
week

has

player,

;

;

SHUBBRT (C. A. Nlggemeyer, mgr.).— Shubert Theater Stock In "Damaged Goods," excellent houses.
PABST (Ludwlg Krefss. mgr.).— Pabst Ger-

shows.

for

E VE V

O'Loughlln good; Bodreau A May.

DAVIDSON (8herman

mixing the automobile business with acting, playing an engagement at
the "Hip" and selling gasoline carts between
Recce Gardner

37

J.

H.

ALOZ

Dewklaa Afsncy
Orpbeuaa Tfcaatra B\4g.

MONTREAL

P O

GUARANTEED
3E5T MADE

VARIETY

TOtOHTO.
•y lABTU
ROYAL ALEXANDRA (L.

THE RENDEZVOUS OF THE

8. Sol mm, mgr.).
Gilbert and Sulllran Opera Co., headed
by DeWolf Hopper, opened Monday night In
"The Mikado"
splendid reception by large
audience.
11, "The Third Party."
PRINCESS (O. B. Sheppard, mgr.).—

THEATRICAL PROFESSION

—The

La ParUienne

;

Absolute Family

Annie Russell, well received.

GRAND

(A.

Pictures.

mgr.).— Flske

Small,

J.

O'Hara In houseful! opening.
ber Morn."

SHEA'S

"Septem-

11,

mgr.; agent, U. B. O.).—
Trixle Frlganta, big
Fisher a Oreen, good
Milton Pollock & Co., excellent; Alpine Troupe,
sensational
Gardner Trio, good
Rosy La
Rocca, pleasing
O. N. Brown, novel.
(J. Shea,

ROTISSERIE

;

Protection

;

;

Roast *ii

;

LOEWS YONGE STREET

ChkkJF

Bernstein,

(J.

mgr.; agent, Loew).— "Honey Girls," bright
and snappy Andy Rice, clever Janet Adair,
good
Chas. Deland A Co., In sketch, fine
Mario ft Trevette, encored Pepplno, pleased
Mueller Bros., entertaining
Bob Tip ft Co.,

•4

;

;

"

:

TRUST FUND

;

amount yon may desire can
be created by yon on the payment of about P/%%
annually in advance on such tarn, and this
will guarantee your family an annual income of 12%
of the amount of the trust fund, payable in monthly
installments, commencing one month after your death
for a period of years, and on the expiration of that time
the capital will be paid in cash and so provide your children either with a dowry or sufficient capital to go into

A

of any

business.

In addition to this income,

10%

of the trust fund will

;

;

Pork,

good.

SHEAS HIPPODROME

mgr.;

agent,

(A.

B.
In

Best,
Veol.

McArdle

C.

O.).— Milton

Dolly
Nobles, very good
playlet; 5 Musketeers,
a hit
Gouldlng ft Keating, funny ; The Lelands, novelty
Holmes ft Buchanan, clever
3 Cyclonlans, held Interest
Mary Plckford
In "Cinderella."
M. P. headline attraction.
MAJESTIC (Peter F. Griffin, mgr.; agent,
Grlffln).
"The Bachelor's Apartments, feature act
Stella Davis, The Four Blonds, The
Great Henri, John ft Eva Brady.
U.

ft

;

;

;

SERVED AND TAKEN OUT ALL DAY.

d^SK..

PALM GARDEN

Pabst Boor en Draught
Opea tUI t A. M.

—
;

GAYETY

(T.

Henry,

R.

Fine Music

mgr.).— "Bowery

Burlesquers."

RAZZETTI A
—Kings

ST. LOUIS.

By RAYMOND A. WALSH.
HIPPODROME (Harry Earl, mgr.;

— Nell

McKlnley,

Senator

Bogart ft Nelson. Gus ft
porlum Trio, Hlpodrome
Animals, The Stantons.

r»u

a

of the Roost

Originators la this style

Loew).

NO BRANCHES.
TELEPHONE. C2J-Bryenu

Francis Murphy,
Lily Garden, Em
Four, Wormwood's

be paid immediately on your death to defray necessary
expenses and provide for ready cash.

be deducted from the trust fund.

make

it

impossible for your

This

10%

will not

This trust fund wiD

widow or

beneficiary to

Good voices, and several changes wardrobe required.
.

Must Be Good Dancer

its

Call or Write

The Trustee

is

of

of undivided dividends and

For further information write to

JULIUS

Room

314,

114-116

WEST

1547 Broadway,

New York

City

OR IM

an

fifty million dollars

Also want

man who can impersonate George M Cohan

47th

STREET,

NEW YORK

(Just off Broadway)
Beat location in town.
Kitchenette apartments; Single and double rooms, with bath
Attractive prices to the profession.

B0HM& SON, Inc

1600 Broadway

7tlake(Jp> ancc^ft^e-

TeL Bryant M47-S.

IflCNNKJ
la spits of the

War w«

ars receiving rsgulor shJp-

ssoats of Imported Grsoso Points, Powders and
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AMERICA'S

LA CORIO

— JOE PINCUS

Acrobatic Eccentric Novelty Dancing

•

PRODUCT

MARION WEEKS

Little

THE MINIATURE PRIMA DONNA
Direction,

DINUS

OWN

Fred Ward

Personal Management,

Flaying U. B. O.

ROSIE LLOYD
Touring

NEXT WEEK

in

American Vaudeville.

(Jan. 11)

ALHAMBRA, NEW YORK.

VIOLET

Fred

J.

Ardath

and Company

NICK HANLEY

WILLIAM

PEARL and MEEHAN
PLEASANT MOMENTS

IN

VAUDEVILLE

BOOKED SOLID

W.

V. M. A.

IN

HIRAM
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Next Week (Jan. 11), Orpheum.
Brooklyn
Direction,

THOS. FITZPATRICK.
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"
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VARIETY

"SKETCH"
Luckiest of all in "The Girl From Utah" is
Miss Ina Claire, the newcomer, who in five
minutes had sung and danced herself into the
heart of the public; with a small, pretty voice
and good method, and a delightful gift for
dancing, she is rich in the mysterious quality
of

"THE GRAPHIC"
A newcomer, Miss

Ina Claire, played "The
She is the least American
Girl From Utah."
of all American artista that we have aeen in
England. Her welcome was spontaneous and
justified, and at the end of the play her ease
and daintiness won her a well-deserved ovation.

chsrm.

"THE PEOPLE"
We

have left to the last the pleasing duty
welcoming Mr. G. Edwsrdes' latest recruit,
Mias Ina Claire. She is charmingly girlish, she
haa the daintiest of wsys, a aweet, small
voice, and in her methoda is wholly unspoiled.
There is nothing of the musicsl comedy Miss
about her— none of those stereotyped arch ways
and coy manners that are only too familiar.
Miss Claire comes from America, bat with
only the prettiest suspicions of an accent. She
dances, too, with lightness and grace.
of

A A A A

IN

AA A A

LONDON

"THE MAIL"

"THE GLOBE"

Miss Ina Claire, the young American lady
who is making her first English appearance in
The Girl from Utah," is a perfect little darMiss
fascinating.
ling—dainty,
delightful,

Mias Gaire, the girl of the title, comes from
America. She is a young artist of uncommon
charm ana of unspoiled accomplishment. She
can sing in the prettiest of small voices, and
can dance with a lissom grace all too rare on

America
many a long day, and she is
charming enough to make us temporarily
forget the raucous- voiced Mamies from whom
we have been suffering in these days of ragtime
and tango.
Claire is quite the nicest thing that

has sent us for

quite

our stage.

A A A A
A A A A

"DAILY SKETCH"
London has a new musical comedy girl to
talk about.
Her name is Ina Claire. The
reason why Miss Ina Gaire was the success of
the show calls for a description of her appearance and methods.
She is without the stereotyped paraphernalia
of the musical comedy girl.
She is a long,

"DAILY CHRONICLE"
We who were at the Adelphi on Saturday
night had the always delightful experience of
seeing an entirely new musical- comedy "star"
twinkle into being. Her name is Ina Claire.
She is one of those happy people who manage
to "radiate personality" without any obvious
effort or reason for it.
Not a glance or pose
but bad its joyous message, without a trace
of forcing and she dances "like a wave of the
sea." It would be interesting to know If she
really comes from America.
Certainly it is
almost the first time one remembers the suggestion of an American accent having been
musical.

lissom person, who contrived to give the impression necessary to her part that she had
only just put her hair up and gone into long
skirts.

Her face has a piquant charm, and she hat a
movement of the body, natural or acquired,
which is most alluring. It is a sinuous, snaky
"dance," a glide, from her waist to bar feet,
altogether novel in character.

Miss Gaire's American accent
It is

A A A A

A A A A

"DAILY EXPRESS"

"WHAT'S ON"
Miss Ina Claire's astonishing powers of mimicry, which ever since the first night of "The
Belle of Bond Street," have taken all London
by surprise.

A A A A

"THE REFEREE"
took infinitely more plessure in the acting, singing and dancing of Miss Ina Gaire,
who was a poem of refinement and repose
amidst the general racket and razzle-dazzle.
I

is not obvious.
only a pleasant addition to her engaging

personality.

Miss Ina Gaire, a debutante from America,
is a most fascinating little lady.
Her song and
dance with Mr. Sidney Jones is the most distinguished number in the piece,

full of

charac-

ter and color, and her rendering of it, with the
strikingly dainty use of her hands, was really
exquisite— an entirely artistic episode in a pro-

duction in which art

is

"SKETCH" (Weekly)
Most excellent of all is Miss Ina Gaire. She
put new meaning into imitations of popular
favorites.
Her Ethel Levey and her Harry
Lauder were wonderful, both as imitations and
as independent revelations of comic genius, and
her dsneing was delightful.

not too obtrusive.

"THE SPHERE"
When Sir James Barrie makes one of his
heroines declare that "charm" is the finest
quality of womanhood, he might have added
that it is the indispensable element for her
success on the stage. Miss Ina Claire has an
extraordinary charm.
She is successful in
her singing of a song, and equally successful
in her impersonations of her stage colleagues.
Above all this, she has a wonderful vivacity
which places her at a bound at the very head
of the actresses who do this .kind of work.

AAA

A

Miss Ins Gaire in "The Belle of Bond Street,"
who had already made her mark as a musicalcomedienne in "The Girl From Utah," is charming and to the talents we already knew, adds a
positive genius for mimicry. Her impersonations of various stars, two of whom were in
the house on the first night, and appeared
greatly diverted by Miss Gaire's imitations,
was an artistic treat.

CENTS

VARIETY

The

Girl

Who Made

Vaudeville

Famous

OFFERS

This picture

was taken

at twelve o'clock noon,

Monday,

(Jan.

BUSHWICK THEATRE, BROOKLYN, showing crowd
for

II) in

front of the

waiting

doors of theatre to open.

This gives an idea of

Eva Tanguay's Popularity

XXXVII. No.
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FOR LARGE CHICAGO HOUSE
It.

Vaudeville,

Revue and Circus

Combined

at 50 Cents, Top.
Opening Feb. 15.
Theatres in Other Cities May Follow with

Big

Idea, if Successful.

From

an

learned

that

Chicago, Jan. 15.
authentic source it is
a new mammoth enter-

preparing for one of Chihouses.
It is to be
directed by William Morris of New
York, and open Feb. 15.

tainment

is

biggest

cago's

The show will include vaudeville,
revue and circus, giving two performances daily at an admission scale up
to 50 cents.
This

policy,

if

successful,

will

taken on by several large theatres
as

many

cities

without

nouses

be-

in

that have the available

bookings

them this spring.
While the local theatre

to

occupy

that will hold

the Morris show is not named, it
seems the logical one, due to the largeness of the program and the smallness of the admission, must be the
minus its grand
is
Auditorium.
It
opera tenant this season, which may

account for the new policy to be

in-

stalled.

William Morris yesterday refused

to

discuss the Chicago report, which had

William Faversham,

in

"The Hawk,"
Late

will leave the Elliott Jan. 23.

week there was nothing

this

view

definite in

house except the D'Orsay play.
piece goes to the Majestic, Brooklyn, and then plays the uptown houses, after which the show goes
t<> Boston for a run.
for the

The Faversham

PIRATES CAUGHT.
George Mooser, the New York
eral representative for Oliver

gen-

Morosco,

caught a pirate using "Peg o' My
week.
Heart"
this
Through Mr.
Mooser's New York attorneys' representative at Burley, la. (G. A. Sunderland), an injunction was served Wednesday there upon Forrest Taylor and
Ned Bates, travelling as The TaylorDaniels Co., and playing "Peg" under
the title of "Peggie."
Besides issuing the injunction, the
court ordered the company to deposit a
bond of $1,000 for Morosco's protection.
The outcome had not bfcen received by Mr. Mooser up to yesterday.

apparently reached other
papers, although not as fully defined.
Several men from the dailies called
upon Morris for the same information.

BRADY TO STAR D'ORSAY.
William A. Brady is to star Lawrence
D'Orsay in a new play. The title is
being kept dark.
Everything regarding the production and the signing of
Mr. D'Orsay has been kept very much
The piece was placed
under cover.

The
rehearsal Friday afternoon.
only other one of tlie cast known at

in

time was F.velyn Carter Carrington.
The play is to be in readiness

that

within a

New

week or so and

York,

Klliott.

possibly

at

is

to

the

open

in

Maxinc

"P.

&

theatre, a load upon that firm since
opening, and which was placed in the
general K. & E.-Shubert "pool" of the
principal Chicago theatres of those two
firms, will be shortly closed and kept
dark.
The rent for the house will be
charged against the pooling fund.
Joseph Brooks has issued orders for
the closing of "My Lady's Dress" at
The
the Blackstone Saturday night.
piece has been playing here for three
weeks.
Mr. Brooks will disband the
company and send the production to
the storehouse until next season, when
it

will

be sent on tour again.

(Special Cable

SEQUEL.
to

Varibtt.)

London, Jan.

14.

Charles Klein, who adapted the "Potash and Perlmuttcr" stories for the
stage play of that title, is now at work

on a sequel.
It will

"P.

&

show

the central figures of the

P." piece, after having

who

entire

exception of Leslie Fabcr

will be replaced.

about March

1.

He

to have

said

is

the

producing

engaged Blanche Ring for

tentatively

the leading role, and

is

in negotiation

with Clara Kimball Young, the picture
star. An attempt to secure Mary Pickford for the piece failed of its purpose, probably through Miss Pickford's large increase in salary with the

Famous Players.
Ray Goetz, Grant Clark and

Bert
Grant will attend to the book, lyrics
and music. Some of it has been writ.
ten.

might mean a constant stream of
skits upon current Broadway attractions, with mayhap most of
It

travestied

the present cast of "Hello,

Broadway"

Astor as the nucleus of a stock

at the

company

there.

in Philadelphia, to

rehearse

new show.

the

MOROSCO'S MAJESTIC SOLD.
Los Angeles,

Jan. 13.

men interested, the sale of the
Majestic theatre lease was effected this
week by Oliver Morosco, to T. J. Quinn,
local

Detroit,
capitalist,

capitalist;

and

S.

H. D. Herz, local
H. Friedlander, for-

mer manager
BLINN'S SKETCH CALLED OFF.
"Nettie," the
George Ade sketch
Holbrook Blinn intended appearing

in

with at the Palace next
week, will not show there. It is said

vaudeville

Comstock &

managers of the
where Mr. Blinn
Princess Players, which
Gest,

theatre,

the

of the California and
Columbia theatres, San Francisco.
Morosco has been trying to get out
from under his Majestic lease for sev-

months. The new lessees will take
over the house within a short time.
They will keep it open the year round,
very likely with high class attractions
in the winter season.
eral

played "Nettie" as a part of the Princess sketch repertoire, refused permission to their former director to use

DOC COOK "TRYING OUT."
Chicago, Jan.

the playlet.

Eugene Walter
ing a

sketch

is

reported

Mr.

for

preparBlinn's variety

debut, to happen in the near future.

CUTTING COLONIAL PRICES.
Monday

prices will be low-

at
the Colonial.
The matinee
be 25 cents for any orchestra seat
and in the evening 50 and 75 cents,
with a few front rows at $1. The en-

13.

Old Doc Cook is slipping back, much
farther away from another trip to the
Pole than he has ever been.
Last
week the Doctor was among the "try
out" acts at the Indiana theatre here,
Doc has been in vaudeville

although
for

some

time.

will

and Theresa Maxwell Conover, at a rehearsal of her new play, "Half a Bride,"
Wednesday. There were 24 people in
the cast,

intends

Fields

Although reported in Variety a
month ago and as promptly denied by

amassed

the

Lew

hall.

ered

Grace George dismissed

revue

two weeks

Starting

cast, with the

LEW FIELDS' "HANDS UP."
"Hands Up" will be the title of

Mr. Fields will continue on the road
with "The High Cost of Loving" for
about three more weeks, closing after

ASTOR'S PERMANENT POLICY.

wealth.

STAR DISMISSES CAST.

CENTS

16

Early in the week Cohan & Harris
had almost decided that the permanent policy of the Astor theatre in the
future will be for "revues," along the
lines of the old Weber & Fields music

headed
P."

PRICE

1915.

Chicago, Jan. 13.
Blackstone
Erlanger's

&

Klaw

Princess

New York

16,

CLOSING BLACKSTONL

MAMMOTH NEW ENTERTAINMENT
William Morris Will Direct

JANUARY

CITY, SATURDAY,

tire

balcony

will

be 50 cents.

The announcement
scale

w'll

not be

in

states
effect

days, Sundays and holidays.

the

on

new

Satur-

New Features Daily at New York.
When the Loew Circuit opens the
N'ew York theatre Jan. 25 as a straight
picture house. tlK- principal item of the

program
daily.

will

be a feature

film,

changed

CABLES
V. A. F.

INTERNATIONAL AFFILIATION

OF PLAYERS' SOCIETIES LIKELY
9
Actors Equity Society of America and Actors'

England

in

of

Mem-

Communication on Subject. Many

Indications point to an affiliation of

a

Last summer Lennox Pawle, who is
member of the Equity, took steps to-

had just completed going through his
new act with (Miss) Teddia Gerard.
Gaby and Pilcer dined together Tues-

The revue will run 90 minutes. Durit Gaby will sing, dance and mimic.

by putting the matter up at several meetings
of the English association. The London body sent a communication by
understanding
what
Pawle asking
could be reached relative to an affiliaThe Equity board took official
tion.
action and its provisions are in the
hands of the foreign association.
The Equity has quite a number of
English actors on its membership list
who also belong to the London assoThese English players are
ciation.
working toward the proposed affilia-

ward the proposed

affiliation

tion.

In the variety branch of theatricals
represented by the White Rats,
there is already an affiliation between
that body and all artists' protective so-

NEW SHOWS

IN PARIS.
Paris, Dec. 27.

Bergere reopened Dec.
24 with a revue entitled "Paris Quand
Meme," by Maurice de Marsan and
Tarault. It did well and business was
good during the Christmas holidays.
Whether it will attract after remains

The

Folies

to be seen, especially as the means of
getting home at night are restricted by

the

subway and trams ceasing

in Paris after 10 p.

A new show

is

to run

m.

also

mounted

It

York

with
Miss Gerard that will interfere with
any other offer from the States for the
two-act.

London, Jan.

Gaby Deslys has

selected

13.

her next

partner to dance with, in the Granville
Barker revue, to be first shown at the
Duke of York's Feb. 15 (having been
postponed from the date set, Feb. 1).
Carl Randall, now with Emma Carus
in the States, has
been engaged by

Gaby, notwithstanding that Gaby visited her former partner, Harry Pilcer

i

4

most of the stars cannot
get satisfaction on the basis arrangement between the Variety Artists Federation and the managers, and for this
reason they are rushing in as managers
1

themselves.

CONTINENTAL CALL
B. Marinelli New York

The H.
this

week received

office

message from

a

Franz Steiner, director of the Berlin
Wintergarten, saying business was exMr. Steiner also
added that he would give American
acts an engagement of three consecutive months.
cellent in that house.

Harry

and

Pilcer

Teddie

Gerard

are being sought by the Palace, New
York, to open in February. The couple
are at present in England, and have received the offer by cable through the
Marinelli office.

AUSTRALIAN POSTPONEMENT.
London, Jan.

Through poor business

13.

in Australia

with the unreadiness of the Sydney Hippodrome there,
acts that should have left within the
past week for the Antipodes, have had
at present, together

GERMAN SYMPATHIZER.
London, Jan.

13.

Nancy Buckland has replaced Feme
Rogers at the Drury Lane panto. Mist
Rogers appeared to be in decided sympathy with the Germans, according to
statements made to members of the
company, which caused the English
people in the cast to nearly start a revolt.

Miss Rogers also unbosomed her
views to an American newspaper man.
Scotland Yard heard of her, and detailed
a

German speaking

engagements postponed for one

their

year.

This affects the Wirth Family, Aerostar,

The

Rogers told him
Buckland got her

London, Jan. 13.
judgment for $6,000 has been
awarded Gladis Cooper against the

A

London Weekly Mail

freely.

Manchester
into

London

the

after its eight

London, Jan.
pantomime

13.

will

London, Jan.
spook

13.

Grossmith's
of

play,

Redwood Grange,"

put on at the Pavilion
unqualified failure.

War

Monday,

is

an

Claptrap.

war.
in

"Kick In."
Chicago, Jan.

When

A. H.

jrou

this

fact

when

13.

artist

contracts

issuing

for

subsequent time.

PICTURES HAVE CALL.
Paris, Dec. 27.

The reopening

of the

Gaumont

Pal-

(Hippodrome) last week was an
immense success. The large house has
been filled since. There is a patriotic
element which appeals to the Allies.
The immense picture house is the
favorite resort of the English and Amace

erican visitors in Paris at the present
time. The shows at the Paris music
halls are far too weak to appeal to

BUTT OUT OF MANCHESTER.
London, Jan. 13.
report haa said Alfred Butt resigned as director in the Palace, Man-

A

and Empire, London.
is no truth in the Empire, London, rumor, but Mr. Butt did resign
as a director of the Manchester hall.
He took this action through failure to
agree with Walter Defrece regarding

London, Jan.

13.

Ida Crispi and Fred Farren put on a
50-minute
burlesque
called "Stagestruck" at the Palace this week.
It
will prove acceptable.

its

policy.

SAILINGS.

actor has just discovered
that for any stage service in the United
States wherein his contract bears Uncle
Sam's legal stamp he is subject to the
income tax provisions and must pay
per cent, on the sum total of his
1
season's salary.
alien

San Francisco, Jan. 13.
Arrived on the Ventura from Australia Jan. 9:
Ray and Ray, Hughes
Musical Trio, Sebastin Merril's Yip
Yaps, Bill Norris, Mr. and Mrs. AL
Herman, Roberts and Lester, Roy D.

Murphy.
London, Jan.
Jan. 13,

Sydney

Hyman

13.

(Baltic).

Cochran, Empire's Manager.

London, Jan.

13.

Charles B. Cochran has been appointed manager of the Empire by Alfred
Butt. Mr. Cochran will retain the Ambasadors.

EMPIRE'S

NEXT SHOW.
London, Jan.

13.

The Empire will have a new show
in March with Ethel Levey and George
Graves

in

it.

Woods' "Kick In" opens

here next fall, Richard
appear in the cast.
If

Chicago, Jan. 13.
just returning
from Europe claims that London, despite all reports to the contrary, is
sadly in need of American material,
but adds that American acts going
abroad on speculation are given but
one week instead of three, four or five,
as formerly.
The same individual, apparently
speaking from experience, advises that
American acts upon accepting the initial week should insist upon having
the sentence: "This is not my regular
salary" incorporated in the contract, as
the English manager's seem to forget

An American

Americans in England are incometaxed by that government.

London, Jan. 13.
"A Daughter of England," produced
Tan. 8. is melodramatic claptrap on the

Bennett

AMERICANS NEEDED.

There

INCOME TAX SUBJECTS.

there.

Trixie Friganza sang
it was received in

dead silence.

Hippodrome

weeks down

GROSSMITH'S FAILURE.
"The Mystery

for libel.

CRISPI-FARREN ACT.

The

Weedon

when

chester,

Miss
Then Miss

job.

Shea's,

same number,

their liking.

LIBEL.

detective to find out

MOVING PANTO.
The
move

Georgettis and others.

JUDGMENT FOR

himself what she thought.

for

Melodramatic

NEW PARTNER.

at

New

alleged Flo Ziegfeld of
claims to hold a contract

is

Moulin

GABY'S

them.

eight weeks.

at the

Rouge, "Legende des Petits
Soldats de bois," by Maurice Landry.
Moderate prices are charged, but the
entertainment is not worth more than
Dario and Ceratto,
the money asked.
clowns, Paule Morly, Rivers, Sinoel,
Paul Gere, Reyne Eymard and Ransard form the troupe.
At the Ba-Ta-Clan the patriotic
piece, "Pour le
Drapeau" ("For the
Flag") is well presented, and business
is good during the holiday season, but
a long run is not expected.

and Gerard engagement

the Pavilion has been extended from
the original two weeks booked to

as

cieties of Europe.

be preceded by a curtain raiser.
Pilcer

report in New York says there is
a strong possibility of English vaudeville stars taking their own touring
companies to play around England in
the halls and theatres in towns where
the music hall managers won't play

13.

of the house.

At

It is stated

day, but the Randall contract holds.

The

artists

A

Monday

It will

operative salary plan with music hall

managers.

Toronto, Jan.

Your President Wilson doesn't stand
so well around here, according to expressions of regard in the theatres^ At
the Star theatre last week was sung the
American song, "Hats Off to You, Mr.
Wilson." It was hissed from all parts

the

ing

theatrical.

called for Jan. 17, to consider the continuation or abandonment of the co-

The agreement under which

dressing room at the Pavilion
night of last week, after Pilcer

his

in

CANADA SORE ON OUR PRES.?

London, Jan. 13.
A special general meeting of the VaFederation has been
riety
Artists'

are playing the halls expires Jan. 30.

bers of Latter Connected With Native Order.
Legitimate Players Only Involved.

Actors' Association of England and
the Actors' Equity Society of America
unless the former rejects the conditions
recently reached by the New York
body whereby the two may reach a
mutual understanding in all things

MEETING.

don't advertta* in
don't odvnrtlM.

Bennett

^^

will

VARIETY,
'

Alhambra'a Wednesday Mat.
London, Jan.

The Alhambra will
Wednesday matinee.

Back at Palace,
London, Jan. 13.
Elsie Janis will return to the London
Palace the end of February.
Janis

13.

hereafter give a

V AUDE. VILLE
TANGUAY PACKING BUSHWICK.

LONG DISTANCE SPLIT-WEEK

return trip to vaudeville of Eva
Tanguay, which commenced a few

The

ON LOEWS WESTERN TIME
Three Days Each for Acts in Salt Lake City dhd Denver. Another Split Between Ogden and Salt Lake. "Newspaper
Coupons" Said to Have Ruined Mormon Town
for Paying

Show

Business.

weeks ago, and exceeded all expectations of the most sanguine regarding
her drawing prowess in New York, became an overwhelming surprise at the
Bushwick, Brooklyn, where Miss Tanguay is appearing this week.
Monday the Bushwick had a turnaway, and the advance sale by Monday night was the largest ever recorded

Lake

Salt

Commencing Jan.
here will show but
(the

last

half),

City, Jan.

13.

Loew's Empress
three days weekly

15

with Loew's

splitting

Empress, Denver.
Acts on the

tin ^ will

way from Los Angeles, losdays traveling, and first play
the Loew stand at Odgen, afterward
coming here, and then going to Denver, also playing the last half there.
Since two local newspapers commenced giving away free coupon
tickets to the Loew and Pantages theplaying pop vaudeville)
atres (both
business has fallen off at a terrific rate.
Its effect has been to also spoil the
come

this

ing three

patronage at the Orpheum (big time)
unless the Orpheum has an extraordinary attraction at the head of its program. The Utah theatre, playing burlesque, is losing

money.

by Pantages.

The free admission newspaper coupon has been pretty generally employed by the Loew Circuit in all western
cities where it operates the former Sulused

by Loew

in

New

was

It

livan-Considine theatres.

first

York, through an

arrangement with a daily paper.

TOMMY WILL
One week

of

Tommy Gray,
near-actor.
Tommy will
what manner he was

vaudeville

Calve reached New York Sunand Monday evening watched
Orville Harrold sing at the Palace. It
is said that agents at once approached
Calve upon her arrival, for a vaude-

as

assis-

the

Emma

$3,000

FOR CALVE.

day,

return was an easy victory for
they retaining their laugh-

pair,

making

funny trav-

proclivities in the

offering her $3,000 weekly.
another
Jorn,
Metropolitan
star, at the Palace last week, is said to
ville

esty, as of yore.

tour,

Carl

MOLLIS McINTYRE'S ACT.
Mollie Mclntyre, the star of "Kitty
McKay," will open in vaudeville, at the
Palace, New York, Feb. 1, with "The
Fiddle Told," a sketch by Evelyn Blanchard.

MAY

IRWIN, SINGLE.

Chicago, Ja. 13.
May Irwin is about to give up the
sketch she started with in vaudeville
on this trip, and will appear as a

Dickinson's

Widow

Kansas

have remarked during the latter end
engagement he did not believe
his voice could stand the strain of singing twice daily, although the grand
opera singers who might give two performances on the Met stage during
a week, would use their voice more
than during 14 shows in vaudeville.
Still they would have to get us earlier
of the

Jan.

IN ACT.

be claimed for a death under the Missouri law.

phia.

The widow

of

Walter

S.

(Rube)

Orpheum

monologist,
who was killed in an accident here December 28, when a wooden canopy at
the new Hotel Meuhlebach fell, is
suing for $10,000.
The suit was
brought Saturday in the circuit court.
The defendants are the Meuhlebach
Estate Company and the Westlake
Construction Co.
the

Ten thousand

dollars

is all

that

may

vaudeville

authornot announce
the

satisfied,

wheth-

applause or disgust. But the
fact remains he has renounced the stage
excepting as a place to send his written
er

salary,

Authoring

be

will

his

strict

busi-

Chicago, Jan. 13.
Al Shean and Chas. L. Warren have
reunited as a team and opened at the
v with "Quo Vadis
Majestic this

w~

decision

if

Norah decides

to return to

the big time stages.
It was reported about the Palace
theatre building this week the managers had agreed to offer her not over

$1,250 a week in the future, with $1,000
as possibly the figure.

The
when J

'Dry

deville

turns.

said

that

last

summer

Jacobs booked Miss Bayes
for this trip at $1,500, Miss Jacobs had
difficulty in securing the price, and in
addition got her client "pay or pay
contracts" that were not affected by
the salary cut later ordered for vau:c

The managers

in

be-

ing

obliged to skip Miss Bayes at
that time for a reduction of wage will
now accept the opportunity to do so, if
the wants to regain her canceled en-

gagements. Miss Bayes had not returned to New York from Indianapolis
up to Wednesday morning, but was expected back that day.

COMEDY CLUB OFFICERS.
At the

election of the newly-formed

It

at

was decided

its

quarters,

1568

to hold a benefit per-

formance fot the club at the Astor
theatre Sunday night, Jan. 24.

COMEDIAN

IS

CONSTANT.

Philadelphia, Jan. 13.
During the engagement of Kitty
Gordon, the English singer, at Keith's,
Philadelphia, last week the marked at-

tention paid her by Jack Wilson, the
vaudeville
blackface
comedian, was

commented upon. Mr. Wilson came
over to Philly about the middle of the
week, and is said to have been paying
constant court to Miss Gordon for
some time past.
During his stay here and while Miss
Gordon was upon the stage, Mr. Wilson was seen giving her two little dogs
an airing on the avenue.

Salt

Several

SHEAN AND WARREN RETURN.

agreed to an increase of $75 weekly on
her salary, as reported in Variety last
week, is apt to become an expensive

Lake

City, Jan.

13.

Frances Benton announces she has
succumbed to the loving wiles of her
protege, Richard Benton, and that they
will be married after concluding the

people told
Tommy he may be the best actor in
the world, but then he would still be
a better author, and Tommy has listened to common sense.
Barring a
week that he may give Hammerstein's,
to prove
drawing power,
his local
Thomas will forever leave the rostrum
as an actor.
It
was Jan. 10 when Mr. Gray
reached that decision, and it will probably be made a national holiday.
hereafter.

con-

the managers

unless

MARRYING HER PROTEGE.

material to.
ness

time vaudeville

big

$1,500,

Broadway, the following were elected:
Frank Conroy, president; A. Frank
O'Brien, vice-president; August Dreyer, treasurer; William Wolfenden, secretary; N. £. Manwaring, chairman of
house committee.

Baltimore, Jan. 13.
That he had seen his wife for the
first time after a separation of a year
when she came on the stage at the
Maryland theatre here as a maid in a
sketch called "Beauty Is Only Skin
Deep," was the testimony of William
H. H. Coombs in the Circuit Court
Monday. He was granted an absolute
divorce from her on statutory grounds.
He said that he had married in
August, 1905, at Atlantic City, and that
she had left him in 1913 in Philadel-

Dickinson,

at

Mr. Harrold through his success at
the Palace this week has been retained
for there next week.

SAW WIFE
13.

her

all

tracts

Comedy Club

Suing.

City,

cel

for the vaudeville matinees.

RETIRE.

New York

satisfied

in

New York

Warren being programmed
tant.

"single act."

The show people say the giving away
of free tickets in a town the size of
Salt Lake, and a city not accustomed
to it, has practically killed the town
for paying show business, making Salt
Lake one large den'of dead-heads. The
free coupon innovation came from the
Loew house first, and was followed

a

theatre.

The

Loew western

in

Upside Down," the vehicle they formerly offered in vaudeville.
Shean is featured in the billing,

LESS MONEY FOR BATES.
The decision of Norah Bayes to can-

present

Orpheum

Circuit tour.

Miss Benton is charged with having
taken her protege away from his parental nest in Portland, Ore.

NAZIMOVA'S CAST.
The

cast supporting

Nazimova when

she opens in a sketch at the Palace,
Jan. 25, will include Charles Rryant,
husband of the star. Others are Mary
Alden, Gertrude Berkley, Edith Spears

ALICE LLOYD

IN
Orpheum

SAN FRANCISCO

Alice Lloyd's return visit to the
theatre, San Francisco, for Christmas and New
Year's weeks marked another box office record breaking epoch for this popular vaudcvillian.
Sunday, Dec. 27. the Indoor Yacht Club of 'Frisco presented Miss Lloyd with the eiRht-foot
high electrically lighted floral horse-shoe, pictured above (with Alice standing to the right of it).
Miss Lloyd's present trip over tf)e Qrpheutn Circuit has been the most successful of the- many
•be has undertaken,,

and William Hassan.
The feminine
players have been at some time or another at the head of touring companies.

M.

S.

Bentham is the vaudeville diNazimova engagements.

rector for the

VAUDEVILLE
PRINCESS' PARLOR REVUE
MAY EXHIBIT NEW STYLE

BUFFALO AFTER BOASBERG.

PANTAGES' "INSIDE STUFF."
Spokane, Jan.

SHOW

Shuberts Reported Calculating to Produce 90-Minute Piece
Along Lines of J. M. Barrie's Revue, at London Theatre.
Intended to Play in New York Early in March,
With Two Principals Yet to Be Chosen.

Buffalo, Jan.

13.

That the Pantages Amusement Co.
of Spokane, owner of the lease on the
Pantages theatre here, really possessed
bookings of
the theatre
ceiver

Times"

was turned over by a

of the actress in

the

to

headlines covering half the paper, "The

name and
Alexander Pantages when

assets of $150,000

in

the

Pantages

theatre

re-

of

Seattle, was declared in the superior
court here by Attorney Seabury Mer-

"parlor revue" has been designed

Shuberts,

the

March by

Princess theatre in

for the

according

to

report,

which says that the principle of the
piece will be based upon the

J.

M. Bar-

shown by Alfred Butt
under the Charles Frohman direction
at the Duke of York's London next
idea to be

rie

Gest forwarded an under the sea message to Theo. to join the next Winter
Garden production, dancing with Dazie, who will have a ballet built around
her in that show. Annette Kellermann
wants Alexis to dance with her in "The
Modern Girl," but Alex is asking about
$150 more a week than Annette wants
to pay.

month.

The Barrie scheme
moving revue, which

to have a fast

is

will

embody

MORRIS' CABARET REVUE NEXT.

his

views of the other revues in London,
current and past, also of the present
legitimate attractions over there.
It is said the Shubert piece will proceed along the same lines, running
about an hour and a half, preceded by

The next
Broadway

revue

cabaret

for

listed

that about to be prepare*

is

by William Morris for the New York
Roof.
Mr. Morris will have the assistance of Julian Mitchell in staging
it,

Joe Coyne for a principal

tiation with
role,

TENANTS SUMMONED.

are reported in nego-

also a well

known woman who

can mimic.
It is
likewise said the
rehearsing of the piece will depend
upon a suitable cast being selected,

Sixteen
against

of

violations

tenants

film

the

of

made returnable

Candler

were

street,

54th

the

to

law

fire

the

West 42nd

Building, 220

Street

Thursday afternoon.
Inspector Mindel had the court summons in charge, and not a man in the
Candler Building escaped that had film
material in his possession.
According to the law no tenant can
have any films within a 50-foot zone of
police court

VAUDEVILLE REVUE.
A

revue containing 15 people is under
course of preparation by Jack Singer,
proprietor of "The Behman Show."
Mr. Singer has commissioned Tommy
Gray to write the book, and is said to
have engaged Lou Anger, also Sophye
Barnard, for the principal roles.
The main scene in the skit will be a
travesty.

the theatres.

The Candler owners have instructed
Bainbridge Colby to represent the tenants, as the Candler interests maintain
they have complied with the law in
every respect.

REVUE FOR AUDITORIUM.
Chicago, Jan. 13.
Plans are under way to install a gigantic revue at the Auditorium here.
The backers are keeping their identity
a secret, but they have sent to New

York

what big names are
available for the company.
The revue is to be made up practicallearn

to

of

entirely

ly

names

that

have been

SHEA HAS PASSAIC.
The Playhouse

at Passaic, N.

J.,

open

Monday on

it

a split

has

who

been taken over by Harry Shea,
will

week

pop vaudeville plan, using five acts.
The Orpheum, Jersey City, which
Mr. Shea had been offered, is reported
to have been rented this week at $12,000 yearly,

for

a stock

engaged as a team for the Winter Gardon.

(Special Cable to

Doyle and Dixon

open with John
"What's Going
On?" at the Cort, Boston, probably Jan.
25.
"Peg" in that house is to be held
Cort's

nviir a

\V.

musical

will

Fields will not appear in the

Winter Garden show.
ed

a

Harry Pilcer sprained

vaudeville

He

has accept-

route.

The Shuberts were dickering this
week with Bickcl and Watson for their
new show. It was a question of salary.
Sam and Kitty Morton were also reported to have been mentioned to the
Shuberts.

The two

and

while dancing at the
temporarily disabled.

is

14.

his ankle last

Pavilion

farce,

week.
C.

Vaicttt.)

London, Jan.
night

Theo. and Alexis,
have had offers to come over to this
country for musical shows.
Morris
Knsloflfs,

Manhattan's Three Sunday Shows.
Last Sunday at the Manhattan opera
house the Loew Circuit (playing vaudeville

there

shows
acts,

in 1907, when the theatre began
losing and was turned over to a receiver, by whom it was sold to the
Seattle concern.
They alleged Alex.
Pantages and E. Clarke Walker, manager of the house, were instrumental
in having the receiver appointed, in
order that they might obtain control.

Sunday only)

during

the

The testimony indicated the theatre is
now prospering.
The receivership proceedings in 1907
smelled of fraud," declared Attorney
Merritt to the court.
"All the property of the company was taken from
the
local
stockholders and turned
ever to Mr. Pantages by a proceeding
of which they had no knowledge."
Mr. Eggleston testified that before
the deal was arranged, and while he
had no knowledge of it, he had contemplated taking the theatre's affairs
into court himself, but had been restrained by Mr. Pantages, who told
him he had a deal on to sell the property and that a court proceeding would
"queer" it.

He declared he was assured by Mr.
Pantages that he would lose nothing
on his stock if he kept quiet.

PROMISES MINNEAPOLIS.

Piker's Ankle Sprained.

Sam Hearn and Helen Eley have been

gave

day, using

three

seven

Minneapolis, Jan. 13.
Minneapolis has been promised a new
vaudeville theatre for 1916, with the
largest capacity of any house in the

Twin

cities.

Marcus Loew made the promise when
stopping off here with Peter Schaeffer
of Chicago. Mr. Loew said the present
local theatre (Unique) attached to his
circuit is too small for profit, and a
$600,000 house will replace it.
The Rogers Estate Co., owning the
Unique, is said to be interested with
the Loew people in the new house.

as against the former policy of
the Sabbath in that

13.

through the Marcus

Loew

agency.

in-

whose name

police

not known, but
who feels that he has not yet received
proper publicity through the newsis

papers, in accordance to that allotted
his fellow officers, has "reached" Nor-

man

E. Mack, proprietor of "The
Times," and through this source the
paper, which has for some time been

antagonistic to the police department,
has resorted to exposing the entire
force and its policy.
Whether or not Boasberg's seemingly

underground connection with
at headquarters

cials

to light

is

still

will

offi-

be brought

problematical, still it is
staff has hounded

"The Times"

said

the jeweler to death, until
longer to be found at his

he

no

is

establish-

ment.

Although it has been stated the case
would come before the grand jury
here this week, "The Times" questions
it, declaring in its head that "District
Attorney Dudley denies the case will
ever be brought before the jury," intimating the "Pull" which the police
has with the county officials is sufficient to defeat that.

In communication with Mr. Dudley
afternoon he stated that "after a

this

rigid investigation I

have found

noth-

ing which would warrant an indictment
being returned against Lynch, the ofThe warficer who made the arrest.

was legally issued, and Lynch but
performed his duty."
Mr. Dudley would say nothing ot
Boasberg being liable to prosecution.
rant

H.

& F. E. Goldsmith, of 41
New York, are continuing

J.

Row,

Part
their

activity in connection with the Claude-

Boasberg case and have made some
interesting

regarding

discoveries

the

methods the firm of H. & J
Boasberg employ in their efforts W
secure collection on the jewelry sol«
by them on the installment plan.
usual

The

attorneys

that

state

they

will

have an interesting statement concern
ing these activities which they will
make public in a few days. Mi*
Claude, according to them, is to ap
before the Erie County Grand
Jury during the week of Feb. 8 to lay
the facts of her arrest and release be
fore that body.
The Goldsmiths have taken steps to
have the actress go through bankpear

ruptcy proceedings

in

New York

City

SQ.

Pittsburg, Jan. 13
Square theatre, now

In the cast announced for "On File,"
"On Trial" travesty at Hammerstein's next week, are George Murphy,
Loney Haskell, Dave Ferguson, Tom-

The Sheridan
playing pop vaudeville, will go into

my Gray (who

urb.

the

The International theatre is playing
split week vaudeville, six acts, booked

York, at the

understood that a certain

officer,

"ON FILE" CAST.

acts.

Niagara Palls Playing Pop.
Niagara Falls, N. Y., Jan.

New

of one Julius Boasberg, a
Buffalo installment jeweler, and the
proceedings which are to follow.

PICTURES AT SHERIDAN

two shows on
house and 12

a suit

Eggleston, former city treasurer, C.
H. Rodenbach and Mrs. Thomas G.
Thomson to recover about $66,000 from
Mr. and Mrs. Pantages and the Pantages Theatre Co. and to obtain an accounting from them.
The court, after ruling it was immaterial whether Mr. Pantages ever
paid anything for his stock in the
Amusement company, awarded a verdict for the defendants.
The testimony in the case showed
that Mr. Eggleston and others were
holders of stock in the original com-

policy.

headliners in vaudeville.

REVUE ENGAGEMENTS.

in

appeared for the
brought by M. H.

pany

says report

a curtain raiser.

The Shuberts

plaintiffs

Merritt

reprinted

stigation

It is

Attorney

afternoon

this

Variety's story relative to the arrest

ritt.

A

13.

With Toby Claude's picture on the
front page, and under big, glaring

wrote the skit), Solly
Lee, Henry Fox, Conroy and Lemaire,
Tiny Tot.

straight

picture

Jan. 25.

Tt

If

is

in

policy

East Liberty, a

you don't advortt**

In

don't advortlM.

»

commencing
sub-

VARIETY,

-

:

VAUDEVILLE
"BILLY"

NEW

SUNDAY CALLED CLOWN
Who

Protests Against
Evangelist Starts Ire of Stage Player,
Sunday Making Fun of His Competitors in Amuse-

Sunday Said to Be Good Showman With

"Comedy

AND OUT.

IN

will return to vaudeville as a two-act.

BY SENSITIVE VAUDEV1LLIAN
ment.

ACTS.

Joe Keno and his wife, Rosie Green,

Finish" to His Evangelical Meetings.

Mr. Keno and his temporary stage partner, Elisabeth Mayne, had a squabble
During it,
while playing Milwaukee.
Miss' Mayne alleges, Mr. Keno struck
her.
They separated that week. Miss
Mayne may join the Annette Kellermann Diving Girls, now proposed for
Dave
vaudeville by Rose & Curtis.
Ferguson is a possibility as the other

St.

Louis, Jan.

14.

Lola Merrill and Frank Otto, programed to appear "No. 2" on the Columbia program Monday, refused to
open unless given a later position.
The act left the bill, replaced by Kaufman and Lillie. A wire to this city today says Merrill and Otto have also
been canceled for their engagements
at the Orpheums, Memphis and New
Orleans, for the next two weeks.

principal for that turn.

Philadelphia, Jan. 13.
The revival meetings held by "Billy"
Sunday in this city have brought a pro-

announcement went forth that onehalf of
the entire force would be

test from one vaudevillian over here.
The Sunday meetings have been de-

policy.

the

lopped

retrenchment

following a

off,

The

publisher has been giving but

little

attention of late to his music busi-

attended

ness,

ship in

them as indicating showmanmanagement, and it is said Sun-

first

and upon returning to harness
jumped on the expense list.

comedy."
The protest as lodged is this:
Anent Billy Sunday I notice

day "finishes with

BRENON WITH

the
comical William, whose name is a
headliner in every calendar, is "roasting" the theatre, and splitting receipts at about the rate of 90-10.
Now, why should the versatile Willie
be jealous of the joker who doesn't
back up his comedy with religion?
I don't think it is quite professional
for the circus clown to "broil" his
brother jester of the theatre; in fact,
never done in the undisguised
it is
circuses. But, then, I suppose that is
another unique point in Bill's mono-

B. O. A.
Herbert Brenon, late of the Tiffany
Film Co. forces, and who directed the
Mrs. Leslie Carter feature, "The Heart
of Maryland," is now attached to the
Box Office Attractions Co.
His first picture will probably be
the

"Kreutzer

Nance

with

Sonata,"

O'Neil.

Hawtrey

in

Feature Film.

London, Jan.

6.

Charles Hawtrey has been engaged
to appear in a three-reel comedy film,
"A Honeymoon for Three.'»»

log.

A VAUDEVILLIAN
(who does not

like

Mrs. John

Sunday shows).

Wood

(Special Cable to

Dies.
Vabmdty.)

London, Jan.
Mrs. John

GRANVILLE ON ROOF.
The Amsterdam Roof

will

have Ber-

Wood, age

14.

83, died Jan.

11.

commencThe singing com-

nard Granville as a feature

Monday

ing

edian

night.

take

will

the

principal

role

"Midnight Frolic"

Flo Ziegfeld's

of

in the

air.
Will H. West leaves the Roof
cast this Saturday, owing to his show
("The Debutante") going on the road.
Mr. Granville departs from the
management of the Shuberts this week.

said

is

It

that

Shuberts offered

the

Granville the starring role in

"A Day

new musical production
mind, but previous differences, together with the Winter Gar-

of

Loew Booking
The Plaza
and 59th

street,

will be supplied

by the

commencing Monday.
The Moss & Brill
furnishing

the

house

have

in

management

den

office

with

agency,

has been
its

bills.

London, Jan.

Challoner, Larolla and Rose.

While Granville is on the Roof, he
may also appear at Hammerstein's, for
a run.
When G. M. Anderson ("Broncho Billy") asked Granville what he
wanted weekly to head the new musical comedy stock company now forming for Anderson's Gaiety, San FranGranville replied $650.

Philadelphia for four weeks, after that
will

play

to Boston.

Granville's

Frank
on

role

and Harry Clark will take Carter's
present role.
Helen Lee now has the
part originated by Mary Rohson.
tour,

in

a

big

nv. sic

concern within a stone's
throw of .Broadway this week when
publishing

Armond

week

called

is showing a new
"The Fall of Ant-

werp."

Channing Pollock is the author of
Happen," the playlet Helen

"It Doesn't

appear in at the Palace, New
next week, for her vaudeville
debut.
Byron Beasley, Harry West
and Frederick Driggs are in the supporting company.
Mr. Pollock has

Ware

will

York,

directed the rehearsals.

The

Zeigler

act

(Paul Durand).

Mabel Lewis and Milton Joyce have
formed a two-act (James E. Plunkett).
Bob Barris and Nellie Daly will do
a vaudeville act.
Both are from the
famous stage families of their names.
May Thatcher has a new single act.
She has a special routine of songs written by Dick Richards.
James (Fat) Thompson, formerly
with Williams, Thompson and Copeland, has secured Will F. Petrie and
Fred Stanton to assist him in the production of "The Burglar's Union" and
will tour the Orpheum time, opening
next week.

Sam Mann opens next week at Hamnew act called "Lots

merstein's in a

and Lots of

It."

Fanny Ward has a new
Davis and

Mermae

McWatters

and

Tyson

quit

after

second number at Hammerstein's
Monday matinee. Arthur McWatters
announced his partner, Grace Tyson,
could not proceed, owing to an injury
received that morning. Miss Tyson had
slipped on the steps of her home, fractheir

The team at first decided
but Miss Tyson said she
would try to go through the act. The
pain became too intense, however, and
after leaving the stage a second time,
she had to be carried to her dressing
room. The three Keatons filled in.
Claudius and Scarlet did not open at
turing a rib.

Twins have a new

sketch.

appear shortly in a new sketch, "True Love," by
Morrell Hazard.
will

Following the closing of "The

cancel,

to

The

Hammerstein's Monday.

was

bill

closed up without a substitute.
At the Colonial Monday afternoon,
the Glorias, dancers, who were placed
to start the performance, left the thea-

about 1.30, returning at 2.45. They
informed the stage manager when re*
proved for tardiness they had been instructed by their agent they did not
have to report until the latter time.
Being foreigners they got away with it,
but opened the bill at night. John and
Mae Burke opened the matinee. The
Burkes were substituting for Raymond
and Bain, who walked out rather than
tre

to

Gus Edwards
"Song Revue" had trouble with

take that position.

in his

The

Wars

World" at the New York Hippodrome this Saturday, a full sized cirof the

Glorias

left

Tuesday, refusing
opening spot.

At the Bushwick
ters

left

the

the
to

Colonial

remain

the

program,

bill

in

the

Cameron

Sis-

with

Josie

O'Meers going in.
Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven have
cancelled the next two weeks at the
Keith theatres, Toledo and Cleveland,
through

'The

illness.

Sacrifice" with Madeline Blan-

chard, billed to headline Hammerstein's
this week, was canceled after shown at

Lexington
Hammerstein's
Avenue
Opera House last week. Cause given
as too warlike in tone and against the
neutrality
son's.

request

of

President

Wil-

Miss Blanchard threatened

suit.

The Long Tack Sam Company was
held over to fill out the bill.
The
Hammcrstein management held the
Blanchard sketch over at the
house this week tV) "square" it.

opera

—
Vitagraph Another Year.
The Vitagraph will stay at least an-

PUBLISHER CUTS ONE-HALF.
Something dropped

act this

Wallace show, have been engaged for
the new circus at the New York Hippodrome. Bill Lorette, the clown, who
replaced Marceline at the Hip, will be
retained to go into the new show.
Forty clowns are to take care of the
comedy.
Power's Elephants have been specially engaged for the circus program.

"Dancing Around" will leave the
Winter Garden in two weeks and go to

company moves

Bentham.)
Professor

cus will be given at the big house, opening Jan. 25.
These acts are among those engaged
Yorke's
Dogs,
Bounding Gordons,
Bradner and Derrick, Power's Elephants, the Weavers, Paula, Curzon SisPicchiani Troupe, Delmar and
ters,
Lee, Riding Davenports.
Billy Hart and Charlie Cunard, both
clowns, who were formerly with the

relations.

Carter

vaude(M.

& Co. in "Cherie"
vacant place on the Memphis Orpheum program next week.
Charles and Fanny Van left the
Palace program Monday night.
Marshall Montgomery, also appearing at
Hammerstein's, replaced them.
The
two theatres are in Times square.
White

Clayton

will take the

his voice, but appeared.

with a starring vehicle by
Jan. 1, as per his contract, and the
consequent "notice" given by him to
them, forbade a renewal of business

the

will

shortly as a "single."

ACTS AT THE HIP.

Granville

cisco,

S.

15.

(For South Africa), Rinaldo, Victor

Wakeman,

in a sing-

start another

trip

Additional Salings.
Varibtt.)

furnish

to

failing

Loew

opening

MacFarlane

(Special Cable to

Paradise," a

they

Plaza.

Madison avenue
playing pop vaudeville,

theatre at

is

Ned Munroe. George

ville

by theatrical people who have

scribed

Viola Gillette
ing number, with

BILLY

r.n<!
Tw<
one-half year old
Vneiu.i and Austria-Hungary.

Direction.

other year at the old Criterion
Vitagraph).

BOHM
champion

(now

of

MRS. FRANK BOHM.

If

you don't adrartiM ta VARIETY,
doa't adrartlaa.

Cincinnati, Jan. 15.
Sylvia Loyal, at Keith's, fell from a
ladder during her performance Mon-

day matinee, breaking her right arm.
She will require a couple of weeks to
recover.

VAUDEVILLE

8

MORE
Through

the efforts of

ship in the

White

HURT

MEMBERS

LIFE

internally

Newark, Jan. 13.
There is reported a pooling arrangement or understanding between the
Loew Circuit and F. F. Proctor in this
city.
Loew opened the Majestic Monday.
Proctor has a pop vaudeville
house here.
Both managements are

hospital.

jointly interested also in

The Six Russian Hussars

Frank Fogarty, Julian Eltinge has taken out a

life

member-

Rats.

all

13.

girls,

while riding in J. C. Matthews' automowere all injured when the machine
was struck by a street car.
Clara Aldridge was seriously injured
bile

McMahon, Eddie Foyer.
The above together with

below shows that our life membership is growing
and it is the earnest desire of the Big Chief that everyone who can afford it should
take out a life membership. Who will be the next?
Corse Payton, Frank Fogarty, Bobby Gaylor, Ed. Keough, A. A. Ford, Harry
Kelly, Fred Niblo, Frank Fay, Thos. P. Russell, Thos. Welch, Alf Grant, Rohelia
inza, Chas. H. Farrell, Frank North, Harry Coleman, W. W. Waters, Junie McCree,
Happy Jack Gardner, Lon Hascall, Jas. F. Dolan, Colie Lorella, Edward Clark, Dr.
Carl Herman, Chauncey D. Herbert, Fred A. Stone, Hal Groves, Jules W. Lee, Dave
Montgomery, Will J. Cooke, Frank Evans, Samuel J. Curtis, Geo. W. Monroe, Geo.
LeMaire, Thos. J. Ryan, Edward Garvie, Edward Castano, Robert L. Dailey, Gordon
H. Eldrid, Bert Levy, Eddie Ross, Ernest Kluting, Robert J. Higgins, Cecil Emmett,
C. E. Willard, Walter San ford, Tom Smith, Jos. P. Mack, Greg Patti, Harland Dixon,
Sam Morton, Bert LaMont, Will H. Cohan, Dick Lynch, Johnny Jess, Ralph Lohse,
Pat Rooney, Henry Bergman, Leon Emmett, Burt Green, John Lancaster, Tom Nawn,
Dick Hume, Gerald Griffin, Patsy Doyle, Jack Conway, J. P. Griffith, Geo. E. Delmore,
Chas. McPhee, Al Jolson, Chas. J. King, Tom Lewis, Tom McNaughton, Jack Nolan,
the

list

Ben Black.

The following women are also life members: Dorothy Yaughan, Lillian McNeill,
Alice Lloyd, Gladys Arnold, Marie A. Russell, Grace LaRue, Cora Youngblood Corson.
Miss LaRue and Mr. MacBarnes, Frank Keenan made
membership in the Rats several weeks ago.

the efforts of

cation for life

LOEW-PROCTOR POOL?

AUTO

Chicago, Jan.

Within the last few weeks the following life members have been enrolled:"' Harry
Rabe, Frank Stafford, Edw. Corelli, Jas. J. Corbett, J. J. Hughes, Will Rogers, Tim

Through

IN

appli-

and was rushed to a nearby
The auto was a complete
wreck. The girls were on their way
to play a club engagement.

The

SCHAFFER NOT DRAWING.
Chicago, Jan. 13.
Sylvester Schaffer failed to draw at
the Palace this week, although the
house advertising was increased for his'
engagement. It is his second consecutive week here, playing Majestic last

week.
Fuller- Br en nan's Representative.

San Francisco, Jan.

13.

The Ventura from Australia Jan. 9
brought Roy D. Murphy, the newly appointed Fuller-Brennan American representative.

Mr. Murphy will go to Chicago,
where he will book acts for the Australian circuit.

WORKING ON DEBTORS' LAW.

A. B. C.

"Repeal the Massachusetts Debtors'
Law," is the cry of the legitimate and
vaudeville profession right now. Concerted efforts on the part of the White
Rats* Actors' Union, Actors' Equity
Association and the United Managers'
Protective Association will be made
toward bringing about a repeal of the
Massachusetts law which permits a

While

the

Massachusetts

unions
carry

theatrical

appeal to the State Legislature,
session, the main body of the

now

in

White

Rats in New York, the Actors' Equity
Association and the U. M. P. Association will send representations to the
legislature in the hope of persuading
the Massachusetts law makers to set
aside the law.
Will J. Cooke said the Rats had
placed the matter in the hands of their
O'Brien,
attorneys,
Malevinsky
&

WAYNE.

vaudeville

show

of

five

acts,

playing

weeks commencing Jan. 24. The
house was formerly booked through
split

the

Loew

agency,

New

New London

13.

Booking Co. will supply the Empress, Fort Wayne, with a
Affiliated

M.

Bentham,

Representative.

connected with
Will Collins, the London agent, with
whom he had a booking arrangement,
has appointed Monte Leveaux to represent him in London, through the Wolheim agency.
S.

lately

York.

V.

M. A. Regular Meeting.
Chicago, Jan.

The Western

Vaudeville

13.

Association will resume its regular
routing meetings next week.
These
meetings were discontinued more than
a month ago because of the congested
conditions of the Association's books.

Union
be held
Tuesday, January 19tn,
will

at Eleven-thirty P. M. sharp, in
the White Rats Building, 227 West
46th Street, New York City.

the Association will lend

Kyle,

an

official

Equity

Association,

stated

ciation

would

its

operation
the repeal

Of

late

with

lend
the

the

of

other societies

prominent

J.,

Jan. 13.
F. F.

week ago

& Seamon's theathad pooled in this city

Proctor and Hurtig
rical

interests

apparently does not cover the situation.

Monday the city tax board received
from Proctor a request that the valuation assessments on the Hippodrome
be lowered. Since the opening of the
Hip last year it has been conducted
by the Hurtig & Seamon interests.
Only last week they announced an
"understanding" with the F. F. Proctor Theatrical
Enterprises, but declared they retained their interests in
the Elizabeth playhouse.
Schenectady, N. Y., Jan. 13.
Beginning this week the Proctor's
show changes from 8 to 6 acts with

Paramount

feature

shown

pictures

changing twice weekly.

daily,

FROM PRISON TO WORK.
13.

O. Raymus, a hypnotist and magician, has been released from the Federal Prison, and has resumed playing
small time vaudeville.

BREACH OF PROMISE CASE.
Suit

Los Angeles, Jan. 13.
damages on an al-

for $50,000

Chicago, Jan.

13.

tabloid pro-

its

duction by Will Hough and Wm.
Friedlander, has been routed over the
Western Vaudeville Managers' Asso-

the

ciation circuits at what is considered
the highest salary ever paid a similar

production

in

1900 and

in

all

It

The

railroad fares.

aver-

age salary for a tab around Chicago
$700 with or without fares.

players

NOTICE!
Members

of

all

Committees on

THE MASQUE BALL
are

field.

requested to attend
meeting,

the

Thursday, January

21st,

at twelve

Willard Lee Hall Wanted.
Willard I.ee Hall please communicate with the White Rats on *
matter of importance?

The show
was booked for

this section.

carries 18 people.

co-

have run
of the
Bay State
debtors' law and in each case the arrests have greatly inconvenienced and
embarrassed the persons involved.
Aid is also expected to materialize
from the burlesque end of the amuse-

ment

a

"The Night Clerks," a

movement.

many
amuck

Elizabeth, N.

The announcement

HIGHEST PRICED TAB.

Asso-

heartiest

to battle the others.

breach of promise has been
brought by Marguerite Coffey, 19, a
local society girl, against A. G. Gardner, a wealthy dealer in musical instruments, church organist and well
known theatrically. Miss Coffey alleges to have a written agreement in
which Gardner promised to wed her.

influence in the matter.

Howard

Frank A.

local affiliation leaves

leged

Driscoll, and that something definite
would develop within the near future.
Lignon Johnson, attorney for the
Managers'
Protective
Association,
says the managers will do everything
within their power toward having the
law repealed and that they have notified both the Rats
and the Equity

members

York,

Atlanta, Jan.

The Regular Meeting of the
Lodge of the White Rats Actors'

Managers'

New

Keeney's pop vaudeville theatre alone

NOTICE.

of

an

directly

will

FT.

Chicago, Jan.

The

W.

debtor to be jailed.

HAS

the Greeley

Square (Loew's) theatre,
according to rumor.

Room

o'clock

205, 227

New

Will

Who

is

appearing successfully at Hsmmerstein's,

New

noon sharp.

West

46th

St.,

York.
Alf.

JULIETTE DIKA

first

Grant,

Chairman, General Committee.
York, This

Week

(Jan.

11).

is

VAftllTY
A member of the Schwartz Brothers
(French) "Broken Mirror" company
has been injured and is at present a

'AKIETY
MUstod WMklf

prisoner of war in Berlin.

*T

VARIETY, lac.
SMS SILVERMAN. Pm iliiil

—
TlBM

The Walter Green

*•* York

•*»**•.

Majtttlc Theater lid*.
Pttttn* Tlfttttr« BJd*.
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'
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Blanche

Yurka

has

"Secret

left

__

Strings."

Joe Schenck was expected to return
to

New York

Sam

Wilson, of the Leo Feist promanaging
department,
is
fessional
Young Wolf, the Cleveland light-

yesterday.
is

Charles F. Posty, late musical director for Anna Held's daughter, is director

for

A

now

is

in

charge

of Variety;' s Chicago office.

Francais, Montreal, formerly a
is now playing stock.

on the sick

is

Carrie LaMont, in Detroit for a year
with a broken leg, reached New York
Monday. She will return to the stage.
Willie Edlesten has secured the Eng-

James

Horan's

act,

J.

Murdock

for

a

left

New York

open the

seriously

bronchial

Sophie Berman has replaced Marvin
Wilt in the Roland Wets office, and is
now booking the West acts, also acting
as secretary to Mr. West.
Louise Hudson Collier is not leaving
"Polygamy." When the report spread
she had handed in her notice there was

now

N.

Cohan
recovering from an

&

Harris forces,

is

attack of stomach trouble.

W.

Gallagher, of the Actors'
Equity Association, is laid up with an
attack of la grippe.
P.

Virginia Milliman will leave the cast
of "Within the Law" in Cincinnati Saturday.

Elizabeth Valentine opened w'ith the
Little Theatre company in Philadelphia
this week.

Lela Lee will play leads for several
weeks with the Ira Hards stock company in Mount Vernon.

"The Dingbat Family"

is going out
Jesse Weil is getting a company together to open Feb. 8.

to

Copperfield."
first

The show is slated
week in February.

to

Hammerstein married Mrs.
Swift in Jersey City last week.
The groom is 64, bride 32. They had
been acquainted with each other for
some time. It is Oscar's third matrimonial venture.
Harry Van Cleif of "In Old New
York" was arrested last week in Manchester, N. H.
A policeman objected
to

being addressed as "Officer 666."

no impertinence.

Jan. 29, agreeing to deliver the ticket
to

The Columbia,

Frankfort,

Ky.,

any friend

whom

Hall has turned down an ofwith "Damaged Goods,"
as he has a new play which George
H. Brennan has announced for production under his direction.
legitimate bookers have

lost two more theatres.
Fire *wiped
out a whole block in Charlottesville,
Va.
Fire also destroyed the Elder
opera house, Clarksville, Tenn.

Fred Ward is in Saranac, N. Y., and
ordered by his physician to remain in
bed for five weeks, when it is expected
he will have recovered from his recent
attack.

Jane Wheatley

now
"On

playing the
Trial" at the
Candler.
Helen Lackaye has joined
the Chicago company of the same
role of the

widow

is

in

show.

Four

various trips to the difsinging
for
the

hospitals,

wounded

soldiers.

Advices have reached New York
from England announcing the engagement of Helen Charles and Jesse
Jacobson.
Miss Charles, before her
divorce of about two years' ago, was
Mrs. Harry Burns, wife of the English
agent.
Mr. Jacobson was of Hedges
Bros, and Jacobson. The act dissolved
about six weeks ago.

formerly of the
theatrical firm of Castle & Baker, has
joined the Edison Company as comedy
director.

Twins.

"Shorty" Edwards, a lilliputian, once
with "The Yellow Kid" company and

more

recently in vaudeville, was arrested by "Shorty" Shaw, a six-footfour-inch policeman of Pittsburgh, on
the charge of performing in the open.

The two made a unique couple in police court.
Edwards was discharged
when he promised never to be "funny"
on the

Eddie (Doc) Bowers has

Billy

left

Mr.

Hart says the
crate containing his pets' must have
been placed against the steam pipes.
Susi
Shebe,

Wilkie,

Sallie

Daly,

Julius

Leona Williams and William
Parkman, of "Hanky Panky," while
walking across the ice on the Mississippi, near Davenport, la., after the show
Jan.

9,

broke through.

All

of

end

Fox

the

vaudeville

his duties as

manager

of the Academy of Music Saturday.
Mr. Zanft is going into the film depart-

ment of the Fox

enterprises. This firm
on building two studios with
the object of doing their own producing, one to be in New York and the
is

figuring

The Aborns, Milton and Sargent,
have returned to New York, but will
not announce any of their theatrical
plans for a few days. They have not
decided to put out any traveling out-

Hart has placed a claim with

traveling.

John Zanft,

"High

the Illinois Central road for $1,500, alleging that to be the value of his
trained
rooster and "talking hen."
The birds died in the baggage car

while

streets again.

other in California. Mr. Zanft is planning to take charge of one of these.

Jinks" and proposes to stage a new
Broadway production. Elizabeth Wood
of the same organisation resigned in
Cincinnati last week and has been replaced by Celia Hoffman of the "No.
2" company.

were saved

much difficulty but without more
damage than the icy sousing cave them.
of the United Rook-

ing Offices, returned to li is duties Monday after a long siege of illness, but

was compelled to leave before the day
ended.
Tuesday he was successfully
operated on, and it is expected that
after another week will he able to be
at the office permanently.

just at present.

fits

The Aborns

retain their business offices in the

will

Cen-

tury theatre, although plans regarding
that house's future will have to come
from the board of directors controlling it.

For the

benefit of only a dozen per-

sons, the Carnegie Institute of

Technology at Pittsburgh gave a complete
performance of "Iphigenia" last week.
It was a big undertaking and the sole
purpose was to get the opinion on the
production of Margaret Anglin, who
with her company were the guests.
It is the
plan of Professor Stevens,
head of the drama department, to get

expert- opinions

with

Ray Hodgdon,

Loew

ferent

may

the purchaser

re-

week, under new management, pop, with vaudeville on a split
week.
last

New York

made

thorne

circuit, will

indicate.

opened

Hawthorne, the American singer,
from England last week.
Miss Hawthorne had six months' contracts on the continent booked, which
didn't materialize owing to the war.
Before leaving London Miss HawLil

returned

The actor was discharged from custody
when he explained that he had meant

Hudson, Union

blanket-contract acts
start tours of 40 weeks each next week,
booked
through
the
Allen-Epstin
agency. They are Fay and Mann, Margaret Farrell, Madge Maitland and Frey

Castle,

and company

Plymouth, Boston, in a
revival of the Dickens play, "David
the

at

J.

again.

James W.

sending Lenox Pawle,

buy a ticket to the Fund's benefit at
the Century opera house, New York,

Howard

of the

is

actor,

United Booking
booking the Colonial,

in the

fer to travel

Edwin Wallace Dunn,

English

utes.

Union

The Actors' Fund is making an appeal to professionals on the road to

a rush of applicants for the place.

is

Hospital,

Emma

pneumonia and the remaining dates oi

Joe Goodman

list among the
Eighty
the theatre.
was collected within 20 min-

started a subscription

74 employes of

Oscar

Jan. 25.

week's trip over the

Kieth Circuit.

Walter Hast

Florence Rockwell has been engaged
by Joseph Weber for "The Fallen
Idol," supposed to open somewhere in

Offices

Hudson

J.

open

Erie, Pa., as well as the

Josephine Park has replaced Elizabeth Nelson in the Chicago company
of "A Pair of Sixes."

John

N.

house has not yet been decided upon.

Hill,

Monday

North

the

list.

for
lish rights
"Isaac Utella."

the Lillian Russell picture, "Wildfire,"
is quite ill with pleuro-pneumonia in

E. Whitehurst will open Jan. 23, playing pop vaudeville. The name of the

her concert tour have been cancelled.

vaudeville house,

George H. Summers

Samuel J. Ryan, formerly of Ryan
and Lewis, who has been playing in

n Baltimore owned by C.

theatre

One of the boys on the Palace, New
York, house staff lost his mother under sad circumstances late last week.
Elmer Rogers, manager of the Palace,

dollars

Shank, ex-mayor of Indianapolis, has been sent ahead to take the
headline spot in the Loew western
road show through the death of Marshall P. Wilder.
Mr. Shank will join
the company at Butte this Saturday.

the

Mme. Schumann-Heink is
ill at her Chicago home with

Johnny O'Connor

The

David Starr production,

the

"The Singer."

with the U. B. O.

Boston.

offices in

W.

Manager

weight.

New York
Leon Kalmer

between

fight

Lew

Hill,

New

^_^_^^_»^^^^_^—^M^^^^^^^^^^^^

Vol.

name.

CjMtof C~ M -Sjfd
Ma,

PA1IB

convicted
in Boston last week of swindling is not
the New York vaudeville man by that
finally

The

Scott Mattraw, of the City opera
house, Watertown, N. Y., and the stage
employes' union will probably be settled this week with concessions on
both sides.

Amey

Dr.
at

7th

from leading

stars.

Oregon apartment
avenue and 54th street is atof the

taining the

same standing among

New York

theatrical

geon that Dr.

folk

as

a

the
sur-

Max Thorox

has estabChicago.
Dr.
Amey successfully operated upon two
most difficult cases of acute appendicitis
recently.
One was Mrs. Jimmy Huslished

sey.

had

for

in

Gray (Silver and Gray) also
appendix removed this week.

Hilly
his

himself

LEGITIMATE
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THEATRE TICKET "PREMIUMS"
jPART OF GROSS RECEIPTS

HAMMERSTEIN'S

"$1 HOUSE."
two Syndicates are agreeable,

the

If

and nothing

?

future

&

an action pending

is

the

cut rates the author has to stand for

New

corresponding royalty, that being gen-

in

Third District Municipal Court of

York, on the outcome of which will

many

depend the passing of
annually

The

the

in

action

is

theatrical

of the Standard this seacombinations has set the
Hammerstein group thinking about that
policy for the future. It would be the
only combination house on the East
Side, south of the Harlem River.

with

more or

ture of a test case.

less In the na-

Its

object

is

to

theatrical managers to include
premiums received from the sale

compel
the

through the hotel agencies, in
their statements of gross receipts of
attractions in order that authors may
share in this additonal revenue over

of seats

the face value of the tickets.
The action has been instituted by
John W. Rumsey on a claim assigned

him by Roi Cooper Megrue, author
"Under Cover." Selwyn & Co., the

to

of

The
are the defendants.
suit is to recover in the neighborhood
of 1300, additional royalties on the enproducers,

gagement of "Under Cover" now
the

Cort

at

New

York. The
based on the en-

theatre,

amount of damages is
gagement of that play there and at the
Plymouth theatre, Boston, last season.
favorable to the
author's representative it will open the
way for hundreds of suits against producers and managers by authors who
will seek to recover royalty share of
hotel or speculators' premiums on
plays for more than a decade past.
If

the decision

is

It was stated unofficially that when
the possibility of this action first ap-

peared Mr.

Rumsey was approached by

member

of the Managers' Associa-

a

tion

and an

effort

was made to

settle

the case without publicity, the managers fearing an avalanche of damage
suits, following a decision unfavorable
to them.
Messrs.
O'Brien.
Malevinsky
&
Driscoll,
representing Mr.
Rumsey,
have received a reply from the Selwyn
& Co., attorneys, in which the managers contend the author is only entitled to royalty on tickets sold at their
face value.

There have been attractions playing
in

New

York, notably musical comedy

where the premiums have
exceeded $2,000 on a single week. On
occasions
the
producing
manager
(show) has not shared on this extra
money, the house management retaining all of the extras received.
Often
in the present day the producing manager has an understanding with the
house management before contracting,
for an engagement, whereby he receives his share of any premiums.
The contention the managers have
that the author is not entitled to more
successes,

than

the

face

value

would

seem

to

work out very well, only for the fact
that when seats are sold at reduced or

office

state-

negotia-

still

consummated,
may affect the present pop vaudeville
policy of the Lexington avenue place.
going on

that,

if

ment.

dollars
business.

on the box

erally figured

There

are

a

quite

number of
man-

BIG HOPPER OPERA SALE.

stars having contracts with their

agers for fixed salary and a percentage
of the gross receipts that a favorable
decision for the author's side in this
action would interest.

The

may come up

action

trial

during the month.

in

TRENTINI TOO ILL TO PLAY.

may

followed by indictments that will

be
in-

people, according to the

who have

lawyers

theatrical

followed

the case.

Miss
jury,

was indicted

Clair

St.

for per-

connection

with her action
for damages against A. L. Krlanger,
in which she recovered a verdict of
$22,500. Miss St. Clair afterward made
an affidavit she had falsely testified at
the

in

damage

&

Slade

for S. Z.

Miss

who

Slade

Poli, the

St. Clair.

New England

vau-

manager, defended
During the Wednesday

night session of the court, when the
jury was locked up, several exciting
episodes and exchanges of messages
are said to have taken place between

Judge Vernon M. Davis, who presided
at the criminal trial, and Benjamin
Slade.
None of these was reported by
the dailies.

The
folk

B.

trial lasted

30 days.

Many show

were called, including Pat Casey,
A. Myers, Abe Thalheimer and

Edw.

F.

Kealey.

Hale Hamilton is to have a play produced by A. H. Woods. It is "Good
Night. Nurse," a three-act farce by
Ethel Watts Mumford. The piece will
he in readiness in about four weeks,
will

open

at Atlantic

City.

LOU-TELLEGEN WITH SHUBERTS.
Lou-Tellegen, whose contract with
H. H. Frazee is for the run of "Secret
Strings," will go over to the Shubert
management when the Frazee play
Saturday.
A notice was
posted at the Longacre theatre tnis
week to protect the management of
the play in case they decided to then
closes

thik

close.

The play

Peasant Girl."
Louise Yorke
sang Trentini's role for the balance of
the show.
While Trentini's condition is not regarded as serious she is suffering from
general weakness and complete rest
has been recommended.

FILM CO. COLLAPSES.
Rochester, N. Y., Jan.

The

14.

embarrassment of the

financial

Genesee Film Co. and the consequent
discontinuance

of

has

business

their

Mimi Aguglia Company, to whose members the
film concern is alleged to owe $1,800

resulted unhappily for the

back

in

As

salaries.

Genesee Film Co. has not
been in business six months, no
bankruptcy
proceedings
could
be
taken.
The coming appearance of
Mme. Aguglia at the Lyceum Monday
will be in the nature of a benefit performance for herself and her comthe

yet

The

film

concern owns

and

ate stage properties

many

elabor-

said to be

is

splendidly equipped.

NEW "LUXURY"

PEOPLE.

company playing "Lady Luxury" when it opens at the De Kalb,
In the

Hrooklyn, Jan. 25

(after

Comedy, New York,

Jan. 23), Jos. Her-

bert will be in the

leaving

Harry Connor

and Florence Webber
taken by Ina Claire.

said to have virtually agreed to an
agreement drawn by the Shuberts' attorney, and then the Shuberts still
found holes in it.

The

affiliation

commences next

in the

(Miss

the

role,

now
Webber is
part

It will split the

dollar circuit.

The

plan of working is said to be
E. booking the $2 shows and the
Shuberts booking the one dollar atK.

&

Whether they

themselves, and there

Wucrz

manager, representing Freddie
will be

McKay, and Robert Goodman
in

advance.
If

will

don't ndvtrtlM.

will

office

ciety.

Outside

side

managers are
on how to protect

producing

combination"

may be an "inbefore
arranged

long.
Stair

&

does not appear.
play $1 shows, but have
"taken care of" to date.

S.

The
circuit

you don't adv«rtlM la VARIETY,

do

so
or in
their present quarters doesn't appear
to have been determined.
New York
is not included in the booking settlement. Chicago, Philadelphia, St. Louis
and Boston are also out, through having been settled upon previously by the
Syndicates.
It appears to be acknowledged Congressman Jos. L. Rhinock, acting for
himself and George B. Cox of Cincinnati, is responsible for the booking
merger. No denial has been heard of
the many reports of the Shuberts having had a bad season thus far. They
operate many theatres and companies,
whereas K. & E. have been behind but
few this season. Mr. Cox, who is said
to have over $1,000,000 invested in
Shubert enterprises, is reported to have
refused further advances. This left it
to the Shuberts to carry, and it is also
said they were not adverse to Messrs.
Cox and Rhinock's suggestions.
Behind it all the actors believe the
scheme comprehends, and with as
much prominence as the "booking,"
that they will suffer through an understanding being reached among producing managers on salaries. The players who formed the Actors' Equity Association evidently foresaw this managerial move when organizing their sotractions.

Maudie.
the road Charles H.

sea-

country into two
grades of legitimate shows booked by
the Klaw & Erlanger Exchange, of
which A. L. Erlanger, Marc Klaw, Lee
and J. J. Shubert are to be the officers.
The two classes will be $2 and $1
houses. There will be about 44 of the
former, and 32 of the latter. One manager stated that the dollar houses
would average around 1,600 capacity,
and could hold $10,000 a week, gross
capacity. As far as he was concerned,
and it was an important producing
manager speaking, he would prefer the
son.

said to be figuring

as

was

proval to the final agreement that delayed the signing of it. K. & E. are

from the west, where she played the
title
role
in
"Naughty Marietta.")
Donald MacDonald will replace Allan

On

office

although the announcements as printed read as though collected by the
dailies' news gatherers.
In the Shubert office some surprise was expressed
when this was mentioned, indicating
the announcements as given out were
not first submitted to the Shuberts for
their approval
It
was gaining the Shuberts' ap-

from a general booking

act

which the French actor
will appear in under the Shuberts is
entitled "The Irresistible Man," and it
will be staged by J. Harry Benrimo.
in

week through

this

Emma

illness

pany.

HALE HAMILTON'S PLAY.

and

dark

"The

are the attorneys

time

is

Trentini. The
of
singer collapsed last Saturday afternoon at the end of the second act of

the

and later swore her
was a false one.

small

deville

The Lyric

trial,

affidavit

first

Philadelphia, Jan. 13.

the prosecution

of Edith St. Clair for perjury

show

14.

noon today.

CLAIR CASE ECHOES.

ST.

The disagreement

terest

Chicago, Jan.

The advance sale for the engagement
of De Wolf Hopper with the GilbertSullivan opera company next week at
the Auditorium had reached $22,500 by

for

Erlanger

ering their booking affiliation with the
Shuberts, to the newspapers this week,

The success

tions

SHUBERT DEAL

&

Hammerstein's

Oscar

outlook,

Meanwhile there are
There

E.

said to have delivered statements cov-

circuit next season.

son

*

Klaw

else arises to disturb the

Lexington avenue opera house may be
a "II show" stand on the legitimate

Author's Representative Asks Court to Determine Question.
Action Started Against Selwyn Co. to Recover $300 Additional Royalty on Run of "Under Cover" in New York
and Boston. Important Point for Authors, Producing Managers and Players.

K.

The

status

of

the

Havlin
& H.
not been

LEGITIMATE
SHOWS AT THE BOX OFFICE
IN THE THEATRICAL CENTER
"Good Times" After Holidays Disappointed,
Though Auto Show Helped Metropolis. Business

Anticipated

anticipated "good times" for the
after

theatres

the

not

did

holidays

Conditions theatrically slightly

arrive.

were held up
week through the

bettered, however, and

New York

in

last

Auto Show.
The best indication of an improvement in general conditions came from
the small time vaudeville houses, im-

These

in

New

after

mediately

Year

week.

most cases reported a better

business than expected, and exceeding the patronage at these theatres in

same week of 1914. The box offices in New York did their usual over
the holidays, the rush commencing
the

with Christmas night. Since Variety*
printed its estimate of box office
takings several plays have come and
gone in the Metropolis. Of those current the reports are:
"A Mix Up" (Marie Dressier) (29th
Rough farce, doing
St.) (3d Week.)

last

something through notices and

star's

reputation for that kind of entertain-

About

ment.

good

"A

$6,000 last

week, quite

Pair of Silk Stockings" (Little)

somewhat,

Gaining

Week).

through matinees playing to

sell outs.

and $4,500 last week.
"Children of the Earth" (Booth)
Opened Tuesday night.
(1st Week).

Between

$4,000

Majority of notices Wednesday against
the show.

"Chin -Chin"

(Montgomery and
Stone) (Globe) (16th Week). Capacity
House record New Year's
continues.
$18,000 last week,

week.

with prem-

iums.

"Daddy Long Legs" (Gaiety)

(16th

Well liked piece, going along
nicely. About $9,000 last week.
"Dancing Around" (Al Jolson) (Winter Garden) (14th Week). Took sudden spurt middle last month, held up
over holidays but dropped off last
week. Going on road shortly. Got
around $17,000 (inclusive of Sunday
show) last week.
"Experience" (Casino) (12th Week).
Moved to Casino Monday, from Booth.
Did around $5,000 at latter house.
Nothing left undone to push business

Week).

at

Booth.

Show

playing to

bal-

$1

cony at Casino.
"Hello Broadway" /Geo. M. Cohan
(4th
(Astor)
and William Collier)
Week). A Cohan revue and a regular
hit without a big song success ("Erie
Canal" only seller, and that lightly).
Doing capacity, between $16,000 and
$17,000;

One

of

$19,000

the

New
three

Stone's "ChinFred
(with
Chin," a "star show,"
Stone the big draw and card), "Watch
Your Step," a "song show" that has a

comedy attachment (also the Castles),
and the Cohan revue, which, although
carrying a couple of star names at its
head is essentially a "laughing show."
These three types are popularly supposed to cover this field of amusement. Other revues will have to go
the limit to edge in on their business.
"It Pays to Advertise"
(Cohan)

Has grown

(19th week).

stronger in
favor as run advanced. Did a sell-out
through December, and got $11,000
last week.
Did $14,000 New Year's
week.
"Kick In" (Republic) (14th Week).
Show shoved into hit division by hard
application. Did $6,600 last week, pot
$9,000 New Year's
week. Drawing
easily

from element liking

this style of

play.

"Lady Luxury" (Ina

Claire)

.(Com-

edy) (4th Week).

Moved from Casino

Monday.

$5,000

About

McKay now

Freddie

week.

last

in charge,

and

re-

trenchment expected to follow his ad-

for the house.

(13th

Montgomery and

is

Year's

week

successful

re-

vue productions now in New York,
each of a different type and all selling
The first
out for every performance.

vent

McKay's

Show must

management.

into

have held

to attract

possibilities

Mr.

attention.

(Manhattan)
Between $12,000 and

(13th

Week).

$13,000,

considof run.

"Life"

ered very

big

time
downstairs

this

at

Show somehow drawing

and not above, making large difference
in

gross receipts.
"Maternity"
(Richard

(Princess) (2d Week).
ter than stage play.
unattractive in dialog.

Bennett)
reads betSubject matter

Book

Not much hope

held out, nor has business suggested
run since opening. Announced for

two weeks
"Outcast"

ceum)

"On

Ferguson)
Week). Doing

(Elsie

(11th

enough.

Closing this week.

only.

(Lywell

$6,500 last week.

Trial"

(Candler)

New

piece

shortly

go on. Opened with present show.
"Polygamy" (Park) (7th Week).
Moved to the Columbus Circle theatre
from Playhouse. Doing little up there,
perhaps $2,500 last week. Another
play of no general appeal.

All the principal

sensational feature.

have seen the
ture before publicly shown.

found another "Law" hit in this one.
Dailies panned, but didn't hurt. Many
Did $8,500
seeing show second time.
last week, with
$9,600 New Year's
week, a difference of but $1,100, for extra matinee of holiday and two big
show nights that week. Charles Frohman likely knew he had something
when producing this piece out of town,
but the notices in the wilds may have
frightened him, and Frohman had
badly casted the piece from reports.
Woods toned it down in dialog, recasted and put it on cold in New York.

Through the

difficulty of casting,

unlikely there will be an
2" of the "Song" show.

victs

best

for

morning the

criticisms.

dailies

(Longacre)

(3d

Week).

Star favornot drawing.
One of many pieces tried out at Longacre this season without a big success
developing.
"Secret
Strings"

ably noticed but

play

Monday

May "make"

to the prize winners.

the

show.
"To-night's

the Night" (Shubert)
Week). A hit, on the wrong
street.
Did $17,000 New Year's week;
All English com$12,000 last week.
Everybody likes it.
pany and play.
(4th

Should have been at Casino. English
end of management reported to have
selected the Shubert in preference,
although report also says the Shuberts
wanted it at this house to make a
showing for the theatre.
"The Debutante" (Hazel Dawn)
(Knickerbocker) (6th Week).
Never
had a chance even with Victor Herbert
music.
Did about $6,500 last week,
around one-third capacity.
Generally
commented as an instance when a possible star was plucked before ripe.
Leaves this Saturday.
Marie Cahill
piece ("Ninety in the Shade") Jan. 25,
for run if a hit, otherwise new Klaw &
Erlanger revue ("Fads and Fancies")
probably going in house shortly after
15.

Hawk M

"The
(Elliott)

(15th

(Wm.

Week).

Faversham)

Away

off for

Faversham piece that had excellent
start at another theatre.
About $3,500 last week. Going out Jan. 23.
"The Law of the Land" (48th St.)
(16th Week).
Held out a long while.
Around $4,000 last week. Due to move
a

pretty soon. Scarcity of new plays is
responsible for continued run of this

show as some others in town.
"The Lilac Domino" (44th St.)
Week). Can't get started. "Side
side streets west of

(Lou-Tellegen)

is

gave a display head

house"

Jan. 25.

it

"No.

early

"Sinners" (Playhouse) (2d Week).
Remarkable publicity secured for this
show has brought largest advance sale
Playhouse ever had. Business started
lightly.
Leander Richardson, for William A. Brady, had performance given
at Sing Sing, with a prize offered con-

(new) follows

Strings"

pic-

city authorities will

"Rosemary" (John Drew) (Empire)
Opened Tuesday night.
Ethel Barrymore in "The Shadow"
(Revival).

"Secret

got-

play will leave Saturday
and the Bosworth feature film, "The
Hypocrites," opens at the Longacre
"The Hypocrites" has a
next week.

Feb.

to

in

may have

Meanwhile Lou-

Tellegen's

(22d Week).

Around $10,000 last night.
"Poor Little Thing" (Bandbo^
Small house but not
(4th Week).
glowing reports.

ten $3,000 last week.

"Song of Songs" (Eltinge) (4th
Week). A. H. Woods seems to have

Better Following New Year's.
Couple of New Drawing Hits in List
of Current Attractions.

Slightly

The

successor being sought;

11

44th

may

tell

and 48th

story.

(12th
street

All theatres on

Broadway between

street

need extraordi-

nary draw
pull
to
big
business.
"Domino" got around $5,500 last week.
"The
Lie"
(Margaret mingion^
(Harris) (4th Week).
Good reports,
especially for Miss Illington.

Consen-

sus of opinion seems to have warrantBetween
ed a more desirable house.
$4,500 and $5,000 last week.

Only

"The
Week).
moving

(Lyric)
(11th
Girl"
Started with a jump after
to Lyric, and held up for while
slumped somewhat. Belately

but

tween $8,000 and $9,000 now. Did
Extra advertising
600 last week.

$7,-

this

week.

"The Phantom Rival" (Belasco)
Week). Leaves Jan. 23 for road
to make way for Frances Starr's new
(15th

opening Jan.
between $4,800 and

piece,

26.

"Rival" doing

$5,200.

"The Show Shop" (Douglas Fairbanks) (Hudson) (3d Week). Excellent notices and may grow stronger as
comedy becomes better known; $8,100
reported last week.

"The Silent Voice" (Otis Skinner)
(Liberty)
(3d Week). Show heard
more of when out of town. Quiet
Mr. Skinsince reaching New York.
ner probably doing the most for the
box
Got

office.

$7,500

Nearly $6,000 last week.
Year's week.

New

"Twin Beds" (Fulton) (22d Week).
Management has no complaint. Long
still drawing around $6,000.
"Under Cover" (Cort) (21st Week).
Around $7,500. Attendance fluctuating.
One week looks as though piece would
have to move and the next as though
it would run out the season.
"Watch Your Step" (Amsterdam)
Has all the records of
(6th Week).

run and

Getting over $22,000 every
week, more with commissions.
Did
over $27,000, total, New Year's week.
Irving Berlin's music big factor in success, proven outside the theatre, eight
of the Berlin songs in the production
selling almost equally in quantity, and
all have
large demand.
Music sale
may reach 2,000,000 copies on this
show, at "production prices" (30 cents
the house.

retail)

for single sheet copies.

Berlin

over $100,000 in music royalty and probably $50,000 for show
royalty in this, the first production he
ever wrote songs for. His music royalty is six cents a copy. First musical
show in New York in years that one
writer wrote both lyrics and music.
Early this week a slight drop in gallery attendance only noticeable break
will realize

in full capacity.

"Wart

of the World" (Hippodrome)
Week). Attraction has been an
enormous drain upon whatever reserve
or surplus Hippodrome had when the
piece opened. Show comes off Jan. 16
and straight circus performance opens
(19th

25.
Shuberts don't consider investment of at least $75,000, necessary

Jan.

for a

new Hip production,

advisable at
Circus will be shown at reduced scale of admission.
Expected
to take the gloss off any circus or*
wild west that may play Madison
this time.

Square Garden in the spring.

Three New York theatres play combinations or traveling attractions. The

Bronx opera house (Cohan

& Harris)
the leader.
It is doing an average
business, around $8,000 weekly.
The
is

Standard at Broadway and 90th street
(John Cort) is doing an average of $7,000 as against an average of $5,500
shortly after opening in the early fall.
Lew Fields in "The High Cost of Loving" took the house record last week
(Continued on Page 19.)
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AMERICANS FEEL VERY WRATHY
OVER "UPLIFT" IMPORTATIONS
Lambs' Club, Where English Actors Congregate, Talking

it

9

Over, Also the Actors Equity Association. Bartley
Cushing Writes Interesting Letter Concerning
Action of American Stage Society Bringing Over English Folk.
The

protest against the financial sup-

port guaranteed Granville Barker and

company by

his

New

York,

the Stage Society of

reported

in

week's

last

Varikty\ gained widespread support and

been much ensuing discus-

there has

sion regarding

Several authors and

it.

producers have written letters on the
article

and Wednesday of

week

this

made

If the try-out is sucat Wallack's.
cessful, Mr. Barker, it Is said, Is to be offered the directorship of the New Theatre.
Mr. Barker seems to have loads of money

thrust upon him by well known Americans for
the production of foreign plays, by a foreign
company, for the purpose of uplifting the American drama. The entire situation regarding

becoming Intolerable.
Not only Is this new "try-out" organization to have the support of unlimited capital

this "uplift" is

at the reg-

meeting of the Actors' Equity As-

ular

sociation.

At the Lambs' the story caused much
talk,

especially as

voiced a feeling

it

many American members

that a great

of the club have held in the matter.

The American

actor feels especially

against the English actor who has come
to this country since the war started.
The story the English actor has tried
in every way to join the army at home
but has been rejected because of various causes has been worn threadbare
by this time and already the Americans have started to "dub" the late ar-

The "flatfoot" exmade by Eng-

rivals as "flatfoot."

cuse

is

the one usually

actors

lish

cause of their reEnglish military au-

the

as

by the

jection

thorities.

The Lambs' Club has been crowded
day and night by American actors out
of an engagement, while the English
actor usually arrives late at night after
he has finished at the New York thea-

where engaged.
Monday the Times printed

ter

story

a

regarding an attempt to re-start the
New Theatre movement, and said the
old directors were interested, with the
Stage Society in the backing of the

Barker stay
that

if

Wallack's.

at

his venture

stated

It

successful a re-

is

organization might be commenced.

Henry Rogers

Tuesday
secretary

statement
position

said

to

New

the

of

that,

speak

Winthrop,

Treatre,

in

a

not

in

a

while

officially,

lie

had

heard of no definite plan to continue
the New Theatre movement and that
the action of a

number

of the original

founders in encouraging Barker to
bring some of his recent productions

New York

to

had no definite

signifi-

cance.

After the Times story Monday BartCushing of the Dramatists' Agency
sent a letter to all of the daily papers,
decrying the action of the Stage Society and the founders of the New

Icy

Theatre movement. Mr. Cushing is a
very well-known stage producer and
several years ago made the production

London

in

W.
In

Savage.
Mil*

of

"Everywoman"
His

for

Henry

letter is as follows:

morning's "Tlnu^" npp<

.irrfl

New

nn ar-

tiri" hranWl "Phin tn Rrnpon
Thontro."
an«l stntlne: that tlir rlin>'»nr<- of it nrr> backing Granville narkrr In productions to be

Los Angeles, Jan.

The Theatre Managers' Association
of Los Angeles will give a mammoth
benefit the week of Feb. 22 to raise
funds to aid professionals out of work
and in need of assistance.
So many urgent applications for assistance have been made to President
Will Wyatt during the past few
months, to which only the reply "No
funds" could be given, has prompted
this
money-raising scheme by the
managers.
Talent from every theatre in the city
will be secured and it is expected that
nearly $10,000, including the proceeds
from the auction of boxes to society
be netted.
Oliver Morosco is a prime mover in

folk, will

the benefit plan.

—

fore coming?

SOUTHERN

of

little

or nothing

American conditions. Granted that he, or
meaning foreign producers in general,

they

—

since this protest is directed against foreign
producers as a class, with Mr. Barker's coming merely a case In point make artistic productions, we may still ask with some emphasis,
if we have not some one In this country also
capable of doing the same thing? Is it necessary to bring over shiploads of English actors to teach us how to play parts we surely
understand as well as they?
If the women and men of the Stage Society wish to advance the theatre of America,
why not get In touch with It through the

—

American dramatist? There
as an American dramatist.

Is such a thing
If the financiers
desirous of reopening the New
Theatre will but spend a few of the dollars
they seem so willing to contribute to the support of foreign plays presented by foreign
players, for the benefit of the dramatist of
the same country that has helped them make
these same dollars, they would be doing themselves a favor, and incidentally conferring a
lasting benefit upon the American stage as a
whole.
A National Theatre, properly subsidized,
would be a wonderful institution and, if the
plays to be presented there could but be selected by some one who would recognize that
we are a cosmopolitan nation, and that among
our cosmopolites there are Americans who can
write plays that will Interest an American
audience, and perhaps thus force down the
bars of prejudice, such a National Theatre
might, even in England, gain the support of
the poor benighted souls, who (according to
the actions of the Stage Society) are now
groping In the dark, awaiting rescue from their
deplorable condition by the Importation of
more foreign plays and players.

who

are

so

eral

change of heart

neighborhood of Wallack's theatre with regard
to the

in the

employment of American actors

made

application

for

roles

in

the

was adamant against the employment
of American actors.
This week the change is noticeable
because of the
fact
that
Wright
Kramer has been placed under contract
for the company, and there are several
other contracts with American actors
pending signatures.

SHOWS
Ruth

St.

IN LOS ANGELES.
Los Angeles, Jan. 13.
Denis and Co. opened to

business at the Majestic with a

fair

chance to break several hundred
more than even on the week.
"Damaged
with
Louis
Goods,"
Bennison heading cast, is playing- to
popular prices at the Mason. The indications are that the Brieux play will
do as well as it did last season with
Richard Bennett as the star.

fair

dollars

"Help Wanted" is playing a return
date at the Burbank before the piece
goes into a feature film.

IN

NEW ORLEANS.

New
New

Orleans, Jan. 13.
From all over the south come reports that conditions in the theatrical
business have improved remarkably
since the first of the year. Confidence

seems to have been restored.

INA CLAIRE'S OFFERS.
The engagement of Ina Claire to
head "Lady Luxury" expires with the
termination of the New York run of
the show. That will occur next week
at the Comedy, where the piece moved
Monday last.
Miss Claire has had proposals lor
future New York engagements, but has
not yet placed her

She

name

to a contract.

under engagement to George
Edwardes of London, and may be subject to call there, as the London musical comedy producer is contemplating
is

placing "The Quaker Girl" on the London Gaiety stage.

"Lady Luxury"
road

in revised

will

go out on the

form.

WOMAN

FIRST

VISITOR.

club Tuesday night, and a toast
drank to her. The occasion was a going-away dinner to her husband, over
which John C. Peebles presided as

Mr.

Home,

sailed

lately with

Wednesday

"The

Follies,"

this week.
Business has picked up with Percy
Haswell at the Crescent. Burlesque is
still in favor at the Dauphine.
The Robert Mansfield Players are
drawing small crowds to the Lyric.

WEST END FOR
The West End may

Loew Circuit
owner. The Loew
the

SHOWS.
from

Joe Weber, its
people are playing

to

films

in

With the success

dicates.

SHOWS

CLOSING.
Atlanta, Jan. 13.

"Little
in

Boy Blue" (southern) closed

Alabama.

"Pinafore" has closed and the company returned to New York.
"Excuse Me" found the road profitless and returned to Broadway.

to join his English

UNDERSTUDY'S CHANCE.
The

LAURA COWIE INJURED.
San Francisco, Jan. 13.
Laura Cowie, leading woman with
Forbes Robertson, fractured her left
the result

$1

revert back

the Harlem theatre.
of the Standard, also
in Harlem, with its combinations, Mr.
Weber is said to believe the West End
would make a profitable "dollar house"
for legitimate attractions.
He may
suggest to the Loew Circuit a cancellation of its lease will be agreeable to
him, although it is unlikely Mr. Weber
will want it before next season.
The
move, however, seems to be conditioned upon the West End securing a
booking franchise from the two Synfeature

regiment at the front.

leg as

13.

Tulane

the

toast master.

Orleans, Jan.

The Evans Minstrels is an ordinary
show of its kind, doing fairly at the

Mrs. C. Morton Home is the first
female visitor the Greenroom Club ever
had.
Mrs. Home was smuggled into

Mr.
Barker's
company. Several
weeks ago a number of American play-

forthcoming Barker production.
These
men are very well known to the American stage and fully proficient in Shakespearean roles. At the time of their visits
to Mr. barker's stage manager they said
they were informed by him Mr. Barker

is

Columbia,
The Bevani Opera Company is
healthy at the Alcazar.
Feature films at Cort and Gaiety doing well.

SHOWS

in

ers

Miller in "Daddy Long Legs"
registering good business at the

Florida.

:

Since the appearance of Variety's
story there seems to have been a gen-

13.

Henry

business in this territory, especially in

If
American capitalists really want to
"uplift" the American drama, It hardly seems
advisable to put in charge of the "uplift"

movement a man who knows

BIZ IMPROVES.

Atlanta, Jan. 13.
shows report improvement of

Road

IN 'FRISCO.
San Francisco, Jan.

13.

—

apparently but It has already been made possible by the support of the Stage Society, an
organization of Americans, supposedly formed
for the benefit of American art in the theatre.
We may admit that Mr. Barker has made
some excellent productions in England of some
excellent plays
and when his country has
settled down to peace and quiet once more,
he will undoubtedly make many more— in England.
But, has Mr. Barker ever made the
production of an American play by an American author? Has Mr. Barker ever shown the
slightest interest In the adrancement of the
American drama until the business conditions
In his own country made profitable production an impossibility there?
If Mr. Barker
was sincere In his desire to "uplift the American drama." would he have brought to this
country a complete English organization
players, and so forth?
And, above all, would
he haye waited for a guarantee of $35,000 be;

was talked dver

the matter

SHOWS

BENEFIT FOR ACTORS.

of a

fall

during a

performance Sunday at the MacDonough theatre. She was removed to St.
Luke's Hospital and an understudy

became current Tuesday
Fairbanks was closing
with "The Show Shop" because of
throat trouble.
While it's true Fairthat

report

Douglas

banks has been suffering with an attack of laryngitis he is sticking to his
role.
His condition Tuesday was such
that the services of an understudy will
not be required just as present.

replaced her.

Plymouth, Boston, for Rent.

The Boston
the

Boston, Jan. 13.
theatre of Liebler & Co.,

Plymouth,

is

said

to

have

been

placed on the market for rental, by the
receiver for that firm.

Booking Changes Coming.
Following the booking agreement between Klaw & Erlanger and the Shube. f « this week, there were reports of
important
changes on the booking
staffs of K. & E.'s, also managers closely connected with them.

VARIETY
New York may

CABARETS
Ziegfeld's "Midnight Frolic" on the
precipitate a

Max

so funny in his

felt

Tuesday

Amsterdam Roof may

he

"cabaret revues." Already
several proprietors are considering the
Even
idea, in one phase or another.

10 days to

of

flood

those cabarets where no admission is
charged may attempt a "revue" of
some kind, probably an ensemble or

William Morgirls.
probably be the one to make
the most pretentious revue production,

two, using a few
will

ris

following Ziegfeld's, for the New York
Roof. Admission to the New York is
one dollar, and it has a large capacity.
The Amsterdam's capacity is limited,
but Ziegfeld can do $1,100 nightly at
his

prices

seats)

($2

and he

is

— for

and $1
doing it.

balcony

"The Mid-

expense, together with
the cost of running the Roof (including rent) is $4,000 weekly. The Amsterdam will take in between $6,500
and $7,000 at the gate. This will eventually get Ziegfeld out on the cost of
his production for the revue.
That
was between $12,000 and $15,000. Ziegfeld went into it originally as a little
night

Frolic"

skit "just something different."
He
wanted a number leader, two songs
and eight girls. The finish was a pro-

duction, seven or eight songs, as many
principals and 22 chorus girls, the

show

costing $1,900 a week.
But
"Ziegy" would do a thing like that just
to show the others he's still ahead ot
them, and more especially as "The
Follies"

him

is

making more money

for

season 'than it ever did before.
plan is to make weekly
changes in the current "Frolic," running it three months or so, when a new
midnight piece will be produced. He
may shortly commence giving a Sunday night performance, starting earlier
in the evening than on the week days,
and it is possible as well that the Amsterdam Roof will commence trying
matinees. If Ziegfeld could give nine
shows weekly, he would have a capacity of $10,000 a week at the gate for
45-minute performance. The Roof's
bar receipts Saturday night were $2,000, giving the Roof a gross that evening of over $3,000.
this

Ziegfeld's

•

left

grow used

to

skating

simply going clean
bug over his face and clothes. Since
purchasing a safety razor, he has engaged one of the bellhops in his apartment house to shave him with it once
daily and has staked the other boy to
warn him any time anything is wrong
with the crease in his trousers.
Besides that Max plunged Wednesday,
buying two collars (.both clean), and
has ordered a necktie to be ready by
Washington's Birthday. Henry Waterson gave him the new clothes for a
Christmas present, but Max won't tell
where he got the safety razor. Tuesday night he called at the Columbia

new

scenery
for

where they arc now ap-

pearing, although Mrs. Sebastian danced
under great difficulties, suffering from

an accident to her foot, which caused
the couple to go through the simplest
kind of a modern dancing act until she
had recovered. As Mr. Sebastian about
stands at the head of all professional
dancers for initiative and inventiveness in dancing, the unlooked for handicap must have been particularly painful to him, both on his wife's account
and through his inability to display
their best

work

York (and the

in

new

They all knew him, in the old
but he was shaved that evening,

days,

and the bunch back on the stage made
Max identify himself as he also had
on a derby. One girl said she thought
he was good looking when dressed up,
and Max blushed furiously, mentioning
a Feist song in his embarrassment.

the

St.

Rink is the only indoor
At
place where ice skating is done.
57th street and 8th avenue is an open
air

rink,

well

patronized.

plant to freeze

Circuit,

pa-

largely

York

Nicholas does business

it.

Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Sebastian have
become strong favorites on the Or-

pheum

is

New

In

Nicholas

territory.

New York Roof

New

especi-

miss Sebastian, since he left here
Sebastian created a
distinct place for himself among the
New York dancers and it was not fully
realized until he had departed. It is reported that following Mr. and Mrs.
Sebastian's return to the Metropolis
they will appear in a Broadway pro-

and the

all

must be

ice

The

St.

the time.

A

installed

expense for this is quite
heavy, although "The Follies" one season carried it as a part of the production in New York, and Hammerstein's
the same summer had an ice rink on
its

initial

Souci has had good
business, and the little dancer seems to
be drawing a desirable clientele to the
underground resort of the Heidleburg
building.

Gilliard

Boag and

George

Pierce, formerly of Rector's, are billed

as "Executives" in connection with the
establishment.
A. Bertram Spencer

who

in

is

room

charge of the Rector

ball

at night, acts in a like capacity

Mae Murray

at the

noon.
It is said Paul Salvain, who
conducts Rector's and the Garden, is
the financial backer of Miss Murray's

Earle B. Fuller

is

the

drummer

description that a drummer could apHe merely uses
parently employ.
them for the benefit of the orchestra,
not for himself individually, as he is

drummer,

although he
traps occupy
64 square feet of the space allotted at

no

spotlight

easily could be that.

The

Rector's for the orchestra.

looking

over

his

It's

collection.

Many

vaudeville

managers and vagents

are to hold a dancing contest. It will
be staged Jan. 21 on the Riviera Roof,
Broadway and 98th street. Any agent
The contest
or manager is eligible.

Waltz. So far
Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Bohm, Benny Piermont and partner,
Irving Cooper and Rae Brotstein,
Claude Bostock and partner, Ed Kealey
and partner, Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Duffus, Paley Saunders and partner, Abe
Feinberg and partner. Judges will be
Joe Schenck, Edgar Allen, Lou Adelman, Jack Loeb. Prizes $50 first, $25
(The announcesecond, $15 third.
ment does not state whether an enwill be the Hesitation

have

entered

—

be charged, but contestants may depend there will be at
least 10 per cent, of the gross lost
somewhere, and the winners will have
to split with the house, if not spending
trance fee

all,

will

for bubbles.)

>

Jack Jarrott and Louise Alexander
did not complete their vaudeville act,

although booked to open recently in
Chicago. At least that is what Jarrott
says, and the booking was made, but
they did not appear. Jack is back in
New York looking for another dancing
partner.

The

places along the line were rather
two nights this week. Sunday night was the first blow to the re-

hard

hit

The crowd was rather light in
the early evening and as two o'clock
rolled round none of the supper clubs
got any play and closed up. Tuesday
night the storm handed them another
wallop. One manager stated that night
was the worst that he had experienced
in

60th

at

street,

has

opened a "Domino Room" on the second floor.
It
is
entirely
finished
in white and black.
The plan is to
form an incorporated club and run all
Bustanoby's
an all-night license.
night.

is

trying to secure

Not to be outdone by Vernon Castle,
Sylvia Judson at the Broadway Rose
Gardens has had a woman's dancing
shoe named in her honor. The shoe
is a very chic appearing Frenchy affair that laces

on the inner

side of the

ankle.

venture.

Joel's, on 41st street,
the late at night play.

is

still

getting

He

has a fullfledged cabaret, which comprises Marie
Connors, Carroll Sisters, Stella King,
Nellie
and Adelaide Quitus
Fiest
Richard Manning is acting as dance
floor

manager.

The Castles on top of the 44th Street
theatre are doing business. They have
but

three months.

little

formance

time at night after their perin

"Watch Your

Step."

The

Cafeteria above the Strand theatre did a rushing business all last week.
During the noon hour, its 20-cent limit
lunch was a riot, and at night the place

was crowded, mostly with sight-seers
who wanted to watch the society

Thomas Keiran and Miss M. J. McGoodwin have been engaged by the
Fort Garry hotel, Winnipeg, to give
exhibition dances.

women

serve tea.
It is expected the
place will do business just as long as
Mrs. W. K. Vanderbilt consents to pose
as waitress, along with the other Fifth

avenue

women

John

Helen Santoro has shifted her field
agency activity from Bustan-

of press

oby's to Reisenweber's.

interested.

worth

pieces of the apparatus are electrically

The

place in the after-

ceipts.

of

Banjo Wallace's orchestra at Rector's.
Wallace has a violin, a bass viol, piano,
three banjo players and a drummer.
It's an odd composition for an orchestra, and the drummer is not the least.
Mr. Fuller claims, and appears to be
justified, from observation, that he has
more traps than any other drummer in
the country. His outfit cost him $1,000.
Mr. Fuller says before he has completed it his investment will be $2,500.
Fuller's traps are of every conceivable

—

Bustanoby's,

Mae Murray's Sans

some time ago.

duction.

Hotel Plaza Miss Bradley gave a musiand dance, with tickets $2 each.
It's easy enough to give a concert and
dance but not at the Plaza. (That's
what comes from having been raised
in Harlem.)

cale

Roof.

ally)

is

theatre.

that

floor

tronized.

worked.

Max Winalow

yet follow the ColChicago, which has an ice

Inn,

lege

French Lick

for

13

has

Loeffler

started

in

what

looks like a prosperous year. He's an
official representative of the Authors,
Composers and Publishers' Association
that is on the trail of the hotels and
public places using copyrighted music
without
paying
the
required
as-

Mr. Loeffler is visiting different places and while having
a square meal at the expense of the

Robert Gridley Rendel and Violet
Montague, recently abroad, are at
Healey's, 66th street.

Ethel Coit, formerly of Shanley's,

now

singing
Gardens.

at

sociation tribute.

association,

is

getting a

line

on the

music played by the orchestra.

Spokane, Jan.

verting the
tre)

Broadway

front (the thea-

him a resBroadway to 7th

into a cabaret, giving

taurant through from
avenue.

the plea of Dr.

W.

T. Phy, a wealthy

Spokane physican, who has

instituted

proceedings against Mrs. Phy. Papers
were served upon the wife in Chicago
a few days ago.
Mrs. Phy at the time
of her marriage was a cabaret singer,

working in the Silver Grill here. The
couple were married in June, 1912. The
wife now is singing for diners in the
Windy City. Dr. Phy, formerly head
of the Hot Lake sanatorium in this
state, divorced his first wife to wed
Miss

Bradley, the blonde prima
donna, is doing things right nowadays.
Thursday evening last week at the
Lillian

13.

That he be granted a divorce and
that his wife be ordered to resume the
use of her maiden name, Grace Daniels,
is

The Broadway Rose Garden, with
Eddie Pidgeon at the helm, is getting
away very well. With the admission
off and Eddie out for business, the
Garden sprang forward in leaps, until
Mr. Pidgeon is now thinking of con-

is-

Broadway Rose

the

Daniels.
deserted him.
If

He

alleges

you don't advertise

In

don't advertlM.

(In-

latter
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It was along about 1902 or 1903 that
Klaw & Erlanger exerted their great

and compelled Nixon & Zimto withdraw from partnership with Sam. S. Shubert. The result

influence

merman

action

of

that

of

dollars.

has cost

It

much-talked-of

the

Sam Shubert was
The

resourceful.

millions

fifty

was the beginning
"theatrical

of

war."

a fighter and he was
retaliatory work he

began then, and that has been vigorously prosecuted by his brothers, Lee
and J. J., ever since his untimely and
lamentable death, was never entirely
abandoned until a few days ago, when
a booking agreement was entered into
by the Shuberts and Klaw & Erlanger.

In the intervening years literally
hundreds of legitimate theatres have
been built all over the United States,
nearly all superfluous. They were not
erected to meet an increased demand
Their sole
for indoor entertainment.
purpose was to create opposition.
This method of procedure was carto an extent that gave theatregoers so many places of amusement
ried

the business was so divided as to very greatly reduce profits
or to wipe them out altogether, or to
cause actual loss. Theatre patronage
has increased greatly since 1902, but
not in anything like a ratio to justify
the increase in theatres.
Opposition
that leaves no loopholes for adjustment without entailing heavy loss is a
serious reflection upon the judgment
of those engaged in it.
to patronize,

separate

managements

in

of

sult

recent

the

Klaw

&

Erlanger-

Shubert agreement. That way is the
closing, and keeping closed to any kind
of entertainment, of 20 per cent, of the

now in
To

operation all over the
country.
lock the doors of a
theatre that is losing money and pay
the rent would not entail the loss of
the gross amount of the rent. A very
large percentage of the patronage of
that theatre would be diverted to other
places of amusement, thus increasing
their profits, and the aggregate in the
end would be decidedly favorable to all
concerned.
theatres

Through compromise, promotion and
real estate manipulation, it is more
than likely that many of the theatres
could he withdrawn without necessitating the payment of rent throughout
the

length

Rehowever,
the main point is to close them to any
form of amusement.
entire

gardless

of

this

of

the

leases.

possibility,

The same conditions that apply to
Klaw & Erlanger-Shubert situa-

the

tion

prevail

to

a

considerable extent

burlesque field.
Houses have
been taken over and arc being maintained either to shut out opposition or
in
compliance with agreements that
in

the

made

possible the merging of the Columbia and the Empire Circuit two
years ago.
And a severe penalty has
been and is now being paid by the

Columbia Amusement Co. and by the

m.

GERARD'S SPLIT WEEK.

section west of

lesque houses located in the cities in
which losing houses are maintained.
Here is an opportunity for the exercise of that character and degree of administrative ability that distinguishes

women were present at the first show.
Monday evening another jammed

It

is

safe

to

man in all
human endeavor. And the

the operations of the great
divisions of

end of the present theatrical season
far enough away to justify immediate
action and thus avert the losses that
will otherwise have to be borne.

is

Most men
sional
tion

life

for

business and profes-

in

possess a very natural ambidistinction

among

their

fel-

lows as well as for the attainment of
financial independence.
It cannot be
regarded as a foolish vanity to aspire
to a "big name," a name that is widely
known and the mention of which is
recognized broadcast for its association
with the important affairs in
which its owner is concerned. Generally speaking, prominence comes with
success, especially in professional

and
and

this

life,

prominence augments success

constantly cumulative in the
case of physicians and painters and
scientists and singers and actors who
achieve eminence.
is

Independent burlesque
started this week.

distinction.

little

all

This applies particularly

There
are many men in burlesque management whose names are entirely un-

kown

own immediate
environment, but who nevertheless
figure in an important way among
their

outside of their

associates.

Instead

of

their

names being a meaningful trademark
like those conspicuous in the $2 and
the vaudeville ends of the business, the
mention means nothing when brought
up in conversation or when used in
connection with any transaction not
related to burlesque.
Notwithstanding their achievements in their own

world, they move along enveloped in
oblivion otherwise.
They lose the
value that goes hand in hand with

prominence, through short-sightedness
in the manner in which they conduct
their business with the newspapers.
Receiving
no
publicity
for
their
achievements, not only the public, but
the people in the show business generally are kept in ignorance of their
operations. Failing to embrace opportunities that are within easy reach, they
are content to go along indulging themselves in the self-sufficiency that causes
them to really believe that they are

known factors, whereas if they
were to move about outside of their
own restricted circles, they would discover, much to their amazement quite
likely, that they are unknown quanwidely

tities.

new

it

would be

right to disclose themselves.

The burlesque show

Mon-

there this

week

under the paper of Wash
Martin's "Sunshine Girls." It is "The

*

Barney Gerard has made an arrangement with the Empire Circuit by which
he will open the Luzerne, WilkesBarre and the Majestic, Scranton, week
Jan. 25 as Extended Wheel houses.
The shows will play three nights in
each town, between the Trocadero,
Philadelphia and Binghamton.
Since the Empire Circuit was absorbed by the Columbia two years ago,
the Wilkes-Barre house has been playing pictures intermittently and the Majestic after a brief existence as a Stair
Havlin house following the retire-

&

ment

Frolics of

stranded at Buffalo
last week and brought on to New York
by the Daly managers. The show is
playing 50-50 with the house. John A.
Martin is in charge of the company.
An extra attraction this week, "De
Milo, ex-daughter of Oscar Hammer1914,"

was placarded. She is "The
Oriental Rose," who was the wife for
a while of the late Abie Hammerstein,
Oscar's son. Tuesday afternoon Hammerstein's sent its staff down to
stein,"

and the "Hammerstein" billing
was painted out. Next week
De Leon will be the wiggling

feature.

The

intention of Daly's in

St. Louis, Jan. 13.

playing the main
shows on the Columbia burlesque cira picture policy next
cuit, assumes
week. "The Golden Crooks" is there
The change forces the Al.
this week.
Reeves show to lay off next week.

its

new

The

Princess,

When

the

announced

for each evening.

The

sur-

rounding neighborhood (Broadway and
29th street) has been heavily billed,
and if sufficient shows are secured,
Daly's looks to have a very good
chance in this line, the only one left
to it, everything having been tried and
failing there.

Not the least
power at present

sent upstairs.

For next week Edw. Armstrong's
"Queen of the Follies Bergere" is underlined. The Daly managers say they
have seven shows from the Barton
Wheel to select from, before it will
become necessary to look for outside
material. "The Queens" is at the Trocadero,

shows

Ed. Arthur, and admitted to a maghe couldn't define the difference
between burlesque and tab musical

is

istrate

comedy.

BERT BAKER

ILL.

Bert Baker, star of "The Bon Tons,"
was obliged to retire from the cast of
that show Saturday night of last week
on account of a serious illness which
is

now

Mr.
operation.
Hospital,

an

necessitate

Baker

in the

German

The show is laying-off this week,
Jack McGee, of McGee and Curry, is
rehearsing Mr. Baker's part to fill in
the time while the comedian is recovering.

ACADEMY OUT.
The Academy,

Pittsburgh, has with-

drawn from the burlesque

owing

field

to the impossibility of securing attrac-

The Academy

tabloids

furnished

by

is

now

playing

Edward Arm-

strong.

Let Off with Small Fine.
Cincinnati, Jan. 13.
Hart, manager of the
Standard, did not press a charge of
libel
against Frank Livingston, advance agent of "The Taxi Girls,"
local Municipal Judge Yeatman let

As

Harry

off with a fine of $5 and
Hart alleged that Livingston
advertised that a "cooch" contest, between black and white girls, would be

Livingston
costs.

given at the Standard, when he
the statement was untrue.

knew

Philadelphia, this week.

The Daly management expects
due course of time,

if

the

in

burlesque

policy shows profitable result to secure Columbia Amusement Co. attrac-

even with the Columbia, Murray
Olympic, downtown New
York houses, playing Columbia shows.
Hill

completed

Atlanta, Jan. 13.
Atlanta's policeman-censor has lost
He
his punch with the local judges.

tions.

Daly's drawing
be the talk about
"Burlesque at Daly's."
This started
Monday among laymen who passed the
doors, and the dailies Tuesday gave
it
considerable prominence.
Admission to Daly's at night is 50
cents in the orchestra, with 75-cent box
seats.
The paper in the evening is
of

will

is

the Columbia

CENSOR'S ADMISSION.

Brooklyn.

plastered outside like a picture shop on
Third avenue. An extra attraction is

1

played there.

will be

able to attract with "warm" performances.
The old house of renown is

to

new Imperial

on or about Feb.

will

is

remained

Circuit,

PRINCESS DISCONTINUES.

go after the patronage
the Olympic on 14th street has been
venture

Empire

of the

closed.

billed

is

tions,

Here is something for burlesque
managers and players to think over.

policy then felt

day night the receipts were $310, and
Tuesday matinee $192. Tuesday night
(bad weather) was $279.
The house management is composed
of Walter and Jerome Rosenberg and
Nate Spingold. Another member is
supposed to be around in the guise of
an "angel," although these three men
put up a small amount of cash each.

there

to the operators in burlesque.

streets.

house saw the show, and the promoters
of the

life,

of this prized

opened Monday.

Broadway between 23rd
With the cut rate the
Monday matinee held $162 in money.
The cut rates were 15 cents cash for
men and 10 cents for women. But few

and 34th

Millie
is

It

at Daly's got

Cut rate tickets were spread over the

Daly's,

however, there

mccloy

DALITS GETS STARTED.

consequence

say that this
loss aggregates so large a sum that the
profits of all of the shows would be
very largely increased if those houses
were turned over to watchmen and the
rents paid by a plan of assessment in
which all of these companies would
participate as well as the other burthereof.

In the business end of theatrical

As matters stand today there is only
one way by which general theatrical
conditions may be improved as a re-

B* Frederick

and

SPIEGEL TAKES STEVENS.
Leo

Stevens,

at

present

principal

comedian of "The Girls from Happyland," has been engaged for three seasons by Max Spiegel. Mr. Stevens will
head
the
cast
of "The
Winning
Widows."

BU RLESQU E
portant

HASTINGS' BIG SHOW.
Harry

Hastings' "Big Show" has
proven to be one of the delightful surprises of the season at the Columbia
theatre.
It is distinguished by newness and originality, of prime importance. There has not been a more interested and perfectly entertained audience in the Columbia for a very long
time than that which was present Monday night.
This Hastings' show, in detail and as
a whole, gives evidences of intelligence
and painstaking care in its conception
and arrangement. Studious avoidance
of anything resembling bits and gags
and scenes that have ever before been
employed is apparent all through the
performance. Supplementing this with
equally
refreshing
results
the
are
many distinct novelties that are presented in the settings and in the arrangement of the musical numbers.
Mr. Hastings had not stopped at
these admirable achievements. He has
assembled a company fully capable of
meeting every demand of the book and
of the musical features.
Dan Coleman, an excellent Irish
comedian, does remarkably good work
in a part that perfectly suits his striking individuality. As Horatio McNal-

he is given opportunities such as he
has never before had and he scores
strongly in the many original and skilfully devised scenes allotted to him.
In dialect and make-up and in general
treatment of the part, Mr. Coleman exhibits a skill that easily places him
among the most valuable players in
burlesque. In the last act he appears
in his familiar characterization of Patricia O'Brien with all new lines and
scenes that are full of genuine wit and
that keep the spectators in constant
roars of laughter.
Phil Peters, a newcomer to burlesque, and who has had a long career
ly

ingenue

Others

the

FIRST TIME BURLESQUE.

who render valuable assistance are
Anna Connors and Jack and Teddy

Los Angeles, Jan.

role.

in

cast

Evans.

Among

the distinctive features that

removed

completely

from the

this

production

ordinary.' are an

illuminated

which

erected on the stage
by the chorus girls in view of the audience; a sextet introducing burlesque
talking moving pictures; the finale of act
trolley car

is-

which discloses

huge inverted
from which the
wine is flowing, and an immense bottle in the background emitting a torfirst

champagne

rent

five

bottles

the sparkling liquid with the

of

chorus girls in union suits grouped
around. In the second act a bee-hive
is seen with a clever device that shows
a swarm of flying insects. This effect
successfully

is

utilized

by

Coleman

whom the bees alight, creating
an exceedingly humorous situation.
In Miss Sheridan's song specialty tire
stage is darkened while she renders the
"Tulip and Rose" melody, and countless fireflies sparkle everywhere with

upon

nothing else

in sight.

These and other ingenious devices
novelty to the production and
bring it up to a standard that justifies
classification among the most pretenlend

achievements of high-class mu-

tious

comedy producers.

sical

Templeton, the manager of
the show, is given credit on the program for devising the numbers and ensembles and his successful efforts
merit unreserved praise.
Lester

BEDINI LEAVES HIS SHOW.

prominence in farce-comedy and
vaudeville, te an able second to Mr.
Coleman. Mr. Peters plays the Ger-

man with

Show."

dialect
in

excellent effect, having a true
facial expressions that are

and

perfect keeping with, the character.

His methods arc original and the favorable-impression he makes is indicatcd by the manifest enjoyment of the
audience.

Next

in

imoprtance

in

the

cast

is

lyn,

securing of the house.
Two theatres
are under discussion, Lyceum and Re-

Bert Leven, the San Francisco
vaudeville man, has the latter house

public.

for his vaudeville.
It's said

man and
Welch

Thomas H.

in the

years.

in

of

the Bert Baker show, was specially engaged to do the advance work for the

Star

engagement

during

his

lay-off

champagne. For this bit Miss Bauer
was rewarded with a scene call at the
Monday night performance. Palmer
Hines is a classy-looking and exceptionally agreeable straight and Hazel

Babctte closed Saturday night with
"The Passing Review," and opened
Monday of this week with the Eva

Lorraine makes a distinct

role

FRANK GALLAGHER DEAD.
Frank Gallagher, advertising agent of
the Columbia, died at his home on Amsterdam avenue at 11:30 Wednesday
morning of this week. Three weeks
ago Mr. Gallagher caught a severe cold
which developed into pleurisy and he
was confined to bed under a physician's
care for ten days. Mr. Gallagher has
been in the employ of the Columbia
He is survived by
for two years.
his wife, married daughter, and two
brothers.

Topeka, Jan.

The Orpheum, unable

Mull's "Follies of 1920" at the Murray
Hill* Babctte will play the soubret

and do her specialty.

13.

company

Stock

dis-

banded Saturday night after a four
weeks' run.
Poor business was given
It is reported Stair &
Havlin will take over the Shubert in
the near future. A representative was
in Rochester this week.

as the cause.

Ince, the picture

GERMAN STOCK RESUMES.

director,

Cincinnati,

Under the management

Jan.

13.

of their old

Otto Ernst Schmidt, the Gerfirst performance
since the organization went into bankruptcy, at Emery Auditorium, Monday
night, to a good house.
Schmidt was
called upon to make a curtain speech.
director,

SHARING COUPONS HELP.
The

two Columbia
main wheel burlesque houses
in Brooklyn recently put into effect
the custom of giving United profit
sharing coupons to purchasers of tickets on certain days in the week. The
three non-coupon days are Monday,
Thursday and Saturday, the first two
through the house having added attractions on those days and the last because of the generally good business at
both the afternoon and evening shows.
Casino, one of the

Circuit's

With

the majority of. the

making

theatres

special

down-town

inducements

Manager

Daniels, of

the Casino thought of this idea which
has proven successful.

The Orpheum,

the

downtown

big-

Brooklyn vaudeville house, has
brought its afternoon prices down, the
boxes (both mezzanine and stage), being reduced to 50 cents on week day
afternoons and the gallery ten cents.
The former prices were 75 for the
boxes and 15 in the gallery.
time

man

Stock, gave the

Kuechler's

comedy

student

"Som-

merspuk," was put on.
Proceeds of
the performance were shared with the

company, and

this co-operative plan
followed until a permanent reorganization is effected.

will be

STOCK PLAYERS MARRY.
Mrs. Adelaide Frances Hibbard Fogarty, daughter of Boston's former
mayor, and Frank B. Wright, lead of
the

Lyceum Stock

New

Co.,

Britain,

Conn., were married Sunday in Hart-

Conn. Mrs. Fogarty has played
minor parts in the Lyceum Stock Co.,
of which her mother, Mrs. Adelaide
Hibbard is leading woman.
ford,

SPOKANE CHANGES.
Spokane, Jan.

Henry

who

Hall,

has

joined

13.

the

Baker Players at the Auditorium, suc-

PROSPECT GIVES UP STOCKS.
The Prospect Bronx, which has been
playing burlesque stock for the past
several weeks, will abandon that policy

tomorrow

night.

understood no arrangements
have been decided upon for the future.
It

is

HOUSE MANAGERS

SHIFT.

James H. Rhodes, formerly manager
for the Columbia Amusement Co. at
Albany and Detroit, has been engaged
by I. H. Herk to manage the Gayety,
Milwaukee, starting Jan. 17.
Another change in house management takes Charles Walters, for many
years in charge of the Gayety, St.
Louis, to the Olympic, Cincinnati, succeeding Willis Jackson, Jan. 24.

COLUMBUS DOING WELL.
The

which
Empress,
Columbus,
opened to very large business on the
Extended Jan. 4, succeeded in rolling
up a great gross for the first show.
The opening of the second week last
Monday secured even greater returns.
In view of this encouraging start, it
i:-

believed that

place

among

the

Columbus will take its
most profitable houses.

Complain Through Same Title.
Rowland & Clifford have filed a comwith

plaint

against
their
ries."

The

as

leading

handling.
Craig's Providence Stock, Maybe.

Providence, Jan.

Report

that

is

13.

John Craig, the Bos-

ton stock star, has been looking over
the new Strand, to be finished in February, with a view to taking it for
an all-year-round stock company.
The theatre has an excellent location and a capacity of about 2,500.
It
was first intended as a picture house,
but with the picture field now overrun, its backers are considering other
attractions.

Harry Sedley Suddenly Attacked.
Harry Sedley, a former legit and
stock

a

with

the

of

Poli

had an attack of heart trouble

forces,

while

director

down town Monday

afternoon

Mangers' Association

and dropped to the street unconscious.

Weingarden for using
"September Morning Glo-

chanced along and had him removed

decision of the association

to his

room

Sedley

may

the

Izzic

title,

Lynne Overman

ceeding

man, will also become director of the
company, replacing Edwin L. Curtis.
Curtis and hjs wife, Ollie Cooper, also
a member of the Players, have gone to
Washington.
Overman has returned
to New York.
Harry L. Fraser, juvenile, is another
to leave the Baker organization.
He
goes to San Francisco and is replaced
by Clyde Waddell. Berna Craven will
do the work Miss Cooper has been

late

BABETTE CHANGES SHOWS.

vaudeville.

Rochester, Jan.

The Shubert

13.

make stock

to

gone back to pop

pay, has

is
backing
proposed burlesque ven-

studio

ture.

Brook-

Monday recorded there
Walt Leslie, who is regularly

last

week. That's the answer to the extraordinary opening day receipts.

an im-

drawback now being the

"The Gay Morning Glories" did the
largest day business at the Star,

Kilccn Sheridan, whose many appearances at the Columbia have endeared
her to the regular patrons at that
house. Miss Sheridan is pretty and
graceful, and sings unusually well and
possesses a personality that is altogether charming. She wears several
handsome gowns that become her girlish figure, and in the many important
scenes in which she appears she reveals acting abilities of a high order.
Alma Bauer is conspicuous all through
the performance and makes a very favorable impression in everything that
she does, especially in the drinking
scene with Mr. Coleman, where she
simulates prolonged hysterical laughter as a result of over-indulging in

hit in

STOCKS CLOSING.

ing in vaudeville, has practically closed
a deal whereby burlesque comes in
here, the only

15

13.

For the first time burlesque is to invade Los Angeles. Rube Welch, a former local manager and of late appear-

to get the people,

Jean Bedini has retired from "The
Mischief Makers" and joined forces
with Ray Montgomery and the Healey
Sisters to open with "The Gay Morning Glories" at the Trocadero, Philadelphia, next Wednesday.
Jack Glines, former manager of this
show, who resigned two weeks ago, has
been succeeded by Harry Rose, formerBehman
ly advance agent of "The

of

B * Frederick m. mcCloy

will be accepted

by

all

parties

Some

of

Sedley's
the

in

be

laid

acquaintances

Normandic Hotel.
up for some time.

VARIETY

16

BILLS

Slgsbee's

NEXT WEEK

(January IS)

In Vaudeville Theatres, Playing Three or Less

Shows Daily

houses open for the week with Monday matinees, when not otherwise indicated.)
Theatres listed ss "Orpheum" without any further distinguishing description are on the
Orpheum Circuit. Theatres with "Loew" following name are on the Loew Circuit.
Agencies booking the houses are noted by single name or initials, such as "Orph," Orpheum
r
Booking Offices— "W. V. A.," Western Vaudeville Managers' AssoCircuit-"U. B. 0.,' United
M
ciation (Chicago)— P, Pantages Circuit— "Inter," Interstate Circuit (booking through W. V. A.).
-"M," James C. Matthews (Chicago).-"B B O," Broadway Booking Office.-'Tr," Proctor Circuit.
(All

New York
HAMMERSTEIN'S
(ubo)
•On File"
Battling Nelaon
Wilson A Batle

"Telephone Tangle"
William A Schwarts
Murphy A Bonlta
LlUlan Uerllen
"Eloping"
Max A Mabel Ford
Tiny Tot
Shields A Rogers

PALACE

(orph)

Helen Were Co
Onrllle Harrold
Sam A Kitty Morton
Pekln Mystery
Stuart Barnes
Muller A Stanley
Bert Erroll
lsabell Rodriquea
4

Amaranths

ROYAL

(ubo)

Eva Tanguay
Conroy A Models
Clark A Verdi
Flaher A Green
Moore A Yates
Sully Family

Woods Woods 3
Walter Van Brunt
Dancing La Vara

COLONIAL (ubo)
Trixle Frlganza
"Lonesome Laasles"

Condon Devereaux Co
Boganny's Bakera

Moore A Young

McDermott
(ubo)

Valeska Suratt Co
Nellie Nichola

Paul Conchas
Hoey A Lee
Barry Breen

Watson Co
A Bob Smith
Rayno'a Doga
Billy

Irene

BROADWAY
1

to

(bboj

North P"

Al Trusedal Co
Bert Earl Trio
Claude Rant
Delay A Kramer

(Two

to All)

PROCTORS 125TH

Heraklnd
Edith Mote
Leonard A Lou la
Dell

A

Ollss

Joe Holland
Butterfly A Rose
Geo Hlckmon Co
Bob A Elsie Austin
Chaa Barney Co
McCowan A Gordon
Sanaone A Dellla

2d half
Arthur Ward
Clara Illlg

Romalne

Hap Handy Co
Smith A Kaufman
Sari Sisters

Ray Monde
Dreano A Goodwin
Scotch Players
Clara Cubbltt 3
Murray's Pets

PROCTOR'S 23D
Marline Bros
Marie King Scott
Dave Raphael Co

King
Mardo A Hunter
Dottle

Scotch Players

A Brown

Fields

Carolina Five
2d half

Hersktnd
Edith Mote
Sullivan A Pasquelena
Dell

A OHbb

Elklns Fay A Elklns
".Ilmtown Junction"

MrCowan

Gordon
ft
Sansone A Dellla

PROCTOR'S 58TH

Mastro Co
Mirlo Laurent
TTnn Handy Co
TTnrrlnon Armstrong P
Sullivan A Pasouelena

Turing A Marquette
Hesrn A Rutter
Murray's Pets
2d half
Ty*onard A Louis
Th#»rpan

Miller

SsMnfl A

Pronner
Mardo A Hunter

M«ck A SMIIwell
«TT*r

First

Csse"

FleMs A Frown

AMERICAN

floew)

Holrnpp A Wella
Wood'Q Animals

Cnlprrmn fjoet*

Geo Rsn*«U Co
La Tltcomh
Coogan A Cox

4 Nigh tons
6 Military Dancers

fill)

2d half
The Vsldos
Ethel Mae Barker
Morris A Beasley

Tabor A Green
Rice A Francis
"Last Hope"

Four
Lockhsrdt A Leddy
(One to All)
Victoria

GREELEY (loew)
Slddons
Bill Foster Co
Dlero
"Between Trains"
Mae Weat
DeBara
(Two to

fill)

LaTltcomb
Herbert A Dennis
Billy Klnksld
(Three to fill)
NATIONAL (loew)
Lorry A Coulter

Eugene Troupe
Ben A Hasel Mann
Billy Reeves

Margaret Farrell
to

fill)

2d

fealf

Lou Hoffman
"Thro Skylight"
Gertrude Barnes
Monarch Comedy 4
Wood's Anlmala
to

1111)

(loew)

Waring
Monarch Comedy 4
Gertrude Barnes
Lockhart A Leddy
(Three to fill)
2d half
81sters

Weiss Troupe
Margaret Deane
Billy Reevea
(Three to

(loew)

Lawton
Laurie A Aleen
"Thro' Skylight"
Mystic Bird
Andy Rice
The Brlgbtons
2d half

Madden A Clogg
Alf Rlpon
Lorry A Coulter

"Between Trains"
Holmes A Wells
Robinson's Elephants
DELANCEY (loew)

Madden A Clogg
Margaret Deane
Edmund Haves Co
Armstrong A Ford
The Valdoa
(Three to fill)
2d half
Beth Challis
Old Soldier Fiddlers
Laurie A Aleen
i/elmore A Moore
Andy Rice
3 Alex
to

fill)

ORPHEUM

(loew)

Chyo

Kaufman Sisters
Mr A Mrs H Emmett
Bud A Nellie Helm
Robinson's Elephanta
Sidney Phillips

(One to fill)
2d half
Eugene Troupe
Kathleen
Franklyn Ardel Co
Lew Welle
Gliding O'Meers

(Two

Harry Carroll
Henry Lewis
Hopklna Slaters

SHUBERT

(loew)

Ethel Mae Barker
Morris A Beasley
Avellng A Lloyd
Whitney's Dolla

(One

Britt

to

fill)

Duffy Geisler A

to fill)

(loew)

Duffy Geisler A

L

Lou Hoffman
"Last Hope"

A Johnson

Wels Troupe
2d half
Carbrey Bros
Mr A Mrs H Emmett

Bud A Nellie Helm
"Eaay Money"
Warlns
Bush Bros

FLATBUSH (loew)
Gliding O'Meers
Artie Hall
Tralnor A Helene
Lew Wells
Edna
Spooner Co
Romalne A Orr
Bush Bros

M

(One to fill)
2d half
Cingalese Troupe
Girls

3 Lorettaa
Edna M Spooner Co

Margaret Farrell
Edmund Hayes Co
The DeBars
(One to fill)

BIJOU (loew)
Old Soldier Fiddlers

2d half
Tralnor A Helene
"Way Out"
Jones A Johnson
Singer's Midgets

(Two

to

fill)

roeklya
PROSPKCT (ubo)
nianche Walsh Co
Gcorgle Wood
Llplnski'8

Dogs

Coakley Hanvey A D
Julia Curtis

Jackson A McLaren
Robins

Weston A Clnlre
Ioleen Sisters

ORPHEUM

Nesblt

ft

(ubo)

Clifford

Leonard ft Russell
Marie Nordstrom
Catherine Calvert Co
Milton Pollock Co

Van Hoven

Mario A Duffy

A Holds-

Flanagan A Edwards
Matinee Girls"

Stuart
The Joscarrys

MARYLAND

(ubo)

Fannie Brice
Rooney A Bent
"Fixing the Furnace"
Doyle A Dixon
The Three Lyres
Relne Davlea Co
Roeder'a Invention
Merles' Cockatoos
(loew)
Bessie's Cockatoos
O'Clare Girls

HIPPODROME

Wm

Klein Bros

Rose A Moon

Hanson
Edwards Bros

Alice

(One to fill)
Battle Creek. Mlek.

BIJOU (ubo)
Margie Calvert
Jones A Sylvester
Lasky's "California"
Bob Flnley
Leltzel A Jeanette
2d half
Tab

Pollard

Bay

Co.

Mlek.

fifty,

BIJOU ( ubo)
Spencer A Williams

Sylvia

fill)

(loew)

Barlow'a Circus
to

fill)

2d half

Yvonne
"Murder 1st Degree"
Ben A Hazel Mann

The Harolds
(One

to

Del Vachlo Champ Co
Greater City 4
Frank's Wild West
BUMsaass, Moat.
BABCOCK (loew)
Phlllppl Quartet

Mayor Lew Sbank
Frank Stafford Co
Morris A Allen
Wolgas A Girlie
Ale.
(ubo)
Bros

BlrsnlaftTkasn.

LYRIC

(loew)

Gerard A West
Ben Beyer Bro.

Yvonne
"Murder 1st Degree"
Marathon Comedy 4
Gravotte Lavondre Co

DeLesston

MAR
Hart
Mr Hymack

"Criminal"

Armstrong A Ford
Chyo
(Two to fill)
Aleeay. If. Y.

PROCTOR'S

Frollcers

Ward A Delmar

PANTAGES (m)
Nosaea
Leo Cooper Co
Marco Twlna

Toby Claude Co
William Smith

Una Clayton
Morton A Austin
Cecelia Wrlaht
John R Gordon Co
Lohse A Sterling
fill)

ORPHEUM

(loew)

Konettt

McDermott A Wallace
Royal Gascoynea
Walter Brower

Llbby A Barton
Marlon Harris Co.
Neffaky Troupe
Holden A Herron
Richard Milloy Co
Herron A Arnsman
Klmiwa Troupe

(Two

to

C.LORE (loew)

Allentown

ORPHEUM

(ubo)
(Splits with Easton)
1st half
Tho Sheldons
Kelso A Lekhton
Wilfred A Robert
Electrical Venus
(One to fill)

Altoona

ORPHEUM

(ubn)
Johnswith

(Splits

town)
1st half

A Jack Smith
"Everybody"
Tabor A Green
MnrtelPs Manikins
Frt

(Three to

flll>

2d half)
Jeanette Child's

Grace DeWlnters
Anderson A Golnes
Musical Avaloa

Harry Thompson
Hyan Richfield Co
2d half
Greve A Coe
Johnnie Woods

AMERICAN

Baron Llchter

Ka

Antrim A Vale

Rooney A Bowman

W

S. C.

(ubo)

with Savan-

nah)
1st

Miss

Little

do Cordova Co
Conlln Steel Co
"Bride Shop"
Mullen A Coogan
The Carltona

Jean

Cleveland

A Dale

I^azar

Two

half

HIP

Alfreds

(Two to fill)
Cewttaneoara

MAJESTIC

(ubo)

Dolly Marshall

Knight A Moore

Mr A Mrs McDonald
A Otto

Patrick

Woodman A

KEITHS

Fam

Bert Leslie Co
Van A Scbenck

Chick Sales

Mr A Mrs Wilde
Harabon A Qrohs
Al Rover A
Clara Inge

Sis

PALACE (orph)
Blanche Ring Co
Barnes A Crawford
The Magleys
Primrose 4
J A L Cooper

H

Shone Co
Cleo Gascogne

(ubo)

Sidney Baxter Co
Marie Dorr

Dainty Marie

(Open Sun Mat)
Chas Kellog
Empire Comedy 4
Klrksraith

Sisters

3 Hlckey Bros
Chas McGoods Co
Rarber A Jackson

(wva)

Hazel Morris Co
Copeland A Payton

Harry Gilbert
Dorsch A Russell
2d half
Walter DeOrlo
Williams A Wales
Paul Klelst Co
Dotson A Cordon
Peuss f- FWrld

McVICKER'S

(loew)
"Between R A 0"
Klass A Rernle
"Japanese Prince"

Sandy Shnw

.

EMPRESS

(loew)

Sisters
Elliott

10 Dark Knights
2d half

Frank Gaby
Thos P Jackson

"On the Riviera"
(Two to fill)
Danville,

(Two to fill)
Davenport,

Fink's

.

Circus

Jeanette Chllds

Stewart Sisters

Weston Co
Moss A Fry

Ray Conlln

Wm

WILSON

(wva)

COLUMBIA

Klutlng's
Libonatl
"Detective

la.

(wva)
Animals

Keene"

4

to

fill)

half

Madge Maltland
bady Lou
Brady A Mahoney
Royal Gascoyne

(One

to

fill)

Flint. Ml*k.
(BIJOU (ubo)
Murry Lore 3
Pierce A Burke
Holer A Boggs
Green McH A Dean
"Dance of Cities"

2d half

Ft.

(m)

La

Bruce Rlchardaon

Co

Ash A Shaw
Jordon A Doherty
Renee Bros
'

half

Llbby A Barton
Jean Challon
Rennle A Woods
"'Broadway Love"

Herron A Arnsman
Mile Martha A Sis

Delnth

The

Harry Ellsworth
Murray K Hill
De Koe Troupe

Co

2d half
Musical Fredericks
Curtis A Hebard

Daoaque, la.
MAJESTIC (wva)

(wva)

Dogs

Herbert's

A Hayes

Santos

NEW GRAND

(UDo)

Maxwell Holden

Duo

Petite

Wayae

EMPRESS

6

Madam Marlon Co
Lynch A Zoeller
Rose A Ellis

Fort Worth
MAJESTIC (inter)
(Open Sun Mat)
Rawson Co
Diamond A Rrennan
Nans A Alexis
Clare

Robt Fulgora
Hager A Goodwin
Paul Levan A DobbH
Earl A Neal

Skatelles

M

Graad Ma pi da. Mirk

The Engfords
Gardner A Nlcholal
Weber Dolan A F
Copeland Draper Co

EMPRESS (ubo)
Roland A Holts
Fred Bosnian
Hanlon Bros
Lew Dockstader
Svlvla Loval Co

Mack A Walker
Oilllngwater Co

(Two

C

Kremollna A Darra*
Rae Samuels
Loughlln's Doga
to

fill)

Louie, 111.
(wva)

St.

Hollls

Indians
2d half

Jerome A Carson
Kumry, Bush A Rob
Kelley A Oalvln
Gruber's Animals
Eaaton, Pa.

ABLE O H

with

(Splits

(ubo)
Allen-

town)

A

to

Fltzpatrlck

Clark

ORPHEUM

Jetter

(wva)

A Rogers
Drake

Kelly A
Musical

Conservatory
Hopkins A Axtelle
Imperial Japs

Haaasaoad, Ind.
(wva)

ORPHEUM

Karleton A KUfford

A Hlbhard
Kenny No A Piatt

Curtlss

2d half
"Neptune's Daughter"
llnrrlahnrsr* Pa.
ORPHEUM (ubo)
McLollan A Carson
Warren A Connelly

Nonette
Flo Irwin Co
Courtney SlHters

Edmonton. Can.
(m)

1st half

Mr Quick

Word"
Mr A Mrs Rebyn
Plerco A Roslyn

Brown A Rrown
Acher A Relford

Williams Bros
Wright A Davis
Menomee Aiken Co
Kllaahefh. \. J.

Splssell

"Mum's

the

La Palva
Seymour A Howard
Maud Kimball Co
Mark A Stlllwell
Frank Whitman
Joe Kramer Co
2d half

Rowen A

F

Frear BndKett A

(One to fill)
Hartford, Conn.
POLl'S (ubo)

Jack Slmonds

PANTAGES

1H1)

fJrrea Ray, Win.

Meyakos

Banjophiends

Madden A

PROCTOR'

2d half
Mullaly Plngree Co
Marie Stoddard

Ryan Pros
Orcshnm A LaRue

fill)

ill.

LYRIC (wva)
"Nobody Home"

3 Glllls

LaPolne

(ubo)

Morelle

Rarto

Weber A

(ubo)

ORPHEUM

Beatrice

3 nilfords

O'Nell

(loew)

(

Comedv

2d

Olympla Desvall

The Halklngs
Archer A Relford

A

Seymour A Dupree
De Michle Bros
Howard A Burkholder Mattle
Choate A Co
George Dixon
Rorden A Shannon
Haggerty A LeClalr
Nick's Girls
Whitman A Davis

3

Stewart A Dakln

ST JAMES (loew)

TEMPLE

McKinzle

Co

(One

1st half

Danhury, Conn.

A King

2d half
Beatrice

3 Glllls

Houdlnl
Robt L Dalley Co
The Canslnos
Farber Olrla
Klmberly A Mohr
Great Howard
Piplfax A Panlo
Cummlnga A G4ady-

Mile Sldonle

ACADEMY

Merrlott Troupe

ACADEMY

(One to fill)
Detroit

Kenny A

(Inter)

(wva)

Dale A Boyle

"Just Half Way"
Chris Richards

Co
Co

Jefferson

Joa

Toona's

Dalian.

MAJESTIC

NEW GRAND

Circle

A Frablto

Parlllo

Lambertl
Hubert Dyer

King A King
Gordon Highlanders

"Green Beetle"
Fields A Lewis

Toyo Troupe

Lldn McMillan Co
Harvev DeVora 3

(Three to

.

Swor A Mack

^VENUE

Herman Tlmberg

•

F A L Bruch
K McCurdy Co
Anthony A Mack
La Hoen A Dupreece

J as

Gordon B A Kangeroo
Fall River. Msm.

ORPHEUM

(Two
Baat

The Langdons

Burkhardt A White
Alex Klda

Dow A Dow

Dee Melaee
(Open Bun Mat)

ORPHEUM

Llnsgtn

Colunmbna

Chicago
(orph)

Lelghtons

Girl"

Brie, Pa.
(ubo)

COLONIAL

Puffy A Lorenc

2d half

Kitty Gordon
Harry Cooper

"Cinderella

Wilson Bros

Keno Welch A

Lamont's Minstrels
Lucy Glllet
3

B

Slayman All Arabs

Grant Gardner

(ubo)

3 Blondya
Alt Holt

Monarchs A Maids

MAJESTIC

A Conway

Darrell

L

Wallace Galvln
Lloyd Sabine Co
Fiddler A 8 h el ton
Dorsch & Russell
2d half

The Bimbos

2d

KEITH'S (Ubo)
Louis Stone
Newhoff A Phillips

ORPHEUM

Holmes A Riley
Cameron DeVitt Co

"Sunnysldeof U'way

Claclaaatl

Martini A Maxmllllan
Willing Bentley A
Dorsch A Russell
,

VICTORIA

Isle

A Wild
De Koe Troupe

Nelson A Nelson

Charleston,

Belle
to fill)

24 half
Nelusco A Hurley
Madlaon A Laird
Raneoua A Nelson

Selblnl Co
Klkaart, lad.
(wva)
Gordon A Klnley

Lalla

Wm Morrow A Co
McCormack A Wallace
Dr Cook

(loew)

Golden A Weat
Sallie Stambler A

Jolly

Majestic Musical 4
2d half

(Splits

(loew)

Bro
Hendricks

(Two

EMPRESS

Mary Ambrose
Mack A Mack
Geo Hickman Co
Knox Wulson Co

ICvaaarvtlle. lasL

Chas Howard Co
Dorothy Toys

FAMILY

Booth A
Gertrude Van Dyke A

111.

Richards

lngs

(wva)
Leander

(wva)

ORPHEUM

Trovato
Grover A

Moore Brownie A C
Doyle A Elaine
DeRenxa A Ladue

KEDZIE

Girls

Weber Girls
Kenny A Hoi Us
Copeland A Payton
Broughton A Turner
Ching Ling Hee
Denver, Cel.

Co

Phlllipa

(Splits with Empress,

Champaign,

Princess

Richfield

Chicago)

ORPHEUM
Weber

"Tust Half Way"
fhrls Richards
RHleclalre Broa

Althof

BBS

Campbell A Brady
Cycling McNutta

fill)

Young"

Is

Sebastian A Bentley
El Rey Slaters

Hippodrome Four
The Stantons
Geo A Lily Garden
Eugene Emmett Co

Mondane

"When Love
Van Broa

"Red Heads"

Oscar Lorraine

"Detective Keene"
Al Abbott
Klutlngs Animals

Empire Comedy 3
Mav A Eddlss
Willlch A Anita
Dalton A Lovera

to fill)

(loew)

1st half

May Taylor

Kirn?

(Four

STAR HIP

Ryan

2d half
Belle

Van A

Lamb's Manikins
(One to All)
2d half

fill)

(loew)
lat half

Cary, led.
(wva)
"Whirl of Mirth"
Cedar Raplda, In.
MAJESTIC (wva)

Ladv Lou
Madge Maltland

EMznbeth Cutty

to

COLONIAL

ORPHEUM

2d half
Frank A Jordan
Rosers Aerial Wonder
LawrenreA HarrlnRton

Edwards

(Two

111.

(wva)

A Nelson

Nelson

"Threads of Destiny"
24 half

2d half
Gertrude Van Dyke
A Bro
Van Bros
Flying Kays

Howard A Mason

Stelner 3

Julia

Wm

French Co
Durbar A Turner
Gene Green

Bogart A Nelaon
Wormwood's Anlmala

3 Arleys

Eddie Foy

Boston
KETTH'S (ubo)

(Others to

Trio

Calgary

Beaumont A Arnold

2d half

Simpson A Deane

Decatwr,

EMPRESS

flllj

Johnnie Woods
Olympic Trio
24 half
Federal League
Walter DeOrla,
Real Quartette

(ubo)

A Watson

«Reckless

5

"Motoring"
Will Rogers

(One to

AVENUE (wva)
Erneat Alvo Tr

Howard A McCane
McDonough
Beatrice Sweeney Co
Nan Halperin
EMPRESS (loew)
Redford A Winchester
1st half
Batte
Nowlln A St Clair
EMPRESS (loew)
Owen McGlveney
David Kalikoa
Rockwell A v*ood
Hartley A Pecan
Bennett Sisters
Marshall P Wilder
Whiteside A Picks
"Grey of Dawn"
2d half

Dean Dorr A Dean

fill)

COLUMBIA

BanTale

Pearl A Roth
Mile Martha A 81s
24 half
Booth A Leander
Melville A Higglns
Jarvls A Harrison
Carter

Apdale'a Circus

Rondas Trio
Pepper Twins

Musical

BaJtl snore

2d half

5

All)

(ubo)

Dogs

"Auto Bandit"

(Two

2d half
Gerrard A West
Roeder A Cramp ton
Pealaon A Goldle
Archer A Bel ford
O'Brien Bennett A G

Ethel

FORSYTHB
Jacob's

Ambler Bros

(Two

to

Manolo
Rose Garden

Dlero

LIBERTY

lat half

Blckel

Four Seasons
Le Balre A Dawaon

Lou Chlha

Chas Rosa Co
Albert A Irving
Rawls A Von Kaufman
"Dairy Malda"

Joe JackBon
Okabe Japs

"#100.000 Reward"
Olive Vail

(Three to

POLl'S (ubo)

8HEA8

F

Freer Baggett A

"Everybody"
Walter Brower
Martell's Manikins
(One to fill)
Bridgeport, Coaa.

(ubo)
"Cinderella Girl"
2d half

MAJESTIC

Wilbur

"The Criminal"
Pop Ward

24 half

Derkln'a Anlmala

Kathleen
"Auto Bandit"

Mae Weat
Kanazawa Trio

Thomas A Hell
The Le Qrohs
(Two to fill)

Dogs
fill)

2d half
TatBU Bros
Madge Caldwell

King A King
Bob Albright
Ass Arbor. Mich.

Victoria Four
(Three to fill)
2d half

Rice A Francla
Carbrey Broe
Singer's Midgets

(loew)

(wva)
Broughton A Turner

to

•

Mr A Mrs Morris
Cbas Glbbs
Strauss A Becker
Johnson A Wells
Guy Baldwin 3

LINCOLN
Freddy James

111.

HIPPODROME

Norcross
worth

fill)

Beth Challis

Jonea

Alton,

Atlas**, Ge.

L

Lawton

FULTON

"Cheyenne Days''

Toota Pake Co
Gaines A Brown
Herbert Lloyd

2d half
Murphy A Foley
Kitty Francla Co
(Three to

Raymond A Holder
"The Tamer"
Mack Albright A M

2d half

Wille Bros
Devine A Williams

Van A Ward

fill)

BOULEVARD

(Two

(ubo)

"Neptune's Garden"
Chip A Marble
Alan Brooks Co
Bert Levy

Jlmmie

2d half
Herahel Handler
Geo Randall Co

(Two

BUSHWICK

3 Alex

Kaufman

McMahon Diamond Co

"Coney

to

7TH AVE

Heather Co

A LH AM BRA

(Two

(Two

Roberto
Billy
Josie

BUty Klnksld

(Two

G

O'Prlen Bennett A

R

ft

Mack

2d half

Grare Twins
Ross A Co
King Quartet
Whipple Huston

Co

•Mbert A Irving
Remple Sis Co
ffohoken. N.

J.

LYRIC

(loew)

The Harolds
Alf Rlpon

Bowen
Richard Wally
(Continued to Page 28.)

CARNIVALS, FAIRS, PARKS AND RINKS
P. P. I. E. NOTES.
San Francisco, Jan. 13.
At sundown, Sunday, Jan. 10, the Panama
Exposition gates were closed to the public and
tourists so that the work of Installing the exhibits can go on without Interference and
secrecy.
Most of the exposition stands complete and probably the greatest task to be aco'clock
complished before the opening, set for
Saturday morning, Feb. 20. is getting the exThe Exposition officials declare
hibits set up.
the big show will open on time and further
state that the Exposition is ahead of schedule.
Following the closing of the gates to visitors
the sale of admission was made public. General admission will be 00 cents ; children oyer

under ten. free. Books containten, 25 cents
ing tickets for 288 admissions are now on sale
The tickets may be transferred and
at $10.
good until used. Additional admission to various concessions will be charged.
;

The closing of the gates to visitors from now
until the opening will be a great disappointment
to many, but particularly to the visiting members of theatrical companies.
The "Zone" concessionaires nulled off what
was termed a "Mummer's Parade" at the dedication ball of the new Exposition-Civic Center
Each of the concessionAuditorium, Jan. 9.
aires was represented with at least one person
In fancy masque costume symbolic of the show
As a publicity stunt the
being represented.
parade succeeded in arousing a
interest in the "Zone" attractions.

lot

local

of

In the Board of Public Works' report of the
building permits issued during the past year Is
"82 permits granted for
an item which reads
Exposition buildings the total cost of the 82
structures is quoted at $0,943,577."
:
;

Frederic

Thompson has changed

his concession from
to "Toyland Zone."

The Bureau
in the

'Toy land

of Exploitation

the

name

of

Grown-Ups"

for

now

Is

installed

Press Building.

BIG
The

LONG BEACH COASTER.
Ingersoll Engineering Co.

structing

a

coaster

roller

is

con-

STOCKMEN PROTEST.
Louisville, Jan. 13.
proposal of J. L. Dent, secre-

The
tary

of

rent

stall

Kentucky State

the

Fair,

to

space at the fair grounds
here as assembling quarters for horses
purchased from southern and western

OLDFIELD'S MOTORDOME.
A company promoted and headed by
Barney Oldfield, the motor expert, is
constructing a mile and a quarter motordome near Los Angeles.
Special
work will be done on the curves and
the general construction of the track
make it one of the fastest in the world.
'

known

unlikely the
the state fair

is

Knox County

Fair Co.,

bought the property.

May

Revive Cherry Carnival
San Leandro, Cal. Jan. 13.
Plans are on foot to revive the Chert

ry Carnival this year. The Merchants'
Association is considering the scheme,
a special at-

it

traction for tourists to visit San Leandro.
In event a favorable decision is
reached the affair will take place shortly after the

opening of the

P. P.

I.

E.

Louisville, Jan. 13.

Louis Lee Haggin was elected president of the Bluegrass Fair Association
at a meeting held at Lexington, Ky.,
last week.
Other officers chosen are:

Coombs;
treasurer,

James

L.

grass Fair will be held

Aug.

Gay and

secretary, John
John G. Cramer.
at

S. S.

The race for the job as
manager of the Spokane

Bain;
BlueLexington,

The

2-7.

some

years.

entertainment

Barnum

&

the

at

that

circus

Bailey organization.

Interstate

consisted

13.

probably the "fattest" fair job in
the northwest, seems to have narrowed
down to two men, A. J. Breitenstein
of the Montana State Fair, and D. D.
Olds of the Fair Hesperides, WenatFair,

chee.

Manager Robert H. Cosgrove, who
has been in charge for several years,
has resigned and will assist the trustees in the selection of his successor.

of a miniature wagon patterned after the regulation circus box
wagon and drawn by a team of goats.
On top of the wagon was a "peep hole"
and the sides bore the words painted in
big letters, "Alaskan Grey Fox; 1 Cent
a Peep."

The

driver

made

the opening and did

When

the spieling.

asked

how

Spokane, Jan.

JERRY DALY MURDERED.
Cincinnati, Jan. 13.

13.

and celebration to

street carnival

Wow

importance the Pow
held
here in 1913, will be staged August 2-8
during the national convention of the
Fraternal Order of Eagles in Spokane.
rival in

The entertainment feature will be put
on by "The Knights of the Pack
Saddle,"
local

thousand

of the order. Twenty
visitors are counted on to

Kentucky Fair Elects
J.

L.

MIKE BARNES

Dent

7.

L. B. Shropshire of
as assistant sec-

named

retary and Ed. Dubeck, Louisville, superintendent of the grounds.
E. R.
Renaker of Cynthiana has been appointed to membership on the board by

Gov. McCreary, to succeed

J.

M. Terry,

died recently.

Apology Side-Tracked Prosecution.
Philadelphia, Jan. 13.
Because a petty officer and six sailors

week while wearing the uniform of
the United States navy, Alfred Painter,
the proprietor, warded off threatened

last

prosecutions by an

mandant Benson
Navy Yard.

of

apology to Comthe

Philadelphia

•

ILL.

Chicago, Jan. 13.
Mike Barnes of the F. M. Barnes,
Inc., Park and Fair Agcency, left Chicago for Alberquerque this week for a

month's
Officers.

Louisville, Jan. 13.
of Louisville was re-elected

secretary of the Kentucky State Fair
at a meeting of the State Board of Ag-

who

Jerry Daly, for many years manager
of the John Robinson circus privilege
car, was shot and killed in Havana,
Cuba, late last week. His home was
in this city.
A wire came here giving
the information.

an auxiliary organization of

members

rest.

Barnes, a brother of Fred, and him-

an active fair man, is suffering
from a nervous breakdown.
Vera Peters, who until recently conducted a ten per cent, agency in Chicago, was engaged to succeed Barnes.
self

FAIR SHORT OF CASH.
Reading, Pa., Jan.

13.

At the annual meeting of the Reading Fair Association held here last
week, the treasurer reported a balance
Recently a beautiful site
of $954.46.
was purchased along the Wyomissing
boulevard for a fair grounds, but there
is not sufficient funds in hand to continue this progress. The fair this year

may
will

be held in the Auditorium.
eliminate horse racing and

This

many

other interesting features.
The Lebanon Valley (Pa.) Fair Association at its annual meeting elected
W. H. Bollman, president; John A.
Bollman, secretary and superitendent
of the grounds, and Charles Havard,

Talbot County fair grounds, on the suburbs of Easton, used by those training
horses at the track, were destroyed by

Saturday night. The
between $2,000 and $3,000,
fire

last

loss

is

The annual
York County
shows

that

The

The

all

The Coliseum Rink, Chicago, under the
supervision of L. M. Richardson, closed Jan.
8 at the expiration of a ten weeks' lease. The
management had taken every precaution to
give the skating enthusiasts a high-class upto-date rink with good attractions almost every
week, Including such well-known stars as Adelaide D'Vorak and the DeSjlvias. The Coliseum
was operated under enormous expense and did
exceptionally well.
It is Mr. Richardson's intention to transfer the floor and equipment to
another suitable building if arrangements can
be made.
Interest in hockey at the Columbia University
bo great this winter, a big outdoor rink is
being planned by the Athletio Association.

is

Edward Krahm, holder of the amateur championship of Michigan, will skate a series of.
races with any skater In the country in the
rink offering the best Inducements.
L. Hammel, manager and owner of the Auditorium Rink, Duluth. and the Mammoth Rink.
Virginia, Minn., is drawing large crowds at
both rinks with many up-to-date attractions.

Ferd Thaman, until recently
of the

Wayne

manager
now manag-

floor

Gardent*. Detroit, is

ing one of the most unique rinks in the country
at Ann Harbor, Mich. The rink is constructed
differently and a as proven a big success.
The
first floor, 00 x 186, is used for ice skating; the
second floor, which consists of a gallery all
around, 30 feet wide. Is utilised for roller skatThe band stand is elevated so Pinner's
ing.
Orchestra, of eight pieces, can furnish the
music for both floors.

McLEAN

report of the
Fair Association

NOW

PROFESSIONAL.
Chicago, Jan.

12.

Charges of professionalism against
Robert G. McLean, international ice
skating champion, have been dropped
by the International Skating Union,
upon McLean appearing before the
board of control of the Union, and relinquishing all claim to amateur standing.
It was charged that McLean had
given exhibitions at the College Inn,
Chicago, for which he was paid.
The charges had been the subject of
a long dispute between the Union and
the Western Skating Association.
The W. S. A. board of control has
ordered the expulsion of Leo J. Brim
for the part he took in organizing the
National Roller Skating Association.
At the same session President Fitzgerald was exonerated of all charges
against him.

RINK ON

A. C. PIER.

Atlantic City, Jan. 13.
A roller skating rink has been opened
on the outer circle of the dance hall

The

on the Million Dollar

Pier.

room

was constructed

floor

when

built

ball-

for roller skating.

Wild Over Bowling Only.
Lowell, Mass., is deploring the fact
there is not a suitable hall in that town
The
for either basket-ball or polo.
has gone wild over bowling.
city
There are 75,000 people in Lowell.

Rink

at Earlington,

Ky.

Louisville, Jan. 13.

Ben Wilson has opened a roller
skating rink in the Armory at EarlingKy.

financial

(Pa.)

the

fair

last

Oct.

earned

were $33,500.
(Pa.)
County
Fair Association, which conducts the
Nazareth Fajr, has elected William K.

$8,900.

Indications the storm raging tor
the high officials of the Western Skating Association has blown over and all
concerned are beginning to look upon the
bright side again.

ton,

treasurer.

Fair Ground's Stables Burned.
Easton, Md., Jan. 13.
The large stables and barns at the

From

some time among

busi-

ness was he replied: "I've no kick coming; I'm getting by."

SPOKANE'S CARNIVAL.

W.

Bringing Back Canarsie Park?
A company is being formed to revive
the Canarsie (L. I.) Beach Park, closed
for

horse

the

New York Hippodrome

secretary-

JOB.

were refused admittance into the Palace Skating Rink in West Philadelphia

President of the Blue grass.

vice-presidents,

run

San Francisco, Jan. 13.
A "penny" traveling pit show struck
town last week and began doing business on the street corners. The outfit

Spokane, Jan.

riculture Jan.
Louisville was

with a view of making

Bradna was practically engaged to

"PENNY A PEEP."

RACE FOR FAIR

at Barbourville, Ky.,

at auction last week for $3,corporation, which will be

as the

Derrick,

be the equestrian director.

will

management.

Louisville, Jan. 13.

A

&

the

It

influence

will

FAIR GROUNDS SOLD.

500.

25.

Fred Bradna, of Bradna

the fair this year.

protests

attend.

were sold

March

at

opens this month, but advices from circus headquarters made him change his
mind, and he will again be seen with

A

grounds

at-

the Madison Square Garden this spring. It will open around
traction

Long

at

$130,000.

fair

SKATING.
the

dealers for the French cavalry has
aroused protest in some quarters.
Stockmen say such a move invites
disaster because of the probability of
some of the animals so quartered being diseased and thus endangering
fancy Kentucky stock to be shown at

Beach, L. I. The ride will be mostly
over the water. The cost will reach

The

BIG SHOW AT GARDEN.
The Barnum & Bailey and not
Ringling show will be the circus

17

receipts

Northampton

Weidemann Taking Out

formerly had
out the Kit Carson wild west, may have
another show under canvas next summer.
If

Shinier, president.

a Show.

Tom Weidemann, who

you don't advertise

In

don't advertise.

VARIETY,

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

18

NEW ACTS NEXT WEEK
Prosontation, First Anpoamnce
or Roappoaranco In or Around

Yarro Miyake.

Henrietta Crosman and Co. (3).
"Thou Shalt Not Kill" (Drama).

Jiu Jitsu Wrestler.

Four (Interior-Special

15 Mins.; Full Stage.

New York
"On

File'* (travesty),

Set).

The

George Murphy and Bonita, Hammerstein's.

Battling Nelson, Hammerstein's.
"Eloping/' Hammerstein's.

Max and Mabel Ford (New

Acts).

Hammerstein's.

Tiny Tot, Hammerstein's.
Helen Ware and Co., Palace.

playlet of Henrietta

are

age

She

that

it

pirants

is

The mother terms
animal instinct still
left in the human.
This portion is a
duolog between herself and son. with
some sure fire applause lines, such as
"A little commonsense with a few policemen and a country will be all right."
Martial music is heard. A soldier enthe

Belcher.

Farce Operetta.
30 Mins.; Full Stage (Interior).

Fifth Avenue.

De

Jefferson

Angelis,

George Leon

Moore and Frank Belcher

constitute

known to
musical comedy and Mr. De Angelis
more or less to vaudeville. The act the
the personnel.

All are well

the

house.

It

is

conscription.

The

farcical

she has taught him; he is all she has
left; she will not lose her son as she

is

time.

door

ters

Every citizen over 15 must enroll. The
mother says her son shall not go; the
hoy says he will not; the soldier asks
him if he is afraid; the mother replies

presenting will not do for big
story was evidently intended
to be played in a rapid in-and-out-of-

trio

the

war-call

manner and the interpolanumbers shows the

tion of the musical

did his father.

action to such an extent that the value

would have a better chance with the
at home, for his orders are
to take him away, dead or alive. The
mother yields, and the boy goes.
There is a duolog also between the
mother and the soldier. Gerald Bidgood played the boy, doing the best

Another fault is that
much depends upon the lyrics of the
numbers. The plot deals with the efforts
of the tale

is lost.

of a lodging house keeper to obtain
of the

money

all

possible out of his estab-

and therefore he rents one
room to two men. One is a nightworker, the other is employed in the
daytime.
Neither is aware of the arrangement.
When the day-worker
finally gets a holiday and returns home
unexpectedly he discovers his quarters are occupied by what he believes
is an intruder.
Complications and explanations, and for a finish both men
discover they have been engaged to
the same woman. As both escaped her
they swear eternal friendship. Mr. De
Angelis is the day-worker; Mr. Moore,
the night man, and Mr. Belcher, the
lodging house keeper. The three play
very well together, and it seems rather
lishment

a

pity

they haven't

worthy

their

as though

all

efforts.

vehicle

a
It

soldier replies he

army than

those

of

the

in

open face

Too much

playlet.

talk for the remainder,

and

it is not a strong peace appeal, nor is it
straightforward, the author leaving the
point in doubt at the finish.
In fact,

the

was

subject

summed up

in

a

better

treated

new song

week, entitled "I Didn't Raise
to

Be a

and

issued last

My Boy

Soldier."

Sime.

Helen and Howard.

Dances and

Two

12 Mins.;

A

pop house

(Curtain).

act poorly arranged for

does appear

of the trio might remain

McWeeveT of "Rob Roy;" Moore, as
Aladar of "The Spring Maid," and
in
Belcher in the role he played
"Sweethearts," might do it. The costuming of these characters would bring
them into memory and a speedy routine
of talk between the ghosts of comic
opera favorites of the past might develop into something worth while.
Pesce and Termini.
Musical.
14 Mins.; One.

Broadway.
men. Taller plays violin
while smaller chap handles harp. The
latter sure thumps the big instrument
and tackles late song numbers without
any hesitancy. This team goes after
rags in a manner sure to hit any pop
house right.

The woman

hest results.

first

appears

and after a song and dance is followed
by the man, who plays the violin in the
orchestra

pit.

Then he

joins her on

the stage, and as he plays does a
dance around the stage. Just what the
dance is no one knew. The man has
the kind of musical hair that saves

barber's

was prohibited. The first aspirant
some change was a lady-like young

ing
for

fellow from Australia.
He lasted
minute, but made it known his
wasn't to be broken by slapping
mat. A wrestler admits defeat in

way

bills.

at

this

Then

style.

one
leg

the
that

came

the

Greek Demon.
He looked it twice
over.
Big of chest and biceps with
air of a well satisfied rooster,

he strut-

upon the rostrum. Then the
roughness began.
He lifted the Jap
up again and again and with each
again, would drop him not easily to
ted out

When tired of this pastime,
he tried manicuring the yellow man's
throat.
It looked like a strangle scene
for a minute.
But the Jap managed to
slip out of the difficulties the Greek Demon placed him in. The audience responded like all audiences do when the
challenger looks like staying, and the
excitement was high. After the Greek
came close to getting the money four
or five times the Jiu Jitsu expert nearly
broke his leg, and as the Greek denied
him this pleasure, the evening's wrestling was through.
Miyake is a good
attraction, though he should be placed
the floor.

neighborhoods

It

Broadway.

allowed at each perforMonday evening it looked as

are

mance.
though the wrestlers were trying to
demonstrate the difference between
this new style and the more popular
It was also
sport, the Graeco-Roman.
shown that no holds are barred except
possibly the eye-brow and the eye-lash
pull.
It was also understood that bit-

in

Violin.

mor-.'

together and evolve a comedy act in
"one" that should get over. Jeff, as

Young

The

The

field.

son,

refuse than to go.

De An gel is, Moore and

center

in a

The

instills into

army

in

only

A

her boy
not cowardrequires a braver man to

previous war.

refusal to join the
ice;

her

than the beer sign

killed

Man,

Soldier.

Her husband was

16.

Granville Barker Co., Wallack's

Yarro in his own line is there.
Miyake has an announcer whose face
at the Polo Grounds is more familiar

announcer states as it is printed on
the program that Miyake will meet allcomers and throw them within seven
Failing, he will change his
minutes.
regular business to philanthropist and
Two wrestling asgive coin away.

A

as

listed

Woman, A Boy and A
woman is living with

Mile. Isabel Rodriquez, Palace.

Crosman's

is a dialog on universal peace, as between nations. It is the subject likely
to be selected in a neutral country during the present war, and "Thou Shalt
Not Kill" is neutral. The sketch was
written by Maurice Campbell. The

characters

Condon, Devereaux and Co., Colonial.
Josie Heather ft Co., Colonial.
Billy Watson and Co., Alhambra.
Ernest R. Ball, Hudson, Union Hill.

Presentation of LofitisaaU
Attractions in Now York

Hammerstein's.

Palace.

Hammerstein's.

NEW SHOWS NEXT WEEK
Initial

Initial

not

is

carefully

pretty

the

selected.

way

is

it

done,
though
real
the
Jitsu
Jiu
wrestling is.
Perhaps though if the
style was followed closely the interest

money end would not be there.
Any act that can make an audience

in

the

is approved, and this one did
Hammerstein's Monday night. But

yell

more

at
it

burlesque company than a vaudeville house with a
family trade.
is

suitable

to a

Songs and

As
one

thing

in

their

recommend them

Mary Ambrose plays the violin, sings
and makes several announcements.
Her vo^al numbers made the best im-

that

proper appreciation
cosmopolitan neighborhood.

elicited

such a
Miss Ambrose takes herself too seriously, judging from her performance.
Her act is
best suited to the pop houses where the
audiences arc not so exacting.
in

Palace.

ago Oscar
It was about six years
Hammerstein plucked Orville Harrold,
on

tenor, out of a quartet singing

stage

Victoria

as

"turn,"

a

forth later in grand opera.

Harrold was an unnamed

Now

four singers.

deville

he

upon

Palace,

at the

his

burst

to

Then Mr.
member of

the headliner

is

his return to vau-

Hammer-

(barring a week at

about a couple of years ago).

stein's

The program says "Gus Edwards

pre-

sents, for the first time in vaudeville,"

which

true, as

literally

is

Edwards who put
Hammerstein's.

good

Mr.

it

was Gus

quartet on at

that

Harrold was

in

His opening was divided

voice.

"A Wondrous

into three sections: (a)

"Such is Fame,"
(c) "Pagliacchi."
He changed from
character costume to evening dress for
Performance,"

(b)

Love

the encore, with "I'm Falling in

Some

With

One"

from "Naughty
Marietta" (which Harrold made popular in that production), and concluded
with another encore number.
During
his first exit term, a concert grand accompanist, Emil Polak, played a classi-

number with

his left hand.
It was
only bump to the class of Mr.
Harrold's turn. This one-handed piano
playing is funny.
Mike Bernard can
play two different melodies with his
cal

the

two
and

hands,

different

simultaneously,

Mike will stand for it, it may be
said that Mike could play two tunes
just the same with either hand. That's
trick stuff anyway, not built for grand
opera, and it has been done before, beif

Emil tried it, at least In vaudeMr. Harrold is a good vaudeville
card, his voice and his rep guarantee
fore

ville.

particularly

that,

known

as

his

rep

(otherwise

"name" or reputation).

But

have been other grand opera
singers on the vaudeville stage, with a
more pleasing repertoire to the vaudeville ear. who didn't travel far, because
of the absence of that rep attachment.
there

Sime.
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society dancers, the Glorias have

8 Mins.; One.

pression Tuesday night. Miss Ambrose'
singing in
several
foreign
tongues

One.

"Sally's Visit"

Colonial.

Violin.

Orville Harrold.

Operatic.

La vine and Inman.

The Glorias.
Modern Dancers.
10 Mins.; Full Stage.

Mary Ambrose.

(Jan.

22).

is

the

favor

that

for the big time,

"skating
If

it

Janre." used

Rural

Lavine and Inman have a little rural
bound to please 'em around the

act,

will

New York pop

and

country house and barn setting is carried. The man as a piping, roaring bumpkin is tinkering around the place with

to

was not too hard
work and they could stand the muscular strain it would be a very good idea
for the team to do all of their numbers
as a burlesque on the modern dance
done by skaters. Their opening number
is
a
waltz,
followed by what
seemed to be a combination of the
maxixe and tango. The third and closing number is the skating dance.
ilo^e the act.

(Comedy).

Mins.; Full Stage (Special;
Exterior).

when

his

tin

Of

course, she

pails

sweetheart,

is

A

houses.

a

city

Sally,

girl

special

enters.

the boy's old

who had

run away with a
does a slack-wire
stunt, disrobing to the abbreviated attire
that,
of course, astonishes the
circus.

rube.

songs.
dayers.

Sally

later

The man

A

sings several rural
pleasing act for the three-a-

.

NEW ACTS THIS W
sure enough

Marie Nordstrom.

for the assistant.

"Bits of Acting."
14 Mine.; One (5); Full Stage (9).

and

Colonial
Marie Nordstrom in private life is
Mrs. Henry Dixie. This is not a se-

was in his old stamping
ground and it didn't matter apparently.
The supporting company was on a par

Colonial program carries
Mr. Dixey is also on

as the

cret,

no

is

It's silly

are the antics of Friebus. It
role for a leading man, but

sillier

Friebus

with the piece.

the information.

bill at the Colonial, and inasmuch
the acts presented by both are in

the
as
a

measure similar Mr. Dixey very galhave the first

lantly permits his wife to

chance

at the audience.

vantages, for

It

has

its

Nordstrom's material and expresses

Henry

appreciation,

its

knows that he
work exceedingly

dienne starting off nicely. The straight
uses "1 Didn't Raise My Son To Be A

presenting "Bits of Act-

Soldier" for the second number, giving her partner a chance for a change.

same

sort of

to

them,

for

his

is

ferent colored paper.

as

ing" and the audience at the Colonial

Monday

night seemed to enjoy the
She opened in one with a little patter in rhyme, stating her previous experiences in vaudeville and the
advice she received from a vaudeville
girl after doing a "flop."
This was
"bits."

amusing.
rive

until

parlor

a

The real action did not arthe drop rose and revealed
the

for

set

Nordstrom has two

in

actual

is

which she
she

fact

In each she

life

Miss

acting.

roles

plays, as a matter of

them twice.
Each scene

plays

the wife.

is

done as it would occur
and then as it would be

and

Although not possessing anything remarkable in the way of a voice she
gets

characterization,

they
w4ere drawn from the cheapest rep
companies. However, they serve their
purpose for vaudeville in securing
laughs and that really is the only reason they are there.
Miss Nordstrom
quite pretty and has a number of
charming mannerisms that assist her
materially in winning the audience.
She should though take greater pains
with the detail of her makeup. Monday night her arms and the backs of
her hands were a dead white and the
contrast with the palms was too great.
nail

may

rouge that she uses

have,

been responsible for the tips of her
fingers appeared as though she had
just dipped them in blood.

Theodore Friebus and Co. (2).
"The Ether Cure" (Comedy).
15 Mina.; Three (Interior).
Academy.
Theodore Friebus is a stock lead.
He was engaged by the Academy management (knowing that he had had
long stay in the house when stock was
in vogue) in the hope that his name
and subsequent presence in tab dramatics would
bolster
up business.
Friebus

appeared

skit entitled

in

a

comedy

little

"The Ether Cure."

While

there isn't a chance of- it reaching the
big time yet in the 14th street neighborhood it found a response i: ly

amazing when one considers the
itself.

Friebus

is

a

yiwc man

ske:

h

n

is

.1

upon and who telh the
'em up doc's assistant hit If is
crazy in love with Nu:-«-e Helen
1-ther
puts Jerry to sleep am. 'lie Mir
announces that the he.vl ur^c< m vill not
T
he able to be then
rrv. uuh
the
to be operated

cut

.

influence,

makes

moustached
to

he Helen.

vk>

attendan

He

-

i

lo\
)<r\\c

nK<- mist

'

-.

i

'he
>im

Mien

war number over
comedy member uses

pleasing

The

"Suffering Daughter of a Suffragette"
in

a

way

that

makes

it

surefire.

An-

other song is rendered in the usual
style, with the two seated on a piano
bench, and "Baseball Rag" is used as
a closer.
It brings the one girl plenty
of laughs.
Several changes made are
attractive to look at.
Irene and Bob-

Smith compose a

bie

sister

act

that

should fare nicely.

Orpheum,

Brooklyn, at
understanding
further time at $2,000 weekly would be
given if she did the business over
there.
She did, the Harry Thaw publicity again breaking just right for her.
Keith's Palace putting in huge business-compelling bills that are a steady
This week's openexceptional draw.
ing at the Palace, however, was light.
Hammerstein's has picked up of late. It
is going in for style of program best
suited to house disregarding "name"
acts submited that mean nothing otherat

week,

for

with

Looks like a senand Hammerstein's is regaining the distinction it noce held as
wise to that theatre.

a

unique hall of entertainment.

The small time has had its ups and
The biggest gainer in business
of late in New York pop vaudeville is
A change
the William Fox Circuit.
recently made in its booking department propped up patronage almost imThe Loew Circuit has its
mediately.
good houses and its poor ones. The
American, New York, and Orpheum,

downs.

Boston, are

the stars of that, cir14th
Rosenquest's

still

Wesley

cuit.

Street theatre, one of the earliest

SHOWS AT BOX OFFICE.
(Continued from page
with $8,100.

11.)

Record

previously held
by "The Dummy." It will be beaten
this week by "Innocent," which indicated Wednesday $8,400 would be
reached, it having gone $50 or so ahead
of "Loving" at each performance up to

The Grand opera house
avenue and 23d street (Klaw
& Erlanger) doing very poorly,
from $3,000 to $3,500 a week. Trying
to lease house at $55,000; $35,000 reported best offer yet made for it by
small time vaudeville managers.
Three of A. H. Woods' plays hold
the house record in all the Greater
New York combination theatres (excepting De Kalb, Brooklyn, which none
played). These are the Bronx, Grand
opera house, Standard (New York);
Montauk,
and
Majestic
Broadway,
Brooklyn. At the Bronx, as a sample
in comparison to business usually done,
"Potash & Perlmutter" did $$,900,
that

at

time.

8th

playing a return date there last week
to $8,400; Julian Eltinge in "The Crinoline Girl" got $9,700 (Eltinge played
to

$7,200

at

Standard Christmas
"The Yellow Ticket"

the

week); and
brought the Bronx $8,600, with the posPauline
sibility
of "Innocent" with
Frederick breaking all the records.

The big time vaudeville theatres
have been doing very well since
Thanksgiving. Two headliners have
been pulling capacity business into the
Keith houses in Greater New York.
They are Eva Tanguay and Evelyn
Nesbit.
Miss Tanguay has surprised
New York with the strength of her
come-back.
Appears
more popular
than ever.
Miss Nesbit was an unknown quantity for a Keith engagement. Looked upon as a freak attraction.
Miss Nesbit and Jack Clifford
presented an accepted vaudeville act.

pop

vaudeville houses in the city, never had
a losing week until this season, when
it commenced to take weekly losses of

$300 and $400.
locate reason.

Management sought to
Asked patrons through

to

whether they preferred

slips

state

or pictures.

Most

of the answers said, "Take out the organ."
(An organ had been used to

OBITUARY.
St. Paul, Jan. 13.

Marshall
died here

was then shifted to pictures.
The Columbia (Columbia Burlesque
Circuit) has been doing around $6,000.
It dropped off $1,000 weekly earlier in
the season, but has picked up within
the past eight weeks. Did $1,000 more
Christmas week than Christmas, 1914,
and "The Social Maids" New Year's
week broke the house record, getting
(through
extra
$8,400
show New
Eve).

The

season's burlesque winner from

on

Nth

chances
falling

taking

street,

with

its

below

almost the
formances.

is

physician,

and early became

shows and seldom
on the week,

capacity

of

12

per-

The Strand is still the big picture
house of the east. It runs from $11,000 to $13,000 every week. The excellent house management here and the
careful

attention

given

a

local

notable by reason of his sunny disposition and wit, despite his physical defects, for he was a hunchback and
dwarf. His first stage appearance was
as a subject of Dr. Carpenter, a mesmerist.
In 1884 he appeared before
King Edward by royal command and
thus established his reputation as a
raconteur.
Mr. Wilder was an enthusiastic

follower

of

baseball.

He

two children. In his theatrical
career he amassed a considerable fortune.
His home was in Atlantic City,
leaves

N.

J.

Telegram* received here announce
death of George Taylor, of thii
city, who was killed in a fall from a
the

balloon at Jacksonville, Fla., last week.
Taylor was 23 years old and had been
a professional aeronaut since seventeen.

Los Angeles, Jan.

Adolph

Prof.

13.

Willhartitx, a musician

and first president of the
Club, aged 78 years, died here
yesterday of pneumonia.
A son and
of note

Gamut

daughter survive.

Spokane, Jan.

Mme. Wanda
Sarah

(in

O'Rourke)

private

died

here

13.

Mrs.

Jan. 10,
a familiar

She was
on the western vaudeville
and at fairs.

after a long illness.
cuits

life

cir-

the Olympic
kinds of
all

$4,000

full

humorist,

Sunday of heart disease ag-

gravated by a slight attack of pneumonia. The body was shipped to relatives in New York.
Mr. Wilder had
been in ill health for two weeks and
had been forced to cancel vaudeville
engagements. He was 56 years old.
Mr. Marshall's wife died two years
ago.
Grief over his loss had much to
do with the physical collapse which
ended in his death this week. He was
born in Geneva, N. Y., the son of
Louis De Valois Wilder, a practicing

figure

a box office standpoint

Wilder, the

P.

play for the vaudeville acts as well as
the pictures.)
The vaudeville policy

Year's
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"

sible policy

straight vaudeville

unless

is

The

this

nicely.

done on the stage. The latter portrayals are simply broad burlesque of
stage

a

candy wrapped in a difMiss Nordstrom

pjease

billed

make up

with one of the girls
at the piano and handling the ballads,
while her sister uses comic numbers,
sister act

The
is the real worker of the act.
two open with "Savannah," the come-

have

to

is

Irene and Bobbie Smith

comely

the

not

hard

will

Orpheum.

ad-

the audience likes Miss

if

Irene and Bobbie Smith.
Songs.
14 Min.; One.

Opened

$1,000

EK

E,

theatre,

also

programs, with the house itself, are
the
reasons for the big business.
Other Broadway picture or pop vaudeville theatres not doing so well, excepting Locw's Herald Square (pictures)
very good, and Walter Rosenberg's

Henry Fagan Schmidt, a stage carpenter, died in Baltimore city late last
week.

He was

56 years old.

Los Angeles, Jan. 12.
Dr. Harry P. Travers, former husband of Grace Travers, actress, died
here a few days ago of ptomaine
poisoning.
Miss Travers is now the
wife of Joseph Montrose, manager of
the Majestic, Oakland. .

Savoy (pictures) now drawing steady

Kinzie Higgins (known on the stage
Van Kinzie), a brother of David,
Milton and Ben S. Higgins, died in
Brooklyn Nov. 30. He was 48 years

capacity.

old.

as

IN IVIKIVIORIAIVI
Mr
Of

Boloved Brother

BOB SCOTT

(Samuel

Who

L

Robinson)

departed from us Dec. 10, 1014.
Many thank* for the kind letters and telegrams of condolence which wore so
abundant It was Impossible for me to acknowledge personally.

SIN
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PALACE.
(New

Acts) and
Valeska Suratt, co-hcadliners on this
week's Palace program, couldn t fill
the house Monday night. The remainOrville

Harrold

der of the bill looked well on paper,
and the trouble with the Palace attendance might be difficult to explain,
unless it was just an off night.
Miss Suratt closed the first half, with
her "Black Crepe and Diamonds." It
is

her

week

final

of

this

vaudeville

mencing and keeping

up)

it

brought

gone
up for the Suratt turn. The actual applause did not warrant this or Miss
Halperin's prepared speech. The girl
the girl back after the curtain had

holds good promise, but a cranial inflation

might spoil

She had best
alone to work herself up. At
her.

joining the new Winter
Garden revue. Melvin Stokes is in the
role first assumed by George Baldwin.

be left
present considerable assurance

He passes, but is not
ished artist for that sort of

The show did not start any too
The Gardiner Trio, opening, have

She

tour.

is

the

fin-

work Mr.
Honey and Honey are the

Baldwin is.
dancing team, replacing Weber and
Wilson. The newcomers are a couple
of young people who have a long*way
yet to go to stand up with the leaders,
though on their behalf it should be
stated they followed the Gardiner Trio
with

many

The

r

ing nearly as well with "The Bride,"
number too slow for the opening and
not over well handled by her. An encore that sounded suspicious in its
start (a single man in the rear coma

of the

Suratt

act

same kind
did

as

of dances.

well

as

could
be
expected
another
on
return date on Broadway, and Miss
Suratt
notice
usual,
attracted
as
with some new gowns and the latest
style in hair dress.
Harry Fizgerald
(the agent) (somehow is up to the

minute on this sort of thing) said it
was the "Psyche Knot." The way Val
had her hair done up, however, just
seemed like a Sis Hopkins style, and
it did not help her appearance.
But
Suratt is always freaky in dress of
some kind, and this went like the rest.

The laughing riot of the show was
Joe Jackson, the tramp comedy cyclist,
opening after intermission. Jackson
kicked up more mirth than a Keystone
slapstick could have done
in
that
house.
If Jackson plays around New
York often enough, he is apt to drive
away all other cycle turns, singles or
in groups, for the audiences seemingly
never tire of this exceptionally clever
pantomimist.
It was a hardship for Mr. and Mrs.
Jack McGreevy in their rural characters to follow the big laughing hit.
They passed, mostly through Mr. McGreevy's comedy character of an old
rube violin player, and a few homely
remarks. The McGreevys seem more
adapted for quiet neighborhoods than

a large

Broadway

theatre, although

on

they might have gone better.
4" spot, held by Nan Halperin, would have suited them.
It's
questionable, however, if Miss Halperin could have taken the exchange.
She is a girl, according to the program,
resting
upon her personality, that
made itself most evident in a travestied soprano number, not new in idea
nor execution, but well put over by this
girl, who goes a bit too far when taking it upon herself to belittle a "vauearlier

The "No.

soubret" without giving proof
before or after that she has the artistic ability herself to laugh at the others
upon the stage. Also Miss Halperin
deville

announces the soprano burlesque as
one upon "The Tetrazzini of Vaudeville," which is the billing of Eva Shirley, a vaudevillian.

a travesty

more

It is not,

however,

upon Miss Shirley; it runs
and some of the

for Relic Storey

"double voiced" singers. Miss Halperin
got some loud laughs with it, but not do-

is

dis-

played.
well.

their

and old music. If they
have no more enterprise than this, it
looks as though they were headed for
the small time.
Charles and Fanny
Van in "A Case of Emergency" were
"No. 2," not getting a great deal. Mrs.
Van needs to tone down her voice.
Henrietta Crosman in a sketch (New
Acts) was next.
After the McGreevys came Harrold,
and Haveman's Animals closed the
show.
Rime.

ALHAMBRA.
was with

mournful

voices

the

speculators on upper 7th avenue were
calling

wares

their

Tuesday evening.

at

regular

prices

Evelyn Nesbit was

the
Alhambra attraction and the
"specs" were right in believing that big
business would prevail, but no one figured on the riot of a night Tuesday
turned out. The wind driving the rain

down

7th avenue in awful gusts took
prospective audience literally off

the

before the show had a chance.
This must have kept hundreds away
from the Harlem vaudeville house.
its feet

The show was a smooth one, run
through in quick style, growing better toward the finish and working up
dandy ending.
Evelyn Nesbit and Jack

tc a

ceived an ovation
to

do their

act.

Clifford re-

when they appeared
Miss Nesbit

is

now

a vaudeville favorite and the confidence

with which she is working helps the
act.
After singing her two songs in
"one" Miss Nesbit does the usual
routine of fast dancing with Clifford.
The pair are dancing better each time
they are seen.
Foster Ball and Ford West, as usual,

down their share of the laughs
with their excellent character study.

pulled

Madden and Fitzpatrick in "The
Turn of the Tide" interested throughout.
Madden, besides being an excellent comedian, can certainly
self at

Coakley,

Hanvey and Dunleavy,

home

make him-

at the piano.

Rosie Lloyd was given the toughest
spot on the bill. In the "No. 2" position, following a dumb act, it was up
to the English girl to start the whole

show moving.

Miss Lloyd is not a
noisy tiyn, and everything gotten in
that position she had to work for. In
taking four bows at the finish Miss
Lloyd accomplished as much as any
other single in vaudeville could have
done under similar circumstances. It
would seem if proper show value were
to be obtained from the Lloyd act and
name, a more prominent program position should be given.

in

always sure of

their minstrel bit, are

old dances

It

Will J. Ward, assisted by five girls,
almost as well as Ward would
have done alone. The way the act is
framed brings Ward out as the only
redeeming feature, excepting perhaps
the one piano solo by a girl, very well
rendered.
There is a young woman
who does a song with the five pianos
going full blast behind her, but five
will never make a pleasing singer out
of her.
Ward singing Irish songs at
the finish pulled down a hit for himself
and the girls all took bows with him.
did

These boys are true to the
minstrel type at all times and they
provide an interesting 12 minutes.
Sprague and McNeece opened the
show. It was closed by Rose Valerio's
followers.

Ryan and Lee

sextet of wire walkers.

were also on the

bill.

COLONIAL
The technique of laying out a vaudeville bill was given a severe set back
at the Colonial this week when Marie
Nordstrom and Henry E. Dixey (husband and wife) appear on the same
program, although in various sections,
each with an act built very much like
Miss Nordstrom's
that of the other.
vehicle is by her sister and it runs
along in a jingling sort of a manner
that seemed to immensely please the
audience.
She appeared just one removed from closing the intermission.
Mr. Dixey opened the second part, and
although his material has much of the

same general

outline

as

of his

that

appeared to be no connection as far as the audience was concerned. Mr. Dixey ran through his act
wife, there

in

the usual

was forced

manner and

at the close

to oblige with the

custom-

ary encores.

Gus Edwards and
on the

were also

"Song Revue"

his
bill,

having

been

given the headline spot, but the act

was severely handicapped through Mr.
Edwards being unable to sing and the
numbers allotted to him were handled
by other members. If it had not been
and "Cutie Cuddles" were with the turn it would have
been badly off under the circumstances.
Eight acts were programed.
Ray
Raymond and Florence Bain were
billed to open the show. Their refusal
caused a switching about and The
Glorias (New Acts) were moved up
to the opening, John and Mae Burke
filling in the vacancy, appearing second. The team's comedy gave the
show a rousing start and the Seven
Bracks who followed them ran through
seven minutes of one of the best of
acrobatic-risly routines, winning hearty
applause.
Miss
Nordstrom
(New
Acts) preceded Paul Armstrong's act,
"To Save One Girl," in which the authat "Little Georgie"

thor

starring

is

Calvert.

from the
done.

his

wife,

Catherine

"To Save One Girl" is far
best work Mr. Armstrong has
too talky.

minutes
advantage.
Thirty-two minutes of talk is quite too
much for the ordinary vaudeville audience in New York, especially as the
It is

were cut

it

would be to

If five
its

"crooked politician" theme Is one that
has been worn almost threadbare in
this town.
It may be all very well for
Bangors and Peonas, but not for the

Main
spots

Stem.

Incidentally

the

in

proved, and
the finish

there aie
could be imthrough poor playing
that

cast

it

is

down.

is let

Clark and Verdi followed Dixey, who
opened the intermission. The Italian

comedians were easily the hit of the
show in applause and laughter.

The Edwards

act closed.

ORPHEUM.
The Orpheum

is celebrating its 15th
anniversary this week and the management put on a show of 15 acts. From
the
attendance Monday night the
house is going to have a money-making week, for the big bargain show has
always had a drawing power in this
borough. The three Brooklyn big time
houses are going to have it out this
week to see which is going to have the
record attendance. The Bushwick has
Eva Tanguay, who opened with a
smashing attendance Monday and had

a large advance sale. The Orpheum is
trying to push it hard, with the Pros-

pect depending more
in the neighborhood.

upon the people

The Orpheum

bill did not get going
the second half.
Then it never
stopped.
The show opened at 7.50

until

with Crossman and Stewart.
It was
not to be expected this couple could
get anywhere with dancing. The house
was but a quarter filled. The flickering spotlight used for the last dance
is most annoying to the eyes and unless it is to cover up some of the
man's missteps why use it? At eight
o'clock Irene and Bobbie Smith (New
Acts) came along and found the going likewise very difficult.
The first laughs went to Joe Cook,
and these were given but half-heart-

The

edly.

special

drop brought

real

hearty outbursts. Wee Georgie Wood
followed and pleased in a quiet way.
The boy has cut down his wiggling in
the

Salome

bit

and now just enough

is

given in the turn. Wee Georgie is not
so terribly much shorter than his nurse
and so the real timiness of the tot is
not realized.

Hoey and Lee, No. 5, did not get
along very well. The first half closed
with Conroy and Models.
The second half opened with Paul
Conchas and Julius Newman.

The

ter deserves

got the

mention, as it was he
bill
going and started

lat-

who
the

The work of Conchas with the
cannon balls made a good impression,
but it was his assistant who woke 'em
up.
Bert Errol, next, was greeted

laughs.

most

heartily.

More laughs could not be crammed
one act than were accorded Fred
Ardath and Co. in "Hiram." Brooklyn
likes
rube stuff and slapstick
comedy. That is why they received
this sketch so enthusiastically.
Robins
with his strange voice was No. 10.
This little man did not take up much
time, but added more weight to the
second half in excelling the early
workers as laugh provokers. Burr
and Hope with their distinctly original
into

J.

idea of a two-act pleased mightily.
Trixie Friganza, No. 12, came along

around eleven.
a

headliner the

Though

rather late for
returns were good.

The entertainment

closed

wtth

Alice's Pets, a novelty turn

them

in

exceptionally well.

Lady

that held

SHOW REVIEWS
BROADWAY.
increase in business that it now looks
though that house had finally
as
jumped to the profit side of the ledger.
There were plenty of pictures in addition to the vaudeville and the two
combined to give good entertainment

for admission charged.

The top

price

on the lower floor is now 35 cents.
The pictures were unusually good,
an independent service being used.
In addition to comedy and dramatic
photoplay there was. the Broadway
Theatre's Review which had some excellent views of the recent subway acFollowing the overture came
cident.
Pawns of Fate"
a two-reeler, "The
that had an interior finale capitally
Helen and Howard (New
staged.
Acts) appeared after the subway picLucy Tonge pleased with her
ture.
vocal selections. Miss Tonge still has
the deep voice but her program is just
the same.
Milton and Dolly Nobles offered an
skit that ran 22 minutes. The
dialog contains some smart repartee
and there are several bits that cause
big laughter. The sketch is too long,

amusing

but for

mind

that they didn't appear to

all

at the

The L-KO

Broadway.
picture,

"Thou Shalt Not

bordered close on the Keystone
idea as to character makeups and style
of roughhouse comedy, but got some
big laughs toward the finish. This picture has Victor Heermann, a former
Broadway boy, doing an usher bit in
the picture play and he did well, considering the work required. Vic looks
well from his long stay on the coast,
where he did not go to do any picture
Flirt,"

Just why the Broadway elected to use a Keystone comedy right
after the L-KO isn't known, but just
the samey it went its predecessor one

acting.

better on laugh-getting. That boy doing the Charles Chapin role in ."Giddy,

Gay and Ticklish" takes harder
than

C.

C.

falls

and appears to be more

acrobatically inclined.

After
well,

Wood

came

and Lawson, who did

the

Metropolitan Trio,
average by not over-

which helped its
Pesce and Termini (New
Acts) were the hit of the show. They
were followed by Edna Luby and Co.
staying.

the
Test."
in

"The Crucial
For some reason Miss Luby

picture

novelty,

and supporting players appear to be
growing careless and indifferent, as
there was no pep or ginger apparent

Monday

night.

FIFTH AVENUE.
This week

Big Anniversary Week
Avenue. Whether there
is a distinction between a "big" or a
"little" anniversary is a question, but
the big will apply to the box-office
statement in comparison with other
weeks.
Tuesday night, while one of
the worst wind and rain storms of the
winter was in progress the Fifth Avenue's auditorium held almost a capacity
audience on the lower floor with the
balcony and the gallery fairly well
filled.
Seven acts and pictures made
the program. Three pictures were run
at the opening of the show.
From 8.30
until almost eleven the vaudeville ran

at

the Fifth

is

split-

accordion playing of one of the boys.

of intermission.

The Three Keatons were No. 2 and
Joe made many merry comments about
it.
The comedy efforts of father and

with the single interruption of a

The new show policy at the Broadway Monday night brought such an

reel

Keystone

in

lieu

The show itself was almost a big
time entertainment and the manner in
which .the bill played left nothing to
About half way, stock
be desired.
methods were introduced by the making of a speech from one of the boxes.
Manager Harry Swift prevailed upon
an ex-chairman of the Board of Aldermen to address the audience and to
enlighten them as to Mr. Proctor's
future policy in the conduct of the theThe ex-City Father gave an inatre.
teresting talk, but his facts and figures
as regards vaudeville salaries, while
seeming to impress the lay members or
the audience, were very wild.
There was a division of the headline

honors of the show between Jef-

ferson

De

Angelis, George

Leon Moore

and Frank Belcher (New Acts) who
have a three-act, .and Capt. Louis
Sorcho's Deep Sea Divers. The three-

much too long,
although the turn received frequent ap-

act ran for 30 minutes,

The

diving act closed the bill
and did exceedingly well in that spot.
Opening the show Wilton Brothers
and Dunham in an aerial turn with
some comedy bar work, were rather
satisfactory.
The act serves to open
a high-class pop show in a speedy manner.
The Arion Four held down the
second spot. The four men appeared
somewhat ill at ease in their evening
clothes and there is nothing about the
act that will recommend it for the big
plause.

time.

Jesse Lasky's "Summerland Girls"
followed. Three principals and a chorus of six girls in the act, evidently

intended solely for the small time. The
principals are only fair, and if it were
not for the chorus the turn would not
hold up. The scene is the interior of
a candy shop on the Atlantic City
boardwalk. The soda clerk is trying
to ensnare an heiress and is assisted
by the usual English Johnnie of a

Lasky act. There are several numbers
which might get over more effectively
with other principals.
Barto and Clark who followed the
'"big" act were slow in getting started,
as they are a singing and dancing turn.
But once under way they received generous applause.
Larry Caballos and
Mona Desmond were down next to
closing and one of the hits of the bill.

HAMMERSTEIN'S.
This might be termed "Mongolian
at "The Corner."
Besides having a "Jap" wrestler and a Chinese
troupe on the bill, the program is
carrying two ads from Chinese restaurants.
It was a long bill, too long

Week"

in fact for

many

more than

present

Monday

night,

number made
a getaway before the program ended.
There was the usual shifting.
McWatters and Tyson appeared at the
for

the usual

matinee, but were out at night through

Miss Tyson's accident. The Three
Keatons filled in the gap.
Claudius
and Scarlet, programed, did not show.
At 8.8 George May and his Braves
scraped and blew the overture, followed by the usual Keystone; 8.24 saw
Mendel and Nagle trying to amuse the
incoming audience and they succeeded
in a measure due mostly to the big

were the usual scream, while
Mother obliged on the saxaphone.
Juliette Dika and her clothes came

son

Her clothes could score anywhere.
Miss Dika herself also was
very pleasing in mostly comedy numbers.
The French woman has a style
all of her own and a figure that could
best be described in the same way.
John and Winnie Henning followed
and John moved the audience to their
first attempt at loud applause through
his dancing efforts.
Here is one clever
fellow.
His piano automobile stuff is
funny and his eccentric dancing of the
very best vaudeville type. John could
even take up more time during the run
of the act than he now does.
Kellar
Mack and Frank Orth
breezed on next and were a hit. Marshal Montgomery and his white suit,
next.

dummy, won out.
The Long Tack Sam company of
Chinese artists, held over, clearly dem-

also his

onstrated the right to do so. It is a
good big act that should prove an attraction anywhere.

Signor Bagonghi, the midget equeshas a funny act. Working with
a tackle attachment, he does remarkable feats of horsemanship.
Bessie
Wynn started with a song about a
mushroom that should grow. During
it Miss Wynn goes through a process
that supposedly is that of the mushroom growing, but it will never mean
anything to an audience. Miss Wynn
then sang a song about a light in the
window of a house upon the hill. It is
trian,

a great ballad.

George

B. Rolland and Co. in their
"Fixing the Furnace," gained
laughs throughout the only part, the
act needing fixing around the finish.
Brooks and Bowen had a hard time,
for some had already worked toward
skit,

the exits.

Tarro Miyake
at

(New

Acts)

started

11.30.

21

act presented by
an Irish tenor through having pleasant
faced misses who help out with har-

away from the usual

monious singing generally lacking

in

girl acts.

Another hit went to Lida
and Co. in "The Saleslady."
was here not so long ago.
counts for Miss McMillan's
at her entrance.

proved, and
ning order.

made by

it

is

in

McMillan
This act
That acwelcome

The sketch has immuch smoother run-

It easily

at this

eclipsed the hit

house a short time

ago.

The Mystic Bird pleased in the closIt was a
ing spot of the first half.
question whether it would get over at
the American, but from the way received Tuesday night nothing more
could be asked. The canary seemed in
fine tune, and the violin player did the
rest
Andy Rice in the first half had the
laughs coming freely for his Hebrew
monolog.
Rice is one of the few
Hebrew mirth makers who appears
without crepe hair and grease paint.
It may be that is why he is so enThe wife talk
thusiastically received.
was very amusing, the entire house
welcoming every line with a laugh and
his singing (if it may be called such)
at the finish was one big roar.
Carroll and Hickey opened after intermission and started things off nicely.
The girl is a lively, little creature,
and it was a wonder the musicians
could keep their seats when she leaned
over to sing to J. Ewin Liebman, the

Joe Carroll gets some real
laughs with his talk and the couple

leader.

compose a good two-act.
The show opened with Valentine's
Dogs, who showed nothing exceptional.
Freddy James (New Acts). The Three
Gillis closed

with acrobatics.

ACADEMY.
Dark and stormy Tuesday night held
a fair Academy house. In addition to
a big film the management has TheoFriebus is the
dore Friebus back.
young man who for a long time was

man of the old Academy
stock and he sure got applause when
he appeared in a sketch of a comedy
nature entitled "The Ether Cure." (New
Acts).
Arno and Stickney opened the show
These
with piano and violin music.
boys were in summer attire, but that,
didn't matter as long as they reeled
Their affected
off the popular stuff.
stage mannerisms are not helping the
The violin boy does a bad
average.
job of stepping to his violin music.
Thornton and Curlow got along nicely with their songs and patter.
The Hearst-Selig pictures overlooked
the subway catastrophe.
After the
Friebus act came Rena Santos whose
voice fairly filled the big house.

the leading

AMERICAN.
Attendance
night

of the Roof Tuesday
was depressing. The entire show,

although

it

had

failed to attract as

merit
it

all

should.

the

way,

The

rain

and wind were enough to keep any
one from the upstairs part.

The feature of the full week is Miss
Gertrude Barnes. The reason for the
"Miss" is rather difficult to reason out,

much better known than Gertrude Barnes have appeared without
having Miss before their names on the
as acts

programs and cards, and without being
Gertrude is doing the same
act she has had for some time.
It
seems to be her rather exaggerated

headlined.

made an impression on the
few present.
Her usual routine of
songs were used, opening with "Poor
Broadway," followed by "Back to
Hackensack," "I Left My Sweet Kentucky Home for You," and "Pull for
the Shore" for the closer. Miss Barnes
surely has some clothes, and this helped.
It looks as though her endeavors
clothes that

are limited to the

numbers

in use.

The hits came in the first part. William O'Clare and His Shamrock Girls
got to the audience first. O'Clare gets

The "Everybody"
as well as

it

offering isn't cast

was on the big

that doesn't hinder

it

time, but
looking like class

the smaller houses. The company is
strong enough to put the turn over
and that's all that could be asked. At
the Academy it gave big satisfaction.
in

Frank

Bush

told

his

stories

in

his

inimitable way.

Laypo and Benjamin

closed the vau-

deville section, scoring with acrobatics,

but their

comedy came

a cropper.

—
VARIETY

Releases
Week
Dramas,

of Jan. 18th
Z Reals;

Comedies,

1

Raal

"The Crystal Globe"
PARAGON
Featuring Dorothy Davenport and Lee Hill
Directed by Donald Macdonald
A two-reel drama in which the mystic
globe tells a beautiful story

full

of love and

fC

"And Percy tat Married"
SANTA BARBARA

Featuring Mary Ruby, Harry Fisher and
Sidney De Gray
Directed by Bert Angeles

The

release

first

of

a

series of delightful

comedies.

"Birth of Emotion"

ALHAMBRA

Featuring Miss Marty Martin
Directed by Henry Otto
A beautiful pictunzation of primitive life
with its settings in nature's beauty spots.

"The Boob's Racing Career"
THISTLE
Featuring Rena Valdes and Frank Moore
Directed by Bruce Mitchell
A funny story of a boob who buys an automobile and is induced to enter the big race
You will enjoy seeing him "win."

"Goaded by Jealousy"
SANTA BARBARA
Featuring Fritzi Brunette
Edward Alexander
Margaret Sheppling
Directed by Bob Daly
true to life drama in which a husband's
Little

A

unfounded jealousy nearly wrecks the
happy home.

TRUE

to scheduled time, the second section of the Kriterion Special has arrived at
"Decision Junction/' crowded with those people who were sent out with our ship
and returned laden with public favor. It is time for you to hop on and join this
crowd on their. trip to "Co-Operative Land." Those people who have been held up on that
local at this Junction have their objective point in common, that is, good stories, good photography and co-operation. They have com e to the conclusion that there is only one thing
to do to accomplish their ends and that one thing is to get on the "Special" with the rest of
the real crowd and go by the most direct and surest way: via
ROUTE.

KRITERION

Do

life of

a

You

not linger or hesitate, get on now.

will

go

to the land of

no

"The Tatooed Man"
MONTY

Featuring Tom Ward
Directed by Alex Frank
purports the wandering!
of a tattooed maniac which causes all ends

A comedy which
trouble.

of

"The

Call of the

MONTY

Sea"

Featuring Rena Valdes and Roy Bennington
Directed by Henry Otto
A beautiful story of fishermen's love in a
human life drama taken on the Pacific Coast.

"Blown Upon"
PUNCH

regrets.

Featuring Robert Roberts
Directed by Alex Frank
w
Rigidal" is a patent medicine which petrifies those upon whom the fumes are blown.
The inventor uses it in an amusing way in
this side-splitting comedy.
'

Let us forget pictures for a moment and go back to the old days of '49. Great tales came from the
that gold had been found. People were crazed with the idea that all they had to do was to go into
the "wild and wooly" and get their fortune. They found out to their sorrow (many of them) that this was
not the case. They began to plan and scheme to accomplish their end by some means or other. This led
to all sorts of complications. There were some men who had brains and tact and they decided that they
must band together with the right kind of men, secure the right kind of implements, work with and share
among e«ch and every one the spoils. We see today in our great mining districts these same men, who
laid this great foundation, still there; the machinery in good working order, and all those concerned
receiving their just remunerations.

West

When pictures first came into vogue, people were
us take the moving picture business.
led to believe that all one had to do was to hang out their shingle as a manufacturer of films and produce
some kind of film and their fortune was assured. This was not the case however, and they in turn began
to plan and scheme to get the "big stuff" without laying their foundations. This great industry has reached
the point where a solid foundation must be laid. Each and every one concerned to receive his share.
Now,

"Eliza's Fairy Prince"

TRUMP

featuring Justine Wayne and Craufurd Kent
Directed by Alex Frank
A household slavey inherits a fortune with
a proviso that she must marry.
The meeting
of her prince and their tribulations is tola
in a beautiful drama.

"Accidents Will Happen"
PYRAMID

A comedy

which

in

a

suffragette

shows

her worth.

let

We

have constructed our organization on sound
Kriterion has built its policies along these lines.
business principles; organized our producing companies with men who can produce film; secured the services of talent that is the best in the country.
Put on a service of film that has good stories, good photography, able talent and is directed by the best producing men in the business.
This service

is

put out at the right price, and

you

will receive

your share of the returns along with

"Joe's Partner, Bill"

NAVAJO
Featuring Lucille Younge and
Wallace Macdonald
Directed by Charles K. French
A truly western story without the embcllishments of Indians. Full of love and character. You will love Joe's Partner Bill.

"Beating Father to It"

ALHAMBRA
Featuring Rena Valdes
Directed by Sidney De Gray
good, clean comedy full of excitement
and funny situations in which the old man
has one put over on him.

A

the rest.

The organization
Now, do not delay

"Zoological"

here; the time is ripe; the people are craving for it, and you as an exhibitor want
it.
you can't afford Ht.
have the goods and you want them. Get in touch at once
with our nearest exchange and secure the service now because it is the one you will eventually use.
is

We

—

YOUR DEMAND HAS BEEN GRANTED.

Broadway

Sixth Floor

and

New York

City

NOLEGE
subject, picturing the lives

ha'iits of various animals.

Drama

Ones, Threes and Sixes
Two Styles of Ones
Heralds and Photographs
a program of regular film service.

Specials

Comedies
Yes,

KRITERION SERVICE
1600

An educational

it's

VARIETY
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live"

:tive

Say you, Mr. Skeptical, these are productions that are
on film and not on paper. Made by hard labor, real money
and brains of experienced men, whose ability and training are ample proofs that they know what the patrons
of theatres want.

Know
Them

Coming Releases
NOW ON

"Prejudice Conquered

HAND.

t$

"Cotton Industry"

(Paragon Drama)

"Billy Studies

Music

»

u

Thoughts of Tonight
«1

"Curse of the Black Pearl"

Hat"

ris

'Won by a Mustache'

u

Law"

Now

BUly

K

"Syd's Love Affair"
(C K Comedy)

(Monty Drama)
(Nolege

(ALHAMBRA BRAND)

Educational)

(Punchinello Comedy)

"The

New

"Nevada"
Sheriff"
4<

A Disappointed Suitor"
(Thistle

Comedy Company
(THISTLE BRAND)

Calif.

\

Bruce Mitchell, Director

A. M. Kennedy, Director

Allen Fralick

Rena Valdez
Roy Bennington

Rena Rogers
Frank Moore

(Navajo Drama)

(Trump Drama)
ii

City Film Mfg. Co.
Pasadena,

Calif.

Dramatic Company

"Winter Resorts"

"Domestic Revolutions'

Lee Hill
Rupert Julian

Santa Barbara,

(Pyramid Comedy)
.tf

Dixie Stuart

Alhambra Film Mfg. Co.

"One Night"

"Falsely Accused'

•

Donald Macdonald, Director
Dorothy Davenport
Jack Livingston
Benj. Horning

Crown

Comedy)
IM

(PARAGON BRAND)

William Robert Daily, Director
Fritzi Brunette
Edward Alexander
John Dillon
Jack Prescott
Florine Garland

a Medico"

Calif.

Dramatic Company

Dramatic Company

(Santa Barbara Drama)

(C

Calif.

(SANTA BARBARA BRAND)

(Santa Barbara Comedy)

"His Double Did It"

City Film Mfg. Co.
Pasadena,

Santa Barbara.

(Paragon Drama)

Comedy)

Crown

ture Co.

"Adventurer"

»•

of the

Santa Barbara Motion Pic-

(Alhambra Comedy)

(Alhambra Drama)
««i

"Arm

ft

(Navajo Drama)

(Santa Barbara Comedy)

(Thistle

A. M. KENNEDY,
General Manager of Productions.

(Nolege Educational)

Poor

Little

Rich

Man"

All

(Alhambra Comedy)

Comedy

New York

Comedy)

Dramatic Company

Charles K. French, Director

Alex Frank, Director

"BUly Made Good"

"Syd's Masterpiece"
(C K Comedy)

Calif.

(NAVAJO BRAND)

(TRUMP BRAND)

(Paragon Drama)

(Navajo Drama)

Lot Angelee,

City, N. Y.

Dramatic Company

"$500 Reward"

"Environment"

Navajo Film Mfg. Co.

Films, Inc.

Justina

Lucille

Wayne

(Santa Barbara Comedy)

Younge

Wallace MacDonald
Helen K. French

Craufurd Kent
William Cowper

"Boob's Elopement"

"Keeper of the Flock"

(Thistle

(Santa Barbara Drama)

Alhambra Film Mfg. Co.

Comedy)

Santa Barbara Motion Pic-

"Back of the Shadow"

"BUly Put One Over"

(Santa Barbara Drama)

Santa Barbara.

"Capturing Stella"
a Cousin"

(C

K

ii

Bert Angeles, Director

"The Witness"

Beating Father's Time"

Sidney De Gray, Director
Lead, Sidney De Gray
Marty Martin

(SANTA BARBARA BRAND)

Comedy)

Smythe Addison

Mary Ruby
Harry Fisher,

(Paragon Drama)

Jr.

Monty Film Company

(Alhambra Comedy)

"Billy Gets Tangled"

"Sherlock, the Boob
Detective"
(Thistle

(Santa Barbara Comedy)

All

ii

(Paragon Drama)

(Thistle

for A' That"

ii

(Punchinello Comedy)

Billy

ii

(Trump Drama)

Cops a Speeder

Frank's Nightmare
(Thistle

Frederick Bartlctt

Tom Ward
William Thome

ft

Pyramid Film Co.

Katherine Sheldon

Flushing, N. Y.

99

CK

Comedy)

A Wonderful Lamp'

"Skein of Life"

(Pyramid Comedy)

(Paragon Drama)

Jf

Pyramid Comedy Company

Film Company

(PYRAMID BRAND)

Santa Barbara,

Calif.

Comedy Company
(C. K.

Two Reels; Comedies One Reel.
These are not merely names of subjects, but films that
are completed and bein^ shipped daily for your use.
Dramas

Mona Darkfcather

Alex Frank, Director

Comedy)

in

[Plat inctivc

Stull,

Co-

Broadway

Sixth Floor

Hill, Director
Elizabeth Baker

New York

Wares

(NOLEGE BRAND)
Educational
H. D. Blauvelt, Director

"Decided

==

1600

Arthur
Philip

BRAND)

Robert Burns and Walter
Directors and Co* Leads
Peggy Paige

KRITERION SERVICE
="Dcct_dedi

(MONTY BRAND)
Frank Montgomery, Director

(Santa Barbara Comedy)

"The Cure"

All

City, N. Y.

Comedy Company

She's a Cousin of Mine"

Calif.

Dramatic Company

(PUNCHINELLO BRAND)

"Gratitude"

ii

Loe Angeles,

Films, Inc.
New York

The Bigot"

(Paragon Drama)

"A Man

Comedy

iV

Comedy)

(ALHAMBRA BRAND)

Calif.

Comedy Company

(Alhambra Comedy)

Calif.

Comedy Company

(Santa Barbara Comedy)

"When is

Santa Barbara,

ture Co.

City

•

I

[^

Di »t inc

•

i\ <•

MOVING PICTURES
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(CRITERION

PROGRAM SERVICE

CELEBRATES INITIAL SHIPMENT
Nineteen Exchanges Throughout the Country Receive Their
First Films From New Service. Second Largest
Producers On Coast.
The Kritcrion Program Service got
under way with a grand hurrah Mon-

day of this week when shipments of
were made to 19 exfilm subjects
changes throughout the country. The
occasion was
event in the

made more or less a gala
New York office of the

company, practically all of the heads
of departments connected with the
Kriterion Company and the Mica Film
Company coming to New York from
A. M.
various parts of the country.
Kennedy, the general production director of the company, came across the
continent from California to be present when the first shipment was sent
out.

The Kriterion company has been under way and preparing for this shipment since September and at present
has eight different manufacturers with
14 acting companies preparing the
company's output. Among the com-

will direct the

single reel

organization of this
the direction

of

company

is

Robert Daly.

ent

manufacturers on the coast turning out
film subjects for them.
Mr. Kennedy has organized all of
the companies now on the coast acting in films that will eventually bear
the Kriterion brand.
He has accomplished this in less than four months.
When he originally organized the coast
companies for the Universal Co. several years ago, it was a work of a
twelve months before completed.

is

The comedy company will have
Sidney De Gray as its star and director.
Peggy Page, who played comedy
lady.

stone

comedies, will be

the

Key-

leading

woman.
In Los Angeles there are two manufacturers whose product will bear the
Kriterion trade mark.
They are the
Navajo Film Co. and the Monty Brand.
The former will turn out a two-reel
drama each week, which will be directed by Charles K. French.
Lucille
Young will be the leading lady and

Wallace MacDonald her principal support.

The Monty Brand

will also turn

out one two-reel drama week.

Montgomery

will direct.

Frank

Mona Dark-

feather will play leads with Frederick
Bartlett supporting.

The K-C Comedies will be made in
Santa Barbara. There will be one onereel subject turned out weekly with
Burns and Stul as the principal direcand players.
In Pasadena the Crown City Film
Co. will make one two-reel drama and
one-reel comedy.
Donald MacDonald
tors

formed

this

week with

Co.

will

The company will be financed
by a coterie of wealthy and influential
men from commercial lines, among
them George Lester and George F.
dent.

Westfelder.
The studio director will be Pierre
M. Verkoff, who produced the "Three

Weeks"

feature.

capacity to

$1,000,000.

It

some of

the largest feature
film makers, and with a thorough
knowledge of the business from every
angle, Mr. Lowe has at last listened
to one of the many propositions submitted to him for his personal attention to be directed in channels in

ture

field.

DRAWING IN THE COUNTRY.
Two theatre managers of New England were in New York last week getting a

line

on new

features.

While

here they commented upon the "draw"
the film stars were upon the road.

Up in New England where Crane
Wilbur and Paul Panzer are playing
the business has been unusual and
there

is

a big

demand

stars to be seen

The

for other film

up that way.

success of these

men

will

no

Is

back In the film acting

Edward Abeles Is en route to New York.
Eddie hesitated just 13 times, or rather set the
date for his departure that often, before he
really got away.

Tom

Chatterton has been promoted to a di-

rectorship at the Broncho camp.

Raymond B. West, the director,
with rheumatism.

is

up

laid

Elizabeth Burbrldge has the real estate bee.
Is hunting for a bungalow "to settle down"
Santa Monica.

In

Martin Aguerre, former warden at San Quentln prison, was secured to personally superintend the construction of the scaffold and the

hanging In D. W. Griffith's "The Mother and
the Law." Aguerre haa officiated at numerous
"noose festivals" and with his assistance much
realism

is

given the

film.

would seem that the pictures have given
birth to another specie of "stage door Johnny,"
only the particular brand Is female instead ot
It

male. Coast picture stars, especially the feminine stars, receive large grists of letters daily
from young girls setting forth their admiration.

W. H. Cluns is negotiating for the purchase
Alhambra in Los Angeles.
in

is

now guiding

the affairs of the

Los Angeles.

Elmer Harris is writing scenarios In
spare moments stolen when not reading
writing) plays for O. Morosco.

his
(or

Queenie King is now playing leads with the
Lasky western company.

The Navajo Film Co. has organised with
the following officers: President, R. M. Houser; vice-president. Jack Freese; treasurer and
general manager. W. H. Blssell ; secretary,
a.

Lt.

UlSSell.

Th

p.
St.

B.

March

LOWE.

which he will be directly concerned
and may benefit financially.
Hardly anything of moment has occurred in recent organizations and promotions of picture people that Mr.
Lowe has not been cognizant of, and
few there were that did not call upon
him for advice or information. In his
capacity as general sales agent of Kinemacolor, his suggestions were deemed
valuable, and he

meantime

is

said to

have brought a big revenue to Kin
through having that concern make
several features for other manufactur-

larger

Sellg

New York

it

among

be

formally

opened

(Western) company goes shortly
to stage several photoplays.

i

Its

sanction

e8t*»llshment of a postofflce.
Incelocated In Santa Monica Canyon, on

the shores of the Pacific, 24 miles from Los
Angeles.

Edward

Connelly

J.

in

Is

picture duty.

Los Angeles for

George Slegman, "heavy man,"

recting for the Majestic.

is

now

di-

George E. Beranger has been elevated to a
directorship by D. W. Griffith.
Fred Granville is back on the coast looking as fat and sassy as ever.
He recently
returned from Labrador.

Campbell

Ranch Company.

is

now

with

the

101

81 06
D««n engaged to direct for
/ h Picture
the N. Y. ?
Motion *S,
Co.

k?^"^

Olga Gray

is

playing lead for the Majestic

Dilwyn Daniels, producer and director, has
purchased a ranch near Corona, CaL
Frances Cameron will return to Los Angeles
Play "Pretty Mrs. Smith" for the Morosco

Pittsburgh, Jan. 13.
Colonial Film Co. has begun a
series known as "The Pittsburgh Girl."

J?

Stores,

Join the Keystone.

The

the mills,

etc.,

be visited by the "girl" and a plot
will be woven with the city as the
background.
Edna La Moree is the

will

and Mark Scott, the

director,

also play the fiancee and the
heavy. This will necessitate a double*
exposure. The film brand is "S. & S."

will

to

at the Coast Studios.

firms.

streets,

la

The government has given

'n.^fis
yllle

the

"PITTSBURGH GIRL" SERIAL.

hotels,

Lm

of
Angeles have set
for the annual ball.

Inc «y, »«. the home of the New York MoU n Pi£ ure Co - *• 80on to be a real reel
..

Webster

immediate attention to

,

City

Panama

.?
city.

ers.

Mr. Lowe's post as president of the
Harris Co. equips it thoroughly on
the operating end, and will attract

Day

1.

The
to

™

117 6

i? ."f^W
Valentine's

Universal

ALBERT

"girl"

doubt lead to the booking of others
for short road tours.

Howard Hickman

business after a brief illness.

Frank Blackwell is doing personal photographic publicity for D. W. Griffith. Blackwell
is a graduate of the L. A. newspaper school.

are interested in
it is understood,
will work in harmony if not affiliation
with the World Film.
The province
of the Equitable will be to encourage
manufacturers, even manufacturing feature films itself.

corporation very recently enlisted the
capital of a multi-millionaire group,
and that the connection may develop
into a large capitalized concern capable
of handling almost any proposition
that may come before it from the pic-

Thomas H. Ince has a concession at the San
Diego exposition in which the making of movies
Is shown.

Max Figman, Lolita Robertson, Helen Marlborough and others of Flgman's company have
gone to Santa Cruz.

Many wealthy men

volume of new business.

to

Mary Plckford will be the guest of honor at
the California Exhibitors' Ball, Jan. 10.

the Equitable, which,

It is also related that a large service

Walter Edwards has taken his company
San Diego to catch Exposition scenes.

Sheila Clark

figure in its directorate.

large

Gold-

have taken a bungalow at Hollywood.

Arrow

have John A.

In connection with the report of the
Equitable formation comes another,
saying that one larger feature film service corporation will shortly add several manufacturers to its list, and possibly take in one or two other service
corporations that have shown no signs
of excessive prosperity of late, without
prospects of securing an immediate

Mrs.
fish

of the

a capitalization

will

COAST PICTURE NEWS.
By GUY PRICK.
Jesse L Laaky and Mrs. Samuel

She

Mr. Lowe, who is the active and
guiding spirit of the new concern, will
retain his connection with Kinemacolor.
Hitherto acting in an advisory

be

McDonald, the former counsel to the
Motion Patents Picture Co., as the chief

turning out a two-reel drama and a
one-reel comedy each week.
A. M.
Kennedy is the director and John
Prescott and Jack Dillon his principal
players.
(Miss) Marty Martin, a new
face to the screen, will be the leading

leads opposite Chas. Chaplin in

Film

Equitable

Fritzi

It

Albert E. Lowe, well known in the
Metropolitan film market and connected with Kinemacolor, is now president of the Charles K. Harris Feature
Film Co., organized this week, to produce features of not less than five reels
each.
Distribution
will
be
made
through the World Film service.
Louis Baron of London is vice-presi-

MILLION-DOLLAR CONCERN.
The
of

is
the leading woman, and
Edward Alexander, leading man. The
comedy company is under the direction
of Bert Angeles.
Mary Ruby is the
leading ingenue and Harry Fisher, Jr.,
leading
comedian.
The Alhambra
Film Company, a Kriterion sprig, is

Santa Barbara.

Kriterion Service has at presthe second largest number of

under

Brunette

also located in

comedy.

The

panies is the Santa Barbara Film Co.,
located in Santa Barbara, Cal., turning
out one two-reel drama and one onereel
comedy weekly. The dramatic

dramas, with Benjamin

Hornung and Dorothy Davenport in
the leads.
The comedies will be directed by Bruce Mitchell and Rena
Watson will do leads.
In New York the Gaumont Co. will
deliver one one-reel comedy a week to
the Kriterion and the All Comedy Co.
will turn out one two-reel drama and a

=z
FILM CO.

OWN

LOWE'S

Harry Grlbbon has gone

Bud Duncan

to

Los Angeles

to

taking a vacation, but will
soon return to picture work.
is

Barney Sherry recently was presented with
baby elephant by a circus wintering at Venice.a
doesn't know what to do with the

The actor
animal.

The Majestic-Reliance Is adding to Its
western plant at Hollywood. A mammoth
rehearsal building has Just been completed

MOVING PICTURES
INDEPENDENT FILM MAKERS
ARE CALLED LAW VIOLATORS
Gustavus A. Rogers, Attorney for William Fox in "Triple
Damage" Suit Against "Trust/ 9 Declares Mutual and
Universal Are Breaking Anti-Trust Laws.
"The vicious feature of the Uniand Mutual companies is
that a large number of manufacversal

have

turers

agreed

to

together

market their commodity through a

common medium

their

(i. e.,

dis-

tributing agency), to the exclusion
of any other person, firm or cor-

poration, the result being that, in-

stead of having one 'trust,' we have
three, the General Film Co., the
Mutual Film Co. and the Universal Co.,

each one powerful and ar-

bitrary in its

own

field,

dictating

who may use its program and who
may not
"A fair illustration is: The

the alleged trust, declined to commit
himself as to the legal standing of the
Universal and Mutual companies, on
the ground that such a statement on his
part would be against lawyer's ethics on
the part of a prosecutor.

To

expression of opinion as to
the legality of the Universale and Mutual's system of conducting business,
Mr. Rogers added the declaration that
whether or not the courts ordered the
dissolution of the "trust," the William

was learned

ents Co.) will not permit any but
own selling agency to market

inson,

in

Court

in

"Likewise the Universal and Mucompanies restrict the opportunity of anyone to engage in the
tual

rental business.

"In the case of the licensed manufacturers, they, at least, have the

pretext of a reliance upon the soMotion Picture Patents Co.'s
agreement, or license arrangement
The Universal and Mutual companies have not even^this to offer as
called

a pretext
"It is

my opinion that if the
court holds that the licensed manufacturers could not, through the instrumentality of the General Film
Co., accomplish the object sought,
the Universal and Mutual companies will come under the same condemnation.
"I do not wish to be understood
as saying that under no circumstances has the manufacturer a
right to select his selling agency,
but what I do say is this The present arrangement of the General
Film Co., the Universal Co. and the
Mutual Co. is within the condemnation of the Sherman anti-trust
law and is certainly violative of the
new Clayton anti-trust law, signed
by President Wilson Oct. 15, 1914."
This is the carefully considered statement made a few days ago to a Variety
representative by Gustavus A. Rogers,
of the law firm of Rogers & Rogers,
160 Broadway, who has made a profound study of moving picture trade
conditions, as attorney for William Fox
:

in

his

against

$1,800,000 "triple

the

Patents

Co.,

damage"
the

suit

General

Film Co. and the individuals who make
up those two concerns.
Variety also approached Edwin P.
Grosvenor, special attorney for the
United States Department of Justice,
former government agent, now a member of the law firm of Cadwalader,

suit

From

'would go to

other sources of information it
this week that Judge Dickthe

United

States
will

Moon, ex-Congressman of Philadelphia,
who represents Siegmund Lubin, one
of the defendants, Saturday last filed a

about 200 pages. J. F. Kingsattorney for the Patents Co., filed
another brief of similar proportions.
Mr. Grosvenor will probably file a
third brief in answer to the other two.
Judge Dickinson's ruling, however,
will not in all probability put an end to
brief of
ley,

the case. Should either the

Department

of Justice or the Patents Co. be victoriis

decision will

Hunt B. Miller, AlJames Steete and Rich-

ard A. Rowland, of Pittsburgh, brougnt
action in the Federal Court of the

Southern New York District Jan. 7 for
an
injunction
and a receivership
against the Alco Corporation.

The Pittsburgh contingent say
relying upon the contract

it

that

established

in Pittsburgh and in Chicago
and built up a business to a point where
its weekly rentals approximated $5,000.
The plaintiffs charge failure of the Alco
concern in making prompt releases has
offices

threatened to destroy their business.
The Alco's capital stock is listed as
$1,500,000 and its offices are at 218

West 42nd street.
The Pittsburgh men

having

loaned the Alco $10,000.

Pittsburgh, Jan.
land,

who

13.

figure prominently in the in-

junction and receivership proceedings
instituted against the

poration,

&

land

Alco Film Cor-

form the picture firm of Row-

Clark, operating the finest pic-

ture theatres in Pennsylvania, the

Row-

marble building of Greek temple design.

The Alco heads spent the greater
week in an effort to extri-

part of the

cate the corporation from its latest
predicament. A meeting of the directors was held Wednesday afternoon, at
which time they expected to make
some important announcements regarding the Alco's stand in the matter.
On top of the Pittsburgh men proceeding against the Alco, the New
York firm of Ludwig-Baumann Co.,
furniture dealers, got out a writ of execution Wednesday against the All-Star
Film Co., which markets its' films with
the Alco, and placed a deputy sheriff
on guard at the All-Star's office, 220
West 42nd street, claiming the All-Star
was in arrears $1,036.30 for furniture,

and
by the L.-B.

rugs, pictures

office furniture

plied

store.

sup-

doubt but that the
be appealed to the United
for final adjudi-

tion

which

marketed the "The

lion

Dollar

Mystery" for the Than-

Mil-

houser Company, collected $100,000
surance that they held on the
Charles

his death

who

Hite,

J.

life

in-

of

at the time of

was president of the Than-

houger concern.

of

There was a meeting of the directors
the Syndicate Film Corporation

held this

week at which a dividend
was declared. When C.

32 per cent,

of
J.

Hite originally conceived the idea of

number

of his asso-

Thanhouser Company refused to become associated with the
scheme and Mr. Hite formed the Syndicate Film Corporation which guar-

ciates in the

anteed to take 50 copies of each installment of the "Mystery." The com-

pany was capitalized at $10,000

cash,

with a like amount in preferred stock

and $200,000

in

common

With

stock.

each share of preferred stock purchased a share of common stock was
given as a bonus. The additional
$100,000 in common stock was presented to those that promoted the company
and floated it. One of those who was
heavily interested in the corporation
was John Burnham of Chicago.
The profits to the Syndicate Film
Corporation on "The Million Dollar

Mystery" are in the neighborhood of
Last October a dividend of
7 per cent was declared, in November another dividend of 25 per cent,
was declared and in December another

$800,000.

dividend for a like

The company

amount was

voted.

has $300,000 in its
treasury and a like amount outstanding on contracts that still have to run.
still

PLATING UP TWO-REELERS.
Some

smaller photoplay
of
the
houses are saving money by taking
melodramatic two-reelers and playIn
features.
as
up
ing
them
last week a picture theaprogramed a two-reeler as a "threepart feature" and got away with it, be*

Brooklyn

cause the manufacturer had blended
the two parts in such a manner it
looked like a three-part feature.

Judge Dickexchange
men whose businesses were absorbed
by the General Film Co. either to
it is

$100,000.

The members of the corporation
known as the Syndicate Film Corpora-

tre

cation.

However,

ASSOCIATES COLLECT

issuing a serial a
allege

little

Supreme court

States

bert S. Davis,

District

probably
not hand down a decision in the government's suit before the late spring.
Judge Dickinson must read over an immense volume of testimony. The documents in the case reached an enormous bulk at the argument early in
December. To this total Judge R. O.

ous, there

COURT AGAIN.

land, Wilkinsburg, for instance being a

trial.

Philadelphia,

IN

B. Clark,

James B. Clark and Richard A. Row-

his

chise from the Motion Picture Pat-

combined output

street,

York, for an expression of opinion
on the points covered in Mr. Rogers'
statement quoted above.
Mr. Grosvenor, who is conducting the
government's dissolution suit against

Fox

their

40 Wall

Taft,

Mew

licensed manufacturers (those making and marketing films under fran-

their

&

Wickersham

ALCO
James

25

likely that

inson's opinion will decide the

REORGANIZATION LIKELY.
Philadelphia, Jan. 13.
the affairs of the Liberty
Motion Picture Co. will be reorganized
in a way as to permit the company to

bring "triple damage" suits or to forego that resort to the courts. It has
been pointed out that there is a probability that a majority of the merged
exchange men will bring suits, whether
they were "benevolently digested" by
the process of money payments, or
merely "eliminated" by the cancellation
of license.

ment

It is likely

continue business. The concern is now
in the hands of William S. Lloyd, appointed receiver by Judge Thompson
in the United States District Court.

The action resulting in the receiverwas begun by John Axford, pres-

Those who accepted pay-

for their business,

it

is

said,

may

ship

company, and Walter

ident of the

contend that they agreed to this arany

rangement under coercion.
In
event one of the considerations

that

now

disturbing the Patents company's licensees is that a decision by

been reached

Judge Dickinson ordering the dissolu-

make

is

just

tion

of

the

"trust"

will

pany when

and

was necessary

com-

either to

a liquidation of the assets for the
or else formulate
adopt a plan of reorganization in-

volving the contribution of

by the former exchange men who

handled "trust" films before the formation of the General Film Co. eliminated them from the field.

in the affairs of the

it

benefit of creditors

probably be

followed by an avalanche of damage
suits

C.

Neely, a stockholder, whose petition
to the court declared that a point had

new

capi-

tal.

BEATRIZ MICHELENA.
The leading player

of the California Picture
Corporation, appearing in "Migaon."

If

Jn't advertlM
doa't

la

VARIETY,

;

;

MOVING PICTURES
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"ASS'N'S" FILM DEPT.

NEW CORPORATIONS.

Chicago, Jan. 13.
The Western Vaudeville Managers'
Association has installed a film department on the eleventh floor, with

A. Schuchert, Chaa. R.
Rogers, Emll Rubensteln, Buffalo, N. Y.
Latta-Asaerlenn FUaa Co*. New York.
Capital $10,000. Carlos Lescale, Harry S.

George Hoffman
The report Ford Sterling, the pkture comedian, was tamag up an Orpheura tour within
the near future, was denied In the New York
The
Orpheura offices Wednesday afternoon.
Frisco Orpheum offices muy have opened negotiations, but no official O. K. has yet been
announced. Fred Balshofer. who flopped from
the Keystone with Sterling to the I'niversal and
has been one of the heads of the Sterling Co..
is now a free lance, although he Is understood
to be on his way to New York to arrange for
the making of a new series of comedies at the
old Sterling studios on the Pacific Coast.

Lotta Llnthicum has gone
go into pictures.

to

Los Angeles

to

Charles Ooettler was In New York this week
out a route for his six-reel feature,
"Seeing New York With the Camera Man."
The film has been showing in the Middle West
and has shown surprising box office drawing
power.
laying

James McEnnery, head of the James McBnnery Syndicate, has left for the front with
Mr. McEnnery la an old
the English army.
having

soldier,

served

throughout

the

Margaret Turnbull, the writer, has Joined
the Jesse Lasky Co. to write scenarios.
Edith Wynne Math son will appear to the
Lasky- Belasco production of "The Governor's
Lady."
I

officers

were elected at the

first annual meeting of the stockholders of
Edward H. Roe k am.
the Life Photo Co.:
Bernard Loewenthal, treasurer
president
Francis H. ToJesse L. Ooldburg, secretary
bias, first vice-president, and L. Abrahams,
second vice-president.
;

'.

Claude

New

in

Has Ralph lnce signed with the New York
M. P. Corporation?
One report had it he
signed with the Kessel-Uaumann people Dec.
1".> and
would be located at the Fort Lee studios.
The Vitagraph has denied the report.
The Vita also denies Anita Stewart Is leaving.
Frederick Lewis, formerly of the Sothernto the California Motion Picture Corporation. Lewis has
been engaged to play leads with
Beatrix

Marlowe company, has reported
Mlchelena.

and Mons. Chautaut arrived
York from France this week.
Patln

"Alice
be

will

In

Is

American

ture Clifford

left

Rex com-

the

Miss Nesbit and Mr. Clifford will play
engagement at the Orpheum,
Brooklyn, next week. They were but

Joseph Glrard. for many years with Corse
Fayton's stock companies. Is playing heavies
with the Rex.

recently there.

RELEASED
NEXT WEEK( 18
MANUFACTURERS INDICATED BY ABBREVIATIONS.
Jiq.

GENERAL
Vitagraph
Biograph

V Imp

Kalrm

K

B

gleine
Melies

Mel

—

P

Amb
Col

Sterling

Mi

G S
J

UI
Ster
.B U
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.

Big U...
L.-K. O..

Mai

.

.

M

St. Louis...

Princess

Pr

Nelson

Komic

Ko

Beauty

Be

Apo

Apollo

R

Royal
Lion

film

company has

filed

Ramo

JANUARY 18—MONDAY.
MUTUAL— Refining

Fires. 2-reel dr,

Htone title not announced
No. 1, Rel.

GENERAL F.— The

;

Mutual Monographs,

;

Undying

Fire, dr,

B

;

The

Leach. 2-reel dr, K; Patsy's Vacation (4th of
the Patsy Bolivar series), com. L; His Fighting Blood, 2-reel dr, and Hearst-Selig News
Pictorial, No. 5. S; The Fates and Flora
Fourflush ("A Race for Life"), com, V; To
Make the Nation Prosper, dr, E Sweedie
and Her Dog, com, S-A.
;

UNIVERSAL.— A
I

Dangerous Ground, comThe Hicktown Rivals, com, J Father's

;

;

News Pictorial, No. 6, S The Navajo
Ring. dr. V
Sentimental Sophie, w-com, S*A
Dare-Devil Harry, com, Ml.
UNIVERSAL.— The Island of Happiness, 2reel dr. B U
Six Months to Live, dr, Rx

under the name of The Beating
Back Film Company, with a capital of $20,000.
The Incorporation results from a recent visit
here of Al Jennings, ex-bandit -end author of
the Saturday Evening Pout Serial, "Beating

Love. 2-reel dr. T; On
the Table Top, dr, MaJ A Girl and Two Boys,

Back."

dr,

;

;

Dude

Raffles, eom, Ster.

MUTUAL— Sergeant

Man Who

Jims

Horse,

KB;

D4ed, split-reel dr,

Rel.

GENERAL

and The

An

InnoAfter Twenty Years, dr,

;

F—

Heart's
Hunger, dr, B;
Adventure, com, K
A Question of
Conscience, dr, L; Who Wants to Be a Hero,
eom, S Wanted a Nurse, com, V Tracked by
the Hounds, 2-reel dr. E
The Lieutenant
Governor, 2-reel dn» S-A.
UNIVERSAL— The House of Fear, 3-reel
mel-dr, I
When the Deacon Swore, com, N.
;

;

JANUARY 19—TUESDAY.

and Strand theatres In Washington, Pa., and
for several days the students of the now

famous

"W.

&

college had no place
to find amusement.
The fire started in a cigar
store separating the theatres.
The Casino
damage Is $T>,000 and the Strand, $1,000.
J."

Suspension of the license of the Gayety, Elizabeth, N. J., was announced by Mayor Victor
Mravlag, Sunday, following a conference with
the Fire Hoard.
Failure to comply with fire
regulations was given as the cause.

;

He.

F.- The Lady of Dreams. 2-reel
dr, B
Cornelius and the Wild Man, and A
Night in New Jeraey, split-reel, eom, K; Gub
and the Anarchists, and Cupid's Target, splitreel com, L; Cactus Jim's Shop Girl, com, S;
The Evil Men Do, 3-reel dr, V The Misjudged
Mr. Hartley, com-dr, S-A.
UNIVERSAL— The Dear Old Hypocrite, dr,
B U When Cupid Caught a Thief, com, N
Smugglers' Island, 2-reel dr, G S.

JANUARY 23—SATURDAY.
MUTUAL.— The Craven. 2-reel dr, Rel Keytitle not announced
Her Hero, com, R.
GENERAL F.— His Night Out. and In the
;

stone

;

;

;

Boarding House, split-reel com. B The Fast
Mall's Danger, dr (An Episode of the "Hazards
of Helen" series), K; Shoddy, the Tailor, com,
L; The Primitive Way, dr, S; War, 2-reel
com, V
Mr. Daly's Wedding Day, dr, E
Broncho Billy and the Baby, w-dr. S-A.
UNIVERSAL— Fools and Pajamas, com, J;
Uncle Sam's Phenomenal Achievement, educ,
P Old Peg-I^g h Will, 2-reel dr, B101.
;

;

JANUARY 20—WEDNESDAY.
of Al
dr, Hr

Brady,
;

dr.

The Sea

Co. has been
organized at Stlthton, Ky.. nnd articles of incorporation will bo filed in a short time. Tbo
company plans to erect a new picture theatre.

Feb. 1 is set as the release date of "Mistress
Nell." by the Famous Flayers, with Mary
IMckfurd. the first time since her association
with the Famous Players she has been cast
for an early romantic English role, also her
"
first appearanco as a "boy

GENERAL P.— The
dr,

K;

Between

;

com, M The Wonders of Magnetism, and
A Weighty Matter for a Detective, split-reel.
K; The Fable of "Hlfaluting Tlllle and Her
;

Plain

Parents." com.

S-A.

UNIVERSAL.— Every Inch a Hero. com.
LKO The Lone Game, 2-reel dr. Kelr; Univer;

sal

Animated Weekly, No.

l.'rfl.

l\

Follou-inp are the releases next

week of the
proarams, both new

and

United

Kritcrion
arrivals in the cinema field.
UNITED— Jan. 18. Doll Wife, com-dr,
Grand Jan. 1!). The Other Woman, 3-reel dr.
F I; Jan. 20, Henpecked Smith, com, Star;
Jan. 21, Such a Business, com, Luna
Jan.
22, The Greater Barrier. 2-reel dr, Lar; Jan.
23, Married In Disguise, com-dr, St L.
KRITERION.- The Crystal Globe, dr, Par;
And Percy Got Married, com. S B
Birth
of
Emotion, dr. Al
The Boob's Racing
Career, com. Thse
Goaded by Jealousy, dr.
S B
The Tattooed Man, com. and The Call
of the Sea,, dr. Mt
Blown Up. com, Pch
Eliza's Fairy Prince, dr. Trp; Accidents Will
Happen, com. Pyrd
Zoological. Educ
Nol
Joes Partner, Bill. dr. Nav Beating Father

Charles Dupuls, confidential secretary and
lieutenant of Charles Pathe In the French
headquarters of Pathe Freres. has been elected
lo the board of directors of the American
Fathe Co., with headquarters hi Jersey City.

;

;

MUTUAL- The Still on Sunset Mountain
Dom; Keystone title not announced:
Mutual Weekly. No. :t. M.
GENERAL F- The Gang's New Member, dr.
B; The Shanghaied Haby. .'{-reel dr. L; Hearst2-reel dr.

has started a suit

&

Driscoll to recover three

Mr.

is

Hamberg was employed

by the Universal to direct comedy films
at the

Victor studios.

BIBLICAL FILM CENSORED.
Cincinnati, Jan. 13.

Exhibitors say that the Ohio Board
of Censors reached the limit last week
when they cut out 700 feet of the Biblical play, "The Life of Our Saviour."
This is the first time a religious picture
has been tampered with, and enemies

Board say the act is
argument for city censors.

of the State

best
It

their

alleged that the incident illus-

is

that the three

members

of the

board have allowed their personal prejudice to run away with them.

;

;

JANUARY 21—THURSDAY.

due him.

trates

Cabaret

Singer, 2-reel
Her Weakling nrother. 2-reel dr. L;
Matinee and Night, dr, S The Right

Girl,

Hamberg

weeks' salary which he alleges that

;

Brat, dr, Rel.

The Stlthton Motion Picture

Inc.,

against the Universal through O'Brien,

;

;

MUTUAL.— The Crucifixion
A; A Lucky Blowout, 2-reel

Co.,

;

vs.

;

RIchman,

;

GENERAL

Wednesday morning damaged the Casino

Alfred P.

Malevinsky

JANUARY 22—FRIDAY.
cent Burglar, dr, Pr

J.

SUING UNIVERSAL.

;

;

Cooky's

Three. 2-reel eom-dr, Vic.

MUTUAL.— Craft

Ben

Sellg

A Key-

York; David

Brooklyn. Capital $3,000. Incorporators.
Isidore Levy, Morris Sukoff, Louis Watnick, Brooklyn.
Exhibition Feature Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Capital $25,000. Moving pictures. Henry
Lewis, Thos. Steinberg, Harry Rash,
Buffalo.

B
Prem

Jupiter
Jup
in one reel of about 1,000 feet unless otherwise noted.

is

New

Roekaway Motion Picture

Mag

M

subject

Capital $5,000. Incorporators, Anna E.
Rosenberg, Hyman Rosenberg*, Fannie
Cohen, Bronx, New York.
Creaeeat Mo ale Co* New York. Capital
$10,000. Incorporators. Harold S. Wittmark, Yonkers; Philip Shorlash, Rebecca
Sllman, Brooklyn.
Efficiency Exposition Co* New York.
Capital $12,000. Incorporators, Theodore
Weicker, Fred Hawley, Robert T. Walker, New York.
Atlas Motion Picture Corporation, New
York. Capital $125,000. John M. Welch,
New York; Wm. F. J. Sigg, Richard M.
Sansade, Jersey City.
Meyerhoff - Levitt - Taxler Iae* New
York. Capital $6,000. Booking. Morris
Taxler, Henry Meyerhoff, Victor D. Levitt, New York.
North Star Photo Play Co* New York.
Capital $500. Solomon Frledenberg, Martin Goldfarb, Jacob Alexander, New York.
Federal Screen Corporation, New York.

lyn.

Miller Bros. 101

The

Co. increases capi-

stock from $1,000,000 to $1,200,000.
Greater New York Slide Co, New York.

Poughkeepsle, N. Y.; Jacob A. Mittnacht,
Monroe. N. Y.; Harry Meyer, Jr., Brook-

Keg
Juno
Mars

...

Ettlnger,

Cameoncope Corporation, New York.
Capital $700,000. Produce, sell and operate Kinetoscope devices. John G. Pearse,

Features Ideal FI
... Star

Premier
Beacon

New York Theatre

Brooklyn.

Ramo

Mars
Magnet

Pauline

tal

E. Felix,

Luna

Regent
luno

In California

Fire

C K

Grandin... Grand

commencing

Incorporation papers

Nol

Nav

Starlight

dr.

A

Trp
Pyrd

,

St

Luna

H

Drapkln, Brooklyn;
Bronx, N. Y.

Clarence G. Campbell, "Stephen S. NewNew York.
Faaaons Players-Mary Pick ford Co,
New York. Capital $20,000. Incorporators, Adolph Zucker, Benjamin B. Schulberg, Ralph A. Kohn, New York.
Shotwell Dancing Academy, Brooklyn.
Capital $500. Carolyn Shotwell, Carolyn
S. Stearns, Edwin E. Stearns, Brooklyn.
Capital
^ Daly Theatre Co* New York.
$5,000. Pictures. BenJ. A. Levine, Louis

..

Ln

Hepworth

David Kelersteln, Nathan

Capital $3,000.

ton,

j

Emp Trump
L "
Pyramid
Nel' Nblege
Minusa...M N A Navajo
United States U S C. K
Lariat
Lar
flumanology
H

Mutual

New York; Emillo Sarno,
Brooklyn.
Coaansaers' Film Service. New York.

Goldman,

Capital $200,000. Manufacturing moving
pictures. Wm. R. Baird, Orange, N. J.;

KRITERION

T
K B
Dom Empress

.

Kay Bee
Domino

Frnt
Vic

Joker
Universal Ike

Rel

Thanhouser

Rx

Frontier ...
Victor
Gold Seal

inc.)

V1Z.I

Albuquerque. Alb Paragon #
Par
Gautnont ... Gau Santa Ba'rbara S B
Crystal
C Alhambra
Al
Tarns
Tarns Thistle .... Thse
Gauntier ... Gau Monty
Mt
Superba
Sup Punch
Pch

Key

..

23,

to Jan.

UNITED.

A

Reliance
Majestic

Eclr

Eclair

Kl

Columbus
Mina

N

Rex

E
S-A

Edison
Essanay

B101

Powers

Pthr
S

Selig

American
Keystone

I

Bison
Nestor

L

Lubin
Pathe

MUTUAL

UNIVERSAL

"The Hypocrites," the Bosworth release that
has been held back so long, will be given as

has Joined the Alliance forces, taking charge
of the auditing department.

five-part pic-

a return

19, at 10.15, at the Strand.
the Nonpareil's feature picture.

Benjamin Cohen, formerly with the World,

girl in a

writing of the Chinese

is

and an opium atmosphere.
Miss Nesbit will probably organize
her own company to produce the fea-

Wonderland." with Viola Savoy,
at a private exhibition Tues-

Andrew Robson, now a star with the California, Is returning to camera work after
spending nine weeks in a Chicago hospital,
where he had his eyes treated under the Major
Robson h eyes began to fall
Black system.
him last September when working In the
Fearing permanent
"Salomy Jane" feature.
blindness he left California for Chicago to try
the East Indian operation for cataracts so
Robson will
successful with Major Black.
shortly start work with Beatrlz Mlchelena at
the San Rafael studio In the Bret Harte feature, "The Lily of Poverty Row."

engage in
the completion

tour with
She will play the role

Jack Clifford.
of an

13.

N. Y.

FILM.

to again

is

feature picture work at
of her present vaudeville

shown

a show at the Longacre theatre,
next week.

OWN

EVELYN'S
Evelyn Nesbit

Albany. Jan.

Co* Buffalo, N. Y. Cap-

Jos.

$5,000.

Elk Theater Co* Buffalo, N. Y. Capital
$1,000. Photoplays. Wm. J. Holmes. Geo.
F. Stregal, Annie Rosenkrants, Buffalo,

inal figure.

day morning. Jan.
It

nom-

a

etc., at

tures.

Herbert Rawllnson has not
pany.

Ambrosio. ..

Augustus Carney is now on the roster of
the United Film Service, appearing with the
Albuquerque Film Co.

supplying paper,

clients,

Bosworth's "The Hypocrites" will have Its
at the Knickerbocker Ho-

the auspices of Mayor
Mitchel of New York, Norman Hapgood and
other New York notables next week.

The "As-

in charge.

sociation" will act as an exchange, selecting and viewing pictures for its

first public showing
tel
ballroom under

Boer

war.

The following

Carl H. Pierce, special representative of
liosworth, is in Richmond this week, attending
the opening of the new Strand there which
holds the local franchise of the Paramount
program. The enterprise is backed by a coterie
of Norfolk capitalists.

IUm

Baaesasjr
ital

;

:

;

;

:

;

;

to

It.

com. Al.

SPOOR'S

DAUGHTER

ILL.
Los Angeles, Jan. 13.
Mrs, Thornhill Broome, daughter of
J. A. Spoor, of Spoor & Anderson (Essanay Co.) is critically ill here.
She
was rushed to this city from Santa
Barbara by special train.
Physicians
say she

may

die.

FILM REVIEWS
men in the works made a demand for a
higher wage and the directorate of the company knowing that the young inventor is exceedingly popular with his fellow workers, In
offering to purchase his Invention make a condition he shall persuade the men not to strike.
The young Inventor, however, turns down the
As they are
offer and the men go on strike.
walking out of the works the daughter of the
The
president drives past In her pony cart.
and
runs away.
unmanageable
horse becomes
The young inventor speeds after the runaway
and clambering into the cart from the rear
grasps the reins, stops the horse and saves the
The strike having been declared the men
girl.
meet with the directors, but their demands are
refused and the works close down. Later scab
labor Is employed. * Riots and police interference follow. The young inventor again has
an opportunity to save the girl and her father
from the mob. After the workmen have been
out for several weeks and starvation Is staring,
One steals Into the
they become desperate.
young inventor's room and takes his model
of the blasting machine and is about to use it
to blow up the works. The Inventor misses the
model, follows his fellow workman Into the
the

THE STRIKERS.
*

•'The Strikers" Is a very «ood four-reel feature (Apex) for the smaller bouses, especially
if they are located in manufacturing localities.
The Btory, as the title indicates, deals with the
labor question. The picture is of foreign make
and has evidently been turned out in Oermany.
Its story is consistent, well told and tho picture has been exceedingly well produced. The
casting was done with an eye to detail and the
characters even to the last member of the mob,
which numbers several hundred, was selected
to keep the standard of the production up to
Prior to the opening of the
a certain mark.
story proper is a prolog that runs for several
In It a workman, his dying
hundred feet.
wife and child are seen in extreme poverty.
Driven to desperation the father goes out and
steals an arm full of kindling from a wood
He Is
huckster, is detected and arrested.

The
sentenced to 18 months' imprisonment.
a boy, is adopted by a mechanic and at
the opening of the story 18 years later he is a
He
Hkilled workman In a large Iron works.
has invented a blasting machine tbe company
At the same time
Is willing to pay $50,000 for.
child,

YANDIS COURT
241-247

2

Fair

Good

4.

.Bad

most

critical.

(WE ARE SPECIALISTS
Date.
1/ 7
1/ i

Prog. Reel*.

Title.

The Scrub

M

A Man's Temptation

U

Love Affair

1/ 7

Olive's

Playthings of Fate

2

IT

O

G

A War Baby

The Battle of Snakeville
The Man, the Mission and the
Maid
1/ 7 Olddy, Oay and Ticklish
1/ 8 The Magnates of Paradise...
1/ 8 The Strenuous Life
1/ 8 The Palace of Fontaine Bleau

1/ 7

Remarks.
Sub. Story ing. Prod
D
1
2 Well directed
2
D
3
2 Neglectful husband.
2
3
3
3 Juvenile lead
C
D
1
1
1 Delicate story well handled
*>
D
1
2 Civil war story

O

C

1

1

1

Best of series

Q

CD

1

1

G. R. Chester story

C

1

1

1
1

M

Love's Savage Hate

The Smoking Out

of

8
8
8
!»

»

!>

a
M

M

ft

1/

ft

1/10

1/10
1/10
l/io
1/10
1/10
l'lO
1/11
1/11
1/11
1/ 11
1/11
1/11
1/11
1/11
1/11
1/11
1/12
1/12

1
,

Scenic

,

3

2

*-»

.)

•»

•>

2
3
3

2

Odd story
Western

3

Unusually old Idea

Remarkable story
One new idea
Railroad drama

•>

3

D

1

1

1

Only a Farmer's Daughter.

C

3

3

D
C

•>

•»

3
3
2

3

3
3
3
o
3
3
o

Girl at the

M

.

.

O
Q

Key

Safe Adventure

The Lost
A Girl of

Receipt
the Pines
Custer's Last Scout
Zusa, the Band Leader
A Leap from the Water Tower

1

1o

M

Claim

G
G

Sting

M
V
M
M

Exploits

of

The

He Brought Home.

O

Elaine

G
G
G

.

Superfluous Baby
The Old Code

Rum
The

M

and Wall Paper
Baby

U
U

Butler's

My Lady High and

Mighty..

M
M

Restitution
Girl. No. 52
Sweedie's Suicide
Harold's Bad Man
A
Mlx-Up
In
Dress-suit
Cases

Mutual

>\1
1/12

Baseball and Trouble
The Third Act

1/12
1/12

Strange Animals
By a Strange Road

1/1.1

Hesanut at the Show
Katsura River

1/1.3

The Hair

1/13
1/13
1/13
1/13
1/13
1/13
1/13

Curing the Cook
McGlnty and the Count

The

Stolen

1

1

2
2
1

2
1

G

O
O
G
O
G
«G
G
G

Her Head

G
O
O
G
G

Ruby

Mother Huldo
The Terror of the Mountains.
Thou Shalt Not Flirt
Runaway June

M
M
V
M

D
D
D

1

1

1

4

4

4

3
o
am

3

2
2

D
D
D

3

3

2

C

C
D

3
3
2

D
D
D
D

1

1

3

3

D
I)

1
1

C

2
1

*>

1

Mexican

1

s

1

n

1

c

1
1

c
c

3S

,f%

1

n
D
n

1

c

2

D

2

1

o
*0

>

.

,

.

7
3
o

o
a*

O
o

Old stuff.
Well directed
Old, old story
Last of series
Police force

1

Likable

3

2
2
o

Drawn

o
.

a

2
.

,

O
o

o
.

Messy

1

3
,

,

Story of the woods

2
3

*>

o

2
.

O

3
o
.

,

Time-worn idea

t 1

2

o
3

•

Old-fashioned meller.

2
3

.

,

Interesting

Good sentiment

3

•»

E

D

Ingenious but unpopular.

Horse play
Ordinary

Thrills

O
*m
3

.

sacrifice.

I

2
3
2
2
2

Fair comedy

1

D

Uncommon
Serial

1

c

2

Serial

Slapstick "cissy" comedy
Childish

3
3
2

1

C

Very ordinary love tale
The Indian massacre
Keystone.
Long chase

1

1

1

old story

3
2
2

O
3

D

An

1

n
D

2

Strong box comedy.

O
•>

w

Flora Finch comedy

Love and

2
3
3
2

I

c
c

1

3
2
2

•>

C
C

D
O

2

4ri

o

*-1

o

«>

C

1

1

Richest Girl In the World...
of

1
1

G*

U

Star of the Sea
Three Brothers
An Inside Tip
Girl

o
2

G

Through a Knothole
Love and Business

A

U
U

M

Sammy G

Vengeance Is Mine
Broncho Billy and
Jumpers
The Barrier Between

The Scorpion

M

G

Further Adventures of

Olive's Other Self

1/13
1/13

.

#

o
•*

C

1'12
1

,

Great Keystone
Love and duty
Travesty

D
D
D

M

The Fashion Shop
D

1
.

2

When His Lordship Proposed. U
A Daughter of Israel
O

A

o
n

C
S

o
2

2

Bella

Check No. 130
Midas of the Desert

The
!»

D

O
O
O
O

Butts
1/
1/
1/
1/
1/
1/
1/
1/
1/
1/
1/
1/
1/
1/

IT

OUR

.

1/

1/ 8
1/ 8

FURNISHED APARTMENTS AND MAKE
KNOW YOUR WANTS)

Act-

1/
1/

<

IN

BUSINESS TO

RELEASE DATES.
Release

Broadway)

These apartments are beautifully decorated, sumptuously furnished and arranged for privacy to satisfy the

CODB.
3.

(Just off

proof buildings just completed with every modern device,
consisting of one, two, three and four-room steam-heated
apartments, with kitchenette and private bath.
Telephone in each apartment.

DAILY RELEASE KEY.

Excellent

Street

The newest thing in housekeeping apartments
FURNISHED COMPLETE FOR HOUSEKEEPING.
Located in the heart of the theatrical district. New fire-

has Inaugurated a simple tabulated form of reviews for the Dally Film
Releases. Herewith there Is printed a copy of the code rating. Nothing will be
noted regarding photography unless particularly poor. The service releasing is
indicated by an initial.
.-.

West 43d

NEW YORK

VARIETY

1

27

,

,

1

2
2

4

4

3
2
o

3
2
2
2
3
2

2
o
1

Western
Serial

out
Strong
v
Science and nature
Magazine story
Novelty
Beautiful

Touching
Strange idea
Skeleton used
Burlesque idea
Fair jewel story
Fair fantasie

Western
Falls and chaseH

New

serial

works just in time to save the factory, although
he Is severely injured when the homb explodes.
Later the heads of the concern again refuse to
treat with the men and the inventor In his
final
plea for his associates offers to take
$L\">,(XiO

(half of the

price originally offered)

for his invention, providing the corporation will
grant the demands of the men.
Later, when
the troubles have been adjusted tbe Inventor is
made superintendent of tho works and finally
wins the president's daughter for his wife.
There is a slight comedy relief at the finish
that leaves a pleasant memory. There could be
a few additional titles employed in the make-up
of future copies of the film, as they would help
to clarify tbe story.

A DOUBLE HAUL
three-part Eaco film which has a
at the start indicating the Uenned
Film Co. also has something to do with
the picture, Edwin August is tbe featured
player, as Edwin August, the Millionaire Detective, who bas a love affair to make tbe plo^
thicker.
Tbe picture looks like a New York
make and has characters not unlike some of
our well described underworld denizens. August is engaged to Mabel (Etta Raynor).
For
some reason not explained Edwin kisses anIn

tbld

caption

other

woman, Sylvia Hale (Ann Dersen) tbe

very first time he sees her. Then he goes to
his fiancee's bouse and gives bis prospective wife
Hn affectionate greeting. Later the hero-sleuth
is seen kissing Sylvia by Mabel and she takes
him to task for it. Then and there Edwin proposes to Sylvia and is accepted. At this juncture John Graham, a wealthy clubman, is
murdered.
Edwin Is called In to investigate.'

He and his man, Watson, start to work. Meanwhile Sylvia endeavors to have Edwin give up
his sleuthing and Bpend his mossbacked millions.
August and his right bnnd bower run,
A ruse is effectiveinto a counterfeiting gang.
ly put over.
A woman member of tbe band
returns and in a struggle with Edwin a wig
comes off tbe former's head revealing Sylvia's
brother.
Then come* Sylvia, who points a
gun at Edwin and helps her brother tic blm
Meanwhile Edwin's handy man Is on the
up.
way bark after 'phoning the police. Ho climbs
a tall telephone pole and does a thrilling hand
slide along a cable in midair to a fire escape,
Sylvia and her
arriving In the nk-k of time.
brother are proven the murderers of Orabam
Edas well as leaders of the counterfeiters.
win's girl goes back to him and all ends wellbut pretty well done
It's typical melodrama,
Edwin
August,
Edward
Plel
by the Strahd Co.
as his friend, Hastings, and Hal August, as the
Charles H.
brother, do some bully good work.
Some
Ross made a good type of low crook.
could
not be Improved
of the photography
upon while some sections were off color. There
are several big climaxes but they are not
worked up to tbe best advantage. "A Double

Haul" should have no trouble In getting quick
bookings in any of the houses where they
crave that sort of photoplay. The Augusts are
good looking and of the heroic type which
the boys and girls have painted In their mind's
eye.
The feature is far ahead of many of the
mellers made by some of the bigger companies
with prominent legits featured.

CHARLOTTE CORDAY.
Corday" is a four-part drama.
story of this woman of France is probably
well known to all history readers. The French
Revolution is always an Interesting subject and
the film makers took every advantage of this.
The story while not told In very well connected
manner turns out to be one of sufficient interest to make this picture a successful feature.
The woman who takes Corday is good looking
and acts the part In a very pleasing manner.
Of ourse, tbe Important bit of acting falls to
the man playing the character of Danton and
he does wonderfully well in playing the brute.
There seem to be a few bad mistakes In the
production of the picture, tbe most important
ol these being the fn<t. that the actual killing
of Danton by Charlotte Corday is not shown.
The knife Is seen In the air, then the picture
Is darkened and the announcement "later" Is
flashed
after which
the discovery of the
murder Is shown. There seems to be no real
reason for breaking up the moat Important scene
The mob work at all times is
In the story.
excellent, tbe part where they are carting the
victims of Guillotine being most realistic.
"Charlotte

The

*

ON DESERT SANDS.
"On Desert Sands" is a multiple western
drama made by tbe Big V brand of the Universal.
The picture may have been taken at
Universal City. Settings and general surroundings lead to that conclusion.
The story deals
with a young child who loses her father and
mother in a western desert. The child is found
by the hero, but she wanders away from htm
one night when he is asleep and Is found by a
drunken teamster, who adopts her. The story
jumps 15 vears and the girl is a young woman
Her adopted father Is still tbe same drunk he
was before. He goes and gambles, goes broke
and as a last resort offers the girl against the
The hem whom th« child
gambler's gold.
eluded sees the dastardly trick the old man
doing and so after the gambler has won the
lie wine and
girl he wages his gold for her.
the girl goes to his home, where she lives until
the finish. The picture has some good scenes,
especially those of the plains.
Interiors are
few and far between. The director In attemptThis was paring some points went too far.
ticularly noticeable In the character of the
drunken man. As a real western picture with
something of an Interesting story this one has
a chance.

AND
IAN
This

Week

IVIIIM

STOPPING THE SHOW AT EVERY PERFORMANCE
Ask
(Jan. 11) Palace, Chicago

HARRY SINGER

VARIETY
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(Two

BILLS NEXT WEEK.

La Van A Martin

(Continued from Page 16.)

W aakvllla,

Josephine

to fill)
2d half

Ward

Freddy James
Moss A Fry
Rose Troupe

(Two

HoBOtOn
MAJESTIC (inter)
(Open Sun Mat)
John A Emma Ray
Stanley

Cantor A Lee
Louise Galloway
Zertbo's Novelty

Co

Singers

Rosdell

Sullivan A Mason
3 Flying Kays
2d half

Santos A Hayes
ntlly Clark
Ezra Kendal Jr Co

Madlaan, Wla,

(wva)
Nelusco A Hurley
Gertrude Coghlan A C

(ubo)

Dunedun Duo
Hope Vernon

Ward A Cullen
Rlgeletto Bros
2d half

Farrell Taylor 3
Ma Balle A Hal
Willie Weston

Fenner A Tallman

Duncan A Holt

Tlgbe A Babette
Davles Family
(One to fill)

Three Mori Bros
Froclnl

"Enchanted Forest"

(ubo)

Rose A Ellis

Lawrence Johnston
Exra Kendall Jr Co
Lynch A Zoeller
Carlos
2d

2

half
Cablll StBters

Oranaut

Louis

Chas Wayne Co
Hawley A Hawley

La Oraclosa
Jacfcaoa, Mich.
BIJOU (ubo)

Manolo
Rose Garden
Toots Paha Co
Gaines A Brown
Herbert Lloyd
2d half
-Cinderella Girl"
Jacksonville. Fla.
ORPHEUM (ubo)

(Open Sun Mat)

Comedy

4

Henrys

(ubo)
1st halt
(Splits with Altoona)
Dare Austin Co

Smith Cook A B

Knlasnaaoa,

MAJESTIC

Mli-a.

(ubo;

Tab Co
2d half

Margie Calvert

A

EMPRESS

(loew)

Canarls A Cleo
Robinson
Bobbe A Dale
Svengali
Haydn Burton A
Black A White
Kakasno. lad.
Bill

SIPB

H

(wva)

Rackett

A Gordon
Ling Hee Tr

W

Day Co
Oeo
Harry Gilbert
Moral is Bros
Lafayette. I a A.
(ubo)

Zeoo Jordon A Z
Clark

Kumry Busch A Robin
Hawley A Hawley
Alpha Troupe
2d half
Jack & Jess Gibson
3 Dufar Boys
Majestic Musical

4

Wood A Wyde
The 2 Carlos
Laaalan;, Mich.
BIJOU

(ubo)

Seymour & Dupree
I)e Mlcble Bros
Mattle Cboate Co
Eorden A Shannon
Nick's Girls
2d half
Murry Lore 3
Pierce A Burke

Holer A Boggs
Green McH A Dean

"Dance of Cities"
Lincoln, Nab.

ORPHEUM

Klphye Snowden Co
Lewis & Kussell
Elida Morris
Trnvilla K & Seal
Abarbnnell
Lin;-.
Morris Cronin Co
'orbett Sheppard & D
Gilfoll

Little

Rock, Ark.

MAJESTIC
Willard

Trio

Larry Comer
(ubo)

Maxlne Bros
Frank Markley
The Veterans
Toner A Norman

W

C

(Inter)

Slmms Co

Newark,
LYRIC

(Two

to

fill)

(pr)

Co

Lai la Selbinl

Lawrence A Harring-

George Stone
Linton A Jungle Girls
Elizabeth Otto
Bertha Crelghton Co
Linton A Lawrence

Rlggs A Wltchle
Merrill A Otto
Kerville Family

Harry De Coe

A L

Prelle's Dogs
Three Types
Jack A Forls
Valerie Bergere Co

Bertlsb

(loew)

Cbas Ledegsr
Greene A Parker
Cook A Stephens
Inez McCauley Co
James J Morton
3 Keltons

Mlaaeaaelfte
(wva)
Keougb Sisters

NEW GRAND

Davett A Duvall
Al Lawrence
4 Castilllans

NEW PALACE

(wva)

Nadje
Connolly Sisters
May A Kllduff
Hong Kong Mysteries

Moatreal
(ubo)

PROCTORS

Rosers Aerial Wonder
Clara Illlg
"Jimtown Junction"
Smith & KnufTman

(Two

to

fill)

2d half
Parquette A Lorlng

Sharp Tamsr A
Palace Trio
Joe Holland

V

Girls

Onalp

(ubo)

EMPRESS

8 Tanglers
(ubo)

Herbert A Dennis
Kitty Francis Co
Murray Bennett

Rose Troupe
(Three to fill)

McMabon D A C
(Two

WM

Meredith

"Sidelights"
Cabaret Trio
Alvln A Kenny

Ward

Girls
Alice's Pets

(Two

to

fill)

GLOBE

Coogan A Cox
Mystic Bird
Sidney Phillips
Slddons
to fill)

Newborn*. N. Y.
COHEN'S O H (loew)
Simpson A Deane
Hershel Hendler
Franklyn Ardel Co

(ubo)

Cavanna Duo
Roeber A Thomson
Eckert A Berg

A Williams

Force
Clark

A McCullough

McWatters A Tyson
Nlkko Troupe

ALHAMBRA

(loew)

Bud A Clare

Tom

"Rough House Kids"

Bert Melrose
fill)

New Hsvea,

Cobb.
POLI'S (ubo)

Hardeen

Co

Mr

Quick
John T Doyle Co

Rawls A Von Kaufman
Hardeen

A

PALACE

(loew)

"Bungalow Girls"
Geo Armstrong
Johnny Singer Twins
2d half
Bryants
Leo Beers
Carroll A Hlckey
Mercereau Co
(One to fill)

Scott

Maw ©rl«
ORPHEUM
Lasky's "Beauties"
A Crooker
B

W

Trevett's

Tsuda
Raeaella, N. Y.

Phasma

3 Lorettas

Dixon A Ramblers
Held A Cameron
Lasers A Lasere

LOEW

(Two

to

fill)

2d

half

Arno A Stlckney

(Two

to fill)

Maaxalk, Ya.

ACADEMY

(ubo)
with Rich-

(Splits

mond)
1st half

Chaa Potter
McCormlck A Irving
Kramer A Morton
Ralph Baehl Co

Oaklaad

ORPHEUM
(Open Sun Mat)
Family
Fred V Bowers Co
Mr A Mrs J Barry
Bell

Avon Comedy

4

Australian McLeans

Chas Scmon
Rebla
Vlollnsky

PANTAGES (m)
(Open Sun Mat)
Imperial Opera Co
Sherbourne A Montgomery
Sheer A Herman
Haley A Haley
Ojrden,

ORPHEUM

(loew)

A Dixon
Mellore A DePaula
Chas L Fletcher
Dixon

Omaha
ORPHEUM

Stan Stanley 3

Meehan's Dogs
Miller & Vincent
Gertrude Hoffman Co

Ward A

Cullen

(Others to

till)

Ottnwa

DOMINION

(ubo)

Water

LI Hies
Bert FlzKlbbon
Dorla's Dogs

Connolly A

Webb

McCloud A Carp
Dupree A Dupree
Oakland Sis'

BAakaeaad* Vs.

LYRIC

(ubo)
with Norfolk)

A Part

A

TEMPLE (ubo)
Adelaide A Hughes
Wills Holt Wakefield

St.

(ubo)

Loals

COLUMBIA

(orph)

May

Irwin Co
Mason A Keeler

Alex A Scott
Reisner A Gores
Lockett A Waldron

Eugene 3
3 Jahns

SHERIDAN 8Q

(ubo)

Somoya
Paula A Boyne
Ed Marshall
H De Seris Co
The Cromwells
(One to

PlalBB-ald,

If.

PROCTOR'S

J.

fill)

2d half

Frank Whitman
Gorman A West
Sinclair A Griffith
"After the Wedding"

John Kramer Co
Portcheeter, N. Y.

PROCTOR'S
Gorman A West
Jimmy Edge
RoVal Cook
Geo Cole Co
(One to fill)

Ootty King
"Cat Came Back"
fill)

Pertlaad. Ore.

ORPHEUM

Mr & Mrs D Crane
Stone A Hughes
"Woman Proposes"

Brenner

A Wheeler

Newhouse Snyder Co
Milt Collins

Rao Eleanor

EMPRESS

Ball

(loew)

Purcella Bros

Holmes A Holliston
Joe Kelsey

Brown A Jackson
Sanitarium"

PANTAGES

(m)

Tr
Wright A Lane
Danny Simmons
Jlu Jitau

(wva)

4 Sol la Bros
Bob Albright
Kelley A Galvin

Columbine

A

Harle

Q ruber's Animals
2d half
Princess Ka
Gordon Highlanders
(Three to fill)
GRAND O H (wva)
The Darlings
Flo Adler A Boy
Three Dixon Girls
George Lee
"Colonial Belles"

Saunders A Von Kuntz
Pisano A Bingham
Master Gabriel Co
Namba Troupe

ORPHEUM
(18-10)

Alice Lloyd

Nine White Hussars
LaFrance & Bruce
Eleanor Haber Co

Lew Hawkins

Chlnko
Minnie Kaufman

EMPRESS

(loew)

(Open Sun Mat)

Warner A Corbett
Nip A Tuck
"Bower of Melody"
Princeton & Yale
Melnotte Twins
Aerial LaValls
(ubo)

Sylvia

Dean Dorr A Dean
Del Vecblo Champ Co
Greater City 4
Frank's Wild West
2d half

Wilbur

Burn ham A Irwin
Kramer A Pattlson
Saatk Bend, lad.
(wva)

Saatk Chicago

GAIETY

(wva)

Geo Tarada

Cbas Weber

Williams A Wales

PRINCESS (wva)

Harry Holman Co
"Curse Jack Dalton"
Neuss A Eldrld
2d half

Gardner A Nlcholai
Weber Dolan A F
Copeland Draper Co

"It's

2d half

Up to You"
Spokane

ORPHEUM

Herberts Dogs

(loew)

(Open Sun Mat)
Juggling DeLlsle
Stuart Black Co
Crawford A Broderlck
"Ye Olde Halloween"

M

(loew)

(Open Sun Mat)

Tom Mahoney

Frevoll

Anderson A Burt

Ergott's Lilliputians

Golet Storts A L
Elsie Gilbert Co
Bessie LaCount

PANTAGES (m)
(Open Sun Mat)

Reddington A Grant

Laddie

Karl
Johnson A Deane
Bryan Sumner Co
Joe Welch

Love A Wilbur

(Two to fill)
Troy, N. Y.

PROCTOR'S

De Bourg Sisters
Sabine A Bronner
"Honeyless Honeymoon"
Miller A Kent

Mayo A Eddls3
Dreano & Goodwin
(One to All)
2d half

Chas Gibbs
Jewell Sisters
5 Frolicers
Morris James Co

Ward A Delmore

Union

San Fraadaeo
(Open Sun Mat)
A French
Anna Chandler

Ernest Ball
Harcourt Co
Norton A Paine

M

Montgomery
Lady Alice's Pets
(One

(Open Sun Met)

1st half

POLI'S (ubo)
Grace Twins
John T Doyle Co
Cardo A Noll

Strikes

Sophie Tucker

Remple

Sisters

Poalson

A

2d half

PANTAGES

(m)
(Open Sun Mat)
James J Corbett
S DeLuxe Girls
3 Baltus
Skipper Kennedy A
Transfleld Sisters

Kelllos

Brown A Brown
Leed A Lozelle
Hong Fong

R

San Jaea, OaL
(orph)

(22-23)
as at Sactbls Issue)

bill

Savaannh, Oa.
BIJOU (ubo)
(Splits with Charles-

ton)
1st Half

Mr. A Mrs. M Murphy
Adler A Arllne
Wills A Hassan

(Two to fill)
Schenectady. N. Y.

PROCTOR'S
Frank A Jordan

Sinclair A Griffith
Jewell Sisters
Wllllch A Anita

Empire Comedy 3
Dalton A Lovera
2d half

DeBourg SlRters
"Honey less Honeymoon"
Miller A Kent
Johnson A Wells

Guy Baldwin 3
Dolly South

Scmnton
POLI'S (ubo)
Fred J Ardath Co
Eddie Ross
Clnire Rochester

McDermott
Bruce Duffett Co
Ford & Truly
Gene Muller Trio
Arnaut Bros

A Scarlet
B A Mack

Splssell

Zenda Troupe

YQSEMITE

(orph)

(20-21)
bill as at Sac-

(Same

ramento this Issue)

Syracuee

Samoyoa
Lear

A

Fields

Am eta
Rochez Animals
GRAND (ubo)
BUI Purltt
Harry Beresford Co
Connoly A Wenrlch
Marks Bros Co
Loretta Twins
(Two to fill)

Tacoma
PANTAGES (m)
Taiplen Chinese Tr

Guy Woodward Co
Pains A Nesbitt
Fred Duprez
Gudaloupe

Tampa,

TAMPA

Fla.
(ubo)

(Open Sun Night)
Eddlo Howard
Llghtncr & Jordan
Exposition 4

1st half

P George
Crouch A Welch
"Don't Do That'
Hazel Klrke 3

Those French Girls
Vknnonwer, B. O.

LOEWS

Parise
Trovollo

Andrew Mack
Moore A Elliott
Boy Trio
Gasch Sisters
PANTAGES (m)
"Wrong Bird"
"Justice of Peace"
Nevins A Erwood
Argo
Bell

Cummin A Seeham
Victoria, B. O.

PANTAGES

Terre Haate, lad.

VARIETIES (ubo)
Beatrice McKlnzle Co

(m)

Vivian Marshall
Harry Glrard Co

Hamilton A Barnes
Qulnn B A Marion
Hilllar

Washington

KEITHS

(ubo)

Rosle Lloyd

Shaw

Lillian

"School Playground"
Arthur Prince
Mack A Orth
Gardiner Trio

Haveman's Animals
(One to

fill)

Waterloo,

la.

MAJESTIC (wva)

Swan's Dogs A Ponies
Jean Chalon
Carter
Jarvis

A Harrison
2d half

King A Brown
Llbonatl
Neffsky Troupe
Fields Winehall

A

C,

Emerson A Baldwin
WlnnlpcnPANTAGES (m)
Tasmanian Vandlem'np
Great Lester
Wiley A TenRyck
Bemivlci Bros
Juggling Barretts

ORPHEUM

"Edge of World"
Husscy A Boyle
Ernie

ft

Ernie

Hugh Herbert Co
"The Wall Between'
Whiting & Burt
(One to fill)

STRAND

Kennedy A Kramer
Skating Bear

(ubo)
Temple.

with
Syracuse)

(Splits

TEMPLE

(ubo)
(Splits with Utlca)
1st half

fill)

Utlca

"Dairy Maids"
Claudius

ramento

Billy

Co

to

SHUBERT

Goldle

Salambo

Six Olivers

(Same

"Young America"
Baron Llchter
Spiinsrfleld. Maaa.
Rlalto Co

Joyce A West
Valentine Vox
Bush A Shapiro

VICTORY

A Georgetto
2d half
Four 8olls Bros
Gallagher A Cartln

Vlttorlo

Ardlne
Coata Troupe
Wallensteln A Freebey
Leo Zarrell 3
Joseph Santlev Co
Cross A Josephine
EMPRESS (loew)

"When It
Home"

111.

MAJESTIC (wva)
Wyatt's Lads A Lassies
Melville A Hlggins
Mullaby Pingree Co
Rooney A Bowman

McKay A

Hill, N. J.
(ubo)

HUDSON

"Aurora Light"

Lander Stevens Co

gprlnsrfleld.

Els

Edwards

Julia

Camllle PersonI Co
LaBelle A Harry

Corr Thomas 3

DeWltt Young A Sis

A Parker

Bouton

Allen's Minstrels

Leona Guerney
Gilmore A Ramlnoff

Dancing Nereids
Strenuous Daisy Co
Davis A Walker
Laurie Ordway

AM

Cliff

The Volunteers
Nat Nazarro 'ir
YONGE ST (loew
Von Cello

Knapp A Cornelia

PANTAGES (m)

fill)

Mosher Hayes

Pope A Uno
Lemalre A Dawson
Four Seasons
Those French Girls

A Mason

Co

81s

to

Toronto
SHEA'S (ubo)
Walter C Kelly
Homer Miles Co
Lorraine A Burks
Aubrey A Rich

at*
ORPHEUM

Pauline

The Engfords

(Two

ensue

CaBsldy A Longton
Bob Hall

Kalmar A Brown

EMPRESS

Webb A Burns
Kremka Bros
Brunelle

Tongs"

(Open Sun Mat)
Kingston A Ebner
The Sharrocks
Frank North Co
5 Metxettis
Bendlx Players

(ubo)

A Lyle
Salon Singers

Dunlay A Vlrdin
Gordon Bros

Sullivan

Creasy A Dayne
Chief Caupollcan

The Skatellea
Grant Gardner
Keno Welch A

KEITH'S

Drawee
A Hanlon

Frisco
Miller

(m)

2d half
Tyler St Claire 3

ORPHEUM

(Open Sun Mat)

Saajlaaw, Mich.

JEFFERS

LaVler
In

EMPRESS

aaeraaeentn

Mastro Co
Hearn A Rutter
(One to

(loew)

Gray A Graham
"School Days"

"The Shoplifter"
La Van A Martin
Mary Ambrose
Knox Wilson Co
(One to

HIPPODROME

Blanche Leslie
Patrlcola A Myers
Polzln Bros
Earl A Curtis

fill)

PaaL Minn.

ORPHEUM

Alpine Troupe

Jere San ford

"Love

Bouncer's Circus

fill)

HARRIS

Buckley's Animals
Mlnettl A Sidelll
St.

of

ORPHEUM

Cunningham A Marlon

Charlie Case

2d half

Utah

W

Roxy LaRocca

Dogs

Blake's Circus
Collegians

Four DeKocks

"At Devil's Ball"
Racine, Wla.
ORPHEUM (wva)
2d half
Moore
Geo
John A West Co
Lloyd Sabine Co
Jack Dalton

Hawthorne A Inglls
Shannon A Annis

Leroy Lytton Co
Dooley A Rugel
Bessie Clayton
Frank Fogarty

Rudley A Fleming
Ashley A Canfleld
Marie Fenton
Ida Vlvonoff

Sis

Kitner Hayes A Mont
Venetian Four

Roeheeter
Mrs Gene Hughes Co

(ubo)

Richards A Kyle
Porter J White Co

Mljares

Jarrow
Lancton Lucler Co

PKtabarsra

GRAND

to

Cullen

1st half
Albert Rouget

Oxford Trio
Agnes Von Brachdt

Harry Watklns

2d half

Fogarty
Transatlantic 3

The Kramers
Ruth Roye

(Two

Weston Co
(One to fill)
Peoria, 111.
ORPHEUM (wva)
Fenner A Tallman
Bob Hall
Hopkins A Axtelle
Hines A Fox
3 Mori Bros

(Splits

Dunlay A Merrill
Reed'a Dogs

Stelndel Trio

Wm

Kirk

2

2d half

Blssett

Harry Cutler
Gravotte Lavondre Co
Cliff Bailey
Wllkens. A Wllkens

Gerrard A West
Whipple Huston Co
Claudius A Scarlet
Rlalto

A Hlckey
Mercerean Co
2d half
Grace Dixon
McCarrlgan A Robinson
Willard Music Temple
Carroll

Frank Morrell
(One to

Glllen

(m)

(Open Sun Mat)
"Neptune's Garden"

VonHampton A Jocelyn

Newkirk A Evans

Harry Cutler
8 Tanglers
2d half

"War

Saa AatenJo
MAJESTIC (Inter)

Isblkawa Japs
2d half
Ed A Jack Smith
Whitney's Dolls

2d half

Dr Cook
Morrow Co
McCormlck A Wallace
Dale A Boyle
Merriott Troupe
Toledo, O.

Wm

(loew)

PANTAGES

A Kane

Nadell

EMERY

The Bimbos

(Open Sun Mat)
Roy A Arthur
Ogden Quartet
Smith A Farmer
J K Emmett Co
Clark A Rose
Golden Russian Tr
Bertie Fowler

(Open Wed Mat)
Maurice Samuels Co

Seven Bracks
Frank Mullane

Ward A

.

Dow A Dow

3 Donals

Snoozer

PANTAGES

Lady
C A F Usher

Brady A Mahoney

fill)

Thanhouser Kid
Cameron A O'Connor

2d half
Richard Wally

(Two

to

PENN (ubo)
Morrlssey A Hackett
Milton A DeLongs

A

"Sosnea from Opera"

Ryan A Lee
Mr A Mrs J McGreevy

Lida McMillan Co

(loew)

D

(loew)

(Open Sun Mat)
Amoros A Mulvey

ProTldeace

Joe Cook

MAJESTIC

Wanda

Mt. Vernon. N. V.

Coleman Goetx

KEITHS

EMPRE8S

Barry A Wolford
Johnny Johnston Co

Bel ford

Brooks A Bowen

Kola

Genevieve Warner
Aaahi Quartet
Cartmell A Harrla
Dainty English 3
Princess RaJah

(One to fill)
2d half

Hearn A

flutter

(Open Sun Mat)

Bert Melrose

A

Lake

ORPHEUM

(loew)
Madge Caldwell
Harvey DeVora 3

E F Hawley Co
Buds"
Lyons A Yosco
Lane A O'Donnell

Salt

Jocelyn

A Lorenz
Gordon Broa

Duffy

ORPHEUM
(Open Sun Mat)
Horcllk Family
Chas Grapewln Co
Santly A Norton
Haviland A Thornton
Wharry Lewis 5
Lawrence A Hurlafalls

Ambler Bros

(loew)

VonHampton A

Will

A Barry

"1100.000 Reward"
Olive Vail

Y.

"Way Out"

Bristol's Pontes
Cole Russell A

Mile.

Juliet
"Society

Potts Bros

BROADWAY

If.

Hsrrlson Armstrong P
Marls Klnc Scott

"Wlfle"
Nichols Sisters

Perea
Ed Morton

A Adams

Joe Flynn
Felix

COHEN'S

Spencer A Williams

Co

Arno A Stlckney

Archer

A Tempest

Miller

Mr A Mrs Morris
Seymour A Howard

Milwaukee

ORPHEUM

JAW

Falke

Sollnlns
Therese Miller
2d half
Butterfly A Rose

Bradley

Jules Maeceau

Poacakeeaale,

The Brightens
Moore A Hamilton

Two

A West
Ray Monde

Maw

MAJESTIC (orph)
Franklin A Green
Nat Wills
Edwin George
6 Am Dancers
Francis McGinn Co
Harriet Burt
Act Beautiful
The Grazers

lubo)

Elliott

Redcay Tr

eeajM
ORPHEUM

Philadelphia

KEITH'S

"Song Revue"
Csrus A Randall
Joe Cook
Hennlngs
Vinton A Buster
Comfort A King
Vandlnoff A Louie
GRAND (ubo)

ton
"After the Wedding"
Palace Trio

(ubo)

ORPHEUM

J.

Hong Fong

LawclL Maaa.

UNIQUE

If.

Kelllos

Reynolds A Don

(wva)
2d half
Gordon A Kinley
Lou Chi ha
Dotson A Gordon
Montambo A Wells

Dumals A Floyd
Welsh Msaly A Mon

1st half

Fields

Lydell Rogers

2d half
Karleton A Kllfford

Harry

Wayne

Tana.

A Uno

Ted

Para, I1L

WALLACE

fill)

Ben Beyer A Bro
McDermott A Wal-

Cervo

Burns Sisters

FAMILY

(m)

Allen Dlnehart Co

MoConnell A Simpson
Hyams A Mclntyre
Bert Merkett
Claude Golden
Will Oakland Co
Ben Oeeley Co

Billy

PANTAGES

S Howe Co
Ten Bonamors

MAM
Farlane
Belle Baker

City.

ORPHEUM

Chlng

W

Duffln

A Jeanette

Kansas

Ernest
Dotson

Olive Co
The Clevelands
Ford's Review

Sylvester
"California"

Bob Flnley
Leltzel

E E

Mack A Williams

Francis A Ross

Laskjy's

Landry Bros
Rouble Sims
Delmore A Light

KEITHS

La Graciosa

Jones

Pierre Pelletler Co
DeHaven A Nice
Brown A Rochelle
Imhoff Conn A Cor
Splnette Quintet
Alfred Berger
EMPRESS (loew)

A Beltrah
Leal*villa

MAJESTIC

Pollard

Williams

KEITHS

Johnatown, Po.

„

ORPHEUM

B Van Co
A Wolfus

Billy

Beltrah

Weston A Leon
John P Wade Co
Jewell
Flying

Lae Aaaelee

Weems

Walter

Sir

(ubo)

to

PRINCESS (ubo)
Singers Dogs
Sylvester A Vance
Carlisle A Romer

Laanaeaort, lad.

COLONIAL

ORPHEUM

Indlnnnpolla

LYRIC

A Ward

Judson Cole

Gere A Delaney

KEITH'S

Dunfee

Bell

Morris A Parks
Mile Asorla Co
2d half
"Little Modiste"

to fill)

Alleen

(One

.'t

(wva)

Millards

Dawson L & Covert
4 Prevosts
(One to fill)

VARIETY

29

National Skating Assn. World's Championship Race Meet
February 15, 16. 17 18, 19, 20
r

Pre* N.

S.

A, JOS. W. MUNCH, Milwaukee.
Sec'y

A Treat., LEO J. BRIMM,

Vice Pre* N. S. A, EARLE REYNOLDS; alto Chairman Race Board.
48 Warren St, New York City.

—

—

EARLE REYNOLDS,

Bids for series of World's Championship Roller Races 6 days' racing must be sent direct to
MEET. The
Billboard, New York City, N. Y. Envelopes with bids must be marked BIDS
bids must have bank guarantee. Bids opened Jan. 26. The amount bid goes in its entirety AS PRIZE

FOR RACE

award

will

Chairman Race Board, care
be to the highest bidder. All

MONEY TO THE RACERS.
N

ADDRESS DEPARTMENT

fack

&

fahns 3 Columbia St Louis
fohnston Johnny Co Orpheum Salt Lake
Johnstons Musical Empire Hartlepool Eng
Jordan A Doborty Variety N Y
Joaofasohn John Iceland Gllma Co Pant ages

Where- Players May Be Located
Next Week (January 18)

Edward Variety N Y
A Co Variety N Y
Hughes Temple Rochester
Adelaide

Fagan

A

Byroa care Cooper

1416

Bway

C

Kelly Walter

PRESENTS

W

Y C

— Thornton

Marie Nordstrom

Virginia

Kins

NYC

Co.

North Frank Co Orpheum Sioux City
Nosses Musical Pantages Calgary

Vaudeville Stock Sketch Artists

Cam VARIETY,

Oakland Sisters Dominion Ottawa
Oakland Will Co Orpheum Kansas City

Kingston & Edner Orpheum Sioux City
Kramers The Grand Pittsburgh

AND SEVEN LITTLE FOYS
VAUDEVILLE

IN

MRS.

& Brown Orpheum

St Paul
Shea's Toronto
145th St N
Kelso ft Leighton 167
Keuling Edgar Louis Variety N Y
Kimberly & Mohr Temple Detroit

Kalmar

EDDIE FOY

fit

Adler fir Arline Victoria Charlestown
Alexander Kids Colonial Erie
Alexander & Scott Columbia St Louis
Asahi 5 Orpheum Salt Lake City
Avon Comedy 4 Orpheum Oakland

NYC

EVELYN BLANCHARD

Charioa

Adams Rax

Nestor Ned ft Sweethearts Loew Circuit
Newhoff fir Phelps Keith's Cincinnati
Niblo A Sponsor 363 12th St Bklyn
Nlchol Sisters care Delmar 1493 Bway
Noble A Brooke Tivoli Sydney Australia

Vancouver

Players may be listed in this department weekly, either at the theatres they are
appearing in or at a permanent or temporary address (which will be inserted when route
All are eligible to
is not received) for $5 yearly, or if name is in bold type, $10 yearly.
this department.

Abelea

Orpheum Minneapolis

Foris

And His

Langdona The Keith's Toledo
Crawford Variety N Y
Rarnum Duchess Variety N Y
Bowers Fred V A Co Variety N Y
Bowers Walters & Crooker Orpheum Circuit
Bracks Seven care Tausig 104 E 14th St N Y C

A

Barnes

Bradj A Makoaoy Variety N Y
Brooks Walllo Variety N Y
Buck Bros Variety N Y
Busse Miss care Cooper 1416 Bway
Byroa A Laagdoa 174 E 71st St N Y C

Gallagher

&

Carlin

JACK
In

E.

Direction,

JSarrpmore

Lnatta Bort

HARRY WEBER.

A

•>

—

Co Variety

Next Weak (Jan.

If),

Hlnpodroano, St. Loole

LEWII

Care

KeJth'e, Boston.

Littlejohns

Cartmcll

Gray Trio Variety

10

MARY

SAM

CHIP

MARBLE

and

-THE LAND OP DYKES"
JOHN W. DUNNE,

In

Claudius & Scarlet Variety N Y
Cliff Laddie Shea's Toronto
Conroy A Lomadro Variety N Y
Conlln Ray Variety N Y
Colvin Walter Burbank Los Angeles
Cook Joa Variety N Y
Corradlnl F care Tausig 104 E 14th St

DAVIS and

Mgr.

Hagaas

4 Australian Variety

Haywmrd Stafford A Co Variety N
Hormaan Adelaide Hotel Pierpoat

May Co Columbia

Ixis

The one beat way

SYBIL

and

NY

Newstead Are St Louis

,

la •'Dreamland**

NYC

W

BRENNAN

LINE,

Name

$5

YEARLY

in bold face typo,

prompt receipt

of

your mail

la

through

SHOW

No

! !

TiRhc

h Orpheum San Francisco
Mary Variety N Y
Kl Key Sisters Orpheum Denver
46th St N Y
Emmett Mr A Mrs Hugk 227
Ernie ft Ernie Orpheum Winnipeg

Valli Muriel ft

Arthur Variety

N Y

time, lit.

will be Inserted

to

during any open time.)

HOPE VERNON
U. B. O. and Orpheum Time

IM
CALL

15S7

Y
R
RSON

SPECIALIZE IN DYED SCENERY FOR VAUDEVILLE PEOPLE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
OUR PRICE IS RIGHT
PHONE, SUPERIOR
N. CLARK ST., CHICAGO.

WE

l-'retn

Elisabeth

W

Bahette Keith's Indianapolis

delay.

aamo apace and

permanent address

fir

N Y

Timherg Herman Keith's Columbus
Trovato Orpheum Denver

(S2 times).

Send name
VARIETY. New York.
route,

GIRL AND THE JOHNNIE
VARIETY, New York

Skatelle Bert A Hanoi Variety N Y
Stafford & Stone Echo Farm Nauriet N Y
Stanley Alleen Variety N Y
Stanley Forrest Burbank Los Angeles
St. Elmo Carlotta Variety N Y
Stephens Leona 1213 Elder Ave N Y
Sutton Mclntyre A Sutton 904 Palace BIdg

VARIETY'S

and address, permanent, route or where playing, with remittance,

(If

Hill

SAVOY and BRENNAN

51st
Meredith Sisters 3.10
Middleton A Spellmeyer Freeport L
Morris ft Beaaley Loew Circuit
Morrissey ft Hackett Variety N Y

go wrong. No forwarding.
be changed weekly.

Maiden

McGinn Francis Lambs Club N Y

St Louis

to Insure

2

Mayo A AddU Variety N Y
Mayo Louise Variety N Y

Y
N

New York

It can't

May

Donley ft RiiRel Grand Pittsburgh
Doyle ft Dixnn Maryland Baltimore
Dupree ft Duprce Dominion Ottawa

ft

THE ORIGINAL TRAMP CYCLIST
VARIETY, LONDON

Monkey Music Hall
Gardens Maiden Eng

"Niftynon sense"

Kis

W.E.Ritchie ail Co
Rochet's

Address Department
ONE

JIM

N

REGARDING MAIL

Angeles

Y

Williams Bushwick Bklyn

DIAMOND

25

N Y €

MATHEWS

fi-

A

Hunter

And

Ismed Columbia St Louis

Di-Coe Harry Orpheum Memphis
De Felice Carlotta Variety N Y

Devine

Variety

ft

MATTHEWS SHAYNE

I

Irwin

Touring Loew Circuit
Next Week (Jan. IS), Empress, Donvar

Nice Orpheum
DeHaven
De Long Maidie Variety N

Mardo

N

HowUnd A Loach

NY

Manny A Roberts Variety

NY

Hamilton Jean Touring England
Y
Harrah Great Variety
Hart Marie A Billy Variety N Y
Heather Josie Variety N Y

AoVs Comedy

Reeves Bffly Variety N Y
ReiDy Charlie Variety San Francisco
Renarda 3 Variety N Y
Reynolds Carrie Variety N Y
Rlfhardlnl Michael 10 Leicester Sq London

NY

N Y

Grees Karl 3 MariahHi Str Bingen-Rhoia
Guorito Laura Variety London
Gygt Ota Variety N Y

fit

la Ceo.

Primrose 4 Palace Chicago

VARIETY, Now York

The Variety

Lowes Two Variety
Wellington Sq London Bag
Harris Orpheum Salt Lake
Cams & Randall Keith's Philadelphia
Cervo Orpheum Minneapolis
Chandler Anna Orpheum San Francisco

Carr Nat

Harry Wokor Preeeats

MILTON POLLOCK

Original -Rathskeller Trio"

In

If),

F

ft Frabito Orpheum Portland Ore
Pauline Orpheum St Paul
Pippifax & Panlo Temple Detroit

Parillo

NY

"SPEAKINQ TO FATHER*
a.

Next Weak (Jaa.

GIRLS'*
Hippodrome, Baltimore.

Okabe Japs Shea's Buffalo

Blanche Leslie

R. GORDON
JOHN•'KNIGHT
AND DAY"

VAUDEVILLE

It)

jan. a, empire, finbury park, eng.

George Edwin Majestic Milwaukee
Gibson Hardy Variety N Y
Gilfoil Harry Orpheum Lincoln
Glenn Carrie Variety N Y
Golden Claude Orpheum Kansas City
Gordon A Elgin Variety N Y
Gordon Kitty Co Keith's Cleveland

€tt)tl
IN

——————

GARDNER

"CURSE YOU, JACK DALTON**

NYC

"SHAMROCK

Next Week (Jan.

Grand Pittsburgh

Direction,

FRANK EVANS

Violinsky Orpheum Oakland
Von Hoff George Variety N

DOROTHY

ALBERT

VON TILZER
1852

Direction,

Y

and

MAX HART

NORD

.

VARIETY

THE PICTURES WITH THE BIG "PUNCH" THAT GET THE MONEY!

IT'S

The Nonpareil Feature Film Corporation

SAVOY

PRESENTS THE CHARMING LITTLE ACTRESS

v o A
i

PREPARATION

IN

GUS

"ALICE IN WONDERLAND'

HILL'S

DIRECTOR
MARTIN J. FAUST

Famous Comedy
A

Successes

The most

to Life.

thrilling detective story ever enacted on the screen.
It's the story of a great Jewel
Official Records during Commissioner Dougherty's regime as Chief of Detecshowing
York City Police Department,
the various methods employed in the capture

tives of the New
of a notorious and clever

for

band of

criminals.

cc

and "Bringing Up

Jeff"

Come

Robbery, taken from

you want to succeed, hook up

"Mutt end

C. WHEELER
Release Date December 25th (Christmas Day)
Production for the "Kiddies" and Big Folks as WelL Marvelous Woodland Scenic
Effects, Gorgeous Costuming. Alice and Her Dreamland Companions,

DE WITT

THE WORLD'S GREATEST AUTHORITY ON CRIMINAL IDENTIFICATION

VILLE SHOW." YOU'LL Laugh at "HAPPY" and you'll Laugh at the Show.

Watch

PICTURIZED BY

PARTS

(•

WE'RE GOING TO RELEASE ONE
SCREAM A WEEK I! 1st Comedy will be
entitled "HAPPY HOOLIGAN AT A VAUDE-

!

f

"THE LINE-IP AT POLICE HEADQUARTERS"
PARTS) FEATURING
GEO. S. DOUGHERTY, as Dep. Com. of Police of New York City

Cradle to the Grave.

If

$25,000

IN

They've All

The Biggest Scream the Moving Picture
World Ha* Ever Seen. A Series of Features
of the Life of "Happy Hooligan," From the

witb successful people!

IN

9 J

I

Father."

(2 PARTS)
Our Features Are a Guarantee for "Capacity Houses"
APPLY FOR BOOKINGS AT ONCE

WILLIAM
1482

J. COUNIHAN, President and General Manager
Broadway (George M. Cohan Theatre Bldg.), N. Y. City
Telephone 5803 Bryant

IMOIM
WM.

COUNIHAN

J.

IL.1VI

I
M.

President

T.

MIDDLETON.

THOS.

J.

GILLEN

W
Ward &

Cullen

Orpheum Omaha

ja^

W

98th St N Y
Walton & Vivian 9
Watkins Harry Orpheum St Paul

& Bundy

Wells

Weston

Variety

PICTURES

Fay Foster Co 18 Gayety Chicago.
of Day 18-20 Empire Albany
Grand Hartford 25 Gayety Boston.

lx>n

21-2.t

Follies of liuo 18 Star Brooklyn.
Follies of Pleasure 18 Olympic New York.
French Models 18 Penn Circuit.
Gaiety Girls 18 Empire Brooklyn 25 L O

1

Westminster Providence.
Garden of Girls 18 Cadillac Detroit.
Gay Morning Glories 18 Trocadero Philadel-

MORRIS a FE1L

& Wolfus Orpheum

Williams

Wrifht

College Girls 18 Empire Newark 25 Casino
Philadelphia.
Crackerjacks 18 Century Kansas City.
Dreamlands 18 Gayety Toronto 25 Gayety BufFollies

WILLIE
WESTON
IN VAUDEVILLE
Direction,

Treasurer

falo.

N Y

Willie Keith's Indianapolis

Booked Solid

GUS HILL

Secretary

Vice-President

CO

Angeles

phia.

NY

Gay New Yorkers 18 Empire Toledo 25 Colum-

Co 4018 Michigan Ave Chicago
Edward care Cooper 1416 Bway

Gay White Way 18 Miner's Bronx New York
25 L O 1 Empire Newark.
Gay Widows 18 Howard Boston.

Booking

Cecilia United

Office

bia Chicago.

H M

Zazell
Zoeller

NYC

Ginger Girls 18 L O 25 Westminster Providence.
GirlB from Happyland IS Casino Brooklyn 2.*.
Music Hall New York.
from Joyland 18 Grand Boston.
from the Follies 18 Corinthian Roches-

Girl
Girls

BURLESQUE ROUTES

ter.

Girls of Moulin Rouge IS Gayety Boston 25
Columbia New York.
Globe Trotters 18 Star & Garter Chicago 25
L O 1 Gayety Kansas Tlty.
Golden Crook IS Gayety Kansas City 25 Gay-

(Weeks .Ian. IS and 25.)
Al Reeves 1SLO 25 Gayety Kansas City.
American Mrnutlcs IS Star Cleveland -."•
Olympic Cincinnati.
Aut) Girls IS Temple Ft Wayne.
Meauty Parade is Gayety Omaha 25 L O
Gayety Minneapolis.
Meauty Youth & Folly 1K-2i> Grand New Haven
21-2.'t Park Bridgeport.
Hehman Show lM--_»o Grand Hartford 21-2.'<
Empire Albany 25 Miner's Ilronx New York.
Hen Welch Show IS Gayety Montreal 25-27
Fmplre Albany 'JM-.'to Grand Hartford
Mix .Jubilee IS Gayety liuffalo 25-27 Unstable

ety Omaha.
Gypsy Maids 18 Star St Paul 25 Gayety Mil-

waukee.

1

Syracuse

Lumber*

2H-:'.o

Revue

IIU:

Happy Widows

18 Columbia Chicago 25 Englewood Chicago.
Hastlng's Big Show 18 L O 25 CaBino Brooklyn.

Hello Paris IS L O 25 Gayety Chicago.
Heart Charmers 18 Standard Cincinnati.
High Life GirlH 18-20 Majestic Perth Amboy
21 So Bethlehem 22 Enston.
Honeymoon Girls IS Columbia New York 25

Ptlea.

Orpheum Peterson.
Liberty Girls IS Gayety Milwaukee 25 Star &
(Tarter Chicago.
Lovemakers IS Casino Boston 25-27 Grand

llaymarket Chicago.
New Nixon Atlantic City

1*

Mlg Sensation

1^-2<>

Grand Trenton.
Bohemians 1* Gayety Philadelphia.
21

-•_•:'.

Ildii

T-Mi*

I

s*

We Mnilnster

Providence

2."»

Hartford 2«-.'«» Empire Albany.
Marlon's Own Show IS Palace Baltimore 25

Cii-

Boston
n
l^-jo
I'.owerv
l'urle>i|U'-r'.".
mull' nfi'a _'">
J
;

-;

i

I

I

i

I

'oitl-.viv

i;irls

^

Gayety

Bastable Syracuse
Gavctv Montreal.
Columbia nd jiirripnlis.
"•'.

1

t

Kniniie Holvoke.
i"ity Sports is Standard St

Lniis.

RELEASED JAN

THE PRICE HE PAID"
S-Part

Feature baaed oa

the

Famous

Poem by
211

Ella Wheeler Wilcox
Write

to

the

United

(Wtratr'i)

ireet you.

Casino

Philadelphia

Mischief Makers 18-20 Stone O H Blnghamton
21-2.'l Van Culler O II Schenectady.
Monte Carlo Girls 1S Murray Hill New York
Orientals IS Gayety Brooklyn.
Passing Hcvlew of 1P14 1S I, O 25-27 Stone O
II ninghamton 2R-.10 Van Culler O
Schenectady.
Prize Winners IS Empire Philadelphia 25 Palaco Baltimore.
Robinson's Carnation Benutles 1S Empire Hoboken 25 Empire Brooklyn.
Roseland Girls 1S Gayety Detroit 25 Gayety
Toronto.
Rosey Posey Girls 18 Englewood Chicago 25

H

U

Great

Washington.

Million Dollar Dolls IS
25 Km pirn Hoboken.

I

Gilmore Springfield.
'lTinimr Wi'ews
**
i'Ii.itv Plossf-n-s
Savov Hamilton Ont.
I'ellcs WJ<> Park O II Man he t.r 21 S.)
it v
"I

Exchaage

H0OTH OCCIOtNTAL

0VD

»0 WEST 42 ftfftTREKT

LOSAHeeUS.CALIE

NCW.YOfcK^ NY.

©oswr^xH

Gayety Detroit.
September Morning Glories 18 Empress Columbus.
Social Maids 18 Music Hall New York 25

Empire Philadelphia,

VARIETY

31

PICTURES

PARAMOUNT

jfflMBlfelJWK.
PRESENTS

_

EDITH

-

Taliaferro
IN

YOUNG
ROMANCE
FOUNOEO

ON

A DOAMA OF
B0MANT1C YOUTH

THE SUCCESSFUL PLAY

§T Wm C.DtMILLE.

JAM. 21

RELEASED

Mt

jtmu

LOM> AC RE THEATRE W40th 5TREET,
SAMUEL GOLDFISH

CtCILB-OtMILLE

rmstotHT

TfteA&.»«tfLruuiAtUl

MU.CT0A tCMRM.

A darter 18 Olympic

Star

pire Toledo.
Sydeil's London

tmmnBi

Cincinnati 20

Em-

Orpheum Pateraon

Belles 18

25 Empire Newark.
Tango Girls 18 Oayety Baltimore.
Tango Queens 18 Victoria Pittsburgh.
Taxi Oirla 18 Empire Cleveland.
Tempters 18 Star Toronto.

Watson's Big Show 18 Oayety Pittsburgh 25
Star Cleveland.

Winning Widows 18 Oayety Minneapolis 25

L O

W

J

Bennet Chaa
Bennett Mrs C (C)

neapolis.

Star St Paul.
Zallah's Own Show 18-20

DeLong Maidie (C)

Beck Nina
Belmont Ed
Belmont Ed (C)
Benard Julia
Benedict

Transatlantlques 18 Academy Jersey City.
Trocaderos 18 Oayety Washington 25 Oayety
Pittsburgh.
Watson Sisters' Show 18 L O 25 Oayety Min-

21-23 Worces-

Worcester.

ter

N.Y.C.

JESSE LLASHy

Benton A Clark (C)
Berger Edgar (P)
Bernard Miss V
Bernard
Bernardo M (C)

Wm

Bernie Ben
Berrlck A Hart
Berry A Berry (P)
Berry Virginia
Bimbo Chas Beth (C)
Bolhnleeim V O
Bonell Julia
Boyle A Brazil

Del Rio Mona
Denton Burt (C)
Devere Frisco
Devlin Sarm
Doherty Lillian (C)

Dom Ada

Brlsco

Emmet

(C)

Brooks 3helton
Brooks Wallle (C)

Where C follows name, letter is in
Variety's Chicago office.
Where S F follows name, letter is in
Variety's San Francisco office.
Advertising or circular letters will
not be listed.
P following name indicates postal,
advertised once only.

Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown

Ada
Fred
Joe

Dumnore Eileen (C)
Duncan BenJ C (C)

B

Russell J

(C)

Brower Walter (C)
Brutenback Ed (C)
Bulger Harry
Burke A Rosa (P)

Burnham Harry
Bailey Billy

Adler Hyman
Alger Maudle

Bamberg

Allman A McFarland

Bankoff Ivan

Alvin Rexle

Baraban & Groha
Barrett Harry (C)
Barry Katherlne

Baldwin Ada
Hettie

Ardagh Susan R
Arm en to Angelo (C)
Armln Walter
Armond Grace (C)

Barton Jack (C)
Bates Louie Co (C)

Ashley Ethel

Beaumont Frank

W

Caldwell

A E

Cameron Hazel
Cannan F B
Carleton Elanor
Carter Ada
Carter Mrs Keth (C)

Champlln Cbas
Chao
K

W

R

Chieu Han Ping
Chester Billie

Amtutmrat Producing
h.

ss.

it.

of

as* Osa. If gr

D a^i

rite

Cm.

Ptetsrse

Mm

LON« BEACH. CAUPOftMLA

Theatres Film and
Accessory Co., Inc.

All

Ottest

.v.a<»

121

Sew York,
m

m

i

^

NC

of

,f

Wert

,

Clifford Violet (C)

Collins Dorothy
Collins Mrs Sim (P)

Connelly Jane Co
Coogan Mrs Jack (P)
Cowell Jack
Crandall Harry

Crelghton

Curzon J

F

W

(C)

sfth St.

N. Y.

ALLIANCE FILM EXCHANGES

V.\« State and Northers New Jersey
i .-MAS, Pres. aad Gem. Mgr.
But^ Ottos: II Chasis Blosk
v

M.

Christy Dixie (C)
Church Grace E (C)
Claire Arthur
Claire Dottle
Clark Bert & Mabel

demons Cameron
Fas

W W

R

Geo

(C)

I (C)
Ellis
Eno Jack (C)
Excellaa (C)

Fitzgerald MafeM
Fltxglbbons Marie
Florence Mabel

Foley Eddie M
Foresdale Marguerite
Forest Edgar
Forklns Mr M L
Fox A Evans (C)
Fox Geo Wills (C)
Franklin A Vloletto
(C)
Freeman A Flake (C)
Fuller Mart

Galloway Gilbert (C)

Mr

A

J

Gardner Jack
Gardner A Revere (C)
Garrow Tubby
Gates Earl
(C)

A Mary
B

Gersban Mrs

Gettings J FranclB
Gibson Marion
Gilbert Ruth
Oilroy Chas

Ginsberg Sol
Gionaskls Charley
Olrard Harry (C)

Ooelet Mr J D
Goinee Mrs Jay

Goodman Mrs

Daley Johnny
Dakota Jack (C)
DeForest Sherman (C)
Delmore Arthur
DeLong L A Bros (C)

H

J T
Goodwin Walter (C)
Gordon Billy C (P)
Gouldlngs The
Ooyt Mrs E L

Graham Oolda

Halfner Walter
Hall Cora (C)
Halllngsworth Chaa
Halsey F Spencer
Handy Hap (P)

Hanson

Alice
Harris Bros (C)
Harris Kitty

Harris A'Manyon
Harris Tommy Jr

Fawton Mr A Mrs (C)
Fennel Mrs Ed
Flske A McDoQpugh

Calvin

Hagan Jack
Hager Clyde (C)
Hager A Goodwin (C)

Hart Mark
Harty Alice

Samuel

Wm

Burton Richard

B
Adams Eugene

Edenberg Chaa (C)
Egamar Emelie
El Cota (C)

W

H

W

Ellis

R

(O

Donita Miss
Dorsch Al
Douglas J C
Doyle Frank
Doyle John T
Dreyer
J
Dufner Emma
Dumitrescu O

Brady Judd

LETTERS

M

Donegan Miss
Doneghey L A

Grant A Hoag
Orant Sidney
Grace May A Flo
Grayce Helen
Green Mr A B
Greene O Fred
Oreer Mr O
Gregory Frank L
Grey Marlon
Ounter H Jennie

Harwood Alice
Hatfield Kathryn

Haw ley

Fred

Hawley Mr T J
Hayes Gene A MilMe
(C)

Hayward Harry R
Hemly Dan
Hearn A Ely
Hearn Julia (C)
F
Hebert
Helnts F (C)
Hennlngs Lewis A Co
Henry A Adelaide (C)
Herman Al
Herman Sam J
Herr Noadle
Heuman Frank (C)
Heydenrelch Jas H
Hlgglna Mark
HUdreth Helen

Wm

Hill Sadie
Hllllar

Wm

Kelly Pletel (C)
Hoyt Hall
Kenall Juliua (0)
Hughes Geo
Hunting Lew A Mollis Keno A Mack
Kern Georgia
Huxley Doreaa B
Kilman Mr
King Qua
King A Millard (C)
I no Peldo
Kingston Violet
Irwin Robert Easton
Klels Mrs Anna
Klelst Blanche

Jackson Alt
Jaokson Harry
Jaoquett A Foley
Jarvls A Harriaon
Jessica

Jolly

J

Hlnea Harry
Hlxon May
Hoffman Al F (C)

Hogan John
Hogue A Hardy
Holden Max (C)
Holland Joe
Holley O (C)
Holt Victoria
Howard Joe

Duo

Jewel Vivian
Johnston Frank
Johnston Mr J

M

Ed

R O
Mr H

Knowlea
Korl

Lalt Jack
LaMarre Dolly (C)

Lambert Frank B
Lambert Geo

Lampe

Billy

Jordon Josephine (C)
Jouaeet Mr
Judd Japple

Lane A O'Donnell
Lang A Coulter (C)
Langford Howard (C)
LaRoae Ned (C)
Latell Mrs Alfred

Kayne Agnes (C)

Laurence Bert
LaVan Harry V
Lawrence Dorothy
Lawrence Dorothy (C)
Lee Geo (C)
Lee Janet (C)

Keely Thos

B

Keeme Chaa (0)
Keeney A Mack
Kelly Frank A Grace
(C)

—

VARI1TY

32

Lm

Morton Sam

Jeesle (C)

Lee Samuel
Lehr Lewis
Leifert Bertha
Leon ft Adollne Slaters
Leonard Bd
Leonard Grace
Leonard J F
Leoahardt Miss A
Leonhardt Nan
Leroy Josephine
Leslie Prank
Levy Ellas O
Lewis Caprice R
Llndholm Chas
Linton ft Lawrence

(C)

Myers

•••«

Norman ft Clair
Norman Marie
Northrops Louise
Norton ft Lee (C)
<

Oakland Vivien
O'Donnell Chas
O'Donnell James
O'Neill

Faye

mm

Ottlnger Ollle

•

Page Helen
Paris Lionel (C)
Parisian A A
Park Hamilton (C)

(C)

Marconi Bros (C)
Marcos Henry

Parry Bertram
Pashalis John

Marks Abe
Markwordt Karl
Marshall Fay

Patrlcola Slg

&

5^

\

,-^\-

*A
-w

Lew (C)
Potter Marlon

^.^,.

^••W
*»

Pistel

#

Powers Shaun

F

Presaler Dolly

Proval (C)

Putnam

\

Oliver

***

%

i

*

lk*\

!U*A *
Quirk Billy
»

Ragland Oscar
Ranahan Jack
Ranoa The
Reddington ft Grant

J

Melvern Babe (C)
Mendall Grace

Mendosa Edith

M E

(C)
Bedford

Meuther Dorothy
Meyers Charlotte

ft

jfy:

#

Winchester

Redway Eddie

Mllham Lamont E
Miller Chas H
Miller Elsie Paye
Millikan Bob

Reese Lola (C)
Regan Haael (C)
Reld Virginia
Reld Wlllard P

Remy

ft Baker (C)
Reynolds Rita
Reynolds Sidney
Rice C Blanche
Rice Elmer ft Tom
Rice True (C)
Richards Harry

Mills Root

Milton Prank
Milton Virginia

Moe Mr
Monsonr Ruby
Mora Teas (C)
Morlimer Geo S

Morrell C N
Morris Corbett
Morrlsaey ft Hackett
Morrissey Will (P)

Rlegler

Hundreds

Mr M B

of thousands of people are reading about

PARAMOUNT PROGRAM in these
PARAMOUNT PUBLICITYimediums, and] arelfinding the theatres where PARAMOUNT PROGRAM

Rigby Arthur

the pictures on

H

Riley Mr C
Riley Joe
Rlnaldo Clyde

Hart

ft

{^-:

OQ
*»*.*»*

Walter C
Perea Rlcardo
Perry Chas H
Petronella Miss
Phelps Mrs Vera (C)
Pierce Helene
Perclval

McDonald Chas L
McDonald Mr R (P)
McOlnnis Frank
McKenna Thos
Mclnery J C (C)
Mclntyre ft Heath (C)
McNally Edw B

Morton

*^£j

Pelbam Mrs

Martlne Fred
Martinez Nlta (C)
Martyn ft Florence (C)
Maston Will
Maxwell Mrs James
Mc Bride Can
McCarthy Joe

Merrlfleld

H

Owen A Mae

Magal in Eddie ft Roy
Mandlge Mrs Elmer

Mr E

-

amount^u£ licitu

ft Phelps (C)
Nicholson John
Nicks Skating Girls
(C)

Mach Mrs H J
Mack John (C)
Maddock Chas (C)

Melrose

'

Wm

Newhof

M

J

$$b

N

Lorlmer May
Lorraine Fred S
Lowe Walter

McComman Mrs

sflp
'•''

Nashman Thee

Prank

Wm

y£|ii

ml
&£I

•S

Nawn Tom (C)
Neffsky Max

Livingston Murry
Livingston Murry (C)
Livingstone Pearl (P)
Long Emily (C)

McCart

Kitty

Moyer Daniel
Mumford Mrs Eddie
Murphy Francis

(C)
Lisle

ft
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World Film

can be seen.
Corporation
Is

PRESENTS

your theatre one of them ?

The Famous Stage Beauty

Lillian Russell

Write our
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Released Jan. 25
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Rlnaldo Mr
Roberts Bob (C)
Roberts Carl (C)
Roberta Sam

Wm
Roehm Wm
Roehm Mrs Wm (C)
Rolando Chas
Romalne Mr W T
Robyns Mrs

Rook Theo T

s
Salambos Marvelous
Santaro Mr ft Mrs
(C)
Scanton Mrs Geo B
Scarth Florence
Schaeffer Jessie

Scheer Mr E
Schoeder J T
Schuster Mrs

O

M

(C)

Seltz

Rose ft Moon (C)
Roth Laura
Royal Jsck (C)
Royal Victor

na Mae
Shaner Sandy (C)
Shannon Esther
Shannon Irene

Roy ft Francis
Roy ft Francis (C)
Roy Walter S

Shaw Sammle
Shaw Sandy

Ryan Joe

Herman

Simon Louis
Simpson Clara (C)
Simpson Fanny
Simpson Floyd
Slnnot Helene
Slra Jim (C)
Slavln Joe
Slavln Thos Vlckers

Seymour Harry & An

Smlletta Trio

Sherman Dan
Shrlner Joe (C)
Shrlner ft Richards

Stoeffler Isabelle
Stoeffler Louis

Slgel Mr
Bilbar ft North

Stone ft Hayes (C)
Stone Joe (0)

H

R

IMPERIAL

ANIMATED SONGS
Moving Ptctaree that stove

Tabor Monroe
Tague Jack
Tally Mrs Harry (P)

to the rhythi

of song.

Sumner Ray

Booked threngh
Units* Boohing
F. Dent,
Palace Theatre BulMIng or
Imperial hf. P. Co. off New Yerh. las.

OSmF.

(C)

Smith John B
Smithy (C)
Solomon Bernard

Stan Sylvia
Stanton Walter
Startup Harry (C)
Stegner Geo I
Stewart Arthur
Stewart Cal (C)
Stewart Margaret
Stoddard Geo (C)

Shields Sera
Sheldrlck Mr

Stone Marie
Stremel Hank (C)
Stuart Mr J E
Sully Betel le
Summers Allen (C) Summers ft Gonzales
(C)

Sweeney Beatrice

Small Sisters

Rosaire Bob
Roseby Miss (C)

Rudolph ft Lena (P)
Rudwfck Jos
Russell Robt Hall
Russell Robt Hall (C)
Ryan Dorothy

N

aUMUIIHIIHIIIHIIIUIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIU:

Taylor Eva
Te Han Ping

Terry Walter (C)
Terry Wlllard
Tetsurwarl Kame (C)
Thomas Dike

Alliance

Program I

Thorn Olive

H
Togan ft Geneva
Toomer Mr H B
Tlerney

Mr

Trappe

Mr A F

"Feature* of Quality"

I

I

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIWMWMIIimilssJI

MAN OLO
THE ONLY MAN

IN

(Ml J ARES BROTHER)
THE WORLD DOING THREE COMPLETE SOMERSAULTS

SUCCESSION ON A SLACK WIRE; ALSO A FLIP FLAP

Almont
team up with another partner meanwhile.
seriously HI In a local hospital.

there for an Indefinite run.

William Tower (Tower and Darrell) Is 111
typhoid fever In St Vincent hospital,

with

IN

Billings,
here.

Verser Goldle
Vincent Mr G

Trowbridge Chas
Troy Ravle

Tuchman Mr

Vollman Sue

M

Turner Qrace (C)

Waiman

W
Harry

Wakefield Frank
Vale Betsy (C)
Van Charlie (C)

Van Frank
Van Bergen Martin
Van Norman F A
Vaugn Dorothy (C)
Vaughn Eleanor

Waldman Eduard
Wallace ft Brooks
Ward Herbert
Ward ft Ronair

L

Warren A Brockway
Warren ft Conly
Webb Mrs Wm

to reports received

H. D. Koffman, who operates the Garden and
Liberty theatres, has taken over the lease of
the Alhambra, and will use George H. Webster bookings.

McKOWEN

The Jones, Llnlck ft Schaefer people have
found the profit sharing coupon business unSrofltable and have eliminated It from their
ouses.

L

Wells Betty (C)

Willson Geo

Weston Cecelia
Weston Hazel
Weston ft Leon
Wheeler Mr D
White H E
Whitebeck Miss F
Whitehead Ralph B

Wilson Babe
Wilson John Ben
Wilson Viola

Nowlln and 8t Claire dropped out of the
Loew Road show playing McVicker's this week
because of Illness. The team will continue on

Woods Albert
Worthlngton Harriett

Whitman Florence
WE

Yillans

Wilbur Juggling (G)
Wilhelm Richard
Wllks Mrs J

E F

the time next week.

Fred Lincoln, of the Affiliated Booking Co.,
returned to Chicago Tuesday morning after
trip through the northwest In
search of new houses for his agency.

Yeomans Geo (C)

Whittle

Williams Gertrude

Mont, according

Lawrence A. Shean, the 18-year-old son of
Al Shean, Is a member of the Grace Hayward
stock company playing at the Wlllard.

—

Travllla Ford

an extended

(C)

Z

Mrs. Walter Meakin, wife of the Chicago
agent, is being treated for tumor In the German hospital. Dr. Zimmerman performed an
operation on Mrs. Meakin this week.

Zarrow Zeb
Zeno ft Mandell

"The Ghost Breakers" Is being played at
The
the Warrington In Oak Park this week.
at the Wlllard Is "Get-Rlch-Qulck Walllngford," and at the Logan Square the company Is

bill

playing "Hello Bill."

CORRESPONDENCE

Tom
agent,

.

in charge

\jaaavxavv
CHICAGO

Maude Cooper and Robert Eshell have separated.

Joe Caltes of the Caites Brothers, was married to May Coyle tn Salt Lake City, Nor. 27.

Vera Peters has been engaged aa secretary
to F. M. Barnes In the North American build-

fering from a nervous breakdown, being conBourke's confined in the American hospital.
dition

VAR,ETV s CH,CACO 0FF1CEl
MAJESTIC THEATRE BUILDING

Hugh O'Doonell began a series of travel
talks at the Fine Arts theatre Sunday night,
talking on "South American Ports." *

8th

Is

not considered serious.

Mlttles Louise Butterfleld, daughter of W. 8.
Butterfleld of the Bijou theatre circuit through
Michigan, Is announced as engaged to Earl
The wedding will
Rathbun of New Tork.
take place In April.

Blanche Mack, wife of Clifford Mack, of
"Bought and Paid For/' is ill at 16 West Chicago avenue.

Elizabeth Dumont, of Almont and Dumont,

ing.

Bourke, publisher, author, writer, press
theatrical manager and former vaudethe Chicago "American" Is suf-

ville editor of

Unless otherwise noted, the followinf report! are for the current week.

JOHN. J. O'CONNOR

Hayman
to spend the winter in Pasadena.
will not embark in any theatrical ventures in
the

"The Passing Show" opened to a capacity
house at the Gariick Sunday night, booked

Jan. 3—Majestic, Kalamazoo. Mich.; Bijou, Battle Crack, Mich.
Mich.; Jeffera, Saginaw, Mldu
Jan. ia— Bijou, Bay City, mi
Jan. 18— Bijou, Flint, Mich.; Bijou, Lansing. Mich
Jan. 2S Bijou, Jachaon, Mich.: Majestic, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Feb. 1—Avenue, Eaat St. Louis, 111.; last half open.
Feb. •—Grand, St. Louie (full week)
Feb. IS— Wileon-Kedxie, Chicago.
Feb. 2S—Davenport, In.; Feb. 2t, Dubuque- Cedar Rapids.

Direction, JAS. B.

will

Is

west

Mort Singer proposes to rearrange the offices of the Western Vaudeville Manager's Association Immediately after the present season
has passed. It Is expected the 11th floor will
be divided off Into private offices with corridors.

Charles McCall, general manager of the
enterprises, Is in Chicago looking
after the several Brady shows around this
section of the country.
Mr. McCall will remain here through the DeWolf Hopper run at
the Auditorium, commencing Monday.

Wm. Brady

The Cort theatre has a unique advertising
scheme In action, a cycle car being driven
through the city with the name of the attraction,
"The New Henrietta," being inscribed
all over it.
The car Is so small, It reminds
one of a Regal shoe with a motor Inside.
Bessie Kaplan who worked for several seasons with Patricola, will leave Chicago next
month to Invade the east, having had a route
arranged through Joe Sullivan and Harry
Weber.
Miss Kaplan Is at present topping
the attraction list at the North American Cafe.

Dawson and Le Malre have left the Loew
road show they were traveling with and opened
last Monday In Evansville for the Western
Vaudeville Managers' Association, having been
handed a 22-week route, arranged through the
Simons Agency.
Halton Powell has decided to discontinue
producing tabloid productions and has Joined
own company of "Henpecked Henry." playing the one-night stands In the middle west
Powell opened his producing office last season,
headquartering with the Butterfleld organisa-

his

tion.

Edward W. Rowland has resigned as president of the Old Friends Club of America and
has been succeeded by Robert E. Rlckson. The
new house committee announced consists of
Fred Sorenson, chairman, Harry Sheldon and
James 8. Hutton. A stag social will be given
at the rooms, Jan. 10.

Among those confined In the American Theatrical Hospital at present are Flo Wall who
will undergo an operation for tumor, Lldle

The Chicago Local of the I.
hold their annual hall and dance at the Coliseum Feb. 11. Prices have been offered by
the executive committee for the members who
sell the largest amount of tickets.

Mayer, who

Edward Hayman, the former Chicago agent
who recently disposed of his theatrical agency

"The Whirl of Mirth." a new tabloid show
produced by Dwlght Pepple, opens at La Salle,
Jan. 24.
The cast Includes the Five
111.,

A. T. S. E. will

to Joe Sullivan, left for California this

week

Is suffering from blood poisoning,
Sid Vincent of Vincent and Lome, who will
also be operated upon, and Lew Butler of the

Ted Snyder

office

who has had

AMERICAN SEASON

ICE LLO
IN VAUDEVILLE
WEEK
Representative,

JAN.

25,

ORPHEUM, LOS ANGELES

PAT CASEY

his

tonsils

removed.

All Communications care

VARIETY, New York

VARIETY

34

Hnh

The ReAnod

45*

Prof* ••tonal*.
Handsomely Furnished!

Steam Heated Rooms
Bath and Every
convenience

NOW AT

THE ST

W. 44th STREET

67

554
7833

99

flk

'Phone 71*7 Bryant
Acknowledged as tho boat
Tork City.

Ona block from nookles
Offices

ELIZABETH COLLINS, Housekeeper—You

and VARIETY!

Know

All

Her.

HOTEL VAN CORTLANDT
WEST
BROADWAY NEW YORK

ONI BLOCK
TO TIMES SQ.

The Edmonds

Tel. Bryant { 555

m

MA

49TH STREET

142-14*

JUST EAST OF

A home-like transient and family
hotel. Telephone in mvtry room.
Restaurant and Grill equal to any
Moderate Prices

Centrally located, good service, abaolutely fireproof.

Furnished Apartments
EDWARD

E.

Rooma

use of bath $130 and up. Rooms with bath $2 and up.
Parlor bedroom and bath $3 and up, for one or two persons.

BURTIS, Mgr.

Special Rates to the Profession

CATERING EXCLUSIVELY TO THE PROFESSION

Rooma SSc—7Sc with use

Between 47th and 48th Streets

COME AMD SEE ME.

$4,

ST.

AND COLUMBUS AVE.

Hotel Plymouth
$L (BfhMM Broadway aad tin Ave.), N. Y.
A Stone's Throw from Broadway
ONE IN |f>
TWO IN
5

""Now" Fireproof Btdldiajr.

4

S1"T
*r*DAY

A

wast 47th
Rooma and

PLAN

Ten-story building, absolutely fireproof. All
baths with shower attachment. Telephone in
every room.
One block from Central Park Subway, ith
and tth Ave. L Stations. Same distance from
Century, Colonial, Circle and Park Theatres.

RATES—
1M Rooma, use
ISt

Rooma,

A

Telephone Set Columbus

and

light

Catering to Vaudeville's Blue List

Schilling House
West
NEW YORK
American Plan.

HOURS.

Apartmeats

Tel. lttt
If to

W. 4STH ST-

1 50 Furnished Apartments
Steam Heated, Centrally Located in the Theatrical District in the City of
NEW YORK. For the Comfort and Convenience of the Profession.

HENRI COURT

THE ANNEX

lit S14 MfJ til W. 41th ST.
Tel. Bryant 8560-8561

7Mtad7SllthAVE^il47lhSl

New

fireproof

building,

Tel.

completed, with handsomely furnished three and
com-

Bryant

Bryant

H

four- room apartments
plete for housekeeping.

telephone,

vate bath,
tricity.

RATES:

$12

nished.

UP WEEKLY

W. 4M

Bryant

Tel.

Decidedly clean, four and
five-room apartment* with
private hatha, carefully fur-

Prielec-

125 ami SSI

ST.

4293-6131

Comfortable and excepclean
three
and
four-room apartments, thoroughly furnished for housekeeping. Private baths.
tionally

tlMt up

$8.00

UP WEEKLY

f*}|

J||

IfJI

Near 6th Ave.

LI I U "^^
U
THE RENDEZVOUS OF THEATRICALS
LMMh

laB 1 1 1 1

4fc.

II I

With Wine

I

III

DINNER Week
-

Day..

SSc.

''

BEST'

TURNING THEM AWAY NIGHTLY

Phone Bryant

Complete

for

Goo. P. Schneider, Prop.

1144

FURNISHED APARTMENTS
323 West 43rd Street, NEW YORK

Housekeeping

Clean and Airy
Private Bath, 3-4 rooms.

Steam Heat

CITY

Catering to the comfort and convenience of the profession
$8

Up

NEW YORK
$2 up a

week

All Conveniences.

NEW YORK

Rehearsal Rooms.

CORN

WEST

STREET,

47th

O'Connor Sisters. Morette Sisters, Hilton and
Hughes and the Metropolo Quartet. There will
be no chorus, the 18 members all coming unEnHerrble
der the classification of principals.
singing will feature the musical end. "Nobody
Home,'' a Doyle Woolfolk production, opened
at Gary, this week, featuring Harry Shannon.

The

AN ITALIAN DINNER YOU WON'T FORGET
108-110 West 49th St.

for

NEW YORK

(Just off Broadway)
Best location in town.
Kitchenette apartmenta; Single and double rooms, with bath
Attractive prices to the profession.

THE CLAMAN

3431

juit

114-116

Music Room

'Phone ItSt Bryant

2M W. 41ST STREET
Hotel for gentlemen.

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
31ft

MEAL SERVICE AT ALL

Private Bathe.

JO

Telephone Bryant 2M7

and Rooms

CLEAN

48th Street

Rehearsals.

Largo re ami %AM and up
Throe and Four Ream Apartments

100%

NEW YORK

st.

board.
Special accommodations
for profeaaional people.
Cuisine Fraacaise.
PHr»« Moderate
Telephone. Brvwwt **e»

1*7-1*

Bedroom ana Bath,

ROOM

SINNOTT,

T.

of bath, $1 per day.
$2 and up.
private bath, $1.5t per day.

Suites, Parlor,

By the week, $*-$» and $14 and up.
SPECIAL RATES TO THE PROFESSION

Bl# Raductlona to Waokly Guests
Every room hat hat and cold running water, electric
long distance telephone.
EUROPEAN
Phono ISM Groalay

YOUR DATE BOOK

MAISON ROUX
lit

NEW YORK CITY

ROOM

IN

WEST MTH STREET. NEW YORK CITY

PAUL HOTEL

MTH

"A"
$1 DAY

New York

EIGHTH AVENUE

ST.

fttli

38th St. and 6th Ave.

PUT THIS

OJUUDGE APARTMENTS

Office

Business

and with private bath $1.SS daily, single or double.
IS and ft weekly, single or double.
Phone Greeley 3SM.

U

I

776

We Want Your

of bath;

Rates to tho profession—43,

NEW YORK
Private Bath

'

HOTEL TAFT

776-78-30 Eighth Avenue

and Phone in
Each Apartment

and well furnished.

large, light, airy

Rooms with

local theatrical colony, principally those
interested in the legitimate branch of the
business, are taking much interest In the reelection of Carter Harrison, Chicago's present

Mayor.

Harrison, during his present adminis-

tration, has protected the theatres from foolish legislature that might have affected them,
particularly in the case of projecting electric

signs which were threatened with abolition by
tho Springfield lawmakers.

Sylvester Schaffer, the European phenom,
did better than an average week at the Majestic last week, where he headlined the bill
without any of the sensational advance work
The
that marked his New York opening.
weather wa sagalnst Schaffer and while the
theatre increased Its newspaper advertising,
Schaffor
no outside paper was distributed.
i« at the Palace this week.

According to the very latest, Chicago is
going to get another tasto of opera this seaThe
son, and It will probably come in March.
present plan Is beaded by local men and clubs,

and

calls for the revival of light operaH.

Wil-

Ham Rufus Northway,

former choir master

and baritone singer, is at the head of the new
project.
W. K. Zlegfeld of the Chicago Musical college and several prominent clubs are
backing the project. Among the singers mentioned as having been engaged are: Harry
Davles, leauing tenor with the Castle Square
opera company, and John Miller, the Chicago
Harrison Wild, leader of the Apollo
tenor.
club, will be the director of the company.
Subscriptions are now being obtained.
Mrs.
JaLies A. Patten and Mrs. Rufus Dawes head
the list of patronesses.

DuUness has been good
otherr the past week.
Follies" cleaned up in

capacity
ances.

in spots and poor in
Illinois "The

At the

and
final week,
business was done at all performAt the Garrick "The Whirl of the
its

World" did well, but not capacity. The holiday
week bro'ight the receipts up considerably.
The fact thltS^the show had been seen at Cohan's nearly air last summer may bo tho reason this big show o'ld not draw capacity houses
for Its fortnight's s»f ay.
"Our Children," at
tho Princess caught o.n nicely and looks as
thought It might run \there for ten weeks
Henry Kolker has made a personal hit in the
part of an old German, at. turning a character
role of tho genere type for >*he first time since
he has been or tho stage.
"On Trial" has
made onn of thi* soundest hits seen here for
some time at Cohan's. They box office draw
has been very strong.
"Tho New Henrietta"

VAR ETY

—

-""-

'-

•*-

IJLL^Mi

POWERS

Cort has enjoyed considerable prosperthe five stars In the cast being magnets
strong drawing power.
"Potash ft Perlmutter" Is still getting very
good box office returns. "My Lady's Dress," at
the Blackstone, has not found much favor and
the end of the engagement is In sight. Vaudeespecially In the
ville has done very well,
larger houses. The outlying theatres have had
a fair share of prosperity with attractions of
gome merit.

at the

ness.

CROWN

(A. J.
the City Sleeps."

PINE ARTS

IMPERIAL
LITTLE

NATIONAL

tions of long run.

ILLINOIS (Augustus Pltou, mgr.).— Rose
Stahl In "The Perfect Lady," opened Sunday
two weeks.
LA SALLE (Joseph Bransky, mgr.). "Hanky Panky" opened Monday night fresh from

—

the road.

ft

(George C. Warren, mgr.).—
Perlmutter," still getting big re-

after

long

mgr.).— "Way

Barrett,

Brolaskl,

mgr.).— "Re-

—

OARRICK (John J. Garrlty, mgr. ) .—"Passing Show of 1014," opened Sunday with Indica-

turns

(John

—Misses

MAJESTIC (Lyman B. Glover, mgr. ; agent,
Orpheum Circuit). The two prominent features of this week's program at the Majestic
are the return to Chicago of Irene Franklin
and Burton (not Burt) Green and the reunion
as a vaudeville combination of Al Shean and
Miss Franklin included a
Chas. L. Warren.
few new numbers in her former repertoire, the
usual Franklin type of song with the usual
results, an artistic success from start to finish.
Miss Franklin still retains every essential feature required for her work and runs beyond
reach of any of her American competitors.
In next to closing position she walked away
with the applause honors and was forced to
Repeated requests for
her limit in encores.
old favorites kept the couple busy until the

tion.

"Potash

Browne, mgr.).

becca of Sunnybrook Farm."

—

OLYMPIC

(Maurice

Down East."
VICTORIA (Howard

Reeves' "Beauty Show."
CORT (U. J. Herrmann, mgr.). "The New
Henrietta," with five stars, attracting atten-

night for

(Albert Perry, mgr.).— Films.
(Joe Pilgrim, mgr.).— "In Old

Fuller In folk songs.

mgr.).—Al

Roche,

Kaufman, mgr.).— "While

Kentucky."

Wappler. mgr.).—
"My Lady's Dress," moderate business.
COHAN'S (Harry Ridings, mgr.).— "On
(William

fair returns.
P.

Oerson, mgr.).— "Our
Children," with Henry Kolker, successful busi-

BLACKSTONE (Bdwin
COLUMBIA

J.

—"The

PRINCESS (Sam

of

Trial," big success.

(Harry

Dummy,"

ity,

Powers, mgr.).

run.

Vadis Upside Down" was always considered
one of vaudeville's beat laughing vehicles and
The
it looks better than ever In present form.
billing brings Warren as an assistant, Sheen's
musical comedy successes adding some vaudeville value to his name. The turn was a laugh
from beginning to end and in this particular

A reception
easily the evening's success.
at the initial curtain suggested that both members were remembered despite their long absence.
The bill opened with The Act Beauparticularly fine
tiful offering a series of
posed hunting scenes.
It made a good silent
opener for the Majestic where the audience
trail in gradually all through the first* hour.
Boland and Holtz have a rather nifty little
song and dance turn, although the male member seems to unconsciously affect a Harry
Fox style at timee and the "She Speaks Jewish" line sounded exceptionally familiar as a
Pox sentence. Nevertheless this couple have a
splendid little offering, one that deserved a
better spot than second and probably would
have held it, but for the necessary peculiar
construction of the bill.
Jack Kennedy and
Co., in "The Flare Back," were one of the
big hits of the bill, some fine character work
Kennedy in a light
falling to W. T. Clark.
comedy role was excellent throughout. The
skit has a number of good comedy points, carries an interesting theme and Breaks with a
good climax. Alexander and Scott were welcomed, a large majority of those present remembering the pair from former visits.
Bankoff and Girlie have one of the beet of
modern dancing acts seen around here In
some time. Bankoff's Russian dancing Interpolated with the modern steps giving the turn
a good finish and bringing him Individual
honors.
Lockett and Waldron held a rather
important position on the program for a two
men dancing act, although they both show
some speed and originality In their work.
They were well liked.
After Franklin and
Green came Ma Belle and her Ballet that held
the mass In for the final curtain.
Wynn.

AT.

REGIS HOTEL

ST.

512-522

PALACE

NORTH CLARK STREET

CHI
t\J\ 1

LJ Per Week

$«.M

Per

Single

(Harry Singer, mgr.; agent, Or2.10 it appeared doubtful If Sylvester Schaffer would prove a strong drawing
card in his second consecutive week in Chicago, but at 2.26 the house was well filled.
Schaffer was seen to better advantage this
week, although at the Monday matinee his
act did not run smoothly, as several "preps"
seem to have been overlooked, particularly the
"running board" that extends over the orchestra from which he does sharpshooting, this
necessitating him doing his entire act on the
stage, which was equally as well appreciated.
Schaffer accomplished the unusual here by
holding "them in" in the closing position, re-

pheum).

TO tUM

Week Double

EVERY MODERN CONVENIENCE—FIREPROOF
FIVE MINUTES TO ALL THEATRES
CAFE AND DAIRY LUNCH IN CONNECTION

ceiving

WEEK

ROOMS WITH PRIVATE BATH
PROOF
FIRE

IN .THE

IN/I

SOUTH WABASH AVENUE

417-13
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HOTEL CARLETON
ARCHER AND

20TH STREETS
AND UP. FREE USE OF ALHAMBRA HIPPODROME STAGE FOR REHEARSAL
PURPOSES. THEATRE AND HOTEL UNDER SAME MANAGEMENT

STATE,

94J»

New Richmond
N. Clark

405
Modem Throughout

St,

CHICAGO,

Wabash Ave. and Jackson

Blvd.
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Prospect Avenue

Minutes'
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SPECIAL

42-44

New

V

Cleveland

Walk from Thoatroe

WEEKLY RATES

DETROIT stop
HOTEL BROADWAY

When

in

MOAOWAY.

at

witils tferas nlsstei' walk frea tks
The plats ef saoesny.
Hasty rsueltles as* iat»-iat» rsesn.
Stean sett set aei
Year rMt
serf ask.
•sM water.
srlstlsal

theatre*.

m

14TH

Prop, and Mgr.

Headquarters
to All Theatres

Dad's Theatrical Hotel
PHILADELPHIA

TALGARTH HOTEL

The
1124

Thestricsl

i

V

CAMPBELL,

Hotel Berkeley

ROCHESTER,

N.

dancing wherein Miss Jason makes a change
for each danoe.
The "Ball in' the Jack" (fox

Y.

Everything New, Clean, Quiet and Comfortable.
Attractive Room a with Bath at Moderate
Profeaalonal Ratea. Handy to All Theatres
Endorsed by Donahue & Stewart, Arnaut
Bros., Edward Marshall, Eddie Ross. Monets
Five, Harry Mayo, Adler & Arltne, Weston &
I^eon, Hearn & Ely, Pederson Bros, snd hundreds of other.

Take Westcott Cab at Our Expense

""^^"^^eMMenenan"^"™^^^^"™
expiration of their allotted time, although
another half dozen numbers could have been
rendered without reaching the monotonous
point.
The Shean and Warren turn "Quo

VARIETY'S

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

number was especially well received.
They went big. Webb and Burns, whose chatter savore of Clark and Verdi, were the hit
of the bill. Their finish singing "Home, Sweet
Home" and the other, "Silvery Bells," at the
same time and in perfect harmony, was a riot
of applause, and although both get away from

PANT AGES' THEATRE BLDG.
Phone, Douglass 2213

ORPHEUM. —Joseph

J
Santley,

late

star

of

"When Dreams Come True," Jumped back
into vaudeville here and scored a hit Frederick V. Bowers and Co., entertaining.
Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Barry did not appear, and
in their stead were Hal and Francis, who got
over nicely.
McKay and Ardine did well.

Charles Semon had the opening spot and gave
the show a great start.
In the closing position was Reola*. and his Juggling held everybody in until the finish.
EMPRES8. Melnotte Twins made dandy
impression and their turn was splendidly received.
"Bower of Melody," most entertaining.
Princeton and Yale, good. Warner and
Corbett, opening, gave satisfaction.
Nip and
Aerial LaValls, closing, exTuck, pleased.

—

"The Red light Abatement Law." a

cellent.

revealed possibilities, the ingredients
being such that a favorable impression was
created. A little girl In character songs also
appeared on the program and offered some
dances In the bargain.
CORT (Homer F. Curran, mgr.). Belgian

sketch,

war

pictures

(this

—

week only).

•COLUMBIA (Gottlob, Marx & Co., mgrs.).
—Henry Miller in "Daddy Longlegs" (second week).

ALCAZAR

(Belasco & Mayer,
(second week).

mgrs.).

Bevanl Opera Co.

GAIETY

(Thos.

mgr.).—'Time's

O'Day,

Punctured Romance" picture

WIGWAM

comedy and

(first

PRINCESS
agent. Levey).

(Bert Levey,

— Vaudeville.

week).

mgr.).—Musical

(Jos.
Bauer,
pictures.

lessee

and mgr.;

REPUBLIC (Ward
8.

Morris, mgr.; agent,
V. A.).—-Vaudeville.

W.

William Gould has Joined the Ye Liberty
Players In Oakland.
Charles King and
preparing to go east.

A

Virginia

Thornton

are

count reveals that 16 magicians looking

for bookings at the Exposition are In town.

The Bevanl Opera oompany's stay at the
Alcazar will be limited to three weeks.
George A. Myers, recently Injured In an automobile accident, has recovered sufficiently to
leave the hospital.

Ruth St Denis and her company of danosrs
a return engagement for a week at
the Alcazar during Feb.
will play

While playjng at the Orpheum Alice Lloyd
was the guest of many special affairs given In
her honor.

snd
Irene Moore, formerly of Emerson
Moore, will rejoin Miss Emerson, and with a
member play vaudeville.

third

The National Grand Opera company, under
direction of Mario Lombardi, with the
Italian tenor Constantlnlo as the star, will apPrices
pear at the Cort during February.
from 60 cents to $2.

the

trot)

Mrs. Sutton, of Salem, Ore., has requested
the Chief of Police to try and locate her son
who left home with a dog and pony show supposed to he "wild catting" through the Interior
The youth, Curtis Sutton, has
of this state.
not been heard of for some time.

the Italian characterization when singing, they
nevertheless stopped the show Monday afternoon.

The management of the Republic presented
Francis Young, principal comedian of the
Bothwell Brown musical comedy "tab" company, a silver loving cup on the closing night
of the company's engagement.

cessful.

MO.

Ten Minute.' Walk

>

•M>/ M'/'l

ST. LOUIS,

REGENT HOTEL, 1M N.
HOTEL, ltl
METROPOLE HOTEL, Sot N.

NEW REGENT

the finish.
The Grazers opened the show and the "toe
dance" finish by the man, who does a woman's
routine throughout, put the act over nicely.
The "please faster" to the orchestra should
have had a muffler on, as it was plainly audible in all parts of the house.
Reisner and
Gores in No. 2 got them from the start
"Chucks, it's only a show" made the act one
of the laughing hits of the bill.
Miss Gores
displayed some nice gowns and looked dainty,
scoring individually with her "drummer number." They were entitled to a better position.
Gallagher and Carl in, No. 3 (programed fifth),
won laughs. Hana Kronold, 'cellist, assisted
by a man at the piano, offered a classical
repertoire and was fully appreciated by the
music patrons of the house.
George White
and Isabelle Jason, carded for No. 3, appeared
fifth.
Their routine consists mostly of society
at

12TH ST

Formerly COOKE'S HOTEL *
"A Theatrical Hotel of the Better Class"
Walnut Street above Eighth
Opposite Casino Theatre
Philadelphia

CAFE CABARET EVERY NIGHT

A. RILEY, Manager

applause

N. 14TH

SHERMAN'S HOTEL

Rates to the Profession

considerable

GREAT NORTHERN HIP (Fred Eberts,
mgr.; agent, W. V. M. A.). Of the seven acts
on the day shift his week, three are musloal,
and coming so close together it has a tendency
of slowing up the show.
A sketch in the place
of one of the musical acts would have been an
Improvement.
The Six Abdallahs, acrobats,
and Plsano and Bingham divided the honors.
Booth and Leander opened on bicycles, the
comedian getting many laughs.
The Bonnie
Sextet, a pretentious musical offering by six
women, who play string and horn instruments
was the best of the musical acts, scenically.
Zelaya offered piano solos. He displays technique and is a good showman.
Shrlner and
Richards, with talk and songs, were well received, although the talk is not entirely new.
Louis Granat, whistler was moderately suc-

ILL.

Specie! Rates to the
F. H. LONG, Prop.
(Formerly of the St. Charles Hotel, St. Louis)

WELLINGTON HOTEL

J.

Hotel

— At

=3=
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was

the

BEST PLACES TO STOP
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—

McVICKERS

fered a slight stroke of paralysis of the vocal

organs last week.
Mr. Belasco Is up and
around but finds conversation a little difficult.

The Wigwam Is offering the most mixed program of entertainment In town. Recently the
management eliminated the vaudeville replacing It with 30-mlnute condensed melodramas.
the patrons see a musical comedy, "tab,"
a thrilling playlet and a feature film, "for one
admission.

Now

(J.

O.

;

an actor, was arrested
on a statutory charge brought against

James DevereaUx,
Jan.

Burch, mgr.
agent,
Loew). A good show aided by weather resulted in a big house Monday night. Ethel
Whiteside and "picks" though programed, did
not appear.
Dave Nowlin and Gertrude St.
Clair were also out of the bill, owing to throat
trouble of Miss St. Clair's.
Owen McGlveney
featured this week, and lived up to exIs
pectations with his quick change character
sketch. "Bill Sykes."
Nell McKlnley did not
need the boy plant as he got laughs throughout and went big. The Ceveno Troupe, throe
men and three women in a double wire walking
act, showed cleverness and many novel feats,
well received.
Rockwell and Wood were a
laughing hit. The "nut" comedian is exceptionally good.
Wilson and Wilson, colored,
entertained successfully.
The Olympic Trio
are splendid physical specimens of manhood
and have a nice routine, opening with posing.
A new pair of trunks and tights might Improve
the heavyweight's appearance.
(!ora Grove, a
Hinging comedienne, depends upon a boy with
a good voice, who sings from a box In her last
number, to put her over. The boy's voice, appearance and manner did well. The Bennett
Sisters with their athletic offering were well
Van Dyck and Brother also appeared.
liked.

—

Frederick Belasco, Identified with the man-

agement of the Alcazar theatre for years, suf-

7,

him by Bessie Sconce, 10 years old, of stockThe girl disappeared from her home and
ton.
was Inter found in a hotel. She claims that
Devereaux had made a prisoner of her.
A
man nnmed Franck is said to be also Implicated but no warrant has been Issued for him.

Through her attorney, John L. McNab, Viola
Katherine Gould, divorced wife of Howard
Gould, filed suit in the Superior Court at San
.(oho ngninst her stepfather, J. W. Dayan, for
n portion of the money and property left him
by her mother, the late Martha Dayan.
In the complaint she alleges her stepfather
used undue Influence to get Martha Dayan to
deed him $30,000 worth of Palo Alto realty.
Immediately after concluding his last performance of Shaw's satire, "Caesar and Cleont the Cort last week, Forbes-Robertson burned the scenery used in the production
under the supervision of the custom house officials and got a document to the effect he had
destroyed It.
Having decided not to use the
Shaw play during the rest of his farewejl tour,
and being unable to "give away or sell the
settings," according to the rules of the onetoms department without forfeiting his bond

p.-tro,"

—

;

VARIETY
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A RIOT IN BURLESQUE

JACOBS & JERMON'S
TeMBtfi BuOdkig

T

BraMKraQf MMi 4Ttfi

NUY WATMRt "BIG GIRLIE

SHOW"

Ytrii

FREDERIC M. McCLOY.

Will

Special

Added
P«

Vaudeville.

MOLLIE WILLIAMS

t

Harry K.Morton

BERT BAKER

"Tne Funniest

Management

JACOBS & JERMON

AN ENTIRELY NEW PRODUCTION AND BOOK
NEXT SEASON.

UDI

Zella Russell
"GAYETY GIRLS"

BEAUTIES" CO.
Pant— of QwJa.**-MoClor

la Vartotr

NELSONS

Rich McAllister
it to save the needless expense of
transporting on the rest of the tour.
Recently a rumor was published that one
Eddie Congdon, supposed to be a partner of
Jack Magee, whose musical comedy company
failed to pay full salaries while playing an
engagement In Honolulu last fall, side-stepped
his obligations In effecting a settlement with
the stranded players leaving Magee to straighten out the matter as best he could. In a letter Mr. Congdon avers he can prove that he
did the right thing and that the rumor was
put in circulation by his enemies. In seeking
to arrive at the truth of the matter the players
seem divided in their opinions some blame
one and some blame the other.

be destroyed

;

Comedian

Principal

ATLANTA.
agent, U.

;

drawing heavily.

"ColonClaire Rochester,

ial Days," highly pleasing
big reception Will Rogers, scores Comfort A
King, nicely
Beaumont A Arnold, entertaining Hymack, laughs DeLasslo, good.
ATLANTA (Homer George, mgr.).— "Today,"
return,
fair business
Raymond Hitchcock,
heavy advance.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

GRAND

(Arthur

Hyman,

mgr.).— Feature

ATLANTIC CITY.
BY LOUIS WILLIAMS.
APOLLO.— 12, Ethel Darrymore In

BALTIMORE.
By J.
MARYLAND (F.

DOOLBY.

E.

Schanberger, mgr.

C.

;

Dark Monday

bill

night.

Pope

film

and adding three more acts. Pop prices.
Watson's "Orientals." Vau-

NIXON.— 10-13,

deville latter half.

The

a church organization of the
rlty, are attempting to close the Sunday theatricals of this city.
Promoters of other
amusements promise that they will dig out
the musty blue laws if such a contingency
arises and stop everything.
It Is not likely
that the FraterB will continue with their
crunade.
This Is the fourth time In a year
that Sunday amuBements have been up for
censure.

The

Fraters.

Dollar Pier has added basket-

Million

ball.

A

Boardwalk

runway
for

rolling

is

being

chairs.

built
It

Is

on

the

six

feet

wide, the planks of two Inch width being laid
parallel with the Walk.
The balance of the
planks are laid crosswise.

(Stage 1

"BEHMAN SHOW**

LEO HOYT
Co.

EDNA RAYMOND
Prima Donna, Trine Wmnero** Co.

;

"ROSELAND GIRLS"
it

;

Jum

E. ("Blutck-)

;

NELLIE FLOREDE
"GOLDEN CROOK**

;

Louie, clever.

HIPPODROME

(Charles

Loew).— Adgle and Lions,
Raymond Sisters, make good

Lewis, mgr.;
hold
attention;
Bush Brothers,

E.
;

Jeanette Adair, pretty Gwynn and
pleasing; Philips and White, good.
VICTORIA (Pearce A Scheck, mgrs. ; agents,
N-N.).— "When Women Rule," real funny;
Miss Nardinl, well-chosen selections Thomas
Potter Dunn, entertaining
Cowan's Dogs,

favorable

;

AUGUSTA
LANG
PRIMA DONNA

;

;

human

George

intelligence;

Nagel

and

Co..

laughs.

NEW

(George Schneider, mgr.; agents, Ind.)
—"Girls of Japan," big hit "The Titanic Disaster,'
only here first three days of second
week
Lunnette Sisters, daring and unusual
feats
Rathskeller
Trio,
harmony
Orvllle
Reeder, did well
Evans and Arken, plenty of
fun Apollo and Polo, win out.
FORDS 0. H. (Charles E. Ford, mgr.).—
"Inside the Lines," has its premiere here but

THE GINGER

GIRLS.

first

cal

comedy

he will sing in the chorus, but he is
expected rapidly to forge ahead into an individual part and begin his career as a musi-

;

;

;

mgr.)— "The

Cafe."

Little

(Tunis

F.

Large

Dean,
houses

Another theatre will be soon added to the
of this city's amusement houses when the

list

Garden theatre, on Lexington street near Park
avenue, is opened Jan. 26. The playhouse will
seat over 6,000 in the various departments. In
addition to the theatre proper, where vaudeville
and pictures will be given, there will be a roof
garden with which a dancing pavilion will be
connected, and a Japanese tea room.

(Edward
"Nobody's Widow," by the
attendances.

COLONIAL

(O.

Melville In "Sis
best this season.

Lawrence, mgr.).— Rose
Hopkins."
Business about
F.

OAYETY (J. C. Sutherland, mgr.).— "Bohemian Burdesquers." Business good.
PALACE (W. L. Ballauf, mgr.).— "Trocadero Burlesquers."

Average-sized crowdH

)

Leonard B. McLaughlin, who for a number
of years, has been treasurer at the Maryland
was host last Wednesday night to a number
of his friends In and out of the theatrical
business at his home, 217 West Centre street.

Edmund Elton, who
man of the Poll

recently resigned as
Players in Baltimore,
left last Saturday with Mrs. Elton for New
York.

Charles Murray, youngest son of the Reverend and Mrs. G. Moseley Murray of this

"Girls
extensively

and

from tho

advertised

Folli-*"

bringing

big

crowds

fair profit.

(Joseph Roth, mgr.). Paramount
Service going well in this large remodeled
house In an over-theatred neighborhood.
LOEWS ST. JAMES (Frank Meagher,
mgr.). Pop vaudeville.
Packed.

—

LOEW'8 ORPHEUM
Vaudeville.

(V. J. Morris,

mgr.).—

Capacity.

LOEWS OLOBE

(William Lovey, mgr.).—
Hard fight being waged to swing this house
to the normal Loew standard In Boston.
BOSTON ( Frank Ferguson, mgr. agent, U.
B. O.).— "Ben Hur" at $1 top, indefinite run.
;

BOSTON.

AUDITORIUM

fair

WAGNER

L.

PARK

star.

throughout week.
Renton, mgr.).—
Poll Players is given with spirit. Beth Franklyn and A. H. Van
Buren, In leading roles, are effective.
Usual

CO.

"In Dutch"

city, has signed a contract with "Sari" which
left this city Saturday night for Pittsburgh.

At

;

;

GEO.

BEAUTIFUL,

with

;

leading
special

LON
HASCALL
SIMON LEGREE

Featured with

;

ACADEMY OF MUSIC

Apollo will have vaudetaking over the Nixon's

filzgerald

Lillian

U.

O.).— Bessie Clayton with Lester Sheehan
and Sextette, score heavily Donahue and Stewart, please immensely
Nugent and York, quite
funny; Blckel and Watson, old stuff; Sallle
Fields, well received
Werner-Amoroa Co., novelty
Ford and "Truly," well-trained canine
La GraclOBa, gorgeous spectacle Vandinoff and
B.

does not draw so well.

Dalro
Nk-codeml and Michael Morton's adaptation of
"L'Ombre" "The Shadow," produced by Chas.

Frohman.

with -HONEYMOON GIRLS*'
Author and Producer of Same
Management, Theatrical Operation Co.
Psrmansnt Address, 73S Winthrop Ave*

Gorman Comedian, "Priao Wlnnora**

;

Films.

latter half of week.
vlllo Sunday nights,

Ml

"PROF. DOPE*

in

'THE MISCHIEF MAKERS**

Gossette,

bill

GIRLS'

THE ORIGINAL GERMAN

LEW KELLY

FEET OF MISCHIEF

4

O.)— Splendid

GAYETY

Featured

"MILLION DOLLAft DOLLS"

Bj R. H. McCAW.
FORSYTH (Hugh Cardoza, mgr.

THE ELECTRIC SPARK

of All Irian

Foal

"AMD*

B.

Mae Holden
THE

13

N

"GOLDEN CROOK"

With

Babe La Tour

GOOD NEWS FROM THE FRONT

IVI

VARIETY.

for Burlesque, Musical
Address, 1M Weet «th Street,

"The Only Female Star in Burlesque"
Fred McCloy

IN

in

ORIGINAL "GIRL IN BLUE!"

WATMrt "ORIENTALS?•

WANT «ooim*ok,n«

^XXJRSSg*™

BARCLAY

B.

"Barclay's peculiar mannerisms are obviously unstudied, and hie apparently natural
ejmematee are singularly refreshing in theoe days of monotonous samonooe.**

WATSON MILLIE DE LEON
THE

BILLY

lS?8Sr

New

Strftstf

N

III

i

CwlumMa

BURLESQUE

IN

By
KEITH'S (Robert
U.

J.

Outcome doubtful.

BOSTON

GOOLTZ.

—AlthoughO.Emma

Lai-sen,

mgr.; agent.

Carus, assisted
by Carl Randall, shared advertising headline
honors with Hughle Jennings, who is assisted by Ben Smith, this week's bill brought
a surprise in the form of The Imperial AllStar Opera Company headed by Mme. Doree,
which used scenes from the favorite operas
and went over with a big bang, although having nothing beyond excellent singing.
Correlll
and Olllette as the Jesting tumblers
were given a prominent place In the bill and
went big, and the Aerial Buds, closing, held
half a capacity house Monday night solely by
Rpeed and perspiration.
Connolly and wenrich went well, and Alan Brooks In his revamped act based on the spiral staircase did
better than before.
Dancing LaVars opened
and were followed by Frank Mullane, neither
going especially well.
BIJOU (Harry (Justin, mgr. agent, U. B.
Acts at small prices doing well for
O.).
O.

O.).

—

;

this house.

ROWDOIN

B.

O.).

—

(Al Somerbee, mgr.; agent, U.
Cleverly featured small time acts

(Henry

Jewett, mgr.).—
"Romeo and Juliet" In stock with English
players at 60 cent top being tried out for
second week of venture.
CASTLE SQUARE (John Craig, mgr.).—
Stock.
"Common Clay," the annual Harvard
prize play going surprising well.
(Reviewed
O.

H.

elsewhere In this Issue.)
PLYMOUTH (Fred Wright, mgr.).— Cyril
Maude in "Grumpy" on tenth week. Business holding up well but production goes on
road Jan. 2f>.
Mrs. Pat Campbell tentative
underline.

CORT

(John "Eddy" Cort, mgr.).— "Peg"
week closing so strong 20th week has
"What's Going On?"
due to open Jan. 2ft after a week on road for
May try to bold "Peg" yet another
try-out.
in 10th

hoen added to booking.

week.

It Is

COLONIAL
Girl

doing around $8,000.
(Charles J. Rich, mgr.).— "The

from Utah,"

with Hazel

Dawn

last week to fair business,
In "The Debuntante" under-

lined.

HOLLIS (Charles J. Rich, mgr.).— "Diplomacy." with 3-star, on second week to
good business.
WILBUR (E. D. Smith, mgr.).— "A Pair

—
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Yau Want Anything QulshB. LINDSAY, E. P. A^ Bryaat

If

'Pho ne

Yet

W.

4812

LETER HEADS
En
Baok

Tickets,

Contract*.

STAGE MONEY,

rraa
af

ISc.

Cute,

14

CROSSETESuffl^. CHICAGO

Ticket

OO ^Af IM 3
AFTERNOON AND EVENING

A

leYfJ

si

Msssu

Ifaptftei

Oast. Eltlnge Theatre

ESTABLISHED

N

UNEXCELLED AND COMMODIOUS
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR ALL
THE

Risslsr

229 West 42d

SLIGHTLY WORN AND NEW.
SPECIAL RATE TO PROFESSION

Reasonable Terms

I

m

J.
Office,

—more

than ever make necessary the removing of objectionable hair by women who take
pride in their appearance. _^

YEARS

Phone

X-BAZIN
DEPILATORY POWDER

far Particulars

—

for Rehearsals Safe, Sanitary, Comfortable Quarters
SSS-Sli East 23rd St., New York City; Phone Gramercy 17

DR. JULIAN
SIEGEL
STREET, NEW YORK
WEST

204

CITY

42nd

bat seen uaed by Isdies of refinement for
ever 75 rears. It will not harm tbe tensers*!
Skia sad is positively guaranteed by as.
Sold by

Official Dentist to

York

The Modern Danoes

St.,

Tel. 247S Bryant

39

A. G. P. A.

A 4Sad St, Nov

B'way

Has.

MA

STREET VETERINARY HOSPITAL

Ample Space

SIMMONS.

A.

J.

*II

Druggists snd Depart-

—

ment Stores erery where for 50c
or yo« msy obtain fsnsross asmpis by aending 10c ia stamps.

theWHITERATS

SPECIAL RATES TO THE PROFESSIOH

HALL A RUCKEL

of Sixes,"
run.

Av»,

Sll tth

Z2S

Weat
SS Sd

Mar

Ave, Mar

Tlmoa

Sej.

ltth St.

for Ulaatrated Catalefue V.
Mail Order* Carefully Filled.

Send

-If

Wa

Ifa a Hat

If*

far stag* purposes turnad aut at afcart aetJce.
Braaak
Mala Office aad Facts*?
SM W. Mtk St.
SS4 Stk Ave, ar. 42d St.
Pheme 44SS Bryaat

LEON BEREZNIAK
TO THE PROFESSION

CHICAGO.

MUSIC

1H3K

ILL.

[ncEd"

ORCHESTRA
voice. Old orA alee, quiet

PIANO

Songs taken down from

rewritten.
office where you can talk to a
will give you just what you want.

chestrations

W.
Suite

H.
4*1,

who

business.
seven.

Booked

for

six

msy

and

stay

—

CASINO

(Charles Waldron, mgr.). "HoneyExcellent
GAIETY (George Batcheller, mgr.). "Benam Show." Excellent
GRAND OPERA (George E. Lothrop. mgr.).
Good.
"•City Belles."
HOWARD (George E. Lothrop, mgr.).
"Girls from Joyland," with house bill beaded
Maranville,
Braves' shortstop In
by "Rabbit"
return booking.
NATIONAL (Nat Burgess, mgr. agent, U.
B. O.). Pop vaudeville with a 15 cent top In
Burgess gave up advertising for
3,800 house.
a single week and It was thought the house
had closed by many.
Girls."

—

;

—

WANTED AT ONCE
First Class Fast

GROUND TUMBLER

NELSON

Aator Theatre Bldg.

1S31

(John B. Schoeffel, mgr.).—
Keys," third week to satisfactory

"Seven

moon

af

THEATRICAL HATS

Street

a

TREMONT

Manufacturer

W. Monroe

for

In

ness.

Can Make

M. Fluegelman

1SS

apparently

MAJESTIC (B. D. Smith, mgr.).— "Suit"
opening Monday night for Indefinite engagement.
Favorably received.
8HUDBRT (B. D. Smith, mgr.).— Last week
of "The Midnight Girl" to poor business.
Trentini in "The reasant Girl" underlined,
but may disappoint through Trentinl's Ill-

Slat St.

42d St., aear

week,

third

Long engagement

Broadway

MILFORD

for right man. Send full
particulars and photo to
TROUPE, Z1S W. SSrd St.. New York

nfftM

With Gov. Walsh and Mayor Curley of Boston as invited guests, the new Empire theatre
at Winston opened Monday night under the
ownership of ex-Representative Dennis A.
O'Neil, a well known political leader and a
member of about every fraternal organisation
O'Neil has installed as manin the state.
ager Charley Winston, formerly press agent
for the big Keith's National, and will use
United Booking Office and the American Fature Film service, playing split weeks with
acts.
The. theatre Is classed as one of the
Winston Is
prettiest of Its site in the state.
rated as the youngest manager In the country and Is the man who pulled off the stunt

TO WHITEN
THE TEETH
The only substance known that

will

really whiten the teeth without injury
to them or to the gums is peroxide of

hydrogen. That's what you get when
CALOX, the Oxygen Tooth Powder. Is
mixed with water and that's why Calox
so immeasurably
other dentifrices.

is

superior

to

Lee

Lash

86c.

Glove Cleaner
Spots and Stains
Makes Old Gloves New. Send 21 Cents stamps
for large tuba. Suite 2*7, 1431 B'way. New Yark
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MAKE-OP
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DR.

GUS WHITE
Professional Pictures fer
Prosasslaael People

BOSTON, MASS.

GUERRINI CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade Accordions
SAN FRANCISCO

WRITE
SONGS
FOR
Miss EVA TANGUAY
LET ME WRITE YOURS
I

Songs, Monologues. Sketches
PAUL ARLINGTON, INC.
US W. 48th St., N. Y. City

Phone Bryant
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$1S Special for professionals only.
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to call and see our millinery. You will he
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FRANKF0RD BROS.
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New York
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SL.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Theatrical

Reproduction

Photo Co.

WANTED—Women—Cellist
Act—Now
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INVITE YOU
TO THE PROFESSION—WEdelighted
with the exclusive

Maria Lloyd
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LONGACRE BUILDING

Sample and booklet
free on request.

Tooth Brush,

tmes, eo powder or

•alls?

Studios

All Druggists. 25c.

CS

Reaaevad Fersaaaaatly
No electric aeedlea, no
•option, ae bermmg
8.

Quality Guaranteed

Our

I

Superfluous Hafr

Special

Broadway

N. Y. City
II

York.

An attempt to break down the Sunday afternoon entertainment barriers which Msyor Curley has maintained failed this week, although
It was the Toy theatre which made the reThis house Is msnsged by A. Washquest.
ington Pezet. the son of tbe Peruvian ambassador, who is a personal friend of the mayor's, and through the fact that tbe Toy theatre Is backed by Boston's 400, tbe other
houses waited anxiously to see If tbe new Toy
could get away with It, thus Innocently establishing a precedent for the dosens of
bouses who want to show Sunday afternoons.
Religious opposition has been the cause of tbe
enforcement of tbe rule which was established In 1908. Sunday nights many of the houses
are doing business but are hampered by the
change of costume, scenery and anti-dancing

308 to 316 East 48th Street

all

McKESSOM A ROBBINS
Ask for the Ode*

know

In North Adams of going on
at the Empire which he was managing to replace a black face singing act held up by a
It was his first time on the
train schedule.
stage and he secured three encores.

THE

OXYCENI

I

Important; write aad let
where you are. Benel, c/e Variety, New

two weeks ago

One act at Keith's
state prohibitory rules.
recently, a dancing violinist refused to go on
Sunday night because he said that bis violin
playing alone would not make a decent act,
and if he couldn't dance he wouldn't go on.

St..

AL MAYER.

279 Columbus Avenue

SCENERY
DROP CURTAINS
Tooth Powder

U Wsakiaglsa

rehearsing.

and Drummer

a.

for Musical

Address Vaudeville, Variety, Chicago.

Enlargements. All Kinds el

Pee
otography.

Mail ardors promptly att aaded
at.
Sittings at any tt » or by appoint
Call aad sea us, or write for price list.
New Yet*
V. ROSS, Prop.
2SS W. 42d
.

SU

Oppesite American Theatre

;

VARIETY

38

CLEARANCE SALE

tlofeS^u,

$35, $30

and $25

SUITS AND OVERCOATS
All Acts

Announces

$Z.st to

SZ.N Shirts
IS.M Shirts

$3.tt to SS.tt

As per Term*

UM

No

JS

Managers New York Hippodrome

!

will be awarded at end of week, popular
opinion in this way deciding how the purse
shall be divided.
Ten acts besides are showing.
James Kerney ft Co., in a laugh-provoking sketch, features
Charles Ruffy, gets
over big
Petite Ada Weber, classy
Bunn,
Hunter ft Lunn. good
Bernard ft Fields,
clever
Burke & Burke, laugha
Bush &
Engle. sensation.
Biggest bill offered this
season.
Capacity business, three times dally.
STRAND (Harold Edel, mgr.).— Pictures,
playing to usual good business.
FAMILY (A. R. Sherry, mgr.; Ind.).—
Opened with Ave acts and pictures, showing
four times daily, at 10-20.
House Beats 800.
Oood location and should do business with
good acts, as competition is keen. Smiley ft
Hutton, open bill, applause; Taylor-WattsTrio, fair; American Minstrel Maids, amateurish
Restlvo, musically good
^1 Carlisle's Animals, entertain.
OLYMPIC (Charles Denzinger. mgr. agent,
Gus Sun). Rivalry in the small time field
prompted management of this theatre to
gather under title of New York Cabaret Review 11 individual acts covering every brand
of
entertainment
from
ventriloquism
to
modern dancing.
In addition, the Eulalee
singers,
Quartet,
female
feature.
Among
those appearing In the review are Arthur
Longbrake, The De Ovlatts, Fred Reeb, Edith
Earl, 71ayton Crouch. Relff & Murray. Dolly
Vardlnla, Howard Martelle and the Umholt*
Bros.
Big Improvement over usual five-act
show.
Business good.
PLAZA (Jacob Rosing, mgr.).— "In Dreamlnnd." clever musclal comedy featured
Leo
McGarry & Rever?,
& Chapman, scream
pleased
May Fair Trio, scored.

connection with any othor storos in
Nsw York other than

;

;

;

Broadway,

running through to 714-71S 7th Ato.
Sit Melrose Ato~ Bronx

;

;

oldt^U
OPPOSITE STRAND
Phone Melrose

tfll

BUFFALO.
By CLVDK F. HEX.
(John R. Olsher, mgr.— "Omar," with
Guy Bates Poet, opened to capacity. Should
do big business. First time here. Next, "The
Things that Count."
STAR (P. C. Cornell, mgr.).— New York
Evening Sun's pictures of "The War In
Europe" opened 10 to packed house. Statements In widely distributed announcements

TECK

pertaining to the pictures far deceive what la
A bigger picture fake never
to be Been.
18, "The Shadow."
reached Buffalo.

OAYETY

M.

(J.

Ward,

mgr.).— "Bowery

Burlesquers," doing big.
MAJESTIC (John Laughlln. mgr.).— "Freckfirst time
at pop prices, opened big.
les,"
The Christian."
Next,
SHEAS (Henry J. Carr, mgr.; U. B. O.).
—Walter C. Kelly, always a favorite, headlines; Homer Miles a Helen Ray In "An InAubrey a Rlche,
nocent Bystander," score
exclusive novelty Laddie Cliff, brings laughs
Lorraine ft
"The Volunteers," get over
Burks, fair; Nat Nazarro ft Co., good; MoshWell
er, Hayes A Mosher, comedy cyclyiBts.
Business fair.
balanced bill.
LYRIC (Joe Payton, mgr.). Lyric stock
opens third week with "Human Hearts." Do18, "The Girl from Rectors."
ing fair.
;

;

—

RECENT

(O. S. Schleslnger, mgr.).— ShowDowntown theatres
ing pictures exclusively.
draw heavily from locality. Rumor of change
In

HIPPODROME (Henry MarcuB, mgr.).—
ACADEMY (Jules Michaels, mgr.; Loew).
song

contest
opened the Academy bill this week wkh a big
hit.
Fifteen entertainers from practically ev«ry local cabaret shop participate In the act.
which runB fully an hour. The biggest singing sensation Buffalo hns seen In vaudeville.
Patrons are given a ballot upon entering and
asked to vote for their favorite singer. Prizes

The

much-heralded

singers

HARRY

V. MARTIN.
(John Havlln and Theodore Aylward, nigra.). "Under Cover."
LYRIC (Hubert Heuck, mgr.).— "Peg."
KEITH'S (John F. Royal, mgr.; agent, U.
B.
O.).— Brothers Maxlne, Moran ft Wiser,
Ruthe Royc, Bill Pruitt, Fields ft Lewis,
Blanche Ring (featured) ft Co., Jane Connelly ft Co., Sylvia Loyal and pigeons.
EMPRESS (George A. Bovyer, mgr.; Loew).
McClure ft Dolly. Fred ft Bessie Lucler,
Hose & Moon, Clarice Vance (featured), Sandy
Shaw, Morton-Jewell Troupe.
WALNUT (Oeorge F. Fish, mgr.; S-H.).—
"The Rosary" 10, "Mutt and Jeff in Mexico."
GERMAN (Otto Ernst Schmld, mgr.; stock).
-"Sommerspuk," Sunday night only.
First
performance under new management.
OLYMPIC (Willis Jackson, mgr.).— "Gay

GRAND

;

—

—

;

New

Yorkers."

STANDARD

Sandy Shaw, who could not appear at Keith
the Empress last week, owing to illness, Is on
the bill this week.

DETROIT.
By JACOB SMITH.

TEMPLE

mgr.; U. B. O.).
Hughes, good Wllla Holt WakeCharley Case, well liked
Roxy La Roc a, very
Mrs. Gene Hughes, good
good Alpine Troupe, good Shannon ft Annls,

—Adelaide

(C. G. Williams,

ft

;

big reception

field,

;

;

;

;

;

pleased

Hawthorne

;

ft

Inglts,

good.

MILES (Dr. Paul C. DullU, mgr.; agent,
Loew). Senator Francis Murphy, good; "The
Murphy ft
Japanese Princess," good tabloid
Foley, pleasing
Eva Prout, good Mario ft
Travette, well liked
Schrelner A Smith, good

—

;

;

;

sketch.

THE RENDEZVOUS OP THE
THEATRICAL PROFESSION

La

Parisienne

ROTISSERIE
ta Ave* tot «tk A

HIPPODROME

(Harry Daniels, mgr.).—
drawing big houses PlpiO'Brien, Havel ft Co.. much
applause
Mario Dorr, Interesting
Fritz &
Lucy Bruch. applause; Milton Pollock & Co.,
good
Chung Wha Comedy Four, very good
Loretta Twins, entertaining.
MILES (G. J. Gallagher, mgr.)— Frey Twins
& FrVy •good Karl, applause Marie Russell,
much applause; Miller. Moore & Gardner, applause Montrose ft Sydell, entertaining Chas.
Dalend. good.
PRISCIIjLA (Proctor Seas) Handy-Pandy
Kids, good headline act; Four Aerial Stars,
fair; Kellermann pictures, fair; White Models,
fair; "Fire from Yale." fair; Llvlngstono &
Van. funny
Drew Avery, fair.
PROSPECT (George Lyons, mgr.). "Within
the Law," drawing well.
Eddie Foy,
fax

&

heaii.lne,

Panlo, good

;

;

;

;

Hot

Squab,

;

—

no further protests from city officials, should
mean real money. Pictures and special music

;

vaudeville.

Pork,

Boat
VeaL

SERVED AND TAKEN OUT ALL DAY.

d^K™

palm garden
Opoa
2 A M.
Fine Music

Pabst Boor ob Draught
till

;

;

the line of patrons

La.a,

;

;

when straightened out covering two blocks.
Sunday concerts In Buffalo, providing there I*

41st Sta.

Turk*?,
Duck,

Capacity.

"Follies."

Sunday concerts Inaugurated 1<> at the Lyric
were a big success. Two of the main doors
were torn off by the throng which crowded
Police were
Into the corridors at the op» nlng.

No

;

E. ELLIOTT.
'A
McLaughlin, mgr.)
Pair of Sixes," return, good houses.
OPERA HOUSE (George Gardiner, mgr.).—

;

that will be allowed.

;

;

,

;

By CJLYDE
COLONIAL (Robert

EiiKene Brleux, French dramatist, author of
'Damaged Goods," "Maternity" and "The
Three Daughters of M. Dup int." was the
week's guest of Mr. and Mrs. Walter H.
Si hoellkopf.
of Delaware avenue.

all

(Harry Zucker, mgr.)— "A
Mystery," fair performance
(Bert McPhall, mgr.).— "Tango
Queens," good business.
STAR (C. J. Kittz, mgr.).— "The Star and
Garter Show," large houses
GORDON SQUARE (Harry Durocher, mrg. ).
—"Passing Review," real good Dancing LuDon Romlne, good Bessie Rolland.
blua, fair
good Cahill ft Terrill, fair Elsie Marie, fair
Jones ft Howard, good.

Woman of
EMPIRE

CLEVELAND.

S.
Savage, proprietor of the Como
has leased and In the future will
the Abbott, a picture house at Triangle street and Abbott road.

Is

GRAND
CLEVELAND

berts.

James

—

RAZZETTI * CELLA, Props.
-King* of ths Roust Moots—
Originators la this stylo cooklaj

NO BRANCHES.
TELEPHONE. 4723-Brysnt.

ALEX CARANGOET
IN

"THE DREAM OF SOUSANE"
THE WONDERFUL DANCING ACT
(Full Week) THIS WEEK

HELD OVER

NOW APPEARING WITH TREMENDOUS SUCCESS
LEXINGTON OPERA HOUSE, New York

(January 11)

—

good attendance.

Manager Hubert Heuck, of the Lyric, from
New York denied that the Lyric was to be
closed under the new antl-frlctlon booking arrangement of Klaw ft Erlanger and the Shu-

manage

order,

mgr.).— "Sep-

Hart,

of having her break
a bottle of wine or water over the sign, but
as this city is in the throes of a liquor fight,
he told her to use "electric Juice." The sign
cost about $5,000 and is 60 feet high.

theatre,

establish

(Harry

Manager Royal thought

Hugh Morton is directing the orchestra at
the Family, the new C. FT. Keith vaudeville
hou-e.
Inquiry Into who "C B. Keith" might
be, It was learned that the individual In question was at the time of Incorporation a resident of Rochester. For some small consideration. It Is said, and a share In the concern's
profits, Keith allowed hi* name to be used
first when the old Keith's Colonial was constructed, now a Main street picture house,
long since sold, but still known as "Keith's
theatre." The Family, Rochester, it Is understood. Is owned and operated by the same
people, and Independent acts are expected to
The name "Keith"
appear at both houses.
has proven a drawing card for them, but the
standard of productions cannot favorably compare.

to

(Fred Johnson, mgr.)

buckley-Halllday players in "Big Jim Qarrity," creditable performance.
(C. J. Klttz, mgr.).— "St. Elmo,"

;

Keith's new 3,000 light electric sign was
christened by Blanche Ring, Monday night.

;

;

:

called

METROPOLITAN

Sta.)

tember Morning Glories."

policy.

Films drawing.

anniversary week at the Gayety,
The
only burlesque house.

CINCINNATI

;

;

is

Buffalo's

By

;

—

HABEPDAXHCR
77JS

(Between 47th and 48th

Columbia opened to the public Just a year
ago. and has enjoyed the greatest success of
uny burlesque house in Buffalo. The Garden,
Its only competitor, was forced to close.
The
old Lafayette house has been remodeled and
now known as the Olympic, playing Sun
is
ucts and pictures.

;

;

Phone Bryant

This

now

Broadway,

1582-84

Opposite Strand Thoatre

1.4$

I

1578-15St

18th, 1915

of Contract

SHUBERT-ANDERSON COMPANY

1JS

Nsckwaar, Undsrwaar, Hosiery and
Yosts Rsducod

N

Notified to Report for

REHEARSALS ON JANUARY

Rsducsd

Bath Robos
Pajamas
S2.M and SLSt Solsette Pajamas

23rd, 1915, in

NEW YORK HIPPODROME
Are Hereby

Shirts.. 2.CS

ll.SS

All

THE

1.3S

All Silk Shirts

%XM and

Commencing Saturday, January

ttJS

SUk and Flannel

S

IVIID-\A/li\ITEF3

SEMI-ANNUAL
SALE
%VM and

Engaged for the

VARIETY
FAMILY (Frank

Local managers are banking their hopes on
the two California fairs to make good their
losses of this and last season.

U. B.
J. O'Donnell, mgr.
A Barrett, fair; Genevieve Vicgood
Long, Chapron A GFren, good
De Rosa's Cats, pleased ; Llbby A Trayer, very
good: Stone A King, fair; Park A Hall, fair;
Bolllger A Reynolds, bit.
COLUMBIA (M. W. Scboenberr. mgr.;
DeHalde A Edwards, Merrick A
agent. Sun).
;

— Moore

O.).

toria,

39

;

—

Bertram May A Co., Hucklns Inn,
Dixon, Rice Bros., Blucb Avery.
Four Haley Qlrl« Earl Wright, Mods. Lory
A Co., Margaret Haggerty, Jack Fine.
NATIONAL (C. R. Hagedorn, mgr.).— MusiTwo companies.
Four sbows
cal tabloid.
Maydue,

Mason A

Policy to continue until

dally for each.

weather.

CIGARETTE

Frank Matthews, advance manager for
"Seven Keys to Baldpate," put over a nice bit
of work, landing the serial story of Cohan A
Harris' play In Los Angeles papers. James O.

been a

THE TURKISH BLEND

One man

warm

them

likes

for

Hoffman, mgr.). Happy
Jack Hale, Masaey A Bolton. Schuby, Paulyn
Roff A Co.. Ada Blllabury, Ethel Vane, Tlebors
Seals, Logan A Ferris. Newport, Bert A Co.,
Rlssett A Wilson, LaGrange A Gordon, Four

Another

Slickers.

Another

DETROIT (Harry Parent, mgr.).— Marie
Cahlll-Rlchard Carle In "90 In the Shade."
Lacked speed opening night. Several promisComedy Just fair. Two acts.
ing song hits.
Cast Include*) Otis Harlan, Victor Morley, Ed
Pedro de Cordova, and small
Martlndel.
chorus.
Next. Zlegfeld's "Follies."
GARRICK (Richard H. Lawrence, mgr.).—
"The Story of the Rosary." Business fair.
Next. "A Pair of Sixes."
LYCEUM (A. R. Warner, mgr.).— "Trail of
Lonesome Pine." Next. "Within the Law."
OAYETY (George Chenet, mgr.). "Dreamland Burlcsquers."
CADILLAC (Sam Levey, mgr.).— "Auto

for their good, sat-

for that

DIFFER-

ENT TASTE, due
Turkish

Blend of

Percy Branson, now playing with Kolb and
return to big time vaudeville In six

to the

Dill, will

weeks.

fine

to-

Winnie Baldwin (Mrs. Percy Bronson)

baccos.

Altogether

TIMAS

and

millions

MORE

1

111

representative

W.

for

H.

perthe

la

Clune,

movie magnate. Larry has not been In the
running since he promoted Los Angeles great-

by

are called for

Is

here.

Larry Bradley, of Luna Park fame,
sonal

FA-

smokers than any other

amusement park, now

est

defunct.

5c
Kathryn Lyndbrook, the dramatic soprano.
has been engaged by National Orand Opera Co.

cigarette.

Girls."

home

at her

—

millions

—

Harry James, the musical director, will
again tackle vaudeville about the middle of
February.

BODY.

isfying

flivver.

Peede, of "Omar the Tentmaker," Is the only
other agent to successfully "slip over" this
stunt In Los Angeles In several years.

MILDNESS.

—

PALACE (Graham

FATI NA

Inaugurating
Frank
Bgan contemplates
vaudeville at his Little theatre. This Is Frank's
last recourse, he says, as everything else has

The Columbia, to meet the competition of
now playing 12 acts, six to each
of four as previously
The

<^<]*tt*^y*AAUo&iccoGr.

Lois Meredith

the Palace. Is
show. Instead

Is

appearing In "Help Wanted"

at the Burbank.

Is no greater under the new plan, as
most of the acts are singles and doubles.

expense

Almost a ton of play manuscripts arrive
dally at Morosco headquarters sinoe the local
manager announced his price contest for the
best plays.

Detroit Automobile Show opens Saturday
night. Jan. 16.
A feature will be dancing and
cabaret entertainment every evening In an
adjoining hall.

KANSAS

Loewen Bros,
Century early

Cm.

Wf

MAJESTIC (James

trude Hoffman A Co.. good
The Sharrocks,
very big
Theodore Bendlx A Players, wonmusic
Swor A Mack, laughs Bertie
Ford. fine.
EMPRESS (Cy Jacobs. mgr.). "School
Days." never gets old
Earl A Curtis, big
Patrlcola A Myers, did well
Plozln Bros.,
strong
Georse Wilson, roars
Gray A Graham, good Blanch Leslie, fine.
HIPPODROME (A. E. Meyers, mgr.).— Lucille Mulhall A Co., real wild west; Mendelssohn Ladles Quartet, great
Bobby Boyle
* Co., verv good
The Gregorys, did well
Dynes A Van Epps. hit
Chatham A Dancoutt. laugh*
Beeman A Andereon, excellent.
GLOBE (W. V. Newklrk. mgr.). Jungman
Family, thrillers
Times Square Four, tasrmonv Casad, Irving A Casad. comedy Baby
Athlone. good
Gilbert Olrard, Imitations
Th« Dnrllngs. closed.
SHTTBERT (Earl Steward mgr.).— "A Pair
;

Orph.).

;

;

—

immense; Hermlne Shone, excellent
Chick Sale, fine
Ethel Green, good
Mr. A
Mrs. Gordon Wilde, entertaining
Harry A Eva Puck, pleased Three Jahns, ap;

preciated.

5c

;

for

:

1

CRYSTAL

'Distinctively Individual"

:

Morton,

;

HOLD YOUR HORSES

;

—

Second week and drawing well.
Judah, mgr.).— "Bringing Up

GRAND

(A.

AUDITORIUM (Miss Meta Miller, mgr.).—
"Old Heidelberg."
OAYETY (Matt Smith, mgr.).— "The Beauty

Stock.

;

DAVIDSON (Sherman

SHUBERT

Niggemeyer, mgr.).—
Shubert
"The Fortune Hunter."
PAB8T (Ludwlg Kreiss, mgr.).— Pabst German Stock In "Emilia Galottl." with "Klein(C.
Stock In

IN

Eva"

(Joe

ceived
Princes Rajah, good
Asahl and Co.,
pleasing
Oenevieve Warner, fine
Cartmell
and Harris, remarkably good.

Paris."

;

;

;

"The Whirl of the World"

will

follow

"A

EMPRESS

Pair of Sixes" into the Shubert.

Week

Sam Major has

Joined

the

;

Eugene Emmet

4,

(Harry Toilette, mgr., Loew).—
Henry B. Toomer Co., amusing Amo;

roB and Mulvey, scored
"Snoozer," passed
nicely
Cabaret Trio, went big
Egry and
;

;

act

Mundell,

William Ralstrick. an eastern magician,
and Prof. Wilhelm. of Excelsior Springs, Mo.,
are here framing an art for vaudeville.

;

riot;

Alvin

and

Kenny,

enjoyable

(Lester

mgr..

Fountain,

Western States).— Week 4. "King Pharaoh."
well trained horse
Royal Stock Co., big; Al-

Rex Wilson and wife have Joined the Ferguson Stock at Emporia. Kan.

Opera Four, passed

hit

Rich GlrT"

(Clarence Drown, mgr.. U.

R

now

publicist for the

;

local

dramatic

;

Lambardl Grand

;

Opera company.

;

Johnny Johnston and Co.. good Minnie Allen,
entertaining; Harry and Wolford, well re:

is

Sparks Berry, one-timo theatre manager here,
associated with Slgnor Lambardl In the coast

Minstrels.

grand opera tour.

CRESCENT
Haswell stock

•

Lester Fountain, Hippodrome manager, sponsored a rag party and feed on the "Hip" stage
th«< other night.
Many professionals were pres-

O.)

~D

ELSIE

Qulnn

JACK

D.

galdl

Opera Co.

Managers

RIA GIRLIES

VIC

was picked

For particulars ask

GEO.

B.

GREENWOOD

JOE SPIEGELBERG.

and

We

are booked solid.

18),

Grand Theater, Raleigh, N.

(Glad that Edwin George has been discovered?)

Pa. "The best,
show we have ever

refined

"If all the
satisfied."

Mir. Casino, Washington, D. C. "You have
dandy rcfinrd and clever show and business
has nicked up wonderfully this week. Everyfiiv

likes v «ur sh iw an

1

y

•

m

;irc

making more

than good."

week-stands.

Next Week (Jon.

most

a

to inaugurate tabloids into Casino, Washington, D. C.
All

cleanest,

played."

Jamas Allenl, Hagerstnwn, Md.
shows arr only half as Rood, I'm

HIGH CLASS, REFINED MUSICAL COMEDIES
that

And

Young A Musser, York,

9 9

PRESENT

The show

9

Opinions

AND THEIR

C C

mgr).— Percy

LYRIC (Robert Mansfield, mgr.).— Robert
Mansfield Players In "Blue Oraaa.
FRENCH O. H. (Emlle Durleu, mgr.).— 81-

is

\A/I

Campbell,

C.

"Our Wives."
(Lew Rose, mgr.).— Stock bur-

lesque.

negotiating for a picture house
In San Francisco to seat 3.000 people.
J. A.

(T.
In

DAUPHINE

ent.

Jack Lalt Is en route to produce a new play
under Morosco management. It 1b called "The
Bohemian."

mgr.).—

;

Lawrence, formerly a

Sidle
critic, Is

Light

;

Grleb,

ORPHEUM (Arthur White, mgr.).—Ohlng
Ling Foo, worthy headline. The Youngsters,
neat opener. White and King, passed Marie
and Billy Hart, fair entertainers Mary Elisabeth, charming Grace LaRue, suave and graceful
Natalie and Ferrari, surpassingly clever
dancers.
The acts arriving late Monday rehearsed before the matinee audience.
TULANE (T. C. Campbell, mgr.).— Evans'

tion.

nicely.

Little

-

Montgomery and Moore, laugh

4.

Griffin,

MOROSCO— "Playing the Ponies."
MAJESTIC— "Mutt and Jeff in Mexico."
BURBANK— "Baby Mine."

LOS ANGELES.
By OUY PRICE.
ORPHEUM

Gerald

TRINITY AUDITORIUM.— Johe McCormack.

MASON— "Poor

— Week

;

C.

NEW ORLEANS.
I7O.H. AMtTBL.

Reed Hcustls and Mannle Lowensteln have
turned their musical comedy, "Daniel Cupid,
H. V. D.," over to Kolb and Dill for produc-

;

fred Latell, scored

(Jos.

—

Elmer Harris Is now scenario editor for the
Morosco Photoplay Corporation.

turn.

HIPPODROME

next.

AUDITORIUM

mgr.).— "Hello

Donegan,

A.

Auditorium Symphony Orchestra.
EMPRESS (Jsmes W. Kruse, mgr.). Reopens Jan. 17 with melodrama.
GAYETY (J. W. Whitehead, mgr.).—"Happy Widows."

Ninth

Parade."

CENTURY

Brown, mgr.; agent.
John Bunny

-"High Jinks," last half.

Ind.).

next.

RETURNING to NEW YORK HIPPODROME
Greatest Theatre in the World

;

liked.

POWER'S
ELEPHANTS
GREATEST THE WORLD

;

;

Father."

Inez

—

:

of Sixes."

scored-

;

:

;

Gray, mgr.).— James
McCauley, excellent.

(William

Three Keltons, fine Cook £ Stevens, comedy
hit
Charles Ledegar, good.
ORPHEUM (William E. Mick, mgr. agent.
Loew). Oddone,
registered;
Seven Simp*,
gets laughs; Billy Austin, entertaining; Williams & Davis, good
Franks A Addlngton,

;

:

;

;

20

;

'

A. Hlgler, mgr.; agent.
Bros.,
big;
Barnes
4

— Rigoletto

Crawford,

;

:

the

MILWAUKEE.
f. O. MOIOAM

»y mwitaix m. CMvam
ORPHEUM (Martin Lehman, mgr.).— Gerderful

put burlesque .Into
February.

will

In

C.

Sterling Smith "Your show is far above
have talint. good looks,
\'>\\
the staiHar-l.
nrrv.nalit y and xcrllnil wardrol>c combined.
Hest looking of all slews.'
i

-

VARIETY

40
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MOSE GUMBLE

FROM K H HEMIC K

F.

Mgr. Professional Dept.

President

E.

BELCHER

Secretary

=
2

The Comic Song Hit
of the Day
CHICAGO "DAILY NEWS"

99

IE

Jan. 5, '14
BY AMY LESLIE

ON THE 5.1

Willa

Holt

handsome

in

looking extremely
clothes and singing
pretty and piquant new

Wakefield,
beautiful

extremely well some

was a welcome voyager on her return
Miss Wakefield's music is so thorough, her balladry so tastefully selected and
sung in such an academic and eloquent way
that no other singer or entertainer can approach her in charm unless possibly Cissic
Loftus might be cited Miss Wakefield has a
sparkling witchery of her own and the way
she sits at the piano and trifles gracefully,
hums and puts glitter into her chic songs
and prettiness in the more serious ones,
makes her quite a delight always and one
never likely to grow less or trite. She still
carries the cane and carries it with pathetic
indifference and grace.
songs,

trip.

NEXT TRAIN LEAVES

.

E
E
S
i

ANOTHER

ii

CASEY JONES

ITTER
THE

ff

JOHN

BY

and WINNIE

Murphy and Henry Marshall

Stanley

the
the
tho

S.1S.
S.15.
S.15.

Thla

1914,

by

HENNINGS

(Jan. 11) Hammeratein'a,

New

Representative,

York.

Next Week

(Jan. IS) Keith's, Philadelphli

JAMES PLUNKETT.

the track she's going.

Bang! Goes the gate on the
Copyright,

Week

Hear the whistles blowing.
Your Ingersoll ia slow.

Down

I

"The Kill Kare Kouple"

CHORUSt
Ob
On
On

aimd ^A/

COLLEGIAN AND THE GIRL"

Presenting

JEROME

S.15.

REMICK &

H.

MENDEL and NAGEL

CO.

PUBLISHED BY

STREET MUSICIANS

JEROME

H.

REMICK

&

CO.

THIS

WEEK

"To-Day" returns

NEW YORK
216

VV.

46th

BOSTON
22R

St.

Tremont

SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO

Market

Majestic Theatre Bldg.

906

St.

Raymond Hitchcock

DETROIT
U7 W. Fort

St.

St.

HAMMERSTEIN'S,

NEW YORK

Tulane next week.
In "The Beauty

ran close together for top honors with

(Jan. 11)

to the

follows

Shop."

committed suicide here SatHe had
22 calibre revolver.
enough money to purchase a 32 but
through sheer force of habit he figured that
he bad to give his agent ten.
Vaudevlllian
with a

urday

Just
Tllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli^

LAFAYETTE

(T.

C.

Campbell,

mgr.).—

ALAMO

Eugene West has Joined the Percy Haswell

PHILADELPHIA.

stock.

Cabiria."

(Will Guerlnger,

Duke Rogers

mgr.).— Vaudeville.

as at the Alamo.

Unheralded and unknown before her local
ndvent with the Slgaldl Opera Co., Ada Navdrafted" by the Metropolitan.
arette has been
'

By JOHN J. BIIRNBI.
KEITHS (Harry T. Jordan, mgr.;
U. B.

agent,

O.).— Headliners and acts not headlining

MANAGERS ARE INVITED TO SEE

IM
NEXT WEEK

(Jan. 18) at the

IN

HUDSON, UNION HILL,

A SINGLE ACT

:rsonal direction, JEZNI

Direction

PAT CASEY
the

audience Monday night.
The result was the
audience saw an excellent show. The picture
weekly
opened, followed by Eduardo and
Ellsa Canslno In dances out of the ordinary
and were generously rewarded with applause.
Turelly, billed as a "one man band," got
some good music out of his harmonica and
was also appreciated. "On the School Playgrounds," presented by H. Bart McHugh.
started off the singing and comedy.
Muriel
Morgan and E. Brendel are featured, and the
skit, while opening In small time fashion, is
redeemed by the excellent work of Brendel,
the comedian.
Lillian Herleln next displayed

A
N.

J.

ITU"

VARIETY
s stunning series of

gowns and passed.

The

Marvelous Manchurlans followed with a senChinese acrobatics,
of

exhibition
sational
plate spinning and

other familiar routine
giving an unusual thrill In a series of poses
In which one member of the troupe la supported by two others hanging by their queues.
McMahon and Chapelle scored roundly In
Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven
their repartee.
were headlined and gave their usual performance, although their hit was not as pronounced
Rooney and
as when they were here before.
The Hanlon
Bent did well from the start.
Brothers and Co., In a pantomime, 'The
The house was
Haunted Hotel," closed.
slightly below recent Monday nights.
GLOBE (Eugene L. Perry, mgr. ; agent, U.
Comedy and singing predominate on
B. O).
the bill at the Globe this week, the last half
of the show being especially crowded with
Moore. O'Brien and Carmack
these features.
made good on their billing as "Speed Boys
from Songland and Comedyvllle," their singstopping
the show. The speech
ing completely
was somewhat overworked Monday
tbing
afternoon, Harry Jolson and one member of
Lancton, Lucler and Co. felt called upon to
put their appreciation In words, as did also a
member of the 3-act. The Salambos, with
electrical experiments, opened, but the lack

—

of

comedy made

somewhat

their act

lifeless,

although the house seemed to be Interested.
Bernard and Scarth. No. 2, opening slowly

JAMES

»T)

THOMPSON
IN

"BURGLARS' UNION"
ASSOCIATES

Orpheum

man

;

Direction of

Herman

HARRY WEBER

Stisel,

—

THE
WEBSTER
»
CHICAGO

ADELPHI.—"The

1*47

with

EDWARD

Belle

of

Bond

"LOOK FOR ME"
Address VARIETY, San Francisco

PIERRE PELLETIER
IN

WEST*
Direction PAUL DURAND

"THE

WALNUT.— Hap Ward and Lucy Daly, supported by a good company, opened Monday in
"A Fool, His Money and a Girl" for the week
capacity house.
ORPHEUM.— Cecil Spooner's "One Day" at
popular prices for the week.
AMERICAN.— Stock in "Little Lost Sister."
Next, 'The Confession."
CASINO.

ls.ef

—Dave

ROOKING

95*

B

s

-

and Grant
Ths Original
Bounding
Booked Solid
Until August

of all performers going to
us. The following have:

Agency

Vaudeville

LTD.,

Theatres

Tivoli

"THE MUSICAL BABIES"
Pepple & Shean's "THE WHIRL OF MIRTH"

AUSTRALIA

IUSMM

Capital,

And AFFILIATED CIRCUITS, INDIA and AFRICA
Combined

Capital, $3,s*e,»t*

HUGH McINTOSH,

Governing Director

Registered Coble Address i "HUGHMAC." Sydney
Oflsce: TIVOLI THEAT"RE, SYDNEY-AUSTRALIA
YORK OFFICES, 112
112 Strand Theatre Bldg.

Head

NEW

GENE HUGHES,

Inc.

Manager of High-Class Vaudeville Attraction.. Artists desiring New York representation
write or wire. Suite lSSl-Z-4, PALACE THEATRE BUML, ISM Broadway, Now York City.
Phones: 86988699 Brysnt.

THE GUS SUN BOOKING

THE NEW

EXCHANGE

RATBUSH THEATRE
GEO. A. McDERMIT, Mgr.
BROOKLYN'S CLASSIEST VAUDEVILLE
HOUSE

2— SHOWS DAILY—

WE
WILL BOOK ACTS DIRECT
Make
do not
salary right or

Writs or Wire

ALOZ

H.

J.

NTREAI,
i

ii

i

AUSTRALIA and

BRANCHES:

FOR SALE
GREENWALL THEATRE
NEW ORLEANS
ly ARTHUR B. LEOPOLD, Attorney
alson Blanche Building, New Orleans

P. Q.

BREAKING
JUMPS

NEW ZEALAND
J.

CO.

Springfield, Ohio.

CHICACO-Maiestic Theatre Bldg.
NEW YORK-Palace Theatre Bldg.
PITTSBURGH—MS Schmidt Bldg.

>

BEN

write. State all
direct to the Spring-

THE GUS SUN BOOKING EXCHANGE

FULLER BRENNAN
VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT
Governing Director,

Communicate

first letter.
field Office.

latkjng Reprasealtlivs

WEEKS

I to T

CO.

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

STANDARD ACTS ALWAYS

JULES DELMAR,

FULLER.

Can arrange immediate time for good Singles,
Doubles, and original novelty acts. Address
letters to Roy D. Murphy, c/o Variety,
Chicago, 111.
Australia is the actors' paradise.
No SunNo Fares to pay. No excess.
day work.
No Baggage. No collect wires. No cancellations.
Hardest
week,
two shows a
day. Most of the tour, one a night, two matinees weekly.

FOR

REGULAR ACTS
Academy, Buffalo
Write or Wire

AND SHOW A PROFIT

H.

J.

The French Players, of Now York, will appear at the Little theatre Jan. 20, afternoon

MICHAEL, Mgr.

and evening.

War

pictures are

shown

PITTSBURGH.

at the Forrest after-

By aBORGB M. BelLDBB
GRAND (Harry Davis, mgr.; agent,

noons.

A second benefit for the Red Cross work is
being arranged to bo given in the Academy of
Music Jan. 21 under the auspices of the
united managers.

The proceeds

SISTERS

by

Europe make their steamship arrsagements through

Several theatre trains Into the suburbs, recently taken off by the Pennsylvania Railroad, have been restored following protests by
suburbanites.

New York

Featured in

Fro*.

CIRCUIT. San Francisco

MOSS CIRCUIT
PRUDENTIAL CIRCUIT
PLIMMER CIRCUIT

Address Variety,

MORETTE

LEVEY

General Manager

MOSS, President and General Manager

Harry Rickard's

Reddington

AT LIBERTY

WEBSTER,

COMBINE BUSINESS WITH PLEASURE
VACATE IN AUSTRALIA

Carlotta

Formerly Leads
With Vitagraph

H.

all

WITH RALPH DUNBAR'S SALON SINGERS

Felice

*

Brat

all

The Gee Jays, Glesson and Houlihan, Paul Gordon, Georgetty Fils, Grass!
Bros., The dockers, Gene Greene, Gilen, Gordon and Eldrid, The Gultinis, Glims
Troupe, Edna Goodrich, Goldsmith and Hoppe, Leonard Gautier, The Grazers.
PAUL TAUSIG * SON, 1M E. 14th St., Now York City

Marion show.

TENOR

Acta

TRYOUTS CAN BE ARRANGED FOR ACTS UNKNOWN TO US
Officesi Columbia Theatrs Bldg..-TIMES SQUARE, NEW YORK-Tslsphone Bryant S44S

EMPIRE.— "Carnation Beauties."
OAYETY.— 'The Big 8ensatlon," with Zumara, dancer, and BrTansa Trio, singers.
TROCADERO.— "The Passing Review," with
Princess Naylme, dancer.
DUMONT'S.— Stock minstrels.

WALTER HECKMAN
De

GEORGE

B. S.

DVSVSI\.ll^\B

Street"

curtain raiser.

IRENE MOORE

for Novelty Feature

Artists and Acts of every description suitable for vaudeville can obtain long engagements
BOOKING DIRECT with us. Send in your open time at once or call

—

LITTLE. First production of "Courage," a
war play by H. M. Richardson. Well acted
by the resident company. "Lonesome Like,"

RETURNING TO VAUDEVILLE

J.

AMALGAMATED

opened Monday.

Ntw

Braadway,

VAUDEVILLE

Work

VAUDEVILLE
CIRCUIT
JENNY WEBSTER,

1M North La Salle St.
FISHER. INC., Seattle: BERT

Suite

Afllllatsd

week.
11*,

Steady Consecutive

EXECUTIVE OFFICES, ALCAZAR THEATRE BLDG.. SAN FRANCISCO
Can arrange from three to Ave weeks between sailings of boats for Australia for
class acta. Communicate by wire or latter.

:

Le Valdoe, feature film,
"TUlie's Punctured Romance," holdover.
GARRICK— "The Miracle Man" opened
Monday to slightly more than half a house;
will stay two weeks.
FORREST.—"The Girl of Girls" opened
Monday for the week. Oreste Veesella, who
wrote the music, conducted Monday night
house was fair. Next, "The Girl from Utah."
BROAD.— Third and final week of Billy
Burke In "Jerry" opened Monday.
Next,
Maude Adams.
LYRIC. Dark.
Marie Tempest, one
18,
Lasell,

In the Far West.

:

PALACE.— First half: Oberlta and Girls,
Delaney and Dean Aona and Co., Barry and
Mildred, Baby Gladyce second half Six Berlin Madcaps, Grannes and GYannes, Ferd and

Now

Circuit

CIRCUI

INDEPENDENT

—

George Schlndler, Roeder's InFred and Adele Astaire, "Fun in a
Telegraph Office."
KEYSTONE.— "Mother Goose in Switzerland," Brunelle Sisters and Stephens, French's
Aeroplane Girls, Brltt Wood, Ballo Bros., Gordon, Eldred and Co.
CROSS KEYS.— First half: Song and
Dance Revue, Potts Bros and Co. Burke and
Burke, Fred Weber, Brooks and Harris, Fred
Renelo and Sisters
second half
Morey's
"Titanic," Georgia Campers, Scott and Wilson, Tom and Stacla Moore, Cy Bertolette and
Co., Willie Hale and Brother.
COLONIAL.— First half: George Richards
and Co., Frank Terry. Gene and Arthur.
Warren and Brockway, Leon Sisters, feature
film, "Mrs. Wlggs of the Cabbage Patch";
second half: Harrington Reynolds and Co.,
Pla Opera Trio, Rlva Larson Troupe, Johnny
NefT,
Harrold Brothers, Keystone Comedy

E VE Y

The Beat Small Time

Bros.,

vention,

41

film.

Just Finished the United Time and
the

Monday afternoon.
WILLIAM PENN.— Josle Flynn and Misses,
Henry Lewis, Emily Smiley and Co., Raymond and Helder, Cole, Russell and Davis,
Cavana Duo.
GRAND.— "The Song Doctors," Nlkko
Troupe, Clark and McCullough, Fitxslmmons
and Cameron, Walter Walters, "The Road to
Tomorrow."
NIXON. Mercedes, Bock and Co., Kaufffull

;

A

FRED. STANTON
WM. F. PETRIE

but getting around to some improTement in
Aside from the tendency on the
the comedy.
part of the feminine member of the team to
"act" and the use of the "Moxle" line they
did well. Billy Tulte's Collegians, in the next
spot, gave complete satisfaction, their roughFollowing a
house comedy gaining laughs.
two-reel dramatic film, Mlnola Hurst, assisted
by a midget, went along nicely but they staySeveral weeks ago this aot aped too long.
peared at the Broadway and since then they
have improved it by replacing "Waiting for
the Robert B. Lee" with something more
modern.
Harry Jolson was programed for
the next position, but was moved to Just before closing, a spot in which he encountered
difficulties, following Moore, O'Brien and Carmack and Lancton, Lucler and Co. DeWltt,
Burns and Torrence kept the audience seated
at the close. The house was about two-thlrdB

of a recent piano recital given

by Olga Samaroff at the Academy of Music
were given to start a pension fund for mem-

Madame
bers of the Philadelphia Orchestra.
Samaroff Is the wife of Leopold Stokowskl,
conductor of the orchestra.

U. B.
).
Fanny Brlce, headline, missed fire, not
using usual kind of stuff; "The Bride Shop,"
headline, excellent; Harry Tlghe & Babbette.
Tameo Kajlyama, sensation Max 4t
uproar
Mabel Ford, very good ; Hope Vernon, good
Uaptlste ft Franconl, good ; Dolan ft Lenbarr,

O

opera season has been extended
by three performances, which will be held
The season
Fob. 23, March 23 and April 6.
was scheduled to end Feb. 9.
local

;

;

amused moderately Lucy Gillette, excellent
war pictures.
MILES (Harry Woods, mgr.; agent, Loew).
Mile. Besse's Cockatoos, clever; Irwin A
Herzog, hit Ray Snow, usual "Honey Girls,"
;

—

;

;

scored

son

ft

;

Alice Hanacross; Edwards

Pat Strombery. very good
Co.,

failed

Brothers, scream.
HARRIS (C. R.
B.

The

—

to

get

;

Buchhelt, mgr.

o.).— "Onalp ," headline,

agent, U.

;

mystMed

;

Four

Bigelow,
Lukene, thrill; Dancing Mars, good
Campbell ft Rayden, laugh hit; The Turplns. good; Port ft DeLacey, pleased; Whitman ft Davis, good.
;

VARIETY
"NEWS OF THE WORLD"
London, July

A most amazing

Montgomery, an American

is

Marshal

ventriloquist,

"MORNING TELEGRAPH"

Winning new laurels at both Hammerstein's and Palace Theatres This Week

If, lfll

individual

Jan.

at

(Jan. 11).

gaining great applause at the A!
To begin with, the appearance of
his dummy, generally an inexplicable shortcoming in such turns, is far ahuvt the ordinary. Again, for a ventriloquist to make himself intelligible in such gigantic surrounding
as the Leicester square house presents, is in
itself no mean task.
This cute Yankee does
more than that he does his work with as
little
face motion and exertion as Arthur
present

ventriloquist.
Additionally, he
an actor who eats somewhat of a rarity
these days— but the eating as well as the
drinking is a part of the act, se he may be
like the others— no work, no "eats."
ca's greatest

Prince,

and that

Marshal Montgomery

skill,

IN LONDON, 1911.
Alfred Moul has captured a novelty.
The States have again supplied it.
Marshal Montgomery and his laddie "George" — now at the London Alhambra,
are as quaint a couple as ever stepped on these shores of ours.
This venturesome ventriloquist is clever, and if half the vaudeville artists
in this country were as smart as he, managers would have no reason to deplore
the lack of novelty in their programs. Looking himself the quintessence of
coolness. Marshal Montgomery sends his funny remarks across the footlights
with a clearness of enunciation that many might emulate. His dummy is the
smartest, sauciest, naughtiest thing in lay figures, and the repartee well, go
to the Alhambra and just hear the two in their cross talk! The American
ventriloquial exponent is just as happy with his singing and his whistling
Oh! that is wonderful! and when he imitates a sweet girlish voice you never
could believe that anyone excepting a member of the gentler sex could sing

—

and even continues talking

while drinking a glass of water. His singing
the most powerful one ever remembers

is

having

heard

such

in

and

circumstances,

certainly the easiest delivered.

It is

his final

trick, however, which brings down the house.
The artist whistles with a large handkerchief
in his mouth, and it is a whistle of which
Frank Lawton, of "Belle of New York" fame,
might well be proud. Montgomery comes to

this country with a "star's" reputation,
he is going to sustain it.

SHERIDAN
;

SQUARE

agent, U. B. O.).

—

and

Jan. 16, 1915
still
gives ample
proof that he is without question one of the
best ventriloquists America has produced.
His act was much applauded, as it deserves
to be.

like that.

LOEWS (Joseph Muller, mgr.; agent, direct).— Week 3, Andrew Mack, popular; Elliott
Moore, likable sketch
Trovello,
good

&

;

;

;

despite

house,

show

unusually

rain,

and

good.

18,

player

;

Fisher).— Week 3, first half, Trau and Tama
Sam, Rozalez, Richard & Lawrence
second
half, Wray's manniklns, DeRossl duo.

ALVIN

(J. P. Reynolds, mgr.).— Elsa Ryan
"Peg o' My Heart," scored again capacity
"The Third Party."
LYCEUM (C. R. Wilson, mgr.).— "Little
Ix)st Sister" drew big house.
18, "Damaged

BILLY VAN

;

18,

Goods."

SCHENLEY (Dennis Harris,
ton Holmes Travelette, drawing
OAYETY (Henry Kurtzman,

mgr.).— Burwell.

—

mgr.). Lew
Hilton scored big hit with "American BeauBig house.
ties."
VICTORIA (George Gallagher, mgr.).

"French Models" drew big.
ACADEMY (Harry J. Smith, mgr.).— "Live
Wire Girls" opened well.

OTTO'S
WEST
44TH

153

PORTLAND, ORE.
ByHfl. ANSON.

Quick and Clean

Servici

Delicious

A

Pastry

from Omaha, from Johnnie Pringle,

letter

Cooking Unexcelled

says he Is ill at the Wise Memorial hospital
In that city.

Howland

closed

Western AmusePoor business was

his

ment Co. at Stanwood.
encountered during the brief tour.

The Empire Theatre Co., under the management of Le Paige Barrow and Clyde Waddell,
road tour in Peck, Idaho, Dec.

The Empire, Edmonton, Alta., will play
road shows. The Empire Players closed Jan 2.

agent.
H. Plerong, mgr.
Loew).— Week 4: Joyce A West, classy: Val"When It Strikes Home,"
entine Vox. good
Sophie
pleased; Bust A Shapiro, laughs;
Tucker, applause hit; Six Olivers, closed fine:
;

its

Chanler, manager of the Weir
theatre In Aberdeen, has taken over the Electric, that city.

Harry

L.

;

Chehalls, Wash.— Manager G. B. Profflt of
the Bell theatre, was the victim of a murderous assault by a thug shortly after 11 P. M..
and was robbed of a portion of the day's
Mr.
theatre receipts, about $24 being taken.
Profflt was struck on the left side of the head
above the ear with a piece of hardwood, the
victim's skull being fractured by the blow.

Dixie Southern

Is

back

in

the Northwest.

:

;

"High Jinks."
(Frank Priest, res. mgr.).
Players In "The Squaw Man."
and received cordial reception.
Next. "Little Miss Brown."
STAR (John P. Kirk, mgr.).— "The Liberty
Girls," extra attraction, Walter Miller, middle
in

SHUBERT

weight wrestling champion.

SPOKANE.
IT JAMBS

st.

By

paulTminn.
BBNHAM.

C. J.
(E. C. Burroughs, res. mgr.).
Claude Ollllngwater-Edith Lyle A Co., well ap-

ORPHEUM

Mack and Walker, good Alexander
MarFavden, well liked Bertlsh, well received
"The Edge of the World." interesting Lough
lln's Docs, fair: Ward and Cullen. liked.
EMPRESS (Ous S. Greening, res. mgr.).
Frank Stafford & Co.. good Morris & Allen,
well irked
The Pbllllppl Four, good Wolgas
& Olrllr. siood Schrope & Cbapelle, very good;

preciated

:

;

:

;

U.

I

(Weaver

A

York,

mgrs.

SEASIDR BTN0AL0W COLONY

NEW YORK
$425.
chen

CITY,

Consisting

and

at GREAT KILL8,
California style bungalows,
room, two bedrooms, kitroomy porch; shingle overhang

sells

of

bathroom:

living

Easy
Fully improved plot*. $175 up.
Natural
payments.
Randy bathing beach.
harbor for pleasure boats.
Famous fishing grounds.
Superb marine views.
Seashore and country combined.
Refined est alii shed theatrical community. 44 minutes
out; fare, 9c.
Circular upon request
roof.

etc.

monthly

;

(Bert

THE BACHE REALTY COMPANY,
220 Broadway, New York City

rlose.

PRINCESS

Goldman,

big

(A.

Small,

J.

PRINCESS

mgr. ) .—"September

first

audience.

night's

Sheppard. mgr.).—Feature film.
18. "The Misleading Lady."
SHEAS (J. Shea, mgr.; agent, U. B. 0.).
—"Society Birds," with Gladys Clark A Henry
Bergman, went big Kelly A Coin, good Bert
Fitzglbbons, scream
McMahon, Diamond a
Chaplow, pleased
Schooler A
Dickenson,
clever; Splssell Brothers A Mack, entertaining; Louise A Sterling, funny; Lorraine A
Burke, good.
(O.

B.

;

;

;

;

LOEW'S YONCTE STREET

(J.

Bernstein,

mgr.; agent. Loew).— Mecart A Bradford, winner
Geo. B. Reno A Co., scream
Victoria
Four, pleasing; Woods' Animals, well trained; John Delmore A Co., held Interest; Three
Lorettas, clever; Lou Fitzglbbons, good; Clarence Wilbur, entertaining.
SHEAS HIPPODROME (A. C. McArdls.
mgr.; agent, U. B. O.).— Feature film. Arthur
;

;

Sullivan A Co., excellent; McCormlck A Irvbreezy; George N. Brown, novel; Held A
good; Oxford Quartet, encored;
Lordy's Pantomime Dogs, pleased.
OAYETY (T. R. Henry, mgr.).—Pat White's
"Big Jubilee." Pat big favorite here.
STAR (Dan F. Pierce, mgr.).—"Cherry
Blossoms."
MAJESTIC (Peter T. Orlffln, mgr. ; agent,
Griffin).
Barton A Burton, John Nelson,
Stewart A Desmond, Nellie Lynton, Scheftelli
Mack, "The Recruiting Office" (extra added
ft
ing,

Cameron,

—

attraction).

mgr.).— Split

Charles L. Stevens, formely manager of
Griffin's vaudeville office at Montreal. Is now
connected with the Allied Features, Inc., here
as special representative.

HELD OVER FOR SECOND WEEK

ORVILLE
B.

Triumph—A

F.

AMERICA'S GREATEST TENOR
KEITH'S PALACE THEATRE, NEW YORK

Personal Victory
An Operatic
A Vaudeville Success of the Highest Class.

mgr.).

laughing success.

i

;

:

;

N. W. T. A.).— Week 10, "The Sliver
Horde," except 11-12, "Mutt and Jeff

agent,

;

;

photoplays

AUDITORIUM

Party,"

Morn." highly pleased
18. Al H. Wilson.

;

Mayhew

Third

"Omar."

GRAND

Moderate

;

;

W. L. Casey, formerly of HUlgard, Wash.,
has taken over the Colvllle (Wash.) Opera
House.

:

fine busln<

Prices

Imperial
1st half, Nick Santoro A Co
Japs Bensee & Balrd
Wm. DeHollls A Co.
Anita Stewart & Earl Williams 2d half Hong
Kong Mysteries Eldora & Co. Kelly A Drake
Robert Hall.
METROPOLITAN (I* N. Bcott, mgr.).—
"Bird of Paradise," opening week's engagement, pleased good house. Next week, Stella

week

;

(W.

18.

Huntington
Well acted

12.

closed.

EMPRE8S

—"The

;

Val

closed

;

My AbVIXbsT.
ROYAL ALEXANDRA (L. Solman,

CHOPS

STEAKS

NEVER CLOSED

Pangel, mgr.).— 10-16, "September Morn"; 18-21, Forbes-Robertson.
BAKER (Geo. L. Baker, mgr.).— 10-16. "Officer 666."
ORPHEUM (T. R. Conlon, mgr.).— Week 3:
MacRae A Clegg, opened good bill Elsa Rugger, scored ; Eleanor Haber A Co, laughs
Els A French,
Jack B Gardner, very good
good
Anna Chandler, hit Danube Quartet,
:

contract for lighting and fixtures at the

with pictures.

Bakery

Restaurant and French
BROADWAY AND SIXTH AVE.

I.

:

A

new Liberty has been let to the Inland Eleccompany. The house will open shortly

tric

ST., bet.

OYSTERS

HEILIO (W.

"Uncle Dick" Sutton, owner of the Broadway,
Butte, and secretary of the Northwest Theatrical association, was In Spokane last week to
confer with other officers of the organization.

TORONTO.

meet me

given.

A. J. Hanna. treasurer of the Pittsburgh
Screen -Club, reports that the stiver lining Is
now visible over the picture business horizon.

;

JO PAIGE SMITH, Gen. Mgr.

Time

U. B. 0.

Charles H. Miles announced Sunday the
Miles will be open every Sunday afternoon
for a series of free concerts, beginning Jan.
24.
Concerts will be given on the $30,000 pipe
organ. The Miles tango contest is proving a
Prizes are
success, this being the third week.

The Davls-Harrls enterprises expect to open
A stock
their new downtown theatre Jan. 24.
company will be Installed. The building will
be named "The Davis."

Sister*, creditable work ; Paris, finished
Bell Boy Trio, new songs.

;

Ticket."
;

;

AMERICAN (James McConahey, mgr. agent,
direct).— Week 3, Delia Pringle & Co.. "The
Lion and the Mouse" week 10, "Our Wives."
SPOKANE (Sam W. B. Cohn, mgr.; agent.

audience voted
"The Yellow

In

;

Gausch

The Minstrel Man

;

;

Montgomery

Marshal

Dempsey,

(Charles

ville.

the

"CLIPPER"

—

Last week of vaude"The Fashion Shop," scored Amoros
Sisters, startling
Wilbur Sweatman, excellent
Eckert & Berg,
Joe Whitehead, laugh
fair
Mumford & Thompson, pleased.
NIXON (Thos. Kirk, mgr.).— "Sari" filled
mgr.

Chicago, Jan. 2. 1915
the bill at the Majestic this week, is a
par excellent ventriloquist whose front name
is Marshal, doubtless named in honor of the
Marshal of France, and whose rear name is
It is
safe to say that the
Montgomery.
phrase "Made in America" has received no
greater boost than that given it this week
i)y the said Marshal
Montgomery, who, in
following Arthur Prince this week at the
Majestic, clearly demonstrates that "Made
in America" goods are fully the equal, if not
the superior of the foreign article. This fact
is fully demonstrated by the great applause
following each part of this admirable act.

America's Representative Ventriloquist
Dir ection, HARRY WE BER

that he intr>>
duces several novelties into his art.
He
Rives a conversation over the 'phone, including replies and interruptions, with com-

mendable

"SATURDAY EVENING TELEGRAPH"
On

Endorsed by Press, acknowledged by Managers and acclaimed by Public

But his

praise indeed.

is

—

is

hamhra.

chief success lies in the fact

1I1S

13,

Perhaps the greatest individual success of
the evening was gained by Marshal Montgomery, who has real claim to being Ameri-

Personal Direction of

GUS EDWARDS

!

VARIITY
Ert!

«olf in the

but

snow with rod

It's

balls is not

n novelty.

officers.

Mr. Montague Biggs, on arriving at the boat
going to Ireland, was asked by the customs
What Is your nationality? Ha replied:

Imperial
Pekinese

Actress!!! Whoops!! Customs officer, *Hold
that over until the next boat and wo will look
Into the matter." So ho Whoopsod himself Into
a S-hour delay.

Troupe

Haven't been
't

know

uy

in

London

for four weeks, so

of tbo regular

FRANCES
CLARE
GUY RAWSON
with

'Their Little
Friends"

How wo
Now Yonrs

envied you fallows in 'Frisco on
Eve. We spent ours In Cork, IraBlimy, what a dead one! Not even a
cork op ansa in Cork, so wo corked up and wont
to the cold and shivering shoots.

ShangtaT Mystery

land.

GAVIN and PLATT

HaTmgnrorfcinjtimaly Yours,

Jil-M Passaic
7 Hawthorne Ave,

Clifton,

A

N.

J.

CHRIS

SAM

GEO VON HOFF
1

c
c
E

THOSE MUSICAL WIZARDS

KENNEDY

REEVES
RETURN ENGAGEMENT
PANT AGES CIRCUIT
fid

r

SKHT

Sire*

Tramp"

MARLETTE'S

S

MANIKINS
Da Luxe
Marcus Loew Circuit

'*>

PRANK

A*»J>
5r«<ie MA*h\Q*k, Ousv"'
«*>0 T«ci« ***** taflBflBMRB
US
nr A MipA>««Hr £upp*fC ootmc-

KNOCKINGTHEMOFFTHEIR^EATS !!

—

oue ofthm^
"JfcKAn? Srncc
«*r»wr» ranr manw th#s «o**.p
"
kL,FK" k)OrTH U)HILC7
•»•> MY* USA)* >rt TMC Tbwu'*jr, M Tt» miss »y ruovo
s.

MOON
LOBW

BACK INU.S.A -WORKING"

"T/uO

ROSE .

C

Au«tv' Haooy- A/*oY£ait3
^XHsra-msi, House•vw„ M<

G^

H»s how
XXCNa

PRANK
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BARNEY MYERS

Diroction,
»

MAX MART

It

Junie McCros

Jerome end Carson

EVERYWHERE

VENTRILOQUIST

BROWN

CURTIS

J.

S

K^nwawl U
C

THEODORE TENRY

Sam Barton
**Tho Silont
Diroction.

BBBRaWaWJ

awBBBBBBn

S
S

STICKNEY

O.

-GOOD RYE BOYS*

Direction.

s

ALIEN MILLER a^ CO.

SKIPPER,

la

By

•

tie*

Youth

VARIETY, New York

Owner and Pre..

.

WHENEVER YOU SEE
A SKETCH THINK OF

ARM

Delightful Story of
Solid

LONG TACK SAM
Solo

TOURING

VARIETY. LONDON.

"Yesterdays-

Lately Feet urea with

All

The PEACHES

sfoOi, Perry iii Wilier

Six Chinees Wonders.
Held Jubilus Co.

Girl

^ir $pJML

ass<ai.o4/sr

THE CONJURING COMIC

TRANSFIELD SISTERS

H.

REPINED MUSICAL ARTISTS
Tourinc Ps»l

ctmcuiT

HARRY GIRARD
THE LUCK OF A TOTEM"
Ten Months of Consecutive Bnccoss.

,

j„

«

and CO.,

offer
AGNES CAIN-BROWN

with

SI Sfsnntss

Eisht

PLAYING PANTAGES CIRCUIT THIRD TIME Of A YEAR. OPEN POR EASTERN
BOOKING APRIL 1st, IMS

JUDSON COLE
Direction,

DINUS

and

Acrobatic Eccentric Novelty Dancing

JOE PINCUS
J. Ardath

and Company

)

YBB.

1*1.

KVT*

Nan Halperin
Direction,

M.

S.

BENTHAM

OWN

PRODUCT

MARION WEEKS

Little

THE MINIATURE PRIMA DONNA
Personal

PUring U. B. O.

NICKHANLEY

ROSIE LLOYD
Touring in American Vaudeville.
NEXT WEEK

(JAN.

IS)

KEITH'S,

WASHINGTON.

Address

Fred

COMEDY

The kind that makes the audience

DWIGHTHUMPHREY,

AMERICA'S

LA CORIO

<

ORIGINAL (JUICY) COMEDY

all

Communications Care VARIETY, New York.

ARTHURJ PRINCE
M"
With

"

I

Cere of VARIETY,

New York

IN

u

HIRAM

Direction.

»

THOS. FITZPATRICK.

THE SINGING FUNSTER— A SURE FIRE SINGLE
BOOKED SOLID W. V. M. A

VARIETY

The

following

is

4

a

list

of the vari-

ous committees as they

Ballo,

WHITE
RATS

LeMaire, Moonie
LeRoy. Walter
Lloyd, Herbert
Lohse, Ralph

Baker, Bert

Qus

Lorella, Colie

Barron, Paul

Lynch, Dick
McDonald. Chaa M.
McLallen, Jack
McPhee. Chas.
Mack, Chaa.
Mack, Joa. P.
Mack. Keller

John
Buach, John L
Byron. Frank

Birch,

Cale, Wm.
Carroll, Joe

Coleman, Harry
Conway, Jack
Corelll, Bdw.
Croliua, Dick

Merritt, Chaa.
Mitchell, Geo.
Nlblo, Fred

Douglas, Wynn
Doyle, Patsy

Nolan, Jack
Noss, F. P.
O'Boyle. John
Orth, Frank
Patti, GreKBT
Paris, Lionel
Pollard, W. D.

Duffy. James
Bldrld, Gordon H.
Emmett, Cecil

Emmett, Leon
Farrell, Chas. H.

Fay. Frank
Fen ton, J. L.

Power, William
Powers, Andrew
Powers, J. Wm.
Qulnn, Paul
Richmond, Bob

Foyer, Bddie
Gardner, Jack
Garron, Tubby
Glocker. Chas.

Goodwin, T. W.
Groves, Hal
Gray, Bd.
Halflday. Will
Harrington, Dan
Hart, Billy
Hascall. Lon
Hassan, Chas.

J.

Howe, Seymour W.

BALL

Frank

Taylor. Wilton
Thomson, Harry
Thompson, M. H.

Veaux. Clyde

ighes, J. J

blck

Vlrden,

Lew

Waldron, Billy
Welch, Thomas
West, J. Royer
Weston. Hsrry

J.

Standish, Joe.
Stone, Fred

Arthur

W.

Van, Joe
Waters, Tom
Waters, W. W.
Whitehead, Joe

Pauline. Dr.

Payton, Corse
Ray. Johnny
Reeves, Blllie
Rogers. Will
Rooney. Pat

Wlllard, C. E.

Young.

Ollle

Press Committee
GEO. W. MONROE, Chairman.
Brower, Walter

Keough, Edwin

Conley, Will P.
Girard, Frank
Hart, Mark

Ross. Chas J.
Smith, Tom

Weems, Walter

Arrangement Committee
BEN BLACK, Chairman.
Black. Ivan
Burt, Wm. P.

Morton, Ed.
North. Frank
Peters, W. Dlzon

Byron, Bert

wm.

Swan,

Hayes, Harry O.

BIG MASQUE

Ripley, Tom
Russell, Thos. P.
Sanford, Walter
Sharps, Chaa.
Spencer. Burt F.
Stafford,

Ryan. Thoa.

Nawn, Tom
Otto,

(Continued)

Ron, Ed.

Morton, Paul
Morton, Sam

W.

Lee, Jules

stand:

RECEPTION COMMITTEE

General Committee
ALF GRANT, Chairman.
Adair, Art
Aldo, Fred
Aldo, Max

now

Corbett, Jas. J.
Curtis, Sam J.

Esmonde, Edward

Rae, Frank
Reeves, Alf
Rogers, Will
Smith, Will C.
Tallman, Fred
Van, Chas.
Van, Ernest
Vldocq, Will

Evans, Frank
Goldsmith, Sol
Herbert .Frank
Huehn, Wm.

Jack

Inglls,

Jess, John
Jolly, Ed.

Manning:,

Louis

Plottl,

Potts, Chas.
Potts, Wm.

Dupres, Fred

W.

Frank

Williams, Sam
Wilson, Tom

Committees have been appointed

Floor Committee
LA MONT, Chairman.
Bond, Harry V.
Borden. Bddie
Buckley, Chaa.
Castano, Bdw.
Cronln, Tim

Don ton, Harry
De Veaux, Wells

yd

ottsSft&
Olenrsm.
G.

Dupille, Brneat
De Buts, Count
DeLisle, Wm.
Fisher, Perkins
Fltspatrick. Jas.
Francis, Carl
Oillen.

by President Fogarty
work on the

Tom

To be held TUESDAY
EVENING, MARCH 16,
1915, at TERRACE

Journal Committee

Cohan, Will H.
Davenport, Orrin

Chairman.

Griffin,

Armstrong, Chas. B.

Jack

Winsch. Louis

Blrnea, Joe
Caatle, Vernon

Gerald

Lewis, J. C.
McNaugrhton,

Tom

GARDEN, 38th

Montgomery, Dave

Eltlnge, Julian

Oliver, Clarence

Fogarty, Frank
Gallagher, James

Orth,

Frank

Robinson,

TIMONY,

Abrahams, Bars A.
Bambach, Chris.
Barrow. Bdw. G.

Chaa

Street,

between Third and Lexington Aves.

L

Barry. Wm.
Blaber, Louis M.
Black. Wm. T.
Bonwlt, Paul

ROBERT

L.

Johnny
Bergman, Henry
Bell,

Botaford. Geo.

Cooke, Will J.
Delmore, Geo. B.
Dixon, Harland
Dolan, Jas. F.
Felix, Geo.

Garvie, Bdw.
Green, Burt
Griffith, J. P.

Herman, Dr. Carl
Hlgfglns, Robt. J.

DAILEY, Chairman
Howard, Geo.
Jolaon, Al.
Keenan, Frank
Kelly,

Harry

King, Chaa. J.
LeMatre, Geo.
Lewis, Tom
Macy, Carleton
Madden, Lew
Marco, James
Marion, Dave
Mason, Chas.
Moore, Victor

The

;

meeting of the committees
will take place in the Clubhouse,
(Room* 205), on Thursday next,
January 21st at 12 o'clock noon
sharp, and all members are respectfully requested to attend.
first

-

J.

Lubelski,

Max

Lunch, Thoa D.
Mack, Bddls
Mackln. P. F.
Madison, James
Manson, Chaa A.
Marinelli, H. B. .
Marson, Thos. M.
May, Herbert M.
McCaffery* Jos.
McCarthy, John F.
McCarthy, Jos. T.

Bremerman, Wm.

Caocard, 8. Snowden
Carpenter, Frank
Caul Held, Thos. A.
Chapln, Edwin 8.
Cherry. Wm. L
Connolly, Thos. F. J.
Corrigan, Frank P.
McClellan, Jas. J
Crowley, Jas. D.
McGraw, John J.

Cunningham, Alex.
Cuehing, Palmer
Dalton, Jaa F.

McMurray, Geo. T.
Meehan, Ward G.

Samuel

Donlan, John H.

Eagan, Bdw. F.
Bason. M. W.
Em rich, Larry
Evans. Steve
Bvere, John J.
Felbleman. Jos.

Melssner, E. B.

Moore, W. H.
Mowry, Clyde
Myers, B. A.
Nelson,

L

Fitsgerald, Harry
Freeman, Harry

J.

Aloyslus H.
Glavle, Geo. O.
CJllllck,

Gowdy, Harry

Grimm, Arthur
Hamll, Jos. J.
Hamilton, Richard J.
Hanlon, James
Hardenbrook, Frank
Hartcorn, A. E.
Hechlnger, C. G.
Herrlty. Geo. F.
Hicks. Leonard
Horn, Jack B.

Hyman, Louis
Irwin, John W.
Justice.

i

Bwon

TTahn, Ben
Kastel, P. F.
K*»lly, Wm. B.

Rolber, Harry
Krnem*»r. Frederick.
T,a11y, Thos.
Lamage, Geo. B., Jr.

C

Howsrd

Nettle, Gustavo
Norrls, Jas. A.
O'Brien, John F.
0*Day, Jos. F.

Odee, Oscar
Pantages, Alex
Pe&rsall, Alfred B.
Ram, Alfred
Randall, Edwin T.
Randell. Gottfrld J.
Riddle. H. G.
Rose, Norman
Rosenfleld.

Bdw.

B.

RuVer, Miss Cellna M.
Schorl ey, G. C.
Slegel, Julllan
Sonnenfeld. Simon B.
Springer, Albert
Stalllngs, G. T.
Svivest*r, T. Harry

Wall. Maurlc* A.

Walsh, Wm. H.
Weber. Harry
W*»ltsman, Adolnh
Whalen. Jobn D.
Williams,

Gf>o.

Woodman. Wm.

*

-*

McKay, Frank
McKay, Peter

DeVore, Josh
Dolllver,

.

McGulre, Jos. F.
McHugh, H. Bart

Greenhut, Leo

Reception Committee

Chairman.

Lenahan, J.
Levy, Jacob

Lewis, Nat
Lowenthal. Fred

Bryan, Alfred

Shrode, Chas. W.
Stanley. Will
Van Epos, Jack
Williard, Joe

BERT LEVY,

begin

MASQUE AND CIVIC BALL
OF THE WHITE RATS

Ysasnaa
Grapewfo. CWa
Jenny, Jos
Madden, Joa
Matthews, Will C.
Otto. Brneat
Petera,

to

Auxiliary Committee
JAS. A.

T.
B.
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AIM

The

Men Who Made "Quo

Vadis" Famous

THE BIGGEST LAUGHING ACT
-

VAUDEVILLE
WITH

QUO VADIS UPSIDE DOWN
A

Tremendous Hit at the Majestic, Chicago

Direction,

HARRY WEBER
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"OPPOSITION" CANCELLATIONS
ADELE RITCHIE ONE OF THEM

G. 0. H. BURLESQUE.
Burlesque will be tried at Klaw &
Erlanger's Grand opera house tor two
weeks, at least, commencing Feb. 1.
The Columbia Amusement Co. will

Prima Donna's $10,000 Worth of Contracts on Orpheum Circuit Taken Away Through Engagement at Keeney's,
Brooklyn, This Week. Another "United" Act
Loses Its Time by Playing for Clancy.

place the shows at the 8th avenue
and 23d street playhouse, that appears
to be short of legit attractions for that
length of time and dates.
The burlesque engagements will be
in the nature of an experiment, it is
understood, and possibly preliminary

Ten thousand dollars' worth
pheum Circuit contracts was
Adele Ritchie

this

of Orlost to

week, after she had

opened as the headliner of the Frank
A. Keeney

new

booked by Loew.
Four vaudeville
shows daily are given. It was the
number of performances the act objected to.

K.

Miss Ritchie, was to have started an
Orpheum tour of 20 weeks, at $500
weekly, commencing this coming Sunday at Minneapolis. Keeney's Brookplays a pop vaudeville bill. It
wanted a "name" for the feature position of its first program. After several big time acts had been approached
Miss Ritchie was secured, and started
Upon her
a three days' engagement.

lyn

presence in the Keeney theatre (con"opposition" to Keith's Orpheum near-by) coming to the attention of the United Booking Offices
and Orpheum Circuit in New York,
Miss Ritchie's name was taken off the
Orpheum route sheets.
The Orpheum Circuit and U. B. O.
occupy the same suite in the Palace

&

E.

REVUE AT FORREST.

& Erlanger revue, "Fads
and Fancies," is expected to open at
the Forrest, Philadelphia, Feb. 8 or 10.
It will have the first public showing at
Atlantic City during the week before.
Julian Mitchell, who has staged the
numbers, is said to have received carte
blanche scope, and his endeavors are
expected to outshine all "number
work" in the musical shows along
Broadway.
The Klaw

sidered

theatre building. They book co-jointly, and the principal officers of the Or-

pheum

Circuit are financially interest-

ed in the B. F. Keith New York Theatres Co. It was said around the Palace building after the Ritchie cancellation that summary action would follow
in all cases of turns playing "opposition."

Another act

to

suffer

its

loss

of

"United time" through playing in an
opposition theatre was The Tierney
Four. They appeared for a week in a
theatre booked by James Clancy, and
were at once bereft of 18 weeks in U.
B. O. houses. The Tierney Four are
now on the Loew Circuit.
Chicago, Jan.

21.

Bogart and Nelson refused to appear
at McVicker's theatre this week, and
has had its Loew Circuit route canceled in consequence. McVicker's is a
Jones,

Linick

&

Schaeffer

theatre,

PUBLISHERS HAPPIE1L
The smiles

are on tap in the music
publishing houses of New York once
again. The business of publishing and
selling (particularly selling) has taken
a

spurt within the past 10 days, and

the publishers say the outloojc

—

good.

is

&

final disposition

of the theatre.

some time have been anx-

E. for

Cincinati, Jan. 21.

Two former Cincinnatians were secretly married at Atlantic City Jan. 16.
Irene Romaine, aged 25, and Joe
Ycager, 57, were the couple.
Miss Romaine has appeared in William A. Brady's plays, and was Poly
Cary in the "Sinners" company at Sing
Sing.
Mr. Yeager is in the amusement
business at trench Lick Springs. He
was one of the biggest race track
in the

for 40 per cent,

payment

in

of the face amount,
cash to this amount to be

made Jan. 25.
The liabilities
be

to

$250,000,

of the Alco are said
with paper assets of

$132,000.

tions.

in

is

management
from the

The

second season of

its

with

there,

the

receipts

legit

recent opening of Daly's with

independent burlesque may have had
considerable to do with inducing the
Columbia people to test the lower 8th
avenue neighborhood with its standard
grade of burlesque shows. For several
years Miner's 8th Avenue theatre (at
Western
street)
played
the
29th
Wheel burlesque, eventually drawing
a small and undesirable element, which
caused the Miner house to suspend.
The Daly burlesque opening seemed
to attract many of the former Miner's
theatre brand of patron.

Recent legal matters in which the
Pittsburgh exchange (Clark & Roland)
of the Alco involved the parent company are said to be the direct cause
of the creditors' meeting, the Pittsburgh men being the principals behind the 40 per cent, settlement offer,
according to report.
Walger Hoff Seeley is the president
of the Alco Corporation and promoted it. The offices are at 218 West
42d street.

$2,000 FOR FRENCH ACTRESS.
thousand dollars is the price set
by Lavalliere, a noted French actress,
to appear in American vaudeville in

Two

McCUNE'S 3 STARS.
is going to see Emmett
Corrigan again, in "The Red Hate," by

Vaudeville

John Willard, "penciled in" for the PalMr. Corrigan
ace, New York, Feb. 8.
returning to vaudeville under the
is

Gus McCune, who placed

direction of

Ware

Hc'.en

at

the Palace this week,

Hedman

and also has Martha
Miss

Drew

an

English-speaking sketch.
H. B. Marinelli received the

this

week giving

in

Hedman

last

cable
information. He

the managers, for that price nowadays,
would expect the French right wing.

preparing

supported

John

"The Prodigal Husband."

Olga Petrova and

the

cabled back asking how many people
Lavalliere would bring over, believing

twice-daily entry.

for a

TITLE.

Early this week it was decided at the
Frazee office the new title for the Fred
Jackson farce "A Gripful of Trouble"
was to be "50-50." The piece will be
placed into rehearsal next week.
Jos. W. Stern & Co. lately issued a
song with the "50-50" name.

meeting of creditors of the Alco
Film Corporation was held Wednesday.
Milton M. Goldsmith was the chairman. Thursday a notice was sent all
creditors that an offer had been made
by the Alco Exchanges to purchase
claims against the Alco Corporation

weekly.

Syndicate

ACT FROM PANTHFA.

THE

ALCO CREDITORS MEET.

A

combination shows continually decreasing until lately they
have reached a very small gross

it.

palmy days.

"50-50" IS

CENTS

Many reports and stories of the Alco
corporation concerning its financial position have been spreading about for
the past few weeks. It is a service for
features, placing the output of three or
four film manufacturing companies,
one or two of which are said to be
about making other service connec-

ious to rid themselves of

very

SECRETLY MARRIED.

plungers

K.

some

The Grand opera house passed to
K. & E. from Cohan & Harris. The

theatre, Brooklyn, last

Monday.

to

10

six others, all of the

PAID

2c.

COMMISSION.

Watson, a vaudt villc artiste
with a sense of humor, sent her agent.
Lew Goldberg, a cherk for iwn rent*
as his commission of 5 per cent, upon
Lillian

her net profit last week.

original cast of "Panthea," will be seen
in

New York

ond

vaudeville soon.

The

sec-

act of the play has been chosen for

the variety houses.

M.
If

S.

Bentham

is

booking the

you don't advartlao
don't tdvortl**.

In

net.

VARIETY,

Billie

Reeves on the Roof.

"The Original Drunk." otherwise
known as Billie Reeves, will op< n »vi
the Amsterdam Theatre Roof Monday
niirht.

as a part of the "Zicgfcld Mid-

night

Frolic."

C A BLES
ENGLAND'S CO-OPERATIVE PUN
TO BE ABOLISHED BY FEB.

REPORTED STOLL PURCHASE.
London, Jan.

A

1

Variety Artists' Federation Passes Resolution Calling for Full
Salaries of Members After Jan. 30. Gulliver, First
Manager Complaining, First to Agree. Old
Contracts Must Stand.
London, Jan.

20.

At the meeting of the Variety ArFederation last Sunday, a resolution was passed calling for full saltists'

for

aries

acts

the

the halls at

in

ex-

piration Jan. 30 of the present 12-week

between

agreement
and managers.

co-operative
tists

Manager
out,

was the

The general opinion

made

must stand,

Wiesbaden,

Nurnberg

the

while

is

that

all

new book-

but

Marinelli,

agent:
In order to avoid

Stoll will shortly take over the

i.iver Tour and Syndicate halls.
This would be a most important music hall move, as Charles Gulliver operates about 16 halls in London, and the
Syndicate has. 10.

TIVOLI
The

NO MORE.

London, Jan. 20.
Tivoli has passed away, never to

again reappear in the same place.
With the demolishment of the old
Tivoli building, the site will be utilized
for a large building containing flats

and stores.

EDITOR OUT FOR RECRUITS.

LIONEL MACKINDER KILLED.
London, Jan.
Lionel Mackinder, a musical
player and husband of Gracie

was

killed in

20.

comedy
Leigh,

battle last week.

London, Jan. 20.
Next week at the Empire Horatio
Bottomley, editor of John Bull, will apr
for
15
minutes during performances, making speeches for recruits

menced.

Throughout the co-operative period

when paying

halls

were taken over by

individuals to evade the conditions of
the co-operative agreement (this leav-

ing the lightly attended places to "cooperate") not a word of such invasions

by the managers was printed in the V.
A. F. official organ as a warning to

PICTURE BUSINESS BETTER
London, Jan.

can hardly be placed

films

in

readiness be-

There is no current demand for war
and none is being made.

fore April.

There is a likelihood the book will
by Harry Grattan, and the music

be

London, Jan.

Dan Rolyat will open at the
seum Feb. 8 in a new song scene

INCONSEQUENTIAL PLAY.

20.

London, Jan. 20.
"Kings and Queens," by Rudolph
Besier, produced at the St. James Jan.
16, is an inconsequential play.
Marie
Lohr and George Alexander personally

Coli-

scored in

Herman Darewski.

by

DAN ROLYAT OPENING.

co-operation again been voted
for by the Sunday meeting, a large
number of Federation members stood
ready to resign from the organization.

it.

de Courville Coming Over.

DANCE OUT OF GAIETY.
KNOBLAUCH'S LATEST VERSION.
London, Jan. 20.
Edward Knoblauch, author of "Kis-

20.

Business in the local picture houses
has slightly increased since Christmas.

Had

London, Jan.

London, Jan. 20.
George Dance has withdrawn from
the Board of Directors of the Gaiety.

able under actual prevailing condi-

Albert de Courville, director of the

London Hippodrome,

New

"Another Night

in

H. B.

(Signed)

MARINELLI.

sailed Jan. 16 for

York.

KAISER DISAPPOINTED.
London, Jan.

8.

year or so ago Variety
printed the exclusive information that
the Kaiser was the first monarch to
place serious valuation on moving pictures as a means of recording historical
The article went on to say
events.
that many of the important happenings in his later career had been thus

About

Lily Brayton in the music halls.
entitled

tions in Europe.

20.

met," has prepared another, but condensed, version of his big dramatic
success, to be used by Oscar Asche and
is

ducting business as heretofore.
Secondly. As to H. B. Marinelli
personally (family name "Marinelli" as evidenced by legal documents)
this is an entire different matter
and can only be dealt with later
when proper conditions will permit so as to fix responsibility regarding the various charges set
forth in such a way that by cleverly
representing the most simple and
innocent matters, certain people,
aided by the present conditions,
apparently have been able to construct a monstrous charge out of
nothing.
At the same time they
also apparently were able to prejudice and bias minds, opinions,
judgments and common sense which
is most regrettable, but yet excus-

to the colors.

London, Jan. 20.
Joe Coyne has been added to the
cast of the new Empire show, which

artists.

It

from the refusal of the license in
London. Meanwhile they are con-

for

JOE COYNE AT EMPIRE.

booking

international

the

further misunderstandings of any kind concerning H. B. Marinelli, Ltd., London, both regarding certain articles
published in press and maliciously
done purcirculated statements
posely to misrepresent facts, I want
it to be known that,
Firstly.
H. B. Marinelli, Ltd.,
London, is a Limited Company
with an English staff headed by
most honorable and capable business gentlemen, and not "dummies."
Together with their Solicitor they
are taking care of the legal proceedings still pending on appeal

Apollo) and Frankfurt shows are being

com-

to

first

the halls will be at a
reduced salary scale, as against the
prices prevailing before the battle com-

ings

Palace),

oli

ar-

arrangement.
old contracts

In
Amsterdam
(Flora
theatre),
Dortmund (VValhalla). Dresden (Tiv-

authentic,

Oswald

Klink,

land."

war broke
agree to the new

when
to

first

Klein Family and a
sketch, "For Liberty and the Father-

somewhat

MARINELLI'S STATEMENT.
The following statement was issued
New York by H. B.
this week in

which can not be confirmed, says that

offered of a variety nature.

Gulliver, the

plain of conditions

Herman

report

20.

the

Beggar." It begins,
as did "Kismet," with the wily mendicant asleep outside the mosque and finishes the same way.
Life of Hadji the

a

photographed and carefully sealed and

TWICE NIGHTLY FAILS.

stored

establish

in

West End

the

policy

It is

of

for

"The

(lirl

at

the

in

Taxi"

will

the present

be re-

the

In

15.

Wintcrgarten

included

Hamburg

the

bill.

the

Else

car

his

plans,

the

German

general

staff

on which was

with

a

motor
camera for

large

built the

taking the picture.

LORRAINE CONVALESCENT

Hansa theatre has

following bill for January: Emil
Mcrkcl, Marguerite Gilton, Lilli Baretta, Margherita, Amatis Sisters, Katie
Sandwina, Lorch Family, Lucie Rener,

to

kinematographcrs had already received
their written permission to accompany

Bcrna.
Ludwig Amann, Barnes and King, Paul
lulich, I'erzina. Grete Wicscnthal, Paul
Beckers. Robert Steidl, Bcrat, Obersteirm Willuhm Trio, Lina Patzer.
Jan.

ar-

German

producers to take pictures of his
French capital and
that he had intended to personally head
the invasion and to be so photographed.
He was so positive there would be no

the Garrick Jan. 23.

Berlin,

of

firm

film

alteration

In

a

force entering the

CONTINENTAL BILLS.
t.irtiiu;

beginning

the

at

war he had made

rangements with

ance.

vived

now known that so certain was
army would invade Paris

almost immediately

twice-

a

for future generations to

he that his

dramatic productions.
Arthur Bouchier says the public
felt under this system of playing
they were not seeing a full performnightly

away

view.

London, Jan. 20.
"A Daughter of England" closed at
It had tried to
the (iarrick Saturday.

the

FOUR AMARANTHS
NOVELTY DANCERS.
»•

This week (Jan. 18). Palace,
1 at Columbia, St. Louit,

cb.

New

York.

Booked

solid

on

ORPHEUM
Direction,

CIRCUIT, beginning

W.

L.

PASSPART.

London, Jan. 20.
Robert Lorraine sailed Jan. 16 for
a sea voyage of six weeks, going to
Mr. Lorraine is conRio Janerio.
valescing.

VAUDEVILLE
LOWE-CONSIDINE PEOPLE
MEETING THIS WEEK IN 'FRISCO

MEMBERSHIP LIST FULL

MERCEDES CANCELED.
Portland, Jan.

Mercedes and Mile. Stanton, on the
Circuit, did not

appear here.

—

—

atres, Settled
San Francisco, Jan.

Upon Some Time Ago.
20.

Loew and John Considine

Marcus

With them are E. M.
Blumensteil and E. J. Ludwigh, New
York attorneys. The meetings held

zrt in the city.

are said to have been to discuss values

houses passed over to

of various

Sullivan-Considine

the

by

These

theatres

now form

Loew

Circuit.

the

Loew

western time.

The

according to the
story, are necessary to settle or try to
settle differences of opinions regarding
conferences,

the values.

M. Blumensteil is the attorney
for the Timothy D. Sullivan Estate.
The late Senator Sullivan was a partner with John W. Considine in the
Sullivan-Considine Circuit. E. J. Ludthe

is

Loney had

something over.
seems Mr. Curtis

tried

to put
It

the piece, or

some

saw him when

last

in

it,

believe he

is.

necessary to

is

of the people

appearing as an actor
Jack has an expert

accountant calculating the cost of a

Bermuda by

to
six

weeks

at

who

the

way

of

trip

Panama and

Exposition,
much he can

the

besides

estimating how
lose in
stud at three sittings. When the returns
are in, Jack says he will be ready to
talk business with Hammerstein's.

TRULY SHATTUCK PLAYING?
Accounts appear to agree that Truly

E.

wigh

ference, and declared

Loew

Circuit attorney.

Shattuck, reported as missing, is playing an engagement somewhere, either

country or around Panama. The
Maryland proprietor states he
believes Miss Shattuck left his hotel
to keep a theatrical engagement. The
day before she left town, Miss Shattuck 'phoned Miss Gorman's manicure
in this

Hotel

parlors in the

TANGUAY RESTING.
Permission has been given by the
United Booking Offices to Eva Tanguay's oft repeated request of late for

Next week Miss Tanguay
the theatre,
will remain away from
opening at Keith's Prospect, Brooklyn,
the Monday following, and Feb. 8 at
a week's rest.

New York.
This week Miss Tanguay is testing
the walls of the Keith's Royal in the
Bronx.
The Wednesday matinee did
not have an empty seat, a most extraordinary occurance on that week
day matinee at the big time house over
the Colonial,

the bridge.

Putnam

by the

Orpheum

management

Mile. Stanton declared she
to

after

was unable

go on because of a bruised shoulder.

During the week Mercedes and Mile.
Stanton were at the Orpheum, Seattle,
Merwith their piano-telepathy act.
cedes has such a severe attack of artistic temperament that Manager Reiter
was pleased when the act closed Saturday night. Wednesday night Meroedcs'

owing to a jumbling up in
code or a break In the "thoughttransference," which he claims sends
messages from the audience to Mile.
Stanton on the stage. When she failed,
Mercedes "bawled" her out from the
audience and rushed to the stage, where
he is said to have threatened several
kinds of dire calamities to everyone fn
Manager Reiter gave the
the house.
erratic performer a call for his unwaract failed,
their

ranted action.
When the act reached here and it
was discovered Mile. Stanton was so
badly bruised she could not perform,
the local Orpheum management got
Mr. Reiter on the phone and found
out the latter's experience, when Mercedes was informed his local engagement was cancelled, and he departed for

San Francisco.

a

and had to leave the city in haste.
She asked if her hands could be manicured that day.
When told no one
could call that 'afternoon, but someone would in the morning, Miss Shattuck replied she had to leave the same

two young girls along
she needed in her act.
A couple of letters, one written to
Mrs. Tom Lewis and the other to
Eddie
Darling by
Miss
Shattuck
about the last time she was heard
from in New York, indicated a condition of despondency on her part.

evening, taking

DAMA

CARUS' SHOW.
Philadelphia, Jan. 20.

Carl Randall and Emma Carus deny
that Mr. Randall will appear in London
with Gaby Deslys, as reported by cable
from the other side last week.
Mr. Randall is appearing with Miss

Carus at Keith's this week. He is under
contract to the star for several seasons
yet to come, and they will shortly begin
rehearsals in a new play, "Maggie
Magee," by Jack Lait. Mr. Randall has
written

the

company

the

words and music
book of the play.

to

featured.

JACK CURTIS, ACTOR.
It's

all

set

for Jack

Curtis to turn

actor for one week at Hammerstein's,
playing his original role in "Thomashefsky," the afterpiece doomed to be shown

and perhaps longer.
The "money end" hasn't been settled
yet.
Jack is holding out.
Tuesday
Lonej Haskell booked two acts of Rose
& Curtis, thinking it would help some,
firm Immediately held a conbul t*i
there Feb.

1,

SYKES' PART.

Dama

Sykes has taken the role
Elizabeth
Murray in
by
"Watch Your Step" at the Amsterdam.
It is said Miss Murray was dissatisfied with her part from the opening
of the production.
She held a season's contract with Charles Dillingham
for the show, but left it Saturday.
Miss Murray has a standing offer
to play the Orpheum Circuit any time
she wishes to open on that tour.
created

ac-

Miss Carus will be starred in the
production and Mr. Randall will be

presi-

Herman Weber
Earl

Prank O'Brien,

vice-president
August Dreyer, treas-

urer

William

Woolfenden,

Secretary

Aaron
Kessler,
House Com.
Bert Leslie

Oene Hushes
Everett Ruskay

Hugo Morris

Co.

Reynolds

Harry Weber
John B. Simon
Foster Ball

Roland West
Bart McHugh
Floyd Stoker
Dlnehart
Harry Plncus
Paul Durand
Eddlo Goodrich
Emll Subers
Waltor James
Allen

Tommy Gray

Johnny Ford
DeWItt Mott
Harry Cooper
Jack Hodgdon
Edgar Dudley
Ben Plermont
Ed. Morton
Hay Hodgdon
William Montgomery
Jimmy Hussey
Tom Kyle
Johnny Collins
Frank Otto

Murray

Clark Brown

H.

J.

Fltsgerald

S.

B.

Nanwarrlng

Martin M. Marcus
Maurice Goodman

Homer 0. Mason
Ray Myers
Mark Aron
George O'Brien
Charles 8. Breed

Tom Mahoney

Franker Woods

W.

J.

Halllgan
Fell

Joe Plncus

Roy Barnes

T.

Joe Maxwell
Joe Keaton
Buster Keaton

Leo Muckenfuss
Franklyn Ardell
B. V. Darling
Philip K. Dalton

Irving Cooper
Murray Abrahams
John R. Gordon

Lew Golder
Joe Preneveau

Wohlman
W. J. Sullivan
Roy H. Butln
Al.

Doctor

H Hyman

Donald McAvoy
Prod Mace

Fred.

Charles Blerhauer

George W. Scott

Mort Fox
Arthur Blondell
George P. Murphy
Bruce Duffus
George Whiting
Jack Flynn
George LeMalre
Jack Otrtla

Harry Fox
Van Hoven

Doctor Stern
Maurice Rose
Jack Allman
George M. Perry

The

Whitfield

Hsrry Breen

Keller

Mack

Frank Orth
Harry Carroll
Dave Ferguson
C. Schanberger
Fred Barrens

F.

Herman Barrens
Lewis B. Madden
Burton Green

club intended holding a benefit

contract

$2,700 SINGING CO.
Chicago, Jan. 20.
White, the famous opera
singer who gathered more publicity
around Chicago during the past opera
season than Mary Garden gathered in
this section in her entire life, has intimated that she might enter vaudeCarolina

ville

for a

short spin.

Claude Humphrey, manager of the
local U. B. O. office, has conferred
with Miss White and learned that she
has

a

vehicle

Suzanne"

in

in

"The

condensed

Secret of
form. The

piece will require three people.

EMMA

Conroy,

dent
A.

performance Jan. 24. It has been postponed to Feb. 7 at the Candler theatre.

Building, say-

ing she had just received

They

Frank

Club, organized with a
of 100, has its list
are:

membership

limited
filled.

Orpheum

Their local engagement was cancelled

Marcus Loew, Attorneys Blumensteil and Ludwigh, and John
W. Considine Talk Over S-C Situation in San Francisco
Reason Given To Determine Values of The-

The Comedy

20.

MELNOTTE-NIP WED.
San Francisco Jan. 20.
Pearl Melnotte and Tom Nip were
married Jan. 9 at Stockton, Cal. Miss
Melnotte is of the Melnotte Sisters,
and Mr. Nip of Nip and Tuck. Both
acts are playing on the same bill over
the Loew's Western time.

Married in Wilmington.
Wilmington, Del., Jan. 20.
Charles J. Adler of "The Dream of the
Orient," was married to Emelia H.
Schact, of the same company, Saturday afternoon by Mayor Harrison W.
Howell.

If the salary question is overcome,
Miss White may open at the Majestic, afterward touring the cities where
she has appeared in opera.
Jessamine Allen, local representative of the Boston Lyceum Bureau,
has gone to New York to complete
negotiations with the United Booking
Offices for the vaudeville debut of
Miss White. If accepted for a vaudeville route, Miss White will probably
offer "The Secret of Suzanna," one of
Wolf-Ferrari's
miniature
operas.
Thomas Chalmers will handle the baritone role with Miss White.
The salary is quoted at $2,700 for
this production, although it is understood Miss White has been submitted

ns a single attraction for $2,000 weekly.

Eddie Ross with Cort Show.
Eddie Ross, the black-face comedian, was engaged at the last moment
for John Cort's "What's Going On,"
which is now in rehearsal. Ross does
vaudeville

his

specialty

during

the

show.
If

you

don't advertise In
don't advertise.

VARIETY,

ADELE BLOOD AT $800.
$800 will be the price Hammerstein's
will pay next week for Adele Blood as
headliner.
Miss Blood and her husEdwards Davis (a former
baifll
clergyman, now an actor), received
publicity the latter part of last week,
through divorce proceedings. At one
time Miss Blood supported Davis in
vaudeville sketches.
Lately she appeared as the star of a play that had a
New York engagement.
Hammerstein's expects an African
baboon called "President" to open on

brief

program of Feb. 1. Alec Lauder,
brother of Harry, will be featured also
that week.
its

BECK OOINQ WEST.
Martin Beck is going west and south,
first to Chicago to attend the annual
meeting of the Western 'Vaudeville
Managers' Association and other corto T>e held in the Windy
City Jan. 25, then southward over the
Orpheum Circuit towns, stopping at
other cities as well.

porations,

EVELYN ON THE COA8T.
The

present tour in vaudeville of Evelyn Nesbit and Jack Clifford extends
into May, booked through H. B. Marinelli, who has also secured the danc-

ing couple engagements over the OrCircuit, principally on the Pacific Coast, to be fulfilled in July and

pheum
later.

Joe Schenck has been elected Com(L. I.),
of the Beechhurst
Yacht Club. The Commodore celebrated by giving the club an entertainment Wednesday evening.

modore

•

VAUDEVILLE
LATEST FILM COMBINATION
BRINGS ABOUT MANY RUMORS

CLANCY LOSES POLL
A rather
the

vaudeville

Thursday

fraternity

upon hearing that

S. Z. Poli,

the

New

England vaudeville manager, had with-

Equitable Film Corporation, with $1,000,000 Capital,
Expert Moving Picture and Showmen Connected With
Others Equally Important Reported Behind New
Concern. Pat Casey, William E. Gilmore
and Dwight MacDonald Interested
The

combination
Kquitable Film Co.) has brought out many
rumors during the past week. Those
most prominently known who are active in it are Pat Casey, William K.
Gilmore
and
Dwight
MacDonald.
latest

$1,000,000

is

film

(

the Equitable's capitaliza-

tion.

thoroughly experienced in the picture
business.
Pat Casey is a theatrical
showman of quite some renown, who
has had an extensive course in pictures
through having been the mainspring of
the Klaw & Erlanger-Biograph long
series of feature films (one of the first
on the market). Mr. Gilmore was at
the head of the Edison company some
years ago, and but recently returned
from a long stay on the other side, it
is
said.
Mr. MacDonald was instrumental in the formation of the Motion
picture Patents Co., often called "The

here)

in

Under

Island.

proceeding, Lemaire was civilly
arrested and confined for four hours.
The defendants are members of the
Conroy and Lemaire vaudeville act.
They were attached on a Monday

An

action

restrain

the

morning

commenced
General

week

this

Film

&

further circulating the K.

to

Co. from
E.-Bio fea-

has a direct relation to
the new company, according to ttport.
Other signs indicate that besides the
prominent men named in connection
with the Equitable, it is most likely
that others, equally prominent in the
show and picture business, are also
concerned.
Just what the ultimate object of the
Equitable is no one appears to be able
to state with any positiveness.
General report says it is in the field and
fully equipped to handle any contingency. This is accepted by many to
denote the Equitable is after a wholesale consolidation of the feature film
branch of the picture industry.
ture product

IN PICTURES.
The story came out Thursday that
the man named Harkenson, in the
Tombs on a charge of having embezzled something like $50,000 from the
banking concern with which he was
connected, had invested the money, or
most of it, in the Irene Tarns picture
company.
The Tarns Co. was formed with Miss
Tarns as the featured star and was
marked for releases through the War-

The company

have suspended operations this week and that
Miss Tarns left for Pittsburgh Tuesis

said

to

day.
state

just

what

A. F.

For the

got

the

at

OF M. ON COAST.

first

time

the history of

in

American Federation

of Musicians

the annual convention of the organization

to be held on the Pacific Coast,

is

May

in

17,

San Francisco.

The New York delegates will be
Eugene A. Johnson (by virtue of his
office as president of No. 310), Edward
Canavan and Nic Briglio.
At a meeting of Local No. 310,
American Federation of Musicians, last
week, Joseph Knapp was elected treasfill the vacancy caused by the
death of E. A. Hauser, who had held
the office for about fourteen years,
President Johnson being inducted into
office last week.

Boston, Jan.

Sousa

is

billed

Building

for

Feb. 14 in

20.

400 musicians

with

for a benefit for the Musicians' L'nion.

probably make the biggest boxadvance sale
already breaking records.
It will

figure in years, the

office

BUCK TAYLOR'S VACATION.
Philadelphia, Jan. 20.

After

five

M.
manager
ice,

years of continuous serv-

\V.

(Buck) Taylor, general
Fred Zimmerman, Sr..

of the

theatres, left early last

week

for a trip

He

will

re-

turn late in February.
)

"MELTING POT" FILM.

last

cable

was received by Walter Floyd

Saturday

from

Israel

Zangwill

ing

"The Melting Pot" bemade with Walker Whiteside slated

for

the principal part.

play version of

PROVIDENCE CASE TRIED.
Providence, Jan.

The

action

brought by

the

21.

Provi-

dence Theatre Co. (operating Keith's

all

of the Poli

the

supplies.

United
Poli has

been attached to the U. B. O. as far as
time theatres were concerned,
since abruptly leaving the William
Morris agency some years ago. There
is but one big time Poli theatre left.
Poli's
Scrauton. Reports are about
that this house will shortly play pop
vaudeville along with the others.
When small time vaudeville was
young, Mr. Clancy took hold of several
Poli theatres that were not looked favorably upon by their proprietor and
sent them into the winning class, with
pop variety bills. Mr. Clancy bought
acts cheaply, devoted his entire time
and energy to building up the Poli
small time business, until Poli admitted Clancy's efficiency by throwing
his big time houses into the small time
his big

class.

Poli was in New York Thursday, according to report, and removed his
houses from Clancy's office without
notice to his long-time faithful booking agency. It is said that Bruce
Duffus, with the Clancy agency, may
be added to the Poli booking staff,
headed by P. Alonzo in the U. B. O.
Nelson Burns is Mr. Alonzo's chief
assistant in the Poli bookings.
Mr. Clancy, according to report, will
continue his agency in the Putnam
Building, accepting such houses to
book without reserve as may be presented to him. While handling the
Poli bookings, it is said Mr. Clancy
often declined to take on other theatres, owing to that connection.

Proctor's Newark, Reopening.

Newark, Jan. 21.
Park place theatre
will resume vaudeville Monday, playing the same style of show as at the
Fifth Avenue, New York.
F.

F.

Proctor's

Me-

granting permission to a feature photo-

money.

in

urer to

Harkenson refused
sources

open

week.

A
arraigned

to

upon the allegation they had
committed a breach of contract and
were about to leave the state. The
men were placed under bond at $1,000
and deposited cash as surety. The
damages named in the papers is $350,
the amount of their salary for the

to California for a rest.

Features.

When

when due

Keith's,

chanics'

MORE MONEY

here,

places

theatres

Booking Offices for

against

Rhode

his small time theatres from the
James Clancy booking agency.

The withdrawal

tion (such as the Co. is) can sue out an

attachment

drawn

vaudeville

Frank Conroy
and George Lemaire, was tried today.
The Qourt reserved decision, pending
briefs to be submitted on the point
whether a New York State corporatheatre

the

Picture Trust."

to

It.

this

None of the men mentioned would
give any information when called upon
by a Varietf representative. Each is

ner's

Has

Three compa-

Lawrence Goldie

will place the first

week's bill at the Proctor Newark
house, afterward booking but the Sth
Avenue, the Proctor staff taking charge
of the Newark bookings.

EDNA MAY'S SKETCHES.
Two

sketches are used this week by
at the Flatbush,
Brooklyn, where she is starting a Loew
Circuit tour. The engagement was engineered by Jule Delmar.
Miss Spooner's playlet the first half
was "The Obstinate Family" and this
last half "My Lady's Telegram."

Edna May Spooner

Managerial Dance Contest Postponed.
The modern dancing contest for
managers and agents, to have been held

Thursday night, at the Riveria on upper Broadway, was postponed until
next Thursday night at the same place.

The
seem

principal reasons for the delay
to be cold feet and the entrance
per couple. Prizes were to

nies have been bidding for Whiteside's

fee,

camera

have been awarded the winners.

services.

$5

DAMAGE

$1009000

A New York Supreme

was handed

large surprise

SUIT.
Court action

commenced against the CoAmusement Co. for $100,000
damages. The plaintiff is the Freidenrich, Gersten & Bacr Amusement Co.,
has been

lumbia

which controls the Prospect theatre in
the Bronx. Besides the Columbia Co.,
and directors are named

its officers

as

defendants.

The moving papers
spiracy

against

allege

Gersten

the

a

con-

Co.

and
Prospect theatre, on the part of
the Columbia Co. group, including Edwin D. Miner, who operates the
Miner's Bronx house (playing Columbia attractions). The complaint follows the usual trend of theatrical acthe

against what is
monopolistic control.
The Columbia Company is charged
with controlling about all the burlesque
theatres and companies of the counof

tions

claimed

sort

this

to

be

try.

The Prospect theatre nominally belongs, as far as the profession knows,
to Frank Gersten.
After many policies,

took on ProgcJiivc Wheel burin the season.
Later this
to the Columbia passed
when Gersten arranged for a

it

lesque early
"opposition"

away,

stock engagement for four weeks with
May Ward "Dresden Dolls" show.

the

The Ward show

did not open at the
Prospect, but during the time it should

have been there, played some Columbir Circuit houses.
It is probably this
special instance will be an important
item in the case when reaching trial.
House. Vorhaus & Grossman, of 115

Broadway, are the attorneys for the
Leon Laski, of 160 Broadway, will represent the Columbia Co.
Another damage suit has grown out
of the same circumstances. The May
plaintiffs.

Ward Theatrical Co. is said to have
brought an action against the Columbia Circuit, alleging breach of verbal
agreement to retain the Ward show on
the Columbia time. J. Robert Rubin,
of 163 Broadway, is Ward's attorney.
Mr. Laski will also defend that action
for the Columbia.

AGENCIES INVOLVED.
George

H.

Licenses,

was

Bell,

Commissioner of
by Fulton Bry-

notified

lawsky, the secretary of the Charities
Organization in Washington, D. C,

from New
appear in a "society
circus" aranged by one Thomas Reynolds, had not received a penny after
working a full week. The matter was
brought to the attention of Brylawski
by a mother in one of the acts, who
did not have enough money with which
to feed her baby.
The Trixie Friganza* Agency and the
Amalgamated Vaudeville Offices suplast

week

York,

that

there

circus acts

to

the acts for the circus. When
the agencies were notified, each sent
money to help some of the acts. The
Trixie Friganza office sent $36 and the
plied

Amalgamated $16.95.
The acts were Flying Nelsons, Damascus Troupe, Flying La Bells, The
Zobinos, The Kineros, Unicycle Hayes,
Gegoire-Elminas, Auquenelta Sisters,
Atlas Troupe.
The Friganza Agency has temporarsuspended since the Washington
ily
incident.

VAUDEVILLE
FORBID REVUE ENGAGEMENTS
UNLESS AGENTS FIRST SUBMIT
United Booking Offices Commission Men Instructed to Inform
Booking Manager Before Placing Acts With Productions Nothing Said About "Booking

—

Sunday concerts during the run
of the show unless Jackson receives

in the

structed that before placing acts with

pay for the extra performance.

hereafter the
productions
names of the turns must first be submitted to S. K. Hodgdon, the U. B.
0. booking manager.
A recent booking with a musical
comedy, through which the act had tj
abruptly taken out of set programs,
I)':
brought about the order.
While the revues have drafted many
vaudeville acts of late the U. B. O.
apparently has given the matter no
concern, although the latest order to
agents would indicate the revue engagements have not passed unnoticed.
Nothing has been officially stated as
yet regarding acts booking direct with
productions, as most always is the case
where an agent might be involved.
At the meeting when the agents
were informed regarding production
acts it is said the commission boys
protested against some of the United's
office
men
not
making
bo king
all
themselves more
accessible
to

musical

agents.

They were promised

it

would

be looked into.

BOHM'S ROAD SHOW.
Bohm is preparing

Frank

vaudeville

March

1,

a

road show to be launched
with Singer's Lilliputians at

the head of

program

for

The remainder of
be made up of six

the

it.

will

for-

eign turns, never appearing previously
upon the American vaudeville stage.
Bohm has the list of the acts, but will
not make the names public.

The tour is to extend to the Pacific
Coast and play a Klaw & ErlangerShubert route at a one dollar scale.
Claude Saunders will be in charge
of the road troupe. Its opening stand
will be Parson's, Hartford.

Ned Wayburn

will

attend

the

to

staging of the midget collection in a
series

of

numbers

that

will

compose

about an hour's revue for the show.

dancing floor.
The Morgan young women do classical steps in classical raiment, which
hides but little. They have been appearing "afternoons" at the Waldort
of late.
Max Rabinoff appears t6 be

GARDEN'S "CRYSTAL RUN."

A
the

"Crystal

"Made

Run"

in

shown in
America" show at the

Winter Garden.

It

will be

several

colors.

be of glass,
from beneath in

will

electrically illuminated

The runway

will

re-

semble in design that used in "The
Midnight Frolics" on the Amsterdam
Roof.
It is claimed for the Shuberts
they thought of the idea before Flo
Ziegfeld actually used it. The Ziegfeld
glass walk is elevated.
The Garden's
run will rest on top of the orchestra
chairs, as usual.

Norah Bayes has supplanted Valeska
Suratt as the principal

woman

in

the

new Garden revue. Miss Suratt is said
to have become dissatisfied with her
ding difficulty in continuing her vaudeville act along the circuits
without her.
Miss Bayes is reported
receiving $800 weekly for the Garden
engagement.
The other women principals in the
new Garden show are said not to have
become enthusiastic over Miss Bayes'
advent into the cast. They had anticipated an easy task in "putting over"
songs until the Bayes engagement.
One of the bits in the new Garden
show will be an impersonation of Ziegfeld, taken by Lew Brice, with approrole, also

fir

the

New York

director of their dates.

Progressive Bankrupt.
involuntary bankruptcy petition
was filed last Saturday against the
Progressive Circuit, the former Progressive Burlesque Wheel. I. Miller,

An

Walter Maxey and Frank Calder were
icpresented by Leon Laski, as the petitioners.
Their claims amounted to
about $2,000.
The Progressive Circuit's

contract

made by Joe Jackson

illness.

stein notified Jack Wilson if the latter
"walked out" as he had threatened to
Secause
billing,
Hammerstein's
of
would sue the act (Jack Wilson and
Franklyn Batie) for damages'. Wilson
the theatre but returned in an
left
hour, rehearsed and appeared.
Ryan and Tierney left Tuesday to
open at the William Penn, Philadelphia, replacing Cameron and O'Con-

nor.

Coogan and Cox left the American
bill the first half, owing to illness.
One show was lost by Conroy and
Lemaire

in the Palace Thursday, while
Providence. Harry Breen filled in
for the matinee.

at

GOV. OPENING PALACE.
Chicago, Jan.

20.

Monday, Jan. 25, the new Palace,
Fort Wayne, Ind., will open with the
United Booking Offices show, booked
jointly between the New York and
offices.

special

chartered by C. S.
U. B. O. man-

train,

Humphrey, the

local

number

ager, will carry a
lebrities'

the

to

of local ce-

scene.

The governor

of Indiana will formal-

open the house.

ly

There is a possibility of an Empire
City Quartet reunion in a Keith vaudeIn fact, the date
ville house shortly.
given as Feb.

the Alhambra.
er,

and the theatre as
said Harry Coop-

1

It is

and Mayo and Tally, three

original

members

booked

at

week,

an agent

of the

quartet,
for
acts.

Irving Cooper,

is

New

in

the

respective

their

in

fourth original

of

Alhambra

the

are
that

The
now

Pittsburgh, Jan. 20.
Philander C. Knox, Jr., son of the
former secretary of state, and his wife,
formerly May G. Boiler, a shop girl,
are no longer living in their charming
cottage in Charleston, W. Va., but have
separated. Mrs. Knox declares she will
file a suit for separation and will accept
a vaudeville offer.

FIRM.

Carter De Haven and Nate B. Spingold have formed a partnership for the
production of "girl acts" for vaudeville.

with the Shuberts for an engagement
in "Made in America," the new Shubert show opening at the Winter Gar-

Their

first effort will

town

in

den probably week of Feb. 15, does not
provide for Jackson'* appear mce there

contain ten

about

be shown out of
three weeks.
It will

girls, all principals.

tumes by Mme. Frances.)

(Cos-

in

File," the

Chicago

"On

Trial" travesty

received this week by
Bornhaupt, the foreign agent
in New York, from his London connection, the Will Collins Agency, it
said that Walter Frere of that office
had made a trip to Brussels, where
he found the city normal.
The Folies Bergere (playing a Flemish revue), the Gaiety (with a French
revue) and the Wintergarten (with
vaudeville), all are doing business, the
letter

Charles

letter stated, as well as the restaurants

and

cafes, also all picture houses.

Sydney Blow, the English producer
connected
will

with

shortly

York.

the

leave

Fuller-Brennan

this

week, delegated by his

permanent Amer-

ican headquarters in this city.

Murphy

send a complete bill from Chicago
weekly, the circuit paying transportation both ways and issuing a play or

pay contract for a route aggregating
from 20 to 30 weeks.

NO RICKARDS CUTS.
Sydney, Dec.

The

Collins

London

present war

15.

has not caused a

cut in salary to the vaudeville artists,
as far as the Australian vaudeville sit-

uation

concerned, on the Rickards
according to a statement is-

is

Circuit,

sued by that chain.
In some of the
theatres a cut has been agreed upon or
enforced, but Hugh D. Mcintosh, who
controls
Rickards time, has evolved
another method which, in the main, has
proven satisfactory.
When it became necessary to adjust the engagements to the circumstances of the war, the problem as far
as this circuit is concerned was solved
by a slight curtailment of contracts.

MUSICAL MEMOS.
Remicks has added four new exploiters of songs to its staff. Jack
Sturgis, Arney Henry, Gus Wicke and
Tommy Brackett are the new men.
Nathan Spector, who wrote the music for the ballad,
"Until the Very
End," which Karl Jorn has accepted,
has joined the writing
Shapiro-Bernstein Co.

staff

of

the

boy on Broadway last Saturday
music of "Tipperary"
five cents a copy.
This is,30-cent

for

selling sheet

music.

LYRIC, MOBILE, POP.

New

Orleans, Jan. 20.
commenced a pop
vaudeville policy Monday, with bills
booked through B. F. Brennan of this

The

Lyric, Mobile,

city.

The

BRUSSELS NORMAL.
a

the

Chicago Paper Suspends.

Hammerstein's, written by Tommy
Gray, has been held over for another
week.

In

for

circuit to establish a

York.

"ON FILE" HELD OVER.
"On

Murphy, the new American

representative

A

is

I).

circuit of theatres in Australia, arrived

was

EMPIRE CITY REUNION.

POSSIBLE RECRUIT.

NEW PRODUCING
The

Keith's,

at

ment.

priate dialog.

JACKSON'S SUNDAY CONTRACTS.

for

Monday morning Arthur Hammer-

liabilities,

actual and contingent, are said to bo
about $100,000, with no assets of mo-

Trio,

Boston, this week, dropped out of the

through

Chicago, Jan. 20.

Roy

will

The Ray Dooley

A

geles, as a turn for its

COMPLETE BILL WEEKLY.

did not

stead.

Classical Dancers.

The New York Roof will have the
Morgan Girls (6 of 'em) from Los An-

Kitty

placed them.
Chief Caupolican was taken ill and
could not play the Orphcum, St. Paul,
this week.
Grace De Mar is there in-

Chicago

Roofs

Morton

open
at the Palace, New York, Monday, reConroy and Lemaire reporting ill.

bill

Agents doing business through the
United Booking Offices have been in-

AND OUT.

IN

Sam and

agency,
for

Chicago, Jan. 20.
creditors of Jack Lait

& Tom

Bourke, Inc., yesterday filed involuntary bankruptcy petition against the
corporation, alleging over $15,000 liabilities with about $1,000 assets.
The Saturday Telegraph, which Lait
and Bourke first started (with Lait
withdrawing from the corporation last
August), suspended publication last
week. Bourke at present is confined In
a local hospital by illness.
Sheridan Sq. Continues.

An

Pittsburgh, Jan. 20.
increase in business at the Sheri-

dan Square Theatre last week caused
the house management to rescind its
vaudeville-closing order.
The number
of acts and performances will remain
the same in future, but the show will

run continuously.
Johnny Collins of
the United Booking Offices is to continue

booking

it.

New
If

you don't advortiM
don't ndvvrtlM.

In

VARIETY,

VAUDEVILLE

a'

WITMARKS WIN.

WORKING FOR CONTRACT.

OPPORTUNITY!
is something that most people let pass, and he is indeed a wise
grasps an opportunity when a decent one presents itself. It is something that docs not knock at our door every day, and, oh, how lonesome it is
to sit alone waiting for an opportunity that came to you once and got away,

Opportunity

man who

through lack of

common

sense.

Why

do people

means

failure in

or

What

can the White Rats do for you? They can better conditions for you
and could get you a square deal if you would give the support that you should
give to the White Rats.
You will pay $25 or $50 to join a social club, but
you will not give $10 a year to protect your business. The White Rats has
already bettered conditions and have achieved success for you and your profession with only half-hearted interest and support.
Do you not realize how much more good we could do if we had the solid
support we should have?
Do you not know you cannot win anything worth while as an individual?
You arc not dealing with an individual, you are dealing with a well organized
body, and as an individual you are lost in the shuffle. If you have a family to
support, is it not only fair that you should protect the business that is giving you
a living so that you can support your family?
The actor to some people may be a joke and some people believe that his
profession is not a business; but any man who can earn a decent living to get
the necessities of life is indeed in a business, and her or his business is far from
being a joke. All he needs to do is to uplift and protect that business which he
has not protected in the past. The work the actor does cannot be done by his
employer. The player has a gift from God. Isn't that gift worth protection?
The gift has brought you many a dollar, Mr. Actor, and if you are not doing
as well now as you should be doing, there is a reason.
The manager has protected his end of the business.

HAVE YOU PROTECTED YOURS?
now up

you

to better yourself and conditions in general, unless you
manager to tell you how much you should work for,
how you should do your act, work where he chooses to have you work no matter how much your expenses may be, and work only when he chooses to work
you, although you have an act that is pleasing and saleable. If you feel that the
manager should rule your end of the profession, then go on as a great many
have been going on as individuals. Don't join the White Rats, but just as sure
as the sun shines you will realize your mistake.
Perhaps you do realize it now. I hope you do, because there never has
been a more opportune time for you to become active. If you are cold-blooded
and don't want love or friends, then prove you are cold-blooded and protect
your business. If the White Rats are eager to help you, and you know well they
have helped you, it's only fair for you to protect the White Rats. There never
has been any other organized body that ever accomplished for you or your
to

believe in allowing the

profession in a business way, not mentioning the fraternal side, that which the
White Rats has accomplished.
The opportunity is here and it is up to you to grasp it. Don't fool yourself, because you are the only one you are fooling.

J

Don't say you cannot pay your dues because you have no money, when in
reality you are spending Ten Dollars at least every week in some foolish way.
Look after your business, Mr. Actor. You can only do so by organizing.
Are you going to let the opportunity slip by?
Watch your step—walk quickly into your Organization.
Join the White Rats.

SAFETY FIRST.

FRANK FOGARTY.
BUTTERFIELD BUYS

IN.
Chicago, Jan. 20.

W.

Butterfield

S.

terest in

of

the

Michigan

has bought an inthe Apollo, Chicago, and will

vaudeville

circuit,

assume active charge,

utilizing

it

as a

"try out house."
It

will be

Geo. H.

Friday, Jan.

IS,

at

Bell,

1915,

Wm.

by

Arthur F. Driscoll and Will

the

for

the

his

office,

P. Burt,

J.

booked through the Asso-

ciation.

Lowell Opera House Closed.
Lowell, Mass., Jan. 20.
The Lowell opera house, one of the
oldest amusement
establishments in
the town, has closed.

Recovering from Accident.

Cooke,

law, placed on

employment agency

the Actors' Equity Association in the

persons of Francis Wilson,

Howard Kyle,
Paul M. Turner, its

the shooting.

explained

it

rifle,

Howard was
used

in his act,

accidentally discharged.

attorney.

there

represent

to

that

was

organization,

If

the

mandamus

proceedings, to be

brought by the White Rats through a
friendly arrangement with the Commissioner in order to get an interpretation of the law by the courts, are not
successful it is the purpose of the Organization to bring to the notice of the
who are is-

District Attorney, agents

suing inequitable contracts and in this
way try to compel all agents doing
business under the law, to issue what
will be construed by the courts as a
fair contract.

If the efforts in the di-

District Attorney fail,
the purpose of the White Rats, together with the Actors' Equity Association and any other interested bona
fide actors' organization, and reputable
managers, to go before the legislature
and ask for the passage of a new law
that will be workable, if the present
law should not stand the test; but it
has always been the contention of the
White Rats that the present law is a
good one and the officers of the White
Rats feel confident that the matters
they have in mind in connection with
the bringing about of some final opinion on the law will be successfully terminated in upholding the law, which
as stated above, they have always con-

rection

of

the

it is

SPECIAL NOTICE

prac-

30.

Big reception to be tendered to
our Big Chief on his return to New
York. The entire profession invited to attend.
Entertainment
with many surprises and a heart
to heart talk by the Big Chief.

when
If

you don't advertise

la

don't advertise.

Sons

J.

Giegerich

in

of the music publishers.

The Witmarks engaged Atteridge

to

write under a two years' contract. It
expired January 6, 1913.
The Wit-

marks

contended certain songs Atwrote were rightfully their
property and sued for an accounting.

teridge

The Witmarks alleged that Atteridge
was working for others at the same
time he was under contract to them.
Giegerich's

decision

said

in

part:
"I

nothing

find

inequitable

the

in

contract between the plaintiff and Atteridge.
It is quite different from the

Witmark

contract in
provides
it

vs. Peters', in that

a substantial weekly
payment to the author. Nor do I find
any lack of mutuality."
for

ONLY VAUDEVILLE LEFT.
Edmonton,

With
monton

Can.,

the closing of the
is

for

20.

practically theatreless, with

the exception of vaudeville.
ers Stock

Jan.

Empire Ed-

company,

Moose Jaw

for

at the

The

Play-

Empire,

left

an indefinite en-

gagement.

OLD CLAIMS NO GOOD.
Chicago, Jan. 20.
holding old salary or contract claims against the Kansas City
Hippodrome have apparently little
chance of ever realizing anything resembling a collection, since the only
Artists

the company had was a lease
on the property, and this was recently
forfeited for non-payment of rent.
Frank Talbot was general manager
of the operating company. Talbot also
owns an interest in the St. Louis Hippodrome.
The Kansas City house is now being
operated through the Affiliated Booking Co., which is responsible, although
not liable for old claims contracted by
asset

its

predecessor.

RUNNING FOR MAYOR.
Cambridge, Mass., Jan. 20.
Geoffrey L. Whalen has announced
himself as a candidate for the mayorship of Cambridge on a Reform ticket.
Whalen, who is a member of the

White Rats, is known professionally
"The Spellbinder," being an actor,

as

author and lecturer.

Cortelyou with Simons.
Chicago, Jan. 20.
Bert Cortelyou who has been handling the booking of the Allardt circuit
in the Western Vaudeville Managers'
Association will leave that circuit shortly to join the staff
of the Simons

Fogarty Night
At the Club House
Saturday evening, Jan.

&

for alleged viola-

Supreme Court of New York last
week handed down a decision in favor

Mrs.

and Maurice Goodman represented the
United Booking Offices.
The conference was very harmoniously conducted and the Commissioner
showed a disposition toward co-operHis statements were to the efation.
fect that he was only too willing to cooperate with the White Rats and other
actors' and managers' organizations in
an effort to get for the actor and
actress an equitable form of contract.
So after many years of persistency,
it now looks as though the agents in
New York will be issuing an equitable
form of contract.

home, 1529 Swain

had done so with suicidal intent, but
this is denied by both Howard and his
wife, who was with him at the time of

Witmark

the

Justice

and

sidered to be workable.

is convalescing in the HahneHospital. At the time Mr. Howard shot himself, it was stated that he

is

presi-

Fitzpatrick, of the Actors' Society,

mann

It

its

secretary,

dent;

street,

ticing with a

New

the statute books of the State of

York some few years ago through the
efforts of the White Rats.
At this conference were represented

Philadelphia, Jan. 20.
Thomas Howard, of vaudeville, who
accidentally shot himself in the left
breast, Jan. 11, at his

Harold Atteridge

vs.

purpose of discussing

let

woman wants

America?

It is

Commissioner of

with

tion of contract Justice

Licenses,

life.

chances of a lifetime slip by?
to let anything good pass, but many of us are
inclined to be overwise, egotistical, selfish and hateful.
If you were sure you
could benefit yourself and also benefit the great majority, wouldn't you be very
foolish not to grasp the opportunity?
Can you offer any sane reason why you should not grasp a golden opportunity now above all other times, by joining and supporting the White Rats of

No man

conference

called

Failure to see something worth while often

In the case of M.

The White Rats were represented
at

VARIETY,

Agency.
Cortelyou was formerly private secretary to both C. E. Bray and C. E.
Kohl.

"Gay New Yorkers" First.
Jack Goldenberg's "Gay New Yorkers" will open the Imperial, St. Louis,
as a Columbia Main Circuit house Sunday, Jan. 31.

VARIETY
The Majestic, Detroit, seating 1,850,
costing $200,000, managed by C. Arthur
Caille, will be ready for business by

niETY
PublUhad

Wmklj

VARIETY,

May

SIME SILVERMAN,

When

President

New York

Times Square

CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO

Majestic Theatre Bldg.
Pantages Theatre Bldg.
18 Charing Cross Road

LONDON
PARIS

Rue

66 bis,

William Faversham leaves the
house will
not remain dark, as Robert Priest has
his South American feature film booked
in for two weeks.

Maxine

Elliott tonight the

St. Didier

ADVERTISEMENTS
Europe and New York
City only accepted up to noon time Friday.
Advertisements by mail should be accompanied by remittances.
for

Jan. 24, the Olympic, burlesque
house of Cincinnati, will have a new

manager. Willis F. Jackson, the present incumbent, will be succeeded by
Charles Walters, now manager of the
Gayety, St. Louis.

SUBSCRIPTION
Annual

%A
5

Foreign
Single copies, 10 cents

Entered as second-class matter at

Vol.

New

XXXVII

York.

No. 8

Grace La Rue

is

at

Palm Beach. She

heads the Hammerstein

bill

Feb.

Mary

The house was recently purchased by Carter & Reeder and will
be managed by John R. Thorpe.
Hills."

withdrawn

from
at the

has

14th Street theatre.

H. Bleich, of Hopkinsville, Ky.,
who will manage the new Anderson
theatre at Anderson, S. C, is arranging for the opening of that house Feb.
18, with "The Singers."
Pictures on
open dates.

Since July 9 every theatre and picture house in New York has fully complied with the fire laws.

May Ward filed a petition in bankruptcy this week. Liabilities about $17,000.

brought

a

Reiff,

dancer,

Dygert

suit against

&

has

Miss Reiff

through an open areaway.

act

at

Hammerstein's

"Why

entitled

Men

Go Wrong."

Walter Rosenberg purchased a stage box for the entire week.

This might be a good time to remark
all those suggestive songs the publishers wasted so much paper printing
are now resting comfortably in the

that

scrap heap.

Collier,

proprietors of the Bijou, East Rochester, N. Y., to recover $5,000 damages
for injuries received when she fell

with her partner was leaving the theafter the performance last November and while passing through a
dark alley stepped on a shaft leading
to the boiler room and fell. She claims

that her limbs have been permanently
injured.

was
playing in Philadelphia a few weeks
ago, he received a bill from a millinery
establishment for $70.
Mr. Levy did
not remember the purchase, so called at
the store, accompanied by his wife. The
manager there told him a small blonde
girl had come into the store the week
before with a Variety that had Mr.
Levy's photo on the back page. She
The
explained he was her husband.
manager fell. Bert tells this story himself and doesn't think he needs an alibi.

While Bert Levy, the

1.

Knowles tab stock

Balsar

and will play western territory.
hearsals were ordered this week.

Re-

There's an
next
week,

Edgar Allan Woolf wishes the report
denied he intends to go into vaudeville.
He said that after he saw our act. But
then Edgar was always a sensible sort
of a chap.

ater

After closing for over a year the
Carthage (N. Y.), opera house opened
Monday with "The Shepherd of the

C.

the Priscilla

The
Forreste, will play the mother.
in Philadelphia Feb. 1

company opens

Elisabeth

On

Advertising copy for current issue must
reach New York office by Wednesday midnight.

Advertisements

1.

by

Inc.

William Barwald, late stage director
Blood Co., has been engaged to direct the new company of
"Damaged Goods" and to play the
role of the doctor.
His wife, Marcelle
of the Adele

Feiber & Shea, operating both the
Majestic and Park theaters, Erie, Pa.,
have appointed T. B. Bayleis, former

manager of their Canton playhouse, as
manager of the former, and L. J. Gilson, Erie manager of the Reis Circuit,

cartoonist,

It is said

the

new Klaw & Erlangerin any way

Shubert combine will not
affect the chorus men.

Willie Collier has nothing to worry
him. He says when he gets too old to
play a part he can be exhibited as the
only actor who never appeared in moving pictures.

PARIS NOTES.
By
It

is

Ed. Kendrew.

reported Leo Falk and Franz

Lehar (composer of "The Merry Widow)," lieutenants in the Austrian army,
have been taken prisoners by the Russians.

to look after the Park.

Bert Baker has been advised by his
physicians that he will not have to undergo an operation.

Jack Shea has a lease on the Lyceum,
Ithaca, N. Y., and is giving the house
a five-act show.

Grace Carlisle has been engaged for
the Boston company of "A Pair of
Sixes," to replace Josephine Parks.

S.

Z.

Poli

will

by boat

leave

Philadelphia

San Francisco, remaining away four weeks or longer.

Jan. 27,

for

The Lyric and Globe

theatres,

The

new

Hippodrome,

Saginaw,
Mich., seating 1,600, will be ready for
business by Sept. 1 next, according to
Mortimer Hoffman, its manager. This

Hippodrome (costing $150,000) will
play three popular vaudeville and musical tab shows daily.
Harry Rapp reported to the police
Sunday afternoon his Ford had been
stolen from the front of his residence
on West 142hd street. Late Sunday
night he received a phone call from
Police Headquarters that the machine
had been found deserted
and Broadway.

at

202nd street

In a letter to Fred Lorraine under
date of Dec. 31, 1914, Tertius Wilson,
of Port-of-Spain, Trinidad, known to
the traveling theatrical folks as the
best posted theatrical man there, has
the following to say regarding conditions in that section: "I expect the
war has hit the people in your profession rather hardly.
have suffered down here too, but not nearly
as much as might have been expected.
Things go pretty much as usual, except evening entertainments have been
almost entirely given up. Instead of
going to dances, dinners and theatres
we drill nearly every afternoon and
are becoming good soldiers.'n

We

Mc-

keesport, Pa., suffered $25,000 damage
Monday night from fire which started
next door.

Richard Bennett will play "The
Vanity of Man," a Paul Armstrong
sketch, when first appearing in vaudeville at the Palace, New York, Feb. 1.

Archie Colby's sketch, "Cloaks and
Suits," which has been playing the
west with William K. Saxton featured, has been brought to New York for
a showing here.
This is a skit which
Colby claims is not a "steal** from
"Potash & Perlmutter," as the impression prevails by its title.

TOMMY'S TATTLES.
By Thomas

J.

Gray.

—

For Sale or Exchange A nice box
of slightly used make-up (including
powder puff). Will exchange for pen-

When

the City theatre at David
City, Neb., burned last week,
the
Leighton Players there lost everything
they had. The building was a complete loss.

The Selwyns and

Met a happy actor Monday. He said:
"Nobody is going to sing 'Tipperary'

who

has been seriously ill with heart
trouble during the past year at his
home, Blue Point, L. I., is on a fair
way to recovery.

act!

-we

is a French tenor of note who
said at present to be receiving $500
for one night in society circles.
The

Zanko

is

making a
same

vaudeville for the

might be

Purand

try to get into
$500, but this

his week's salary there.

gain.

a prisoner

ices to the Allies as army interpreter.
A. Deval, manager of the Athenee, is
serving as an army doctor (he was a
medical student and won his degree before he became connected with the

stage).

Andre Chariot overlooked one point
excellent

his

theatres in

ahead of me on
the show."

this bill, I'm

written

Number,

for
in

opening

The fellow who invented dress suit
cases never realized at the time how
for the small

Paris,

when Germany
Over fifty

deper
in the theatrical pro-

men

were mobilized and it was difto continue the shows at that

fession
ficult

The

time.

same

situation

was not

England, where conscription does not exist.
As one example,
more than half of the musicians at the
large music halls had to join their former reigments within a few days.
created

much good he was doing

article

Anniversary

war on France.

cent, of the

in

time.

Paul

making the attempt, but the
vaudeville managers cannot see a baris

is

Germany.

clared

Zanko

is

ambulance,

which he referred to the closing of the

should have been no royalty charge
against the production, as the
rights of the play were purchased out-

from the author.

an

Paul Cost, of the "Official des Concerts"
(a Paris vaudeville journal now suspended publication, as have all other theatrical papers
in France), has been wounded, but
hopes to return to the front within a
month. Jacques Charles, manager of
the Olympia and Marigny, is at the
front, with the rank of captain. C. M.
Broole the agent has offered his servin

Variety's

Let us write the nation's
care not who plays them.

right

in

Joe Bridge, secretary of the Ba-Ta-

in

American Play

made

is

Clan, a Paris music hall,

or writing pads. Ask for Tommy
Gray, the fellow who played the Al-

Co. have been sued by the Shuberts for
an accounting of the profits on "Within
the Law."
The Shuberts claim there

tone

Harry Brown, of comic opera fame,

the

and at present
progressing well.

cils

hambra.
Gertrude Maitland, last season with
Fiske O'Hara, has been engaged by
Wilton Taylor to appear in "Why Men
Go Wrong," at Hammerstein's next
week.

Francis de Croisset, the French playwright, has been wounded in the leg,

Acrobatic

act

refused

Keystone comedy
crabbed their falls.

to

picture,

follow
saying

a
it

The Theatre Moncey, formerly a
Avenue Clichy,
is open with vaudeville.
The policy

legitimate house in the
will

be continued

;if;cr

the war.
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CHICAGO ALDERMEN TRAILING
THEATRE TICKET SPECULATORS
Windy

City Board Takes Action Against Specs by Asking the

Police to Collect Evidence of Alleged Collusion

Between

—

Scalpers and House Managers Revocation of
Theatre licenses Reported Penalty.

The Board

of

Chicago, Jan. 20.
is taking an

Aldermen

active interest in theatre ticket scalp-

has asked the Chicago i'ouce De-

ing,

partment to ascertain 11 mere is any
evidence ol collusion between the scalpers and tne managers, it uicic is proof
the latter are lavoring

spcia, the

uic

ing

bhow

Hipwell Manuiacturing Co.J, a millionaire, denies he is married.
Miss Loltay,
whose stage name is Kose Marye, told
a sob sister who called on her:
"No, we are not married yet, but we
hope to be. We fell in love at first

will request mi aiujui
revoke the theatre license* o» i..c man-

sight."

agcis implicated.
inis huaueu move hits

have caused a violent tremor
burgh's landed society.

to

aiUcrmen

Lime Young,

The

Herman Uppeuneimct u».vi Florence
Loutlioui, wlio pracuc«».> tnouopoiize
the scalping business ucic.
managers accepted licenses
ised to assist in the

the

scalpers

are

choice seats for

mcy prom-

auvmiuu

Notwithstanding

ing.

tttien the

stin

ol scalp-

uu» assurance
autc

to

secure

the local nouses.

all

MIDDLE-WEST BETTER.
Chicago, Jan. 20.
Conditions in the minute west have
greatly improved of late, and the show
people look for nearly normal conditions within another

Reports

tell

than could be seen in those
fore Christmas.

GEST

IS

cities be-

VINDICATED.

Morris Gest is vindicated, or will be
when this week's gross receipts of "Experience" at the Casino are counted up.
From indications they will have reached
Last week "Exper$12,000 by then.
ience" did $7,400 at the Casino, its hrst
after moving from the Booth,
where the final week of that engagement had brought $5,200.
When (jest announced he wanted to
remove "Experience" from the Booth
to the Casino, everybody informed him
he needed a doctor, not another thea-

there

although the Shuberts are said to
have proposed the Shubert theatre as
the next stopping place for the Gest
show, with "Tonight's the Night" (at
the Shubert) as the proper piece for
tre,

the

Casino.

stories

in

Pitts-

hibited in

stood, however,

PRIZE PLAY LIFE SAVER.
Boston, Jan. 20.
Clay," the annual Harvard

prize play which

John Craig

is

present-

ing at the Castle Square theatre, has
proved the season's life saver for that

manager. The stock company under
Mr. Craig's management is usually
many thousands of dollars ahead at this
time of the year, but this season before
the advent of the prize play the company was behind.
"Common Clay" has been a great
success.

A. Brady has decided to
name the play in which he is going
to present Lawrence D'Orsay, "The

Rented Earl." The piece
about a fortnight.

is

been spent on the outside of the Casino
"Experience."
There arc
$1,200 worth of framed photos on view
and electrically-lighted moving figures
are being placed in position.

advertising

ONLY HOTEL WIFE.
Pittsburgh, Jan. 20.
the Fort Pitt hotel

Registered on
"Earl VV.
is

Hipwell and wife."
Hipwell for several weeks has occupied
a fine apartment. The "Mrs. Hipwell"
is Mary Coltay, dancer with "The Pass-

the cast
The piece opens at the Belasco,

York, next week.

ANOTHER BELASCO SHOW.
The next Belasco production

Advertising for Capital.
Buffalo, Jan. 20.

(New

SHOWS

at the Star last

Business has slumped off at the Columbia where" "Daddy Long Legs" is
on view with Henry Miller as the star.
"To-Day" had a satisfactory opening
at the Cort. Newspaper notices good.
The Bevani Opera Co. is doing a
healthy business at the Alcazar.
The Gaiety is doing well with a feature film.

SHOWS CLOSING.

Hospital.

San Francisco, Jan. 21.
Violinsky was removed last Saturday
from the Continental Hotel to the St.
Francis Hospital, to be operated upon

Bennison, closed Saturday. This has
been a bad season for moral plays on

Bennison was engaged by Oliver
Morosco. Others of the company will
engage in picture work.

Annie Russell has closed her tour
"His Royal Happiness," after a

Later in the season
fortnight's play.
she may produce "Friend Hannah" by
Paul Kester.

Miss Crossman Bankrupt
Henrietta Crossman and her husband,
Maurice Campbell, filed petitions in
bankruptcy in the Federal court Monday. Mr. Campbell places his liabilities
at $125,831, of

his

debts are $17,670.

Law

Endorsed.

Cincinnati, Jan. 21.

The Federated Catholic Societies
have endorsed the state picture censorship law.

Sunday's effect on theatre

Billy

tendance
Billy

been

has

next

holding forth twice daily

is

tabernacle and

many

houses,

is

at-

nothing.

to

in his

playing to capacity

taking

it

in several times,

but his audiences are the kind

who

can

be found in the churches regularly at
Sunday services and week-day prayer
meetings.
Newspapers playing up the revival
print estimates of the attendance daily
ranging from 20,000 to 25,000, never less
than 20,000.
One paper, more eager
for the actual figures than flie others,

undertook to count the seats alter it was
found an accurate figure could not be
obtained from the campaign managers.
It was found that including the platform there was accommodation for
slightly less than 10,000 persons.
The
platform holds the choir, 2,500 men and
women, who are there at each service.
Collections have been short of expectations.
It was considered certain that
the $47,000 spent in advance would be
collected in two weeks but as it happened pennies and nickels were far in
the majority and about $24,000 has been

sum

total of financial

Homer Rodeheaver,
tor, who looks after

results

date.

•

the musical directhe collection end,
little

deeper and bring up something heavier"
before the collection plates are passed.
It is beginning to look as though "three
a day" will be resorted to in an effort to
ease financial matters.

Maude Adams opened

in two plays
M. Barrie at the Broad
Monday to a good house and will stay
one week. At the Lyric Marie Tempest
opened for the week in repertoire and
had a crowded house with the exception of the lower priced seats which
were a little light.
Business is light at the Adelphi where
Sam Bernard is holding forth with
"The Belle of Bond Street" in its second and final week. The show was too

both by

J.

long delayed before being offered to
Philadelphia audiences and the production shows signs of wear.
"Rip Van
Winkle," which is Bernard's best song,
has outlived its popularity. Next week
"The Third Party" will come into the
Adelphi.

"The Girl from Utah," with the Sanderson-Brian-Cawthorn
combination
started

Monday

rush, the house

at the Forrest with a

and

prospects

being

equally good.
The triple star show
followed "The Girl of Girls," which had
a dismal week although there was much
to be

este

commended in
The

Vessella.

the music by Orlibretto

ward Paulton was impossible.

by Ed"The

Man" will leave the Garrick at
the end of the present week, the second of its stay here, after having done
Miracle

only fairly

Jack Talbert, age

28, a

reputed vau-

was arrested at Muncie, Ind.,
yesterday on a charge of violating the
Mann White Slave act in enticing a
16-year Lima, O., girl to join him at
devillian,

Muncie. The girl disappeared
her home last week.
If

you don't advartlao

la

don't ooVortiao.

at the box office.
Lew
"The High Cost of Loving" is
underlined. At the Walnut Rose Mel-

Fields in

Talbert in White Slave Case.
Cincinnati, Jan. 22.

no danger, but has been
obliged to cancel two weeks at the
Orpheum, Oakland.
in

State Censor

which $86,000 is due to
Miss Crossman's

wife for loans.

for ston^ach trouble.

book

20.

"Damaged Goods," headed by Louis

were being
week, the pro-

Violinsky in Frisco

is

Francisco, Jan. 20.

Los Angeles, Jan.

IN PHILLY.

Philadelphia, Jan. 20.

usually exhorts the house to "dig a

IN FRISCO.

Pictures"

moters of the film advertised in the
local papers for an investor who had

He

to fol-

Frances
(with
"Marie-Odile"
Starr) will be "The Love Thought,"
in which Janet Beecher is to be starred
It is a comedy
as a female M.D.
drama, to be ready about March 1.

low

in

shown

New

open

to

Sun's

when

ward Donnelly, Jerome Patrick and
Henry Vogel. There are 29 people in

in

Evening

but she fleeing

the Prussians invade it.
Excellent acting is done by her support, principally Frank Reicher, Ed-

the Coast.

D'ORSAY PLAY NAMED.
William

While the
York) "War

action taking place in

all

San

and

with the change in theatres business
Four thousand dollars has
started up.

some dramatic
the convent,

Montreal

$2,000.

The Gest choice

Washington, D. C, Jan. 20.
Before a packed house Monday night
at the Belasco, Frances Starr opened
her new David Belasco play, "MarieOdile," by Edward Knoblauch, and
made a splendid impression. Miss
Starr was on the stage most of the
time and received much applause, taking many curtain calls at the end of
the second act.
The story deals with the FrancoPrussian war. Miss Starr is seen as a
young novice in a convent in Alsace.
She has a love affair with a soldier,

POLICE.

Montreal, Jan 20.
Police summonses were served yesterday upon members of the Del Lawrence Stock, playing "Three Weeks."
The cases have been postponed. Thomas Sullivan, a member of the company,
has disappeared.
Sale of the book has long been pro-

"Common

and some working on double shifts.
Pittsburgh and Cleveland are also
reported as displaying more prosperity

newspaper

sensational

THREE WEEKS" AND

mouth.

of factories starting up,

Hip-

of 1914," here recently.

well ison ol H. H. Hipwell, head of the

SHOWS

FRANCES STARR'S HIT.

frorh

VARIETY,

had a capacity house
night opening for the week

ville

Monday
in

"Sis

Hopkins."
Mrs. Stuart Robson Returning.
Mrs. Stuart Robson, who left feature
film acting to play Clarice in "Life" at
the Manhattan opera house, will shortly return to the film plays again.
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IRISH CONCERT TOUR.

SHUBERT "SILVER KING" REVIVAL
WITH "BIG NAMES" IN CAST

tour of

Richard Bennett, Holbrook Blinn, Jas. T. Powers and Phyllis
Neilsen-Terry in Leads All English Company Sup-

The first concert by Mr. Egan will
be given at Carnegie Hall, New York,
Friday evening, Feb. 5.
A long list of prominent Irish-American patrons have endorsed the tour.

porting

—
—Due at 44th Street Theatre.

The Shubcrts are preparing to launch
a revival of "The Silver King."
The importance of the production
will be the strength in "names" of the
past.

Among

those slated so far to appear in it are Richard Bennett, Holbrook Blinn, Jas. T. Powers and Phyl-

An English comNeilson-Terry.
pany will be in support.
The old meller in its new form will
probably be shown at the 44th Street

lis

18.

"Peg" to be held over for an even 20
weeks, which will bring the gross to
$170,000, for Boston's long-run shows
always close phenomenally strong.

"Grumpy" at the
week and the
week was well over $90,-

Maude

Cyril

Plymouth

is

on

in

his 11th

gross to last
000, the weekly average for the nine
weeks being $9,700 with a heavy ad-

vance sale.
Robert Mantell

Theatre.

Domino's Moving Date Set
for "The Lilac Domino"

Moving day

from the 44th Street theatre has been
set for Jan. 30. No successor had been
The Anselected up to Wednesday.
dreas Dippel show goes on tour.

SHOWS

20.

Business has been rather uneven for,
the past week, in some instances running away above average and in others
experiencing a noticeable slump.
"The Passing Show" is doing remarkably well at the Garrick where it
an indefinite run.
is announced, for
Saturday's shows carried two turnaway
attendances.
"On Trial" at Cohan's
Grand is continuing a big draw and
since the piece has caught on will
probably remain there for a long while.
"The Dummy" at Power's is slowly
pulling an acquaintance, the box office
gradually increasing in returns.
"Potash
& Perlmutter," at the
is

still

getting

big

two weeks

at the

Majestic made a big clean-up.
The musical shows are not doing
over-well. "Seven Keys" at the Tremont and "A Pair of Sixes" at the Wilbur, both farces, opened four weeks
ago and are running neck and neck,

"Seven Keys" being booked for six
weeks and the seventh is still held
open because of no sign of a diminu-

IN CHICAGO.
Chicago, Jan.

Olympic

in

money

although having passed its 20th week.
The show is scheduled for a 25-week
run in all. While the receipts are fully
up to expectations the attendance has

"Peg" will be followed at the Cort
by
"What's -Going On?" for its
metropolitan premiere, and Maude at
the Plymouth will probably be succeeded by Mrs. Pat Campbell in "Pygmalion."
In burlesque all the four houses are
doing a corking business, the Howard
playing to constant capacity.
The small time vaudeville houses are
satisfied, although the district is glutted, and B. F. Keith's big time house
is doing a whale of a business with
a free hand as manager and handling bookings.
Next week brings "Too Many Cooks"

Bob Larsen given

Plymouth and Marie Tempest

at

Feb.

will

1

Leo

ceeds Hazel

Dawn

in

"The Debutante"

The postponement of
at the Colonial.
"What's Going On?" and the hurried

appears to be catching on. The piece is
generally credited with being a sure

"What's Going On?" and "The Debutante" into Boston the same week.

against each other as the original bookings threw "Suzi," "The Peasant Girl,"

GOOD TIMES

IN BOSTON.

Boston, Jan. 20.
The contention that business in Boston is not half so bad as many theatrical managers have tried to paint it is
amply borne out by present conditions
which substantiate Variety's predic-

month

a.ijo

that

Boston was

becoming an Eastern Mecca

for productions needing a little velvet.
"Peg" with Florence Martin featured is on its 20th week at the Cort
and was booked to Philadelphia for

Valli Valli

Remaining Here.
gone to the Pa-

Valli Valli has not

nor does she intend to,
says the English actress, who adds the
Geo. M. Anderson management submitted a proposition to head their musical
comedy company. Miss Valli declined.
cific

the play.

Alma Francis, in the leading role, left
company Sunday night and went to
New York. Her part will be taken by
another member of the company. After
a week of rehearsing "The Little Cafe"
the

will

Jan.

A

ranged.

on entertainment.
sorely in need of immediate financial help and every effort is

of the committee

The fund

is

made

being

make

to

this

Century

Paterson, N. J., Jan. 20.
The plans for the construction of
the new Patterson opera house were
laid before the
Board of Fire and
Police Commissioners last Friday and
approved. The theatre on the site of
the proposed structure was destroyed
by fire January, 1913. The new playis

to

be ready for occupancy

appears that that piece

if

it

"comedy punch" may be

develops

the attrac-

supplant Elsie Ferguson
"Outcast" at the Lyceum.
to

minstrel

first

tainment

in

part will close the enter-

which big stage stars

will

Paul Zallee's musical company is being formed.
Another company of "The Sins of
the Father" is reported being in process of road formation.
E. A. Warren, who recently closed
his "Tempest and Sunshine," is understood to be organizing another road
combination.
*-*

*-+

in

next musical production, will have
syncopated and special numbers
written by L. Wolfe Gilbert and Malvin
Franklin. Harry B. and Robert Smith
have supplied the book of the peice.

pel's
it

The same composers

furnished three

numbers for Mr. Dippel's
"Lilac Domino," now at the 44th Street
special

theatre.

GOODMAN COMPLETE8

PLAY.

Jules Eckert Goodman has completed
a dramatization of "The Memorandum

ran in The Saturday
Evening Post.
Will Payne is the
author.
The piece is intended as a

which

Book,"

Edward

Abeles.

8how Not Ready.
The new John Cort production of
"What Going On?" (which had a dress
rehearsal in Newark last Sunday) did
not
ford,

open Thursday night in Hartand the play will not open in Bos-

ton as advertised.

MANN'S

NEW

-BUBBLE.-

Schenectady, N. Y., Jan. 20.
"The Bubble," by Edward Locke, is
a new comedy drama in which Louis
Mann appeared here Monday night,
playing a delicatessen proprietor. He
scored strongly.

The

The

piece

is

bound

for the

American

has
Cort,

playing this week.
houses are doing
fairly now the local election is over,
and business is now expected to imis

vaudeville

There comes a tale of woe from those
who were members of the Bandbox
Theatre company. The theater ceased

prove.

operations Saturday. The acting members had not received salaries for at
least the one week.
Some say they
have not been paid for the entire time

Florence Reed Not Engaged.
Florence Reed says she has signed
no contract for next season.
you don't advcrtlM
don't odv«rtiM.

In

VARIETY,

continue
to
arranged
Boston, for two weeks

more anyway, when the new

attrac-

expected to be ready. Several
changes in the cast may occur before

tion

is

then.

BAD

$250

CHECK.

Cincinnati, Jan. 20.

Manager Rogers, of Crump's
Ind.,

of fraud against
ager,

Vancouver Looking Up.
Vancouver, B. C, Jan. 20.
David Warfield packed them here in
"The Auctioneer." "Bought and Paid

If

the

Columbus,

Music Hall, Chicago.

The

Cort
at

story tells of the delicatessen

man's troubles with a mining promoter,
but is saved by a newspaper man who

For,"

Bandbox Closed; Actors Unpaid.

Elsie

"Queen of the Roses," Andreas Dip-

LYCEUM.

With Charles Frohman launching the
new Ann Murdock show, "A Girl of Today," in Atlantic City, Feb. 5, it now

tion

appear

WRITING DIPPBL'3 8HOW.

NEW ONE FOR

the

will

SHOWS GOING OUT.

APPROVE THEATRE PLANS.

house

program

the

Ferguson and Leslie Faber in a new
one act play, and Ethel Barrymore in a
Barrie skit. Others promising to take
part are Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Castle,
Frank Tinney, Montgomery and Stone,
Seorge M. Cohan, William Collier, Mile.
Dorziat, Julia Opp, William Faversham,
Fanny Brice and Virginia Brooks. A

appear.

be given in Washington.

Coast,

employed.

at the
Century
29,
long program has been arDaniel Frohman is at the head

afternoon,

On

Baltimore, Jan. 20.
"The Little Cafe," at the Academy
last week, is laying off here this week
to make changes in the cast and also in

loves his daughter.

thing.

Vaudeville within "the loop" is pulling with its usual strength, but the outlying theatres are undergoing the inconveniences of a general depression.

ACTORS' FUND BENEFIT.
The annual benefit for the Actors'
Fund of America will take place Friday
theatre.

"LITTLE CAFE" LAYING OFF.

Feb. 8 suc-

closing of "Suzi" this week prevented
four musical attractions being pitted

tion of a

in aid of the

Irish Volunteers in Ireland.

have Billy Burke at the
Ditrichstein

somewhat in contrast to the
weeks when standing room only
was available. Rose Stahl in "The
Perfect Lady" at the Illinois is doing
reasonably big, and at the Princess
"Our Children" with Henry Kolker
fallen off

earlier

Foremost Singer,"

land's

starring vehicle for

the Majestic.
Hollis.

Thomas

directing the concert
Egan, billed as "Ire-

next June.

tion of business.

to the

is

benefit the biggest in years.

The gross for the 18 weeks
at the Cort was $151,408 and the advance sale for the 19th week caused

Jan.

Pat Casey

theatre,

has brought a charge

W.

P. Gilbert,

man-

and Felix Adler and Gilbert

S.

Wells, of the "One Girl in a Million,"
Rogers
in the Hoosier city last week.
claims he cashed a $250 check for
Wells, who posed as a son of one of
the owners of the Wells Fargo Express
Company, and the check, drawn on a
Burlington, la., bank, was returned,

marked, "no funds."
According to Manager Gilbert, Wells
is not a member of the show, but was
a "Johnny," following the troupe because of his infatuation for a chorus
girl.

The Columbus

police wired

Keokuk,

the company is playing,
asking for the arrest of the trio.

Ta.,

where

LEGITIMATE
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COMMISSIONER ADVOCATES
NEW AGEN CY LAW AMENDMENT
George H. Bell Calls Conference of Leading Parties Interested in Agency Law. Favors Uniform Contract
for all Divisions Show Business. Another Meeting to be Called Soon.
steps were taken at a
Commissioner George H.
office, Department of Licenses,

Preliminary

meeting
Bell's

in

day with company No. 1. Marie Pavey
who played the lead in the stock will
have charge of the front of the house.

49 Lafayette street, for the' purpose of
arriving at

some harmonious amendEmployment Agency Law

ment to the
which will be presented to the State
Legislature in the hope of its adoption.
While nothing definite was reached,

another conference will be held shortly
whereby the suggestions to go to the
Legislature will be drawn up in proper
form.
Among those who met the Commissioner were Will A. Cook, Wm. P.
Burt, and Arthur Driscoll (O'Brien& Driscoll, law firm)
Malevinskv
the White Rats' Actors' Union;
Harry de Veaux, Actors' Union; Mauthe
for
attorney
Goodman,
rice
United Booking Offices; Abe Fein-

for

Loew

berg,

Wil-

Francis

Circuit;

son (president), Howard Kyle and
Bruce McRae, Actor's Equity AssociFitzpatrick, Actors' Soation; Mrs.
Several
ciety, and Elizabeth Marbury.
organizations unable to be present expressed regret, but hoped to be represented at the next meeting.
What sort of amendment will be
adopted is a matter of conjecture, yet
will be one that will provide an
it
equitable contract, as

it

Paterson, N.

J.,

Jan. 20.

The Clancy Players closed Saturday
at
the Empire with stock.
James
Clancy's "economical regime" failed to
draw and Clancy shut down in a hurry.
No future policy is announced for the

Empire.

STOCK
STAR STOCK

first

open will be the Lynn
theatre, Lynn, where a company will
first

to

begin operations Feb. 1.
Haverhill,
Mass., is to be another town.
The

The Norman Hackett Players played
performance at Orpheum Jan.
Hackett goes to Chicago, where

a farewell
16.

he may enter vaudeville.
Stage Director Edwin Vail remained here. New
Orpheum plans will be announced later.

on

will

have Donald Meek

its roster.

Some

time early

the

in

Y., Jan. 20.

The Lewis J. Morton Opera Co. has
passed up Troy after four weeks.

The company returned to New York
Morton may take it to the

Sunday.

Princess, Montreal, opening Feb.
Duluth, Minn., starting Feb.

to

Morton may
places.

or
or
send companies to both
1,

6,

Boston, Jan. 20.
Donald Meek, the diminutive comedian and former circus acrobat, unsuccessfully starred a year ago by Robert
Graves, Jr., of New York, has filed a
voluntary petition of bankruptcy in the
United States District court in which
he admits owing $1,993.61 and assets
at $750, including $500 due on a contract with Graves.

muneration

for

As

relates to the

February

Atlanta, Jan. 20.
S. Baldwin stock

The new Walter
opens here Jan.

Two new

25.

stock? will be engaged for

Orpheum,

Harrisburg,
opera house, York, Pa.
the

and

the

The Standard, New York, playing
legits

Cort's

during the winter under John
booking, will in all likelihood

have summer stock.

The Prospect, which Frank Gersten
has passed up as an "impossible show
proposition" and will hereafter be operated by different parties, may have
another stock company wished upon
it
by several managers who think
musical comedy and dramatic stock
can be made to pay there despite all
previous attempts to put it over.

Duluth, Jan. 20.
will reopen,
after having been dark for the past few
months, with a musical stock company,
at popular prices.
31

the

Empress

the

Krause is house manager, and W. C.
and Glen Pascoe are holding
down the box office. Fred Hummer is
stage manager. A 52 weeks' season is
announced, and daily matinees are be-

Scott

The show deserved better
patronage than ruled on the opening

ing tried.
day.

Duluth, Minn., Jan. 20.
musical stock organization is
to open here at a theatre just completed.
The company is being organized in New York by Matt Grau.

A new

Chicago, Jan.

Agency Law may
proposed amend-

The Logan Square

Monday

STOCKS CLOSING.

theatre,

with a straight picture policy.

The stock

Portland, Me., Jan.

Stock

20.

which has
been playing stock since Thanksgiving,
closed Saturday night and reopened

ment.

Moore-Pavcy

20.

"The Little Shepherd of Bargain
Row," with Sarah Padden. James W.

representatives,

at the Archer theatre will
probably close Saturday, owing to poor

20.

Company

business.

closed Saturday after six weeks at the
Manager Moore claimed the
Casco.

people had cut them off.
The artists claim it was a frame-up to
prevent paying salaries.
Marcus Mu-

Jacksonville. Jan. 20.

electric light

Comedy

Auditorium.

press opened Sunday afternoon as a
10-20-30-50 melodrama house, offering

points in the present

sical

20.

will be

power, with the aid of the
to have the
proposed amendments adopted by the
"City needs" will enable
Legislature.
Mr. Bell to take part in the cause.
It is the Commissioner's idea to have
an agreed form decided upon so that
all of the theatrical interests can support the proposed amendment without
a single dissenting voice, once the matter reaches Albany.
unnecessary
Several
unsettled
or

The

the

at

Milwaukee, Jan.

his

in

Maiden, Mass., Jan.

Nathan Appell is organizing a new
stock to open here the first week in

The redecorated and renovated Em-

Commissioner Bell in his official cago to Albany and will do

rewritten

Whiteman

re-

pacity, will

be

20.

Connie

end

they cancel acts without proper notice
and cut short engagements without
paying stipulated salaries etc.

in

Jan.
of

during

actor

the stopping of the abuses perpetrated
on the part of smaller houses wherein

various

Y.,

to the vaudeville

the

one of the things provided for

all

N.

direction

York, is reported opennext Monday with Jack
playing leads.

here

Jan.

legitimate players, and which will also
make some provision regarding rehearsals, etc.

ing

stock,

spring the

promoters expect to have two stock
organizations running in Boston. One
is to present drama and the other musical comedy.

Donald Meek Bankrupt.
Troy, N.

Olean,

A new
Roe, New

of March.

The

Lynn company
Nashville, Jan. 20.

STOCKS OPENING.

IN N. E.

Boston, Jan. 20.
W. H. Leahy, associated with stock
enterprises in this city for a great number of years past has gone to New York
to arrange for a number of stock stars
to play a circuit which he is forming.
It is the purpose of Mr. Leahy and his
associates to operate at least five houses
in New England.
Each is to present
stock drama, with a different star at
the head of the company each week.
The circuit is to be in operation by the

Cc. opened there

Mon

The

BRADY and MAHONEY
the hkbrkyv fireman"

"one bki riot at american theatre,

here

new york

Players opened

the Duval theatre with

"Madam

X." Miss Burness playing the leading

"

•/at:

at

Ilazele Burgess

.hi.

lh.

1015.

role.

VARIETY
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Boston, Jan.

Midnight

"Ziegfeld's

Monday

improved

new

was

edition

was

Frolic"

when a
two weeks

evening,
given,

shown on

first

the

Amsterdam

Bernard Granville had an

Roof.

Monday

debut

aerial

evening, and immediate-

became the
proceedings up
ly

full-fledged star of all

Granville was
there.
greeted by a tremendous reception
that clinched Ziegfeld's judgment in
engaging him. The best of the new
numbers sung by Granville was "My

Midnight

Ziegfeld

Stamper).

It

Girl"

was put on

(Buck
in

and

four divi-

young women representing Twilight
(Kay Laurel), Dawn (Olive
Thomas), Noon (Marie Wallace) and
sions,

Midnight (Margaret Morris).
new costume scheme for

tire

"My Spooky

An

en-

this

as

(Lou
Hirsch and Geo. Arthurs) that was Mr.
Granville's entrance number on the
well

as

for

Girl"

Ned Wayburn
semi-darkened Roof.
on both numbers, making the
put
George
"Spooky" one stand out.
O'Donnell has replaced Will H. West
in the "Diamond Jim" Brady impersonation, Mr. O'Donnell having a medley
about the diamond man, written by
He also danced with
Gene Buck.
Kathryn Daley, but didn't get nearly as
much out of the imitation as Mr. West
did. "I'm Sober," written by Mr. Granville, was danced by him and William
Schrode as a "souse" bit, as Granville's
turn.

final

Barring the slippery floor

that caused Granville to

make a couple
was during

of misses (one of the slips
his

rag dance with Gladys
he ran through the evening like

eccentric

Zell),

and just fits in up there.
remainder of the performance
(excepting Ray Cox, who left last
Saturday) remains about the same.
The ballet burlesque is now done by
Mr. Schrode and Malvin Grindell. It's
necessary to fill in for a change by the
a race horse,

The

With the additional production
expense, Mr. Ziegfeld has contrived
to bring his investment for this midnight revue up to and probably over
$20,000, also running up his weekly

girls.

expense to

He

$5,600.

admits

it's

im-

draw down any profit with
Amsterdam Roofs capacity, bui

possible to
the

acknowledges

any

competitor

travel in the record class

him

at this style of show.

will

who catches
The "Zieg-

Midnight Frolic" practically prethe possibility of any cabaret
successfully competing with it.
Ziegfeld went too far at the first try for
that.
Granville is under a long contract to Ziegfeld, and it's not unlikely

feld

cludes

he will be seen in next season's "Follies."
The "balloon number" on the
Roof will shortly be placed in the
Ziegfeld "Follies" now on the road,

and
travel

this

by

midnight production may
itself properly
surrounded

as a spring attraction

beauty chorus

box

office

in

it

records.

hides

these

girls

using

them

is

tainly they

must

on the road. The
alone would pull

Where
when

Ziegfeld
he's

not

problem.
Cerhave been around.
a

New

are of the class that "won't leave
They would be foolish to,

York."

unless

had

after the original hour-production

been

They

A
ing

New York

runs out of Johns.

wild order of affairs
assert

to

New York

in

itself

all-night

commencsome of the
is

restaurants

and

dance places, at least in some of the
iatter that remain open beyond the
prescribed closing hour of 2 o'clock.
These places are drawing very close
to the lines of the old Haymarket,
where promiscuous engagements were
entered into without formality between
the sexes. At one all-night restaurant
it is not uncommon now to see several
women not over particular about
acquaintances, "hanging out" there.
The other evening one of these women
passed through the restaurant, stopping here and there to talk with men,
leaving a card with each. The staff of
this restaurant is too wise to have anything of this sort attempted unless
they are standing in, both with the
women and others. At a dancing place
one man brought five women with him
They all sat at the
into the room.

same

table,

the

drinking and the

man attending to his
women looking after

their business.

mending

be losing
for the Shuberts at the 44th
Street "Castles in'the Air." The Castles
ace drawing business but the $1,500
weekly guarantee the Shuberts gave
them, together with the operating expenses of the Roof is making it too hard
for the house to get out from under.
The Castles are thinking of putting on
are

Catties

a revue,

from

said

to

reports.

more

that

embraced

and

restaurants

hotels be allowed
liquor-selling privileges and other concafes not

in

The commissioners have apcome to a realization that

cessions.

parently

wines and beer comprise a part of the
restauranteur's necessities just as

The next

as coffee.

much

step will be the

lowering of the bars on the matter of
cabaret entertainments, which at present are confined to a maximum hilarity
of a singer standing by the orchestra.
Even this is allowed in a very few in-

The Hayward

stances.

Cafe,

one of

using a colored turn of three singers and a pianist,
which is permitted to wander from
room to room, but must confine itself
If the
to the space around the piano.
bars can be lowered, and the pressure
is getting great, at least six of Boston's gayest restaurants will start using
cabaret specialties, it was predicted tothe liveliest in the city,

is

A notice o! the death of a relative,
not in theatricals, will be charged
for at 50 cents a line (seven
words).
Guy Hickman Co.,
Mason City, la. The

Earl Mack, of the
died Sunday at

body

will

be taken to Blair, Neb., for

burial.

Gus Williams, the well-known Ger-

man comedian, committed
Yonkers, N.

Y.,

last

suicide

Saturday.

in

Gus-

Wilhelm Leweck (his real name)
was born at 123 Bowery, New York
City, in 1847.
He was a soldier in the
Civil War, after which he took to the
stage. James B. Leweck, a brother of
Gus Williams, died in Yonkers the day
tave

following the funeral. It is stated Mr.
Leweck had heart trouble and the
shock of his brother's death was the
cause of his demise.

day.

Chicago, Jan.

The

dancing

public

20.

recently inau-

gurated at Green Mill Gardens has
crimped the vaudeville program to
management
the
such
an extent

Burlington, Vt, Jan. 20.
George B. Frothingham, the original
Friar Tuck of "Robin Hood," died here

necessary to cut the show
Mrs. Ralph Herz
is dancing with Harold Margrath, and
Margaret Quinn is soloing operatic
numbers. Willie Fox, formerly amuse-

suddenly yesterday afternoon of heart
He was appearing with a company presenting a revival of the opera.
His home was in Boston. He was 75
years of age and had just completed
his 5,601st performance of the role.

deemed

The
money

01ITUART.

20.

After Boston had indulged in a real
New Year's Eve celebration, booking
agents, cafe owners and cabaret lovers
nearly fainted when the hard-shell
Licensing Board of Boston issued a
statement to Governor Walsh recom-

down

it

to two acts.

ment manager of the
Gardens

resort,

the

left

failure.

week.

last

The mother
Pittsburg, Jan. 20.
Vincent de Sarro, once a singer and
musician in the Nixon cafe cabaret, left

tie,

of the Moyer girls (GerDot, Rae, Irene) died at her home,

68 West 117th street, Jan. 15, age 61,
of a complication of diseases.

The

Other high priced dancing places
like "Chez Maurice" (Maurice and Walton) and the Persian Garden (Joan
Sawyer) have commenced to fade
away since the Amsterdam Roof took
on "The Midnight Revue." Miss Sawyer's dance parlor has had hardly more
than the waiters of late, it is said, and
the Chez affair is also badly crimped.

Bob Russak,

professional manager
Monday night for a

for Shapiro's, left

week's trip, going as far west as Detroit.
Bob has been putting in some hustling
work lately. He got "The Little House
Upon the Hill" started in a hurry, but
this trip is not a vacation.

Pittsburgh suddenly the other day.
Mrs. Frank Bongiovanni,
wife of the proprietor of the restaurant,

same day

also

Mrs. Bongiovanni took

left.

all

her belongings in several trunks and told
her husband, so he states', she was
going to Los Angeles with de Sarro.
Louisville, Jan. 20.

Eugene Gasser has taken over Magnolia Palm Garden here and announces
that

he

provide

will

Louisville

with

cabaret entertainment for the remainder
Wheeler and Dolan,
of the winter.
dancers, and Helen McCormick, singer,
opened Thursday.

Ralph Cohen, of the A. H. Woods'
interested in the annual dance
of the Yaka Moshi Club, which is to
be held at the Ansonia Jan. 30. There

is

Amateur Championship.

Helen Shipman
"Midnight Frolics"
of the chorus girls

will

leave

Ziegfeld

this Saturday.
will likely

One

have her

numbers to lead. Miss Shipman was a
single on the small time when the Ziegfeld forces

discovered her.

ing better.

Theatre des Varietes, Paris, died Dec.
22, at the age of 55, at Cap d'Ail, near

formerly song demonstrator
with
the
Watterson-BcrlinSnyder Co., is now permanently located
at the College Inn (125th St.).
Gerity,

Paris, Jan.

Fernand

Samuel,

A change was made in the Standard
bookings for next week Monday afternoon. The date of Marie Tempest was
changed and Lew Fields arranged for

sance theatre

"Susi" instead.

wearing a straw

Nice.

He was

manager

of

2.

the

director of the Renais-

1891, and succeeded
Eugene Bertrand at the Varietes in
1891.
He was noted specially for
in

hat,

summer and win-

ter.

Memoriam

In
Of

Julia

of her mother,

died Jan. 25 at the
Springfield, O.

to be a dancing contest to decide the

Metropolitan

home

Syracuse, Jan. 20.
Palais de Dans*, which failed to
be a money maker under the Fitzer
Brothers' management, has been taken
over by Thomas L. Hogan and is do-

The

office, is

Mrs. Oren Hargesheimer, wife of
John Orren (Orren and McKensie)

my

Balovad

Mother
Who paiMd away

Jan. ltth, 1114

ETHEL KIRK

Cathleen (Tootie) Conlin, the four
one-half year old daughter of
Jimmy Conlin and Lillian Steele
(Conlin-Steele Trio) died Jan. 6 at

and

Frccport, L.

I.

;

BURLESQUE

14

damaging
the
Notwithstanding
handicap of following that unconscionable "chestnut," "The Girls from Happyland," the business of the Hastings'
show grew steadily after the opening

Columbia

at the

week and

last

finished

DALY'S KEEPING UP.
With another bad burlesque show
placed

been a regular patron
since the opening
week, five years ago. This gentleman
said that Tuesday of last week he was
in Buffalo, one of a party of 14 dining
his

wife,

of

the

has

Columbia

When

the Statler.

the subject of

public

patronizing

new

policy, that

its

Over $300 was

in

Monday

the box of-

the prices having gone up

fice,

Speaking of antiquity and its effect
upon business, an incident was related
last Saturday night by a well known
New York business man who, with

the

house opened to a turnaway
matinee.

strong.

at

before

Daly's theatre in

when

the rush arrived, with the paper sent
to the gallery

The

lobby.

and a speculator
speculator

in the

was reported

have bought $300 worth of tickets

to

in advance.

The show

week is billed
as Ralph MacDonald's "Queens of the
Follies Bergere," with Edwin Niner.
Millie De Leon, "The Girl in Blue/'
there this

the extra attraction.

is

was

Next week Kelly, Damsel and Wil-

being discussed, the Gayety was suggested, and finally decided upon. "The
Bowery Burlesquers" was the attracArriving at the Gayety, the New
tion.

underlined. The show comes to Daly's from
the Star, Scranton. Tuesday night one
of the Daly management left for Scranton to look the production over.
Daly's last week did $2,960 with the
show, also drawing $180 on its Sunday

the theatre to attend that evening

Yorker

led the

way

to the

box

office

prepared to exchange $14 for box seats.
As a preliminary to the investment,
however, he asked to be shown a proHere is his own language in
gram.
recounting the finish of the incident:
"I knew the 'Bowerys' had always put
up a good show, but when I looked over
the program and discovered they were
doing 'Irish Justice' changed around
and called 'Madam Xcuse Me,' 1
balked.
I had seen the same thing
three or four times and most of my
friends in the little party had seen
at

it

see

twice.

least

right,

all

it

It

is

a

good

act,

but none of us wanted to

again.

So we went around to

Shea's (vaudeville) and spent our fourteen dollars there."

The

incident

may

be taken as one

indication of the attitude of practical-

patrons of burlesque
houses all along the circuit with reference to "chestnut" shows.

ly all the regular

"Uncle Sam's Belles"

liams'

is

concerts.

The Daly people
ble over the

are growing irritathe

division terms' with

They are played

incoming attractions.
Daly's thinks

50-50.

it

is

entitled to

a larger share.

Daly's
the
It

is

still

reported flirting with

Columbia Amusement Company.
is also cogitating upon the future

when the present short supply
of "turks" shall have been exhausted.
source

Meanwhile it hopes the patronage continues* and if necessary, the management intends placing in a first-class
burlesque stock with some regular
looking chorus girls of considerable
number. They are figuring this can be
easily done at around $1200 weekly,
and still be well within the amount
they now find themselves paying the
travelling companies.

MARRIAGE GOBS WRONG.
Buffalo, Jan.

While Dave Gordon asserts he

ready to make a wager of $500 Joe
Hurtig did not get the house record
with his "Social Maids" at the Columbia New Year's week, as claimed by
Mr. Hurtig in the New York Evening
World, Jan. 16.
Gordon maintains
that Gordon & North's "Merry Whirl"
captured that record week of June 12,
1911 (without a holiday and in twelve
performances as against the "Social
Maids" big New Year's Eve and New
Year's Day business which included
an extra midnight show). Official box

statements only will decide the
wager.
Gordon is ready to submit
his statements at any time.

office

And allusion
comment that

to records
Billy

prompts the

Watson

is

James

is

not the sort of gambler that looks for
is
nevertheless,
"sure things,"
he,

going

Purvis,

Alamo Hotel

part

here,

20.

owner of the

who married a

chorus girl of the "Morning Glories"
burlesque company ten weeks ago, is
reported having gone to Canada to
avoid being served with separation
papers.

Mabel D. Purvis has been granted
an order by the Supreme Court (JusCharles A. Pooley), directing the
arrest of her husband in separation
action brought by the former.
tice

DIXON TALKED BACK.
A

sensational revivalist on the order

Sunday invaded Ft. Wayne,
week. At his Saturday night
meeting, Henry Dixon of the "Big
Revue" created a sensation in the immense audience by going upon the
platform and debating the issues with
of

Billy

Ind., last

the minister.

ing up a register of receipts that are
quite
unparalleled.
"Boasting does

Report has it Mr. Dixon successfully
upheld the stage against the doctor's
tirade and was obliged to take several
bows at the conclusion of the discus-

not boost the bank balance,"

sion.

smilingly and contentedly along in the
early weeks of his western tour ring-

literate

utters

comment, the
with

reference

serene
to

his

is

an

closest

competitors.
If

you don't advertise
don't advertise.

in

il-

Phillip

VARIETY,

B* Frederick m. mccloy
THE BARTON CIRCUIT" AIN'T.
In Daly's theatre program this week

the

names

of theatres are printed under

a heading that reads "List of Theatres

on the Barton

Circuit."

Stock brought from St. Louis for that
purpose after a twelve weeks' engagethere, this

company

practically in-

continue at the Academy
changing the title of the show weekly)
Arch Street theatre, Philadelphia (operated by Thomashafsky and not associated with any circuit); Odeon, Newark
(operated by Frank Gerson with a policy
similar to that of the Arch); Prospect,
New York (closed); Club, Rochester
(closed); Folly, Detroit (continuously
playing Hugh Shutt's Stock Company);
Majestic, Indianapolis (closed); Daly's,
New York (not in any circuit; this
house is being operated on a license that
expires Feb. 23. The license was issued
with the understanding it would not be
renewed until an automatic sprinkler
system was installed and other building
and Are department regulations complied with; it is estimated these changes
would necessitate an outlay of approxitact

will

mately

$20,000);

(now playing

Lyceum,

Columbus

&

Havlin attractions; this house has only played burlesque three days during the entire season); Lyceum, Dayton (same condition
as at Columbus);
Gayety, St Louis
(closed); Star, Scranton (closed Saturday night after three weeks of Kelly,
Stair

Damsel and Williams' stock); Holiday,
Baltimore (closed; this house was
owned by the Columbia Amusement Co.
until recently

when

sold to the city of

Baltimore;

it

ment Co/s

attractions under a contract

never played burlesque);
Masonic Temple, Louisville (now playing Shubert shows); Majestic, Evansville
(now playing Columbia Amuse-

cleverness of

individual

Zanesville, O., Jan. 20.

The "Pajama Girls" company was
stranded here, when the treasurer left
with the funds.
He was located in
Pittsburgh, brought back, and made
good the missing money.

The company continued on

Girls"

members,

give a per-

main, and the excellence of its comedy
end musical features makes a strong

oporal even to those patrons of burlesque who enjoy the rougher and
broader sort. The one type consonant
with burlesque is revealed in the work
of Phil Ott,

whose make-up and meth-

true burlesque note.
because Mr. Ott possesses a keener perception of the requisites of travesty, or because the others in the cast are so completely dom-

ods convey

Whether

it

the

is

inated by his individuality, the fact remains that Mr. Ott's work goes a very

long way toward saving this performance from classification among the
nondescript offerings all too frequent
in latter-day

productions.

James- Rowland, an Irish comedian
of fine qualifications, is more than a
second to Mr. Ott in the comedy diviMr. Rowland's work is conspicsion.
uously individual and sufficiently enjoyable and praiseworthy to command
recognition on its own merits. Mr.
Rowland may take it as a good-intentioned suggestion that he provide new
verses for his topical "coupon" song.
Others in the cast who are deserving of praise are Alice Lazar, Nettie
Nelson, Norma Bell, May Mack, Jack
Hart, Saul Powder, Bert Capman and
William Swan. An absolutely idiotic
spot in the performance is the recitation by Saul Powder of one of those
sil'y effusions in which the titles of
plays are strung together like, "Along
Came Ruth" on the arm of "The

They stopped in "The Little
Cafe" and had a "Drink" with "Potash
and Perlmutter," etc., etc
The sort of mentality that would
sanction such a thing as this, in or out
of a burlesque show, surely passeth
Idler."

understanding.

SERENADED THAW.
Manchester, N. H., Jan.

TREASURER MADE GOOD.

its

way.

a burlesque show.

STOCK BURLESQUE CLOSES.
Salt Lake, Jan. 20.

Louis
Jacobs'
company,
playing
stock burlesque at the Utah Theatre
here, suspended operations after the
performance Thursday night of last

There was considerable back salary
due to all connected with the company.
The house will remain dark for the
present.

distinguished for the

only objection against it is that it is
not a burlesque show as differentiated
from musical comedy. Nevertheless it
is rattling good entertainment in the

Milwaukee (closed).

It is

is

its

formance at the Columbia this week
comparing favorably with the best
seen at that house this season. The

for the remainder of the season); Club,

week.
Jeanette Dupree's Show Going Out.
Jeanette Dupree intends sending out
her burlesque show again next week,
playing independent time.

and a cast that

"The Honeymoon

As a matter of fact there is no Barton Circuit in existence at the present
time.
Mr. Barton is in the far west
and is understood to be devoting his
time entirely dissociated from burlesque
operations east of the Missouri River.
The theatres mentioned in the list
referred to as belonging to the "Barton Circuit" may be correctly catalogued as follows: Temple, Ft. Wayne
(now playing Columbia Amusement
Co. attractions under a contract for the
remainder of the season); Academy,
Pittsburgh (now playing Jack Reid's

ment

HONEYMOON GIRLS.
With an uncommonly beautiful and
effective scenic and costume equipment

20.

After the matinee Monday, "The City
Belles" people at the Park theatre,
drove in five autos to the home of
Harry K. Thaw in the North End, serending him and his mother, Mary Cop-

Thaw.
Harry K. appeared

ley

at the door, shook
the girls and was cheered.
Will Canning directed the affair for
Several hundred citizens
the show.

hands with

joined in

all

it.

Locally Operated.
Local capitalists have formed a corporation to handle the Luzerne, Wilkesbarre, and the Majestic, Scranton. Both
will be included in the Columbia Extended commencing Jan. 25. This relieves Barney Gerard of the manage-

ment of those houses.

Thomas

Quigley,

a

manager, will be
of both theatres.
trical

Scranton
in active

thea-

charge

CARNIVALS, FAIRS, PARKS AND RINKS
RINGLING ON

WAR PATH?

P. P.

John Ringling is expected to return
to New York from Florida Sunday.
said his

is

It

homecoming has been

by the opening of the circus show at the New York Hippo-

precipitated

drome.
According to report some of the acts

,

engaged for the Hip circus are also
under contract to the Ringlings for
their circuses, one of which, BarnumBailey's, is to open later in the season
at Madison Square Garden, New York.

E.

I.

BIG FAIR STEWARDS MEET.

NOTES.

Ban Francisco, Jan. 20.
bays taken a firm

The exposition

officials

stand on the question of whether the purchasers of the $10 season passes to the fair
grounds will have to be photographed for identification.
According to the terms under which
these passes are sold the purchaser agrees to
patronize the official photographer. Last week
a number of purchasers patronized their own
photographers which
caused the "official
camera man" to make a strenuous complaint.
The exposition officials decided to back him
up md declared the passes would be void unless
the official photographer was patronized.

The press representatives of "The Zone" attractions are forming an organisation to be

known as "The Zone Press Agents' Association."

President Kushlbltl of the "Beautiful Japan"
concession, and Sam Haller of the McGonnell
forces were on the sick list last week suffering from slight ailments,

CIRCUS NEXT M0NTH7

eSBBBBBBBSn*BB»

Chicago, Jan.

20.

Conspicuous about the "Toyland Zone" quar-

Although persistently denied at local
headquarters it became known this week
.the Ringling Brothers are figuring upon
opening their season in this city at the
Coliseum some time next month in*

stead of waiting for April as heretofore.
If present negotiations toward this

end are materialized the circus will
spend several weeks in the big hall
before taking to the road.

"Remember Toyters are signs which read:
land O. U.
Opens on Time the Morning of
Boys Get Busy

Feb. 20.

!"

Despite the rainy weather of last week
work on the various building along "The Zone"
was rushed at full speed.
Frederic Thompson has engaged a midget
band of twenty pieces under the direction of
woman whose height is given ss six foot and
eight inches.
The freak band will be one of

a

the special features of the

Thompson show.

B^BBJSBBBBJBSS)

Immediately upon closing the gates to the
public the "Zone" attractions began to transfer
their offices from downtown out to the fair
grounds.

CHICAGO'S

NATL AUTO SHOW.
Chicago, Jan.

The National Automobile show
open at the Coliseum, Jan

28,

20.

will

for an

eight-day run. Fully 50,000 visitors are
Fifty-one hotels are refusexpected.
ing convention bookings for that period.

These hotels have a

room

is

RIDER FORGIVEN.
Pittsburgh, Jan. 20.
Clara I. Palmer, an equestrienne, 40, winter home, Vine street,
Cincinnati, and John F. Dusch, musician, same city,
both of Robinson
Brothers' Circus, were defendants before Magistrate Robertson in Northside
police court Tuesday. It was testified
the woman followed the man here.
They were arrested on request of Cincinnati authorities on complaint of the
woman's husband, Charles P. Palmer,
superintendent of horses for the circus.
Attorney Peacock, representing the
husband, told Mrs. Palmer the husband would forgive her elopement, so
•he paid her fine and went home. The
attorney told the court that Palmer
took Dusch to his home when Dusch
was broke. Mrs. Palmer has been an
equestrienne since she was 16 and is

Mrs.

known

in

Europe

July 20 has been designated upon the Excalendar of special events as Elks'
In the evening "The Zone" will give a

position

Day.

huge pageant

"Queen of Mirth"

total capacity

27,500 guests, and every
being held for the big show.
for

well

Lole Fuller, the danseuse, has cabled from
Paris that she will sail from Parla Jan. 80
fill her engagement at the Exposition. The
dances will be given In the Festival Hall.

to

court.

Holding Canadian

Early Dates.
Ogdensburg, N. Y., Jan. 29.
After one year's experiment with
early dates the Ogdensburg fair and
horse show has gone back to the last
President Anfull week in September.
drew Irving, Secretary L. C. Nash and
other officers of the fair have been re-

for this year's big fair.

Aug.

Officials.

was chosen president
Nelson County Fair Association
Louis
at a meeting at Bardstown, Ky.
Hayden and H. D. Stiles are vice-presidents; C. Barnes, secretary; and V. L.
Orville Arnold

of the

If

'

Sept

dates are

-.<

|
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bers of the circuit, making a total of
11 fair associations. Dates were allotted
with Wilmington, Del., starting either
July 21-23 or July 27-30. This proviso
is to make room for Bridgeton, N. J.,
or Pitman, N. J., should they make application for a place in the circuit.
The dates allotted follow: WilmingOpen, July 27-30;
ton, July 21-23;
Salem, August 3-6; Flemington, August

10-13;

Lebanon, August 17-20; Potts-

town, August 31-Sept. 3; Wilmington
(second meeting), Sept. 6-10; Nazareth,
Sept. 14-17; Allentown, Sept. 21-24;
Trenton, Sept. 21-Oct. 1; Mt. Holly,
Oct. 5-8.
A resolution of condolence on the
death of the late Benejah P. Wills of
Flemington
Mt. Holly was adopted.
and Salem were admitted as members
of the circuit by unanimous vote, but
the Bridgeton, Pitman and Norristown propositions were held over for
another meeting of the stewards.
Among those present at the meeting
were President John Bollman, Lebanon,
Pa.; S. H. Wilson, vice-president, Wilmington, Del.; L. P. Randall, secretary
and treasurer, Trenton, N. J.; L. C.
Bordner and G. R. Herman, Kutztown,
Pa.; W. E. Baker, Pottstown, Pa.;
Joseph Davidson and J. L. Johnson,
Wilmington, Del.; John Reinhardt,
Nazareth, Pa.; Harry B. Schaal, Allentown, Pa.; Edward Allen and A. S.
Case, Flemington, N. J.; L. F. Smith,
Salem, N. J.; T. J. Grady, Byberry, Pa.;
Fred Shreve, Albert Saunders, Thomas
J. Clemens and Robert M. Laycock.

Reading, Pa., Jan.

20.

At the meeting of the Berks County
Fair Association it was decided to
hold the annual exhibition on September 14-17. The place was left to a site

made

in 11)14, while one passed out of that
Roland Clonl, the Milwaukee whirlwind,
replaced Ollie Moore as the professional title
holder for one mile, while Martin and Bacon
are
the
new 24-hour team champions.
During the past year, three world's records
were
also
made.
Clonl
set
the
record
on
a
14-lap
track
at
Detroit
last March, making the mile in 3.01 3-5.
Another speed king 1b Frank Bacon, of Detroit,
who, teamed with Fred Martin at the Madison
Square Garden meet In December, the first
24-hour race ever staged on a banked track. The
record of 293 miles and 3 laps set by the two
cracks will probably remain a world's record
for Borne time.
Clonl, the world's champion
professional skater, hails from Morrlstown,
Pa., is 20 years old and has been skating for
five years.
Through winning the world's title
last March a great deal of credit goes to Joe
Munch, of Rlverview Rink, Milwaukee, for
putting the young Italian In condition and
teaching him the fine points of racing. Fred
Martin comes from Los Angeles, Is 23 years
old and has been skating for six years.
He
won the championship on the Pacific Coast and
came east In 1010. In 1913 Joseph Munch, the
northwestern champion, took Martin in tow
and entered him In a 24-hour Individual race.
Martin won, covering 253 miles and 12 laps,
setting a new world's record. Little was known
of Martin until two years ago, but today he is
the Beau Brummel of skating.
Frank Bacon
was born at Brilliant, O.. has been skating for
12 years, having been a star for the pant
eight years.
In 1907 at Coney Island, Bacon
won the one-mile world's championship. In
1913, at Milwaukee, he established a 12-hour
Individual record, covering 144 miles and 7
laps.
This record still stands.
Bacon and
Martin will likely team at Madison Square
Garden In the 50-hour Endurance Race.

class.

According to Canadian hockey players and
Hobey Baker, the former Princeton
and now a member of the St. Nicholas
Skating Team of New York (In the American
Amateur Hockey League), Is the greatest hockey player who ever cleft the ice with a steel
blade.
The men from the north make no exceptions when expressing: this opinion.
Baker
has beaten, single handed, two of the fastest
amateur teams in Canada this winter. Dec. 28
against Toronto University, the former Tiger
star playing at Rover on the St. Nicholas
seven, secured five goals, unassisted, and carried the puck up the Ice for the other two
successful sttacks, against the Toronto gosl.
Jan. 2 against the Montreal Victorias, Baksr
gave a most wonderful exhibition of hockey,
with practically the whole Canadian team united In an endeavor to put him out of the game.
Baker electrified the crowd by skating rings
around the fast Canadians, fairly standing
them on their heads. He wss finally cut with
a skste and had to retire two minutes before
Baker weighs 170 pounds,
the final whistle.
but is as fast ss a featherweight.
A famous
Tale athlete once said of Baker: "In football
togs he Is a marvel at dodging, but on skates
he's uncanny."
In one of the melees in the
St. Nicholas-Victoria game, five of the fastest
Canadians were lying on the Ice at once as the
result of their attempts to stop the dodging,
twisting Princeton star.
experts,

athlete,

committee.

At the Palace Roller Rink, Detroit, Jan. 15,
Steve Shipley, of Baltimore, and Bert Randall,
of England, hooked up In a two-mile race for
Shipley won. after a hard
a side bet of $100.
race. He nosed out Randall by about four feet.

STATE FAIR ADMINISTRATION.

two time keepers.

sees.
It can hardbe considered as a record, as there were but
The Western Skstlng Association calls for three time keepers and officials
of that organization before a record can be
ly

Truckee,

The

"Festival

Cal.,

Jan. 20.

Snows" continues

of

under favorable conditions possible for
such an event. Cold snappy weather
broken at intervals with good snow
falls prevails.

Propose Pair for Crab Orchard.
Louisville, Jan. 20.

A movement

has been launched at
Crab Orchard, Ky., to have a fair next
autumn. The promoters are planning
to buy 30 acres of land for a fair
grounds, to erect a grandstand, and
build a half-mile track.

The
street,

large

Park Cut Up.

Philadelphia, Jan. 20.
tract of ground on 5th

known

as

Central

was
Slomkowski
Park,

sold Jan. 15 by Joseph F.
to a buiiJer who will develop

building lots.
said

The purchase

it

into

price

is

to be

Park was

close to $60,000.
Central
one of the largest parks of

its

do /it a<Kf>rUSfr

Friday evening, Flemington and
Salem, N. J., were admitted as memlast

SKATING.
New marks of 1014 were made in the World's
Championship Meet; II. Clonl, Bacon and Martin are new champs.
Three champions were

The time was 6 mlns., 6 2-5

Doing WelL

kind in the city, and was the scene
of many a large convention held by

c.surer.

yoa don't adv.r

The

13.

Philly's Central

Louisville, Jan. 20.

Kelly,

28,

California Festival

elected.

Kentucky Fair

Fair.

Toronto, Jan. 20.
The management of the Canadian
National Exhibition is not worrying
over the war, what you might notice,
and is going ahead with their plans

also.

No More

Jailed.

Spokane, Jan. 20.
Camila Cassaleri, aged 19, who calls
herself "queen of mirth and mystery,"
and says she is a carnival performer,
was sent to jail for 10 days after conviction of vagrancy in the local police

Philadelphia, Jan. 20.
At a meeting of the Big Fair Circuit
Stewards, held at the Bingham House

15

German vngin?

societies.

Syracuse, Jan. 20.
decided change in the administration of the state fair will be made by
the legislature if the Republicans have
their way.
According to the latest
plan the present commission is to be
abolished and the fair administered by
a paid commission of three members
and with the Lieutenant-Governor and
the Commissioner of Agriculture as
ex-officio members.
At present there
is a board of seven with five receiving
salary.
The first plan of the Republicans called for a single headed commission, but this has been abandoned.

A

Refunding Carfare.
Watertown, N. Y., Jan.

entered.

Payson Davidson (brother of Fanny, Nellie,
John and Harley, known as the family of
famous loe and roller skaters) Is now managing Miss Hallne and Bddy Bashett who made
a decided hit at the College Inn, Chicago last
year.

The old Armory Rink, Louisville, has closed,
The building Is to be renever to reopen.
modeled for other purposes. The rink was In
exlstenoe for the past ten years, snd a profitsble enterprise until recently,
tion became too strong.

when competi-

Cupid always has been one of the most successful little press sgents In the business. Recently Jack Williams, a roller skater of prominence from St. Louis, wrote a letter to Sheriff
Oakmnn. of Detroit, telling the sheriff that
be was once the proprietor of a Detroit roller
rink but had wandered until reaching St.
Now Jack wants to go home, meet s
Louis.
woman who can skate, and get married on
the rollers, with the minister on skates as
well.

20.

In order to get people to attend the
Jefferson County Fair this year the
Chamber of Commerce of this city and
the fair society is planning to be able
to refund carfare to all visitors during the week.
Instead of holding one championship meet,
as In former years, six meets could bo held to
decide the supremacy at the different distanced
for the amateur and professional one, two and
three-mile titles. The meets could be awarded
to s|z different rinks, three for each cIbbh.

A new

proposed Polo League which will tako
Taunton, Fall Rlvei, New Bedford, WorPawtucket, and Providence Is being
organized
A schedule wll be presented to
the officials for approval, after which the orin

cester.

ganization

League

as tho New
begin operations.

known

will

England Polo

The Arcadia Danco Palace, Detroit, is contemplating building an addition on the Dance
Palace, 100x250, to bo converted Into a roller
Tho location
rink, costing around $70,000.
undoubtedly the best In the city.

is

Joseph Smith H figuring on opening the
Auditorium, Port Huron, Mich, an a skating
rink again.

VARIETY
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Mme

Brown Delmors a B Kubllck
2d half
Prnncoa Nordstrom Co
Fink's Circus
C 4 A Wilson
Grace De Winters
Haiel Kirk Trio

Baron LJchter
Young America
(One to fill)

la VaaeleTille Tkaatras, Playing Thraa or Lass Shows Daily
All houses open for the week with Monday matinees, when not otherwise indicated.)
rheetres Us tad as "OrnheasB" without any further distinguishing description am oa the
Theatres with "Loew" following name are on the Loew Circuit.
Oral
. lieum Circuit.
Afsneies booking the houses are noted by single name or initials, such as "Orak," Oreaeaai
Clr«uit-"U. B. a.'' United Booking Ofacee-"W. V. A,/' Western VsndeviUe Managers' Asso*

Hnrdean

Van Dycke 4 Bro
Rysn Richfield Co
Ethel 4 Lucy Baker

(wva)
Raymond 4 Bain
"Sunnyslde of Bway"

Australian Waltes
McVlCKERS (loew)

Benny 4 Woods

oiatloa (Chiosae)-*?/' Psataaes Circuit-"Inter," Interstnte Circuit (booking through W. V^A.).
M
Jashss C. Matthews (Calcafo).- B B O," Broadway Booking Oficc-'Tr/' Proctor Circuit,

Hardeen

NEXT WEEK

BILLS

(January 25)

--M,"

New York

PA LAC B

Mme

Beth Challls
3 amis
(Four to fill)

(orph)

Naslmova Co

Maurice a Walton
Trixle Frlgansa
Frank Pogarty

Shaw

Lillian

BROADWAY

(Three

NATIONAL

ft

I

Uenny

W

ft

"Officer 444"

Andy Rice
Edwards Bros

Leaner

Friend

(loew)

Harvey DeVora 3

Emmett

ft

fill)

Bessie's Cockatoos
Whitney's Dolls

(bbo)

Llnd
Carmen's Minstrels

Emmett

to

(One

"Neptune's Qarden"
Faoole Brlce
Reglna Connelll Co
Wllle Bros
Hale ft Peterson
Kirk 4 Fogarty

Wm

Watson Co
Mario A Duffy
Hopkins Sisters

Eva Prout

fill)

LINCOLN (loew)
L A E Drew

Billy

COLONIAL

to

Wm

Weston Co
Frank Morrell

Billy Klnkald

(ubo)

4 Maxwell
Sawyer 4 Harcourt
Jarrott

(One

Wood
Keane 4 Window
Ryan 4 Tlerney

2d half
3 Lorettas
"The Pardon"
Gertrude Barnes
Avellng A Lloyd

Georgle

Morton

Austin

ft

Van Hoven
Witt 4 Winter

to

fill)

Lawton
(One

(loew)

Kaufman
RAN
Lou Hoffman

Sully Family
Fred Ardalh Co

(Two

"The Spooners"
Tabor A Green
to

fill)

Julia Curtis

Green ley A Drayton

Cluudlua
Porter ft

S

ONell Sisters
Mr A Mrs H Emmett
"The Spooners"
B Kelly Forest

John 4 Mae Burke
Corelll

Gillette

ft

Shields

Rodgers

ft

Talsu Bros

DE LANCET (loew)
Al Burton Co
Dean's Phantoms
Felix A Valre
Senator Murphy

Uosuml Troupe

HAMMERSTEIN'8

(ubo)
Adele Blood Co

Tom Lewis Co
"Why Men Go Wrong" McClure A
White

(Three

Jason

ft

(Two

to

PROCTORS 12STH

Cbas A Dalay

Guy Baldwin

"Stage Struck Kids"
Sidney Phillips
"Officer 444"
Jones A Johnson
3 Glllls

(Two

to

fill)

ORPHEUM (loew)
Florence Tlmponl

Ferrara

The Funny Flnna
Palace Trio
Harris ft Randall
Jerry Sao ford
Sabine ft Bronner
Theres Miller
Harrison Armstrong
Mae ft Eddla

fill)

Eva Prout

Oil)

Geraldlne

to

Dolly

2d half

Nonette
Dave Ferguson
Diane D'Aubrey
Bros Arco
Jeff David

Marlette's Mannlklns

Rice A Francis

"The Pardon"
Armstrong A Ford
3 Alex

P

3

(One

Redmond

2d half
Wilfred DuBols
Dolly South
Catherine Cameron Co
Griffin A Lewis

Royal Oasooynes
Holmes A Wells

Edwards
Harry Gray
Geo Cole Co
La Belle Carmen
"Her First Case"
Chas Olbbs

(loew)
Old Soldier Fiddlers

Julia

Birds

Nlblo's

PROCTOR'S 23D

Hup Handy Co
Anthony
Elliott

ft

ft

Adele

West

Dreano A Goodwin

Ray Monde
Howard Chase Co
Empire Comedy 3
Jcanettes
2d half
Pulton ft Lovera
Geraldlne Ferrari

Harris A Randall
Frol leers
Bennett Sisters

f»

James Kennedy Co
Miller A Kent
Louis Leo

AMERICAN

(loew)

Slgsbee's Dogs
Tralnor A Helene
Jones A Johnson

International
Sidney Phillips

Rose A Moon
Tourager Troupe

(Two

to fill)

2d half

McClure A Dolly
"The Criminal"
Armstrong A Ford
Dean's Phantoms
Felix A Valre
Alice

Hanson

Maximilian the Great

(Two

to

fill)

GREELEY

Mueller

(loew)

Pros

Edmund Hayes Co

Kitty Francis Co
Lang A Coulter

(Two

to

fill)

7TH AVE

Olga Cooke
Llda McMillan Co
Herbert A Dennis

Lawton

(Two

to

(loew)

Co

Yvonne
Geo Randall Co
Victoria Four
Bob Tip Co

to

fill)

2d half
Rice A Francis

(loew)
Girls

2d half

Ed A Jack Smith
Rose Troupe
(Three to fill)

SHUBERT
B

(loew)

COLUMBIA

(loew)

Newport A Stlrk
Mary Donahue
Lorettas

Shaw A Packard
Montrose A Sardell
(One to fill)
2d half
Kaufman
RAN
Between Trains
Mnrlette's

fill)

(ubo)

Edward's Song Revue
Rose Coghlan Co
Henry Lewis
Comfort A King
"Telephone Tangle"
Moore A Young
Lohse A Sterling
(ubo)

McWatters A Tyson
Cnthprlne Calvert Co
"Florentine Singers"
Laddie Cliff

Condon Devereaux Co
Moore A Yates
F A L Bruch
Roberta A Verera
Cooper ft Smith

BUSHWICK (ubo)
Minnie Dupree Co
Nellie Nichols
"School Playground"

Flo

HIPPODROME

Irwin Co

Cooper A Henderson
Grace Hazard
Poganny'B Bakers
Hobble Oordone Co
The Berrena
Delmore A Lee

(loew)

to

Minn**

Mont.

BABCOCK

(loew)

Frevoll

4

Anderson

fill)

to

r.

PROCTOR'S
Jewell

Sisters

Klein Bros
"Honevless Honey-

moon"
Dotty King
Knwana Japs
Parker

S
Personl Co

Camllle

2d half

DuVal
A Harry

"Jim Town Junction"
Edith Mote
LaPalve
Svlvester

Abbott A

Brooks

Ray LaPearl

an««t*wv.

ORPHEUM

r**)

(ubo)

(Splits with Easton)
1st half

Port A Drlacv
Cnrdo A Noll"
Smith Cook A B
3 RlnnoH
A1tn*>.

111.

HIPPODROME (wva)
George Lee
Plsnno A Bingham
2d half

McCormlck A Wallace
Neluspo A Hurley

ORPHEUM
(Splits

(ubo)

with

town)
1st half
Allen A Fenter
Marie Ellne Co
3 Lyres

Rayno'B Dogs

Johns-

PANTAGES

(m)

Maxwell Holden
Jordan 4 Doherty
Brougbton A Turner
(One to fill)
Charleston, S.

C

(ubo)

Savan-

with

nah)
1st

half

McCormlck A Irving
Lancton Lucler Co

Reddlngton A Grant
Blmsftnsrhnsn, Ala.

(One

LYRIC

(ubo)

Wood

Brltt

Lean Co

Marx Bros
Sophie Barnard
Three Lelgbtons
Bird Mlllman

"Eloping"
Vanderhoff A Louie

ORPHEUM

(loew)
Stlckney

Arno A

A Hlckey

Carroll

Jeanette Chllds

"Last Hope"
Monarch Comedy 4
Lockhardt A Leddy
(Two to fill)
2d half

Simpson A Deane
Ben Beyer A Bro
Lew Wells
Franklyn Ardell Co
Madge Maltland
Gliding O'Mears

(Two

to

Caattanooara

MAJESTIC

fill)

ST. JAMES (loew)
Gliding O'Mears
Elizabeth Cutty

(ubo)

Harriet Burt

Kalmar A Brown
C S 4 Donovan

(Two

W

to All)

GLOBE

(loew)

& Cunningham
LaBelle Tltcomb
Lew Wells
Kelos
(Three to fill)
2d half
Murphy A Foley

3

A Am Dancers
Jack A Foris

(

Four

to

fill)

Brldtr^pwrt. Conn.
POLI'S (ubo)
half
Sheldon*.
1st

The

A Lyle
Salon Singers

Miller

(wva)

Carletta

Husman Barton A

W

Red Raven Trio
Willing Bentley
Martini A Maximllllan
(2nd half)

W

Klnzo

Seymour Duo
Angns 4 Lysatt
(loew)

Nell Abel

Blanche Leslie
Lester A Dolly
Earl Curtis Co
Laurent Trio
Polzin Bros
2d half

Johnnie Woods

Gray A Graham
Patrlcola & Myers
Slegel A Matthews
LaToy's Models

Owen McOlveney

EMPRESS

(ubo)

Those French Girls

ACADEMY

& Hlckey

t'arroll

Wlllard

Band
Cleveland

Creole

(loew)

Halsted St

(Open Sun Mat)
"Between 8 A 9"

A Bernie
Japanese Prince

KlasH-

Sandy Shaw
Stewart & Daklo

(ubo)

Drowee Frisco A
Alf Holt
Brunelle Sis Co

M

Ching Hwa 4
Alexander Kids
Tlghe A Babette
Kremka Bros
(Ono to fill)
Dallas.

MAJESTIC

(Inter)

(Open Sun Mat)
Clare Rawson Co
Diamond A Brennan

Nana A

A\.xls
Robt Fu'rfora
Paul Le 'an A Dobbs
Earl A Neal

Hager A Goodwin
Danville. III.
LYRIC (wva)
Klnzo
Santos A Hayes
"Curse Jack Dalton"
Hcyt's Minstrels
2d half
Russell

4

Church

Day"

Jones A Sylvester
Lasky's "California"

Bob Flnley

A Jeanette
Fart Worth

Lcitzel

MAJESTIC

(inter)

(Open Sun Mat)
Hawallans

Alisky's

Aleo Trio

EMPRESS

(ubo)

(m)
Herbert Lloyd Co
Lord Roberts
Edgar A Ely Co
Dorseh A Russell
Donlta
Cycling Brunettes
Manny A Roberts

Val

Cowboy Minstrels

Green Bay, Wis.

ORPHEUM

(wva)
2d half

Moore

Stacla
T>wVn«ti

ORPHEUM
Three Types
Cervo

(One

to

Mason Wilbur A J
Grant Gardner
Thomas A Hall
Leonard 4 Haley
Hong Kong Mysteries
Harrlabaraj, Pa.

Chief Caupollcan
Bertlsh
Cressy A Dayne

May A

Tralnor 3

Trevltt's Dogs
(Two to All)

ORPHEUM

Trans Atlantic 3

fill)

(wva)

A Orovlnl

Una Clayton Co
Mack A Orth
Bogonghl

Kllduff
Sisters

(Two to fill)
Hartford, Coi

Connolly

Nadje

POLI'S (ubo)

2d half

Keough

half
Farrell

1st

Sisters

Alfred

Davltt A Duvall

Gerard 4 West
Rawls 4 Von Kaufmai

Al Lawrence
4 Castrllllans

Dnhnqne, In.
MAJESTIC (wva)

The

(ubo)

The Bllfords

Kilties

Gwynne 4 Obssett
Plelson 4 Goldle
"Pool Room"
2d half

Marshall A Cumby
Tarvls A Harrison

Kaiser's

Van A

John T Doyle Co
Rob Roy

Bell

Grace Cameron
Royal Riceford Co

Wm

2d half

(Two

town)
4

Slivers

Joe Whitehead

Depace Opera Co

Lou

I

A. 111.

AVENUE (wva)
Nelusco A Hurlny
Held A Cameron
Bob Albrleht
La Graclosa

fill)

"Way Out"

Coleman Goetz
The Harrolds

Honnton
MAJESTIC (Inter)
(Open Sun Mat)
Chas Kellog
Kirksmlth Sisters
Empire Comedy 4
Hlckey Bros
Cbas McGoods Co
Barber A Jackson
Mile

Sidonie

Indianapolis.

KEITHS

2d half

(ubo)

Frank Mullane
C Fields

Gordon A Day
Dolly A Mark
Ceoree Leo
Hendricks Belle

W
Isle

Edmonton, Can.

PANTAGES

to

2d half

(ubo)

1st half

St.

J.

LYRIC (loew)
Mystic Bird
Ben A Hazel Mann
Akl Trio

(Splits with Allen-

Eaot

Inman Co

"Dairy Maids"
Hobokaa, N.

Frear Baggett A F
Bernard A Mever
Malev A Woods
Russell A Calhoun
Pearl A Roth

Atone A Alexis
American Comedy

Dogs

Brown Delmore A

Ronton. Pa.

Colunibna

KEITH'S

(ubo)

Gormley A Caffery
Weber A Capltola

ABEL O H

"Society Buds"
Phllbrlck A Carlows
Rochez's Monkeys

fill)

Ursuul Maplda. Mies

Apdale's Circus

The Langdons
Edwin George

to

Collins A Hart
(One to fill)

Selblnl

KEITH'S HIP

(Two

Co

NEW GRAND
L

fill)

Hayward Stafford C*
White A King
Marie A Billy Hart
Warner A White
Pauline Moran

Miles

Tom A

Rooney A Bowman
Hurst Watts A Hurst
Mozart Quintette
Hopkins A Axtell
Tiny May
Cincinnati

Terry A Fljls
2d half
Onetta
Madison A Laird
Richard Malloy Co
Gilbert Losee

Mack 4 Wulker
McCloud A Carp

Owen McOlveney

"Last Hope"
Bert Melrose

Tlerney A Sabbott
Marlon Harris Co
Loral ne 4 Dudley
Kelley A Galvln
3 Mori Bros
2d half

Qulnn 4 Mitchell

Ernie Potts Co
PALACE (orph)
Franklin 4 Green
C Gllllngwater Co
M Cronln Co
3 Blondys
Courtney Sisters

Sid Lewis
Hendricks Belle Isle

2d half

Bell

to

(ubo)

ORPHEUM

EMPRESS (wva)
Tossing Austins
Morton Wells A N
Zelaya

Two Pucks

Bellclalre Bros
(One to fill)

Arno A Stlckney
A Cunningham

2d half

Frank Parish
Seymour Duo
Maxim's Models
Kelley A Galvln

Willie Weston
Kitty Gordon Co
Woodman A Living
Blxley A Fink

MAJESTIC (orph)
"Bride Shop"
Lew Dockstader
Francis McGinn Co

(Open Sun Met)
Burnham 4 Irwin
McConnell 4 Simpson
Meehan's Dogs
Lewis 4 Russell
Ellda Morris
Miller 4 Vincent
(One to fill)

Nat Wills

McDevitt Kelly 4
Little Napoleon

Chicago

(Two

2d half
LaBelle Tltcomb
Walter Brower
Lockhardt A Leddy

"Millionaire for

ORPHEUM

Homer

McLoyd
Hope Vernon

Hill

"Just Half Way"
Chris Richards

W

M

The Le Grohs

Felix

George Auger Co

COLONIAL

Hall
Kitner Hayes A

Mass,
(loew)

4 Deane

Paul Pantzer
Equillo Bros

2d half
Margie Calvert

Dwrrolt

KEITH'S (ubo)

Wilson A Aubrey
Allman A Nevlns
Mme Marlon Co

Murray

Bessie Wynn
5 Yoscarys

Cecil

Fields
to fill)

Sallie

Thomas 4

River,

Simpson

BIJOU

The Hanlons
Bond 4 Casson
Lucille A Cockle
Henshaw A Avery

King 4 Brown
Marie Dreams

Ward

A Snoozer

Cabaret 8
Alvln A Kenny
De* Hfofnew

TEMPLE

(wva)

4 Ward
KEDZIE (wva)

Carter

(Splits

M

3 Mori Bros

(ubo)

Gillette

ACADEMY

"Sidelights"

(wva)

Girl"

Prultt

Lucy
Fall

Montgomery 4 Moore
Barry A Wolford

Meredith

fill)

2d halt

Bill

Amoros 4 Mulvey

Morrow Co
Kitner Hayes A

2d half

Dream

"Bachelor Dinner"
Brooks A Bo wen

2d half
Laurent Trio
Will Hart

AVENUE

to

"The

Samayoa
Ray A HUliard

Cartmell A Harris
Dainty English 3
Princess Rajah
EMPRESS (loew)

Wm

111.

(One

Erie, Pn.

3

2d half
Tlerney 4 Abbott
Claud le Tracy

(wva)
Copeland A Payton
Lou Chlba
Duffy 4 Lorenz
Gert Vandyke A Bro
Bottomley Troupe
Johnson's Travelogues

Wood 4 Wvdo
4 Harrison
Rose 4 Ellis

COLONIAL

Genevieve Warner
Johnny Johnston Co

(loew)

(wva)

Clark

Billy

Jarvis

Baron Llchter
"Young America"

ORPHEUM

Frank Bush
Brougbton A Turner
Mozart Quintet
Kenny A Hollls
Melnotte Lanole Tr

Benny A Woods

Co
Johnson Howard A L

Master Gabriel Co
Bob Hall
Gruber's Animals
Desver. Col.

WILSON

"At Devil's Ball"
Emerson A Baldwin
2d half
Neuss A Eld red

(wva)

4 Soils Bros
Dan Kussell

2d half

B 4 B Matthews
Campbell A Brady

Libonattl

ORPHEUM

2d half

Shannons
Geo A Marie Brown
Alpha Troupe
Burkhart A Berry

la.

Ameta
Blkaart, lad.

Emerson 4 Baldwin
Dccatnr, III.

EMPRESS

"Butterfly 4 Rose"
2d hslf
Musical Kloops
Laird 4 Thompson
Hasel May Hall
Al Oroesmsn

Cory 4 Orlndell

2d half

Clara Inge
Terry A Fljls
Lewis 4 Kessler

Fenner A Tallraan
Weber Dolan A F

Co
Ethel 4 Lucy Baker
Four Seasons

STAR HIP

MAJESTIC (wva)

la.

Richfield

Kublick

Williams Bros
Mcnomco Aiken Co

Cedar Rapids,

Ryan

Sandy Shaw
Stewart A Dakin

"Mum's the Word"
Mr and Mrs Robyns
Pierce A Roslyn
Wright 4 Davis

VICTORIA

(loew)

"Between 8 4 0"
Klass 4 Bernie
Japanese Prince

Calsjary

Burt

Lou Anger
W. T.

(loew)
Chappelle

4

Phlltppl 4
Frank Stafford Co
Morris 4 Allen
Wolgas 4 Girlie

Oolet Storts A L
Elsie Gilbert Co
Bessie LaCount

Bontoa
KEITH'S (ubo)

(One

EMPRESS
Schrodes

Champaign,

Greater City 4
Frank's Wild West

2d half
Fltzglbbon

Midgets

Cavanna Duo
Butte

AMERICAN

ORPHEUM

Dean Dorr A Dean
Wm McKey Co

Garden

Fink'e Circus

The Le Grohs

fill)

Lilly

Grace DeWintera
Van Dycke 4 Bro

Tally
Walter Milton Co
The Gladiators

Big City Four

(One

4

Dollies Dolls

Mayo 4

Kenny 4 Hollls
Raymond A Bain

Mae West
Kanazawa Trio

Leighton A Robinson
Willy Zimmerman
Anderson 4 Qoines
Cycling McNutts
Bogart 4 Nelson

Geo

Doweanort.

COLUMBIA

Swans Animals

The Stantons

Armstrong A Clark
"The Tangle"

Flanagan A Edwards

Singer's

Brandon Hurst Co

Dlero

Margaret Deane
Singer's Midgets
(Three to fill)

Rose A Moon
Olga Cooke
Herbert A Dennis

Mr 4 Mrs McGreevy

Mullaly Plngree Co

Manikins

Whitney's Dolls

Willa Holt Wakefield

Florenzl

Skating Bear
Hearn A Eley
Florence Tempest Co

Silver A
La Belle

Brooklyn

PROSPECT

Havenman's Pets
Havenman's Pats
C Manchurlans

(Three to fill)
BIJOU (loew)
Avellng A Lloyd
Hershel Hendler

lew

SHEA'S (ubo)
Neablt A Clifford

Bernard 4 Meyers
Russell A Calhoun

Sylvia

Texas Tommy Dancers
(One to fill)

4 Payne

Norton

Burr A Hope
CAP
Usher
Cameron A O'Connor

Ambler Bros
2d half

Sadie Sherman
"Auto Bandit"
Klein Bros

Neil McKlnley
Clarice Vance

Delmar 4 Delmar

"$100,000 Reward"
Olive Vail

L A E Drew

Ferrell

Mlasos Campbell
Whlttler Ince Co

Wynn

Bessie

Spencer A Williams

(Three to fill)
2d half
Wilton Sisters

Sherman Van A Hy

ORPHEUM

Henry E

Mlaku

Miller

Beauties

(ubo)
Dlxey

BIJOU (ubo)

Harry Sterling

to

MARYLAND

Wilbur

Brady A Mahoney

(One

Weston A Leon
John P Wade Co
Maxime A Bobby
Jarrow
Emma Carua

Redmond

Kelly Forest

Tal«»u Bros

3

(ubo)

Robins

Van A Ward
The Harrolds
(Two to All)

Beth Challls
"Birthday Party"
3

FORSYTHE
Flying Henrys

Baltimore

fill)

LIBERTY
"Way Out"

Rita

Murry Lore Trio
A Burke
Holer A Boggs
Green McHenry A D
"Dance of Cities"
Atlaata
Pierce

"Motoring"
(One to fill)

2d half
Bessie's Cockatoos
Warren A Francis
Edna B Showalter
Llda McMillan Co
Andy Rice
Edwards Bros

(Two

(ubo)

Nick's Skaters
2d half

fill)

Kitty Francis

to fill)

2d half

Rita

to

Mich,

Seymour A Dupree
De Michel Bros
Mattle Choate Co
Borden A Shannon

Auto Bandit

2d half

Scarlet
Sullivan

The Valdos
Margaret Deane
Wm Weston Co
Harvey DeVora 3
Lou Hoffman

to All)

BOULEVARD

Flying Martins
ALII AM LIRA (ubo)
Arthur Prince
Rooney A Bent
"Pekin Mysteries"

ft

Lang 4 Coulter
"The Criminal"
Alice Hanson
Robinson's Elephants
2d half

Coleman Qoetx

O'Clare Olrls
Laurie A Aleen
Senator Murphy

(Two

"

Ed A Jack Smith
Savoy A Brennan

Freddy James
Carbrey Bros

(ubo)

(loew)

FLATBUSH

2d half

ROYAL

FULTON

Wilton Sisters
Laurie A Aleen

(One

to All)

Stepner

Olympic Trio

MAJESTIC

Bolger Bros

2d half
Florence Ttmponl
Van 4 Ward Girle
Robinson's Elephants
Al Burton Co
Montrose A Sardell

Angelo Patrlcola
"Homer, the Great"
"Aurora of Light"
Kramer ft Morton
Mayekos Sinters

Ass Arbor,

McMahon Diamond Co

2d bnlf
Alfred

Hayes 4 Thatcher

Blue Board
Walton 4 Vivian

(m)

"Devil Servant A M"
Great Lester
Tasroanlan Vandleman
Bcrnlvlcl Bros
Greene A Parker
Juggling Barretts
tClluiheth. w. J.

PROCTOR'S

M astro Co

May Evans
Barney A Victoria

Leroy Leighton Co
Ruth Roye
Bessie Clayton Co
Mullen A Coogan
Binns A Bert

(One

to

fill)

LYRIC (ubo)
Colton A Miles

A Cimeron
Boughton A Turner
Booth A Leander
Jackson, Mich.
Levlne

BIJOU

(ubo)

Murry Lore 3
A Burke
Holer A Boggs

Pierce

I

VARIETY
McHenry A D

Green

Buckley's Animals

Cunninfham ft Marlon
(One to fill)
Losjaaspert, lad.

-Dance of Cities"
2d half

geymour ft Duprae
De Michel Bros
Mattle Choate Co
Borden ft Shannon

COLONIAL

pick's Skaters

Sylvester

jaekseaTllle, Fla,

ORPHBUM

(ubo)

(Open Sun Mat)
ft Roberta
ft Holdaworth
Mark Murphy

Calloway
Norcross
Adler
Wills

Vlttorla

Hassan

ft

Joaastewn, Pa.

MAJESTIC

(ubo)
with Altoona)

(Splits

1st half

Banjophlenda
ft Clark
"Bong Doctors"
Cbas Bennington
Barto

ORPHEUM

Melnotte Twins
Aerial La Vails

Watson
CsJaaaasoe, Mick.
(ubo)

Bylvia

Dean Dorr A Dean

DeKocks
Lewis vllle

KEITH'S

Reward"

Vail
Ambler Bros

City.

ORPHEUM

Ilbpye Snowden Co
Ann Taaker Co
gun Stanley 3
Harry Ollfoll
Travilla B ft Seal

Bernard ft Harrington
Fred Hlllebrand

Tr

(wva)
Mardo Trio

Primrose
2d half
Hodge ft Lowell
Delmar ft Delmar
Itaasas City, Mo.
(wva)
Caitello Bros
Nice A Nice
"Colonial Maids"
Hodge ft Lowell
Anita

Weir

2d half
Dryer ft Rogers

Barrett

Musical Fredericks
2d half

Brennen

A Carr

Doyle

Elaine

ft

of

A Ansman
Woods

Tynes
Lafayette, la*.

Ulce

Melody Monarchs &
Laaatas, Mica.

M

BIJOU (ubo)
Margie Calvert
Jones A Sylvester
Lasky's "California"
Bob Finley
Leltzel A Jeannette
2d half
"Millionaire for Day"
Llaeela. IVea.

ORPHEUM

Trovato

"Red

Heads"

8ebastlan A
Orover A Richards
El Rey Sisters

Bentley

Cbas Howard Co
Dorothy Toye
Little Rock. Ark.

MAJESTIC

(Inter)

"Neptune's Nymphs**
Richards A Kyle
Porter J White Co
Mlnettle A Sldelll
Harris Bros
2d hslf

"Neptune's

ami

Nymobs"

Truly

Irwin
Gallager A

Carlln

lamed
Relaner A Gores
J E Dooley
Lockett A Waldron

Chums
Mllwaakee

3

Cullen

(1

to

Ed

fill)

Tralnor A Helene
Mystic Bird

(Three to

1st half

"Day

ft

"Song A Dance Revue"

Mt. Vernon.

IS'.

PROCTORS

Y.

Chas Glbbs
Baker A Murray
George Coles Co
Mr A Mrs Morris
Birds

Glose
2d half
Raphael Co

H

Dell

A

Aduloff
Giles

McGowan A Gordon
Carter A Waters
Alices

Horwood

Nashville. Tenn.

PRINCESS

(ubo)

Charlotte
Martini A Mnxmllllan

Hawley A Hawley
Buckley's Animals

(One

to

Goldie

Frances Nordstrom Co
Hazel Klrke Trio

New Orleaae
ORPHEUM
M ft M Farlane
Belle Baker
Allen Dinehart

A Co

Merrill A Otto
Kervllle Family

Harry De Coe
New Roeaelle.

LOEW

If.

T.

Bert Melrose
fill)

fill)

Newark, if. J.
LYRIC (pr)
Edith Mote

Leonard A Lonle
Al QrossiuaQ

A

Beasley
Merry Kids
A O Terry

ALHAMBRA

Dancing McDonalds
Abe Attell
Morris A Beasley
5 Merry Klda
A A G Terry
2d half

"Just Half Way"
Chris Richards
International 6

Radae, Wla.

ORPHEUM

(wva)

(1 to fill)

Norfolk. Va.

COLONIAL

(ubo)

(Splits with Richmond)
1st half

GRAND

Dunedln Duo
Frank Markley
The Veteran

Oakland
Co

Mr A Mrs

J Barry

Australian

McLeans

Chas F Semon
Costa Troupe

McMahon A Chappelle
Australian
Chop'rs
Adelaide A Hughes

W

HARRIS

(ubo)

Mile La Viva
Clancy 3
"Shirtwaist Fact"

B A L Dreyer

"Hallowe'en Party"
Barnev Gllmore

The Azlmas

(ubo)

Wallen8teln A Freebey

Harry Rlttley
Lucille A Lucas
Geo M Rosener
"Cheyenne Days"

Cross A Josephine

Welling Livingstone Co
(One to All)
FlaJaaelA, N. J.

DeLuxe

Girls

Skipper Kennedy
Transfleld Sisters
3 Baltus Bros

ORPHEUM

A R

Utak

Cllve

Co

The Clevelands
Ford's Review

Oklahoma
Bartel

A Rose

Chinese Hamilton
(2 to

fill)

Omaha
ORPHEUM

Swor A Mark
Hyams A Mrlntyre
Pnrlllo & Frablto
Jns Jefferson Co
The Shnrrocks
Bendlx Players
Claude Oolden
(wva)
Bensec A Bfllrd
Frlcdlnndcr ,T
Joe Roberts Co
Lyric Quartet
2d half

WffHkey Troupe
"Enchanted ForrePt"
Chase & La Tour
Ernst Forest

Farber Sisters
Houdlnl

RockforsV IU.

ORPHEUM

(wva)

A Rogers
LaMalre A Dawson
Wyatt's Lads A L
Dow A Dow
Kluting'a Animals
2d half

Al Abbott

Co

A Rose"

Leonard A Lewis
Camllle Personl Co
PertlaaA, Ore.

ORPHEUM

Horclik Family

ORPHEUM
Bell

(18-19)

Family

Vlolinsky
Cantwell A Walker

Rebla
(Others to

fill)

EMPRESS

(loew)

(Open Sun Mat)
Joyce A Weat
Valentine Vox
Bush A Shapiro

"When It
Home"

Saginaw, Hick.

FRANKLYN (m)
Geo H Primrose Co

PANTAGES

(m)

Guy Woodward Co
Fred Duprez
Pains A Nesbltt
O u ad a loupe

IN»uahkeepsle t N. Y.

COHENS

Greenloy

(loew)

A Drayton

Leona Stephens

Lake

ORPHEUM

(Open Sun Mat)
Kolb A Harland
Minnie Allen
Alexander Broa

Drummer of 76th
Piatov A Glaaer
Monkey Circus
Moore A Haager
(Two to fill)

EMPRESS

Minn.

The Tyrells
(One to nil)
St. Lonls

COLUMBIA

(orph)

Eddie Foy Co
Barnes A Crawford

(loew)

Dixon A Dixon
A DePaula
Chas L Fletcher
"Wine"
Nicholas Sisters

Wanda

PANTAGES (m)
(Open Wed Mat)
Dancing Nereids
Strenuous Daisy Co
Davis A Walker
Laurie Ordway
De Witt Young A Sis
Saa Aatoalo
MAJESTIC (inter)

(Open Sun Mat)
John A Emma Ray
Louise Galloway Co
Zertho's Novelty

Cantor A Lee
A Been Stanley
Roedell Singers

Gere A Delaney

Mr A Mrs Wilde
Bertie Ford

HIPPODROME

(loew)

Robinson
Bobbe ft Dale
Bill

SvenKall

White
EMPRESS (wva)
Gordon A Day
Beldlng A Snyder
Hendricks Belle U!e
Blnek

ft

Klmlwa Troupe
Held ft Cameron
Colonial

Belles

Plsano ft Bingham
La Graclosa
GRAND (wva)
Ruth Roden
Musical Geralds
Knight A Moore
Ernest Alvo Tr
Jerome A Carson

(Others to

W

PANTAGES

(m)

S Howe Co
Ten Bonamors
Larry Comer

fill)

(wva)
Alvord A Everson
Slonx Falls, S. D.
(wva)

Le Roy A Cablll
Louise DeFoggl
Chase A La Tour
Frawley A Hunt
John A Weat •
The Glockers
Fields WinchlU A G
Nick Santora Co
Soatk Bead. lad.

ORPHEUM (wva)
Oordon A Klnley
Dr Cook
Geo
Day Co
Hopkins A Axtell
Marriott Troupe

W

2d half
Act Beautiful
Rives A Harrison
Zelaya
Marie Stoddard
Bouncer's Circus
Soatk Ckleagro
GAIETY (wva)
Archie A Dolly Onrl
Green
Ed De Corsey Co
Taylor A Brown
Johnson Howard A L
2d half
"Get Rich Quick Wal-

Beltrah A Beltrah
Wayne Trio
Saa Fraaefaeo

ORPHEUM

(Open Sun Mat)
4

Danubea

Jack Gardner Co
French A Els

Duo
McRae A Clegg
Solti

EMPRESS

Springfield,

111.

MAJESTIC (wvs)
Weber

(loew)

Girls

Broughton A Turner
Master Gabriel Co
Clara Inge
Gruber's Animals
2d half
Copeland A Psyton
Lou Chiha
Gert Van Dyke A Bro
Ashley A Canfleld
Johnson's Travelogues
(One to fill)

SprlBgaeld, Mass.
POLI'S (ubo)
Kaiser's Dogs
Roeder A Crsmpton
Misses Campbell

(Open Sun Mat)
Les Casadoa

Whlttler Ince Co
Military Sextet

Ward

Hayea A Thatcher

Slaters

James Grady Co
Sampson A Douglaa
(m)
(Open Sun Mat)
11 Whirlwind Beauties
Cora Simpson Co
O'Neal A Walmsley

OaL

(orph)

(Same bill as at Sacramento this issue)
Bavaaaak, Oa.

BIJOU

with

(Splits

(ubo)
Charles-

ton)
1st half

Eddie Howard
Graham A Randall
Will Rogers
Ralph Baebl Co

eattle

ORPHEUM
(Open Sun Mat)

Edwin Stevens Co
Brent Hayes
Eadie A Ramsden
Marie Fitzglbbons
Rlgoletto Broa
Loyal's Animals
Brown Fletcher
EMPRESS (loew)
.'1

(Open Sun Mat)
Juggling DeLlslo
Stuart Black Co
Crawford * Broderlck
"Ye Olde Hallowe'en"

Tom Mahoney
Ergottl's Lilliputians

PANTAGES
"Wnr

of

(m)

Ton*s"

Golden Troupe
Bertie Fowler

Dunlap A Vlrdln
Gordon Bros
Schenectady. M. Y.

PROCTORS

Jos

Kramer Co

Liiwrrn^
loo

ft

Farrlngton

Holland

'Jim
Alfhnff

Town Junction"

2d half
Mr Quick
Gerard A Weat

Gwynne A Qossett
Rawla A Von Kaufman

BAM

Qulnn
Hllllar

Torre Haate, lad.

VARIETIES (ubo)
lat half
Princess Ks
Gallagher A Carlln
Dixon Sisters
Gardner A Revere
(One to fill) n
2d half
Those French Girls

A W
Columbine A Harlequins
Howe A Howe
Vlttorla A Georgette
Toledo, O.
KEITH'S (ubo)
Paul Gordon
Boland A Holts
Vinton A Buster
Connelly a Wenrloh
"Green

Beetle"

A Lewis

Fields

Loretta Twins

(One

to

fill)

Toroato
SHEA'S (ubo)
Howard A McCane
Ethel McDonough
Redford A Winchester
J C Nugent Co

Okabe Japs

Nan Halpsrln
YONOE ST

(loew)

Margaret Farrell
Bsrnold's Dogs
Sid Rose

Mrs L James Co
Miller, Moors A G

Cevene Troupe

(Two

to All)

Tjror, M. Y.

PROCTOR'S

Rosers Aerial Wonders

James Kennedy Co
Johnson A Welsh

* Amlta

Wllllch

,

Barton A Lovara
Francis A Jones
Sylvester

Rsy LaPearl
_
v 2d hslfCo
Krammer
Lawrence Harrington
Co

Joe

Jos Holland
Harrison Armstrong P
Palace Trio
Althoff
Miller Packer

,

HUDSON

Lea' Alex'C

8

ft

Kawana Japs
Ualea Bill,

j.

If.

(ubo)

Knox Wilson
Geo Harcourt Co

Claire Rochester
Murphy Nichols Co

Psul Ourden

Hamll A
Girl

In

Llbettl

Moon"

Bert Fltsgibbon
Lady Alice's Pets
Utlca. Bf. Y.
8HUBBRT (ubo)
(Splits with Temple.
Syracuse)
1st half

Frank Whitman
Mme Dorse's Dogs

Tony

ft

Norman

George Brown Co
(One to fill)

Room"

"Pool

Taeoaaa

PANTAGES (m)
Vivian Marshall
Harry Glrard Co
Hamilton A Barnes

Willing Bentley

ORPHEUM
(Open Sun Mat)
Hubert Dyer Co
Lydell Rogers A L

llngford"

Hans Kronold
Gertrude Cogblan Co
Chick Sales
Cleo Gascolgne

fill)

2d half

(22-28)

Dolly ft Mack
Richard, the Great
2d half

Tnlpien Troupe

Ben Deeley Co

VICTORY

(wva)
2d half
Rice Broa
Herron A Arnsman

Madden A FlUpatrick
Hawthorne A Inglla
"Colonial Daya"
Mosher Hayes A M

Sylvester Schaffer

"Land of Makebelleve" Reml
A Ballengerl
Ash A Shaw
Baker Troupe
Mlntz A Palmer

Vestoff Trio
St. Cloud.

Goldlnls
Irene A Bob Smith

Nadje

PANTAGES

Six Olivers

James Walton
Seaaatosu Pa.
POLI'S (ubo)

Connolly Sisters

Russell's Minstrel

Sophie Tucker

2d half
Klein Bros
Roaera Aerial Wonders
Mary King Scota
Morris James Co
Harry Sterling

(One to

El Cleve

Strikea

Haydn Burton A H

Oasch Sisters

Sisters

A Harry

LaBelle

Davitt A Duvall
Al Lawrence
4 Castrllllans
2d half
Selbinl A Grovlni
May A Kllduff

Scnwarx Bros
Ellnore A Williams

Wharry Lewis 5
ftnwrencc A Hurlsfall

Andrew Maek
Moorn A Elliott
Bell Boy Trio

PRINCESS (wva)
Keough

Mercedes

Jomelli

Canorls A Cleo

(Others to All)
EMPRESS (loew)
Parlso
Trovollo

fill)

Elsa Ruegger

London
Chas Grapewln Co
Santly A Norton
Haviland & Thornton
IjouIs

(One to

Doc Royal Racefoot

Ernest Rackett

2d half
Sull Pasquallnia
Jewell Sisters

City, Ok.

(wva)
Les Gougets

Piplfax A Panlo
Cummings A Gladd
Howard
The Casinos
Klmberly A M
B Dailey Co

Amadio

PROCTOR'S

"Butterfly

(ubo)

4 Boniaettea

Lola Salblna Co *
Mardo A Hunter
Ward A Delmar
Don Rapheal Co
Catherine Cameron Co

(loew)

Landry Bros
Rouble Sims
Delmore A Light

"Matinee Girls"
Wilson A Arnold
Little Mies Jean
The Gaudsmitha

Avon Comedy 4

SHERIDAN SQ

Anna Chandler
Leo Zarrell 3
Eleanor Habor Co

1st hslf

Mme

Jack Wilson
Davis Family
Van A Schenck

Anntoinettl

with Norfolk)

Trio
Wallace Galvln

(ubo)

Big City 4
4 Metzettta

Mellor

to All)

Heuman

Plttsbnrvk

ORPHEUM

(Open Sun Mat)
Frank North Co
Prelle's Dogs
Waldemer Young A J
Kremllna A Darraa

Salt

Monarch Comedy 4

Four Seasons

Lonzo Cox
John Delmore Co
Murray Bennett
"Song A Dance Revue"

Gordon B A Kangaroo
ft. PaaL Mli

2d half
Jeanette Chllds

Jetter

(1 to fill)

2d half
Ben A Hazel Mann
Old Soldier Fiddlers

A

Dancing McDonalds
Abe Attell
Morris

A

2d half

Augusta

Don
A A

A

2d half

Military Dancers

E E

Waterllllfs

Bros

Klein

Roeder A Cramp ton

OsrAea.

W

Lonzo Cox

The Sheldons

(Open Sun Mat)
Tames J Corbett

Doria's Dogs
Jos Davis
Harry Beresford Co
C Kelly

Walter Brower
Ellis Nowlln Troupe

Rochester

John Delmore Co

PANTAOES (m)

(ubo)
3

Murphy A Foley
Madge Maltland

TEMPLE

3 O'Neill Slaters

(Open Sun Mat)

(wva)

(loew)

"Juatlce"

K A L

PALACE

Dickinson

Jos Santley

A Grovlni

Nlblo's

A

at Circus"
2d half

Sorritl

Prevosts

EMERY

(Splits

nil)

Brooks A
Cook A Manson Twins
Keane A Window
McDevitt

ORPHEUM

NEW PALACE

Marie Nordstrom

Richmond, Va.
LYRIC (ubo)

Mack A A Mack

Wm

Harry Watklns

4

Cobb.

POLI'S (ubo)

"Woodside Inn"

NEW GRAND (wva)
Three MUlards
Dawson Lanigan A C
Malettl Banconl

The Astalres

(Two

(ubo)
Lore! la

Ray Fern

Bert Merkett
(Others to fill)

Clark A Verdi
Bert Errol
"Fixing the Furnace"
Carl Demareat

GLOBE

(1 to fill)

New Haven,

Co

Farrell

3 Ellisons
3 Keatons
"Noisy Students"

Rex's Circus

A Eoner

Howard A Chase
Fiaher A Green

Dotson A Gordon
Wood A Wyde
Winona Winter

O'Clare Girls

(2 to

(orph)

fill)

Falke A Adams

Mr A Mrs H Emmett Mabel Fonda Tr
Carbrey Bros
B'WAY (ubo)

Rlggs A Wltchie

ORPHEUM

May

The Volunteers

Brown

The Mozarts

Las

ft

Zara Carmen
Roxy LaRocca

2d half

illlly

Heron Armenian
Wyatt's Lads

(2 to

Wm

.">

Ware

A

Helm

Nellie

Ellis-Nowlln Tr

"Cinderella Girl"
2d half

Plelson

nil)

to

ORPHEUM

Pttrick A Otto
Princess Ka
._

(wva)

2d hair
Jetter A Rogers
Van Bros
Arthur Sullivan Co

(ubo)

1st half

Ford

Hershel Hendler

Kaufman Bros

Schooler

Herron
Venetian Four
Park R A Francis
Reed Broa

2d half

FAMILY

(Two

Holden

ft

(ubo)

Nathan A Murray
Milton A De Longs

2d half
Morton Wells A
Eldora Co

Selbinl

The Mozarts

Hodge

Newbarak, N. Y.
COHEN'S O H (loew)

2d half

Bud A

Kumry Bush A Rob
Fox A Burkhart
Toona'a Indiana

fill)

Freddy James

Fremont Benton Co

ft

GRAND

Richards Broa

Relleclalre Bros

Pauline

2d half
A Klnley
Jtrvls A Harrison
"Curse Jack Dalton"
La Crosse, Wis.
(wva)
Dick A Margie Carvel
Rice Bros
Herron
Benny

Edmund Hayes Co
Savoy & Brennan

Marcella's Birds

Kingston

Oordon

Roach A McCurdy
Ward Baker

Elizabeth Cutty

Hoey A Lee

ORPHEUM

Mirth"

KEITH'S (ubo)
Henrietta Crosaman Co
La Milo

Inman Co
Norton A Payne

Mlaaea polls

Kekesae.
8IPE (wva)
-Whirl

Harry Gilbert
Rose A Ellis
Philadelphia

Black Bros

Ward A

loft.

(wva)

King Quartet

Eugene Trio

Wood Bros

WALLACE

2d half
Karleton A Kllfford
Harry Ellsworth Co

"Hop Kee's Dream"

Gertrude Hoffmann Co
Dainty Marie
Primrose 4
J Kennedy Co
Hines A Fox

Carlett
ft

Jos8eIyn

Madden A Clogg

to

Carl Jorn

III.

Newhoff A Phelps
Dunbar's Bellrlngera
Macon City, la.
REGENT (wva)

N

(1

Leonard A Russell
Rosie Lloyd
Gardiner Trio
Moran A Wiser
John Gordon Co

Von Hampton A

Victoria Four

MAJESTIC

Keaoaaa, Wis.
VIRGINIA (wva)
Moore

Fanton's Athletes
2d half
Akin Trio

Darrell A Conway
Ethel Green
Conlin Steele 3
2 Carltons

Act Beautiful
Van A Schenck
Mason Keeler Co

Matthew*
Hoyt ft Wardell
Mcintosh ft Maids

Helm

Nellie

"Between Trains"
Gertrude Barnes
Maximilian the Great
Brady A Mahoney

Franklyn Ardell Co
Rose Troupe

ProTldoaeo
KEITH'S (ubo)

(One to fill)
Pern,

2d half

ORPHEUM

ft

ft

Bud A

A Barnes

Luplta Perea

Elklna Fay Elklna
Sablna Bronner Co
MAJESTIC (loew)
The Valdos

3 Alex

Madlaoa, Wis.

Hunting ft Francis
EMPRESS (loew)

Keller

(ubo)

Barney A Victoria
Barrett A Kooper
Hip Handy Co
Baker ft Murray
Mme Blue Beard

Newhoff A Phelps

Una Abarhanell

Nichols Nelson

Co

Imperial Opera

2d half

M astro

Ottawa
DOMINION (ubo)
Fields

Shannan A Annis
Lane A O'Donnell
Ed Morton
E F Hawley Co
Lynch A Yosco

McCowen A Gordon
Ameta

Louis Stone

Olive

Darts

(m)

Sherbourne A Mont
Sherr A Herman
Haley A Haley
4

Williams

Kaaaaa

PANT AGES

Co

Greater City 4
Frank's Wild West
2d half

"100,000

(loew)

'

Lillian

ft

Nine White Hussars
Chlnko
La France A Bruce
Hal ft Frances
Williams A Wolfus
Alice Lloyd
Billy B Van Co

EMPRESS

Joblla, Mo.
(wva)

Wilbur
Spencer

A Georgette
2d half

Warner A Corbett
Nip A Tuck
Bower of Melody"
Princeton A Yale

Juvenile Klnga
Chinese Hamilton
2d half
Mardo Trio

Wm McKey

Vance

DeHaven A Nice

4

MAJESTIC

ft

Bombay Deerfoot
Van Bros
Rose A Ellis

Arllne

ft

(ubo)

1st half
ft Kllfford

Karlton

Bull Pasquallnia Co
5 Frollckera
"Her First Case"

17

King Quartet

"Day at Circua"
Bprlasjfleld,

Mo.

(wvs)
Harlan Knight Co
Lillian Watson
Gilbert Oirsrd

Roy A Arthur
Ogden Quartet
Smith ft Farmer
J K Emmett Co

2d half
Caatello Bros
4 Juvenile Klnga

Clsrk ft Rose
3 Donala

Caaad Irwin A Caaard

"Wrong Bird"

Spokaae

ORPHEUM

(loew)

(Open Sun Mat)
David Kallkoa
Hartley A Pecan

Richmond A Mann

PANTAGES (m)

"Justice of Peace"

Nevlna A Erwood
Argo

Cummin A Sesham
Victoria, B. O.

PANTAGES (m)

Dawn"
Mayor Lew Shank

Cornell Corley Co
Josefsson Troupe

Recklless

Three Guys

"Grey

of

.1

PANTAOES

(m)
(Open Sun Mat)
Lander Stevens Co
Allen's Minstrel

Knapp A Cornalla
Leona Oucrney
Gllmore A Tamlnoff
Corr Thomaa 3

YOSBMITE

(orph)

(2021)

(Same

as at Sacramento this lsaue)
bill

Syracuse

TEMPLE

(ubo)

(Splits with Utlca)
1st half

Sidney Baxter Co
Will

Ward

Girls

Morrlssey A Hackett
Burdella Patterson

(One to

fill)

GRAND

(ubo)

The Cromwells
Marie Dore
Emmett Deveaux Co

Max A Mabel Ford
Dooley & Rugel
Alpine Troupe

(Two

to

fill)

Exposition 4

Evans A Slater

Washington
KEITH'S ( ubo)

Arnaut Bros
Toby Clauds Co
"Lonesome Lassies"
Martin A Frsbinl
Stuart Barnes
(Othera to All)

Waterloo,

la.

MAJESTIC (wva)
Heuman Trio

Pearl & Roth
Richard Mllloy Co
Mile Martha A Sis
A I Abbott
2d half
Oormley & Caffrey
Marshall & Cumby
"All for a Kiss"
Grace Cameron

Van A Belle

Watertown,

S.

D.

(wva)

The Tyrels
Fields

Wlnchlll
2d half

& G

The Skatellea
Dick A Margie Carvel

(Continued to page 26.)

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK
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NEW ACTS NEXT WEEK
Presentation, First Appearance
or Raappearanca in or Around

Initial

Now York
Mmc. Nazimova and

"Why Men Go Wrong"

Hammer-

Palace.

Pavilion,

a long, long

way

to vaudeville,

it

is

with Helen Ware,

who

some time past been one
vaudeville

in

f«»r

here

abilities

merstein's.

for

it

is

of the very

How-

welcomes Miss Ware

some time

in

author

Bolger Bros., Bushwick.

to almost

re-

come,

her present playlet she
thrill

any vaudeville audience.

Uosuim Troupe, Alhambra.
Cooper and Smith, Prospect.
Rose Coghlan and Co., Orpheum.

will

to

an artiste possessed of rare

and

has a vehicle that will

Jarrott And Maxwell, Colonial.
Witt and Winter, Colonial.

so

has for

bright lights in the legitimate.
ever,

main

White and Jason (New Act), Ham-

And

but they all finally get there.

Hammerstein's.

Jeff Davis,

and please

As

a matter

Channing Pollock, who is the
"It Doesn't Happen," has
crammed enough into the 21 minutes
of fact,

of

make

a three-act play.

It is

touch and go from the rise of the cur-

"On

File."

tain until its final fall

Travesty.

Hammerstein's.
Daniel

The Defendant

Sullivan

J.

Tiny Tot
Edith Mendoza
George P. Murphy
Dave Ferguson
The District Attorney
Loney Haskell
The Defendant's Counsel
Mother-ln-Law of Defendant. .Olive Le Vein
John Doe
The Court Stenographer
Mark Nelson
The Court Attendant
Jobn Stone
Foreman of the Jury
Solly Lee
Candy Boy
Bruce Elmore
Clerk of the Court
Jury, Walters, Witnesses, Customers, Pinch
His Daughter
Hie Wife
The Judge

Etc.

Hitters.

"On

upon "On

File," as a burlesque

was placed

Trial" (at the Candler),

program

close

the

ances

Monday

to

perform-

both

at

Hammerstein's, where

at

it

was presented

is

not a traveling turn, but was espe-

week

time.

first

Tommy

Gray

as the

Judge

It

for

George

Hammerstein's.

at

Murphy

P.

by

written

cially

this

for the

featured in

is

and with Dave Ferguson were engaged only for this skit, the remainder
it,

of the principals being
bill

and the house

the

comedy

posed
like

one
court

jury (eight),

hit of the piece,

undertakers.

that

A

the

of

It

this

came

out.

lines

a score

Hammerstein singing ticket
candy butcher, comes on
"Score

You

card?

board be-

Solly Lee, the

hind the judge's bench.

crying

dressed

was through

best

room had

was com-

men

supers, elderly

of

The

staff.

drawn from the

taker, as a

scene

the

can't

the jury without a score card."

Solly

muffed

it

tell

But

shows Monday

both

because he wouldn't wait for the laugh

on

his

the

show and going on

at 4.50

and

has too
It

Closing

appearance to subside.
for 30

minutes

10.50 placed this piece, that

much

dialog anyway, too

late.

held the house better at night than

at the matinee.

Mr. Murphy did good

comedy

judge,

as

the

was one of the

and Tiny Tot

hardly likely
Mr.
the travesty will be held over.
Grav put in some laughable dialog and
business, but both were isolated among
the many "speeches." Condensed, and
closing the first half, with a bit more
hits.

It's

of rough comedy. "On
have done murji better.

File"

might
fiimf,

and

in

the role

mother, a woman of approximately 40 (although very youthful in
appearance), Miss Ware is a positive
delight.
There is not a wasted moment and the three characters concerned in its enactment seem to be
of

30 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set).

Presentation of Legitimate
Attractions in New York

Initial

most heartily and trusts she

stein's.

Diane D'Aubrey, Hammerstein's.

NEW SHOWS NEXT WEEK

Singing and Dancing.
16 Mini.; Full Stage (Special Set).

It's

(formerly called

Captain"),

Police

Harry Pilcer and Teddie Gerard.

(3).

Happen."

21 Mine.; Full Stage (Interior).

Co., Palace.

"Romeo, the Great" (animal), Palace.
Meyakos Sisters, Palace.
Angelo Patricola, Palace.
Adele Blood and Co., Hammerstein's.
"The

Helen Ware and Co.
"It Doesn't

the

human

London.

Harry Pilcer and Teddie Gerard as
a vaudeville team are certain of success

This

England.

in

statement

hazarded

unqualified

despite

their

premiere was far from being a

satis-

is

The presence

factory performance.

Gaby Deslys
plauding

do

may

with

nervousness of the
a

most

have

the

had

extreme

Then again

pair.

man who began whoop-

ing things up and continued to do so

The couple had

throughout the turn.

their stage set in a gray cyclorama, in

the four corners of which were huge

pedestals of 'bunch lights.

Harry came

and was almost immediately

first

followed by Miss Gerard.

He opened

with a song about "I like your figure,
I like

your manner,

I like the

way you

the two male
roles being extraordinarily well acted
by Carl Eckstrom and Byron Beasley.

dress," she responding.

There is also a butler who has but
one line, but even this minor role is
in the hands of one capable of handling it and at least appearing the type
cast for.
The story is one to grip

eventuated into a duet and some stepping.
Off she went again and Harry
began singing a few lines about
"Teddie, are you ready?" which gave
her time for another costume change.
They had a brief duet seated on a
bench and he followed this with a solo
dance while she changed to a fantastic
skirt of the 1830 period and thev did a
few steps together. She chaneed again
to a white baby dress for another duet

natural

beings,

women

especially.
The Sheritons are
happily married. He is a successful business man who married his stenographer a score of years preceding the opening. She has been largely instrumental in
his success.
They have a daughter,

more

and

did his familiar

to a novelist has sent the

father

Boston. He returns with
the prospective son-in-law, who was
his college chum.
At the meeting bein haste to

tween the novelist and mother there
is a flash of recognition and when the
two are left alone it develops that he is
an ex-flame of the mother's, who, although engaged to marry her, deThe
camped before the ceremony.
mother upbraids him for having crossed
her path for the second time and swears
that she will not permit him to marry
the girl.
He taunts her and asks how
she will prevent it. Driven to desperation, the mother lies to him in confessing the girl he wishes to marry is

own

daughter. As to the title, "It
Isn't Done," the tragedies of life are
referred to in an early part, when the
novelist states we permit someone to
break our hearts and then with a smile
masking our true feelings go into dinAt the finale the father asks the
ner.
chum to repeat the line again, and
just as the quotation is completed, dinner is apnounced. The men exit leaving
the "tag" to the star and the half-hyshis

terical

manner

in

which

Miss

Ware

clasps the picture of her daughter to

her breast and sobs out the fact that
she has lied to save the girl, is enough
to win her the lifelong admiration of
any woman who sees the sketch.

Fr*L

started an-

Then Harry
jumping up the sides
of the proscenium arch while she made
one more change for a walk across the

about

ter

He

other song while she changed, which

ter

A let20, at boarding school.
from the school mistress regarding the secret engagement of the daugh-

S'

e

stepping.

This concluded the turn but not
for the next five
minutes were consumed with carrvine
stage.

the

entertainment,

across the footliehts as many floral
pieces as one was wont to see at an
old time

Weber and

Fields' first nieht.

Gaby continued her hnndclappine leanine wav out of the boy.
while Harrv bowed to her in appreciAll this time

her enthusiasm. Tt
Harry's dancing and certainlv it

ation of

Miss Ger.

not

is
is

rd's steppiner that will

not
con-

principally to the predicted
As a matter of
success of the turn.
veriest
the
is
Gerard
Miss
fact

tribute

amateur as

a

terpsichoreanist.

Tt

is

her semi-gowns that will draw in LonBy "semi" is meant half-gowns.
don.
By "half-gowns" ij meant that the
gowns are built from the waist down.
She wears practically nothing above
All that is discernible
the waist line.
above the waist are very narrow girdles
and slender shoulder straps. The onlv
thing in modern stacre dressing that
has gone beyond Teddie's exposure of
feminine charms was the revue produced in Paris last season when an enTo Miss
tirely nude girl was shown.
Gerard's credit be it said that she
wears these "semis" alluringly, and for
this reason more than anv other Pilcor
and Ger.rd mav be designated as a
successful turn

lasco (Jan. 26).

"The Clever Ones," Punch and Judy

for

the

(Jan. 28).

Josie Heather and Co. (2).

Songs.
18 Mine.; Two.

manifest

clacque was reinforced by an intoxi-

on

in the Shade" (Marie
Cahill),
Knickerbocker (Jan. 25).
"Marie-Odile" (Frances Starr), Be-

Colonial.

and

obstreperous

cated military

"90

an upper stage box ap-

in

constantly

something to

of

"The Shadow," (Ethel Barryraore)
Empire (Jan. 25).
"The Critic," Princess (Jan. 25).

London

halls.

When

the

singing numbers in this

have been properly tried out and
placed in a better routine to work up
to a bigger finale, Miss Heather and
Mr. Marshall will have a first class vaudeville offering.
At present, though
very popular with the audience, the aract

rangement of the numbers stops the act
from becoming a much bigger hit than
is.
it
Miss Heather wears beautiful
costumes and has a pleasing way of
singing a song. Henry Marshall remains
seated at a piano, helping in the sing-

The

opened by Miss HeathBoy." The couple then
have "The Dress My Mother Wore,"
Miss Heather looking very well in a
crinoline.
"Let Me Linger a Little
Longer with You" is done nicely by
Mr. Marshall. Following Miss Heather
sang "Make Your Mind Up, Maggie
Mackenzie," the hit of the turn. In this
song (at present popular in England),
Miss Heather is assisted by a young girl
dressed as a Scotch Boy, the two doing
a Highland Fling to finish the number.
Marshall's song about the Justice of the
Peace that has a surprise finish helped
things along some more. Miss Heather
does a comedy number, "He Was Nice,"
It
that didn't seem to fit some way.
may be the singer is of the dainty type,

ing.

turn

er singing

is

"My

who

shouldn't use this style of song.

The

finishing

number

"The

is

5-15,"

written by Mr. Marshall. Following intermission the act was a substantial hit.

La Titcomb and Co.

(7).

Revue (Songs and Dances).
Full Stage (Special Set).

American Roof.
The American billboards said the first
half that La Titcomb had a "$10,000
production in a superb revue," and that
she is "Ex-Mrs. Nat. M. Wills." Nothing
about her having a snake in the throneset act and a Russian dancer, beside two
ballet dancers, and four chorus girls.
It was remarkable how so few girls
could do so few steps so often without
forgetting to bring on their tambourines.
While the girls are dancing La

Titcomb is changing gowns. When in
the gowns La Titcomb sings. You get
the melody even if you don't understand
what she is singing about. As a $10,000
production on the small time is a "flash"
on an extra cipher, and
a flash if not an act.
Rut at that a small time audience will
have to be in a good-natured mood.
The little girl ballet dancer in this turn
is worth looking at, and she, with her
work, stands out as prominently as La
if

they did

slip

La Titcomb's

is

Titcomb does physically

in

it.

Sime.

NEW ACTS THIS WLEK
8am Mann and

Co. (4).
"Lota and Lota of It" (Comedy).
Full Stage (Office—Special Set).
Hammerstein's.
Sam Mann has found a successor to
his former comedy skit, "The New
Leader." In "Lots and Lots Of It" is
missing the roughness of the other piece
that served Mr. Mann so long and well.
Messrs. Aaronson and Colby wrote the
present comedy playlet with a touch of
the dramatic, that has suburban real
estate for its foundation.
Mr. Mann
as Simon Mutterzolb purchased from
a Mr. Bauman, a family friend, a plot
of suburban property, which he split
into city lots but could not sell.
Unknown to Simon, the property suddenly
increased in value, when Bauman, conniving with a land expert, gave Simon
an opinion his lots were swampy and

As Simon received this information by mail, Bauman called, was
worthless.

accused of swindling his old friend,
and thereupon Bauman offered to repurchase the property at the selling
price.
Bauman made out a check, but
Simon could not find the deed in the
safe, that having been just previously
removed by Sarah Kaplan (Miss £.
Mendoza), in love with Simon's son,
Milton (Bruce Elmore). "His father
objected to their marriage. Sarah was
in
the office at the time Bauman
phoned (while Simon was temporarily

become
was
be drawn between Simon and
scheme

absent)

letting

known.

As an agreement

about to

his

to sell

Bauman, a Mr. Willard (D. J. Sullicalled, and said he wanted the
property. Simon had paid $20,000 for
van)

was $75,000.
Like his celebrated namesake in vaudeville, Willard commenced to grow
it.

Willard's

first

offer

and finally secured the land for $350,000, Bauman meanwhile bidding against
him. Simon, upon learning Sarah had
been responsible for the removal of the
deed as well as interesting Willard in
the property, gave his consent to the
marriage, with a funny and characteristic bit at the curtain.
Mr. Mann individualizes this role of the homely old
fashioned Hebrew as he did the German of the other sketch, keeping both
perfectly true. Mann alone could carry
a much poorer written piece than this
is,
for Messrs. Aaron and Colby in
"Lots" furnished him with everything
necessary for vaudeville success excepting the players.
Mr. Mann supplied them, heading the list, for he has
a nicely casted company, not one jarring the playing at any time, almost a
record in vaudeville for a company of
five.
There are plenty of laughs
throughout, good honest ones caused
by natural humor and dialog, the piece
running logically in a complete story.
The worst that may be said about it is
the title doesn't

fill

the

bill.

"The Land

Trouble" would have been better,
little, and this act
Sime.
will do anywhere.
of

but a title matters

Prank and Kitty McDonald.
Dancers.
7 Mins.; Full Stage.
These two attempt a routine similar
to both the good and other sort of
dancing acts that have been seen so
often of late.
will

never do.

For vaudeville the

act

Will Philbrick and Co. (2)
Ulackiace Comedy.
18 Mins.; One.

Columbia (Jan.

hit

Sunday

the

of

and

company

his

at

All

women

easily

Columbia

the

three

blackiace, Philbrick's a deep

He

are

in

mahogany

of a lighter shade.

married to one of the girls, the
stouter of the two, while the thin girl
All three are out
is a spinster sister.
is

Hubby

flathunting.

is

human

a

ex-

There is good fast
talk and physical, and
some singing and dancing. The women
wagon.
comedy, both

press

furnish

some

neat stepping that

real

and Philbrick's comedy
is at all times worthy of a laugh.
As a
"comedy act in 'one'," this is about
pulls applause,

the best "next to closing" turn at the

Columbia

in a year.

Senorita Isabel Rodriquez.
Spanish Dancer.
8 Mins.; Full Stage.
Palace.
Senorita Isabel Rodriquez was rather
unfortunately placed on the bill at the
Palace for her first American showing
in New York.
Opening the show is
not quite the ideal spot for a dancing
act of this type, but it is doubtful
whether she would have had a better
chance down at the tail end of the
show, where she was originally placed.
The Senorita offers three dances, the
first and third of which are exceedingly
similar as far as the ordinary observer
Both are executed to the
is .concerned.

accompaniment of castanets, in the
handling of which this dancer is exceedingly expert. Her second dance has a
number of rather strenuous heel taps
in it and also a few abdominal gyra-

were it
the dressing the dancer em-

tions that

not for

would

fit

a "cooch"

ploys. Heretofore Spanish dancers have

usually offered their terpsichorean efforts as the part of a pantomimic pro-

duction and in that manner have been
command feature honors in vaudeville, and most likely Senorita Isabel
would also be a feature turn if she had
a swarthy outlaw trap her in his mountain hut during the course of a thunder
storm and while there, her dancing failing to win her release, she should stab
him to death with his own dagger.
But as Isabel does not burden herself
with a special set and an outlaw, she
will have to be content to take what is
able to

handed her

Fred.

in vaudeville.

Oskomon.
Indian Songs.
Mins.;

13

One

(Special

Drop;

Ex-

terior).

Fifth Avenue.

Oskomon doesn't become too ambitious he may keep working in the
If

pop houses as long as he sees fit.
There he will shine. Oskomon has an
Indian camp drop, wears full feathered
regalia of the tribe and renders several
songs, one a chant of the redskin va-

He made

applause
when he ushered an old Indian in
white man's clothes and shoes onto
Oskomon said he was his
the stage.
grandfather, who celebrated his 100th
birthday on New Year's Day. Mark.
riety.

Comedy

sure

the

American Roof.
Coleman Goetz is "America's YoungSinging His Own
est Song Writer.
Songs," says the program. These are
the songs he sung Tuesday night:
"Cheer Up," "Fatima Brown," "I Didn't
Raise My Boy to Be a Soldier" and "My
Wife's in Europe." Let the song writers settle the billing

among them. Mr.

a nice appearing young man
with a good singing voice though somehow it loses the melody of the numbers
and kills off the points of the comics.
Stage experience may remove these
present errors.
"I Didn't Raise My

Goetz

Boy

is

to be a Soldier"

made

Mr. Goetz's

act, the

singer, the

theme of the

song

the hit of
not the

itself,

lyric hitting

home among the Roofers (not hoofers).
They say this young Mr. Goetz is a
brother of Ray. If so he must be a
younger brother, not because he looks
younger, but because he is on the stage
and Ray is not. Between a couple of
songs the singing Mr. Goetz told two
stories, one about a Ford.
It's time to
drop this Ford thing in vaudeville, it's
getting worse than "Tipperary."
It
looks as though everybody on the variety stage who thinks he's funny has a
Ford gag, thought out by himself, but
the kids on the street have beaten them
to

Adler and Co.

Sketch.
22 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Store

One.

women were

bill

matinee.

and the two

Hyman

Songs.

17.)

Will Philbrick
comprising two
the

Coleman Goetz.

19

it.

Pick another universal.

Bitne.

Pietro Soss and Co. (4).
"The Redlight Abatement Law" (Dramatic).
18 Mine.; Interior.

of

this

sketch,

of the lighter vein

as

in the

good material

for laugh-getting.
plays a store proprietor.
He
a clerk with violin aspirations. It
pleases the boss.
The clerk has

ler

violin at the store

the boss

and plays

passing, tells the boss
is out, that the fiddle

it

Adhas
dis-

the

when

A

stranger,

when

the clerk

not around.

is

is

it

and has plenty of

may be an old
one and that if true, it is worth big
money.
He offers $400 for it. The
boss buys it from the boy for $150, the
sum the boy needs to start his musical
career. The stranger returns and It is
discovered the fiddle is worth ten dollars.
He refuses to buy. The comedy
Adler gets out of the fiddle scene is
enough to make the act a big hit.
There is a daughter, in love with the

The boy

clerk.

plays

his part well
could be a trifle
more natural. Adler should be kept
busy with this comedy sketch, written

enough, but the

girl

by James Horan.
O'Neal and Gallagher,
Songs and Talk.
16 Mins.; One.
Columbia (Jan. 17.)
Miss O'Neal is a large woman wd
Mr. Gallagher a man of the bantam
weight class.
They have a comedy
singing and talking turn that will get
a lot of laughs from a small time audidepends on the personal "digs" that
team indulge in. At the opening
the duo enter singing "Harmony Bay,"
this special instance might be •dubbed
"discord bay." At the entrance a murmer ran through the audience which
sounded like "female impersonator"
and even at the finish the audience was
waiting for the "woman" to remove her
Miss
fooled.
they were
wig,
but
O'Neal fools an audience because of
She has a
her size and deep voice.
likeable manner in putting over a song

the

Jan. 10).

Vera Rand driven from the segregated district, rents an apartment without revealing her identity and is about
to begin plying her vocation when she
is discovered by George Wharton, a
reformer. Wharton threatens to expose
her to Police Sergeant Travers who is
waiting down stairs unless she buys his
silence with $100. The woman refuses.

The policeman enters. Wharton exposes her. The officer sarcastically
suggests Wharton should engage in
better business than spying on women.
He orders Wharton from the room.
Wharton retires. Travers tells the
woman t
pack up and go. The

woman

asks "where?" Later she recogTravers as her son.
Wharton
returns and demands that Travers do
his duty.
Travers shakes Wharton
until he (Wharton) apologizes on his
bended knees to the woman, then he
throws Wharton out. After Wharton's
exit he discards his star to care for and
protect his mother.
The sketch got
over.
It
was well played.
Walter
McMann, author; Sosso and McMann,
producers.
Outside of California the
nizes

may

selection

ence, as the talk for the greater pi r t

Loew's Empress, San Francisco, (week

playlet

Set).

Harlem Opera House.
Hyman Adler shows wisdom

lose value as the Redlight

Abatement was recently passed here
do away with the segregated district, at the same time making it a
crime
for
proprietors
of
lodging
houses, hotels or apartments to rent to
a prostitute.
Since the law passed the
public has been interested in the ques-

of the rag calibre, but her voice handi-

caps her.
of

two

is

a little different sort

that

should find work on

It

act

small time

bills.

International Four.
Mixed Quartet.
15 Mins.;

One.

Union Square.

Two men
voices

and
saver.

are

and two women.
baritone,

tenor,

Their

contralto

soprano. The last is the lifeShe has a few notes in her up-

per register that will win any pop
audience, and seems at home in putting
over the classical stuff. The contralto
appears to be the principal drawback.
She has no animation or appearance.

The men

sing well and

work hard.

to

tion:

men?"

"What

will

become

of the

wo-

La Belle and Harry.
Songs.
10 Mins.; One.
Jefferson.

La Belle and Harry have every day
the film number frying over

songs,
nicely.

Small time routine.

SHOW REVIEWS
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PALACE.
years ago Variety conducted
a contest to learn what might be considered the Ideal Vaudeville Bill at
that time. Several thousand programs
were submitted to the judges, but if
there
correctly
recollection
serves
was no single bill submitted at that
time that would compare to the one
that is shown at the Palace this week.
True enough, the "names" that usually are the bill-toppers at the Palace
were only remote possibilities then as
There
far as vaudeville is concerned.
is but one spot in the bill for the current week that could have been improved upon and that was the opener,
and only because the act appearing in
that position was entirely unsuited for

Some

the act, "I Hear You Calling Me." It
was the old "Naughty Marietta" num-

ber that got the biggest return.
Opening the second part, Stuart
Barnes sang and talked in his own
inimitable manner, his closing number,

sent

"Single," being put over with sufficient

The

comedy.
Miss Ware in "It Doesn't
Happen," by Channing Pollock, followed and scored tremendously.
Conroy and LeMaire were next to
closing
and offered "Beans" and
"Pinochle."
They were a scream to
all

of

the audience.

The Four Amaranth Sisters closed
with acrobatic dancing and scored exceedingly high in the general applause
Fred.
average.

COLONIAL.

it.

One
was

fall-out

in

Sam and

That
the program.
Kitty Morton, who

an appearance at the
afternoon show. They were replaced
by Conroy and LeMaire. After the
matinee
Monday the show was
switched about and the running order
at the night performance made the
bill one of the fastest in playing that
has been witnessed in some time.
Orville Harrold (held over) and
Helen Ware (New Acts) shared the
failed to put in

headline

honors.

The two

are

sur-

rounded by "names," all of which
come under the "standard act" classification, and the response at the box
office Monday night must have been
highly gratifying to the management.
The house was crowded from the or-

The

Monday

business

night left only a few seats vacant. The
gathering was either lazy or against
applause, for while they laughed well,
noise demonstrations were quiet at the
start.

Trixie Friganza
tion, assisted

was

is

the chief attrac-

by two boys.

The head

laughing success.
She
sings a verse and chorus of an Indian
liner

a

Suffragette song that

is

a

gem. There

are also big laughs for her burlesque

Apache dance.
B. A. Rolfe has a pretty offering in
"The Lonesone Lassies." Marguerite

Haney

comedy

leads and the

hanJere Delaney's
is

chestra to the gallery, the only vacant
seats noticeable being those in the
gallery boxes.
Of course, the usual

dled by Harry Watson.
voice might have been hampered by a
cold, but he is not very strong in this
line.
The setting and the costumes
help it along.

Monday paper (newspapers and some
few billing locations) was out, but this
was fully made up for by the line of
standees that stretched across the back

Roberta opened the show with juggling, having Rea Verera, a singer.
The juggler missed often Monday
He
night, but Verera kept singing.

of the house.

finished well.

The show opened after overture with
a Hearst-Selig Weekly showing views
flashed a week ago in a Pathe Weekly.
The picture was followed by Senorita
Isabel Rodriquez (New Acts), a Span-

Moore and Young, No. 2, had a
hard spot for a two-girl singing and
dancing turn.
The funny girl's "nut" efforts would
have been worth more further down

ish dancer, who seemed to be rather
badly placed for her type. Down further on the bill she would have fared
better.
However, her eight minutes
gave the audience a chance to get
settled, and with the arrival of Bert
Errol in the second spot the show got
under way. His two closing numbers,
the "Jewel Song" from "Faust" and
"My Hero," earned him thunderous

on the bill.
Joe Boganny's Lunatic Bakers made
the audience laugh long and loud,
though not gaining the applause de-

applause.

Han Ping Chien and his company of
Chinese performers, presenting the
"Pekin Mysteries/' were another tremendous hit and were forced to take
repeated bows. Maude Muller and Ed.
Stanley were nex* to closing the first
part, and Miss Muller gave the audience a wondrous surprise when she
really started singing.
It was entirely
the unexpected, and the efforts of the
team were amply repaid with applause.

Mr.

Harrold closed the first part.
The operatic star has changed his repertoire of songs to some extent.
He
now opens with the aria from "Rigoletto" off stage, and appearing he sings
"Canio's Lament" from "Pagliacci,"
after which he changes to evening
dress and sings "I'm Falling in Love
with Someone," and for the close of

The

served.

fast

work

in

among
McDermott has

always place

the act will

the hits.

it

Billy
a good raft of
material in talk and songs.
His very

good voice

rs

of aid

of his travesty

all

work

the time.
is

Some

very funny.

Eva Condon and Jack Dcvcreaux and
Co., in "The Same Old Thing," have
a vehicle rightly named.
This particular company, though, put it over in
rare good style, getting all the laughs
obtainable from the surprise break.
(Miss) Robbie Gordone, in a posing

closed the show.
Miss Gordone
deserves credit for the speed in which
her turn is gone through.
Not the
usual waists for this style of act. The
poses themselves are pretty and the
act can close any show. Josie Heather
act,

(New

at

bill

Hammerstein's

Acts).

this

short and long. It's short on actual
length and quality, but starts late with
a Keystone to commence, and that
it

past the 11.15 shutting off time.

wobbly, and
the headliner "On File" (New Acts)
closed the performance Monday.
Sam Mann and Co., in a new sketch
(New Acts) were the laughing hit of
half

first

is

pretty

the bill.
They closed the first part.
Just ahead was Battling Nelson, wearing his billed dress suit as though he
were accustomed to it, and delivering
a monolog of personal reminiscences.
Bat has some personality in his ap-

pearance, but what's more important
to Hammerstein's than either Bat him-

— he

appeared to be the
drawing card that gave Hammerstein's
Monday night, since
its best house
"Sully's Cabaret Barber Shop."
In the "No. 4" spot was Lillian Herlein, a handsome girl who has a voice
and a wealth of dressy clothes. Miss
Herlein, in her first number, "Styles,"
through a strip arrangement, shows
more gowns (without waits) than almost any other single woman in vaudeville, and continued changing as she
progressed with songs. * Miss Herlein
should have been in the second half of
the program. She did very well, however, in the spot. Shields and Rogers,
in lariat throwing, opened the vaudeTiny Tot is a boy about six
ville.
years old.
He sang three songs as
coached. The permit was obtained
through the house agreeing to suppress smoking
while he
was on.
"Elopement," a Lasky act with Berrick
and Hart featured, was next. It has
been
taken
"Harnessing
a
from
Horse," which Will Evans successfully
played in England, more successful
than this piece will be over here on
the best time.

Max and Mabel Ford opened

the

second part, doing as well as ever with
their dances.
"A Telephone Tangle"
came next and got a few laughs. Jack
Wilson and Franklyn Batie were next to
closing, Mr. Batie singing three new
songs (for him), showing much more
enterprise than Mr. Wilson, who had
parodies on two very old songs, besides "Tickle Mary," which has been
discarded by "Chin Chin," which had
used it since the show opened at the
Globe.
A funny incident of Monday
evening was caused by Battling Nelson.
Wilson had been using Nelson
and his monolog to get laughs. Bat
walked across the stage and put over
some impromptu matter that had Wilson up in the air for a minute or so
after Bat had nonchalantly walked off.
There wasn't much ahead on the program for the Wilson act to levy upon,
so the blackface comedian had to dig
for dialog.
Wilson used "I will now
sing

the

song ever written,
Norworth), "Don't tell him,
him listen" (Tom Barnes), and
greatest

etc." (Jack

lady, let

"As

I

am

hoarse,

I

will

songs" (Nat Wills).

only sing 87
Rime.

A

pop vaudeville agent went into a
Broadway lunch-room for some quick
eats.

He

heard the

waitress

shout:

"Finnan haddie."
The agent asked
what they did and where they were
working.

Sheedy Agency,
going to spend the spring and summer' at the 'Frisco Expo.
He will
handle the official Pan Souvenirs (so
he says).
Al. Leichter, of the

is

Keeney's new theatre in

week

is

self or his act

This week the prices at the Colonial
are lowered.

KEENEY'S BROOKLYN.

HAMMERSTEIN'S.
The

'

Brooklyn

opened Monday with the usual
monies.

(Livingstone,

district

Brooklyn and

street), of

cere-

downtown
near
Bond

located in the

It is

have

will

to

a good bit on matinees for big

rely

business.
The crowds at the stores
downtown generally want to flock
some where for a little rest. Keeney's

good

will give

the

restful entertainment

weeks'

first

bill

is

present scale of prices

and

ees

15-35

a model.

if

The

10-25 matin-

is

The

nights.

eve-

ning business will be a question for

There are so many neighborhood small-time houses in Brooklyn
the people do not wish to travel to
any great extent to see a show, only
a while.

going downtown to see a legitimate
In all directions from the
theatre there are playhouses. Directly across is the Montauk (legiti-

attraction.

new

now showing

mate),

a

picture,

the

house having been closed for a number of weeks. The two nearest vaudeville theatres are Loew's Bijou and
the Orpheum, both near by.
Two
burlesque houses are also in the vicinity.

The

general

house

have

worked

out.

decorations

been

most

of

The sight line is
The house has a

interference.

the

artistically

without
seating

capacity of 2,650.

The opening show made

excellent

small-time entertainment with one big
time name thrown in. The added attraction

for

the

first

half

was Adele

Ritchie, acting also as

master of ceremonies in introducing Judge O'Keefe,
who gave a little talk about the great
work of Frank A. Keeney, and, in
turn, introduced Mr. Keeney.
Frank
A. strode out and let forth a line of

"own

material"

talk

that

was

sure

Miss Ritchie's act is as of yore,
the comedienne
singing three published numbers, including "Rover" and
the tin whistles.
The whistles made
fire.

decidedly unpleasant for the two
speakers who followed.
Miss Ritchie
also used four song boosters in a box,

it

the

boys

latter

doubling at a music

store around the corner.

The remainder of the acts were all
The show opened with

well greeted.

the

Acme Four who had

coming
little

easily with their

the laughs

comedy.

The

girl in this act is a real worker.

The

Gallarini Four, a musical quartet,
followed and did nicely. The little fettle fellow should be given more chance
earlier.
At present he is kept until
the last and it looks as if the other

members had

to rely

on him to

get

them over at the finish.
Wilson and Kierson's different bench
act was well received, the telephone
song drawing laughs. The little woman
is

rather plump, but skips around very

The Kelley Bros, and
with bag punching, made a good

Co.,

The bag punching by

the

vivaciously.

pression.

im-

two men is exceptional.
The tramp comedy of Walter James
fared well, but James kept the recitation at the finish up too long.
The
12 Sons of the Desert, one of the regular tumbling acts, closed.

|
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AMERICAN ROOF.
Loew
Circuit bunch, it's not amiss to ask who
And
is censoring the American bills?
Without wanting

to chide the

the comedian of the Victoria Four
the first half of this week did his water
expectoration at the Monday matinee,
also that other nasty bit he did upstairs

if

Tuesday night, which

Sam Shannon

tersely described as "a Joe

Raymond?"

The comedian should never have been
permitted to do either the second time.
(Comedian might have been written in
quotation.)

It's

the

filthiest

comedy

even seen outside of one of those Western Wheel burlesque shows of seasons
This "comedian" made the Vicago.
toria Four impossible, and they will re-

main that way as far as any sensitive
audience is ever concerned unless that
fellow reforms. If a comedian wears
evening dress, he might try to leave
the impression he belongs in

it.

Nothing weighty or classy on the
Tuesday night program. La Titcomb
(New Acts) had the headlines, but her
A Keystone fitted in
act isn't there.
Following that
well at intermission.
came Holmes and Wells, who stood the
best chance. This turn appears to have
been changed somehow since last seen.
There is less "nut" comedy perhaps, but
still comedy by the girl that doesn't do
any good.

The man

also tries for a

lit-

fun in "I Can't Stop Loving You
Now," but the two young people should
go in for a straight singing two-act of
popular numbers. The man did well
tle

with "Tennessee I Hear You Calling
Me," a corking ballad that should be

sung

much

about

(Which reminds,
that record.)

If

more

Sid, please

than it is.
send back

Holmes and Wells

will

The couple
are going to go ahead.
handle double versions extremely well.
Geo. Randall and Co., next, did one
of those French-impersonation-to-disgust-your-girl sketches, as old as vaudebut in the way this is played, good
small time. After them came
the Victoria Four, and in addition to
the other charges, the comedian tried a

ville,

for the

of

George

Felix's

pantomime.

The Field Bros., dancers, opened, followed by John Delmore and Goldie
Moore in "Scenes Behind Scenes." This
and Darrell and Conway's act are similar in layout, though there is no dupli-

by either. Both make
up in blackface and Miss Moore, as well
as Miss Darrell, has a bulldog on the
stage (No, Miss Moore's dog does not
chew gum). If Delmore and Moore
cation of dialog

will replace their present closing

num-

ber with something more popular and
they will draw better at the finish.
Miss Moore looks particularly well unDave
der the light brown coloring.
Wood's Animal Actors, another of the

lively,

Barnold copies, came next, and

is

an-

other turn for the small time. Coleman
Goetz (New Acts) happened just before
JSime.
Mrs. Ex-.

BROADWAY.
Business was splendid Monday night
in face of adverse weather conditions.
Plenty of pictures and more diversity
in the vaudeville end appear to be the
combination that is turning the trick.
More care is being given the picture
part and the fi1^» c M^r.Hiy nirht held

was some stage horseplay that

there

prolonged laughter with a
genuine ring. The L-KO appears to
be working along better lines.
Of the dramatic films there was a
two-part subject, "Smugglers' Island,"
that would have fallen flat but for
elicited

lively work by the principal girl.
"A Small Town Girl" is a three-part

some

Pauline Bush feature that could have
been confined to two reels'.
Claude Ranf opened the vaudeville.
He no longer drags his act out and
does some clever slack-wire tricks.

There's not so much juggling. Ranf
can hit any of the three-day bills and
make good without any effort Bert

now assisted by two
who show more aptitude for

Pelham, and Tom Nawn and Co.
Following "The Land of My Best
song came the
Girl (Treble Cleff)
Pathe weekly, which held little interest Wilson and Larsen, who have
been playing the pop time, pleased
with acrobatics. The comedy was
Oskomon (New
far.
carried
too
Acts) proved his Indian nativity. "The
Dream of the Orient" makes a fairly
good flash. It runs mostly to songs,
with a prima donna doing the bulk of
the principal vocal work. The danc-

act),

ing of the girls' was fairly satisfactory.
big fellow in a bright military uniform acted as musical director and also
turned loose a deep voice now and
then. The act shows nothing extra-

A

ordinary but passes on its songs and a
dance by the juvenile. An asset was the
youth of the girls.
The Great Pelham was there with a
dramatic speech and "plants," including one negro, who did not help any.
Hypnotic acts have such a short time

which to do work that
slow and uncertain.
an old routine—ordinary
Mesmerism as he
class.

Earl, banjoist, is

in

picks

are

dancing than anything else. Earl is a
Trojan for work and gets tone and
volume out of his* instrument The act
has life and speed.
Howard Truesdale and Co. took a
long route for a laughing finish in "The
Pill," but the Broadway folks didn't
It ran about 22 minutes, and
mind.
with a barrel of talk it was too much.
About 14 minutes would be sufficient
and wouldn't hurt the sketch a bit.

Daly and Kraemer haven't made
much change with their routine. The
"Little Cane and Satchel in His Hand"
number by the man is about the best

The
sure fire for small time.
girl's cornet imitation got over nicely.
The Willard Musical Four have a good
It

adjust themselves to singing and dancing only as they are billed (neat), they

bit

up whatever shortcomings the vaudeville may have had.
The L-KO, which came into existence after the Keystone and dropped
into a similar type of comedy make,
appears to have considerably improved
of late, as attested by some recent pictures. In "The Death of Simon Legee,"

act

for

pop houses.

The wardrobe

strictly to its music.

Abe

Attell got

appeared.

something when he

Attell did fairly well with

more decided
with two recitations at the
close. Abe has better control now and
appears to be more at ease. That gesture where he spreads his hands far

his stories, but obtained

results

apart, business of

twenty dollars

handing mother the

in bills as the result of

shows Abe is not sure
yet
"Coney Island to the North Pole"

his first fight,

of the stage bits

closed the vaudeville with laughter.

FIFTH AVENUE.
The

Fifth

Avenue Tuesday night had

about the biggest audience of many
weeks. In order to get the business
the old Fifth Avenue class has been
given a few bumps in its seat of equilibrium but results at the box office
count. The show had plenty of enterThat the Harlem opera
tainment.
house policy is to be installed was
made certain when a spieler announced
from a box U. B. O. headliners would
play there from time to time at reduced salaries, the first next week be-

ing "Neptune's Gardens." The spieler
said that this was a $3,000 act that
would play the Fifth Avenue for $1,000
for the week.

There were several applicants for the
Among them were
headline position.
1
Dream of the Oric-*" ,'i girl

and lacking
does

ap-

it

pears too easy.

Mason and Murray were a hit next to
The man has the voice of a
tragedian. The woman also has a
closing.

good voice but confines her attention
to "nut stuff." She does it along a
scale in harmony with her work and
puts it over. Delmore and Lee closed
with their revolving ladder.
Two film comedies, a Keystone early
and a L-KO closing the show.

Mark,

JEFFERSON.
The

Jefferson has given up added at-

Tuesday night and the manupon the show.
The house held good attendance although the lower floor was not filled to
tractions

agement

relies entirely

capacity.

The

UNION SQUARE.
In addition to the eight acts at the
Union Square, the management added
an extra attraction in "tryouts" TuesFour of these acts were
day night.
shown. Of the entire dozen not one
in its present shape can hope to land
on big time and there were but four

who showed

sufficient class to

a trial on the smaller

The

acts,

ran

ture,

warrant

bills.

with a single comedy pic-

from

eight

o'clock

until

The show was opened by

the
Artoris Brothers, although the reason
that they are working at the Square is
eleven.

They have been in vaudelong enough to guarantee them a
place on any of the small time bills.
They were followed by Marcus and
Mosser (New Acts) who finished with
a burlesque Apache dance. The Ernest
Wilkes Players in "Rags" (New Acts)
had the third spot and seemed to please
the small time audience.
Luce and Luce, formerly Luce, Glynn
and May, are the man and woman of
the trio. Their present offering is not
up to small time speed. The Eight
Black Dots passed well on the strength
of the dancing finish and the comedy
of one of the girls. The early portion
of the turn is badly laid out and could
be rearranged to advantage. There are
four men and four girls and they have
sufficient voice to put over the brand
a mystery.

ville

of

harmony

that

is

liked

by pop audi-

bill.
<

In

size

the

of

orchestra

when

nine-act

it has a crowd.
with a Keystone

in reality
bill

served this week by Manager Groth was
very pleasing, the show running at a
fast clip.

Thurber and Thurber opened

with burlesque acrobatics. The man on
the wire furnished some big laughs.
Another good impression was made
by Ethel Golden and her song revue. It
was not so much the work of Miss
Golden but the slides with the choruses
of the popular songs made the people
sing and they enjoyed their own efforts.
The sketch of Whittier Ince and Co.
in the third spot was well received. This
suffragette playlet has a number of
laughs and the company handles it satisfactorily. The running around proved

good comedy

neighborhood at
and Harry (New Acts)
followed to good returns.
The Military Maids opening after the
Keystone did well with their music.
The three young women have selected
a routine that fits in nicely. Niblo and
Riley followed and scored solidly with
their black and tan face two-act The
man has some good steps in his dancing
that brought forth much applause and
his partner nicely conducted herself.
Mark Lindner and Co. in "The Frame
Up" did well enough with the dramatic
piece. Abbott and Brooks filled in with
songs. These two boys are easily big
time timber. If these two boys secure
a piano player and tried for big time as
a trio they probably would be able to

least.

La

for this

Belle

get the better houses.

fol-

The performance closed with the
Nagaski Troupe Oriental balancers and

the

acrobats.

ences.

The Turners, with roller skating,
lowed a comedy picture that split

The

would lead one to believe that the house
was doing very poor business on tome
occasions

is

looked clean and the quartet attends

the returns
did

Pelham

ing might just as well be dropped. The
strong bid is the jumping feats by the
man at the close. An operatic quartet
billed as "The
International Four"
(New Acts) were down next to closing
on the regular bill.
The Angels and The Devil (New
Acts) closed the show proper with the
four tryout turns following.
The first of these were two girls in
a singing. specialty billed as Nola and
Drienx, soprano and contralto. They
offered a mixed repertoire that got over
enly fairly well.
One of the girls
makes a pleasing appearance in boy's
costume while the other sings nicely.
They were followed by Jean Waring,
a girl who offered four of the old time
Houdini escapes, all done rather badly
and a blonde announcer clad in a dress
suit of the vintage of 1900 detracted
from what natural value the tricks have.
Mme. Contrelli, lyric soprano, possesses
a voice that would be sufficient to pass
her on small time, but unfortunately
appearance is against her. Lake and
Kalmus, a man and woman offering a
copied piano-thought transmission act,
is rather poorly done.

This team has a good small time
ig act, although the candle open-

If

you don't advertise

km

don't advertiM.
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"MAKE KNOWN YOUR FEATURES

From
tion"

WARNING TO EXCHANGES

IS

EXHIBITORS HELPED.

If

film

COAST PICTURE NEWS.
By GUY PRICE.

"opposi-

6
now ha8 Htt "y Gribbon
hii'ifin^S.
hia
wing.
Ha promlaea to make a star under
comedian out of him.

"

waging between three of the big
exchanges and no telling where

will

it

there's

reports

late

The

end.

exhibitors handling

ayne *•"»•*« baa arrived from
appear In "The Governor*. Lady."

di

M«w York
i£,iJ\to
New

regular service are going to receive big features without paying any
the

Feature Manufacturer Points Out Error in Marketing Multiple-Reel Product Timely Advice to Boom the
Big Film Productions

—

addition to the U's acting

came

He

to New York from the West.
appears to have become dissatis-

the skidding side of the ledger:

fied

from a report that Mr. Garwood

"Some exchanges have

much

put

of

product on the market at such
ridiculously low prices and failed to advertise the best of their wares with
their

new

shoeing for

now gum-

are

they

that

result

the

financial help.

staff,

the future will direct his

in

own

the general trade permits it to sink into oblivion without
any just returns. I know of several
cases where neglect of this nature has

Great Northern were operating in Germany although the offices in Russia and
Austria had been closed through the

tising

among

it

is

of

some

abroad

war on

the

the

been

The New York Studios

in

ularly affeqted, according to the story.
Universal's force of directors has
been torn apart lately with but few of

salary far in excess per week than is
paid the highest priced photoplayer in

The

the old

men

in that

line

is

being performed

or Victor studios. Difficulty
encountered by the U, it is said, in

Imp

at the
is

obtaining directors of comedy through
the corporation having placed a maximum salary of from $65 to $75 weekly.
The general authority vested in certain
people at the Universal's headquarters
the
is said to interfere with some of
Instead of a director
U's directors.
finding himself in supreme command
of his company he is just as apt to
learn that he, as well as his players,
are subjected to the whims, likes and
This
dislikes of those "higher up."
may account, the picture people say,
for the brief terms of service of several

and

fellow

their

accustomed

at

home

to the

wages

re-

A

U

as

ceived here, and they are shaving ac-

forces

Edna Mason

for

Ed. J. LeSalnt has the Selig studios all to
himself since Director Colin Campbell departed

eastern
's..

n

for

may

connection.
retained

l>e

Muriel

<

It
1

»>'

is

'he

s.iid

U

torney for Mr. Standing, the case was
settled out of court.

F r.! zi Sch r ,8 n route to
A
4 »
t!!
do
"Pretty
Mrs. Z
Smith."

houser lead.
William Garwood,

another

Angeles

to

Art Accord, the noted western cowpuncher,
and Rodeo performer, is roping steers In Bosworth pictures.
Scott Sidney has completely recovered from
his recent indisposition.

Robert Thompson, said to be a former picture
actor, was held in Pasadena on a charge
of failure to pay a hotel bill.
Neal Burns, lair of the Galrtv company
the Pathe Ionian.

Is

Charles Royal, the actor, will open a scenario
writing office in Los Angeles.
i

Marry' Dull has established
minikin u a icaiure
feature picture
\™.
or tU
the~ "
ng? office on
Coast, ---•
with headquarters
'

•

i

)

In

-ok

i

Los Angeles.

—

*

•

PERMISSION TO BORROW.
.

Judge

Philadelphia. Jan 20.
in
the
I'nitcd

Thompson,

States District Court here, has handed

down

a decree authorizing William S
Lloyd, receiver for the Liberty Motion
Picture Co.. to borrow $1,500 to ar-

range for financing a few pressing
needs of the concern.
In his petition
asking permission to borrow the money
receiver stated that an appraisal
he assets of the company is being
made, but had not yet been completed.
th

of

his

John-

The

Thanrecent

lj0*

now acting with

to direct

Ntrichc. the former

Panama.

for

The Smalleya are at Midway, Cal., taking
scenes for two film plays.
They picked Midway for the oil field setting.

Mary

after

shortly

mother

no longer connected with the

panies in this city, requiring him to
pay her $75 a month.
She charges
abandonment.
When the case was
called Mrs. Standing said she was ready
to have it tried on its merits.
At the
suggestion of Charles J. Roney, Jr., at-

whom

Johnson

re-

Hobart Bosworth la back from Banning, Cal.,
where he directed several scenes for a big
new Bosworth slx-reeler.

The Johnson roadway could not have
been overly smooth for Lucios Henderson (also director for Matt Moore)
succeeded

has

actor,

Mrs. Jack Standing, known on the
stage as Catherine Calhoun, yesterday
got a court order against her husband,
a member of one of the Lubin com-

he joined the Universal, from Edison), Lorimcr Johnson came from the west to replace him.
Fuller (with

was

111.

Is

Powers brand.

Philadelphia, Jan. 20.

his stunts in Eclair features.

directing for the Mutual.

Griffith's "Clansman"
at Rivorside, Cal., last week.

Beardatown,

In

are omin-

ABANDONMENT CHARGED.

its

now

is

run of

after attending the funeral of his aged

The American camera men

Feb. 1 from Arizona, a new
corps of players, directors and mechanical staff will be engaged. This undoubtedly means that many of the
rosters of the companies in Tuscon,
Ariz., for the past year and a half will
seek new fields. New studio quarters
will be established in Los Angeles.
It is rumored the Eclair may shortly
begin the making of five-reeled features.
George Larkin, the film daredevil, is under contract to do some of

bantamweight prize-fighter

Eddie Lyons has returned to Los Angeles

cordingly.

connections

severed
director

now

covered from his recent indisposition and will
be ready for duty at the California Picture
plant within a few days.

A few weeks ago when

F.dwin

the

Is

supporting with tbe Ince

Andrew Robson, the noted

In the dramatic part affairs are no*

Walter

is

Dillon,

Walsh

trial

given

pleted.

with

baloonlst.

of

acting for the camera.
R. A.

native knights of the tripod say
importation of foreigners had
driven down the salary scale on this
side, the foreigners not having been

within the past few weeks.
two directors left almost as
soon as engaged, and before the pictures started by them had been com-

better.

coast

picture work.

in

Frank le
Is

or

much

the

"The Sign

Louise Glaum had a narrow escape from fatal
when an auto in which she was a passenger plunged over a 10-foot enbankment

The

the

America.

of

to

injury

photographers from

directors

One

engaged

the other side.

picture pantomimists
country, he demanded a

ECLAIRS NEW CORPS.
When the Eclair withdraws all

Beban has returned

Edward Unger, an expert

ously growling in consequence.

seat of disturbance appears to
Jut now no
in the comedy end.

be

old

George

The American camera men engaged
work are angry at the war

retained.

The
work

best
the

Allen, the director, is devoting
of his time to the San Diego fair.

to begin work on the film story,
the Rose."

in picture

known

the

Eugene H.

much

companies.

deepest severity yet.
the G. N. recently went to renew a contract with Pislandi, one of

versal are reported in a chaotic state.
department is particdirectors'

and Charles O. Bau-

trip.

CAMERAMEN ANGRY.

felt in

The

president,

Leonard Smith

When

of the Uni-

K easel,

trade.

its

DIRECTORS' UPHEAVAL

U.'S

£ AID*

Ad

should help the daily release exin more ways than one and
will afford him the opportunity to compete with his neighbor who has been
showing "features" and getting the

business

picture

in particular hasn't

ball.

mann, secretary of the New York Motion
Picture Co., are in Los Angeles on a business

It

of the opinion that the effect

is

1ft

hibitor

war.

He

his

J. P. McGowan, the director,
who was Injured by a fall from a telephone pole. Is
about

exhibitors.

of the

offices

is

of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'

taking the features.
There are exceptions but the General Film is receiving three and four
parts, mostly the former, from the
companies on its list and these are
being offered to the regular release

having no trouble with
from its factory at

Oes says the various

eventually crimped the exchanges to
such an extent they will have to go
to recoup."

it

shipments
Copenhagen.

on *»• coast about Feb.
V*open due Los
Angeles wild animal

-\

*

farm.

the exhibitor is free to take
or leave it. The exhibitors are eagerly

FOREIGN OUTLOOK BAD.
The Great Northern Film Co., via
its New York manager, David L. Oes,
its

W

i

1 to officially

made and

pic-

states that

brought

Gertrude Kellar, long a stock star in Los
Angeles, has joined the Lasky.

The Mutual, Universal and General
Film are each offering to regular release clients a feature each booking

tures.

"An exhibitor with a big feature
worth while can place it with an exchange and the latter instead of
spending money in judiciously adver-

Rita Jollvet has been

out by
Laeky to play the lead In " The Unafraid." the

additional service fee.

also

A prominent manufacturer and film
exchange man has the following to
offer about certain exchanges being on

,

JUSTINA

WAYNE
In

One

of the first

TRUMP BRAND

"THE
two

and CRAUFORD
SHERIFF"

NEW

reel releases of the

KENT

NEW KRITERION PROGRAM.

indications are, according to Mr.
Lloyd, that the assets are worth approximately $25,000 if the studio equipment and other property are sold as
a going concern.

MOVING PICTURES
VITA'S APPEAL ARGUED.

WALL STREET PROMOTERS

G. F.'S

The

INVADE FEATURE FILM FIELD
"Big Interests" Have Been Underwriting Stock For Feature

Swaab, an independent exchange owner,
in Court of Common Pleas No. 2, was
argued in the Supreme Court of Penn-

—Learning of/Tremendous Margin of Profit

sylvania yesterday.

They Are Reported Planning Gigantic Amal-

The case was an action in replevin
brought by the Vita against Swaab to
recover certain films or their value. The
jury which tried the suit not only denied

gamation of Feature Interests.
Within the

months almost

six

last

a scort of men who have heretofore
confined their activities to Wall and

become

streets have

Broad

actively in-

terested in pictures.
One of the largest

of the feature
corporations has a former broker di-

This
particular corporation has the backing
recting

destinies.

its .financial

one of the largest Wall Street
These capitalists took over
bankers.
the stock of the company, underwriting it at 1J4, had it listed on the curb

of

and since has managed to dispose of
it in the neighborhood of 4 and over.
Several of the other companies have
had Wall Street capital interested in
them. But it is only recently that the
Wall Street crowd have come to realthe possibilities that there are in
the feature game.
There is a possibility an amalgamation of all of the big feature interests
may be brought about within the next
ize

whether a number of houses of second class construction will be given
their renewals of their licenses next
August because they are not first class
construction as the present law demands.
The ruling on the big Park theatre
is not taken as final by Building Commissioner O'Hearn and what was supposed to be a test case is not given any
weight at all because not carried to
the

Supreme Court.

S.

by

endorsed
leading

like

to "promote."

While the expense of that corporation
getting rid of the stock was terrific
and nobody knows what has been done
with

the

proceeds

of

the

G. F.

OFFICERS.
of the directors of the

General Film Co. Tuesday the following officers were

elected:

J.

Ken-

J.

nedy, president; C. H. Wilson, vicepresident; Albert E. Smith, treasurer;
Paul G. Melies,' assistant treasurer; F.
R. Clarke, secretary;
general manager.

to

be sancthe

Staatz-Zeitung,

the

German

daily of

New

York.

The

Reliable will dispose of the film
principally on state rights.

Waters,

L.

P.

When

Erie, Pa., Jan. 20.

ing two, are said to be pooled.
considerable dissatisfaction
is

There

among

the pool, according to report.
outside of it are reported taking advantage of conditions

those

in

The two houses

to their financial benefit in

some way.

CONCERNS.

has been formed and one of the pictures taken with booking rights outside
of Greater New York is the Charles

Hawtrey

feature,

"The Message from

Mars."

The Feature Film Associates, with
David J. Weinberg and Irving D.
Bernman as directors, starts agoing
with

features,

12

mostly of the sen-

was then decided

practically
are
films
of
bookings
stopped in this city has started a
wholesale storm of protest which will

mean new

legislation

for

personal property.
amount of testimony taken in
this case was used by the Government
in the anti-trust suit recently heard here
against the Motion Picture Patents Co.
and other members of the so-called
large

"trust."

state within the next six

the new ruling, no
public hall, church, school or cluhroom
can use films and dozens of enter-

According

to

tainments have already been stopped
by the refusal of O'Hearn to "grant
permits for the location of temporary
picture booths.

The film agencies have been
The Vitagraph people 'r.ivr

hit hard.

already

r
submitted a long list o que
O'Hearn asking him to dc"iu*
what they can do.

*o

:

There

is

a further

.uesti »n

a

on

inarch

of the Vitagraph, stole

his

week and made

film

co-workers

last

a vaudeville plunge that

RAMO MAY RESTART.
Inc.

is

a.

;

'

among

ed

whereby the latter is to furnish
(minimum) of film a week.
Comedy and dramatic pictures of one
and two reels will be made, the first,
"Her Lesson," marked for release
it

with a photoplay

songs along
which he was the

several
in

central figure.

LEO FRANK FEATURE.
George

K. Roland is to the fore
again with a picture called "The Frank
Case." It is a five part feature dealing
with the Leo Frank murder trial in
Atlanta.

The characters were taken

as

Frank, William Sorellc; Mrs.
Frank, Iva Shepard; District Attorney,

follows:

Cavanaugh;

Mary,

Pavis; the negro, E. T. Roseman.

Marie

them.

MANAGERIAL CENSORSHIP.
Spokane, Jan.

Spokane theatre managers

20.

will

be-

own censors, according to
an agreement made by Samuel Glascome

their

gow, newly elected commissioner of
public affairs, at a conference with the
managers of 13 houses.

Commissioner Glasgow complimented the theatrical business upon the
character of the men in charge of local

show

places and expressed confidence

conduct their busi-

their ability to

demanded by the pub-

a

vice

40,000 feet

PISKE PIECE IN FILMS.
"Salvation
Nell,"
in
which Mrs.
Fiske starred some years ago, is to be
produced in pictures shortly by the

World

Film
Corporation
from a
adapted by Capt. Leslie T.
Peacocke. The production will be in
scenario
five

reels.

Jan. 25.

has one of the biggest studios
Flushing, L. I., but no
features have been turned out

Ramo

since last August when "The War
Wars" (six reels) was made.
The Ramo may resume April 15.

'QUAKE FILM.
An announcement was sent

out

of

Wed-

nesday by Walter Rosenberg, of the
Savoy theatre, that he had secured the
first earthquake pictures of the Italian
disaster and they will be shown at his

announcement states the arrangement was made with the Milano
Film Co. of Rome (Italy). The pictures will
23,

be shipped from Italy Jan.

the statement says.

MARRIES A BANKER.
Syracuse, Jan. 20.
Latimer, a picture actress
(Warner's Feature Co.), and Arthur J.
Gordon, an official of the Syracuse
Trust Co., were married here yesterday
by Rev. Dr. White.
The couple met a few weeks ago when
the young woman entered Gordon's
bank to open an account.

Alma Hope

LIKES

OWN

OPINION.

Atlantic City, Jan. 20.
City's Director of Public

Atlantic
Safety refuses to permit the exhibition
of the "Three Weeks" feature film until he has passed upon it.
Friday has
been set for the verdict.
The picture has already been passed
by the National Censoring Board.

REAL FILM WEDDING.

cronies.

William
••

change may attempt a consolidation or
merger of all the principal feature
services, with its own, if formed, list-

lic

making

per an
brand styled the Regent,
agreement Irving Lang Cobb, general
manager, made with the United Ser-

almost passed unnoticed but for the
alertness of several of his Screen Club
offered

the future.

ness along lines

theatre.

BILLY QUIRK'S TRY-OUT.
Billy Quirk,

Billy

months.

tities for

in

entire

the

with their feature films.
The G. F.
manufacturers or some of them have
been talking about organizing their
own distribution bureaus for features,
which have been planned in large quan-

to cancel his license

The

BOSTON'S PICTURE FLARE.

necessary to hold

is

General

in the East, at

The National Film Co., comprising
Joseph Weinberg and Richard Perry,

complete

according to re-

daily release manufacturers in line

its

Ramo

TWO NEW

sational variety.

Boston, Jan. 20.
A ruling by Building Commissioner
O'Hearn to the effect that short time

The move

port.

Film Co. was
formed offers were made to buy Swaab's
Exchange, but he refused to sell and it
the

The Ramo Film

ERIE POOLED.

the

sales,

Wall Street bunch profess to see a
melon in the picture thing, before It
grows cold.

At a meeting

said

All the picture houses here, except-

The ease with which one feature concern sold between $800,000 and $900,000 worth of stock has impressed the

retention of the films by the Vita and
also $10,000 as exemplary, or punitive
damages, making a total of $20,424.

Moss) has the promotion of the Ger-

German Government and

service,

contemplata

said that to protect itself the big ex-

films, $8,424

A

Pictures,

film

is

of

for $2,000, representing the value of the
damages for the seizure and

films

own

tioned by the

feature

Co.

organization

the

While the G. F. does not want this
to happen if it can be avoided, it is

(B.

man War

tive in the picture field.

men who

PICTURES.

ing

company in the
but awarded Swaab a certificate

the claim of the picture

and seize the Alms in his possession
under writs of replevin. Swaab claimed
that some of the films seized were his

Reliable Feature Film Co.

two weeks, though the big downtown
interests that have recently become ac-

financial

WAR

OFFICIAL
The

FEATURE SERVICE.

The General Film

Philadelphia, Jan. 20.

appeal of the Vitagraph Co.
from the verdict obtained against it last
March for 12.000 damages by Louis M.

Companies

23

A

real

Philadelphia, Jan. 20.
will take place in the

wedding

Lubin studio in this city Feb. 13, when
Clarence J. Elmer and Edyth Stroud
Anderton, both Lubin players, will be
married while the cameraman registers
the scene.

The
orate

film will

production,

the

scenario

for

seph Smiley, the director, will be in
charge and the bride and bridegroom
will be attended by the other members

picture

recruits

have

been

obtained from the burlesque ranks.
Lew Talbott has entered into a contract whereby his burlesque star, Eva
Mull, now heading her own show over
the

form part of an elab-

which has been written by Shannon
Fife, of the Lubin scenario staff. Jo-

of the company.

BURLESQUE PICTURES.
More

take

Columbia Extended Wheel, will
up picture work within a short

time.

Don

Barclay,

of

"The Prize Win-

ners," has finished the lead in a one-

reeled
titled

comedy for the Universal en"The Wrong Address" and is

now engaged
"Donald and His

in

another

Pigs."

called

MOVING PICTURES

24

Hal Clements

The World Film Corporation
a picture dealing with

directing for the Premier.

It

exploit

MoGowan, a

P.

J.

director,

movement

slewly

Is

covering from the effects of a bad 30- foot

refall.

Smith la associated with the
Boeworth publicity department
Pete

is

Emlle Offeman, general manager for Eclair,
the daddy of a boy.

Minneapolis, styled the Oarrlck
Jan. 17 as a
opened
rebuilding,
Hlnce Its
straight picture house.

The

Miller,

The new Eclair, Cleveland, had a big openEverybody heard Bert Ennis, Eclalr's
ing.
publicity man, make a speech.
Jack Dyers, formerly scenario editor for
the Universal, has left that firm to Join the
Krlterion, and will be located In Santa Barbara, Cal.
M. Kennedy of the Krlterion Film Co.
last week for Sunt* Barbara,
with four acting companies.

A.

New York

left

Cal.,

Edward L. Hollywood has Just returned from
Ft Montgomery. N. Y., where he has been to
secure local color for a forthcoming five reel
Peerless release, "Hearts In Exile."
Powers and Delia Connor are being
featured in Geo. Klelne's next release, "Who's
Billy

Who

in Society."

Frank Crane

finished filming

Lew

Fields In

"Old Dutch" at the Peerless Studio Monday
and Is now In the throes of cutting and assembling.

Nat L. Royster Is manager of the Pearl
Feature Film Co., which has Its headquarters

Sydney Ascher, formerly connected with the

In

Picture Board of Trade, has control of three
picture houses in New York, Tiffany (Tiffany
;

;

parts of the filmmaking world.

Henry Walthall has taken op his new Job
with the Balboa on the Pacific Coast

Robert Edeson has been cast for the Willlam Fox feature of "A Grain of Dust"

Ethel Grandln pictures.

Art Acord does some daredevil work
Bosworth feature released next month.

Harold Shaw Is in London directing the new
pictures being turned out by the London Film
Co.

and

On

Ray

In

Panama is s Selig compsny
make a feature photoplay of
which
Rex Beach's "The Ne'er Do Well," which did
not prove a big success when It was produced

wsy

the

to
is going to

New

on the stage In

Chautard, who was Rejane's
at
the Odeon,
leading man In "Napoleon"
several
directed
Paris, and who afterward
Paris Eclair features, has been engaged to
direct the largest picture ever attempted by
the Peerless Features Producing Company, the
nature and title of which Is being kept secret.

his

has launched

bruises.

ture

Now

Nonpareil Film

that the

Corporation

Its '"Alice in Wonderland" feaIt
will resume Its "Happy Hooligan"
series.
The next of the H. H. installments
will be entitled "Happy Hooligan at the Sea-

The next Griffith picture will be "The
Mother and the Law," In which San Quentln
prison plays a part Featured are Mae Marsh
and Miriam Cooper.

shore." The Nonpareil
reeled comedy of "A

John and
leased

Rothacker, general manager of
the Industrial Film Corporation. Is In New
York.

Emma Ray

some time

In

Is also making a twoHot Old Time," with

featured.

be re-

It will

February.

Within the next fortnight the Reliable Feature Film Co. expects to announce the names
several legitimate stars with whom It Is
under negotiation for feature work. Several
plays have already been secured.
One will
follow the "Three Weeks" picture.

of

Theodore Roche, a Coast lawyer, directed
the court room scene In "Mrs. Wlgga of the

NEXT WEEK(Ju. 25
RELEASED
MANUFACTURERS INDICATED BY ABBREVIATIONS,
GENERAL

next

picture,

"What Happened

Vitsgrsph
Biogrspn

—

V
B
K

Kslem

to

Bison
Nestor

Feist,

who

travels

considerably

N

P

E

Edison

Frontier

...

Mel

Amb

Sterling

....

BigU

Mi

Mine

head of the Celebrated Players Film Exchange

L.-K. O....L

Dotn

Mutual

M

Princess

Pr

Komic

Ko

Beauty

Be

J

picture,

"The

Governor's Lady."

The Majestic picture theatre at Somerset
Ky., which was damaged by fire several weeks
ago, has been reopened under the management
of Sylvester Newton.
The Keystone Amusement Co. has Incorporated at Louisville, capital, $15,000. Incorporators, John C. Lencke, R. D. Brock, R. K.
Smith.

Ln Ramo

2S-M0NDAY.

MUTUAL— Silence,
not announced

title

Charles V. Kavanaugh, secretary of

Magner Film
suddenly
been due

Co.,

Nat

A.

San Francisco, died
His death Is said to have

Inc.,

last week.
to fatty degeneration of the heart.

Herbert Welch, manager of the Colonial,
Atchison, Kan., has closed that playhouse and
Is manager of the Orpheum, there succeeding
Caldwell. The Cozy, a picture house at
F.
AtchlBon, Kan., has suspended business again

L

after a stormy career.

The New York theatre when opening Monday
under the Loew Circuit direction, may give a
program of all dally releases, not using a
feature as

at first

intended.

Perren B. Jordan of Wllkesbarre, Pa., who
conducted a picture bureau in Philadelphia,
has gone Into bankruptcy with liabilities of

The Paramount Corporation sent four cameramen out on a trip last week that will consume eight months' of travel. Having decided
one reel a week on "travels" wherein
South America will be thoroughly cameraed
as It really Is the Paramount has put the

to issue

execution.

Into

idea

The program of the new Claremont (135th
and Broadway) says the Walllngford Amusement Co. owns the house and that the staff
comprises Fred J. Dollinger, pictorial and
business manager
Alexander Aaroas, or;

ganist,

and Joseph Dorothy, chief

;

JAN.

2-reel dr,

A; Keystone

The World

Upstairs, dr,

Ramo Monty

in

C

Box

;

Keystone

Robiason,

secretary

to

Wlnfleld'

Syracuse.

"The Love Rock" Is being made by the
Famous Players. The piece was shown aa a
drama about four years ago.

K

Elliot

has

been

engaged

by

Famous Players to play Nat Goodwin's
ln "When We Were Twenty-One."

the Murk, 2-reel dr,
not announced
Mutual
;

Weekly, No. 23. and
The Boob and the Baker, split reel com, B
The Tragedy of Bear Mountain, 2-reel dr, K;
(5th
of
Patsy Bollver
Patsy ln Business
series), com. L; The Spirit of the Violin. 2-reel
The Slightly Worn Oown, com. V
dr. S
Joey and His Trombone, com, E Two Hearts
That Beat as Ten, com, S-A.
UNIVERSAL.— His Guardian Angel. 2-reel
dr, Vic: How Mary Fixed It com, I; The
Magic Mirror, com, J.
KRITBRI0N.— Prejudice Conquered, dr, Par
Billy Studies Music, com, 8 B.
UNITED.— Her Lesson, dr, Reg.

Boudoir, dr, B ; In Her
Mother's Footsteps, 2-reel dr, L; Hearst-Selig
News Pictorial, No. 8, S; The Barrier of
Faith, dr, V; When Slippery Slim Bought the
Cheese, com, S-A; Black and White, com,

GENERAL.— Diogenes

has been engaged by the
Attractions Co. to direct a series
in which Nance O'Nell will ap-

Herman

28—THURSDAY.
title

vaudeville

Sheehan of the Box Office Attractions Co., is
managing that company's branch office In

Weekly No.

4,

English

Brcnon

Office

pictures
pear.

Nav
...C

......

the

March.

of

Pyrd
Nol

...

Empress,

Herbert

Mt

Reg Pyramid
Jnno Nolege
Mars Navajo

MUTUAL—Through

Dom

electrician.

"The Children of the Ghetto" Is being produced by the Box Office Attractions Co. under
the direction of Frank Powell. Wilton Lackaye

Marguerite Clarke will be seen next In "The
Pretty Sister of Jose" (Famous Players), bv
Francis Hodgson Burnett. It will be released

Rel.

M.

Walter Edwin
Service,

OBNERAL— Milady's

the
role

with

is directing for the United
Irene Tarns as the star.
Mr.
Fuller's director for a long

Edwin was Mary
while.

Charlie De Forrest, leading comedian with
the Crystal brand, has left that concern.

;

;

JAN. 26^TUESDAY.
MUTUAL— Evan's Luck Day, com-dr-

the company.

Last week In Marysvllle, Cal., a film was
shown which had such an effect upon Mrs.
Katherine Oiblln that she returned to her
A portion of
borne and committed suicide.
the movie showed two men engaged in a desperate fight over the love of a woman, which,
according to the coroner's opinion, Influenced
the woman to commit the deed. Glblln claims
his wife was always affected by screen tragedies and said that the situation of the woman
in that particular scene fitted her case.

Mag

....

Features Ideal FI Punchinello ..Pch
... Star Trump
Trp

K..
subject Is in one reel of about 1,000 feet unless otherwise' noted.

;

Erie Johansson, formerly special agent for
Ferrari Shows United, is now at the head of
sales department of the Reflecto Screen Co..
Elizabeth. N. J. Morris Black is President or

H

Robert Warwick, the star in the World's
Film Corporation production of "Jimmie
Valentine," has returned
from Sing Sing
Prison where some of the views were taken.
Warwick lived for three days with the Inmates of the prison and was questioned by
many as to what he was In for.

William

JAN.

feature.

having signed

R

Royal
Lion

lars ....*.

"The Chocolate Soldier" has been tacked
onto the Alliance Programme. This is the F.
"Apartment 12

Apo

Apollo

Gau Msgnet

Minusa...M N A
United States U S
CRITERION
Lariat
Lar Paragon .... Par
Humanology .. H Santa Barbara S B
Luna
Luna Alhambra .... Al
Grandtn... Grand Thistle .... Thse

Regent
Iuao

The

Wynne Mathlson

KB

role in the picture.

Marie

Starlight

Play.

Allison, last seen with
now a picture actress,

....

...

William Fox has arranged with Edward
Sheldon to produce his piece, "The Nigger,"
on the screen. The Box Office Attractions Co.
will release it during the summer.
William
Farnum has been engaged to play the star

actress, is ln the cast of the World Film Corporation's picture of "Old Dutch," which
also has Lew Fields and some of his "High
Cost of Loving" company.

UNITED.

M

T

Domino

UI
Ster
B U
KO

Gaumont

"Joseph and His Coat of Arms," the sixpart feature which when first produced under
the title "Joseph and His Brethren," brought
down a court protest from the Llebler Co.,
has been taken over by Arthur Ungar and
Fred Smith. This picture cost the Rhelnstrom
Brothers $20,000 ln the making.

inc.)

Tarns
Tarns Miller Bros. 101
Gauntier
Can
B
Superba .... Sup Premier ... Prem
Empress- ... Enp Bescon
Ben
St. Louis... St L iupiter
Tup
Nelson
Nel
urstein
Bur

Rel

Mai

Hepworth

Victor Moore has contracted with Lasky to
play the title role in the proposed camera production of "8nobs," the former Hudson Theatre

for the Edith

A

30,

VI2.I

UNITED.

Key

G S

of Chicago, says la his territory conditions are
on the mend slowly but surely.

Whitney

..

....

Frat
Vic

Gold Seal
Joker
Universal Ike

Kl

Reliance
Majestic

...

Rx

S-A Victor

....

Kleine
Melies
Ambroslo...

American
Keystone

Thanheuser
Kay-Bee

Eclr

S Rex

Essanay

as

B101

Pthe Eclair

Selig

Columbus.... Col
Felix

I

L Powers

Lubin
Pathe

MUTUAL

UNIVERSAL
Imp

Film Corporation ln New York where a certain percentage will be deducted and handed
over to the Boy Scout promoters for the furtherance of that cause.

will be the star.

to Jan.

"The Lure of the West" Is a two part
Mary MurEclair picture, released Feb. 3.
rllle wrote It and among the principals will
be Bdna Payne, Nobert Myles and Stanley
Walpole.

$27,000.

the

of

all

C. J. Williams is with the Vltagraph.

Jones."

is

directing

York.

in an automobile accldenty recently, is again ready for camera
work, although feeling the effects of her

Fred Mace returned from Jacksonville Tuesday where he has been directing the exteriors

May

Is

Emll

Mons.

K,"

Smallwood

C.

Gene Gauntler has returned to New York
snd will resume her feature work within the
near future.

Dorothy Glsh, injured

Boy

Fla.

worth.

with plots desling with Chinese
prison walls are now coming from all

Features

Cabbage Patch."

C.

Tampa,

"Buckshot John," of Bosworth feature, with
Hobart Bosworth aa the star, is released Feb.
4 (Paramount). Courtenay Foote supports Bos-

and Westchester avenues) Wonderland (152d
Colonial (147th
street and Third avenue)
street and Willis avenue).

Wstterson

Frank Ksenan, James O'Neill and Wellington
Playter are being featured In the forthcoming
Popular Plays and Players release, "The
Shooting of Dan Magrew."

for

(Grid)

about to
Scout

is

The tickets
the United States.
will be distributed throughout the country and
will admit the bearer to a performance when
Receipts will be
the picture plays the town.
turned back to the bead office of the World
ln

The Broken Lullaby,

MaJ

dr,

;

Be;

Finger Prints

of Fate, 2-reel dr, T.

GENERAL F.— File No. 113, 2-reel dr, B;
Wife, and Fatty's Echo, split reel
com, K
Oreen Backs and Red Skins, com,
A Model
;

L

The Grizzly Gulch Chariot Race, com,
Life's
Game, 2-reel dr, V
Alive ln
At the End of a Perthe Madhouse, dr, E
8

;

;

;

;

Day,

fect

dr,

S-A.

UNIVERSAL.—The Madcap Queen

of OredAlias Mr. Smith, dr,
com, N.
Black
the
Pearl, dr. Al Won by a Mustache, com, Thse.
UNITED.— A Mix Up, com, Star.

shoffen, 2-reel

dr,

G-S

;

When Eddie Took a Bath,
KRITERION.— The Curse of

B-U

;

;

JAN. 27—WEDNESDAY.
MUTUAM-Coals of Fire, dr, A The Gun
;

Fighter, 2-reel dr, Br;

The Express Messenger,

dr. Rel.

dr, (1st

Affair of the Deserted
Episode of the "Girl Detective"

K; The Attorney

for the Defense. 8Heart's Desire, dr, S The Homecoming of Henry, com, V ; Lodgings for Two,
and The Terrible Trunk, split-reel com, E;
The Fable of "The Syndicate Lover," com,
S-A.
UNIVERSAL.— Cancelled, 2-reel dr, Eclr;
Merry Mary's Marriage, com, L-K-0 ; Universal
Animated Weekly, No. 151, U.
KRITERION.— The Arm of the Law, dr. 8 B ;
His Double Did It, com. O K.
series),
reel dr,

;

Seekers, com, 8ter.
KRITERION.— Falsely Accused,
Domestic Revolutions, com, Pch.
UNITED.— HlckvlUe's
Diamond

Mt;

dr,

com, Luna.

L

;

;

In the "Jim the Penman" feature,
starring, the supporting players
be Margaret Leslie and Fred Perry.

Mason

John
will

Mystery,

Otis B. Thayer Is now 'director general of
the Pike's Peak Co.
William B. Mong is
writing scenarios for the same company.

and The

will

JAN. 29—FRIDAY.
MUTUAL.— The Bottomless Pit, dr,

Famine, dr, K B The Home of Silence, dr,
Pr; The Volunteer Fireman, com, T.
GENERAL— Her 8lumberlng Conscience,
dr, B; The Cause of It All, com, K; The
Language of the Dumb, dr, L; She Wanted
to Be a Widow, com, 8; The Chiefs Goat,
com, V; An Invitation and an Attack, 2-reel
dr. B; The Ambition of the Baron, 2-reel dr,

'The Case of Becky" will be the next
Blanche Sweet feature which the Lasky Co.
make.

;

Lawrence Josenberger, Injured while working In "The White Trail" feature In Colorado,
Is getting along nicely.

"Sunshine
Phillips

Molly."

Smallf-y,

worth, Inc.,

is

March

with
set

for

Lois

Weber and

release

by Bos-

15.

S-A.

UNIVERSAL.—The Millionaire Engineer. 2reel dr, I
How She Fooled Aunty, com-dr,
Vic; Jed Lltle Elopement, com, N.
;

KRITERION.—The New

Sheriff,

Trp;

dr,

One

Night, com, Pyrd; Winter Resorts, educ,

No.

1.

The> Colonial Co. has "loaned" the film
services of Lion Barrymore to the Life Photo
for its "A Modern Magdalen."

The camera men furnishing the "weeklies"
deluged the Hotel de Gink last week
with their machines.
They "caught" the
hoboes at work.
fairly

UNITED.—Courting

JAN.

Trouble, com. Gau.

30—SATURDAY.

MUTUAL—The Love Pirate, 2-reel dr. Rel
Keystone title not announced
Ring Around
Rosey, com, R.
;

GENERAL.— The

House,

UNIVERSAL.—The Unmasked, dr, B U The
Measure of a Man, 2-reel dr, Rx; Treasure

GENERAL—The

Dancer's Ruse, dr,

B

;

The

Little Engineer, dr
of Helen" series),

(An episode of the "Hazards
K; Another Shade of Green,
com, L The Hut ln Sycamore Gap, mel-dr, S
Underneath the Paint, 3-reel dr, V
In His
Father's Footsteps, educ. E Broncho Billy and

Attorney A. C. Stein succeeds Attorney Joseph H. Thompson as counsel for the Moving
Picture Exhibitors' Association and the Pittsburg Screen Club.
The club has moved to
the Cameraphone building.
There are now
100 members.
A large delegation will attend
the state meeting
ln Harrlsburg, Jan. 26-28.

;

;

;

the False Note, dr, S-A.

UNIVERSAL.— The

Edward

Mystery

Woman,

reel dr, B101 ; The Crime of Thought, dr,
He Fell in Love With His Mother In Law.

KRITERION.— Nevada,

com, Al.

The

dr,

Nav

;

Penn

theatre,
McKeesport, William
prop., and the Family, Braddock,
Flolsom, manager, will remodel.

KlmHman,

2-

P

Paris Hat,

E. C. Prince has succeeded W. A. Mulr ln
the local office of the Picture Playhouse Film
Co., Mulr being transferred to the Boston
office.

FILM REVIEWS
THE MORALS OF MARCUS.

THE FIGHT.
Margaret Wycherly
John B. Kellerd
Katherine LaSalle

Jane Thomas
Vance

Mar
Doctor Root
Callahan
Senator Woodford
Daisy Woodford
Joe Keeler
Gertie, Jane's friend
Amos Judson
Pearl Haskell

Albert

Gran

Tim Cronln
W. W. Crimans
Edna Hibbard
Charles Trowbridge
Sonla Massell

Wilbur C. Hudson
Jeanette Bageard

Eddie Judson
Dick Haskell
Gaines

Ernest Carr
Charles Merrlwell
Stapleton Kent
Thomas Riley

Throckmorton
Walter

Harry Braham
Horace Weston

Dan

A

Joe Challle
photographer
"The Fight" Is the first of the George W.
It is
Lederer's Stage Fllmotlons productions.
In

six

reels,

and was privately shown

last

Sunday, without a release date at that time
having been fixed. This play, first staged in
New York, has Margaret Wycherly playing
the role she created, that of Jane Thomas,
left a fortune by her father, and who succeeded him In the management of a bank, finally

*

being elected Mayor of a Suffragette town In
face of many obstacles placed In her way,
and presumably marrying Dr. Root, her
staunch lover. John E. Kellerd Is Vance, the
unknown leader of the governing political
power In the city, also the prime mover In the
many vice places, especially his own, a dance
hall with a subterranean passage connecting
with a disorderly house. Bayard Velller wrote
Herbert Hall Wlnslow adapted It
the play.
and Mr. Lederer personally staged It for the
screen. The story calls for mob scenes, a run
on the bank, attempted abduction, secret
doors, and the many devious ways of the
schemers, all political, "the gang" being Intent on blocking Miss Thomas' election to the
mayor's chair. The film is divided into six
This reduces
acts, of about 900 feet each.
It in running time to the normal length of a
The stage play has been well
flve-reeler.
It reads in the
rewritten for the camera.
photoplay more like a novel unfolding than
any similar subject that has been seen. That
naturally carries interest with it, and often
Heart
tb.9 suspense is admirably sustained.
interest is interwoven through two minor love
affairs, and the melodramatic portions are well
produced, without any sensational side issues
or attempts which could have distracted from
the tale in hand, if they had been striven for.
It's Just as well, for mellers have been overdosed with stagey sensationalism. One striking feature of this film is the absence of burunnecessary
rendered
captions,
densome
through any average auditor being capable of
Interpreting nearly all of the speeches of the
mime players, so painstakingly were their direction In delivering the dialog called for. At
one time when the "Madame" of the disorderly bouse was Informing Vance of a girl
she had captured, the sentences "She's a
beaut" and "She's a peach" were almost
audible, so clearly did Jeanette Bageard, as
The other
Pearl Haskell, speak the lines.
feature was a finely trained dog, which folminutely,
Instructions
Kellerd's
Mr.
lowed
fetching him a pipe, tobacco and matches from
a table to the floor where Mr. Kellerd was
This dog also posed for a pretty
reclining.
picture at the finish, when Vance was dead In
Barring that
the chamber beneath his room.
Miss Thomas' living rooms were too near the
bank to believe her banking Institution was a
large establishment, and that several In the
mobs didn't take their super roles seriously
enough, there's nothing wrong with this feature, as a good strong dramatic story that
The trifling phase of
covers several Issues.
"vice" brought into it will not harm. It completes the tale and gives a little seat that
while It suggests considerably more than
afterward happens, doesn't obtrude sufficiently
to make a protest possible by the most fasKatherine LaSalle as May "The Fertidious.
ret" gave an even performance that com-

mends this girl for knowledge of necessities
Miss Wycherly was
before the photographer.

the type required, particularly to play opposite the elderly Dr. Root, who had a "light
scene with W. W. Crlmans as Senator Woodford that they tried very hard to make realEdna Hiband somewhat succeeded.
istic
bard as Daisy Woodford Is a pretty little girl
and did her role almost cutely, displaying
quite some ability In a trying scene where she
was captured by the disorderly house owner
and later held a prisoner by Vance, Miss Hibbard having to simulate unconsciousness for
a long period with the light shining upon her,
which she did without the flick of an eyelash.
She also played opposite Charles Trowbridge as
Joe Keelrr. reporter, and these Juveniles supTim Cronln was
plied the major love episodes.
Callahan, the political leader, subservient to
Vance. In the latter role Mr. Kellerd made a
strong physical character without striving for
any heavy acting. He inferred restraint and
this was likely his conception of the part.
The cast Is well chosen. The sets, mostly Interiors, were well placed, particularly that of
A dance hall scene was
Vance's parlor.
quietly convincing, and, In fact, for a first
production where no extravagance was noticeable in the production end, the Lederer Co.
has turned out an exemplary feature of Its
kind, one that will rank with the best "story
dramas" the screen has so far told. It has
the additional advantage of probably hitting
off local conditions in the smaller cities, and
for states where the suffragette franchise has
hecn granted or Is being striven for, this picture will further appeal to those interested in
that
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Marie Doro
Eugene Ormonde

Carlotta

Marcus

Ordeyne

Mrs. Ordeyne

Hamdl

Russell

Mustapha

Frank

English Vice

Bassett

Andrews

Wellington Playter
Phyllis Carrlngton

Consul

His Wife
Dora

Freeman

Helen

Harry Pelllgrew
The film production

W. Austin

J.

"The Morals

of Marcus," the stage success of a few seasons ago,
of

has been done by the Famous Players with
Marie Doro in the leading role. Miss Doro
originated the part.
The story has enough
action to make a noteworthy picture and
with Miss Doro there is nothing to criticize,
it opens in Turkey, and here the feature
drags a trifle but picks up with marked
rapidity when the little star gets well started.
The sets for the Turkey scenes do not stand
out as well as the production later on. The
first part Is entirely Interiors, the action taking place in harems and other typical Turkish scenes.
In one of the early scenes a
into play.
A
well laid out, the
impressing.
Miss
Doro's playing as the harem girl is one of the
biggest successes any of the legit stars iu
Miss Doro proves
picture acting has made.
she is an accomplished screen artist.
The
cast was well selected.
Eugene Ormonde is
a most pleasing Marcus, closely followed by
Julien L'Estrange, who had bnt very little to
do but left a decided impression. The two
other lead characters were played by Ida

"cooch" dancer
scene was

cafe

Bohemian

brought

is

on careful Inspection. This feagoing to prove very successful.

train, except

by the telegraph operator, a

ture

the city chap.
It develops the city fellow is
the husband of a girl of the same village, who
ran away from home. He deserted her and she
writes Hi to find out how her mother Is.
Mother has grieved for daughter, who has
been looked after mostly by HI, she being a
widow. Hi sends for this girl, unites her and
her husband, and brings them both to the
girl's mother.
Then the daughter of HI goes
back to her old boy again. HI loses his Job
as post-master, due to a change in the administration.
The house Is mortgaged and
almost lost through Hi's bank falling. The
home Is saved by Hi's poetry. The daughter
has secretly sent some of his verses to a New
York paper and they remit $1,000. Arbuckls
In this picture is a wonderful
life
study.
Probably a farmer character has never been
seen In such a natural way on the screen.
The feature is a winner.

is

ALICE IN WONDERLAND.

Italian L'Estrange
Va;....Ida Darling

l'asquale
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rather

atmosphere

Darling and Helen Freeman.
Miss Darling
as an aunt who wanted to marry her daughter showed little in the way of real acting,
though the director gave most of his attention to Miss Doro. Miss Freeman as the daughter filled In nicely. The big dramatic incident,
the automobile accident, was convincingly
handled.
Two or three other scenes are
worthy of mention.
The reception in the
English mansion was most attractive.
In
this scene a large number of women were
gowned in the best. Not a sign of any skimping anywhere. The studio set of an English
train was also well directed, so well It would
be hard to tell whether It were not a real

In bringing this character into pictures De
Witt C. Wheeler has made a friend of all children.
The Nonpareil Feature Film Company
released it at a private showing Tuesday
morning.
Martin J. Faust directed the feature and deserves much credit, for It must
have been a difficult matter to line up the
It is
figures used In the different situations.
all on the Toy land Idea, most of the shapes
presented seemingly being worked by children. All kinds of animal forms are seen and
Everyone
they present a funny appearance.
Is (or ought to be) familiar with the adventures of Alice and her ride through the Look-

Wonderland.
It is a stanThe film opens with Alice
and falling asleep in her
Here came the best trick, a vis-

Into

Glass,

ing

dard kid work.
the

stealing
ion

leaving

Alice

of

It follows the

the

Alice

real

Wonderland

Alice from the time she reaches

many strange adventures and meets many
strange- looking people and animals. Nothing
Is left out of the story, or if it is it will never
be missed by a kid audience. The film Is In
Every child
five parts and Is a dandy feature.
who sees It is going to have great fun. The
sub-titles also deserve special mention for

has

humor.

NO

LAUGHING MATTER."
'IT'S
Bosworth has struck a real home note in
which Maclyn Arbuckle is
Arbuckle Is Hi Judd, the village
featured.
post-master and all around good fellow.
Everybody In the village who has troubles Is
cheered along by HI and all their worries
this four-reeler, In

made

Besides a good
easier to bear by him.
fellow, HI goes In for poetry and often
composes verse with pictures attached.
The
story deals with the happiness and unhapplness
of some of the village families.
HI has a
daughter and a wife. Mrs. HI is always after
old

him for writing verse that amuses the entire
A new station master from the city

village.

comes to town.

Hi's daughter,

MIGNON.

she

as

good friend, Mr. Rabbit.

Bunny takes Alice through Wonderland after
going down a well, also a well worked bit

their

boy, likes

tarts

sister's lap.
slept.

local

long courted

DAILY RELEASE RET.
VARIETY

has Inaugurated a simple tabulated form of reviews for the Dally Film
Herewith there Is printed a copy of the code rating. Nothing will be
noted regarding photography unless particularly poor. The service releasing Is
Indicated by an Initial.

The California Motion Picture Corporation's
drama. "Mlgnon " released last week
through the World Film Corporation is in the
five-part

best vein of that concern's output. It has unusual scenic beauty, photographic quality of the
best and a story of more than the average interest In addition, Beatrice Mlchelena in the
name part Is altogether charming as the tempestuous MIgnon.
There are moments when
the story is "Jumpy," that is, leaps from scene
to scene with some irregularity, but the narrative Is clear in spite of the rather involved
story thread. There Is a plentltude of action
from the very beginning, with Lothario's battle
against the Gypsies, and the clash of. characters continues almost without break.
The
tale with its wealth of situations is admirably
adapted to the screen. A company of extraordinary strength contributes a good deal to
the excellence of the film. House Peters makes
a capital romantic hero in the role of Wllhelm
Melster, and Andrew Robson handles the part
of Lothario with real intelligence. Clara Beyers is a statuesque Flllna and Belle Bennett,
as the bare-legged Musette, was a pretty picture.
Little of the action takes place in interior sets. The director has made every effort
to keep his people In natural out road scenery.
Some of the woodland bits are lovely and there
are a number of splendlu marine views. The
story lends Itself to the exploitation of romantlo settings with its picturesque costumes and
of early England and its dainty women and
swaggering men. Players and producer have
worked together to give the screen a photoplay worthy of the feature concern's best alma.

Releases.

THE DANCING GIRL
The Famous Players released an average
feature In "The Dancing Girl" with Florence
Reed. The picture is presenting Miss Reed for
the first time upon the screen, and this should
be an added attraction. She looks very pretty and
plays well. There is a comedy tilt to the story
there and again, with the cast well balanced.
It is the tale of the country girl leaving home for
the city and returning. but«in this Instance she
won out, for "the Duke" followed her through

COD1
.Excellent

1.

2.

Release
Date.

1/14
1/14
1/14
1/14
1/14
1/14
1/14

1/M
1/14
1/15
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1/15
1/15
1/15
1/15
1/15
1/16
1/16
1/16
1/16
1/16
1/16
1/17

1/17

Prog. Reels.

Title

The Cheese Industry
Legend of Lone Tree
811m Went for Eggs
Friendship of Lamond
Mabel and Fatty's Wash Day.
Getting Into a Scrape

The German Bowlers
The Pawns of Fate
The Land of the Otter
The Inevitable Retribution

G
G
O
G
M
G
U

.

.

G

Out of the Storm
O
Boob for Luck
G
Chiefly Concerning Males.... O

M

of Fire

G
G
O
U
U

Snallberg Volunteers

Dear Old Girl
Hydrogen
A Gentleman of Art
Father's Strategy

The Clubman's Wager
Producing a Nation's Pride.
The Governor Maker
Hubby's Cure
Quaint Brittany
The Unwilling Bride

One Flight Up
Broncho Billy and Sisters.
Caught With the Goods. >.
.

1
2
1

C

C
C

.

. .

.

M
M

U
U
U

M
M
.
.

A Small Town Girl
What Might Have Been
A Flyer In Spring Water...

G
U
U

M
M
M

1
1
1
1

1

C

D
E

2

D

1

C
C

2

E
D
D
C

8
2

D
D

2

1
1

C
C

2

D
D

2
2
2

D
D

2
2
2
3
2
2
2
3
3
2

To Make Nation Prosper

G

1/18
1/18
1/18
1/18
1/18

The Leech

Fathers, Three
U
Fatty and Mabel's Simple Llfe.M
Refining Fires

O

2
2
2
2

.

U
G
O

1
1
1

C
C

Olive's Manafactured Mother.

G

1

D
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1/10
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1/10
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1/20
1/20
1/20
1/20
1/20
1
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Gus and the Anarchists
Cupid's Target
The Evil Men Do
A Study of Birds
Cactus Jim's Shop Girl
The Lady of Dreams
Smugglers' Island
A Dear Old Hypocrite
When Cupid Caught a Thief.

The Master Key
On the Table Top
A Girl and Two Boys
Magnetism
Matter for a Detective
Her Weakling Brother
Birth of Plants

Runaway June
Children of Chance

The Dude

Raffles
Crw-flxlon <"• TVnrtv

A Lvrkv

l'.'

.•out

O
O
G
G
O
O
U
U

1

ft
ft

C
C

D
N
C

2
2

D
D

1

CD

1

C

2

D

1

D

1

C

O
O

M
U

U

M
M

1
.

«>

2
2
2
2

2

D

3

1

E

1

D
D

3
2

1

C

3

D

2
2

1

2

4

2
#

,

D

*

a

barber

Rough knockabout comedy
Past

recollections

of

Clever kid

Fine child lead
No comedians
Brings tears
Experiments and balloons

3

Detective

3
2

Tramp comedy

4
3

Naval development
Spoiled by overacting
Booze comedy

*

Marrying

off

Travel

A
A

3

Moonshine story
Bear chase
Girl goes wrong
Dope role ImmenHe
A laugh or two

1

1

Real comedy

1

1

1

1

2
2

3
2

1

2

2
2
3
2
2
2
8
3

1

3
2
2

3

2

1

fair laugh getter
thriller that pleases

The frozen safe
Real love
Better business conditions
Salvation Army tale
Pretty story

Keystone
Too slow
Moral

fat falls

Clever comedy

1

Mistaken Identity

2
8

Rough

1

1

2

2

1

2
3
3
2

Olive serial

Striking
Story Well Told

Nature
Western
Modern Cinderella
Revenue story

2
2
2
2
2
2

2

4
2

4
3

3
2
3
2
2

3
2
8

Forgery story
Wonderful camera work
TlreHome serial
Changellnga
Slow

2
2

Shooting
Cruel city story

1

3

Brotherly love

Newspaper

vicissitudes,

always

persistent,

and

finally secured her consent to marriage, after
her father had placed his best little curse upon
what he thought was a wayward daughter, and
the girl's country swain of a sweetheart had
married her sister. The curse seemed to com-

mence

right away, for Miss Reed as Drusllla
Ives had no sooner received it, than she started
to roll down a flight of stairs. She did the role
quite neatly until midway, when her steering
gear appeared to get twisted and she started

toward the Battery. The scene was abruptly
cut off there, but later Drusllla must have
readjusted her descent, for she was shown lying
In the center of the steps.
From her work In
this film Miss Reed will likely again be seen in
a feature. The Famous Players' director did
real well with his portion.
Bim*.

a daughter

2
3
2
2

a

gambler
Trading post story
Fine nature scenes
Western mining story
Old idea

2
2
3
3
2
2
3

E
4

2

a

.

3
2
2

C

ft

m

2
3
3

many

Laughs and soapsuds

Woman

advocated

P

1

ft

•l

D

IT

G
O

.1

4

C

1

3

2

ED

U

M
M

»

1

1/18

M

.

1

1

3
2

3
2

C

2
3
2
4
2
2
3
2

1

#

2
2
3
3

2

2
3
2
4
2

3
3
2

C

Love, Speed and Thrills
Exploits of Elaine
The Undying Fire

On Dangerous Ground
1/18 Sweedle and Her Dog
1/10 The Misjudged Mr. Hartley.

•

E
D

1/17
1/17
1/18
1/18
1/18

O
O

2
2
2
4
3
2
3
2
•

2
3
3
2

1

8
2
2

3
3

c

2

ft
ft
1

2
3

D
D
D
C

D

ft
ft

.Bad

D

2
1

Fair

4.

ActSub. Story. ing. Prod
Remarks.
4
C
4
4 Decidedly poor
D
2
2
2 Indian legend
C
3
2
3 Only one big laugh
D
1
1
1
New angle to old story

ft
1

M ,2
2
M

A

The Cross

ft
1

S.

plot

Ninth episode
Crook drama
Mixed up love
Elortro magnets
Silly

THE RECKONING.
The

Eclectio

in

releasing

this

four-reel

shows nothing new In idea or story.
It is a French picture and the French actors
help to make of the melodrama quite a farce.
It Is the story of a bank cashier who is dishonest This is known by one of the bank
thriller

clerks.
The cashier is about to fly when a
sea captain comes in to deposit $10,000. He
does so and gets a receipt. The sea captain
later hears that the bank Is not sound and
goes for his money. The cashier has packed
the money away, ready to take it with him.
A fight follows, the sea captain is stabbed
and the clerk Is a witness. After they dispose of the body, the cashier leaves in an
auto with all the money. The bank clerk attemps to follow him In, but Is thrown out.
Fifteen
years elapse.
The sea captain's
widow, her son and the bank clerk (a beggar
at this time) are all Important In the story
from then on. The cashier lives in the same
town they do, but his name is changed and
he is a rich banker.
After showing the
widow and son struggling against poverty
and the bank clerk trying to make the banker
come across, the murderer Is at last reckoned
with by a vision of the man he killed.
As
a feature, the picture will only do In the
cheapest houses.
An intelligent audience
will never stand for either the acting or
the story without indulging In a little kidding.
Noticed In the picture was Charles
Prince, the highest priced comedy man of
the company, on as a super In the bank scene.

TWO "WOMEN.
"Two Women" Is one of the many threepart pictures the Vltagraph Is making and
releasing through the Oeneral Film Co.'s feature department It has received the personal
attention of Ralph Ince and was written by
James Oliver Curwood. It's played by Earls
Williams. Anita Stewart, Harry Northrup and
Julia Swayne Gordon.
The picture

VARIETY
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TWO REAL SONG KNOCKOUTS FOR

FIFTY-FIFTY

MAYBE A DA Y-MAYBE A YEAR
An Overnight
"Rob't

K.

Hit by Gilbert a»;d

Lee

M

Another Song Kiot by Smith & Burris to« writers oi
Sune »n 1000 Headline Acls
"Ballin the Jack"

Mrmaco, writers of
M Love You "

and "You Mad*CHORUS:

CHORUSt

maybe a day and it maybe a year, I know that sometime it's bound to appear*
It might come at night, or maybe in the morn, it's been a waiting since you were born.
Your little heart, it starts a- jumping, what is it all about? You're going to find It out*
And then the love that's been s*sleeping wakes up smiling, at me it's smiling.
Oh. it maybe a day or it maybe a year, I know you'll call me and want me near.
It maybe a day or it maybe a year; it's bound to come sometime.

Oh

Sc.

Per

Copy

I

up well. It has a punch and in its dramatic
action and some splendid work la done in
There's a noteworthy blending of
the open.
western scenes with city life. Williams plays
a young man whose boss sends him out of
the city on pretext in order that he may
carry on a love affair with the other's wife.
The wife's infidelity Is found out and the
Irate husband thrashes the boss in a lively
scene in the married couple's apartments. A
gives the wife the opportunity to
rich man. They spend their honeyat Monte Carlo where he is laid low
with a bullet as he is talking to the wife or
Meanwhile the ex-husband of
another man.
the boss's wife has gone up in the mountains
where he becomes enamored of a young wildHis
flower named Anita (Miss Stewart).
The former wife (Miss
love is reciprocated.
Gordon) realizes the old love is the best and
she hurries up in the mountains to see her
There's a realistic scene befirst husband.
tween the ex-husband, his former wife and
the woodland sprite. The wife returns to the
city, leaving her former husband to his new
8ome splendid photography and exlove.
cellent acting make the feature worth while.

divorce

marry the

moon

At the moment of
blank.
the crime a blind man gets into the house by
mistake. It is directly back of bis own house.
The blind man hears the shot and gropes his
way into the room. The two Nihilists, anxious
to cover up the crime (the uncle being an accomplice) threaten to shoot the blind man, who
is saved, as he is blind, proven to satisfaction
The blind man is
of the two murderers.
drugged and carried back unconscious to his
own doorstep. The story leaps two years, with
the blind man's sight restored. He goes on a
long Journey in other countries and in Venice
happens upon the girl whose mind is still a
blank from the shock of the murder. He falls
In love with her, but doesn't meet her until
back in London, another two years later. The
plot then becomes a series of trips to Russia
by the Nihilists, the man who was blind in the
meantime marrying the girl. After an attempted assassination In which the Nihilist uncle Is
captured and sent to Siberia, the young husband through a trip to Siberia discovers the
truth about his wife's past, which she doesn't
remember. The picture displays fine work in
places. The setting of an exterior of a London

home

THE LANDSHARK.
three-part United Films Co. Film having
do with a village affair wherein a land
It
shark's scheme was nipped In the end.
is meller and there are the usual old-fashioned ways of the villain. Not a heavy story
the
but produced along lines that will meet
most favor In the smaller admission movies.
No exceptional acting, and photography fairly
The production end looks good in
good.

did not blend at all with the magnificent
The picture will do well as a feature.

LEAVES OF MEMORY.

spots, although the direction appears to slip
The title will catch
a cog now and then.

ertain neighborhoods.
in
pass In the five-cent houses.

Picture will

THE COLONEL'S WIFE.
three-reeler (Ecletlc). The story Is GerThe main
actors play It.
fault Is the slow start Ten minutes Is taken
up before any action. After that a very worn
story la told in a way that will get little, due
the playing. The plot is started by a young
German sent to the Orient from Berlin to manage a business. In his home there is a girl

A

man and German

whom he

to

has made

love.

He

bids farewell to her as a lover should, leaving
He Is next In the
her with his aged aunt
Orient where he soon forgets the girl. She rethe old lady dies,
until
aunt
his
with
mains
writing the old lady's last letter to the nephew.
On the letter she adds a note from herself
asking if he has forgotten her. In order to rid
himself of the attachment he writes his former
sweetheart and signs his firm's regular signaThe girl Is next a
ture, saying he is dying.
governess to a Colonel's little girl. The Colonel

asks her to marry him and thinking her former
lover dead, she consents. The home-coming of
the Colonels son Is the next event of importThe former lover of the Colonel's wife
ance.
calls at
is I friend of the Colonel's son and
the house meeting his former love. From the
surprised looks the Colonel's son becomes susThe lover leaves the house but shows
picious.
he has the qualifications of a scoundrel for he
writes to the Colonel's wife, asking her to meet
him at a hotel. The Colonel's son meanwhile
does a lot of thinking and confronts his stepmother with his suspicions. After a little persuasion she unfolds the story, showing him the,
The son
letter received from the bad man.
then begs her to trust him and while doing so

very much like he was making love to
It is here the Colonel enters and receives
the wrong impression. The son leaves and the
The son
Colonel is very rude to his wife.
meets the villain and challenges him to a duel.
They meet in the early morning and the scoundrel gets his Just deserts in the shape of a
sword through the heart. The son comes home
and explains It all to the Colonel who asks his
She
wife to forgive him for mistrusting her.
almost leaves him but the child Is the strong
could
have
One
reel
ends.
it
there
play and
covered all this nicely, and then there would
have hrvn room for a few topical events on

On

reel.

CALLED BACK.
The Gold Medal has turned out a full hour's
It
excitement In this picture of four parts.
An uncle, prominent
deals with Nihilists.
among the Russian Nihilists, la In London.
He has a nephew and nelce. The opening Is
when a friend Nihilist of the uncle's shoots the
nephew with the slsUr as a witness. The
crime torus the yoang girl's mind and her

38th St., N. Y. C.
PROF. DEPT

M(.K

"LIFE"— Manhattan O. H.
"MARIE-ODILE" (Francis
(Jan.

"NINETY IN THE SHADE"

The secretary shoots down

the rich Langdon
and puts the blame on the demented brother,
who Is sent away to an asylum. The secretary marries the widow, living a life of luxury
and dissipation. The insane brother recovers
his mind but accused of the murder is retained In the asylum. He escapes and reach-

ing his brother's home convinces the sisterin-law the secretary is the real murderer. The
secretary visits the scene of the crime and
seeing the supposed crazy brother there in
the flesh drops dead of heart trouble or apo-

"Leaves of Memory" carries Interest
and there are some splendidly arranged cliThe acting is unusually good and

plexy.

(Marie Cahill)—

week),
(23d week).

"POLYGAMY "—Park (8th week).
"SONO OF SONGS"— Eltinge (5th eek).
"SINNERS "—Playhouse (3d week).
•TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT"— Shubert 5th
week).
"THE FALLEN IDOL"—Comedy (1st week).
"THE SHADOW" (Ethel Barrymore)— Empire (Jan. 25).
"THE LAW OF THE LAND"—48th Street
(17th week).
"THE LILAC DOMINO"—44th Street (13th
week).
"THE LIE" (Margaret Illlngton)—Harris (5th
week).
"THE CRITIC"— Princess (Jan. 25).
"THE CLEVER ONES"— Punch ft Judy The-

=

ORPHEUM

Valerie Bergere Co

ChaV Weber
Crleghton B _
(One

Belm't

to All)

PANTAOE8

(m)

"Outwitted"

Gibson
Renello

(1st week).

"HANKY PANKY"— La

Salle

Next Week (January 25)
Players may be listed in this department weekly, either at the theatres they are
appearing in or at s permanent or temporary address (which will he inserted when rente
is not received) for $5 yearly, or if name is in bold type, $10 yearly.
All are eligible te
this department.

4k Mahe_ey Variety K
Briscoe Olive Pnnston Hotel
Brooks WsJUe Variety N Y
Buch Brae Variety N Y
Basse Miss care Cooper 14U

Y

Brady
Variety N Y
* Ce Variety If Y
Hughes Grand Pittsburgh

Adelaide ft
Adler & Arline

Orphcum

Byroa

Jacksonville

Alexander Bros Orpheum Salt Lake
Anger Lou Keith's Boston
Arnaut Bros Keith's Washington
Attaires The Keith's Providence

A

Cnrr Net
Cartmell

Cams

ft

Laagdoa

174

B

71st

NYC

NYC

Bway

StNTC

It Wellington 3* ______
Harris Orpheum Denver
Randall Forsyth Atlanta

ft

Carvo Orpheum Duluth

A

Crawford Variety

Barnum Duchess Vsriety N

Y
Y

If

SAM

CHIP

STUART BARNES
Direction,

In

MARY

MARBLE
THE LAND OP DYKES"
and

JOHN W. DUNNE. Mgr

JAMES PLUNKETT
Claudius

Bowers Walters ft Creeker Oraheam Cirewit
Bracks Seven care Taeeif 114 B 14th

ItMYC

Ctfjel

Sister

STRAND (wva)
Burns Slaters
Howard A White
"Sherman Was Right"
Three Falcons

(3d week).

Where Playert May Be Located

& Dyso
ft

each
each

ADDRESS DEPARTMENT

Carl McCullough
Norton Jewell Tr

Loughlln's Dogs

Sc.
ISc.

"POTASH A PERLMUTTER"— Olympic (27th
week).
"THE DUMMY"— Powers (4th week).
"OUR CHILDREN"— Princess (5th week)

(Continued from page 18.)
4
Winnipeg;
Hennlngs Lewis Co

Rae Samuels

^^^^^

(Jan. 28).

the plot well sustained.

NEXT WEEK.

eyes.

sac

maxes.

BILLS

my

"THE ONLY GIRL"— Lyric (12th week).
"THE SHOW SHOP"—Hudson (4th week).
"THE SILENT VOICE" (Otis Skinner)— Liberty (4th week).
"TWIN BEDS"— Fulton (24th week).
"UNDER COVER"— Cort (22d week).
"WATCH YOUR STEP"— New Amsterdam (7th
week).
WINTER CIRCUS— Hippodrome (1st week).
CHICAGO.
"THE BUBBLE "—American (1st week)
DE WOLF HOPPER— Auditorium (2d week).
"ON TRIAL"— Cohan's (4th week).
"THE NEW HENRIETTA"—Cort (4th week).
"PASSING SHOW"—Oarrick (3d week).
"SARI"— Illinois (1st week).
PYGMALION" (Mrs. Campbell)— Blackstone

(Jan. 25).
(Elsie
sle Ferguson)— Lyceum (12th

"ON TRIAL"—'Candler

Song Orch.,
Dance Orch.,

atre

week).

Starr)— Belasco

Knickerbocker

"OUTCAST"

pantomime and story "Leaves
of Memory," a four-reeler, measures up to
full standard.
An aviator, who is experimenting with a new parachute, writes a letter to a
rich brother telling him he is going to make
a trial with his airship but that a loan of
$500 would have insured certain improvements
that would make the 'chute safeproof.
The
rich Langdon has a secretary, sweet on Mrs.
Langdon. She returns his goo goo eyes but
says she will not marry him as long as her
husband lives. The rich Langdons, upon the
receipt of the brother's note, hurry to the
aviation field. The brother has gone up. The
parachute doesn't work properly and the airman is landed in the ocean. When rescued he
is taken to the rich Langdons.
Recovery finds
his mind impaired.
He's still a bug on air
machines and 'chutes but apparently harmless.

(14th

26).

production,

acts
her.

same

W.

CO., 102-104

WOLFE GILBERT,

memory becomes a

A

them

It's fifty fifty, it's fifty fifty,

interior.

to

companion

STKRN &

JOS. W.

—

Send

wise

the

not sixty forty nor seventy thirty;
I've figured your percentage, Hon, it won't do.
You've boon cheating mo, and I've boon square with you;
I'm getting even, it's oven Stephen, I'm wis* to your lies, 'cause you opened up
If you want to get along and bo a friend of mine.
It's got to be fifty fifty all the time.

it

Prof. Copy Free on Receipt
Otherof Late Program

1915

JJarrpmore

ft 1

Scarlet Variety
ssssire Variety

MY

Coalia Ray Variety N Y
Colvia Walter Berbank Les Angeles
Ceek Jee Variety N Y
Cerrmdiai F cars Tausig 104
14th
Costa Troupe Orpheum Oakland
Cronin Morris Co Palace Chicago

HITC

NY

SHOWS NEXT WEEK.
NEW YORK.
"A MIX UP" (Marie Dressier)—39th
(4th

Street

week).

A PAIR OF SILK STOCKINGS"— Little

(14th

week).

"CHILDREN OF THE EARTH"— Booth

(3d

week).

"CHIN-CHIN"

(Montgomery

and

REGARDING MAIL
The one best way

to insure

prompt receipt

of

your mail

is

through

!

Stone)—

week).

"KICK IN"— Republic (15th week).

Address Department
go wrong. No forwarding.
be changed weekly.

It can't

May

ONE

LINE.

Name

$i

YEARLY

In bold face type,

delay.

(52 times).

rame space and

d'••**••'

_*_?_ij^_*
VARIK
Y, flow *J
York.

No

time, fit.

Permanent; route or where play lag. with

I

(If

route, pernor .ent address will be inserted taring

any epea

!

VARIETY'S

Globe (17th week).

"DADDY LONG LEGS"— Gaiety (17th week)
"DANCINO AROUND" (Al Jolson)— Winter
Garden (15th week).
"EXPERIENCE"— Casino (13th week)
FRENCH DRAMA— Theatre Francais.
GERMAN STOCK— Irving Place.
ORANVILLE BARKER ENGLISH REPERTOIRE— Wallack's (2d week).
"HELLO BROADWAY" (George Cohan Revue) — Astor (6th week).
"IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE"— Cohan (20th

.

N Y

De Coe Harry Orpheum New Orleans
De Felice Carlotta Variety If Y
Deeley Ben Co Orpheum Sioux City
DeHaven ft Nice Orpheum Lot Angeles
De Long Maidle Variety

VAUDEVILLE

IN

Cenrey

ft

VARIETY

FIDDLER
SHELTON
AND

Suffocated

With

Delightf ulness In Their

Two

"The

New

Idea

Chicken Exponents"

NOW PLAYING U-B-0 AND WESTERN VAUD. TIME
PRONOUNCED A BIGGER HIT THAN THEIR OLD ACT

THE BOYS WHO ALWAYS HAVE
SOMETHING NEW TO OFFER

GET —THIS ONE

Hundreds know us

Thousands never heard

tell

of us

Millions never will

Permanent address—28 W.

^

Heather Josie Variety

JIM

SYBIL

DIAMOND
Nat Wwk

and

(Ju. S)

BRENNAN

Ramsden Orpheum Seattle
EUnore ft Williams Orpheum San Francisco
ft

Orpheum. Lincoln
EEaaaatfc Mary Variety N T
El Rejr Sisters

Eaasnett

Mr * Mrs Mart

la MCURSE

GARDNER
HARRY WEB

WW

4*tk St

Eugene Trio Majestic Milwaukee

MY

Gteeea Earay Variety N Y
Gilfoil Harry Orpheum Kansas City
Gleaa Carrie Variety N Y
Golden Claude Orpheum Omaha
Gordon Kitty Co Keith's Cincinnati
Garaoa * Bgia Variety N Y
Grover ft Richards Orpheum Lincoln

A

car* Caoper 141a

NYC

I

AND SEVEN LITTLE POYS
IN

SOLID

Leach Variety

FRANK LE DENT

New York

I

NY

Gray Tria Variety
Greee Karl t MariakUf Str Btagea Rheia
Goerlta Laura Variety Leaaea
Grti Ota Variety V Y

FEB.

EMPIRE, NEWPORT. ENG.

A

J
fack

1,

May Co Orpheum Memphis

Irwin

R. GORDON
JOHN-KNIGHT
AND DAY"

La Milo Keith's Philadelphia
Langdene The Keith's Columbus

ft

[ahns Three Orpheum Memphis
[arrow Forsyth Atlanta
Johnstons MusicaJ Hipp Dublin Ire
Jordan A Doherty Variety N Y
Jorn Carl Keith's Providence

Jaeafaeahn
Victoria

Ca Variety

N Y

Lewis ft Russell Orpheum Des Moines
London Louis Orpheum Portland Ore

Foris Falace Chicago

John Iceland Gllma Co Pantagei

B C

Blanche
Leslie
LOEW
CIRCUIT

VAUDEVILLE

Frank J Herbert Vitagraeh Studio Bklyn
Gardiner Trio Keith's Philadelphia

Kalmar ft Brown Majestic Chicago
Kaufman Orpheum Loa Angeles

Eageas 4 Aaetrallaa Variety N Y
Hasalltaa Jeaa Teariag Eaglaad

Kelly Walter

Harreh Great Variety If Y
Hart Marie A Billy Majestic Ft Worth

8th

\M\

LULU

FRED

A

City

\
Keallag Edgar Leals Variety N Y
Kingston ft Ebner Orpheum Minneapolis
Kolb ft Harland Orpheum Salt Lake

_
Y
N Y

and WELLS
HOLMES
BOOKED
VAUDEVILLE
Hearlaad

la

Bway

Staff***

IN

Next Weak (Jan. S), Keith'*, Philadelphia

Fagaa

NY

* Ca Variety N
Aaatalaa Mate! PUrpoat

Haywara

YOU, JACK DALTON-

Majeetftc, Delia*.

Devine A Williams Variety N Y
Dixey Henry E Maryland Baltimore
Dunedin Duo Grand Pittsburgh

Eadie

JACK

E.

New York

131st Street,

Eelaa

A

C Orpheum Montreal
14SUi St N
\B

Leightea

W

Original M Rathekeller Tria**

Y

Cara VARIETY,

New Yark

AMERICAN SEASON

ALICE LLOYD
IN VAUDEVILLE
NEXT WEEK
Repre^ntative,

(Jan. 25),

ORPHEUM, LOS ANGELES

PAT CASEY

All Communications care

VARIETY, New York

VARIETY

NOW

INCLUDES

GAUMONT

RAMO

and

PRODUCTIONS

IN ITS

DAILY ALL STAR
RELEASES
-

OF SINGLE AND DOUBLE REEL COMEDIES AND DRAMAS

CONVICT'S

THE VERDICT

CONSPIRACY

WITH ETHEL GRANDIN
(2

WEEK

GRIPPING FEATURES THIS

TWO

(1

REELS)

REELS)

BRANCHES EVERYWHERE

UNITED FILM SERVICE
W.

Niblo ft Snonaor 343 12th St Bklyn
Nlcbol SUtora care Delmar 1493 Bway
Nobla ft Brooks Tivoli Sydney Australia
Nonette Hammerstein's

Littlejohna The Variety N Y
Lloyd Herbert Orpheum Detroit

Lowes Two

Manny
Mardo

ft
ft

Variety

25

NYC

N Y

Roberta Variety

Hunter

46th Street

130

Bryant 3004

N

NYC

EVELYN BLANCHARD

MILTON POLLOCK
In Goo. Ado'a

And Company,

in

Marie Nordstrom

"Dreamland**

NYC

NYC

Middleton & Spellmeyer Freeport L
Morris ft Beasley Loew Circuit
Morrissey ft Hackett Variety N Y

I
"

Okabe Japs

Shea'-a

Toronto

Newhoff

&

ft Sweethearts Loew Circuit
Phelps Keith's Louisville

Pauline

Variety

Hill

N Y

Stanley Aileen Variety N Y
Stanley Forrest Burbank Los Angeles
St. Elmo Corlottn Variety N Y
Stephana Loonn 1213 Elder Ave N Y

SULLY FAMILY

San Francisco

Renarda 3 Variety N Y
Reynolds Carrie Variety N Y
RlchordJnl Mlchool 10 Leicester Sq

WPt» nllCsllvlll VUl
DIsVabVIa a an J af^^av

Direction,

Sutton Mclatyre

N Y

!

!

ALF

T.

WILTON

Sutton 904 Palace Bldg

Arthur Variety

NY

!

BILLY WATSON AND CO.
"GOING INTO VODVIL"
With JOE RATLIFF and NELLIE WATSON
Big Laughing Success. This Week (Jan. 18) at B. F. Keith's Alhambra

In

NEXT WEEK

(Jan. 25)

KEITH'S

NY

Tighe Harry and Babette Keith's
Keith
Columbus
T °y c Dorothy Orpheum Lincoln

Valli Muriel ft

IDIIMG

A

T

THE ORIGINAL TRAMP CYCLIST
VARIETY, LONDON

Orpheum Minneapolis

Pallotiar Pierre

Maiden

SkatoUo Bart ft Hazel Variety N Y
Stafford ft Stone Echo Farm Nauriet

N Y

m

N
Nestor Ned

Rollly Charlie Variety

North Frank Co Orpheum St Paul
Noises Musical Variety

McGinn Francis Lambs Club N Y
Meredith Sisters MO \V 51st

2

Potts Ernie Co Majestic Chicago
Primrose 4 Majestic Milwaukee

Reave* Billy Variety

Mayo ft AddU Variety N Y
Mayo Loulao Variety N Y

Comedy

"SPEAKING TO FATHER"

PRESENTS

MATTHEWS SHAYNE

Monkey Music Hall
Gardens Maiden Enf

Roche*'.

Horry Wabor Praoonta

MRS.

NY

Newstead At« St Lanis

Perea Lupita Dominion Ottawa
Piatov & Glaser Orpheum Salt Lake

ROYAL

Personal Direction of

ARTHUR KLEIN

VARIETY

29

CALIFORNIA NOTION PICTURE

CORPORATION
•

HOPE VERNON
U. B. O. and Orphaum Tlaaa
Direction, FRANK EVANS
Vlolinsky Variety

•

GREATE

MOST BEAUTIfUL ARTIST

NOW AP

6

in

'MOTION PICTURES

Weber Chas Orpheum Winnipeg
ft Bundy Variety N Y
Weston Willie Keith's Cincinnati
Williams & Wolfus Orpheum Los Angeles
Wright Cacllia United Booking Office N Y
Weill

Zazell
Zoallar

NYC

PRESENTS

H M

Co 4018 Michigan Ave Chicago
Edward care Cooper 1416 Bway

NYC

Von Hoff Gaorga Variety N Y

BURLESQUE ROUTES

DOROTHY

ALBERT

VON TILZER
Dtractlaav

and

NORD

MAX HART

(Weeks Jan. 25 and Fen. 1.)
Reeves 25 Qayety Kansas City 1 Oayety
Omaha.
American Beauties 25 Olympic Cincinnati 1
Empire Toledo.
Auto Girls 25 Haymarket Chicago.

Al

W
Ward &

Cullen Majestic Milwaukee

Watkins Harry Orpheum Minneapolis
98th St N V
Walton ft Vivian 9

Beautv Parade 25 L. O 1 Oayety Mineapolis.
Beauty Youth A Folly 28-30 Ollmore Spring-

W

field.

Hehman Show 25 Miner's Bronx New York 1
L O 9 Empire Newark.
Ben Welch Show 25-27 Empire Albany 28-30

WESTON
WILLIEVAUDEVILLE

Grand Hartford

IN

•olid

Dtractiaa,

MORRIS

ft

FEIL

Rig

Jubilee

1

25-27

Lumberg Utlca

1

Gayety Boston.
Bastable Syracuse
Gayety MonVeal.

28-30

»•

l&tfTED tXCLOSJVtLY

THROUGH
WOWD FILM CORPORATION^)
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;

VARIETY
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A Landslide for KRITERION

Se

REGULAR FILM SERVICE

RELEASES— Week

quickest
DRAMAS

WAY

IN

of January 25th, 1915

TWO REELS

COMEDIES IN ONE REEL
"Billy Studies Music"

"Prejudice Conquered"
(PARAGON)

(SANTA BARBARA)

Featuring Dorothy Davenport and Lao Hill

Featuring Mary Ruby and Harry Fisher, Jr.
Billy's

A beautiful drama wherein an actress by her good, upright
character overcomes the prejudice of a father-in-law.

TO GET

music and an infant's vocal

"Won by

•f

Curse of the Black Pearl"

drive

Pap«

a Mustache"

(THISTLE)

(ALHAMBRA)
With

efforts nearly

crazy in this farce.

Featuring Rena Rogers and Allen Fralick

Fiorina Garland and Jack Prescott

A little bunch of hair on a man's upper
trouble in this screaming comedy.

A

strong drama of the Spanish Coast, full of love and tragedy.
The black pearl casts a curse on whomsoever holds it in their

lip

reuses

kinds

all

of

possession.

"His Double Did It"

"The Arm of the Law"

(C K)

(SANTA BARBARA)
Featuring

Fritxi

This comedy illustrates one of the recent successes of the camera.
One man playing two characters in the same scenes. You can
imagine the complications in this comedy.

Brunette and Edward Alexander

is far reaching, although it sometimes waits a long
This soul-stirring drama in two reels will long be reYou must not miss it.

The law

TO

IS

while.

"A Domestic

membered.

"Falsely Accused"

A wife rebels and turns the tables on a tyrant husband
very laughable comedy.

(MONTY)
Featuring John Dillon

SUBSCRIBE

accomplice "squeals" on her lover, who is a thief. This confession acquits a poor shop girl, who has been wrongfully imprisThe stain of the prison sentence is righted in this drama of
human life interest.

An

New

FOR

IT

Featuring Justina

By his broad-minded
his wife, who nearly
affections.

reaches the subscribers
before placed on

on the stands.

A

very picturesque and educational trip through the West Indies.

"The Paris Hat"
(ALHAMBRA)

(NAVAJO)

Featuring Sidney DeGray

Younge and Wallace MacDonald

One of those "westerns" in two reels which
interest intense from the first scene to the last.

will

A

keep your

up.

Drama

Specials, One,

hat direct from Paris is "Decidedly Distinctive" in its makeChaos reigns among those who try to copy it, much to the

chagrin of the old man.

sale

Trav-

roaring

(NOLEGE)

character, the new sheriff wins the love of
falls into the snares of a worldly man's

Featuring Lucille

this

in

"Winter Resorts"

Craufurd Kent

"Nevada"

VARIETY every week

this

(PYRAMID)
Imaginary burglars upset a whole household
comedy.

Sheriff"

(TRUMP)
Wayne and

ir.

"One Night"

oned.

"The

Revolution"

(PUNCHINELLO)
Featuring Tom Ward

Threes and Sixes

Make

Comedies,
reservation

Two

styles of ones

now

for

Heralds and Photographs

professionals

elling

who

subscribe

have

the

warded

paper

to

for-

them,

Broadway

1600
I^ Decided

I

New York

KRITERION

as

per route.

BRAND

KRITERION

will

==T> er.iilnl

ktinctive."

I

City

'Distinctive"

Subscription,
$4, yearly
$2, six

months

$1, 3

months.

Foreign, $5 yearly.

Send remittance, with
name and permanent
address

or

route,

to

VARIETY, New York

Big Revue 25 Standard St Louis.
Big Sensation 25 Oayety Brooklyn.
Bohemians 25-27 New Nixon Atlantic City 2890 Grand Trenton.
Bon Tons 25 Oayety Boston 1-3 Grand Hartford 4-6 Empire Albany.
Bowery Burlesquers 25 Gayety Montreal 1-3
Empire Albany 4-6 Grand Hartford.
Broadway Girls 25 Buckingham Louisville.
Charming Widows 28-30 Empire Holyoke.
Cherry Blossoms 25 Cadillac Detroit
City Belles 2* Olympic New York.
City Sports^ Century Kansas City.
College Girls 25 Casino Philadelphia 1 Palace Baltimore,
Crackerjacka 25 L O 1 Gayety Chicago.
Dreamlands 25 Gayety Buffalo 1-3 Bastable
Syracuse 4-6 Lumberg Utlca.
Fay Foster Show 25 Columbia Indianapolis.
Follies of Day 25 Casino Boston 1 Columbia
New York.
Follies of 1920 25 Trocadero Philadelphia.
Follies of Pleasure 25 Academy Jersey City.
French Modela 25 Murray Hill New York.
Gaiety Qlrls 25 L O 1 Westminster Provldancs.
„_
Garden of Qlrls 25 Templa It Wayne,

Gay Morning

Glories 25-27

Wllkes-Barre 28-

30 Scranton.

Gay New Yorkers 25 Columbia Chicago

1

Im-

perial St Louis.

Gay White Way 25 Miner's Bronx New York
1

L

O.

Gay Widows 25 Grand Boston.
Ginger Girls 25 Westminster Providence 1
Casino Boston.
Girls from Happyland 25 Music Hall New
York 1 Casino Philadelphia.
Girls from Joyland 25-27 Park Manchester 2830 Worcester Worcester.
Girls from the Follies 25 Star Toronto.
Girls of Moulin Rouge 5 Columbia New York
*

Orpbeum

Paterson.
Gayety Kansas City.
Globe Trotters 25 L O
Golden Crook 25 Oayety Omaha 1 L O 8
Gayety Minneapolis.
Gypsy Maids 25 Gayety Milwaukee 1 •Columbia Chicago.
Happy Widows 25 Englev d Chicago 1 Oay1

1

1

Ca-

sino Brooklyn.
Liberty Girls 25 Star & Garter Chicago 1 Imperial St Louis.
Lovemakers 25-27 Grand Hartford 28-30 Empire Albany 1 Miner's Bronx New York.
Marion's Own Show 25 Gayety Washington 1
Gayety Pittsburgh.
Million Dollar Dolls 25 Empire Hoboken 1
Empire Brooklyn.
Mischief Makers 25 Corinthian Rochester.
Monte Carlo Girls 25 Star Brooklyn.
Orientals 25-27 Grand New Haven 28-30 Park

Bridgeport
Passing Review of 1914 25-27 Stone O H Binghamton 28-30 Van Culler O H Schenectady
Prize Winners 25 Palace Baltimore 1 Gayety
Washington.
Robinsons Carnation Beauties 25 Empire
Brooklyn 1 L O 8 Westminster Providence.
Roseland Girls 25 Gayety Toronto 1 Gayety
Buffalo.

ety Detroit.

Heating's Big Show 25 Casino Brooklyn
Music Hall New York.
Hello Paris 25 Oayet Chicago.
Heart Charmers 25 flmpresi Columbus.

High Life Girls 25 Gayety Baltimore.
High Rollers 25 Standard Cincinnati.
Girls 25 Orpheum Paterson

Honeymoon

1

Rosey Posey Girls 25 Oayety Detroit 1 Gayety

Toronto.

September Morning Glories 25 Empire Cleveland.

VARIETY

31

W

B

Armln Walter
Armond Oraoe (C)

Earl

Ashley Ethel

Edwards Flo
ElCota (C)
Ellis Oeo
R (C)
EIUb
I
(C)
Emery Clarence
English Harry
Enkel Rose
Erb Bddle

B

Belle

Brlsco

John
ack Prescott

Chas. K. French, Director
Lucille

—Comedy

Thistle

Bruce Mitchell, Director
Frank Moore
Rena Rogers

Bert Angeles. Director

Dixie Stuart

Harry Fisher,

Lee Hill
Rupert Julian

Mary Ruby

Jr.

Directors

Peggy Paige

Alex Frank, Director

in touch

now

releasing

with them at once

Green Mr. A B
Greer Mr G
Gregory Frank
Grey Clarice
Grey Marion
Grey Olga

W

H

DeCorsla Bdw (C)
DeForest Sherman (C)
DeLong L A Bros (C)

DeLong Ma Idle (C)

Hatfield

Dennis Josie
Devere Frisco (C)
Dickson Mr J
Dlero (C)

Hawley Fred
Hawley Mr T J
Hayes G A M (C)
Henry A Adelaide (C)

Donegan Miss
Dorsch Al
Dougherty Peggy
Douglas Mr J C
Doyle Frank
Drew Louise
Dreyer A Dreyer
Dufner Emma
H (C)
Dufty

Heydenrelch Jas
Higglns Mark
Hilllar
J
Hills Mrs Molly
Hlnea Harry
Hockett Bob (C)

=*De<

motive.

Kathryn

Herman Sam J

Wm

Hoffman Bd
Hogan John
Hogue A Hardy
Holt Victoria

Hoyt Hal

Dunbar Mr
Dunham Wally

New York

I
I

no Peldo

City

Mrniranz^i

:_~-

WORLD FILM
CORPORATION
Social Maids 25
pire Hoboken.

Star

Empire Philadelphia

A Garter 25 Empire Toledo

1

1

Em-

Star

A

Garter Chicago.

London Belles 25 Empire Newark
Empire Philadelphia.

Sydell's

Presents

Transatlantlques 25-27 Majestic Perth Amboy
28 So. Bethlehem 29 Easton.
Trocaderos 25 Gayety Pittsburg 1 Star Cleve-

Tango Girls 25 Oayety Philadelphia.
Tango Queens 25 Penn Circuit.
Taxi Girls 25 Victoria Pittsburgh.
Tempters 25 Savoy Hamilton Ont.

Si
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1

Show 25 Oayety Minneapolis

Sisters'

Etar St Paul.

Moving Pictures that move

pic

_

Cincinnati.

Winning Widows 25 Star St Paul

Program

Alliance

Gayety

1

Carlotta

Milwaukee.
Zallah's

Own Show

25

Howard

by

_

of song.
F.

Palace Theatre Building or
Imperial M. P. Co. of New York, Inc.

Theatres Film and
Acceasorv Co., Inc.

Amusement Producing Co.
H. M. Horkhelmer, Pros, and Gen. Mgr.
E. D. Horkhelmer, Sec. and Trees.
Manufacturers of Dramatic Feature Films

known as "The Pictures

Beautiful,"

LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA
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*
w * '*. N. Y.

Owners
in

N»w
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of tre
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York State
P.
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All

Where C

follows

name, letter

is

in

Variety's Chicago office.
Where S V follows name, letter is in
Variety's San Francisco office.
Advertising or circular letters will
not be listed.
P following name indicates postal,
advertised once only.

.\orthern

"OilA\

Pre.,

O*

if

and Gen. Mgr.
Ckaaia Bloek

,

JAMES KEAKE

Released Feb.

1

For further Information com-

"Feature* of Quality"

DepL,

deFeUce

Scenario written and pictured

Boston.

to the rhythi

Booked through
United Booking Office F.

dm

Produced by
united Keanograph Film
Mfg.
|. Co.
Featuring

Watson's Dig Show 25 Star Cleveland 1 Olym-

IMPERIAL
ANIMATED SONGS

•»
gripping

land.

Watson

1

Arllne

Ardagh Susan

R

Anna

Armento Angelo (O)

L

linger Clyde (C)
Halfner Walter
Hall Hellen
Halllngsworth Chas
Halsey F Spencer
Harcourt Frank
Harcourt Geneva
Harris Eleanor
Harris A Manyon
Haas Chuck (C)
Hatfield Jollle Tannle

Dumltrescu G
Dumont Jack

Broadway

Paul
Joe

Gray Harry D

Wm H

Dull Harry

1600

H
(P)

Graham Gold a
Grant A Hoag

W

KRITERION

C

Mary

Goyt Mrs B L
Grace May A Flo

Dom Ada N

Katherine Sheldon
William Thorne

William Cowper

Kriterion Exchanges are

Get

—Educational

Billy

Karlne
Gouldlngs The

Deane Clifford
DeBarrs The
De Capri ano Vlncenso
Decker J H

Tom Ward

Justina Wayne
Craufurd Kent

Gordon
Gorden
Gorden
Gordon
Gordon

D

Punchinello—Comedy

Alex Frank, Director

Robert Burns and Walter StuU. Co-

Mr J D
Golnes Mrs Jay
Goelet

Dnly Dorothy
Dakota Jack (C)
Davitt Mrs. J A
Dayton Frank
Dayton Pearl

Nares

Ruth

Glllln Caryl
Ginsberg Sol

W

H. D. Blauvelt, Director

Trump—Dramatic

C K. Comedy

Gilbert

Collaway Tom
Collins Dorothy
Connor Miss A R
Curson Mr. J

Hill, Director
Elizabeth Baker

Nolege

Gibson Marion

Carter Mrs. Keth (C)
Cavallos Circus
Caverly Frank
Charles Prince Co

Cohan

Arthur

Donald MacDonald, Director
Dorothy Davenport
iack Livingston
lenj. Horning

—Comedy

Santa Barbara

—Comedy

Pyramid
Philip

Allen Fralick

Gettlngs J Francis

Carman Narinl

Church Grace B (C)
Chust Irma
Claire Arthur
Clark Hazel
Clark Mabel A Bert
Cleighbogh Lucky (P)
Cooper Dulcie
Crawford R Clay
Crelghton F (C)

—Comedy

Younge

Wallace MacDonald
Wm. Parsons
Helen K. French

Wm

Christy Dixie (C)

Sidney DeGray, Director
Marty Martin
Sidney DeGray
Smythe Addison

Navajo—Dramatic

lorine Garland

Gardner A Revere (C)
Garland
C
Gershon Mrs. E

Cannon Mr. F B
Carew Mabel

A PART OF OUR WHEEL

M

Garclneth Jose

C

A REGULAR SERVICE MADE TO SUPPLY YOU

Dillon

Gale Franklyn
Galloway Gilbert (C)

A B

Caldwell

YOUR KRITERION
Roy Bennington

Frey Daniel
Frey Harry

Chase Mrs Emma
Chase Franoea

Alhambra

A Davis

Franklin

Freeman Maurice

Bundy Tom (C)
Burke A Harrison
Burnham Harry

You have heard a lot lately about that wo rd, co-operation. Let us tell you there is only
one true definition for it, and Kriterion means all of it.
Our first week's release has been shown and has met with enthusiastic approval everywhere,
Our second week's release is listed on the oppo site page. Look it over. Can you ask tor anything better? Films that are produced by men who are successful producers, talent who have
already proven to you their ability and a service which spells co-operation.

A. M. Kennedy, Director
Rena Valdez

Fox A Burkhardt
Fox & Evans (C)
Fox Geo Wills (C)

(C)

Bruce Bettina
Bulger Harry

pictures.

William Robt. Daly, Director
Fritzi Brunette
Edward Alexander

Emmet

Brown J Kay
Brown Joe
Browne Faytl (C)

keep them coming and co-operation betwe en yourself and this company will bring the
results you have been looking for. There is only one answer Co-operative film service of good

—Dramatic

Shan-

I

Broad Billy (C)
Brooks Wallle (C)

will

Alhambra

Florenxe Family
Foreedale Marguerite
Forrester Chas
Fowler "Kate (C)

B

Bloom Mr

W

Fawcett Chas

Felix Geo
Ferrell Al
Ferris Evelyn
Fern Harry (C)
Fields Harry
Fitxglbbons Marie

J

Borden Bd A
non
Boyce Bob (P)

We

—Dramatic

Farrell Jack
Farrell Jos

Benton A Clark (C)
Bergman Marie (C)
Bernard Bmil
Bernard Jos E
Bernard Jule J
Blocker Selma

We

Santa Barbara

W

Benedict

were approached the other day by a gen tleman who laid a certain kind of magazine beOur answer was, "We are
fore us and asked us what we were going to do for the exhibitor.
going to give him good pictures." It's no use of our telling you how to run your business, you
figu re that the one thing you are interested in is the
probably know it better than we do.
That is the main thing with you. What will put
receipts that are taken in at your box office,
the big receipts there? Good pictures, right ser vice and co-operation, and that is just what you
want, isn't it? Kriterion pictures will make the people come to your theatre, Kriterion Service

IT IS

May

Belle Peggy
Belmont Ed
Belmont Bd (C)
Benard Julia

Confidential Chat

W

W

Baker Nat (C)
Barrons A Lancaster
Barton Jack
Barton Jack (C)
Beaumont Frank

•aranSEEIp

l"Docl

fcjgjjLlHra

Edna

municate with the nearest
branch of the

WORLD FILM
CORPORATION

18 J 3ELZNICK
mS*^
Vice-Free, and Gen. Mgr.
*

1M West

41th Street

New York
t
Branches
Everywhere
Branches Everywhere

H
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MUSIC PUBLISHERS
LOUIS BERNSTEIN,

I

l

we announced a song that we predicted would sweep the country. In just
have published since "Lonesome Pine," is sweeping the country. 1 he wist- .singer

Last week

THERE'S A LIGHT THAT'S BURNING

Pres.

10 days this song, the greatest applause getter
while it is brand new.
will get this song now

—

we

THE WINDOW OF

IN

THE LITTLE HOUSE UPON THE HILL"
BY BALLARD MACDONALD, JOE GOODWIN AND HARRY PUCK

Harry Carroll has

just

handed us the funniest Comedy Song ever placed before the American Public.

known

Will be restricted to acts

to us.

PACKARD AND
A SCREAM

IN

EVERY SINGLE LINE

AND THE SENSATIONAL PRESENT DAY SUCCESS

ARY

TIP-TOP TIPPERARY
THE GREAT AMERICAN

IRISH

MARCH SONG BY MACDONALD AND CARROLL

224 WEST 47th STREET

SHAPIRO, BERNSTEIN &
Irmenas The
Irwin Robt B
Jackson Alf
Jackson Harry
Jacquett k Polay
Jewel ViTlan
Johnston Frank M
Johnston Mr J
Jolly

Ed

Jordon Josephine (G)
Jordon Leslie (C)
Joutset

Mr

Macb Mrs H J
Mack John (C)
Maddock Chas (C)
Magalin Eddie A Roy
Mahr Aggie
Mandlge Mrs BtanXC)
Marconi Bros (C)

KITTY GORDON
*~^ -~— W«^

Mardo Jess
Marks Abe
Marshall Fay

,

McMillan Llda
McNally Edw B

Georgia
Kerr Donal
Kessner Rose (P)
King Malale
King A Millard (C)
Kingston Violet

D

MB

Levin Miss G
Light Anna (C)

Llndtmann Ed
Llndbolm Cbas
A Lawrence (C)
Frank
Long Emily (C)

LiiKon
Llblft

Lucler A Ellsworth (C)
Lynottl Anna (C)

(Headlined)

Sully Estellet^J—
Ragland Osoar
Rawlsy L
Summers A Oonza'z
Radford A Wlnchaster Sumner Ray
Redway Bddla
Sweeney Fred C
Rsssa Lola (C)
Reld Wlllard P
Reno Mr D
Tabors Throwing
Reynolds Jimmy
Teeney Theo (C)

Rsrlllo Maybells

SOME

Rlcs C Blanche
Rlcs Elmer A Tom
Rico Fanny
Richards Harry
Rllsy Mr C H

and "Cockie"

Robyns Mrs

Roshm Wm
Roahm Mrs

Moris Arthur
Morrell Beatrice
Morris Mrs Mike
Moyer Daniel

W WM

Romalne
T
Rooney J
Roaalrs Bob

VIVIEN
-

.,

*

Oakland

DAGMAR

Sisters

SONGS, DANCES, COSTUME CHANGES

Mme

Roy A Francis (C)
Rudwlck Jos
Russslls Famous
Russell Robt Hall
Russell Robt Hall(C)

Ryan Dorothy

Murphy Francis
Myers

Sanford Myrtle

Savoy A Brennan (C)

JACK

Nashman Theo

Nawn Tom (C)
Needham A Wood
Neffsky Max
Newhof A Phelps

AL

McCloud and Carp
(C)

Nicholson John
Nolan Louise

ENTERTAINERS ON THE VIOLIN

Norman A Claire
Vorman Marie

AMERICA'S FOREMOST CRAYON ENTERTAINER
Page Helen
Palmer Philip L
Palmer Mrs.
Park Hamilton (C)
Parker Texas (C)
Pashalls John
Pelham Mrs
Perry Chas H

WW

Mr E O

Schilling Pearl

Schwartz Ada
Seltz

Herman

Shannon Irene
Shannon Marie (C)
Sheaf er Bobby (C)
Shields Sera
Sheldrlck Mr

R

Sherwood Marie

Edward Marshall

Fay

Owen A Mae

Scbeer

WILSON AND BATIE
DUPREE AND DUPREE

Tezl Wa Na Chief
Terry Walter (C)
Thomas Hilda (C)

Thorn Olive
Thornton Oeo
Toomer Mr H B
Travllla Ford
Turner Orace (C)
Turner Nina
Vale Betsy (C)
Van Charlie (C)

Vanderknars The
Vaugn Dorothy (C)
Verser Goldle

Von

Dell

Harry

W

Wade John P
Waiman Harry
Frank L
Waldmann Eduard
Walker Adele

Wakefield

Ward Hap
Ward Thos

8

Wm

N

O'Neill

Wm

Rossby Miss (C)
Ross Eddie (P)
Royal Victor

Moreltl Sisters (C)

Mureal

Raekstt Clara

Stan Sylvia
Stanton Walter
Stegner Oeo I
Stelner Bros
Stewart Cal (C)
Stewart Ethel
Stewart Margaret
Stoddard Oeo (C)
Stone May
Stremel Hank (C)
(

A Co

Morgan Jimmy (C)

Leoo A Adollne Sis
Leonard Edw
Leonbardt Miss A
Leonhardt Nan
LeRoy Al

SUPPORTED BY

harrESS"hunter

THE HUMAN BIRDS

(C)

Knight A
Koor A

Lclfert Bertha

Pressler Dolly
Proral (C)

Driscoll.

EFF1E

Mile. Lucille

Mora Teas (C)

I

Powers John A Jessls
Powers Sbaun

RUsy Bd

Melville Frank
Merrlfleld Mr

Millard G
Miller Allen

CITY

Person! Camllle
Phelps Mrs Vern (C)
Platel Lew (C)

Rllsy Jos
Rlnaldo Mr

Frsnk (P)
Knight BUI

LaBreque Harry (C)
LaMarre Dolly (C)
Lambert Geo
Lamp* BlUy
Lang Billy
Latel! Alfred Mrs
Lawrence Ray (C)
Lawrenze Dorothy (C)
Lee Geo (C)
lie Harry Ed
Lie Samuel
Lchr Lewis

Mgr.

IN A CLASSY VAUDEVILLE MIXTURE
SOME GIRL! SOME BOY! SOME SINGING!
DANCING! SOME PIANO!

Melrose Mr E J
Mclvcrn Babe (C)

MUllkan Bob
Monsour Ruby

W

of

Warren and Conley

McCarthy J Myles
McCarthy Joe
McComman Mrs J F
McCrea Mae
McDonald Mr R (C)
McKenna Thos

Klelne Bros.
Klels

11th

FRED

Wm

Kenall Julius (C)
Kendall, Bsra Jr

Ken

ORPHEUM

Martlnes Nlta (C)

McCar

Keno A Mayne

r

'

McKle Mr. J
Mclnery J C (C)
Mclntyre A Heatb (C)

Krleger

"ALL ROUND GOOD BILL DID IT."— Statement

Martyn A Valerlo (C)
Maston Will

K

RECORD BROKEN

at the

MONTREAL, WEEK JANUARY

Mante May

Kane Eddie
Kay Mandle Smoke
Kayne Agnes (C)
Kesne Chaa (C)
Keely Thoa B
Keeme Chaa (C)
Keene Harry
Kelly Frank A Or (C)
Kelly Platel Co

V
Mr L

This season's

NEW YORK

CO.,

Shrlner Joe (C)

Shroad Walter
Sllber & North
Silber A North (C)
Simmons Juggling
Simon Louis
Simpson Clara (C)
Slater Fred
Slavin Joe
Slavln Thos V
Slevtn Jas
Smlletta Trio (C)

Smith E M (C)
Smithy (C)

Washburn Lillian
Washburn Rene
Wells Betty (C)

Weston Hazel
Wheeler Mr D
Wheeler Henrietta
White H E
White
H
Whitehead Ralph
Whitney Claire
Wilken
L

Wm

W

Williams Gertrude
Williams H
Willson Oeo L
Wilson John Ben

Woods Albert
Worth Sisters
Wright Mr J

Yeomans Oeo (C)
Yillans E F (C)
Zarrow Zeb
Zeller Jack

—

;
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HERE WE ARE AGAIN WITH A HANDFUL OF HITS

OF

KIND

THAT'S HARD TO BEAT— LOOK
Hit No.

THEM OVER
Hit No. 2

1

AL JOLSON'S

HERE THEY COME

BIG WINTER GARDEN HIT—NOW RELEASED

"WHEN THE GROWN-UP

Rufe Johnson s Harmony Band

LADIES ACT LIKE BABIES"
The Greatest Song of

its

You know the kind of song that demands
still when you hear the Melody of Rufe's
Band. Some Lyric. Great Double

Just what you've been looking for.
Applause. We defy you to stand

kind ever written. Some melody, and my! what
Great Double or Single

a funny lyric.

Hit No. 4
been saying,

The song you've been trying to And. We know how you have
Well, we are proud to say, we.
I wonder who will publish it.

"If I

Were a Bee and You Were

Hero

Hit No. 3

THAT PROSPERITY SONG

"CHEER UP"

it is.

A

BETTER TIMES WILL SOON BE HERE
Will hit f out of If in every audience. A real
up- to- the- times eong without war trimmings. Now being featured in Vaudeville by some of the best. Be one of the first to use it. Great Double Version.

The Song

you'll enjoy singing.

The most

—

you'll like

the

same

Red, Red Rose"

talked of song on the market.
it.

Great Double.

And a

real

Coma up and hear
"Some

of

it.
We're sure
These Days" Melody by

writer.

ABRAHAMS MUSIC COMPANY
MAURICE New
1570

Broadway

S.-AL WOHLMAN

P.

York City, N. Y.
WILL BE PLEASED TO

CORRESPONDENCE
Unless otherwise noted, the followini reports are for the current week.

CHICAGO J^S^g^rSSr.

"The Passing Show"
larrick

it will

Is doing no well at the
probably remain for some time.

Office: 145

Jan. 23 marks the first anniversary of the
Old Friends Club which now registers close
one thousand members. A stag social will
be held at the club's headquarters.

Tom

Kelley,

recently

in

offices,

is

the Shapiro-Bernnow attached to

Ross Dehne is the new assistant treasurer
the Palace Music Hall, replacing Manfred
prwein,

who

left

that post this week.

Arthur H. Sheppard, who spent several weeks
In the middle west representing the BrennanFuller circuit in Australia, is now managing
the Gayety, Melbourne.

MULLER

St.

elected rice president of <he Clyde Riley Advertising Agency, whose specialty Is theatre

programs.

Rice resigned from the "Trlb."

Edward Marsh, manager of the Western
Vaudeville Managers' Association Park and
Fair department, was married Jan. 11 to
Teresa SchulU, a non-professional.

William's "Submarine Expedition" is being
offered at the Fine Arts In films ; at the Studebaker "The Escape" is filmed and Mrs. Leslie
Carter In "Du Barry" Is the picture now at
the Ziegfeld.

Ed Livingston, one of Chicago's busy little
percentage gentlemen, Is sojourning In New
York, looking the eastern metropolis over for

gave an

desirable attractions.

James J. Morton has been delegated to
complete the route given the late Marshall
P. Wilder.
Lew Shank jumped into the bill
at St Paul, but Morton replaced the exponent of costly living this week.
Joe Free, formerly a vaudeville agent with
headquarters in Duluth and Minneapolis, who
has since entered the commercial field with a
mall order proposition, purchased a picture
theater on Wilson avenue this week.

to
eln Philadelphia
e Chicago office.

No. Clark

EAR FROM HIS MANY FRIENDS

Sam Tuck of the Robinson Amusement Co.
left for the road this week In the interests of
his firm, selling the Robinson attractions to
the fair managers.

I
VAUDEVILLE'S SWEETEST TENOR

"BiSS*

Chicago

The privilege of booking his attractions on
the W. V. M. A. floor, tendered to C L.
Carrell last ceason, was revoked this week
by the executives of thai organisation for
obvious reasons

James
manager

AND

——

Rice,
for many years
advertising
of the Chicago Tribune, has been

Frank Clark and his bride (Flo Jacobson)
impromptu wedding party at their

new home
like 800
others.

something
with as many

last week, after Inviting

friends

who

arrived

Future bookings In legitimate houses are
Louis Mann, American Music Hall, Jan. 24
"Sari," Illinois. Jan. 24 ; "Rolling Stones," La
Salle, Jan. 31
"Diplomacy," Blackstone, Feb.
8, and Julian Eltinge in "The Crinoline Girl."
Olympic, Feb. 14.
;

For the balance of the engagement of
"Potash ft Perlmutter" at the Olympic, popular prices will bo charged at all matinees.
Wednesdays the top rate will be $1. and on
Saturdays $1.50.
The piece will leave the
Olympic Feb. 13.
John Fennessy, former manager of the Folly
and a prominent local figure in
theatricals. Is fairly well started on a prosperous political career, having entered public
theatre

STANLEY

ADDING TO THEIR LONG LIST OF SUCCESSES AT
B.F.
KEITH';

PALACE

THEATRE

NEW YORK KB
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THE ST KILDA
DANIEL'
HOTEL FOR GENTLEMEN YANDIS COURT
99 *

'Phone 7147 Bryant
Acknowledged aa the bast

*5#5

Professionals.

Furnished

Tork City.

Hatted
Bath and Every

Ons block from Booking

Offices

NOW AT

67

Proprl.tr....

W. 44th STREET

Northwest Cor. 42d Street and 9th Avenue
TWO BLOCKS WEST OF BROADWAY
Telephone
1862 Bryant

NEW

BUILDING

With Hot and Cold
DAAme
OHHOOIT15 Running Water
ALL MODERN IMPROVEMENTS
TELEPHONE IN EVERY ROOM, SHOWER BATHS
EVERYTHING NEW
$4.50 Weekly
A CALL
WILL
CONVINCE

CAFE AND RESTAURANT

Street

FURNISHED COMPLETE FOR HOUSEKEEPING.
Located in the heart of the theatrical district. New fireproof buildings just completed with every modern device,
consisting of one, two. three and four-room steam-heated
apartments, with kitchenette and private bath.

Telephone in each apartment.
These apartments are beautifully decorated, sumptuously furnished and arranged for privacy to satisfy the
most critical.
(WE ARE SPECIALISTS

FURNISHED APARTMENTS AND MAKE IT OUR
KNOW YOUR WANTS)

IN

BUSINESS TO

YOU

BILLY

Hotel Plymouth
A

Fireproof Building.

00

ONE IN

-r
$l DAY

A

ROOM

8th Ave.), N. Y. City
Throw from Broadway

A

ROOM

Bl« B.llnftaon. to Weekly Guests
Every room ha* hot and cold running water, electric light and
long distance telephone.
Phone lOe Greeley
EUROPEAN PLAN
T. SINNOTT. Manager

WTH

ST.

Rooma, us. of hath*

CLEAN

til, 114 inf til W. 4ltb ST.
Tel. Bryant 8560-8561

New fireproof building,
just completed, with handsomely furnished three and
four-room apartments complete for housekeeping. Private bath, telephone, electricity.

RATES:

$12

THE ANNEX
7S4 aod 751 1th AVE., it 47th
Tel.

Bryant

St

125

Md

til

W

Bryant

Tel.

3431

Comfortable

of

41d

UP WEEKLY

$8.00

U

ST*.

American Plan.

HOURS.

H

114-116

Private baths.

JO
STREET

AWAY NIGHTLY

Goo. P. Schneider. Prop.

FURNISHED APARTMENTS
NEW YORK CITY

Complete for Honaakoaplng
323 Wert 43rd Street,
Clean and Airy
Private Batk, 1-4 rooms. Catering to the comfort and convenience of the profession
Steam Heat
$e Up

Music Room

'Phono

las.

for

Bryant

NEW YORK

Hotel for gentlemen.

to SI

$2 up a

week

All Convenience..

Rehearaal Rooma.

CORN

WEST

47th

STREET.

service
under
present mayor.

the

guidance

of

Chicago's

-

d

MEAL SERVICE AT ALL

NEW YORK

(Just off Broadway)
Beat location in town.
Kitchenette apartment. | Single and double rooma, with bath
Attractive pricea to the profession.

UP WEEKLY

Hol,d ' v

Uat

4tth Street

Private Bathe.

Tel. ISM Bryant
2et W. 41ST

NEW YORK

excepthree
and

AN ITALIAN DINNER YOU WONT FORGET
Near 6>h Ave
Watt 4Mb St.
ft I ft I IT i\ DINNER
w~k D*y. •*
Lssefe 4te.
law II 1 1 II II
u<
LI I
I
with wise
;;; H :;:r
"THE RENDEZVOUS OF THEATRICALS BEST*
1S44

W. 4STH

and

111- 111

Phono Bryant

It7-im

and en,

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
311

MM

Rehearsals.

4293-6131

clean

tionally

ST

Cuisine Fr.nc.ls..
Telephone. Brvant

Schilling House
West
NEW YORK

nor day.

Largo rooma $4Je and up
and F.ur Ream Apai tmenta

CITY

NEW YORK

Catering to Vaudeville's Blue

eth

Bryant

four-room apartments, thoroughly furnished for housekeeping.

TURNING THEM

in

Fanuahed Apartments
and Rooms

THE CLAMAN

Decidedly el— a. four and
five-room apartments with
private hatha, carefully fur-

U U

ab

tt

NEW YORK

St.

board,
for professional
Prices Moderate

Tatopkone

Steam Heated, Centrally Located in the Theatrical District in the City
NEW YORK. For the Comfort and Convenience of the Profession.

YOUR DATE BOOK

S4TH STREET,

Want 47tk
Rooms and

Ue Rooma, private both, $1Je nor any.
By the weak, $M» and $14 and op,
SPECIAL RATES TO THE PROFESSION

1 50 Furnished Apartments
HENRI COURT

11

Bodroom and Batk,

WEST

lie
•

Teu-etory huildhag, absolutely fl
both, with ahowor attachment. T
•v.ry
On. hlock from Central Park
and fth Ave. L
da.
Century, Colonial, Circle
Park
Ite

IN

MAISON ROUX

AND COLUMBUS AVE.

NEW YORK CITY

Suites, Parlor.

100%

224

PAUL HOTEL

ST.

50 TWO IN

JSlnr
M/X DAY

PUT THIS
a.

CLARIDGE APARTMENTS

Stone's

A1

Broadway)

apartments

COME AND SEE ME.

Jlth St. (Between Broadway ami

(Just off

Her.

NEW YORK

YORK CITY
NEW
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

Prices, $3.50, $4.00,

West 43d

241-247

Q/i

New

and VARIETY.

PAULINE COOKE
ELIZABETH COLLINS, Housekeeper—You AM Know

Eddie Hlbben, formerly connected with vartheatrical trade papers and later cabmanager for the Affiliated Booking Co..
Inc., has severed connections with that firm
because of poor health and will shortly leave
for the west for an Indefinite rest.

ious
aret

Mich Liralzl, proprietor und manager of
the Wilson Avenue theatre, who has been confined to his home for the past several months,
rapidly recovering his health and is exis
pected to shortly assume the active management of his property.

Sacrlflco," a three-act play by Dan
Kusell. a local writer who heretofore has confined his efforts to vaudeville, will be produced for the first time at the Warrington, Oak

"The

Park, some time next month. This Is KuseU's
endeavor to uplift the legitimate stage.

first

There appears to be some controversy as to
what house will get Al Jolson in "Dancing
Around" when that comedian makes his next

He Is booked tentatively
for the Garrlck, but there is also some talk
that he may be booked in the Palace Music
Hall for a summer run.

Chicago appearance.

Clare and Flo Oould, of the Fay Foster
burlesque aggregation, were visited by a nimble thief during a matinee last week, their
hotel room being ransacked of considerable

wearing apparel. The robbery took place at
the Van Huren Hotel, where the Goulds were
living.

Dr.

whose professional connections

Blunt,

his financing the Le Roy Music
a local firm, has become
jammed in the local criminal courts, be inf
held for the murder In connection with the
Blunt becama
death of one Beulah Rehm.

come through
Publishing

Co.,

Y—
VARIETY

3E
notorious locally in 1011 when th« police decided to rid the city of cocaine merchant*.

The Plaza, one of the Jones, Linlck A
Scbaeffer links, playing pictures with a few
vaudeville acts Saturday and Sunday, disaltogether
policy
continued the vaudeville
last week, replacing It with ehort stock playlets running an hour and a half with two

George Walter Browne, temporarily

charge

in

of Shapiro-Bernstein's local office, is looking
for a successor.
Browne was delegated to In-

some life and ginger into tbe Chicago
branch and having accomplished this feat will
probably return to New York after appointing
either Max Stone or Wm. Thompson to relieve
The two latter seem the only logical
him.

ject

shows nightly.

candidates.

Walter De Oria, who for a while abandoned
the vaudeville stage to assist In the business
end, acting as booking agent for tbe W. V
M. A. and tbe Jones, Linlck ft Scbaeffer organizations at different times, has realized the
wanton need of good novelty acts in this sec-

and a few weeks ago returned to the
rostrum, offering bis bag-punching specialty.

tion
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James Elbert, who sold diamonds to the
profession for a local firm a few years sgo and
who later decided to turn thief, with fair success, was sentenced to three and a half years
in the Folsom (Cal. ) penitentiary last week,

ALCAZAR (Belasco A Mayer, mgrs.).
Bevaui Opera Co. (third week)
GAIETY
(Tom O Day, mgr.).— Feature
comedy fllm (second week).
WIGWAM (Jos. Bauer, mgr.).— Musical

the complainant being Laurie Ordway.

comedy and melodrama.

Elbert's

scheme was

PRINCESS

to visit his former customers and
promise to have their Jewelry cleaned free of

charge. He generally made
thing tbe victim had in the
and forgot his way back.

pleurisy

and

Charles Allsky

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

AT

ORPHEUM— Alice

WEST

Els and Bert French,
dancing, spectacular.
Cross and Josephine,
well received.
Anna Chandler, pleased. Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Barry, fine entertainers.
Alfred Wallensteln did not appear and in his
place was
Elsa Reugger, who went big.
Aerial Costas opened quietly.
The act should
speed up a bit.
Leo Zarrell and Co. had the
closing spot and were successful, the house
taking notice throughout.
Joseph Santley in
bis second week, popular favorite.
EMPRESS.— Sophie Tucker did very well.
Had to leave bill early in week account
voice but expects to return later.
"Wbtn
Strikes
It
Countess
Home,"
acceptable.
Szechy did not show and her place was filled
by Great Westin, In impersonations.
Joyce
and West, successful In the opening position.
Six Olivers, splendid closers.
Bush and Sha'

I VflxIV
lid YV VaODlf

4§TH STREET

fcII7\I7

BROADWAY

A

home-like transient and family
hotel. Telephone in every room.
Moderate Prices
Restaurant and Grill equal to any

Centrally located, good service, absolutely fireproof.

Rooms

large, light, airy

and well furnished.

$2 and up.
persons.

Rooms with bath

use of bath $1.50 and up.
Parlor bedroom and bath $3 and up, for one or two

Rooms with

We Want Your

Special Rates to the Profession

Business

piro, liked.

CORT (Homer

I

(ft

F.

at the

(Gottlob, Marx A Co., mgrs.).
Miller in "Daddy Long-legs" (third

REGIS HOTEL WALTER STANTON
NORTH CLARK STREET

Communicate, Academy Theatre,

CHI
1 JCjO P.r

Is

Buffering from

rheumatism

hotel.

theatricals for years, is reported to have
leased the Majestic, Los Angeles, with a view
of playing road attractions.

ATLANTIC CITY.

N. J.

By LOUIS WILLIAMS.
APOLLO
tures
22-23

llrst

(Fred R. Moore, mgr.).— War Picthree days. "Ninety In the Shade,"

NIXON (Harry Brown, mgr.)— 17-20, "Palm
Beach Girls ;" 21-23, vaudeville, not announced
ahead.

The

latest

report about the Savoy, underis that burlesque will be

going rejuvenation,
there.

If

not pictures.

The Hotelmen are after the acalp of the
Mayor for allowing the city to run Sunday
amusements.

A

Fashion Parade

Is

Booking 10 Weeka East
Can Use Girl Acts Every Week
1493 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY
Phone

44]

Bryant

Buffalo, N. Y.

WANTED FEATURE ACTS

WMk

^PP-^^P

Per

St., 1.

a \e*

PARKS

^a*»^^P

Weak De»eU

EVERY MODERN CONVENIENCE-FIREPROOF
FIVE MINUTES TO ALL THEATRES
CAFE AND DAIRY LUNCH IN CONNECTION

tbe latest

BYRNE & KIRB

(ROOSTER)

512-522

Columbia

Curran, mgr.).— 'Today"

COLUMBIA

—Henry

KA

engagement

W^ok)

ret

week).

ST.

for

and FAIRS

Send Description and Photos. Thos. Brady,

Inc., 1547

Broadway,

New York City

TWO DRESSES FOR PRICE OF ONE
DIRECT FROM WHOLESALE MANUFACTURER

DRESSES THAT SELL FOR $50

OUR PRICE

New Richmond
N.

405
Meier* Tareufheat

WELLINGTON HOTEL
Wehasa Ave. and Jochsoa R1WL

$21.00

Rates to the Profession
RILEY, Manager

EVENING, AFTERNOON
AND STREET DRESSES
OF LATEST MATERIALS
AND STYLES. STYLES
THAT ARE EXCLUSIVE

SHERMAN'S HOTEL*
Formerly

-A

COOKE'S HOTEL

Theatrical Hotel of the Bettor does'*
Walnut Street above Eighth

Philadelphia

Ope utts Casino Theatre

CHICAGO
J. A.

Hotel

dark St, CHICAGO, ILL.

F. H. LONO,
arty ef the St. Charles HetsL St. Louis)

(F

CAFE CABARET EVERY NIGHT

AND AHEAD OF THE

MO.
REGENT HOTEL, 1M N. 14TH
NEW REGENT HOTEL, ltl N. 14TH
METROPOLE HOTEL, 80S N. 12TH ST

AND OVER OR TWO

TIME; A SAVING OF 100%

ST. LOUIS,

E. E.

CAMPBELL

Theatrical

Prop, and Mgr.

Headquarters
to All Theotroe

Tea Mlnutoe' Walh

"mr_ mom r. of me pboflssiOn*
ILICTMIC LKjffT tLtCTRIC FAN
au**/* HOT' COLD *oreo r»aor* nrv*e»
:

SNA/ COV* tO'" A

C

New

TALGARTH HOTEL

The
1124

Cleveland

Prospect Avenue
I

Walh from Theatres

Minutes'

SPECIAL

WEEKLY RATES

in DETROIT stop
HOTEL BROADWAY

When
42-44
erletleel

IMADWAY,
tasatnt.
estf

at

vitals tars* etssts? welt free tt*

Tat

st-IMtS)

Dad's Theatrical Hotel
PHILADELPHIA

Mtwt<-- sts

PMIXADrTLPMI^.AV>.

slat* ef
rasas.

tasty *••
ewe«srr
Net. sat ass

Item

Hotel Berkeley

ROCHESTER,

N.

^

Y.

Everything New, Clean, Quiet end Comfortable.
Attractive Roome with Both at Moderate
Profeaelonal Ratae. Handy to All Theetree
Endorsed by Donahue * Stewart, Araaat
Bros., Edward Marshall, Eddie Ross, Mob eta
Five, Harry Mayo, Adler & Arliae, Weston k
Leon, Hearn & Ely, Pederson Bros, sad hun-

DRESSES FOR THE PRICE
OF ONE. DONT YOU BELIEVE THIS? WELLCOME
TO OUR SHOWROOMS
AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.
A WISE WOMAN TAKES
ADVANTAGE OF OPPORTUNITIES. A WORD TO
THE WISE IS SUFFICIENT.

dreds of other.
Cat) at

Oar

him simultaneously.

He

Taho Weeteett
visited

GREATER NEW YORK DRESS MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Is

slowly

re-

rovrHnjr nni may be in a position to comTsudevllla bookings within a fort-

plete hi*
Bight.

W.

A vaudeville road show headed by Joe
Knowles, "the nature man," has been routed
over the Interior one-night stands.
S.
H. Freidlander,
identified
with
local

PANT AGES' THEATRE BLDG.

HOTEL VAN CORTLANDT

agent.

The Rubinoffs, vaudevilllans, are settling
their domestic troubles in the divorce court.

VARIETY'S

Phono, Douglass 2213

142-146

Miller's

and can't leave his

SAN FRANCISCO

which

bronchitis

;

has stretched from two to four weeks.

ill

Peoria last month, being forced to retire
from the Orpheum program after his first
show, returned to Chicago this week after a
month's confinement in a Peoria hospital,
where he recovered from an attack of pleural

pneumonia,

and mgr.;

lessee

Morris, mgr.

A.).— Vaudeville.

V.

in

BEST PLACES TO STOP

JUST EAST OF

Levey,

— Vaudeville.

HEPUBL1C (Ward
S.

Henry

Lew Hawkins, who was taken suddenly

(Bert

Levey).

ugeul,

away with everyway of diamonds

I

[

[onej;easv8th 4 street,' cor. fifth;avenue,

new YORK

city

VARIETY
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS AND COMPANIES
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BURLESQUE

IN

LEON

DE
MILLIE
THE

THE COMEDIAN WITH THE PUNCH
I

LEW HILTON

ORIGINAL "GIRL IN BLUE!"

Kg.

WU1

consider offers aa Special
Vaudeville.

Added Attraction for Burleoque, Musical Comedy or
Permanent Address, Us Wost elth Street. Now York

WITH

"THE AMERICAN BEAUTY"
WHO

CO.

Babe La Tour

AN ASSET TO THE AMERICAN
STAGE.—Post—Ask Tommy Gray.

A COMEDIAN

IS

JACOBS & JERMON'S

Harry K. Morton
'The Funniest

Strati,

wmmm «big

COLO

co%^^Ji!S

girlie

show"

THE ELECTRIC SPARK
With

Zella Russell

Now York

THE ORIGINAL GERMAN

Ml

LEADS

Featured

Featured with

"HONEYMOON GIRLS"

with

Author and P roducer of Sum
Management, Theatrical Operation Co.
Permanent Address, 735 Winthrop Ave.,

"GAYETY GIRLS"

"ORIENTALS"

WANT

l,EMT

MaeHolden
"THE GAYETY GIRLS"

TW BILLY WATSON
inlly

Management

JACOBS * JERMON

Comedians"

of All Irish

i
Broadway and 47th

Columbia Theatre Building

"GOLDEN CROOK"

With

GIRLS ALWAYS

BILLY

VIOLET

LEW KELLY

MOLLIE WILLIAMS

PEARL-MEEHAN
"Burlesque's Classiest

"PROF. DOPE"

"The Only Female Star in Burlesque"
Fred McCloy

Specially

Team"

Engaged

HOWE'S "HEART CHARMERS"

HASCALL
LON
SIMON LECREE

(Stage Manager)

GOOD NEWS FROM THE FRONT

BERT BAKER
IN

Featured with

"ROSELAND GIRLS"
Management James

BEAUTIFUL,

with

"MILLION DOLLAR DOLLS'*

Rich McAllister

FEET OF MISCHIEF

The Million Dollar Pier is Inaugurating
a series of old fashioned cake walks Wednes-

Principal Comedian in

;

"THE MISCHIEF MAKERS'*

"HONEYMOON GIRLS"
Nellie

favorite,

Stewart,

is

at

Theater

the

Ethel Barrjmore made a distinct hit here
week when she was Been In the first performance of "The Shadow," by Darlo Niccodeml and Michael Morton. The production is
by Charles Frohman, and was first meant for
Hoe. Rejane and was to hare been produced
In Paris under the title of "L* Ombre."
The
war prevented it.

The two vaudeville houses In Sydney, the
and the National, are not suffering in
the least from the attractive and plenteous fare
offered by the legitimate stage, and the former,
with Its "Follies Show," Is drawing well. Isabelle D'Armond, Monte Wolf and Jack Cannot
are perhaps the most popular artists appearing
in Sydney at the present time.

Tivoll

Melbourne

having

is

feast for Yuletlde.

AUSTRALIA.

The

a

similar

theatrical

man-

J. C. Wlliamson
its Australian panto-

agement always produces

KNOX.

amusing.

NEW

COLONIAL
Day."

Lawrence, but.).—"One

(C. F.

Good houses.

GAYETY (J. C.
Tango Girls," draw
PALACE (W. L.

Sutherland,

mgr.).—

well.

Ballsuf,

mgr.).— Dave

Marlon Company.

The Kamberger opera house, ono of the
landmarks of Brunswick, lfd., was destroyed
Saturday night by a flro of unknown origin.
The building had been used aa a lodging
house.

agent
mgr. ;
Qeorge Schneider,
Ind.).— "His Father's Son," well played;
Philharmonic Five, good ; Tiebor's Boa Lions,
good Three Victrillas, good Lexey A Loxey,

Gerald lne O'Brien, known as Oerrv O'Brien,
whose home la here, and who haa been with
"The Miracle Man." Is HI In New York.

pleasing

In order to at least meet the Interest on
the city's investment of S86,500 in the purchase of the old Holliday Street theatre.
Mayor Preston Is planning to entertain propositions for the rental of the playhouse to
private partle* for a limited term.

(

;

;

Hawk A Oear, make good.
FORD'S O. H. (Charles E. Ford, mgr.).—
Large houses.
"Potash A Perlmutter."
;

ACADEMY

(Tunis

Girl of Girls."
bsuiness.

AUDITORIUM

Royal with "Dorothy of Haddon."

day nights.
last

Bessie's

;

;

JAMES ROWLAND
idea.

GIRLS.

Klein Brothers, faro
;
Cockatoos, fine training.
VICTORIA (Pearce A Scheck, mgrs.
agent, N-N.).—-"The Fun Shop," slapstick
Be Ano. astonishes Summers & Emolse, fair
Roddy A Leroy,
Robhins' Elephants, good

well

IRISH COMEDIAN,

THE GINGER

wards Brothers, funny

4

WAGNER

L.

"In Dutek"

LANG
AUGUSTA
PRIMA DONNA

IM

B. Q.

GEO.

("Blutch")

E,

from the FoUiee"

AN ENTIRELY NEW PRODUCTION AND BOOK
NEXT SEASON.

By

"BEHMAN SHOW"

Fitzgerald

Lillian

A

F.

Dean,

little

mgr.).— "The

better

than

fair

Renton, mgr.).—
Poll Players in "Fine Feethers," give strong
A. H. Van Buren, the leadinterpretation.
ing man, does his best work since coming
Thais Magrane, who will be seen as
here.
the new leading lady for a few weeks, made
her debut and did well. Average-sized crowds.

(Edward

BOSTON.
By

J.

OOOLTZ.

KEITH'S (Robert O. Larsen, mgr.; sgent,
U. B. O.). Una Clayton In her human in-

—

THE CHINESE MYSTERY

mime

Sydney, Dec. 2'J.
Christmas Week sees the two big Australian
with as big a range of theatrical attractions as ever was seen here.
Every theater if open and all playing to capacity. One
would never realize that people are talking
reduced expenditure owing to the war.

cities

production of "The

In Sydney is the first
Girl on the Film" with an Australian girl,
Dorothy Brunton, as a delightful star, and
H. Rawlins, and Field Fisher as the leaders
Fred Niblo and Josephine
of the mirth makers.
Cohan closed "Seven Keys to Baldpate," although the business was still capital and sup"Broadway
Jones," which, alplanted It by
though not nearly the tasty morsel provided by
the former, is doing rattling good business.
The pantomime in Sydney is from the Qeorge
Wllloughby management. Daisy Jerome Is the
star and she has first-class support in Dorothy
Harris, Lola Hunt and Dan Thomas, while the
bill Is filled out with vaudeville turns, Including Josephine Oassmann, Bert La Banc, the
Waldrons and Marcell and Fallon.

W

At the Palace theater the Beaumont Smith

management Is starring Ethel Dane in "Who's
the Lady," while that ever popular Australian

there during the Christmas festivities.
This year "Cinderella." Dolly Castles is the
star of the production, and the first performance Saturday night was a riotous success.
Associated with Miss Castles are Leslie Oase,

Barry

Luplno and

Arthur

Stlgant.

Muriel

Starr is leading "The Chorus Lady" to success
in the southern city as the other Williamson
Mr. William Anderson has a panattraction.
tomime In opposition to the Williamson show,
and with Maggie Moore, of "Struck Oil" fame,
as his "dsgrie."

MARYLAND
B.

O.).

—Tom

warm welcome

DOOLBY.

J. K.
(F. C.

Schanberger, mgr.
U.
score: Fannie Br ice,
;

Lewis,

Rooney & Bent, as always
Qeorge Rolland A Co., real funny Harry B.
;

;

Relne Davles, stunLester, well received
Merle's
Three Lyres, good
ning gowns
Cockatoos, novelty ; Roeder's Invention, strong
;

;

THIS WEEK (Jan. 18)
PALACE, NEW YORK

NEXT WEEK (Jan. 25)
ALHAMBRA, New York

;

girls.

HIPPODROME (Charles E. Lewis, mgr.;
Loew). Alice Hanson, many laughs; Pop
Ward, original; William O'Clare A Shamrock
Girls, pleasing; Rose A Moon, clever; Bd-

—

Presenting the World-Known

"PEKIN MYSTERIES 9f

BALTIMORE.
By

HAN PING CHIEN
Management W. K.

CHAO

.

VARIETY
:

T'.ffii"

Charles Horwitz

WARDROBE
TRUNKS

Author of the host comodjr acta in vaudeville.
Ask the Five Sullye, Mr. end Mrs. Mark Mur?hy, Leila Davis 4k Co., Quinlan and Richards,

Emmett

rdeir

Tom

Co.,

4k

Williams

A

Co..

and hundreds of others.

HAOI

(Room

1412 Broadway
1S4I Greeley

Phono
I.

and

Shoes.

CLOG,

at

R. LYNCH
Theatrical Dapt.
Sola Makers and
Distributors

stage Money,

E

I

is*.

T,

,

X.

£&»SSK

A v
5r

Ml write

all

Nat M.

1493

W. 16th St
New York

Telephone

BROADWAY. NEW YORE

chicaqo

MARY

Lehigh Vaney Railroad
Rochester

Chelsea

€177

OO \*V IM S

SLIGHTLY WORN AND NEW.
SPECIAL RATE TO PROFESSION

THE

KENNEBUNK, MAINE

III.

A. J.

IN/lc
Inssrtts

sf

Models

oi

229 West 42d
Opp.Eltlnge Theatre

§awj

39

—more

than ever make necessary the removing of objection*
able hair by women who take
pride in their appearance.

YEARS

Phone

STREET VETERINARY HOSPITAL

X-BAZIN

for Partlealars

DEPILATORY POWDER

for Rekearsals—Safe, Sanitary, Comfortable Quarters
East 23rd St.. Now York City; Phone Gramerey 17

Official Dentist to (he

ess been used by ladies of ref see-eat fer
ever75yeara. It will not harm the tenderest
B sad is positively guaranteed by as.
Sold by til Druggists and Department Stores every where for 50c
or yoa may obtain gentroat tsav
pl« by lending 10c Is stsaaps.

—

WHITE RATS

SPECIAL RATES TO THE PROFESSION

HALL A RUCKEL
HT Waakiaglea St.. H.T.Oty

PERFORMERS, ATTENTION!

A perfect reproduction of any of your photos on a standard size double weight business
card with your name, address or anything you want od it for $2 per Iff.
We guarantee cards or refund money. Send stamp for sample. Don't think of reproducing any photos until you send for our price list and samples. Reproductions ss low as
$4.50 per 100. Our 5- year and money -back guarantee protects you. Mail orders our specialty.
Deal with one of the profession.

ill fth Ave., near Slst St.

Wast

4Zd St., near Tlmee Sq.
SS Sd Ave., Mar ltth St.
Send for illustrated Catalesrne V.

If s a Hat

-If

Filled.

We

Can Make

M. Fluegelman
THEATRICAL HATS
turned oat at hart notice.
Breach
Mala OflBce and Factory
204 W. Mta St.
0*4 ltk Ave, ar. 42d St.
44S9

Bryant

50 PER CENT
On Your Wardrobe

LEON BEREZNIAK
CHICAGO.

Street

ORCHESTRA

Songs taken down from voice. Old or-

A

quiet
nice,
rewritten.
office where you can talk to a man wke
will give you Just what you want.

chestrations

W. H. NELSON
Suits

411,

PALACE HOTEL

ILL.

MUSIC AR1UN6ED
PIANO

MLLE. VERA BORSOS
Late Costumiere to the Royal Court of Austria

TO THE PROFESSION

West

45th St.,

near Broadway.

Gowns made to give good
SATISFACTION OR NO CHARGE.

Exclusive Designs.
Service.

WANTED-- Young Man
For Assistant in juggling act, with little expeAddress Young Man, VARIETY, New

rience.

on

the

campaign

and

or

Keith's

—

DR.

—Very

doing

BOWDOIN

—

MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade Accordions
279 Columbus Avenue

SAN FRANCISCO

TWO WEEKS

SUITS AND OVERCOATS

$1.59 end $2.M Shirts
$2.00 to $3.19 Shirts
$3.50 to $5.99 Silk and

I
$0.85
1.JS

Flannel Shirts..

2.9S

All Silk Shirts Reduced
and $5.99 Bath Robes
1.9$
Pajamas
and $2.59 Soisette Pajamas
1.45
All Neckwear. Underwear, Hosiery and
Vests Reduced
No connection with any other stores In

$3.59
$1.59
$2.00

M

Nsw York other than
1578-1580 Broadway,
running through to 714-710 7th Ave.
SCf Melrose Ave., Bronx

IALBOLENE

WRITE
SONGS
FOR

MISS EVA TANGUAY
LET ME WRITE YOURS
PAUL ARLINGTON, INC.

Special Songs, Monologues, Sketches
thorn Bryant 2548

it

W

48th

UTCC
iilOO

un-

N

V.

City

HIQHtMDE
MAKE-UP

o
Uniform

In 1 and 2 oi. tabes to fit the
make-up box, also in
and 1 lb. cans, by
all
first-class
druggists
and dealers la

Put up

Broadway,
Opposite Strand Theatre
(Between 47th and 48th Sts.)

%

•..fix*. . .o.«>«.

Sample

free

on Request

McKESSON A ROBBINS
Fulton St.
Nov York

WE
i

ALL

1597

7735

Phone Melrose

Color and

1

Momorgndum Dato Book
Book tht

Art ol

"Mskiif Up"

9511

SEASIDE BUNGALOW COLONY

st GBEAT BULLS,
CITY, sells California style bungalows,
Consisting of living room, two bedrooms, kitbathroom; roomy pores; shingle overturn
roof,
etc
fully Improved plots, $175 sp.
Easy
monthly payments.
Sandy bathing beech.
Natural
harbor for pleasure boats.
Famous fishing grounds.
Superb marine views.
Seashore snd country combined.
Refined established theatrical community. 44 minutes
out; fare, 9c.
Circular upon request.

R
Y
SON

SPECIALIZE IN DYED SCENERY FOR VAUDEVILLE PEOPLE
OUR PRICE IS RIGHT
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
CLARK ST.. CHICAGO.
PHONE. SUPERIOR

N.

Free
rrM J

OPPOSITE STRAND
Phone Bryant

**"©C

in

Quality Guarintood

1582-84

make-up.

SI

St.,

MONEY

equalled for removing grease
paint."

118

Radium Glove Cleaner
SAVE
Removes Spots and Stains
Makss Old Gloves New. Send 2S Cents stamps
for large tube. Suits 207, 1431 B'way. New York

greatly pleased with

Albolene and consider

MARTON.

GUERRINI CO.

(Nat Burgess, mgr.; agent, U.
big house with very small-time

fair.

(Al Somerbee, mgr.; agent, U.
B. 0.). Small time bill of freak acts playing
and showing the best
to almost capacity
profit margin In years.

If.

J.

Mrs-it

trate his energies upon.

NATIONAL

Hanalesa

le every
no matter bow
complicated

ease,

;

B. O.).

sod

eaethod

John H. Gordon and Co., Morton and Austin,
John and Mae Burke, and Omar's 14 Arabs.
BIJOU (Harry Oustin, mgr. agent, U. B.
O.).
This pop house of exclusive acts starting advertising this week with good success,
although busines has been Improving steadily
since (Justin was given the house to concen-

Semi-Annual Sale
and $25

Painless

parable results
attained by oei

Toby
found Itself jammed with upllfters.
Claude went big as the feature act and the
failure of Ray Dooley to appear brought
Cooper and Smith as a substitute act, they
going great. The remainder of a snappy bill
comprised Lohse and Sterling, Cecelia Wright

LAST

Broadway

$35, $30

am

electric aeedJea,
ee
•oiutioB, no burning
g.
quids, ao powder

York.

CLEARANCE SALE
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No

IllCOITl

make good

acts,

Aster Theatre Bldg.

1SS1

Removad Porsaanently

teste employs*.

terest comedy, "Milk," drew this week as the
result of a press agent campaign that got
columns of free space In all the dallies and
had the local health societies holding special
commending the playlet.
The
meetings
sketch has enough real merit to enable It to

SAVE

10 W. Monroe

Superfluous Hfu>

ATLAS PHOTO SERVICE CO.fl(Experts in general photography)
186 N. LA SALLE STREET, CHICAGO
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$19.55
$10.10

Lowest Fares, Special
Baggags Service
If You Want Anything Quick—
'Phone W. B. LINDSAY, E. P. A.. Bryant

Ample Space
SOS- Si

Toronto
Chicago

$7.99
$9.00

All Stsel Cars,

4212
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AFTERNOON AND EVENING

Reasonable Terms

Mail Orders Carefully

(Rosea 417)

Special Sarvftea For Vaudavllllans

Buffalo
Factories:

UNEXCELLED AND COMMODIOUS
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR ALL

Z2B

Wills' material"

JAMES
MADISON
AUTHOR FOR MANY HEADUNEftS

43-45-47

LEATHEROID MFG. CO.

Say

Contracts. Tickets,

Phono. Bryant H75

SAVE
EXCESS
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LETER HEADS
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Costumes and Millinery
W. 45th St., New York City
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LOEWS ORI'HEIM V.
Morris,
LOEWS ST. JAMES (Frank
mgr.). — Vaudeville.
LOEWS tTLOHE (William Lovey.
.1.

(

,

D.

mgr.).—

Being nursed along.

surprise of season.
Trentlnl, in

day night

mgr.).— Emma
"The Peasant Girl," opened Mon-

to

(E.

fair

D.

Smith,

house,

hut should

leu.
LEO. rtis
FEIST,

pick

rapidly.

up

inc.
Inc.
New York
,

N

Sixt*.

West 44th

135

WILBUR
of

(Frank Ferguson, mgr.; agent,
0.).— "Ben Hur," at $1 top, proving

SHUBERT

,

mgr.).Meagher,

BOSTON
U.

(

I'rcmont St.

Vaudevllle.

Vaudeville.

Wa

opean

I

U
1

In-

I

>

lie)

t

tell th.- ta!<

''

(E.
third

Street.

Smith, mgr). "A Pair
week, doing corking busi-

I).

nesH and apparently good for real run.

TREMONT

(John

B.

Schoeffel,

mgr.).—

"Seven Keys," third week in a race with
"SixeH," with the latter slightly ahead in
gross this week, although the Wilbur la a
smaller house.

CORT

(John "Eddy" vort, mgr.).— "Peg,"
with Florence Martin, now on 110th week and
held over for the 1*1 st week, until premiere of
"What's Going On?," postponed.
"Peg" finishes very big.

PLYMOUTH

(Fred

Wright,

mgr.).— Cyril

Maude In "Grumpy," last week of prosperous
run.
Could have held over for at least two
weeks more to over $8,000 at least, but ordered on the road.

FMin.Ai.n.niiA
R,oad and Cherr

COLONIAL (Charles J Rich, mgr.).— Hazel
Dawn, in The Debutante," opened Monday
night to good business, although the production did not create any sensation among
the critics, who found no fault, however.

PARK

(Joseph Roth, mgr. ).— This rejuvenated house which has been the storm center
of the building law tangle affecting all Massachusetts Is now running smoothly with a
film program and doing good business in the
heart of an over-theatred districL

BOSTON OPERA HOUSE (Henry Jewett.
mgr.). Novel venture of a Shakespearean
stock company at a SO cent top In one of the
mose expensive theatres In the country Is
doing surprisingly well, this week bringing
"Merry Wives of Windsor," not shown here

—

for 20

v

n

,^.„^,,„-„
Pan tages Theatre Bld^

Vts.

LOS ANGELES.
By GUY PRICE.
ORPHEUM (Clarence Drown, mgr.; U. B.
11
Roger Imhoff, good; Alfred
Bergen, enjoyable
Pierre Pelletier and Co.,
well presented playlet
Spinet Quartet, liked
McGibeny,
artistic
Platov
and
dancers
Everest's Circus, excellent
Montgomery and
Moore, repeat successfully; Minnie Allen, well

Oj— Week

—

;

;

;

;

received.

EMPRESS
Week

11

Follette, mgr. Loew).—
Sisters, big laugh; Charles

(Harry

— Nichols

;

Leonard Fletcher, applauded
"Wifey," good
Dixon and Dixon, entertaining Mellor
and De Paula, nicely
"Wanda," clever seal.
REPUBLIC (Al Watson, mgr.; agent,
;

turn

;

;

;

Levey).— Week

years.

..

11

—Gene

Rlgera, big hit;

"The Tangoist
on
The Wire"
Just Completing

Orpheum Tour

Direction,

GENE HUGHES

The

VARIETY

EVERY RECORD

of

RECEIPTS

LONDON PAVILION BROKEN BY

at the

HARRY PILCER
TEDDIE GERARD
AND

Sole Booking Representative

(By Cable Jan. 20)

;

Collins, Mack and Raymond,
dancers
"Pharaoh," entertaining horse act.
MOROSCO.— Dark.
;

BURBANK.— "Help Wanted"
MAJESTIC— Ruth St. Denis
MASON.— "Damaged Goods."

In

ROBERTO

fine

Oriental

Dances.

Recital.

at

Sister's

Hospital

8even stock companies are appearing In
New Orleans picture houses. Two shows are
given nightly, with an admission scale of five
and ten cents.
Of the string the PeruchlGypzene Players are far and away the moat

BEA VERERA

last

week.

Frank Egan has recovered from his recent
Illness.

Jess Dandy will appear in a
be produced here by Morosco.

The Republic theatre
Ralph Bell
St.

new play

theatres.

PHILADELPHIA.
iom J. Bumraf.

mr

THE FAMOUS SINGER

to

THIS

being renovated.

Is

With the racing season In full swing patronage has increased at nearly all of the local

WEEK

(Jan.

18),

COLONIAL,

KEITH'S (Harry

NEW YORK

Denis.

ton hospital last week.
three weeks.

He

will

HARRY FITZGERALD

D ire c,i„n,

George Clayton, best known treasurer in
town, underwent an operation at Clara Bar-

"5" OTTO'S

Franklyn Mills was switched from
box office to Clune's Auditorium to
handle the grand opera sale.

Guy

153

Trinity

having a comedy written
order for Walter Catlett, his local star.

Morosco

Ben Humbert, agent for the Mason,
and sprained his ankle the other day.

WEST

44TH

Restaurant and French
BROADWAY AND SIXTH AVE.
STEAKS

Ronle H. Jaffa, the local author, Is
back from New York where she placed a new
play, "In Walked Jimmy," with the Shuberts.
Mrs.

H. Woods, wife of the New York
manager, Is registered at the Alexandria. She
will remain here with friends for a brief time.
Mrs.

Vauderllllans find San Diego dates Just at
time very welcome. The Fair Is on and
blast.

A.

Will Wyatt, K. n E.'s local representative
and manager of the Mason, celebrated his
(age deleted by censor) birthday Sunday with
a big party at his home.

Princess Rajah, Just closed at the Orpheum.
visiting friends here and In the meantime

arranging a new act.
Mrs. Norman Whistler, wife of the "Hip."
stage manager, has returned to the stage.
Vivian Marshall, the diver. Is laying
while a new sketch (dramatic this time)
being written for her.

By O.
ORPHEUM (Arthur

/

ni

r-

The'r
work.
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of

•>.

Jan. 12
a

pair

of

more than

with their surprising back

British

Moderate

GLOBE

Ashley A
as It progresses
reception ;
Muriel
Ridley,

(Eugene

L.

Perry, mgr.; agent, U.

;

fcOWAODHAeSHALL
THE CHJU.K0106/6T

Campbell, mgr.).— "ToTULANE
C.
CRESCENT (T. C. Campbell, mgr.).—
Percy Haswell stock In "Camllle."
DAUPHINE (Lew Rose, mgr.).— Stock burlesque.
LAFAYETTE (T. C. Campbell, mgr.).—
"Cablrla."
HIPPODROME (Jake Miller, mgr.).— Robert Mansfield Players.
ALAMO (Will Ouerlnger, mgr.).— Vaude-

Day."
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Hippodrome.
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Dot

Oatman and her cabaret

artists

are
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at the Rathskeller.

falls.

humor was good comedy

ALWAYS IMPROVING

1,

Bush wick, Brooklyn
Management,

MR.

1H& O.0.O*
fti-F.

T iOILTON—

(Boston), Jan.

IS.

and Gillette as the jesting tumblers
were Riven a prominent place in the bill and
went l>ifj.
Corelli

'THE ODD PAIR"
(Jan25), Alhambra, New York
Week
Next
Feb.

ms uiwrmc
*»T 0»»*S*«aI.'

Cou;af?o rOv?xrti.i,,*r
bHt-(*tt-< »5

VARIETY

Jan. 12

and Charles Gillette, the jesting
tumblers, work fast and cleverly, working one
absurd quip and turn after another into their
dextrous feats.

r< )t ,,:i and Charles Gillette,
F<1
")< •\]\y *'ii »' Icrs," were something

Improves

good
Canfleld,
pretty act.
(T.

;

Corelli

I

ties,"

f re red

White, mgr. ) .— Tsuda,
Ida Dlvlnoff, capable
opened
balancing,
Bowers, Walters ft Crooker, scored; Marie
Fenton, last number sent across "The Beau;

BOS ON 'TRANSCRIPT,"

CHOPS

The Robert Mansfield Players have

M. SAMUELS.

is

to kllf

BOSTON "AMERICAN.-

Prices

ville.

NEW ORLEANS.

off

Vldo Demrlch, until recently connected with
the Sellf, 1» In Jail here on a charge of assault

Ed

Cooking Unexcelled

NEVER CLOSED

this

full

_

scream.
fell

Thomas McLarnie is due to leave the cast
"Our Children" in Chicago and return to
the Burbank the end of the month.

Is
Is

Bakery

ST., bet.

OYSTERS

of

running

John and Winnie Hennlngs were
amusing, and were followed by Ed Vinton
and Buster. The dog comedian won the admiration of the audience from the start and
was voted one of the most Intelligent and best
Emma Carus
trained canines ever seen here.
and Carl Randall repeated the hit made on
their last appearance here, and Comfort anf
King gave a blackface skit which waa a
tility.

Ui
Quick and Clean Service—Delicious Pasitnr-

to

is

Joe Cook gave the comedy end an
start, displaying unusual versa-

the house.
uproarious

engaged by the
She has been a
Denis company.
local amateur dancer for several years.
St.

mgr.; agtot.

Jordan,

T.

Pictures opened. The
hit In all departments.
vaudeville section was begun by Vandtnoff end
Louie, whoae whirlwind painting Interested

be confined

Una Fleming has been

Ruth

—

O.). The combination of plenty of
comedy and an excellent moving bill
make a good show at Keith's this weak. Qua
Edwards' "Bong Revue" headlined In the
closing position, bringing them on too late
for the suburbanites, and many In this claas
had to hurry for their trains before the final
Edwards and hla kid comedians,
curtain.
songsters and choristers were a sure fire

U. B.
lively

doing the advance for Ruth

Is

artist, leaves

Orleans this week.

popular.

Morosco theatre manager,

George Stegner,

Murphy

McKeune, the Orpheum scenic

New

the

was operated upon

season with the caravans "Old
has
returned to his winter

a

After

Pop"
habitat.

ASSISTED BY

James Hobllt, former assistant treasurer at
Morosco. is now cashier of the Louis
Joseph Vance Fiction Film Co.

money

Co. for

EUROPE'S FAMOUS JUGGLER

TRINITY AUDITORIUM.— John McCormack
in

Is suing the Coqullle Film
alleged to be due him.

Stewart Wilson

;

;

Players are showing

The Goldle Cleveland
hereabouts.

playlet; Vincent and Farnsworth, clever ; Keefer and Alberts, very good
Victor the Great, and Clothilda, ordinary.
HIPPODROME (Lester Fountain, mgr.;
Western States).— Week 11— Aileen Allen and
Billy
expert skaters
Dewllls,
good
Co.,
Mann, big laugh; Hayes and Rives, exciting

Marlows, fair

MAX HART

BOSTON "EVENING RECORD,"
To

Ed

Jan. 12

Corelli and Charles Gillette a pair
tumblers" is to conceal the real effectiveness of their offering. Their humor is
clean and their curves should win the approval
of that other star on the bill, the manager of
call

of "jesting

the Tigers.

VARIETY
HARRY

HARRY

HARRY

HARRY

HARRY

HARRY

HARRY

HARRY

(MOSHA PIPPICK)
International Operatic Black-Face

Comedian

Will consider offers for Musical Comedy, Revues, Burlesque and Moving Pictures
Always Working
Permanent address, 209 Underbill Ave., Brooklyn
Agent, FRANK EVANS

HARRY

HARRY

HARRY

HARRY

HARRY

HARRY

<

HARRY

HARRY

SMITH
ALHAMBRA THIS WEEK

(Jan. 18)

EDW.

Direction

In Their Laughing Hit

Our 35th

WEEK on

the

LOEW CIRCUIT

"ALL ON ACCOUNT OF A TITLE"
THIS WEEK (Jan. 18), AMERICAN and GREELEY SQ.
WILFRED

AND

A SENSATIONAL NOVELTY

BOOKED

and

SOLID.

BEL-L-EI

Direction,

HAMMERSTEIN'S THIS

SIMON AGENCY

Direction,

Direction,
B.

O.).

— Too

of

PETE MACK

the

show at
afternoon and for the greater part of the
program there was such a lack of snap that
things dragged along In tiresome style. Faring a house In the frame of mind which would
from this condition Mcnaturally
result
Waters and Tyson, headlined, had some difficulties to overcome before they succeeded In
bringing the audience back to life, but they
rounded out a neat hit. Miss Tyson seemed
to have fully recovered from the effects of her
accident In New York last week.
The laughing hit was Clark and McCullough, followthe

WEEK

In the opening spot was Clara Thropp,
a hard position for a woman single, and her
Hongs fell on a cold house, although she did
her best to Inject some comedy. The Cavano
Duo fared little better In the next spot and
ing.

then Rober and Tunlson came on with more
singing.
Their operatic travesty would undoubtedly be sure Are with audiences in normal frame of mind, but the house had not
yet awakened and It went over their heads.
Force and Williams roused them toward the
finish of their act and then the monotony was
slightly broken with a two-reel dramatic film.
Eckert and Berg gave more singing.
Mc-

Thanks

to

WM. WOLFENDEN

WINNIE HENNINGS

(Jan. 18),

KEITH'S,

PHILADELPHIA

NEXT WEEK

Representative,

(Jan. 2S),

WM. PENN. PHILADELPHIA

JAMES PLUNKETT.

RITTER and WEIS

and met with big success.

same thing made
the Olobe monotonous Monday

much

THIS

HARLEM OPERA HOUSE THIS

(Jan. 18)

and

NEXT WEEK

KEITH'S, BOSTON.

(Jan. 18)

"The KOI Kare Kouple"

BasyTroupe
WEEK

WEEK

JESSE LASKY.

JOHN

Opened at KEITH'S

LILY DEAN

ICK
"ELOPING"

The World's Greatest
Boomerang Throwers

VAN

KELLER

CO

AND
In

S.

Presenting

"THE COLLEGIAN AND THE GIRL"

Waters and Tyson opened their portion with
singing and after getting across a bit, made
way for Clark and McCullough. The Nlkko
Troupe closed.
WILLIAM PENN.— Werner Amoros Co.,
Lew and Mollle Hunting, Frank Milton and
DeLong Sisters, Cameron and O'Connor, Marie

Eline,

Mary

Ellen.

KEYSTONE.— "Buyer

from
Pittsburgh."
Mclntyre and Sutton. Block, Hune
and Thomas, Aerial Cromwells, Two Wroe'a
Sutton,

Buds, GTracia Nardlnl.
NIXZON.— Charles Richards and Co., Wiland LeNoir, Rlva Larson Troupe, Stravltz and Strassncr,
Cowan's Setters, Josle

son

Flynn and Minstrels.
GRAND.— Felix and the Barry Sisters, Joe
Flynn, Potts Bros, and Co., Falke and Adams,
Miller and Tempest, Onalp.

VICTORIA.— "The Southern
loid

;

Beauties." tabthe Flske Players, Johnny Neff. Hibbltt

and Myers.

PALACE.— "The Bungalow

Girls." Johnny
and his Pretty Dolls, George ArmWllklns and Wllkins, Cliff Bailey.
CROSS KEYS.— First half, Dana Cooper
and Co., Alexis and Scholl, the Hartmans,
£. J. Moore, VonKUne and Gibbons
second
naif, "Ten Little Girls from School," Huling's
Seals, Aeroplane Girls, Lewis and Farron,
Three Raymonds, Plottl.

Singer

strong,

;

BROAD.— Maude Adams

In double bill.

To

one week.
Opening house good.
25,
Leo Dletrlchsteln in "The Phanton Rival,"
two weeks.
FORREST.— "The Girl from Utah" opened
Monday night and made an excellent Impression before good house.
stoy

VARIETY
GARRICK.— "The

Miracle

Man"

la

1b

WALNUT.— Rose

it*

"Sis

second and final week here after average but
"The High
25,
not enthusiastic business.
Coat of Loving."

LYRIC. — Marie

in

classic

house

Tempest

repertoire and
night.
25,

Monday

"Grumpy."

Maude

in

—

—"Courage,"

Monday

—

Morning Glories."
GAYETY.— "Bohemian

Burlesquers,"

with

214,

1S47

New York

Broadway,

A

—

Just Finished the United Time and
the

Orpheum

Now

la tbo Far Wast.

Work

Steady Consecutive

Novelty Feature Ante

for

EXECUTIVE OFFICES, ALCAZAR THEATRE BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO
Can arrange from three to Ave weeks Between sailings of boats for Australia for
Communicata by wire or letter.

all

tret

class acta.

WEBSTER
THE
CHICAGO
Suite

EDWARD

2t
J.

Iff

FISHER.

GEORGE

H.

CIRCUIT
VAUDEVILLE
JENNY WEBSTER,

North La

BOOKING

Proa.

Salle St.

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT,

INC.. Seattle:

WEBSTER,

San Francisco

General Manager

Agency

Vaudeville

MOSS, President and General Manager

MOSS CIRCUIT
PRUDENTIAL CIRCUIT
PL1MMER CIRCUIT

B. S.

Artists and Acts of every description suitable for vaudeville can obtain long engagements
BOOKING DIRECT with us. Send in your open time at once or call

by

TRYOUTS CAN BE ARRANGED FOR ACTS UNKNOWN TO US
Columbia Theatre Bldg.- TIMES SQUARE. NEW YORK—Telephone Bryant 044S

Offices i

of

95%

FRED. STANTON !„„«„„,

IRENE MOORE
— "LOOK FOR ME"

VAUDEVILLE

Thno

B. S.

"BURGLARS' UNION"

RETURNING TO VAUDEVILLE

st Small

AMALGAMATED

THOMPSON
IN

INDEPENDENT
Tho

Afaiiatod with

La Belle Helen, added attraction.

JAMES (F*T)
Room

LEV
EY
CIRCUI

In

evening at $2.50 top.
21, "The Serenade," opera, music by Victor Herbert, by
the Philadelphia Operatic Society, amateurs.
CASINO.— "The Million Dollar Dolls." The
New Year Mummers Contest as an added attraction packed house.
TROCADERO. Jean Bedlni and "Gay

and Tuesday nights, by the resident company, Wednesday afternoon and evening, the French
players; beginning Thursday afternoon "The
Critic,' by the resident organization.

LITTLE.

the week

and

ADBLPHI Final week of "The Belle of
Bond Street," with Sam Bernard, after light
businees.

for

Hopkins," capacity.

ORPHBUM. — Began picture policy Monday
night at 6-10.
AMERICAN.— Stock in "The Confession."
25, "Bought and Paid For."
METROPOLITAN.— Pavlowa. 28, afternoon

opened for week
had an excellent
Cyril

Melville

41

performers going to Europe mske their steamship arrangements through
following have:

all

us.

The

Harry Houdini, Hardeen, Daisy Harcourt, James Harrtgan, Harding and Ah
Sid, Annie Hall, Havman and Franklin, Heras Family, Tom Hearn. Holloway
Troupe, Alfred Holt, Frank Hartley, Horton and Lindon, Albert Hickey, Hathaway and Siegel.

PAUL TAUSIG A

c

SON,

104 E. 14th St.,

New York

Circuit

City
Teleph<

Direction of

LTD.,

HARRY WEBER

Address VARIETY, Son Frand

Harry

Rickard's

Theatres

Tivoli

AUSTRALIA
Capital, U.2SO.OO0

And AFFILIATED CIRCUITS, INDIA and AFRICA

Successful at the

AMERICAN THIS WEEK

Combined

(Jan. 18)

Capital, $3,000,000

HUGH McINTOSH,

Governing Director

"HUGH MAC," Sydney
TIVOLI THEATRE, SYDNEY- AUSTRALIA
YORK OFFICES, 312 Strand Theatre Bldg.

Registered Cable Address:

Head

Florence Timponi
Phones:

(Jan. 18)

Inc.

of High-Class Vaudeville Attractions. Artists desiring New York represen
BLDG., 15*4 Broadway, New York City.
Suite 1001-2-4. PALACE

THEATRE

write or wire.

OOE

IVIAIM

NEW

GENE HUGHES,

Manager

AMERICAN THIS WEEK

Office:

8696-8699

Bryant

Mutual Theatrical Exchange

AMERICA'S YOUNGEST SONG WRITER
NOW PLAYING LOEW CIRCUIT

CHICAGO, ILL.

510 Hartford Building,

no longer connected with this office in any way, shape, or manner.
I take great pleasure in announcing to my many friends in the theatrical world that I am In a
position to book FIRST CLASS ACTS with the WESTERN VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION and the UNITED BOOKING OFFICES. Call, write or wire. 1 shall be glad to do busiYours solicitously
ness with acts of merit.
Mr. John F. McGrail

Direction,

is

BERT HOWARD, Managing

HOGUE I HARDY
Presenting a Serio

Fully copyrighted. Class D.

XXC, No.

H.

J.

Direction,

Lee Muckenf uss

ALOZ

Booking Agency
Orpheum Theatre Bldg.

31732

Playing United Time.

WEEKS

Wrlto or Wire

Comedy Sketch

"JUST AC-COUNT"

MARIE HOGUE

8 to 7

MONTREAL,

Governing Director,

WALTER HECKMAN
TENOR
WITH RALPH DUNBAR'S SALON SINGERS

salary right or

J.

write. State all
direct to the Spring-

#

CO.

Springfield, Ohio.

BRANCHES!
CHICAGO—Majestic

NEW

NEW ZEALAND
BEN

Communicate

THE GUS SUN BOOKING EXCHANGE

FULLER BRENNAN
VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT
AUSTRALIA and

THE GUS SUN BOOKING
EXCHANGE CO.
SPRINGFIELD. OHIO
WILL BOOK ACTS DIRECT
WE
Make
do not
first letter.
field Office.

P. Q.

Director.

Theatre Bldg.

YORK-Palace Theatre

PITTSBURGH—218

Bldg.

Schmidt Bldg.

FULLER.

Can arrange immediate time for good Singles,
Doubles, and original novelty acts. Address
all letters to Roy D. Murphy, c/o Variety,
Chicsgo, 111.
Australia is the actors' paradise.
No SunNo Fares to pa/. No excess.
day work.
No Baggage. No collect wires. No cancellations.
Hsrdest week,
two shows s
dsy. Most of the tour, one a night, two matinees weekly.

FOR SALE

GREENWALL THEATRE

NEW ORLEANS
Apply ARTHUR B. LEOPOLD, Attorney
Malson Blanche Building, New Orloaaa

COMBINE BUSINESS WITH PLEASURE
VACATE IN AUSTRALIA

AND SHOW A PROFIT

Carlotta

EMPIRE.— "The Prlsa Winners."
DUMONT8.—Stock Minstrel la local

Reddington

De

Felice

and Grant

BREAKING
JUMPS

bur-

lesque.

FOR

Charles Augustus Davis, local manager for

Madame Bchuman-Helnk, has announced

REGULAR ACTS

that
concert scheduled to be given hero Jan.
26 at the Academy of Music has been postponed through the Illness of the singer.

the

The

Formerly Leads

Original

Bounding Tramps

With Vitagraph

Booked Solid
Until August

AT LIBERTY
Address Variety,

Now York

The "Professional Women's Club," which

MORETTE

SISTERS

"THE MUSICAL BABIES"

Featured in Pepple

&

Shean's

"THE WHIRL OF MIRTH"

Academy, Buffalo

Rann Kennedy, author

of the "Servant in the House" and other plays, resd
his latest production, "The Terrible Week,"
before the members of the Socialist Literary
8oclety, In the Broad Street theatre Sunday
afternoon.
•Charles

H.

MICHAEL, Mgr.

Is

still
In
the process of organization, has
elected Mrs. Beulah E. Jay, manager of the
Little theatre, vice-president.
The members
of the club are all active in their professions as artists, musicians and dramatic read-

ers.

Through the courtesy of the Drama League,
members of the New Century Club are Into Join a class te study "The Art of

vited

Play Writing." A course of ten lectures will
be given by Brander Matthews, of Columbia
University.

Write or Wire

J.

A

charter has been granted at Dover, Del.,
the Philadelphia Grand Opera Co., with
authorised capital of $60,000, 'In which
influential financial backing Is said to be
According to present plans, It Is
concerned.
stated, the organization contemplates beginnlng Its season the second week In February
at a playhouse not yet anounced, giving performances Ave times weekly, four evening tad
one afternoon, at prices ranging from 28
It Is said that the bow oomcents to $2.
to

an

VARIETY

42

Beware of Patched

German War

films,

made up of pieces from

films here

and

there,

and announced as

Pictures.

We are Sole

agents for the only bona fide issue

State Rights

and Bookings

Solicited

N.Y.

Five thousand five hundred feet, presenting the most exclusive and most impressive panorama of the
Kaiser's forces on the march, in camp, mobilizing,- in the field and on the ocean possible to conceive.
First

Official Motion Pictures taken of German cities and
censors to enter America or any other country.

and only

man War Board

German armies permitted by

the Ger-

Played Leo Teller's Broadway Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y., last week to a gross of over $8,000 at 35-cent top
Playing capacity this week at the Montauk Theatre, Brooklyn. Next week, Grand Central Palace,
New York, indefinite.
price.

Every scene a German scene. Every victory a German victory. Over 400 vivid, exciting, thrilling motion
showing all phases of inside doings of the war from German points of view, including the Kaiser
mobilizing his armies; the Kaiser reading a list of German victories to the people of Berlin, and a fleeting panorama of the leading military commanders of the German forces.
picture scenes

*

Have only

limited

number of

prints.

Wired

offers given first attention.

Will Play Theatres or Turn Halls or other motion picture auditoriums with large capacity
and small cities. Wire price per night or week, also what terms on percentage.

in big

P. S.

—Just Sold to Matthew O'Brien, of San Francisco, Cal.

California,

Oregon and Washington

for

$7,000

Address

B. S.

Moss

Reliable Feature Film

Columbia Theatre Building, 701 Seventh Ave.,

New

Company
York, N. Y.

VARIETY
It's pretty hard' to tell whether these Irishnaen are singing to us or talking. Soma have
got tha Welsh Sacked out of the exit.
went into Blarney Castle to shelter from

Imperial
Pekinese

Ws

the rain.

Ws
then

all

all

took s smash st
cams out again.

the Blarney Stone,

It's a sight longer way to Cork than it is to
Tipperary, if they only know it.
Don't you fellows got too fresh in sanding
those "notes" over here, for we've got a lot
ef dates that want playing yet.
The pries of VARIETY and spuds has gone

i r don,

m

GUY RAWSON
'Their Little GM

Troupe

with

Friends"

Shangtun

GAVIN and PLATT

Plentyofrainly Yours

if

FRANCES
CLARE

a

r

The PEACHES

Perry and Wither

Phono 1M1-M Passaic
7 Hawthorne Ave.,

Clifton.

J.

A

Delightful Story of
Boohod Solid
Direction

LONG TACK SAM

Sols

N.

"Ycatertky."

Six Chinese Wonders. Lately Featured with
Jubilee Co.
All communications to

Anna Held

VARIETY, Now York

Owner and Prop.

TOURING

VARIETY. LONDON.

.Mystery

GEO.

CHRIS

I

VON HOFF

O.

Youth

BROWN

SAM"GOOD
J. CURTIS
BYE BOYS"
In

W

WHENEVER YOU SEE
A SKETCH THINK OF
ALLEN MILLER
ARNO

* CO.

Silent
Direction.

Isn't

what you

on, it's

"THS gov

mwrwwJMi"

KNOCKINGTHEMOFFTHEl»>EATS f!

ICHINSSM
dOPMMO
TH*

it.

TRANSF1ELD SISTERS

No.

REFINED MUSICAL ARTISTS

and

Dirsction.

CO., offer

"THE LUCK OF A TOTEM" with AGNES CAIN-BROWN
of Consecutive Succeee.

31

Mlnutee.

Eight People.

JUDSON COLE

Special Sot

PLAYING PANTAGES CIRCUIT THIRD TIME IN A YEAR, OPEN FOR EASTERN
BOOKING APRIL 1st. IMS

Acrobatic Eccentric Novelty Dancing

JOE PINCUS
Fred

J. Ardath

and Company

COMEDY

)

YB8. 1'I.KVM

The kind that makes the audience

Representative.

Nan Halperin
Direction,

M

AMERICA'S

LA CORIO
o^DINUS

(

ORIGINAL (JUICY) COMEDY

McKowon Agency

DW1GHT HUMPHREY.

Touring Pantagos Circuit

CIRCUIT

HARRY GIRARD
Ton Months

<SiOU

THE CONJURING COMIC

"Pirates' restrain ytrarselvee"

LOEW

Circuit

CU, ^ae&JlMraXtiwte
sXtn'tlt'Ka, nnaaasnl

md

how yon do

"WORKING-

FRANK BOHM

MAX HART

E X XC

A.

Dirsction,

CHSSLtR

MOON

Copyright Class

S.

Da

Marcus Losw

S JLiu. *lh**j\ /jjdt
Ji ow eCg VSm. bJut ovum*

It

IN U.

MANIKINS

THEODORE TEMY.

Tramp"

ROSE

EMILY

MARLETTE'S

ORIGINALITY

Sam Barton
-Tha

BACK

FRANK BOHM.

VENTRILOQUIST

BARNEY MYERS

Jerome and Carson

R
D

aid STICKNEY
Direction,

Junto McCrss

FRANK

THOSE MUSICAL WIZARDS

SKIPPER, KENNEDY and REEVES
RETURN ENGAGEMENT
PANTAGES CIRCUIT

By
Direction.

Little

S.

BENTHAM

OWN

PRODUCT

MARION WEEKS
THE MINIATURE PRIMA DONNA

Playing U. B. O.

Personal Managsssent,

NICK HANLBY

ROSIE LLOYD
Touring in American Vaudeville.
Address

all

Communication! Csre VARIETY, New York.

ARTHUR PRINCE
"
j
Care of

•»
I ivi
VARIETY, New York

IN

U

HIRAM

Direction,

v

THOS. FITZPATRICK.

THE SINGING FUNSTER— A SURE FIRE SINGLE
BOOKED SOLID W. V. M. A

I

EVA TANGUAY
The Girl Who Made Vaudeville Famous

OFFERS
Eva Tanguay is a striking example of the triumph of personality. That has been the one
She admirably personifies the American ideals of HURRY. She is the spirit of the Subwi
She's more than that she is personality tearing through the line of Art. She is excitement knocking
run in tjie ninth with hysterics on third. She is a Krupp howitxer of restlessness hurling a 42-centime1
into Poise. She is

Tier success.

—

EVA TANGUAY
JAMES SMITH,

Dramatic Mirror.

There was a spectacle on view such as one may witness only when that great instrument called public is
awakened to demonstrate that it still can be attracted to the box office, even when vaudeville at regular theatre
prices is the hare. The Monday matinee audience which Era Tanguay facedon her return to Broadway represented the largest receipts for a iriatinee that the Palace Theatre has ever known. Every seat and everv seit in
the boxes from floor to topmost gallery had an occupant and as many stood up as the fire laws would permit.
This was an audience that vaudeville could not attract if the greatest star of the legitimated stage was advertised. Not even the Divine Sarah herself ever sold out the entire auditorium at a Monday matinee.
It was die
response of the public to its idolized favorite Eva Tanguay. Never was Eva Tanguay so needed as an attraction as now.

—

ROBERT GRAU.

Give it all to Miss Tanguay as an ATTRACTION and as a showman she would make P. T. Barnum, with
a brainstorm look like the skipper of a portable merry-go-round.

BILLBOARD.

The return trip to vaudeville of Eva Tanguay which commenced a few weeks ago and exceeded all expectamost sanguine regarding her drawing prowess in New York, became an overwhelming surprise at the
Bush wick, Brooklyn, where Miss Tanguay is appearing this week. Monday the Bushwick had a turn away
and the ADVANCE SALE by Monday night was the largest ever recorded in a New York vaudeville theater.

tions of the

VARIETY.

EVA TANGUAY

IS

GRATEFUL
J

TEN CENTS
m
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TANGUAY'S ROYAL RECORD.

SPECIAL FEATURE SERVICE

ORGANIZED BY FAMOUS CO.

Prior to the first appearance of Eva
Tanguay at the Royal theatre in the
Bronx last week, Evelyn Nesbit had
held the box office record for the house
it played Keith vaudeville.
Miss Tanguay placed the box office mark just $1,200 above the Nesbit
It is said the Bronx
figure for a week.
never saw the crowds around a thea-

since

Agency Opening for Business with "Eternal City
and Pickford Pictures to Start. Not Conflicting with

Select Film

Minimum Admission

Paramount.

9'

Prices with

New Service. Some Feature Film "Shows."

gathered twice daily to greet

tre that

Eva.

The

Select Film

distributer for the
its

Agency will be the
Famous Players of

"Eternal City," an eight-reel sub-

and the Mary Pickford features

ject,

the

P.

F.

will

account of this

(A

produce.

move

will

the Picture Department

detailed

be found in

I Page

22]

of

this issue, in a circular letter issued to

the trade by the

Paramount Corpora-

tion).

plied

price for a specified period.

The
cial

izer of the
its

flict

with

greater or lesser success.
was about the first and

among

arrange-

which

in-

members

the

Paramount,
its

charter

carry with
scale.

quite probable the Select will
all

mann

of the bigger features the

Famous may produce in the future,
those of unusual reel length not intended for nor announced in the Para-

promoters.

mount program.
The offices of the Select Agency are
at 110 West 40th street.
It intends to

ever, to

deal with the legitimate theatres

and

houses' throughout

the

larger

picture
country.

The Paramount Corporation,
distributing agency

for

the

as the
regulated

service of weekly or twice weekly feat-

ures to exhibitors', handles films

by

its

one of the
The Annette Keller-

profitable.

became

feature

"Quo Vadis"

a draw, but

was

around 175,000.
It was commented
upon in the trade that $200,000 would
have been a conservative net gain.
"Cabiria" was another feature not living up to early expectations.
It covered all territory as a "show," but
failed to make any return of moment
after
leaving New York.
At the
Knickerbocker, New York, in eleven
weeks "Cabiria" earned $32,000 for its

The Select releases will
them a minimum admission
is

claimed.

is

and not con-

distributing

the

F. P. Co.

handle

it

Select Agency, which will

ments of the
cludes

the organ-

service,

There have been but comparatively
very few films that could travel as a
"show." These when discovered were
immediately placed on the road, with

badly handled for profit by the Universal,
realizing
for
that
concern

special purpose

have

is

picture field can afford a spe-

feature

most

The Famous Players

It

Paramount being supmeanwhile at an agreed upon

service of the

principal manufacturers

made

(F.

P.,

Lasky and Bosworth) within five reels
as a rule.
These manufacturers when
producing films of over five reels
would consider features of that length
a "show" (entire evening entertainment) if big and strong enough to be
placed on exhibition under extraordinary picture conditions and admission
scales,
also terms,
the "scheduled"

On

the strength. of this

state rights could

have been sold for

large amounts'.

was preferred, how-

It

book it direct.
The first comedy feature sent out as

an "attraction" has been "Tillie's
Punctured
Romance," a
Keystone
slapstick six-reeler, sold by the Keystone Co. to the Alco (excepting the
Pacific Coast rights) for $70,000 outright.
It is said the purchase of this
feature was primarily the cause of the
Alco's late
financial
embarrassment,
although the "Tillie" film has been
doing big business wherever exhibited
as a "show."

The

latest feature

crites," at the

"show"

Longacre,

is

New

"Hypo-

is

a

The

Keith's Prospect, Brooklyn.

almost a certainty John Cort
a stock company at the
Standard theatre during the summer.
Lowell Sherman is reported engaged
to organize and head the cast.
is

play

will

RATS' BIO INCREASE
When the annual meeting of
White Rats

prices at night are up to $1.50, with an

afternoon scale of $1, top.
Circus men around town say the Hip
affair might be called a good "dollar
show" for the evenings, with a lesser
scale for the matinees.

The Hip circus looks like a one-ring
Its
equipmoved indoors.

affair

ment apparently was brought in from
the winter quarters of some small
traveling tent outfit.
The only wild
animal act in the layout is a bear turn.
Many ctowns are used, and the nature
of the several acts

usual

STANDARD'S SUMMER STOOL
It

the

held in June, next, it is
said the report of the organization will
show that during the year then ending, the membership gain in the society will have exceeded 100 per cent.
The estimate is* based upon the reported applications for membership in
the Rats of late, which have been un-

CENTS

HIP ATTENDANCE OFF.
The circus entertainment at the Hippodrome has been making no records
since the new policy started last Saturday with a matinee. The admission

"dumb"

employed

is

of the

sort.

An attempt at a "thriller," tried for
three times, has not proven any sort
of a sensation, due to the shock each
try gives children.

Early in the week it was reported 50
people engaged in the present Hip circus had received "notice." It was also
said the acts had been engaged very
cheaply and none of the turns was
overconfident it would remain veiy
long in the place.

is

MRS. CARTER IN "ZAZA."

A
upon

ed actress will first appear Feb. 8 at
Keith's, Boston, in a condensed version of "Zaza."

usually heavy since the installation of

Frank Fogarty as Big

Chief.

vaudeville route has been settlea
for Mrs. Leslie Carter. The not-

HITCHCOCK'S RENEWAL.
New Orleans, Jan. 27.
Harris (Cohan & Harris) came
down here to renew his firm's theatrical contract with Raymond Hitchcock,
which the comedian duly signed.
Sam

MONTREAL OPERATIC STOCK.
Montreal, Jan. 27.

The Shuberts

will

install

a perma-

nent light opera stock in the Princess,
opening Feb. 8.
The following are under contract.
Nella Brown, Dorothy Maynard, Nell

McCune, Ben

Grinnell,

Ed. Beck, Al. Dalby.

Johnny Lind,

Ed.

Emery

is

to

be stage director.
It

will

Musical

the

Co.

feature
Carter)
(Mrs.
Leslie
George Kleine intended exhibiting as a
special performance could not get over
is

now

PLA1T.

Erlanger have accepted a
play from Jules Eckert Goodman entitled "The Man Who Came Back," in
which they are going to star Robert

Princess

ry"

and

HILLIARD

&

Milliard.

be known as

Comedy

NEW
Klaw

MOSS' PROSPECT.

York, a

Bosworth feature
withheld from the Paramount program
through its unique subject matter, and
has had added .to.it for a full enteruDu Bartainment another film;.'
four-reeler.

It

Royal theatre management wanted Miss Tanguay to give
morning performances a couple of
times last week, to accommodate the
clamoring crowds that could secure no
tickets from the empty racks.
Next week Miss Tanguay appears at
It is said the

10

bciim released for the usual

picture programs.'

B.

S.

Moss has taken Frank Ger-

sten's Prospect, Bronx, for five years.
This Saturday night the house is
scheduled to open with Moss vaudeville and pictures.

CABLES
ENGLISH MANAGERS COMBINING
TO CUT ARTISTS' SALARIES
Smaller Turns Accepting, but Feature Turns Refusing Consent
to Reduction. Twenty-five Per Cent. Amount Music
Lack of
Halls Want Salaries Decreased.
9
Drawing Cards Managers Handicap.
London, Jan.

With the termination

this

27.

Saturday

of the co-operative sharing agreement

between music

hall

managers and

art-

the circuit heads interested are
reported combining for the sole purpose of decreasing the acts' regular
salary 25 per cent
Some of the smaller turns are said
to be accepting the cut, but the feature attractions are not, refusing to
consent to any reduction of their regular salary, as it stood before the co-

vaudeville acts, as the houses are open

but the material cannot be had.
In peace times a vaudeville show
could not be given in Germany without foreign acts.

ists,

operative agreement went into effect
One point and a very important one
to them, also a severe handicap to the
managers in this step, is the scarcity
of

new acts. None are in sight
The managers, confronted by

the
accept the

dearth are compelled to
drawing cards for the halls at the
full

ists'

IRVING BERLIN OFFERED.
Irving Berlin was offered to the vaudeville managers this week by the
Casey Agency. It is said 10 weeks'

was asked for Mr. Berwas immediately laid out by the

time, all that
lin,

United Booking Offices bookers, before the weekly salary had been agreed
upon.
Mr. Berlin's figure is reported at
$2,500 a week. The managers are said
to have countered with $1,000 and
$1,500.

London, Jan.

salaries.

The

BARELY MISSED MART GARDEN.
"Made

in

Pavilion

may produce

Coyne

London

at

Gaiety.

London, Jan.

27.

According to a cable received here
from Joe Coyne saying he will sail
Jan. 27 to join the Gaiety (Edwardes)
company, the negotiations for Coyne
to join the new Empire production
must have been declared off.

Revue

at PaUafflnm.

will

London, Jan. 27.
Following the pantomime season
there will be produced at the Palladium

break-in process, the heaviness of the
show calling for a preliminary gallop.

Merson as the
star.
Merson has done revue work at
the London Hippodrome.

New

York.

expected the
be sent to Hartford or Buffalo about Feb. 8 for a

ing in

and people

piece

It is

The

a big revue with Billy

M. Barrie revue with Gaby
due at the Duke of York's

J.

Deslys,

Feb. 15, will have to be indefinitely
postponed, although not for long be-

yond that date.
Gaby was resting at Brighton. She
came into London yesterday and leaves
to-day for Paris, to consult her own
specialist, as her throat does not improve. She will remain in Paris about
two weeks.
Gaby's negotiations with Carl Ran-

on your side were for $150 weekly

dall

in the

beginning.

Randall held out for

which the French girl finally
assented. Gaby was then informed by
her prospective dancing partner he
could not sail from New York before
March.
Two other Americans are under
consideration by Gaby, but neither has
yet been engaged.
$200, to

EDITOR

IS

A DRAW.

London, Jan. 27.
The advent of an editor upon the
Empire stage has proved a big draw
for the house.

The

Horatio Bottomly of
seeking recruits, and
is delivering a strong patriotic address
M
at the Empire, as his "turn/
editor

Bull.

is

He

is

NAT AYER

WONT

MOVE.

London, Jan. 27.
Margaret Moffat and Nat Ayer have
separated, Ayer refusing to leave London with the sketch they were playing.
Ayer has been playing at Oddenino's
Restaurant after his regular vaudeville
shows. This may account for his reluctance to leave London.
An English actor is replacing Ayer
in the sketch.
Sewell Collins, the
author of the book, removed Ayer's

from the

turn, getting

new

ones.

Charles

Weldon Dead.
London, Jan.

27.

Charles Weldon, late manager of the
Hippodrome, Leeds, died Jan. 20,
age 80.

is

are

times

Europe when the war

is

awaiting

over, says Al-

bert de Courville, director of the

don Hippodrome, who

New

Knickerbocker,

is

at the

York,

LonHotel

two

for

weeks.
But Mr. de Courville would
not venture a guess when the conflict
will be called off. No one can, adds the
London manager.
Mr. de Courville is in New York to
see the latest productions and likely to
interest American talent for his next
Hippodrome production. The London
Hip is the home of the English revue.
Its present attraction is called "Business

As

Usual."

Mr. de Courville remarked it required
some little courage to put on a revue
that dealt even in a

humorous manner

with the war, but he saw no alternative.
A brief season of variety bills
at the Hip had drawn barely nothing,
the revue field seemed to have been
pretty well covered, and although his
directors were not all in. accord with
him on the matter of policy, de Cour-vtHe- decided a chance must be taken.
The Hippodrome has been playing to
continuous capacity since the show
opened, and it will run, believes de
Courville, until the summer at least
One of the objects of the Londoner's
visit may be to place this revue in a
Broadway house, in duplicated form.
It would be entirely new for New York,
and de Courville is probably placing
his faith on the New Yorker's love of
novelty.

"The Midnight

Frolic,"

which Flo

playing on the

Amsterdam

Ziegfeld

is

Roof,

said to

is

Courville's

to send

it

have attracted Mr. de

attention.

to a

He would

London night

like

club, ac-

cording to report, and prefers Ciro's
restaurant over there for it Saturday
night when the English manager taw
the Ziegfeld show, the Roof had been
out that morning.
When the
"Frolic" went on there were two lines
of machines down to 9th avenue from
the Amsterdam entrance.
If

you don't advertise

In

VARIETY,

don't advertise.

Tuesday that Theodor Kosloff,
New York to stage the ballet

said

due

Great big fine

aold

expected to open at the Garden
during the following week. It was
It

27.

27.

revue

within eight weeks.

America," the forthcoming

Garden production, barely
missed Mary Garden as its star feature. The Shuberts and Miss Garden
had the tatter's figure for the show
set at $4,000 weekly, when something
happened that caused all negotiations
to be declared off.
For the first time in several seasons
there is a probability the big show
preparing for the Garden stage will
have an out-of-town date before openWinter

its

DE COURVILLE OPTIMISTIC

London, Jan.

John

PAVILION REVUE.

art-

GABY SHOW PUT OVER.

in

that Dazie will lead in the production,
had not yet arrived, although reported to have left the other side.

DILLINGHAM GOING OVER?
London, Jan.

27.

reported here that Charles Dillingham may come over to London to
see Elsie Jams' premiere upon her reIt

is

turn.

"EXCUSE ME" FOR ENGLAND.
London, Jan. 27.
George McLellan and George Dance
have secured the American farce, "Excuse

Me"

for

England.

NEED AMERICAN
M.
agent,

Amadi,
writes

now

ACTS.

as an
over here begging for
in

Berlin

4* %»%*** 4-

"THE CAVALRY CHARGE" IN THE LONDON HIPPODROME
The above scene

"BUSINESS AS USUAL"

in the war revue, devised and written by Albert de Courville for the London Hippodrome
(of which he it the umw.m»idirector ••
as
ex P° se(1 l° r not over five seconds during the performance.
Iru
There are between 90 and 100 persons in the scene. It occupies the entire Hippodrome stage. Also in it are real
and set horses,
wuu "dum«*•«.., with
uuiu
mies,
shells bursting and general carnage.
C
u,a
,c ne
ere
a ed in the revue for effect and contrast, the piece itself leaning toward the humorous in its
connection
wwwwu»«
iT J P» f
J»k*.
fl^ .oi
!
with
h the conflict.
"Business
as »?
Usual*
is the current hit of Londontown.

^«

WM

VAUDEVILLE
LOEW EDITORIALLY ADVISED
BY NORTHWESTERN NEWSPAPER
Told to Separate Pop Vaudeville and Pictures. Also Informed
Westerners Want What They Want When Paying for It
Seattle Post-Intelligencer Prints

What

It

Thinks.

CALVE DEBUT MARCH
It

The Post-Intelligencer has printed
the following editorial comment on the
Marcus Loew direction of the former
Sullivan-Considine Circuit:

have abandoned

it

for this season, say-

ing the members did not care to go to
the expense. One club agent stated he
had lost twelve "clubs" in this way
since the season opened.

-27.

understood the engagement oi
Calve for vaudeville has been

is

Emma

closed

practically

New York

in

be-

tween H. B. Marinclli, the vaudeville
agent, Miss Calve's representative and
the big time vaudeville managers.
Unless some unforseen hitch occurs
to prevent, Calve will open at either
Palace in this city
March 1, at $3,000 for the week. She
will play only in the larger houses out
this way, having made a condition ot
her vaudeville plunge, according to report, that she will not sing in the New
York twice daily theatres.
the

Seattle, Jan. 27.

MUSICAL COMEDY STAMP.

1.

Chicago, Jan.

BECKONING TO DORZIAT.
Among the many the vaudeville

which was taken over by him from

&

Considinc last June, acby Maurice Kohn and

now

agents are angling with just

who was

Mile. Dorziat,

is

principal sup-

Pete Schaeffer, two of his associates,
spent a few days in Seattle last week.
There have been rumors that Mr.
Loew would like to turn back to Mr.

port for William Faversham in "The

Considine and the heirs of the Sullivan estate the theatres purchased
from them, but these rumors were
very forcefully denied during the

made.

the Loew party.
a fact, however, that the
original Sullivan & Considine char.i
of theatres have not done as well under the management of Mr. Loew as
visit of

"It

is

they did before the transfer, and this
in spite of the fact that the standard
of vaudeville bills has been kept up
to a very high mark. It is likely that
Mr. Loew will determine that what is
good for the East is not good for the
West, however. He may find after
his visit out here that if Western people want to see motion pictures they
will go to motion-picture houses, and
when they go to a vaudeville theatre
they go there for the purpose of seeing vaudeville. This combination of

and motion pictures may
go in the East, but it seems that it
won't go here.
"Mr. Loew isn't the first man who
vaudeville

has tried to run Pacific coast theatres
from a New York viewpoint. It's
been tried before. There isn't anything out here quite so big as little
old New York, but those of us who
are out here use the same sort of
dimes and dollars they do back there,
and if Mr. Loew wants his share he'll
have to give us what we want and not
what he wants to give us."

Hawk."

now
into

What

it

MERCEDES TIME RESTORED.
Mercedes and Mile. Stanton, the
"mental telepathists," canceled on the

Orpheum

Circuit after their Portland,

had their time
on the Orpheum chain restored, and
will reopen on the time Feb. 21.

Ore., engagement, have

more important

a suitable sketch for her entry
the twice-daily if it should be

Virginia Pearson has assumed the
Dorziat role with the Faversham show.
Mile
It is in Brooklyn this week.
Dorziat is now a member of the French

Theatre Co.

for "clubs" or private entertainments, calling for a vaudeville
program to furnish the amusement end
of these functions, are

bemoaning the

times which have made this the poorest
of all seasons for years for "club
agents."

They say
number of

that while there are a large
private affairs being given,

numberless organizations that have
always had an annual entertainment

week

this

it

was

said

yet definitely
agreed to accept a vaudeville engagement, but was on the verge of favorably considering it.

PINCHED AS CHECK PASSER.
Los Angeles,
J.

W.

Carrothers,

Jan. 27.

who

says he lives
has been posing as

Boston and who
manager of Trixie Friganza was arrested here last week charged with
passing bad checks. The local police

in

say that Carrothers has left a trail of
worthless paper across the country.

NAZIMOVA HELD OVER.
in "War Brides" will be
held over next week as the feature attraction at the Palace, New York.
This will necessitate a rearrangement

Nazimova

of bills, as Richard Bennett was to
have been the Palace's chief attrac-

TRULY SHATTUCK FOUND.
San Francisco, Jan. 27.
"Duke" Cross (Cross and Josephine)

REMEMBER NICK NORTON.
Evergreen and popular Nick Norton
is

celebrating

Friday

his

70th

birthday

this

United Booking Offices.
Or rather the U. B. O. staff it going
to celebrate it for him, all unbein the

knownst to Nick.

A

gold chain and locket

is

to be a

Nazimova opened in the war playlet
Monday. Tuesday she is said to have
received 25 weeks in vaudeville at $2,500 weekly.
pensive one,

Her company

is

with Charles
(Nazimova's husband) playing

an exBryant
in

Bryant's salary in the legitimate
Gertrude
is said to be $300 weekly.
Berkley, who is the Mother of the
piece, is reported to receive $125 a
week for playing it in the act.
Mr. Bentham secured the Nazimova
route.

Through the retention
Richard

Bennett,

nounced to

first

of

in

an-

vaudeville

next week at the Palace, will instead
open at the Orpheum, Brooklyn.

St.

Onge almost became an

He was

by Jimmie Plunkett as
representative to

appointed

that

book

acts

weeks

after

leaving her

hotel.

PRIZES AT RATS' BALL.
The
the

agent'*

with the

United Booking Offices' Family DeMr. Plunkett was notified
partment.
Mr. St. Onge would not be allowed to
The reason as given
represent him.
was an objection to an actor becoming
an agent.

conjunction with a suit for separation Miss Pearl has started'. Robinson
is
acting as manager for Battling
Nelson.
in

If

you don't •dvvrtiM

la

doa't advcrtiM.

VARIETY,

The

worked out for
White
sponsor March 16 (St. Pat-

Rats will
rick's

An

Day Eve)

at

elaborate

list

Terrace Garden.

of prizes will be
presented to winners selected for various styles of costuming and dancing.

dress rehearsal for the sketch.

A

active

charge.

director,

Charles

Lang

is

in

the

is

professional manager.

The Levi Co.

do a general pubnot restricting itself
to Mr. Levi's compositions.
lishing

will

business,

was

Granvilles Divorced.
interlocutory decree of divorce
granted Mrs. Dorothy Granville

this

week against her husband, Bernard

Cecil Lean's

DARLING MANAQINQ.

MANNERS WROTE SKETCH.

the playlet Adele Blood

now

playing at Hammersteln's.

DIVORCE WANTED.
Chicago, Jan.

27.

Emma

Stedman, wife of Al Stedman,
proceedings this
divorce
instituted

Stedman

is

at

present

with

Act.

employed

were

written by Mr. Lean.

"PIGEON

Women,"
is

"Hanky Panky." Mrs. Stedman is professionally known as Emma Kramer.

Boston, Jan. 27.
Cecil Lean produced his new vaudeville act at Keith's this week, and it
has been most favorably received.

The song numbers

Hartley Manners has a sketch
playing in vaudeville without the fact
being announced. At least that was
the report about Hammersteln's this
week. It said the author of "Peg"
was the writer of "A Dream of Fair
J.

week.

New

that

Al Darling has been officially appointed manager of the Colonial.
William Wood, whom Darling was ashas been made permanent
sisting,
manager of the Boston theatre, Boston, and returned to that city Monday.

The Maurice Levi Music Publishing

An

BIO HEADLINER L08T?
report in New York states

Ernest Edelstein, the London agent
has lost hit pet head-liner, Little Tien.
Tich hat been mainly responsible for
the progress made by this agent at for
the patt few yeart he hat been one of
England's principal attractions in the
mutic halls.

MAURICE LEVI PUBLISHING.
Co. has been formed, with offices in the
Strand theatre building. Mr. Levi, the

WITH REUNION.

fourth of the afterpieces to be

produced at Hammertteln's will be
"Tin Beds," by Tommy Gray. Billy
Gould, appearing on the'bill that week
will be in this new skit along with
Valeska Surrat, who it also on that
program.
The night before "Uncle Tomashefsky's Cabin" opens at Hammersteln's
it will be shown at the Comedy Club's
Benefit at the Attor theatre.
The benefit will be held Sunday
night, Feb. 7. The benefit will be a

Ball the

Granville.

Robinson Arrested.
Kathryn Pearl had her husband
John R. Robinson, arrested last Saturday in New York and placed under
$1,000 cash bail. The proceedings were

"TIN BEDS"

details are being

mammoth Masque

composer and musical

NO ACTOR-AGENT.
Fred

several

New York

Nazimova,

who had been
appear

Miss Shattuck could not be located
for

it.

Mr

bushel of cut flowers will be placed

on Nick's desk.

ran across Truly Shattuck in this city
and has wired the information to New

York.

tion.

"CLUB'S" BAD SEASON.
The agents

New York

In

Mme. Calve had not

just

is

agent this week.
9

Debutante"

remembrance from the boys, and a

press circuit of vaudeville theatres,

companied

figure at present.
"The
also closes this week.

or

Majestic

"Marcus Loew, owner of the Em-

Sullivan

Hazel Dawn in "The Debutante" is
being tempted by vaudeville.
The managers interviewed are told
$2,000 weekly is Miss Dawn's pretty

'

WALK

PRIMROSE DIVORCE GRANTED.
Portland, Ore., Jan. 27.

wife
of
Primrose,
Esther
George Primrose, the minstrel, was
granted an unconditional divorce here
Monday by Judge Gatens. They were
married in 1904. The charge was de-

Mrs.

tertlon.

VAUDEVILLE
WITH THE WOMEN

DANGEROUS FLIRTATION BY
PANTAGES WITH HIS ALLIES
Western Vaudeville Circuit Manager Inviting Conclusion of
Friendly Relations with Big Powers Through Announcement of Proposed Action in Connection with

New

Michigan Theatre.

Chicago, Jan.

An announcement made
by

J.

27.

week

Matthews, general booking

C.

manager

this

Pantages Circuit, de-

of the

velops the interesting information that
a formal charge of conspiracy

prepared

Dave Beehand the United Booking Offices ot

against
ler

being

United States Court

the

in

W.

is

Butterfield,

S.

through

America,

which

Butterfield

maintains a booking franchise for his

The charge is
complaint made by

Michigan

circuit.

the

the
result of a
Franklin Theatre Co., of Saginaw,
Mich.
The Franklin is a new house which
opened this week, supplied with its vauattractions

deville

thews

through

the

for the W. V. M. A. and
O. booking, Primrose booking
direct with the Pantages office for the
Detroit and Saginaw engagements.
It is expected this move will eradi-

Primrose act
U.

B.

cate the

friendly feeling supposed to
between the Pantages Circuit and
the U. B. O.
Local sympathy appears to be with
the Butterfield faction.
It seems one
Pilmore, who is the promoter of the
exist

Franklin, sold out his theatre in Bay
City to Butterfield, the latter purchasing it to eliminate opposition in that
town.
Pilmore, with the proceeds and

what local capital he could interest,
proceeded to build another house
(Franklin) in Saginaw, to again oppose Butterfield.

Mat-

The conspiracy charge

office.

JULES RUBT THROUGH.

around the failure of the
George Primrose act to headline the
opening bill, after being contracted by
Matthews for the date and heavily
Saginaw. A suit for
billed around
$600 liquidated damages will be brought
against Primrose under the Illinois

After an association of 15 years with
the F. F. Proctor vaudeville forces,
Jules Ruby (looked upon as something
of a character in the inner vaudeville
circles) left the Proctor connection
last Saturday.

State

contract law, that being the
amount of the Primrose salary for the

Ruby up

Saginaw engagement

small time circuit now consists of 11
houses, booked by Harry Brunelle, as-

Primrose, after closing his minstrel
show in the south, played a week at

sisted

revolves

the

Orpheum,

Matthews,

him

for

booked there by
contracted with
Saginaw opening. The

Detroit,

who
the

also

complainants allege that Primrose was
approached by Beehler, Butterfield and
others and cancelled his Saginaw contract, receiving a 20 weeks' route supplied jointly by the U. B. O. and the
Western Vaudeville Managers' Association.

After signing to play for the latter,
Primrose, according to Matthews, advised him he was unable to hold his
cast together unless guaranteed a con-

whereupon Matthews,
after a conference with Aaron Jones,
laid out four weeks in Chicago over the
secutive

route,

Jones, Linick & Schaeffer time in addition to the Pantages circuit proper,

making 21 weeks in all, including the
Saginaw date.
Matthews further alleges that Primrose verbally accepted this time.
day, Jan. 22, the Pantages office

Fri-

com-

municated with Primrose at Springfield, 111., where he was playing for
the "Association" and learned the minstrel
man had undergone another
change of mind, having decided not to
play the Saginaw engagement. An attorney representing the Franklin Theatre Co. came to Chicago and conferred
with Federal Judge Carpenter on points
of evidence and jurisdiction and it is
expected the matter will come to an issue sometime during the current week.
This is the first case of its kind in the
middle-west.
Beehler
handled
the

No one had
to

been called

Wednesday.

in to

replace

The Proctor

by John Lamp and Mrs. Clarence Wilbur.
This number does not include Proc-

Avenue and Proctor's New-

tor's Fifth

ark

which

theatres,

booked
Goldie

future

in
in

will

the United

probably be

by Lawrence J.
Booking Offices,

of which the Proctor Circuit

is

a

mem-

ber.

SHEEDY BOOKING KEENEY'S.
The Frank A. Keeney theatres in
Brooklyn and Newark are being supplied with vaudeville acts through the

M. R. Sheedy agency.
Mr. Keeney said his new Brooklyn
theatre had a big week ending last
Sunday, and that business in his Newark theatre had kept up to the expected mark.
Asked whether the declaration by
the United Booking Offices and Loew
Circuit that the Keeney houses were
in "opposition" to each, had had any
ill effect upon securing bills for the respective Keeney theatres, Mr. Keeney
said he had experienced no trouble at
all.

By The Skirt
David Belasco has proved his superThe new Frances Starr
again.

iority

play "Marie-Odile" at the Belasco is
an achievement. The curtain and proscenium arch were draped in sack-cloth.
Just this little touch made one realize
something remarkable was coming.
The play was given in one scene. Miss
Starr on removing her novice veil disclosed a head hoobed in the prevailing
fashion.

brought into
A
wardrobe.
coral velvet coat trimmed in white fox
covers a dress of the same .material.
A small hat is worn with it. A change
is made to a white net dress embroidered in purple flowers and trimmed in
pale

The Loew
has

"pulling

Circuit,

been
oijt"

according to re-

particularly

acts

active

in

from the Keeney

Last week the cancellation of
Adele Ritchie by the U. B. O. of an
Orpheum Circuit route, for playing
Keeney's,
Brooklyn,
house,
spread
throughout the ranks of the artists in
New York.

houses.

If

roa
r don't mdvrti—

fea't acVartta*.

la

VARIETY.

blue

beautiful

a

ribbon.

A

dress

of

pale

canary taffeta was especially pretty.
Adele Blood, the statuesque blonde,
favors green. An evening gown of that
color was worn under an evening cloak
of black brocade.
Another evening
gown was green and white. Miss Blood
looks more like Marie Dresser than
ever.
Nonette is now making three
changes of costume. Her act is improved consequently. A flowered taffeta
made with a baby waist and full skirt
with a large hat was very pretty. A net
dress, with a double tunic, was followed
by the gypsy costume so well known.
Georgie White, the boy who was
ousted from the Winter Garden for
being the hit of one of its shows, has
brought into vaudeville a young girl
called
Isabelle Jason.
Miss Jason
dresses in the usual soubrette style.
Her three dresses when they were new

must

have

been

pretty.

(Hammer-

stein's.)

A Dress Parade will be held at the
Auditorium at 306-312 West 52d Street,
Thursday, Feb. 18. The Greater N. Y.
Dress Mfg. Co. will make the exhibit,
with prizes of gowns to be awarded
by G. Harold
Fentell.
The Dress
Parade will be held in conjunction
with the Auditorium dancing. Jerome
Bienenfeld,

manager of the

The Meyako
panese

Sisters (Palace). Jaare neatly garbed in white

girls,

and satin blouses.
For an
American song sung with hardly no
accent,
kimonas are donned.
The
tights

setting

for

the

Long Tack Sam

Co.

coloring and art embroidery.
The Mandarin coats worn
by the men of the troupe are wonderful.
Lillian Shaw worj a pretty frock
of yellow taffeta.
Nazimova's sketch

marvelous

in

having to do with the
permitted no dressing, but if
Nazimova would put on a dressy play
she would receive the thanks of the
women, as she is one of our best
dressed women on the stage, having a
particular style of her own. But Naziis

interesting,

war.

It

day of near-actresses.

At the Columbia Sunday Miss Taylor
wore a white
chiffon combined artistically with purple and green. A white dress trimmed
with blue satin ribbon was another
change. An oriental costume heavily
jeweled was very striking. The youny
girl in Chauncey Monroe and Co. is a
(Orletta and Taylor)

pretty miss, dressed in a short waisted
The hit of the
Kreen satin frock.

Columbia bill Sunday was Morrisey
The young man is
and Hackett.
clever, and is materially helped by the
young lady. She is a petite blonde
with a pleasing personality. She wore
one gray frock. The young miss will
probably dress the act as it deserves
later, and she has several opportunities
for changes.

It was worth the trip to the Winter
Garden Sunday night just to see Blossom Seeley's new orange velvet coat.

Short waisted, the skirt was made very

and trimmed in fox. It was stunUnderneath, Miss Seeley had a
dress she wore month? ago at the Garfull,

ning.

den.

Mr. Ziegfeld has surely put one over
time.
After watching the "Midnight Frolic," the production on the
Amsterdam Roof, who is going to be
satisfied with a couple of professional
dancers as entertainers? The girls,
some twenty-five of them, are a collection of beauties only found in a
Ziegfeld show. Every type is in their
midst.
For good looks May Leslie
leads the blondes and Olga Hartung

this

the brunettes.

The

song,

"My Home

Town," was dressed in a style befitting any Broadway show. Muriel Hudson, a good looking red head in a picture hat

and cloak of brocade, sang a

Tango number. One daring set of costumes was cut to show jet trousers.
Gladys Zell, a new comer to Broadway,
is

theatrical

department of the Greater N. Y. Dress
concern at 1 East 28th Street, has the
gowns to be exhibited at the Parade on
view daily in the firm's showrooms.

is

port,

D'Aubrey has

Diane

vaudeville

mova even in her peasant dress an J
clod-hopper shoes is a delight in this

a pretty girl of the

remains to be seen
retain the

baby

baby

type.

how long

It

she can

stare.

Josie Heather has an entirely new
wardrobe in her latest act. It is as
dainty and sweet as the little com-

edienne herself. A particularly up-todate dress was worn for the entrance
song.
It was of
white satin made
very
full
and trimmed
in
black
fox.
A white tammy was very becoming. The prettiest hoopskirt dress
seen

many

in

Heather's.
apricot

It

shade,

a

was
the

a

day was Josie
heavy taffeta in
ruffles edged in

narrow black velvet ribbon.
bonnet of black was worn.
song was dressed in a simple

A
A

scuttle

Scotch

little

plaid

with a white blouse.
Josie's
sister, Rosie Heather, made a very good
looking boy in kilts in the turn.
taffeta

Naw Yarn's Latest Cram
"PIQION WALK"
Gratt far Duma, Minkal and Dancing Act

VAUDEVILLE,
MADE

MILES THEATRE, DETROIT

Monday matinee

CHANGES BOOKING AGENTS
Moves from Loew Circuit to A.

B. O. of Chicago. Stockholders
Dictate. Reported May Mean Miles Has Decided to
Retire from Active Participation in Vaudeville.

Commencing

Feb.

8

the

Booking Office of Chicago
the vaudeville

programs

Affiliated

into the connecting link in a chain of

supply

houses between Chicago and a number

will

for the Miles

of theatres in

Ohio which the

Affiliated

people are negotiating to book.

since

the

amalga-

Loew circuits.
The transfer of the bookings from
the Loew Circuit to the Affiliated of-

mation of the Miles and

fice is

said to be a result of differences

between

Miles

interested with

and the

him

stockholders

in the theatre.

The

stock holders have the controlling interest in the house.

The recent sale of the Miles theatre,
Minneapolis, coupled with the fact of
the present
distention,
seems to indicate that the financial returns via the
box offices in the Miles theatres this
season have not been up to expectations.
It may also mean Miles has decided to retire from active participation in the vaudeville amusement field.
Miles now has theatres in Cleveland
and Pittsburg (booked by Loew), and
one in the course of construction in
Youngstown, O. The acquisition of
the Miles, Detroit, gives the Affiliated
Agency an opening we*?ge in that territory and the house made develop

SURPRISE FOR "SURPRISES."
The

IMPORTANT OPENING.

O., Jan. 27.

at the Park, excite-

ment was caused by Claude and Gordon Bostock's "Fashion Shop." Helen
Julyette, the soubret, wore something
that reminded the audience of B. V.
D.'s.
The board of censorship was
icpresented at the matinee by two

women.

They immediately rushed to
the Mayor's office.
He came back to
the show with them.
The diplomacy of L. B. Cool, Feiber.
& Shea's district manager, saved some
of the vaudeville company from arrest.
The act was allowed to go on

Monday night, but the matinee dressing had to be elaborated upon.

theatre here, which has been playing

Loew road shows

'EM DRESS UP.

Youngstown,

time vaudeville managers
with the United Booking
Orpheum Circuit have
Offices and
taken a stand against vaudeville acts
that appear as "surprise" turns.
In the U. B. O. yesterday it was said
"surprise
acts" would be surprised
when applying to the United or Or-

pheum for future engagements to find
their names upon the "Not Wanted"

any special evening is noised about
neighborhood in advance.
The
names of the acts thus appearing are

for

New York and requested that a day
be set aside for the hearing by the fedin

commission of complaints' by the
actors the Rats represents.
eral

KITTY PRATING! I
Cincinnati, Jan. 27.
Keith's put over a story this week
regarding Kitty Gordon, the headliner,

and her soldier husband, Captain Beresford, of the English army, stating that
a minature altar would be placed in the

room

to be regularly reported
big time booking agencies.
If

you don't advertise la VARIETY,

dressing

for her to kneel

a jewel case."

don't ndvortlM.

thea-

to the

night before a capacity

house containing state and municipal
executives as well as an unusually large

men
With a
new Pal-

gathering of prominent theatrical

New York and

from

Chicago.

seating capacity of 1,800, the

constructed

ace,

and

by

controlled

&

Barnett, represents the very
latest in theatrical architecture and it
is conceded to be the prettiest vaudeville theatre in Indiana.
It replaces,

Stouter

a

vaudeville

institution

of

Fort

blocks away, its only present competitor being the Empress, playing Loew
road shows.
The dedication ceremony was handled by Hugh Keegan, a prominent attorney of Fort Wayne, who introduced
as the first speaker, Mayor Hoyes.
The Mayor after a short oration, gave
way to Governor Ralston, who made
the trip from Indianapolis to be present .at the opening. Following the
Governor's talk, the regular bill came
in order after which a banquet and impromptu dance was held at the Commercial Club
The Palace opening is an important
event to the vaudeville section of the
middle-west since it marks the opening wedge of a campaign of competition scheduled to oppose the Marcus
Loew theatres in towns where the Or-

star's

the

Monday

public

new Palace

thrown open

Frank Fogarty and Will J. Cooke,
executive officers of the White Rats,
presented themselves Tuesday before
the Industrial Commission, now sitting

and pray for the absent one. According
to the story, Miss Gordon had the altar
made in New York and "it is carried
in an asbestos-lined case, not unlike

to

officially

Wayne, the old Temple, but a few

the

said

was

BEFORE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION.

list.

The move is intended against acts
playing or wishing to play the big
time appearing in theatres not booked
by it, supposedly unbilled and for one
performance only.
Usually, however,
information regarding the "surprise"

ings imaginable, the
tre

as

big

connected

Fort Wayne, Jan. 27.
Under the most auspicious surround-

Miss Gordon, it is said, has turned
her country home in England over to
the Red Cross.
Captain Beresford is
supposed to be fighting in Belgium.

BUTT

AT HOME.

ILL

London, Jan.
Alfred Butt
influenza.

It

is

ill

at his

28.

home with

has caused a postponeat the Palace

ment of Elsie Janis show

pheum

Circuit,

United Booking Offices

or Western Vaudeville Managers' Association are not at present represented.

VAN HOVEN DIVORCED.
Annie Kent secured a divorce from
her husband, Van Hoven, Thursday in
Chicago.
Next week they both appear on the Union Hill bill in their
single turns.

until April.

Meantime, Oscar Asche and Lily
Brayton are headlining the Palace bill
in "Hadj, the Beggar."

W.

V. M. A. Meeting.

Clark Brown's Vacation.
Clark Brown, general manager for
the Canadian circuit, leaves Saturday
by boat for New Orleans, from which
point he will take train for San Francisco.

Chicago, Jan.

The annual

directorate

27.

meeting of

Western Vaudeville Manager's Associ-

was held here Monday, attended
only by Mrs. C. E. Kohl and Martin
Beck, the others being absent because
of sickness or other reasons which prevented their attendance.
Nothing beyond the usual report of
the year's business was scheduled. Mr.
Beck, accompanied by
Mort Singer,
left for Memphis
Tuesday evening.
They will journey over the southern
ilnk of the Orpheum Circuit.

Mr. Brown will remain away from
United Booking Offices desk for
about a month.
his

ation

Wanted
MEYAKO

SISTERS

Appearing with great success at the Palace Theatre, New York, this week.
Next week (Feb. 1) the MEYAKO SISTERS will play the Orpheum, Brooklyn, and week Feb.
they will appear at the Alhambra.
The girls arc booked solid for this and next year.

Detroit, Jan. 27.
vaudeville in Detroit will
pictures to become the policy

Too much
cause
of
It

for Jeannette

the Family, commencing Monday.
has been playing pop. vaudeville.

Bf

New Vecfc'e Pna Ttot
"PIOKON WALK"
»S1 W 4BBJ V^SSV S» T. S.
MFWvMf SMM VSfS

Du

kinds of BURLESQUE PEOPLE, CHORUS GIRLS, LEADER (Violinist). Apply
Immediately at Mutual Hall. 4SI tth Ave., between SSth and 3Sth Sts., New Yerk City.
Telephone 4*3 Greeley. Rehearsals II A. M. dally.
All

S,

Pictures in Family.

J

VAUDEVILLL

«E

TO THE THEATRICAL PROFESSION
For the
trary, let

tell

you

not know or who might have heard to the conmost positive terms that the White Rats today are just

who do

benefit of those

me

in the

as militant as they ever have been.

They do not believe in the many abuses which still exist in the theatrical profession.
They want to obviate these abuses, but they can only do it through you. Standing
aloof from the organization and criticising it will not help.
The White Rats realize that the actor has been passing through a critical period in
his profession this season.

The White Rats

realize that

managers

in

a good many instances have taken advan-

tage of conditions to cut the salary of the actor and actress.

The White Rats

realize that

something

if

is

not done, the manager

may make a

further cut

Taking

these things into consideration, the officials of the organization realize

all

that in order to obviate these conditions, every reputable actor

ing something in

They

show business should belong

to the

and actress represent-

White Rats.

mechanic controls the destinies of the labor condition so
will the reputable standard actor and actress control the theatrical profession if he
will but realize and get together, through organization.
This is no time to say what should be done. This is no time to expostulate the ideas
of strikes, anarchy or other things of a drastic nature. This is the time to organize
and prepare against any further unfair methods that might be employed by the manrealize as the skilled

ager.

The General Committee for the
Masque Ball which takes place Tuesday evening, March 16, 1915, at Terrace

Garden,

much concerned now
theatrical

Do

your duty

offer excuses.

Come

future.

as

ever has been about the business conditions that control the

it

situation.
to yourself

Do

not

and your profession by joining the White Rats. Do not
suggest or theorize. Be practical. Prepare for the

criticise,

into the organization not with the thought of the social side, the fra-

These elements of the organization will take care of themand join with us to protect your business. To help maintain salTo help obviate many abuses. To help eliminate graft
aries.
IS THE TIME.
As stated by me in many articles and in speeches, this is an era of organization.
Every well conducted business, including the managers', is organized. The manager
forgets his personal difference with his fellow manager and joins with him in one
common cause of self-protection; so it is up to the actor and actress to do the very
ternal or beneficial side.
selves, but

come

in

NOW

selfsame thing.
Do not say what the White Rats should do or what they should not do. This is
no time for idle gossip. Do not be a scandal monger. Join the White Rats. Come
in and make laws governing the members of your organization.
Get together with

your fellow
If you do

artist in the profession

and your

sister artiste in the profession.

accomplish much more than they are accomplishand wrangle and allow that terrible germ of
professional jealousy to get the better of you, and conditions in the profession become
worse, do not blame the White Rats. Blame yourselves.
ing; but

if

this the White Rats
you stand aloof and

will

criticise

Sincerely yours,

FRANK FOGARTY.

On

Saturday

evening,

Jan.

at

30,

a White Rat Scamper in celebra-

11:15,

of Big Chief

Syracuse, Jan. 27.

Reports

are

current

in

theatrical

New York

this

circles

Frank Fogarty,

will

bine of a chain of theatres in Fulton,

tion of the return to

week

GILMORE'S CIRCUIT.

here of the forthcoming com-

be held.

Oswego,

the present outlook it may
safely be stated that the usual high
standard of the performances at these
Scampers will be equalled, if not ex-

Gilmore, the vaudeville agent, of
Oswego. Gilmore controls the Richardson, Oswego and houses at Oneida
and Fulton. He is dickering with the
owners of the City opera house, Watertown, for a lease. Another report says
that Joseph Hinds, of this city, is trying
to obtain the Watertown house.

From

celled,

and the demand

for invitations

indicates a record attendance.
After the performance, there will be

dancing on the main floor and cabareting and dancing in the grill room.

Oneida and Watertown by

C. P.

you don't advertlM

in

STOCK LEAD'S SKETCH.

VARIETY,

don't advertise.

Detroit, Jan. 27.

NOTICE.
At

Next week the Temple (vaudeville)

a special meeting of the

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
of

the

White Rats Actors' Union,

called

for

that

purpose

BROTHER BURT GREEN
was elected to serve on Board of
Director in place of Brother Mike J.
Kelly, resigned.

will

have Fay Courtenay and her com-

pany, playing a sketch called "Out of

acter Bickel

Montgomery stepping

shall

addition of the following names, unintentionally omitted from the first pub-

place.

lished list:

the

woman

with the Vaughan Glaser
stock. After the Detroit engagement
she will play the Temple, Rochester,
and may continue over an eastern big
time vaudeville route.

into their

Andy Amann

Eddie Perry

Josephine Davis could not appear at
Orpheum, Montreal, Monday, owing to the sudden death of her husband,

Jack Bancroft

James E. Rome

Billy Geller, last Friday.

Jim Cook

Willie Solar

Arthur F. Wiliams
Paul Dulzell
Tom Wood
Richard Mjlloy
Tickets have been sent out to the
various committeemen and to the members of the White Rats and the Associated Actresses of America, and it is
the particular desire of Big Chief Fogarty, Chairman Alf. Grant and the
that

the

ticket

sale

The

sell

leaders in this contest will be

mentioned from time to time in
Varmtt, and the value of the prizes
offered will no doubt create considerable interest

The Committee has

wires.

Happy Jack Gardner replaced George
Primrose at the new Franklin theatre,
Saginaw, Mich., this week.

be

given attention so that the ball will be
an assured success.
In this connection Maurice Mendel,
with stores at 1395 and 1581 Broadway, has donated an order for a lady'
gown, and Eddie Mack, of Mack's
Clothes Shop, 1582-1584 Broadway, has
donated an order for a dress suit, both
of which will be presented to the lady

and gentleman respectively who
the largest number of ball tickets.

Aubrey and

Rich got the Montreal vacancy.
Joe Jackson walked into the Hippodrome, Cleveland, Monday, when he
was informed he had been billed in
Toledo. Jackson's fault for confusing

also decided to

issue a Souvenir Booklet at the time of

ball Brother Bert Levy is in
charge of this and at the last meeting
reported that he had secured a dona-

Baltimore, Jan. 27.
scheduled to appear at
vaudeville houses here this week, were

Three

acts,

illness and acciwas taken ill and

cancelled owing to
Bessie Wynn
dent.

appear at the Maryland.
Hazel Cox was substituted.
Cameron and O'Connor are unable
to appear on account of sickness. Jose
Spanish juggler and
Florences,
a
magician, booked to appear at the Hippodrome this week with Lelika, fell on
the icy pavement on Saratoga street

could not

near Calvert, Sunday night, and fractured his left arm just above the
wrist.
He was treated at Mercy Hos-

He

pital.

left

day, for he

New

for

was not

York, Mon-

able to play.

the

from Montgomery Flagg in the
form of a beautiful drawing in colors
tion

to be used as a cover design; also that
Harrison Fisher, Archie Gunn and several other famous artists had contributed toward making the Souvenir an

Mr. Levy's artistic
well-known in and out of the
profession, and that he is giving his
time toward getting this Souvenir out,
is assurance in itself it will be entirely
success.

away

is

out of the ordinary.

Advertisements are being received
daily, and for the information of those
who have not yet received a communication from Brother Levy, the size of
the booket will be S /a inches by 10)4

Chicago, Jan. 27.
Chas. Van of Chas. and Fanny Van
was taken to a Fort Wayne hospital
Tuesday morning suffering with an
•

acute attack of appendicitic. Van was*
on the opening bill of the new Palace,
Fort Wayne, and played the Monday
shows under a severe physical strain, to
keep the billed program intact. After

underwent an attack of chills and fever.
Despite this he insisted on playing the night show, but was forced to
retire Tuesday under orders of a local
physician. An act was sent from Chicago to fill the vacancy.

l

inches, while the size of the advertising
space inside the decorative border will

be 5 inches by 9 inches. The advertisements will be set up uniformly, and
line cuts will be used throughout, according to present plans; the entire
booklet will be enclosed in ribbed Ja-

As an
best

NEWARK HOUSE LEASED.
Newark, N.

The Columbia
and Washington

advertising

medium

and

it

Brother

is

the

theatre

J.,

at

streets

Jan. 27.

Marshall
has been

M. Finger by a New
York syndicate headed by R. J. Rodel,
leased from Louis

said to be a theatrical

deal

tissue.

obtainable,

Monday matinee he had to be asroom where he

the

sisted to his dressing

manager.

was closed through the

firm of

J.

L. Feibleman

&

The

real estate

Co.

Levy

be pleased to furnish any further
information that may be desired regarding it. He can be addressed care
of the clubhouse.

WHITE RATS ACTORS' UNION

Columbia's Stock Increase.

Tuesday, February 2nd, 1915,

will

NOTICE.
The

regular meeting of the

the Night" by Frances Whitehouse.
Miss Courtenay was formerly leading

Chester Johnson,

takes.

At Keith's, Philadelphia, Leonard
and Russell did not open, with Mar-

At the first meeting, the Arrangement Committee was increased by the

panned
If

meetings

matters in connection with the balL

ability

C. P.

several

a cyclist, replaced them.

artistic

FOGARTY NIGHT AT CLUB HOUSE.

held

IN AND OUT.
The war acted as a stopper to Bickel
and Watson playing Shea's, Toronto,
this week, owing to the German char-

during the past two weeks, deciding on

Committee,

A

great deal has been said about the White Rats Club. That the White Rats have
digressed into a purely social organization. This is a positive untruth. The White
Rats Club is only the social side of the organization. The organization itself is as

am

PROGRESS ON BALL

will be held

The capital stock of the Columbia
Amusement Co. (Eastern Burlesque

in

Wheel) has been increased from

at

000 to $250,000.

$185,-

the White Rats' Building, 227
46th Street, New York City,

West

11.30 P.

M. sharp.

VARIITY

BBS

Bl

Rbdiffe Fellows*, who was in "Under Cover," will open as the leading

niETY

man

of the Poli stock in

Majestic Theatre Bide*
Paatagee Theatre Bide.
IS Charing Creae Road

PARIS

*6 bit,

Rae

St. Bidier

ADVERTISEMENTS
AdTertisiag copy for current issue must
reach New York office bj Wednesday midnight.

Lurope and New York
City oniy accepted up to noon time Friday.
Advertisements by mail should be accompanied by remittances.
Advertisements

Charles Reno hag gone west with
"Joshua Simpkins," the only roadster
he now has out, and expects to take
it

to the

SUBSCRIPTION
•*
•

Annual
Foreign
Single copies, 10 cents

ma tter

W. Rexford Poole, a theatrical manager well known around New England,
is reported dangerously ill in a Portland, Me., hospital
The Palace, East Orange, N. J., is
trying out a special vaudeville policy
James E. Plunkett is supthis week.

New Y ork.
No. 9

Carl Jorn, the grand opera ginger,
at Keith's, Providence, this week.

Pauline Lord has been engaged to
support Emmett Corrigan in vaude-

The new
A. Lamp,

theatre, Ainsworth, la. (J.
manager), will play vaude-

and road shows, starting

in

Feb-

ruary.

Several road managers reached town
the report

Monday and Tuesday with
that the

New

England

territory

shows

indications of bracing.

leading man at the
Crescent, Brooklyn, leaves that company Feb. 6.

Gua Klainickee has been engaged

as
musical director for the Annette Kel-

lcrmann show.
formerly of "The
out after an operation

Husaey,

Dingbats,"

is

for appendicitis.

Mazfield Morse has been engaged to
play William Greaver's part in "The
Little Cafe."

manager of the
"Omar" company became the father of
a boy Jan. 20.
Hevia,

Harold

Rienxi de Cordova has been engaged
for "Maternity," presented at matinees
at the Princess.

Ralph Cohen of the A. H. Woods
has been ill for the past week and
eontined to his home.

office

The

Colonial,

Elmira, N.

Y.,

after

being dark for several months, will open
in February for

The Annette Kellermann show is
now scheduled to first open at NorFeb.

8.

Beginning March
$50

to

Omaha

the
will

coast

go

Victoria,

play

hereafter
that

La

going through
formerly housed

legits
It

territory.

vaudeville and stock.

"Grimes' Cellar Door/ in tabloid
form, with the original James B.

Mackie

in

his

old role, had

its

"try

out" at Wilmington, DeL, Thursday.

stock, Scranton,

tion.

The Empire, Providence,

R.

I.,

was

taken over by the city and Spitz

&

Nathanson awarded $175,000 for their
interests. The Empire will be torn

down

to

make way

for a

new

street

1

a special rate of

and

into effect.

return

from

is

was formerly booked by the Prudential
agency.
Charles Gunn will leave the Wright
Huntington stock in Minneapolis Feb.
6 and a week later become leading

man

with the Schenley Players, Pittsburgh.

In railroad

spoken of as "from
river to river for $50." This means by
the direct line from Omaha to San
Francisco and return privilege within
three months. The railroads are also
making a special rate of $67.50 going
out over the northern route via Portland and returning via the southern
route or vice versa. This special rate
will remain in force from March 1
until January 1, 1916.
parlance the rate

The Family, Williamsport, *Pa., is
now being booked by Frank O'Brien
for Wilmer & Vincent
The Family

Poli's

Worcester, Mass., to manage the
there.
James Carroll has replaced him in Scranton.

Grand

Joseph E. Howard and Mabel McCane will start headlining Orpheum
Circuit programs opening at Winnipeg

They

7.

Violinsky
the St. Francis
Hospital, San Francisco, where he was
still

will close their season

New

May

York,

30.

ation.

E. Hemingdinger, the jeweler of 45
street, New York, who sells val-

class with the usual "installment jew-

.„_ *

eler."

The Irving Place Theater Co.
is

of

announced as producing

"Lieb Vaterland" in Cleveland Feb. 7
with 25 per cent of the net profits going

the

to

German-Hungarian

war

fund.

the

new

"50-50"

show

is

sent

on tour the featured players will be
Floyd F. Mack and wife. It was written by John P. Mulgrew, author of
"Rrin*ing Up Father.'»»

Julia Williams (Mrs. Scott Siggins),
lately with
is

seriously

the Virginia
ill

with

Harned

tuberculosis

Co.,

at

234 West 43d street The address ot
her husband, recently with "The Police
Inspector," would be gratefully received.
Miss
Williams
in
earlier
years was a well known character
woman in melodramatic productions.
The Actors' Fund is lending her assistance.

Paul Durand is talking over the
treatment he received at the hands ot
the bookers of the big Hippodrome
circus.
Durand claims he submitted
acts judged as satisfactory, but before
able to connect with these acts, he
found them all ready booked at the
Hip. It is said most of the acts in
the circus booked direct, the management ignoring the agents almost entirely.

The Auditorium

at

Fargo,

N.

D.,

will begjn playing regular attractions

The town has been

shortly.

closed to

shows since the combination

house was destroyed by
year ago,

fire

about a

George Robinson, brother of the late
David Robinson, will manage the
Brighton theatre, Coney Island, next
summer.
He succeeds Sam McKee
who managed the house for two seasons past
Countess Lottie Fayette, considered
the youngest Oriental dancer in America, is going back in a few weeks to
her native land, Belgium, where she
will enlist as a Red Cross nurse. The
Countess will be at the Hotel Calvert,
New York, up to the time she sails.

Suit for a receiver for the Frankfort
Co. has been filed in the
Circuit Court at Frankfort, Kyn by

Amusement

John Bridges and Bronston Kenney.
The petition alleges the company is
the owner of the Grand (picture) and
the property of the Columbia, recently taken

pop

New York, last
Miss Ware asks $1,500 a week.
Pending adjustment the act is not

as played at the Palace,

over by

vaudeville.

new management for
The petitioners ask

for an accounting, the sale of the company's holdings and a division of the
proceeds.

Mayor V. A. Schreiber took a walk
through the prosperous town of East
Liverpool, O., Sunday afternoon, and
on returning to his office issued a
string
of
decrees
directed
chiefly
against theatrical billposting. He forbids all burlesque posters portraying

women
Helen Ware has been offered $1,000
weekly by the big time vaudeville managers for herself, company and sketch

dancers in semi-and-demi-dress

and he particularly issued an injunction against the photographs, largesized and flesh-tinted, which heralded
the approach of Annette Kellermann.

week.

Walter

Hast

recently

floated

:i

of
producing
composed
company
Lenox Pawle, Clifford Brooke and an
English legitimate manager who will

arrive in

When

Hammerstein

the

of

John

in

removed from the Continental Hotel
about ten days ago to undergo an oper-

Harry

Pa^ has been recalled

playing.
is

appointed

to negotiate with

"Thomashefsky." Jack says
that when a doctor is ill he doesn't attend to himself, and why should not
an agent, when a manager wants him
to be an actor, though but for a week,
engage another agent to represent
him?

to

regular

Lela Lee is Elaine Foster in "The
Big Idea" with the Ira Hards stock
It will conclude Miss
in Mt Vernon.
Lee's engagement with this organiza-

has

Curtis

date

New York
Clayville's (N. Y.) new $50,000 opera
house opened with a vaudeville show
furnished by local talent The house
replaces the one burned a year ago.

Jack

Fred Sarr, formerly manager of the
Academy, Bridgeport, is now managing the Holyoke, Holyoke, Mass., playing vaudeville booked through the
Byrne & Kirby Agency.

uables to the profession on credit, is
not looked upon by Vahujttj in the

Al Foster is producing a dance for
Minerva Coverdale and Hal Ford,
which they will use in the new Winter Garden show "Made in America."

meeting of this week only four were
without engagements.

Weber as his agent
Loney Haskell tor

Fayette, Ind., will

one nighters.

Charles B. Middleton (Middleton and
Spellmeyer) was presented with a
daughter by his wife last Friday.

folk, Va.,

The

was started there were 22 members laying off, and at the Tuesday

arrange the show.

at the Palace,
Giles,

Professional Magicians, an organization of "the hand la quicker than
the eye" men formed three months ago
reports business with the magicians is
very prosperous. When the organization

the Century opera house Sunday
night a beneht will be given in aid of
Win.
the Newsboys' Home Fund.
Fox is the chairman of the entertainment committee, and Edgar Allen will

At

Feb.

ville

Helen

Woods

Joe

plying the acts.

ville

Corliss

the

W. H. Delman, managing

at

VoL XXXVII

is

Coast

for

Entered as second-class

in

is

teeasmstataBStaaOMmm

The

J.,

agency.

SIME SILVERMAN, Prmltat
New York
Times Square

LONDON

Lakewood, N.

for a rest

Aaron Fox

FuhlUhtd

CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO

is in

Washington

next week.

WmUt by
VARIETY, Inc.

Lydia Barry

pany

will

America

shortly.

have for their

tion a revival of

The com-

first

produc-

"Pomander Walk,"

in

which Mr. Pawle will be featured.
There will be a production called "The
Rabbi and the Priest" to follow this.

In the American Wednesday morning was a cartoon entitled "Benefits
Forgot," by Winsor McCay. The picture depictg

and

two aged

wife, seated

thespians,

man

a squalid room,
hung with notes of thanks for the benefits they have appeared at.
Both are
aged, infirm and in need.
The wolf
is staring at them through the window.
On the table is spread a notice of disposess proceedings. The cartoon was
a forceful argument in favor of the
Actor's Fund and this week's benefit
in

LEGITIMATE
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Engagements reported

"Conditions arc on the road to improvement throughout the country.
Everywhere throughout the country
box office statements show a
the
marked increase in receipts." Thus
spoke one of the largest theatrical
managers in the profession Wednesday

"Yosemite"
stage

night

improvement

The revue

was

the theatres have been getting bigger

returns within the past few weeks. The
former city especially showed marked

at

run next week, with vaudeville talcing
the Empire stage until the new show
goes on there.

"SEARCHLIGHTS" NEW.
London, Jan. 28.
At the Savoy in three weeks will be
produced a new piece named "Search-

the one-night stands there has
been indication of improvement.
The northwest is the first section of the
country to recover from the financial

"RED ROSE" REVIVED.

In

also

stringency that the early months of the
war caused. The middle west is also
picking up and the south, while not

John Daly has revived "The
Rose" and will reopen the show

breaking receipts for shows, is in a
much better condition than it was be-

DAWN SHOW TO

The same manager

continuing said
that a talk which he had with several
of the financial giants of the country
brought out the fact that the entire
country would not, as far as they predicted, resume its natural condition until about the middle of 1916.
But that
the year following would mark one of
in

the greatest in the history of the country in prosperity.

"HOPPY*

"The Debutante,"

Dawn

NOW

"POPPY."

was appearing with the Gilbert and
Sullivan Opera Company in Chicago.
Mrs. Hopper was Elda Furry before
her marriage.

engagement

at

WEBER PLAY
"The Fallen Idol"

Comedy

Saturday.

the Co-

BROWN "BAWLED

opened

last

me?"

The company

received notice Tues-

Some

of the members
of the company will receive two weeks'
salary because of contracts.

German Sympathizer

Sailing.

London, Jan.

Feme Rogers

sailed

28.

yesterday

on

She had
the Adriatic for New York.
received an offer for the German operatic stage, but

Garson, of

New

Feme Rogers
dismissed

from

the

the

young woman
London Drury

Lane pantomime through openly expressing

her

sympathies as with

the

Germans.

LOEW COMING HOME.
Marcus Loew
his trip

DALY'S MORALITY WAVE.

is

by

this

is

due

to return

over the Loew western
Sunday.

first
investment
before
departing.
Their leave-taking left Jerome Rosenberg and D. A. Lavine in sole control
of the house.
Levine is said to have
been the
financial
backer
for the

Louis j Meyer

111

is

at Brighton.

Hope

and

Mir.

said,

is

Brown was
in

a

manner

was

definitely

ANOTHER ONE

ticket speculation in hand, that where
theatres are known to be in collusion

with ticket scalpers the theatrical license for the year be increased from
its present cost, $500, to $1,000.
Three years ago, when a similar intimation was made by the city fathers,

managers promised to aid
abolishment of ticket scalping it
the license fee were held down to the
$500 figure, which was done.
the theatre

in the

were

who

line

Early
visited

.the

as

week managers
by Dermot Fitz-Gibbon,
in

the

stated that they could curry favor

with and receive extra space and special write-ups in the columns of The
Evening Sun if they would take extra
advertising to the extent of $150.
It was also stated Mr. Hoffenstein
("The Playgoer") who has been doing
dramatic criticism for that paper had
resigned from that post.

ACTRESS HELD UP.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 29.
Marion Dentler, playing the title role
in "Pec:," was held up and robbed by
twe men while walking from the stage
door of the theatre to her hotel, a distance of about one block. The actress
lost about $500 worth of jewelry and a

amount

28.

Married.

Philadelphia, Jan. 27.
Hope, of the Cohan

Francis X.
&
Harris forces, yesterday married Elizabeth A. Obrieh, of this city.

in cash.

Lester Walters Marries.
formal
and
notification
with only his bride nearby, Lester B.
Walters, long in the Pat Casey Agency, took unto himself a wife, Ottelia
Hanrahan, a non-professional.

day, Feb.

the Shuberts, died

Wiegand was

in

New York
vice-president

policy opening at the

1,

will

New York, Monhave a 50-cent top ad-

mission scale at night.

The Columbia

Co. attractions have been
routed in there for two weeks, the
traveling shows playing the Grand on
a percentage, splitting 50-50 with Klaw
& Erlanger, who manage the opera
house.
No "first money for the

house" is included in the sharing arrangement.
Billy Watson's 'Orientials," under
the title of "The Girls from Dixie"
will be the opening piece.
The Grand
stand while playing burlesque will fill
an open week on the Columbia Circuit
that has existed around New York.

MOROSCO'S NEW FARCE.
Los Angeles, Jan. 27.
"The Lady We Love," a new comedy by Frank Mandel, author of "The
High Cost of Loving," was given its
premiere at the Burbank Sunday. The
three acts with the search
as the theme, the title having reference to the Goddess of Liberty adorning our coinage.

Jan.

is

in

money

The

piece is somewhat disconnected
spots and lacks real farce speed. It
will stand cutting to the extent
of at
least a half an hour.
in

Jess

Dandy and

starred, supported

Lillian

by

Elliott

CORT SHOWS SHORT RUN.

to open at the Cort, Boston, Feb. 15.
The Selwyn show goes into the Cort

following "What's
Cort musical show.

Going

On?"

the

"GIRL IN MILLION" FINISH.
Chicago, Jan.

27.

"One Girl in a Million," from the
La Salle theatre here, closed up with
a bang in Des Moines last week, when
the company refused to proceed further without some real money.
Felix Adler was the first to sit on his
trunk, also the first to remove it.
He
returned to New York and will probably rejoin "The Queen of the Movies."
Keeney and Opera House.
Thursday said Frank A.
Keeney had practically closed for posreport

session

of

Hammerstcin's

Lexington

Avenue Opera House.
He has been
dickering for it some time.

of

the Agents and Managers' Association.

are

Edmund Lowe.

Richard Bennett has been placed
under contract by the Selwyns to appear in "Nearly Married," scheduled

A

Charles F. Wiegand Dead.
Charles F. Wiegand, for several
years manager of road attractions for
26.

AT GRAND.

Grand opera house,

for

staid Evening Sun
one of the bidders
for additional business from the the-

week

into

fell

50-50

The burlesque

play

FALLS.

Without

Louis Meyer, lessee of the Strand,
ill at
Rrighton.
Francis X.

it

Cohanesque. Thereafter the male bare-legged dancer was
missing from the cast.
that

like

circuit

London, Jan.

OUT."

from

Tuesday evening the Daly theatre

management lost two of its original
members in the burlesque venture.
The retiring couple were Nate Spingold and Walter Rosenberg.
Each is
said to have received the amount of the

the investigating committee of the
City Council having the matter of
tc

tone to try the actor-au-

patience,

"bawled-out,"

American Embassy

the

a

in

thor's

atres.

Saturday.

day afternoon.

28.

Amusement

Martin Brown has been out of "HelBroadway" at the Astor since
Thursday night. Mr. Brown's non-appearance is due to a misunderstanding
with the one and only George M., acIt seems
cording to Rialto gossip.
during the past week Mr. Brown has
missing
frequently
negligent,
been
scenes and on one occasion had to be
paged before he appeared for the court
scene in the burlesque of "On Trial."
When he did appear he sweetly asked
of Mr. Cohan, "Were you looking for

This

CLOSES.

will close at the
It

Several offers are said to have been
tendered Tom McNaughton by other
producing managers. Mr. McNaughton is featured in "Susi." The show is
at the Standard, New York, this week.

refused to issue a passport for Berlin.

York, has
taken a five-year lease on the Broadway, Detroit, and will open it April 1
with pictures.
For the past year the
Broadway has been operated by Bert C.
Whitney.
I.

starring, is reported as clos-

Zoe Barnett leaves and will be replaced by Clara Palmer.

BROADWAY LEASED.
Detroit, Jan. 27.

Henry

27.

which Hazel

in

lonial.

At the Lying-in Hospital Tuesday
night Mrs. De Wolf Hopper gave birth
to a son, while the comedian father

DETROIT'S

is

Pa.,

CLOSE.

Boston, Jan.

ing, after the

fore the holidays.

Red
for a

road tour Feb. 12 at Allentown,
with Zoe Barnett as the star.

creating any particular stir with record.

,

The "Paradise" company will be
gathered at once following the Garden
opening.
"Susi," in which Miss Collins is now
playing (Lew Fields' show) is booked
to close about Feb. 6 at Albany, unless unexpected road business should

lo

lights."

improvement.

Chicago, Jan.

Mayor Harrison has recommended

commence.

London, Jan. 28.
the Empire will end its

questioned further as to just
the

is

Dupre show

with Jeanette
billed for next week.
Daly's,

REVUE GOING OUT.

most
noticeable he stated that the big towns
were the first to show indications that
general business was on the way to a
Boston
return to normal conditions.
and Philadelphia are two towns where
where

which held Daly's
two before it

revival,

a

This week "Uncle Sam's Belles"
at

of this week.

When

tative offers.

or
turned into burlesque.
for

"A Day

Paradise" (the next musical show
the Shuberts intend putting out after
the new Winter Garden attraction is
launched), are Jose Collins, Lillian
Herlien, and Walter Jones.
Others
have been approached and given ten-

—
—

—

for

of

Office Reports Coming in From Traveling Attractions Indicate Return of Better Times Northwest Particularly
Good Big Cities Improving South Still Passive.

Box

ADVOCATES LICENSE RAISE.

ENGAGED FOR "PARADISE."

ROAD CONDITIONS IMPROVING
THROUGHOUT ENTIRE COUNTRY

If

you don't ndvtrtlM
don't ndvortlso.

In

VARIETY,

LEGITIMATE
TICKET AGENCY COMBINATION IN
OPPOSITION TO TYSON COMPANY
& Co., Tyson & Brother and United Agencies

Tyson

Into Combination

—May Later Take in Other
•

understood Tyson &
Co., Tyson & Brother, and the United
Theater Ticket agencies have formed a
combination, which may be the initial
step toward a general combine of all
the theater and hotel ticket agencies
in New York, outside of the Tyson

Company and the McBride Agency.
The former

controls the stands in the

majority of hotels in the city.
Three weeks ago a transfer of 1,100
shares of stock of Tyson & Co. was recorded. Just who got this stock is not
known, but it seems the move was a
forerunner of a general reorganization
of that firm.

men

town

in

All of the other agency
have been discussing it

for over a week.

&

Co. control the stands at
Building
Longacre
Broadway,

Tyson
96

(Broadway and 42d street), Hoffman
House and Great Northern Hotel. Tyson & Brother have the stand at Manhattan Hotel, and the United Agency
is located in the Heidelberg Building,
at Broadway and 42d street.
The other theater ticket agencies
spoken of as possibilities in the line-up
which seems to be principally directed
against the

Theater Ticket Library
Marks Agency, and

street, the

men located in some
downtown office buildings.
The Tyson Company is practically

some

afternoon.

Jack Kahn, husband of Miss Brinker,
had Miss Brinker playing "The Ty-

phoon" in stock in Newark when
Darcy & Wolford attempted to stop
the show, alleging infringement upon
the original "Typhoon," under their
booking direction and which version
the Brinker company was not paying
them. The Brinker
company continued with "The Typhoon." The police arrested Miss
Brinker. She has not done much acting since then and in her suit claims
that the "false arrest" damaged her

of the ticket

of the larger

In spite
controlled by the Shuberts.
of the recent "getting together" of the
Shuberts and Klaw & Erlanger, the advertisements in the daily papers of the
theaters of the syndicate still carry the
line to the effect the

Tyson Company

does not obtain seats for those attractions. Contrary to this the Tyson company handles as large a number of
seats for the Klaw & Erlanger theaters
as it does for the Shubert houses.

to

for

reputation professionally irreparably.
Some of Broadway's dramatic agents
were summoned to appear as witnesses.

LINDSAY

BACK IN TOWN.

IS

"Bill" Lindsay, of the passenger department of the Lehigh Valley, who

bandies the theatrical business for that
road, returned to New York this week
after spending several weeks at Mt.
Clemmens, Mich.

Chicago, Jan. 27.
Conceded by local critics to be Louis

Mann's best play, "The Bubble" opened
American Music Hall last Monday night to a flying start. In the new
piece Mann is an old German shop
keeper.
His supporting cast is \cellent, carrying Laura Walker, Matilda
Harrison Ford and Henry
Cottrell,
Mortimer.
The American Music Hall, rather an
inappropriate spot for a good show be-

at the

cause of its inconvenient location, held
close to a capacity audience the opening night and with the Tuesday notices
favorable without exception, it is ex-

pected Mann will pull some patronage
regardless of the "jinx" said to hover
around that theatre.
"Sari" opened at the Illinois the same
In the cast are J. K Murray,
H. W. Marsh, Billie Busch, Albert
Hedges, Mizzie Hajos, Irene Powlaska,
Meakin, Bert Gilbert, Jack
Charles
Harry
Buchanan,
Robert
Squires,

According to Lignon Johnson, attorney for the United Managers' Protective Association, the

The first of
Long Way

the

Gus

Canada.
Mr. Johnson said Wednesday afternoon vigorous steps had been taker,
with the result that a bill is to be introduced at opening of the Canadian Parliament and that it looked as though r.
law equally drastic in scope as the English copyright law would be in effect
before the new season rolled around.
in

Hill shows, "It's

The second will have Dick
ahead on the one nighters.

SHOWS

IN

Little

DIPPEL WILL NOT.

Asking $25,000 damages for false arrest which took place in Newark, N. J.,
a year ago last summer, when playing

Una

Abell Brinker has brought
Darcy & Wolford, play
brokers, with officers in the Knicker-

stock,

SHOWS

CLOSING.

M. Shortridge has closed "Was
She to Blame?" Among gross receipts were $15
(Sunday night) at
North McGregor, la., and $32 at Spring
F.

Green, Wis.
"The Calling

wound up

Among

of

Dan

in Indiana.

Matthews''

.

the roadsters recently shutwere "While the City

down

ting

"He

Sleeps" and
His Wife."

went from

Dippel will not produce
another musical piece this season. It
is reported that that is the producing
manager's decision.
"The Queen of the Roses" was to
have been the next Dippel piece prepared, but it has been laid away, along
with books for seven other accepted
musical plays Mr. Dippel is reported
at the 44th
leaving there this
Saturday, will go to Washington, playing week stands for a short time before
locating at a Shubert Boston theatre

Street theatre

Orleans, Jan. 27.
Raymond Hitchcock is personally
drawing business to the Tulane this

week, where he's on view in "The
His work saves the
Beauty Shop."
show.
Fair patronage is being recorded at
the Crescent, where the Percy Haswell
stock holds forth.
The Robert Mansfield Players are
Burlesque

is

when

for a run.

SHOWS

NEW ORLEANS.

New

drawing average c/owds

to the Dauphine.

LIGHTON'S DOG EXCHANGE.
George Lighton, general director of

IN 'FRISCO.
San Farncisco, Jan. 27.
Henry Miller, in his fourth and last
week at the Columbia, is doing well in

"Daddy Long Legs."
"To Day" is drawing

Tyson Co.'s theatre ticket system,
had a new proposition submitted to him
It was a dandy
the other evening.
Boston brindle bull, and George now
owns it.
A man and the dog entered the head
Co. in the Fitzoffice of the Tyson

fair

business

to the Cort.

Opera by the Bevani Co. is proporgood at the Alcazar. Film at

tionately

the Gaiety.

came
is

Fell

in

Love With

City, Jan. 27.

this point into the tanks,

to grief

alleged

to

when

the

have

left

management
the

players

stranded.

The company which Ed. "Cosy"
Dolan has had on tour presenting
"The Blindness of Virtue" will bring its
season to a close at the Majestic, Jersey
City, this Saturday.

gerald

building,

was about
want four

just

as

Mr. Lighton

to leave for his dinner.

"I

row

for

tickets in the front

the stranger, "and
this

dog

Now

to offer in

in the

what the

I have nothing but
payment."

Tyson

office is a list of

can use, so no time
be wasted on exchanges.
staff

may

HAS EMMA BUNTING.
Memphis,

Jan. 27.

Emma

Bunting has signed a contract
for three years with Jait Lait, in conjunction with Oliver Morosco.
Miss Bunting will be starred in
"Help Wanted," opening March 1.
Louis Bennison

If

you don't tdvartlM
don't odvartiM.

In

VARIETY,

Hat New

Los Angeles,

Piece.

Jan. 27.

Later in the season Louis Bennison
first time a
new drama entitled, "The Quack,"
written by Mrs. Ella Bennett, a San
Francisco woman.
plans to produce for the

The

piece deals with a certain class
of quack doctors and is not dissimilar
to

"Damaged Goods."

New

Titles Next Season.
from Tipperary," "The Girl
Trust," and "The Show Girls" are some

"Girls

of the

action against

SHOWS

IN LOS ANGELES.
Lor Angeles, Jan. 27.
"Bringing Up Father" opened to a
packed house at the Majestic. Popular prices prevailing with every promise of a big week for the attraction.
"The Yellow Ticket" is doing a nice
business at the Mason, in its second
week.

The National Grand Opera Company
still playing to big receipts at the
Auditorium.
The Morosco has "The Lady We
Love."

is

A. H.
A. H.

son.

new

titles to

be used next sea-

WOODS GOES WEST.
Woods and

Jake Rosenthal
Chicago. Rosenthal will start in advance of the Coast
company of "Potash and Perlmutter"
after it leaves Chicago. Mr. Woods
will continue west to Los Angeles
where his wife is.

left

the

'To-night's the Night,' to-night," said

FALSE ARREST CASE.

ducer.

Kansas

"The Lilac Domino"

STARTS.

to Tipperary," starts a
tour of the Stair-Havlin Circuit Feb. 8.
Frank Barry will handle the advance.
a

prospects are ex-

ceedingly bright for some immediate
action upon an adequate copyright law

Prior to the premiere Mr. Belasco
gave a private performance at which
200 priests were the guests of the pro-

"A Wild Goose Chase" lived up to
its name when the company, which

Andreas

getting by at the Hippodrome.

CANADIAN COPYRIGHT.

the dailies.

evening.

Crapo.

HIT.

"Marie O'Dile," produced Tuesday
by David Belasco at the Belasco with
Frances Starr starred, bids fair to be
one of the biggest dramatic hits of the
season. The play, producer, star and
cast, came in for remarkable pVaise in

to have.

SHOW

"TIF'

Tyson company and Mc-

Bride's, are the

on 42d

bocker Theatre building. The case had
its first court proceedings Wednesday

royalty

STARR PIECE A

"THE BUBBLE" OPENS.

«.

Independent Agencies.
It is generally

11

Thursday

for

LOW

PRICED O. O.
Grand Opera at pop prices is in
vogue at the Gotham theatre, on East
125th street. An Italian company from
somewhere, according to report, is
dishing up the biggest and best known
operas for the smallest admission grand
opera ever played for in New York.
Beautifulest

Woman.

Madeline Sauerbrunn of Elizabeth, N.
J., playing Beauty in "Experience," has
been selected by John Gajean, an Italian sculptor, as the most beautiful
woman in America, for a portrait model
he has been commissioned to do for
the Panama Exposition.
Miss Sauerbrunn's
stage
Madeline
is
name

Howard.

BURLESQUE

12

The fact that John D. Rockefeller
does not agree with a large majority
of the people in burlesque on the sub-

success by the manner in which she
handles the "Somebody Knows" song
in the last act.
Miss Marmott is a

newspaper publicity was disclosed before the United States Commission on Industrial Relations early in
the present week. The aged billionaire's son testified that in order to keep
step with the "modern policy of publicity" a press agent was employed at
But what
a salary of $1,000 a month.
matters it if all the ablest and most

strikingly

ject

of

successful men in all branches of business do believe in the value of news-

papers and spend many thousands 01
dollars yearly to secure exploitation ot
the kind that can be obtained only
through the columns of newspapers.
And then "we fellows" scratch their
heads and wonder why business is bad
while the other fellows are searching
the world over to find places for the in-

vestment of their huge

profits.

frequently happens that daily
It
newspapers in referring to the advancement that is being made in the
quality and worth of burlesque shows
emphasize their praise with the comment that some of these performances
deserve comparison with high-class
productions of musical comedy. Also

number of producers

of burlesque announce their productions as
quite a

musical comedies. In the first instance the spirit that prompts the comparison is sincere and well-meant commendation and it may be taken as a
strong indication of the growing worth
of these shows. The fact remains, nevertheless, that it is not one of the aspirations of intelligent producers of
burlesque to seek the musical comedy
classification.
On the contrary, all efforts should be directed toward avoidance of similarity to musical comedy
and to the building up of a form of entertainment distinctly individual. According to the present plans of the producers, there is a well-grounded hope
that at least 70 per cent, of next sea-

shows

son's

will

have

entirely

new

books. And since there is plenty of
time between now and then to determine just what shall constitute the new
shows, the opportunity is at hand to
so fashion them to secure to this form
of amusement an individuality entirely
its
own.
The desideratum is firstclass burlesque, not second-rate musical

Under the title, "Girls of the Moulin
Rouge," the show which opened the
Columbia theatre

five

years ago and

then called "Follies of New York and
Paris," was revived at that house Monday of this week.

was

rattling

good show then and it is a
good show now, although not
a

played so well.
Aside from the changes in the cast,
which are not beneficial to the performance, the musical numbers are all new
and it is these features that give its
greatest charm.
It

who
ter

chock-full of that desirable possession
called personality.

With these

favor-

able attributes to start with, Mis*

Mar-

mott, in sweet low tones and with an

absence of
carries this chorus
utter

cessfully as

girl

number so

to register

encores.

15

self-consciousness,

It

is

in

suc-

not less than

the

manner

in

which she brings forward each individual girl to sing a few bars of the refrain that Miss Marmott puts the song
over so effectively, rather than by any
aid she receives from the girls or from
the comedian who is introduced osten-

curious, but a fact, that a girl
figures little more than a choris-

is

and

who appears

in the line of

show

numbers, actually scores
the strongest hit in the show.
She is
Ethel Marmott, who achieves her great
girls in all the

San Francisco, Jan.

by past performances, and
Mr. P. Nelson is responsible for all the
fun that may be claimed for the show.
Mable Lynest meets the requirements of the little she has to do
through very agreeably leading a number in the first act. Mabelle Morgan,
the prima donna, seems to have tost
those charms of person and of vocalization that were apparent in former
appearances at this house, and Harry
Woods, who impersonates the Hebrew,
tion gained

utterly impossible as a laugh-getter.

is

This "Moulin Rouge," in brief, is a
great girl show and as such it will
perfectly please the average patron of

A
all

general order has been issued to
house managers on both circuits to

rigidly enforce the full

chorus

complement of

girls.

The order
missing, the

Homan,

A.

treasurer,

and

Jos.

Carter, secretary.

WILKESBARRE EXTENDED.
Wilkesbarre opened as an Extended
Circuit house Monday of this week to
capacity both afternoon and night.

"The Gay Morning Glories" was the

of the theatre.

This will not disturb the contract recently entered into with the dancer to
appear for four more weeks as extra
attraction beginning at the Star,
lyn,

next Monday.

Brook-

Armstrong told the police he, too,
was "broke, but not ashamed of it."
He showed dates ahead which looked
good and when borrowing some money
from a local theatrical man and starting the company off to Kittanning and
Butler, he was released.

ALL FIXED.

MEEHAN AND

PEARL'S 10TH.
Meehan and Violet Pearl have
joined Sam Howe's "Heart Charmers'*
Billy

and their whirlwind dancing is being
announced as a feature of the show.
This team celebrated their 10th marriage anniversary in Cincinnati this
week, the same city in which the ceremony was performed.

Shortstop Dancing Teacher.
Manchester, N. H., Jan. 27.
Walter (Rabbit) Maranville, Boston
Braves' shortstop, was inserted in the
"Girls from Joyland" (Sim Williams)
show the first three days here and
capacity business resulted.

Manager Danny Mack had Maranville do "The Shortstop Glide" in addition to his songs and invited the

women

up after each performance to

The

differences existing between the

Columbia Amusement Co. and Hyde &
Behman have been amicably adjusted
and arrangements originally entered
into which include long term leases on
the Star and the Gayety, Brooklyn, and
the agreement covering Pittsburgh and
Chicago will be adhered to.
"P.

&

P."

STANDARD MARK.

The A. H. Woods company

of "PotPerlmutter" (William McDowell, Mgr.) drew $9,444 at the Standard
theatre last week, eclipsing the other
high records the Woods shows had

ash

&

made

at the

same house.

CLOTHESI
woman of "The
refused to go on at the
Victoria, Pittsburgh, Wednesday afterIda Bayton, leading

Taxi

Girls,"

take lessons from the Rabbit. Maranville will also be used as a "card" at
Worcester the last half.

noon. The very logical reason was
given that another principal woman of
the organization had provided herself
with a costume of similar color to one

Like Scissors, Only More So.
Gretta Skelly, a member of Dixon's
"Big Revue," is getting considerable
attention in the newspapers throughout the country for the eccentric character work she is doing in the show.

worn by Miss Bayton.

Wayne

cently referred to Miss Skelly as the
"long-geared attenuated comic whose
unbelievable length and complete ab-

with "The College Girls" at the Casino,
PhiladelfJhia, this week refused to open
on account of the dressing room assigned her by William Vail, manager

cause they feared he would slip out of
Pittsburgh without paying them.
The show came from Vandergrift,
Pa., and the members thought they

attraction.

The

Toots Displeased.
Toots Paka billed as added feature

Pittsburgh, Jan. 27.
Girls" played an engagement in Central Station Saturday
night. About 20 members appeared
before Captain Mackrell and petitioned
him to arrest Manager Armstrong be-

The "Live Wire

to »Le station.

The

staff will

directs that for every girl

be deducted from the company's share
and sent to the Actors' Fund.

"BROKE" AND UNASHAMED.

£

license has been secured to carry

on a general booking business.

amount of her salary

shall

that the Empire, Philadelphia, will be
permanently withdrawn from the Columbia Main Circuit Feb. 6.

comprise Robt. Fargo, general manager; Leo Pam, booking agent;

A

will

wheeL

burlesque.

ALL GIRLS PRESENT.

There are very strong indications

were booked for Uniontown. When
they learned the date had been canceled, trouble began. They called on
the manager of the Colonial Hotel, but
he was not there. Finally he was located in Union depot and brought him

encouragement that many more

tial

enter the

she gets plenty of well-merited applause for her numbers. Mr. Connors
always capable and intelligent in his
many appearances at the Columbia,
perfectly sustains the excellent reputa-

EMPIRE, PHILLY, OUT.
27.

The formation of the Pacific Coast
Burlesque Wheel is being sponsored by
Monte Carter whose success as a pop
priced musical comedy producer has
been remarkable during the past year.
Carter and associates will attempt to
control and supply 40 coast theatres
with pop burlesque, produced under his
personal direction.
The Wheel's headquarters will be
here, but if the present plans materialize its houses will reach as far north
as Portland, south to San Diego and
eastward to Salt Lake.
The new concern claims to have sixteen houses lined up now and substan-

Another feature of the show that will
be remembered when the work of the
principals is forgotten was contributed
by four chorus girls who do a doll
dance in the first act and a whirlwind
dancing specialty in the second. The
finale of part one is exceedingly enlivening and it is here also the chorus
work is conspicuously effective.
Primrose Seamon, the soubret of the
organization, Henry P. Nelson, the
German comedian, and Jimmy Connors,
the straight, are the only redeeming
factors among the principals, although
a capable little chap by the name of
Arthur Conrad is seen to advantage
when the opportunity offers. Miss Seamon sings and dances' very well and

WHEEL

CARTER'S COAST

sibly to help out.

comedy.

GIRLS OF THE MOULIN ROUGE.

It

handsome young woman and

*y Frederick m. mgcloy

Ft.

Journal-Gazette

re-

sence of girth of limb are made the
for some exceedingly laughable

basis

comedy

effects.

of scissors, only

She

is

more

Mollie Williams Signed.
Mollie Williams has been engaged

by Jake Goldenberg as added attrac"The Gay New Yorkers" for
the remainder of the season.
Miss
Williams left for Chicago Tuesday and
will open with the show at the Imperial, St. Louis, this Sunday when that
house permanently takes its place on
the Columbia Main Circuit.
tion with

built like a pair

so."

Morris-Proctor Suit On.

The
Burkhardt Vice Howe.
Charles Howe has retired from "The
Heart Charmers" and has been succeeded by Charles Burkhardt.

Change

in

Charles Jansen
Micals with "The

"Bowerys."
has

replaced

Sam

Bowery Burlesquers."

suit

against

F.

F.

Proctor,

brought by William Morris, was expected to reach trial in the Supreme
Court this week.
Morris is suing to recover an alleged
share of losses in "Wonderland" (New

York

theatre)

liable

for.

around

he alleges

Proctor

is

The amount involved

is

$35,000.
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Philadelphia,
Editor Varibtt:

22.

Jan.

Let me sincerely thank you for your
telegram. It is true Marinelli has been
trying to persuade Mr. Randall to go
Each time he refused
to England.

Mr. Marinelli increased the offer. Tonight he sent another, offering forty
pounds, and I was with Mr. Randall
when he sent a wire refusing.
I should think an agency of the Marienelli standing would be above such
unbusinesslike methods, when it knows
a person is under contract, and booked
solid with the U. B. O^an .organization Marinelli does most of his business with in this country. There is altogether too much of this sort of thing
going on here. There should be honor
While
even among booking agents.
there are some exceptions to the rule
the majority don't seem to have a very
high ethical code in their profession.
In conclusion let me again express to
you my gratitude for your extreme
It's a pleasure to note a
kindness.
theatrical paper that is with the actor.
It's unique, being so unusual.

Emma

Corns.

Miss Cams' letter refers to a cabled
report in Varibtt Jan. 13 that Gaby
Deslys expected Carl Randall to dance
with her in the new show Gaby is to

open with Feb. 15 in London. Miss
Cams forwarded a denial of the report
Mr. Randall is appearing with Miss
Carus in vaudeville, and has been for

some time

Upon

past.

receipt of the denial

Varibtt

cabled its London office for exact deof the Randall negotiations. The
reply said at that time there remained
a difference of $50 in salary between
Gaby and Randall. This cable message was repeated by wire to Miss
Carus in Philadelphia.

York, Jan.

22.

Editor Variety:

In Varibtt, of Jan. 9 (review of my
act at the Royal) your critic lies or else
he has a personal grudge against me
when he says I have not forgotten one
thing "Joe Jackson" does, and I give a
miserable imitation of Jackson.
I am not doing:
1. Walking on and off stage in opening.
in
2. Business
of putting hands

Kansas City, Jan. 27.
Alexander McKenxle, a Scotch singer
and dancer, committed suicide here last
week.
The actor was buried by the
manager of the Grand theatre and he is
trying to locate the man's relatives.

•

Your

The father of Frank Bohm, the
agent, died Monday in New York.

says he heard Jackwhile I was

critic also

name

son's

mentioned

doing my turn. If this did happen its
tc be expected as I am doing the same
kind of act and Jackson played this
same theatre about six weeks before
me.
All I do in my act that Jackson does

attack of typhoid.

Death came shortly
an operation. Geller had composed several songs and at the time of
after

his death was pianist in vaudeville for
Josephine Davis (Mrs. Geller).

The remains
Charles Costifan King, the one-yearold son of Charles and Lilah Rhodes
King, died in New York Jan. 27.

Emil Lowe, who last season managing 'The Mischief Makers," died in
Mr. Lowe
Rochester, N. Y., Jan. 24.
was a brother of Bessie Clifford.
Detroit, Jan. 27.

Charles Balsar, leading man here for
a season with Jesse Bonstelle in stock,
died at Jackson, Mich., Jan. 22 oi
Bright's disease. He was 34 years old.

Yours

(Jane

Ward and

One Agent
The
Billy

air

Billie Cullen.
Billie Cullen).

at a Time.

commences

to

desk

in

Delaney's

pale around
the Family

Picking up spit nickels.
to cooch music.
5. Business of stealing the bicycle.
6. Auto horn business.
7. Business with the shirt cuff.
8. Riding
bicycle with both pedals
pointing same way.
9. Opening in shoe like a mouth.

GUS WILLIAMS.
BY WILL MAHONEY.

10.

Dropping pants.

11.

His bows

haired wig, a

wear a dark
big putty nose and a full
I

beard.

Joe Jackson's make-up:

In a

moment

In the water.
It

is

gone,

But a thousand little ripples
Circle on and on and on."
Well known are the merry pebbles
He went dropping everywhere.
Millions wore the hearts he lightened
That were burdened down with care.

Every King must have his Jester.
So King Public had Its Clown,

at finish.

And my make-up.

"Drop a pebble

A

lij?ht

hi tr*

Who received
When life's

his last press notice
curtain had come down.

Like the metaphor he gave us,
though so quickly he Ih gone.
Countless are the tender memories
That go clrcliag oa and oa.

Detroit, died Jan. 25 in Detroit, of
complication of diseases. He was the
father of Carolyn Lawrence, the dramatic agentess.

(MY PAL.)
I

GBNB BUCK.

mat and knew him

Madison, Wis., Jan. 27.
of the "Enchanted
Forest/' playing this city, died of heart
failure last Friday night at the Madi-

grasped hla hand In mine.
Just something drew me to him
Something In him ao Una.
Hie manner quaint and kindly,
The twinkle In hie eye,
Juet like a ray of sunshine
A- peeping from the sky.

son Hotel. She was 45 years of age.
Her remains were removed to Winni-

A wholesome sort of fellow,
Some never knew his worth,
A nature soft and mellow,

I

peg.

Pollitt,

A

daughter and three sons sur-

vive.

Chelsea, Mass., Jan. 27.

Harry H.

Clifford (Clifford

lor) died here at the

ents Jan.

18.

He

home

had been

and Tay-

of his parfor

ill

some

time.

Lowing

In

Mamory

of

My Husband
JOSEPH W. BURY

ranging a long route. He has retained
Chatterton and Adeline Bushnell as
leads.
The company will open some
time in February.

Dance

Frederick S. Lawrence, aged 72, at
one time manager of the old legit
house in Rochester, N. Y., and later in
hotel business in Sault St. Marie and

By

Harry A. March has taken over the
Art Chatterton stock and is now ar-

3.

riage.

The rube

who

died Jan.

Colo., of

2S, ltlS,

Drawer,

last

Wednesday after a lingJudge Brown presided

over the Police Court in this city for
a

number

I

look back with a longing

To half'forgotten days.
The times we spent together
His stories and his ways.
can close my eyes and see
The Old Rube standing there,
The yarns he used to spin to me,
The laughs we used to shsre.
I

The funny old umbrella.
The whiskers on bis chin.
The way he always pitched

his Tolce,

You could not help but Mice him,
He stood out above them all
Somehow It's hard to realize
He's gone beyond

recall.

The Rube "has

Newport News, Va M Jan. 27.
Judge John Dudley George Brown,
aged 48 years, known all over America
as "The Virginia Judge," died at his
ering illness.

sleeps beneath the earth.
to lore him
of gold,
As big as this old world of ours,
Made In the finest mold.

pneumonia.

AMELIA BURY.

home here

Now

To know bun was
He had a heart

His quaint, peculiar grin.

pockets.
4.

North

TO RUBE.

Department of the United Booking
Offices, if more than one agent at a
time approaches him.
Bill says it is a rule of the office, and
the office backs him up. Bill alsb> says
other things when it happens.

in

Rose, N. Y., at the age of 34, have
been interred in Brooklyn. She is
survived by her husband (Earl C.
Bancroft) and a son by a former mar-

17.

Mary

for originality,

of Mrs. Zara Bancroft

(The Bancrofts), who died

Margaret Kemble, dramatic reader,
died at her residence in Oakland, Jan.

marked what a novel idea it was).
My idea in writing you this letter is
to let you know we did this "bit" 6rst
in New York (but not everywhere because the rest of the "copyists" beat us
to it in some places), and we don't
want to get "panned" for using something that has been done before.

aged 25, died suddenly
Friday of peritonitis, following an

Billy Geller,
last

is a breakaway bicycle, also ride bicycle
up-side down. Surely your critic does
not think Jackson originated that
Sam Barton.

Madison, Wis., Jan. 19.
Editor Variety:
Just finished reading a review in
Varibtt of Irene and Bobby Smith,
and noticed the review mentioned this
team using "usual piano bench" in
singing a number.
The idea of using a piano bench
lengthwise with both seated, while
doing double numbers, was first used by
us as a little detail to make our act a
trifle different than other piano turns.
The first ones to "lift" it were Lightner
and Jordan, two women with a piano
(the former a supposed friend of my
wife and who, after seeing our act, re-

Madison, Wis., Jan. 27.
Charles Waltxinger, an acrobat formerly with Barnum and Bailey, and
other circuses, died here of stomach
trouble Sunday. He traveled for many
years as a member of the Karl Brothers and Baldwin act, retiring about 15
years ago. He is survived by a wife

and several children.

wig, no putty nose and a beard like a
chin piece with face clean on sides.

tails

New

13

of years.

He was

a witty,

kind-hearted magistrate and his humorous sayings when hearing cases against
Walter C.
negroes became famous.
Kelly, the vaudeville comedian, founded
his monologue, "The Virginia Judge,"
upon scenes in Judge Brown's court.

hit the highway,"
He's gone, that's all we know.
That road we all must travel
comes
our time to go.
When It
His memory will linger
Because be made us smile,
On recollection's ledger
The Old Rube's name we'll file.

Some day

I

hope to meet him

In that undiscovered lend,

You bet that I shall greet him
And grasp his welcome hand.
I
know a smile awaits mo
On the Rube I can depend,
And that's something to have coming
When this dream Is at an end.

Bonnie Glass

is

operating the

grill-

room of the Cafe Boulevard at Broadway and 41st street, dancing with Rudolph. The place has been renamed the
Cafe Montmartre.
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Mr A Mrs H Bmmett

WEEK

BILLS iNEXT

In Vaudeville Theatres, Playing

Marathon Comedy 4

(February

1)

fork.
HAMMERS'l'sUN'S

Eva Prout

tubo)

Co

BOULEVARD

COLUMBIA

(2 to

(loew)

to

(1

(2 to

fill)

A Johnson
Mr a Mrs O Hodg- Jones
Arthur Ward
klns
(2 to nil)
Neua Webb
(loew)
Morton
ruose Four Boys
Coaaley Hanvey A
Hose cogblan Co
'itoe Uennlngs
Mario a Dully
Aurora of Light"

ALHAMBRA

D

(ubo)

Henrietta croeaman

Akl Trio
"Every body"
Aveling

A

Lloyd

McClure

A

Dolly

(3 to

C

irlxie Frlgsnsa

Kyaatt Tlerney

Sherman V A Hymen
Morris A Beasley

Condon Devereaux Co Berlin Madcaps
(2 to fill)
Croeaman 4 Stewart
DELANCBY (loew)
Henry Lewis
Chaa McNaughton Co Florence Timponl
Royal Gasooynes
Moore a Young
Marcella'a BLras
ROYAL (udo)

Minnie Dupree Co
Wee Georgia Wood
Evelyn Dunmore
Fred J Ardath Co
Harry Breen
joe a Lew Cooper
Cosgrove a Burns

Abou Hamld Troupe

BROADWAY ubo)
Francis a Palmer
Lasky'a Vision D'Art
a Dancing Bugs
Howell Sisters
Harry Bouton Co
'The Sacrifice"

(One to

till)

PROCTOR'S 125TH
Cook a Cook
Cres

Billie

Mr a Mrs Win

Morris

Slg Frani Troupe
Htller * Kent
Bennett Sisters

Lew Wells
Lane P A Ttmmona
(4 to

fill)

2d half
Reta Redmond

Akl Trio
fill)

LINCOLN

(loew)
Coleman Oosts
Musical Avollos
Scotch Players
Alice Hanson
Johnson's Dogs
(1 to

fill)

2d half
Ramsdell Duo
Watson A Cunning-

ham
Old Soldier Fiddlers
Chris Richards
Bob Tip Co
(1 to fill)

ORPHEUM

(loew)

Johnson a Buckley
Chapins
Sammy Smith
Weston Co
Sumiko a Geisha Girls Jones A Johnson
Elkins Fay 4 B
3 Olllis
The Kins-nsrs
(3 to fill)
2d half
2d half
Herrera
Carbrey Bros
Gale Stewart
LaDella Comlques
The Mankins
Roysl Gascoynss
Will Dockary
(4 to fill)

Wm

Morgan Co
Laube

Beatrice

Max

Georgolls 3

Asana Troupe
Fletcher Co
Jerge a Hamilton
Swan a Bombard
PROCTORS 23D
Rosera Aerial WonIsabel Ie

ders

Ray Fern
The Mankins
Anthony a Adele
Isabel le Fletcher Co
Mae a Eddls
Carter Waters Co
Artols Bros

2d half

Cook a Cook
Mabel Miles Baker

* D

Cole Russell

Carmen's Minstrels
Chaa Glbbs
Minna Phillips Co

Mack a Mack
Guy Baldwin 3
PROCTOR'S 68TH
Mile La Viva
Chas Glbbs
Lawrence Harrington
Asanl Troupe
Gale Stewart

GRBBLBY

Rosens

Aerial

Dogs

Weber A

Elliott

Johnson A

Buckley

"Butterfly A Rose"
Elklcs Fay A B
Slg Franz Troupe
AMERICAN (loew)

Arthur

Ward

Bene A Caaper
A Dennis

Herbert

Cevene Troupe
(2 to

fill)

FULTON

(loew)

Ramsdell Duo
"Stage Struck Kids"
Chris Richards
Richard Wally
(2 to

fill)

2d half

Senator Murphy
"Just Half Way"

Madge P Maitland

8HUBERT

(loew)
Francis
"Between Trains"

A

Rice

24 half
Bisters

Armstrong A Ford
Llda McMillan Co
Singer's Midgets
(2 to fill)

LIBERTY (loew)
Jeanette Chllds

(2 to

fill)

2d half
O'Clare Girls
Mystic Bird

Chas Kenna
3 GUlls
(3 to

fill)

Brooklya

PROSPBCT

(ubo)

Eva Tanguay
John A Mae Burke

Ford A Hewitt
Paul Conchas
Rosa Valerl 6

BUSHWICK (ubo)
Leonard A Russell
Tom Lewis Co
Pekln Mysteries
Kirk A Fogsrty
Nan Halperln
Roberta A Veaera
Fisher A Green
"Pipers of Pan"

Corelli

A

Gillette

Four Rubes
Royal Hussar Girls
Bar City, Mice.

BIJOU

(ubo)

Seymour A Dupree
De Michel Bros
Mattle Choate Co
Borden A Shannon
Nick's 8katars
2d half

2d half
Elisabeth Cutty

NBW WILSON

Dennis"
(3 to

(loew)

Armstrong A Ford

Bush Bros
2d half

A Cox
A Caron

Coogan

fill)

Albaaay,

N

.Y.

PROCTOR'S

Joe Holland
Griffith

Hollls
2d half

Morris James

Co

Bva Fay
A Jones
A West

Francis
BUliott

Wilfred DuBols
Ed Winchester
The Kins-ners
Vera Hall
(ubo)
(Splits with Baston)
1st half

Chas Bennington
Henry Horton Co
"The Tamsr"
3 Lyres
111.

(wva)

Lennett A Wilson
Richards A Kyle
2d half

(ubo)

Valeska Buratt Co
Bert Errol
George Rolland
Four Volunteers
Irene A Bobby Smith
Rolland A Farrell
Toaca Four
Turelly
Charles Thompson
GLOBE (loew)
Arno A Stlckney

Rose A Moon
Gertrude Barnes
Franklyn Ardell Co
Savoy A Brennan
Equlllo Bros
(1 to

fill)

2d hslf

Holmes A Wells
3 Lorettas
"Last Hope"
(3 to

Alleatowa

HIPPODROME

Mon Kim

Montrose

ORPHEUM

Sorcho
Altea,

(ubo)

KEITH'S

Eva Prout
"The Spooners'

Capt

LYRIC

C A F Usher
Jarrow
Carus A Randall
Cameron A Flanagan
Agoust Family

fill)

Mae West

Holly

lssus)

this

Maxins B A Bob
Lai

Delro

"The Spooners"

Fred

(loew)
2d half
bill as at Miles

City

Gliding O'Mearas

Belle

Dodge

fill)

BIJOU

(1 to

(wva)

2d half
Al Harrington Co
Leonard A Halley
Musical Geralds

(Bams

A

Sardell

fill)

ORPHEUM

(loew)

Watson A Cunningham
Irene Miller

Mr A Mrs H Bmmett
Marathon Comedy 4
Montrose A Sardell
(3 to

fill)

2d half
Jean Southern
Burke A Burke
LaBelle Tltcomb
2 Bryants
(4 to

ST.

fill)

JAMES

(loew)

Dean's Phantoms

Cunningham A Marion Willard
Gordon A Klnley
r. Mica,

BIJOU

(ubo)
Margie Calvert
Jones A Sylvester
1
Leaky ! "California"

2 Bryants
(8 to

fill)

2d hslf
Murphv A Foley
Carroll

A

poLrs

(ubo)

LaRex A LaRex
The Whalsas
Gwynne A Gossett

Cole Russell A D
Schooler A Dickinson
Naynon's Blrda

2d half

Howard
Williams A Segal
Conley A Webb
Juliet Dika
Clifford A Burk
(One to fill)

PLAZA

(ubo)

1st half

Angell Sisters

Al Edwards
Denny A Boyle

Madison A James

Block Hume A T
Jerome's Song Revue
Rice A Beeson
Ths Turners

BMPRB88

(loew)

Frsvoll
Golet Storts A L
Elsie Gilbert Co
Bessis La Count

Reddlngton A

Grant

PANTAGKS
L Gill Co

(m)

Chas

mana
Cedar Rapids,

la.

(wvs)

Hickey

Franklin Ardell Oo

2d half
Sisters

Sid Lewis
Kelt A De Mont
Thomaa A Hall

Sanders A Von Kunts
Chlng Ling Hee Tr

(One

to 111)
CfrasBjssaifm* I1L

(wva)
Isle

M

AVENUE

Weber
Dolly

Bob Hall
2d half

Lennett A Wilson
Jean Chalon
Jordan Girls
Stone A Hayes
Primrose Minstrels
Cearleatoa, S. C.

VICTORIA

(ubo)

Savan-

with
nah)

Sisters

A Mack

Chas Wayne Co
Lewis A Norton
Togan A Oeneva
(Open Sun Mat)
(Halated St)
Borslni Troupe

Zimmerman

Clarice Vance

A DeWalde
Mondane Phillips
Rysn Richfield Co
Collier

Santa Crus
Eul A LaVigne Sis
Kubllck

Matthews
BAB
Robinson

2d half

H

McGrath A Yeoman
"School Daya"

McConnell A Nelmeyer
Heron A Arnaman
Maxim's Models

(loew)

Ray Snow
"Honey Girls"

Marie Russell
Frey Twins
Grace DeWlnters
Matthes THo
Juggling Normans
Fink's Circus

KEDZIE (wva)
Ward Bell A Ward
Ed La

Tell

rank s Wild West
2d half

Wilbur
bpencer

A WUllama

"lOU.OuO Reward"
Olive Vail Co

Ambler Bros

Dow A Dow
Van A Bell

2d
Carvel
DAM
"Hop Kees Dreamhalf

Rose Garden
'Abe

G lockers
Ft. Wajrse

Gillet

(m)

Barney Gllmore

Wharry Lewis 5
"Land of Maks Be-

PALACE

(ubo)

Trio

Stelner

A Gordon

Nevins

Farrell Taylor 8
Grace De Mar

Frank Keenan Co

Maidle DeLong
Delton Mareena A D
Three Rianos
Shriner A Richards

Paeasjwo, la.
MAJESTIC (wva)
Sid Lewis
Sanders A Von Kunts
Four Seasons

Chlng Hwa Comedy 4
Lea Diodattls

Fart Wert*
MAJESTIC (inter)
(Open Sun Mat)
Conlin Steele 3

Jungman Family
Dorothy De Schelle
Genl Pisano Co

Guerro A Carmen
Bruce Morgan A B
Forks, N. D.
(wva)
Kimball a Kenneth
Creighton

Hugo Lutkina

Buds"
Matthews A Ashlyn
Australian Wchoppers
"Society

A Moore

Knight

(One to

flu)

KEITH'S (ubo)
Drawls Frisco A H
Warren A Conley
Prultt

Chas T Evans Co
Harriet Burt

Ths Veterana
Chip A Marble
(One to

All)

Oetw

KEITH'S (ubo)
A Franconl
A HolU

Baptists

Boland
Vinton

Hymack

A

Buster

(One

Ringers

Twins

to

fill)

Dallas,

MAJESTIC

(inter)

(Open Sun Mat)
Will Oakland Co
White A 'King

M A B

Stafford

Co

Hart

Warner A White
Pauline Moran
Alco Trio

(One to

fill)

2d half

"The Night Clerk"
rteTf apart. la.
COLUMBIA (wva)
Alexander A Scott
"All for a Kiss"
Mullahy Plngree Co

Bernard A Myers
Chlng Ling Hee Tr
2d half
7 Colonial Belles

"Curse Jack Dalton"

Beeman A Anderson
Deeater,

111.

(wva)

7 Colonial Belles
Curtis A He bard
Jordan Girls
2d half

Venetian Four
2d half
Three Mlllards
Dawson, L A Covert
Maletl Banconi
Four Prevoats
Beotoa, Pa.

ABEL

(Splits

Hendricks Belle Isle
Kltner Hayes A M
81s

Bel

Merriott Troupe

A Duval
HasieY\

EMPRESS

(ubo)

Luplta Peria

H

(Ubo)
with Allen-

town)

Raymond A Holder
W C Fields
Connelly A Wenrich
"Green

Beetle"

C A F Van
Bankoff

A

(One to

fill)

Girlie

ureea Hey, Wla,

ORPHEUM

Karleton

A

(wva)

Kllfford

Alma Youlin Co

Al Lawrence
1st half
May A Klldutt
Mosher Hayes A M
Heuman Trio
Mildred A Ruth
"Taking a Chance"
Ed Morton
ORPHEUM (wva)
Al Lewis Co
-Night Clerk"
2d half
Best St. Lewie, 111.
•The Bell Boy"
AVENUE (wva)
Manola
Harvey Girls
ORPHEUM (ubo)
Cunningham A Marion Loshe A Sterling
Richard The Great
Lee A Cranston
2d half
Ray Dooley 8
Howard A Sadler
"Telephone Tangle"
Porter J Wnlte Co
Kramer A Morton
Wilson A Pearson
Brlndemour
(One to fill)
HartforeL Coi

o

leateau

PANTAGES (m)
"Outwitted"
Carl McCullough
Morton Jewell Tr
Henninge Lewis Co
Gibson A Dyso

Renello

A

Sister

Blkeart, IaeL

ORPHEUM

(wva)

Whose

Girlie Are
2d half
Blcknell

You?

LYRIC

Alf

L

(One to fill)
Bethervllle, la.
GRAND (wva)
BUI A Cora Monahan
2d half
4 Society Girls

(loew)

Everett Co

(ubo)

Holt
McDevItt Kelly A
Hal Stephens
Lyons A Yosco

(ubo)

1st half

Lytell Co
Burns A Klssen
Naynon's Birds
osae-oQ), if. j.

Booth A Leander

COLONIAL

PALACE

Fredlck A Venita
Adair A Gay lord
Chaa A A Wilson
Frances Nordstrom Co
Lloyd A Brltt
"Colonial Daya"
2d half
Lavlne A lnman
Marie Royatrom
Beaumont A Arnold

Wm

Lane A O'Donnell

La Oroclosa
Newklrk A Brans
Al Abbott

A Grovini
Holden A Harron
Park R A Francis
Selblnl

Colton A Miles
Cassldy A Longton
Rice A Morgan

Dr Royal Racefoot
Duncan A Holt

EMPRESS

NEW GRAND

(wva)

B A

Rose A WUllama
2d half
Davett

Delate

Winona Winter

Phillies

Wm

k-

Grade Emmett Co
Dolly A Mack
Hong Kong Mystery

2d half
Llbby A Barton

Mondaas

(ubo)

Musical Macks
Dean Dorr A Dean
McKey Co

A Wataon

ORPHEUM

fill)

Connelly Sisters

Wilson A Pearson

AMERICAN (loew)
A DeWalde

(1 to

Carletta

Dolly Marshall

Collier

Graser A Ardlnl
Pealson A Gbldle
Burr A Hope
Ernest Ball
Fay Courteney Co

Lucy

A Brennan

Savoy
Jasper

Farber Girls
Bertha Crayton Co
Walter Vaughn

Kumry Bush A Rob
Harvey Girls
Sarah Padden Co
Welch Meeley A M
(One to fill)

Lean'a Phantoms

Frank Mullane
The Langdons

Daawllle, IU.
LYRIC (wva)
Great Carter
Clyde A Marlon

McVICKERS

(ubo)

LaHoen A Dupreece

Blckel

(loew)

Ft Dodeje, la.
(wva)
Archer A Carr
6 Haleon Broa

2d half

Ward A

Mario A Trevette

ACADEMY

Murphy a Foley
Jean Southern
Holmes A Wells
-Last Hope"
Bert Melrose
2d half

Kenny A Hollls
The Le Grohs

(ubo)

Hayward

Gertrude Coghlan Co
Adelaide A Hughes
Theo Bendlx Co
Stan Stanley 8
Dainty Marie
Grace Wilson
Ashley A Canfleld
Eugene Trio

Emerson A Baldwin
rail Rlwer, Maee.

Kremka Bros

Fremont Benton Co
4 Amaranths
Blphle Snowden
Hlnes A Fox
Claude Golden
Cullen
(orph)

Watson

Apdale's Circus
(One to fill)

lieve"

2d half
Ward Bell A Ward
Steindell Bros

Dunbar's

PALACE

2d half
Mareeno A Delton B
Green A Coe

Qulnn A Mitchell

Kelley A Galvin
Paul Kleist

Froslnl

Greater City 4

Detroit

Flemen Co
La Rose Marguerite
Black A White
Belmont A Harl
Canarls A Cleo
Haydn Burton A

(wva)

"Hop Kees Dream"
John West Co
Keno Welsh A M

TEMPLE

"School Days"
Standard Bros

Wm

1st halt

Fenner A Tallman
Kale A Goe
Master Gabriel Co

BIJOU

Goyt Trio
4 Society Girls

Bill

Loretta

G Hoffman Co

Ann Tasker Co
Travllla B A Seal

Lillian

iwva)
with
Terra
Haute)

(Splits

Irene Miller

Inge

EMPRESS

Cycling McNutts
2d half

Jack Simons
"At Woodslds Inn"

(orph)

Clara

Big City 4
Ben Deeley Co
Stone A Hughes
(Others to fill)

Henry A Adelaide

Anthony A Mack

MAJESTIC

ORPHBUM

(Open Sun Mat)

(loew)

1st half
Sari Sisters

Gertrude Lang Co
The Gaudsmlths

Dixon A Dixon
Mellor A DePaula
Chaa L Fletcher

Wanda
Dee Moli

Elisabeth Otto

Willy

A Monkey Circus
Moore A Haager
BMPRBS8 (loew)
"Wlfle"
Nichols Sisters

(One to fill)
2d half
Swan'a Animals

EMPRESS

A Glassr

Platov

(wva)

Kewklrk A Evans 81a
Raymond A Bain

Bill

Three Mori Bros

(Splits

Clarice Vance
Cycling McNutts

KEITHS^

fill)

Hendricks Belle
Dixon Sisters
Kltner Hsyes A

Co

Sarah Padden Co

Freer Baggett A F
Malay A Woods
Pearl A Roth
Oracle Emmett Co

ORPHBUM

Zimmerman

Elisabeth Otto

Taamanlan Vandle-

Weber

Henry A Adelaide
Willy

NEW GRAND

ORPHBUM
Kolb A Harland
Minnie Allan
Alexander Bros
Harrison Brockbank

WILSON (wva)
Gordon A Klnley

Great Lester
Bernlvlcl Bros
Greene A Parker
Juggling Barretts

MAJESTIC

Patrlcola A Myers
Ryan Richfield Co
Muaical Luclers
2d half
Borslni Troupe

Patrlcola A Myers
Musical Luclers
COLONIAL (losw)

Sully Family
Lewis's Animals
2d halt

(2 to

BABCOCK

"Her Name Was

Ruth Roye
Cooper A Smith
Dare Bros
Joan Sawyer Co
John R Gordon Co
Dorlo'a Doga

Apdale's Circus

Betelt, Wis.

Billy

James A Walton

Wm

(ubo)

Hata-Klchl
Norton Wells A N
Harlln Knight Co
Jarvls A Harrison
"At Devil's Ball'
2d half
Margaret Clayton
H A A Turpln
Bruce Richardson Co

Florense Trio

Eva Fay

3 O'Nell Sisters
"Just Half Way"
Andy Rice

Witt

Calllouette
(2 to fill)

(4 to

(loew)

A

Marietta's Manikins
(2 to fill)

"The Pardon"

Harrison Armstrong P
Joe Kramer Co
Palace Trio

fill)

Connors

Lester Trio

Holer A Boggs
Green Me A Dean
"Danes of Cities"

fill)

Kitty Francis Co
McClure A Dolly

7TH AVE.

(loew)

3 Keloa
Bva Clayton

(2 to

Kaufman

(2 to

Frank Gaby
Cevens Troupe

HIPPODROME

Mnrry Love 3
Pierce A Burke

(3 to All)

Margaret Deane
Pepplno

Button Mc In tyre A S
Bradley A Norrls
Jacob's Corned lane
Okabe Japs

Walter Browsr
Singer's Midgets

Edmund Hayes Co

2d half

Clifford

BIJOU

A Dennis

Hanson

Rita Redmond
Morris A Beasley
Leonard A Louie
"On the Riviera"
Lang A Coulter

Eloping"

BUUe Cree
Harris A Randall

Herbert
Alice
'

(loew)

Beatrice Morgan Co
E F Hawley Co
McGowan a Gordon
Gene Ellison
Lafrance B a Eugene Burns A Lynn

2d half

A Hymen

Belleclalre Bros
(2 to fill)

"The Pardon"
Brady A Mahoney
(4 to

(loew)

(ubo)

Manuel Qulroga
Marie Nordstrom
Walter Van Brunt
Roach A McCurdy

Morelle's Sextet

fill)

2d half
Florence Timponl
Lew Wells

fill)

Sherman V

(ubo)

Exposition 4
Lasky's 'Beauties"

A

Milton A De Long 61a

lat half

Day"

A Hassan

MARYLAND

6 Berlin Madcaps
(3 to AH)
2d half
Rice A Francis
Walter Browne

NATIONAL

v.,iara

FOR8YTHB

Neeblt

Olga Cooks
"The Elopement"
Carl Demarest

"On the Riviera"

Jeanette

2d half
'Millionaire for

Baltimore

fill)

FLATBU8H

2d half
Beth Challis

jjenahy
(Ubo)

COLONIAL

Arthur Frtnce

(loew)

2d half
Chaplne
"Stage Struck Kids"
Coleman Ooeta
Richard Wally

Subers A Keefe
Walter Daniels Co
Madge P Mattland
Edwards Bros

a wwer

Meyako Twine

Brent Wood
Florence Tempest Co
Lancton Lucler Co

Frank O'Brien
Newsboys Sextet
Margaret Deane
Kohe Troupe

(2 to nil)

Van a Schenck

Wills

Frldkowsky Troupe

Bessie's Cockatoos

Uaruen"
Comfort King

Nellie

V Nichols
Carl Demarest

Kobe Troupe

.Neptune a

a

fill)

2d half
Johnson's Dogs
Lang A Coulter
Carl Demarest
•
Scotch Player*
Blanche Caldwell
Harvey DeVora 3

fanny Brice
willy Mcuermott

Ci>ie

to

(1

Leitzel

A

(ubo)

Lucy Bruch

Frits .A

Brtdaepert, Ceaa.

Bob Finley

Richard Bennett Co
Maurice A Walton
Harrold
Rooney A Bent
Reglna Conelll Co
Orvllle

Frank Morrell
bob Tip Co

Robin
Harry Rose
Arthur tiarat
FAIaAca* ^orph)
Xaiiuiova Co
Carolina Whits

jiurun

Co

Kitty Francis

Grace La Hue
Unean a Warren
Allck Lauder
Claire Koenester
Hyan a Las
inamoad a Grant

John Stanley
joe Cook

ORPHBUM

"Way Out"

Baffalo

SHEA'S

Three or Lets Shows Daily

houses open for the week with Monday matinees, when not otherwise indicated.)
Theatres listed as "Orpheum" without any further distinguishing description are on the
Orpheum Circuit. Theatres with "Loew'
*r" following name are on the Loew Circuit.
Orpheum
Agencies booking the houses are not
>ted by single name or initials, such as "Orph,
M
r
Circuit— "U. B. 0.,'
Ui
Jnited Booking Office*— "W. V. A., Western Vaudeville Manager*' Asso...
ciation (Chicago)— "P," Pantages Circuit— "Inter," Interstate Circuit (booking through W. V. A.).
— "M," James C. Matthews (Chicago). -"B B O," Broadway Booking Office— 'Tr," Proctor Circuit.
(All

New

Equlllo Bros

"Her Name Was Dennis"

Old Soldier Fiddlers
(2 to

fill)

2d half
"Girl from Macy's"
Bud A Nellie Helm

Lawton
(2 to

fill)

MAJESTIC

(Inter)

(Open Sun Mat)
Clare Rawson Co

(Continued on page 80.)

—

CARNIVALS, FAIRS, PARKS AND RINKS
NEW PARKS.

AFTER LARGER APPROPRIATIONS.

The opening
Park,

Military

general manager, declares that

when the park opens
the most complete

New

it

the

in

country.

York, Pittsburg, Boston and Can-

adian capitalists are interested in the
project.

$200,000 will be spent before

the gates are opened.

The track will be retained and become one of the links in the proposed
motor cycle league to include Buffalo,
Newark, Brighton Beach, Toronto and
Chicago.

The park

is

situated for easy access

Just beyond the city limits it is expected there will be no interference with Sunday amusements.
E. Tranter, of the Buffalo Enquirer,
will have charge of the publicity.

by

Association

of

trolley.

C

Maurice M. Wolff, former proprietor
Park has acquired a 25year lease on 600 feet of Detroit River
frontage on the west side and proposes
to build an amusement park on the site.
It is to be ready to open in May.

of Riverview

CHARGES GAMBLING ALLOWED.
A. E.

Brown

in the past.

named aa one by a committee to investigate charges made by George W.
West of the Law and Order League of
New York that gambling was permit-

TWO

9

101 S NEXT SEASON.
San Francisco, Jan. 27.
The Miller Brothers will have two
wild west shows next season. Their
regular "101

be on the

glance
Mftfer

of

will

Ranch Wild West"

will

road as usual under the
Zach Miller, while Joe
direct

a

permanent

west exhibition of the Oklahoma
to be located at the Exposition,

wild

men
it

is

said.

elected president, and

S.

M. Howard,

secretary.

The following associations were represented: Philadelphia S. K. Foster,

—

Henry

Walter

Brous,

Thomas Grady, Walter

C

Shelmier; Lancaster

Buckman,

Baker and
F. T. SeldomBollman; LeE.

—

—John
high— Dr. Victor Wieand; Berks— C.
McDermott; Oxford—T. G. Green;
Juniata—James N. Grominger; Perry
C. F. Stevens, T. H. Burton and W.
G. Lord; Westchester— W. G. Lloyd
and C. C. Townsend; Carbon —
Albert Durling and O. F. Acker; Cumberland— E. Enstein; York— E. C. Hecker; Dauphin — G. R. Klinger; Monroe
W. M. Burnett; Montgomery — David
Lebanon

ridge;

J.

J.

J.

C.

M. Shaner.

meeting will be held in Pittsburgh
next Thursday, at which the fairs from
Western Pennsylvania will be represented, the work of the two meetings
be presented to the state legislature within the next ten days.

to

you don't advertise
*«»'t odrprtbo.

la

VARIETY.

staff

has been

The

first

amateur

athletic

track

meet

Is

scheduled for April 24.

H. P. Wood, resident Hawaiian Fair Commissioner, announces that three octopl are on
their way from Hawaii to be exhibited at the
Exposition.
Col. Power of Boston arrived last week to
take charge of the Massachusetts state building until the fair is over.

Word had been

The Exposition

officials

claim that more than
have arrived.

The town Is covered with 48-sheets announcing that the fair will open promptly on
time.

The Exposition directors have decided the
name Parfama Pacific International Exposiis too long and are holding contests wltb
a view of selecting' a shorter pet name.

tion

At
on

12.15,
the fair

Kit Carson in Court Again.

They

are

still

Cincinnati, Jan. 27.
in the Federal Court

Carson Buffalo Ranch
Wild West Show. The latest is a pe-

over the Kit

by the rustee in bankruptcy,
asking Judge Hollister to set aside the
tition filed

of sale covering all the property,
executed by Thomas F. Wiedeman,
bankrupt proprietor of the outfit, on
the ground the deal was put throuhg
while Wiedeman was insolvent and
within four months preceding the fil
ing of the bankduptcy suit by creditors.
It is charged that Wiedemann intended to prefer the buyer, the United
bill

States

&Lithographiqg

Printing

whom

to

Co.,

he owed $15,000, over* other

The

turned over to
all

want the property
them for the benefit of

petitioners

creditors.

Cape Vincent Summer Park.
Cape Vincent, N. Y., Jan. 27.
S. S. Block, owner of the property
at the corner of Broadway and Market

amusement

he started

in

park.

Work

will

the spring.

Speed skaters contemplate forming a Brotherhood Union among themselves.
The Information comes from several of those prominent
In racing.
If the plan materialises they propose to have a capable man at the head who
will conduct the affairs of the association.
The object Is to have the skating meets held
under the auspices of the Brotherhood. The
man most likely to head the new organisation

Walter Osmun.

Is

The Zanesvllle

(O.) rink, operated by the
Inter-State Roller Rink Co., opened this week.
A. Ackerman, manager.

K.

CONFLICTING DATES.
Syracuse, Jan. 27.
Instead of arranging a series of dates
for fairs in the northern New York district that would start at one end of the
line and continue through the north
country with easy shipments for exhibitors and few clashes the fair societies this year are following their usual
custom of conflicting dates and poor
arrangement. The dates for some are:

—
—

Gouverneur Aug. 24-27.
Sandy Creek Undecided.

—Aug.

Lowville

blaze was discovered on the roof of the Y. W.
C. A. building wblch was easily extinguished
by the exposition fire department before any
damage had been done.

The midgets who appeared In the Winthrop
Ames production of "8now White and the
Seven Dwarfs" have been signed for Fred
Thompson's "Toyland" at the Exposition. The
players are 8am Btooks, Joe Short, Irwin
Eraraer and Pat Walsh.

OHIO VALLEY DATES.
Louisville, Jan. 27.

The Ohio Valley Fair Association,
composed of members from seven
southern Indiana counties met at New
Albany this week and fixed dates for
fairs as follows: At Huntingburg, Aug.
9-14;
Marengo, Aug. 16-21; Corydon,
Aug. 23-28; Scottsburg, Aug. 30-Sept.
Salem, Sept. 6-11. These officers
were elected for the ensuing year:
President, Ernest W. Pickhart, Huntingburg; vice president, Charles Morris,
Salem; secretary, George V. Cain,
Scottsburg; treasurer, J. W. Bird, Marengo. The ninth annual Larue County
Fair will be held at Hodgenville, Ky.,
Sept. 7-9. The officers for the year are
J. W. Goodwin, president; S. J. ThompAugust Oveson,
son, vice president;
secretary.

Bullitt

will hold this

County Fair Association
year's fair Aug. 17-20 at

Ky.
The following
Shepherdsville,
dates have been decided upon at a meeting held Thursday at North Vernon,
Ind., by the Southeastern Indiana Fair

Osgood,

At Lawrenceburg, July 14-17;
July 20-23; North Vernon,

July 27-30; Edinburg, Aug. 3-6; Columbus, Aug. 10-13; Franklin, Aug. 1720; Rushville, Aug. 24-27; Shelbyville,
Aug. 31-Sept. 1 inclusive. C. G. Thompson was re-elected president and treasurer, And W. H. Wood chosen secretary

Montgomery County

Fair Association at a meeting held Friday at Mt.
Sterling, Ky.
The dates selected for
he fair are July 21-24.

of the

t

31-Sept.

Canton

The

—Undecided.

of the Canton and
Ogdensburg fairs are fighting each
other, the Canton society charging that
the

officials

latter

from them

society

Pensacola, Fla., Jan. 27.
A Mardi Gras Carnival will be held
here Feb. '5-16. Sidney Levy, manager of the opera house, was elected
president of the comic parade section
a

meeting of the Carnival Associadays ago.

tion several

Old Management Outvoted.
At the recent meeting of the directors of the Talbot County (Md.) Agricultural Fair Association, the old management was outvoted and B. F. Parlett, Jr., was elected secretary.
He announced he would give eastern Maryland the biggest fair in its history.

"stole"

their

dates

last year.

RACING IN OHIO.
Pittsburgh, Jan. 27.
race track has been completed

A new

Warren,

O., and fairs will be held
beginning this summer. Warren
will claim dates in the Erie circuit. At
the meeting of the circuit, Feb. 8,
in

there,

Youngstown,

Up

O., will also claim dates.

now no

fairs have been held
because there has been no racing. This
year ex-Senator Todd's track will be
used. James Smith and George Die-

to

secretary of the Grand Cirare the management.

trich, late
cuit,

C. I. & 0. CIRCUIT.
Western Pennsylvania's big series of
fairs, known as the Coal, Iron and Oil
sent representatives to Pitts-

burgh Friday for the organization
meeting for the year. President D. C.
Mack and Secretary Harry White, Jr..
both of Indiana, Pa., were re-elected.
Four new associations were taken
into the circuit: Meyersdale Fair and
Racing Association, Meyersdale, Somerset county; Youngwood Fair Association,
Youngwood,
Westmoreland
county; Brookville Fair and Agricultural Association, Brookville, Jeffefson
county, and the Fayette County Fair
and Racing Association, Dawson.

The schedule
is

Aug.

17-20,

for the coming season
Kitanning; Aug. 24-27,

Brookville and Butler; Aug. 31-Sept. 3,
Apollo; Sept. 7-10, Punxsutawney and

Dawson;

Sept.

Meyersdale; Sept.

PENSACOLA'S CARNIVAL.

3.

Watertown— Sept 7-10.
Malone—Week Sept. 13.
Ogdensburg—Sept. 20-24.

Circuit,

The

Circuit:

creditors.

Allle Moore, world-famous fancy trick and
speed skater. Is In Jail at Charlevoix, Mich.,
for 15 days.
He was captured while selling
Illegal nets In Round lake.

morning of Jan. 21, the first fire
grounds was recorded when a small

4;

at
Jf

Haller of the McConnell
up In the hospital.

100,000 tons of exhibits

streets will soon convert the site into

reported a profit, $4,039 was cleared last
fall.
Frederick D. Kilburn has been re-

laid

nancially encourage the county fairs
of the state to inaugurate better work.

a public

This Fair Made Money.
Watertown, N. Y., Jan. 27.
The Franklin County Fair society is
one of the few county fairs that has

umplee.

will also be represented by a mineral exhibit, which Is said will require 1,000
square feet of space.

Nevada

received here that Belgium
will exhibit, having decided to accept the Invlatlon to use space In the French building.

ted at eleven of the county fairs of the
Other members of the comstate.

mittee are G. W. Harrison of Albany,
William P. Biggs of Trumansburg, A.
C. Kilmer of Cobleskill, and Clyde E.
Shults of HorneU.
Although Calvin J. Huson, commissioner of Agriculture, has decided that
the charges are without sufficient foundation to warrant any investigation the
New York State Association of County
Fair Societies and the New York State
Association of Union Agriculture Societies insist Mr. West give definite
dates and instances of gambling and
declare they will push the matter to the
end.

SKATING.

Dr. Durling laid particular emphasis
on the need of legislation that will fi-

A

of this city has been

NEWS.

Sam

Albert Durling, secretary of the
Carbon County Fair Association, outlined the program of the day, in which
he advocated the raising of the state
appropriation from $1,000 to $2,500, as
larger premiums must be paid, for agricultural exhibits and speed trials than

Waag and

Syracuse, Jan. 27.

L

J.

J.

Detroit, Jan. 27.

I.

hibit will carry 1,200

ridge, secretary.

be one of

will

Pennsylvania

County Fairs held a meeting at the
Bingham House yesterday with Walter
Buckman, president, and F. J. Seldom-

Road,

Samuel L. Rob-

has been announced.
inson,

The

new Veledrome

of the

Line and

City

P. P.

According to Edurado Perottl, director of
Montevldo exhibitions, Urugsy's mineral ex-

Philadelphia, Jan. 27.

Buffalo, N. Y. t Jan. 27.

IS

21-24,
28,

Dayton

and

Clarion.

John E. McGraw and Fred Jamison
Washington, Pa., representing the
Washington County Fair Association,

of

asked admission provided they couM
get racing dates which would not conAs this could
flict with other counties.
not be arranged, the application was
withdrawn.

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

16

NEW ACTS NEXT WEEK
Presentation, First Appearance
or Reappearance in or Around

Adele Blood and Co.

"A Dream

of Fair

(1).

Women/'

Initial

Now
and

Shean

York.

Warren

Adelc

Hammerstein's.

Hammerstein's.
Carolina White, Palace.
Those Four Boys, Colonial.
Chas. McNaughton and Co., Alhambra.
Richard Bennett and Co., Orpheum.

Reginm Courelli and Co., Orpheum.

Brides" (Drama).

Palace.
universal

for

peace, presented in a neutral country.
is "War Brides," by Marion Craig
Wentworth, played by Nazimova for

It

time this week at the Palace,

first

which
debut

likewise

marks

actress

that

The

in vaudeville.

story

is

print-

A

ed in a magazine this month.

pic-

ture screen slide said so just before the

curtain went up on the sketch.

It also

Both observations could have been placed on
the program. They created a theatric
But this
atmosphere immediately.
war sketch is like others in its lesson.
said the playlet

was

neutral.

—

Still

ment
says

the
for

"War

Brides" has

women.

Joan

women make war

argu-

its

(Nazimova)

possible, they

—

soldiers they
the country its
should have a voice whether the men
they give should murder and be murdered. That's a new light on Woman
Suffrage. Joan, upon learning her husband had been killed in battle, determined to defeat her country of possibly
one soldier yet to be born of her, as
her country would not promise that
there should never be another war.
She killed herself with a revolver off
Joan preached
stage, for the finale.
against "war brides," those girls called

give

—

upon to marry soldiers who had answered their country's call, not knowing at what moment they were to be
Joan's theory, apher country had
no men in that future, it could have
no war through no soldiers. The story
Seven or eight
is tense only at times.
sent to the front.
parently,

was

that

if

minutes could go out. The star did
not appear for some ten minutes after
the opening. The company is competent to support Nazimova, who is al-

ways tragic
makes "War

in

this

tragic

Brides"

an

role

that

acceptable

dramatic playlet for vaudeville. Rime.

Two

(8);

One

woman
in

of the decided blonde

this

act

she

offers

six

character studies of women types, all
exceedingly well thought out and presented.
The sketch would have been

somewhat more

effective

if

the action

woman" the excuse for appearing in
the various characterizations us based
on a dream a husband is supposed to
have had. The husband, formerly a
"rounder," has married and tired of his
wife. She comes to him and asks that
he accompany her to the theatre. This
he refuses to do, and she upbraids him,
saying, some day he will go too far
and she will leave, never to return. The
wife leaves and the husband lies down.
His former loves pass in review. Finally he sees a vision of his wife writing
him a note saying she is leaving him
forever.
He awakes, screaming, as
she walks into the room. Usual ending. As the various "girls" Miss Blood
gave a truly classic performance. There
is one thing she might omit, and that
is the snatch of song while portraying
the last of the types.
Mr. Lennon
slightly overacted at times, but was
otherwise satisfactory.
The scene is
laid in a very handsome set and Miss
Blood's gowns are delightful creations.
The act was staged by Bartley CrushFred.

ing.

doing a little bit of everything in 12
minutes with the result they have a
very good little small time act. They
were one of the applause hits of the

Union Square's bill the first half. The
boys might pay a little more attention to their dressing and it would be
Fre<l-

Initial

Allan Woolf, is a sketch that will probably never be very popular in vaudeville.
The one point of the story is not
new idea, used before, on the stage
i»
and in short stories. Rose Coghlan's
acting holds the act up. The plot tells
of a Mrs. Betty Pasternot (Miss Coghsleeplan), who robs herself while
walking, hiding the jewels where she

cannot find them in her wakeful moments. A detective suspects her son,
who returns unexpectedly from college.
He brings a girl with him. The
girl's father objects to her marrying
The son suspects the dethe boy.
tective,

and part of the detective's sus-

picions are

of the

young

girl.

The

"tec" was once a sweetheart of the
mother's. Also a servant with a character makeup, who is supposed to be
dumb. At the Orpheum Monday even-

ing the audience made
opinion by their silence.

plain

their

Colonial

A

happy dancing combination. Not
Jarrott dropped the "Alabama"
and "Jack," nicknames, or Miss Maxwell stepped from the Ziegfeld "Folsince

have either been seen to better
advantage than when tripping together

lies,"

Monday

Colonial

night.

They

appeared to relish their work, and notwithstanding that another act of similar construction was on the bill a few
paces ahead went swimmingly along
to an unqualified hit. Jarrott and Miss
The
Maxwell are there on looks.
former has taken on weight, but it did
not feaze his dancing in the least. Miss
Maxwell looked sweet and attractive

common

is a little girl with a
songs that sound as if
her own.
She opens with an Irish
number called "Tom O'Day" following
with a crinoline song that goes over
very well. A kid comic gets good returns and the closer about a Ford a
number of laughs.
Miss Durkin is
youthful with a nice way of handling
numbers as well as several dressy
dresses, the last, an orange and black
coat and hat being especially attrac-

of

tive.

Albertson and Fox.

Two

When
and

get

tjiis

(Special Drop).

man and woman frame up

going

they

should be possible for bigger time.
At present the
man attempts comedy, noticeably not
in his line.
The girl looks well and
sings pleasingly as does the man. The
two at present are working mostly at

window that is cut in a pretty house
exterior front drop. They are pleasing
when singing.
a

run of female outfits in vaudedancing turns. For some reason
Jarrott and Miss Maxwell eschewed
the waltz almost altogether, doing a
few dreamy steps in their opening
dance, carded as "Three in One," embracing the one-step, waltz and tango.
It was the Fox Trot that established
them as sure-fire from a vaudeville
standpoint.
This was given more attention and was capitally done.
Jarrott is given freedom in the matter of
soft shoe accompaniment to Miss Maxville

Kathryn Durkin

collection

well's graceful stepping. For the finisli
"The Congo Tongo" had the dancers
working unusually hard. This was a
lively number.
With the Fox Trot
about the most popular dance of the

present day and standardized throughout the country Jarrott and Miss Maxwell could troop right out and mak.*
rhem sit up. These dancers are not
taking their work so rigidly serious.
They arc "at home" with their dancMnrk.
ing.

Theresa Miller

didn't

like

tion at the Lafayette theatre

her posi-

Monday,

something behind the stage,
and a boy in the front of the house did
his share by shouting "fire" as he heard
started

the noise.

No

casualties

44th

King of the Hoboes.
7 Mins.;

One.

Hammerstein's.

Because of the seven minutes tnat
Davis spoke on the stage of Ham-

Jeff

merstein's

known

week

this

that there

is

it

has

become

a fine distinction

the land of itinerant worker.

in

distinction

The

There are tramps
(they won't work), hoboes (who will
work if given a chance), and 'bums
is

this:

(who couldn't work if they got the
chance).
Also a few other very enlightening remarks were passed out by
the self-styled King of the Hoboes and
managing proprietor of the Hotel dc
Gink. Jeff stated he was not the first
"bum actor" that had ever appeared
on the Hammerstein's stage. He also
stopped to remark that he did not have
funny

how

It's

at the

(repertoire),

Davis.

Jeflf

stick together.

Kathryn Durkin.

Harlem O. H.

Mantell

14 Mins.; Palace Interior.

Songs.

One.

Robert

Street (Feb. 2).

Modern Dances.

a dress that radiated lavender, blue
and pink, fetching, and away from the

15 Mine.;

Presentation of Legitimate Attractions in Now York.

to shoot a hotel proprietor to get on.

Jchn Jarrott and Vera Maxwell.

in

Fifth Ave.

(4).

Union Square.
Brown and McCormick are two boys,

a help.

dream protean sketch.
Miss Blood is a

a

different.

and

13 Mine.;

Dancing and Acrobatics.

12 Mins.;

I'ercival

Songs and Talk.

Brown and McCormick.
Violin,

beautiful
type,

by

There were too
many repeats in business by Mr. Lennon.
There had to be something to
fill in the time that Miss Blood utilized
in changing her costumes, but the pace
could have been speeded up. The story
which gives the former star of "Every-

(6).

Another stage lesson

distinctly

assisted

NEW SHOWS NEXT WEEK

25 Mins.; Full Stage (Parlor Set).

Orpheum.
"The Discovery," written by Edgar

had been quickened.

37 Mine,; Five (Parlor).

the

Blood,

Lennon has

Naximova and Co.

(Special).

Hammerstein's.

(Reappearance),

Alick Lauder, Hammerstein's.
Diamond and Grant, Hammerstein's.
Johnny Stanley and Co. (New Act).

"War

Mins.; Full Stage

21

Rose Coghlan and Co. (4).
'The Discovery" (Comedy Drama).

these hotel

men

will

appeared in a soft
gray shirt, over which he wore a
brown coat sweater, and an ordinary
sack coat. This sartorial display was
topped off by a checked golf cap, remaining on his head during the talk.
Also feeling that he would not be a
regular actor unless he carried a cane.
Jeff

Jeff

was supplied with

prop.

along

that necessary
appears to be able to get
life, providing he doesn't let

Jeff
in

Tommy

Gray

him

sell

his

make-up out-

fit.

Fred.

Gormon

Bros, and Leopold.

Piano-Act
12 Mins.; One.
Columbia (Jan.

24).

This trio, probably from a cabaret,
have different ideas from the usual
rathskeller turn. A sign says they
write all the songs they sing. Two
of the numbers used were in the novelty class, and "acted" by two of the
young men while the third played the
piano. The first was about eating at a

one-armed lunch, while the other (closing the act) was a bit of a court-room
scene (with the judge and prisoner)
set
to verse.
Another number has
some face slapping that is not exactly
slap-stick
through
the
manner in
which it is executed. The trio look

good enough

to

regular

They

have a chance at the

are entertainers of
the type that should graduate from
bills.

:•.

cabaret or rathskeller.

Sime.

"Gypsy Life" (10).
Singing and Dancing.
15 Mins.; Full Stage.

Union Square.
five men and an orchestra
The scene represents a gypsy
encampment with the company lolling

Five

girls,

leader.

about

in

of the

men

picturesque costumes. Three
play on mandolins and gui-

the

rise.

some very

fast

tar

at

This is followed by
dancing and a violin

solo by one of the girls. For the close
there is fast work that sends the act

over with a bang.

Fred.

NEW ACTS THIS WLEK
Meyako

Sisters.

n
Japanese "Two-Act

Diane D* Aubrey.

Angelo Patricolo.

Songs.

Pianist
11 Mins.; One.

One.

14 Mint.; Full Stage (Special Set).

15 Mint,;

Palace.

Hammerstein's.

George White and Isabelle Jason.
Songs and Dances.
13 Mins.; Full Stage.

Palace.

The Meyako
Japanese

Sisters

and

girls,

for

a

brey has had the

They twist and conopening on a platform and

vaudeville turn.
tort at the

on pedestals
draped set.
slight attempt

pretty

a

in

An

manner

at

into their actions, singing en-

is some humor in the
young women trying ragtime without

joyably, for there

any voices to speak of. In answer to the
applause one of the young women
writes upside down on a blackboard
That suga full sentence of thanks.
gests they might repeat the Kajiyama
handwriting turn if sufficient time remained. The girls were placed "No.
3" for the night show after programed as opening, and the act, as an act.
will
be a novelty number for any
vaudeville program, also standing a
much more important position.

"The Bungalow

Girls."

Academy.

No

head nor tail to this act. Setting
all wrong and programing misleading.
Three people of foreign appearance go
through a routine of songs, mostly
received

that

more applause

in

neighborhood

than
they would elsewhere with the present
arrangement. A transparent drop, supposed to be bungalowian in decoration,
was shown in a dim light, a woman appearing back of it in what was supposed to be interior of the bungalow.
Voices fairly good. Could have been
heard just as well if not better in "one"
without the business with the easel
and supposed bungalow setting. The
act has two men, young in appearance
and dressed in Bohemian attire, and a
14th

street

Where

woman.
day night

is still

present act consists of a series of songs
sung to piano accompaniment and some
The gowns are decidedly
gowns.
pretty and worn in manner most chic.
The songs are a mixture of restricted
and popular, and Diane has enough
voice with a few top notes to get them
over.
It is quite as much her French
mannerisms, assisted by skillful use ot

her eyes, that

make her

a pleasing sin-

Four songs comprise Mile. D'Aubrey's repertoire. Her accent makes it
gle.

follow the lyric a!

tather difficult to

The opening number was some-

times.

thing about her recent arrival in this
This was followed by "I'll
country.
be There," and "The Little House
Upon the Hill." The closing song,
while very familiar as to strain, was
quite impossible to catch because of
the accent.
She received two im-

mense bunches

of

roses,

which

sh<;

Fred.

"Human

Salamander."

there are few on
time who excel the
"Six Song Birds," four boys and two
girls.
One of the boys is at the piano
during the act. His work there war-

any

a specialty of his

own which

not given him in the present frameup.
The turn opens with the kids sitting on the piano warbling.
One girl

number and

leads a

This

box.

little

boy sings from
chap has a sweet
a

voice.
The other juveniles
with songs here and there with

soprano
fill

in

some

dancing

Harlem O. H.
The Magyfyes,

man and woman,
the man as Mephisto.
a

are garbed in red,

The young woman
Her partner is the

only the assistant.
The work consists of putting hot things on the man's
tongue. The two appear under a red
spot. A bit is the placing of a positive and a negative on
the man's
tongue, without the tongue quivering.
The act is different, but it is difficult
to see its value for vaudeville.
In a
side show or circus, it would better fit.
is

act.

As

He played two seMonday evening that called

at the instrument.

lections

His third and

for technique.

final

and a better vaudeville that means

er

eccentric version of the

slight

fault

the other sure-fire.
the

is

dressing

One

by Miss

up and out the best there is in all
standard vaudeville that can compete,
then Patricolo, his cloth and kind that
include genius and class should alBut Jeff Davis,
ways be welcome.
the King of the Hoboes, is at Hammerstein's this week receiving $350 for
the engagement. How much is Signor
Patricolo, who spent a lifetime studying as Jeff did loafing, receiving?

"Red Cross Mary"
Comedy Drama.

—

Jason.

the couple just reached New York Sunday from a long trip west, there's even
Fred.
an excuse for that.

(4).

22 Min.; Pull Stage (Special Set).

Harlem O. H.
The small time can boast

of a war
sketch with plenty of local color and
shots.

Red Cross Mary is an Ameriin Belgium.
Her brother, a

Dramatic Sketch.
20 Mins.; Full Stage (Special

Set).

two of the old melodramatic types are shown and played
well.
They are hero and villain. The
story is worn, though worked to a
good climax, by three of the principals.
The plot deals with the usual man
In this sketch

who has married the usual woman
with the usual past, but as usual, did
not know of this past when he married her.

The man who comes

is

who admits he

one of those jugis

bad, the billing

win George, whether with permission
or not. Freddy uses hats, cigar 4joxes
and balls for his juggling work, doing
a burlesque routine.
He does not impress with his talk, which proved good
for another juggler, and it would not
be a bad idea for James to get entire-

new material. The chance it would
make good is worthy trying, anyway.

ly

the

An attempt

leads up

refusal

One.

is killed mysteriously, while caring for soldiers on the field. The girl
is in a small wine room when a man

doctor,

"Be Game."

is

to stop
the man of

away from her husband and the

man

to win the wife

to the

wife's

told

tale

by

to the husband, but the girl

interrupts and, in very plain language,
denounces the villain.
struggle for

A

about four seconds and the villain is
Curtain.
out.
The sketch finished
very strong at the Harlem house, and
should prove valuable on the small
time. There is also an Irish character
woman in the piece who does well.

Sidney
Songs.

Instrumental and Dancing.
12 Mins.; Full Stage.

Two girls and four men arc on the
stage while apparently the boss of the
aggregation is in the orchestra pit. The
troupe opens by playing a few selecon

boys.

few places on the small time.

Mary, and

She slaps his
one of the army
followers, who takes money from the
dead bodies and killing if they thought
a man had money on him. She decides
face,

tries to kiss her.

then learns he

to get his story.

is

He

agrees to take a

She learns he is the man who
killed her brother, and shoots him. The
proprietor comes in and sees what has
happened. He is a German-American
naturalized in Hoboken. The girl tells
drink.

her story.

He

gives her his ticket back
He calls' up the police
and tells of the dead man he shot be-

to the States.

cause he had the plans of the Belgium
forts in his possession. The plans were
found by him sometime before in his
place and he had not known what to
do with them. A sudden bombardment

makes kindling

of the wine room and
so brings the sketch to a close. The
diolog, getting his

than the others do the heavy dramThe girl is youthful and attractive and plays well.
The rest of the
ily

12 Mins.; One.

atic.

Sidney Phillips

is

a

nice

appearing

young man who does not allow his
looks to interfere with him. The only
trouble with Sidney is that he attempts
too much.
Monday night lie used
seven numbers, one verse and chorus

This may work out. but it
might be just as well to cut a couple
and extend the remainder. A pianist
helps in the encore number, a Hebrew

of each.

baseball

of the nondescript kind enters.
He has
a couple of drinks and feels buoyant.
The proprietor is out. He goes after

German comedian has some comedy,
work over more eas-

Phillips.

American Roof.

Basy Troupe.

tions

The
Fox Trot is

ceived.

Her gowns worn Monday night
would have been more impressive if
she had visited O'Hearn, but at

Juggler.

Freddy James

George White and Isabelle Jason
were one of the real hits of this week's
George ha.«
bill
at "the Corner."
changed from opening in "one" to presenting an act entirely in full stage
but he still sings! One of his songs
Nights," and by dancing
is "Winter
the second chorus he got it over. The
opening of the act has a double number, "Come Dance with
Me," quite
catchy.
There are two dances in the
turn that will make it a hit anywhere.
The first is a combination of the trot
tango-maxixe, done in exceedingly fast
time.
It was worth the encore re-

the best element of entertainment before an audience in search of variety,
and which best element will also bring

the night at their cabin

11 Mins.;

num-

ber was "The Dixie Patrol," arranged
Ly himself, which resolved itself into
another medley of national airs. But
before
applause
secured
Patricolo
reaching the third number, and as there
are piano players scattered broadcast,
his mastery of the keys should always
If
be assured of ready recognition.
grand pianists and grand opera singers, with other grand acts that vaudeville may yet bring to light as a "turn,"
are showing a leaning toward a high-

the past.

Russian string instruments,
which they do very well. This is followed by Russian dancing. The dancing is weak, and stamps the act for a

a

of unquestioned technical skill

Freddy James.

youthful
singing act these six youngsters should
prosper, for they really are kids with
maybe the girls a little older than the
also.

Angelo Patricolo, a

Hammerstein's.

can nurse

is

a

l<ianist

Piano Virtuoso*

Italian

the billing for

Sime.

reading "The World's Worst Juggler."
James has the routine and talk of Ed-

Small time
Mark.

is

10 Min.; Full Stage.

unknown.

Harlem O. H.
As youthful singers

him

Her

glers

"Six Song Birds.'»»
Songs.
15 Min.; Full Stage.

rants

has done the

Parisienne a world of good.

"the girls" were Tues-

crudeness.

the big or

musical

The Magyfyes.

Singing Act
%
12
Mint.; Three (Interior Setting;
Transparent Drop, Exterior).

the

'

it

of

shared with her audience.

Sime.

alien,

little

with a

comedy, in a speech
says the girls will sing American songs
or songs in English, which they do
with little trace of accent. A "Tokio"
song (new) was one, and fitted in niceBut they put the Japanesy jerky
ly.

benefit

comedy experience and

oriental

announcer,

"The Great

Since last in vaudeville Diane D'Au-

two cute

are

versatile,

17

recitative

closer might be

reception for

it

is

A

song.

scented,

if

the

a true guide.

better

Roof

cast filled in

well enough.

Good

a time at least.

fee*
»

H

"Miss U. S. A. (9).
Musical Tabloid.
28 Mins.; Pull Stage (Special).
Grand O. H. (Jan. 24).

One

of the usual girl acts intended
time.
Three principals and
chorus of six. The girls work hard and
for small

make a number of changes. The act
got over with a "pop" audience on the
Fred,
Sunday showing.

SHOW REVIEWS
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that

one of the best

is

vaudeville resort

famous

at the

some

quite

in

week

this

bill

The show may not have been

time.

as long

on names as some that have gone bebut

fore,

it

ran along exceedingly well

At the Colonial

Acts),

many admirers

her

of

Monday

to the house

She had the position closing

night.

the

some

drew

first

and pleased.

half of the bill

Diane D'Aubrey, White and Jason and
the

King of Hoboes,

Davis (New

Jeff

Acts).

Opening the show Rose Schmettan
and Brother presented something de-

worth

cidedly
strength.

while

feats

in

opening

Their

consists

The

found

in

bows

in

the

opening

"Opening

at

received four

spot

"The

at

hardest spot in vaudeville.

was

followed

whom
at

by

Diane

an-

Corner."

Hammei stein's"

greater favor and

more instantaneous

popularity

in

vaudeville

through the

newer dances Jarrott and Miss Maxwell display in their turn. They have

more pep and have lifted the Fox Trot
into a corking good variety "bit." Miss
Sawyer is using the whirl which
Evelyn Nesbit does. Both dancing

The

bill

aside from

its

nival" aspect didn't have

"dancing car-

any too much

entertainment although one or two acts
kept the show from losing its balance.
The Hearst-5'elig Weekly started the
show and was as interesting as a snail

(New

Witt and Winter

The team

went

through

D'Aubrey,

Jack Ryan and Harry Tierney tried to
vhoop things up a bit but the song
routine does not help as much as it

was inclined to kid
but who held her own and got

their

routine

Acts)
slowly.

song frameups these boys
have had.
Wee Georgie Wood had them guessing.
Some said "He's a girl,'* while
others declared that Wee Georgie was
a boy after all. The voice and certain
mannerism fooled them all the way.
The act appears to drag and not until
did in other

was

position

third

win

routine

race.

over quite nicely.

The

The

will

Jarrott-Maxwell

the

is

the audience

first,

their

bill.

turns use colored orchestras and each

swer to the value of the act
it

same

did an "orchestral specialty."

juggling and hoop whirling.

the fact that

warrant

to

the

of

ber of equilibristic feats combined with

is

applause

on

Each got

closing.

of

Following, they present a num-

poses.

from

(New

Maxwell

Vera

and
third

presence

undoubtedly

are two

ing just before intermission, and John
Jarrott

sufficient

she

week

like construction, Joan
Sawyer and George Harcourt, appear-

Adele

start.

this

dancing acts of

Blood (New Acts) was headlined and

and entertained from the

ORPHEUM.

COLONIAL

HAMMERSTEIN'S.
"The Corner" has a

"Why Men Go Wrong"

as

given

to

"The Chief
The

of Police" skit has been renamed.

seemed to strike home with the
Hammerstein audience and several ot
the speeches were heartily applauded.
act

the imitations did the turn really elicit

The

substantia! attention.

been better played. This will have to
be done if the act is to remain on the
big time, but if it slips back to whence
hailing from, the present cast is ade-

Robert Emmett Keane and Muriel
had a soft spot but did not
get what they should have out of it.
Miss Window wears a becoming stage
outfit but she hangs onto a winter outer
wrap too long. The fur on the neckband appears to be choking her at
times. Keane had tough rowing with

act could have gotten over to
greater effect if the role of the society
girl and that of the police chief had

quate.

Window

Dave Ferguson followed the sketch
and soon had the audience laughing.

his monogolistic "bit" at

Dave

offers "as

pulling a nifty in "He looked
like an accident that was going someis

where to happen."

"AH

of a Girl" as put over

for the

by him

Love

a riot.
His "fag" stuff at the close sent him
over in great shape.
Opening the second part "On File"
was sent along nicely but the act

seemed to lack a punch

The opening

started

is

at the finish.

wildfire

off like

as far as laughs were concerned, but
the speed was let down and the travesty began to drag at the finish.
Nonette,

the singing violinist,

was

next,

singing and playing wonderfully well.
Tom Lewis and Co. in Joseph Hart's
act, "Brother Fans," were just the right
sort

for

the

house.

After

the

act

proper Lewis gave his now famous
after dinner speech to roars of laughter.
White and Jason followed, and
Davis was down next to closing.
The Brothers Arco with a very
showy strong act closed the bill with
a big flash.

The tw© men have

derful routine

and

frequent applause.

their

a wonwork met with
Fred.

first.
Keane
Harry Ford, the great Eng-

comedian, singing 'How
it went over cold.
They sang "Tennessee" closing, and did
fairly well with it.
The song was a hit
alone on its merits.
After Miss Sawyer came intermission, with Morton and Austin registering success of the show. They are
now "working" two women in the act.
Jim Morton did more acrobatics than
usual.
The act should have been next
to closing, with Von Hoven in their
place, as the audience was quickly
seated before the second half got under
way. Von Hoven has some very funny
talk and it j?ot over with laughing results.
Tjhc Aerial Martins fairly flew
through their double trapeze routine.
Between Morton and Austin and the
Von Hoven acts appeared Jarrott and
Miss Maxwell.
The Colonial audience did not show
any class Monday night and few and
far between were the evening clothed
folks.
Business was not good for a
Colonial Monday start.
Mark.
lish

music

hall

Dare You?'" and

The Brooklyn class house has a show
this week which might be described as
having a couple of disappointments, ensurrounded by good acts. The
two main events of the evening were
Rose Coghlan and Co. (New Acts) and
Gus Edwards' Song Revue. These
two, though drawing a capacity house
Monday evening, did not reach expectirely

tations.

Gus Edwards gave evidence at the
by peculiar pantomime he had

Drowiskey) who first presented "Conon this side, opened the performance, "Romeo" goes through a
full
routine and makes some fun
through manhandling an assistant, but
the act ran too long Monday evening,
causing an appreciable lack of applause
at the finish.
Cut down to cases,
"Romeo" would be an extremely good
chimp turn, especially for the children.
Angelo Patricola (New Acts) appeared
in the second position.
8itne.
sul"

finish

lost his voice.

numbers

in the

He went through the
same pantomimic fash-

The song

revuers are a fine looking crowd and in some instances can
sing and in others decidedly cannot.
The act received enough applause at
the finish to almost take one bow, but
ion.

Gus explained

in

two stolen ones about

his lost voice.

Lohse and Sterling opened the show
working fast on the rings and trapeze.
This girl and boy present a neat appearance and have a dandy opening act.
Moore and Young were No. 2 and
filled that position nicely.
Their songs
and dances were liked.
Henry Lewis, on just before Miss
Coghlan's sketch, pulled down the hit
of the evening.
Lewis has a comedy
of his own and his "nut" efwere rewarded with big laughs

style

all

forts

and much applause all through his act.
"A Telephone Tangle" kept the
Brooklynites laughing all the way.
Comfort and King opened the second part and this black-face team made
good. The big fellow has a good tenor
voice and a good selection of songs.

The

little

fellow

is

a comedian.

PALACE.
The

was not jammed, as
looked for Monday evening, the first
day of Nazimova's (New Acts) appearance on the vaudeville stage. In fact
the Palace was not pressed for room,
and there was but a single row of
standees.
These could have easily
been placed in the empty seats toward
the rear. Later in the week, when it
becomes known Nazimova has also a
good sketch, she may prove the expected draw.
The laughing hit was Frank Fogarty,
easily.

Palace

He was moved

the night

at

up to "No. 4"

performance, to provide

some comedy for the early half, Lillian Shaw exchanging with him, she
opening
after
intermission.
Mr.
Fogarty told some new stories amidst
older ones, and had thchouse, a great
many of whom seemed to have been
drawn by the headline, laughing all
the time. He also sang a new number
to open, "Sarah's Hat," closing with a
recitation.

Another big turn on the program was
the

Long Tack Sam

Co.

Chinese

of

entertainers, second after intermission.

The

big Chinese

taining as

when

show was
at

as enter-

Hammerstein's

re-

although the Meyakos Sisters
(New Acts) appearing "No. 3" made
two Far Eastern acts on the same bill.
Trixie Friganza was next to closing,
and "The Aurora of Light" ended the
vaudeville, with the picture Weekly
closing this week's performance.

cently,

"Romeo

the

Great."

a

handled by the same trainer

monkey,
(Alfrei

WINTER GARDEN.
The

vaudeville performance

at

the

Winter Garden Sunday night was composed of 17 acts. And yet the capacity
audience was drawn there by but one,
Al Jolson, who proved it by holding the
stage for 40 minutes, closing the show.
Jolson seemed to be trying out the
house for endurance, although entertaining them every minute. About midway in his turn he told the orchestra
to play a waltz, as he had to make a
change. Al reappeared in a dress to
travesty Olga Petrova, and his travestv

was almost as funny as Petrova's

act.

Besides which Jolson sang songs,
kissed Jose Collins on the mouth as
she was seated in an orchestra chair,
shook hands with everybody he knew
in
the front rows, including Max
Winslow (asking Max to sing "Susie,"
Winslow replying he wouldn't sing an
"opposition song").
But Jolson had
Miss Collins sing it, also Elisabeth
Brice, who faltered on the third line,
and then Maurice made the attempt,
Jolson meanwhile loading himself up

with clothes lying around, giving away
cigars and cigarettes he found in the
pockets of the coats.
In addition to
the "Susie" song, which closed his
turn, Al sang "All for the Ladies,"
"Fatima Brown," and "Tennessee, T
Hear You Calling Me," told some new
stories (and got away with all of
them). Jolson appeared to be having
as good a time as the house.
When
you can do what Jolson can do at the
Winter Garden, you are doing a lot.
He does things no one else would
think of, and if he is drawing as well
during the week to "Dancing Around*'
as he does on Sunday night, he is the
Shuberts' undefined gold mine.

The
bill

early part of a Garden Sunday
a pretty tough spot for anyone.
acts fell over one by one until

is

The

Gould and Belle Ashlyn, "No. 8."
Miss Ashlyn is going in the new Garden production. Her funnisms caught
Billy

the audience as did Gould's jokes.
One of the happenings of the night

was two modern dancing turns, both
using the same opening music ("Glow
Worm") to the same waltz, with their
second dance also similar.
The acts
were Clifton Webb and Eileen Molyneux and Bonnie Glass and Rudolph.
Miss Glass and Mr. Rudolph introduced a new dance for them a cakewalk, nicely lifted from the Cakewalk
Mr. and Mrs. Seabury did at Shanley's.
Neither of the dancing pairs got much,
not any more than Weber and Wilson
did, "No. 3."
They are dancers, also.
Madame Bacque, whoever she is.
sang some straight songs, then Frank

—

Carter put over
lent

manner,

a

and

finely as a "single."

—

number

in

excel-

Frank showed up
He was followei

SHOW REVIEWS
by Blossom Seeley, who took four
songs on the run without a bow or exit.
The numbers were "Night-time Down
in Dixieland," "Chinatown, "Down in
Waterloo" (an old song) and "MisMiss Seeley got
sissippi Cabaret."
them all over without the slightest difShe's a regular singer of rags,
ficulty.
and made "Chinatown" sound like a
Maurice Farkoa did his artisclassic.
tic song recital, with the Six Madcaps
following the intermission, after which
Taylor Homes scored a tremendous
spontaneous success in applause volume
by his rendition of Kipling's "Boots/'
with the Glass-Rudolph turn just before Jolson.

Bert Earl with his banjo started the
show.
Kitty Doner did a couple of
numbers next. After Weber and Wilson came Eva Shirley, then Daley
and Kennedy, dancers, and Miss Petrova, with Harry Clark, next, leading
a number from the Garden show. The
girls behind Clark wore the poorest
and cheapest-looking set of costumes
ever seen at the Winter Garden.
Bime.

strongly
on the closing number.
There's no reason why they shouldn't
secure a modern song repertoire and
go to the vaudeville thing again in earnest Voice and looks still remain
with both of them. Gormon Bros, and
Lopold (New Acts). They are a
cabaret three-act and put

The program last Sunday at the Columbia pleased the paying audience if
not the dead heads.
There was
enough high and low comedy to the
show to put it over, and while the regulars may have objected to the running order, the pay as you enter patron may have felt the reverse.

The big legitimate hit of the bill
came out in Morrisey and Hackett, a
somewhat

subdued

"nut"

comedian,

with evidently ide,as of his own, and a
pretty blonde girl, who has more personality
than voice. Mr. Morrisey
had a good kidding song on vaudeville
imitations (although he takes himself

a bit too seriously in this thing, as
proven by the length of the Cohan impersonation), but the finish was the
heart of the turn. It is a travesty on

moving pictures, worked entirely in a
new way. Barring that Mr. Morrisey
should clip the act

down

to a shorter

Morrisey and Hackett are all
right for the big time now.
Hughie Cameron and Co. played
what appeared to be a revised version
of one of Harry Tighe's former college pieces, in which Mr. Cameron was
the Janitor. Now he is the principal,
in the same character, and the act
did quite well as a comedy number.
period,

It was followed in the next to closing
spot (where Morrisey and Hackett
should have been) by the American
Comedy Four, one of those rough

comedy

slap-stick

quartets,

built

for

"Business

sketch,

something

that

like

clerk that called for a type, and had
in the person of an uncommonly
it,
good character actor. This is a good

comedy sketch

big small or
8ime.

the

for

small big time.

The American was minus
liner the first half.

a headInstead of the big

name

in the lights

an

was

advertised.

Business

Monday

night

"all-star

show"

upstairs

better than in some
Nearly the entire lower

was

time up there.

evening
went to two colored boys, Jones and
Johnson, in the next to closing spot
The management made a wise move in
bringing them back so soon, for they
were greeted by generous applause at
their entrance and kept the people applauding throughout the entire act.

was

The

The

filled.

hit of the

hit of the first part

Clayton

Drew

travesty

skit,

went to the

with their
Caesar Marks
Antony." This act has clever lines,
and the house greeted each with a
Players

"When

hearty laugh. The tall man in tights
had the audience roaring. Val Trainor
and Helene had the second spot and
did all that could be asked under the
couple of new lines
circumstances.
seem to have been added since the act
broke in a couple of months ago.
Trainor is singing a new coster song,
"When the Misses Says It's Black, It's
It has a well written lyric,
Black."
and should go over nicely with any

A

is warmed up.
The Tourager TrOupe of Arabs were

audience that

men did not do ia
of tumbling they atoned for

next and what these
the

way

the same as other
If these acts expect to
turns.
busy they should change the

in yells.

Arab
keep

The

stereotyped

act

is

Sidney

routine.

number four.
Rose and Moon, second

(New

Phillips

Acts),

after inter-

mission, with songs and dancing, are
an example of society dancers who

have seen that sort of thing pass out of
and have formed a vaudeville
two act. They have a whirlwind dance

favor

The couple work

that as their profession,
This
them up badly.

Frank Gabby opened

He

sion.

is

a

after

found his work well

hard.

intermis-

ventriloquist,

placed against a good

and

many who

ii

claim

would show
young man

liked.

The International Sextet
show with the brasses.

closed the

perhaps the Sunday showing was just
a fill-in-for them. Miss Taylor had

were "Red Cross Mary," and
"Salvation Sue" (New Acts). One of
this kind of playlets is enough for any

Clark Ross and Co. and Marion and
Winters.
Dan Cameron was not given a
chance.
He is evidently an Englishman and opens with the usual "souse"
bit that most English single men offer.
This he followed by some talk
and passed nicely and could have put
over an encore but the stage manager
evidently would not permit of it.
Clark Ross and Co., two men and a
woman, are offering a comedy sketch
in full stage.
There is a comedian doing Dutch very much on the burlesque
type.
Also a burlesque western bad
man and a sweet girl. The act got
some laughs from the Union Square
audience. It needs speed.
Marion and Winters, a man and
woman team, offered a repertoire of
classical and semi-classical numbers.
The man has a fair tenor but the
woman's soprano is decidedly off.

similar,

The evening show opened with The
Magyfyes (New Acts). Kathryn Durkin

(New

HARLEM OPERA HOUSE.
Business* continues capacity although
is minus Harry Swift, its old

the house

manager.
place,

also

Levoy may

Levoy,

acting in his
with an ill. song.
be able to call himself the

Sol

fills

in

Acts) did nicely with a

lot

of songs all her own.

Vine and Temple found the house
responsive.

The man

is

a real "nut"

and should get some material he can
His present "gags" are
call his own.
lifted from Frank Tiuney's collection,
including the "soap," "dressing room,"

and "deaf and dumb"

The

tack.

little

very sprightly aud would be
able to do something as a "nut" comAt present
edienne if given a chance
is

man uses most of the time.
Burns' and Kissan with their operatic
parodies and character songs pleased.
The two did not waste much time,
the

when they were liked the best
The Six Song Birds (New Acts) made
leaving

one of the biggest
the closing spot

Dale and
the bill.
Acts) were next to
closing, and the Velde Trio, doing very
well, completed the regular bill.

The

of

(New

Dorothy

three extras were

Fred.

ACADEMY.

UNION SQUARE.
Nine acts and a couple of reels of
made up the show at the UnTuesday
ion Square the first half.
night there were three added starters
The show
in the form of "try-outs."
itself wasn't a bad bill
for the Union
Square, but the three added starters
took away any good impression that
there might have been in the mind of
The house was fairly
the audience.
well filled for the night show, the orchestra holding almost capacity and
the balcony and gallery holding the

pictures

Latell Brothers in

ing opened the

bill

hand balanc-

doing nicely, and

were followed by two-thirds of the old
Ryno, Emerson and Meehan trio now
billed as Ryno and Emerson in songs
an J some talk, and qualifying for some
of the small time bills:

Frank and Jordon

in

The

dramatic

a

sketch, filled the third spot

and barely

act has one funny line.

the "tag" and could have been
by the audience.
Jeane
Fletcher, dramatic soprano, filled the
It

is

answered

next spot Miss Fletcher is a manufactured soprano, her natural singing
voice which she disclosed flashes of in
a popular number is a deep contralto.
The latter it would seem would be far
better suited for vaudeville.

four

Academy Tuesday

thoroughfare.

Weber and Wilson opened
This pair

Tommy

still

the bllL

sticks to its old

Texas

steps for the results, and fox

now for the pop
Mack and Lewis slowed the

trotting is surefire

houses.

that there was little chance
for anything to follow but a fast pic-

show up so

But a singing act came
act Mack and Lewis
have too much sombre stuff. The
woman should watch those high vocal

ture comic.

after a singing

stragglers.

passed.

at the

night ran provokingly slow. Business
was not very good, but the weather
may have had something to do with the
slack in the* usual night promenade ox
the folks along the busy downtown

—

The

Dan Cameron,

hits of the bill in

The show

numbers

all

in

She did

her high soprano

without shading.
With proper songs
she will be a good small time single.
The Three Melody Girls with a spein
cial drop
"one" representing the
Little Church Around the Corner have
a very effective opening with the
chimes and singing off stage. This they
followed with xylophones and bell
ringing.

higher.

Orletta and Taylor were next. This
standard singing team used some of
the old classics instead of sandwiching
in a couple of modern ballads, but

applause hit

woman

AMERICAN ROOF.

the bill. They dance well, look neat
and seem to know all of their best
Otherpoints, from teeth to clothes.
wise they are there and if they take
care of themselves, have a chance to

much

well

taken care of by Chauncey Monroe
and Co. Each of the three characters
was nicely played, particularly the

as their best.

raise

was

title,

only singing manager in existence.
The bill of seven acts ran along at an
even scale, the audience Tuesday night
not being as appreciative as usual.
Two sketches, both with titles very

bill.

or

Business,"

is

where it will remain.
Johnnie Singer and Girls (New Acts)
closed the show. Greenley and Drayton, two colored young men, opened
the small time,

over.

it

The former Jack Kennedy comedy

floor

COLUMBIA.

The team won out

several changes.

19

The

act

will

fit

nicely

on

smaller bills. The girls make a pleasing appearance and work hard.
Brown and McCormick (New Acts)
opened the second half of the bill.
"Gypsy Life" (New Acts) a big act
with 10 people followed and scored the

The man

plays the violin clevmechanically.
"The Bungalow Girls" (New Acts)
was wrongly programed. No explanation why two men and a woman should
be classified as the "Bungalow Girls."

flings.

erly but does

A

it

picture gave the

bill

a brace at this

juncture.

Tom
amusing

A

Davis and Co. pleased with an
little

skit that ran too

wife joins the Housewives'

long.

Union

Another woman,
calls a strike.
doing a strikebreaking stunt, does it
•so successfully the stern-faced, union

and

Fairly

refugee

capitulates.

sented.

Moore and St

well

pre-

Clair found fa-

vor with their patter.

The Nine Krazy Kids are not the old
"krazy kids" that played all the small
time hereabouts. This is a new bunch,
all Hebrews, with the girls running
mostly to plumpness and the boys
dressing alike. Voices
strong collectively, but none worth anything individually.
Full of noise and old "bits"
of school business. A few of the "bits"
however caused big laughter. The
chant about a "strait" was the best.
Warren and Blanchard worked quietly
but effectively. They pulled "Alexander's Ragtime Band" for a closer with
the black-faced man in feminine attire,
and actually got away with it. That' i
Mark.
14th Street for you.

'

VARIETY
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NEXT WEEK.

BILLS

Brennan
Nana A Alula
Kobt Fulgora
**aul Lev an ft Dobbs
ft

ft Neal
ft Goodwin
ladlaaaaells.

Dean Dorr ft Dean
Win Mc Key Co

Hawthorne A Inglis
Bird Mlllman Co
Mc. Veraea, If. Y.

Frank 's Wild West

Karl

KEITHS
Nelson

(ubo)
Nelson

ft

Edwin Qeorge
Darrell ft Conway
Ethel Qreen
•Bride Shop"
Jack Wilson

W

2d ball
Margie Calvert
Sylvester

ft

Lasky's 'California''
nob Flnley
LelUel ft Jeanette
lf|T

n— .m«.(ubo)

jria.

ORPUEUM

(Upen Sun Mat)
Skaters BIJouve
Losarre ft Dale
Urabam ft Randall

McCormick a Irving
Baehle Co
JOOllB, MO.

Alf

(wva)
Snyder

Beldlng

ft

Hodges

Lowell

ft

2d bait
Edltb Adams
Tossing Austins
Jtlcft.
tiaianra
MAJESTIC (ubo)
Margaret Clayton
H ft A Turpln
Bruce Richardson Co
Billy

ft

,

Four Rubes
Royal Hussar Olrls
2d halt
Hata Klchl
Norton Wells ft N
Harlln Knlgbt Co
Harrison
At Devils Ball"
Kaaaaa City.

J arris

B

ft

ORPHEUM

W

Trovato
ft Vincent
Blanche Ring Co
Helen Beholder

Millar

Qolden

ft

West

ft

Btambler

Sallle

B

Holmes ft Riley
Cameron DeVltt Co
Bros

Wilson

Slayman

Arabs

All

(wva)
Geo Fredo
Newell ft Most
Harry Brooks Co

fill)

Kaneae

city, Ms.
BIJOU (wva)

Watson

MAJESTIC

(Inter)

Gere A Delaney
2d half

Loe Aaugeleo

ORPHEUM
Lloyd

Family

Bell

Vlollnsky
Cantwell

ft

ValenUne Vox
Bush ft Shapiro

"When It
Home"

Dell

Sophie Tucker

(m)

Tranafleld Sis

R

KEITH'S

Hope Vernon
LeRoy Linton Co
Willie Weston
Bessie Clayton Co

KEITH'S (ubo)
Mack ft Williams
The Dohertys
La Toy Bros
Geo C Davis
Eddie Carr Co

ft

Williams
Levlne ft

McCane

Jack Kennedy Co
2d half
Majestic Musical 4
Alexander ft Scott
Mullahy Pingree Co

Chas

(wva)
Walter Baker Co
(One to nil)
2d half

William Slato
"Colonial Daya"
BIJOU (ubo)

Van

Madison A James
Tha Turners
Beaumont ft Arnold
Hursley Troupe
2d half

Carl

MILES O H

Rheil

ft

Chuck Haas

lat

2d half

Arthur Valll ft Sis
Nathans Bros
Florence Barr

Kekeaa*. lad,
LIFE (wva)
Seymour Duo
Rice ft Morgan

Webb

ft

Burns

Gardner

ft Revere
2d half
De Monto Bros
Doyle ft Elaine
Willing Bentley ft

Columbine

W

Gwynne

Harle-

ft

Wood

ft

(loew)

half

ACADEMY

(One

Keough Sisters
Howard A McCune
Marshall A Cum by
Johnson Howard & L
LaaslasT, Mirk.

BIJOU

(ubo)

Wilbur
Spencer

ft

Williams

Reward"
Olive Vail Co
Ambler Bros

"$100,(MK)

to

Mr

Montreal

Musical Macks

Field Barnes

(ubo)

Mrs

M

Murphy

Oakland

ORPHEUM
(Open Sun Mat)
Brenner A Wheeler
Jack E Gardner Co
Anna Chandler
4
J

(wva)
Woodford's Animals
Neffsky Troupe
Kalrman Furman A F
The Harklns
Mile Martha A Sis
NEW GRAND (wva)
Burns Sisters
Howard A White
"Sherman Was Right"
Three Falcons

ORPHEUM

ft

Will Rogers
Flying Henrys

All)

2d half

hair

Flying Henrys
Galloway A Roberts

Jos

NEW PALACE

(ubo)
Rich-

with
1st

ORPHEUM

Wyde

Va.

mond)

Ida Dlvinoff

2d half

Grant Gardner

A Waldron
Chums

(Splits

Mullen A Coogan
Jack A Foris

Adams

Felix

ft

Vslre

Danubes

McKay ft Ardlne
French ft Eft
Elsa Ruegger
Schwarz Bros
PANTAGES (m)
(Open Sun Mat)
American Beauties
Cora Simpson Co
O'Neal A Walmsloy
Reml A Ballengeri

Baker Troupe
Oarftea.

ORPHEUM

Les

ft Stuart
Morris ft Wilson
Winifred ft Martin
International 6

(1 to fill)

Plttaaarsrk
GRAND (ubo)
Toyo Troupe
McCloud ft Carp
Haveman's Animals
Will Philbrick
Kitty Gordon Co

ft

(ubo)

Glman

Gertrude Arden Co
4

ORPHEUM

Edwin Stevens Co
Brent Hayes
Eadle Ramaden Co
Marie FlUglbbons
Rlgoletto Bros
Loyal's Animals

(loew)

Warner A Corbett
Nip A Tuck
"Bower of Melody"
Princeton A Yale
Melnotte Twins
Aerial LaVails

3

fill)

(loew)

Roy ft Arthur
Ogden Quartet
Smith ft Farmer
J K Emmet Co
Clark ft Rose
.1

Donals

PANTAGES (m)
Harry Glrard Co
Vivian Marshall
Hamilton A Barnes
Qulnn B A Marion
HUllar
Poaajakeeaate, N. Y.

COHEN'S

(loew)

Mystic Bird
(1 to

Lewis

COLUMBIA
Frsnklln

C

ft

(orpb)

Green

Co

Gllllngwater

M

Cronln Co

Mack

Walker

ft

Am

Dancers
Primrose 4
Rl

Ray

ft

In

Jsckson
Sanitarium

Sisters

Danny Simmona
Ted ft Uno Bradley
Jules Msrcesu Co

VICTORY
(Ssme

(orph)

(•-5)
ss st Sacthis Issue)

bill

fill)

Seattle.
(loew)

(Open Bun Mat)
Dsvld Kalioka
Hartley ft Pecan

Musical Conservatory
Mile Modiste

PRINCESS (wva)

Four
Saarlaaw. Mica.

FRANKLYN

fill)

Werner Amoros Tr
Foster Ball Co

Lane Harper A Lane
Johnson Travelogue

Venetian

Paul Pantzer

KEITH'S (ubo)

Tlerney A Sabbott
GRAND O H (wva)
Nclusco A Hurley
Millard Bros

A Grovinl
Holden A Harron
Park R A Francis

Lane P A Tlmmons
"Between Trains"

Aznrd Bros
Sophye Bernard
Lou Anger
Vnndinoff ft Louie

Schsffer

McConnell A Simpson
Girl from Milwaukee
EMPRESS (wva)
De Koe Troupe
Hopkins ft Axtell
Beatrice McKeniie Co
Steindell Bros
Diving Nymphs
2d half
Three Mori Bros
Richards ft West
Chauncey Monroe Co
Le Maire A Dawson

I.

(ubo)

Murry Love 3
Pierce A Burke
Holer A Boggs
Green Mc A Dean
"Dance of Cities"
2d half

Seymour A Dupree
De Michel Bros
Mattle Choate Co

A Burk

BarlsurJIelsL 11L

Charles-

ton)
1st half
Julia Gongslia
Whlttler's Boy

Springfield, ajo.

(wvs)

Dunn

Stocktoa, Oat.

C Nugent Co
Keane ft Window

I'acwasa

PANTAGES

(m)

Cornell Corley Co
Joeefaaon Icelanders
Exposition 4

Evsns

ft

Bister

Torre Haate, lad.

VARIETIES

(ubo)

1st half

"Young America"

Sisters

Silver A DuVal
La Palva

Holly Hollls
Seattle.

2d half
Master Gabriel
Froslnl

Emerson

ft Baldwin
Rale ft Goe
Fenner ft Tallman
VARIETIES (wva)
(Splits
with
Evans-

vllle)
1st half

ORPHEUM

(Open Sun Mat)
Whiting ft Burt
Alex McFadyen

"Edge of World"
Hussey ft Boyle
Hugh Herbert Co
"The Wall Between"
Ernie A Ernie
PANTAGES (m)
Lander Stevens Co
Minstrels

Leona Guerney

Knapp A Cornalla
Gllmore A Ramlnoff
Corr Thomas 3
Sioux Falls, la.

ORPHEUM

(Open Sun Mst)
Swor ft Mack
Chas Howard Co

Gordon a Kangaroo
Rives ft Harrison
"Love in Suburbs"
"Young America"
(One to fill)
Toledo, O.

KEITH'S (ubo)
French Girls
Frank Markley

Ray

ft

Hllllard

Jas K McCurdy Co
Dooley ft Rugel
Cowboy Minstrels
Lew Dockstader
Trevltt's

Dogs

Toronto
SHEA'S (ubo)
Wllla Holt Wakefield

Mr A Mrs J
McGreevey
Brandon Hurst Co

Bert Merkett

Meehan's Dogs
Hyama ft Mclntyre
Ollfoll

Dooley ft Evelyn
(wva)
Densee ft Balrd
Les Gougets
Fields Wlnchell A
2d hslf
Archer A Carr

Salon Singers
Hermsn Tlmberg
Seven Romas
(One to fill)

3 Guys

2d hslf
"Squaring Accounts"
Palace Trio
Carter ft Waters

Harry

(orph)

(2-3)
(Same bill as st Sacramento thla lasue)

J

PROCTOR'S

Allen's

YOBBMITE

Syracsuse.
(ubo)
ft Rlcs
Rosle Lloyd

ft Stevens
Francis ft Jones
Edith Mote
Wilfred DuBols
Abbott ft Brooks

Dunn

ft

GRAND O H

Scraatoa, Pa.
POLI'S (ubo)

Mayo A Tally
Havana Duo
The Gladiators
Walter Milton Co

YOUNG ST

O

LOEW 8

c.

at.

Tom

J Mahoney
Ergottl's Lilliputians

fA.NTAGnSS

ini)

Tongs"
Fowler
Golden Troupe
ouniap a Virdln
Gordon Bros
of

C

tMtOCSjU M.
fANTAGsiS (m)
'Toe wrong Bird"
Justice

Nevina

feace"
alrwoou

oi
ft

Argo
cuinmln

Scab am

ft

Waaalagrtoa
1

'Koiiin a i.udo)
he tterrens

bong Revue"
b van*, t ogarty

Mr Quick
Gersrd a West
Block Hume a T

Gordon

"Motoring"
Alder ft Arllne
3 Yoscarys

»uwe«»M.T

2d hslf
Csrletona
Sylvester ft Vance
Beatrice McKensle Co
Bob Hall
Neptune's Nymphs"

Two

Bawaaaaa, Ga.
BIJOU (ubo)
with

-

Van Hoven

La Oroclosa

Edith Adsms
Msrdo Trio
2d hslf
Lyric Qusrtet
Hodges ft Lowell
Nice ft Nice

Recklless Trio

Wslton ft Rutlsnd
•Manicure ft Maid"
Annie Kent
Lonesome Las«iCo'

uupree a uupree
Camerine Caivtrt Co
uew A Moi Huntings
MiMauon a cuappeue

Billy

Richmond ft Msnn
"Grey of Dawn"
Msyor Lew Shank

Selblnl

2d half
Jeanette Chllds

Providence, R.

(Open Bun Mat)
Lambertl
Barban ft Grohs

B

Co

Beeson

MAJESTIC (wva)
Lemaire ft Dawson
Weber Dolan ft Fraser
McCormick ft Wallace
Nina Morrla Co

EMPRESS

ft

Sylvester

'

(m)
Jlu Jitau Troupe
Wright ft Lane

(Splits

Three Mlllards
Dawson, L A Covert
Maletl Banconi
Four Prevosts
2d half

Lou Hoffman
Ed ft Jack Smith
Edmund Hayes Co

(1 to

Utak

Fletcher
to

EMPRESS

St.

ft

Hardeen

ORPHEUM

Shews
Portlaad, Ore.

Aerial

(One

Russell's Minstrels

Lytell

LaVler

Tate ft Tate
Matthews
Ethel MoDonough
Hoyt ft Wardell
Leanda DeCordova
Mcintosh ft Maids
Homer Lind Co
Bernard ft Harrington Bert FlUglbbons
Fred Hillebrand
4 Roeders
Nlchola Nelson Tr
Norton ft Payne
St. PaaL Mlaa.
if, M. Y.

Acme

Brown

Sisters

Jsmes Grady Co
Sampson ft Douglas

Wm

Rice

Frances Nordstrom C
Arlon Four
Adair ft Gaylord
Lloyd ft Britt

(loew)

Markee

ft

Ward

El Cleve

Davis

fill)

HARRIS

Csssdos

HIPPODROME

Lee

ft

(Three to

(loew)

(Open Ban Met)

ft Polo
2d half

Coogan

EMPRESS

Brown, Delmore A

Purcella Bros
Holmes ft Holllston
Joe Kelsey

ramento

Freebey

ft
fill)

(One to

Slaters

ft

May

Norfolk.

(loew)

Lloyd

Scott

Lockett

Eddie Foy Family
Brooks A Bowen
C Ahearn Troupe
Duffy A Lorenz
Courtney Sisters

Wsllenstsln

Zeldo

"Song Doctor"

Irwin
Gallager ft Carlin
Ismed
Relsner ft Gores
J E Dooley

ft

Bowers Co

Wheat

Delmore

B

Josephine
Clegs

Monarch Comedy 4

PALACE

ft

Soltl

Romaln

New OH+aaa
ORPHEUM

.'t

Milwaukee
MAJESTIC (orpb)

Jefferson Co
Frank North Co
Maaon Keeler Co
Waldemer Young A
Dorothy Toye
Donlln A McHale

Gosset

Lewis Animals

Mlaaeapolla

(wva)
Marlon Harris Co
Ezra Kendall Jr Co
CbaBe ft La Tour
Merriott Troupe

B

Angell Sisters
Al Edwards
Sully Family

3 Keltons

Lacrosse, Wla.

ft

ft

Wilson

1st half

Chas Ledegar
Cook ft Stephens
Ines McCauley Co
Jim Morton

quins

A

ft

ft

(loew)

4.

(ubo)

Bertie

La Rex A LaRex
The Whalens

(Open Sun Mst)

HUDSON

Msrcow

War

The Brlghtona
Rene Arnold

Hardeen
2d half

PANTAGES

Mrs J Bsrry

ft

Mme Jomelll
EMPRESS

Stevens

ft

ft Wslton
Fred Griffith
Abbott ft Brooks

Juggling DeLlsle
Stuart Black -So
crawtora ft Broderlck
"Ye Olde Halloween"

Clifford

Mercedes

"Love

ORPHEUM
McRae

DeWltt

The Brighton*
Brown Delmore

Palfrey Barton

Milt Collins
Elinors ft Williams

Brown

Morrow Co

Duo
Chss F Bemon

Apollo

Melnotte Lanole Tr
Maaoa City, la.

2d half

Fred

Valre
ft

111.

(wva)

Dunn
Jsmes

Musical Nosses

1st half

Mrs D Crane

ft

Augusta Gloss
"Her First Case"

Sbreck ft Perclval
(One to fill)

Marco Twins
Mason
ft

Proposes"
Rss Eleanor Ball
Mile Maryon VsdleCo

Mr

Allen

ft

2d half
Nlblo's Birds

Frank Stafford Co
PANTAGES (m)
(Open 8un Mat)
Leo Cooper Co

Howard

(Open Bun Mat)

ft

Chspelle

ft

Three Arleys
SpHasjBeld, Cobb.
POLI'S (ubo)

"Woman

Hoyt's Minstrels
Zlska Co
"All for a Kiss"

Mr

Monarch Comedy 4

Inman

Bob Allbrlght

ORPHEUM (wva)
"Whirl of Mirth"
Miles City. Moat.

ft

Haywood

Burns ft Klssen
"Dairy Maids"
2d half

REGENT

Griffiths

Felix

Ceaa.

Segal

ft

Cockle
Fulton

Maid
Bob Allbrlght
Hong Kong Mysteries

Wm

(m)

ORPHEUM

Lewis ft Norton
Melody Monarchs A

Cross

81aters

Fred

Dlka

Juliet

Celo Qascolgne
Mlcklfjaa City, lad.

Keokuk, Wla.
COLONIAL 1wva)

fill)

Howard

Ezra Kendall Jr Co

The Sldonias

Haywood

ft

ft

Morris

Sherbourne ft Mont
Sheer ft Herman

Hsnlsn Bros
Bond ft Csssen

(loew)

PhUlppl Quartet
Anderson ft Burt

Haley ft Haley
Four DeKooks
Baa Vraaelseo.

(ubo)

(81-1)

2d half

1st half

Archie

2d half

(1 to All)

ft

Heir Herman

POLI'S (ubo)

Eva Puck

TEMPLE

Schrodss

Kamey ft McCuaker
Camp

urace

Dunn Sisters
Laioa Mill, a.

(Open Bun Mst)
Wolgas ft Girlie

**•«§)•>

PANTAGES

Arnaut Bros

Internationale 6

fill)

Now Haves,

(wva)
Mason Wilbur ft J
ft

(1 to

(1 to

ORPHEUM

ft

DeWltt

ORPHEUM

Imperial Opera Co

Sallle Fields

Co

Martin
Stewart

Winifred

Bisters

Lou Hoffman
Olga Cooke
Wm Weston Co
Madden ft Clogg

"Dream Pirate"
Maolaea. w<
Harry

ft Lewia
Dating Darts

2d half

Nonette

Lyle

Seymour Duo
The Legrohs

Leonsrd Kane

M

Ka

Review

aaa

eron
O'Brien Havel Co

Ed Clnchester

(wvs)

Burns

ft

Baa Aatoala
MAJESTIC (ubo)

(Open Sun Met)
"Whose Girlie Are
Chss Kellogg
You"?
Klrksmith Bisters
Rteassoad, Vs.
Empire Comedy 4
LYRIC (ubo)
(Splits with Norfolk) Hlckey Bros
Chss MoGoods Co
1st half
Barber ft Jackson
Dunedln Duo
Fltssimmons ft Cam- Mile Sldonie

ORPHEUM

Llttlefleld

Harvey DeVors 3
Paul Pantser
4 LaDella Comlques

L

Webb

Princess

Clive Co
Cleveland's

Ford's

Carlotta

Miller

Newaauwa, R. Y.
COHEN'S OH (loew)

ft

B E

The

2d half

Hart
Raekfora,

Charlotte Ravenscroft
Plplfax ft Panlo
Stuart Barnes
ALHAMBRA (loew)

Griffin

(wva)

Earl Vance
Russell ft Church
Majeetlo Musical 4

Harry Gilbert
Johnson Howsrd

(loew)

Lsndry Bros
Rouble 81ms
Delmore ft Light

Nat Wills

(ubo)

Wolfus
Co

Pelletler

EMPRB88

ORPHEUM

ORPHEUM

'

Silver

Weloh Meeley ft
Herbert Lloyd Co
Columbine ft Harlequins
Al Abbott
Pal fry Barton ft B
2d half
Jetter ft Rogera

SplneUe Quartet
(One to All)

Moon

ft

Collins

Miller ft Kent
Sumlko Geisha Girls

ft

Pierre

Weber ft Elliott
"Jim town Junctlou
ft DuVsl

Mlns

Powell's

Seatk Bead, lad.

DeHaven ft Nice
Imhoff Conn ft Cor
ft
Roehelle

K.

ft.

PROCTOR'S

(wra)

Tom

Brown

Henshaw ft Avery
Homer Miles Co

Blanche Walsh Co
Bagonghl
Flanagan ft Edwards

Marlon

ORPHEUM

ft

Tray.

Lslls Salbina

Blows: Falls, 8. D.

(Open 8un Mat)
Bergen

Williams

Dow

ft

The Tyrella

Alfred

fill)

Boms

to fill)

KEITH'S

Turelly
Dottle King

Kaufman

Rose

Dow

Shannon

ft

Bait stake

(loew)

"Claim Agent"

Met Minstrels
D'Amor ft Douglas
(One

to

(1

Lucille

"Lawn Party"
GLOBE (ubo)
McDevltt K ft L
Francis ft Rose
C Chal loner Co
Wilson ft Pearson

Gliss

ft

Bennett Slaters

(ubo)

3 Blondys

Geo Damerel
Barnes ft Crawford
H Shone Co
Hans Kronold
Chick Sales
Mr ft Mrs Wilde

Own Co
Gus Andrews

(pr)

Ruth Gibson Co

ORPHEUM

W

fill)

Port ft Delacey
"Bachelor Girls"
Nlblo's Birds
2d half

Jsmes J Corbett
Five DeLuxe Girls
Valtue Trio
ft

Falk ft Adams
Pedersen Bros

Frank Terry
Madden ft Fitspstrick
Moore ft Yates

Empire Comedy 3
Baby Grace
Guy Baldwin 3
James Kennedy Co

Six Olivers

Skipper Kennedy

WM

Mitchell

LYRIC

Bt'kes

PANT AGES

(2 to

Wlllard

GRAND (ubo)
Gallon
Byal ft Early
"Matinee Girls"
Bernard ft Scarth
Jewell Comedy 4
Robbie Gordone
PENN (ubo)

Andy Rice
ft

Ernie Forrest

PkUadelpala

ft

Louise

2d half
Leonard ft Louie
Rita Gould

Roxey LaRocca
Harry Beresford Co
Marshall Montgomery
The Rials

Fry
"Every body"

Avon Comedy 4
Joseph Santley Co
EMPRESS (loew)
Joyce ft West

Roth

Is.
Keaoake.
VIRGINIAN (wva)
"The Dou Girl"

Moss

Rich

Orover ft Rlcharda
(One to fill)
GRAND (wva)
Frawley & Hunt

Zora Carmen 3
Misses Campbell
Bob Dalley Co

(2 to fill)
2d half
4 Musical Avollo8

Walker
ft
Leo Zarrell 8
Rebls

Borden

Nick's Skaters

ft

EMERY

3 Lorettaa
Burke ft Burke
Carroll ft Hlckey
La Belle Tltoomb

Ottawa
DOMINION (ubo)

Tabor ft Qreen
Lida McMillan Co
Carbrey Bros
Nell McKlnley
The Terrys

Marx Bros Co
Aubrey

"Red Heads"
Morton ft Austin
Kremollns ft Dsrrss
Will Oakland Co
Alan Brooks Co
The Shsrrocks

Capeland Draper Co
"Enchanted Forest"

West
Edwards
ft

Newark. M. J.
MAJESTIC (loew)

"Watch Your Step"
Alice

Rose
Co

ft

Phillips

2d half
Sablna ft Bronner
Edith Mote
Anthony ft Adele
Ray Fern
Canfleld ft Carleton
Cavollo's Circus

Louise Galloway Co

ft Bell
Pearl ft

Lorraine
2d half
Geo Fredo
(One to fill)

Alsace

Julia

Roek. Ark.

Zertho's Dogs
Alleen Stanley
Rosdell Singers

Howard

Hughes Sisters
Mccormick ft Wallace
Nick Santora Co
Three Ameres

Lillian

Elliott

Klutlng's Animals

Lyric Quartet
Tossing Austins
2d half

(Una to

Dainty English H
Princeas Rajah

Lowell. Mass.

Bentley
Burnham ft Irwin
Parillo ft Frablto
EMPRESS (loaw)
Sebaatlan

"Butterfly

Minna

'

Harris ft Randall
Roy LaPearl

Moore

ft

Tlghe ft Babette
Blnns ft Burt
(One to fill)

Crooker

ft

Genevieve Warner Co
Asabi Quartet
Cartmell ft Harris

Little

Jacauwa, atach.
BIJOU (ubo>
Millionaire for Day"
jones

PROCTOR'S

Johnny Johnston Co

Livingston

ft

ORPHEUM
Montgomery

ORPHEUM

Houdlnl

Greater City 4

liager

Oaaaka.

Newbold ft Bribben
Max ft Mabel Ford
Milton Pollock Co
Marie Dorr

(Continued from page 14.)

Diamond

(loew)

Dancing Kennedys
Burke A Harris
Viola Duval
Fanton's

(Four

to

Athletes
All)

Waterbary, Cobb.
fOLi b (ubOj
1st hslf

^oniey ft
Claudius

B

Spiaaell

Webb
ft

Scarlet

ft

Mack

2d hslf
Juggling Burks

Hayes a Thatcher
Aloert Perry Co
Scnooier a Dickinson

Rowla

ft Von Kaufman
a bnyuer
Waterloo, la.
MAJsiSilC (wva)
Beeman ft Anderson
ouncan ft Holt

Jiang

a Calhoun
Lewia ft Kessler
L>r Koyal Raaefoot
2d hslf
Geo Dixon
Bernard a Myers
Four Seasons
Ruasell

Kenny

ft

Hollls

hrear Baggett

WatertowB,

A F
S.

D.

(wva)
King A Brown
Le Roy ft Cahlll
2d half
Duke ft Alden
Kimball ft Kenneth
Wllkee-Barre, Pa.
POLI'S (ubo)
1st half

Lea Keillors
Zlnka Panna
Stuart a
"School

Donahue

Playgrounds'
Wllllum Slsto
Arthur Huston Co
2d half

Alfred Farrell
Stoddard ft Hynes
Gordon Eldred Co
Bowman Broa
Bartom A Clark
Rayno's Dogs

WlBBlBCSI

PANTAGES (m)
Bothwell Browne Co
Rosa Mars ton Co
Archie Nicholson Co

Jlmmie Green
Lade 11 Co

Grace

STRAND (wva)
World's Premier Cl
Margaret Braun A Sis
Dotson A Gordon
Gormley A Caffrey
Woreeater, Man.
POLI'S (ubo)
1st half

Juggling Burks
Hayes A Thatcher
Albert Perry Co
Arlon Four
Rawls A Von Kaufman
Wang A Snyder

2d half
Mr Quick
Gerard A West

Rhoda A Crampton
Edna Luby Co

A Scarlet
B A Mack

Claudius
Splssell

MOVING PICTURES
BB

STARTLING DEVELOPMENTS
EXPECTED IN FEATURE CIRCLES
Continued Reports Regarding Newly Formed Equitable
Corporation Indicate Big Underlying Object Behind Nominal Purpose to Circulate Features Another Important Equitable Connection Rumored.

—

Startling developments to the feature
film industry will be the result of the

recently

formed Equitable Film Cor-

Ave.); Walton (733 East Chelten Ave.);
Belvidere (8329 Germantown Ave);
Hicks' Amusement Co. (2640 Kensing-

BOB
PHILLTS NEW REGULATIONS.

SBB

ALCO POSTPONES.
The settlement
dollar

of

Alco,

the

cent on the
proposed by

of 40 per

liabilities,

its

case of acceptance,

in

of

Monday the
of the company

of

Committee

Creditors'

sent out a statement

to the effect it was expected a settlement on the percentage basis would
be arranged for by Thursday of this

the 40 per cent, arrangement goes through, will be reorganized
according to report. It has not been
determined whether the Alco name is
if

The plan

to be retained.

ton Ave.); Ideal (1905 Columbia Ave.);

Alco exchanges take over the opera-

(Belgrade and Clearfield);
Owen's (2848 Belgrade; Alona (Kensington Ave. and Ontario); Crystal Palace (1706 South 7th); Marconi (1218
South 8th); Ridge (25th and Ridge);

tion of the parent

to

this

ation.

The

ostensible object of the Equit-

able, to circulate feature films

through

a service supply, such as the other
service corporations are doing, will be
but one of the activities of this new

company, if reports are true.
The temporary offices of the Equitable have been established on the same
floor in the Putnam Building, where
Pat Casey has his suite.
Several feature film makers were reported in negotiation with the Equitable during the week, while applications from others were said to have
been made.

CLOSES 33

THEATRES.

Clearfield

Glenn (5th and Glenwood); Hoffman
House (3501 North 5th); Bell (2905
North 5th); York Palace (2627 West
York); Regis (1526 West Cumberland);
Washington Palace (24th and Brown);
Jumbo (Front and Girard); Sew Hippodrome (Salmon and Lehigh); Balti-

more

(5026 Baltimore); Lincoln (49th

and Yocum); Woodland (1409 South
49th); Electric (8th and Washington);
Lincoln (905 South 5th); Alcazar (1615
McKean); Cozy (2410 South Broad);
Southern (1406 South Broad); Luzerne
(4008 York road); Somerset (26th and
Somerset); Columbia (2709 Columbia).

WOMAN OPERATOR.
Cincinnati, Jan. 27.

Mrs. Mary Anspacher, of 1219 East
Third street, is* Cincinnati's first woman picture operator. She took the
examination and was
civil
service
granted a license. She is a suffragist.

"For a rainy day," she explained.
"My husband is a printer, but he may
get sick." Mrs. Anspacher is working
at night in a local theatre,

Philadelphia, Jan. 27.

Because they failed to obtain licenses
for 1915 on time, 33 picture theatres,

some of

including

the largest

in

were closed by the police

city,

the
last

night.

From

six

to eight last

evening the

'phone of the office of the superintendent of police was kept busy by managers who cursed, coaxed and pleaded
to be allowed to keep open. They were
told the order for the closing of theatres

was

final.

Early in the month Director Porter
was informed a number of managers

had

failed to take out licenses for the

new

year.

He made known

to all pic-

ture theatres through the police they

would be given
licenses,

after

procure
would be

until Jan. 25 to

which

they

shut.

Fire Marshal Elliott yesterday informed Supt. Robinson all but 33 managers had obtained licenses.
Shortly
after five o'clock a uniformed policeman called on the manager of each and
compelled him to close the place.

was

headquarters
will pay
their license fee today they will be permitted to open.
The theaters closed
were Olympia (Broad and Kenilworth);
Caricola (729 Christian); Messina Hall
(705 Christian); Forest
(913 Girard
It

last

night

said at

that

if

police

managers

household duties

doing her

in daytime.

INSURANCE RATES.
Conferences were held last week and
this relative to the adoption of a code
that will prove satisfactory to the manufacturers of film, the film exchanges,
the Board of Insurance Underwriters
and the Fire Department.
Hertofore the exchanges have been
able to conform with fire department
regulations only to have the Underwriters come along and proclaim violations that forced up insurance rates to
an almost prohibitive price. In some
cases the increase was wholly prohibitive.

think differently.

LEADING MEN IN PICTURE.
In the forthcoming film production
Exile," in which Clara
Kimball Young is to be starred, the
actress will be supported by four leading men who have won distinction in
the legitimate. They are Paul Fleming, who has been Fritzi Scheff's leading man, Montague Love, Paul Mcof "Hearts in

and Vernon Steele.

said to

is

of those

most

vitally interested in the successful out-

come.
According to its letterheads the Alco has remaining as manufacturers, the
All Star, Popular Plays and Players,
and Life Photo Film Corporation.

PARAMOUNT AND PICKFORD.
The Paramount
issued the

Pictures Corporation
following statement Tues-

day:

New

York, Jan. 24, 1015.

CIRCULAR LETTER

27.

To Our Exhibitor*
Owing to the enormous salary which

It has
been necessary to pay Mary Plckford In order
to secure her senrlces, the Famous Players
Film Company has found It necessary to first
release pictures In which she appears (as well
as "The Eternal City") through big city theatres at a minimum admission price of 28
cents, ranging up to 00 cents.
Paramount Pictures Corporation, however,
has arranged to secure these pictures for
Paramount Program (as well as 'The Eternal
City") after they have played in the largest
cities, so that our exhibitors will not be deprived of the Mary Plckford pictures, and besides, the pictures will come to them with a
much greater drawing power than If released

originally through a Paramount Program.
The reason for this Is obvious
a Mary
Plckford, or other picture, which has been
run only in the large cities at a minimum
admission of 25 cents, possesses a value and
prestige not possible to accrue to any picture
released through the regular program.
The reason for this Is equally plain, as few
pictures possess the drawing power to permit
of their being exhibited only In the big theatres.
This you will readily realise.
By this arrangement you will also understand that this change in releasing the Mary
Pirkford pictures will In no wise detrsct from
the value of Paramount Program ; on the
other hand. It will enhance the value of the
Program, because as your patrons will know
they are to have these pictures later on they
will look forward eagerly to their coming,
and the fact that the pictures have been exhibited In an exclusive and high-priced manner will doubly enhance their value.
Assuring you that Paramount Program will
continue In Its present high standard of quality and that the Paramount efficiency plan
will continue In Its effective co-operation, we
:

remain,

CORP.,
W. Hodkinaon,

Wm.

(Signed)

President.

GRIFFITH HERE.
W.

States,

considered the highest
director in the United

Griffith,

picture

paid

is

still

in

New

York.

He

is

making sure
"The
feature,

here on a double mission,

Clansman," gets under way and looking
up some of his old acquaintances.
Griffith has been West for more than
a year and has earned a rest. He makes
emphatic denial of the numerous reports that he was quitting the Mutual
and has plans laid for at least a year
of

Griffith

features

for

the

Majestic-

took 120,000 feet for "The Clans

tran,"
will

making

14 reels.

be chopped

down

This, of course,
to

five

or six

reels.

very likely that road outfits of
will be organized by
the Mutual. Griffith used many thousands of supers in the big scenes.
It

is

"The Clansman"

been

an-

Porter

after

a

Marshal George
require

some

conference

with

Fire

W.

The

rules

Elliott.

extensive

nounced that licenses

alterations

and

houses

picture

in

it

in

an-

is

every case will

be held up until the regulations are

The

complied with.

regulations are as

follows:
All exit doors

approved panic

must be equipped with
Slide bolts and

bolts.

floor bolts will not be permitted.
The
word "exit" in letters eight inches high
must be over each exit door in addi-

tions to a red light.

No permanent rail will be permitted
running parallel with the side walls oi
the house, with the exception of one
to relieve congestion where patron*
enter.
A few patrons will be allowed
to stand in the lobby space immediately at the rear of the seats in a designated portion equal to one-fourth of the
distance from the last row to chairs to
the front or entrance wall. This space
is to be clearly marked and no standing will be permitted beyond this limit.
A brass rail, as now used in some
houses, will not be permitted for this
purpose.
A passage four feet wide to the rear
of the seats may be maintained by a
brass rail where there are no side exits.
The entire length of the aisles
must be kept clear at all times.
No alterations of any kind, including

changes of seats, doors, machine
booths or equipment may be made
without application and approval by the
fire

marshal's

office.

Various towns through the State
have adopted similar regulations, especially as they concern overcrowding.
At Shenandoah, Pa., the exhibitors have
been warned that no tickets must be
sold after the seats are filled under penalty of arrest

and prosecution.

SENNETT'S COMEDY CO.
Sennett is reported as coming
East the latter part of February to enjoy a brief vacation here and to transact some important business in connection with the new big comedy feature company he's understood to have
formed with Ad. Kessel and C. O. Bauman, who are now on a tour of the Kay
Bee, Broncho, Domino and Keystone
plants on the Coast.
Starting March 1 the Sennett will
likely have the next big comic on the
way.

PERMISSION FOR "AUDREY."
Judge Augustus Hand of the U.

S.

District Court has given Irving Dittenhoffer, receiver for Lieber
Co., per-

&

Reliance brands.

He

have

theatres

nounced by Director of Public Safety

Mack

PARAMOUNT PICTURES

that the latest Griffith

The proposed code will avoid these
measures and provide for vaults that
will meet the demands of everybody.
The Underwriters think the small
vaults are safe, but the exchange men

Allister

company

meet with the approval

D.

picture

to have the

reports in the

trade

and panic and the safe operation

fire

will

week.
Alco,

regulations for the prevention

for

Verification of the
week.
many rumors could not be secured.
The most important was to connect
the name of an ultra-important figure
in the picture business with those promconcerned in the
inent men already
Equitable concern. In addition to Pat
Casey, Dwight MacDonald and William
E. Gilmore, it is reported the Equitable's staff will have within a few days
another person added to it who will
impress upon the feature field the scope
intended by the newly formed corpor-

poration, according

Philadelphia, Jan. 27.

New

Jan. 25, has been postponed.

The

21

mission to enter into a contract with
the Famous Players Co., whereby the
latter is to produce
Harriet
Ford's
dramatization of the novel "Audrey" as
a feature.

Mary Johnson,
lers

the author, the Lieb-

and the playwright are

to

equally in a 7 T/2 per cent, royalty.

share

:

MOVING PICTURES
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BUYING FEATURES OUTRIGHT
LATEST U. B. 0. F. F. CO. PLANS

U.

PUTTING SOMETHING OVER?

The exchanges of the Universal are
due for some severe criticism from
some of its exhibitors this week by giving theatres paying for first-run pic-

same reels shown almost in
same locality the day before.
The Savoy, on 34th street, has been

tures the

United'* Picture Department Makes Deal for "Springtime
and "Reaping the Whirlwind"—Will Book Them

Exclusively and Independently

Booking

—Some New

Promised.

Film Co. has shied

Office Feature

castor into the

its

feature film ring by taking over this

week several big pictures which it will
book exclusively tor the United States

not included in the programs of the
It is understood
other two houses.
that the General wanted to charge the
Loew office first run prices for its entire program and not according to the

number

of reels furnished.

playing the first-run pictures of the
Universal for a long time. This week
the New York opened with straight
daily releases and the Universal sup-

program which called
Tuesday the New

Both purchases were for
features,

"life" of the

with
Life Photo Film Corporation,
Florence Nash featured in the former

"Reaping the
Whirlwind" (five parts)
which the
Balboa Co. made on the Pacific Coast.
The price of "Springtime" was $20,000 and between $17,000 and $20,000
was paid for the Balboa film.
The United via Tony Duffy and Joe
Daly will book or play these features
in any theatre which concludes proper
Their outright purchase
does not necessarily mean that they
will go through U. B. O. houses but
that the U. B. O. picture heads realize
that they are valuable film booking

assets.

The United

The

Bosworth

go right

F. F. Co. will

other features and may put
through several important deals before

after

four-reel

picture ever placed on pub-

ing

moving

lic

exhibition,

drawing business

is

at

it

opened the mid-

dle of last week.

The

commendation
which touched
upon its salient points. At the $1 scale
charged, the picture drew $800 Sunday.
feature received

New York

in the

dailies,

NEW

YORK'S PROGRAM.
New York theatre, which

According to indications Wednesday
week will be around

day of

tion for it

B. A. Rolfe picture concern left

the Alco corporation last week, signing
with the new Equitable film company
features.

house,

using a

is

first

picture

run daily release

program.

M

The Loew Broadway houses using a
straight picture show are the Herald
Square

and

Circle.

Both

reels of the G. F. first run.

York

is

use

five

The New

showing the remainder of the
by the G. F., to-

pictures turned out

gether with selected Independent reels.
The New York did business Monday
night and continued it Tuesday and
Wednesday. No line on the cash

could be obtained, however.
Plenty of paper had been distributed
The front of the New
for the opening.
York has been brilliantly lighted, and
the entrance improved.
business
Broadway,
where
The
seemed to pick up during the period

ALICE H ROAD SHOWS.

The Nonpareil Film

Co. has decided
send on tour several road outfits

to

of its "Alice in Wonderland."

Monday to get
company under way at Pough-

Stuart Lithgow left
the

first

Another company, Sam Cunningham,
manager, and Joe Lane, ahead, opens
with "Alice" in South Bethlehem, Pa..
8.

receipts

the

New York was

closed,

had a much

pop vaudeville. Next week it will
have in addition the "Three Weeks"
feature and four single daily releases.

Wednesday
the same five

the

New York showed

Film
Co. releases as shown at the Circle and
Herald Square. The Loew people have
an agreement with the G. F. to take
reels of the General

run daily. The
New York opened with the remainder
of the first run pictures of the General
five

reels

of

make

a visit to the

Lasky Coast Studios.

Monday

than the week
before. The Broadway has reduced
It plays
its admission scale to 10-25.
lighter matinee

LONDON MAN HERE.
Sydney M. Baber, the London representative of the Lasky Co., arrived
in New York Saturday.
He will leave
for California to

its

first

PICTURE MEN TRAVELLING.
Adolph Zukor, of the Famous Players, and Samuel Goldfish, of the Lasky
picture film, are

They expect

going to the Coast.
away about a

to remain

month.
Mr. Zukor will leave New York MonMr. Goldfish expects to start Satday.
urday, both meeting in Chicago, and
continuing together.

The

supposed to be one of inspection, the respective firms having
several picture companies on the Coast.
trip is

Is now assisting Cecil
Mllle In writing scenarios for the Lasky.

Charley Chaplin has returned and will do

work at

his

Nlles, Cal., Instead of at the Chi-

cago studios.

Winifred Brown

is

West

Co.,
pic-

Philadelphia, obtained

Box

Office Attractions

show the
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesthis week and that the Box
it

being acclaimed as the

horsewoman In the Coast movies.
one of Dustin Parnum's best players.

She

best
is

Rita Jolivet and Anita King are now leadwomen with Lasky.

ing

Ins Claire
for pictures.

is

reputed coming to the Coast

The Crown City
tions at Pasadena.

Film Co. has begun operaBruce Mitohell and Donald McDonald are directing.
The films will
be released through the Kriterion.
Prosperity
mobile.

Ann

Note

Is

has an auto-

Little

now managing

direc-

Film Co. at San Mateo, Cat
Ed. Le Saint writes scenarios as well as di-

tor of the Liberty

the privilege to

Office people had agreed not to lease
the film to any other house in West
Philadelphia before shown at the Belmont.
It was alleged that notwithstanding the alleged prior agreement
the film was leased to the Locust for
exhibition Saturday.
When granted
the injunction the Belmont people were
required to enter $1,000 security, pending the final disposition.
In another case of a somewhat similar nature Judge Knowles of the Municipal Court refused to grant an injunction which was requested to restrain
the Locust theatre from showing "The
Girl I Left Behind Me" (picture).

rects

for 8ellg.

The following players with the Ince companies at Incevllle, Cal., will take part In a
Tauderllle performance at Venice Jan. 80:
J. Barney Sherry, Louis Morrison, J. Frank
Burke, Rhea Mitohell, Reginald Barker, Jack
Nelson, Harvey Clarke, Edward Brennan and
Elisabeth De Witt
Shorty Hamilton is back at the N. T. Motion
ranch after several weeks at

Picture Co.'s
San Diego.

Mary Pickford was crowned "queen of the
movies" at the Loo Angeles Exhibitors' hall
a few nights ago.
Sereral dosen picture stars attended Bert
Levey's "jinks" In Los Angeles Jan. 20.
D. P. Whitcomb has been engaged as scenario editor by the Liberty.

Dustin Farnum expects to leave for the east
the latter part of the month.

Clark Stockdale, Virginia Ames, Marguerite
Clayton and True Boardman are now members
of the Liberty forces.

REELS GOING THREE WATS.
The small

picture theatre recently
sinking deeper into oblivion has now
taken a new lease of life, caused by
the clubbing together of the managers
of these small places. The custom of
doubling with features has long been

manager paying
and half of
what they are forced to pay a boy to
carry the reels from one house to the
practiced, each house

half the cost of a picture,

other.

The newest

KENNEDY BACK ON COAST.
is

to play the

thing

same

among

exhibitors

pictures in three

A. M. Kennedy, general manager of
productions for the Kriterion Service,

houses

week for Santa Barbara, Cal.,
where a number of the companies pro-

vides the cost in three. Daily releases
as well as features are included.

left last

keepsie this week.

Feb.

Belmont Amusement
Belmont theatre,

the

tract with the

picture

out the show another feature
is exhibited in conjunction.
has
been
Considerable
publicity
film
the
"Hypocrites"
gained
for
through the activity of Harry Reichenbach, who is doing special exploitafill

for the future circulation of the Rolfe

straight

in

To

opened Monday under Marcus Loew
a

"first run."

from Judge Patterson in the Common
Pleas Court Saturday an injunction restraining the Locust theatre, in the
same section, from exhibiting the five
reel film "Samson."
The Belmont company claimed a con-

$4,500.

management

as

violated, the

operating

Co. gave

The

pictures of the
"Alias Mr. Smith,"

Philadelphia, Jan. 27.
Claiming that its contract had been

the gross for this

ROLFE LEAVES ALCO.
The

called

"Eddie Took a Bath" and "A Mile a
Minute Ride." These same pictures
were sent to the Savoy Wednesday

tures,

the Longacre where

Margaret Turnbull

Oe

Prank Montgomery

here.

is

Universal

FILM INJUNCTION GRANTED.

feature

"Hypocrites," probably the most dar-

and

role,

negotiations.

spring

York displayed three

"HYPOCRITES" DRAWING.

namely "Springtime" from the

Taliaferro

for a first-run show.

morning as

and Canada.

Collins and Paul Cooler
are said to be back of a new picture company
to be organised for the purpose of filming the
two California expositions.

the

plied part of the

The United Booking

COAST PICTURE NEWS.
By GUT B. PRICB.
Jen Dandy, Oeorge

ducing for the Kriterion are located.
While in New York Mr. Kennedy secured the services of a number of film
artists for the coast companies.

Among

those

who accompanied

chief director west

the

were Jack Byrne,

and
H.
C.
film
editor;
Matthews, who will direct for the C-K
Film Manufacturing Co.; L. B. Carlescenario

who will direct for the Alhambra
Motion Picture Company; Miss Elsie
Albert, Baby Early, Victor Schaurick,
R. D. Clifton, Anna Brown, E. J. Peil,
Master Edward Reil and Betty Harte.
On his arrival at the coast Mr. Kennedy will make a tour of the, producing
companies of the Kriterion which are
located in Santa Barbara, Los Angeles
and Pasadena.
ton

Valli Valli in

The

"The Highroad."

Photoplay Corporaunder con"The Highroad" will be the
tract.
picture in which she will appear.
B. A. Rolfe

tion has placed Valli Valli

in

the

neighborhood.

It

di-

The three-house thing has been going on in the neighborhood districts
in every borough that has picture theatres close together. It has been running smoothly for some time, but it
is said the exchange people will refuse
to supply pictures to be used in more
than one house. The exhibitors reply
they can "beat" this by adding a fewreels to their programs and having a certain number of reels allotted
to each house.

more

U. CALLS IN ROAD SHOWS.
The Universal in putting out "Da-

mon and

Pythias" for a road clean-up,
Four road outfits were
out and the men in charge were members in good standing in the Knights
of Pythias whose main duty was to
exploit the feature before the K. of P.
failed to break.

lodges, etc.

The

tour as a whole proved such a

flivver the

ture show.

U. heads called

in

each pic-

I

;
;

—

;

MOVING PICTURES
Delia Whltten, formerly In vaudeville, has
Joined Thsnhouser.

camera

Adele Blood will try out for the
the Solax 8tudlo this week.

at

The Regent, pictures, has opened In Harrisburg, Pa. (408 Market St.), with a capacity
of 1,024. It Is the old Star theatre, remodeled.
Magaro, owner and manager.

P.

Elsie Janls has returned to New York
after spending three months at the Bosworth
studios, Los Angeles, where she has appeared
In four pictures.

Catherine Carr, chief scenario editor of the
Klnetophone Corporation, left last week for
three weeks In Bermuda.
Ethel Vardon of the southern "Peg" was
married recently to Charles Coleman, of the

Famous

Players.

The Creatonla Film Creating

Co.

of

Ban

pean war now being brought over.

Tom

Moore, Marguerite Courtot and a company of 12 are at Nysck, N. Y., making a tworeel drama entitled "The Black Ring.
director,

has

as scenario editor
for Santa Barbara, CaL

and

Jack Byrne, a former Eclair
left

the Krlterlon

Wednesday

will direct

William J. Gane haa organised The Big 4
Film Exchange In Philadelphia.

Teddy Sampson, now on the Coast
liance pictures,
Sterling.

Work has

private life

in

in ReMrs. Ford

is

A

picture house in Ft Worth, Tex., has a
"If you spit on the floor at
sign reading:
borne, do it here.
We want you to feel at
borne."

been resumed on the Bessie Bar-

"The Cup

riscale feature (five parts),

of Life,"

as the picture wss delayed for awhile owing
to Illness in the directing camp and the ruinMiss Barriscale's wardrobe when a
storm blew the roof off of her dressing room.

Fred O'Neil, formerly at the Lyceum thehas been appointed studio manager at
the Victor. Fred is a hustler and will be a

atre,

valuable acqutt^uon to the Victor forces.

Ben Wilson and a company
Montgomery, N. Y., this week.

for

left

They

Ft.
will

make an extended

stay in that vicinity, proseveral snow pictures while there.
these will be a drama written by Mr.
Beaton, the director, in which two Eskimo
dogs* that made the trip to the North Pole
with Com. Peary, will be featured.

duclng

Among

Frank Kugler,

chief

cameraman

at the

Carlyle Blackwell is expected to reach
York within the near future.

"The Fairy and the Waif," a fantasy
by Marie Hubert, produced under the management of the (Gustave) Frohman Amusement Corporation. In the supporting cast are
Percy Helton, Robert Fisher, Hubert Wllkle,
June Mathls, Mary Miles M Inter.

release of the California Corporaset for three weeks hence is to be the
picture version of the Bret Hart novel "Lily
of Poverty Flat" with Beatrlc Mlchelena In
the leading role.
The picture to follow is

It was announced last week "Salvation Nell"
would be produced by the World. The pictures will be produced by the California.

Four of the forthcoming releases of the
Santa Barbara brand of comedies through the
Krlterlon, which have been directed by Bruce
Mitchell, are of the "Billy" series.
They are

appear-

ance as a leading lady will be In the melodramatic comedy, "A Cure for Jealousy."

Box

RELEASED
NEXT WEEK (Feb.
MANUFACTURERS INDICATED BY ABBREVIATIONS.
GENERAL
Vitagraph
Biograph

Kalem

The Phoenix Films Corporation, recently Incorporated with capital of $1,600,000, have
taken over Rocky Glen, a sumer resort near
Scranton, Pa., for the purposes of film production. It is said that the Crystal Palace, a
building covering half an acre, with 86,000 ft
of floor space, will be used as the studios.
Thos. Klmwood Peters formerly of the Pathe
forces is vice-president and general manager
of the company, whose organisers are mostly
prominent California picture men.

UNITED
UNITED
A Gaumont ... Gau Magnet
Msg
Tame
Tkms Miller Bros 101
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Ambrosio
Columbus
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Joker
Universal Ike
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U

Big

American
Keystone
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Victor
Gold Sesl
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U
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....
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H

Hepworth

backed by

FEBRUARY

George Carlton, director. Is no longer attached to the Box Office Attractions' staff.
is

reel of

doing the Nance O'Neil

feature, "Kreutxer Sonata/' over In

New

Jer-

A

MUTUAL—The Law
Keystone

;

about

tom

1—MONDAY.

Florence Tempest
debut In March.

is

slated

for

a

picture

of Things, dr, Rel.
Fate's Protecting

GENERAL—
Arm, dr, B;
The New Teacher, com, 8-A Found, A Flesh
Reducer, com, E
The Swindler, 2- reel dr,
K; Patsy on a Trolley Car (6th episode of
Patsy Bollver Series), com, L; Patbe's Dally
News, No. 9, Pthe; The Vision of the Shepherd, 2- reel dr, and Hearst-Sellg News Pictorial, No. 9. 8
Cabman Kate, com, V.
UNIVERSAL—The Story the Silk Hats
Told, dr, I
The Blank Note, com, J Cards
;

;

Never

;

Lie, 2-reel dr, Vie.

ward, dr. Par

;

Percy Made

The Intercepted

UNITED— No

Is

taking a rest at present.

The World Film Corporation

will

probably

have one-reeled comedies and short filmed
dramatic subjects before spring. The World
has the Bert Levyettes on their shelves and
these short mirth-provoking films are but the
forerunners of others to follow.

MUTUAL— In
An

Room,

Girl,

;

T
Which

Be.

GENERAL—Three Hats 2-reel com, B The
Creed of the Clan, dr, S-A
Olive and the
Heirloom (11th episode of "Olive Opportunities" series), dr, E; The Insurance Nlgntmare, com, K The Belated Honeymoon, com,
L Forked Trails, w-dr, S How Cissy Msde
Good, 3- reel com, V.
UNIVERSAL— Seven and Seventy, dr, B
;

;

;

A company

beaded by Howard Estabrook and
Barbara Tennant has gone to Florida where
they will remain until two new features,
"Mllss" and "The Butterfly" have been made.

Keystone

;

U; The

O

S

;

No.

ly,

Girl of the Secret Service, 2-reel dr,
All Over the Biscuits, com, N.

KRITERION— The Boob's Elopement,
dr, 8 B.
UNITED— I'm Crazy to be Married,

com.

Thse; Tbe Taint,

Work has started on the Famous Players
"When We Were Twenty-One" production,

elor's

Baby"

in

which John Emerson

Is

starred.

FEBRUARY

;

Within, dr. Rel.

GENERAL— The Fable of "Elvira and Farina and the Meal Ticket." com, S-A
Seen
from the Gallery, and A Thorn Among Roses,
split-reel com, E
The Apartment House Mystery (2d of 'The Girl Detective" series), 2;

When "Wild

Olive" (Moroeco- Bosworth) Is
produced Peggy O'Neill will be featured.
In the "Society Pilot" feature, Lenore Ulrlcta
will be the star.

;

reel

dr.

K; A

Night's Adventure, 2-reel

L; Patbe's Dally News, No.

Frank Minor

now on the road with Row-

land
Per

Clifford « "September
in r-on.^'ly films for

roc

a

•

Ms

i

Morn," Is to apthe American as

hov season ends.

Like a
V.

Woman,

.

S

UNIVERSAL— The

K-O; The Lure
Universal

TV.. r \t Dorothy <7!sh picture will be "An
Old r.iHiilonM' Girl."

dr,

;

dr.

Pthe; Just
The Combination, com,
10.

Butcher's Bride, com,

L

of the West, 2-reel dr, Eclr;
Animated Weekly, No. 152, U.
Capturing Stella, com, C K;

KRITERION—

The Wilful Son,

dr,

Mt

M.

;

leads with the

Powers.

Robert Warwick and Alice Brady have the
leads ln "After Dark," a feature meller which

Frank Crane

will direct.

Louise Vale and Franklyn Ritchie are handling leads with the Blograph.

Harry E. Humphrey
with the Captain

J.

American pictures

the travelogue

Is

man

Campbell Besley South

at the

Maxlne

Elliott thea-

tre.

COMEDIES BY STARS.
There has been a new corporation
formed for the manufacture of one reel
title

of the films

Comedy

is

to

The

Stars.

one-reelers are each to contain a star
trom the musical comedy or legitimate
stage.

Already the company has Jefferson
Angelis, Lew Fields, Kathryn Osterman and Ray Cox under contract.
Edward Laurence is to direct the pictures with William Jefferson as hi*

De

assistant.

NEW CORPORATIONS.
Springfield,

The

following

corporations

111.,

Jan. 27.

were

licensed

hare.

Sherman Kelly Steak Ce, Harvard,
Capital $4,500. Theatrloal Sherman
L. Kelly, Robert 8. Kelly. Harry B. SherAengesny/* Waukegan. AmuseCapital $16,000. Benjamin ParmL. Rogers, Walter a Spoor.
Asjklsmel Pbete Play Ce- Chicago. 'Capital 12,400. Amusement. Michael B. Roderick, Barney Balaban, Richard P. Poul-

KRITERION— A Man for A' That,
A Waif of the Woods, dr. Trp.
UNITED—With Daddy's Aid, and Te

ton.

Gargoyle Theatre Ce., Chicago. CapiAmusement. A. J. Deutschman, O. D. Langley, F. D. Fulton.

tal $10,000.

Mtjtaal School of Motion Picture ActChicago, capital $2,500. George H.
Minot Jones, Alfred W. Craven.

ing/.

com,

Theatricals

;

Godk

5—FRIDAY.

FEBRUARY

Double

Strategy,

dr,

K

B;

Nell's

;

Pr.

Doesn't

Pay.

K

dr,

B;

;

2-reel dr, 8-A.

UNIVERSAL— The

Awaited

John W.

Co.,
Ellis,

Chicago,

Harry

A.

Hour.

2-reel

N

;

The

KRITERION— A Wonderful Lamp, com.
Cotton Industry, educ, Nol.
UNITED— Double Deception, com, Gau.
:

Heart Beats. 2-reel dr, Rel Keystone title not announced ; The Star Boarder,
;

N. Y., Jan. 27.

Houston Holding Co., New York City.
Capital, $10,000.
Pictures.
Harris J. Sprong,
Nettle Frelder, Samuel Sprong.
Cobn-Cshsne,

The

Hickvllle Tragedy Troupe, com,
;
The Nameless Fear, dr. L
Cats, com, 8 ; The Green
Cst, com, V; Oh, Where Is My Wandering
Boy Tonight, 2-reel dr. B ; Third Hand High,

melo-dr, I ; Llzile's Dlxsy Career, com,
Bride, dr, Vic.

Producing;

Albany,

Days, 2-reel dr.
com-dr, MaJ

Deception,

GENERAL— It

capital $5,000.

Lewis, L. M. Schneider.

Cast, split-reel com, Luna.

MUTUAL—College
Tbe

Alva

lee,

Miller, 8.

MUTUAL—

A;

Shorty's Adventures In the City, 2-reel dr, Br The DeaHt
dr,

left

The

FEBRUARY ^-SATURDAY.

3—WEDNESDAY.

MUTUAL— Imitations,

having

ment.

Dom

2-reel dr,

not announced; Mutual Week*

title

6,

Modern Noble,

Dough, com, Ster.

Star.

with Hugh Ford directing and William Elliott
playing the Nat Goodwin role. John Hefferon
is putting the finishing touches to "A Bach-

now doing

Is

U company,

man.

Borrowed Necklace, dr, B;
Sophie's Home-coming, com, 8-A ; The Regeneration Love. 8- reel dr, L; Hearst-Sellg
News Pictorial, No. 10, 8; The Understudy;
or Behind the Scenes, dr, V ; In the Palmy
Days, com, Ml.
UNIVERSAL—Her Bargain, 2-reel dr, B
U The Girl and the Spy, dr, Rx Love and

Pyrd
com.

dr,

GENERAL—The

What a

2-reel dr,

Ma]

dr.

Would Tou Rather Be?, com-dr,

;

The Fred Mace Co. has finished the making
of "What Happened to Jones."

MUTUAL— A

Pch

2—TUESDAY.

the Jury

Fashioned

Old

the Weak,

of

4—THURSDAY.

FEBRUARY

;

Dollars ReGood, com, 8 B

Gift, dr, Al.
release this date.

FEBRUARY

Strength

Prem.

;

KRITERION— Five Hundred

Theda Bare, who played the Vampire in "A
Fool There Was" feature, has been made a
permanent member of the William Fox stock
Claire Whitney

unless otherwise noted.

1.000 feet

UNITED— The

•

Wllllam Farnum has left for Augusta, Ga.,
where he and the William Fox company will
engage in the picture making of "The Nigger." Edgar Lewis will direct

Edna Malson
Big

111.

of the Wilds, 2- reel dr,
not announced ; At the Bot-

title

girl

Nol

Nsv
C K

from s severe

illness.

Herbert Brenon

one

Girl Who Could Not Go Wrong"
film, which Joseph D. Gregory
Pauline Bush will play the Girl.

"The

In

chorus
directed,

Pyrd

...

C. K.
is in

Par

....

Mars Navajo

fars

The subject
recovering

Reg Pyrsmld
Juno Nolege

Regent
iuno

About the best tenor voice in pictures beto Glenn White, formerly in musical

comedy.

The Screen Club now numbers over BOO

Features Ideal F
Punchinello ..Pch
Starlight ... Stsr Tramp
Trp

longs

is

Lar Paragon

Lariat

Humanology .. H Santa Barbara S B
Luna
Luna Alhambra .... Al
Grandin ... Grand Thistle .... Thee
Ramo
Ramo Monty
Mt

the boys as about the best dancer ever.

Harry Ennis

VIZ.I

MUTUAL

UNIVERSAL
V Imp
I
B Bison
B101
N
K Nestor

....

Medford, Mass., to write for the screen.

comedies. The
be The World

1 to Feb. 6, inc.)

fear of static in cold weather.

Is

Director Bruce Mitchell of the Crown City
Film Company has been at Pine Crest, In the
California Mountains, taking snow scenes for
the past two weeks.

Peggy Burke hss been advanced at the Thanhouser to playing leads. Miss Burke has been
with the Thanhouser company for some time
and her work frequently caused favorable
comment Recently Mlgnon Anderson, who
was playing leads with the company, was
stricken by an attack of appendicitis and
Miss Burke was selected by Carroll Fleming
first

Reginald Wright Kaufman, author of "The
House of Bondage," has been given a contract
by the Humanology Film Producing Co., of

to

"Salvation Nell."

Her

and double

a

David Keen will make his headquarters in
Philadelphia and give his undivided attention
the interests of the Krlterlon service In
that city and vicinity.
His offices will be at
1305 Vine street

The next

tion

step Into the vacancy.

The Ramo Is producing single
reeled pictures Instead of features.

members.

Arthur Ashley of the Screen Club occupied
s box at the Actors' Fund Benefit which he
won at a raffle held at the club. The raffle
added $50.50 to the fund.

Farrell, acting in pictures on the
Coast, recently secured a divorce from her
husband, William 8. Farnell, a well-known
western railroad man.

Office Attractions, has invented a new static
attachment for his camera, which he has sent
to Washington for patent All of the cameramen that have Inspected it declare "It's a
bear." The arrangement does away with the

At the Screen Club Earl Fox

New

The "New Witard of Os," a film version of
the kid story by the name, will be released
shortly by the Alliance.

his screen appearance

Ihortly in

Margye L.

to

make

Will Archie will

ation of

Francisco hss added another office to Its
suite, preparatory to placing some of Its novelThe first feature to
ties before the exhibitors.
be exploited will be a slx-reeler of the Euro-

Joined

In "Jack Chanty" Max Figman
and play the lead.

"Billy's Strategy," "Billy Makes a
Scoop," "Billy's Waterloo" and "Billy's Resourcefulness."
Harry Fisher, Jr., son of the
veteran comedian, Is the original creator of
Billy.
Sidney DeGray, director of the Alhambra brand of comediea, released through the
Krlterlon. has completed "The Painted Anarchist," "Syd's Love Affair." "8yd aa a Detective" and "8yd the Masher."
Mr. DeGray
plays the lead ln these plotures, with Miss
Marty Martin as his principal support

entitled

Inc.,

New York

City.

—The-

Capital, $20,000.
Harris K. Cahans,
V. Conn, 8. H. GTrlsmon.
Phllrose Amusement Co, Brooklyn. Capital,
Vaudeville
$1,000.
and pictures.
Jennie
Rosenson, Eva Rosenson, Philip Rosenson.
Helena Theatre Co., New York. Capital,
atricals.
I.

—
—

Operatic and muslo hall.
Max H.
Sage, Eugene *R. Lee Soloman Goodman.
•Catherine Russell Bleecker, New York City.
Capital, S2.H00.
Films snd machines. Catherine R. Bleecker, Cathellne B. Gibbons.
Lyric
Amusement Co., Utica.— Pictures.
Capital.
$8,000.
Frsnk Centolells, Frsnk
Pepe, John Agello.
$5,000.

—

com, R.

GENERAL— Winning

Man Over, and
Pest, split-reel com. B; The Escape on the Fast Freight, dr (sn episode of
the "Hazards of Helen'7 series). K; The Furnace Man. com, L; The Leopard's Lair, dr. 8;
For Another's Crime, 2-reel dr, V The Stone
Heart, dr, E; Broncho Billy's Greaser Deputy,
dr, 8-A.
UNIVERSAL— He Cured His Gout, com, and
The Sierras from the Base to the Summit,
scenic, split-reel, J
Rldgewsy of Montana, 8reel dr.BlOl.
KRITERION—Thoughts of To-night, dr:
Nav Frank's Nightmare, com, Al.
UNITED— Love and Skates, com, Vcn.
The Club

the Old

;

;

;

IN

FAVOR OF "SUNDAYS."
Birmingham,

The Sunday
state

Ala., Jan. 27.
picture fight reached the

legislature

this

week

"antis" received a severe blow

and

the

when

the
adversely

senate committee reported
on a bill putting the ban on the films
Sunday, as well as on Sunday baseball and golf.

»

,.

..

FILM REVIEWS
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THE GOOSE GIRL
Marguerite Clark
Oretcben, the Goose Otrl
Monroe Salisbury
King Frederick
Sidney Dean
Prince Regen of Jugendhelt
E. N. Dunbar
Grand Duke of Bhrensteln

Count Von Herbeck

Von Wallensteln
Carmlchael
Torpete, the gypsy

H.

D.

James Nelll
L. Payton
P.
B. Peters
C. Carpenter

Hans

Ernest Joy
M. Cassldy
Miss Johnson
Irma
Jane Darwell
Marguerite Clark was always noted, when
on the stage, for her charmingly sweet personality.
She has lost none on the sheet, and
Is becoming one of the country's most popular film stars.
The Famous Players "loaned"
Miss Clark to the Lasky Company for this
"Goose Girl," taken for the screen
5- reel
from Harold MacOrath's novel. It Is a dandy
subject for pictures and the producers hare

Oottfrled
Princess

J.

HUdegarde

They show attractive scenes and
pretty country throughout. Miss Clark does her
belt work among the goese, these always helping the picture along.
The story is supposedly laid In one of these musical comedy
kingdoms of Europe. The Goose Girl Is the
real Princess.
The reigning one Is only. the
daughter of the Chancellor who had ambitions and kidnapped the real Princess, substituting his own daughter In her place 10
not failed.

years later.
The Prince here should have
married the reigning Princess, but runs away,
having never seen her. He meets the Goose
Girl and becomes infatuated with her. After
numerous adventures the true Princess Is replaced on the throne and the Prince who had
decided to marry the pseudo Princess to save
his country Is pleasantly surprised upon finding the Princess is the Goose Girl.
Some
very good touches throughout.
The view of
a castle In the distance looks foreign and
gives the story a real atmosphere. The struggle between the Prince and the Count Von
Wallensteln Is an excellent example of good
producing. "The Goose Girl" Is a grand feature and most of the credit goes to Miss
Clark.
Mr. Salisbury makee a very good
Prince.

THE GIRL

I

none having the naturalness of exteriors but
making a massive appearance remarkable for
Htudlosets. The Turks, a caption tells, bring
a huge cannon drawn by ttu pairs of oxen from
a distant city to knock the walls down. The
cannon Is shown but the oxen are omitted,
several supers hauling It
Several shots art
tired from' the huge ailair and it makes an interesting few minutes. Scenes in palaces and
churches are frequent, all exceptionally well
arranged. The costuming has been carefully
looked after. The picture is colored and this
helps.
If Qaumont had Injected fiction into
the tale, it would have proved a good feature
for five reels.
How this firm stands a chance
of

making money with

difficult

figure.

DETECTIVE SWIFT.
of the New York
featured actor of this threereeler.
The picture was made during the
World's Tour of the Giants, that Is some of
the scenes of the feature were made at that
time.
One of the cast of the feature traveled
with the team and when Africa was reached
a number of desert scenes were ground out
The other scenes were made at the Pathe
studio here when the "Little Napoleon" managed to get away from his baseball duties
long enough to appear before the camera.
The feature tells a good detective story of
the Nick Carter type, but It lacks love Interest.
However, with the name of McGraw
to be blazoned forth over top of the class of
houses that show "mellers" the story need
not be exceedingly well defined to pull the
nlckles and dimes.
"Our Jawn" Is a detective attached to police headquarters In
New York. A slick confidence man and combination Raffles make3 way with Jewelry.
The maid of the society queen who was "turned on?' is accused of the crime and locked up.
Detective Swift (Muggsy) Is put on the ca«e
and from a clew learns who committed the
crime and a 'round the world chase follows,
Whioh finally ends In the capture of the real
offender and the release of the Innocent girl.
Whoever has charge of the renting department of the Eclectic show pays more attention to the condition of film subjects before
they are sent out. This copy carried a number of title and telegram cut-Ins In double
form showing two different versions of a
message.
The ropy alio seemed to be exceedingly rainy and dirty.
Fred.
J.

is

McOraw, manager
the

.

THE FALL OF CONSTANTINOPLE.
Gauraont

THE BRIDGE~TRAT FAILED.

when

producing this flve-reeler
rip-roared and snorted something fearful at
the start of the film. This perhaps was the
reason for the apparent slowness In action after
the first reel had been shown. The story goes
over a period of about 20 years and does not
(as is often the case) move swiftly through
this space.
In the opening scene a train holdup is shown wherein perhaps the boldest and
nastiest of men are seen.
The way they
snicker and sneer at their bad deeds is dreadful.
Prominent in Bad Jake Kennedy's gang
Is Buckshot John (Hobart Bosworth).
Buckshot
Is a bad, bad man who cares for nothing and
would as soon shoot a man as he would breathe.
The gang after getting away with even more
than Is possible by moving picture outlaws
Is
captured and the ones not killed are
lynched by the clUsens.
Buckshot is badly
wounded by the town doctor who wanted a
patient and his life is spared by the lynchers.
He gets 30 years in prison and Is next
seen being ordered for the rest cure, by the
Judge.
Buck knows where the gangs cache
is located and this particular spot contains
$200,000.
But the bad man will not tell. In
prison he still appears to be a bad man and
remains so until suddenly getting religion.

In the third part of this Eclectic feature
the person who dotes on melodramatic thrills
has several that amply repay him for sitting
through the -other two. A man starts to walk
across a wide stream on one of those improvised rope bridges spanning some of the
wild mountain waters and when about half
way over another man cuts the rope, plungJack doesn't
ing the other Into the water.
drown, but Frank, who did the dirty work,
rushes back home with the report he has
been killed. Jack swims some dangerous looking rapids and becomes entangled in a big
mill wheel which whirls around several times
while he Is clinging on an Inside wooden
spindle.
He's pitched into the water sgaln
and after some hard swimming encounters a
high cliff which he is unable to ascend. Another swim finds him almost fatigued. Meanwhile the girl in the case does a Brodle off a
high cliff Into the water. She swims to his
rescue and the machine has the girl doing an
effective rescue to shore with the man.
She
hangs onto a cliff Jagging until the rescuing
party comes In a boat. This fellow who plays
Jack, and the girl do some great work in
front of the camera In the water scene. The

DAILY RELEASE CIT.
VARIETY

•

John

never be attempted by many much younger
Courtenay Foote as the Spiritualist also deserves praise. Charles B. Van Loan wrote the
story.

BUCKSHOT JOHN.
Bosworth

picture.
He moves around like an athlete,
and his catoh on a moving freight would

LEFT BEHIND ME.

Five good reels of a dandy soldier and Indian drama.
Robert Edeson Is Lieutenant
Hawkesworth in this drama, written for the
stage by David Belasco.
The Box Office Attractions Co. has a feature bound to be sure
Are.
The story must be familiar to regular
theatre-goers.
These will enjoy the real outdoor playing of the piece, while it will be
more Interesting to those who have not Lieutenant
Hawkesworth loves the General's
daughter.
The latter has selected another
lieutenant for her.
The other lieutenant has
a past, revealed later, for It was he who stole
the Major's wife. Hawkesworth has a couple
of narrow escapes, besides being accused of
cowardice by the real coward, his rival.
Hawkesworth also nearly loses the girl he
loves, and has rather a sad life through the
first four reels, but comes Into his own In the
fifth, when the bad lieutenant Is found both
a coward and a wife stealer. The picture is
well played.
Mr. Edeson Is ably assisted by
Claire Whitney.
The villain looks all of It
and the Indian girl Is a very clever young
actress.
The picture was taken in Montana.
Its producer took every advantage of the wild
countrysideThe Indian tableaux deserves
special mention.
The reinforcement Idea has
been worked to death on the picture screen,
but the one in this production Is done so att
to get every bit of excitement over to the
audience.

Giants,

this three-reeler Is
as the cost of making must
The principals hardly

to see,

have been very great

He then turns good. He still remains silent
as to where the money is hidden and waits
Finally
for an honest man to come aioag.
be tells a bogus spiritualist who has made
wonderful progress through his convincing
ways. A young newspaper reporter spoils it
for the fortune teller and medicine showman
by informing the convict what he fell for.
The convict escapes and takes the money from
the Spiritualist returning it to one of the
firms robbed in the early days by the gang.
Buck than returns to prison, from which he Is
pardoned for restoring the money. The picture should be in demand through its excitement Mr. Bosworth is very active in this

has Riven the three-reeler, "Tho
Fall of Constantinople." a production comparing favorably with sny of the big historical
film dramas.
The story has been
slighted, having but little historical facts.
Constantinople is ruled by the Christians lu
1463.
The first two reels are devoted to the
attacks of the Turks. Great hordes are shown
storming the walls to be met by showers of
rocks that send them flying.
The battle
scenes were evidently taken in a large studio

has Inaugurated a

of
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Their Island of Happiness...
Fools A Pajamas
Tracked by Hounds
Wanted, a Nurse
Cooky's Adventure

House of Fear
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After Twenty Years
Sergeant Jim's Horse
An Innocent Burglar
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1/22 And the Deacon Swore
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1/22 Question of Conscience
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1/22 Who Wants to Be a Hero.
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1/23 Uncle Sam's Achievement... U
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Greenbacks & Redskins
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The World Upstairs.

1
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Hash House Mashers

ActSub. Story ing. Prod
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D
1
1
1
Heart Interest
C
2
2
2 Western comedy

3

Doughy
Rube comedy
Prison story

Coon comics
Western
Burlesque
Matrimonial story
Colored
Native scenes
Insanity story
Old Idea

Holding
Poor
Wonderful Fight
Trick photography
Interesting

Pretender story
Indians
Fire

Poor
Colonial
Detective
Love story
Good race
Family troubles
Clever camera work

Crook drama

•1

1
•»

•>

1"

Charity story

«>

Neat comedy

• •

•»

«»

Rube

«>
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Fat
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1
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4
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stuff

woman

Detective serial
Action slow

Poor serial
Unusual

settings are most plcturesqse and the camera
has done itself proud in photographing the
rapids, the cliffs and the mill race. The picture will more than hold its own in the neighborhoods where mellers flourish in preference
to anything else.
The bridge effect was capitally conceived and executed.
Mark.

THE SHANGHAIED BABY.
Lubln when produolng this three-reeler went
excitement and succeeded. Detail did noi

in for

receive much attention.
The story deals with
a husband and a wife who, at the start, have
no real affection for one another. Their boy,
about four, is seemingly neglected through
this coldness.
The action starts when the
wife gives a card party, the husband being
out.
A man who is in love with the wife attends.
The wife does not return his love.
There Is a scene between the two in one of
the rooms.
While they are talking the little
boy enters, having come downstairs from his
bedroom where he was supposed to have been
asleep.
The mother chases him back to bed,
but instead of doing as told the boy leaves the
house and wanders about the grounds. The
would-be lover leaves the wife in a temper.
On his way out to his car he comes across
the boy asleep on the grounds. He takes the
boy with him in order to teach the wife a
lesson on carelessness.
Before entering his
apartment a burglar Is seen in it, but hearing the man he hides. The lover brings the
boy In and Is observed by the burglar. The
burglar makes a getaway but the next day he
reads of the disappearance of the child and
recognises the boy whose picture is In the
Meanwhile the father and mother of
paper.
the child are frantic, but the loss of the boy
seemingly has brought them closer together
The burglar sees a valuable asset In the child
and determines to steal him from the lover's
apartment.
He does so while the man has
called on the husband and wife to offer his
services for the recovery of their child. The
burglar brings the boy to a Chinese den and
he is rescued from it by a sea captain. The
burglar and the Chinks give chase but the
captain reaches his ship with the boy, the
burglar standing on shore and firing at him
with a revolver. The burglar is arrested at
this point and confesses all he knows about
the child. The lover Is called to court as are
the father and mother.
The man who took
the child then tells the couple he did it
through their neglect. The boy Is not found
and the lover dies after being forgiven by the
wife.
There Is then a Jump of 15 years. The
lost boy is shown as the adopted son of the
sea captain. The captain before he dies tells
the boy how he found him. The hoy enlists
in the navy. The mother is still grieving for
her lost son. She Is friendly with a young girl
who does charity work. The young girl goes
to look over a battleship with some boys from
a school that her work brings in contact with.
She meets the lost boy sailor and they fall in
love.
The girl's chauffeur tells the mother of
it
The mother upbraids the daughter for
going with a common sailor. The girl brings
the sailor to her friend's home and her* it
Is discovered he is the son.

THE HOUSE OF FEAR.
The Imp has a weird one in this three-reeler.
The production is out of the ordinary and
should be welcome on any bill. Most of the
action takes place In the house from which
the picture gets Its title.
The Interior and
exterior show some flashes of a very good
photography.
The story deals with a girl
who has Inherited all of her father's money.
In case of the girl's death the money goes to
an uncle. The opening scene is the reading
of the will.
The uncle and nephew of the
deceased are seen gloating over the terms of
the will, for the girl is apparently in a very
frail state of health.
The family lawyer is
a young fellow.
He suspects the uncle and
nephew from their actions at the will reading.
The uncle takes the young girl
in his house, known in that town

House of Fear."

with him
as "The

The uncle and nephew with

the help of a servant proceed to frighten the
girl to death, for the family doctor has told
them the slightest shock may kill her. The
servant (rightly called Nick) is in front of
a big open fireplace.
The make-up of this
character is noteworthy.
It is the face of
Mephlsto, though a bit more horrible.
Teeth
on either side of the mouth make the face a
horrible looking object.
The girl Is frightened of this demon and plainly shows It. The
uncle gives her a revolver telling her to use
it for protection and she retires for the night
She writes the young lawyer telling him she
Is afraid of her uncle.
After being In bed the
servant enters and the girl shoots at htm.
The servant does a fall and the girl thinks
she has killed him.
The uncle and nephew
enter and remove Nick (or as the girl thinks,
Nick's body) and she faints.
Nick is sent
Into the room again to frighten the girl and
succeeds.
It does not plainly tell whether or
not all the frights the girl receives are supposed to happen in one night
The lawyer
arrives In the town to call on her. He is still
suspicious and calls In the police. They enter
the house and the uncle shows them girl

seemingly asleep, but she has fainted.
lawyer succeeds In getting into the

The
girl's

room and places her In another room after
seeing the uncle and Nick apparently planning
her murder.
Nick comes upstairs to do the
job.
The lawyer waits in the girl's room
after fixing the bed to look as though some
one were In It.
Nick drives his knife Into
the bed and the lawyer grapples with him.
A great fight here, both falling from a balcony after breaking the railing. A fight has
also been going on between the uncle and
nephew. The nephew does not want the girl
murdered.
The rough work is all good, including the entrance of the police.
The excitement along with the weird ness ought to
make It a standard meller feature, especially
for

three reels only.
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Featuring TOM
count changes clothes with his valet, causing lots of
winning a girl.
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trouble, but

styles of ones

Heralds and Photographs

A wire like that rings true, doesn't it? It is simply another proof that Kriterion Service is the greatachievement in the history of the film business.
Get in touch with us at any of our exchanges. We want you to know us. Our welcome to you is
always broad enough to show our future releases at any time. We leave the question of taking our service
entirely to your judgment.
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English
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Foreman Mrs Edgar
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Fine Jack
Fine Jack (C)
Floreni Family

Dumont Jack
Dunbar Mr
Dunham Wally
Dunmore Eileen
Dushan Peggy

1600

Perrell Al
Ferris Evelyn
Fields Al
Fields Harry

Drawee Roy
Drew Louise

FarrHl

"A

Mrs J A

Davitt

Evelyn

(NOLEOE)
Instructive study of our Cotton Industry.

Comedies—Two

Make

Dayton Chas
Dayton Pearl
Deane Clifford
DeBarrs The
DeCaprlano Vlncenso
Decker J H
DeCorsIa Edw (C)
DeForest Sherman (C)
DeLacey Mabel
DeLong L & Bros (C)
Delworth Lillian (C)
Densmore Grace
Denton Burt (C)
DeRex Blanche
DeWltt A Stewart

FICota

(C)

which the "Dook" has his wishes

"COTTON INDUSTRY"
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Dakota Jack (C)
Daly Dorothy
Dart Mr A C
Davenport Pearl (C)

Charet A Lewis
Charles Prince Co
Chase Mrs Emma
Chase Frances
Chick & Chlcklctta
Chlyo Geo
Dixie
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"Closed 44 exhibitors. Have contracts to bo signed to-day for ten more, making total of 14 customers of the Kriterion Program. Exhibitors are very enthuelaetic
and more than ple ased with the Kriterion pictures."

Edmunds A LaVelle

Church Ornce E (C)
Chuat Irma
Halre Arthur
cialrmont Drop (C)

comedy

In justice to you as exchange men and exhibitors of motion pictures, we told you last week how our
exchanges began their first weeks release of Kriterion Service. Our men are sending us this special information by wire and we are publishing it as we receive it without any embellishments.
Another of our exchange men sent us the following telegram:

Tom

Cavallos Circus
Taverly Frank

Chrlrtv

fantastic

"THOUGHTS OF TONIGHT"

Frank

Mr A E

Carew Mabel

(PYRAMID)

A

gratified.

(TRUMP)

—Ones, Threes and Sixes

a screamthe screen.

"A WONDERFUL LAMP"

Featuring Justine Wayne and Craufurd Kent
Unusually strong. Unusually entertaining. The gambler's
son who is marked for life lives down an inherited trait.

Crawford R Clay
Crelghton F (C)
Crlghtons The (C)

Dufty

It's

On
one of

"THE FOSTER BROTHER"

Copelands

Curtis

(ALHAMBRA)
A Dream-

(MONTY)

Dramas

is

"FRANK'S NIGHTMARE"

reels of

child taking care of a foundling is embodied in
those stories which pull the heart strings.

(C)

Adams Rex

Curran

story that is a real feature produced in two

(NAVAJO)

Ahlberg Harry
Albers Ernest
Allen Eddie
Allman Jack
Armento Angelo
Arnold Jack
Ascott Chas
Austin Ralph

(C)

(CK)
pleasant comedy drama in which the sheriff shows he
a great man after all.
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Variety's Chicago office.
Where S F follows name, letter is in
Variety's San Francisco office.
Advertising or circular letters will
not be listed.
P following name indicates postal,
advertised once only.
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"CAPTURING STELLA"
A

Featuring Lucille Young* and Wallace MacDonald
An Easterner shows he is no tenderfoot in this thrilling
story of the West. Told in two reels of exciting drama.

Coburn Nettle
Coffey Norlnne

comedy.

this

"THE ADOPTED BABY"

LETTERS

Cohan

Featuring Frank Moore
exciting time in trying to get "hitched"

The "boob" has an
in

powerful drama.

Grand Boston.

1

(THISTLE)

(SANTA BARBARA)

Where C

Acker Chas
Acker Geo

"THE BOOB'S ELOPEMENT

"TAINTED"

Gayety Milwaukee 8 Star
1

rural drama full of love and character, with
the "old school" portraying an interesting

A story with its settings laid in Mexico, in which a necklace
and a man's jealousy combine in making a strong drama.

Garter Chicago.

Own Show

(SANTA BARBARA)

Featuring Mary Ruby and Harry Fleber, Jr.
The second of this series of delightful comedy in which
Percy shows the old man that he is "on the job."

HID

(ALHAMBRA)

A

ONE REEL

IN

"PERCY MADE GOOD"

REWARD"

"AN INTERCEPTED GIFT*

cinnati.
Watson Sisters' Show 1 Star St Paul 8 Gayety Milwaukee.
Watson's Big Show 1 Olympic Cincinnati 8

ft

COMEDIES

TWO REELS

Featuring Dorothy Davenport and L

ter.

Zallah's
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(PARAGON)

Prise Winners 1 Gayety Washington 8 Gayety Pittsburgh.
Robinson's Carnation Beauties 1-3 L O 416
Gllmore Springfield 8 Westminster, Providence.
Roseland Girls 1 Gayety Buffalo 8-10 Bastable Syracuse 11-13 Lumberg Utica.
Rosey Posey Girls 1 Gayety Toronto 8 Gayety Buffalo.
September Morning Glories 1 Victoria Pittsburgh 8 Penn Circuit
Social Mulds 1 Empire Hoboken 8 Empire
Brooklyn.
Star ft Garter 1 Star ft Garter Chicago 8 Imperial St Louis.
Sydell's London Belles 1 Empire Philadelphia 8 Palace Baltimore.
Tango Girls 1-3 New Nixon Atlantic City 4-6
Grand Trenton.
Tango Queens 1 Olympic New York.
Taxi Girls 1 Penn Circuit
Tempters 1 Cadillac Detroit.
Transatlantlques 1 Gayety Baltimore.
Trocaderoa 1 Star Cleveland 8 Olympic Cin-

Empire Toledo.
Winning Widows
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A NEW LINE OF TANGLE TALK AND COMEDY SONGS
do not *"»„•« °« our
.nd copyrighted, .nd we intend to profct eaano. eo koep off. Thl. goes for on. town of chin pl~os la portkuUr (tho l«t of tho Buffnloo.). If thoy die
outelde, ate., and
loadad with near funny signs. "Eat bar. and
material
kterial. we will be obliged to go into the producing buelneaa. and declare an opan aaaaon on actor proof drop curtains
tha $«»«»£»••
from
right
»
alda-apllttors
and
other
dog."
Und
of
a
ain't
that
"Try
and
Gueee."
"It
"Underwear."
^ch almost a>cluaiva gam. a" "Watt atVaat Ala Kolb and DUIaky
Conununlcations. HOTEL ^ORK. Naw York City
Kind ragarda to Conroy and Lamaira, Millar and Mack and Doc 6'Nell
1

All original

Mr L

Krieger

LaBreque Harry (C
LaRose Ned (C)
Lawrence Kay (C)
Dorothy
Lawrenze
(C)
Lee Harry

Lindermann Ed
& Lawrence

Eddie

M

Lucier

a Ellsworth

Lynottl

Wm

Revtllo

Reynolds
Reynolds

Wilson Viola
Wolfe Musical
Wood Earl (C>

Worth Charlotte (C)
Worth Mary (C)

Yard Mrs Harry B
York Jule
Young Wallace E

Z
Zeller

Jack

W

Rice Fanny
Roberta Bob (C)
Roberts Carl (C)

(C>

(C)

amusement

(C)
ft Francis
Royal Jack (C)

A

Elmer

The

Russell Ethel
Russell Ethel (C)
Kusscll Famous
Russell Martha
Russell Robt Hall (C)

Russel

McCormack

ft

Wallace

say.

Mrs
McCraa Mae
McKle Mr J
Mclnery J C (C)
Mclntyre ft Heath
McCullough

Vera

Mlacos

ft

Co

Mora Teas (C)
Moreltl Sisters yV)
Morgan Jlmmlc (C)
Morrell Beatrice
Morris Ray
Morton Mildred
Moyse
Mureal

Mme

Murphy
Murphy

.lack

Lachman

ft

N
Needham

ft

Staeh Ijeopold
Startup Harry (C)
Steate Earl H
Stegner Geo I
Steiner Bros Trio
11
Stevens Mr
J
Stevenson Mr
Stewart Winnie <C)
Stoddard Geo (C(
Stone Mrs Clara
Stone Joe (C)
Stone Mny
Subers Emll
Sweeney Fred C

W

Nellie

Wood

Nicholson John
Nolan LouIbc

eventually called

W

The Mangean Trick, ahown above, was originated by Jack Mangaan, and the above cut la an
exact Illustration of the wonderful trick. The Mangaan Troupe presents this startling trick ovary
performance. Many acta have attempted eomethlng on the order of the Mangean Trick, but it
was never accompllehed until put over by thla troupe, which now accomplishes what haa heretofore bean considered Impossible.

CHAUNCEY IRELAND
CORRESPONDENCE
VAUDEVILLE'S SWEETEST TENOR

john

O'Donncll
Oliver
Oliver

Chappy

(

Belle
Christine

Texl

Wa

July
Paine A Nesbltt (C)

Palmer Philip L
Parker Texas (C)
Paterson Douglas

Thorndike Frank
Thurston Leslie
Trexell

Personl Camllle
Peters Blllie (P)
Phelps Mrs Vern (C)
Pierce ft Walsh
Pisano General
Pla Mrs Edith

O'Connor

;^r ^r b°™o

CHICAGO
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<

T

Hattle
J

Wm

Tuite
Turner Grace (C)
Turner Nina
Twisto (C)

Van Charlie <C)
Vanderknows The

S.

Uuttertteld

off

by the leaseholder.

The

The periodical acandal provided the general
public by the generous theatrical profession is
being shouldered In this section at the present
time by one Charles Frank Polak, who bills
Polak was arhimself as a cabaret pianist.
rested on a charge of being over-married, having taken the matrimonial vow before three
His trial Is occupying much
or four women.
space In the local dailies.
Ellas Day, a prominent lyceum director who
took a brief trip through vaudeville several
seasons ago, Is now conducting the Lyceum
Arts Conservatory in this city where he produces high class material for vaudeville. His
latest effort Is a mixed octet offering solos,
duets, trios, quartets, sextets and ensemble
numbers in which the eight members participate.

Irvin Simons of the Simon' Agency missed
a few working days last week due to a temporary attack of grippe. J. B. Simon of the.
same agency is in New York angling for desirable
attractions.
Bert
who
Cortelyou,
Anally decided to join the Simon Agency staff,

move over to his new quarters shortly.
will be appointed to succeed Cortelyou
the Allardt office since the balance of the
season has been carefully provided for In so
far as the Allardt bookings are concerned.
will
in

I

is the new treaswho succeeded Manfred

Ross Rehne (not Dehne)
urer

at

the

Palace,

vllle

Hupply hereafter from the Weatern Vau-

deville

Managers' Association.

Kerweln two weeks ago.

The Indiana
.lack Yeo Ih the new Saginaw manager
IVutterfleld
Interests,
replacing W.

th«i

for
A.

KiiKco in that position.

Ahe Olman. well known locally in music
quarters, underwent an operation for apendldtls last week at the American hospital.
He Ih recovering.

The Family. Moline, 111., has been leased
by Harry Sodlnl and will receive its vaude-

Sydney Jacobson will replace AI Butler in
advance of "Hanky Panky." which closes a
three week engagement at the La Salle Saturday.

The Orpheum. Tulsa,

Okla..

and the Fam-

ily.
Dixon. 111., have been erased from the
books of the local Pantages office. The Family. Dixon, was a fixture in that agency for

several seasons.

the

theatre,

big-small-time

which passed out

books with

the

Week (Jan.

25) Hammerstein's,

New York

ic-EQUILIBRISTS-

of

inaugura-

tion of the Avenue, a few blocks away, is now
being utilized as a two-day stand for tryouts, booked through the W. V. M. A.
The
house Is still under the management of George
Iyevee.
whose fondness for the cancellation

caused the "Association" no end of
but Walter Meakln is directing the
end.
The house was recently reported as being on the mtirkct with no prosclause
worry,

hooking

pe tlve takers.

OSA SCHMETTAN
AND BROTHER
This

not

did

No one

'

Na Chief

Thomas Hilda (C
Thompson Fab
Thompson JasFat(C)

Paka

J.

In charge

Taylor &

.

p ted, the foDowiat reports are for the current week.

Unlets

Ned Cork
Fabian
Tenncy Theo (C'i
<
Terry Walter

W.

house will remain under the control of Michael
F. Schlavone, whose commercial connections
give him the title of Secretary of the Bank of
Italy of Chicago.

ft

Small Betty
Smith E M (C)
Smith Mrs Russell
Smithy (C)
Spencer H J

C (C)

Miller Allen
Mills Lillian
Mills Robt J

Norton

Williams
Sheaf er Bobby (C)
Sherman Mrs Sarah
Sherwood Marie
Shrlner Joe (C)
Shroad Walter
Silber A North (C)

develops that

purchase the lease of the Apollo, the arrangements only calling for a ten-day option,

Pearl

Schilling

Simpson Clara (C)

Two

Millard

It

Sanford Myrtle
Savoy ft Brennan (C)
Schaefer Thomas

Simmons JameB

(C)

Mead

S

Seymour

anniversary of the founding of the

Club of America was celebrated
rooms Saturday night with Will
Other speakprincipal orator.
Henry Myers, founder of the organization, James S. Hutton and Wm. Lind-

Moore

ft

first

Old Friend's
at the club
J. Davis as
ers Included

(C)

Mante May
Marconi Broa (C)
Markley Frank
Martyn ft Valerio (C)
Mason Harry L.
Mauer Rose F

building.

Regardless of the high t-OBt of vaudevllllng
and the current theatrical depression hereabouts, one Mr. London, who bills himself as
late of Jones, Llnlck & Shaeffer's Gem Stock
Co., advertises in the dallies offering sketches
written to order for $10 and coached free of
charge.

Roy

Mack John (C)
Madee ft Co (C)
Mahr Aggie

Slgmund Renee. who left America rather
hurriedly a few seasons ago, after experiencing
financial differences with the Interstate
Circuit, returned from Europe a short time
ago and has made arrangements for an adjustment to be conaumatHd before April 1,
some

Another moving picture theatre is scheduled
for the North Side, this time at the northwest
It will
corner of Clark and Foster streets.
carry a capacity of 1,200 and represent an expenditure of $300,000 when completed. Stores,
offices and living apartments will adjoin the

Jimmy

Wm

Sardou's "Diplomacy" will come to the
Blackstone Feb. 8 with William CTIllette,
Montague
Blanche Bates and Marie Doro.
Love, Illiot Dexter and Norman Thorp are
also in the cast.

1915.

Maybelle
Harrington

Kudd Jos

Mrs

t

C

Fisher

Wm

Rooney Mr J
Roae Pearl
Roseby Miss (C)
Roy Phil

Anna (C)

Mandige

ft

A
Weston
Wheeler D
WUhat Mrs (C)
White Florence
White Geo

Sisters

Wright Mr J

Rogers Dorothy (P)
Roattlno Adeline
Romalne Helen

Long Qertrust
Lucier Mrs Paul

Lytell

Wells

Worth

Prod

Wilfred A Robert
Williams Mr H
Williams Thompson

Reno Mr D

Roehm Mrs
Roehm Vera

Linton
(C)

Lloyd

Remey
Kemoch Mr T

Whitfield

Hoyt

Washburn
Washburn Rene

Waldmann Eduard
Wallace ft Brook <(')
Walton Bert

A

Neale
Jack

ft

Lillian

W

Raymond Ray

Wm

Wardell

VonDcll Harry
VonEll Teresa

Kawley L
Keurdon

Ward Hap

Villa

Van Dyke Paul
VanHorn Myrtle

Clara

Kackett

Ld

Llpman Dell
Frank

J

R

>

Lee & Lee (C)
Leigh Leslie
Leon * Adeline Sis
Leonard Vera
(C)
Leonard
Lester H E (C)
Levin Miss U
Levitt Joe

Lisle

Vandette

Pope Keen ft J
Potter Cbas B
Powers John ft

I

Cella

Krotin
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DIANE D'AUBREY
CHARMING SINGING COMEDIENNE
THIS

WEEK

Joe Adams, restauranteur, comedian and
miner, received word from a brother in Bast
Helena, Mont, where the Adams family are
interested In the Haystack Butte gold mine,
that a government assayer reports a find of
$313 to every ton extracted from the property.
Adams will leave for the west In a week or
two to help participate in the removal of aa
Last summer the
much dirt as possible.
Haystack stock was being offered at two cents
per share with no purchasers. The assay it
certified by the 13. 8. Government.

The Board

of

Troupe
Playing Next

GEO.

announced this week that Birmingham will
shortly resume with vaudeville booked In the
Majestic through the Interstate Agency. Vaudeville was temporarily discontinued there
last season when Jake Wells and the InterApstate Amusement Co. pooled interests.
parently the pooling proposition did not pan
out to expectations.

Fran con I Quartet, threw a scare into the cabaret department
of the Western Vaudeville Managers' Associ-

One Slgnor Franconi

of the

ation last week when he made a personal call
there in quest of an explanation as to why
he was abruptly cancelled at the North American cafe. Franconi was accompanied by a piece
of light artillery without wheels In the form
of a high callbred revolver, which he claimed
was capable of blowing the entire roof from
Franconi said
the Majestic theatre building.
he wasn't particular as to who came In line
of his toy, but preferred either Jimmle Henschel, orchestra leader of the cafe, who cancelled him, or Morris Silver, amusement manager of the North American, who booked him.
Both men. upon seeing the Italian, beat a
Later the
hasty retreat to a back office.
Italian was apprehended by two police officers,
but he passed the weapon to his wife before
There being no
the detectives reached him.
complainant, Franconi was not arrested. He
made another rail at the same place later on,
renewing his threats, and shortly after visited
The "Association" people proSilver's office.
pose to turn him over to the police should he
rail again.

AMERICAN (Joseph Garrlety, mgr.).— "The
Bubble," with Louis Mann, opened this week.
AUDITORIUM

(Bernard Ulrlch, mgr.).— De
Wolf Hopper, doing pood business with a repOperas.
Roche, mgr.).— "Gay

ertoire of Gilbert-Sullivan

COLUMBIA
New

(William

Yorkers."

CORT (U. J. Hermann, mgr.).— "The New
BLACKSTONE (Edwin Wappler. mgr.).—

Henrietta," good returns.

Mrs.

Patrick Campbell in "Pygmalion," nice

business.

Opened

at B. F.

Carry Our

West

(John

J.

43rd

St.,

PAUL DURAND

Oarrity, mgr.).— "Passbusiness.
Pitou, mgr.).— "Sari"

opened limited engagement this week.
LA SALLE (Joseph Bransky, mgr.).
"Hanky Panky," third and final week, business satisfactory.

OLYMPIC

(George C. Warren, mgr.).— "Potash & Perlmutter," business holding up.
POWERS (Harry J. Powers, mgr.).— "The

Dummy," fair.
PRINCESS (Sam

Gerson, mgr.).— "Our
Children," with Henry Kolker, successful run.
COHAN'S (Harry Ridings, mgr.).— "On
Trial," 5th week of big business.
CROWN (A. J. Kaufman, mgr.). Thurston.
P.

—

Next, "In Old Kentucky."
IMPERIAL (Joe Pilgrim,

mgr.).— "Bringing

Up Father."
LITTLE (Maurice Browne,

mgr.).

Marmeln.

VICTORIA (Howard

Brolaskl,

—Miriam

mgr.).—"Lit-

Lost Sister."

PINE ARTS (Albert Perry, mgr.).— Films.
MAJESTIC (Lyman B. Glover, mgr. agent
Orpheum).— A good bill that more than
;

Business was not up to the usual
standard Monday night.
"The Bride Shop,"
featured and programed fifth, was moved down
to close after the matinee In place of Kalmar
and Brown, who were moved up, where they
did much better.
The "Bride Shop" held
them In until the final curtain. It is a tabloid musical comedy of merit, having a plot,
clever lines, pretty musical numbers and a
capable supporting company.
Lola Wentworth has a charming personality and a good
voice, as the principal woman in it.
The
musical numbers and costumes were appreciated.
This Is one of the best "tabs" seen
here In some time.
Lew Dockstader, next
pleased.

to closing,

Scenery.

N. Y.

Show of 1014," big
ILLINOIS (Augustus

ing

tle

Own

his T. R. characterization wut>
greeted with a reception and got many laughs
with his clever witticisms.
He was a decided hit.
A partly mystifying act was that
In

presented by Mr. Hymack, who had the audience guessing with his changeable gloves,
etc.
The show received a tamo start
Ernie Potts and Co., in athletic stunts,
which Included boxing, wrestling and bag
The act works in a black velvet
punching.
set, and was appreciated to a certain extent.
Corbett. Shepard & Donovan, three men. one
piano,
were handicapped through
the
at
hoarseness by one of the trio, but managed
to pass fdlrly well.
Francis McGinn and Co.
followed. No. 3, presented "The Cop," capably
shirts,

by

KEITH'S PALACE THIS

acted and held interest all the way.
"surprise finish" * but the sketch over

The
big.

Harry and Eva Puck w^re next. They have
a very classy singing act, sgmblned with their
excellent appearance and H&rry's piano selections put them over strong/^cllpslng their
recent

success

at

the

Palace,

kicking to get her over.
Ireland's "Devil"
solo could be shortened.
They were fairly
well received.
Libby and Barton, two men,
one in blackface and the other straight, did
some novel bicycle work. The tango by the
straight on the unlcycle was exceptionally
Madison and Laird, two men, did
good.
nicely.
Their best number is "In Vaudeville."
The comedians scored many laughs.
Five
Melody Monarchs and Maid, patterned after
the big time act "Five Melody Maids and
Man," offered nothing in the way of novelty
and steal no honors from the big time act.
Alfred and Slgfred Naess closed the show
with skating and did well.
McVICKERS (J. G. Burch, mgr.; agent.
Loew.). A
good
show
nicely
arranged.
Business very good Monday night
Clarice
Vance, the headliner, in stunning gowns and
an excellent repertoire of songs, walked away
with the honors of the bill. Miss Vance was
assisted by Tom Mitchell at the piano.
"Dollies Do Us," a girl act got over splendidly.
The Cycling McNutta are also in the feature
class.
This act does not confine itself entirely
to bicycles, as each individual Is clever In
acrobatics as well.
Particular mention must
be given the child. Willy Zimmermann since
last seen has slightly changed his act and
besides his famous musicians, he also impersonates some rulers of Europe, concluding with President Wilson.
He received considerable applause.
Anderson and Golnes,
colored men, got many laughs with talk and
songs.
Some of the talk is new. The Stantons are two clever boys with good "nut"
comedy that got over.
Bogert and Nelson,
man and woman, In black and tan, offered
some more talk and comedy songs and got
big applause.
George and Lily Garden had
selections on xylophones and were unusually
well received. George and Mack, a male team
in a tramp make-up held attention throughout
and closed nicely with an operatic burlesque.
Diers and Bennett, acrobatics, closed the show.

—

Direction,

ABOU BEN HAMID

lit

GARRICK

office

Number

in

Manager,

Johnson's device.

Interstate

New York

Beat Closing Act in Business

Nine

voice is transferred through the
The invention also allows for the use
bells.
of violin, cornet or phonograph records. Fred
Lincoln, of the Affiliated Booking Co., is arranging to form a company to manufacture

The

(Feb. 1st)

MANAGERS AND AGENTS— DON'T FAIL TO SEE US

warbler's

trip.

Week

Keith's Royal,

Belays Johnson, who has been acclaimed a

inspection

I

Abou Ben Hamid

rival of Thomas Edison because of hia electrical activity, is about to incorporate a company for the disposition of his "Mystic Bells/'
a contrivance built for vaudeville, picture and
The bells
legitimate theatres and cabarets.
are placed in inconspicuous places through the
building while a singer is secluded in a sound
By the use of reproducers the
proof room.

usual

Five Melody Monarchs and Maid
were given the headline position, but were far
from being the best.
The hit of the show
went to Dave Now in and Gertrure St Clair.
The clever team had songs out of the ordinary and their animal imitations easily won
out.
King and King, novelty equilibrists,
opened and gave the show a fair start. Ireland and Catta, from burlesque, offered songs
and dances.
Miss Catto makea no attempt
to sing, depending on a cartwheel and high

NOTICE

selves with the ticket scalping scandal, received a letter this week from an ex-scalper
who volunteered to give information as to
how the "racket" was worked. The correspondent claims that one scalper paid $7,000 for
choice seats during the run of the •'Follies."
while another parted with $10,000 for coupons
for "On Trial" show now at Cohan's Grand.
Some managers charge the scalper 25 cents on
every ticket given them, while other charge
the same amount on every ticket sold, according to the writer.

Karl HobllUelle, president of the Interstate
left for the south this week to personally supervise the preliminary work apropos
to the building of a new theatre In Jacksonville, Fla., which will become a link of the
After a week In Jacksonville, Mr.
circuit.
Hoblltselle will Journey through Texas on his

NEW YORK
of the best.

Aldermen, now busying them-

Circuit,

HAMMERSTEIN'S,

(January 25)

!$•**

Kalmar

and Jessie Brown followed with trelr singing
and dancing specialties, getting over, nicely.
Harriet Burt, a single woman, displayed an
elaborate gold coat and some pretty\costumes.
Miss Burt sang four songs, opening
with "Over the Alpine Mountains," and afro
using "Dancing the Blues Away." Her last
number in Scotch costume was well received.
She loses much time making changes, which
has a tendency to slow up the turn.
PALACE MUSIC HALL (Harry Singer,
mgr.; agent, Orpheum). Business was good
Monday afternoon, with Irene Franklin In
topllne position.
Miss Franklin ably assisted
by Burt Green duplicated her success at the
Majestic two weeks ago.
Another real hit
of the bill was registered by the Courtney Sisters, who were accorded a reception on their
entrance.
Some of the songs used have seen
better days, but were big hits the way the
girls handled them.
For a closing number
they used "I Didn't Raise My Boy to be a
Soldier." a new song and one of the best In
their routine.
Claude Gllllngwater with Edith
Lyle in "Wives of the Rich," held undivided
attention.
The show was opened by Jack
and Forls, a two man pantomime acrobatic
turn.
They have a nice routine and get the
most out of the hand balancing.
McCloud
and Carp were No. 2. One is a violinist of
'

SAN FRANCISCO

—

exceptional abilitv. while the other handles
the banjo well.
They did very nicely. Moris
Cronln was next.
He uses many electrical
effects

were

to pood advantage.
Mack and Walker
In sixth place, following the Courtney

Sisters

Their

and
the
Glllingwater-Lyle
sketch.
"wise" patter made them very well

liked.
The Six American Dancers had the
next to closing position following Irene Franklin.
Te act has a good frame up and is very
modern. Tt is had to tell what Frank Wilson

would do In a better spot than closing a nineact Fhow here this week.
Those remaining
witness his cycling efforts were well rewarded. Wilson showed many new and novel
tricks and got good applause for each.
to

CREAT NORTHERN HIP

m*r.
bill

;

(Fred Eberts,
ag.nt. W. V. M. A.).— A very ordinary
the day shift.
Business as usual Is
here, regardless of the merit of the

on

Kood
show, although the average program here

WEEK

(Jan.

is

VARIETY'S

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
PANT AGES' THEATRE BLDC
Douglass

221J

±
ORPHEUM.—The

magic of China; Ling Foo
most entertaining and the Chinese trickster
apeared to excellent advantage.
Ellnore and
Williams, amusing.
"The Broken Mirror."
well worked by the Schwars Co. and held
Jack E. Gardner sprang his
close attention.
m. p.-melolog, novel and amusing.
Elsa
Miss Ruegger is a
Ruegger, well received.
favorite here.
(She was on last week's bill.)
The Danube Quartet opening the show, did

Anna Chandler (holdover), scored
her song routine.
Els and French,
from last week, were again given
and repeated
in the bill
successfully in the closing spot
splendidly.
hit with

retained

much prominence

EMPRE8S.— "The
little

Toft Bridge," Interesting
sketch of rural coloring, well played by

James Grady and Co., registered clean hit.
Ward Sisters and their "doll girl" specialty
were good entertainers. Simpson and Dong-

las, well liked.
Russell's Minstrels, excellent
In the closing position.
Lee Casadoa opened
fairly well.
El Cllve, hit
Willie Ritchie
and Sister in ballroom dances, displayed cleverness.
Two masked dancers, supposed to be
society girls, were added to tha bill.

CORT (Homer
(

2d

F. Curran,

mgr.).— "Today"

week )

^COLUMBIA
Henry Miller

Marx A Co., mgrs.).—
"Daddy Long Legs7 (4th

(Oottlob,
in

'

week).

25) and meeting with big success

IONOR ANOELO PATRI
i

STEINWAY PIANO USED EXCLUSIVELY

DIRECTION ALF.

T.

WILTON
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Keencys New Theatre

Keeneya Ne wTLeatre
BROOKLYN.

FRANK

A.

NEWARK.

N. Y.

KEENEY

FRANK

Sol* Proprietor and Manager

KEENEY'S

ARMORY

FRANK A.

KEENEY'S EMPIRE The.tr.

New York City
KBgNEY. Sola Prof,

KEENEY'S

Bridgeport. Cona.

KEENEY

A.

Bronx.

KEENEY'S NEW THEATRE

Sol* Proprietor and Manager

FRANK

Manager

K.eneVa METROPOLIS Theatre

The

KEENEY

A.

J.

KEENEY

Sola Proprietor and

Binghamton. N. Y.

FRANK

A.

N.

FRANK A KEENEY.

Sole Proprietor and Manager

GENERAL OFFICES-SUITE

«*<*8

Rat

C.

and- Mgr
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FRANK

T.
Sol. Prop, and Mgr.

PUTNAM

Owihb. General Manager

A.

City

KEENEY

KEENEY'S THIRD AVE. Theatre
New York City

THEATRE
NEWLIN

Long bland City,

Ntw York

FRANK

Sola Proprietor and Manager

A.

KEENEY

Sole Proprietor and Manager

BUILDING. N. Y CITY
PfcOMB 8*78-79 BRYAN*

TO THE VAUDEVILLE ARTISTS OF AMERICA
I

feel it

my

doty, as well as

eration of the artists

who

my

pleasure, to

make

public recognition of the loyalty

and hearty co-op-

my vaudeville enterprises the success that they are.

are making

As an independent manager, I feel that by continuing to stick to me. by showing the courage they
have shown and by ignoring the threats of trust managers who have vainly attempted to balk my plans
and block the expansion of my enterprises, they are insuring more favorable conditions in future for
themselves and for the profession in general

Competition

is

the

life

means more engagements.

of vaudeville, the same as in other lines of business.
It

It

means better shows.

It

means higher pay.

Don't fear attempts to intimidate you.

My new theatres have scored notable

The managers need the acts, and they can't afford

successes,

i

to blacklist

n spite of the undue activities of some of my opponents.

want no partners nor stockholders in my
way of the box office.
Through my booking association with the M. R. Sheedy Agency. Broadway and 40th Street. New York,
an act playing the "Keeney Time" is assured of a consecutive and desirable route.
I

intend to keep right on expanding, and nobody can stop me.

enterprises.

I

have nothing to

sell

My own experience has shown that
He knows enough

a few years ago.

I

excepting the best of vaudeville shows by the

the actor in vaudeville today

not to impair hi s

own

is

more

foresighted than the actor of

future and the future of his profession by yield-

ing to offers of temporary advantage or threats of present punishment from managers

who

care notliing

for his interests, but everything for their own."

Reciprocity

my

is

the only just business basis upon which the actor and

policy and will continue to be

my

policy,

Notliing succeeds like success, and that

attention to

With

my

manager can meet Reciprocity

is

no matter what course others may adopt
is

possibly the reason

why some managers

are paying more

business than they are to their own.

best wishes to the profession and for the future interests of vaudeville,

Very

I

remain

sincerely.

O^xa^J^

(a

}\J^^^y^

;
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The construction of the proposed $100,000
by the Northern Amu—moat Go. oa North
avenue near Charles street will begin about
Feb. 10, by ruin* the four buildings which
bow occupy the elte. The opening 1» promised about Sept 10.
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Sydney Seldenman, the youthful leader of
the orchestra of the Maryland, celebrated his
21st birthday Sunday evening at the Musical
Union Building.
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MOSE GUMBLE

H. REMICK
President

JEROME

F. E.

Mgr. Professional Dept.

I0JT0N.
J. MBLTB.

BELCHER

By

Secretary

KEITH'S (Robert

& CO.

H. REMICK

JEROME

O. Larson, mgr.; agent,
O.).— Four acts squally featured found
honors Monday afternoon accorded to
Cecil Lean, assisted by Cleo Mayfleld and
James Billings. The other throe acts ranked

U. B.
first

the Four Marx Brothers, Sophyo Barnard and
the Bird Millman Troupe, which closed. Van-

and Louie opened fair aad wore followed by "Eloping, cordially received. Lou
Anger went across well, but the Lelghtons did
not go as well as before.
BIJOU (Harry Qustln, mgr. agent, U. B.
O.).— Pop vaudeville, doing well since ad-

dlnoff

The Most Popular Song Hit of the Day
By WILLIAM JEROME and JEAN

;

vertising started.

SCHWARTZ

BOWDOIN (Al Somerboe, mgr.; agent,
—Showing steady profit margin.
NATIONAL (Nat Burgess, mgr.; agent,

B. O.).

ii

mgr.).

my Chinatown,

Copyright,

by

ltlt,

bright,

next Monday.

PLYMOUTH

Monday

BOSTON
Tremoat

eSth St.

Mt Market

off.

TREMONT (John B. Bchoeffel. mgr.).—
"Seven Keys" on fifth week falling slightly
behind the Wilbur, although In a larger house
and will leave after next week, although
seventh week had been tentatively open.
8HUBERT (B. D. Smith, mgr. ) .—Trentlnl
in "The Peasant Girl," second week to fair

Majeetic Theatre Bid*.

St.

(Fred Wright, mgr.).—Opened
*Too Many Cooks," to big

signs of falling

DETROIT
U7 W. Fort St.
CHICAGO

St.

SAN FRANCISCO

with

Booked for a run.

COLONIAL (Charles J. Rich, mgr.).—Hasel
Dswn In "The Debutante." Doing only fair,
second week.
MOLLIS (Charles J. Rich, mgr.).—Last
week "Diplomacy." Satisfactory business.
WILBUR (E. D. Smith, mgr.).— "A Pair of
Sizes," fifth week to big business with no

REMICK & CO

NEW YORK

ni W.

Lovey. mgr.).—

—

PUBLISHED BY

H.

Meagher,

vaudeville.

vaudeville.
BOSTON ( Frank Ferguson, mgr. ; agent, U.
B. O.). The temporary abandoning of films
for "Ben Hur" at tl is proving one of the
master moves of the Keith season, as the
spectacular production at reduced prices has
been doing corking business.
BOSTON O. H. (Henry Jewett, mgr.).—
This novel venture of Shakespeare In stock
at BO-cent top Is doing nobly.
This week
"Julius Caesar," with Jewet playing personally for the first time slnoo he launched
the project
TOY (A. Washington Peset, mgr.). Two
weeks of French plays started Monday. Society turning out and proposition looks big.
CA8TLE SQUARE (John Craig. mgrT).—
Stock.
Harvsrd prise play, "Common Clay,"
third week, big business.
CORT (John "Eddy" Cort, mgr.).—Dark
this week becauee of repeated postponements
of "What's Going On?"
It is announced for

house.

JEROME

(Frank

mgr.).—

—

Dreamy, dreamy Chinatown,
Almond eyes of brown,
Hearts seem light and life
In dreamy Chinatown.
JEROME H. REMICK a CO.

the lights are low,
Hearts that know no other land,
Drifting to and fro,

J. Morris,

Pop

Chinatown

Where

—Pop

U.

vaudeville.

LOBW'S GLOBE (William

CHORUS

Chinatown,

—Pop

LOEWS ORPHEUM (V.
Pop vaudeville.
LOEWS ST. JAMES

Chinatown,

My

U.

B. O.).

High standard

business.

of

score

saves

It

from mediocrity.

MAJESTIC

OAIBTY (Tom

O'Day, mgr. ) —Marie Dress-

him (3d week).

ier

ALCAZAK

(Belasco

WIGWAM

(Jos,

6 Mayer, mgrs.).—
Bevanl Grand Opera Co. (4th week).
Bauer,

and Immediately requested the polios to protect her from Turkish spies, whom, she declare*, will attempt to kidnap her.
Miss
Humphreys will probsbly pose for pictures.

mgr. ) .—Musical

comedy and melodrama.

PRINCESS
agent.

Levy).

(Bert Levey, lessee and mgr.;

— Vaudeville.

REPUBLIC (Ward

Morris, mgr.
8. V. A.).— Vaudeville.

;

agent,

W.

ATLANTA.
Csrus and Carl Rsndsll, hit; Motoring, laugh
success Jarrow, pleasee John P. Wade a Co..
applause; Weeton 4 Leon, score; Maxlne
Broe. A Bobby, satisfactory; Flying Henrys,

D. Rlchsrdson, ahead of
Barnee white-top. Is la town.
F.

the

AL

O.

good.

—

ATLANTA (Homer

W.

P. Reeee hss entered the film

business

with

from

ezchsnge

a partner.

The Old

Fiddlers' convention Is scheduled
for the Bijou, opening Jan. 27 for eight per-

formances.

Harry

Kimball, formerly with "Allsky's
Hawallans,,' Is now property man at the Prln-

The
this

Bulletin arranged with the Empress for
readers to obtain reserved seats during
week providing they clip the coupons

numbered from

1 to 6.

The Bsldwln-Melvllle

Virginia Pierce, opera singer and resident
of Berkeley, has left her husband, Dr. C. N.
Burrows, whom she married a month ago, and
returned to her parents.

The Lincoln Is said to haye been taken
over by Base a (Jordan. Policy remains the
same. Negotiations sre pending between Kolb
4 Dill and the Alcaiar management with a
view of playing the teutonic comedians for a
long season opening March 15.
Melodrama

be

discontinued at the
Wigwam. According to the management, It
has proved to be too expensive when given
in conjunction with musical comedy.
The
extra stage hands' salary amounted to a hundred dollars on the second week of the experiment.
will

Ola Humphreys, formerly an Oakland

who

girl

attained some success before the footand later married the Khedive of
Egypt only to leave him shortly after the
ceremony, arrived la Los Angelee last week

lights

C.

DOOLBY.
Schsnberger, mgr.

;

U.

GAIETY

(George Bate heller, mgr.).— "Bon

Ton

morous.

—"Gay Widows."

;

;

HIPPODROME

(Charles

B.

Loew).— Mae West, stunning;

Lewis, mgr.;
Delro, clever;

Armstrong and Clark, real good; Kanasawa
Japanese Trio, unusual Roland West sketch,
funny Ben and Hasel Msnn, fare well.

Girls."
Big advertising campaign bringing cspsclty, although net remains normal.
CASINO (Charlee Waldron, mgr.).— "Follies
of the Day."
Excellent.
GRAND OPERA (George E. Lothrop, mgr.).

HOWARD

at the Atlanta

Monday,

May, William H.

Hartman Roeder,

Sullivan,

Stuart

which opened
composed of Lola

Stock,
is

Earle

Fox,

Ryder, J.
Glbeon,

Hugh

Margaret Chaffee. Aone Bradley and Verney
Barrett Walter 8. Baldwin Is director.

ATLANTIC CITY.
>S)T

LOUIS WILLIAMS.

APOLLO (Fred E. Moore, mgr.).—2S-27.
"One Day"; 28-30, Oreste Veesella's musical
comedy, "The Girl of Girls."
1 JXON
(Harry Brown, mgr.).—24-27, "Bohemians."

"Fads
Apollo

Last half, vaudeville.

and
Feb.

Fancies"

Is

promised

st

Very

fair.

(George E. Lothrop, mgr.).— Zal-

lsh's Burlesquers.

;

VICTORIA (Pearee a Bcheck, mgrs.
N-N).— Smiley Players, thrilling

;

agents,

sketch;
Great Johnson, clever; Robyns and Lyons, humorous Houghton, Morris and Houghton, daring; Wright and Albright, good.
(George Schneider, mgr.; agents, Ind.)
Edwsrd Keough end Co.. score; Dave Manley, well received; Do Mllo, artistic; Batting
and Black, good Russell snd Gray, win out
"When We Were Kids," attractive.
FORD'S O. H. (Charlee B. Ford, mgr.).—
"The Miracle Man."
ACADEMY OF MUSIC (Tunis F. Dean,
mgr.).— Billle Burke In "Jerry." Good houses.
AUDITORIUM (Edwsrd Renton. mgr.).—
Poll Players in "The Typhoon," fair interpretation.
Usual attendances.
COLONIAL (C. F. Lawrence, mgr.).— "The
Blindness of Virtue." good business.
GAYETY (J. C. Sutherland, mgr.).— "High
Life Girls." Big housee.
PALACE (W.
Bsllsuf, mgr.).—"The Prise
Winners." plays to three-quarter houses.
;

—

NEW

The Plymouth this week, always without sn
archeetra, produced a three piece orchestra
put in upon the Insistence of Wm. A. Brady.
It sounded lonesome, although hidden beneath
the screen of leaves and will not remain as
a feature of the house sfter the close of "Too
Many Cooks."

BUFFALO.

;

•eqnea
Castro have Incorporated the Atlanta Promoting and Operating
Co., to conduct prizefighting, horse racing and
automobile events.

Hugh Csrdozs and Lou

Its

BL

;

George, mgr.). Baldwin-Melville Stock, opening In "Our Wives,"
good business next, "The Men From Home."
GRAND (Arthur Hyman, mgr. ) .—Films, doing nicely.
;

Max 8tlenle has recovered sufficiently
his recent Ulneee to be out.

J.
(F.

O.).—Henry E. Dlxey, scored; Hasel Cox,
Claude
encores
Burr and Rope, pleasing
and Fannie Usher, effective; Manchurlans,
remarkable; Raymond and Holder, entertainHavemann's Animals, good ; Robins, huing
B.

;

;

Monte Carter aad Co. will play a return
engagement at the Wigwam opening Jan. 8L

BALTIMORE.
By

MARYLAND
;

By R. U. MoCAW.
FORSYTH (Hugh Cardoia, mgr.).— Emma

(B. D. Smith, mgr.).— Marie
Tempest, single week. Excellent buslnees due
in main to limited booking.
PARK (Joseph Roth, mgr.).—
Films, adver75
tised as "Boston's Strand.

the

8.

L

An ordinance authorising Edwsrd Wllklns
erect a one-story picture theatre in the
rear of the southwest corner of North and
Ellamont avenues, was Introduced In the First
Branch City Council Monday evening by City
Councilman John T. Ford, who Is connected
with Ford's Opera House. The ordinance was
sent to the Committee on Police snd Jail for

to

the

STAR
"A

(P. C. Cornell,

mgr.).— Rose Stahl

In

Lady."
Did big buslnees first
Misleading Lady" plays last halt
Good sdvaaoe sola
Perfect

hslf.

The

GAYETY

(J.

M. Wsrd, mgr.).— "Dreamland

Burlesquers.

SHEA'S (Henry

J. Carr, mgr.
U. B. O.).—
Evelyn Nesblt and Jack Clifford, biggest draw
Brandon, Hurst 4 Co., hit; Wills
Holt Wakefield, entertaining; Milton 4 Co.,
clever; Mr. 4 Mrs. Jsck McGreevey, scored;
Mayo 4 Tally, applauded; Cacano Duo, nov;

of season.

elty;

The

LYRIC
Purple."

Gladiators, pleased.

(Joe Peyton,
Big business.

mgr.).— "The Deep
Next, "The Blue

Mouse."

ACADEMY (Jules Michaels, mgr.).— "Cheyenne
Days,"
headllner,
sensstlon
Orent
Arthur, entertains De Forest Bisters, please;
Jsck 4 Msble Price, hit; George Hussey, apple uded
Pierce 4 Knell, scored
Dick 4
Alice McEvoy, fslr
Pspino, usual
Massimo,
;

With a number of out-of-town delegations
present,

annual

ball of tbe BaltiProtective
Operators'
Union was held Monday night at Hasaier's
Hall and was a complete success. During the
Intermissions moving pictures were shown on
a new kind of screen.

more

Pair of Sixes," return engagement

;

Investigation.

Charlee Frobman will produce "A Girl of
Today," an American play, at tbe Apollo Feb.
8, with Ann Murdoch In the leading role.
The
author Is Porter Emerson Browne. Others in
the cast are Eugene O'Brien, Frank Mills,
Edwin Nlcander, William Holden. Harry Hadfleld, William Evllle, Eleanore Gordon, Belle
Daabe.

By CLYB* F. RJBX.
(John R. Oisher. mgr.).—"Pretty
Mrs. Smith," opened to big house. Next, "A
TECK

fifth

Motion- Picture

;

;

;

;

good.

OLYMPIC (Charles Denilnger, mgr.; agent.
Family, headline; Hufford 4
Lockhart Sisters, big; Bradlee Martin 4 Co.,
bit; Adelyne Lowe 4 Co., laughs; Massey 4

Bun).— Renne

VARIETY

Played to more people during her engagement at the
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ROYAL Theatre than the house has EVER held in

one week.

One more
drawing card,

and this proves Eva Tanguay remains vaudeville's biggest
crowding audiences to the capacity of every theatre in which she appears.
record added to

Eva Tanguay's

list

Kind Words by Frederick James Smith, Dramatic Mirror
««Y

WANT

Miss fmnguuj laughed. 'Tve always loved pets. I love
the love they give me. I'm sure of its sincerity. That's why I
value my dog now more than anything else in the world."
There was loneliness in that remark. The smile had gone

so much to be understood!" That little plea rami
She
the childlike sincerity of Eva Tanguay.
pleased and made happy: her heart is
touched, by flashes— with the acute sensibilities of a child. But
people haven't understood her. The stage surrounded her with
a barrier of glamour and illusion—and she has developed much
Fame brought her
as a person would on a desert island.
money and the little comforts of life. But the vital things
have been missing. There's a lonely longing instead.
It is this childlike appeal that has made Miss Tanguay
nationally popular. The gleefulness, the half-impudent assurance, the humor each quality is distinctly childlike. Her costumes might easily be startling—but they never seem anything but delightfully comic. Miss Tanguay is a sort of girlwho- wouldn't -grow' up. She is a Peter Pan in real life.
It was as we left the theatre together to enter Miss Tanguay's limousine that I first felt something of her real personality. The street above the stage door was jammed with
theatregoers who, a few moments before, had been cheering
her.
The crowd Itself was a remarkable testimonial of the
affection she holds.
Two policemen touched their caps to her and held back
the crowd while we crossed the sidewalk. "Good-by, Eva!"
"Look
the spectators cried as the automobile door closed.

*1

up

all

likes, dislikes, is

from her

"Why

how do you describe it? I've figured it all
more than that. I love my audiences, and I
that I love them. And all the love I give them
back across the footlights, multiplied by all the folk

"Personality;
out as a little

make them
comes

—

feel

out front.

my

"Sometimes I feel badly. I know I can't do
work as
well as usual; but I do it with every bit of the love in me.

They feel all that—when I'm behind the footlights.
"But they don't know me as I am. They don't understand

my

sincerity. I'm a sort of harum-scarum, don't-care creature. I know what people think of me from the songs they
send me to read. They're all the same. I-don't-care is at
the heart of every one of them.
"Shall I tell you how much it hurts me to sing 'I Don't
Care?' I detest it—but, perhaps, I shouldn't, because my
audiences love it. 'I Don't Care was one of the song hits of
a musical show, The Sambo Girl,' in which I appeared before
I ever went into vaudeville.
Naturally, I used it as a part of
my first variety act. That's how 'I Don't Care' came into
being. In The Sambo Girl' it was the song of a character in
the piece; in vaudeville it became a part of me. Audiences
didn t distinguish the difference.
'Tve been seven years in vaudeville." Miss Tanguay is
unquestionably proud, of course, of her record. 'Tve held my
drawing power. Other stars have come, and most of them
have gone. That's the real test— bringing the same people
back again and again, vear after year, to see you.
"Now I've determined to put an optimistic note into all my
songs. I've always received many letters from people out in
front.
'You made me forget,' they often say. 'You made me
a little happier.'
Perhaps— with all the illusion of me— the
songs strike home the more. They come to see a person who
rushes madly about the stage— and they unexpectedly get
something that makes them think.
"I can tell intuitively whether or not I want a song from
merely reading the words in manuscript. I know instantly
what I can do with it. I particularly like the 'Hurry Up' number of my present repertoire. Paul Arlington, whose wife

back at them." whispered Miss Tanguay to me. She waved
her hand, and I caught just the sign of a tear in her eyes.
"Isn't it wonderful?
Do you blame me for loving every one

them?"
"But they don't really know me— they never will. They
out 'Hello I' and Tm gone. Sometimes I almost tremble
to think that I've the power— such as it is—to sway and

of

call

Interest

lips.

do you think people like me?" she asked.
," I ventured.
"Your personality

them.**

The limousine turned toward the city. The huge incandescent signs of New York flashed far in the distance. Miss
Tanguay— the Tanguay of the dynamic vitality, the live-wire
magnetism—leaned back rather tired and quite repressed.
"Of course, you know my little story, rm really a French
girl, and I was born across the Canadian border.
I was
Rving in Holyoke, Masss., when I made my first appearance.
France sea Redding, then at the head of a traveling repertoire
company, gave me a chance to appear at a Saturday matinee.
Finally she persuaded my mother to let me go on the stage,
and I became an actress—at eight dollars a week."
I told her a little story Miss Redding related to me some
years ago—how the youthful Eva acquired a trained rooster
and refused to part with it on the company's tour. The hotel
folk naturally objected to the crowing of the pet at daybreak,
but Eva had been obdurate.

all my costumes, wrote it."
'Toot Your Horn If You
Never Sell a Clam ,,v ia one of the favorites among the older
numbers. Its homely optimism brought many a letter to her.

makes
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M15S TANGUAY'S RESIDENCE AT SEA GA1E.

She is a severe critic of her own work. "I opened this season
in Boston," she said.
"I was bad vocally, and
songs were
worse. I rested, and tried a couple of new numbers in Phils*
delphia. I went better, and then opened in Brooklyn with five
new songs.
act began to seem like something, but I was

my

My

still lacking.
At the Palace I went well—my songs war* ber'nning to run smoothly and to develop—and at the Alhambra
commenced to feel that I was really going as I should.
"Curiously, I've discovered that all my present songs have a
little comic element in them.
I hadn't planned that—because
I've never thought for a moment that I'm a comedienne, Tve
always looked upon myself as just a song- and -dance artiste.
"I'm glad, indeed, to be back in vaudeville. My place is
there where I can be surrounded by the right sort of material
to aid me. And the beautiful way every one has treated me'
Friends told me how splendidly I was billed in front of the
Palace, and I motored down to see it. It was so wonderful
that I must have wept a tear or two as I sat back in my car
and rode past the theater."
Then she told me a little of herself. Tve a home at Seagate, with twelve lots and a big fence around it. I want you
to see my library some time. You can look at my books and
understand how I've been studying things out for myself."
Miss Tanguay is interested in Christian Science. "When Fm
discouraged my practitioner always tells me, 'Yon have the
power to aid others by making them feel your love/ So I'm
not the Eva of old. I used to think I had to shout for anything and everything when I wanted it. Now I know that our
troubles are only as real as we make them."
The limousine had been flashing along Broadway, and drew
up in front of the hotel. "Please tell them about me as I am,"
Miss Tanguay said, in parting, "for they have all the love
that's within me."
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Proprietress.
PAUI INE COOKE
ELIZABETH COLLINS, Housekeeper—You

W. 44t* STREET

«7

554
Tel.

Bryant { 555

The Edmonds

7833

A

ONE BLOCK
TO TIMES SQ.

241-247
E.

BURTIS, Mgr.

776-78-80 Eighth Avenue

Street (Just off Broadway),

Telephone in each apartment.
These apartments are beautifully decorated, sumptuously furnished and arranged for privacy to satisfy the
most critical.

NEW YORK
Office

776

New York
thing in homiAeepiny apartments

Wett 43d

proof buildings just completed with every modern device,
consisting of one, two, three and four-room steam-heated
apartments, with kitchenette and private bath.

Between 47th and 48th Streets

and Phone In
Each Apartment

for refined theatrical folks.

The mwst
FURNISHED COMPLETE FOR HOUSEKEEPINGLocated in the heart of the theatrical district. New fire-

CATERING EXCLUSIVELY TO THE PROFESSION

Private Bath

home

Her.

YANDIS COURT

Furnished Apartments
EDWARD

real

Know

All

We are professors in

EIGHTH AVENUE

furnished apartments and our time

is

devoted

to the comfort of our guests.

Caterlnff to Vaudeville's Rlue List

ST.

Hotel Plymouth
38th St. (Between Broadway end tin Ave.), N. Y. City
New Fireproof Building
A Stone's Throw from Broadway

0NE
A

$1 T

IN

5

$1 TT
DAY

ROOM

DAY

TWO IN

PLAN

T.

PAUL HOTEL Schilling House
AND COLUMBUS
WM
AVE.

ST.

NEW YORK

All
Tea-story bulldeag, absolutely ft
baths with saawsr attachment. T
every rasas.
One Mock from Central Park Sekway, tab
and ith Ave. L Stattens.
Century, CoionUL Circle anal Park

light

and

TeL

u
£/!.&.-<»

7S4 ind 751 Ith AVE.,

New fireproof building,
just completed, with handsomely furnished three and

Tel.

Rekearaal Rooi

RATES:

$12

47th

$10.0t

S2S and III

St.

3431

nished.

UP WEEKLY

Large rooms $4.W and up
Three and Four Room Apartment* It to

Tel.

W.

Bryant

4M

310

W. 48TH STTelephone Bryant

up

$8.00

two acts

114-116

4293-6131

WEST

Sunday, Jan. 24, along with picNo intervention was made. There Is
considerable speculation on the probability of
vaudeville appearing on Sunday.

tures.

NEW YORK

4541

ST.

CORN
47th

STREET,

UP WEEKLY
PUT THIS

COME AND SEE ME.

WW FORGET
IUU WON'T
LMiMXE-K YOU
AN ITALIAN DINNER

«%*%

I

1M-11I

Wen

4flth

Linen 4le.

Witt Wise

I
CLARIDGE APARTMENTS

•sPaft

6I0LIT0

DINNER, Week Days,

(

HeHdays sad Suadeya,

"THE RENDEZVOUS OF THEATRICALS BEST"
TURNING THEM AWAY NIGHTLY

22t

Bill great Improvement over
Bolton, good.
that usually offered.
FAMILY (Al. Sherry, mgr. ) .—Heavily advertised, this new pop vaudeville house is doing big business. "White Blackbirds," feature,
scoring; The Strouds, fine; Frank A Frank,

good;

Wm.

J.

Coleman,

with;

"Phasma,"

Geo. P. Schneider, Prop.

1*44

WEST

StTH STREET,

The Flying Squadron of America, and their
national prohibition antics, failed to make
of an impression In Buffalo.

much

Married when 15 years of age to William
Yeager, theatre usher, Mrs. Henrietta Yeager
Is seeking for annulment of her
The two were married in Fort
marriage.
Erie secretly in February, 1012.

black-and-tan
Jack and Mable Price, «
oddities, appeared hut once on the Academy
After their first performance
bill this week.

Manager

Michaels

Private Beth, S-4

3

_ _s.

Heat

Caterlnff to the comfort

of entertainment.

CITY

and convenience of the profession

»Up

that

rumors and reports to the
New Hippodrome was to go into vauMr. Shea
deville on Feb. 8 are unfounded.
himself declared that the picture policy would
••stick," while rumor had It U. B. 0. acts
All

Shea's

tbat

they

cut

CINCINNATI

HARRY

V. MARTIN.
F. Royal, mgr.; agent, U.
O.).—Tex McLeod (see note below)
Bli& Fink, well liked
McDevltt, Kelly A
Ho;
Vernon, fine
Lucy, got over
"Little

By

effect

requested

their act a few minutes.

With the inauguration of vaudeville at the
Buffalo is swamped with this style

for

NEW YORK CITY

E. J. Haman, formerly of the Griffin agency,
this city, has assumed management of the
Roma theatre, at Berlin, Ont.

Family,

FURNISHED APARTMENTS
Househeepine;
complete
323 Wett 43rd Street, NEW YORK
Clean and Airy

YOUR DATE BOOK

closes.

of this city

Phone Bryant

IN

N

del

Neer Ith Ave

SL

NEW YORK

(Just off Broadway)
Beet location in town.
Kitchenette apartments; Single and double rooms, with bath
Attractive prices to the profession.

and

excepand
clean three
tionally
four-room apartments, thoroughly furnished for housePrivate baths.
keeping.

Comfortable

The Casino, Plaza and Family each played
IS

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING

THE CLAMAN

Decidedly clean, four and
five-room apartments with
private baths, carefully fur-

four-room apartments complete for housekeeping. Private bath, telephone, electricity.

Bryant

at

$2 tap a

were to bo stated at the new Mala street
house, while pop vaudeville would be stated
at the Court street theatre. Borne had It that
burlesque was being considered.

and Rooms

THE ANNEX

HENRI COURT

NEW YORK

Bryant

left

All ConTeniencee.

Furnished Apartments

Sit, 114 and 111 W. 41th ST.
Tel. Bryant S5608561

JO

SPECIAL RATES TO THE PROPESSION

CLEAN

Steam Heated, Centrally Located in the Theatrical District in the City of
NEW YORK. For the Comfort and Convenience of the Profession.

H

SM W. 41ST STREET
Hotel for gentlemen.

SINNOTT, Manager

1 50 Furnished Apartments

Music

Private

Rehearsals.

Telephone Bryant 2M7

100%

SERVICE AT

American

HOURS.

1st Rooms, use el bath, $1
at Rata, $2 m
Suites, Parlor.
Parlor,
trsssn
1st Reel a, private beta, flM per aUy.
By the week, $•-$» and $14 and up.

sa

«th Strwt

1*7-1*

NEW YORK CITY

A

ROOM

Big Reductions to Weekly Guests
Every room hss hot and cold running water, electric
long distance telephone.
Phone 152t Greeley
EUROPEAN

NTH

KEITH'S (John

B.
ley

;

;

;

Nap," good

;

»

Willie Weston, bit of

;

bill

;

Kitty

;

<

VARIETY

ax
Gordon A
thusiastic

Co., featured, but

Woodman A

;

audience not enLivingston, good dan-

Zlegfeld's

and Perl-

"Potash

31,

mutter."

LYRIC (C. Hubert Heuck, mar.; Shubeft).
—"The 8tory of the Rosary." Next, Mclnty>e
A Heath In "The Ham Tree."

cers.

EMPRESS

"Follies."

35

(George A. Bovyer, mgr. Loew).
Twins, Faye A Minn, Ray Snow, "Honey
Mario A Trevette.
GRAND (Theo. Aylward, mgr.; K. A B.).—
;

—Pry

WALNUT

(George F. Fish, mgr.; S-H.).—
"Trail of Lonesome Pine."
Next, "Rebecca."

Girls,"

EMILY FRANCIS HOOPER
and

BEST PLACES TO STOP AT.

ELLSWORTH COOK

ENGAGED INDEFINITELY AT MIDWAY GARDENS
CHICAGO'S ARISTOCRATIC RESORT
Personal Management

MUTUAL THEATRICAL EXCHANGE.

Manager

Bert Howard,

HOTEL VAN CORTLANDT
142-14S

WEST

49TH STREET

botol. Telephone
Restaurant and Grill equal to any

Rooms

WARNING

XI17\A/ VsTtDltf
lid
YV I V^IVIV

BROADWAY

JUST EAST OF

A

fas

WARNING

There

hecae-Hke transient
every room.
Modarata

Centrally located, good service, absolutely fireproof.

*

large, light, airy

and well furnUboo.

Jewell's Manakins

use of bath $ljt and up. Rooms with hath $2 and up.
Parlor bedroom and bath $3 and up, for oao or two persons

Rooms with

We Want Your

Special Rates to the Profession

PRESENTED BY THE ORIGINAL

Business

JEWELL

IVUVIE.

HOTEL

ST. REGIS
[*
ill

^J

ALL OTHERS TRYING TO BOOK UNDER THIS TITLE ARE INFRINGERS.
MY NEW SHOW-BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER

LIFE-SIZED MANAKIN MIMICS

NORTH CLARK STREET

512-522

NOW PLAYING THE U. B. O. TIME
ACCOMPANIED AND OPERATED BY
THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY

IS

yj

SIKHS!

DATCC
A I MLD
K

1

*•••

TO

* 1§it

Per Week Slack*

Per

*•••

TO * u *

OF MANIKIN FAME
Communication., cars

KANSAS CUT.

p

WEEK

IN

nell

WITHIN THtCE BLOCKS OF TIB

UNUT tOWHTOWH TNUTIU

405 N. Clark St,

IKL.

;

graceful

;

Hoyt A Warden,

Musical Maids, good

;

fine

;

Mcintosh A

Nichols-Nelson Troupe,

OTTO'S

» WEST 44TH ST,

Hotel

OYSTERS

York.

Fred

Hlilebrand,

A HanXord,

laughs;

McCou-

excellent.

HIPPODROME

(Frank

Cofflnberry, mgr.).
—"The New Chief of Police," good sketch;
"Wrecked In Midocean," spectacle; Zeb Zar-

row Co., fun
thews
Trio,

Arthur Whltelaw, roars

;

Kraytons,

excellent;

Mathoops;
;

Broadway Comedy Four, fine quartet.
GLOBE (W. V. Newkirk, mgr. ) .—Colonial
Minstrel

tab; Nice A Nice, chatter;
Lowell,
laughs; Castella Bros.,
A Wler, bicycle thrills.

Maids,

A

Hodge

music; Keller

Restaurant and French
BROADWAY AND SIXTH AVE.
U
CHOPS
NEVER CLOSED

Bakery

hot.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Special Rates to the Profession
F. H. LONG, Prop.
(Formerly of the Si Charles Hotel, St. Louis)

Modara Throughout.

Abarabanell, very big; Harry
over nicely
Flavllla Bros. A Seals, good
Stan-Stanley Trio, hit; Klphye Snowden, fair:
Ann Tasker A Co. very good ; Hunting A
Francis, did well.
EMPRESS (Cy Jacobs, mgr.).— Bernard A
Harrington, headlined
Davis A Mattnewa,

AT

New Richmond

mgr.).— Una
Oilfoll, went

;

CHICAGO

SOUTH WABASH AVENUE

417-19

VARIETY, Now
Jugglers;

mvtUsUL m.
ORPHEUM (Martin Lehman,

BATH
ROOMS WITHTHEPRIVATE
NEW, MODERN FIREPROOF

je\a

:.

Week Double

EVERY MODERN CONVENIENCE-FIREPROOF
FIVE MINUTES TO ALL THEATRES
CAFE AND DAIRY LUNCH IN CONNECTION

^~LjgjSfm

but

Is

Dutch Garden Caffeteria

USE

Amusement Producing

KAM-PHO
STOPS PAIN

Co.

H. M. Horkheimcr, Pros, and Gen. Mgr.
E. D. Horkhaimer, Sec. and Tree*.
Manufacturers of Dramatic Feature Films

known aa "The Pictures Beautiful."

LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA

IT

RHEUMATISM*^* fc^ a CHRONIC HEADACHE;
NEURALGIAS^vYTa" WEAK BACK

I

LUMBAGO SNftCP' ECZEMA
orL
r
£iu miasm
?T^
With 2*5rl

THE RENDEZVOUS OF THEATRICAL'S BEST
A GOOD BIG WHOLESOME MEAL FOR LITTLE MONEY
THE PLACE WHERE THE PROFESSION MEETS
COME AND SEE EVERYBODY YOU KNOW

115 S. Dearborn.

Bank

Floor, bet.

Monroe and Adams

COOKE'S HOTEL

"A Theatrical Hotel of the Better Class"
Walnut Street above Eighth
Opposite Casino Theatre
Philadelp

CAFE CABARET EVERY NIGHT
ST. LOUIS,

I

14TH
N. 14TH
12TH ST.
CAMPBELL,
and
Mgr.
E.
Prop,
Theatrical

Headquarters
All Theatres

New

r

N.

Y.

;

Handy

to All Theatres.

bv Donahu- & Stewart, Arnaut
Bros., Edwirr! Marshall, Eddie Ross. Moneta
Five, Harry Mayo, Adler A Arline, Weston &
Leon, Heart. »v Ely, frderson Bros, and hun-

Takf
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etcott
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.
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HOTEL

SPECIAL

Cleveland

DETROIT stop
HOTEL BROADWAY

S
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^

vHCCLnro \Cvr rf\

773S

Phone Melrose Mil

By

CHURCH AND
market sts.

IMPERIAL

ANIMATED SONGS
Moving Picturee that move

to the rhythi

CLEARANCE SALE
$35, $30

SUITS

and $25

AND OVERCOATS

*

of song.

WEEKLY RATES

in

Guaranteed

Plwrn t» lonA experience and nv
Kb« »>TO.fMf &"•.-.
at3tp*ry br fi**jAni*t r roavpatn*

(eitimoftali

Broadway

running through to 714-71S 7th Ave.
Set Melrose Ave., Bronx

Phone Bryant

\.

It

connection with any other stores In
Greater New York

OPPOSITE STRAND

»»:"«

& Minutes' Walk from Theatres

I

s

Boohed through
United Booking Office F. F. DepL,

at

42-44 BROADWAY,

tare* laatat' walk freat til* aria
Tke alaat ft Mswv.
early wililii
Staasi aaat, htt aaa calf aratar.
ass as-ta-dat* reont
Year visit wa oaly ask.

Palace Theatre Building or
M. P. Co. of New York, Inc.

Isaperial
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tipal theatre*.

Endorsed

s.

<

l.l'

Prospect Avenue

When

Professional Rates.
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T

The TALGARTH

Hotel Berkeley

Everything New. Teas' Quiet and Comfortable.
Attractive Ro ass w th Bath at Moderate

dreds of othei

U

ft\\t

1924

Dad's Theatrical Hotel
PHILADELPHIA

HABERDASHER
1S78-15M

II

I

MO.

Ten Minutes' Walk to

HOT^,

rjfcX

REGENT HOTEL, lit N.
NEW REGENT HOTEL, 111
METROPOLE HOTEL, Ml N.
E.

Jtafe&grU

.Send

Sfltnfe

SHERMAN'S HOTEL
Formerly

And

Alliance

WANTED MALE
Two

clever buck-wine dancers

and two

expert banjo artists.
ance.
418

Tall, good appearApply Monday, Humphrey, Room

Putnam

Bldg.,

Program
1582-S4

"reaturtM of Quality? 9

Times Square.
6MIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH

Broadway,

Opposite Strand Theatre

(Between 47tb and 4Sth

Sts.)

!

;

VAUIITY

36

ORIGINAL "GIRL IN BLUE!"

i
Broadway and

Columbia Theatre Building

T

47th Street,

WW

New York

VaeeWvitte.

WATSON

BILLY

tfiir

OFFERS
BILLY WATSOM'S

"BIG GIRLIE

SHOW

9'

WATSON'S

WANT

COLUMBIA AMUSEMENT
CO.'S HOUSES

The

IRISH COMEDIAN,

LOS ANGELES.
GUT PRICE.

y

FEET OF MISCHIEF

VIOLET

Co madia* hi

Principal

THE MISCHIEF MAKERS'*

"HONEYMOON

LEW KELLY

;

Splnette Quintet,
well presented playlet
entertaining; Alfred Bergen, repeated success-

Orand Opera Co.
Sam Rork, O. M. Anderson's general manla back from the east and has started
rehearsals for "The Arcadians" at the Morosco with his newly-acquired company.

fully.

(Harry Follette, mgr., Loew)—
18.— Edwin Ford and Co., artistic
Claude and Marlon Cleveland, wellDelmore
received
Landry Brothers, clever
Wm. A. Brady Co.,
and Light, very good
ftassably pleasing; Rouble Slmms, entertaln-

EMPRB8S
;

Oeorgo Jones,

local

actor,

ng.

REPUBLIC

(Al.

Duffy, big laugh;
Yoke, fair; Ban Harney Trio, clever;
Williams and Clifford, very good; Zeno and
lfandell, big applause

Lou

HIPPODROME

(Lester

Fountain,

mgr..

States)— Week 18.— Morrill's "Yip
Yaps," very good ; Yerkes and Adele, ordiO'Rourke and O'Rourke, excellent
nary;
Orlando, scored
Ted McLean and
dancers
Genevieve Lee, pasaed nicely; Ralston and

Western

;

;

Latour, passably pleasing.

MASON—"The Yellow Ticket"
MOR08CO— Dark.
MAJESTIC— Dark.
BURBANK— "Help Wanted."

LON HASCALL

"ROSELAND GIRLS"
E.

GEO.

("Blutch")

is

directing at the Morosco.

Harry James plans

to spend a few weeks
near here. Directing orchestras

Dutch"
from the Follies'9

AUGUSTA
LANG
PRIMA DONNA

Bert Levey has refused Rube Welsh a lease
on the Republic for burlesque

Edmund Lowe has been signed by Morosco.
He closed here a week ago with "Damaged
Goods."

Manager Morosco

Frank Mandel, whose

play,

"The Lady

We

being rehearsed by Morosco at the
Burbank, says he may remain In Southern
California and write and produce plays and
Is

scenarios.

Harry Williams
song numbers

is

here and will write spe-

for the

Anderson company.

New York

this

your sweetheart gives you the sack,

GOOFER DUST"

will

bring

tL back

;

easily

;

Primrose Four, excel-

"The Flsrebeck," appreciated; Mines A
Fox, good Ward A Co Hen, pleased,
lent

;

;

CRYSTAL
—

Loew).

(William

"Vaudeville

In

Gray,

mgr.;

agent,

Monkey land." appre-

Oscar Lorraine, fine : "A
Campus Flirtation." good Collier A DeWald,
clever
"Back to Buffalo," pleased.
DAVIDSON (8herman Brown, mgr.; agent,
Ind.).— Bird of Paradise," with Lenore Ulrich, to good business.
31, "Misleading Lady."
ORPHEUM (William E. Mick, mgr.; agent,
Loew).— "The Mssquersder," musical tab,
supplants continuous vaudeville for week. Good
opening
SHI' BERT (C. A. Niggemeyer. mgr.).— 8bunovelty

;

;

;

bert 8tock in "The Woman in the Case," exbusiness.
Next, "A Fool There Was"

cellent

and "Madame X."

B. F. KEITH'S

PALACE, THIS

The Most Wonderful Monkey
on the American

Kreiss, mgr.).—Pabst GerStock In "Die Ueillgs Not."
Business
Next, "Der Ungetreue EckehareL"
(James W. Krause, mgr.).—
"Freckles," with Hugh Finn, fair houses.
Next, "Mrs. Wlggs of the Cabbage Patch."
GAYETY (James H. Rhodes, mgr.).—
"Gypsy Maids,"
fair.

EMPRE88

MBUKgAFOUM.

James A. Hlgler, mgr. agent,
—Gertrude
Hoffmann, big; Dainty Ma(

registered

rls,

ciated

cial

leaves tor

PAB8T (Ludwlf

man

MILWAUKEE.
MAJESTIC
Orph.).

Love,"

BEAUTIFUL,
THE GINGER GIRLS

with

on his ranch
Isn't the life, says Harry.

WEEK

owner,

WAGNER

L.
"In

*

If

"BEHMAN SHOW"

L

Featured with

Management James

Lou Oottechalk

Team"

Engaged

SIMON- LEGREE (Stage Manager)

Friui Scheff has arrived and has started
Pretty Mrs. Smith" In pictures.

Watson, mgr.; agt, Bert

Levey)— Week 18.—Jimmy

Specially

Lillian Fitzgerald

was arrested for

;

;

"Burlesque's Classiest

HOWE'S "HEART CHARMERS'*

speeding.

;

Week

"PROF. DOPE"

film.

ager,

BILLY

PEARL-MEEHAN

GIRLS'*

AUDITORIUM— National

(Clarence Drown, mgr., U.B.O.)

;

Featured with
GIRLS'*
Author and Producer of Sense
Management, Theatrical Operation Co.
Permanent Address, 7SS Wlnthrop Ave*
Beachmont. Mass.

"GAYETY GIRLS"

TRINITY AUDITORIUM—"Cabirta,"

18.— Billy B. Van and Co., well liked
Williams and Wulfus, enjoyable turn ; DeHaven and Nice, clever dancers ; Brown and
Rochelle, went well ; Imhoff, Conn and CoPierre Pelletier and
reene, remarkably good

dancers

THE ORIGINAL GERMAN

MIL"HONEYMOON

Featured with

ROWLAND

Co.,

With

Zella Russell

-MILLION DOLLAR DOLLS"

—Week

THE ELECTRIC SPARK

Fuaalest ef All Irish

"THE GAYETY GIRLS"

IM

ORPHEUM

Mae Holder.

Harry K. Morton

Specially engaged for remainder of the season as

4

Management

JACOBS * JERMON

"ORIENTALS"

ADDED ATTRACTION OF "GAY NEW YORKERS"

Rich McAllister
JAIVIEIS

"GOLDEN CROOK"

With

Babe La Tour

GOOD-LOOKING GIRLS ALWAYS

MOLLIE WILLIAMS
ED.

LEON

DE
MILLIE
THE

JACOBS & JERMON'S

•raw.

METROPOLITAN

(L.

N.

Bcott,

mgr.).—

"Milestones" and "High Jinks," divided week
Jan. 17, packing houses at every performance,
Film this week.
John Bunny next
week.
8HUBERT (Wright Huntington, mgr.).—
Huntington Players in "Charley's Aunt." with
Earl Lee carrying off the honors.
"Conspi-

racy" follows.

BAINBRIDOE (A. Q. Bainbridge, Jr., mgr.).
—Bain bridge Players In "Fifty Miles from
Boston," held over second week.

ORPHEUM

(O.

Raymond, mgr.).— Sam

B.

and IKtty Morton, well received: Mellvllls
end Higgins, big hit
Freemond Benton end
Co., including Billy Gaston, in "Handkerchief
No. 15," fair; Mlndell Kingston and George
Ebner, fair; Prelle's Circus, good; Twisto,
;

good

;

Pauline, entertained.

UNIQUE

(Jan.

(Jack

Elliott,

mgr.; Loew).—Cae-

25)

DROWISKY

VAB1BTY

MARY

Charles Horwltz
of the host comedy act* hi vaudeville.
the Five Sullys, Mr. end Mrs. Merk Mur?hy, Leila Davis e\ Co*, Quintan and Richards,

Author
rdeir

Emmett *

Tom WUliame

Co.,

OO \A/ N S

Co,

e\

and hundreds of others.

A HMettf

SPECIAL RATE

Met**

1

Imfeftte

if

SS

TO PROFESSION

>
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Hs*f

Costumes and Millinery

229 West 42d

WORN AND NEW.

SLIGHTLY

CHARLES HORWITZ
(Room SIS). Now York

14*2 Broadway
Phone ZS4B Greeley

FRANK HAYDEN

J.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING

Ash

St.,

56

YEARS

W.

45th

"I Writs
,

I.

MILLER, 1554 Broadway, *«E &r

Tel. SSSi-7

UN IXC ILL ID AND COMMODIOUS
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR ALL

-

Manufacturer

Chel

o

T.r«.

and

CLOG.

Ballet

Acrobatic
Spes

s n d

Shoes

cialty. All

work

made

short

at

East 23rd SL,

•

Shoes.

W.231S7
N.Y

^1

DR. JULIAN

New York

1493

Cityi

Lest

We

I

vmk city

urn to the profusioh

trceiu.

STAGE MONEY,

CROSS

Booh

of Herald Cuts, 2Sc.

^feSSJtfi^ CHICAGO

sar Rlvoll, headllner; Barnes and Robinson;
Blanche Sloan ; "When we Grow Up" ; Zoeller
Trio.

NEW GRAND (Flnkel and Rubensteln.
Three Mlllards In
mgrs.).— Four Prersts
"Zeke in Society"; Maleta Bonconl Dawson,
Lanlgan and Covert.
NEW PALACE (Rubin and Flnkelsteln,
mgrs.). Venetian Four; Park, Romeo and
Francois The Reed Bros. Harry Holden and
Lucy Herron Selbln and Grovini.
NEW GARRICK (Rubin A Flnkelsteln.
mgrs.). Pictures with Meta Schuman, sopraNewly decono, and Robert Oehan, baritone.
Formerly Miles Hippodrome.
rated.
GAYETY (William Koenig, mgr. ) .—Watson
;

—

;

;

;

—

Sisters'

Co.

LYRIC, STRAND, REGENT,
TAL, PRINCE8S, ORIENTAL,

CRYSSEVILLE.—

ISIS,

Pictures.

A

near Slet St.
42d St, near Times So..
3d Ave, soar ltth St.
Send for illustrated Catalog V.
Mail Orders Carefully Filled.
Sll tth Ave.,

West

"If If S a

We

Hat

Can Make

4312

If*

Manufacturer of

THEATRICAL HATS
stage purposes turned out at short notice.

Main Office and Factory
4*4

44**

now being used

at

Wells, second man at the opening
of the season for Wright Huntington at the
Shubert, and who left as a result of differences and succeeded Henry Hall as leading
man with the Bainbridge company at the
Bainbridge, has closed.
It Is rumored that

Wanted—Lady Acrobatic Dancer
for

recognized

West

etth St.,

act.

Room

Call
25.

M on fort
Phono

4B51

Hotel,

1S4

Bryant.

Branch

tth Ave, nr. 42d St.

Phone

is

2*4

W.

34th St.

Bryant

Theatrical
Vaudeville People

Photographer

X-BAZIN

A

rewritten.

office where
will give you

W.T. Cky

GIRL FOR DANCING
Wire Act, about S ft. Good appearance necessary.
Immediate engagement.
M1LLMAN,

W.

New

lZSth St.,

York.

GUERRINI CO.
MANUFACTURERS OP

PALACE HOTEL
Weet

quiet

45th St., near

Exclusive Designs.

Broadway.

Gowns made

to give good

Theatrical

Broadway

279 Columbus Avaoue)

SAN FRANCISCO

Reproduction

Photo Co.

sSCENERY

High Grade Accordions

SATISFACTION OR NO CHARGE.

Service.

Astor Theatre Bldg.

•nttf^

RUCKEL r

WANTED
MLLE. VERA BORSOS

you can talk to a man who
what you want.

1S31

e\

St.

Late Costumier* to the Royal Court of Austria

Just

4fl.

HALL

50 PER CENT
On Your Wardrobe

W. H. NELSON
Suite

—

$5

(Arthur White,
mgr.).—It's
town talk this week's bill, best ever at the
local house
Harry DeCoe, scored decisively,

Old or-

nice,

Sold by sll Drug tltti and Department Stores everywhere fer 50c
er yee may obtain geaerees SSS>
sis by sending 10c la stamps.

NEW ORLEANS.

ORCHESTRA

Songs taken down from voice.

has been •tee' by isdies of refinement 1st
ever 75 yesrs. Itoill not harm the tensereet
skin and is positively g uaranteed by as.

SAVE

MUSIC ARRANGED
chestrations

DEPILATORY POWDER

ORPHEUM

For several big time acts. State experience and
salary. Address Producer, Variety, New York.

PIANO

New York

than ever make nocossary the removing of objectionable hair by women who take
pride in their appearance.

for throwing an egg at Al Lawrence, a comedian in a local vaudeville theatre.
Krampfrastry was In the audience when the comedian alluded to the Greeks in what the former
considered a slighting msnner.
Drawing the
egg from his pocket, Krampfrastry heaved it
at the Jester.
The comedian has dropped
the Joke

124

Wanted

fined

St..

— more

Much comment was stirred up by the fact
that the local Drama League failed to bulletin "Milestones."
Investigation proved that
the
"Milestones"
company requested the
league not to bulletin the play, fearing that
the league's approval would make the public
think It a "highbrow" play and consequently
cost patronage.
Leny Krampfrastry, a Greek, was

a P. A,

The Modern Dances

he will return to the Huntington manageAverell Harris, leading man all last
ment.
season with the Bainbridge Players, will succeed him, opening Jan. 31 in "Paid in Full."

Raymond

M. Fluegelman
for

woman's orchestra

the Shubert.

M

$1.00

A. J. SIMMONS. A.
Ticket Office, B'way A 42nd

;

225

417)

Toronto $1*.SS
Chicago $11.10
Lowest Faroe, Special
Baggage Service
If You Want Anything Quick—
'Phono W. B. LINDSAY, E. P. A„ Bryant

ATLAS PHOTO SERVICE CO. (Exports in general photography)
18* N. LA SALLE STREET, CHICAGO

Free Samples,

Envelopes.

ISc.

(Room

Ff Veuaevllllans

All Steel Cars,

PERFORMERS, ATTENTION!

LETER HEADS
Contracts. Tickets,

Servsee

SIEGELOicialDeDtiiUolheWHITERATS

A perfect reproduction of any of your photos on a standard tire double weight business
card with your name, address or anything you want on it for 12 per Its.
We guarantee cards or refund money. Send stamp for sample. Don't think of reproducing any photos until you send for our price list end samples. Reproductions as low as
gl.50 per 100. Our 5-year and money-back guarantee protects you. Mail orders onr specialty,
eal with one of the profession.

Yat

It

AUTHOR FOR
BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Buffalo

You Forgot
Say

Nat M. Wills' material"

Rochester |7.M

Cstalog 4

for

all

17

notice.

Write

5275

JAMES MANY
MADISON
HEADLINERS

THE 2*4 STREET VETERINARY HOSPITAL

Theatrical

f

Boots

202

sjaan

a

4fx
f\J
l^U
*+>

N. Y. City

St.,

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Phone, Bryant

Reproductions, Enlargements, All Kinds of
Mall orders promptly attended
to. Sittings at any time or by appointment.
Call and see us, or writs for price list.
25t W. 42d St* New York
V. ROSS, Prop.
Opposite American Theatre

I

Photography.

DROP CURTAINS

WRITE
SONGS
FOR

MISS EVA TANGUAY
LET ME WRITE YOURS
PAUL ARLINGTON. INC

Special Songs, Monologues, Sketches

|1

Lee

Lash

HE

OXYCENI

Tooth Powder

308 to 316 East 48th Street

Broadway

Take the best tooth powder
ever

made—make

it

a

little

bet-

ter—Then add Oxygen— That's
CALOX, the Oxygen Tooth
Powder
The buffalo Medical Journal says:
"It may be confidently asserted that
Calox is the only dentifrice that will
sterilize the mouth and arrest decay
without injury to the soft
tissues.
It is the most
scientific
tooth
powder
which the laboratory has
yet produced."

LONGACRE BUILDING

Catalogue

now

Wood

Cocus

ready; aend 2c. stamp.
Xylophone. L. P. Floor Rack

e\

Ree. $JS.se—never used.

2t

BrooL

Passe Infest 2548

Quality Guaranteed

Marie Lloyd

<

Tooth Bruoh,

CALL

Phone

2581

We7 N.

f
(

New York

Mtwersndum Date Book
Book tbt Art

tl

"Makiit Up*

Col.

R
Y
SON

IN DYED SCENERY FOR VAUDEVILLE PEOPLE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
OUR PRICE IS RIGHT
PHONE SUPERIOR
CLARK ST. CHICAGO.

WE SPEC1AUZE

Itiira.

aw
rrM

BUILDER OF HATS
S4th Street

HIGH GRADE
MAKE-UP

Uniform in Color and

MME. BELMONT
n

48tb It, W. Y. City

HESS

TO THE PROFESSION—WE INVITE YOU

IM Seventh Avenue,

W

R*<"um Glove Cleaner
Removes Spots and Stains
Makes Old Gloves New. Send 2f Cents stamps
for large tube. Suite 2t7, 1431 B'way, New York

Hartford, Conn.

St.

118

3AI/F MftNFV
OHWt
mUHLI

to call and aee our millinery. You will be delighted with the exclusive
models we show. Styles for every occasion.
Our lit Special for professionals only.

mckesson « robbins
for the

ltlS
3 Oct.

Offices

All Druggists, 25c.
Sample and booklet
frmo on rsfuest.

Atk

Xylophones
and Traps

Bell,

Studios

HKA8IDI BUNGALOW COIdNY St OBKAT KILLfl.
NEW YORK CITY, sells California style bungalows.
$425.

Consisting of living room, two bedrooms, kitbathroom; roomy porch; shingle overhang
etc
Fully improved plots, $175 go.
Easy
monthly payments.
8andy bathing beach.
Natural
harbor for pleasure boats.
Famous flsblng grounds.
Superb marine views.
Seashore sad country combined.
Banned established theatrical community. 44
out; fare. Be.
Circular apes

chen

end

roof,

THB BACHB BEALTY COMPANY.
its Broadway

,

Use Yert Cny

t
VARIETY

38

VAUGHN

JOHN

and
b

&*£*, "COON TOWN DIVORCONS" jun.e 4cree
TO FOLLOW
NEW
Song Sensation
Featuring "VIRGINIA
LEE," the
ORPHEUM. BROOKLYN, THIS WEEK, PALACE,

YORK,

191 $

CHAIN
& TEMPLETON
RMONIOU
ONO HUMORI
ft

c«

IIMY
Age seven years. Now playing

Allan Dinehart's sketch, a gem.
opening.
Kiggs and Witchie, splendidly conceived danc-

Mary and
ing interlude.
Clayton White's
ovation.
ious laughter. Belle Baker,
cessful.
Kervllle Family,

Marie

McFarland,

uproartremendously suc-

"Cherle,"
distinct

novelty.

at

TULANE (T. C. Campbell, mgr.). — Raymond
In "The Beauty Shop."
CRESCENT (T. C. Campbell, mgr.).— Percy
Haswell stock In "Two Orphans."
DAUPHINE (Lew Rose, mgr.).— Stock burlesque.

monnn muue
45th

St.,

Theatre,

New York

Feb.

co," PAMV

1-2-3

PETE MACK

to

HIPPODROME

(J.

Miller,

Mansfield Players.
ALAMO (Will Gueringer,

the role of

mgr.).— Robert

"DORIS"

in

"ON FILE.

Karine Gordon, King and Glbba and Tessie
Harrington joined the Dauphine stock this
week. One of the Dauphine choristers Is paying $7.50 monthly for a room, putting 25 cents
nightly in the gas meter.
(Great way to get
rid of Mexican quarters.)

mgr.).— Vaude-

ville.

Williamson's submarine pictures come to the
Lafayette next week.

Larger Quarters

Born—ha up

m Building
Putnam

London
6

Ave.

JO

"
ft WHt

(Arthur S. LeVien)

Hitchcock

Chas
NoW

p" ww"-

Agent,

HAMMERSTEIN'S, SECOND WEEK. Besides his own act TINY TOT is playing
PERMANENT ADDRESS. 1234 BOSTON ROAD, BRONX, NEW YORK CITY

Moving

Will Collins

Fifth

UNDER DIRECTION OF

BART McHUGH

H.

NoW

Paris

New York

Co.

R. Pitau

Brother of

HARRY
LAUDER
IN HIS

OWN

SCOTTISH CHARACTER SONGS

HAMMERSTEIN'S NEXT WEEK

(Feb

1)

AND

Representatives,

MORRIS & FEIL

REAL WHIRLWIND
ACROBATIC DANCERS
Jardin de Danse

Direction.

New York Roof

BILLY CURTIS

!

'

VARIETY

THE HIT OF THE SEASON !

"GOWNS"

FATIMA
THE TUmidSH BLEND

CIGARETTE

Produced by

GREATER NEW YORK DRESS MFG. CO.
1 EAST 28TH ST., NEW YORK CITY

There was a new idea

and how

Corner of Fifth Aye.

STRICTLY WHOLESALE

ill

I

\

ADVANCED

STYLES
MATERIALS

FINEST
PARISIENNE
THE BEST

MODELS

MAKE
SAVING

100

HRFSSFS
UKtbbt,2>
iss

Buy your dresses

from manufacturer and save the middleman's

showroom and

Visit our

see

what we

tain light, aromatic Turkish

with

tobaccos

bodied

leaf,

rich,

—

to

full-

keep

MILD, but entirely
SATISFYING!
them

But we'd no idea so many
smokers were

millions of

AFTERNOON AND WALKING

J

direct

did catch on

waiting for just that!

EVENING, DANCING

J

chiiue

\

PER CENT.

CONSUMER

BUYER

it

The idea was to blend cer-

Cast

PRICES

in

creating Fatima Cigarettes,

profit.

Retail or wholesale, one price.

offer.

Miss Vera Chique's gown sold elsewhere, $50; our wholesale price, $19.50.

Dress Parade

West 52nd
All are

will be held at the

St.,

New York

City,

Auditorium, 306-8-10-12

Thursday, February

18th.

Prizes awarded.

welcome.

20
for

'

'

1

5c

Edna
Now

'Distinctively Individual

ooner

Headlining for Marcus

Loew

Miss Spooner Has Been Greeted by Record Breaking Houses, Demonstrating her Immense Popularity

MARY

GIBBS SPOONER,

Director
SANjFRANCISCO "BULLETIN*

SAN FRANCISCO "CALL."

SANTLEY STAR OF
BILL

AT ORPHEUM

In Vaudeville for

the Next
Six new acts arc added to the Orpheum bill this week,
with Joseph Santley, musical comedy star and dance artist,
as the headliner.
Santley, assisted by Ruth Randall and
Josephine Kernell, presented yesterday one of the daintiest
dance offerings ever staged before a gathering of Orpheum

enthusiasts.

The

trio,

just from the musical

Come True,"
»

presented
tpplause.

comedy,

"When Dreams

interspersed their act with lively songs. They
piece with a snap that won unstinted

their

DREAMS COmTtRDE IN
BULAT ORPHEUM
Orpheum patrons are in for a program this week that ii
pretty much of a sure-fire success from top to bottom.
For sheer entertainment it would be difficult to find a
better one. What with Joseph Santley, late star of "When
Dreams (Cine True," and George McKay, who is just about
lie fastest vaudevillian seen this season, on the same bill,
anv show would be certain of a triumph.
Ivintlry, he of the curls and girls, has an act that for
gr.-"-e and style easily takes rrecedi nee over any similar
offering on the vaudeville stage.
Also, in the persons of
Miss Ruth Randall and MisB Josephine Ktrnell he hat two
assistants whose singing and dancing go a long way toward
the success of the number.
Santley sings "AJong Came
Ruth." "Honeymoon Lane," "I Can't (let a Girl" And "When
You're in Love." The "Chinese Trot." so popular in his
musical comedy, and the "Cubist Glide" are also featured in
the present act. Miss Randall does a charming dance in an
old -fashioned gown, while Miss Kernell has a waltr and a
"ovc ballad with Mr. Santley.
l

Seven Weeks

;

;;

;

VARIETY

opened at Majestic, Milwaukee, Monday ma tinea and want on "No. S." Mias Irene Franklin followed, "No. •"; Mr. Nat WUla followed "No. 7" (that la next to cloein* there).
night Mr. Nat Wills waa "No. 4," "Miss Franklin "No. •" and Edwin George wee "No. 7." and got over bigger than aver.
is only one answer
only the fit survive, so I must have thrown a fit. I understand there la a copy of me almost word for word. Soma acta are copyrighted and some
are copied- right. Wall, if I catch him with the goods his name will be mud. I encourage opposition— but not a thief.
I

Monday

—

There

PAUL

ALICE

PORTERS SULLIVAN
"A PISCATORIALMAYPASTORAL"
(WHATEVER THAT

NIXON (Thos. Kirk, mgr.).— "Potash and
Perlmuttar," sell out. Feb. 1, Maude Adams.
ALVIN (J. P. Reynolds, mgr.).— "Today"
opened to fair house. Feb. 1, "Story of the
Rosary."
LYCEUM (Charles Wilson, mgr. ) .—"Shepherd of the Hills" opened to big house. Feb.
1,

(Henry Kurtsman, mgr.).— "Tro-

cadero Burlesquers."

VICTORIA

(George

Gallagher,

mgr.).—

"Taxi Girls."

ACADEMY

(Harry

J.

Smith, mgr.).—"The

Lid Lifters."

;

;

LOEWS EMPRESS

— Week

18,

(H.

Pudcella

will have grand opera Feb. 11with Oulsseppe Oanellnl, musical director.

W.

Bros.,

Pierong, mgr.).

opened

good

Holmes A Holllston, applause; Joe Kelsey,
good John La Vler, clerer Brown A Jackson, pleaaed; "Lore In a Sanitarium." head;

;

The Nixon
13,

BAKER (Geo. L. Baker, mgr.; stock).—
Current. "Big Jim CTarrlty."
ORPHEUM (T. R. Conlon, mgr.; agent, U.
B. 0.).— Week 17, 8 tone A Hughes, opened
well ; Brenner A Wheeler, applause
Mr. A
Mrs. Crane, good ; Rae Eleanor Ball, musical
"Woman Proposes," hit; Milt Collins,
good
Mme. Jennie Jomelll, holdorer, went
big; Newhouse, Snyder A Co., cycling.
;

"Hanky Panky."

QAYETY

Direction,

BE)

lining, hit.

LYRIC (Dan

Flood,

mgr.).—Carnlral

acta.

and

recelred

Co., cordially

;

HARRY WEBER

Lambert!, appre-

Waldemer A Darras Bros., pleasing
The Sharrocks, highly
entertaining, much applauae.
ciated

LOEWS

;

EMPRESS

(Ous

Greening,
mgr.). James J. Morton, very good; Ines
McCauley, pleases Three Keltons, good ; Cook
A Stevens, liked ; Chaa. Ledegar, cordially.

—

6.

;

PRINCESS (Bert Goldman, mgr.).—Split
First half: Four Csetrllllsns
Davltt
and Duvall
Al Lawrence
Keough Slaters
Second half: Woodford's Educated
Pictures.
Animals Connelly Slaters May and Kllduff-;
week.

;

;

;

;

;

Nadje.

METROPOLITAN
John Bunny

In

(L. N. Scott, mgr.).—
In Funnyland." Bunny

"Bunny

appreciated more In the movies.
SHU BERT (Frank Priest res. mgr.).—
Huntington Players In "Spendthrift" opened
to good business.
Next, "Her Own Money."
STAR (John P. Kirk, mgr.).— "Winning
la

PORTLAND, ORE.
By
HELIG

(W.

R. B. Alt SON.
Pangle, mgr.).— Forbes-

T.

Robertson.

ST. PAUL, MINN.
By a J. BeUTHAlI.

ORPHBUM
Marts Lo

(B. C. Burroughs, res. mgr.).—
and Co., well liked; Frank North

By

;

Five Metiettis, good

Widows."

SPOKANE.
Ji

AUDITORIUM

(Weaver A York. mgrs.
W. T. A.).—Current, Baker Players
"The Virginian."

agent. N.
In

LOEWS

(Joseph

Muller.

SPOKANE (Sam W. B. Conn, mgr.; agent.
Fisher)— Week 17.— First half, Helen Burr,
Faust A Raust. Raymond A Bell ; second half,
Edna Tracy, Helen Burr, Moralea Brothers.
AMERICAN (James McConahey, mgr.).—

Back

to pictui

The new Liberty picture house opened

M. Golden, head of the Golden troupe of
Russian dancers, and another Pentagon par-

AMERICAN SEASON

ALICE LLOYD
IN VAUDEVILLE
ORPHEUM, LOS ANGELES

PAT CASEY

Jan.

2S with "vffloer 688."

Direction, H. B. MARINELLI

Repre.ent.tive.

di-

Im-

tians, favorites.

JACK CLIFFORD

(Feb. 1),

agent,

Stuart Black A Co., sketch slow;
Crawford A Broderlck. personality helped;
"Olde Tyme Hallowe'en," splendid act; Tom
Mahoney, comedy winner; Ergottl A Lillipu-

AND

NEXT WEEK

;

pression;

EVELYN NESBIT

8th

mgr.

rect)— Week 17.—Juggling deLlsle, small

All Communications care

VARIETY. New York

VARIITY

3=
former ran afoul of the city ordinance which
smoking on stsges or la dressing
Both paid nominal fines In police
rooms.

forbid*

41

E VE Y

SS
Chaunoey Ireland, tenor, haa left to open
an engagement on the- Thorns time- In Mobridge,

D.

8.

CIRCUI

court.

toiowto.

The 20-months-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Cohn
B. Conn died Jan. 17.
manager of the Spokane and Empress the*

INDEPENDENT

VAUDEVILLE
In the Far Weat. Steady Coneecutive Work for Novelty Feature Acta
EXECUTIVE OFFICES, ALCAZAR THEATRE BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO

Samuel W.
(i

ROYAL ALEXANDRA

•tree.

The Auditorium never has held more people
than turned out to see Warfleld In "The AucThe orchestra was taken out of Its
tioneer."
for spectators, while
pit and chairs put In
The two
the musicians plajed In the foyer.
evening and one matinee performance probably counted up $7,000, at $2.50 top.

mgr.).—

(L. Bolman,

"Pair of Sizes," good opening.
PRINCESS (O. B. Sheppard. mgr.).— "Yellow Ticket." scored strongly. Next, "Quaker
Qlrl."

GRAND

Tha Bast Small Time

(A. J. Small, mgr.).— "Within the
opening.
Next.
"Fool

Law," satisfactory
There Was."

SHEA'S (J. Shea, mgr. agent, D. B. O.).
Howard A McClane, went big Nan Halpern,
Ethel Mcencored Oka be Japs, sensational
;

Can arrange from three to Avs weeks between
Communicate by wire or letter.

THE
WEBSTER
CHICAGO

W-

Communicate Immediately with A.

;

;

Donougb.

Milan

pleasing;

clever;

Variety,

New York.

JAMES
IN

Formerly Leads

With Vitagraph

Orpheum

UW
bbjbj

ua

Fw.

«,

Harry Rickard's
Combined

Governing
Director
"HUGHMAC," Sydney

Registered Cable Addreaa:

Head

Manager

Hard. Not. York

TIVOLI THEATRI
IE, SYDNEY-AUSTRALIA
YORK OFFICES, S12 Strand Theatre BIdg.

Office:

NEW

I

of High-Claaa Vaudeville Attractions.

writs or wire.

WM. WOLFENDEN

Suits ltel-Z-4,
8698-8699 Bryant.

Phones:

S

to 7

WEEKS

-V

IS

*f

\

«& ?

.'A

A Vsi

AUSTRALIA and
Governing Director,

A SENSATIONAL NOVELTY

^*4.

and

J.

BOOKED SOLID
SIMON AGENCY"

Direction,

Florence Timponi

FULLER.

Phone

J.

Comedy i

FOR

REGULAR ACTS
Academy, Buffalo
Write or Wire

SHEA'S

HIPPODROME

(A. C. McArdle,
O.).
James Kyrle, McConley A Webb, held InMarkee, pleased
terest
Scott A
Lillian
Owynne, encored
Helen Dixon A Rambler
Teddy Brothers, scream.
Girls, novel
agent,

Co.,

U.

B.

good

—

;

;

;

;

;

ADELE BLOOD
in

ENTIRELY ORIGINAL

OPENING AT HAMMERSTEIN'S
THIS

WEEK

(Jan,

25)

H.

J.

;

mgr.;

OAYETY

(T.

R.

MICHAEL
Henry, mgr.).— "Roaeland

Olrls."

MAJESTIC (Peter F. Orlffln, mgr.; agent.
Griffin).— Victor Faust. Lambert A van, Lilian
Hazel. "At the Seaside" (special feature).
STAR (Dan F. Pierce, mgr.).— "Oirls from
the Follies."
"Mischief Makers." 1.

Assisted

by

PERCIVAL LENNON

an

AND NOVEL SCENE

All

BREAKING JUMPS

;

Curdv A

Attractions
BOSTON

Pianists, Sensational Acta.

;

"THE MUSICAL BABIES*'
Pepple & Sheam'a "THE WHIRL OF MIRTH"

CO.

W. GORMAN'S

Expenses Paid Except Hotel.

YONOE 8TBEET (J. Bernstein,
mgr.). McLouls, James A Co., excellent; Margaret Farrell, encored ; Merlin, entertaining
BarnoldB Dogs, diverting
Miller, Moore 4
Gardner, pleased
Toyett A Bennett, good
McDermott & Wallace, clever; Carina Troupe,
novel.

all

100 Boylston St,
Want for Immediate Time and Summer lesson.
Principals and Chorua for Muaical Comedy Tabloid Companiee, Quartettee and Trioa, Vaudeville
Acta and Vaudeville People, adaptable for Mu-

—

Featured in

da not write. State
Communicate direct la tha

Amusement

Chester Johnson, amusing; J. C. Nugent Co.,
entertaining; Bedford A Winchester, skillful.

SISTERS

CITY

Bryant

calary right or

LOEWS

MORETTE

NEW YORK
44

THE GUS SUN BOOKING
EXCHANGE
CO.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
WE
WILL BOOK ACTS DIRECT
Make

sical

COMBINE BUSINESS WITH PLEASURE
VACATE IN AUSTRALIA
AND SHOW A PROFIT

NOW PLAYING LOEW TIME

BROADWAY

Springfield, Okie,

Can arrange immediate time for good Singles,
Doablea, snd original novelty acts.
Address
all letter* to Roy D. Murphy, c/o Variety.
Chicago, HL
<
Aastrslia is the sctors' paradise.
No Sunday work.
No Fares to pay. No excess.
No Bsggage. No collect wires. No cancellations.
Hsrdest week, two show a a
day. Most of the tour, one a night, two matinees weekly.

BELLE

1«S

BRANCHES!
CHICAGO Majestic Theatre BIdg.
NEW YORK-Fateco TWtre BIdg.
PITTSBURGH-Me Schmidt Bldg.^

NEW ZEALAND
BEN

Booking 10 Weoha East
Can Use Girl Acts Eyory Weak

THE OUS SUN BOOKING EXCHANGE

FULLER BRENNAN
VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT

The World's Greatest
Boomerang Throwers

VAN

BIdg.
P. Q.

MONTREAL,

Now Yorh repreeentatloa
Now Yorh City.

1M4 Broadway,

ftrat letter.

Orpheum Theatre

-THE COLLEGIAN AND THE GIRL"

Jf^O^^SM^SL
&"&
.

ALOZ

H.

J.

Inc.

Artlata deeiring

PALACE THEATRE BUHL,

BYRNE & KIRBY

RITTER and WEIS
•

SsnSu

Capital, |3,asa,ase

HUGH McINTOSH,

JAMES PLUNKETT.

*

City

Theatres

Tivoli

Write er Wire

..--*

New Yorh

And AFFILIATED CIRCUITS, INDIA and AFRICA

The Kill Kara Kouple"

ring

E. 14th St,

Circuit

JOHN and WINNIE HENNINGS
Representative,

E44S

Lillian Herletn.

GENE HUGHES,
WMk

YORK-Telephone Bryant

*

Ts

AND
"ELOPINTS*'
to

NEW

SQUARE,

of all

PAUL TAUSIG * BON, 1M

LILY DEAN

Nat WMk (F.b. I). Prop*ct. Brooklyn
Direction, JESSE LASKY. Thanks

by

Newesi

HARRY WEBER

RRICK

PRUDENTIAL CIRCUIT

PLIMhfER CIRCUIT

Columbia Theatre Bldg.-TIMES

gja/

The Hiattes,

Diractioai of

WILFRED

Manager

performers going to Europe make their ateamahip arrangementa through
* following have:
/O
Howard and Howard, Hanvar and Lee, Hallen and Hayes, Hasaette and
^a^^saaf '
Maurietta, Hawthorne and Burt, Four Harveya, Howell and Scott, Howard and
Harris. The Holdens, Huxter Bros., Heeley and Meeley, Howard Collinson Trio, Hall and Earl.

AsWIrasa Variety,

New York

Vaudeville Agency

Preaident and General

MOSS CIRCUIT

TRYOUTS CAN BE ARRANGED FOR ACTS UNKNOWN TO US
afsw

Just Flaishad the United Ttsno

Praev

Sam Francieco

of every description suitable for vaudeville can obtain lonf engagements
BOOKING DIRECT with ua. Sand in jour open time at once or call

Office*:

A

FRED. STANTON ASSOCIATES
F. PETRIE 'i
the

MOSS,

B. S.

LEVEY CIRCUIT.

WEBSTER,

H.

and Acta

Artlata

WM.

AT LIBERTY

GEORGE

AMALGAMATED
BOOKING

cfat,

"BURGLARS' UNION"

Felice

J.

B. S.

THOMPSON

Carlotta

De

Troupe,

VAUDEVILLE
CIRCUIT
JINNY WEBSTER,

1M North La Seile St.
FISHER. INC. Se«ttle L BERT

Suite 2t

EDWARD

Asaliated with

;

FRANKIE HEATH

aailinga of boat a for Auatralla for all ftrat class

acta.

*— HARRY WEBER

"

——

"

VAUIITY

Announc
IEL

IMT!

FROHMAN

Announces

for Release

FAMOUS PLAYERS FILM

CO.'S

Stupendous Photo-Spectacle Triumph,

yy~

THE ETERNAL CITY
CAIN

WITH

IIME

FREDERICK

A mammoth photo-production of Hall Caine's epochal novel and play
Rome—the

produced amid the grandeur and beauty of

Eternal City

Under the direction of EDWIN S. PORTER and HUGH FORD.
Added to its general and unusual value is the vital timeliness derived
from the recent disastrous earthquakes in Italy, which injured many
of the historic and ancient buildings that form the background of the
screen production of Hall Caine's stirring romance.
No other film offering in the history of the screen ever received
such unstinted praise from the trade papers as:

i

"Will rank with the world's greatest kinematographic achievements."
Motion Picture World.
"The finest dramatic work thus far made, here or elsewhere. Developed with
surpassing skill magnificent setting* new to photoplays a tremendous scenic
accomplishment.
Dramatic Mirror.
"In The Eternal City' the Famous Players have turned out a film which it can be
fairly said is the most pretentious production which any American concern has
placed on the market.
New York Telegraph.
"Exemplifies the full and comprehensive meaning of the word masterpiece
Should draw as well five years from now as today."
Beautiful and impressive
N. Y. Clipper.
"Nothing would be more ridiculous than to compare 'The Eternal City* with any
other picture. It stands in a class in which others may be placed in the future, but
not in the present."
Motion Picture News.
"Held the audience spellbound for two hours nothing finer in the camera art."

—

—

A

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Variety.
picture-making." Motography.
"Tremendous a revelation." N. Y. Evening Mail.
"Fulfills the highest mission of the photo-drama
deserves the adjective great."
N. Y. Evening Sun.

"Set a

new standard

—

in

—

—

—

For theatres that can house long runs

—

— the greatest booking possibility

ever presented!

Bookings

may be obtained from

SELECT FILM BOOKING COMPANY
Room

1410, 110

WWt

40th St.

GEO. M. WELTY, Rep.

NEW YORK CITY

FILM COMPANY
FAMOUS PLAYERS
ADOLPH
ZUKOR,

DANIEL FROHMAN, Managing

Director

*

President

EDWIN

S.

i

PORTER, Technical

Director

VARIETY
There i» not much to
this wash, although one any
by • coif ball
In the

mr

W

deteriorated

and It
our advance at the time.

enemy was

dfti

Imperial
Pekinese

The

ground, valet
Elvin Hedgna and Jms Jacobean la a
ef eingle acts are both cleaning up. Freddie,
let ue bear from you.
5s-ss at the Thrall, New Brighton, thle ween
U going to put a jao In our roU.
American acta are about as scarce as they
wore Ato /ears ago.
Ladles and Gentlemen—you must give EngM
land credit for their Bueineee ae Usual" laena.
Byusitsallrightly Yours,

GUY RAWSON

Troupe

with

GAVIN and PLATT
The PEACHES
Ph

Six Chinese Wonders. Lately Featured with
Jubilee Co.
All communications to

Clifton,

N.

RETURNING TO VAUDEVILLE

A

o

S

R

IRENE MOORE
"LOOK FOR ME"
Address VARIETY, Ban

FRANK

FRANK BOHM.

ORIGINALITY

VENTRILOQUIST

Ttau west's an*.***) ef
by Clart sai Baines:

"The Silent Tramp"

MAX HART

S.

A.

MARLETTE'S

mm

THEODORE TERRY

Sam Barton

EMILY
IN U.

S

aid STICKNEY

f

Jerome and Carson
BACK
-WORKING"

THOSE MUSICAL WIZARDS

Direction,

BROWN

VON HOFF

W

ALLEN MILLER * CO.

SKIPPER, KENNEDY and REEVES
RETURN ENGAGEMENT
PANTAGES CIRCUIT

Youth

J.

WHENEVER YOU SEE
A SKETCH THINK OF

ARM

Delightful Story of
Boohed Solid
Direction
CHRIS O.

VARIETY, Now York

Owner and Prop.

GEO.

18S1-M Passaic

Hawthorne Ave.,

"Yesterdays"
A

LONG TACK SAM

Sole

Gill

in

Anna Held

TOURING

•

7

Direction,

"Their Little
Friends"

Shangtun^ Mystery

Vardoi, Perry and Wilber
VARIETY, LONDON.

FRANCES
CLARE

MANIKINS
Da
tioa,
ear

FRANK

est

You AC*** fit fe Wfcif?-

A9t*r Y»un Aaf

I

ROSE-'

*<•

/>ay
W*JH t

k XIfXs C No.

CenyrUht Class E

H.

«WV

H%

afan-arv
*•<•

•

THE CONJURING COhUC

TRANSFIELD SISTERS
REFINED MUSICAL ARTISTS

loew

a foor*
*

y*« H.

LOvin

MOON
It

ilu ojirr ree

Touring Pantaaos Circuit

ciRcurr

Fred d. Ardath

J

UDS

N C

OLE

Dwicurr^uMPHR?Y^a^^

Nan Halperin

and ^Company
AMERICA'S

S]IN

Little

OWN PRODUCT

MARION WEEKS
THE MINIATURE PRIMA DONNA

thos. prrzrA-nucx.

Playing U. B. O.

Personal Management,

NICK HANLEY

ROSIE LLOYD

IVIA1M
AMERICA'S YOUNGEST SONG WRITER
NOW PLAYING LOEW CIRCUIT

Touring in American Vaudeville.
Address

all

Communications Csre VARIETY,

New

York.

Direction,

HOGUE s HARDY
Preeentinff a Serio

Comedy Sketch

ARTHUR
PRINCE
"
"J
With

I

Care of VARIETY,

IN/I

New York

"JUST AC-COUNT"
Fully copyrighted, Class D.

XXC. No.

Playing; United Time.

Direction,

MARIE HOGUE

Lee Muckenf uss

S17J2

WALTER HECKMAN
TENOR
WITH RALPH DUNBAR'S SALON SINGERS

ASSISTED BY BEAUTIFUL

IN HIS

SENSATIONAL

NEW

VAUDEVILLE OFFERING

C.

IVIOIVIEIMT
A

TREMENDOUS

——

HIT AT KEITH'S, BOSTON, THIS

WEEK

.—_____-—————

\

"POST,"

"GLOBE,"

Jan. 26.

Lean, the star of "Bright Eyes,"
and a dozes other musical comedy successes, with Geo Mayfield and James Billings, head an unusual comedy show at
B. F. Keith's Theatre this week. Cecil Lean
needs no introduction as a funmsker to
Boston audiences, and he has some new
Cecil

and entirely original material. All the
songs were written by Mr. Lean, and one in
the wedding number, scored a
tremendous hit. Mr. Lean is the same infectkms comedian as of old, while his chief
assistant, Miss Mayfield, possaesses both
beauty and talent.
particular,

"JOURNAL," Jul

26.

Jan. 26.

"AMERICAN,"

There are more laughs to the minute
packed into the program at B. F. Keith's
Theatre this week than has been the case
for months. The bill is fun from A to K.
and yesterday two audiences were in an
uproar most of the three hours.
Heading the funmakers is Cecil Lean,
who is assisted by Geo Mayfield and James
Billings.
"Songs of the Moment,' Mr.
Lean calls his group of offerings, the lyric
and music of which he wrote himself, with
one exception.
He starts in by answering, in a few verses,
the often asked question as to who paid
Mrs. Van Winkle's rent while Kip was
sleeping in the Cat skill a.
Mr. Lean and
Mias Mayfield next impersonate "The Widow
and the Wall Street Man." Perhaps the
beat of their duets, however, takes the form
of a telephone talk between a man playing
cards at his club and his wife at home.
They also sing a song of seasickness, which
is extremely amusing.

Jan. 26.

Lean likewise provides music and
mirth, music of his own songs and mirth
of his own .making. Assisted by Geo Mayfield, who seems to be enjoying perfect
health. Mr. Lean indulges in a telephonepoker song which is one of the cleverest
Then, with James
bits of his program.
Billings as a luckless bridgcroom, Mr. Lean
performs a weird wedding ceremony. There
are several other bright and melodious
songs and a deal of merry chatter in the
"Cecifian" number.
Cecil

"TRANSCRIPT."
Cecil Lean, another musical comedy favorassisted by Geo Mayfield in "Songs of
the Moment," gave one of the best features of the WIT yesterday. Mr. Lena, who
wrote nearly all the lyrics and music of the
ite,

has a magnetic presence na well as a
good voice. Miss Mayfield is as charming

act,

Comedy

in liberal amount is provided in
the bill at B. F. Keith's Theatre this week.
Several good sketches make things inter*
esting and the comedy bits are interspersed

"BOSTON HERALD,"

Jan. 26.

with other acts that maintain the high
standard of the bill.
Cecil Lean, the musical comedy star, with
the able ss si stance of Geo Mayfield and
Tames Billings, carried off the top honors.
''Songs of the Moment" is the title of the
set presented by this clever trio, and,
with the exception of the music of the "boat
number," a medley of popular airs, all lyrics

Another headliner is Cecil Lean, famous as
a musical comedy star.
He appears in
"Songs of the Moment," all the music snd

snd music are the work of the stsr himself.

serving as the justice of the peace.

Direction,

lyrics being of his

own composition. He

is

by Geo Mayfield, an attractive
young woman with a fine voice, and by
James. Billings, who mskes a cspitsl bridegroonr in the wedding scene with which the
assisted

act closes.

IVI.

Mr. Lean himself, of course,

S.

as her smile, and both are excellent comediana. Their sketch had novelty, too, in its
matter and arrangement. The roles of the
flirtatious widow and the tired Wall Street
man were felicitously portrayed, as well as!
the clever telephone conversation in the
midst of 'a poker game, or the farewells
travesty on a
from sn otesn liners rait
wedding with Miss Mayfield as the self-contained bride and James Billings as the
bashful groom, was the climax of excellent

A

comedy and

fun.

It

was a

sort of anti-cli-

max, too, for Mr. Lean and Miss Mayfield
had already made their hit; in fact, seversl.

BENTHAM

(Jan. 25)
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